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CANADIAN TRADE WITH WESTERN EUROPE 

The United Kingdom and continental Europe 
represent the second largest market for Cana-
dian goods, absorbing more than one-fourth of 
total Canadian exports. The bulk of this trade 
consists.primarily of basic foodstuffs and in-
dustrial raw materials and only about one-
tenth is made up of manufactured goods. The 
composition of Canadian exports to Western 
Europe reflects the importance for Canada of 
this area, which is the largest market for 
many Canadian exports such as wheat, aluminuM 
in primary forms;.barley,.polystyrene, syn-
thetic resins, etc. As the table shows, an 
outstanding feature of Canadian exportS in 
recent years is the fact that Canadian sales 
.to Europe have continued to expand rapidly and 
at a faster rate than Canadian.exports to the 
United States. 

The largest increases in Canadian exports 
to Europe in this period occurred in industri-
al raw materials and basic foodstuffs and have 
been largely determined by the expansion in 
economic activity in the countries concerned. 
The.increase affected mainly about a dozen 
traditional exports, (wheat, 'aluminum in pri-
mary forms, planks and boards, nickel, copper, 
chemicals, barley, newsprint, wood pulp and 
seeds) . which alone represented about 60 per 
cent of total Canadiansales toWestern Europe. 
The United Kingdom is the second largest mar-
ket for Canadian exports and absorbs substan-
tial quantities of basic commodities which are 
important  to our économysuch as wheat,barley, 
flour, aluminum, copper and other industrial 
taw materials. Canadian exports to the United 

Kingdom, valuedat nearly $800 million.in  1955, 
showed an inéréase of 60 per cent over a five-
Year.period. Canada's main markets an the con-
tinent of Europe are Germany ($91 million), 
Belgium-Luxembourg ($53  million), • Netherlands 
and Norway ($47 million each), France ($42 
million), 1taly.($27 million), and Switzerland 
($25 million). About one-half  of total  Cana-
dian Shipments to these countries is made up' 
of agricultural products of which wheat, at 
$92 million, is the largest single.item..The 
next largest exports are drugs and chemicals 
($26-million),  flaxseed, asbestos, and alumi-
num. 

CANADIAN EXPORTS'TO THE U. S. 
 AND EUROPE, 1950, 1955 

(in millions of dollars) 

Percentage Share in 
Increase 	total 

from 	Can. 
1950-1955 exports 

United  States 
United Kingdom 
OEEC  Continental  
countries 	 

àf which Customs 
Union countries 

•(GermanY, 
Italy, 

France, Belgium, 
Luxembourg,  
Netherlands)  	117 	262 

1930 1955 

2,020 2,574 
469 	769 

201 	373 
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BAY ROUTE IMPORTS UP  General cargo im-
ports via the Hudson Bay Route, this year, 
mainly for Saskatchewan destinations, were up 
more than 50 per cent from those of 1955, with 
total imports amounting to 2,314 tons in the 
1956 shipping season. 

VLj. Hansen, Saskatchewan Trade Services 
Director, said six main groups of commodities 
accounted for 78 per cent of the import ton-
nage:.window glass, liquor, pipes and fittings, 
machinery, chemicals, and telephone materials. 
Other imports included biscuits, bicycles, 
bone meal, building materials o castings, china-
ware, confectionery, curling stones, footwear, 
hardware, linoleum, office furniture,,textiles, 
tiles, toys and soap, 

"The wide assortment and range of imported 
merchandise attained in 1956 is favorable 
to increased tonnage of imports via the Bay 
Route in the 1957 shipping season," Mr .  Hansen 
said. 

* * * * 

CANADA-IND1A REACTOR:  At a picturesque site 
looking out over the Arabian Sea, about seven 
miles from the heart of Bombay, work is going 
ahead rapidly on the Canada-India Reactor 
(CIR), an NRX type reactor being built as a 
joint Indo-Canadian enterprise in which the 
costs and responsibilities are being shared by 
the two countries. 

The first major atomic project in the field 
of international assistance to be undertaken 
by any of the countries most advanced in the 
development of atomic energy, the CIA reactor 
-as offered to India by Canada under the 
Colombo Plan in April 1955 and the offer was 
accepted shortly thereafter. 

"This close collaboration in a highly 
complicated field between the scientists and 
engineers of two countries, geographically.as  
far removed as Canada and India", said Prime 
Minister Nehru, "is a symbol of the manner in 
which the world has shrunk through modern 
technology, and a token .  I hope, of the peace, 
understanding and co-operation which will one 
day spread throughout the world." 

"Our joint endeavour in this matter is an-
other reminder that the origins of atomic 
science have,been international and its de-
velopment for peaceful purposes requires the 
kind of friendly co-operation between nations 
which so happily exists between India and 
Canada", said Prime Minister St. Laurent. 

Twenty-seven members of India's Department 
Atomic Energy arrived at Chalk River in 

September 1956 to study the NRX reactor for a 
year in preparation for operation of and for 
performance of  experiments with CIB'when it is 
completed in 1958, Other Indians are expected 
to visit Chalk River from time to  time  

Various modifications are being made to the 
NRX design, such as a system for passing the 
ordinary water coolant through a heat ex-
changer from which heat will be removed by sea 
water. (The latter cannot be used directly as 
the coolant because of its corrosiveness and 
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lbecause tbe,saltyand other materials in it 
I would 1:Iteiradir'oràaive ifthey entered the 
Ileart of the reactor). Such design work is 
'being carried out by p-ilawiniigan Engineering 
Company,LieliteigtçeMelq4 

The,reac,te“bilitai!ne:W'hich is to be air 
conditioned Is a'hermetically sealed steel 
shell 120 feet in diameter and 135 feet high. 
It is surrounded by an annular shaped building 
containing the control room, auxiliary equip-
ment and offices. 

Like NRX, the CIA reactor will provide 
facilities for fundamental research, the pro-
duction of radioactive isotopes, and the per-
formance of experiments related to thedevelop-
ment of atomic power. 

* 
ISOTOPES AT WORK:  Radioactive isotopes 
are now widely used in medicine, agriculture 
and industry. While their applications in 
medicine cannot be given a monetary value, it 
is clear that radioactive isotopes have an 
economic potential of many millions of dollars 
in agriculture and industry. 

Some medical applications are: phosphorus-
32 to treat various blood conditions; iodine-
131 to diagnose various thyroid states and to 
treat hyperthyroidis± and thyroid cancer; iron-
59 to determine the status of the red blood 
cell formation function of the bone marrow; 
and cobalt-60 to irradiate tumours. 

The efficient use of fertilizers is deter-
mined by the use of radioactive isotopes. Crop 
yields may also be increased through the 
development of insecticides and fungicides 
with the aid of isotopes. Other agricultural 
applications include use of radiation in plant 
breeding and the irradiation of produce in an 
effort to develop means of sterilizing or 
pasteurizing it. 

A very wide range of applications of radio-
active isotopes in industry is developing 
rapidly, These include control of the thick-
ness of various sheet materials (paper, 
plastic, metal) as it is made in high-speed 
machines; control of ore processing; detection 
of flaws in welds and castings; induction of 
chemical reactions by radiation; and the 
logging of petroleum bore holes. 

Radioactive isotopes produced in the re-
actors at Chalk River are distributed by the 
Commerçial Products Division of Atomic Energy 
of  Canada  Limited which is located in Ottawa, 
Cht. The division carries out various develop-
ment programmes leading to new uses for iso-
topes and in its shops manufactures a variety 
of equipment associated with these uses. Such 
equipment is supplied to users not only in 
Canada but also in many parts of the world. 

Three types of Atomic Energy of Canada 
Limited therapy units used in the treatment of 
cancer, known as the "Eldorado", "Theratron" 
and "Theratron junior", have been installed in 
clinics in Canada, United States, United King-
dom, Italy, Switzerland, France and Brazil. 
Several other countries have ordered units. 
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•SALES RECORD  Retail chain store sales 
rose . to  an all-time peak total of $2,353,955,- 
000 in 1955, up 9.7 per cent from 1954's pre-
vious peak of $2,146,635,000.  Number of chains 
in operation increased to  496 in the year from 
491 and the average number of stores to 8,274 
from 8,136. Average.sales per store climbed to 
$285,000 from $264,000. 

Salaries and wages paid to store employees 
advanced 10 per cent to $199,611,000. from 
$181,509,000. and  accounts outstanding at year-
end.rose 24 per cent to . $127,362,000 from  
$102,747,000. End-of-year stocks, in-stores  
and warehouses, were valued.at $268,953.000, 
up 8.1 per cent from the preceding year's 
total of  $248;863,000. 

In the major kind  of business  categorieeall 
chains,.except tobacco stores and Stands, re-
ported increased - sales in 1955 over 1954, fUr-
niture store sales rising 24,9 per cent, house-
hold appliance . and radio and music stores 
16.5 per cent, women's apparel and accessories 
stores 12.9.per cent, hardware stores 12.8 per 

. cent, and grocery and combination stores (lar-
gest ofthè chains) 11.5 per cent. ' 

* 	* 
LARGE -SCALE FLAN:  Details of a nation-
wide health and welfare plan affecting  some  
140,000 non-operating railway employees and 
their families, estimated at 500,000 in all, 
have.been released following aPproval in prin-
cipal of the plan by representatives of the 
Cenadiah National, Canadian, Pacific, Ontario 
Northland, Algoma Central and Toronto - Hamilton 
and Buffalo-Railways. The unions previously 
had taken similar action. 

The  plan gives effect to  provisions of the 
master agreement signed by the Railways.and 15 
non-operating unions last spring and will cost 
some $13,500,000 annually shared equally by 
the railways - and contributing employees..Since 
signing the master agreement six months ago a 
joint union-management  committee has worked 
continuously to produce a satisfactory.scheme. 

The joint union-management committee has 
listed these particulars: 

1.The plan stakts january 1, 1957, and ap-
plies to non-operating employees subject to 
the master agreement who have completed sixty 
calendar days Of service by that date .  Other-
wise employees.will be covered from the first 
of the month after completion of sixty calen-
dar daye of service. 	' 

2. As provided in the master agreement 
$425 per  month will:be deducted from the-em-
ployees' pay. The railways will.contribute 
$425 per month, per employee. 

• 
 

3. The  plan.provides group life.insurance 
in the amount of $500 and weekly compensation 
for loss or. income through siékness or non-
occupational accident to a maximum of $40 a 
week for employees only. These lenefits, ap-
plicable throughout Canada are to be under-
written by the Sun Life Assurance Company, in 
association.with.the Great-Weet Life, Canada' 
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Life, London Life, Mutual.l.ife and Confeder-
ation Life. These companies were successful in 
competitive bidding. 

4. Hospital and surgical benefits.are made 
. available to emPloyees and their dependents 
. and are underwritten by Blue  Cross - and  Tkens-
Canada Medical Plans as a resulE of competi-
tive bidding In Saskatchewan, Alberta and 

. British Columbia, where statutory  provincial  
hospital plans operate, employees and their 
dependents will be provided with comprehensive 
.medical and surgical benefits. 

5. Canadian Pecific Employees . in British 
.Columbia will continue to have surgical - and 
comprehensive Medical benefits provided by the 
Canadian Pacifid Employees Medical Association 
of British Columbia and premiums cOvering 
these.benefits will be paid to the Associa-
tion. 

• * * * * 

MALAYAN SURVEY:  More than 35,000 miles of 
hitherto unexplored jungle in Malaya are.being 

- surveyed for mineral deposits in the first 
major, Colombo  Plan project undertaken by Cana-
da in that country. The cost of the survey is 
expected. to be about $400, 000 and will.be al-
most equallydivided betweenCanada and Malaya. 

'Malaya is already a major source of . the 
world's tin and officials hope that this aeri-
al search will lead  to the . discovery of . im-
portant.new dePosits of tin as.well as of 
other minerals, such as tungsten:end .  ilmenite. 
The survey is being made with.an  aircraft spe-

. cially Outfitted  as a "flying laboratory". 
The instruments inclnde an airborne magneto-
meter, which hae . helped to uncover many large 
.mineral deposits in - Canada, and an airborne 
scintillation  counter, which has:been widely 
used'in the search for uranium in the'Canadian 
Shield ,  

airing the survey of Malaya large.areas in 
the states of Kedah, Perak and Selangor, Negri  
Sembilan and Malacca,  Johore,  PahamgandTreng-
gnu will be explOred."lhe hases for the first 
phase of the project, covering three western 
areas, is'Kuala . 1mmpur. After this phase has 
been completed the Canadian team will move.to 
Singapore which will be the operations base 

. for the survey of three eastern areas: .  
Much of the area to be explored is remote 

and inaccessible  virgin jungle which could not 
be surveyed • economically by conventional 
ground reconnaissance. Atrial photos will be 
used in preparing the.survey flight mapsacnd 
in making the survey the plane.will fly at:a 
height  of 500  feet.above the jungle. Intensive 
ground studies will then be made of those 
areas which the aerial survey indicates may 
contain important mineral deposits. . 

Technical assistance for Malaya-up to now 
has - included both  training in Canada for seven 
.trainees; three ofwhom are in Canada now, and 
the sending to Malaya of fifteen experts in 
various-fields. Several of these experts are 

 at present- in Kuala Lumpur. • 
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ATOMIC POWER 

Canada's first atomic power station, known 
as NPD (Nùclear Power Etmonstration), will go 
into operation in 1959, sending about 20000 
'kilowatts of electricity into the power dis-
tribution lines of the HYdro-Electric Power 
Commission of Ontario. 

It is being built near the hydro-electric 
power station at Des Joachims, on the Ottawa 
River, about 150 miles west northwest of 
Ottawa--some 20 miles from the Chalk River 
establishment of Atomic Energy of Canada 
Limited. 

Detailed design of the.reactor for the sta-
tian, which is based on the heavy water tech-
nology pioneered at Chalk River, is being done 
by Canadian General Electric Company Limited, 
at its plant in Peterborough, Ontario. This 
al:teeny is contributing $2,000;000'towards its 
cost and is responsible for the provision, 
construction, installation and testing of all 
the equipment in the station; In other words, 
Canadian General Electric is also acting as 
the prime contractor for the project.. 

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of 
Ontario  is doing the engineering for the con-
ventional part of the station (steam generator, 
turbine and electricity generator) and is pay- 

ing for this equipment.:The Commission has 
provided the station site and will operate 
the-plant as part of its  Ontario power system.: 

Atômic Energy of Canada Limited is supply-
ing the funds and the nuclear information for 
the reactor.:Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
made available a number of key personnel with 
considérable Chalk River experience for the 
Civilian.Atomic Pewer Department. set up by 
Canadian Ctneral Electric at Peterborough.- 

The NPD station will not produce electri-
city at a cost as low as that produced by 
conventional power plants because of its 
experimental and pioneering nature. - It will, 
'however, provide valuable technical data and 
information on the.economics of this type of 
plant.:This information, which will be avail-
able to power companies throughout Canada, is 
needed.for the design of and for estimating 
the costs of larger atomic power plants. :A 
preliminary design and feasibility study for a 

- large power reactor (in the range of 100;000 
to 200;000 kilowatts) is being carried out at 
Chalk River by a Nùçlear Power Branch which 
.consists of Atdmic Energy of Canada Limited 
staff and representatives of various power 
companies across the country.: 

* * * * 

PERHANENT.'711EATRE:  'F is:Excellency, thé 
lit.Hen. - Vincent Massey, C.E.; Governor Gener-
al of Canada, will lay  the foundation.stone of 
the Stratford Shakespearean:Festival's new 
permanent theatre on January 26.- 

The permanent theatre which will replace 
the former theatre tent for the 1957 drama 
season, has been under construction since-Sep-
tember this year.:The'canvas walls'and roof of 
the tent - are-being replaced by a steel-and 
concrete structure•built around:the existing 
auditorium.and apron stage: - A galléry.is.being 
added which will'increase the seatinecapacity 
to over 2,100 . and a promenade, offices, dress-
ing rooms and back stage_space.will.also.be 
included.: 

* * * * 

ARCIMEOLOOICAL !FIND:,  'A 'nameless Indïan 
farmer in North America tossed.away a lima 
bean pod, . a squash and the rind of a gourd: 
That.was.82centuriessgo..He may not have 
been the world's first farmer, but now he has 
become the first farmer known to our modern 
world.:He gathered his crops some four thou-
sandyears_befare the Pyramids were built. 

An'archaeological expedition headed by Et. 
Richard S.MacNeish, Chief Archaeologist of 
the National Museum of Canada, searching for 
the birthplace of world'agriculture, uncovered 
the finds in a cave in the  state of Tamulipas 
near Ocampo, in north-eastern Mexico .and, 
thereby,.the earliest - record of man as a farm-
er.:They also brought home evidence that some 

thirty,five hundred years later Indian farmers 
.were increasing.the size of their corn by 
plant cross-breeding (hybridisation) and cul-
tivating cotton.-About the year 200 A.D. their 
descendants—relatively modern farmers--were 
smoking filter.tip cigarettes. Of course, they 

- were growing the tobacco. .: 
The'colléction of plantsand seeds, remark-

ably preserved and easily identifiable, were 
sent to the Randall Laboratory of Physics. 
University of Michigan, .Where dates were sup-
plied by Professor 1.1.R. - Crane.:The.determi-
nations were sponsored by the Guggenheim  Foui-
dation. : 

Adnouncing the finds, Resources Minister 
Jean Lesage:termed them 'ta startling.new light 
on the development of agriculture.and of the 

. history of man in North  Arfierica..They show," 
Mr.;Lesage said, "that the Indian's greatest 
contribution to his civilization and ours lies 
in the fieleofagriculture..These finds indi-
cate that, so - far as our present data go, 
Indian farmers not only contributed the most 
important food plants--potatoes, corn, beans-- 
but they appear to have been the first to do-
mesticate them,:What we may learn from the 

- foods that have been found may help increase 
the productivity of the world's food supply. 
The fact.that the materials were found in 
Mexico by a Canadian-led expedition in which 
United States scientific.bodies.took part, 
gives,this knowledge continent-wide signifi-
cance." 
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.BRIGHT OUTLOOK FOR AGRICULTURE ' 

Prospects for 1957 were studied this month 
in Ottawa by delegates to the Annual Agri-
cultural Conference who agreed that economic 
conditions in this country and the rest of the 
world should be favourable to Canadian agri-
culture next year. 

Reports eesented at the meetings indicated 
that the current high.level of economic activ-
ity in the industrialized countries of the 
world seems likely, to continue well into 1957. 
.Demand is expected to remain strong through-
out most countries of the world, which will 
keep production and investment at ahigh level. 
'This should have a supporting influence on the 
demand for agricultural products. It appears 
that the decline  in. agricultural prices of the 
past few years may have levelled out in the 
latter months of 1956, and it seems - unlikely 
that there will be any further decline in the 
general level of farm prices in 1957. 

Economic developments in the past year rare 
encouraging to the outlook for trade in agri-
cultural products. 'There has been a general 
improvement in the international balance of 
payments situation and a number of countries 
have increased their gold and dollar holdings. 
Another encouraging factor has been the intro-
duction in various countries of more flexible 
'fiscal and monetary policies. Western Europe 
has introduced some measures helpful to trade 
with the dollar area. Under the CMneral Agree-
ment on làriffs.and Trade, Canada obtained 
concessions in the United States tariff on  

-several agricultural products. In the Common-
wealth countries, a number of changes 'have 
taken place in import restrictions providing 
Canada  with  more  favourable trading conditions, 
particularly in the British West Indies, 

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR CANADA, 1957 

For the 'Canadian economy 1956 was another 
year of substantial.growth. The rise in the' 
physical national product was close to the 
record increase . of nine per cent. achieved in 

 1955. 'The creation of new capital.facilities 
proceeded on a broader scale. than ever.before 
and also increased more rapidly than in any 
previous postwar year. The general.attitude of 
business is one of sustained confidence for . 
1957. 

'Generally buoyant activity, more employment, 
higher wages, large.dividend disbursements, 
and better returns to farmers brought a steady 
increase in personal income levels. Continuing 
strength is expected for 1957 in the financial 
position of the Canadian farmer. 

Economic conditions in Canada and the rest 
of the world in 1957 should be favourable to 
Cànadian agriculture. Farm cash income will 
probably be maintained at the 1956 level; this 
will depend not so much on the size of the 
crop as on exports and the availability.of 
elevator space for grain deliveries approxi-
mating those of 1956 from the large stocks 
presently stored on farms. 

Cash income-from the sale of livestock is 

(Over) 
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expected to remain at the 19 56 level. The out-
put of eggs may be greater.but prices are 
likely to be lower. Cash income from dairy 
products is expected to increase. Total farm 
operating expenses and depreciation charges 
may not differ very significantly from the 
1956 estimates. 

FARM LABOUR 
• 

Labour requirements in agriculture will 
continue.to exceed.  the  available supply. La-
bour shortages will.continue the year round in 
dairying and stock farming while in other 
parts of agriculture additional workers will 
be needed only during the spring and late sum-
mer months. The necessity.for organiied labour 
movements.within and between provinces will 
.be greater than ever. 

GRAINS AND FEEDS' 

. 'Generally, good crops were harvested 
.throughout . Canada in 1956, although.  excessive  
rain and . early:frosts lowered the quality.in  
many areas. In Western-Canada the almost un-
broken sériés-of bumper yields fgain has re-
sulted:in a shortage.of.space in country and 
terminal elevators. :Supplies of grain for. 
livestock feeding•areconsiderably larger than 
expected requirçments, but roughages,.al-
though:adequate for a normal fçeding season,. 
are someihat below the quality of a year-atti4. 
lier.  • 

.World production'of.wheat in the 1956-57 
crop year ,.  Which preliminary.estimates.place 
at 7.5. billion.bushels, is a record. Stocks. 
ayailable.forexport, and carryover held_by the 
four majormheat exporters.inthefall of 1956, 

.estimatçd at 2.3 billion.busheli,..were only 
slightly higher:than a yearearlier, Higher . 

 levels of economic-activity . throughout the 
world, smaller çrops in,Europe r  and continuing 
efforts of governments in.some countries,.to 
improve nutritional standards:should.have a 
sustaining effect on export movements. 

'Total supplies of Canadian.wheat for 1956-: 
57.are estimated at 1,075.million bushels,. 
consisting of the July 31, 1956 carryover of: 
537 million and the new.crop of 538 million: 
Although the average protein content of the 
new çrop is somewhat lower thanayear earlier, 
the quality of the protein is improved. 

'Total supplies of Canadian feed grains in 
1955,56 are.up.about 17 per cent over last 
year's level of about 39 per cent above  the 

 ten-year average. 'The increase in this year's.. 
supplies results mainly from a larger carry-
over and substantially greater outturns ol. 
oats and barley. -the mixed grains crop is the 
largest on record and the corn:crop, althoue 
below.last year's, greatly.exceeds the ten :- 
year average. Livestock numbers are somewhat . 

 below à year earlier and feed requirements may 
be reduced slightly. The export market is.ex, 
pected to absorb more oats and barley.during 
1956-57.than last year. However,.in view of 

the substantially greater domestic supplies, 

(C.W.B. December 19, 1956) 

and despite the anticipated increase in ex-
ports coupled with continued heavy domestic 
requirements, it is probable that carryover 

- stocks of oats and barley at july 31, 1957 
will.exceed the july.31, 1956 level by a fair 
.margin. 

'Given an average barn-feeding season, gen- 
•erally adequate.supplies of fodder and the 
major feed supplements are  indicated.  for the 
current crop year. Production of tame hay was 
slightly below a year earlier, and the quality 
is somewhat below average. Pastures continued 
to provide feed for an extended period in 
'Eastern Canada which tends to stretch out the 
available winter feed supplies. In Western 
Canada, although supplies are generally i-ade-
quate, the margin of reserves in relation to 
cattle numbers is considered to be narrow. 
'Supplies of.millfeeds and high protein:sup-
plements of both vegetable and animai  origin: 
wilL likely be adequate for requirements. - . • 

• LIVESTOCK 
. 	 . 

'Total meat production in inspected Ca. ap-
.proved establishments in Canada in 1956 sp-
pears.to beapproaching the record 1.9 :billion 
pounds set.in  1944. In 1957 producxion will 
probably differ only slightly froM.19 -56 levels, 

. an:anticipated reduction in pork..production' 
being probably offset by increased beef pro-
duction. . , 

A continued strong domestic demand fbrmeat, 
' phis an anticipated firm•improved  United  
States market-should prevent any significant 
decline in cattle prices, while all.the in-

. dicators--consumer.demand, export possibili-
ties, and the.supply position--point, tb strOng 
hog and pork . prices, both in absolute terms 
'and relative to beef prices. 'The relative 
price poSitiOn. will likely cause some switéh-
ing by consumers-from pork to beef, thUs 
ing.am additional increase.in the already high 

•level ofdomestic disappearance of beef. 
A slight increase is looked for in.cal£ 

slaughter, While sheep and lamb.slaughten . will 
'probably rémainabout.the same:.Nb marked 
..cbange in prices of calves, or of sheep and 
: lambs, is expected:• 

DAIRY PRODUCTS 	 • 

. 	 - 
Milk  production in 1957  is estimated St 

• 11.5 billion pounds, about the same-es in the 
previous two years. -lhe fluid milk market ex- . 
panded by increased population, will probably 
absorb any'smaIl.increase in total milk pro-
auction. and perhapà divert some milk from 
other products to fluid use. 

. 	1111.1ring 1957 'cOnsumption of creamery butter' 
is  expected to exceed production with "the 

. difference made up out of existing stocks'. 
Cheddar éheese production and consumption are 
likely to be about the same.as in 1956 with 
slightry less cheeie available  for  export in 
1957.'OlutPut of evaporated whole.milk and dry' 
skimmed milk.will probably be approXimately 
.in balance with consumption, withany increases 

2 . 	 . (Continued on page 6) 
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CANADA'S ATOMIC ENERGY PROJECT 

Canadas  atomic.energy project, located on 
the Ottawa River near the village of Chalk 

III River, about 130 miles from the city of Ottawa,  
is operated by a government-owned Crown'com-
pany, Atomic Energy of Canadalimited.  The 

 company, which has a nine-man board of direc-
tors that includes representatives of private 
industry, public and private power companies, 
and the universities, was.formed.in  1952 to 
take over the operation of the.Chalk River 
project from thé National  Research.Council. It 
is engaged in four mainactivities: 

1..development of economic atomic power 
2. fundamental research 
3. operation of nuclear reactors and pro-

duction of nuclear fuels (plutonium and 
uranium-233) 

. 	.4. production of radioactive isotopes and 
associated equipment such as Cobalt-60 
Beam Therapy Units  for cancer treatment.: 

Atomic energy research in Canada  had.its 
origin over 50 years-ago when Ernest Ruther-
ford came to this country as Macdonald Profes-
sor of Physics at McGill University..While 
working at McGill in collaboration with F. 
Soddy, he announced in 1902 the results of his 
investigation of the nature of radioactivity, 
which had been discovered in 1896.by Henri 
.Becquerel. Rutherford determined the funda-
mental laws.governing spontaneous disintegra-
tion of radioactive materials and went on, 
both in Canada and in England, to make further 
discoveries of great importance in the  develop-
ment of atomic.energy. 

As early as 1940-Dr. G.Ç.  Laurence, now 
Director, Reactors Research and Development 
Division, Atomic.Energy of Canada Limited, 
asseffibled at the National Research Council in 
Ottawa .a bin containing  10 tons of petroleum 
coke, a form of carbon, in which were embeded 
uniformly.spaced packages of uranium oxide. Hé 
sought to determine, by measuring the behav-
iour of neutrons in this material, whether a 
great quantity of energy could.be released. 

Concurrently experiments were . carried out 
in France, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States. It was.soon decided that.British, 
French and otherEuropean.scientists doing 
nuclear research should move to  North  America 
to work on an atomic weapon..Many of them went 
to the United States and others came to-Canada 
where a joint Canadian United Kingdom project, 
administered by The National .Research.  Council 
of Canada, got under way in Montreal in.janu-
ary 1943. The previous month the AMericans, 
under the direction of .Enrico Fermi, brought 
the first atomic pile into operation. (The 
term "pile" was used because the graphite 
moderator  and the uranium had been piled up 

Ile 

layer upon layer until a chain reaction was 
. 

	

	achieved. leday, however, the term "reactor" 
has replaced "pile" in this.country.) 

While the United States project used the 
more readily available'graphite to moderate 
its reactors, the project in Canada was assign-
ed the task of trying heavy water as a modera-
tor so that all possible routes leading to the 
production of plutonium for bombs would be 
tried. - About five miles from the village of 
Chalk-River, which was then little known ex-
cept.by the railway .men (the village ii a 
divisional point on a main trans-Canada  line 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway), and the 
hunters and fishermen who came into this re-
gion, work was started in 1944 on a new type 
of plant known.mysteriously as the "Petawawa 
Works".....Few people knew that the plant would 
use mainly two.substances secretively named 
"X.-metal" (uranium) and "polymer" (heavy 
-water)..The staff in Montreal moved to the 
site, ihich is now generally known.simply as 
Chalk River.. 

Ch September 5, 1945 the ZEEP (Zero Energy 
. -Experimental Pile) reactor went into opera-
.tion.-It'operated a mere 10 watts but it made 
possible a  study  -of the value of a heavy 
water-natural uranium system, and has continu-
ed to be useful for studies of fuel rod ar-
rangements.--Rw years later, on „lily 22, 1947, 

• the NRX reactor  (National  Research X4metalor: 
X.perimental) went into operation..Ik was 
then, and so remained for several years, the 
most powerful research reactor in the world. 
EVen today, after nine years, the NRX reactor 
is playing a leading role in three main ways 
(1) enabling the determination of fundamental 
properties of matter, (2) producing radioac-
tive  isotopes of high specific activity (which 
means that a given weight of material gives 
off a large amount of activity), .ancl .  (3) 
-making possible important experiments.relating 
.to  the development of atomic power. Both the 
United States and the United Kingdom are. like 
Atomic•Energy of Canada Limited,.using NRX for 
atomic power studies.:Since its reconstruction 
following the breakdown of December 12, 1952, 
this reactor has operated at a power output of 
40,000 kilowatts (the "power" in the case of ' 
such research reactors is a measure of the 
rate at which heat is produced).- 

.1h 1946 the United Kingdom eatablished its 
own atomic energy programme and the Atomic 
Energy Control Act was passed in Canada "to 
make provision for the control and supervision, 
of the development, application and use of 
atomic energy". 

Under this Act was.created the Atomic ' 
Energy Control.Board which had three main 
functions: (1) it had the power to conduct 
research and production operations, either 
directly or through other agencies reporting , 
to it, (2) it had the power to regulate the 
production and application of materials re-
lating to atomic.energy, particularly fission- 
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able.materials, and (3) it had. the power tn-
make and administer security regulations're-
quired by the Canadian atomic.energy program-
me. The Chalk River project was operated on 
behalf of the Atomic Energy COntrol Board by 
the National Research Council until 1952'when 
Atomic Ehergy of Canada Limited was-establish-
ed.. 

' In 1954 the AtomicEnergy.Control Actwasse 
amended that Atomic.Ehergy of'Canada Limited 
reports directly to the Cabinet  Minister who: 
is Chairman of-the , Committee of the .Privy 
Council on Scientific , and Industrial.Research. 
The Control Board continues to report to the 
same Minister, and its control and security 
functions remain unchanged. • 

The.next.stage in the Canadian  programme,  
following the creation of a separate  United  
Kingdom programme,'consisted mainly of carry-
ing on fundamental research at Chalk River, 
using the facilities of the two natural uran-
ium-heavY -Water reactors.:The need  fora  
source of higher neutron flux for fundamental. 
research and for engineering studies resulted 
in a décision in 1951 to build another natural 
uranium-heavy.water reactor known as &Mr 
(National Research Universal). This reactor is 
expected to have.a.neutron flux about five 
times that of the NRX reactor and a power  out .- 
put of 200,000 kilowatts, five times that of 
MIX.:It‘wilrproduce Significant quantities of 
plutonium and . will have advanced research and 
experimental facilities.: . 

-Early in 1954 a power reactor feasibility 
study'was-begun at Chalk River in Collabéra-
tion with the Hydro-Electric  Power Commission  
of Ontario and the following companies: . The 
Montreal  Engineering Company Limited, Shawini-
gan Water and  Power Company, British Columbia 
Electric Company , and Brazilian-Traction, 
Light and Power  Company Limited..As a result 
of this study it was decided te design and 
construct a small:atomic-power station, known 
as NP0--Nuclear "Power -Demonstration--and at . 
the same time to carry out a preliminary de-:' 
sign study for a large power station. 

Canada developed a radioactive isotope 
production programme and pioneered  in the use 
of radioactive cobalt-60 in therapy units for ' 
the treatment of cancer. The  high flux of NRX 
enabled-Atomic Energy of Canada Limited to 
produce relatively large quantities of cobalt-
60 with a high specific activity. TWo types of 
beam therapy units,  the  "Theratron" and the ' 
"FJdorade,'have been placed in 42 hospitals in 
Canada, the United States, the UhitedKihgdom, 
France, Italy, Brazil and Switzerland. Many 
more units have-now been ordered by various 
countries..: 

'AtomiÈ Energy of Canada Liniited now has.- 
 about 2,300 employees.- This total does not 

include employees of the construction and con-. 
 sulting companies working on the NRU reactor. 

There aré more than 100 structures within . the 
100-acre fencedjin àiea of the project proper,:. 
which lies within a 10,000-acre area control-
led by the company.  

'NEW'SEARMY.PROJECT: -Ihe  Hon. Lionel Chevrier, 
President of the St. Lawrence  Seaway Author-
ity of Canada, and Mr. Lewis.G. - Càstle, Ad-
ministrator of the Saint Lawrence Seaway 
Development Corporation' of the United States, 
have announced plans for major dredging and 
excavation in the . channels south and north 
of Cornwall 

The (United States) Saint Lawrence SeawaY 
Development Corporation will undertake the 
dredging in the south channel,between mile 
107.5 and milell0 involving work both up-
streamand downstream of the existing Roose-
velt (International)  Bridge. This  dhannel en-
largement, which will include dry excavation 
atRaquette Point on the United States main-
land, Will provide a seaway channel of 27 ft. 
depth,leading to the Grasse River Lock at the 
lower end of the Long Sault Canal.. 

The .(Canada) St. Lawrence Seaway Authori-
ty will undertake dry excavation on the south 
part of Cornwall Island in the vicinity of 
Roosevelt Bridge and dredging in the south 
channel from below mile 109 to mile 112.5 to 
complete the 27 ft, seaway channel. The Cana-
dian-Authority will also carry out dredging 
and dry excavation in the north channel to 
maintain-thé natural distribution of flow in  
the channels nbrth and south of Cornwall Is-
land..Thia provides for the carrying out of 

. the Work which has been under discussion for 
some time between Canada andtheUlited States.: 

It'was alsb announced that the two toll 
comMittees representing Canada and'the .  United  
States are rapidly approaching agreement on 
principles pertaiàing to toll rates. 

There is a possibility of the two Seaway 
-entities negotiating for the purchase of the 
assets  of the Cornwall International Bridge 
Company  and. thus providing joint control of 
highway facilities and services-between Corn-
wall .  Çntario, and the United States mainland. 

-4 * * * 

• 

• 

MINERAL PRODUCTION:  P ro duc t ion  of  12 o f 
•Canada's 16 leading minerals was greater in 
the January-August period than.in  the cor-
responding months o£ 1955. 'Output of asbestos, 
gold, lead and silver was lower, but there 
were increases in cement, - clay products, coal, ' 
copper, gypaum, iron ore, lime, natural gas, 
-nickel, petroleum, Salt, and zinc.. 	• 

Comparative totals were: asbestos, 669;634 
tons (675,440 tons a year agp); cement, 19,- 
842,990 barreis (16,969,701);'clay products, 
$24,922,482.($21802,623); coal, 9,157,656 
tons (8,6 48 ,011);' copper, 234,819 tons (211,- 
025); gold, 2,939,924 fine ounces (2,985, 216);%-. 
gypsum,-3,376,369 . tons (2,709,742);.iron ore, 
12,947,264 tons (9,203;593);.lead, 124,312 
.tons (139,663 ). ; lime, 867.940 . tons (860,130); 
natural•gas, 106,797,930,000 cubic feet.  (90 ,

-887,083,000); nickel, 119,589 tans (117,707); 
petroleum, 108,864,509-barrels (81,108;857); 1 
salt, 937,353 tons (714,392); silver, 17,971,- 
779.fine ounces (18;437,357); and zinc, 286,- 
708 tons (281,667).. 
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NATO MINISTERS MEET:  Ministerial Meeting 
of the North Atlantic Council was held in 
Paris last.week. • 

Canada was.represented at the meeting by 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Mr.  L. B. Pearson and the Minister of National 
Defence, Mr. Ralph Campney. They were assisted 
by the Permanent Representative of Canada to 
the North Atlantic  Council, Mi.. L.D. Wilgress, 
'General Charles Foulkes,-Chairman, Chiefs of 
Staff, and Officials of the Permanent Dele-
gation in Paris and of the Departments of 
External Affairs, National.Defence, Finance 
and:Eefence Production. 

While the Council on the level,  of permanent 
representatives in Paris is in continuous ses-
sion, ministerial meetings are held from time 
to time as occasion requires and a full-scale 
meeting of Ministers is held once a year in 
December. In addition to the subjects which 
are usually considered at the.December minis-
terial meetings, such as the completion of the 
1956 annual review of NATO defence  plans. and 
preparations for 1957, the Ministers gave par-
ticular consideration to the current develop-
ments in the international situation as they 
affect NATO, and to the report by the Foreign 
Ministers of Italy, Norway and Canada Who were 
asked last spring by the Council to advise on 
ways and means to•improve and extend NATO co-
operation in non-military fields and to de-
velop greater unity within the Atlantic CoM-
munity. . 

. 	* 

COLOMBO PLAN CONTRIBUTION:— Subject to Par-
liamentary.approval, a Canadian contribution.  
of an amount of $34,400,000 will be made in 
the fiscal year 1957-58 to assist countries 
in South and South-East Asia participating in 
the Colombo Plan. A similar amount for assist-
ance to  Colombo  Plan countries has been made 
available during thepresent fiscal year, l956-
57.  This will mean-that since the beginning 
of the Colombo Plan in 1950 Canada will have 
contributed by March 31, 1958, à total of' 
$198,800,000 to the Colombo Plan. - - 

As in the past, Canada's 1957458 contribu-
tion will continue to assist economic develop-
ment projects in India, Pakistan and Ceylon. 
Part of the Canadian contribution" will also be 
devoted to economic development projects in 
other member countries. In addition to the 
capital aid provided, . a percentage of the 
money will be devoted to the technical assist-
ance programme. 

Canadian assistance 'under the Cbrâmbo Plan 
has been to a large extent concentrated  on  
power developments, on building up transport
and communication systems and on surveYeof 
natural resources. 	 • 

.  The Colombo Plan originated at.a meeting of 
Commonwealth Foreign Ministers id January 1950 
at  Colombo,  Ceylon. From the first, hoWever,' 
it was envisaged dhat countries cnitside'the 
tormuonwealth would participate:Tbday, member-
ship in the  Colombo Plan consists of the  Coin- 

monwealeh-countries.-Anstralia, Canada, CeYlon, 
India, Newlealend, Pakistan,. the United King-
dom (together with Malaya, British Borneo and 
Singapore)—rand also Burma, Cambodia, Indo-
nesia, japan, Laos, Nepal,  the Philippines, 

the United  States . and .Vietnam. 
• .. 	. 	. 	.0 .0 	 • ;› 	* 	 . 	. 

• 
AID TO REFUGEES:   The  Government has allo-
cated $250,000 to the United-Nations High Cbm-
missioner. for.Refugees.and $250,000 tothe 
Canadian  Red Cross  Society, for assistance:to 
the victims of •the.recent tragic events'in 
Hungary. Both sums will be charged against the 
veteof.$1,000,000 recently 'approved for this 
purpose by the : special session of Parliament. 
This, allocation of half of the money voted by 
Parliament is without prejudice to the exact 
distribution of the remaining.$500,000, on 
which it is expected that a decision will be 
taken shortlY.. 

In effect, -this increases the amounts at 
present being made available to the United 
Nations High CbMmissioner for Refugee's and to 
the Canadian Red Cross  'Society •to $250,000 
.each instead  of the  amount of $100,000 each 
originally.announted by.the Prime Minister 
last November 7. 

-By•December 18, approximately 2,400 Hunga-
rian refugees had been welcomed to Canada  as 
immigrants. 

- e * cc' *. 

NEW•SERVICE:  A new service internationally 
known  as  TELEX giving fast 'cOntinuous written 
communication between subscribers in Canada 
and Europe has  been inaugurated. 

InternationalIeleprinter exchange' Service 
. provides instentaneous written communication 
to desired pointe. Itis operated on the tele-
type principle. Participating in the new 
seryfée will be'CanadimlNational and Canadian 
Pacific:Telegraphs:Canadian OverseasTeie-
communication  Corporation and the  Commercial 
Cable:Company. 

'The subscriber in Canada will be equipped 
with,  a teleprinter machine. By dialing an 
appropriate'number, 'connection can be made 
with' the Switchboard of C.O.T.C. or the Cbm-
-m4rical, Cable Company in Montreal.  The  inter-
national dperator in Montreal will connect the 
subscriber to.desired station in'the United 
Kingdom or Europe.' 

The subscriber may also dial directly to CN 
or CP'Teleiraphs for telegram or cablegram' 
service to any point in the world. The same 
system «enables the telegraph companies tol 
deriver written messages.directly•to the tele-
tyPe unit'in his'office. 

Cinadian - statiOne are'located in 'Toronto, 
Ottawa,  Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver, with 
expansion to other Canadian points to follow. 

In addition to present European stations, 
outieeà will Ite available .very shortly to 
ccinneét  Hawaii, ,the Philippines, Japan and 
nitie Central and Sonth'American countries to 
the International'Telex network. 

5 
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BRIGHT OUTLOOK FOR AGRICULTURE 

(Continued from page 2) 

reflecting the growth in population and fairly 
stable per capita consumption. 

Ice cream production may reach 34-million 
gallons, about one million gallons more than 
the previous. record set in 1955. 

EGGS AND POULTRY 

Eggs--During the remainder of 1956.  and the 
 first five months of 1957 swings in the supply 

and price patterns will.be more pronounced and 
egg prices will, on the average, ..not be as 
favourable to producers:as.during the corres-
pOnding period.a.year earlier. During the 
summer months of the coming year it is expected 
that production and prices will:be-similar to 
those in the •Arresponding period of 1956. 

Pou/try--:The poultry meat situation in 1957 
will be dominated, even more-by developments in 
the chicken broiler and turkey industries than 
in 1956.  •Both of these segments of the poultry 
industry are rapidly developing new and more 
efficient methods of production and marketing 
with .the result- that:they are now the two 
major sources of poultry meat in this country. 
In. view of this situation it is expected . that 
price. levels- for poultry.meat  in • 1957 will be 
about the same as in 1956. 

'FRUITS :AND VEGETABLES 

The .1956 apple.crop of 12.0...million•bush-
els was 37 per cent less• than the bumper. crop 
of 19 55 and 16 per cent below the 1949-53 
a-verage. As a result of the small crop, prices 
have been, and are expected -  tci .  continue at 
higher .  levels than in 1955—Barring unforeseen 
developments, •• the 19 57 crop will probably ex-
ceed that of 1956. 

:Larger:crops of peaches, pears• and cherries 
are anticipated in 19 57 than in 19 56—The 19.57 
crop .of strawberries  and  raspberries is ex-
pected to exceed.that of 1956 but it:will be . a 
few years before the 1949-53 level of produc-
tion is reached. 

The  1956  potato crop of 66.8 million bush-
els was one  per: cent larger• than that of 1955. 

'Both imports. and exports-during 1956-57  are 
not expected to reach..the levels of 1955-56. 
The average price received during the season 
ai a whole is expected to be•above• that of. the 
1955-, 56 crop year. 

Consumer •demand•  for  fresh vegetables in 
1957 is expected to remain strong. Because of 

-the smaller packs of canned vegetables .  in 
1956,  -.the acreage contracted for processing 
in  1957  is expected to be increased...During 
19 57 the growth of the frozen -  fruit and vege-

. table industry - is expeCte'd to be maintained. 

SEEDS 	' 

• • 

Production  of pedigreed.cerealsin 19 56 
WaS practically•the.same -.as  in 1955..Because 
of frost . damage and poor' harveist ..wea. ther there 

may be some local scarcity of good quality 
pedigreed seed but-the total supplies of most 
of the popular varieties should be adequate 
for.domestic needs, leaving a surplus of some 
varieties available. for export;;The-productiée 
of 'Selkirk wheat, Parkland barley and Rodney 
aneGarry oats was greatly increased. 

..Estimated production of all the principal 
forage crop seeds in 1956, with the exception 
of sweet -clover  and meadow fescue, was less 
than in 1955. The alfalfa seed crop was much 
the smallest on.record and production of 
alsike clover, .red clover, timothy, brome-
grass and crested.wheatgrass was considerably 
below. average. 

With the exception of alfalfa and red 
clover seed, :supplies of the principal hay 
and pasture seeds, in spite of .smaller pro-
duction, • should be-sufficient to meet.domestic 
requirements. •As supplies of alfalfa seed will 
not be sufficient for domestic.needs it is 
expected that substantial quantities of seed «  
of adapted varieties will-be imported.from 
the United « States  to supplement Canadian pro-
duction. Canadian grown double-cut type red 
clover seed will also be in short•supply, but 
seed to meet domestic needs is available from 
the United Kingdom and the United "States. 

'Smaller crops,  of many forage seeds. in -Ca-
nada, the United States and Western. Europe 
have stimulated prices on.worId markets and 
prices• to growers:in 1956 are considerably 
higher than a year ago. 

There, was some increase in zretimated ipro-
duction of peas, beans and corn in 19 56 com-
pared to  1955, .although production of beans 
and corn was considerably below average. Most 
of the sugar-beet stecklings in British Colum-
bia were lost through.winter killing and prac-
tically no crop was harvested. Production. o.f 
swede and mangel. seed was confined entirely 

. to . the Maritimes. and is the smallest in. years. 
Substantial.imports of most vegetables and 
root seeds will be required.to supplement 
Canadian production; this is, however, a. norm-
al situation and it is expected that the 
necessary supplies•will be available as usual 
from the United 'States and Europe. 

SPECIAL CROPS• 

'Total production of oil seeds- in 1956 waà 
.sharply higher than output in 19 55, .but all 
the increase Was in the industrialoil 'seed. 
class rather•than in the edible oil Seed 

. group. The  domestic and export markets are ex-
pected to readily absorb. the 1956 production 
of soybean and. sunflower seed. at prices near 
.last years level. Flaxseed is expected to 
encounter. stronger. competition i'n export mar.-

- kets as supp li es • from other sources will be 
considerably higher than. last year. Prices are 
likely•to be moderately to considerably. lower 
and.carryover -stocks will probably be sub-
stantially•higher- than a year ago. The  export 
market is again.. to be the most. important out-

- Let  for 1956 ..crop rapeseed marketings, but 
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whether or not the bulk of the crop Will be 
absorbedappears uncertain. 
•The 1956 mustard seed crop was more than 

111  two and one half times larger than the 1955 crop, but the crop is expected to move rapidly 
into-export markets. 

"An increase in net imports of grain corn is 
Iikely, as the 1936 crop is substantially 
lower than the 1955 crop. Dry field bean,pro-
duction is practically equal to the 1955  out-
put and may be slightly below domestic re- 
quirements. Dry field pea production is one. 
third higher than in 1955 and an export sur-
plus of one quarter million bud-leis is prob-
able. 	 . _ 

Sugar.beet production was nine per cent 
lower than in 1955 . and will likely provide 
about 15 per cent of doma,stic sugar require-
ments in 1957.. . 

*  a a * 

PROPOSES CONFERENCE:  A-federal- provincial  
conference to launch a full-scale attack  on 

 Canada's educational.problems.has been pro-
posed by Claude iodoin, President of the Cana-
dian Labour Congress.:Mr.:JOdoin believes that 
education has become one of the most pressing 
problems facing all levels of governMent and 
failure to meet its challenge woutd affect 
children for generations to come.- 

Municipalities should.be  given special sta-
tus at.such a conference, he Suggests. The 
agenda should make provision for consideration 
of . methods by which available information on 
future needs could be co-ordinated and, if 
necessary, new studies launched. The ability 
of all three forms of government--municipal, 
provincial and federal--to.meet needs should 
be - discussed and high priority should be given 
to the development of methods of meeting the 
need for teachers. . 
' Mr.:Jodoin states that labour's interest in 

education has extended over many years. Labour 
organizations have-been active in efforts to 
get young children out of industry and into 
schools..The Canadian.Labour Congresa advo-
cates free compulsory. education, with full 
provincial autonomy, but with- national aid for 
all'grades from primary school to university, 
and a system of national scholarships and 
bursaries.. 

"Now . that we are enjoying the greatest era 
of expansion in our country's history we need 
more doctors, more scientists, more engineers, 
more social workers, more people trained in 
the arts..Alove all we need teachers so that 
we can train people in these various fieldé,". 

' 	-Mr. JOdoin states.: 
. Persons graduating from universities are 

met on the very steps of the.univergity by 
talent scouts from industrY, and the offers 
they re-ceive far.exceed, in both money and 

III opportunity, those offered by the teaching' 
profession, he points out.: 

"It-is regrettable,.to say the least,.that 
we give so little.tangible regard to the men 

and Women whom we  trust  with the training of 
the country's children",.he declares:  "The ex -

tent of this.problem Cari.  be measured in Very 
exact terma. We knOw how many Canadian chi:Id- 
•ren-will.be entering sChooi five or six  year 

 from now; and we know  thai in.another .  15 years .1 
 or so
. 
 a given percentage of them Will be seek-

ing.  entrance t6 a university." 
Mr. jedoin says there are two basic prob-

lems--buildings and facilities; and'teachera-
-and that . by  far the greatest preblem is that 
of teachers. 

* * * * 

$8;000 1 000- SALES:  The gay and green Christ-
mas' tree thatbrightens the hearts and homes 
of' millions of Canadians is the product of a 
growing industry whose . total sales this year 
will be well over $8,000,000. The FOrestry 
Branch, Department of Northern Affairs and 
National Resources, estimates that more than 
16,000.,000 Christmas.trees will . be cut this 
year, more  than half of them in the Provinces 
of Quebec,  Nova  Scotia, and British Columbia. 

-Christmas tree production in•Canada has 
increased from an estimated 13,900,000 trees 
in 1,949  to 16,700,000 in 1955. While domestic 
consumption has stayed fairly steady, increas-
ingb 300,000 trees in the 1949-1955 period, 
exports have climbed steeply. Sales of Cana-
dian Christmas trees to the United States in-
creased from 7,400,000 . in 1949 to 12,800,000 
in 1955.. 

APproximatefy a third of all Christmas  
trees sold in the United States come from 
Canada. The bigUnited,States  markets for Ca-
nadian trees areftston,Philadelphia, Detroit, 
Chicago, and New  York, 'Nova  Scotia and Quebec 
tOgether account for 52 per cent of all trees 
exported,  New Brunswick and British  Columbia  
for 38 per cent, and Ontario for nine per cent. 
Balsam lir, the Most popular Christmas treeiin 
eagtern Canada, is also the most popular tlee 
foi American export.-Canadian exports of bal-
sam fir to the United States have increased 
from .46 per cent of the total in 1949 to 70 
pet cent in 1954. 'Douglas fir, which gets the 
nod from  most  people' in western Canada, ac-
counts - for 19 per cent of the export total, 
Scots pine for six per cent, and spruce for 
five per cent.. . 

* e * * 

U.S.:PERSONNEL •SOUGHT:  ma  'move aimed at 
telieving.Canada's current shortage of skilled 
manpower, a Montreal financial firm has set up 
a fellowship  Lund to attract professional 

. talent  from the United States to-Canada. 
The firm of Gregory and Company  has estab-

lished the Gregory Fund, administered by 
MCGill University, to-attract professionally 
trained personnel to Canada.-Prof.-D.L. Thom-
son,. Vice-president of McGill, said the Greg-
ory example, if followed, would stem, and 
perhaps reverse, the flow of young Canadian 
professionals to the United States. 

7 
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CANADIAN • ELECTED:  .1(..7. McLeod, Canadian 
representative to the meeting of the Commis-
sion for Maritime Metecrolagy of the World 
Meteorological Org an ization held recently' at 
Hamburg, 'Germany, has been elected vice-
president of the Commission. Mr. McLeod is 
Superintendent of Public Weather in the .De-
partment of "Transport's Meteorological Branch, 
'Toronto. 

.Delegates from 29 countries were present at 
the sessions which dealt  with  world-wide 
reporting systems and procedures in the field 
of maritime meteorology and Mr. McLeod was 
chairman of the committee on technical prob-
lems. 

One of the important items considerèd was 
air observations from merchant ships to sup-
plement the work of the ocean  weather ships in 
areas where upper air observations are badly 
needed. Canada has at present arranged for 
reports from 45 ships in addition to the 
weather ships which it operates on the Paci .fic 
.Coast, and is taking increasing interest in 
the reporting programme on Arctic sea ice 
conditions.  

* * * 
SETTING .NEW 'RECORD:  Spearheaded by-sub-
stantial increases in oil and uranium produc-
tion, the value of Saskatchewan's mineral out-. 
put this year is expected to exceed one hun- 

dollars..Estimated for 1956 is a 
total mineral production value cd $111,623,584 
--nearly double:the actuaLproduction value 
recorded only two years ago.. 

. Actual total production value in that year 
--1954--was $65,818,550, .while in 1955 the 
total rose to $85,342,790. 

"The -value of uranium production this year 
is expected to nearly ,  double the 1955 figure," 
Hon. J.H. Brockelbank, Nlinister of Mineral 
Resources, said in announcing his Department's 
forecast. This, he said, together with a large 
increase in the value of crude oil production, 
was mainly responsible  for the new record 
figure. 

"We have kept our estimates on the con-
servative side," Mr. Brockelbank added. 

Greatest  gain in  the past two years was 
shown in crude oil sales, which jumped from 
$8,182,346 in 1954 to $17;480,043 in 1955, and 
this year the figure is expected to reach 
$28, 600, 000 . 

Uranium to the value. of $27,000,000 is• ex-
pected to be produced during 1956, -compared 
with $11,058,544 in 1954 and $14.293.000m  

1955.  This  increase is accounted for by the 
'Gunnar Mines operation at Beaverlodge and the 
increase  in  the. Eldorado mill capacity. 

Saskatchewan's sales of natural gas in 1954 
brought $310;072, and in 1955 reached a total 

of $560,695.  This  year, it is estimated that 
eighteen billion cubic feet  of  gas will be 
sold for a total of $1,000,000. 

.Estimated 1956 value of production in the 
case Cf.  all minerals except.cadmium, gold and 
silver indicated increases from the '1955 
figures. 

Total.value of metallic minerals for 1956,-- 
including cadmium, copper, gold, selenium and. 
tellurium, silver, uranium and zinc--was esti-
mated at $70,104,103, .compared with a total of 
$55,810;353.in 1955 and $46,788,250 in 1954.- 

Total value of non-metallics, including 
salt and sodium sulphate, is estimated at $3,-
916,084 for 1956, compared with $3,776,013 in 
1955 and $3,498,594 in 1954. 

Estimated 1956 value of fuel production,' 
including coal, natural gas and petroleum, was 
placed at $34,078,397, up from the $22,347,033 
in 1955 and $12,722,282 in 1954. 

The  fourth groups, structural materials-- 
including clay products and raw clay, sand 
and gravel, and quartz flux --was placed at an 
estimated 1956 production value of $3,525,000, 
compared with $3,409,391 in 1955 and $2,809,.- 
'424 in 1954. 

e. * * o 

FISHWAYS PROJECT STARTED:  The  International 
Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission has sta-rt-
ed construction of fishways -on the Fraser 
River near  Yale,. British  Columbia, at the site 
of. the obstruction. which was discovered in 
1955' during the ,passage of the :Early Stuart 

-and Bowron River sockeye runs. 'Two  structures  
are planned.. foi the west.bank of the river  • at . 
a point three miles upstream from Yale. One 
will be a formal. concrete fishy/Sy 88 feet long. 
of the Hell's 'Gate type and the other  will  be 
a baffled shallow cut 80 feet long through a 
bed rock . ledge. 'The , total cost of the lishways 
is estimated to be .$45,000 and will be shared 
equally by the 'Governments of Canada and the 
United 'States. Right-of-way and land have been 
provided by the Canadian.Departments of Fish-
eries and Indian Affairs. 

'The two points of obstruction, in one  of  
the most rugged sections of the Fraser River 
canyon, were discovered.early in July 1955 at  
a time•when river levels were unusually high 
due to a delayed run-off in the Fraser River. 
It- was.found that the sockeye runs migrating 
up river at that time were blocked or serious-
ly delayed for an eleven-day period "during 
which river- levels ran ged between gauge 70  and 
74 at Fiell's'Gate, fifteen miles upstream. 
Only 2,170 sockeye stirvived to reach the 
spawning grounds on the Stuart River system 
out of an expected escapement of 30,000 to 
50,000 fish and the Bowron River escapement 
was only about one-half the size expected. It 
is estimated that the 1955 block at Yale will 
result in a loss of $400,000 to the industry 
on. that cycle year .before the affected runs 
can be re-established. 
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ASPECTS OF C;i4NADA' S EXPANSION 

Resource development can be exaggerated as 
a factor in Canada's economic progress, Louis 
Rasalinsky told delegates to the National 
Foreign Trade Convention held recently in New 
York City. 

Mr. Rasminsky, Deputy Governor of the 
Bank of Canada, said.that impressive as that 
development has been, in actual fact aggregate 
investment in secondary industries in com-
munications, in distributive and service 
facilities, in non-residential construction 
and in housing has been-several times as large 

.as investment,  in the exploitation of primary 
resources... 

Admitting that the recent Canadian expan-
sion is, of course, by no means an isolated 
case and that one of the most striking econom-
ic facts of the past few years in virtually 
all parts of the world, Mr. Rasminsky said 
that there were two or three specialléatures 
in our position. 

Che is that the Canadian economy has been 
expanding almost without interruption since 
the end of the war. At first it seemed to be a 
question of making up for the depression and 
the war, during which civilian progress was at 
a standstill and even maintenance reduced; 
during the 1950:s there has been continuous 
and, in the last year or two, accelerating new 
expansion. 

Continuing his remarks, Mr. Rasminsky said, 
in part: 

"A second remarkable characteristic of our 
growth has been its magnitude. In real terms, 
gross national product is currently running 

.sorne 40 per cent higher than it was at the 
end of the 1940's. This in itself, though 
impressive, does not seem much different from 
the growth of output Ln the United States. But 
the rate of investment in Canada has been 
considerably higher than it has been in the 
United States and most other countries. Ever 
since 1948 the proportion of our gross na-
tional product devoted to investment has ex-
ceeded 20 per cent; this year it will amount 
to the very high.  figure of 25 per cent. These 
rates are considerably higher than the cor-
responding figures for the United States. 
There appears to be this difference between 
the recent character of investment in Canada 
and the United States--that in our case a 
higher proportion of investment has gone into 
activities that either do not result directly 
in industrial output, such as pipelines and 
transportation, or into very long range pro-
jects which still are to be reflected in our 
production statistics such as oil, hydro-
electric development, and so forth... 

NARKED INCREASE 

"Since the pause of 1954 the increase in 
output and investment in Canada has been very 
marked. Gross national product in value terms 

.was 10 per cent higher in 1955 than 1954 and 

(Over) 
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is,currently running at a rate about 10.  per 
cent higher than 1955. The increase in 1955 
took up most of the slack which developed dur-
ing the 1954 pause. The increase this year has 
absorbed more than the regular annual increase 
in the labour force resulting from  population 
Érowth and immigration: good jobs have at-
tracted more people. into the labour force who 
would not be there under less buoyant condi-
tions. The increase in gross national product 
this year includes.0 larger element of price 
increase than previously, and the.current 
account deficit in our international payments 
has increased very substantially. Both of 
these developments reflect the growing pres-
sure on our resources... 

INDUSTRIAL BOOM 

"Since 1950 we have had the equivalent of 
between 8 or 9 normal wheat crops in seven 
years, with firm prices.and good demand in all 
but a couple of years. Forest products have 
been almost continually in good demand--neyrs-
printhas been at capacity demand or.hetter 
since 1947. Since the Korean .warrthere-lasr 
been an apparently insatiable demand with 
generally high prices for nickel. and  alumi-
nium and more recently copper. Nor is this 
all; when agricUltural markets began to sag 
off a few years ago we•,began.to enjoy the 
first fruits of some of our long-period re-
source development. From a few million dollars 
a year, iron ore exports have grown to over 
$100 million. In spite of the exceptional kise 
in oil consumption in Canada, the prairie 
discoveries have enabled us to hold fliel im-
ports - at a level only a little over 1950 
levels,.and at the same time provide exports-
which were negligible before. 1955--at a cur-
rent rate of over $100 million per.annum. And 
uranium production is only on the verge of 
assubding important proportions. 

"Our  rising current account deficits are 
therefore wholly due •to a greater rise in 
imports than in exports. Our imports are run-
ning 70 per cent higher than in 1950, with 
practically all the increase due to increased 
volume rather than price. The basic cause of 
the rise in imports is the intensity of demand 
for investment and other purposes. The physi-
cal limits of productive capacity.are quickly 
.reached:in a small.and relatively new economy, 
and when this happens the whole weight of 
demand is thrown on external sources. 

"The principal increases in our imports can. 
be  directly traced to the investment boom. A 
commodity classification of imports by purpose 
which has recently become available shows that 
between the first half of 1955 and the first 
half of 1956, when our total imports went up 
by almost 30 per cent, imports of inyestment 
goods rose by as much as 43 per cent while 
.consumer goods were up only 18 per cent. This 
distribution, of imports is gratifying, .o f. 

 course, because it means that the bulk.of the 
large increase in imports has gone to broaden  

the etroc.turen£ theCariadiou -economy and 
provide for increased output in the future. 

"I would now like to comment briefly.on the 
other side'of the medal,.i.e..the financial 
counterpart to these deficits,Amir net capital -
imports. 

"In'the case of Canada a very large.share 
of the capital inflow takes the form.of direct 
investment. Since 1950 this has amounted to 
.over $2,300.million.or about two thirds - of the 
total net loneterm inflow. Direct investment 
,is not a debt settling operation, but a dyne-
nie independent development. The initiative is 
taken abroad rather than in Canada, and it 
.often carries with it skill,:technical know-
how,-market connection and access to the very 
large pools of money required to finance 
major projects under modern conditions. Capi-
tal investment of this type frequently.takes 
.the form of imports of capital.equipment and 
machinery to be used in a Canadian project. 
Direct investment should thereforebe regarded, 
in a sense, as a cause of the current account 
deficit rather than as a means of covering it. 

. "The other main channel of capital invest-
ment in Canada has been the purchase by non-
residents of Canadian securities. The largest 
element in this has.been the net sale of new 
issues by Canadiansto investors outside  Canada. 
.0n balance from 19501to mid-1956, sales of new 
issues.have exceeded retirements by over  $1,,-
400 million, exclusive of large retirements of 
-Government of Canada issues to which I shall 
refer in a moment. Most of the new issues sold 
by Canadians abroad have been provincial and 
municipal securities, though recently-a number 
of large new corporate issues have also.been 
sold .  in outside.markets. 

"Non-residents of Canada have also increas-
ed their holeings of common and preferred 
stocks in  Canadian corporations. The very 
largetwo-way trade in outstanding Canadian 
securities . has resulted in a net capital in-
flow between 1950 and mid-1956 of over $500 
million, excluding the trade in Government of 
Canada)securiciies. An increasing number of 
Canadian equities have been listed on stock 
exchanges outside Canada. Growth potential 
rather than yield appears to have been the 
important consideration influencing foreign 
investors in -Canadian equities, and this is 
exemplified by the formation of diversified 
investment funds incorporated in Canada but 
designed to give American investors an op-
.pOrtunity to share in capital appreciation. 

TWO-WAY STREET 

"Although the inward movement of capital 
has been preponderant, one should nétconclude 
that capital movements.between Canada and the 
rest of the world are a one-way street. For 
example, Canadians have since the beginning of 
1950 repatriated from abroad Government of 
Canada obligations to the amount of about $700 
million. We - have also added to our foreign 
assets abroad in various ways. Our investment 

2 	 (Continued on P. 6) 
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FIRST .CANADIAN-.OWNED CARRIER 

HMCS Bonaventure, the Royal Canadian NaVy's 
first Canadianowned aircraft carrier, will 
commission at Belfast, Northern Ireland,.on 
January 17 of next year. 

Her aircraft.will.be  the Banshee jet fight-
er and the Canadian-built anti-submarine 
Tracker. Helicopters aiso.will.be  carried for 
plane guard duties. 

Operation of the Banshee and the Tracker 
will be assisted by the Bonaventbre's up-to-
date installations and equipment which include 
the anglecideck,the steam catapult.and stabil-
ized deck-landing mirror aids. 

The number and type of  aircraft:operating 
from the carrier will.vary from time to time 
according to her operational or exercise role. 

The Bonaven•urz: is a light . fleet. class -.' 
carrier: She has a riveted steel hull.and Main 
bulkheads. To reduce topweight, aluminum is . 
being used where practicable in the super-
structure and most ofher secondary bulkhead 
will be of marinite.panelling. 

She bas twin-shaft steam turbines and will 
displace.approximately 19,000 tons fully load-
ed. She is 700 feet long,.with A beam of 80 
feet, excluding the angled deck. 

Her gunnery armament .will.include thé 
latest anti-aircraft guns and fire control 
equipment. 

Radar equipment is being installed for full 
coverage of fighting requirements,.as well.ast 
navigational purposes. :Aoi closed television 
system for inter-ship communication will.be  
tested experimentally on board. . 

The main electrical power generated in the 
ship will be direct current up to 3,200 kilo-
watts, developed by four turbine-driven gene-
rators and four diesel,driven generators. 
There will also be approximately 300 kilowatts 
of elternating current power catering mainly 
to the electronics system. 

• 	 Internal communications (except for the 
televiàion) will be normal for this class of 
ship. fluorescent lighting will be used in 
many places including the pilots' briefing 
room. 

Flight deck lighting will represent the 
latest developments.for night flying opera-
tions. 

Canadian standard habitability.has been 
built,into the vessel which will carry a . com-
plement of nearly 14200.officers.and men, 
including aircrew and-aircraft maintenance 
personnel. The  crew will Sleep in bunks and be 
fed  cafeteria-style.  

Her Tracker anti-submarine aircraft are the 
Canadian-produced CS2F1's.  The de Havilland 
Aircraft.of Canada rxd. delivered the first of 
these this fall..Target figure for the Tracker 
is 100,.and production will continue at the 
rate of approximately two a month until mid-
1960. 

Of the 39 Banshee jet fighters on order, 
one squadron already is in service at RMCS 
Shearwitter, the RCN Air Station near Dart-
mouth, N.S. Delivery of the balance of these 
radar-equipped.all-fweather planes is expected 
to be completed by mid-I957. 

• 

* 

RETAIL'SALES SOAR:,  Retail sales in Canada 
reached an all-time high during 1955.when they 
were estimated to be valued.at  $13,111,895,- 
000,.according to final figures released bY 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. This was an 
increase of 8.7 per cent over.the preceding 
year's sales total of $12,065,758,000. All 
provinces except Saskatchewan and all speci-
fied kind-of-business groups shared in the 
sales advance. 

Among the provinces British Columbia had 
the largest proportionate sales increase of 13 
per cent. Ontario  was next in order with an 
increase of 10.4 per cent, followed by the 
Atlantic provinces with 9.9 per cent, Alberta 
and giebec with.7.4 per cent each, and Mani-
toba 5.1 per cent. The decliné in Saskatchewan 
was 1.4 per cent. 

Motor vehicle dealers r which accounted for 
18 per cent of total sales,.registered the 
largest increase of 16.8 per cent. Garages and 
filling stations, the furniture and appliance 
and radio group, and lumber and building 
material dealers also showed significant in-
creases of 13.-5 per cent, 11.3 per cent, and 
11 per cent, respectively. Grocery and com-
bination stores and department-stores, account- 

*5  

ing  for  over 25 per cent of total sales, had 
increases of 6.6 per cent and 8.4 per cent, 
respectively. ' 

Sales totals for the top 10 trades in 1955 
.were as follOws, .values for 1954 being in 
brackets: grocery and combination stores, 
$2,429.581,000  ($2,279,402,000  in 1954): motor 
vehicle dealers, $2,370,062,000 ($2,028,751,- 
000); department stores- , $1,150,546,000 ($1, - 
061,676,000); other food and beverages, $949,- 
570,000 ($924,570,000); garages and filling 
.stations, $717,878,000 ($632,252,000); furni-
.ture, appliance and radio dealers, $540,546,-
000  ($485,790,000); general stores, $529,- 
757,000 ($514,959,000); restaurants, $467,- 
611,000 ($452,554,000); lumber and building 
material dealers, $450,661,000 ($406,174,000); 
and drug stores, $300,341,000 ($281,810,000). 

Provincial sales totals-follow: Atlantic 
Provinces, $1,127,112,000 ($1,025,222,000 in 
1954); gmbec, $3,005,671,000 ($2,797,617,000); 
Ontario, $5,115,239,000 ($4,634450,000); 
Manitoba, $669,254,000 ($637,044,000); Saskat-
chewan, $747,985,1000 ($758,295,000); Alberta, 
$1,034,995,000 ($963,630,000); and British 
Columbia, including the Yükon and Northwest 
larritories, $1,411,640,000 ($1,249,499,000). 
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BOOK OF .REHEHHRANCEA  The  Second Book of 
Remembrance, now nearing completion, is ached-
uled.for public showing in mid-summer 1957. 
The Book records for posterity the names of 
Canadian service men and women who died bet-
ween the start of the Second World War.in 
September 1939 and September 30, 1947 when 
the conflict officially ended. 

The new Book of Remembrance contains '614 
pages. Six hundred.pages record the names of 
44,910 Canadians.who died and the remainder 
comprise title pages. Names are written in 
alphabetical order by year of death, and 
appear in two columns with an average of 75 
names to a page. The entire work has been 
executed by expert designers with each page 
illuminated in rich colours. The pages are 
approximately 18 by 15 inches in size made of 
calf skin vellum. 

The book will,display some 300 coats-of-
arms of places with which Canadian troops.had 
association during the course of the Second 
World War. 

Eventually the Second Book of Remembrance 
will be placed in the new National Memorial. 
Shrine to be erected•in  Ottawa, but until this 
is ready the Book will be kept in a suitable 
provisional repository in the Membrielaamber 
in the Peace Tower. 

* * * * 

jerIMOTICS FOR eleg:;The  Food and - Drug 
Divis ion of the Department of National Health 
.and Welfare of Canada has given Canadian 
fishermen permission to use a derivative of 
the antibiotic aureomycin to preserve the 
quality of fish at sea. It.is.the Canadian 
Government's first authorization of the use of 
antibiotics for food preservation, although 
last year the Uhited States Government approv-
ed their use on poultry. 

The main research in adapting antibiotics . 
 to maintaining the quality of fish was done 

b y  De. Hugh L.A.1arr, of the Fisheries Re-
search Board of Canada,.who is Acting Director 
of the Board's lachnological Station at Van-
couver, B.C. He has found that aureomycin is 
more, effective  than any other antibiotic for 
the purpose,.as nearly all spoilage organisms 
in fish are sensitive to it. 

The method used •s to add tiny amounts of 
the drug to the ice in which fish are kept on 
board the fishing vessel and during shipment 
inland. 

* * * * 

HOVSE DESION'ANARDS:  Forty regional awards 
and seven national awards in the form of 
certificates of merit have been offered by the 
Canadian Housing Design Council to Canadian 
builders.for excellence in house design. 

The aim of these awards is to encourage the 
iMprovement of Canadian housing design by 
focusing public attention on the best houses 
being built and providing recognition of the 
builders and designers.. 

(C.W.R. December 12, 1959 

CONFERENCE SCHEDVLEDOore  than fifty senior 
officers of the three.armed services and the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police will meet in 
Toronto EeceMber 10 to open a four-day confer- 
•ence an international affairs organized by the et  
Bureau of Current Affairs in co-operation.with 
the Canadian Institute of International Af-
fairs. Sessions of this annual conference are 
closed and will be held at Hart House,.Uhiver-
sity of Toronto. 

Experts on international affairs will.ad-
dress.the gathering on subjects of national 
and international interest  and problems.that 
confront the world today. Po llowing each 
lecture the group will.be  divided into.three 
round tables for a period of discussion. • 

Ch opening day Vice-Admiral Harry CL  De-
Wolf, Chief of the Naval Staff,:will:speak.on 
NATo.and its naval aspects. Professor Robert 
Spencer, Department of History,  University of 
Toronto, vendee with Germany, the xountry 
and its people, and Willson Woodside of  Toron-
to will.discuss the problems of German unifica-
tion. 

During the second day of the conference 
Professor Maxwell Cohen, McGill  University, 
.Will lecture on Canadian foreign policy and 
Canadian-American relations will be discussed 
by Herbert H. Lank, Montreal,.and Professor 
Emmett O'Grady,  University of Ottawa. The 
following day Brig. C.D. OlOilliam, Kingston, 
will speak on the Middle East, and _lames S. 
Duncan, Toronto, on the U.S.S.R. 

Subjeéts for the final day will be Far 
East and South-East  Asia by Paul A.'Bridle, 
DepartMent of External Affairs,  Ottawa, and 
automation, economic  and social aspects, by 
Dr. Eugene Forsey, Canadian Labour Congress, 
Ottawa. 

-41 C-C 

AT R TRANSPORT BUSY:liOperating revenues 
of  Cana ian water transportation companies 
jumped nearly 18 per cent in 1955 to $263,- 
339,000 from the preceding year's $223,583,- 
000, and operating expenses rose.almost 13 per 
cent to $242,666,000 from $215,456,000. Net  
.profit waà up sharply to $14,623,000 from 
$5,906,000: 

Freight.revenue rose•to $204,037,000 from 
$166,746;000 in 1954, towing services to 
$22,361,000.from $19,575,000,' and . salvage to 
$690,800.from $546,000, Revenues from charter 
services fell to $19,674,000 from $20,675,000, 
passenger fares.to  $8,42g,000 from $8,893,000, 
and storage to $171,600 from $202,500: 
• A total of 1,738 'Canadian-owned and opérat= 
.ed vessels and 508 chartered vesselà were in 
operation during the year. In.addition there 
were 89 Canadian.ships which did not operate 
in 1955. The total of 2,335 operating and non-
operating'vessels represented a gross invest-
ment•of $287,001,000 before depreciation. The 
number of ,vessels.lost during the year dropped 
.to 6 with a value of $99,624 from 10 vessels 11, 
.valuedat $849,648 in the preceding year. 
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4.. .41P0INIED'ARBASSADOR:  Mr. George Ignatieff 
has been named Canadian Ambassador.to  Yugo-
slavia and.Will take up his post in mid-
February, 1957. He will 'replace Mr.  J.S. 
Macdonald,  who recently became the first 
Canadian Ambassador to Austria when the Cana-
dian Legation in Vienna was raised.to  the 
status èf an Ehbassy. 

Mk. Ignatieff is a graduate of thé Univer- 
sity of Toronto. He went to Oxford as a Rhodes 
Schdlerin 1936 and later attended the Univer-
skty of London. He joined the Department of 
External Affairs in 1940, serving as.Third .  
and later Second Secretary in London, before' . 

 returning to Ottawa in 1944. He was appointed 
first Secretary at Washington in  1946 and in 
1947 and 1948 served as Advisor to the Cana-
dian Permanent Mission to the United  Nations-
in New York. In 1949, Mr..Ignatieff . became,e 
Ckunsellor at the Canadian Embassy at Ilkshing7 

 .ton and in 1954 returned for a year to London. 
He has been in Ottawa since the beginning of 

1955. • 

• 
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* * * 

CONFERENCE OF UNIVERSITIES:  The National 
Conference of Canadian Universities was found-
ed in 1911 for "the promotion of higher educe- .  
tion in all.its forms in Canada". There are 
thirty-six member institutions. 

In its early days,.the sole function of the 
Conference was arranging an annual meeting at 
which papers were'delivered.and probleis.nf 
higher education discussed, but during the 
Second Meld War the Conference had.to  assume 
responsibility of negotiating with the Federal 
Government on behalf of a ll  its members. The 
Finance Committee , fôr example, acted in 
1950-51 for all.the members in negotiations 
with the Federal Gevernment of Canada which 
led to a system of grants by the Gevernment 
towards the budgets of the universities. As a 
consequence of these and similar activities, 
the Conference is now generally recognized as 
the voice of the universities and colleges. 

REVENUES  UP:  For the sewen months to October 
31, 1956, the Government's budgetary revenues 
were $2,809.8 million, budgetary expenditures 
were $2,468.8 million and the surpius.was 
$341 million. For the same period a year ago, 
revenues were $2,359.7 million, expenditures 
were $2,268.2 million and the surplus was 
$91:5 million. 

Operations of the old age security fund, 
which are not included in budgetary transac-
tion; resulted in a surplus of $0.6 million 
for .Cttober 1956 and a cumulative deficit of 
$15.2 million for the seven months to Ottober 
31, 1956. Last year the cumulative deficit for 
the same seven months was $33.2 million. These 
deficits were covered by temporary loans by 
the Minister under the terms of the Old Age 
Security Act. 

CANADIAN !LEADERSHIP:  'Canada 's stature as 
one of the world's leading fishing countries 
together with.an  intensification in the na-
tional fisheries generally are.increasing:the 
sctivities of the Department.of Fisheries of 
Canada,Deputy Minister George R., :Clark.told 
representatives  of the Department from across 
Canada at a recent meeting in  Ottawa.  

Dr.  Caark.said.that Canadian:scientist's 
.were giving.outstanding leadership in research 
.programmes.being conducted in both the Atlan-
tic and Pacific Oceans as well.as the Great 
.Lakes..He referred particularly to the co-
ordinated programme being carried out in the 

:North Pacific by  Canada, the  United States and 
Japan. In.less.than 18 . months a research pro- 
•gramme.had. been initiated.which covered the 
whole  of the area. He felt.that this effort 
«had.neyer.before.been equalled.and many of the 
•problems.relative to the resources.of the 
North Pacific were on the road to being solv-
ed. 

At this very moment, he said, Canada.was 
taking a leading part in deliberations cover-
.ing a broad range.of international activities. 
Among these weré talks now taking place in New 
York on the Fisheries Articles of the Inter-
national Law Commission, negotiations concern-
ing the seals of the Pribilofs being held in 
Washington, and the formulation of measures to 
bring pink salmon of the Fraser River area 
under international control. 

.* * * * 
- 

OpERATIONAL'VISIT:  Two of.Canada's newest 
warships, the anti-submarine destroyer escorts 
St. Laurent and Assiniboine, .today ended a 
five-day operational visit to New York City. 
It was the first time any ships of the new 
class had  vis  ited.the United States port. 	• 

Both ships, among the most modern anti-
submarine vessels in the world today, had 
visited ports abroad singly, and the St. 
Laurent  .had visited several ports along the 
eastern United States seaboard, including 
Washington, D.C. The only time they had visit-
ed a United States port in company was in 
early October, shortly after the Assiniboine 
commissioned,.when• they called at Newport,' 
Rhode Island. 

* * * 
STRATFORD -PUNS:  'The North American prem-
iere of the English Opera Group from Great 
Britain wilLbe featured at the third annual 
festival of  Music  at Stratford, Chtarie, next 
summer. The Music Festival, running in.con-
junction.with the fifth annual season  of 
drama, has been scheduled from July 31 to 
September 4. 

The English Opera Gkoup will be presenting 
eight performances of Berjamiin.;.Britten's 
adaptation of Henry James' "The Turn of the 
Screw", with Benjamin Britten conducting and 
Peter Péars.singing the leading role. Recitals 
will.be  presented by MW. Britten and Mr. Pears 
during the Festival programme. 
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ASPECTS OF CANADA'S EXPANSION 

.(Continued from P. 2) 

in Canadian controlled companies operating 
abroad has been increased by over $300 million .  
(not including retained earnings). We have 
provided funds to the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development for its lending 
operations by paying up our entire capital. 
subscription (and becoming the only country, 
ether than the United States to do so) and by 
the Canadian.public.subscribing to several 
World Bank bond issues in Canada. Wé.have also 
added substantially to our official holdings 
of gold and United States dollar balances. air 
investments abroad are small in relation to 
foreign-assets in Canada, .but  it may come as a 
surprise.to  you to learn that even excluding 
official;reserves and bank balances, Canadians 
are.heavier investors abroad on a per capita 
basis than are Americans. 

"The inflow of capital which has been:such 
an important factor in post-war development in 
Canada has inevitably caused Canadians to 
think about its long-run conse4uences, and 
some of its implications have caused a good 
deal of soul searching. Che very natural con-
cern is whether we have accepted capital from 
abroad in excess of our capacity to service 
it. The present burden of foreign debt, as 
measured by comparing it with gross national 
product or total exports, is less than it has 
been at many periods in our history. The in-
crease in foreign debt has been much  more. than 
matched by an increase in national àssets. 
Mùch of the investment has gone inte things 
like petroleum and iron ore which either 
displace imports or result.in  exports. 

"Another question which is sometimes raised 
is whether the rate of development--in which 
foreign capital has played an important role-- 
hes been.excessive,and whether progress.at,a 
somewhat slower pace--and with  a greater.ad-
mixture  of- local capital--might be preferable. 
I do not pretend to know the answer to this 
question. To a considerable extent the rate of 
progress is determined by the availability of 
resources, and the terms on which .the  public 
.authorities or other owners are ptepared to 
see them developed and used. 

STEPS TAKEN 

"Another related subject of discussion is 
the extent to which American investment has 
tended to concentrate in certain resource and 
industrial sectors to the exclusion of Cana-
dian participation. - Since it is mainly direct 
investments which are referred to there is 
some fear that the exclusion of Canadian 
participation may be permanent in character. 
The increase in the foreign ownership of 
Canadian business has occurred in spite of a 
very high rate of Canadian savings and the 
fact that, unlike.previeus periods, Canadians 
no longer now invest to any considerable ex-, 
tent in United States equities. Al number of 
steps have recently been taken which should  

have the effect of encouraging greater parti-' 
cipation by Canadians in equity investment in 
Canada. .For example, for some years now', 
Canadians have been 'permitted to claim.as an 
abatement of their income tax liability.an 
amount equal to 20 per cent of the dividends 
received from tax-paying Canadian corpora- 

Mso,:there-has been some discussion as 
to whether the Canadian institutions which are 
the  chief mobilizers'of Canadian savings are 
playing as large.a role as they might in pro-
viding equity, capital to Cahadian business. 
Finally, steps have been taken to revise 
certain of our arrangements- regarding the 
taxation of dividends paid abroad in order to. 
remove any possible tax disincentive that 
American companies owning subsidiaries in 
Canada:might have to offering some of the 
stock in such subsidiaries for public sùb-
scription in Canada. 

"I.should like to conclude these remarks by 
referiing again.to  foreign trade. In . spité of 
.the great.development of our internal market, 
foreign trade remains of great importance to 
us..With a-total trade.turnover exceeding $10 
billion, Canada.has become the fourth.largest 
.trading country in the world. With a popula-
.tion less.than 10 per cent of yours, our im-
.ports are over 40 per cent of those of the 
United States. 

• 
'AN OPEN ECONOMY 

"Our great interest in foreign trade is 
reflected in our policies. We have done away, 
.as you know, with all exchange controls.and 
import restrictions and maintain.a relatively 
open economy with only.a moderate degree of 
tariff protection. We have pressed other coun-
tries to remove the obstacles to trade..% 
have been encouraged.by the progress.made in 
removing quantitative trade restrictions, 
particularly.by  certain European countries,- 
during the past few years, though we think 
that.this progress does not altogether keep 
pace with.the improvement which occurred, at 
any rate until very recently, in the world 
payments position. 

"We are also aware of.the forward steps 
taken by the United States in increasing.the 
opportunities of other countries to compete 
in this market, though here too the rate of 
progress has at times been_disappointing. 
Centinued leadership on the part of the United 
States is essential on account of . your posi-
tion in world affairs. Any evidence of back-
sliding or of failure on your part to accept 
the same degree  of  competition that you urge 
_upon others, is seized.upon in foreign coun-
tries as a reason  for .continuing old restric-
.tione on imports or imposing new ones. The 
American.stake in world prosperity,.as repre-
sented by your trade Interests, your.extensive 
•investment ieterests and above  all perhaps by 
your over-all'political and securityinterests, 
cannot be exaggerated. I have every confidence 
that,.with the help of groùps such as this, 11, 
.Your policies,will furthet and not frustrate 
yourinterests." 
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DEBATE.  .ON 'WORLD CRISIS 

A special session of Parliament opened 
November 26 at  Ottawa  to enable the Members to 
consider the Government's request, outlined in 
the Speech From The Throne, that funds provid-
ed forLdefence expenditures.be  used to finance 
Canadas participation in the United Nations 
Emergency Force for the Middle Eee t and that 
the provision of relief be authorized for the 
victims of the recent tragic events infirungary. 

Opening the debate on'the Government's 
position in the light of the events in the two 
troubled areas, the Hon. W. Earl Rowe, Pro-
gressive Conservative Member of Parliament and 
Acting Leader of the Opposition, laid four 
charges  against the Government in a motion of 
non-confidence. It had, he said: 

"1. followed a course of gratuitous con-
demnation of the action of the United Kingdom 
which was designed to prevent a major war in 
the Suez.area; 

2..meekly followed the unrealistic policies 
of the United States of America and thereby 
encouraged a truculent and defiant attitude an 
the part of the Egyptian dictator; 

3. placed Canada in the humiliating posi-
tion of accepting dictation from President 
Nasser as to the composition of Canadas  con-
tribution to the United Nations Emergency 
Force; 

4. failed to take swift and adequate action 
to . extend refuge to the patriots of Hungary 
•and other lands under the cruel Russian yoke." 

Dealing.with Mk. Rowe's first point, Prime 
Minister St. Laurent said.there had been no 
"gratuitous condemnation of the action of the 
United Kingdom". He pointed out that Canada 
had abstained from the first resolution intro-
duced' in the emergency session of the General 
Assembly of the'United Nations because it was 
an insufficient resolution, calling for a 
cease-fire and nothing more. He said that 
Canada had.expressed regret "that certain 
members of the United Nations had felt.it  
necessary.to  take the law into their own hands 
when the matter was before the Securfty Coun-
cil"..The Prime Minister added that there.was 
"regret.that what took place in the Middle 
East was used.as  a screen to obscure the 
horrible actions, the horrible inte rnational  
crimes, that were being committed in mid-
Europe.at  the same time", and that events in 
the Middle East made it more difficult.to  
marshal world opinion in unanimous and vigour-
ous condemnation of what was taking place in 
Hungary.at  that very minute. 

The Prime Minister recalled to the Members 
.that the Israelis,.the French, and the British 
had with other nations signed the charter of 
the United Nations and thereby undertaken to 
use peaceful means to settle possible disputes 
and not to resort to the use of force, and 
said he had been "scandalized more than once 
by the attitude of the larger powers, the big 

(OVer) 
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powers as we call them, who. have alLtoo_fre-
quently treated the charter of the United 
Nations as an instrument with which to regi-
ment smaller nations and as an instrument 
which did not have to be considered when their 
so-called vital interests were at stake". 

Mr. St. Laurent denied that Canada had 
"meekly followed the unrealistic policies of 
the United States" and pointed out to the 
House that on two occasions, for example, 
.resolutions supported by the United States 
delegation had failed to get Canadian support. 

Replying to the charge that Canada had 
accepted dictation from President Nasser, the 
Prime Minister said that Canada has had no 
dealings whatsoever with Colonel Nasser. 
"Canada has dealt with the United Nations," 
Mr. St. Laurent stated, "and the United Na-
tions in this instance have been represented 
by the Secretary-Géneral and byanotfiersentle-
.man who is a very distinguished Canadian in 
whose patriotism as well as in whose wisdom 
this Government has practically unlimited 
confidence. I referto General (E.L.M.) Burns". 
The Canadian forces for the Middle.East had 
been decided.upon with the advice of General 
Burns, the Prime Minister said, and, ultimate-
ly, of the United Nations on its responsibil-
ity to discharge.the undertaking it has as-
suned in the interests of peace  in. the  world. 

LETTER TO BULGANIN • 
In replying to the charge that Canada had 

failed to take swift humanitarian action in 
the face of.events in Hungary, the Prime 
Minister revealed.that he had written to Mx. 
Bulgariin on November  13 - appéaling to the 
Soviet Union to comply with United Nations 
resolutions on the.situation in Hungary and to 
display moderation towards the unfortunate 
victims of the events in that country. In his 
letter, Prime Minister St. Laurent had also 
asked Mx. Bulganin to use his influence to 
alleviate the sufferings of the Hungarian 
people and to permit competent international 
agencies and organizations to help in the 
urgent work of distributing food and caring 
for the sick. Mk. Bulganin's reply was read to 
the House by the Prime Minister. 

Referring to the $1,000,000 which the 
Government proposes.to  expend in relief.ac-
tivities, the Prime Minister said that apart 
from $100,000 going to the Red Cross for the 
use of refugees outside of aingary and a like 
amount going to the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees, the remaining $800,000 
will Ee "expended either by the Red Cross or 
by a United Nations agency that will.have our 
full confidence in its desire and its ability 
.to see that the assistance goes to those who 
have really been the victims of the  horrible  
crimes that have been perpetrated against 
that nation in the last few.weeks, and to no 
others". 

C.C.F. Party leader M.J. Coldwell said that 
in his opinion the people of Canada expect 
.that Parliament "should give unanimous and  

speedy approval to the further supplementary 
estimates that have been introduced this 
afternoon, and that this shall be done in 
order to meet the needs of our armed forces 
which are proceeding overseas and to meet the 
dreadful situation from which the refugees 
from Soviet terror in Hungary have fled". He 
said the motion of the  Acting Leader of the 
Opposition revealed no policy that would 
assist Canada or the world in the present 
crisis or would.do  anything to further the 
objectives he believes the majority of the 
Canadian people have in mind. 

The Leader of the Social Ckedit Party, Mk. 
Solon E. Low, said that he would not brand 
Britain and France as aggressors. It would be 
necessary for him to "measure most carefully 
the motives of those two countries against the 
provocations, the long line of provocations, 
.they have suffered". Then, he continued, "I 
wouId have to be very careful in my assessment 
of the situation before I could possibly brand 
them as aggressors, as many have done". 

APPROVES REQUEST 

Mk. Low gave the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mk. L.B. Pearson, credit for 
having suggested that the United Nations set 
up a police force for emergency action in the 
Middle East and, subject to  Canadas  reserving 
the right to commit or to withdraw its forces 
according to its.discretion and, provided that 
Canada did not surrender actual sovereignty of 
this force to the United Nations, expressed 
the view . that the Government's request for 
.approval of the required expenditure be ap-
proved. Mk. Low said, however, that the United 
Nations should be prepared to allow Britain 
and France to retain their forces in Egypt 
until such time as the United  Nations police 
.force has been -completely established there 
and put in full possession of the canal zone. 

The . SocialCkedit leader also supported.the 
proposed expendlture of $1,000,000 fotain

-garian relief,.indicating Canada should be 
prepared to give a much larger amount when it 
is required. He said Canada should.open its 
.doors wide to the Hungarian people.made home-
less by events  in  their country, and cautioned 
the free .nations of the world to "be extremely 
careful in the future in how they encourage 
the hope of assistance to the peoples behind 
the iron curtain, and not offer.hope that is 
premature.. 

IMMIGRATION OF REFUGEES 

Mr. J.W. Pickersgill, Minister of Citizen-
ship and Immigration, then reviewed Canada's 
actions in the interests of the victims of the 
Hungarian holocaust. On November 6, he said, 
he instructed the immigration office in Vienna 
to give priority to HUngarian refugees who had 
since November 4 been streaming across the 
Aostrian border, took steps to increase the 
staff at Vienna, and made arrangements for the 11, 
granting of assisted passage to Canada to any- 
one who wanted to come to this country and was 
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CANADA'S TRADE WITH LATIN AMERICA 

(By S G. Tregaskes, Area Trade Officer for Latin America 
Foreign Trade, November 24, 1956). 

Canada's trade with Latin America this year 
is showing a heartening increase In the first 
six months of 1956 it has risen by $40 million 
over the first half of 1955 If this pace is 
maintained during the rest of the year, total 
trade with this area will reach a record $580 
million. 

Although trade with Latin America accounts 
for only 5 per cent of our world trade, when 
the United States and the United Kingdom are 
excluded this percentage rises to 25 In fact, 
Latin America ranks as our fourth largest 
market, following the United States. the 
United Kingdom. and Europe 

A GROW/NG MARKET 

Latin America currently has about 185 
million people and, with its high rate of 
population growth, it is expected that it will 
have more than 300 millionhy 1980. Economic 
progress throughout the area has been very 
rapid in the past few decades °  it has accele-
rated since the end of World War II and in-
dications are that it will continue to gain 
in the years ahead Obviously, the Latin 
American market is one that merits close and 
sustained  attention  from theCanadian exporter. 

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS INCREASE 

Canadian exports to Latin America for the 
first eight months of 1956 increased slightly 
over the same period of 1955 rising from $113 
million to $116 million. Exports in 1955, on 
the other hand, fell to $170 million from the 
$194 million of 1954. This decrease was more 
than accounted for hy a fall in exports to 
Brazil of $34 million between 1954 and 1955. 
Throughout 1955 Braz11 was plagued by dollar 
shortages and the uonsequent imposition of 
restrictions of various kinds materially.re-
duced purchases from dollar countries 

To the end of August of this year, Canada's 
principal markets in Latin America wereMexico, 
Venezuela, Colombia, Cuba and Brazil, but 
Peru, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic and 
the Central American countries continued to be 
important customers for a wide range of Cana-
dian goods. 

Principal exports from Canada to Latin 
America in 1955 were wheat and flour ($26 
million), newsprint ($20 million), industrial 
machinery ($13 million), non ferrous metals 
($12 million), fish ($10 m:Ilion), drugs and 
chemicals ($8 million), asbestos ($7 million), 
dairy products ($6 million), wood pulp ($5 
million), agricultural machinery ($5 million), 
malt ($4 million), and seed potatoes ($3 mil-
lion). In addition a wide range of manufactur-
ed and semi-manufactured goods, raw materials 
and agricultural products, numbering several  

hundred, were exported to the area during 
1955, 

In contrast to the wide range of products 
exported to Latin America in 1955, six con . 
modities bought by Canada from Latin America 
in that.year accounted for nearly 90 per cent 
of Canada's total imports of $320 million. 
These were petroleum ($178 million), coffee 
($50 million), bananas ($23 million), cotton 
($20 million), sugar ($7 million), vegetable 
fibres ($5 million). Other important imports 
were cocoa, nuts, fresh fruits and vegetables, 
and meat products. 

Few other types of commodities are avail-
able from Latin America in substantial quanti-
ties .  The list given above emphasizes the fact 
that, with a few exceptions, Latin America at 
present is predominantly an agricultural and 
extractive region; most Latin American coun..-;, 
tries have "dinglm crepe or 'single  expor it, 
commodity" economies. 

Imports from Latin America in the first si,x 
months of the current year have increaseql 
remarkably over the same period of 1955-; . .to 
$183 million from $147 million un 1955. Larger 
imports of cotton from Mexico and petroleum 
from Venezuela accounted for the bulk of . the 
increase. 

TREATY'RELATIONS 

In July of this year Canada and Honduras 
signed a trade agreement for the exchange or 
most-favoured-nation treatment between the.twO 
countries. Canada now enjoys most-favOured-
nation customs treatment with all countiries of 
Latin America and Canadian products are.sub-
ject to the same reduced rates of dut -y and. 
customs charges in most Latin Amerisan cOun 
tries as apply to goods from other compti-ies,. 
such as the United States and the United King-
dom. As the sole exception, the Unied „Stateé. 
enjoys an exclusive tariff preferenc on a 
number of goods entering Cuba. _ . 

LATIN AMERICAN CONFERENCE 	• 

Eleven Canadian Uade  Commission ers in ten, 
Latin American countries were recallea 
Ottawa in July to attend a conference OrganU..- 
ed by the Department of Trade.aetommérée tO 
discuss ways and means of increasing Ca'tiada's . , 
exports to the rapidly developing repubIleS of 
Latin America. 

They were joined during the conférer;ce 4 
a small group of Canadian busineSSMen jwith 
wide selling experience in that 'a*ea r ,Thes'e 
businessmen presented some Of the'f,ro'b'leinS 
with which they are confronted and put forwarà, 
a number of constructive recommendatiOnS fOr 
the Department to consider 
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Particular attention was devoted to the 
problem of developing greater interest among 
Canadian businessmen in the possibilities of 
the Latin American market. 

There was general agreement that exports 
could be increased by continuous and energetic 
efforts, despite dollar shortages in some 
countries and keen and growing competition 
from other exporting nations. 

The visiting Trade Commissioners and busi-
nessmen covered a wide range of topics, in-
cluding the problems involved in selling on 
credit terms in some countries in Latin Ameri-
ca and the encouragement of business and of-
ficial visits both ways between Canada and 
Latin America. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

Canadian exports to Latin America have 
trebled in value in the past ten years and 
imports from the area have quadrupled. What 
are the prospects in the immediate future and 
over the long term for this increase to con-
tinue? 

The trend of imports from Latin America is 
likely to be upward both through the next year 
and in the next decade. The Latin American . 

 economy largely complements the Canadian and 
our own growth will mean thgt we shall.need 

. ever greater amounts of products geown, made 
or extracted in Latin American countries at 
competitive world prices. 

For the next year or two, Canadian exports 
to Latin America are not likely to increase 
substantially, although the trend shoilld be a 
rising one. Some countries--such as Venezuela, 
Peru, the Dominican Republic and some Central 
American republics--will continue to be open 
markets for Canadian goods. Others which suf-
fer from dollar shortages--such as Brazil, 
Uruguay, Argentina and Chile-are likely to 
remain.closed to a wide range of our products. 

The long-range outlook  for  Canadian exports 
to the area is, however, excellent. Most 
Latin Ameeican countries are experiencing 
dynamic changes in the structure of . their 
economies. New agricultural areas are being 
exploited; industries are springing up; ef-
forts are being made to diversify the economic 
base of most countries; production methods are 
being improved;the physical volume of exports 
is increasing; real income per capita is 
advancing, and government-financed public 
works programmes (either under construction or 
planned) will help to stimulate a further rise 
in real income. 

Canadian raw materials, capital equipment, 
: and other goods will be required in increasing 

volume to feed and to expand the agricultural 
and industrial development of Latin America. 
We.can participate in this growing demand, 
provided our products can éompete in price 
and quality with those of other countries and 
our exporters are preparéd to go after the 
business. 

ONTARIO'OFFICE'IN'NEW PORK: - Explaining why 
the Province of Critario'has opened an indus-
trial development office in New York City, the 
Hon. William M. Nickle, Chtario Minister 
of Planning and Development, said that.in 1956 
an all-rtime peak will.be reached in the,number 
of new manufacturing industries of-Wmerican 
origin, establishing in Chtarid. It is this 
interest on the part of American industry 
which prompted the Ontario Government in 1953 
to  open an  industrial development office in 
Chicago and now in New York City. He further 
stated that the influx of American industry 
into Canada is a continuation of a trend which 
has been increasing in volume over the past 
number of years. Manufacturers in the United 
States have been strongly aware of the way in 
which  the Canadian economy hasbeen continuous-
ly expanding and providing new opportunities. 
In  the  period from 1946 to 1955 Canada's popu-
lation increased 27 per-cent, that of the 
United States increased 17 per cent; while our 
gross national production grew by 130 per 
cent.-American production grew by 85 per cent; 
Canadian new investment in manufacturing in-
creased by 179 per cent, while that in the 
United States increased by 81 per cent. Mk. 
Nickle emphasized this was no small achieve-
ment for a nation of some 16 million people. 

SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION 

Mfr. Nickle said, "American manufacturers 
have made a substantial contribution to Cana-
dian economic development. With a growing 
population for whom jobs must be found and a 
universal desire for an even higher standard 
of living, Canada is faced with the need to 
process a greater proportion of her raw mater-
ials.into manufactured goods bearing the 'Made 
in Canada' label. 

.wro help solve this problem Americans have 
brought to our Province and our country new 
money for investment in new factories, and new 
know-how to keep the stream of new products 
mbving from the assembly lines. Americans have 
invested 1.7 billion dollars in Canadian 
manufacturing since 1946. American branch 
plants, added to the flow of rapidly expanding 
Canadian industry, have made it possible for 
Canadian manufacturing production to increase 
by 143 per cent since 1946." 

He pointed out that Chtario, which contri-
butes one-half of Canada's employment, pay-
rolls,.production and new investment each 
year, offers more opportunities to manufactur-
ers than ever before in her history. Backed 
by a high level of immigration and an increas-
ing birth rate, the Province's population has 
risen to over 5.3 million and should reach 6 
million.by 1960. This meana a larger market 
and more workers. The St. Lawrence Seaway and 
Power Project will provide Chtario manufactur-
ers with abundant,.low-cost economical trans-
portation and hence greater accessibility to 
raw resourCes and markets. 
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HONOURED GUESTS:'The  Prime Minister of Cey-
lon, the Hon. S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike, was in 
Ottawa November 26-27 as the guest of the 
Government of Cànada. 

The Prime Minister and his party, includ-
ing his wife, the Permanent Secretary.of the 
Ministry of- External Affairs, Mr. Genasena de 
Soyza, and his Private Secretary, Mr. Duncan 
de Alwis, were guests of His Excellency the 
Governor General, the Rt. Hon. Vincent Màssey, 
C.H. at Government House. 

Mk. Bandaranaike called on the Prime Minis-
ter of Canada, the Rt, Hon. Louis S. St. 
Laurent, and was the guest of the Prime Minis-
ter at luncheon in the House of Commons. The 
Prime Minister of Ceylon also called on the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs ,  Mr. 
L.B. Pearson. While in Ottawa, Mr. Bandara-
naike attended the opening of Parliament and 
the morning session the next day. 

REFUGEE AIRLIFT:.'The  Minister of Citizen-
ship and Immigration, the Hon, J.W. Pickers-
gill has announced that arrangements are being 
made with Trans-Canada Airlines and Cànadian 
Pacific Airlines to provide additional fligh4p-
from Europe to transport Hungarian refugees to 
Canada. The Canadian Pacific Airlines flights 
will be direct to Vancouver. 

The Minister also announced that the ap-
plication of the Immigration Regulations will 
not be allowed to interfere with the speedy 
examination of Hungarian refugees who are 
coming to  Canada and that staff and facilities 
are being provided in Austria to cope with the 
increasing number of Hungarians who are in-
terested in coming to  Canada.  

* * * 

ALL-TIME RIM  During 1955 the mining indus-
try of  Ontario  produced mineral products whose 
total value was just under $600,000,000 the 
Department of Mines reports. This reflects an 
increase of nearly $90,000,000 over the all-
time high established in 1954 when, for the 
first time, the value of mineral production 
exceeded half a billion dollars. 

The final figure for 1955 shows the total 
production to have been $592,635,975. This is 
$14,694,363 better than the preliminary estii-; 
mate published Ln January. 

Metallic.minerals accounted for $471,039,- 
709 of the total, Non-metallics were produced 
to the value $14,408,742. Structural materials 
.and clay products altogether accounted for 
$93,208,162. Fuels (natural gas •and petro-- 
.1eum) made up $13,979,362. 

The nickel copper industry with the plati-
num metals and other by-products alone ac-
ccunted for-more than two-thirds of the total 

• of metal products The total of this Sudbury-
centred group of metals was $320,519,659. Geld 
production was valued at $87,223,660. The 4, •  

grop 362,191 tons of iron ore produced in the pro-
vince during 1955 was valued at $34,340 4 897. 

Uranium figured in Ontario's production for 
the first time:in 1955 Although the total 
value is just $487,054, this will be consider-
ably increased in the compilation for 1956, as 
the Pronto miné will have had a full year's 
production, and the Algom Nordic mine will 
also figure in the total, The 1957 total will 
almost certainly spiral as a great many other 
mines now being developed in the Elliot Lake 
area and in Eastern Ontario  come into produc. 
•tion. 

Salt was the most productive of the non. 
metallic.minerals. With just under a million 
.tons mined, the total value was $5,845,340. 
Next among the non-metallics was asbestos. Its . 
production was valued at $3,317,542. 

* * * 

CANADIAN 'AID TO KOREA:  'Speaking in the 
Second Committee of the United Nations on the 
report of the Agent General of the United Nà-
tions Korean Reconstruction Agency, Senator 
David  Croll, of Canada,  said that this country 
had contributed to what the Agent General has 
described as "a more than substantial start on 
the road to the economic recovery of the 
Republic of Korea", Senator Croll said Canada 
believed that the Canadian contribution, which 
has totalled $7,750,000, has been effectively 
used by the Agent General, and said that it 
must be a source of satisfaction to all con . 
tributors to note that UNKRA has provided 
either materials or technical assistance for 
projects located at 4,235 sites This, he 
said, is a notable record of a widely diversi-
fied programme with projects of both immediate 
and long-term importance. 

* 	* 

PNTARIO'SCHOLARSRIPS:  An extra $50,000 is 
being made available this year by the Ontario  
Government in bursaries for university and 
normal school students, Education Minister 
William J.  Dunlop announces. The Province will 
now provide $370,000 annually for scholarships 
to go with $100,000 coming from the federal 
government. 

Dr. Dunlop  also revealed there are 3,442 
students enrolled in teachers' colleges.in  
Ontario, 303 more than last year. There are 
also 61 students preparing as elementary 
school teachers at the Ontario College of 
Educeion in Toronto. 

* * 	* 

NEW RIGA COMMISSIONER::The  new High Commis-
sioner for the United Kingdom in Canada, Sir 
Saville  Garner,  called.on.the Prime Minister 
of Canada November 24 to present his Letter of 
Introduction from the Prime Minister of the 
United Kingdom. The Chief of Protocol, Mk. E. 
.D'Arcy McGreer, presented Sir Saville.to the 
Rt. Hon. Louis  S.  St, Laurent. Mr Neil Prit. 
chard, who has been acting Hlgh Commissioner 
since the departure of Sir Archibald Nye in 
September, was also present. 
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DEBATE ON WORLD CRISIS 

(Continued from P. 2) 

physically in position to come without regard 
.to what means he had. 

MW. Pickersgill reviewed previous state-
ments he had made indicating that any respons-
ible individual or organization ta Canada was 
at liberty to sponsor immigrants from Hingary, 
including people who were not able to look 
after themselves or even people in need of 
medical treatment; that ,f some of these peo-
ple needed medical treatment and thus could 
not by law be admitted to Canada he would use 
the powers given to him by the Immigration Act 
.and admit them for treatment when arrangements 
could be made for dhat treatment; that every 
application to any immigration office anywhere 
in Canada by Hungarians or Hungarian-Canadians 
for specific people was to be received and 
every possible effort made to locate these 
people if there was a reasonable prospect of 
their being among the refugees or if there was 
any prospect of their getting here in any 
other way. Every effort is being made to 
keep the flow of refugees coming,.and any red 
tape involved is being cut, the Minister 
said. 

Mk. Pickersgill said that Canadian Pacific 
Airlines, Trans-Canada Air Lines and shipping 
companies are co-operating with the Government 
to make all_possible accommodation to Canada 
available.and that a meeting was being held 
November 27 between social agencies concerned 
about immigration and officials.of his depart-
ment to co-ordinate plans for the reception of 
the refugees, and expressed thanks to  the 
Government of Ontario for its offer to co-
operate in the transportation to Canada and 
reception, here of Hungarian refugees. 

SAYS DANGERS IGNORED 

Lest speaker in the opening day debate, 
Mr. Howard Green, Progressive Conservative, 
attacked Canada's position in the Middle East 
crisis. He accused the Government of ignoring 
the dangerous situation in that area this 
spring and summer while "President Nasser was 
openly boasting that he was out to destroy 
Israel and to drive the United Kingdom and 
France out of the Middle East. He was foment-
ing trouble in North Africa for the French. 
The Canadian Government was not interested at 
all". Nasser had no right to seize the canal, 
Mr. Green maintained,.and Britain and France 
moved their troops into the area "to save 
their whole national existence". Mr. Green 
charged Canada and the United States with 
failure to take any stand last summer to try 
to clear up the situation in the Suez at that 
time. Continuing his speech when the debate 
resumed on November 27, Mr.  Green  attacked the 
United States' Middle East pOlicy, said Prime 
Minister St. Laurent had not shown the House 
that Canada's policy in the Middle East is any 
different from that of the United States, and  

said that the United States would have "far 
more admiration for Canada if this Government 
stopped being the United States' chore boy". 

The attack on the Government was continued 
by Donald Fleming, one of the candidates for 
the leadership of the Progressive Conservative 
Party, who dealt with the four points iterated 
by Mr. Rowe in his amendment. Pointing out 
that the declared purpose of the intervention 
in the Middle East of the United Kingdom and 
France was to prevent a major war and to con-
tain the hostilities.that then raged between 
Israel and Egypt, Mr. Fleming said "no one 
dare question those motives ofthe . governments 
of Britain and France unless he is prepared to 
accuse those governments of bad faith". Stat-
ing that although the Prime Minister did not 
come out deliberately and say that he accused 
them of bad faith, Mr. Fleming said that "he 
did say that this was aggression on the part 
of Great Britain and France", and added that 
it seemed to him that the Prime Minister had 
not accepted the statement of the declared 
purpose on the part of the two countries.that 
carried out that intervention. Mk. Fleming 
recalled.that in a press conference October 30 
in Ottawa the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs.said that he "regretted" that Britain 
and France "found it necessary to take this 
action while.the Security Council was discus-
sing the matter". Mk. Fleming said that this 
language was in itself.a strong condemnation 
of the action taken by the British and French 
governments. 

MUST SHARE RESPONSIBILITY 

Mr. Fleming said that countries, including 
Canada, that had not through the United Na-
tions instituted effective police action be-
fore the Middle East crisis reached its pre-
sent proportions must share the responsibility 
for the results that exist today. These cbun-
tries, Mr. Fleming said, should acknowledge 
that intervention by Britain and France avert-
ed  the  spread of the conflagration; headed off 
any direct Russian intervention and may well 
have avoided a third world war; exposed the 
extent of Russian intervention and penetration 
in the Middle East, and moved the United 
Nations Assembly to establish a police force. 

Canada, Mk. Fleming said, which should be 
acting independently in this matter, "has 
chosen to be too closely associated with the 
policies of the United States" which are 
"responsible to a very considerable degree, a 
regrettable degree, for the trouble that 
exists in the Middle East today". In addition, 
Mr. Fleming said the Government had placed 
Canada in the embarrassing position of.accept-
ing dictation from President Nasser, who, he 
said, had been dictating to the United Nations 
the "conditions in regard to what nations 
shall not contribute to the United Nations 
force, how long that police force shall be 
permitted to remain, what it shall do while 
.thete, what territory it shall occupy and when 
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it shall go out" Mr. Fleming also said that 
Canada's efforts to help the Hungarian pat-
.riots were inadequate, 

le Cpening his review of the actions of Canada 
 and the United Nations in relation to the 
world's two trouble spots, Mr. L.B. Pearson 
first dealt with the charge that Canada was 
the chore boy of the United States. "Our 
record over the last years gives us the right 
to say we have performed and will perform no 
such role," Mr.  Pearson said, and he added 
that while it is bad to bo a chore boy of the 
United States, "it is equally bad to be a 
colonial chore boy running around shouting 
'Beady, aye, ready. 

ENDURING PURPOSE EXPOSED 

Turning to the events in Hungary, the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs said 
the recent actions of the Soviet Union in 
Hungary throw a lurid light on the protesta-
tions that Stalinism is now dead and peaceful 
co-existence is here There has never been, 
Mr. Pearson said, a more significant exposure 
of the underlying and, he was afraid, enduring 
purpose and methods of Soviet power. In this 
situation, Canada can, as she is doing, help 
the victims of this terror, and can keep, 
through the United. Nations, the spotlight of 
world.public opinion on the savage actions of 
the Soviet Union. The Un.ted Nations must 
continue to endeavour to bring the United 
Nations into Hungary in the role of observers 
and investigators, Mr. Pearson said, but it 
would be wrong to hold out to the Hungarians 
promises of liberation by force which at this 
time it would be impossible to fulfil. 

Introducing his remarks on the Middle East, 
Mr. Pearson f.rst sketched the background of 
events in that area. He said that Egyptian 
policy had been unfriendly to the western 
powers, had been arbitrary in the seizure of 
the Suez Canal, and had w.tnessed a gradual 
increase of Russian influence in Egypt and the 
Middle East. Then too, he said, it had been 
obvious that there had been no meeting of 
minds between Washington and London in these 
matters, that  the  fault was by no means entire-
ly on the side of London and France, and that 
"the vital importance of the Suez to Western 
Europe is perhaps not appreciated in Washing-
ton". 

Canada's attitude had been that this ques-
tion should be brought as quickly as possible 
to the United  Nations and a solution attempted 
there, that there should be no division of 
opinion, no division of policy, between Wash. 
ington and London and Paris on a matter of 
such vital importance, and that there should 
be no action taken by anybody which could not 
be justified under the United Nations charter. 

Eventually the matter was taken to the 
Security Council, Mr. Pearson said, and cer 
tain principles for a settlement of the Suez 
question were agreed upon. Che of these prin-
ciples, which was accepted by Egypt, was that 

the canal should be insulated from the poli-
cies of any one nation, including Egypt. 
Through these conversations at the Council 
and through conversations going on in the 
Secretary-General's office, there was "some 
hope that an international solution might be 
reached which might be satisfactory to all 
concerned". 

At this point, Mr. Pearson said, the Is-
raeli Government moved against Egypt.  Admit. 
ting, as he was sure all members in the House 
must admit, the. provocations which may have 
prompted Israel's move, Mr. Pearson said the 
Government "did at that time, and do now, 
regret that the attack was made at that time 
and under those circumstances". 

Continuing, Mr. Pearson said: 
"Then, as the House knows. the United 

Kingdom Government and France intervened in 
the matter on the ground, so they claimed, 
that it-was necessary to keep the fighting 
away from the Suez Canal and thereby keep the 
canal open. They wished, so they said, in 
Paris and London, to keep a shield between the 
opposing forces.... 

"...To carry out that purpose, as we know, 
the French and British Governments sent an 
ultimatum to Egypt and to Israel, a 12 hour 
ultimatum, that was accepted by Israel, whose 
forces at that time had come within ten miles 
of Suez, but was rejected by Egypt which had 
been asked to withdraw its forces beyond the 
Suez Canal: and following that rejection the 
United Kingdom and French forces intervened, 
by air and later on the ground." 

COMPLETE SURPRISE 

Mr, Pearson said that, far from gratuitous-
ly condemning the action, the Canadian Govern-
ment expressed regret at the necessity for the 
use of force in these circumstances, circum-
stances that included an element of complete 
surprise "on our part at the action taken" and 
the breaking down of consultation between 
London and Paris on the one hand, and the 
Commonwealth capitals and Washington on the 
other. 

Canada had, Mr. Pearson continued, immedi-
ately begun to pursue a policy, both here by 
diplomatic talks  and  diplomatic correspondence, 
and later at the United Nations, "which would 
bring us together again inside the Western 
Alliance and which would bring about peace in 
the area on terms which everbody could ac-
cept", Canada's policy, he said, was to seek 
through the United Nations a solution which 
would be satisfactory to all sides. 

At the United Nations Canada had been 
anxious to avoid the creation of a vacuum of 
chaos in the Middle East after the fighting 
had stopped, had maintained that the situation 
leading up to the aggression should be given 
due consideration and constructive action 
taken to prevent such a situation recurring 
again; had wished to prevent any formal con 
demnat  ion of the United Kingdom and France as 
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aggressors, and, finally, had resolved to "do 
what we could to help repair the lines of 
communication and contact between Washington, 
London and Paris and restore some form of 
continuous friendly diplomatic consultation 
between the Western allies on these matters 
after its breakdown last Chtober", Mr. Pearson 
added that Canada had also been anxious to 
hold the Commonwealth together in this very 
severe test. "At one stage after the fighting 
on land began it was on the verge of dissolu-
tion, and that is not an cxaggerated observa-
tion," Mr. Pearson stated. 

The Minister then went over the various 
steps taken by Canada to implement these guid-
ing principles in the various meetings and 
deeisions of the United Nations. Canada, he 
said, had adopted an objective, Canadian, and 
independent attitude, supporting views it 
believed right, and indicating its disapproval 
of proposals it believed wrong.  This attitude, 
he said, has been appreciated in London. "Far 
from criticizing us in private or in public in 
London or in Paris for our gratuitous con-
demnation of their course we have had many 
expressions of appreciation for the line we 
have been trying to follow,".  Mr. Pearson said  

Referring to the United Nations Emergency 
Force, the Minister said Canada's contribution 
to it had been made in consultation with its 
Commander and with the United Nations and not 
as a result of dictation by President Nasser, 
Mr. Pearson, in expressing the hope that the 
Forte would succeed in .t.s task of securing 
and supervising the cessation of hostilities 
and of preventing their recurrence, said 

"May this force succeed in its task. If it 
does,.we may have started something of immense 
value for the future. We may have taken a step 
to put force behind the collective will of the 
international community under the law. That is 
our immediate task, to make this force work, 
to prevent fighting in the area and to estab-
lish conditions there through the operation of 
this force so.that the United Nations itself 
can work out speedily an enduring and honour-
able settlement for that area, including 
relations between Israel and her neighbours 
and the international supervision and control, 
if that can be done, of the Suez Canal." 

Finally, MW. Pearson said, Canada has as 
an objective the restoration of unity among 
the allies ,  lie stated that the Western coali-° 
tion, "which is essential for peace in these 
disturbed times and which requires close con-
sultation and co-operation among its members 
if it is to succeed, especially among London, 
Washington and Paris, has been subjected to 
strains and stresses in recent months". This, 
he said, has caused all lovers of peace in the 
free world great anxiety, 

Free Passage,  

Decision of the Government to bring Hun-
garian refugees to Canada free of charge was 
announced in the House of Commons November 27 
by Mr. Pickersgill, who said that the policy 
of free passages will also apply to Hungarian 
refugees who have already arrived in Canada. 

In making the announcement,.Mr. Pickersgill 
said: 

"It was decided that as almost all of these 
refugees have nothing they can bring with them 
except the clothes they are wearing, and as 
many of them have little or no money, it was 
not reasonable to expect them to try to es-
tablish themselves in this country with a debt 
over their heads at the very start." 

The Minister said that to that date 1,070 
Hungarian refugees had received Canadian 
visas. Two groups of 250 and 450 would arrive 
by ship on Dtcember 8 and Dtcember 11 and 
others would be coming to Canada at about the 
same time on chartered flights of Canadian 
airlines. 

Mr. Pickersgill also announced that he 
would be in Vienna by Saturday. November 30 to 
see that everything was being done that could 
and should be done to movt as quickly as pos-
sible to Canada those Hungarian refugees who 
wished to come to this country. 

CONFERENCE ASKED 

Mr. John Diefenbaker, External Affairs 
critic for the Opposition and candidate for 
leadership of the Progressive Conservative 
Party, appealed to the Government on November 
29 to call an international conference in 
Quebec City for a discussion of the world 
crisis. Invitations, he said, should be ex-- 
tended to President Eisenhower, Sir Anthony 
Eden, Premier Mollet and representatives of 
"leading members of the Commonwealth". It was 
imperative, Diefenbaker said, that relations 
between Britain, the United States and the 
nations of the free world be Teconstructed. 

GOVERNMENT UPHELD 

Later on November 29 the Progressive Con-
servative motion of non .confidence was defeat-
ed by a vote of 171 to 36. The House then 
approved without discussion the expenditure of 
$1,000,000fortle relief of Hungarian refugees 
.and, finally, the financing of Canada's con-
tribution to the United Nations Emergency 
Force from appropirations of the Etpartment of 
National  Defence. 

Parliament was then adjourned until January 
8. 
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THE SITUATION IN HUNGARY 

The following is the text of a Statement by 
Mr. L.B. Pearson, Secretary of State for 
External Affairs of Canada, in the General 
Asseibly.of the United Nations, Monday, Novem-
ber 19, 1956. 

"In the second emergency session of the 
General Assembly of the United Nations we have 
already adopted four resolutions on Hiingary, 
and the Secretary-General, although hard-
pressed by many other urgent and vitally 
important duties, has done all in his power to 
carry out the various responsibilities assign-
ed to him. The resolutions call for investiga-
tion of the situation in Hbngary; they call on 
the Soviet Union to withdraw its forces and 
cease its intervention; and they provide for, 
we hope, quick and large-scale relief of the 
immediate suffering of the aingarian people as 
a result of the bloody events of recent weeks. 

eFollowing this initial United Nations 
action, the whole world has waited anxiously 
for some sign that the Soviet Government and 
the authorities in HUngary were ready to allow 
United Nations investigation, and, at the very 
least, to facilitate the distribution of 
desperately needed food, medical supplies and 
clothing.Theefforts of the Secretary-Ceneral, 
under our resolution of November 4, to get 
permission for United Nations observers to 
visit Hungary have been flatly rejected. The 
Soviet Government, to which the Secretary-
General appealed for assistance in carrying 
out the task assigned to him, must bear.the 
full and final responsibility.for frustrating  

this investigation. Che can understand, if not 
excuse their attitude. What can they fear from 
investigation if the facts are as they state 
them to be. 

"In spite of this rebuff the Secretary-
General has appointed three eminent and im-
partial persons under.our resolution of Novem-
ber 4e  to investigate and report on the situa-
tion in Hungary. We hope that they will under-
take at once whatever investigation may be 
possible. 

"Surely those members of the Assembly who 
may personally have had some difficulty in 
condemning the Soviet Union and certain Hun-
garian authorities over what has happened on 
the ground that authentic information was not 
available,.will.welcome and support the steps 
now recommended to secure that information. 
What possible objection to this course can be 
raised except by those who wish to conceal the 
truth and confuse opinion. 

"We therefore once again urge the Soviet 
Government and the Hungarian authorities to 
admit United Nations investiggtors. I might 
remind the AsseMbly that this would not be the 
first occasion on which the United Nations has 
sent investigators into the territory of a 
member state in order to try to get at the 
facts of a situation which had been referred 
to our organization. 

"Ch December 19, 1946, the Security Council 
unanimously adopted a resolution setting up a 
commission of investigation to ascertain the 
facts relating to a complaint brought to the 
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United Nations by Greece. This complaint con-
cerned border violations along the frontier 
between Greece and three of its neighbours. 
The commission was enpowered to conduct its 
investigations in the territory of Greece and 
of the three Eastern European countries con-
cerned. It actually held meetings in the 
territory of these four countries, interviewed 
witnesses, and, eventually, made its report 
to the United  Nations. 

"The point I wish to make in mentionihgthià 
situation which came before the United Nations 
ten years ago, is that the Government of the 
U.S.S.R. then agreed to the setting up of this 
commission of investigation and a Soviet 
member took part in its work. How,  the,-.can 
the Government of the U.S.S.R. today, reject 
such a procedure for Hungary? 

STUDY IN CONTRASTS 

11 1 wouldalso remind  the Soviet Union of the 
example set by other member states who bave 
recently accepted the intervention of the 
United Nations in the Middle East. There is, 
of course, no parallel between the events in 
Egypt and the situation in Hungary, but it is 
of the greatest significance that the United 
Kingdom and France, upon whom the Soviet Union 
has tried to fasten the label of aggressor, 
have accepted and co-operated with the inter-
vention by the United Nations in regard to 
certain action they have taken and which was 
condemned by this Assembly. 

"In the past few weeks we have witnessed in 
another respect also what  'The Times of India' 
has called 'a study in contrasts from which 
everyone....will draw his own conclusions'. 
This Indian newspaper on November 9 last con-
trasted what it called 'the uninhibited upr 

surge of public opinion in the United  Kingdom 
which has no parallel anywhere else at any 
time with the total absence in the Soviet 
Union of any criticism of that government's 
action in Hungary. 'Does Moscow really sup-
pose', this leading Indian newspaper goes on. 
'that confronted by as blatant a violation of 

the Charter as can be conceived, Asian-African 
powers are so naive as to accept this fiction 
of so-called independent Hungary under a 
government established with the support of 
Russian bayonets?....Where a people.can con-
demn its government there is every assurance 

of democracy and decency. The awful silence of 

Eastern Europe as HUngary is pounded by Soviet 
guns, is something which Mr. Bulganin cannot 
explain away in his letters to Mr. Nehru'. 

"In the past few weeks here in New York we 
have also seen the contrast, indeed the con-
tradiction, of a member government of this 
organization destroying a government with 
which it had been negotiating even while the 
means for its destruction were in the process 
of being prepared and deployed. Having removed 
this government by force and having set up a 

more compliant rule in its place, whom the 
people of Hungary have so obviously refused to  

accept, the Soviet Government now dare to tell 
the United Nations that it must not interfere 
in the internal affairs of other states. It 
is indeed, as the representative of China said 
the other day, 'an upside down world'. 

"There is another and very urgent matter 
which we cannot ignore; relief.for the Hun-
garian people, who after the legendary courage 
.which they have shown now face a winter of 
terrible hardship. The present Hungarian 
authorities have sent to the United Nations a 
grimly eloquent list of supplies they need as 
a result of the harsh and destructive inter-
vention of Soviet troops and Soviet tanks. 
Here the response from the authorities in 
Hungary has.heen somewhat less disheartening. 
The Soviet'delegation, however, was again 
completely.negative in its response to our 
appeals for co-operation. It voted against one 
resolution dealing with relief and abstained 
on another, two purely humanitarian moves that 
might have been expected to win active and 
wholehearted support from any normal person or 
any civilized state. 

"We are happy to note some indications that 
the Secretary-General or his representatives 
may possibly be allowed to participate on the 
spot in Hungary, in the distribution of these 
medical supplies, food and clothâng which are 
so urgently needed. Surely no consideration of 
ideological prestige or power politics of any 
sort will be permitted to interfere with this 
part of the United Nations response to the 
situation in,Hungary. 

FRIGHTFUL DEVICE 

Mgr. President, we now have before us a 
fifth resolution on the situation in Hungary. 
As we have watched the news from Budapest 
these last few days, a new and still more 
horrible development has become apparent. Far 
from complying with the United Nations resolu-
tion, ending their intervention, and permit-
ting impartial investigation, the Soviet 
authorities have once again resorted to one of 
the most horrible devices of frightened dicta-
torial regimes, the mass deportation of per-
sons whose only offence is that they are not 
regarded as politically reliable. We had heard 
much of this frightful deviée -during the 
regime of Marshal Stalin, and many charges 
made.at  that time--and rejected by Soviet 
spokesmen in those days as 'slanderous fabrica-
tions'--have since been confirmed by the pre-
sent Soviet leaders themselves in Moscow. We 
had hoped that at least this evil aspect of 
Stalinism would never again be practised by a 
Soviet Government. But these hopes have been 
smashed.'The reports of deportation of Hun-
garian men, women and children to the U.S.S.R. 
may-be denied, but the denial is hollow and 
false. The volume of eye witness accounts 
already available, the detailed reports, the 
pathetic evidence of farewell notes dropped 
from the trains, are all sufficient to show 
beyond any reasonable doubt that mass inhuman 
deportations have, in fact, taken place. 
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FEW . TWIST:gn  one phase of life in Canada's 
Far North, the wheel has made a full turn. 
When white men first reached Hudson's Bay, 
they were eager.to  obtain Indian snowshoes. 
New the Indians are seeking snowshoes from the 
white men. 

The directorate of Interserve Eevelopment, 
concerned with the mobility of troops in the 
North,  has designed a light, strong snowshoe 
made of magnesium. It is roughly half the 
weight of the traditional Indian wooden snow-
shoe, does not warp like wooden ones, is dur-
able and is proof against rot, corrosion and 
moisture. The strings are of fine steel en-
cased in nylon. 

* re * 
MARITINE'MANVIACTURING:  Gross value of fac-
tory shipments of the manufacturing industries 
in the Atlantic Provinces declined slightly in 
1954 to $720,462,000 from $745,486,000 in 
1953, small increases in Newfoundland and 
Prince Edward Island being outweighed by large 
.decreases in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. 
Number of establishments in the four provinces 
fell to 3,582 from 3,840, employees to 63,384 
from 68,895, salary and wage payments to 
$159,950,000 from $165,845,000, and cost of 
materials to $382,016,000 from $406,277,000. 
Value added by manufacture rose to $313,323,- 
000 from $312,198,000. 

Neva Scotia was again the leading manu-
facturing province of the four in 1554 with 
factory shipments valued at $300,073,000 
versus $320,012,000 a year earlier. New Bruns-
wick was next with shipments totalling $287,- 
351,000 - versus $295,750 e000, followed by New-
foundland with $109,568,000 against $106,525,- 
000, and finally, Prince Edward Island at 
$23,470,000 against $23,199,000. 

Nova Scotia is principally.known for its 
coal mines and fisheries but also has exten-
sive forest and agricultural lands.and has 
.easy.access to Newfoundland's supply of- high-
grade iron ore. Consequently, the leading 
industries are fish processing, primary iron 
and steel,.shipbuilding and repairs, pulp and 
paper, sawmills, railway rolling stock and 
butter and cheese. Also, important petroleum 
refineries, cotton yarn and cloth, and coke 
and gas plants add to the variety of manu-
facturing in the-province. 

New Brunswick's forests make pulp.and paper 
and sawmilling the leading industries, but 
other important industries are based on the 
fish and agricultural resources. Due to its 
latge forest and fish reSources,.the foremost 
industries in Newfoundland are pulp and paper 
and fish processing which betweén them account 
for 69 per cent of the total production in the 
province. Prince Edward Island's agriculture 
and fish resources make butter and cheese, 
slaughtering and meat packing,.fish proces-
sing,.and prepared stock and poultry feeds the 
leading industries. 

(C.W.B. November 28, 1956) 

”As a result of this further tragic develop-
ment we are meeting again to make one more 
attempt, through this General Assembly of the 
United Nations, to get the Soviet Government 

le to heed the wish of all the world that it stop 
its torment of Hungary. 

"If it does not heed this call, its reac-
tionary colonial purpose will once again be 
exposed for all.the world to see. Although it 
may succeed for a time in stiflingtheifidepen-
dence of a small neighbour by the crushing 
power of tanks and by the mid-night terror of 
the secret police, even the interests of the 
Soviet Union  itself, to say nothing of i ta  
prestige will.be  defeated. Already.we have 
seen the condemnation by President Tito of 
Yugoslavia of the Soviet policies which led 
to the Hungarian tragedy, and the leaders of 
some of the great countries of Asia bave added 
their voices to the demand that the Hungaliian 
people be allowed to decide their own future 
and their own form of government without 
external intervention. How was it described 
by the Prime Minister of India on November 
19? Mr. Nehru said it is a national.outrage 
against the will.of the people.  We have heard 
communist talk.here of this heroic Hungarian 
uprising being merely the work of reactionary 
and faséist gangs; the Moscow description of 
any move for freedom against its iron control. 

"But how was it described, not by a °capit-
alist warmonger' or a representative of a 
'ruling clique', but by this communist leader 
of a socialist but a nationalist state, Presi-
dent Tito. He said on Friday last: 

'just see how a bare-handed and poorly 
armed people.resisted terribly when it had one 
aim--to free itself and be independent. It was 
no longer even interested in what sort of 
independence it would.achieve--whether the 
bourgoisie and a reactionary system would be 
restored in the country--but only interested 
in being nationally independent. This took 
hold of its mind,...not only horthyists, but 
also workers from factories and mines are 
fighting here- .the entire people are fight-
ing.' 

"Œe  disillusioned British communist put it 
this way in a letter on November 3 to the 
editor of a well-known'British weekly: 'The 
events of the past week are enough to make any 
honest communist hot with shame and anger.. 
What, then, must the feelings be of any honest 
and patriotic citizen. 

"Mr. President, the Canadian delegation has 
given strong support to the other United 
Nations decisions designed to help.the Hun-
garian  people,  we shall.also wholehearted-
ly support.the present draft:resolution deal-
ing with the cruel deportation of men, women 
and children from their native land. We can 
pray that by focussing the spotlight of world 
opinion on this cruel and inhuman operation we 

ile
may help to bring to an end the martyrdom of a 
brave people." 
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(C.W.B. November 28, 1956) 

THE EMPLOYMENT'SITUATION 

Employment and unemployment remained vir-
tually unchanged during the month of Octo-
ber, thus leaving the country's work force 
more fully occupied than in any corresponding 
period since 1951. 

At October 20, 1956, the number of persons 
with jobs was estimated at 5,674,000, some 
2,000 lower than a month earlier, but 197,000 
higher than in October 1955. The number of 
persons without jobs and seeking work and 
those registered for work at National Employ-
ment Service offices remained almost unchang-
ed during the month. 

The shift of farm workers into non-farm 
industries took place as usual during the 
month. It is estimated that farm employment 
declined by 47,000 while non-farm employment 
rose by some 45,000. In .the corresponding 
period last year, farm.employment dropped by 
an estimated 70,000 while non-farm employment 
rose by some 52,000. The later harvest season 
this year accounts largely for the smaller 
decline in farm employment. Rising require-
ments in non-farm industries came primarily 
from the logging, manufacturing, trade and 
service industries. 

The prolonged harvest season and high 
levels of activity in non-farm industries are 
reflected in local labour market classifica-
tions. Only eight of the 109 areas were not 
either in shortage or balance at the end of 
October, a situation unparalleled at least 
since 1951.  At  November 1, 1956i the area 
classification was as follows (last year's 
figures in brackets): in shortage 20 (0); in 
balance, 81 (87); in moderate surplus, 8 (21); 
in substantial surplus, 0 (1). 

CURRENT STATISTICS 

The civilian labour force totalled 5,772,- 
000 in the week ended October 20, 1956, com-
pared with 5,773,000 in the week ended Septem-
ber 22, 1956. These estimates are obtained 
from the monthly labour force survey conducted 
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

Of the 5,772,000 in the labour force, 
5,195,000 or 90.0 per cent worked full-time 
(defined as 35 hours or more) in the October 
survey week, 348,000 or 6.0 per cent worked  

less than 35 hours, 131,000 or 2.3 per cent 
had jobs but did not work during the survey Illr 
week, and 98,000 or 1.7 per cent did not have 
jobs and were seeking work. Classed as not in 
the labour force are such groups as those 
keeping house, going to school,.retired or 
voluntarily idle,.too old or unable to work, 
and these numbered 4,999,000. 

The survey provides additional information 
about those who worked less than full,time and 
those  who  had jobs but were not at work. Of 
the 348,000 who worked less than 35 hours in 
the October survey week, 249,000 or 4.3 per 
cent of the labour force, were regular part-
time workers, while the remaining 99,000 or 
1.7 per cent of the labour force, included 
27,000 who.were ill, 23,000 on short-time, 
10,000 who were on vacation and 39,000 with 
other reasons. Of the 131,000 or 2.3 per cent 
who had jobs but did no work during the survey 
week, 126,000 usually worked fulltime and 
these included 46,000 on vacation, 57,000 who 
were ill and 11,000:laid off for the full 
.week. 

During the corresponding week in 1955, 
there were 5,619,000 in the labour force of 
whom 5,014,000 worked full-time, 332,000 work-
ed less than 35 hours, 131,000.had jobs but 
did no work during the week, and 142,000 did 
not have jobs and were seeking work. There 
were 4,971,000 classed as not in the labour 
force. 

.Applications for employment on file at 
National Employment service offices of the 
Uhemployment Insurance Commission numbered 
157,400 on Ottober 18, a reduction of 1,400 
from the total on file at September 20, 1956 
and 35,300 from the level at October 20, 1955. 
The decline from the previous month was due to 
a reduction  of 9,l00 in the total for the 
Ontario Region, other Regions registering 
increases in the following order: Pacific 
Region 3,000, Prairie Region 2,000, Quebec 
Region 1,600, and the Atlantic Region 1,100. 
Compared with the same month one year ago all 
Regions shared in the, overall decline as fol

-lows: Ontario 11,500 , Quebec 10,800, Prairie 
Region 7,400,  Atlantic  Region 4,100 and the 
Pacific Region 1,500. 

* * 

NEWCONVISSIONING:  HMCS Saguenay, the fourth 
of Canada's new anti-submarine destroyer es-

corts, will be commissioned on Saturday, 

December 15, at Halifax Shipyards Limited, 

Halifax, N.S. 
The Saguenay will be the third destroyer 

escort to go into service in the Royal Cana-

dian Navy this year and the first to be com-
missioned at Halifax Shipyards. The yard has 
two other destroyer escorts under construc-
tion. 

Ch commissioning, the Saguenay will join 
the Third Canadian Escort Squadron, based at 
Halifax. The squadron now consists of the 
first three of the new destroyer escorts—me 
Ships St. Laurent, Assiniboine and Ottawa.  The 
St.  Laurent  was commissioned in Ottober 1955, 
and the Assiniboine and Ottawa in August and 
November of this year, respectively. 

like the rest of her class, the Saguenay is 
all-Canadian in concept and design and carries 
the most advanced equipment available.for the 
detection and destruction of submarines. 
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TO VISIT CANADA:  The  Prime Minister-6f 
India, MX. Jawaharlal  Nehru,  has accepted the 
invitation to visit this country, which was • 
extended to him earlier this year by Prime 
Minister St. Laurent and will be in Ottawa 

le from the late evening of Friday. December 21 
to Sunday, December 23. 

His Excellency the Governor General, 'the 
Rt.-Hon. Vincent Massey,  Cl-l.,  has invited 
the Prime Minister of India to be his guest 
at Government House. Mx. Nehru's daughter, 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the Secretary-General of 
the Ministry of External Affairs, Mr. N.R. 
Pillai, and Mr. M.O. Mathai, Mr. Nehru's 
personal secretary, also will stay at Govern-
ment House. 

The Governor General will entertain at 
dinner in the Prime Minister's honour on 
Saturday, December 22, and on the same day 
the Prime Minister of Canada will.be  host at ' 
luncheon at 24 Sussex Street. Prior to the 
departure.of Mr. Nehru and his party for 
London on December 23, the High Commissioner 
for India, Dr. M.A. Raul, will.hold.a receP-
tion in MW. Nehru's honour. 

* * 

CD HEALTH'CONFERENCE:  Forty — five medical 
aryl dental practitioners from across Canada ' 
c8nferred at the Canadian Civil Defence Col-
lege at Arnprior, Chtario from November 19 to 
23 to consider the multiple health problems 
arising from the possibility of atomic attack . 
in event of a national emergency. 

The Canadian doctors, who were given an « 
outline of  Canada 's  Civil Defence preparedness . 

 by F.F. Worthington, Federal Civil Defence' 
Co-ordinator, were selected by municipal and 
provincial governments, by industry and by 
professional organizations across the country. 
Medical and dental officers from the Armed 
Forces and other physicians selected by the . 
Federal Government also attended. 

Subjects covered during the week's confer-
ence included the probable effects of atomic, 
chemical and biological weapons on the North 
American continent; contamination by radio-
active material; biological warfare defence; 
psychological and psychiatrical problems in , 
catastrophe situations: the supply of medical 
and technical material  in the event of a . 
national emergency; and the roles of medical 
and dental practitioners, pharmacists, pro-
fessional nurses and ancillary.medical person-
nel in Civil Defence. 

A selected group of speakers gave part  icu-
lar  attention to the care and treatment of 
mass casualties, covering such specialist 
subjects as thermal injuries in atomic war-
fare,.wounds and fractures, hospital manage-
ment, public health problems and anaesthesi a . 
and analgesia in mass casualty management. One 
of the highlights of the course was an actual 
demonstration of an advanced treatment centre. 

4  using realistically simulated casualties.to  add autheniiMity:to - the presentation. 

(C.Wife. November 28, 1956) 

CAPITAL'INFLOW:  Transactions in Canadian 
seCurities during the third quarter of 1956 
led'to a capital inflow of $245,000,000, 
bringing the nine-month total to a record 
$554,000,000. The quarterly inflows in hoth 
the second and  third quarters were exceeded 
onli . in the third quarter of 1950. The move-
ment included $69,000,000 from the net sale of 
Canadian stocks and bonds and $200,000,000 
from:the sale to non-residents ofnew issues 
less $24,000,000 of Canadian securities owned 
by non-residents which were retired. - 

Net sales to non-residents of outstanding 
Canadian stocks reached a new high of $77,- 
000,000.in the third quarter, rising by  $15,-
000,000  over the previous record established 
in the second quarter. While  the balance of 
$25,000,000 with the United States was some 
$10,000,000 below the second-quarter total, 
.the balance with the United Kingdom More than. 
doubledp.reaching an impressive $34,000,000: • 
Transactions With other overseas countries 
also led to a sharply increased inflow of 
$18,000,000. 

Net sales for  àine months:totalled $174- 
.000,000, comprising $84,000,000.to the United 
States, $52,000,000 to the United  Kingdom, and 
$35,000,000 to other countries. Trading in 
other outstanding Canadian securities, mainly 
bonds and debentures, led to net repurchases 
during the quarter of $8,000,000, net sales of 
$3;000,000  and $5,000,000  to the United  King-
dom and to other overseas countries having 
partly offset net repurchases of $16,000,000 
from . the Uhited States. 

The net capital inflow from trade in all 
.outstanding securities during September was 
$23,500,000 compared with $27,700,000 in 
August and $9,700,000 in September last year. 
In the January-September period there was a 
sales balance of $199,300,000 as oompared with 
a purchase balance of $37,100,000 a year 
earlier. 

* * * * 

RIO BUSINESS:  Visiting big game hunters 
spend an average of seven days in Alberta at 
an all-inclusive estimated cost  of- $300  week-
ly, provincial authorities state. Receipts 
from licence fees last year totalled $13,750 
and about $45,000 was spent by big game hunt-
ers in the province. 

Big game hunters invest more money in 
equipment than their fellow sportsmen. Most 
spend about $250 on rifles and  accessories, 
and some invest much more. A few have been 
known to buy a small truck and even deep 
freeze units as a direct result of their hunt-
ing trips. 

'It.is believed 85,000 tourist and resident. 
hunters took to Alberta's mountains, fields 
.and marshes in the autumn of 1956. Sinee.1951. 
there has been a phenomenal 50 per cent in-
crease in the number of game and bird hunting 
licences issued in the province, 
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(C.W.11. November 28, 1956) 

NEW CONSULATE:  The Department of External 
Affairs.and the Department of Trade and Com-
merce have announced the opening of a Canadian 
Consulate at Hamburg, Federal Republic of 
Germany, and the appointment of Mr. E.H. 
Maguire as Consul. A Canadian office was 
originally opened in Hamburg in 1913, but it 
was transferred to Berlin in 1937. 

The Consulate will have responsibility in 
the provinces of Hamburg, Bremen, Schleswig-
Holstein and Lower Saxony for promoting trade 
between the two countries and for rendering 
assistance to Canadian citizens. 

a- a 
 

a s  

EXPLAINS NEW MUSEUMS:  Speaking November 19 
before the Montreal Canadian Club, the Hon. 
Jean Lesage, Minister of Northern Affairs and 
Natural Resources, said the role of the new 
Canadian Museum of Human History will be to 
preserve the record of man from his earliest 
appearance in Canada to the full development 
of the nation....The new Museum will include the 
Sections of Archaeology and Ethnology of the 
present National  Museum of Canada, which early 
next year, will become the Canadian Museum of 
History. 

Some time ago the Royal Commission on Arts . 
 Letters and Sciences (known as the "Massey 

Commission") advised that an adequate system 
of national museums could make "a striking 
contribution to the development of our na-
tional life" Mr. Lesage said. Since about 
1842, the National  Museum  has been the deposi-
tory of specimens of the rich mineral wealth 
.and palaeontology of Canada. It had acquired 
also large collections of specimens of the 
flora and fauna of Canada. Primarily concerned 
with natural history, the National Museum of 
Canada has nevertheless rich collections of 
Iroquois, Eskimo and West Coast ethnology, and 
archaeology. It has also important accessions 
of anthropological and folklore material 
illustrating the cultural contributions of 
varied regions and groups of Canadians. 

The Massey Commission recommended that more 
space be given to the National Museum, that 
its functions and name should be changed and 
that it should devote itself exclusively to 
natural sciences--research and exposition of 
the make-up of Canada in its manifestations of 
geology, zoology and botany. It also.recom-
mended that  another  Museum  shouldbe establish-
ed to promote further still the studies of man 
in the Canadian environment. 

By concentrating on the field of natural 
sciences, the new Canadian Museum of Natural 
History will be able to make water contribu-
tion to a better appreciation throughout 
Canada of those basic natural resources which 
support the Canadian people, the Minister 
stated. 

The Canadian Museum of Human History will 
now concentrate on man's evolution and adapta-
tion to the Canadian scene. It.will serve as a 
centre of study and exposition of the various 

* *s  * 

FRENCH SCHOLARSHIPS:  Forty - five scholar-
ships, short-term bursaries and assistant-
ships have been provided this year by the 
French Government to Canadians. This is the 
12th year in which French Government _scholai-
ships have been awarded to Canadians and 
brings the total number of awards distributed 
since 1945 to approximately 800. 

Instead of direct award of scholarships, 
these have been given to the interested Cana-
dian  institutions:  universities, conservato-
ries, art schools, the National Research Coun-

. cil, the National Film Board and others. In 
turn, these institutions in consultation with 
the cultural services of the French Embassy 
in Ottawa, have selected the winning candi-
dates. The French Government initiated its 
Canadian scholarship plan in 1945 with the 
provision of scholarships for Canadian sol-
diers, who were then in France, in recognition 
of the Canadian contribution to the liberation 
of thet ,:country. 

This year 25 scholarships have been award-
ed, as well.as  11 short-term bursaries and 
nine assistantships. The bursaries are for the 
first semester only,.and another eight or 10 
will be announced later on for the second 
semester. 

* * 

SUPPLY OPERATION:  A round-the- c lock supply 
operation for the past five months for the 
Mid-Canada Line of radar defence in the Hudson 
and  James Bay.areas.has been completed. 

Over 40 landing craft,specially.organized 
into a fleet for the purpose, were used to 
transport approximately 35,000 tons of sup-
plies in a ship-to-shore operation. Standard 
docking and unloading facilities were either 
totally lacking or severely limited. 

The overall success of the entire under-
taking is indicated by the fact that freight 
loss was limited to ten tons when two small 
barges capsized in rough seas. All crew hands 
were rescued. 

sa ss  

NATO'SHIPMENTS:  'Canadian military equipment 
and supplies will be shipped to six NATO coun-
tries in the next two weeks under Canada's 
programme of mutual aid to member nations of 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

The shipments include searchlights and 
Otter reconnaissance vehicles for the Nether-
lands Army; 155-mm howitzers for the French 
Army; 40-mm anti-aircraft guns for Greece and 
Denmark and a number of military trucks for 
the Turkiah Army. 

transitions of man in Canada from prehistoric 
times until today. Through exhibits in Ot-
tawa headquarters and by travelling exhibits 
throughout Canada, Canadians will be able to 
obtain a more complete understanding of the glIr 
et),  of life of their predecessors and con-
temporaries  in  alI parts of the nation. 
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PLANS FOR .CANADA COUNCIL 

Prime Minister L.S. St. Laurent made 
three important announcements in the spheres 
of education and culture in  an address Novem-
ber 13 at Ottawa to the National Cenference an 
Higher Education. 

These were: 
(1)The Cabinet  is prepared to recommend to 

Parliament that annual federal grants to 
universities, now provided on the basis of 50 
cents per capita per province, be doubled, and 
that the money be given to the National Cen-
ference of Canadian universities for alloca-
tion. 

(2) In order that the scope and functions 
of the National Museum may be broadened, two 
museums will be created in the near future-- 
the "Canadian  Museum  of Natural History" and 
the "Canadian »mewl oft-Liman History". 

(3) Cabinet will recommend to Parliament 
the creation of the Canada Council for the 
Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences to foster 
Canadian development in the cultural field. 

Pertinent excerpts from the Prime Minis-
ter's address follow: 

"You will probably recall that the Massey 
Commission had recommended that the several 
existing functions of the National Museum be 
separated and expanded, and that an historical 
museum be established. 

"The government examined this matter and 
ccaicluded that the scope and functions of the 
National Museum should be broadened in order 
to strengthen our national life. As a result, 
two Museums will be createdin the near future. 

One will be called the "Canadian Museum of 
Natural History". It will take over.and.ex-
pand research into the natural sciences and 
the. natural science exhibitions of the exist-
ing Museum. The second one--to be called in 
English the "Canadian Museum of Human History" 
and in French, "Le Musde de l'HommeduCanada"-- 
will portray the development, history and 
activities of man in the Canadian environment. 
This Museum  will.also embrace the National War 
Museum. Both new Museums will have a chal-
lenging role; it will be to portray the na-
tural and human resources of the whole Cana-
dian nation as it develops and moves forward. 
The public will be able to see these portray-
als in central museums and by exhibits travel-
ling across.the country; in.this way our 
people may get a better understanding of the 
factors which affect materially and spiritual-
ly the development of every sector of the 
nation. 

"The Royal Commission also recommended that 
annual grants be offered to support the work 
of the universities on the basis of the popu-
lation of each of the provinces and, within 
each province, to each universit y  in propor-
tion to the student enrolment. These grants 
were provided by Parliament in 1951 and each 
year since on the basis of 50 cents per capi-
ta. 

"I have already explained why the Federal 
Government had the right to offer such assist- 
ance. I feel that it is not.only its right but 
its duty to do so. It is  no*  widely known that 

(Over) 
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(C.W.R. November 21, 1956) 
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all Canadian universities are going through 
financial difficulties which prevent their 
adequate development. They need new accommoda-
tion and new facilities very  badly,  and  univer-
sity teachers are not adequately paid for 
their most valuable services. Moreover, our 
universities can rightly claim that they ren-
der essential services to the nation as a 
whole and to the Canadian Government in parti-
cular. As the Massey Commission pointed out, 
the universities are now  the  recruiting grounds 
for a great number of positions in the federal 
civil service and in the commissioned ranks of 
the armed forces. 

UNDESIRABLE ALTERNATIVE 

"'Rather than providing financial assistance 
to universities, the Federal Government could, 
as some people might suggest, set up its own 
colleges to train future public servants. Some 
other countries have done so, and we in Canada 
already have service colleges which provide 
personnel for the commissioned ranks of the 
armed forces. 

"The setting up of colleges would undoubt-
edly cost the government, and therefore the 
Canadian taxpayers more money than would the 
provision of reasonable assistance to univer-
sities for their services. Moreover, that 
course would be undesirable for another more 
serious reason. If we want to preserve our 
democratic way of life, and if we want to pre-
ventthepublic service from becoming.a bureau-
cracy, it is essential that the public servant 
should be drawn from and well integrated into 
the community in order that he may understand 
and appreciate its human problem in the light 
of his own experience. He should really feel 
that he is the same kind of a Canadian as 
those whose communityf affairs he is helping to 
manage. He would not be well fitted for that 
role  if  he were to be isolated from the com-
munity and from the other students of his 
generation during the period of his training. 

"I have visited some countries where the 
personnel of the government and of the civil 
service constitute a class regarded as some-
what above the hoi polloi of the general 
public. I think our brand of democratic in-
stitutions is better suited to our way of 
living and I hope that brand will long con-
tinue to be preferred.to  any ivory tower set 
up. 

"And I wish to add that I have no intention 
of posing as a benefactor of our universities 
and other cultural organizations. I happen to 
be the head of a government that does not 
manufacture the money it spends. It digs down 
in the pockets of all the Canadian taxpayers 
to get it, and we of the government are merely 
trustees on behalf of all those Canadian tax-. 
payers. The proposals I am putting forward, I 
look upon as a good sound investment of the 
taxpayers' money and.so do my colleagues. 

"My colleagues and I feel that the annual 
federal grants to universities should be con- 

tinued and increased and we are prepared to 
recommend to Parliament at the next regular 
session that they be doubled. 

"As you know, according to the present 1110 
formula, these grants are distributed by the 
Federal Government directly to individual 
universities recognized as such by the Provin- 
cial governments. In the province of Quebec, 
the authorities saw fit to allow this aid to 
be accepted for the first year only, because 
they feared that this was a first step towards 
encroachment on the exclusive jurisdiction of 
provincial legislatures in the field of educa. 
tion. It was also feared in certain circles 
that the Federal Government might interfere 
with the freedom of universities. That was 
certainly not our intention nor the intention 
of Parliament nor do I think it could happen. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

"In order to dissipate these fears and to 
make it abundantly clear that we do not intend 
to tamper with the freedom of any individual 
institution, we are proposing to hand over the 
monies voted by Parliament each year for that 
purpose to the National Conference of Canadian 
Universities which would divide it up and dis-
tribute it. In this way, the Federal Govern-
ment would have no contact with any individual 
institution. We think that this system will 
prove a sufficient guarantee for all our 
universities which should be completely free 
from any kind of interference. If the N.C.C.U. 
decides to assume this new responsibility, we 
will ask for authority to enter into an agree-
ment with the Conference in order to carry out 
this arrangement. 

"We propose to hand over the money to the 
N.C.C.U. to be allocated as if all eligible 
institutions were to accept their share of the 
total amount. If any one of them should feel 
that it cannot accept this assistance for the 
time being, we would propose to provide in our 
agreement with the N.C.C.U. that the money 
allocated to that institution be held in trust 
for it until it sees fit to ask for. it. In 
this way, no institution would be penalized in 
the future for a previous refusal of the 
grants, and there would be no unjust discrimi-
nation against any group of taxpayers in Cana. 
da in this respect. 

"You will also recall that the Massey Com-
mission made a very important recommendation 
with regard to the establishment of a Canada 
Council for the Arts, Humanities and Social 
Sciences. According to that recommendation, 
the functions of the Council would be to 
stimulate and tolelp voluntary organizations 
in the fields of the arts, the humanities and 
the social sciences, to devise and administer 
.a system of scholarships in these fields, to 

. foster Canada's cultural relations abroad and 
to perform the functions of a national commis-
sion for UNESCO. 

9.4y colleagues and I have considered this 0 
proposal very carefully—some of our critics 
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would even say that we have studied it for too 
long--and we are now prepared . to recommend the 
creation of the Canada Council to Parliament 

S 
 at its next regular session. 

"We want dhis Council to be as independent 
as possible from the government. We are in 
favour of government support for the arts, the 
humanities and the social sciences but without 
iovernment control.'Moreover, we expect that, 
if the Council is constituted as an indepen-
dent body, private individuals'and industries 
will'be disposed to make contributions to the 
financing of its activities because they also 
have responsibilities in this field. In order 
to achieve this objective, we will ask Parlia-
ment to approve an endowment of $50 million 
for the Council in order to enable it to 
finance its.activities from the annual income 
to be derived from the investment of that 
capital. 

"We would also propose to add another func-
tion to those envisaged by the Massey Commis. 
sion for the Council. It would consist of 
making capital grants to universities in Cana-
da equal to 50 per cent of the cost of speci-
fic building or capital.equipment projects, 
with appropriate regard to the population of 
each province. For that.purpose, we would 
recommend another appropriation of $50 million 
to be given to the Council and to be thus 
distributed by it over a period of ten years.. 
According to reliable forecasts, it is esti-
mated that our universities will have to de-
vote more than  $350 million  to capital ex-
penditures during the next ten years and we 
feel that it is our duty to assist univer 7. 
sities to meet ehis urgent need.and to encour-
age others who may be also dependent on thé 
services of university graduates to do like-
wise. 

"We hope that this contribution of $100 
million to the Canada Council, the increase in 
the annual grants to universities and the 
continuation of our other programmes in the 
cultural fields will be viewed as a substan-
tial recognition by the Canadian Government of 
the great contributions that our universities, 
our humanists, our scientists and our artists 
are making to the proper development of our 
great country. We do not consider for a moment 
that our assistance should be looked upon as 
the true measure of the value of all the 
immense services which are being provided 
through the universities or of the extent of 
their pressing needs.-Wè are confident that 
all provincial governments will continue to 
increase the important contributions they are 
already making in these fields. We'know also 
that individuals and private industry are well 
aware of the crucial problems that Canada bas 

 to face at this stage of our cultural develop-
ment. Through the N.C:C.U. and the Canada 
Council, adequate channels will now be pro- 

.

vided to make assistance available and through 
them we hope many others will . find it con-
venient to do eheir share. 

URGE AID DVEDUCATION:  The Association of 
Professional Engineers of Ontario has called 
on all levels of government to support Cana. 
dian industry in financing the expansion of 
university facilities for adequate - postgradu-
ate training. 

Dr..GX Patterson, Director of the liniver 
sity of Toronto Ihstitute of Aerophysics, 
earlier had published a statement that he 
would'not be able to accept even half the ap-
plicants for advanced studies this year. The 

.Association said it based its stand on Dr. 
Patterson's statement.- 

The aircraft'industry, Dr. Patterson said, 
should set up a building fund for the Insti-
tute of Aerophysics with an initial target of 
$600,000 and subsequently $100.000 a year. He 
had suggested this because he said most of the 
graduates found employment in the aircraft 
industry and in consideration of the financial 
support  already received from the Defence 
Research Board and the. Toronto University.. 

In the Associations  statement, President 
Merritt W.:Hotchkin said: 

"The present grave situation as indicated. 
by Dr. Patterson emphasizes the need for im-
mediate action by the federal Government in 
helping Canadian industry to implement the 
recommendations made at  the  recent national 
manpower engineering conference at St.And-
rew's, N.B." 

* 	* 

REPRESENTING  CANADA:  The  Hbn. Paul Martin, 
Minister of National Health and Welfare, will 
represent Canada at the ministerial sessions 
of the eighth Colombo Plan Consultative Com-
mittee meeting which take place in Wellington, 
New Zealand December 4 to Eècember 8.- 

Before and after the Colombo Plan confer 
ence Mr:Yartin will be visiting the Philip-
pines, Republic of Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos 
Thailand, Indonesia, Australia, Singapore, the 
Federation of Malaya, Burma, Ceylon,.India and. 
Pakistan. He will discuss questions of  mutual 
interest with government leaders in these 
countries in the fields particularly of inter-
national affairs, economic development and 
health and welfare.- 

Mr. • Martin will be the first Canadian 
Cabinet Minister to visit the 150-odd Cana-
dians who are serving-on the three Interna. 
tional Supervisory Commissions for Vietnam, 
Cambodia and Laos.- He will represent the 
Government of Canada at the Olympic Games in 
Melbourne, Australia on Eècember 1. 

The leader of the delegation of Canadian 
officials to the Colombo Plan meeting, Mr. 
R.G.:Nik Cavell, will join Mr. Martin's party . 

 after the Wellington meetings for'an inspec-
tion trip to several capital assistance pro-
jects in the various Colombo Plan countries. 
The preparatory work for the Colombo Plan 
Conférence  will be done by the officials who 
began these meetings in Wellington November 
19.. 
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CITY POPULATIONS *SOAR 

Metropolitan Edmonton and Calgary had 
the largest proportionate population growth 
between 1951 and 1956 of any of Canada's 15 
census metropolitan areas, according to the 
sixth and last of the preliminary 1956 Census 
of population bulletins released by the Domi-
nion Bureau of Statistics. 

Of the 230 cities, towns and villages in 
the sixth preliminary release, over three-
quarters showed increases.in population since 
1951. Of the 459 municipalities, townships and 
parishes, slightly more than one-half gained 
in population size duringthe five-year period. 

With boundary changes taken into account 
the population of the census metropolitan area 
of Edmonton showed a five-year growth of 43.3 
per cent to 248,949 from 173,075 in 1951. 
Calgary followed with a gain of 39.5 per cent 
to 196,152 from 139,105. Next largest rate of 
gain was 20.6  per cent for the metropolitan 
Toronto. The increase in Halifax was 19.2 to 
159,678 from 133,931; London, 19 per cent to 
153,491 from 121,516; 40›,1 ebec, 9.6 per cent 
to 301,108 from 274,827; Saint John, 8.7 per 
cent to 85,121 from 78,337; and St. John's, 
14.5 per cent to 77,553 from 67,749. 

The.five-year growth in population of the 
city proper for both Edmonton and Calgary was 
closely in line with the increases for their 
metropolitan.area. Edmonton's city population 
increased 40.1 per cent in the five-year 
period to 224,003 from 159,631, and Calgary's 
rose 35.7 per cent to 177,861 from 129,060. 
Population of the city . of Halifax increased 
6.2 per cent to 90,871 from 85,589, London 5.5  

per cent to 100,634 from 95,343, Chebec.1.8 
per cent to 166,996 from 164,016, Saint John 1110 
2.2 per cent to 51,883 from 50,779, and St. 
John's 7.2 per cent to 56,694 from 52,873. 
Population of Three Rivers rose 9 per cent in 
the same period to 50,221 from 46,074. 

Ch the basis of preliminary totals, the ten 
cities with the largest metropolitan area 
populations in Canada in 1956'were as follows: 
(1)Montreal, 1,595,327; (2) Toronto, 1,347,- 
905; (3) Vancouver, 658,813, (4) Winnipeg, 
409,687; (5) Ottawa, 335,289, ( 6) Hamilton, 
325,238 (7) Quebec, 301,108; (8) Edmonton, 
248,949, (9) Calgary, 196,152,.and (10) Wind-
sor, 184,045. For cities, the 10 largest in 
1956 were as follows: (1) Montreal, 1,094,448; 
(2)Toronto,  662,096; (3) Vancouver, 361,952; 
.(4) Winnipeg, 256,683; (5) Hamilton, 237,749; 
(6) Edmonton, 224,003; (7) Ottawa, 215,113; 
(8) Calgary, 177,861; (9) QUebec, 166,996; and 
(10) Windsor, 120,525. 

Population  totals for cities between 25,000 
and 50 -,000 are as follows: Sydney, 31,736 
(31,317 in 1951); Moncton, 35,568 (27,334); 
Granby, 26,097 (21,989) Peterborough, 42,288 
(38,272); Moose jaw, 29,282 (24,355). 

Ci.ties between 10,000 and 25,000 population 
are as follows: Truro, 12,032 (10,756 in 
1951); Lancaster,  N.B.., .12,307.(not incorpo-
rated in 1951); St, Jerome, 20,562 (17,685); 
Chatham, Cht., 22,158 (21,218); Niagara Falls, 
23,442 (22,874); Owen Sound, 16,141 t16,423); 
Brockville, 13,656 (12,301); Medicine Rat,  
20,621 (16,364); and Red Diper-, 12,264 (7,575). 

* * * * 

TOURIST ACCOMMODATION:  Investment in British 
Columbias tourist accommodation totals.more 
than $81 million, according to the British 
Columbia Government Travel Bureau. Investment 
in hotels is estimated as $57,396,000 and in 
tourist courts, motels and resorts as $24,- 
267,000. 

A survey of the province.'s tourist indus- 
- try last year showed that. 47 per cent of the 
guests are.touring B.C. residents, 19 per cent 
from other"Canadian provinces, and 34 .per cent 
are from the Uhited States. 

A new nine-storey hotel, the first of its 
size since before World War II, is planned for 

. Vancouver. It is to be constructed in the form 
of a cross so that every guest room will have 
an outside view. 

* * * 

VEHICLE TESTS:  Various types of Canadian 
military vehicles will be tested in the sub-
arctic by personnel of the Army's Vehicle 
Experimental and Proving Establishment this 
winter. The tests will be conducted at Fort 
Churchill, Man., and will run from November 15 
until approximately March 31. 

During the tests, standard military pattern 
.vehicles and at lease five British vehicles 
will be put through their paces under condi-
tions of extreme cold. Uhlike other years when 
vehicle trails have been carried out at the 
northern base, tracked vehicles such as show= 
mobiles will not be tested. 

The Army has used Fort Churchill as an ex-
perimental and training base since 1946. The 
RCAF .,  RCN, Defence Research Board and the 
United States Army also use the base to test 
men and equipment. 

Truly arctic from a meteorological point of 
view, it is the only northern military base 
having year-round rail and air transportation. 
Vehicles to be tested already have been ship-
ped to Fort Churchill by rail. 

This winter's vehicle tests will include 
cold starts and reliability trials where 
vehicles literally will be run ragged to see 
if they can take it in cold weather. Members 
of the Vehicle Experimental and Proving Es-
tablishment will also test engine heating 
equipment, new materials for patching tires 
and a traction device that it is.hoped will 
enable trucks to manoeuvre in deep soft snow. 
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'BRITISH 'LEAD IMMTGRATION 'UPSWING 

Immigrants to Canada in the nine months 
ended September 30 outnumbered by 863 the 
total of new settlers who arrived in this 
country during all of 1955. Exact totals for 
nine months of-1956 and all of 1955 were 110,- 
009 and 109,146. -  

An increase of nearly 24,000 over the total 
of 86,607 immigrants recorded during the first 
nine months of 1955 was accounted for in large 
measure by a jump of more than 10,000 in 
numbers of newcomers . of British origin from 
overseas, the comparative totals being 34,- 
734 . and 24,032. Newcomers of German origin 
numbered 16,971, 'as against 15,512 in the 
first nine months of 1955: immigrants of Ita-
lian origin 19,708 as against 15,512, and 
arrivals from The Netherlands 6,768, compared 
to 6,367 in the corresponding period a year 
ago.. 

Of the total of 110,009 immigrants; 63,026 
went into the labour force, with 20,246 going 
into manufacturing, mechanical and construc-
tion classifications; 8,975 into service oc-
cupations; 6,743 to clerical jobs, and 6,001 
into agriculture. Among the workers were 6,651 
with professional qualifications. - During the 
first nine months of 1955, a total df 47,595 
workers entered this country.- 

More than half the immigrants--61,205 • -de-
cided to settle in the Province of Ontario,  
with 21,214'giving ilkuebec as their province 

* * 

PLASTICS 'OUTPUT:  Production of primary plas-
tics in Canada has expanded at a phenomenal 
rate . over the past ten years..Last year, Cana-
dian plants turned out $49 3 million worth of 
synthetic resins as against $6.8 million in 
1945--a sevenfold'increase in little more than 
a decade.:In . fact, primary plastics is one of 
the fastest growing of all Canadian indus-
tries; already it has gained an important 
position in the billion-dollar chemical field.. 

Exports of plastic raw materials consti-
tute from one-quarter to one-third of total 
output. Sales abroad last year amounted to 
$13.1'million (more than-half of it poly-
styrene) compared with $1:4 million in 1945: 
Exporters shipped plastic raw materials to 44 
different countries in 1955 but eleven coun-
tries accounted for87 per cent of total sales. 
Leading customers, in order of importance, 
were: United Kingdom  ($2.8 million) Hong Kong 
($1:7 million), France ($1.6 million), The 
Netherlands ($1.5 million), %at Germany 
($933 thousand)

' 
japan ($879 thousand), and 

Australia ($661 .holisand). Polystyrene exports 
outstripped the total for all other plastics 
shipped to Hèng Kong, The Netherlands, West 
Germany, Japan and naly; the United Kingdom 
and France accounted for nearly 60 per cent 
of exports of all'other types of synthetic 
resins..  

of destination, and 12,352 travelling to the 
west-coast province of British Columbia. Near-
ly 13,000 chose the Prairie Provinces. 

More than 23,000 of the immigrants were in 
the 20-24 age group, 21,002 in the 25-29 age 
group, and 13, -654  were in the 30-34 classifica-
tion 

Assiàted Passage Helps  

From the start of the Assisted Passage Plan 
in 1951 to the end of September, 59,593 im-
migrants from many countries took advantage of 
its terms to finance their trip to Canada.. 
The record of repayment of loans has been 
excellent. Of a.total of $6,760,107 advanced 
to newcomers, $5,888,518 . has.been repaid to 
date.. 

* * 

WIDEN SPONSORSHIP:  Effective  January 1, 
1957, Canadian Employers will be permitted to 
sponsor applications for the admission of 
workers and their dependents as immigrants to 
Canada, it was annoi.inced November 13 by the 
Hon..j.W.:Pickersgill, Minister of Citizenship 
and 'Migration, 

The Minister; in a speech to the Liberal 
Business Men's Club of Toronto, also announced 
that immigration teams will be sent to Europ-
ean refügee . camps this winter on an active 
recruiting campaign.. 

* * 

TOURIST'CONFERENCE!  Canada's tourist prob-
lems, including factors leading to a mild 
decline in the midsummer flow of travellers 
from the United States this year, will be 
aired at the llth . Federal-Provincial Tourist 
Cbnfèrence in Ottawa on November 26 and 27. 

Delegates from the ten provincial tourist 
Organizations, as well'as representatives of 
the leading transportation companies and the 
Canadian Tourist Aàsociation, have been in-
vited to participate.: 

The Hèn..jéan Lesage, Minister of Northern 
Affairs  and  National Resources, will preside 
over the Conference, assisted by R.-Cordon 
Robertson, Deputy Minister of the Department, 
and D..Leo Dolan, Director, Canadian Govern-
ment Travel Bureau.: 

"This should be a most important gathering 
for the tourist industry's future," Mr..Lesage 
states.-"Tburism has been at near-record  pro-
portions in 1956, but all!of us connected with 
the industry are concerned with the problems 
of increasing our tourist trade. Our discus-
sions should'help in seeking a solution for 
whatever difficulties can be remedied by 
human action.:We cannot, of course, change the 
weather--and the weather in the eastern part 
of Canada has been blamed for much-of the pro-
blem this year. We hope to discover what other 
reasons there may have been for the lessened 
numbers of tourists in some areas." 
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NOVA SCOTIA RECOUNT:  A recount in one of 
the constituencies following the recent pro-
vincial election in Nova Scotia resulted in 
the election of a ProgresaiiveCenservative to 
a seat previously announced as won by the 
Liberals: 

The revised party standing: 

Progressive 
Liberal. 
C.CF. 

Total 43 

e .  * * * 

EXPORTS AT NEW PEAK:  Canada's domestic ex-
ports reached an all-time peak total in the 
first three-quarters of this year, rising 11.8 
per cent to $3,518,000,000 from $3,145,600,000 
a year earlier. 

Among major commodities there were substan-
tial nine-month increases in the movement 
abroad of newsprint paper, wheat and other 
grains, wood pulp, nickel, copper and pro-
ducts, iron ore, petroleum and products,.as-
bestos and products, aircraft and parts and 
industrial machinery, but decreases in planks 
and boards, aluminum and products, wheat flour 
and fertilizers. Gains were general to all 
main geographic areas Lathe nine-month period. 

Domestic exports to the United States.rose 
in September to $230,971,000 from $225,619,000 
and in the 9-month period to $2,071,033,000 
from $1,865,072,000. The trend in commodity 
groups was mixed in September with increases 
in five and decreases in four. In the nine 
months, increases were registered for eight of 
the nine main groups, largest gains being in 
the agricultural and vegetable, wood and 
paper, non, non-ferrous metals and non-metal-
lic minerals.and products groups. 

Exports to the United Kingdom rose in value 
in September to $75,246,000 from $71,998,000 a 
year earlier and in the nine-month period to 
$587,974,000 from $582,616,000. Gains in both 
the month and nine months were posted in main 
commodity groups with the principal exception 
of the wood and paper group which showed sub-
stantial declines in both periods. 

Shipments to the rest of the Commonwealth 
dropped sharply in September to $19,058,000 
from $29,540,000 a year earlier, but nine-
month exports to the group were slightly 
higher at $185,406,000 as compared with $183,- 
462,000. Shipments were highér in value both 
in September and the nine months to Jamaica 
but lower to Australia and New Zealand. Values 
were lower in September but higher in the 
nine-month period for the Union of South 
Africa and India. 

Exports to Latin American countries showed 
small gains, rising in total in September to 
$14,566,000 from $14,301,000 a year earlier 
and in the nine months to $123,707,000 from  

$120,944,000. For most individual markets 
changes were relatively small both in Septem-
ber and the nine-month period. 

Exports to European countries were sharply 
higher both in September and the nine months, 
substantial increases being posted for France, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Nether-
lands, Norway and Switzerland. Heavy grain 
shipments boosted nine-month totals forCzecho-
siovakia, Poland and U.SS.R.. The area total 
.for September was $42,262,000 versus $33,- 
187,000 a year earlier,.bringing.the January-
September value to $401,051,000 versus $269,- 
663,000. 

Cwing for the most part to large increases 
to Japan, domestic exports to all other fo-
reign countries jumped to $20,101,000 in 
September from $8,035,000 a year earlier and 
to $135,187,000 in the nine-month period from 
$112,088,000. 

January-September group values were (in 
millions): agricultural and vegetable pro-
ducts, $707.6 ($547.3); animals and animal 
products, $189.7 ($189.5); fibres, textiles 
.and products, $15.4 ($15.5); wood, wood pro-
ducts and paper, $1,131.6 ($1,130.6); iron and 
products, $338.1 ($298.1); non-ferrous metals 
and products, $660.9 ($608.8); non-metallic 
minerals and products, $209.8 ($142.7); chemi-
cals and allied products, $170.3 ($152.5); 
and miscellaneous commodities, $94.5 ($60.7). 

0 * C a 

"OVER THE BORDER":  The Pipes and Drums of 
both 1st and 2nd Battalions, The Black Watch 
(Royal Highland Regiment) of Canada, were in 
New York City November 16 at the invitation 
of the St. Andrews Society of New York to play 
in the Scottish Festival and lead the Grand 
Ball commemorating the 200th anniversary of 
the founding of the Society. 

Led by Pipe -Major Duncan Rankine, of Sten-
housemuir, Scotland, The Black Watch Pipes and 
Drums performed in the us  7thRegi'mentArmoury, 
Park Ave. and 66th St., New York City, carry-
ing out the traditional retreat ceremony and 
playing a selection of well known Scottish 
airs. 

The deeision to invite the Black Wàtch band 
to New York grew out of the tremendous success 
enjoyed by the unit m'a  recent engagement in 
Bermuda. 

* * * * 
GUNNERS' TITLE:  The Army has announced a 
change in the name of its artillery head-
quarters, units and formations in both the 
Regular Army and the Militia designed to make 
the gunners' title.traditionally correct. 
Instead of "The Royal Canadian Artillery", 
the artillery will henceforth be known as "The 
Royal Regiment of Canadian Artillery". (The 
abbreviation "R.C.A." will be retained). 

This brings Canadian artillery.into line 
with  the Royal Regiment of Artillery in.the 
United Kingdom with which Canadian artillery 
units are affiliated. 

Conservative 24 
18 
1 

• 
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300 MILLION  DOLLAR:INDUSTRY:  Canada's 
poultry industry, if considered on a dollar 
basis, has increased four fold since pre-war • days and ranks fifth in agriculture on the 
basis of farm cash incâme. In relation to 
products of the forest and mine, the value of 
the poultry.industry exceeds copper, nickel, 
iron ore, structural material and asbestos. 
Only.  in 1955 did the value of crude petroleum 
at the well head exceed that of the poultry 
industry. 

There has been a tremendous transition in 
the poultry industry in the last few years. 
Production has become highly specialized, 
processing is now done onea . gigantic.scale.,and 
marketing methods are receiving more attention 
than ever before. Broiler production is large-
ly responsible for this recent trend towards 
specialization. Ten years ago the chicken 
broiler was just beginning to seriously take 
root in Canada. It soon became evident that 
broilers could be produced in large numbers 
with a quick crop turnover at a relatively low 
labour cost. Broiler chickens can be finished 
for market in  from nine to ten weeks and tur-
key broilers can be handled  in  appréximately 
12 to 14 weeks. This means a specialized 
broiler producer can handle about threë  and  
one-half crops per year. 

(C.W.O. November 21, 1956) 

tities of poultry and eggs were exported 
but today the bulk is consumed on the homé 
market. 

Tùrkey marketings through Canadian proces-
sing plants have increased from 18 million 
pounds Ln 1951 to 41 million pounds in 1955. 
The original work done in Canada in the de-
velopment of the.  broadbreasted bronze turkey 
has played a part in the growth of the turkey 
industry. Similar work  in  chicken breeding has 
led to  the  development of better chicken meat 
strains and higher egg production. 

The manner in which the broiler industry 
has expanded is far beyond early predictions. 
Eviscerated and cut-up chicken is as much a 
standard product in most self-serve counters 
today as sausage.and bacon. This expansion has 
presented a challenge to poultry breeders, 
broiler growers, hatchery operators, proces-
sing plant operators and marketing agencies. 
Ope rations are now on a year round basis and 
specialization seems to be the key to the 
future of the poultry industry. The consumer 

•is growing more demanding in àll respects and 
it is not stretching the imagination too far 
.to see 'production and marketings doubled again 
.within the next few years, 

* * 	* 

• 

NO LONGER SIDEL/NE 

If a poultry man raises 20,000 broilers at 
a time he will have a turnover of approximate-
ly 70,000 birds annually. This.represents a 
total of approximately 210,000 pounds of 
poultry.meat, oassuming an average live weight 
of three pounds for each bird. This production 
in terms of meat is equivalent to slightly 
over 1,000 hogs at 200 pounds live weight or 
500 steers that put on a gain of 400 pounds 
each. Poultry production, as these figures 
indicate, is no longer a sideline enterprise. 

Another outstanding feature which has made 
the broiler so attractive from a producer's 
viewpoint, is its ability to convert feed into 
meat. No other meat animal can compare with 
the broiler in this respect and although the 
hog is the closest competitor, it is 20 per 
cent less efficient. It is not uncommon to 
produce a pound of live weight on a broiler 
.with 2.6 pounds of feed. 

Tyrkey broilers have followed the same 
pattern as chickens over the last  'ive  to ten 
years. Turkeys used to be produced primarily 
for Christmas and Thanksgiving and although 
the big volume is still at those seasons they 
are now sold more generally throughout the 
year. The small size turkey is competing 
actively with the roasting chicken and has 
influenced the trend toward broiler produc-
tion. This has resulted in a substantial 
increase in turkey-growing in Canada. 

Pbultry marketings Ln 1955 were 45 per cent 
higher than the 1943-47 period--which up to 
than  was a record--and egg marketings were up 
4 per cent. During the war years large quan- 

FARR MANS:  The twenty-seventh Annual Report 
of the Canadian Farm Loan Board for the year 

. ended March 31, 1956, has just been issued. 
The Board is an agency of the Government of 

Canada, established for the purpose of making 
first mértgage.loans to Canadian farmers. In 
the year ended March 31, 1956, 2,057 loans for 
a total of $8,309,650 were approved as compar-
ed with $8,225,500 in the previous year. The 
average loan was $4,040 as compared with 
$3;835 in the previous year. At  March 31, 
1956, there were 18,931 first mortgage loans 
and 2;389 second mortgage loans outstanding 
for a total. of $44,958,136, being an increase 
of $4,837,800 over the previous year. Collec-
.tion experience continues to be satisfactory 
and 87 per cent of the total due for interest 
during the year had been paid by the end of 
the year. Of the total of $3,623,518 of prin-
cipal repaid during the year over 54 per cent 
was received in payment of principal not yet 
due by the terms of the mortgage contracts. 

Changes in the Canadian Farm Loan Act made 
at the last session of Parliament designed to 
widen the field of operations by increasing 
the maximum loan limit from $12,000 to $15,000 
and the maximum loan term from 25 to 30 years 
did not come into effect until after the close 
of the fiscal year and are not reflected in 
the Report. Board officials state that there 
has been a substantial increase in the demand 
for loans in the first six months of the cur-
rent year and that loan approvals for this 
period are 45 per cent greater than in the 
corresponding period last year, due in part to 
the larger loans now permissible under the 
amended Act. 
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PUSHING .BACK .FHONTIER 

.The frontier is being pushed back steadi-
ly in Canadas northland. 

In Saskatchewan, an all-weather route open-
ing a 5,000 square mile territory in the far 
.northwest region of the Province is being 
pushed at top speed, and is now within a few 
miles of its terminus, Buffalo Narrows. 

Although the road will.not be completed 
this year,  a right-of,way is being cleared to 
the settlement to permit winter freighting 
operations. 

Initially, resources department officials. 
had hoped to see the road, started in 1954, 
pushed through to Buffalo Narrows by 1958. 
However, smooth going,  fair  weather and stream-
lined building methods made for much greater 
progress than was earlier anticipated. 

The road is linked with Number Three High-
way at Green  Lake. and  now serves the settle-
ments of -Béauval and île à la Crosse. Although 
immediate plans only call.for building it to 
Buffalo . Narrows, resources department offi-
cials believe it may be extended someday.to 
serve the La Loche,-Cree Lake and Athabasca 
ireas. 

Building of the Buffalo Narrows road,.which 
will be about 130 .miles.long when completed, 
is a job for big machines--le0 horsepower, 
bulldozer-equipped„crawlertractors to clear 
right- of-way and hack out passage through 
hills : and ridges; cat-drawn and self-propelled 
scrapers to fill low spots;.graders to build 
and shape the road;.and heavy, five-ton trucks 
to haul gravel, sand and clay.to  "cap" new 
grade. 

Together, these machines mdve close to 
50,000. tons  of earth daily. 

The overall road-building operation costs 
about $2,500.a day. A five-ton truck, alone, 
on double.shift, burns $25 worth of gas (about 
60 gallons). 

Approximately $250,000 was allotted for 
construction work this year and it is estimat-
ed the completed.road will cbst the resources 
department close to $500,000. 

The 5,000,square-mileterritory it opens up 
might be described.topographically,.as a shal-
low trough gouged out during the last ice age. 
Itis bounded by the high land of the Missouri 
Coteau to the west-southwest and by the Pre-
cambrian Shield to the north-east. Its.waters 
drain into the Churchill River system,.which 
eventually finds its way to Hudsoh. Bay. 

Cidtimers from settlements.like ile.à 
Crosse can still remember the time when their 
grandfathers travelled.by  boat all.the way to 
Hudson.. Bay to trade their furs  for supplies. 
The round trip took from early sPring to late 

fall. In those days, the Churchill.was the 
highway of the North. 

ECONOMIC,  SOCIAL GAINS  
.The new road will bring both economic and 

social gains to the Buffalo.region, with its 
3,000  Matis and Indians, and sprinkling of 
Whites. 

It.will.permit extensive tapping of the 
region's resources and, by reducing trans-
portation costs, substantially improve the 
region's economic position. 

Its effects are already.being felt. Freight-
ing costs to île.à la Crosse dropped substan-
tiallyAist July, when the road reached the 
Canoe River crossing, ferrying point to the 
settlement across a narrow arm of Lac île à la 
Crosse. 

The Buffalo.region's commerical fisheries 
resource will be among the first to benefit 
from the road, expected to cut freighting 
costs to railhead by half. This will bring 
fishermen greater returns and extend the scope 
of commercial operations to outlying lakes not 
yet fished. Present commercial fish production 
from the region is 2,000,000.pounds.annually. 

NEW INVESTMENT 

It.will also bring in new capital invest-
ment--garages, restaurants; and outfitting and 
accommodation facilities for thé tourist 
trade at first and possibly larger.industries 
later. ç 

Businessmen in supply centres like Prince 
Albert and Meadow Lake will.also 
through.the greater.flow of goods.into and raw 
materials out of the region. 

A group of Meadow Lake businessmen_have 
already Iaid.plans to make.the road a main 
link of a route for winter freighting opera-
tions to Uranium City. These far-sighted 
businessmen.are-pioneering a new supply line 
to Saskatchewan's far north that may pay off 
handsomely for the province someday. 

PROMOTES TooRism 

. The road will promote tourism by making 
possible a new sport fishing industry. It will 
.also assist mineral exploration by providing a 
new access route to the southwestern margins 
of the Precambrian Shield. - 

It will spark development of the region's 
market gardening and livestock raising poten-
tial by providing easy access to outside mar-
kets; make operable.some of its timber stands; 
and provide forest fire protection access to 
several thousand square miles of commercial 
forest. 
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CANADA'S POSITION IN WORLD CRISIS 

Statements by Prime Minister St. Laurent 
and by Mr. L.B. Pearson, Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, last week outlined 
Canada's position in the international crisis 
occasioned by the tumultuous events in the 
Middle East and the situation in Hhingary. 

In a radio and television address November 
4, Prime Minister St. Laurent made the follow-
ing summation of Canada's views on the two 
grave world problems and reviewed actions 
taken in the United Nations by Canada up to 
that time: 

1 think it my duty to speak to you tonight 
about the very grave events of the last two 
weeks. I should like first to talk about the 
Middle East crisis. I would like to explain to 
you the Government's recent actions in the 
context of our general policy in the Middle 
East. For the last few years peace has been 
precarious in this area, especially around the 
borders of Israel, whose creation as a state 
was recommended by the United Nations General 
Assembly with Canada's support in November 
1947. 

While the tensions arising out of the 
situation in the Middle East have continued, 
Canada has steadily encouraged efforts to 
secure a fair settlement based on the prin-
ciple that Israel should live and prosper--but 
not the principle that it should expand at the 
expense of its Arab neighbours. 

A recent communist intervention in the 
Middle East has contributed directly to the 
present crisis. By supplying offensive weapons  

in large quantities to Egypt the Communist 
world threatened to upset.the balance of 
power between Israel and its Arab neighbours. 
In order to help redress this potential im-
balance Canada agreed a few weeks ago to 
authorize the export of 24 F-86 jet fighter 
planes to Israel over a six-month period. We 
realized however that a permanent settlement 
between Israel and its neighbours arranged by 
the United Nations was the only way in which 
peace could be preserved in the long run. 

Egypt's nationalization of the Suez Canal 
Company increased the dangers inherent in the 
Middle East situation. The Egyptian action 
introduced a threat to the trade on which the 
economic life of many countries depends. It 
placed the control of shipping in the Canal in 
the hands of a government which for some years 
has been denying access to the Canal for 
Israeli ships in defiance of a Security Coun-
cil resolution. 

In the crisis which resulted from the na-
tionalization of the Canal Company the Cana-
dian Government has followed a definite and 
consistent policy in public statements and in 
private discussions with the nations concern-
ed. Vére have advocated that a settlement of the 
issues relating to the Canal which directly 
affect so many countries should be achieved 
under the auspices of the United Nations and 
there should be no resort to force. The Cana-
dian Government welcomed the 18-power pro-
posais  agreed to at the London Conference in 
August as a sound basis for negotiating a 

(Over) 
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settlement. We have stated our belief that 
this settlement should respect the legitimate 
sovereign rights of Egypt. It _should alào 
safeguard the right of ships of all nations to 
pass through the Canal. At the same time it 
should protect  the international waterway from 
arbitrary and unjustified intervention by any 
country, including Egypt. We have stated our 
belief that this settlement should be embpdied 
in co-operative arrangements with which the 
United Nations should be associated in an ap-
propriate manner. 

Because we believe that a permanent settle-
ment of Israel!s relations with its neighbours 
and of the future of the Suez Canal should be 
reached by peaceful negotiations under the 
aegis of the United Nations, the Canadian 
Government regrets thaé Israel proceeded last 
week to use force against Egypt, although we 
recognize that Israel have been subject to 
grave threats and provocations during the last 
few years. Though we recognize the vital im-
portance of the Canal to the economic life and 
international responsibilities of the United 
Kingdom and France, we could not but regret 
also that, at a time when the United Nations 
Security Council was seized of the matter, the 
United KingdoM and France felt it necessary to 
intervene with force on their own responsibil-
ity. 

Your Government has acted promptly in this 
crisis. We have taken immediate steps to 
further the safety of Canadian civilians in 
the Middle East. We have suspended the ship-
ment of jet interceptor aircraft to Israel. 
The Canadian Government voted for considera-
tion of the Israeli attack at the Special 
Session of the United  Nations General Assembly 
on November 1 which was called after Security 
Council action was made impossible by the 
negative votes of two ofits permanent members. 

A United States resolution was introduced 
which called for an immediate cease-fire, the 
prompt withdrawal of forces and the end of 
military shipments to the area. Ch Friday 
morning this resolution was carried by 64 
votes in.favour to 5 against, including the 
United Kingdom and France. Canada and five 
other nations abstained in the vote on this 
resolution. 

In explaining the reasons for this absten-
tion, I should like to quote part of what 
Mr. Pearson said in the General Assembly: 

"I regret use of military force in the 
circumstances which we have been discussing 
but I regret also that there was not more 

time, before a vote had to be taken, for con-
sideration of the best way to bring about that 
kind of cease-fire which will have enduring 

and beneficial results.' 
He  later added: 
"I therefore would have liked to see a 

provision in this resolution....authorizing 
the Secretary-General to beginto makearrange-
ments with member governments for a United 
Nations force large enough to keep these  

borders at peace while a political settlement 
is being worked out." 

We have swiftly followed up this sugges-
tion. At another special session of the United 
Nations General Assembly in New York last 
night Mk. Pearson introduced a resolution on 
behalf of Canada which requests the Secretary-
General to submit within 48 hours a plan for a 
United Nations force to secure and to super-
vise the cease-fire arrangements which were 
referred to in the United States resolution. 
Mr. Pearson explained that no members of the 
United Nations are to be asked to provide 
forces without their previous consent. The 
Canadian Government is ready to recommend 
Canadian participation in such a United Na-
tions force if it is to be established and if 
it is thought that Canada could play a useful 
role. 

The Canadian resolution was passed by the 
General Assembly early this morning without a 
single dissenting vote although there were a 
number of abstentions. At the same  rime the 
'General Assembly passed a resolution sponsored 
by 19 nations; it reaffirmed the United States 
resolution about cease-fire arrangements and 
authorized the Secretary-Géneral to arrange 
with the nations concerned the implementation 
of this resolution and asked him to report on 
their compliance. 

The establishment of the United Nations 
force will be to ensure an effective cease-
fire in the affected area. The governments of 
the United Kingdom and France have signified 
their willingness, under certain conditions, 
to suspend their military intervention if a 
United Nations truce force is given responsi-
bility. According to present inTarmation, 
Israel. and Egypt have stated their willingness 
to accept cease-fire arrangements provided 
other parties also co-operate. 

We have strong reason to believe that a 
United Nations command will be established 
within the 48hours set in the Cànadian Resolu-
tion. This is only the first step toward a 
permanent settlement of  Middle East problems. 
In the General Assembly last night the United 
States introduced two new resolutions which 
seek to establish  United  Nations committees to 
consider the future of Israel's relations with 
its neighbours and the future of the Suez 
Canal. We believe these resolutions represent 
a constructive approach to these problems. We 
will actively participate in efforts to make 
progress on the lines which the Assembly has 
approved. 

We have spent anxious days of late and I 
am sure you all share our anxiety. The present 
crisis has strained both the Western alliance 
and the bonds of the Commonwealth more than 
any other event since the Second World War. If 
we can use it as the opportunity to dissipate 
the black cloud which has hung over the Middle 
East these many years, the present danger and 
strains may prove to have been a price worth 
paying. 
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WOMEN IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

The Department of Labour has published a 
report based on the records of 830 women who 
are qualified to practice in  Canada as archi-
tects, scientists, engineers or in veterinary 
medicine and have completed questionnaires for 
the Technical Personnel Register of the De-
partment. Only persons who received their 
Bachelors Degree prior to 1952 are included in 
the analysis. Graduates of the years 1952- 
1955, however, were asked to complete the 
questionnaire used by the Technical Personnel 
Register, and the records of these persons 
will be brought up to date three years after 
graduation, when a more reliable classifica-
tion of their professional qualifications, as 
well as of their academic training, can be 
made. The Register does not include home 
economists, high school teachers or nurses. 

The greatest concentration of women is in 
the science professions rather than in en-
gineering, with biology and chemistry regist-
rants accounting for about three-quarters of 
the total. By profession, the proportion of 
women to total registration is 23 per cent in 
biology, 12 per cent in geography; 8 per cent 
in mathematics; 4 per cent in chemistry; and 
3 per cent in physics. In the remaining pro-
fessions women account for less than 2 pèr 
cent of registrations. For the Register as a 
whole, women account for slightly more than 2 
per cent of registrations. It is apparent that 
there is a higher percentage of women in those 
professions where research and laboratory work 
is important in comparison to those where 
greater mechanical or manual activity is 
required. 

BIRTHPLACE DATA 

Canada was the birthplace of 719 of the 
women covered in the report. Of the others, 
an unusually high proportion are of Continent-
al European origin in comparison to those of 
United Kingdom and United States origin. The 
number of practicing women professionals who 
were born in Europe is more than the combined 
total of those born in the U.K. and U.S., 
whereas in some of the preponderantly male 
professions the reverse is the case. For 
example in geology the ratio from Europe to 
the combined total of U.K. and U.S. is 1 to 7 
and in architecture 1 to 2. 

The great majority of women scientists and 
engineers received their first degrees in 
Canadian universities, with five major univer-
sities accounting for about 60 per cent Of 
first degrees and Canadian universities as a 
whole accounting for about 94 per cent. Only 
about one-half of the women registered as 
being born in the United  Kingdom or the United  
States received their university degrees in 
those countries. 

In almost all of the main professional 
categories represented in the Technical Per- 

sonnel Register, the preponderant functions of 
women scientists and engineers are research; 
testing, inspection and laboratory services; 
and teaching. Although these three functions 
account for 87 per cent of all women in the 
Register, these functions are not represented 
in all professional categories. In biology, 
about 41 per cent of women are in research; 49 
per cent in testing, inspection and laboratory 
services; and 13 per cent in teaching. In 
chemistry about 41 per cent are engaged  in 
research; 44 per cent in testing, inspection 
and laboratory services ;  and 6 per cent in 
teaching. In physics about 37 per cent of 
women are in research and 31 per cent in 
teaching. These figures suggest that women 
tend to perform a relatively narrower range 
Œf functions than do men in the same profes-
sions. 

NO DEFINITE PATTERN 

In  the  remaining professions there is no 
definite pattern as regards function, except 
that teaching accounts for about one third of 
women.in agriculture and mathematics and 70 
per cent for women in architecture. The fol-
lowing functions are not performed by any 
women scientists and engineers included in the 
Register: installation and erection; construc. 
tion; and lay •out and location. 

Research work accounts for about 27 per 
cent of women bachelors, 61 per cent of mas-
ters, and 47 per cent of doctors. Testing, 
inspection and laboratory services account for 
about 50 per cent of bachelors, 11 per cent of 
masters, and 6 per cent of doctors. Teaching 
and related work account for 7 per cent of 
women at the bachelors level, 18 per cent of 
masters and 40 per cent of doctors. The con . 
clusion from the available data is that the 
level of academic training appears to have 
only a slight affect on the type of function 
performed by women scientists and engineers, 
with the exception of the preponderance ,.in 
testing and laboratory services at the hache. 
lors  level, and in teaching at the doctors 
level. 

The majority of women included in the 
Register are employed in the service indus. 
tries which are comprised of education, govern-
ments, consultants and personal service. In 
this group the main functions are research, 
and testing and laboratory work, and to a 
lesser extent, teaching. The next largest 
group are self-employed or unreported as to 
employer type. In this group the distribution 
by function.is  approximately the same as in 
services. In manufacturing, the third largest 
employer group, the relative importance of 
teaching and testing is the reverse of the 
proportion found in the self-employed and the 
services industries, with teaching and related 
functions in third place. 
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There is no representation of women in the 
primary industries or public utilities, and 
the number in the remaining broad groups of 
industries is negligible. 

The.highest proportion of employment in all 
the main professional specializations is found 
in the service industries. In the numerically 
more important professions, education, govern-
ment, and other service employment accounts 
for about 80 per cent in biology; 60 per cent 
in chemistry: 77 per cent in physics; 68 per 
cent in agriculture and 62 per cent in math-
ematics. 

The representation of women in those indus-
tries that employ large numbers of engineers, 
in contrast to scientists, is almost neglig-
ible. 

The concentration of women scientists and 
engineers included in the Register is at the 
bachelors level in academic training, and by 
age group 26-35. The implication is that there 
has been a post-war increase of interest by 
women in the scientific and engineering field. 

The average academic level for women in-
cluded in the Register is higher than for men. 
For the  register as a whole 74 per cent hold 
bachelers degrees; 12 per cent hold masters 
degrees and 6 per cent hold doctors degrees. 
Of the women in the Regiseer 66 per cent hold 
bachelors degrees, 23 per cent masters degrees 
and 11 per cent doctors degrees. 

The variance is partly accounted for by the 
fact that the register included a large num-
ber of male architects who do not hold a de-
gree and large numbers of engineers, where the 
bachelors degree is common. 

In the scientific and engineering profes-
sions, there is a larger proportion of women 
in the younger age groups than is the Case 
with men. About 69 per cent of women are 35 .  
years or under, whereas only 35 per cent of 
men are in this group. The median age for 
women in the register is 31 years; for men the 
median age is 39. 

* * * * 

MANUFACTURING IN QUEBEC::  Gross factory value 
of products shipped by Ilebec's manufacturing 
industries in 1954 rose rb a new high of $5,- 
395,787,000 from the preceding year's $5,- 
386,785,000. There were 12,191plantsià opera-
tion dùring the year versus 12,132, their em-
ployees numbered 424,095 versus 441,555, and 
salary and wage payments grossed $1,214,661,- 
000 versus $1,225,573,000. 

Quebec has'developed its $5,400,000,000 
manufacturing output with such leading indus-
tries as pulp and paper, non-ferrous metal-
smelting and refining, petroleum products, 
slaughtering and meat packing, cotton wéar and 
cloth, men's and women's clothing, tobacco, 
cigars and cigarettes, synthetic textiles and 
silk, railway rolling-stock, lekher footwear 
and miscellaneous electrical apparatus. 

Qiebec's leading industry is pulp and paper 
with an output of approximately $532,000,000  

in 1954. Quebec is a principal world centre 
for the production of newsprint with 55 major 
pulp and paper plants concentrated in the 
Trois Rivieres and Shawinigan Falls districts 
as well as along the Saguenay, Ottawa, and St. 
Lawrence rivers. The production of non-ferrous 
metals has expanded considerably during the 
past decade. The output of aluminum has made 
impressive strides during the past years and 
reached a record total of 557,897 tons in 
1954. 

Two of the most important industrial de-
velopments in Quebec are the Ungava iron ore 
project and the new titanium industry. With 
the exploitation of the Ungava iron deposits 
on which it is believed, the future of the 
great - steel industries of this continent 
rests, Quebec's industrial base is being ex-
panded to the point where the future indus-
trial development of this province is well 
assured. 

'Quebec's industries are not as diversified 
as those of Chtario, although a number have an 
output approximately half or more of the total 
Canadian production. The manufacture of pulp 
and paper occupies the premier position. Fifty 
years ago this industry had hardly come into 
existence in the Province and in the mid-
1920's the annual gross value of production 
had not yet reached $100,000,000. By the end 
of 1954 it accounted for about 10 per cent of 
the gross value of Quebec's manufactures and 
for about 43 per cent of the Canadian total 
for this industry. Other large Canadian in-
dustries in which Quebec predominates are 
tobacco, cigars and cigarettes 94.6 per cent 
of the Canadian total; women's factory cloth-
ing 69.4 per cent; cotton yarn and cloth 66.7 
pen cent; leather footwear 59.0 per cent; 
men's factory clothing 56.6 per cent; synthe-
tic textiles and silk 52.9 per cent:miscel-
laneous electrical apparatus 44.6 per cent. 

giebec also predominates in a large number 
of the smaller industries. The candle industry 
contributed 97.1 per cent of the Canadian 
total;.men's clothing contractors 93.4 per 
cent; cotton thread 84.1 per cent; women's 
clothing contractors 83.4 per cent; dyeing and 
finishing of textiles 80.9 per cent; child-
ren's clothing 78.0 per cent; embroidery, 
pleating and hemstitching 73.3 per cent; 
lasts, trees and shoe findings 74.8 per cent; 
oilcloth, linoleum and coated fabrics 74.1 per 
cent; artificial flowers and feathers 72.0 
per cent; narrow fabrics 71.2 per cent; oiled 
and water-proofed clothing 70.0 per cent; fur 
dressing and dyeing 69.2 per cent; boot and 
shoe findings, leather 68.7 per cent; miscel-
laneous clothing 67.3 per cent; corsets 64.1 
per cent; process cheese 63.8 per cent; mis-
cellaneous textiles 59.2 per cent; fur goods 
56.4 per cent. asbestos products 53.8 per 
cent; medicinal and pharmaceutical prepara-
tions 47.8 per cent; woollen cloth 45.4 per 
cent; buttons 43.9 per cent; musical instru-
ments 39.1 per cent. 
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MINE  DISASTER:  Joy and sorrow mingled at the 
scene of one of Canada's worst disasters fol-
lowing an explosion which occurred November 1 
in the Cumberland Railway and Coal Company 
mine at 'Springhill, Nova Scotia. 

Eleven mine workers were killed in the 
explosion, and 112 others were trapped far 
underground. In the rescue operations which 
started immediately, 2 draegermen were victims 
of the gas which filled the shafts and tunnels 
of the mine. 

Two  days after the explosion, 36-survivors 
were brought to the surface, and emotion ran 
high as their families' grim vigil at the mine 

d. 
still below. 
additional 52 survivors 
through the gas-filled 

. 
 

The  remaining 24 had 

reckoning: Dead 	37 
Rescued 88 
Injured 7 

* * * * 

CANADIAN 'MEDICAL MISSION:  As part of Cana-
da's Canadian Colombo Plan contribution, a 
Canadian Medical Mission is to visit India to 
present lectures, give clinical demonstrations 
and discuss professional training in Indian 
medical colleges 

'The Mission will consist of a medical 
teaching team and a tuberculosis team of noted 
medical men, under the leadership of Dr. 
Wilder Pen field,, .Director of the Montreal 
Neurological Institute and Professor of Neuro-
logy and Neurological 'Surgery atMCGill Univer-
sity. 

The medical team will spend three months in 
India, one month at each of three leading 
medical colleges. The tuberculosis team will 
similarly visit three teaching institutions 
over a period of approximately six weeks. 
Tentative arrangements .are for the tuberculo-
sis team to leave Canada on:December 27 or 28 
in order to represent .Canada at the 14th 
International 'Tuberculosis Congress, to be 
«held in Delhi from January 7 to 11. The medi-
cal team is expected to leave Canada early in 
the new year, arriving in Delhi about January 
10 and embarking on work which will occupy 
their section of the Mission until late March. 

.Dr. Penfield, the leader of the medical 
teams, will lecture in Karachi, Pakistan, and 
Colombo, Ceylon, as well as in India. 

Progress of this furtherCanadian contribu-
tion to international economic and•technical 
co-operation under the Colombo Plan is ex-
pected to be observed at first hand by the 
Hon. Paul Martin, Minister of National Health 
and Welfare, who is to visit various Colombo 
Plan countries in South-East Asia on his way 

home from New .Zealand, where he is represent-
ing Canada at the meetings of the Colombo Plan 

Consultative Committee.  

7Y) EASE ENGINEER SHORTAGE:  An educational 
experiment that may help relieve a future 
shortage of engineers and technicians will be 
inaugurated soon at Waterloo College, Ontario. 

The plan was announced by Ira G. Needles, 
Chairman of the Board of 'Governors of the 
Associate Faculties of Waterloo College and 
President of B.F. 'Goodrich of Canada Ltd., at 
a Kitchener Rotary Club luncheon. 

Highlights of the plan are: 
A six-year engineering course with admit-

tance after 'Grade 12 standing. 
A technical diploma after three years for 

students not proceeding to an engineering 
degree. 

A co-operative plan with industry under 
which students spend alternate 13-week periods 
in college and in industry. 

Further research must be carried out before 
the plan is adopted. It has been estimated 
that the course will begin in the fall of 
1957. 

In making the announcement, Mr. Needles 
began by pointing out that of all those in 
Canada eligible for university, only 7.5 per 
cent are taking advantage of their opportuni-

-ties; but this proportion will, it is esti-
mated, double in the next 10 years. 

Ibis raises two major problems, he said: 
(1) the provision of university buildings, 
equipment and instructors to meet the increas-
ed demand, and (2) the direction into the 
technical field of more of those who have the 
ability to procure and make use of a technical 
education. 

The answer to the first problem is money, 
he pointed out, to make possible the needed 
buildings, .equipment and instructors. "But this 
expansion of our universities does not provide 
the complete solution to the vital education 
problem, expecially in the field of techno-
logy," he added. 

Mr. Needles gave this explanation of the 
plan which bears the title, "Co-operative Plan 
of Education for Engineers and'Technicians". 

• "We propose to admit students who have 
successfully completed 'Grade 12 in either 
vocational or high schools. For the next two 
years the student is given a course that in-
eludes the equivalent of the 'Grade 13 subjects 
required fc:Ir university admission, some first-
year university subjects and at least 12 hours 
a week instruction and lab work in technical 
subj ects. 

"At the end of two years, studentswho-
qualify in their academic subjects_may then 
proceed towards a four-year engineer's degree 
course. 'Students who fail to qualify in acade-
mic subjects but who show definite aptitude 
towards technical subjects would be encouraged 
to proceed with third-year course for tech-
nicians.... 

Mr. Needles also pointed out that the 'Col-
lege will operate its facilities for a full 12 
months each year, thus educating double the 
number of•students with the same space and 
equipment. 

entrance came to an en 
But 88 miners were 
On November 5, an 

were brought safely 
tunnels of the mine 
succumbed. 

The final 
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CANADA'S POSITION IN WORLD CRISIS 

(Continued from P. 2) 

I have spoken at length about the moment-
ous events in the Middle East, but I must 
refer also to the grave and tragic events 
which have led to turmoil and bloodshed in 
Eastern Europe. For the first time since the 
end of the war a real hope appeared, in the 
last two weeks, that some at least of the 
c ourîçrt:e.S wbiiih have contributed so much 
to the civilization of the world might secure 
some measure of independence from Moscow. 

In Poland, a form of national communism 
has been established which appears determined 
to demand as a minimum the right to develop 
along its own lines, and not according to a 
Moscow pattern. Net  least encouraging was the 
release of the Roman Catholic Pra.ma.te  of 
Poland. 

We Were also encouraged by a statement 
from Moscow which said that the Soviet leaders 
were prepared to re-negotiate their relations 
with Eastern Europe on the basis of equality 
and non-interference in their neighbours' 
internaliaffairs. 

Even before this announcement, the brave 
Hungarian people had risen to demand the free-
dom so long denied them. The Hungarian revolu-
tion was a passionate and significant outburst 
of national feeling, both strongly anti-
Russian and anti-Communist. Mie rejoiced in the 
release of Cardinal Mindszenty and other 
religious leaders and we shared the hopes, as 
well as the anxiety, of our fellowcountrymen 
of Hungarian origin. 

Today, these hopes seem to have been 
shattered. Soviet action has made a mockery of 
Soviet statements. According to the latest 
reports. Soviet armed might is being applied 
against the gallant and practically unarmed 
people of Hungary. Moscow has announced that 
it will crush the Hungarian revolt and re-
impose its will on Hungary by brute force. 

Last night, in an emergency session, the 
Security Council met in response to an appeal 
from the Hungarian Government and considered a 
U.S. resolution condemning Soviet military 
interference in the internal affairs of Hun-
gary. The resolution was vetoed by the Soviet 
Union. The matter was then referred to a 
special session of the General Assembly which 
is now  meeting and  which provides  the  opportun-
ity of condemning in the most forthright terms 
the callous disregard by the Soviet Union of 
the elementary rights of the Hungarian people. 

Our aim is that the people of Eastern 
Europe should be free to choose their own form 
of government, a basic human right they have 
not enjoyed for years. The Soviet Union's 
resort to military force against a neighbour-
ing nation is a most serious threat to the 
peace which we have solemnly pledged ourselves 
to preserve and defend in signing the Charter 
of the United Nations. 

The one encouraging aspect of the events 
of the last few days has been the almost un-
animous action of the nations of the world in 
endeavouring to implement their obligations 
under that Charter. 

And, in conclusion, I wish to assure my 
listeners that all  the  members of their Gévern-
ment have been in full agreement at all times 
as to what should be done and what could be 
said and when it should be done and when it 
could be said. And I am sure that, if and when 
any action of ours requires, according to our 
practices, the approval by Parliament, that 
approval will be given in no uncertain terms. 

lex us ail hope thatithis .approach to 
unanimity of men of good will of so many na-
tions may help to realize that part of our 
daily-prayer to a Power greater than any here 
below: wrhy will be done on earth as it is in 
heaven". 

Ch November 2, at the first emergency 
special session ever held by the General As-
sembly of the United Nations, Mr. Pearson 
explained Canada's stand on a resolution cal-
ling for a cease-fire in Egypt, and expressed 
this country's regret that the resolution had 
not provided for definite action to bring 
about a lastin& solution to the Middle East 
problem. Text  of  this statement follows: 

I rise not to take part in this debate, 
because the debate is over. The vote has been 
taken. But I do wish to explain the abstention 
of my delegation on that vote. 

It is never easy to explain an abstention, 
and in this case it is particularly difficult 
because we are in favour of some parts of this 
resolution, and also because this resolution 
deals with such a complicated question. 

Because we are in favour of some parts of 
the resolution, we could not vote against it, 
especially as, in our opinion, it is a moder-
ate proposal couched in reasonable and objec-
tive terms, without unfair or unbalanced con-
demnation: and also, by referring 
tions by both sides to the armistice agree-
ments, it puts, I think, recent action by the 
United Kingdom and France--and rightly-- 
against the background of those repeated 
violations and provocations. 

Mie support the effort being made to bring 
the fighting to an end. We support it, among 
other reasons, because we regret that force 
was used in the circumstances that face us at 
this time. As  my delegation sees it, however, 
this resolution which the General Assembly has 
thus adopted in its present form--and there 
was very little chance to alter that form--is 
inadequate to achieve the purposes which we 
have in mind at this Assembly. Those purposes 
are defined in that resolution of the United 
Nations under which we are meeting--resolution 
377(V), uniting for peace--and peace is far 
more than ceasing to fire, although it cer-
tainly must include that essential factor. 
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This  is the first time that action-has been 
taken under the. °Uniting for Peace' resolu - 
-non, and I confess to a feeling of sadness, 
indeed even distress, at not being able to 
support the position taken by two countries 
whose ties with my country are and will remain 
close and intimate; two countries which have 
contributed so much to man's progress and 
freedom under law; and two countries which aie 
Canadas  mother countries. - 

I . regret the use of military force in the 
circumstances which we have been discussing, 
but I regret also that there was not more 
time, before a vote had to be' taken, for con-
sideration of the best way to bring about that 
kind of cease-fire which would have enduring 
and beneficial results. I think that we were 
entitled to that time, for this is not only a 
tragic moment for the countries and peoples 
immediately affected, but is an equally dif-
ficult time for the United Nations itself. 
I know, of course, that the situation is of 
special and ,  indeed, poignant urgency, a human 

urgency, and that action could not be postpon-
ed by dragging out a discussion, as has been 
done so often in this Assenbly. I do feel, 
however, that had that time, .which has always, 
to my knowledge, in the past been permitted 
for adequate examination of -even the most 

critical and urgent resolution, been available 
on this occasion, the result might have been a 

better resolution. Such a short delay wouc/d 

not, I think, have done harm, but, in zhe long 

run, would have helped those in the area who 

need help most at this time. 
Mihy do I say this? In the first place, our 

resolution, though it has been adopted, is 
only a recommendation, and its moral effects 
would have been greater if it •could have 
received a more unanimous vote in this Assem-
bly—which might have been possible if there 
had been somewhat more delay. 

-Secondly, this recommendation which we 
have adopted cannot be effective without the 
compliance of those to whom it is addressed 
and who have to carry it out. I had•ventured 
to hope that, by a short delay and in informal 
talks, we might have made some headway, or at 
least have tried to make some headway, in 
securing a favourable response, before the 
vote was taken. from those governments and 
delegations which will be responsible for 

carrying it out. 
I consider that there is one great omis-

sion from this resolution, which has already 
been pointed out by previous speakers---more 
particularly by the representative of New 

.Zealand, who has proceeded me. Th1;.s. resolutiOn 

does provide for a cease-fite„ and I admit 

that that is of first importance and urgency, 

But, alongside a cease-fire and a withdrawal 

of troops, it does not provide for any steps 
to be taken by the United Nations for a peaze 

settlement, without which a cease-fire will be 

only of temporary value at best- Surely, we 

should have used this opportunity to link a  

cease-fire to the absolute necessity of a 
political settlement in Palestine and for the 
Suez, and perhaps we might also have been able 
to recommend  u  procedure by which this ab-
solutely essential process might begin. 

Today we are facing a feeling of almost 
despairing crisis for the United Nations and 
for peace. Surely that feeling might have been 
harnessed to action or at least to a formal 
resol.ve  to act at long last and to do some-• 
thing effective about the underlying causes of 
this crisis which has brought us to the very 
edge of a tragedy even greater than that which 
has already taken place. We should then, I 
think, have recognized the necessity for 
political_ settlement in this - resolution -and 
done something about it. And I do not think 
that, if we had done that :  :.t would have post-
poned action very long on the other clauses of 
the resolution. Without such a settlement, 
which we might  haie  pushed forward under the 
incentive of fear, our resolution, as I see 
it, may not make for an enduring and real 
peace. We need action, then, not only to end 
the fighting but to make the peace. 

I beneve that there is another omission 
from this resolution, to which attention has 
also already been directed. The armed forces 
of Israel and of Egypt sre to withdraw, or if 
you like, to return to the armistice lines., 
where presumably, if this is done, they will 
once again face each other. in fear and hatred. 
What then? What then, .six months from now? 
Are we to• go through all th.:s again? Are we to 
return to the status  quo?  Such a return would 
not be to a position of security, or even a 
tolerable position, but would be a return to 
terror, bloodshed, strife, incidents, charges 
and counter-charges, and ultimately another 
explosion which the United Nations armistiue 
commission would be powerless to prevent and 
possibly even to investigate. 

I therefore would have liked to see a 
provision in this resolution—and this has 
been mentioned by previous speakers--authoriz-
ing the Secretary-General to begin to make 
arrangements with member governments for a 
United Nations force large enough to keep 
these borders at peace while a political 
settlement is being worked out. I regret ex-
ceedingly that time has not been given to 
follow up this idea, which was mentioned also 
by the representatize of the United Kingdom in 
hi  s first speech, and I hope that even now, 
when  action-On the resolution has been coal-
pleted, it may not be too late to give con-
sideration to this matter. My own government 
would be glad to recommend Canadian partic...pa-
tion in such a United Nat.ons force, a truly 
intemat,onal peace. and police force. 

We have a duty.here. We also•-or, should I 
say, we had--an opportunity. Our resolution 
may deal with one aspect of our duty--an 
urgent, a terribly urgent, aspect. But, as I 

e e  t,  it does nothing to seize that opportu• 
n...ty which, if' it had been seized, might have 
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brought some real peace and a decent exist-
ance, or hope for such, to the people of that 
part of the world. There was no time on this 
occasion for us to seize this opportunity in 
this resolution.  My  delegation therefore felt, 
because of the inadequacy of the resolution in 
this respect, that we had no alternative in 
the circumstances but•to abstain in the vot-
ing. 

I hope that our inability to deal.*ith 
these essential matters at this time will very 
soon be removed and that we can come to grips 
with the basic core of this problem. 

Ch November 3, during another meeting of 
the emergency session of the General Assembly, 
Mr. Pearson sponsored a resolution calling 
upon the Secretary-General of the United Na-
tions to submit, within 48 hours, a plan for 
the establishment of an international force to 
guarantee the maintenance of peace in Egypt 
while a permanent settlement of the Middle 
East problem could be negotiated.W.Pearson's 
text was as follows: 

The immediate purpose of our meeting to-
night is to bring about as soon as possible a 
cease-fire and a withdrawal of forces, in the 
area which we are considering, from contact 
and from conflict with each other. Cur longer 
range purpose, which has already been referred 
to tonight and which may ultimately, in its 
implications, be even more important, is to 
find solutions for the problems which, because 
we have left them unsolved over the years, 
have finally exploded into this fighting and 

conflict. 
So far as the first and immediate purpose 

is concerned, a short time ago the Assembly 
passed, by a very large majority, a resolution 
which is now a recommendation of the United 
Nations Assembly. And sO we must ask ourselves 
how the United Nations can assist in securing 
compliance with the terms of that resolution 
from those who are most immediately concerned 
and whose compliance is essential if that 
resolution is to be carried out. Flow  can we 
get from them the support and co-operation 
which is required, and how can we do this 

quickly? 
The representative of India has just read 

to us, on behalf of a number of delegations, a 

very important resolution which deals with 
this matter. In operative paragraphs 2 and 3 

of that resolution, certain specific proposals 

are made with a view to setting up machinery 
to facilitate compliance with the resolution. 

I ask myself the question whether that machi ,- 
nery is adequate for the complicated and dif-
ficult task which is before us. I am not in 
any way opposing this resolution which we have 
just heard read. I appreciate its importance 
and the spirit in which it has been put for-
ward. But I do suggest that the Secretary-
General be given another and supplementary-- 
not conflicting, but supplementary--respon- 

sibility: to work out at once a plan:for-an 
international force to bring about and super-
vise the cease-fire visualized in the assembly 
resolution which has already been passed. 

For that purpose my delegation would like 
to submit to the assembly a very short draft 
resolution which I venture to read at this 
time. It is as follows: 

wlhe General Assembly, bearing in mind the 
urgent necessity of facilitating compliance 
with the resolution (A/3256) of 2 November, 
requests, as a matter of priority, the Secret-
ary-JGeneral to submit to it within forty-eight 
hours a plan for the setting up, with the 
consent of the nations concerned, of an emer-
gency international United Nations force to 
secure and supervise the cessation of hostili-
ties in accordance with the terms of the above 
resolution." 

I would assume that during.this short 
period the Secretary-General woUld get into 
touch with, and endeavor to secure co-opera-
tion in the carrying out  of the  earlier resolu-
tion from the parties immediately concerned-- 
whose co-operation, I venture to repeat, is 
essential--as well as endeavoring to secure 
help and co-operation from any others whom he 
thinks might assist him in this vitally im•
portant task. 

This draft resolution which I have just 
read out, and which will be circulated short-
ly, has an added purpose of facilitating and 
making effective compliance with the resolu-
tion which we have alreadY passed an the part 
of those whose compliance is absolutely es-
sential. It.has also the purpose of providing 
for international supervision of that compli-
ance through the United Nations, and finally, 
it has as its purpose the bringing to an end 
of the fighting and bloodshed at once, even 
while the Secretary-General is examining this 
question and reporting back in forty -eight 
hours. 

If this draft resolutiôn commended itself 
to the General Assembly and I suggest that it 
is not in conflict with the draft resolution 
which has just been read to us by our Indian 
colleague--and if it were accepted quickly the 
Secretary-General could at once begin the 
important task which the draft resolution 
gives him. I apologize for adding to his 
burdens in this way; because they have already 
been added to in the immediately preceding 
draft resolution, but we know that he can 
carry burdens of this kind both unselfishly 
and efficiently. 

Meanwhile, during this period of forty-
eight hours we can get on with our considera-
tion of and decision on the United States 
draft resolutions  and  other draft resolutions 
before the General Assembly which deal with 
this grave and dangerous situation which con . 
fronts us both in relation to its.immediate as 
well  as its wider and perhaps even more far-
reaching aspects. 
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Ch November 4, Mr. Pearson made the follow-
ing statement in the Assembly on the situation 
in Hungary: 

Mr..President, notwithstanding the words 
of the Soviet Delegate, in the past twenty-
four hours we have witnessed in Hungary one of 
the greatest and grimmest betrayals in history. 
This is a sad and desolute moment for all who 
have been striving for the extension of free 
dom and justice throughout the world. 

It is, first of all, and above all the peo-
ple of Hungary who have been betrayed—the 
students, the peasants, the workers, whom the 
Soviet Union so frequent;Ly professes to cham-
pion. For ten years all the resources of a. 
great empire were used to weaken and destroy 
all feeling for national and personal freedom 
in Hungary and the other countries of Eastern 
Europe on whom Communist regimes had been im-
posed after World War II by foreign forces. 
But events in Hungary—and elsewhere--have 
dramatically revealed the results of these ten 
years of suppression and indoctrination to be 
failure-. often concealed behind a smiling  fa.. 
cade of propaganda.but failure. In Hungary the 
mask of a "people's Democracy" was stripped 
away; the myth of the monolithic unity of the 
Communist empire was destroyed. With incred-
ible courage the Hungarian people proved once 
again, that man, once free, will never finally 
accept oppression and slavery, even ihough . he 
may be forced to submitto it for long periods. 
Armed at first only with burning patriotism 
and a dauntless spirit the plain people of 
Hungary rose against the oppressor. And the 
world watched their struggle hopefully, as the 
new head of the government, Mr. Nagy, promised 

free elections, the abolition of the secret 
police, and negotiations for the withdrawal of 
foreign troops from Hungary. It seemed only a 
few days ago that the resolution and the sac-

rifices of these men and women would yield 
them freedom at last and bring them a govern-
ment of their own choice. It was the dawn of a 

new day--the people had risen and their will 
would prevail, or so it appeared. 

Then came the great betrayal. At the very 
time that, we have been told, negotiations 
were beginning between Soviet and Hungarian 
military leaders on a withdrawal of Soviet 
forces from Hungary, the Soviet Union was 
moving large new forces into position in 
Hmngary where they could stamp out the rising 
flame of freedom and re-impose a ruthless and 
savage oppression. As the Soviet representa-
tive put it, the -Nagy  Government "fell apart" 
The Soviet Union's shameless disregard iifiits 
obligations under the Charter by its armed 
intervention has done more than kill Hungar-
ians. It has betrayed the principles and 
ideals of our  United Nations. 

We have heard a great deal from the Repre-
sentative of the Soviet Union in the past few 
days  about the iniquities of aggresSion,cthe 
unpardonable sin of force exerted by large 
countries upon small countries in order to  

bend them to the "imperialist" will, as he 
put it  There is no-need for me to dwell now 
on the hyprocrisy of the Soviet concern for 
one small nation when its own tanks and bomb-
ers are compelling an even smaller nation, 
which had briefly but gloriously raised its 
head,.to put on the chains again. The Soviet 
Delegate has Made the parallel between the 
situation in Egypt and the situation in Hun. 
gary. 1 would reply first, that the United 
Nations should judge each situation on its 
merits; but also, that there is no parallel 
between the intentions of free democratic 
nations with a long history of respect for the 
rights of other nations and those of a dicta-
torial regime which has not shown  the  slight 
est understanding of international collabora-
tion or consideration forthe rights of others. 
That difference is, I think, very clearly re-
vealed in the present situation. The Govern-
ments of the Uhited Kingdom and of France have 
stated firmly and publicly that they are pre-
pared to hand over ivhat they claim to be sole-
ly their police role to a UN force; a force 
which we are now trying to organize. It is 
quite true that there remain differences 
between the British and the French on the one 
hand, and a majority of this Assembly on the 
other, on the conditions in which this trans-
fer can take place. Nevertheless,.a transfer 
has been accepted as necessary and desirable 
and a promise has been given that it will take 
place. 

Will the Soviet Union give us the same 
promise with respect to the military opera-
tions against Hungary. I put this question 
directly to the Soviet representative. He has 
told us that his Government has intervened in 
Hungary for a purpose, and that this purpose 
is ostensibly to protect the interest of the 
Hmngarian people themselves. He wants to pro-
tect the Hungarian people, so he says, from a 
reactionary Fascist clique. No one in this 
Assembly has any desire whatsoever to see the 
long-suffering Hungarian people delivered from 
the tyranny of one clique into that of another. 
All we ask in this resolution which is before 
us is to let them form the kind of free na-
tional government they want. How can this best 
be done? Surely by an impartial and disinter. 
ested international authority.which can hold 
the ring and enable all the Hungarian people, 
without fear or reprisal, to establish a free 
and democratic government of their own choice. 
We have before us a proposal that the Secret-
ary General investigate the situation. Where 
else can such an authority come from than the 
UN? The Soviet Government recognize that? If 
not, why not? 

Yesterday my Government proposed the in-
tervention of a UN force for peaceful purposes 
in the Middle East, and that proposal secured 
the overwhelming support of this Assembly; no 
single vote was cast against it. Why . shonld.we 
not now establish a UN mission or UN super-
visory machinery of an appropriate kind for 
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the situation in Hungary? I ask the Soviet 
Union to acceptthiischance,perhaps this.lést 
chance, to prove its good faith to the world. 
It is not enly the Hungarian people who will 
be the victims of a refusal. It is a Soviet 
claim--very often repeated--to be the only 
true champion of peaceful co-existence; the 
only real foe of imperialism; the opponent of 
colonialism. If they refuse this UN investiga-
tion and examination into conditions in Hun-
gary, never again wi ll  they be able to talk 
about colonial oppression or imperialism ex-
cept in terms of the most blatant hyprocrisy, 
recognised by everyone as such. 

There is also the last chance of the USSR 
to show that their collective security system 
in Eastern Europe is something more than a 
collection of master and satellites. In this 
respect, what a contrast it is to an associa-
tion of free states banded together on a 

basis of free co-operation and any one of 
which may withdraw if it wishes. Their system, 
if they persist in this aggressive interven-
tion stands exposed for aIl the world to see, 
resting on nothing but brute force and des-
potic control. 

Mk. President, we owe it to the people of 
Hungary, we owe it to the UN, we owe it to 
freedom to condemn in the strongest terms 
what we know has happened and to investigate 
through the UN what,is happening now. 

Surely Mr. President, no single.member of 
this Assembly will refuse to join in that con-
demnation, and in the request for this in-
vestigation. 

Perhaps at this moment we cannot do more 
than this, but we surely cannot do less. 

NW. J.W. Pickersgill, Minister of Citizen-
ship and Immigration, made the following 
statement November 6: 

With the approval of the Prime Minister 
and in accordance with the general policy of 
the Government respecting refugees, the Cana-
dian Immigration Office in Vienna has been 
instructed to give priority to applications 
from refugees from Hingary. Assisted passage 
loans will be available to such immigrants on 
the same terms as to other immigrants from 
Europe. 
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THE MID-CANADA LINE 

Latest developments of the Department 
of National Defence in the field of aviation 
were reviewed by the Hon. Ralph Campney Octo-
ber 29 in an address to the Air Industries and 
Transport Association of Canada. 

In his speech the Minister of National 
Defence dealt at some length with the Mid-
Canada Line and the overall air defence system 
which has been established on a co-operative 
basis by the Uhited States and Canada. 

Excerpts from Mr. Campney's address follow: 
"This year has seen substantial progress, 

in the field of aviation, in the Department of 
National Defence. Might I just remind you of a 
few of the major developments there. 

"We have made plans for adding three new 
CF-100 fighter squadrons in Canada to the nine 
squadrons which were fully equipped with  CF 
100  aircraft last year, which will make twelve 
in all. 

"We are about to commence fulfilment of our 
undertaking to equip four of our squadrons in 
Europe with CF-I00 aircraft in conformity to 
the recommendations of SHAPE. I expect to bid 
the first squadron bon voyage at Uplands to-
morrow afternoon. The other three will go for-
ward next year. 

"Production of the new submarine hunter, 
the CS2F - 1, is now under way in Canada and I 
had the honour of taking delivery on behalf of 
the Royal Canadian Navy of the first aircraft 
earlier this month. 

"Development of the larger longer range 
anti-submarine aircraft, the CL-28, is pro- 

ceeding satisfactorily. We expect that the 
prototype of this airplane, the . largest ever 
to be built in Canada, will fly next year. 

"Successive improvements to the CF - 100 and 
the Sabre jet--improvements which reflect 
great credit to the Canadian aviation indus- 

• try--have maintained these aircraft at a high-
ly effective level. 

erhe development of the new supersonic all-
weather fighter, the CF--105, and the PS13 
engine which will power it, are both progres-
sing satisfactorily.... 

"This year has also been marked by.the re-
organization of the R.C.A.F. auxiliary involv-
ing a re-assignment of highly important duties 
of that branch of Canadas air defence. Six of 
the auxiliary squadrons are being equipped 
with T-33 and Sabre jets. 

"These are all significant, forward-looking 
developments in the aviation picture, import-
ant for the defence of Canada, important for 
the success of your Industry and important as 
representing our effort to keep our aircraft 
modern and up to date in a field where second 
best is not good enough. 

"But perhaps the greatest single event 
which has taken place in recent years and the 
most important indirectly to your industry has 
been the construction of the Mid-Canada warn-
ing line, extending roughly along the 55th 
parallel from British Columbia to Newfound-
land. 

"The building of the Mid-Canada line has 
presented an unusual challenge to Canadian 

(Over) 
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contractors, not only because of the formid-
able obstacles to construction, but also be-
cause of the difficulties of moving supplies 
and construction crews into many of the remote 
sites on this line. I should like to pay tri-
bute to the Canadian commercial air carriers 
whose effective and whole-hearted co-operation 
was so essential to the successful development 
of this project. 

LARGE-SCALE AIRLIFT 

"In all, twenty-six Canadian airlines have 
taken part in support of the Mid-Canada  build-
ing programme. Already they have achieved a 
most impressive record in moving passengers 
and material into northern sites under dif-
ficult, trying and, in many cases, previously 
unknown conditions and over unknown terrain. 

"From the assembly point at. Shefferville 
near Knob Lake more than 11,000 tons have been 
airlifted into various stations of the line. 
Nine thousand tons of material have been flown 
from Val d'Or to assembly points at Great 
Whale and Winisk. And more than 2,000 tons 
have been carried by air from supply points in 
the west to intermediate stations there. Some 
25,000 passengers have been carried as well 
during this operation. 

"In addition to this impressive record the 
R.C.A.F. has also made a substantial airlift 
contribution with planes and helicopters. 

"Included in this great air armada were 19 
different types of aircraft. 

"By the time the Mid-Canada line is finish-
ed, more than fifteen million dollars will 
have been paid to commercial carriers for 
their part in this airlift. 

"I cannot speak too highly of the import-- 
ance of the airlift supplied by the members of 
your association and aviation companies gener-
ally, especially for the eastern and central 
part of the line where the sites are for the 
most part more remote and more forbidding than 
the western sites All this achievement con-
stitutes a bright chapter in your story. You 
cari  rightly feel proud and satisfied with your 
accomplishment, so important to the overall 
success of this tremendous project. 

"You can feel, too, a sense of real satis-
faction  in  having participated in probably the 
greatest single co-operative all-Canadian 
venture to roll back the frontiers of this 
country which has ever taken place. 

"Because of the Mid-Canada project, vast 
little known areas of our north have been 
charted and opened up. Today planes are land-
ing on distant lakes and on airstrips blasted 
out of rock which a few years ago were merely 
a part of the great unknown. 

"The building and manning and operation of 
the Mid-Canada line will bring to life many 
areas of Canada dormant since almost the 
beginning of time. The log books of Mid-Canada  
stations will be, for many communities in 
Canada, the first pages of their future his-
tories. 

"And the imffiediate impact on the Canadian 
economy has not been inconsiderable. The con-
struction of this system has called heavily 
upon the resources of ten general contractors, 
scores of sub • contractors and thousands of 
persons in the building trades. It has pro-
vided employment directly for upwards of 5,000 
persons, and indirectly many thousands more in 
.Cànada's manufacturing and supply industries. 

"Some three years ago when the Mid-Canada 
.system was authorized, its cost was estimated 
at $170 million. It now seems probable that, 
with rising costs and some problems wnich were 
not foreseen at that time, the final outlay 
will be of the order of $200 million. 

TREMENDOUS TASK 

"The task has indeed been a tremendous one. 
"When this great undertaking was first pro-

posed, I, like many others was almost appalled 
by the magnitude and complexity of the job, 
the difficulties which must be faced, the pro-
blems which must be solved. The importance of 
the part to be played by aircraft was of 
c9urse realized from the start. 

"To begin with, most of the territory 
designated for the radar sites was uninhabited 
and inadequately mapped, if mapped at all, and 
detailed information about the topography of 
specific areas was a first requirement. 

"To remedy this lack of knowledge the 
R.C.A.F.'s 408 Photographic Squadron Was given 
the task of photographing a strip of territory 
forty miles wide right across Canada--a size-
able project in itself. 

"Huge maps, accurately showing every hill, 
every lake, every contour, were then printed 
at a scale of one mile to the inch. 

"This task was so big . that it not only 
absorbed the map making capabilities of the 
Department of National Defence for one year 
and the aerial photographic and radar profil-
ing capabilities of 408 Squadron —for many 
months, but it also required considerable 
assistance from civilian aerial photographic 
agencies. 

"The final location of each site in the 
early warning line was determined by detailed 
examination of these large scale maps and of 
on • the-spot surveys by ground parties.which 
were landed by helicopter on frozen lakes in a 
movement known as Operation Rock Top Che. 

"Then the problems of supply and construc-
tion began. MàteriaIs were flown into lakehead 
sites by civilian aircraft for the construc-
tion of camps at the lakes and on the hill-top 
radar sites. It took three and one-half tons 
of material and three to four days to build 
each lakehead site. eh the average, it requir-
ed twenty round trips to transport material 
from the lakes to these sites. 

"That was only the beginning. Then began 
the huge task of moving in building materia i  
and equipment for the whole system. Cwer the 
entire length of the Mid-Canada line a total 
of 200,000 tons was transported by ship, by 
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AGREEMENT ON SALMON CONSERVATION:  Agree-
ment was reached October 25 by Canadian and 
United States delegates at a conference called 
to work out means for co-ordinating national 
and joint conservation programmes for pink and 
sockeye salmon of common concern in the juan 
de Fuca-Fraser River area of the Pacific 
Coast. The conference agreed that this object-
ive might best be achieved by expanding the 
authority of the International Pacific Salmon 
Fisheries  Commission  through amendment of the 
Sockeye Salmon Convention of 1930, thuspermit-
ting the Commission to investigate the pink 
salmon stocks of the Fraser River and regulate 
the fishery. 

The Cànmnission's objective would be to 
maintain the pink salmon stocks at the level 
of maximum sustainable productivity and to 
ensure insofar as practicable an equal divi-
sion of the catch of pinks by Canadian and 
United States fishermen. The Commission would 
be empowered to begin regulation of the fish-
ery immediately after the entering into force 
of the Agreement. 

The International Pacific Salmon Fisheries 
Commission, which was established in 1937 ,  
consists of three representatives each from 
Canada and the United States. It.has had re-
sponsibility for the investigation and manage-
ment of the sockeye salmon of the Fraser River 
system. 

The agreement will provide for division of 
the catch and will increase the size of the 
Commission's Advisory Committee by adding one 
member from each country in order to give 
broader representation from the industry. The 
agreement also provides for a co-ordinated 
investigation by research agencies of the two 
governments and the Commissinn of pink salmdn 
stocks which enter the waters described in the 
convention. It calls for a meeting in the 
seventh year after entry into force to review 
the results of this investigation and to' 
determine what future arrangements concerning 
pink salmon conservation might be desirable. 
The agreement has been referred to the two 
governments for signature. 

The conference also took note of the ser-
ious threat which off-shore net fishing poses 
to the conservation of both pink and sockeye 
salmon stocks and adopted a resolution calling 
this matter to the attention of the govern-
ments and recommending immediate action on 
their parts to solve the problem. 

The conÉerence was under the chairmanship 
of Çeorge R. Clark, Deputy Minister of Fisher-
ies of Canada and head of the Canadian delega-
tion. Vice-chairman was W.C. Herrington, of 
the Department of State, Washington, D.C., who 
headed the United States delegation. Repre-
sentatives of the governments of both coun-
tries, the Department of Fisheries of thé 
State  of Washington. and of fishermen, fish 
processors and vessel owners from the State of 
Washington and British Columbia took part in 
the discussions. 

ELECTRONIC BUOYS:  Miniature floating radio 
stations are going to help Canadian and United 
States scientists study the currents of the 
Bay of Fundy. 

The immediate results of the study will be 
to discover the drift of'surface water so that 
fisheries scientists can determine the origin 
of herring stocks in the Bay. They hope even-
tually to be able to make long-range predic-
tions of herring movements and abundance. 

Scientists of the Fisheries Research Board 
of Canada at its Biological Station, St. 
Andrews, N.B., the United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and the Wood's Hole Oceano-
graphic Institute are co-operating in the 
study, which is of great importance to the 
large sardine and herring industry of the two 
countries. 

The Canadian scientists have set adrift 
three "transponding" drift buoys in the region 
of Trinity Ledges and Lurcher Shoals in south-
western Nova Scotia. They are allowed to drift 
in the Fundy currents for two weeks during 
which time they are mothered by the Federal 
Department of Fisheries vessel "Harengus". A 
Fish and Wildlife Service pBy aircraft will 
assist in spotting the buoys daily. 

The pole-life buoys--20 feet long and six 
inches in diameter—are weighted so.thatonly 
two feet of the buoy shows above water. To it 
is attached a 12-foot long ship antenna. 

Inside the cylinder is a modern miracle of 
radio. It is a miniature  transmitting station 
which not only transmits a signal twice a day 
to the MHarengus" but also will automatically 
answer the mother ship whenever it calls the 
drift buoy. The buoy transmitter sends a 
signal of 15 seconds duration on a frequency 
of 2,398 kilocycles. 

The buoys are international orange in col-
our with white stripes. Plastic tags are at-
tached asking the finder to return the buoys 
should they become lost. An appeal has also 
been made to mariners and fishermen asking 
them to report sightings of the buoys, giving 
the code number of the buoy, the time, date 
and position. 

The experiments will be repeated each 
month in order to furnish the scientists with 
a precise measurement of the drift. This will 
augment the 300 drift bottles which are al-
ready floating in.the Bay of Fundy with mes-
sages inside telling the finder that a reward 
awaits him for reporting the bottles and other 
information to the Biological Station. 

The Bay of Fundy herring industry is very 
valuable to Canada's east coast fisheries, as 
well as to the New England States. Sardines-- 
small herring--canned in the Maritimes had a 
market value in 1955 of $2,960,000. The total 
landings of all herring by Canadian vessels in 
the Bay of Fundy amounted to 33,150,000 pounds 
with a landed value of $528,000. Herring, 
other than sardines, is used for human con-
sumption, fish meal, bait, and animal food. 
The scales.are used in the making of pearl 
essence. 
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GOING UP:  Erection of structural steel for 
the new airport terminal at  Gander  Airport, 
Newfoundland, is now underway. The $2,700,000 
building is expected to be closed in before 
the end of January to permit work to continue 
inside for the rest  of the winter. Completion 
date at present is anticipated in the mid-
winter of 1957-58. 

The airport terminal is being built in 
that section of the airport where maximum 
future expansion is possible--at the inter-
section of two of the three runways. All the 
former air force hangars and buildings in this 
area, many of which had been converted into 
dwellings, have been demolished and new hous-
ing accommodation provided in the new Gander 
townsite for their occupants. When the project 
is completed, the old terminal building will 
revert to its original use as a hangar with 
accommodation provided for airline operating 
staffs. 

Gander, strategically situated on the main 
Great Circle route between centres of popula-
tion of North America and Europe, offers an 
ideal refuelling and servicing point for air-
craft crossing the North Atlantic and airport 
facilities are being planned accordingly. 

Che new runway of 8,200 feet was finished 
early this year and another runway rebuilt and 
extended to 8,600 feet from 6,000 feet. A 
third runway is 6,200 feet long. The new air-
craft parking area of 35 acres is expected to 
be finished next summer. 

An underground refuelling system, one of 
the most advanced ofits kind in North America, 
is being built for the constant stream of air-
craft stopping at Gander. There will be a 
variety of waiting rooms to accommodate domes-
tic and international traffic in the terminal, 
and restaurant and shopping facilities. Pas-
sengers may relax in a landscaped garden mn a 
courtyard enclosed on three sides .  A separate 
suite will be provided for internationally 
distinguished travellers and their parties. 

Construction of the new airport terminal is 
involving the installation of the latest in 
navigation aids. A signal centre is being 
erected about two miles away for the Transport 
Department's radio operations. Emphasis is 
being placed on new equipment to speed up com-
munication between the airport and aircraft 
and between the airport and other ground sta-
tions. This building will be about 60 4  by 1001  

and two stories high. 
An omni-range site has been selected for 

installation next spring and the four build-
ings housing the Instrument Landing System 
equipment will be relocated to serve the new 
runway. A new Gkound Control Approach instal-
lation of the latest type is to go into opera-
tion soon to replace the existing facility. 

The airport's main electrical power house 
is being rebuilt to supply service to the air-
port terminal and its facilities. The Gander  
townsite will also draw its electricity from 
the airport's power house, the only available 
source in the area. 

TO AUSTRALIA:  Three officials of the Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corporation are representing 
Canada at the Commonwealth Broadcasting Con-
ference in Sydney, Australia, November 7-28. 
They are Charles Jennings, Ottawa, director of 
programmes and assistant controller of broad-
casting, J.E. Hayes, Montreal, chief engineer, 
and R.S. James, Toronto, assistant supervisor 
of farm and fisheries broadcasts. 

The Australian Broadcasting Commission is 
the host organization of the Conference, which 
will discuss common problems, exchange in-
formation on technical problems and broad-
casting generally, and formulate joint pro-
jects. A special feature of the Sydney meeting 
will be a study on rural broadcasting, a field 
in which Canada, with its Farm and Fisheries 
programmes and its National Farm Radio Forum, 
has established a world-wide reputation. In 
1954, UNESCO published a detailed study of 
this Canadian institution as a unique example 
of broadcasting development. 

as a a 

ENVOY ACCREDITEEy  His Excellency Dr. Thomas 
Joseph Kiernan presented his letter of cred-
ence October 31 to his Excellency the Governor 
General as Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-
potentiary of Ireland to Canada. The ceremony 
took place at Government House. 

Dr. Kiernan was born in Dublin in 1897 and 
educated in Ireland and in London. Alter re-
ceiving his degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
from the University of London, he was Inspec-
tor of Taxes for the Department of inland Re-
venue for five years and later Director of 
Radio Eireann for six years. Since 1924 he has 
represented his country in England, Australia, 
the Vatican and in 1955, he was accredited 
Minister Plenipotentiary to the Federal  Re' 
public  of Germany, with the personal rank of 
Ambassador. 

5 5 * 5 

NEW LIGHTSHIP:  A new lightship has been 
launched to replace the 51-year old Sambro 
lightship at the entrance to  Halifax  Harbour. 
The new vessel is similar in most details to 
the one on location at Lurcher shoal in the 
Bay of Fundy, and built in 1950. The fore-
mast, however, will be in the form of a tripod 
to carry the much more powerful light mounted 
on top of it. Like her sister ship, the new 
Sambro lightship was built to plans and speci-
fications drawn up by the Department of Trans-
port. It is likewise to be powered entirely by 
electricity, created by diesel driven genera-
tors. 

Special equipment aboard ship to enable it 
to carry out its duties as a lightship, in 
addition to the main light and standby light 
mounted on the foremast, will be the fog horn, 
radio beacons, radio telegraphy and radio 
telephone direction finder, directional loud-
hailing speaker, fire fighting equipment and 
mot'or driven life boats, and other life-saving 
equipment. 
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THE MID-CANADA L/NE 

(Continued from P. 2) 

rail, by aircraft and by tractor train. I have 
already expressed by  admiration of the out-
standing performance of the air carriers. It 
really constitutes an epic in transportatiorn 

erhroughout the construction phase the 
builders have:worked against time and con-
quered terrain, weather and the vagaries of 
perma frost. 

erhis great project involving so many chal-
lenging difficulties, such great  effort and 
expense, was only undertaken, you may be sure, 
after careful consideration of its value to 
the defence of the whole Canada and United 
States region. 

"With the development of long-range bombers 
flying faster and higher than ever before, and 
the advent of thermonuclear weapons, it became 
evident that we must provide maximum warning 
of any attacks which might be made on this 
region, and thus gain time to launch early 
defensive action and bomber retaliation as 
well as to give warning to the civilian popu-
lation. 

AIR DEFENCE SYSTEM . 

"An overall air defence system was accord-
ingly developed, including the following 
principal elements in this country: 

1. The Pinetree warning and control system 
constructed across the continent, for the most 
part north of the most heavily populated parts 
of Canada. This system has been in operation 
since 1954. 

2. The Mid-Canada line, construction of 
which was undertaken by Canada as I have men-
tioned to provide supplemental warning and to 
help interceptor forces pinpoint invading 
planes. 

3. The distant early warning line now being 
built at the cost of the United States far to 
the north along the shores of the Arctic to 
provide early warning of approaching hostile 
planes. 

"The three lines, when fully operative, 
will constitute a co-ordinated system inter-
locked by an elaborate  and extensive  communica-
tions network, the whole designed to alert the 

continental air defence system and civil de-
fence organizations as well should a hostile 
air attack be launched against this continent. 

"The whole system was considered, planned 
and organized by Canada and the United States 
working together. In that connection I would 
like to emphasize the close team work which 
has existed between Canada and the United 
States with respect to the aircraft warning 

and control system, the same close co-opera-
tion which has obtained in all our joint de-

fence ventures. 
"In these dangerous times the defence of 

Ili
the free world is essentially a matter of team 
wor k,  and if  that team work is to be effective, 
no country can afford •to permit narrow.na- 

tionalistic pride to undermine its security or 
that of its allies. 

"But I should like to make this point un-
mistakably c .lear--Canada . works in defence 
matters with the United States in a self-
respecting partnership. Our sovereignty is 
fully maintained. . 

"On occasion a flurry arises over some 
imagined threat to Canadian sovereignty. Such 
an event occurred some months ago when a mis-
leading article in one of our national maga-
zines gave wide-spread currency to unfounded 
allegations and fears that Canada's control of 
the DEW line area was in danger. 

. "Off more recent occurrence was a news 
. agency story with the ridiculous statement 
that senior Canadian government officials 
planning to visit the DEW line had to submit 
to a security check by  United States courses. 
A simple check with officials of my department 
would have shown how absurd it was. 

"The fact is that for Canadian visitors to 
the DEW line, security clearance is given by 
the appropriate Canadian authorities, and for 
United States visitors, the clearance is given 
by  United States authorities. In other words, 
both countries operate on a reciprocal basis 
with respect to their own people. 

"When Canadian ministers and officials go 
to the DEW line, there is no question, there-
fore, of their asking  United States permission 
to do so. But it is essential that they inforn 
the people responsible for making the arrange-
ments in advance to ensure that accommodation, 
which is scarce in the North,  is available 
for them on arrivai. This is only common sense 
and ordinary courtesy. 

."But Canada, not.the United States, is 
responsible for authorizing visits of Cana-
dians to the DEW line in Canada. 

"I mention these incidents only because 
Cànadian and American interests are so closely 
interwoven in this great project for the 
benefit of us both, and because the co-opera-
tion in respect of it has been on a scale 
unique between neighbouring nations. 

SOVEREIGNTY MAINTAINED 

ni know of no instance in this whole pro-
ject where the slightest difficulty has arisen 
or the slightest attempt been made by our 
southern neighbours to impair our sovereignty 
in the North or to assert any claims incompat-
ible with our national pride as Canadians. 

"That being so, I think that any attempts 
to raise prejudices and to create ill-feeling 
between us and the people of the United States 
are mischievous and hurtful and should be 
deprecated. The world needs more, rather than 
less, of the spirit of close co-operation 
which exists between Canada and the United 
States. 

"While I'm talking about the DEW line, I 
think I should say a word also about the idea 
some people seem to have that its construction 
has been 100 per cent a United States opera- 
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Senior 
Intermediate 
Junior 

Montreal  
1954 	1955 

$71.92 $75.40 
58.17 	60.15 
38.90 	40.07 

Toronto  
1954 	1955 

$71.15 
56.78 
43.01 

$76.19 
57.85 
43.56 

Vancouver  
1954 	1955 

$75.53 
58.34 
38.56 

$76.63 
60.74 
42.89 
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tion. It is true, of course, that the United 
States is paying for the construction and 
initial operation of the DEW line, just as 
Canada is paying for the Mid-Canada line. 
Nevertheless, Canadians have particiPated 
extensively in the construction of the DEW 
line, as many of your members know, and will 
participate increasingly in its operation. For 
example, in the Canadian sector of the line 
the main construction contracts were awarded 
to two Canadian firms employing Canadian 
labour. Great numbers of sub-contracts have 
gone to Canadian firms for materials, goods 
and services of all kinds, and Canadian air 
carriers have taken on the main burden  of  the 
air transport to the DEW line. Most of the 
people operating it will be civilians, and in 
the Canadian section these will be mainly 
Canadians, as you may have noted from recent 
indications in the press. 

"For some tWo years now, month aft-Jr.month, 
I have read the progress reports on the build-
ing of the Mid-Canada line. These reports have 
charts attached setting out spaces for all the 
many things to be done. Month by month the 
blacked-in areas of completion moved across 
these charts until now the great majority of 
sites are well on the way to completion. The 
myriads of problems have been overcome. 

"And as we move rapidly towards the comple-
tion of the Mid-Canada project--as all the 
phased programmes mesh together--as the elec-
tronic and other equipment goes into the line, 
as civilian and military personnel are being 
trained to man the line, as supplies to main-
tain the line are being brought onto the sites 
a whole new organization is coming into being, 
which will strengthen  Canadas  own.defence 
programme and make an important contribution 
to the air defence effort of North America and 
hence  of  NATO itself. 

VISIBLE SYMBOL 

"Success stories like the Mid-Canada line 
are a visible symbol of what Canadians, work-
ing together, can achieve. Such projects 
challenge us all to meet with similar imagina-
tion, courage and energy many other major 
projects yet to be carried out in our coun-
try--not to prevent war—but to make this a 
more prosperous and productive land, 

"As a result of the establishment of the 
Mid-Canada sites along the 55th parallel, 
Canadians are moving significantly closer to 
living and working in parts of this great 
resourceful land that until now have been 

little known and little explored. And civil 
air carriers are likewise becoming familiar 
with a vast new area of operations. 

"In conclusion, NW. Chairman, may I express 
the deep thanks of the Department of National 

Defence for the constant co-operation of your 
Association which has been so helpful to the 
Department. You made kind reference in your 

report to the team work between the members of 

your Association and the Defence Department. 

The measure of that collaboration in all 
stages of aircraft production and use—plan-
ning, design, construction and maintenance--is 
clearly visible in the end product—the air 
power of which we are so proud. 

"Your assistance in the NATO aircrew train-
ing programme and refresher courses is equally 
appreciated, as is the helpful work of your 
industrial council and your search and rescue 
committee. I cannot say enough about the im-
portance of your help to the R.C.A.F. through 
your technical committee and your transport 
council. This particularly applies to the 
success of the Mid • Canada airlift. 

"Your contribution to this national effort 
could only come from a truly representative 
national organization." 

* 	* 

SALARIES HIGHER:  A moderate increase in 
average office salaries in manufacturing 
during 1955 has been ieported in a study 
covering the four cities of Montreal, Toronto, 
Winnipeg and Vancouver. Increases in average 
office salaries were mostly within the range 
of one to four dollars' per week. Approximately 
6,700 manufacturing establishments with about 
200,000 office employees were covered by the 
survey. 

According to results of the survey average 
salaries for most office occupations in 1955 
varied only slightly as between Montreal, 
Toronto and Vancouver, but were substantially 
lower in Winnipeg. Highest average salaries 
among male occupations were for senior clerks 
and senior bookkeepers; among female occupa-
tions, for private secretaries, senior clerks 
and senior bookkeepers. Among female occupa-
tions junior typists, filing clerks and junior 
clerks have the lowest averages in the four 
c it ies . 

An indication of the upward salary trend in 
1955 may be obtained by comparing average 
weekly salaries for male office clerks, the 
largest occupational class, in the four cities 
covered by the survey. The average rates for 
1954 and 1955 were as follows: 

Average Weekly Salaries  - Male Office Clerks  

Winnipeg  
1954 	1955 

Senior 	$68.83 $70.53 
Intermediate 53.19 	52.88 
Junior 	36.62 	38.83 
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NEWCOMERS ON INCREASg 

III Statistics released by the Department of 
Citizenship and Immigration show that 98,761 
immigrants entered Canada in the first eight 
months of 1956, an increase of 19,512 over the 
total for the corresponding period last year. 

By August 31, 1956, Canada had received 
56,804 workers, as against 43,716 in the first 
eight months of 1955, and41.957 dependents, as 
against 35,533 in the same period a year ago. 

Ce the 56,804 workers, 18,610 were skilled 
or had some training in a craft, 5,805 were in 
professional occupations, and 8,092 were list-
ed in semi-professional categories. 

Included among the immigrants with profes-
sional training were 684 teachers and profes-
sors, 1,046 engineers, 240 doctors, 770 gradu-
ate nurses, 275 accountants, 126 architects, 
246 laboratory technicians, 156 chemists, 18 
dentists, and 1,426 others in a variety of 
professional occupations. 

Farmers and farm workers totalled 5,496; 
service workers, including nurses' aides and 
domestic servants, 8,034; and general  labour» 
ers  7,211. 

U.S. ASSIGNMENT 

The general upswing in immigration has not 
been reflected in an increased movement from 
the United States this year, although previous . 
annual totals from the United States had risen 
steadily to a post-war peak of 10,392 in 
1955. 

With a view to increasing the flow of 
settlers from south of the border, two ex-
perienced immigration officials have been 
assigned to special duty in the United States, . 
Starting Nnvember 26, they will visit the 
eight Consular offices maintained by Canada in 
the United States to study the types of ap-
plications for entry to Canada coming from 
different parts of the country and to survey 
manpower potentialities in the midwestern 
states and in New York and California. 

Officers selected for the special assign-
ment are, M.S. Cooke, settlement superVisor 
for Alberta, and H.W.P. Thompson, acting 
settlement supervisor for the Atlantic Prov- . 
inces. 

* * 

ENDS JAPAN VISIT:  The Right Hon. C.D. Howe, 
Minister of Trade and Commerce and Minister of 
Defence Production, left Tokyo today following 
a sixteen-day goodwill and trade mission to 
japan. He was accompanied by Mr. Mitchell W. 
Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister of Trade and 
Commerce. 

During his stay in japan, Mr. Howe had an 
audience with the Emperor, and called on the 
Prime Minister, the Foreign Minister, the 
Minister of International Trade and Industry 
and the Minister of Agriculture. He also met 
a number of businessmen, individually and as 
members of various trade associations. This 
enabled him to review the results of the 
Agreement of Commerce, signed by Canada and 
japan  on  March 31, 1954. 

As Mr. Howe is particularly interested in 
the use of Canadian wheat in Japan, he visited 
a flour mill in Yokohama and a bakery at Aka-
bane. He also saw a textile mill at Osaka, a 
steel mill. at Amagasaki, a shipbuilding yard 
at Kobe, and a brocade manufacturing company 
at Kyoto. 

Various functions in which Mr. Howe parti-
cipated included adinner by the Foreign Minis-
ter at the Imperial Hotel, Tokyo; a luncheon 
tendered by the Imported Foods Association, 
the Flour Millers Association, and the Bakers 
Association, at the Kasumigaseki Golf Club; a 
dinner by the Canadian Ambassador, Mx. T.C. 
Davis; a luncheon given by Governor Uchiyama, 
of the Kanagawa Prefecture at Gèihinkan; a 

III reception by the Economic Organizations ,  at the 
Kogyo Club, and a dinner by the Canada-japan 
Society and the japan-Canada Trade Council in 
the Imperial Hotel, Tokyo; a luncheon by the 
All-japan Cotton Spinners' Association, at 

Boseki Kaikan, and a dinner by the Osaka  Pre-
fectural and municipal Governments and the 
Osaka Chamber of Commerce; luncheons tendered 
by the Kobe Chamber of Commerce, and the 
Minister of International Trade and Industry, 
and a dinner by the Minister of Agriculture. 

Ce ce  

NEW MINESWEEPER:  HMCS Thunder, a Bay class 
coastal minesweeper, was launched October 27 
at Port Arthur Shipbuilding Company, Port 
Arthur,  Cht. 

She was the second to be launched of six 
minesweepers being built for the Royal Cana-
dian Navy to replace those turned over to 
France in 1954 under the NATO Mutual Aid 
Agreement. • 

The first launching under the programme was 
that of HMCS Fundy, which commissions at 
Lauzon, P.Q., on November 20. At present eight 
Bay class minesweepers are in service with the 
RCN and six are with the French Navy. 

* 	* * 

NEW GOVERNMENT:  When Nova Scotia electors 
went to the polis  October 30 they ended 23 
years of Liberal administration in the Atlan-
tic Province. 

Victors in the provincial election were the 
Progressive Cnnservatives led by Robert L. 
Stanfield, who captured 23 of the 43 seats at 
stake. 

Party standing was as follows: 
1956 

Progressive Conservative 	23 
Liberal 	 19 
C.C.F. 	 1 

43 	37 

1953 
12 
23 
2 
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VISITS OTTAWA:  The Australian Minister for 
External Affairs, the Rt. Hon. R.G. Casey, 
was in Ottawa November 4-7. Accompanying him 
were Mrs. Casey, Mr. Brian Hill of the Austra-
lian Mission to the United Nations in New 
York, and Mr. Richard Gardner, his private 
secretary, all of whom were guests at Govern-
ment House. 

During the visit, Mr. and Mrs. Casey were 
entertained by the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs and Mrs. Pearson and by the 
acting High Commissioner for Australia and 
Mrs. T.A. Pyman. Mr. Casey held a press con-
ference and called on Prime Minister St. Lau-
rent. 

* * • 

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.:  Canadian industry 
spent a total of $65,870,000 in 1955 on re-
search-development, according to an advance 
release of results of a recent survey conduct-
ed by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics in 
co-operation with the National Research C,oun-
cil covering nearly 2,500 of the larger Cana-
dian companies. Anticipated expenditures for 
the current year are 20 per cent larger at an 
estimated $79,305,000. 

The survey covered basic and applied re-
search in the sciences, including medicine, 
and in engineering, and design and development 
of prototype and processes. Excluded were ex-
penditures on quality control, testing of 
products, testing of assembly-line and pro-
duction techniques, market research, sales 
promotion and services, geological and geo-
physical exploration, and research in the 
social sciences. 

On an industry basis, largest reseaich-
development expenditures in 1955 were in 
transportation equipment at $16,555,000. Oit-
lays in this field are expected to rise to 
$22,770,000 during this year. Next in order 
were electrical apparatus and supplies at 
$10,780,000 in 1955 ($11,895,000 anticipated 
for 1956) and chemical praducts at $7,845.000 
($10,135,000). 

Expenditures of other industry groups in 
1955, in descending order of magnitude, with 
anticipated 1956 outlays in brackets, were as 
follows: products of petroleum and coal, $4,- 
705,000  ($5,655,000);  non-ferrous metal pro-
ducts, $4,530,000 ($5,110,000); paperproducts, 
$4,050,000 ($4,59 5,000); transportation and 
public utility operations, $3,350,000  (f3.-
370,000);  iron and steel products, $3.085,000 
($3,295,000); mining, quarrying and oil wells, 
$3,045,000  ($3,620,000);  rubber products, 
$2,715,000 ($2,995,000); foods and beverages, 
$1,705,000 ($1,00,000); textile products, 
$1,160,000 ($1,295,000); non-metallic mineral 
products, $1,100,000 ($1,070,000); other non-
manufacturing, $700,000 ($930,000); other 
manufacturing, $295,000 ($515,000); leath-
er products, $155,000 ($170,000); woodproducts, 
$95,000 ($85,000). 

Out of the total 1955 expenditures of $65,- 
870,000, Canadian companies spent $52,000,000 
within their own organization and $12,000,000 
outside of Canada. The remainder went to other 
firms and to universities in Canada. 

4 44 *  

MONTHLY PEAK:  Canadian labour income reacl-±- 
ed another new monthly.high in August. At 
$1,229,000,000 the month's total was up  $6.-
000,000  from July's  $1,223,000,000 and up 
$122,000,000 or 11 per cent from last year's 
August total of $1,107,000,000. This boosted 
the January-August total about 11 per cent to 
$9,223,000,000 from $8,311,000,000 a year 
earlier. All industrial divisions shared in 
the rise in August and the eight months as 
compared with a year earlier. 

Group totals for August were as follows, in 
millions: agriculture, forestry, fishing, 
trapping, mining, $98 ($85 a year earlier); 
manufacturing, $379 ($351); construction, $105 
.($93); utilities, transportation, communica-
tion, storage, trade, $319 ($284); finance, 
services (including gove rnment), $286 ($256); 
and supplementary labôur income, $42 ($38). 

January-August totals were: agriculture, 
forestry, fishing, trapping, mining,  $652 

 ($586); manufacturing, $2,962 ($2,678); con-
struction, $696 ($576); utilities, transporta-
tion', communication, storage, trade, $2,385 
($2,168); finance, services, $2,206 ($2,011); 
supplementary labour income, $322 ($292). 

4 * 4 4 

4D- HOUR WEEK:  -The trend toward the 5-day 
40-hour week among manufacturing employees has 
continued in 1956, according to information 
released by Hon. Milton F. 'Gregg, Minister of 
Labour. The information was based on the 
annual survey of working conditions among 
manufacturing plant employees conducted by the 
Labour Department's Economics and Research 
Branch. The study showed that the proportion 
of factory workers on a 5-day week was 86 per 
cent in 1956 as compared with 84 per cent in 
1955. Similarly, the proportion of factory 
workers having a 40-hour week or less was 
greater in 1956, 62 per cent as compared with 
58 per cent in 1955. 

Three-week vacations were reported for a 
larger proportion.of plant employees in 1956, 
63 per cent as compared with 60 per cent in 
1955. Fifteen years.serv;.ce was found to be 
the most cornitlon requirement for three-week 
vacations. A jump was also reported in the 
number of workers in establishments granting 
four-week vacations, 10 per cent as compared 
with seven per cent in 1955. The study showed 
that the usual service requirement for four-
week vacations was 25 years. 

This annual survey of working conditions 
covers almost  all  manufacturing establishments 
having 15 or more employees. In .the 1956 
study, replies were received from about 6,200 
establishments. 
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BUILLETI 

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION 

Employment'during September continued at 
record levels for the month. Manpower sup-
plies tightened moderately as the seasonal 
withdrawal of students and other short-term 
workers slightly exceeded the seasonal decline 
in labour requirements. 

AL September 22, 1956, the number of per. 
Sons  with jobs was estimated at 5,676,000, a 
decline of 147,000 from the previous month, 
(105,000 in agriculture, and 42,000 in non-
farm industries). The number of persons with-
out jobs .and seeking work and the.number 
registered for employment at National Employ-
ment Service offices declined moderately dur-
ing the month. 

In their joint news release on the employ-
ment situation, the Department of Labour and 
the. Dominion  Bureau of Statistics reported 
that  the general shortage of many kinds of 
workers that has existed for the past three 
months contlnued unabated in September. Al-
though harvesting and other seasonal activi-
ties were drawing to a close, this was offset 
by the withdrawal of students and other short-
term workers from the labour force. Require-
ments for workers in the non-farm industries 
continued st - ong. While the demand for workers 
in residential construction has eased somewhat 
recently, requirements for non-residential 
building increased. An unsatisfied demand for 
loggers and many types of skilled construction 
workers conrinued to be reported from most 
parts of the country. The general scarcity of 
available workers is reflected in the October  

1, 1956 classification of local labour markets 
which showed that all but two of the 109 local 
areas surveyed were either in balance or in 
shortage. The  area  classification was as fol-
lows (last year's figures in brackets): in 
shortage, 27 (2); in balance, 80(95); in 
moderate surplus, 2 (11); in substantial 
surplus, 0 (1). 

LABOUR FORCE 

The civilian labour force.totalled 5,773,- 
000 in the week ended September 22, 1956, 
compared with 5,926,000 in the week ended 
August 18, 1956. These estimates  are  obtained 
from the monthly labour force survey conducted 
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

Of the 5,773,000.in the labour force, 
5,168,000 or 89.5 per cent worked full-time 
(defined as 35 hourss-or more) in the September 
survey week, 345,000.or 6.0 per cent worked 
less than 35 hours, 163,000 or 2.8 per cent 
had jobs but did not work during the survey 
week, and 97,000 or 1.7 per cent did not have 
jobs and were seeking work. Classed as not in 
the labour force are such groups as those 
keeping house, going to school, retired or 
voluntarily idle, too old or unable to work, 
and these numbered 4,979,000. 

The survey provides additional information 
about those who worked less than full-time and 
those who had jobs but were not at work. Of 
the 345,000 who worked less than 35 hours in 
the September survey week, 237,000 or 4.1 per 
cent of the labour force, were regular part- 
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time workers, while the remaining 108,000 or 
1.9 per cent of the labour force, included 
30,000 who were ill, 22,000 on shorttime, 
16,000 off.work because of bad weather, 11,- 
000 who were on vacation and 29,000Lwith other 
reasons. Of the 163,000 or 2.8 per cent who 
had jobs but did no work during the survey 
week, 157,000 usually worked full-time and 
these included 69,000 on vacation, 55,000 who 
were ill and 17,000 laid off for the full 
week. 

During the corresponding week in 1955, 
.there were 5,633,000 in the labour force of 
whom 5,009,000 worked full-time, 319,000 
worked less than 35 hours, 167,000 had jobs 
but did no work during the week, and 138,000 
did not have jobs and were seeking work. There 
were 4,941,000 classed as not in the labour 
force. 

JOB APPLICATIONS 

Applications for employment an file Septem-
ber 20, 1956 at National Employment Service 
offices of the Unemployment Insurance Commis-
sion numbered 158,800 a reduction of 11,300 
from the total for August 16, 1956 and 27,500 
from the level at September 15, 1955. The 
decline from the previous month was due in 
large.part to decreases in the totals for the 
QUebec Region (6,200) the Prairie Region 
(2,300) and the Pacific Region (2,300). Ap-
plications on file in the Atlantic and Ontario  
Regions remained virtually unchanged. Compared 
with the same month last year, all Regions 
participated in the overall decline in the 
following order: Olhiebec (10,800), Prairie 
Region (5,800), Pacific Region (5,200), Atlan-
tic Region (3,400) and the Ontario Region 
(2,300). 

Total employment in the Atlantic region 
changed very little during September from the 
record high level recorded in August. Persons 
with jobs were estimated at 536,000.at Septem-
ber 22, a decline of 7,000 from a month ear-
lier but an increase of 17,000 from a year 
earlier. The decline was entirely the result 
of seasonal reductions in the labour force. 
Demands fur construction and  forestry workers 
eased slightly during the month as a result of 
the usual shift from farm to non-farm employ-
ment following completion of the hay harvest . 

 Nevertheless, expansion of non-farm employment 
reduced available labour supplies to the 
lowest level in five years. Construction con-
tinued very active, resulting in heavy demands 
for skilled tradesmen. Only one of the 21 area 
in the region was reclassified during the 
month from the shortage to the balanced cat-
egory. At October 1, the area classifica-
tion was as follows (last year's figures in 

brackets): in balance 21 (17); in moderate 

surplus 0 (4). 
Employment in Quebec dropped seasonally 

during September, the decline in agriculture 
outweighing gains in other activities. In the 
week ended September 22, persons with jobs  

(C.W.S. October 31, 1956) 4% 

were estimated at 1,583,000, about 15,000 less 
than the previous month, but 32,000 higher 
than a year earlier. Registration for employ-
ment at National Employment Service offices 
declined moderately during the month to 2.7 
per cent of the labour force, compared with 
3.4 per cent a year earlier. Production and 
employment in manufacturing continued to ex-
pand steadily, Lui by significant increases Ln 
firms producing electrical apparatus, paper, 
aluminum and other non-ferrous metals..Employ-
eent rose to new records in most other indus-
tries, with a gain of 4 per cent over last 
year's high in mining, and 5 per cent in the 
trade.and service industries. Uhempioyment in 
Drummondville declined sufficiently to bring 
it into the balanced category. With this 
change.allareas Lathe region were in balance. 
At October 1 the situation was as. follows 
(last year's figures in brackets): in balance, 
24 (22); in moderate surplus, 0 (2). 

CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES 

In the Ontario region, employment showed 
continued strength during September despite 
the usual seasonal decline as students and 
other short-term workers withdrew from the 
labour force. Persons with jobs were estimated 
at 2;076,000 at September 22, a decrease of 
75,000 from.the previous month and an increase 
of 90,000 from a year earlier. Declines in 
farm employment and temporary layoffs in the 
automobile and related industries accounted 
.for most of the decrease Ln total employment. 
Apart from a sizeable number of workers on ex-
tended layoff from the auto industry, unem-
ployment remained at a low.level. Most indus-
tries operated at or near capacity, with the 
exception of agriculture which was hempered by 
inclement weather and the automotive and farm 
implement industries where model changeover 
and end-of-season layoffs.were continuing. 
Construction was maintained on a high level 
despite labour disputes. Labour shortages 
continued in mining, logging and agriculture 
.as well as of engineers, draughtsmen, and 
certain construction, trade and service oc-
cupations.  At  Ottober 1, classification of the 
34 areas in the region was as follows:(last 
year's figures in brackets): in shortage, 7 
(0); in balance, 25 (30); in moderate surplus, 
2 (3); in substantial surplus, 0 (1). 

During September, employment continued at 
record levels for the month in.the Prairie 
region. The return of students to school after 
.the sumier resulted in a seasonal contraction 
of the labour force and accentuated.the short-
ages of semi-skilled and unskilled workers, 
Most types of ski lled workers continued to be 
urgently needed throughout the region. Persons 
with jobs were estimated at 1,014,000 at 
September 22, a decrease  of  34,000'from a 
month earlier but an increase of 25,000 from a 
year.earlier. Registrations for employment at 
National  Employment Service offices declined 
during the month to 1.5.per cent of the labour 
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force, compared with 2 per cent a year before. 
Harvesting operations were impeded during the 
month by rainy weather and shortages offarm 
help. The number of harvest workers from 
eastern Canada was reported to be much below 
normal. Fairly good progress was being made 
with.the harvest, however, with the help of 
men in the Armed Forces and of  part-tune  work 
by persons with farm experience who normally 
work regularly in other occupations. The 
generally tight labour market situation of the 
region is.reflected in the National Eàployment 
Service statistics, which show that at the end 
of the month 40 per cent more job vacancies 
than job registrations were recbrded for 
males. Only one area was reclassified during 
the month from the balanced to the shortage 
category. At Cttober 1, the area classifica-
tion was as follows (last year's figures in 
brackets): in shortage 18 (2); in balance 
2 (18). 

Near-record employment levels were main-
tained in the Pacific region during September, 
although the usual withdrawal of seasonal 
workers, particularly students, from the 
labour force caused some decline in the total 
numbers employed. Persons with jobs were es-
timated at 467,000 at September 22, about 
16,000 less than a month earlier but 17,000 
more than in September 1955. Registrations for 
employment at National Employment Service of-
fices.were at a record low. Ch the other hand, 
job vacancies were considerably more numerous 
than they have been for many years. Harvesting 
operations were progressing rapidly.'Farm 
products and fish processing plants were fully 
active. With cooler weather, forest fire 
hazards diminished and permitted logging and 
sawmilling to return to fulLproduction. Nest 
branches of mining, manufacturing and con-
struction continued to operate near capacity. 
Trade and services were very active. Shortages 
of labour continued, particularlyof engineers, 
draughtsmen, some.types of metal workers, 
miners and loggers. During the month one area 
was reclassified from the balanced to the 
shortage category and one from moderate sur-
plus to balance. At Cttober 1, classification 
of the ten.areas in the region was as follows 
(last year's figures in brackets): . in short-
age, 2 (0); in balance, 8 (8); in moderate 
surplus, 0 (2). 

* * 	* 

SPREADING SEED:  Canada exported over 51 
million pounds of seed of the major grass and 
clover crops during the past year, reports the 
PlantProductsDivision, Eepartment of Agricul-
ture, Ottawa. This was slightly above the 
total for the previous year and above the 
average for.the previous five years, 48 mil-
lion pounds. It was still well below the re-
cord year of 1948 when exports of these seeds 
reached 74 million pounds. 

Eàports of timothy seed (7,903,000 Pounds) 
and alaike clover seed (6,625,000 pounds) went  

to a dozen different countries including: the 
United States, West Germany, United Kingdom, 
Netherlands, France, Belgium, Switzerland, 
Austria, Ireland, New Zealand, Australia, 
South Africa and japan. 

Sweet clover headed the list in this group 
of forage seed exports with over 13 million 
pounds. Of this the United States took 12.5 
million, the Netherlands 591,990 pounds with 
small lots to the United Klngdom, Switzerland 
and  Ecuador. 

The United States was the principal market 
for Canadian forage seeds. In addition to the 
Sweet clover, U.S. buyers took 8  million 
pounds of creeping red fescue, 6.5 million 
pounds of bromegrass, 4.5 million pounds of 
red clover, nearly 3.5 million of alsike 
clover and 3.25 million of timothy. West 
Germany took over a million pounds each of 
alsike and timothy, and the United Kingdom one 
million pounds of red clover, three-quarters 
of a million of alsike and 800,000 pounds of 
timothy seed. 

* * * * 

INFANTRY TALKS:"Twenty-nine representatives 
of the CanadianArmy.and four civilians are 
attending the second tripartite infantry con-
ference to be held at the U.S. Army Infantry 
School, Fort Benning, Georgia from Cttober 29 
to Nevember 2, Army Headquarters has announc-
ed. In addition, five Canadian observers from 
.the Canadian Army Staff (Washington), are 
attending. 

The conference is held every two or three 
years to allow for.the exchange of ideas and 
:to study new developments in infantry doc-
trines, tactics and weapons between the United 
States, Great Britain.and Canada. 

In addition.to  senior infantry representa-
tives, a number of the delegates are from 
various development directorates at Army 
Headquarters. During the conference Canadian 
items of equipment have been demonstrated. 

* * * 

RESEARCII'PROMEEE:  'A joint research pro-
gramme covering various aspects of development 
and operation of highways is being launched by 
the Ontario Department of Highways and two 
universities,CIII4een's University at Kingston 
and the University of Toronto. 

The Department is providing $85,000 to 
cover costs of the programme for the first 
year. This will include basic studies of high-
way conatruction and maintenance materials; 
.research into more economical .design, con-
struction and maintenance; analysis of high-
way traffic,.safety, economics and administra-
tion problems. 

It is hoped the programme will result in 
economies in the development and operation of 
Ontario's. highway system and also will attract 
university-students to highway engineering. 
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NEW AUDITORIUMS:  The Dominion Dtama Festival' 
News.Letter announces that the t4to new audi-
toriums ordered by the Government to commem-
orate the 50th Anniversary of Alberta as a . 
Province are now well on their way to comple-
tion. 

The Edmonton one, where the 1957 Dominion 
. Drama Festival Finals will be held May 20-25, 
stands on 13 acres near the University with 
parking space for 850 cars. The other audi-
torium is being erected in Calgary and is 
situated on the high ground on the north bank 
of the - river in a most.commanding position 
with parking area for 1000 cars.  

Both auditoriums were designed. by the 
Provincial Department of  Public  Works'  Archi-
tectural office after consultations with 
international experts. Advice was secuked from 
authorities such as Leopold . Stokowski and Sir 
Ernest McMillan. Visits were paid by. the 
Government officials concerned to great audi-
toriums in Europe and the North American 
Continent. All calculations in connection with 
technical problems of acoustics, lighting, 
heating and air conditioning were cross check-
ed by National Research Council. 

* * * * 

SEAWAY TOLLS:  The  Hon .. Lionel Chevrier, ' 
Pkesident of The St. Lawrence SeawayAuthority, 
has announced that the toll policy of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway will be fair and reasonable to 
all traffic and that the Seaway Authority will 
act as any progressive business under con-
petitive conditions and price its  services  so 
as to develop the maximum volume of traffic. 

Mk. Chevrier pointed out that one of the 
main requirements included in the Seaway Acts 
of both the United States and Canada is that 
it be self,-liquidating. Capital expenditures 
are being incurred by both the Canadian and 
American Seaway Authorities in the building of 
the Seaway. When the Project is completed, and 
after agreement has been reached on what 
amounts should properly be included on both 
sides, there will be an aggregate amount 
representing the capital cost of the Seaway. 
It is this amount on which interest will 
accrue and which must be amortized out of toll 
revenues over a period of 50 years. In addi-
tion there will.be  annual operating costs 
including maintenance, but by far the greater 
part of the total costs will consist of inter-
est and amortizàtion. 

Turning to the comparison often established 
between the Panama and Suez Canals and the 
St. Lawrence Seaway, Mx. Chevrier said it 
would be wrong to draw.any parallels between 
toll policies on the other two great canals 
and that of the Seaway. He explained how the 
Panama and Suez Canals are so located with 
respect to the great'land masses of the world 
that they provide routes saving many thousands 
of miles over the nearest alternatives. Al the 
same time they can be by-passed, that is,  

(C.W.B. October 31, 1956) ' 
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ships.that enter them in one direction are not 
obliged to return by the same route. Ch the 
other hand, the Seaway's geographic position 
is quite different, he explained. The Seaway 
will afford a route to the Great  Lakes for.the 
ships of the world but it is not a meeting 
point of many different trade routes as are 
the other two canals.  The  Seaway cannot form 
.part of a triangular route which a vessel can 
use only once before returning to its starting 
point. Vessels entering the Seaway must leave 
by the same route, a fact which will almost 
certainly require a différent toll policy than 
that used an either the Panama or Suez Canals.' 

"I can.definitely state," affirmed.Mr: 
Chevrier, "that the Seaway toll policy ,  both 
under the legislation of both countries.and an 
the basis of the best economic interests of 
the Seaway itself ,  will be free of any form of 
discrimination. The Seaway tolls.are there for 
one clear purpose - the liquidation of the 
costs of the Project - and it is unthinkable 
that they could be used for any ulterior pur-
.pose." 

Mk. Chevrier established very clearly that 
"as of now there is no toll policy. No decisi-
.sions have been taken on this matter and none 
.will be taken until the subject has been care-
- fully studied. We . remain uncommited and, I • 
trust, open-minded." 

* * 
DELEGATES TO U.N.:  The Dtpartment of Ex-
ternal Affairs has announced the composition 
of the Canadian Etlegation to the Eleventh 
Session of theCeneral Assembly of the United  
Nations  which opens in NewYorkon November 12. 
The  Delegation is as follows: 
Representatives: Hon. Lester B. Pearson, M.P., 
Secretary of State for External Affairs (Chair-
man  of the  Delegation);  1-Ion. Roch Pinard, 
M.P., Secretary of State, (Vice-Chairman of 
the Delegation); Lucien Cardin,  M.P., Parlia-
mentary Assistant to the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs; Senator DavirDCroll, 
Toronto, Ontario; R.A. MacKay, Canadian Per-
manent Representative to the United Nations 

. in New York. 
Alternate Representatives:Mrs. M.A. Shipley, 
Member of Parliament for Temiskaming;  Gérard 

 Ldgard, Member of Parliament for Rimouski; 
John Holmes, Assistant Under-Secretary of 
State for External Affairs; F.H. Soward, As-
sociate Dean, Faculty of Graduate Studies, 
University of British Columbia; S. Pollock. 
Department of Finance. 
Special Adviser: Miss Kathleen E. Bowlby, 
National Secretaryi United Nations Association 
in Canada. . 

The Flames  of the Parliamentary Cbservers 
attached to the Delegation will be announced 
later. Advisers for the Delegation will be 
drawn from the Department of External Affairs 

11/ 

and from the Canadian Permanent Mission to the 
United Nations  in New York. 
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ALBERTA - INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION 

Alberta, long considered a province depen-
dent upon agriculture for its main economic 
sustenance is taking on a "new look", writes 
the Hon. A. Russell Patrick, Minister of 
Economic Affairs for Alberta, in the monthly 
publication "Trade and Commerce". 

Acres of rich crop soils surrounding the 
province's cities and towns are being convert-
ed to a new power-industry. Millions of dol-
lars are being invested annually in new pro-
jects. Majority of these are located in Cana-
da's two fastest growing cities, Edmonton and 
Calgary. Smaller centres .are also feeling the 
impact of this new-found prosperity. 

The era of industrialization began early in 
1947 with the discovery of the Leduc oil 
field. Almost immediately the gears of growth 
were set in motion. 

The agricultural industry, however, remains 
the basic economy of the western province when 
measured in terms of revenue. Although farm 
income dropped slightly in 1955, agriculture 
provided employment for approximately 35 per 
cent of Alberta's estimated 1,066,000 persons. 

The future looks good for agriculture. 
Antther good crop year is anticipated. Greatly 
increased numbers of livestock, diversifica-
tion of types of crops, and expanding market 
for home consumption all help to raise the 
cash income level. 

During the first six months of the current 
year the cash income from  major  farm products 
in Alberta rose by 14.4 per cent over the 
corresponding period one year ago. 

Huge irrigation projects in Alberta's south 
have turned this area into a veritable Eden. 
Land which was formerly fit'only for ranching 
has been turned over to raising of alfalfa, 
sweet clover, sugar beets, corn, potatoes, 
peas, beans, pumpkins, beets, carrots and 
other vegetables grown to significant com-
mercial importance. 

BUSINESS BOOM 

Industries that have arisen out of agri-
culture have been growing with the industrial 
boom. The province's largest and most impor-
tant single industry is meat packing. Expan-
sion of this phase has been sensational. Valu-
ed at $175,000 in 1906 its gross sales in 1955 
were $126,269,707, in itself a six million 
dollar increase over 1954. 

Agriculture is presently being overshadowed 
and may be overtaken by Alberta's rapidly ex-
panding oil industry. In 1947 revenue from the 
production oforude oil was approximately 
$17,100,000. By 1954, the last year for which 
complete figures are available, it had rocket-r 
ed to $227,877,500. Dnring the same eight year- . 
period agriculture remained at a fairly con-
stant level, showing an average yearly gross 
income to farm operators of $529,987,000. 

The race for leadership is a healthy one 
representing an economy that is sustained from 
two primary sources instead of one. 

The production of crude oil continues to 
increase yearly. Last year 113,035,046 barrels 
were produced, a volume just short of the 
province's total production  to the end of 
1949. Increased consumption in the older mar-
kets and the development of new markets in 
British Columbia and the northwestern United 
States have encouraged increased production. A 
further increase is expected with the comple-
tion of the Trans-Canada pipe line. 

The Government of Alberta limits the pro-
duction of its oil in the interest of con-
servation. A similar policy has been adopted 
toward the use of the immense reserves of 
natural gas, a fuel in constant demand through-
out Canada and nearby states. 

These proven reserves of low-cost fuel have 
influenced industries to move to Alberta. 
Utilizing the vast reserves of oil (estimated 
at 2,000,000,000 barrels) and natural gas 
(estimated at 11.6 trillion cubic feet) huge 
refineries and allied industries have been 
constructed at key points throughout the prov-
ince. 

UNEQUALLED EXPANSION 

The_services and industries that stem from 
.the refining of these resources seem unending. 
The expansion programme that followed major 
discoveries has never been equalled in the 
history of Canada. 

In 1955 capital expenditure on 32 new in-
dustries totalled $48,895,000 and expenditure 
on extensions  to 25 existing plants was $18,- 
194,000. In 1954 industrial expenditure total-
led $59 million, and $38 million the year pre-
vious. 

Among the major plants announced in 1955 is 
the $23,000,000 ammonia, acid and fertilizer 
plant at Medicine  Hat.  Supplying a stimulus to 
an area that has such well organized indus-
tries as glass and pottery manufacturing, it 
is expected that the new plant will become one 
of the larges it employers in that area. 

Canadian Gulf  Oil has started construction 
on two gas processing plants in Alberta. A 
Pincher Creek plant is valued at $4,000,000 
and the Nevis plant is to cost $3,000,000. 
Imperial MI's Redwater.gas processing plant 
wi ll  cost approximately $3,000,000. 

In Calgary construction on a $2,000,000 
.cast iron water pipe industry was started 
early this year. 

Edmonton's $7,000,000 Alberta Phoenix Tube 
and Pipe industry is expected to be completed 
this year. A steel pipe plant being construct-
ed at a cost of $3.5 million is also nearing 
completion. A $12 million cement plant built 
by Inland Cement Ltd. is now in production. 
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One of the most impressive newcomers to the 
province's long list of new industries is the 
Northwest Pulp and Paper plant at Hinton. 
Built at a cost exceeding $33 million, it 
prompted the construction of a new town. The 
plant will be in full operation in 1957. 

Alberta's industrial growth has brought 
about a tremendous increase in the demand for 
electrical energy. To keep pace with these 
demands, three new power plants are being 
built, and others planned in the province. 

The production of power in Alberta has 
increased 200 per cent during the past ten 
years and is expected to maintain a steady 
rate of increase for at least the next decade. 
In 1955 the generating capacity of all plants 
was approximately 463.000 kilowatts. This year 
561,000 will be generated while the forecast 
for 1959 is to 740,000_kilowatts. 

Since 1906 Alberta's manufacturing plants 
have grown in number from 97 to over 2,000. 
Production value last year is estimated at 
$629,000,000 as compared with $5,000,000 fifty 
years ago. 

Thirteen new industries located in Calgary 
in 1955. Edmonton boasted seven, with eleven 
more planned and expected to be completed 
this year. 

The future for Alberta and her people has 
never looked better. 

Industrial expansion in the province is at 
its peak. Estimated figures foi 1956 capi-
talized expenditure on new industries are not 
available but it is predicted that they will 
better the record high set last year. 

Value of building permits issued for the 
major cities for the first six months of the 
year have shown an everalI increase of 12,8 
per cent. Total value of building permits for 
169 towns and villages is up 170 per cent. 

Figures on contracts awarded show a total 
increase of 83.4 per cent, rising from $74.4 
million in 1955 to increase of $136.5 million 
in 1956: Retail salegl figures were up for the 
first six months of the year from $371.4 mil-
lion to $407.8 million. 

Financial activity as evidenced by bank 
clearings rose by 28.3 per cent. 

Since its emergence from its agricultural 
cocoon nine years ago, Alberta has become a 
leading figure among Canada's industrial 
provinces. Through its various departments, 
the Gevernment of Alberta is devoting  its 

 efforts to organize and promote the develop-
ment of this new wealth so that it will not 
only bring lasting benefits to its people, but 
will also be a major contributor to the econo-
mic well-being of Canada. 

SALMON CONTROL:  United States and Canadian 
delegates met last week in Ottawa at a con-
ference called.to  draft.a treaty which would 
place the pink salmon.of the Pacific coast 
under international control in a manner simi-
lar to that by which the two countries control 
the sockeye salmon. 

George R. Clark,  Deputy Mânister of Fisher-
ies of Canada ,  who headed the Canadian delega-
tion, was chairman of the conference,.and the 
head of the United States delegation, Dr. W.C. 
Herrington of the Eepartment of State,Wrrtshing-
ton, was vice-chairman. •

The cohference was attended by representa-
tives of the governments of both countries, as 
well as by representatives of fishermen's 
unions, fish processors, and vessel ownlmufrom 
British Columbia and the State of Washington. 

japan, a member with Canada and the United  
States of the International North Pacific 
Fisheries  Convention,  was represented at the 
plenary sessions of the conference by an 
observer, T. Wada, First Secretary of the 
Japanese Embassy in Ottawa. 

* * * * 

GERMAN MISSION:  A wheat and grain mission 
from the Federal Republic of Germany repre-
senting the German Ministry of Food, Agri-
culture,.and Forestry, spent the period  Otto-
ber  9-21 in Canada. 

Following visits to port installations, 
farms and laboratories  •in Western Canada, the 
group spent a few days in Toronto, Ottawa and 
Montreal, and left there by air for London, 
England. 

The members of the mission, who were given 
an opportunity while in Canada of familiariz-
ing themselves with the production, handling 
and merchandising of Canadian wheat and other 
grains, were Dr. Th. Sonnemann, Deputy Min-
ister; Dr. K. Haefner, Chief, Statistics and 
Planning, and Dr. H.J. Schermer and Dr. K.H. 
Oedekoven, officials of the Ministry. 

* 	* 

UNITED NATIONS DAY:  Nation-wide  observances 
were held throughout Canada on October 24, 
which since 1947 has been celebrated as "Unit-
ed Nations Day". 

Prime Minister St. Laurent issued a special 
Dey message. In Ottawa, there was a dis-

play in front of the Parliament Building of 
the flags of the 76 member countries of the 
United Nations, including the 16 new members 
elected at the 10th General Asseiblytastyear. 
The Dominion Carillonneur, MW. Robert Donnell, 
played the national anthems of several member 
countries whose nationals are officers of the 
principal organs of the United  Nations. 
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CANADA-U.S.  BUSINESS RELATIONS 

The Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe has urged United 
States business corporations to treat branch 
plants in Canada as thoroughly Canadian 
enterprises, and to remind themselves more 
often that Canada is a separate nation, not a 
state of the Union. 

Speaking 'October 15 at a meeting of the 
Canadian Club of Chicago, Illinois, on the 
topic "American Investments in Canada", NW. 
Howe said that because of Canada's closeness 
to the United States, and the similarity of 
institutions and ways of life in the two coun-
tries, Americans often treat Canada for 
business purposes, almost as a part of the 
United States. This, he said, has its dangers 
if it leads American businessmen to treat 
branch plants in Canada just as if they were 
located in the United States. 

Ch October 16, at a meeting of the Milwau-
kee Association of Commerce, at Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, MW. Howe said that his views an the 
operations of United States controlled plants 
in Canada could be applied to other aspects of 
economic relations between the two countries. 

In his Chicago speech, the Minister pointed 
out that Canada welcomes the inflow of capital 
from south of the border, and that he had a 
number of suggestions to make to  United States 
business men with a view to underpinning the 
friendly and harmonious economic relations 
that now exist between Canada and the United 
States. - 

Partial text of Mr. Howe's address at 
Chicago follows: 

"...I suggest to you a very simple rule. 
Cther things being equal, it is good business 
for a Canadian subsidiary of a foreign com-
pany to become as Cànadian as it can, without 
losing the benefits of association with the 
parent company. In many countries, of course, 
there are rigid laws applying to foreign co n . 
•trolled companies, requiring them, for ex 
'ample, to give local inhabitants a share  ir  
the enterprise and requiring them to employ—à 
minimum proportion of local labour and so 
forth. 

"There are no such laws in Canada. I hope 
there never will be. I believe that those who 
are prepared to share with Canadians in the 
risks of developing our country should be as 
free as Canadians themselves in deciding how 
to conduct their enterprise. 

"Nevertheless, anyone who does business in 
Canada should reckon with the pride and the 
legitimate pride of Canadians in their coun-
try. In other words, they should reckon with 
the normal feelings of nationalism which is 
present Ln Canada, just as it is in the United 
States. Canadians do not like to be excluded 
from an opportunity of participating in the 
fortunes, good or bad, of large.scale enter 
prise incorporated in Canada but owned abroad. 
They may not buy many shares, but they resent 
the exclusion. They do not like to see large-
scale Canadian enterprises entirely dependent. 
upon foreign parents for their research and 
top management. They do not like to see the 
financial results of large-scale Canadian 

(Over) 
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enterprises treated as if they were the ex-
clusive concern of the foreign owners. 

"I make bold therefore to offer three 
suggestions for the cdhsideration of United 
States corporations establishing branch plants 
in Canada or searching for and . developing 
Cànadian natural resources: 
" (1) Provide opportunities for financial 
participation by Canadians of minority share-
holders in the equities of such corporations 
operating in Canadas  

(2) Provide greater opportunities for 
advancement in U.S.-controlled corporations 
for Canadians technically competent to hold 
executive and professional positions; 

(3)Provide more and regular information 
about the operations of such corporations in. 
Canada. 

"I am pleased to say that an increasing 
number of American companies are now giving 
Cànadians an opportunity to participate in the 
equity holdings of Canadian-operated enter. 
prises. This is an encouraging trend. Càna-
dians welcome this development, not just be-
cause it is in Cànada's national interest, but 
also because we think it makes good business 
sense from the point of view of the American 
parent corporation. 

OBSTACLE REMOVED 

"I was told that Canadian taxation dis-
couraged Canadian participation in Cànadian 
subsidiaries. If it did, that particular 
obstacle has been removed, at least insofar as 
Canadian law is concerned. 

"The agreement for the avoidance of double 
taxation between the United States and Canada 
provided for certain tax advantages for parent 
companies controlling 95 per cent or more of 
the equity of the subsidiary corporation in 
the other country. Last summer the United 
States and Canada reached an agreement, sub-
ject to ratification by your Cngress and our 
Parliament, whereby the percentage of share 
ownership, entitling the parent company to a 
reduced rate of 5 per cent on dividends from 
its subsidiary operating in the other country, 
has been reduced from 95 per cent to 51 per 
cent. This amendment of our taxation agreement 
with the United States has since become law 
in Canada. It is still awaiting ratification 
by the U.S. Congress. Our  Government made it 
quite clear, in proposing this amendment to 
the Canadian Parliament, that the new tax 
arrangement was designed to encourage U.S. 
parent corporations to give Cànadian investors 
opportunities to buy share ownership in their 
subsidiary companies in Canada .  Hence, as far 
as Canada  is concerned, the tax disadvantage 
that used to exist for a U.S. corporation of-
fering Canadian minority equity holdings in 
U S. branch plants has been removed. 

9Jndoubtedly, there are other difficul-
ties, difficulties about exchange of research 
between parent and partially-owned subsidiar-
ies, difficulties of control of subsidiaries  

with minority shareholders. That these are 
very real difficulties, I would be the first 
to admit. I ask only that they be weighed in 
the balance against the advantages in terms of 
goodwill of giving Cànadians a sense of iden-
tity with the United  States-controlled  enter 
prises.  

"My second suggestion is that Canadians 
should be given greater opportunities for 
advancement in subaidiary enterprise control-
led by  United States parents. I am pleased to 
report that more and more U.S. corporations 
operating in Canada are hiring Canadians for 
responsible positions, when well qualified 
peoele can be found, and that young Cànadians .  
are  being advanced as rapidly as their ability 
and experience will warrant. Responsible 
Canadians are being invited to sit on Boards 
of Directors. If this trend continues, there 
will be little forCànadians to complain about 

INFORM CANADIAN PUBLIC 

"My third suggestion is thatU.S.  corpora-
tions  should report the results of operations 
of their subsidiaries in Canada. As you are 
aware, the SEC. requires regular report:rig 
by all the large corporations in the United 
States. We do not have similar regulations 
eanada. Nevertheless, the-Cànadian public is 
interested in knowing how these large Cànadian 
corporations are getting on in Cànada. Since 
many of our large corporations are U S.- 
controlled, the demand for the release of such 
information  at regular intervars, say in the 
form of annual reports, has been increasing. 

"Che U.S. corporation, with a 100 per cent 
controlled subsidiary operation in Canada, 
added a supplement to its last annual report 
outlining the extent of its operations and 
its achievements in Canada. This endeavour to 
let Cànadians know how this company is doing 
with respect to operatidns in Canada was well 
received. It could serve as a useful guide to 
those who feel as I dothat it is good business 
to treat branch plants in Canada as thoroughly 
Cànadian enterprises. 

erhese are my three specific recommenda 
tions I believe they are worth careful con 
sideration. I believe their adoption will be 
in the interests of United States corporations 
with subsidiaries in Canada. There may be 
other ideas equally good which serve the same 
purpose. Be assured of one thing, that my 
purpose is to improve business relations be. 
tween the United States and Canada by giving 
Canadians a greater interest and a greater 
stake in the success of United States compan. 
ies operating branch plants across the border, 

"Before leaving this subject, there is one 
other point very close to my heart as Minister 
of Trade and Commerce which I put before you 
for consideration. Branch plants are usually 
established to do business in the area they 
serve. But I ask you again to bear in mind 
that a branch plant in Canada  is not the same 
thing as a branch plant in California or 
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METROPOLITAN POPULATION GAINS 

Large population gains were made in the 
past five years in each of the eight metro-
politan areas for which preliminary 1956 
Census figures have been released by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The current 
report.-fifth in a preliminary series--con-
tains population totals for approximately 450 
cities, towns and villages, and 600 munici-
palities and townships. Over 80 per cent of 
the cities, towns and villages showed increas-
es in population since 1951, and slightly less 
than one-half of the municipalities, townships, 
etc. 

The population of the census metropolitan 
area of Montreal, Canada's largest metropolis, 
now stands at 1,595,327, 199,927 or 14 per 
cent more than the 1,395,400 population of the 
same area in 1951. This followed a population 
increase of 22 per cent in the ten years from 
1941 to 1951. The population of the city of 
Maltreat proper increased 7.1 per cent in the 
5-year period from 1951 to 1956 to 1,094,- 
448 from 1,021,520. The population ofToronto's 
metropolitan area had a larger rise of 230,- 
435 or 20.6 per cent to 1,347,905 from  1,117-
470. The rise in the ten-years from 1941 to 
1951 was nearly 23 per cent. For the city 
proper the population dropped off 2 per cent 
to 662,096* from 675,754. 

Vancouver's metropolitan area population 
increased 128,085 to 658,813* from 530,728 in 
1951 and followed a ten-year (1941-1951) 
growth of 153,281. For the city proper the 
population increased 17,119 or 5 per cent to 
361,952 from 344,833. 

Numerical increase in the population of 
metropolitan Winnipeg since 1951 was 55,618 to 
409,687 from 354,069. Percentagewise the 
growth worked out at 15.7 per cent. For the 
city proper the population increased 8.5 per 
cent in the five-year period to 256,683* from 
235,710. 

Population of metropolitan Ottawa showed a 
five-year increase of 53,381 to 335,289* from 
281,908. For the city proper the increase was 
13,068 to 215,113* from 202,045. Hamilton's 
metropolitan area population jumped 65,553 to 
325,238* from 259,685 in 1951. For the city 
proper the five-year growth was 10,7 per cent 
to 237,749* from 208,321 in 1951. 

* 

Windsor°s metropolitan area population 
increased 26,373 to 184,045* from 157,672, and 
that of the city proper increased only slight-
ly to 120,525* from 120,049 . The rise in 
Victoria's metropolitan area population was 
18;730 to 123,033 from 104,303 and that of the 
'city proper increased 3.4 per cent to 53,088 
from 51,331. 

: 	Five other cities with population of 50,000 
lor over are included in this list, all but one 
Iwith substantial increases. The population of 
;Regina increased to 88,797* from 71,319 in 
1951, Saskatoon to 70,843* from 53,268, Sher-
brooke to 58,523* from 50,543, Oshawa to 50,- 
13gfrom41,546, and Verdun slightly higher at 
77,550* versus 77,391. 

Thirteen cities with 1956 population be-
tween 25,000 and 50,000 are listed, all but 
one showing increases. These are: Drummond-
ville, 26,424* (14,341 in 1951); Hull, 48,- 
853* (43,483); Jacques-Cartier, 33,007* (22,- 
450); Jonquiere, 25,398* (21,618); Lachine, 
34,342* (27,773); St. Laurent, 35,763* (20,- 
,426); Shawinigan Falls, 28,450* (26.903); 
Montreal North, 25,358 (14,081); Port Arthur, 

-37,592 (31,161); St. Catharines, 39,415* (37.-: 
984); St. James, 26,240 (19;561) and New 
Westminster, 31,357 (28,639). The popula-
tion of Outremont declined to 28,278 from 
30,057. 

Among cities and towns between 15,000 and 
25,000, the population of Charlottetown in. 
creased to 16,446 from 15,887 and Fredericton 
to 18,037 from 16,018. Others with increases 
were: Cap-de • la-madeleine, 22,800 (18,667 in 
1951); Chicoutimi, 24,379 (23,111); Joliette, 
16,874* (16,064); St. Hyacinthe, 20.339* 
(20,236); St. Michel, 24,540* (10,539; Valley-
field, 23,480* (22,414); LaSalle, 18,867 
(11,633); Mont-Royal 15,940* (11,352); Pointe-
Claire, 15,067* (8,753); Belleville, 20,469* 
(19,519); Galt, 23,615* (19,207); Leaside, 
16,458* (16,233); forest Hill, 19,041 (15,305); 
Prince Albert, 20,172 (17,149). Those with 
decreases were: Glace Bay, 24,137 (25,586); 
and Wéstmount, 24,341* (25,222). 

* Figures for 1956 include boundary changes 
since 1951. 

* * 

HEALTH INFORMATION;  Plans for the further 
co-ordination and extension of public health 
information programmes were made at the Sixth 
Federal.Provincial Health Education Conference 
held in Ottawa. 

Health Minister Paul Martin who formally 
opened the conference; expressed satisfaction 
with the development of health education 

Ili activities across Canada. In thanking the 
Minister, several provincial representatives 
noted the contribution made to their field by 
the federal government through grants under 
the National Health Programme. 

The conference was attended by delegates 
from eight provinces, including two provincial 
health educators appointed since the previous 
meeting, and trained with federal health 
grants. 

Reports from all sections of the country 
noted increased public appreciation of, and 
compliance with, official measures to maintain 
and advance health standards. The health edu-
cators considered in detail the further use 
of all informational media in the nation's 
developing health programmes. 
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TERMINAL 'DEVELOPMENT.  Details ot a broad, 
imposing plaza which is being built in the 
heart of the City of Montreal'hy Canadian 
National Railways, and which will be named 
"Place Ville Marie" to commemorate the name of 
the first community on the site of what is now 
Montreal, have been announced by CNR President 

nald Cordon on behalf of the board of direc 
tors.- 

The plaza will be the striking central 
feature of the entire 23.-acre terminal develop-• 
ment which has been a major CNR  objective. for 
many years and one in which private capital 
has been encouraged to participate, • First 
units took shape with the construction by the 
CNR of the Central Station, the International 
Aviation Building, and new hotel now under 
construction. 

Mr -Gordon said plans for development of 
the terminal area and the plaza involved 
months of study, consultation and co--operation 
between railway officers and city authorities. 
The selected name for the plaza, "Place Ville-
Marie", was given the warm personal approval 
of Mayor Jean Drapeau. 

The block-long, street-wide area of land-. 
scaped gardens and formal walks will be an 
island of flowers and greenery with a fountain 
centrepiece amid what eventually will be 
Montreal's most imposing group of buildings-'  

A three •1eveI parking garage, accommodating 
more than 450 automobiles, will be housed 
under the plaza surface. 

Each of the three floor levels will be 
connected by ramps. The top level of the 
garage will be devoted, to parking only, 

The second level will also be used fôr car 
storage and will service the new hotel.-Guests 
and taxis will drive directly to the lower 
level entrance • Main  floor of the hotel will 
be reached by elevators, escalators and 
stairs. • 

The third :  and lowest lével will connect 
with.Central Station's north entrance and its 
adjoining parking area and taxi stand • It•is 
this level that will  je  used for automobile 
traffic to and from the raihiray terminal.. 

* * * * 

NORTHERN RESEARCH:  A Research Station at 
Norman Wells, Northwest Territories, consist-• 
ing of a soils laboratory and a residence 
building for research staff, has been develop-
ed by the National Research Council as a 
centre for its perma-frost studies in northern 
Canada. • 

A small station was established at Norman 
Wells, with the full co operation of Iinperial 
Oil Limited as early as 19 51 :  in temporary 
buildings originally used on the Canal Pro-
ject.- The two new prefabricated structures 
provide fully equipped and modern buildings 
for this far-northern research outpost The 
Northern Research Station forms an important 
link in the chain of regional building re-
search stations established by the National 
esear ch Council. 

INFORMAL  MISSIONS  A small informal mission 
headed by Mr Paul Beaulieu, of the Department 
of External Affairs is visiting Morocco and 
Tunisia_ -The other members of the mission are 
Mr R..Campbell Smith of the Department of 
Trade and Commerce_ and Mr. J P.R. -Brunet of 
the Department of Citizenship and Imm-  igration. 
The fact-finding mission left Paris on October 
18 and will spend approximately a week in each 
of the countries • The members will explore 
with•Tunisian and Moroccan officials Canada s 
,relations with the two newly independent coup.- 
itries, recognized by Canada on Jime 19. - 

* * * * 

OTTAWA 'GUEST*  'Dr, • Luther Evans, Di r ec to r 
General of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization, visited 
Ottawa October 14 to 16 accompanied by Mr. - 
Rene Maheu, Assistant Director General and 
Permanent Representative of UNESCO at the 
United Nations Headquarters, Nèw York. 

While in Ottawa Dr....Evans called on the 
Prime Minister. the Chairman of the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation, the Director of the 
National Gallery, the'Government Film Commis. 
sioner and the President of the National  Re' 

 search Council. He also had discussions with 
members of the Canadian 'Delegation to the 
Ninth Session of the General Conference of 
«ÙNESCO, which opens in New Delhi, India, 
November 5. and with officials of the Depart-
ment of External Affairs. 

On Monday. Ocitober  15,  he addressed a 
public luncheon in his honour at the Chateau. 
Laurier Fiotel -"the luncheon was sponsored by 
the United Nations Association in Canada. with 
the co operation of the Canadian Teachers' 
Federation, the Canada Foundation, the Cana-
di arr Social Science Research Council, the 
Chemical Institute of Canada, the Canadian 
Library Association and the Ottawa •Branch of 
the United Nations Association.. 

Dr -Evans was the guest at a government 
luncheon at the Country Club on Tuesday, 
October 16 -The host was Mr Lucien Cardin, 
M.P ; Parliamentary Assistant to the Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs_ 

* * * * 

GUEST  OF JAPAN-  The Ri gh t Hon . • C. D. • Ho we, 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, arrived in 
Japan yesterday with Mr. •M.W •Sharp. Associate 
Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce. •OEiring 
his visit,  which will end November 7, Mr. •Howe 
will be received in audience by His IMperial 
Majesty the Emperor and will meet the Prime 
Minister, the Ministei of Foreign Affairs and 
other members of the Cabinet His itinerary 
will include trips to various centres both in 
the Tokyo and the Kobe-Osaka areas • 

This  visit will enable the Minister to have 
useful discussions with leading representa-
tives of the Government and business. -Mr. Houe 
will in this way. reciprocate recent visits 
to Canada of Japanese Cabinet Ministers and 
Parliamentarians. • 
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ASKS RE-EXAMINATION 

"Once again I recognize that there are 
problems. But 1 do plead for a careful re-
examination of export policies affecting Cana-
dian branch plants. Canada as a nation is an 
efficient producer. Given sufficient volume, 1  
Canadian plants can often produce as cheaply 
as United States plants. Sometimes, too, - 

 Canada has an advantage in duty in supplying 
goods to countries of the British Common-
wealth; indeed, many plants have been estab-
lished in Canada just to take advantage of 
this preference. I am not suggesting that 
United States corporations should act contrary 
to their interests. 1 am suggesting that they 
may be overlooking a good bet by not allowing , 
their Canadian plants to take on more export 
business .  By being prepared to accept export 
business United  States-controlled subsidiaries 
will also act more like good, solid Canadian 
enterprises." _ 

Excerpts from W. Howe's remarks at Milwau-
kee follow: 

"...What I have been saying about the 
operations of United States controlled plants 
in Canada is capable of application to other 
aspects of our economic relationships.  Con-. 
aider, for a moment, trade between Canada and 
the United States. Canada is the best customer 
of the United  States ,  The United States is the 
best customer of Canada. Trade between our two 
countries is greater than between any other 
two countries, amounting last year to $6 bil-
lion. 

"But, too often, or so it seems to us in 
Canada, Americans take it all for granted. 
They take it for granted, for example, that 
Canada will continue to buy every year a bil-
lion dollars more from the United States than 
the United States buys from Canada. Americans 
apparently take it for granted that they will 

Ill
continue to be able to bring raw materials 
from Canada while placing high tariffs against 
imports of Canadian manufactures and threaten-
ing still further restrictions. 

(C.W.B. October 24, 1956) 

CANADA - U.S.  BUSINESS  RELATIONS 

(Continued from P. 2) 

Lmuisiana. ACanadian Branch plant is situated 
in a country that depends for its very exist-
ence upon international trade. It is situated 
in a country which maintains an external trade 
service which others tell us is second to none 
and which is ready to serve any Canadian 
enterprise, whoever owns it. 

"Too often, I regret to say, our trade re-
presentatives abroad turn up expbrt opportuni-
ties for a subsidiary company operating in 
Canada only to find that the United States 
parent does not permit the export business to 
be done from the Canadian plant. Mind you, we 
do not object to doing occasional export pro-
motion for United States corporations, but 
you will agree that it is rather difficult to 
justify the expense to the Canadian taxpayer! 

"Now I am not saying that Canada is about 
to retaliate against the United States by 
raising barriers to imports from this country. 
I belong to a Government that has moved stead 
ily in the direction of freer trade, which we 
believe to be in the Canadian interest, and in 
the interests of a peaceful world. Nor do I 
overlook the progress that has been made by 
the United States in the same direction in 
recent years. 

A SEPARATE NATION 

"It is just that I am convinced that Ameri-
cans who sell goods to Canada and appreciate 
the value of the Canadian market would do well 
to remind themselves more often that Canada is 
a separate nation, not a state of the Union, 
a nation which in the long run can import only 
as much as it exports. If Americans think more 
often of their Canadian market in that sense, 
there will, I am confident, be greater support 
in this country for the kind of trade.policies 
.that will put United  States-Canadian trade on 
an even more secure footing, and that will at 
the same time result in greater markets for 
.United States goods in Canada. 

. "When I think of how_Americans and Cana-
dians can work together as citizens of separ 
ate countries, living side by side, each re-
specting the legitimate interests  of the  other, 
I think immediately of the St. Lawrence Seaway 
which is of such vital interest to the city of 
Milwaukee. For many, many years Canada tried 
in vain to get the agreement of the United 
States to proceed with that great project 
Finally, Canadian patience was exhausted. If 
the United States was not prepared to join in 
an international navigation project, Canada 
stood.ready to go it alone. 

"Fortunately, that did not become neces-
sary. Thanks to the unfailing support from 
communities such as your own, the opposition 
was overcome, and our two countries reached 
agreement and began work. I take this occasion 
to congratulate you on the success of your 
efforts. 

"Only a comparatively short time ago, the 
idea of Canada building the deep waterway by 
herself would have seemed absurd But not 
today. This is a measure of the advance 
economic strength of my country in recent 
years. That Canada stood ready to go it alone 
is another instance of the growing confidence 
of the Canadian people in their own capacity. 

"An international project was greatly to be 
desired, however, and Canadians have joined 
with enthusiasm in the construction of both 
the power and navigation aspects of the work. 
In fact, most of the navigation improvements 
are in Canada and will be paid for by Canada. 
We look forward, as you do, to an immense 
development following upon the completion of 
the impruvements that will bring the ocean to 
the heart of the Continent. 

5 (Over) 



(C.W.B. October 24, 1956) 

"I have been most interested to learn about 
and now to see at first hand the enterprise in 
preparing for the Seaway that is being shown 
at American ports along  the Great Lakes such 
as right here at Milwaukee. Thanks to the 
foresight and perseverance shown bythe author-
ities of your city, Milwaukee is in a unique 
position to reap the full benefits to be de-
rived from the completion of the Seaway. Your 
port is generally conceded to be the best 
equipped of all Lake ports to handle Seaway 
traffic as the result of almost thirty years 
of preparation for the day the Seaway would be 
a reality. 

"Our ports along the Great Lakes and the 
St Lawrence are preparing, too, to handle a 
greater volume of business, some of which will 
come from the United States. As far as Canada 
is concerned, we hope that the Seaway not only 
means a new era for us, but that it more than 
justifies the hopes of those in the United 
States who supported it We know that in this 
project, as in so many others, what is truly 
in the interest of the United States is also 
good for Canada 

"Large ocean going ships will, of course, 
use the Seaway connecting inland  United States 
and Canadian ports directly with ports in 
overseas countries. This in itself will be a 
great step forward in the history of both 
countries. I am inclined to think, however, 
that the really outstanding benefits of the 
Seaway will arise from large lake freighters 
being able to traverse the Seaway all the way 
from ports like Milwaukee, Chicago and Duluth 
and Fort William and Port Arthur at the one 
end to Montreal at the other, without having 
to trans-ship from larger to smaller freight-
ers which can navigate the present channels. 
The benefits will come partly from this saving 
in traneupment costs and partly from the 
economies which are inherent in the use of 
large lake freighters,  one of the most economi- 

cal methods of transportation in the modern 
world. We can look forward, I believe, to 
substantial reductions in freight costs bet 
ween lake ports and the Atlantic Ctean. 

"I have sought today to plant a few ideas 
that will help you to understand perhaps a 
little better what is happening in Canada and 
what Canadians think about their economl.c 
relations with you here in the United States. 
They are simple, not profound ideas They may 
be summed up in a few words If you operate a 
business in Canada, give Cànadians an Interest 
and a stake in its success. If you export 
to Canada, remember that Canadians can buy 
only if they have an equal opportunity to 
sell. 

"Most of all, I suggest that in your busi 
ness dealings you do not take Canada for 
granted. Much better results are obtainable 
if Canadians are treated as people with as 
much pride in their country as you have in 
this great country of which you are citizens." 

* * * 
LEADS DELEGATION:  Mr. L D Wilgress, Cana
dian Permanent Representative ro the North 
Atlantic Council and the Organization for 
European Economic Co-operation in Paris, is 
leading the Canadian Delegation to the Eleven 
th Session of the Contracting parties to the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, wh.,.ch 
opened on Ottober 10 in Geneva. Mr. A.B. 
Flockin, of the Department of Finance, is  Vice
Chairman of the Canadian Delegation. Other 
officials from the Departments of External 
Affairs, National Revenue, Trade and Commerce 
apà Finance are also attending this meeting. 

The Eleventh Session of the Contracting 
Parties of Gatt is one of the regular  business 
sessions which take place periodically to 
administer the agreement, to consider Lom 
plaints, and to seek solutions to particular 
points of difficulty 
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PRIME MINISTER'S PROPOSAL ON AID TO UNIVERSITIES 

Speaking at the University of Sherbrooke, 
Quebec, October 7 after receiving an honorary 
degree from the recently established institu-
tion, the Rt. Hen ,  Louis S. St. Laurent, Prime 
Minister of Canada, suggested a new plan for 
the distribution of moneys made available each 
year by the Federal Gevernment to Canadian 
universities. 

The Prime Minister said that since 1953 
Parliament has voted a sum of about fifty 
cents per capita based on the population of 
the whole country--or $8,000,000 this year--to 
assist institutions of university rank recog-
nized as such by the provincial authorities. 
According to the terms of the vote, this sum 
must be distributed among the provinces in 
proportion to their population, and within 
each province in proportion to the number of 
students enrolled in courses leadingtouniver-
sity degrees. 

The new suggestion which the Prime Minister 
said was under study would see the handing 
oNer of monies voted by Parliament to the 
Nalional Cenference of Canadian Universities, 
which would divide it up and distribute it. , 

The Prime Minister reminded his listeners 
that for several years the Dominion Government 
has had agreements with the provincial govern-
ments under which it votes sums annually to 
help in the vocational training of youth. The 
amount which appears in the estimates of the 
Department- of Labour for the current year and  

which will be distributed to the provinces 
under those agreements is about $4,500,000. 

Mk. St. Laurent said that the Department of 
Labour is engaged at the present time in 
preparing a study of Canada's resources of 
professional and skilled manpower and at the 
same time is studying the prospects for em-
ployment in the future. The results of this 
study, he said, will form the subject of a 
report to the Royal Commission on Canada 's 

 Economic Prospects, and the recommendations of 
that Commission which the Government submits 
to Parliament will be given serious considera-
tion. 

The Prime Minister referred to the import-
ance of small universities in Canada in the 
following words: 

"...The entire nation and its leaders, it 
is true, turn most frequently to the large 
universities which must speedily supply us 
with the many specialists, professional men 
and technicians of which there is a pressing 
need in 20th century Canada. I would like to 
think, however, that the small universities 
are one of the strongest guarantees for the 
continued teaching of the humanities and the 
liberal arts through which our young nation 
maintains its roots in the great civilizations 
of the past and assures itself a place in the 
stream of democratic evolution which can be 
traced back directly to Athens." 

1. 
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(C.W.B. October 17, 1956) ,  

'EDUCATION CONFERENCE..  A conference on wrhe-
Crisis in Higher Education in Canada" sponsor-
ed by the National  Conference of Canadian Uhi-
versities will be held at Ottawa on November 
12.14. Questions  connected with the present 
and prospective shortage of facilities and 
staff in Canadian universities to deal with 
the expected dotibling of enrolment in the next 
10 years will be discussed. 

The conference will include sections on.,: 
general statistics, educational structure, 
technological education, the use of human 
resources, staff, university salaries, and 
finances 

Those expected to participate will include 
university presidents and professors from 
across Canada, senior members of federal and 
provIncial governments, and representatives of 
business, industry and labour. Most provincial . 

 Ministers of Education, or their deputies, are 
expected to attend. 

* 	* 
NATO . SCHOLARSHIPS:  The North Atlantic  Catin-
cil  has approved a second  NATO  fellowships and 
scholarships programme for the academic year 
1957-58. This programme follows the oneinaugu-
raX6d by the council in pe-tober 1955 when one 
Canadian fellow was chosen. 

As before, there are two categories of 
awards: ' 

Scholarships: Conferred upon young gradu-
ates for a complete university year or for a 
shorter period. Candidates in this category 
will receive the sum of 500,0b0 french francs 
for the entire year (or the equivalent), for 
studies undertaken in the European countries 
of NATO, or the sum of $2,00 for studies 
undertaken in Canada or the United States of 

Research fellowah.ps: Granted to special-
ists for a period of several months. The win-
ners of this second category of awards will 
receive a sum of 200,000 french francs per 
month (or the equivalent). 

In addition, travelling expenses for the 
winning applicantà will be  raid  by NATO. 

The scholarships and fellowships which this 
programme. is intended to encourage must deal 
with historic ,  political, constitutional, 
juridical, social, cultural, linguistic, 
economic or strategic problems of the coun-
tries of the North Atlantic Alliance. These 
studLes must illustrate the common heritage ,  
as well as the future development of the mem-
ber countries considered as a community. 
Another aim of this . programme of aWards is to 
strengthen the transatlantic ties of the al-
liance, 

Nations of member countries of NATO are 
eligible to 'apply for the awards and must 
spend their time on study in one or more of 
the NATO countries, Winners of the aWards will 
be announced an April 4, 1957, the eighth an-
niversary of NATO.  

The selection committee includes: Mr. L.D. 
Wilgress, permanent representative of Canada 
to the North Atlantic Council, Chairman; Dr. 
James B. Canant,  U.S.  Ambassador to the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany and formerly Presi 
dent of Harvard University; Mr Robert Mar. 
John,  Professor at Nancy  University and form-
-erly Secretary General of the Organization for 
European Economic Co-operation; Dr. Alberto 
Tarchiani, formerly Italian Ambassador to the 
United States and Rt. Hon , H, U. Willink, 
Maxter of Magdalene Cellege, Cambridge, and 
.formerly Viet-Chancellor of Cambridge Uhiver-
isity. 

* * * * 	• 

DIUMMATED NEAT:  A new  vacuum  freeze-dry-
ing process for meats, developed by two Et.• 
fence Research  Board  scientists and a team of 
food technologists at DownsView, Ontario, 
promises te make possible large scale commer. 
cial production of.tasty dehydrated meat items 
for the services. The development is likely 
to prove beneficial as well to civilians both 
in urban and isolated areas for home and out-
door use. 

While freeze-drying methods of dehydrating 
!meats have been known for some time, the 
'technique developed by Doctors Cerl Brynko and 
W.R. Smithies of the Etfence Research Medical 
Laboratories (DEMO ,  reduces dryihg timeg, 
provides rapid and'uniform dehydration to a 
very low moisture level and permits processing 
of large pieces of meat. In addition, neither_ 
the:drying rate nor the quality of the product 
is affected seriously by the grain of the 
meat, a 'real problem with current dehydration 
methods,' - 

Beef roasts and steaks, pork chops, chicken 
and fish have been dried. The scientists re-
port the results have . proved to be of particu-
larly high quality and acceptability after 
rehydration (the addition of water) and cook-
ing. 

*00*  

JOINING SQUADRON  The third of Canada 's 
 new anti-submarine destroyer escorts, HMCS 

Ottawa, will be commissioned on Saturday, 
November 10, in Montreal. 

Shortly after commissioning, the Ottawa 
will sail for Halifax to join company with her 
sister-ships, the St. Laurent and Assiniboine, 
in the Third Canadian Escort Squadron The 
St. Laurent was commissioned on October 29, 
1955, and the Assiniboine last August 16. 
Eleven more of the anti-submarine destroyer 
escorts are in various stages of construction. 

The Ottawa is the second to be fully fitted 
out with Canadian-built equipment. First of 
the class, the St. Laurent, has British-built 
boilers and turbines. Both the Assiniboine and 
the Ottawa have propulsion machinery of Cana-
dian manufacture. Now that Canadian industry 
is equipped for the manufacture of these 
boilers and turbines, all sUbsequent vessels 
of the class will have Canadian-built propul-
sion machinery, 
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CHALLENGE TO FOREST RESOURCES 

Canadas  forest industries, now responsible 
for the livelihood of more than a million 
people ;  are called upon to finish an ever 
greater annual harvest to satisfy the needs 
created by the growth of the Cànadian popula-
tion and the  expansion of foreign markets. 

Having made this statement to members of 
the Canadian Institute of Forestry meeting at 
Chicoutimi, Quebec, ehis month, the Hon. Jean 
Lesage. Minister of Northern Affairs and 
National Resources, went on to speak of the 
efforts of government and industry to find out 
the extent of Canada 's forest resources and 
the best and most practical means of keeping 

dhem in a constantly productive condition. 

FEDERAL INTEREST WIDE 

Mr .Lesage pointed out that more than 90 
per cent of the provincial forest land remains 
the property of the Crown in the right of  the  
provinces and is administered by the provinc-
es. Until 1930  the Federal Government admin-
istered some 21,000.000 acres in National 
forests.. These areas reverted to the four 
western provinces with the transfer of natural 
resources from federal to provincial control. 
Federal jurisdiction over forest lands within 
provincial boundaries is now confined, the 
Minister said, to  the  relatively mnall areas 
of national parks,  Indien and military re-
serves, and forest experiment stations. In 
addition, federal administration continues in 
the Yukon and Northwest Territories. "Yet 
federal interest in aIl aspects of forestry is 
very great", Mr..Lesage said. "This is so 
because of the very high importance of our 
forests to our national welfare. The impact of 
forestry on our economy is not merely local, 
neither does it take account of provincial 
boundaries. Oh the contrary, it permeates our 
economy and its effects are apparent both at 
home and in our export trade. Thus, on a na-
tional basis, and without interfering with 
provincial rights, it becomes incumbent on the 
federal administration to promote the continu-
ed welfare of the forest estate on which the 
Canadian economy is so dependent." 

The Minister stated that the role of the 
Federal Government in forestry is the proper 
administration of the forested areas over 
which it has jurisdiction, and co-operation 
with the provinces primarily through the con-
duct of research and investigations into the 
many phases of forestry and the utilization of 
forest products 

Recalling the passing of the Canada  Fbrest-
ry Act, in 1949, which empowered the Federal 
Government to grant financial assistance to 
the province in certain fields of forestry, 
Mr. Lesage said that the first problem tackled 
was that of determining the extent and nature 

III of forest resources. To this end agreements 
were negotiated with most provinces for the  

carrying out of forest inventory surveys.. 
Fifty per cent of the cost of these surveys 
has been contributed by the Federal Govern-
ment..Eb, and large, this phase of assistance 
is reaching the care and maintenance basis. 

"Through this federal provincial co-opera-
tion, we shalLsoon have a record of the ex-
tent and nature of all our forested areas far 
superior to anything we have had previously," 
Mr. Lesage said. nSuch a detailed record of 
our resources will enable all of us to plan 
for present operations and future developments 
of our forest-based industries with reason-
able certainty that there will be available-- 
barring unforeseen calamities—sufficient raw 
material fôr their continued long-term opera-
tion. 

Reforestation of vacant crown lands and the  
establishment of new forest tree nurseries are 
other fields where federal contributions of 
some  2) per cent of total costs have been paid 
and will continue to be offered to provincial 
administrations, the Minister stated. These 
reforestation measures will increase the 
potential annua l  harvest of trees and help 
assure adequate forests to supply our future 
needs.. 

Continuing, the Minister said: 
"But it is not enough to know what is the 

quantity of available timber..lt:is not enough 
•to do some reforestation of unoccupied Crown 
lands..Steps must be taken to preserve the 
future heritage of wood. Che of the greatest 
afflictions of forests is fire. 

OFFER TO PROVINCES 

"Aècordingly, 'should the provinces so 
desire, the Federal Government has offered to 
enter into agreements with  the  provinces  for  
the purpose of providing a modest amount of 
capital assets to the provinces in order to 
enable them to control fires. All provinces 
could , benefit from such financial aid. Though 
the agreements would be with the provinces, 
account would be taken of the  various systems 
prevailing in the province to control fire In 
order to achieve something concrete in the 
field of forest protection, ahould a majority 
of the provinces so desire, would be very 
happy indeed if the Deputy Ministers or Chief 
Foresters of the various provinces--as was 
suggested to me at Winnipeg—should meet in 
Ottawa on NOvember 14 to consider how to best 
work out the details of the proffered finan-
cial assistance. 

wlhere is much more, however, to  the  Feder-
al GOvernment's interest in forestry than the 
financial contributions it makes to projects 
carried out under provincial jurisdiction. In 
fact, research is one of the main functions of 
the Forestry Branch of my Department. Six 
field districts, five forest experiment sta-
tions, and two Forest Products Laboratories, 
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well staffed with scientific and research 
personnel, have contributed a very large fund 
of knowledge to the sciences of forestry and 
forest utilization. Research work is carefully 
planned and systematically carried out. Con-
stant thought is given to present and future 
industrial needs. Thus, basic and applied 
research are included in the programmes, so 
that, while constantly increasing the volume 
of fundamental knowledge, a considerable pro-
portion of the research work provides data and 
information of immediate and practical benefit 
to provincial administrators and to industrial 
operations and development. 

"Research in silviculture and management is 
developing and demonstrating forest practices 
which can assure the maintenance of higli pro-
duction levels from Canadian forests. Follow-
ing cutting or fire, regeneration of the 
forest is of vital importance in any programme 
of forest management. Many studies are direct-
ed toward . the solution of these Complex pro-
blems. Close liaison with the pulp and paper 
and sawmilling industries is maintained on the 
applied aspects of such work, and a number of 
co-operative projects concerned with improved 
cutting methods, seedbed preparation, and so 
forth, are in progress. 

INDUSTRY ACTIVE 

"The forestry industry itself has given 
increased attention to sustained yield forest 
management. This initiative has created a 
vigorous demand for better information regard-
ing the present and future productive capacity 
of forest land. To supply this need, forest 
site classification work and studies of growth 
and yield are in hand. Much of this work ié 
done on a co-operative basis with pulp and 
paper companies. For several areas, ranging in 
eize Lon 40 to 1000 equare miles, plans have 
Leen prRpared of sustained yield management in 
t:n-operation with companies and provincial 
government in order to demonstrate the practi-
cal  application of  forestry principlesdevelop-
ed through  research and experience. 

"Other important lines of forest research 
carried on by the Forestry Branch concern im-
provement of fdrest survey and inventory 
techniques, forest fire protection and forest 
economics, 

"I need hardly add that a good deal of the 
planning of research is done through the vari-
ous committees which have been set up by in-
dustry, government agencies, and research 
councils across Canada. 

"A. good effort is made to supply present 
needs and to foresee future requirements. I 
firmly believe that in the light of specific 
and accurate knowledge, private enterprise 
will accept the challenge of adopting or 

creating new plans of organized forest manage-
ment. For these plans will become a necessity 
if  Canada--with its Narthern forests,  and the 
greater demands being put upon them*-is to 
compete effectively with other areas of the  

world.  I  further believe that.this can be done 
with efficiency and with a minimum of disturb 
ance. 

erhere is growing recognition that the 
forester?s field of influnece extends far 
beyond the forests themselves. In fact, the 
end results of forestry operations are to be 
found in the vast network of our forest in-
dustries. Equally important to good forestry 
is the need for utilization practices that 
will always, assure economic ànd advantageous 
conversion of the wood material extracted from 
our forests. 

"As in other fields, the effective utiliza-
tion of wood must continue terest on accurate 
knowledge  of the  wood substance itself and 
upon the development of processes suitable to 
the production intended. Cnly.in this way can 
we avoid unwarranted waste in the production 
of the near endless variety of goods based on 
wood which are necessary to the daily needs of 
our population. 

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORIES 

"For more.than 40 years.  the Forest Products 
Laboratories of Canada, e eivision of the 
Forestry Branch of my BoSpariment, have carried 
out research aimed at securing the essential 
data related to the properties and uses of 
wood. Laboratoriee at Ottawa and Vancouver 
have amassed a most important record of in-
formation on all characteristics of all Cana-
dian commerical timbers. bkimerous studies have 
helped to determine the suitability of species 
of lesser importance for specific uses. The 
work  of the  Laboratories has also extended to 
many fields of wood uses. Studies in co-
operation with industry will help to improve 
conversion practices, eliminate or reduce 
waste and, generally, to.determine.practices 
which can bring about more efficient utiliza-
tion. So important is this work that the 
Federal Government is now building two new 
laboratories (in Vancouver and Ottawa) to 
promote more effectively the work being car-
ried on there. 

"The results of research by the Forestry 
Branch have been piiblished on most subjects. 
These publications, which are widely available 
to industry,  and others interested in forestry, 
ccnstitute a proud and valuable record. 

"Research in pulp and paper is carried out 
by a joint industrial-educational-government 
enterprise--the Pulp and Piper  .Research In-
stitute of Canada. Though not directly con-
cerned with the day to day management of the 
Institute the Federal Cevernment until recent-
ly provided an annual financial grant towards 
its operation and maintenance. In order to 
make a substantial contribution for the next 
generation or so, the Federal Gevernment de-
cided to build still another new laboratory 
building--at the cost of 2.25 million dol-
lars--at Pointe Claire for the Pap and Paper 
Research Institute. 
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"Although I am proud of the Federal Govern-
ment's research record, I recognize that much 
more remains to be done. I am aware, also, 
that as science progresses there are bound to 
be new and perhaps phenomenal developments. To 
maintain a position of ascendancy in forest 
production we must not lag behind others in 
progressive development. This necessarily 
involves the need for increased efforts and 
expansion in the fields of research. To these 
ends, and to provide adequate space and facil-
ities still another laboratory is nearing com-
pletion at the Petawawa Forest Experiment 
Station 

"It would be wrong not to emphasize that 
the Federal Government's contribution to the 
fields of forestry and forest utilization  ex 
tends  beyond the work carried out in my De-
partment. The Science Service of the Federal 
Department of Agriculture carries out an im-
portant programme of research aimed at lessen-
ing and, if possible, eliminating insects and. 
d-seases which have caused, and are still 
causing heavy losses in our timbered areas. 
All of you are doubtless aware of the import-
ance and high quality of this work and these 
few words cannot adequately describe it. 

"The Foreign Trade Services of the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce have long devoted 
much attention and time to making known the 
value and qualities of Canadian forest pro-
ducts,  Publications,  prepared in co-operation 
with my Department, continue to be widely 
distributed in large volume. The monthly Tkade 
Reports furnish information on demand in 
foreLgn markets and generally the Trade Ser-
vice is active in furthering the interest of 
Canadian producers. 

mNell, MW Chairman, this may sound to many 
of you as an apologia for what the Fedefal 
Government -s doing in the field of forestry! 
In a sense it is and in another, it is  flot. 
I honestly believe that the Federal Government 
does not need to 'defend'  or  'apologize' for 
what it is doing in this field. I do believe, 
however, that the very substantial, steady  and 

 continuous support which the Federal Govern-
ment has given to protect, develop and utilize 
the forest resources of Canada  has not always 
been fully understood or, indeed, appreciated. 
And those who have not always understood our 
aims are occasionally to be found among pro-
fessional foresters_ 

"May  I suggest that if the Cànadian Insti-
tute of Forestry.which obviously contains the 
cream of the forestry profession .-were able to 
formulate an articulated programme for the 
development and use of our forest resources 
which respected the facts of forestry and the 
pract-cal realities in the various regions of 
Canada, they would be doing  Canada a service 
of first importance .  You may rest assured, Mk. 
Chairman, that if a plan were so formulated, 
the Institute .and indeed the industry and the 
provinces will find that the Federal Govern-
ment with public support is not only a good 
ccnservationist but also a not unco- operative 
or ungenerous one!" 

NEW AIR TERMINAL:  Transport Minister George 
C. Marler has announced that public tenders 
have been called for the construction of a new 
Air Terminal Building at Torbay Airport, St 
John's, Newfoundland, to provide extensive up-
to-date passenger facilities The building is 
expected to be completed late in 1957« 

Mk. Marier said that construction is ex-
pected to begin at an early date, depending on 
the availability of structural steel. He said 
the new building would be located immediately 
west of the present terminal building and a 
new aircraft apron and a car parking area 
would be developed in conjunction with the 
project. The existing building would, he said, 
be modified to permit expansion of Department 
of Transport offices including meteorological 
and telecommunication facilities. 

The building has been planned so that out. 
ward-bound passengers in proceeding to their 
aircraft will not have to cross the path of 
incoming passengers proceeding to claim their 
baggage near the exit. The rectangular plan 
provides for the entry of outward. bound pas-
sengers on the easterly side through which 
they will proceed to the airlines ticket 
counter on one side with adequate washrooms, a 
nursery and concessions conveniently located 
on the other. Deplaning passengers will be 
able to claim their baggage at a point near 
the exit doors on the main side, to which it 
will be conveyed mechanically after entering 
the building from the aircraft. Cànopies will 
extend to the edge of the roadway at both main 
and side doorways permitting outwarcl.;.-and 
inward-bound passengers to enter ani leave the 
building under cover. 

* *  e  g: 

FOR ROYAL FLOCK:  Her Majesty's flock of 
Canadian-born trumpeter swans will soon be 
increased by two cygnets, the Cànadian Wild-
life Service of the Resources Department has 
announced. 

The young swans, both female, will join the 
rest of the royal flock at the Severn Wildfowl 
Trust in Gloucestershire, England, after a 
journey of approximately5,600air miles begin-
ning at the swans' breeding grounds in the 
Grande Prairie area of Alberta. 

Resources Minister jean Lesage, in a letter 
addressed to His Excellency . the Governor 
General, has requested Mr Massey to inform 
Her Majesty of the addition to her royal 
flock. When the original gift was made in 1952 
only five cygnets, three males and two females, 
could be captured and one female has since 
died. The present gift brings the flock to 
three-family strength. 

The trumpeter swan whose blaring call is-
sues strangely from so graceful and majestic a 
bird may attain a wing-spread of eight feet 
and live as long as fifteen or twenty years. 
The Cànadian trumpeters have settled down well 
in their English home. 
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WEWHEMBERSIheHôn. - Paul Martin, Minister 
of National Wealth-and WeLfire, has announced 
the appointment of three membersito the Medi-
cal Council of Canada--Dr..Neil Macdonald, 
Windsor, Ontario; - Dr..Leon Guerin.Lajoie, 
Montreal, gebec;.and.Dr.:JosePh E. Josephson 
of St. John's, Newfoundland..The appointments 
are for a term of four years to take effect 
from Nover1er 7, 1956. 

The Medical Council of Canada is a  Statu-  
tory body authorized under Section 7 of-the 

!Canada Medical Act Which was passed in 1911.. 
lis-purpose is.to promote the establishment of 
uniform qualifications for the practice of 
medicine that will.be recognized in all:ten 
provinces.-It!also-advises on medical examina-
tion qualifications and maintains a medical 
register of all practitioners to Whom certif 
icates.have been granted.. 

Medical , schools. are in existence in all 
provinces  of -Canada  with the exception of 
Prince.Edward Island, Nàwfoundland and New 
Brunswick..While these séhoola grant degrees 
in medicine, medical graduates are required, 
as a condition.to practising medicine in any 
provihce ,  to pass an examination set by the 
Medical Council of Canada. Additionnaly., 
the Càuncil endeavours, through.the mèdical 
schools, to bring about an increased degree of 
uniformity in curricula . in the various teach-
ing  institutions. 

The Council is composed of two members•fôr 
. each province representing the provincial 
licensing body, one member from each univer-
sity or incorporated medical school, thtee 
members representing the homeopathic practi, 
tioners in  Canada, and three members.appointed 
by the Covernor-in-Council.. 

'0  I..  * 0 

OVERSEAS:SCHOOLS:  School .registration for 
children of Canadian troops in Germany has 
reache.d the 2,052 mark, a record since Cana-
dian Army dependents' séhools opened in . Europe 
more tban.two years.ago. 

The figure was given by  Dr. jean V. Martin 
of MOntreal.-supervising principal of the five 
schools operating for children of the 2nd 
Canadien Ihfintry Brigade Group. The figure 
represents an increase.of almost 400 over last 
year's enrolhent of 1,664.. - 

This year a total of 75 . classrooms are 
operating in four schools'in.the 2nd Brigade 
area in Germealy•as.well!as another.five class-
rooms at Antwerp. Belgium, where the admini-
strative element of the Cenadian NATO Forma-
tion is stationed.. 

A total.of 93 civilians make up the teach-
ing staff . in-the five schools . this year,.an 
increase of 22 over list term-. 

Of the 2,000 éhildren, about half attend 
Grades one to.four. - Wall. there are 13:Grades 
one.-Another 300 Children are in grades five 
to eiàht and 132 are in the hiàher brickets of 
Grades nine to thirteen:, 

AGAINSTIM, 'POLLUTION:  1 The  Department of 
.Transport is giving consideration- to making 
regulations to prevent oil polliation of Cana-
dian waters by ships. The action follows a 
recent amendment to the Canada Shipping Act 
concerning this problem.which has been under 
study by the Department in both its domestic 
and international aspects. 

The proposed regulations will.prohibit the 
discharge of waste oil from ships into both 
coastal and inland.waters of-Canada and pro-
vide penalties of a fine or imprisonment, or 
both, in cases of violations. Also included in 
the amendment is the power to implement an in-
ternational convention for the prevention of 
the pollution  of the hiàh seas.by  oil When the 
required number of countries have accepted it. 

Last year an investigation was conducted by. 
the Department of Transport on oil p011ution 
of the Cenadian shores of the Great Lakes sys-
tem ftom ships. The report noted, "There is 
need for concerted action on the part of the 
governments of Clhada and the'Uhited'States to 
protect the'Cieat Lakes'System from further 
oil pollution from ihips. Ships, sailing the 
Great Lakes,-cross.the International Boundary 
during a voyage, and legislation, to be effec-
tive, must cover all of the navigable:waters." 

The Department's. study of this situation 
resulted in recommendations which.from the 
basis of the regulatory measures presently un •
der consideration. Among others, investigation 
is being.made into the development of oily 

.water separators to be fitted on ships so 
that they may be in a position-to separate 
polluting oil from their ballast water.before 
diséharging it overboard. Uhder.consideration, 
too, is the establishment of reception facili-

.ties•in certain.Cenadian ports for waste oil 
from ships. 

Notices have been sent to pilot stations in 
Canada for delivery to incoming ships advising 
them concerning the dumping of oil or oil-con-
taminated water within territorial-limits.. 

-On un international scale, the Canedian 
government was.represented by a Department of 
Transport delegate at the London, England con-
ference Which produced thelâternational Con-
vention for  the -Prevention of the Pollutien of 
Sea.by Ce, 1954...Delegations froM•32 countries 
and  observers from ten were present.. 

The convention sets out zones on the high 
seas into.WhiCh the pumping of waste oils,from 

.ships shall be prohibited. . A basic zone 50 
miles wide off the shores of all . signatory 
countries waseet up and extended considerably 
more off the  Shores of Great  Britain into the 
North  Atlantic because of the serious pol-
lution threat to northern.European countries. 

Also included in the convention is the 
carrying by ships of an oil pumping record 
book to assist preventive officers in their 
work..The acceptance and enforcement of the 
convention will be the first international ac-
tion towards dealing with oil pollution on the 
high seas. 
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GRANTED LICENCE!  .The federal health depart-
ment has granted a licence to the Eli Lilly 
Company of Indianapolis to distribute Salk 
vaccine in Canada. The Minister indicated 
ehat, in accordance with established practice, 
the inspection of the manufacturer s plant had 
been carried out and samples subjected to ex-
tensive tests for safety and potency at the 
federal_ Laboratory of Hygiene. These tests are 
identical with those carried out for Canadian-
produced vaccine. In all respects the manu-
facturer s premises and the vaccine samples 
had been found completely satisfactory.. 

Mr. Martin indicated that this commercial ,  
ly-manufactured vaccine would be distributed 
through usual commercial channels and would 
no doubt be available to private physicians 
for general use as in the case of other im-
munizing agents.. 

The health department, Mr Martin emphasiz-
ed, would continue, in co-operation with the 
provinces to provide vaccine under the NIS-
'tional Health Programme for the immunization 
of Children in age groups selected by provin-
cial authorities .Vaccine used in the combined 
government programme has been manufactured at 
the Connaught Medical  Research  Laboratories in 
Toronto, which has already.resumed its Ship-
ments to the provinces..It is expected that 
the Institute of Microbiology at the Univer-
sity of Montreal would shortly be in produc-
tion • 

In announcing the licensing of the com-
mercially-produced vaccine and the continua-
tion of the government immunization programme, 
Mr .  Martin stressed.that all'vaccine used in 
Canada from any source would continue to be 
subjected to the most rigid testing procedur. 
es...This broadening of the  supply picture, Mr,- 
Martin  said  represents another step forward 
in the planned pzogramme for the immunization 
of all those who may wish to receive this 
valuable protection, either under the govern-
ment sponsored programme or from their private 
physicians 

* a * 

CNRISTMAS'TREES!  In the next few weeks car 
loads of Christmas trees will begin rolling 
across the United States border—the first 
stage on their journey from Canadian forests 
to thousands of American homes. In an article 
prepared for the Department of liade and  Corn
merce publication Foreign Trade, Assistant 
Trade Commissioner :  D.M W. Hummel-points out 
that last year Canada exported 12 9 million 
Christmas trees worth $5 9 million -and 12 8 
million worth $5 8 million were sold to the 
United States • 

Last year about 2 25 million of these trees 
were unloaded at Chicago s Christmas Tree 
Track, a unique market. As many more were 
probably either received at Chicago and ship 
ped on to other cities as far apart as Detroit 
and San on . o, or were sold by Chicago 
wholesalers for diiect delivery to widely  

scattered points, particularly in the South 
and Southwest .  Of the 400 cars of Christmas 
trees-unloaded in Chicago during the 1955 
season, 382 came from Canada. 

Over 95 per cent of the Canadian trees 
unloaded at Chicago in 1955 . came from the 
Maritimes. QUebec and Ontario; about 5 per 
cent were from British Columbia. Each year, 
shortly•before  the  cutting season starts ,  re-
presentatives of the larger wholesalers go 
into the producing areas carrying cash and 
supplies of binder twine to tie up the tree 
bundles--and often their own labelÉ, which are 
attached to  the  trees after cutting. lh Canada 
.they contract with local  middle-men for the 
cutting, bundling and delivery of trees to 
rail cars. Often they are on hand during cut-
ting and to ensure that  the  trees are of the 
promised type, quality and size .  

A large dealer often purchases a substan-
tial number of carloads, On his return to 
Chicago and well in advance of shipping. he 
sells . many of these at wholesale throughout 
the  country, frequently through his melon and 
grape business connection Other cars are sold 
.well in advance of arrival to chain stores, 
mail order firms with retail outlets. furni-
ture chains and others. It is the custom of 
large retail houses to give the trees away or 
to sell them very cheaply to customers who 
purchase goods worth perhaps ten dollars or 
more. 

Trees sold'in bulk in this way often go for 
cost or a moderate profit. Their value to the 
Chicago wholesaler is that they allow him to 
make much larger and more advantageous con 
tracts with Canadian suppliers,•Thus the unit 
cost of the remainder of the trees which are 
delivered to and unloaded at the Chicago 
Christmas Tree Track is lower and profit po s . 
sibilities greater- 

Most of the Canadian trees sold in and 
through Chicago are balsam fir ,  tied into 
bundles of up to six trees The newly popular 
Scots pine enjoys increasing demand but is 
considerably more expensive It is, however, 
ideal for "flocking", a process which involves 
spraying  the  tree with a white plastic coating 
resembling snow In spite of their price. 
flocked trees are becoming more popular 
particularly for store, window and institu-
tional decorations: 

The custom of using Christmas trees is 
well-established in the United States among 
people of all walks of Iife and national back-
grounds. With a growing population and limited 
domestic supplies, the demand for Canadian 
trees should continue to increase- The trade, 
however, is a hazardous one ,  dependent upon 
suitable weather at the right time for cutting 
and on prompt delivery •Members of the trade 
in Canada pay scrupulous attention to agreed 
Shipping dates because a tree arriving only a 
day or.two before Christmas is worthless. It 
is, in fact, a liability because it must be 
unloaded and_burned. 
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TO DO "HAMLET":  A.M. Bell, President of 
the Board of Governors of the Stratford, 
Ontario, Festival has announced that a ten 
week schedule has been planned for the 1957 
Canadian Shakespearean season. The running 
dates will be July 1 to September 7. The pro-
ductions will take place in the Stratford 
Festival's new permanent theatre, now under 
construction on the site of the former  theatre-
tent. Mr. Bell said that while the build-
ing will not be entirely completed by the sum-
mer season, the stage and auditorium, includ-
ing the balcony, will be fully finished to 
provide better conditions for the 2,150 member 
audience. 

Wk. Bell said that three Shakespearean pro 
ductions are planned. TWo of these are not yet 
finalized, but the third will be "Hamlet" with 
Christopher Plummer, young Canadian actor, who 
last season played the lead in the Festival 
production of "Henry V", in the title role. 
Tyrone Guthrie, co-founder of the Canadian 
Festival who is currently in New York direct-
ing the musical version of Voltaireb "Candide" 
will direct one play. Michael Langham will 
direct the other two productions. 

Tanya Moiseiwitsch, British designer who 
has been at  Stratford, Ontario,  for the last 
four seasons will  design  two of the produc-
tions, with a guest designer from the United 
Kingdom designing the third. 

Cs * Cs * 
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THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PROJECT 

- Progress Report - 

Like a door flung wide in welcome to the 
Seaway that is to be, the massive concrete 
bulk of the new Iroquois Lock approach wall 
shines white in the sun tothe gaze of captains 
guiding their freighters down the St. Lawrence 
from the Great Lakes, these days of late 
summer. 

The high, long structure, part of the most 
westerly of seven locks being built on the St. 
Lawrence Seaway, is still beyond the reach of 
ships now passing through the Galop Canal or 
by the swift channel around Iroquois Point. 
But its rapid rise is symbolic of the pace of 
construction on the Seaway and Power Project 
as the work progresses into the second half 
of the five-year schedule. 

The Hnn. Lionel Chevrier, President of The 
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, describes the 
Iroquois Point work, the rise of the concrete 
at St. Lambert Lock and Cote Ste. Catherine  
Lock as indicating a new phase of Seaway con-
struction--the growth of structures. 

up to now the main work had been planning, 
design and excavation but now the major fea-
tures of the navigation facilities are taking 
form, he pointed out. 

Much excavation is still to be done. Miles 
of the channel in the shallow river-side.and 
overland in the Lachine Section have still to 
be excavated. Dredging of the Seaway entrance 
at Montreal Harbour and of the channel in  

reaches of Lakes St. Louis and St. Francis and 
elsewhere will continue for two more years. 

Miles of these channels have been excavated 
or dredged by now, however. Several minor  con 
tracts and one major one have been completed 
in the Lachine Section. Che of three dredging 
contracts in Lake St. Francis has been com-
pleted. Of the three contracts by which the 
Authority is enlarging part of the Welland 
Ship Canal to provide the Seaway depth of 27 
feet, one is completed. 

The work to be performed by The St. Law-
rence Seaway Authority, Mr. Chevrier pointed 
out, is most diverse and extends over a very 
considerable distance. 

The Authority must provide all the facili-
ties in the Lachine Section, 31 miles in ex-
tent; in the Soulanges Section, 16 miles in 
extent; in the Lake St. Francis Section, 29 
miles in extent; and in the Welland Section, 
27 miles in extent. (In the Wélland Section 
this entails deepening some 11 miles of the 
Welland Ship Canal to 27 feet from approxi-
mately 25 feet. And in the Soulanges Section, 
the Authority will use the Beauharnois Canal 
already in existence and in building two 
single locks for access to this canal.) 

It also has considerable work to do in the 
International Rapids Section (for example 
build.the Iroquois Lock). In this section the 
United States is building a canal and two 

(Over) 
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Locks and the major works for the production 
of hydro electric power are being built. 

Thus, the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
President stared, the Authority has work in 
progress over a distance of some 120 miles 
(from Montreal to Prescott) and then another 
27 ittles between Lake Ontario and Lake Erie. 

The Iroquois Lock is one of five which the 
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority is building. The 
contract for it is a large one. Valued at 
$6,470,000, it was awarded February Ll, 1955, 
and is  ro  be completed by November 30, 1957 , 
Some 6_600 feet in length, the contract re-
quires the excavation of about 4,500,000 cubic 
yards, or some 9,000,000 tons of material, 
mostly heavy glacial till. Over half of this 
part of the work has been completed, to which 
a gap:ng hole over a hundred feet wide, some 
thousands of feet long and 90 feet deep bears 
testimony 

In the deepest part of the excavation 
will be built the actual lock structure, over 
1,300 feet long and providing a lock to Seaway 
dimensions of 800 feet in length, 80 feet in 
width and with 30 feet over the lock sills. 

The downstream approach is the part that 
giant power-shovels, and 22 ton trucks are 
now labor.:ng to clear, working night and day, 
six days a week. 

Meanwhile the upper entrance wall to the 
lock grows longer and higher with every day. 
Build_ng this wall, the towering 275-ton 
gantry crane, aided by a smaller crane on 
treads, sw_ngs buckets of concrete weighing 
nearly ten tons at a time up from the trucks 
below which have brought the buckets of liquid 
concrete from the concrete mixing plant. 

This .s a white-t.owered structure built be. 
side the excava*:.on to provide the more than 
600,000 tons of concrete which will be.needed 
tn build the Iroquois Lock. A nearby quarry 
supplies the aggregate, stone which has been 
crushed to the requ)red sizes, and travels in 
an endless belt from the stockpiles to the 
hopper ar the top of the m;xing plant, Sand 
«ànd 
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are carefully weighed by machine and then tip 
ped ireo the concrete mixers located below in 
the tower. The mixers churn the ingredients 
together until the concrete Is ready and then 
ale turned up ro drop the mixture into the 
buckets carried by trucks which drive in below 
the tir..xers 

The trucks then carry the buckets down into 
the excavation to the foot ofthe gantry crane 
which lifts the buckets of concrete to pour 
the;..r contents into the forms for the wall. 

The upstream approach or entrance wall will 
extend over 3,000 feet when completed. Over 
hall of jt has been built to its final height 
of 47 feet now Six feet wide at the top it 
broadens gradually downto 34 feet at the foot. 
One of its functions will be to serve for 
mooring ships proceeding downstream and wait-
ing ro enter the Iroquois Lock 

Beaùharnois Locks 

At  Béauharnois, where the St. Lawrence Sea-
way Authority is building two locks for ac-
cess between Lake St. Louis and the navigation 
channel of the Beauharnois Power Canal, con-
tracts were awarded June 15 for the construc-
tion of the Uipper and Lower Beauharnois Locks. 
The work here is in the excavation stage. 
The lock-building also entails the construc , 

 tion of a downstream approach from Lake St. 
Louis as well as from the Beauharnois Canal, 
upstream. Meanwhile excavation for a fou r . 
lane highway tunnel under the site of the 
future Lower Beauharnois Lock is making good 
progress. 

Lachine Section  

The concrete work for two locks is rising 
in the Lachine Section, the St. Lawrence Sea-
way Authority President resumed. Here the 
Authority is building the Cote Ste. Catherine 
Lock and the St. Lambert Lock. 

The methods used to place the concrete at 
these locks are somewhat different from that 
at Iroquois Lock, and differ from each other. 
A constant feature at each lock site, however, 
is the high concrete mixing or "batching" 
plant, with its conveyor belts and piles of 
aggregate. 

At Cote Ste. Catherine Lock tall, slender 
gantries have buckets of approximately one 
cubic yard capacity, fixed  ro the end of 
cables suspended from their long booms. The 
trucks bring the concrete from the mixing 
plant, but it is then poured from the truck 
bodies into . the buckets, which are then lifted 
over the forms and the concrete placed. 

Awarded in August 1955, the contract for 
construction of the Cote Ste. Catherine Lock 
is valued at $7,107,480 and is to be com. 
pleted July 31, 1958 

The work here extends a distance of 10,- 
500 lineal feet and in addition to the lock 
and approaches, italso includes the excavation 
of a turning basin downstream from the lock, 
the construction of regulating works for the 
control of the water level of the upper reach 
of the canal and the formation of a reservoir 
pool upstream from the lock. 

Concrete work here calls for the use of 
some 1,750,000 bags of cernent, as well as 
quantities of other materials 

In addition ro  much excavation, the con-
tractor has placed the concrete for several of 
the monoliths, upon which the lock walls will 
be based, 

The lift to be provided by this lock which 
will overcome the major fall of water in the 
Lachine Rapids, will be 30 feet. 

St. Lambert Lock  

Some seven miles downstream the first lock 
of the Seaway is being built at St. Lambert, 
on the South Shore of the St. Lawrence, op - • 

2 	 (Continued on P. 7 )  
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LIBERALS RETURNED:  Premier Joseph Smallwood 
led his Liberal COvernment back to power in 
Newfoundland October 2 in the third provincial 
election since the Atlantic province joined 
confederation in 1949.. 

The Liberal party captueed 32 of the 36 
ridings, with the remaining 4 going to the 
Progressive Conservatives..Ih the last elec-
tion, held in 2951, the Liberals won 23 seats 
and the Progressive Conservatives 5..Eight 
seats were added to the provincial house in a 
1955 redistribution. 

* 
NATO VISITOR:  General Giuseppe Mancinelli, 
Chairman of the Ikalian Chiefs of Staff and 
Chairman of the Military Committee of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization for 1956, 
today ended a brief tour of Eastern Canada. 

General Mancinelli and his party arrived at 
Uplands airport via RCAF aircraft on Cttober 
4 and were welcomed by the Chairman, Chiefs 
of Staff Committee, General Charles Foulkes, 
and His Excellency Sergio Fenoaltea, Italian 
Ambassador to Canada. The General then in-
spected a 50-man Tri-Service Guard of Hénour. 
commanded by Capt..Y.D..Morton..The Black 
Watch (Royal Highland Regiment) of Canada.. 

During his tour, General Mancinelli held 
meetings with the Minister of National Defence 
and the Chiefs of Staff, visited defence es-
tablishments m  Ottawa, Kingston, and Barrie-
field, Ontario, and viewed Che work being done 
on the  St. -Lawrence  Seaway Project.. 

* * * * 

JOINT MEETING:  The fifth meeting of the jbint 
United States - Canada Civil Defence Committee 
will be held at the U.S..Federal Civil Defence 
Administration headquarters in Battle Creek, 
Mich.; on October  18.-19. The lion. Paul Martin,. 
Minister of National Health and Welfare and 
chairman of the Cànadian committee, will head 
a group of six senior Civil Defence and de-
partmental officials taking part in the two- 

sess....on..Governor Val Peterson, Adminis-
trator for Federal Civil Defence in the  United  
States, will be co-chairman of the meeting. -  

The two-nation committee was established in 
1951 and is the sounding-board for joint Civil 
Defence planning and operation between the two 
countries.:Ih the intervals between committee 
meetings, joint working groups provide a day-
to-day resource for co-operative Civil Defence 
efforts of Canada and the United States.:The 
working groups include such Civil Defence 
phases as medical and special weapons defence, 
welfare, training and education, legal, warn-
ing and communications, transportation, emer-
gency operations, public information and 
evacuation planning. 

Besides Mr.:Martin, the Cànadian Committee 
members who will be attending  the meeting will 
be Dr.-C.F.:Davidson, Deputy Minister of 
National Welfare; F.F. Worthington,.Federal 

Civil Defence Co-ordinator; j.H...:Cleveland, 
American Division Department of External 
Affairs; R.E..Curran, legal adviser, and  M.P.  
Cawdron, Canadian Executive Secretary to the 
jOint Committee. 

Ch the second day of the meeting, Lewis,E.. 
Strauss, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, will speak on certain aspects of ra-
diological hazards in the event of an atomic 
attack on Che North American continent.:Other 
U.S.:officials who will be participating in 
the session will include Lt....General C.P.: 
Cabell, Deputy Director of the Central linen-
igence Agency, and Major-General Norris B.: 
Hàrbold, Vice-Commander o.f the Air Defence 
Command. 

Canadian government officials who will be 
present at the meeting to discuss various pro-
blems in continental defence will include Air 
Vice Marihal L.E..Wray, General Officer Com-
manding Air Defence Command, who will address 
the jbint Committee on "Air Defence  in Canada",  
and R.P.:Bryce, Clerk of the Privy Council, 
who will speak on "The Role of Civil Defence 
in Civil EMergency Planning. 

The last meeting of the Committee was held 
on jùly 8, 1955, in Ottawa. 

* * * * 

AID TO NAVIGATION!  Henry  Hudson  would have 
fared much better in the Canadian Arctic had 
he had at his disposal the convenient aids 
to navigation carried by HMCS Labrador, Arctic 
patrol ship engaged in extensive survey of 
little known waterways of the Eastern Arctic 
dueing her support of DEW Line operations. 

Che of these aids is a microwave position 
fixing system developed for hydrographie work 
by Che National Research Ceuncil..It has been 
simplified for use in the Labrador as a homing 
device for the ship's boats, which often find 
dhemselves out of sight of the ship, either 
because of ice or dense fog. 

Apparatus on board ship consists of a 
microwave transmitter erected on the heli-
copter deck and radiating continuously over a 
wide sector.:Each boat has a portable receiver 
which, when pointed in the direction of the 
ship's transmitter, emits a clearly audible 
buzz..This immediately discloses the bearing 
of the unseen ship to the boat's crew, who are 
then able to steer back with confidence.- 

The Labrador, since her arrival in the Far 
Worth in Paly, has completed an extensive 
oceanographic survey of Hudson Strait and Foxe 
Basin, and a hydrographic survey of a number 
of previously uncharted harbours for use as 
unloading points for supply vessels engaged 
in Ea' Line logistics..She also printed charts 
for these vessels and convoyed them safely 
through the ice to their unloading destina-
tions.:The Labrador is now exploring hitherto 
untravelled Arctic waterways in search of a 
practical shipping route through the North-
west Passage. 
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RICHES OF THE SEA 

Canada's total catch of fish during the 
f.s.rst six months of 1956 amounted to 893 
million pounds and was valued at 35 million 
dollars. This means, according to Trade News, 
published by the Department of Fisheries, that 
Canadian fishermen earned 40 per cent more 
than their postwar average and 25 per cent 
more than in the same period last year.. 

In the period of January to August 31, fish 
landed in British Columbia totalled 369 mil-
lion pounde, in the Maritimes and Quebec, 350 
m.glion, and in Newfoundland, 169 million. 

In the first three months of 1956 landings 
of Pacific herring and Atlantic haddock sur-
passed all previous winter experience; and the 
heaviest run of sardines in 10 years appeared 
in the Bay of Fundy. During the second quarter 
each of these three fisheries increased its 
lead over last year and the catch of some 
other fish also was heavier. 

PACIFIC FISHER/ES 

When - British ColUmbia'à winter.herring 
fl.shery ended in March, the catch was 200 mil-
li on pounds and three million dollars ahead 
of last year. Diaring the second quarter of the 
year, halibut fishing was the main activity. 
The catch was of about the same proportions as 
last year but, because of much higher prices, 
was more valuable by over a million dollars. 
At the same time, the troll fishery for spring 
salmon produced two million pounds more than 
last year and, at higher prices, earned the 
fisherman $600,000 more. A lively market for 
packaged frozen fillets created a good demand 
for sole and ling cod and the catch of these 
species was two million pounds ahead of last 
year. Demand for scrapfish for mink feed, 
which almost doubled last year, took another 
spurt this year with the introduction of a new 
distribution method. The fish, largely turbot 
and red snapper, shipped whole, is now con-
veniently packaged in fifty-pound bags. Land-
ings were four million pounds heavier than in 
the first half of last year. Then in June a 
summer herring fishery developed (there was 
none last year) and produced a catch of six 
million pounds. 

After offsetting a drop ih the shellfish 
catch caused by windy weather and scarcity of 
some species, these developments caused an 
increase over last year of 211 million pounds 
and about five million dollars. 

ATLANTIC FISHERIES 

Ch the Atlantic coast there was an extraor-
dlnary abundance of haddock and a record catch 
was landed. Sardines were more plentiful in 
the Bay of Fundy from mid-January to mid-
February than at any other time since the war. 
Lobster prices established all-time records. 
The Newfoundland cod catch, rather disappoint-
ing up to June, forged ahead of last year dur- 

ing that month. Encouraged by high prices on 
the New York market, Nova Scotia fishermen 
landed ehebiggest halibutcatch in five years. 
Altogether, although flatfish, herring and 
pollock were less plentiful than last year and 
the smelt fishery was a failure,Atlantïcland-
ings were 12 million pounds heavier than in 
the fire half of 1955 and the increase in 
fishermen's income amounted to $1,700,000, 
or eight per cent. 

Different areas contributed unevenly to 
this result. New Brunswick's sardine catch 
and Nova Scotia's haddock and halibut con-
tributed significantly to the increase in 
quantity and their lobsters made up about one 
third of the increase in value. The spring 
herring catch in the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
showed as a large debit, especiaqyin Qambec's 
figures, when compared with the record land-
ings of last year; but was only about seven 
per cent smaller than in other postwar years. 
Newfoundland's unprecedented catch of 48 mil-
lion pounds of haddock, together with the sud-
den improvement in its cod trap fishery in 
June, made this province the greatest con-
tributor to the overall increase in landings, 

Cod  Catch Up 

Newfotindland fishermen caught 169 million 
pounds altogether, valued at nearly fivemil-
lion dollars. Chief components were 80 mil-
lion pounds of.cod, the 48 million pounds of 
haddock and about 10 million each of small 
flounders, herring and caplin. The lobster 
catch placed third in terms of value, however, 
although it was down 22 per cent from last 
year and totalledonlyabout 3% million pounds. 
Landed values were $1,700,000 for cod, $1,300, 
000 for haddock and nearly $1,000,000 for lob-
ster. The increase in the cod catch was not 
fully reflected in its value since, with 
plentiful . supplies, prices dropped a little at 
the quick-freezing plants. 

Last year the schools of cod did not come 
sufficiently close to shore to be taken in 
traps but this year conditions were good for 
this fishery. Spring came early in the east. 
ern province, a good run of caplin provided 
plenty of bait and, especially on the north. 
east coast, the cod moved inshore in large 
schools. Newfoundland's production of salted 
fish for the half year amounted to about 
62,000 quintals of light salted fish (dry) and 
76,000 hundredweights of heavy salted (wet), 
an increase over the same date last year of 
about seven per cent in the light salted fish 
and more than doubling the heavy salted. 
Market prospects were good for the fishermen, 
however, since stocks in the hands of ex-
porters at the end of June were less than 
half what they were a year earlier. 

It is worthy of note that this heavy salted 
production was accomplished in spite of the 

• 
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of St. Lawrence in April but, because of high 
tides and drift ice, was little fished. Both 
large and small fish appeared briefly in May 
but landings were light and strong demand for 
bait competed with the requirements of smoke 
houses and marinating plants. These packs were 
smaller than last year but of higher quality. 
Alewives reached southern Nova Scotia and the 
Bay of Fundy in mid-Mày and the North Shore in 
June. Yarmouth marinating plants received most 
of the catch in that area; a small but high-
quality pack was cured on the North Shore; the 
rest was readily absorbed by the market for 
lobster bait. Mackerel were not - plentiful 
until June and then only in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence. Landings for the half-year were a 
million pounds less than in 1955. The bulk of 
the catch was salted for lobster bait and most 
of the rest was pickled. The cure was about 
half that of last year. Interms of fishermens' 
income, figures covering the half-year's oper-
ations in the Maritimes show that bythe end of 
March, thanks largely to the sea's bounty in 
haddock and sardines but partly also to high 
prices paid for lobsters, the men were a mil-
lion dollars ahead of last year. And by the 
end of June they were $1,700,000 ahead, thanks 
partly to continuation of high lobster prices 
and good haddock fishing but partly also to a 
good spring halibut fishery and an improvement 
in the cod catch. 

* a  a * 

ATOMIC COURSE.,  Thirty-two officers, warrant 
officers and senior NCO's from the Army's 
five commands, organized into "atomic train. 
ing teams", have completed a special two-week 
indoctrination period at the joint Atomic, 
Biological and Chemical Warfare School, Camp 
Borden, Cntario. 

This represents a stage in the Army's plan 
to provide radiation detection instruction to 
its Regular and Militia components. 

The teams, each with an officer as a team 
leader, now return to their home commands and 
will travel from unit to unit instructing 
selected officers and Nco's who, in turn, will 
become responsible for the bulk of atomic 
training in their units. The team leaders re-
ceive an extra ten days of instruction. 

The teams will be equipped with atomic 
training kits, which include small radioactive 
sources. They will conduct three.day courses 
for qualified instructors of Regular Army 
units, and evening elementary indoctrination 
courses for selected personnel of Militia 
units, 

Che of the tasks of the command teams will 
be to discuss with unit commanding officers 
methods of working atomic warfare subjects 
into normal unit training schedules. 

In this way the Army expects to increase 
the number of personnel trained in radiation 
techniques, and at the same time to ensure 
that identical procedures are taught in each 
command. 

(C.W.B. October 10, 1956) 

freezing industry's competition  for the  shrink- 
ing labour force now available in the province 
for fishing and processing; and at a time 

./
when freezers were handling very heavy sup • 

 plies of haddock. The 48 million pounds of 
haddock compares with 26 million last year, 
18 million in 1954 and 10 million in 1953. 
Frozen groundfish production was nearly five 
million pounds heavier than in the first half 
of last year but stocks at mid-year were only 
about a million pounds higher. 

Half or more of the salmon taken on the 
eastern coast is caught in Newfoundland, where 
in 1953 landings of three million pounds over 
the year brought $700,000 to the fishermen. 
The scarcity of herring was most acute in New-
foundland, where landings were only half those 
taken in the same months of 1954 and 1955 and 
one-third of those in 1953. . 

Record Landings  

In the Maritime Provinces, as in Newfound-
land, the record landings of haddock con-
tributed most to increase the catch. In the 
first half of 1947 these waters yielded 12 
million pounds of haddock; in 1948 the catch 
doubled to 25 million pounds; in 1955 it 
suddenly doubled again to 50 million pounds 
and this year reached 58 million. And in June 
cod landings caught up to and surpassed those 

1  of last year, while a heavy concentration of 
small rosefish on the Banks was exploited 
briefly by trawlers for reduction plants. 

i  Halibuting was highly successful from April 
to June. Fishermen located plentiful supplies 

and were encouraged by high price levels to 
make a considerable effort. The output.of this 
fishery is erratic. It tripled in 1948 and 
again in 1950, when spring landings totalled 
44 million pounds. Then for four years the 
figure was about two million pounds. This year 

it was 3.8 million. 
Lobstering during the first quarter of the 

year was, like other inshore fishing, severely 
limited by rough weather. Demand was strong 
for frozen meat and shell lobsters; and at 
several points landed prices established all-
time records, with a high of 95 cents per 
pound offered in mid-April. With such incen-
tive, gear and even lives were risked and lost 
but the catch remained small until the season 
opened in May in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 
where results were excellent .  After some fluc-
tuation, prices then settled at most points to 

35 cents per pound for markets (large lobs-
ters for the fresh meat trade) and 25 cents 
for canners Freezing plants and canneries 
worked overtime but shipped as fast as they 
packed. Lobsters remained plentiful through 
June and the half-year catch was a little 
heavier than in 1955, while its value was 
higher by over half a million dollars. 

In line with the very late spring, runs of 

hereing, alewives and mackerel arrived in the 

glot Maritimes about three weeks later than usual. 
Arun of large herring was located in the Gulf 
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STORK WARNING RADAR;  Storm warning radar 
has undergone a successful testing period at 
Toronto 's Malton Airport and is now on an 
operational basis. The equipment is being 
used by the Meteorological Services Toronto 
District Forecast Office and is the first of 
its type to be installed for this purpose in 
Canada.. 

Based on the radar principle, it provides 
precise warning of the presence of storm 
clouds and precipitation in the vicinity of 
Malton Airport up to ranges exceeding 200 
miles.-With  the  development of high flying, 
fast aircraft it has been found to be of spec-
ial benefit in detecting storm conditions in 
the approad- zones to the airfield and along 
nearby routes.- 

The storm warning radar at Malton will be 
used to assist the meteorological service in 
briefing air crews and warning aircraft of 
dangerous storm conditions in the let-down and 
ascent  stages. In addition it provides valu-
able information for the preparation of short 
term weather forecasts for the Toronto area.- 

Although originally developed as an aid to 
aviation forecasting, the storm warning radar 
has been found to have many other meteoro-
logical applications.:It enables the forecast-
er in a metropolitan region such as Toronto 
to obtain accurate and continuous observation 
of the position and movement of precipitation 
areas from which hour to hour forecasts can be 
prepared, if necessary.-Accurate plotting of 
storm courses is of benefit to public utili-
ties, particularly where damage to transmis-
sion lines may be anticipated.:Electrical 
storms constitute a considerable fire hazard 
in forested areas and early warning of daeir 
approach could be useful in reducing their 
destructiveness.: 

Similar equipment of a more complicated 
type has been in use at Montreal's Dorval Air-
Port for research purposes by McGill Univer-
sity in co-operation with the Department of 
Transport. - The Ma Iton installation is the 
first operational unit in this country.: 

* Cs * 
COMBINED EFFORT:  The Air Standardization 
Co-ordinating Cbmmittee, composed of represen-
tatives of the Royal Air Force, the Ministry 
of Supply of the United Kingdom,  th ê United 
States Air Force, and the Royal Canadian Air 
Force, held its 10th meeting at Air Force 
Headquarters, Ottawa, on October 1.- 

Under the chairmanship of Air Vice Marshal 
MU4..Héndrick, the RCM's Air Member for 
Technical Services, the committee discussed 
mutual defence problems to ensure the greatest 
possible economy in the use of combined effort 
and resources.- 

Meetings of the committee are held at in-
tervals of approximately one year, rotating 
between Canada, the United States, and Great 
Britain.-In addition, close co-ordination is 
maintained with the Military Agency for Stan-
dardization of NKR). • 

TAX AGREEMENTS!  Agreements between Canada 
and the Union of South Africa for the avoid-
ance of double taxation in the fields of in-
come tax and succession duties have been con-
cluded in Ottawa..Mr. J.S.F. Botha, Acting 
High Commissioner, signed for the Union of 
South Africa and Mr. Stuart Garson, Minister 
of Justice and Acting Minister of Finance, 
signed on behalf of Canada.: 

The first agreement provides generally that 
each country retains the right to tax at the 
source income leaving that country while at 
the same time undertaking to grant relief from 
taxation on income in respect of which a tax 
has already been imposed at source in the 
other country. The same principle is applic-
able for the agreement on succession duties.- 

The agreements will be effective on the 
date of exchange of ratifications which.will 
take place in Pretoria following the approval 
of the Governments of the Union of South 
Africà and Canada.. 

* 	* 
DEVELOPMENT . CONFERENCE •  An Ontario wide 
Industrial Development Conference was con-
vened by the Hen.-W.M. - Nickle, Q.C. Minister 
of Planning and Development, and A.V. Crate, 
Director of the Trade and Industry Branch of 
the Planning and Development Department, at 
the King Edward  Hôtel in Toronto on October 1 
and 2.:Sponsored by the Trade and Industry 
Branch of the Province, the Conference was 
attended by Mayors, lteeves and Councillors, 
and representatives of Industrial Commissions, 
Planning Boards, Chambers of Commerce, and 
other interested organizations throughout 
Ontario.. 

The object of the Conference was to further 
the industrial expansion efforts of Ontario 
municipalities and those attending were ad-
dressed by prominent representatives of Gov-
ernment and industry from both Canada and the 
United States..Included amongst the speakers 
were Er..O.Y...Firestone, Economic Adviser to 
the Rt..Hen..C.D.:Hewe; Wa.lter Blucher, Am

-encan Society of Planning Officials; Grant 
Crawford,.Ottario Deputy Minister of Municipal 
Affairs; LeRoy Owen, President of the American 
Society of Industrial Realtors; and Nathan 
Tanner, President of Trans-Canada Pipelines.: 

* * * * 

NEW PROCESS:  A radically new method of elec-
troplating copper on aluminum which promises 
to permit a wider use of aluminum  in the  elec-
trical field has been developed by a Defence 
Research Board chemical engineer at Dartmouth, 
Neva Scotia.. 

The development may also prove useful in 
copper plating steel and other metals.-If so, 
it would have the further advantage that less 
dangerous chemicals can be substituted for the 
cyanide copper solutions normally employed by 
industry.- 
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THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY 

(Continued from P. 2) 

posite Montreal. It will raise or lower ships 
using the Seaway some 15 feet between the 
level of the Seaway entrance channel below, 
and the Laprairie channel upstream. 

The downstream approach walls of this lock 
are taking definite shape below Victoria 
Bridge. This bridge crosses the Seaway chan-
nel just below the site of the main St.  Lam-
bert Lock structure. 

Here two methods are being used to place 
concrete. The approach walls are being built 
by pouring concrete into the forms from spouts 
on the rear of trucks which bring the material 
from the concrete-mixing plant at the lock 
site. 

The monoliths for the lock itself are being 
built of reinforced concrete (as are all 
these structures) the concrete here being 
placed by a machine on tracks known as a 
"stacker". 

It is a long pipe leading from a travelling 
conveyor belt which brings the concrete to the 
stacker feed end from the mixing plant. 

The St. Lambert Lock contract is valued 
at $7,399,472. Work began on it in January 
this year and it is to be completed by August 
31, 1958. 

Some 2,400,000 cubic yards of material had 
to be excavated for this lock and the concrete 
work will require the use of over 2,000,000 
bags ofcement, as wellas stone,  sand  and  nearly 
2,000 tons of re-inforcing steel and rock 
anchors as well as many other fittings of iron 
and steel, including steel pipe for a water 
intake for the City of St. Lambert which is 
included in the contract, and mooring bollards 
for ships. 

The next new phase into which Seaway con-
structIon has already started to move is the 
mechanical one, Mk. Chevrier said. Even now, 
lock bridges, electrical equipment, lock op-
erating machinery and many other mechanical 
installations are being made in factories in 
many parts of Canada, on contract for The St. 
Lawrence Seaway Authority, he concluded. 

HYDRO.ELECTRIC PROJECT 

Significant construction advances have 
heen made by Chtario Hydro work forces in a ll  
sections of the international St. Lawrence 
River hydro-electric project. 

Progress of the famous development as the 
half-way point was reached is reprinted in the 
September issue of Ontario Hydro News as 
follows: 

Since the first sod was turned on August 
10, 1954 to officially inauguxate construction 
at the 1,640,000 kilowatt hydro-electric pro-
ject, the work forces of Chtario Hydro and the 
Power Authority of the State of New York—the 
joint partners in the impressive scheme--have 
been accomplishing miracles in solving com- 
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piex engineering problems and pushing ahead to 
meet construction deadlines. 

The first work on the development was to 
block the north channel of the St. Lawrence 
and divert all the water through the channel 
south of Barnhart Island. This was accomp-
lished by cofferdamming the river in the up-
stream portion of the channel, between Sheek 
and Barnhart Islands with a rock-filled dam. 
Later, one of the world's longest steel-cell 
cofferdams was constructed between the Cana-
dian mainland and the northeastern end of 
Barnhart Island, sealing off that 2%-mile 
portion of the channel. just a little more 
than a year ago, this 2%-mile section of the 
river was pumped out, with approximately 650,- 
000,000 gallons of water being discharged into 
the lower river by huge electric pumps to dry 
up the river in less than five days 

First Phase  

At  this point, the project entered the 
first important phase of permanent construc-
tion. Great activity commenced behind the 
steel-cell cofferdam, with the contractor ex-
cavating in the river bottom for the founda-
tion of the main dam, which is being built to 
include the powerhouses. 

Work now is concentrated on building Cht 
ario Hydro's powerhouse structure. A total 
of approximately 190,000 cubic yards of con-
crete (380,000 tons) has, to date, been put 
into permanent installations, including the 
"U" abutment, wing wall, ice sluices and the 
bases for six generating units. This affords 
a real contrast with the work stage a year 
ago, when first excavation had just commenced. 

It is anticipated that the tempo of work 
will be accelerated in the months ahead, as 
construction in the powerhouse area advances 
away from the congested north-end sector. 
Three big gantry cranes for handling concrete 
are now erected. Beneath these cranes, rail-
way trains will be operating to speed the con-
crete to the placing areas. A fourth gantry 
crane wili be added this fall. 

At present, important foundation work is in 
progress at the north end of the Hydro power. • 

house. Steel pier nosings are being . placed for 
the discharge end of the draft tubes under the 
generating units .  Erection of wooden forms for 
the first two draft tubes has enabled the 
placing of concrete. These forms will be dis-
mantled later and used successively for each 
of the 16 units. 

In the powerhouse area toward the inter-
national boundary, all earth excavation in the 
river bottom has been virtually completed. 
This has required the removal of more than 
1,500,000 cubic yards of earth. Rock excava-
tion has been completed for 12 of the 16 gen-
erating units. Dyke construction has been pro-
ceeding at an accelerated rate this summer, 
with major activity in sections 2 and 3, which 
extend from old No. 2 highway north and west 
approximately two miles. In section one, 
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stripping is in progress to take the dyke to 
the present Mille Roches area, where it will 
terminate. With fair weather conditions, some 
14,000 cubic yards of material are being 
placed on the dyke each day. To date, about 
27 per cent of the estimated 3,500,000 yards 
of compacted earth fill have been put into the 
dyke sections. 

The contractor building the Cornwall Canal  
closure structure is making rapid progress 
with that phase so that the canal will be 
ready for the 1957 navigation season. At the 
closure structure for this new canal, a total 
of about 65,000 cubic yards of concrete has 
been placed in the wing walls and the centre 
block. The contractor also is progressing with 
excavation work in the west end section of the 
canal toward Lock 20. The new access tunnels 
under the diversion canal were completed and 
put into service in July this year. This gives 
a direct route to the powerhouse work area 
from old No. '2 highway. 

Railway relocation work was resumed early 
this summer. All three contractors have been 
busy on grading operations. Track-laying and 
ballasting on the C.N.R. double track are pro-
ceeding rapidly from both ends of the 40-mile 
diversion. A total of approximately 36 miles 
of single track already has been laid. 

In other sections of the project, channel 
improvement work is progressing favourably. 
Excavation is being carried out by the con-
tractor at Galop Island, and about five mil-
lion cubic yards of rock and earth have been  

removed. Near Chimney Island, four dredges 
are working on channel excavation work. 

At the new St. Lawrence Transformer Sta-
tion, work on the 115,000-volt system has been 
completed. Mis station has taken over the en-
tire load from the former Cornwall Transformer 
Station on old Nb. 2 Highway. Work is continu-
ing on the St. Lawrence Transformer Station to 
enlarge it in preparation for handling 230,- 
000-volt circuits from the Robert H. Saunders-
St. Lawrence Generating Station in 1958. 

House-moving operations at Iroquois have 
been essentially completed. Work is being 
concentrated on the shopping centre, schools, 
and churches for the new village. House-moving 
operations to make way for the new shopping 
area in Morrisburg have been finished. 

In New Town Nb. 2, house -moving operations 
are in full swing. Homes  are being transported 
from the adjacent villages to be flooded to 
the new town site, and some 20 homes already 
have been moved. House-moving will start at an 
early date in New Town No. 1. Construction of 
permanent roads, sewers, and watermains has 
been completed in New Town No. 2, and is pro-
gressing in New Town No. 1, 

With the project nearing its mid-point, 
the work force on the Canadian side has now 
reached a total of approximately 4,100 persons 
and is nearly at the peak employment stage. 
Despite some setbacks this spring from the 
weather and other conditions, the work tempo 
has increased to such a degree this summer 
that nearly all phases of project work are on 
schedule. 

* * * * 
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TRANS - ATLANTIC TELEPHONE CABLE 

The first trans-Atlantic telephone call by 
submarine cable between Canada and the United 
Kingdom took place Tuesday, September 25, with 
impressive inaugural ceremonies marking the 
historic event. 

The Hon. George C. Marier,  Minister of 
Transport, spoke from Ottawa, over a gold-
filled telephone set manufactured especially 
for the occasion, to the Rt. Hon. Dr.•Charies 
Hill, British Postmaster GMneral, in London, 
and Mr. Cleo F. Craig, President of the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company, in New 
York. He expressed Canada's congratulations to 
the two countries who are joint owners with 
Canada in the $40,000,000 project. Sir Gordon 

 Radley, Director-GMneral of the British Post 
Office,  also spoke with Canada, Mr. Douglas F. 
Bowie, President and GMneral Manager of Cana-
dian Overseas Telecommunication Corporation, 
taking the callonbehalf of the crown corpora-
tion. 

The underseas cable development is a joint 
project of Canadian CWerseas Telecommunication 
Corporation, the British Post Office, and 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
Canada is provided with six high-grade tele-
phone circuits in the new cable giving a 
quality to trans-Atlantic telephone conversa-
tions free from the difficulties frequently 
associated with the present radio-telephone. 
The cable will also provide Canada with ad-
ditional telegraph channels improving the 
telegraph service between Canada and the Unit-
ed Kingdom, a feature of which will be the  

developing of an overseas customer to customer 
teleprinter service throughout the United 
Kingdom and Europe scheduled to commence 
early in November. 

The trans-Atlantic section of the cable 
system, consisting of twin submarine cables, 
extends 1950 nautical miles (2250 statute 
miles) between Clarenville, Newfoundland and 
Cban, Scotland. Cables are some 20 miles apart 
on ocean floor. A single cable carries the 
trans-Atlantic circuits 300 miles westward 
from Clarenville across NMwfoundland, through 
the waters of Fortune Bay to the mainland of 
Canada at Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia. Here, a 
microwave radio relay route takes over for the 
575-mile stretch to Portland, Maine, where the 
system connects with the Bell System's United 
States.telephonm network. 

Laying of the first trans-Atlantic  cable, 
Clarenville to Cban, commenced June 22, 1955, 
and was completed in the autumn of 1955. 
Laying of the second trans-Atlantic  cable, 
Oban to Clarenville, commenced in June 1956 
and was completed last month. 

HMTS MONARCH, the world's largest cable-
laying ship laid the cable. Built in 1946, the 
8,050-ton vessel is 480 feet long and has a 
capacity to carry 1,800 nautical miles of 
deep-sea cable. The ship has a crew of 130. 
While laying cable, Monarch steams at about 
six knots (i.e., six nautical miles of cable 
per hour will be laid). Cable is unwound and 
fed out by electrical winches from the drums 
in the Monarch's huge storage tanks and lower- 

(Over) 
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ed into the water over guiding sheaveà.'Great 
care had to be taken to avoid twisting or 
kinking of the cable as it went down. 

Each of the trans-Atlantic cables contains 
52 intermediate repeaters spaced about 40 
miles apart. The deep-sea repeater employs 
three vacuum tubes and some 60 other electriéal 
components. It is housed in a flexible copper 
tube about eight feet long and 1.75 inches in 
diameter. This is supported on the inside by 
steel rings to form a structure that is built 
into the-cable and appears as a tapering 
bulge. This design permitted the repeaters to 
pass through the cable ship's gear, so that 
laying was orderly and uninterrupted. 

The single cable between Sydney Mines and 
Clarenville uses amplifiers at 16 intermediate 
points. Repeaters for this section are of 
British design and manufactured in England. 
The British repeater is of the rigid type, 
housed in a forged steel case, 9 feet long and 
10.5 inches in diameter, and weighs about 
three-quarters of a ton. 

The cable will provide 36 high grade voice 
channels free from the annoyance of interrup-
tions which at times do occur with present day 
radio-telephone service. Che of the voice 
channels will be used to provide additional 
telegraph circuits designed to implement and 
improve telegraph service to and from Canada. 

a 	a a 

TRIPARTITE AGREEMENT:  The Governments of 
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United 
States have entered into an agreement inter-
changing'rights in inventions and discoveries 
in the atomic energy field on which patents 
were held or applied for by one Government in 
one or more of the other countries as of 
November 15, 1955. 

The purpose of the tripartite agreement is 
to allow internal use of the inventions in 
each country by Ghvernment and industry with-
out interference of the other governments. 
This is done by a "cross assignment" ofriets, 
under which each government assigns to the 
others the rights, title and interests owned 
by it in the other countries. Each assigning 
government retains a non-exclusive, irrevoc-
able, paid-up licence on each invention for 
its own purposes and for purposes of mutual 
defence. 

The exchange gives full rights to each 
government in its own country and permits it 
to grant licences to industry in accordance 
with national policy. A non-discrimination 
clause in the agreement binds each government 
to grant licences to nationals of the other 
gmernments on the same terms accorded its own 
nationals. 

The agreement is expected to be of part  icu-
lar  benefit to the growing private atomic 
energy industries in each of the signatory 
countries by eliminating questions of patent 
infringement. Firms engaging inhome.manufac-
ture will need licences only from their own 
governments and, in view of the agreement's  

(C.W.B. October 3, 1956) 

anti-discrimination provision, firms of one 
country engaging in business in one or both of 
the other countries cannot be discriminated 
against by the governments of the other coun-
tries. 

All inventions and discoveries which are 
the subject of government-owned patents or 
patent applications as of Nhvember 15, 1955, 
are-affected. These are of two'cIasses: 

Che group is made up of inventions known as 
"CPC" (combined policy committee) inventions 
which arose out of wartime collaboration 
among the three governments. In these cases, 
the inventors assigned their rights to the 
governments employing them, and the patent 
rights obtained or applied for were held in 
trust pending settlement of the interests of 
the three governments. 

The second affected group are inventions 
and discoveries which, though within the co-
operative arrangement, were developed inde-
pendently and are owned by one government. 

The cut-off date of Nhvember 15, 1955, was 
selected as a matter of convenience. The in-
kent of the agreement is that the interchange 
of rights shall cover the period during which 
atomic energy operations werelargely a govern-
ment monopoly in each of the three countries. 
The agreement does not commit the governments 
for the future. 

"cpc" inventions total about 50, and patent 
applications have been filed on many of them 
in all three countries. The number of patents 
or patent applications relating to work car-
.ried on independently of the wartime co-oper-
ative arrangement amounts to several hundred. 
Many of the applications are still classified, 
and this consideration has limited the number 
of patents issued so far. 

*  a * 

O  

STRAIT COWWIMED:  HMCS Labrador,.first 
naval vessel to navigate the Nhrthwest Pas-
sage, has become the first ship to make an 
east to west passage of Fury and Heels Strait 
between Baffin Island and Melville Peninsula, 
250 miles north of the Arctic Circle. 

The Labrador, which had been taking part in 
the seaborne supply of the Distant Early Warn-
ing ( JEW) Line, left the Foxe Basin area, in 
company with uSS Edisto (icebreaker), to carry 
out a survey of Fury and Hecht Strait, Gulf of 
Boothia, Prince Regent Inlet, and BeIlot 
Strait. 

After the Labrador squeezed through the 
strait's narrow section between  Ormonde  Island 
and Melville Peninsula, a hastily prepared 
scroll commemorating the event was presented 
by the ship's company to the commanding of-
ficer, Captain T.C. Pullen, of Câkville,  Ont.,  
and Halifax.. 

Previous passage through the Strait was in 
1948 when two  United States icebreakers, the 

Illb Eastwind and Edisto, went through from west to 
east in-returning southward from Resolute Bay. 
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are also the International St. Lawrence River 
Board of Control, and the International Lake 
Ontario Board of Engineers, whose dùties re-
late to water levels and regulation of dis-
charge of water in the International Rapida 
Section and in Lake  Ontario. The speaker also 
summarized the functions of provincial agnn-
cies, namely the Hydro-Electric Commission of 
Ontario and the Quebec Hydro Commission, re-
sponsible for hydraulic developments, and of 
the Saint Lawrence Seaway Development  Corpora-
tion of the United States, and The St. Law-
rence Seaway Authority of Canada, charged with 
their respective country's participation in 
the work for navigation. 

Emphasizing on his general statement as to 
the effects of the Seaway in Canada, the 
speaker reminded his audience that discusaion 
of the Seaway Project has always been c/osely 
tied to the subject of  marketing  estern grain. 
As the speaker could foresee, the result of 
the Seaway will be that, grain will be carried 
down from the Lakehead to Montreal and lower 
St. Lawrence ports in large lake vessels that 
today must stop at Prescott. The potential 
economies of such movements, even With the 
addition of the Seaway toll, are such that 
will undoubtedly eliminate much of the present 
trans-shipments that are now necessary. 

IROn ORE TRAFFIC 

Cf the new traffic which the Seaway will 
obtain one of the most significant is iron 
ore. In adding to the additional ore need of 
the steel industry in the Great Lakes area, 
and in making up any long-term decline in 
Lake Superior ore, the Quebec-Labrador ore 
fields have become of first importance. "The 
completion of the Seaway" affirmed the speak-
er, "is a logical step in connecting these ore 
fields to the most important markets." 

Another class of traffic which will in-
crease with the opening of the Seaway is the 
export and import traffic with Europe and 
other overseas points. This traffic, pointed 
out the speaker, has been building un in 
volume ever since the end of the war; a grow-
ing number of services are being provided; 
trade . connections are being developed. "Con-
currently with the Seaway," continued Mr. 
Chevrier, "Port improvements and channel im-
provements are proceeding, of whIch the Port 
of Toronto itself provides an outstanding 
example. In the long run, perhaps it is this 
trade, based on the savings to be obtained by 
direct shipment by water, which will provide 
the most conspicuous evidence of the Seaway's 
existence deep into Great Lakes territory. 
This will bring a greater consciousness of the 
importance and value of foreign trade to our 
own prosperity." 

Cencluding his remarks, the speaker pointed 
out that a measure of the probable success of. 
the Seaway is already apparent in the volume 
of investment that private industry has com-
mitted itself to make in order to - také full 
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SEAWAY DEVELOPMENTS 

1111
The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority was host 

to the United States St. Lawrence Seaway De-
velopment Corporation September 27 and 28 on a 
tour of the Seaway, from Montreal to Lake Erie. 
The Hon. George C. Marier,  Minister of Trans-
port, accompanied the party and Mr. Lewis G. 
Castle, Administrator, headed the group from 
the United States Seaway Development Corpora' 
tion. Ch Friday, September 25, Mr. Wilber M. 
Brucker, Secretary of the Army of the United 
States, joined the group in Montreal. 

Co  the morning of Thursday, September 27, 
the United States and Cànadian party boarded a 
Great Lakes Freighter at Port Colborne, Cht-
ario, for an inspection of the Welland Canal 
as far as Thorold, Ontario, proceeding to 
Montreal that same night. 

The next day, Secretary Brucker and the 
United States Seaway party were conducted by 
the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority on a tour of 
the Lachine, Soulanges, Lake St. Francis and  
International Rapids Sections of the Seaway. 
For this part of the tour The St. Lawrence 
Seaway Authority also  had  as its guests some 
200 industrialists, businessmen and shipping 
executives.  The  party inspected the construc-
tion works, including the St. Lambert Lock, 
the Cete St. Catherine Lock, the Lower and 

UpPer Beauharnois Locks, which the Authority 
is building. 

The Authority entertained its guests at a 
luncheon at the Cornwallis Hotel, in Cornwall, 
Ontario. In the afternoon the group inspected 
works at the Iroquois Canal and Lock and the 
power works in the International Rapids Sec-
tion, including the construction of the Power 
Houses at Cornwall and Barnhart Island, to-
gether with some of the Seaway facilities of 
the United States mainland. 

WIDESPREAD BENEFITS:,  "We are dropping a 
big stone in the pool and the ripples will 
reach distant shores. For the benefits of the 
Seaway will be felt in one way or another in 
such areas as New Quebec and Labrador, in the 
grain-growing areas of our Western Plains, and 
in the industrial areas surrounding the Great 
Lakes". Thus did Hen. Lionel Chevrier, Presi-
dent of The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
summarize the effects of the St. Lawrence 
Seaway in his address as guest speaker at a 

luncheon of the Board of Trade of the City of 
Toronto  held September 20 at Cornwall,Chtarïo. 

Earlier in his address the speaker had 
described the functions of the different 
agencies involved in the development of the 
St. Lawrence River from both the navigation 
and power angles. Mr. Chevrier drew attention 
to the important part played by the Interna-
tional joint Commission,  to the St. Lawrence 
River Joint Board of Engineers established to 

1110  review and co-ordinate the approved plans and 
specifications of works on the river. There 
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advantage of one of the revolutionary develop-
ments in our economic history. "For us in 
Canada," affirmed Mr. Chevrier, "I feel the 
most important consequences of the Seaway will 
be to turn the attention of industry and the 
general public of the middle western states 
northward. Already there is evidence from the 
lower St. Lawrence to Lake Superior of new 
industrial expansion, most still in the plan-
ning stage, but much also in progress based 
in large part on the conditions to be provided 
by the Seaway." 

* e * * 

VISA AGREEMENT:  A non-immigrant visa modi-
fication agreement has been concluded in 
Ankara by the Canadian Ambassador to Turkey 
and the Turkish Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
a.i. 

Uhder the terms of the agreement, Canadians 
who are in possession of valid passports may 
visit Turkey for a period up to three months 
without previously obtaining Turkish visas. 
Turkish citizens, who are in possession of 
valid passports, will be issued free visas 
valid for an unlimited number of entries into 
Canada during a period of twelve months from 
date of issue of such visas. 
. With the signing of this agreement, Canada 
has completed non-immigrant visa modification 
agreements with the Republic of Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, France, The Federal Republic 
of Germany, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, 
Monaco, The Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, 
Switzerland and Tùrkey whereby Canadian citi-
zens are permitted entry without visas. In 
addition, agreements have been entered into 
with Finland, Israel and Japan under which 
Canadian citizens are granted visas free of 
charge for entry into these countries. 

• * * * 
ROYAL VISIT:  }'AH Prince Savang Vatthanna, 
Crown Prince of Laos, paid his first visit to 
Canada September 21-23. The Ckown Prince was 
accompanied by his daughter, Princess Savivan, 
by His Excellency Qtrot R. Souvannavong, the 
Ambassador of Laos to the United States, and 
by Mr. Chao Sopsaisana, Chief of Ptotocol in 
the Royal Laotian Government. 

HUH  Prince Savang and his party were met at 
Ottawa by the Speaker of the House of Cornons,  
The Hon.  Bene L..Beaudoin, and by the Chief of 
Protocol, Mr. E. D'Arcy Mereer and officials 
of the Department of External Affairs. During 
his stay in Ottawa, the Crown Prince conferred 
with the Uhder-Secretary of State and other 
officials of the Department of External Af-
fairs, visited the Parliament Buildings, and 
was a guest of the Government of Canada at a 
luncheon at the Country Club with Mr. Béaudoin 
as host. 

The Laotian guests journeyed hy air to 
Quebec City September 22 and were welcomed 
there.by Mk. Lionel. Massey, Secretary.to  His 
Excellency the Gévernor General and by repre- 

sentatives of the federalp :provincial and 
municipal governments. A 100-man guard of 
honour was provided by the 3rd battalion, the 
Canadian Guards, and the band was from the 
Royal 22nd Regiment. 'Mere was a 21-gun salute 
by the 6th Field Regiment. After his arrival, 
Prince Savang was received by His - Excellency 
the Governor General at the Citadel..That 
evening the Crown Prince was the guest at a 
state dinner given an behalf of the Gévernment 
of Canada by Senator Paul Henri Bouffard, 
Ch September 23 the party visited points of 
interest in Qiebec City and  left for Washing-
ton that afternoon. 

Canada has been a member since 1954 of the 
International Supervisory  Commission for Laos 
and has developed close ties with that country 
which have been further strengthened by the 
co-operation of the two countries in the 
Colombo Plan. 

* e * * 

HELICOPTERS HELP:  Six helicopters of the 
Royal Canadian Navy's anti-submarine heli-
copter squadron, HS-50, are assisting the 
Royal Canadian Air Force in maintaining an 
air-lift of personnel and equipment to the 
Mid-Canada Line in the Labrador area. Because 
of the urgency of completing the line, the 
naval aircraft were withdrawn from autumn and 
winter sea exercises in the Bermuda area. 

Approximately 50 officers and men are 
serving with the naval helicopters, which 
operate out of Knob Lake. The RCAF provided an 
airlift to fly ground crew, equipment, and 
sFeres to Knob Lake. 

Naval pilots, plus some ground crew to 
maintain the aircraft en route, flew the 
helicopters on the 850-mile flight from Shear-
water, Nova Scotia to Knob Lake. They arrived 
at Knob Lake September 23. 

Naval personnel are accommodated in the 
RCAF barracks at  Knob Lake, but groups operat-
ing out of the base on the air lift live in 
temporary shelters along the route. 

Fourteen officers, including the squadron's 
pilots, engineer and electrical officers, are 
among the naval personnel serving on the air-
lift. 

* * * * 
• 

VISITS ICELAND,:  The  Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson, visited 
Iceland on his way home from a meeting of the 
NATO.Committee of Three which he attended in 
Paris. 

Mr. Pearson arrived in Reykjavik on Septem-
ber 24, and was given an official dinner that 
evening by the Icelandic Government. He re-
mained in Ice land for two days, during which 
time he held informal talks with members of 
the Icelandic Government, and other prominent 
Icelanders. Ch September 26, Mr. Pearson gave 
a dinner for his Icelandic hosts. He left Ice-
land on the evening of September 26. 
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1111 	 If the Suez development resulted in any 
lessening of the present competitive advant- 
ages which Middle East producers of petroleum 
have in Western markets, the growth of tanker 
petroleum exports from Vancouver might develop 
to "sizeable proportions". 

Mr. George C. Marier,  Minister of Trans-
port, made this statement in the course of an 
address at the recent Port Day.luncheon of the 
Vancouver Board of Trade, during which he 
reviewed planned expansions of Vancouver 
harbour facilities to meet anticipated growth 
of the West Coast  port's foreign trade. 

The building of the trans-mountain pipeline 
to Vancouver has had the effect of creating 
changes in the pattern of international petro-
leum movements, Mr.  Marier  said. As a result, 
Vancouver has become an exporting centre for 
tanker petroleum products and has reduced im-
ports of crude  ou  l from 1,200,000 tons in 1952 
to a mere 6,000 tons in 1955. 

"During the past eight months tanker ex-
ports of quite substantial volume have com-
menced from this port to California and trans-
Pacific shipments are now an early prospect." 
NW.  Marier  added that he had been advised that 
"there are good reasons to expect that you 
will see a steady growth in outbound tanker 
traffic." 

	

• 	Referring further to "the current problem 
of the Suez Canal" Mk.  Marier  expressed the 
view that "even without any change in the 
pattern of tanker movements that might result 
from some adverse development in the present 
situation, there is likely to be a steady 
growth of tanker petroleum exports from Van-
couver." 

GRAIN SHIPMENTS 

Dealing with other exports from Vancouver, 
Mr. Marler spoke of the recent shipments of 
400,000 tons of grain to Russia this year 
under the agreement entered into with that 
country last spring whereby between 400,000 
and 500,000 tons of grain would be purchased 
from Canada annually for three years. wThere 

is no reason to believe that the shipments in 
the next two years will not also pass across 
the North  Pacific through Vancouver and there-
by add to your world-wide grain trade," he 
said. 

Another important grain trade connection 
was japan and Mr.  Marier  pointed out that ex-
ports of grain shipped from Vancouver to that 
country amounted to 1,000,000 tons in 1955 as 
compared with only 1,607 tans in 1946. "In the 
post-war period the younger generations of 
japanese have markedly changed their eating 

Ile habits toward the consumption of more bread 
and other grain products," he added. 

While expressing unwillingness to predict 
the future of anything so fluctuating as grain 
shipments, the Minister of Transport said that 
"some people in the grain trade believe that 
there is a reasonable prospect that Japan will 
become as large a market for Canadian grain 
products in the next twenty years as Great 
Britain has been in the past." He commented 
that "Ifthis belief should prove to be well 
founded°, such a development would have a 
substantial impact upon the future of your 
harbour." 

Another factor that will bring new and ad-
ditional grain trade through the port of Van-
couver was the reduction of rail export rates 
on flax from the Prairies and Mk. Marler said 
that "this reduction places Vancouver on an 
equal footing with the Lakehead and will per-
mit flax to follow its natural trading pat-
tern." 

HARBOUR EXPANSION 

Plans of the National Harbours Board for 
Vancouver harbour expansion were announced by 
Mr.  Marier. A new waterfront terminal would be 
constructed west of Ballantyne pier at a cost 
estimated at around $8,000,000. Wbrk on this 
project was now in the planning stage and he 
expected construction to commence in 1957. 
Also included in the Cbmmission's plans was 
the renovation of Grain Elevator Nb. 2 which 
was now in progress and the reconstruction of 
grain galleries to Jetty Nb. 1. 

With a view to emphasizing the growing im-
portance of the port of Vancouver to Canada's 
waterborne trade, Mr.  Marier  compared its 
traffic with the port of Montreal although he 
said that "comparisons are difficult because 
circumstances at different places are never 
quite the same." He said that National Har-
bours Board records showed that Vancouver 
handles many more ship movements than Mont-
real. In 1955 a total of 32,773 vessels ar-
rived in Vancouver in comparison with 5,227 at 
Montreal. Cf this total Vancouver, however had 
only 1,336 ocean-going arrivals as compared 
with Montreal's 1,905. Inbound and outbound 
cargo totals showed that Montreal with 15,- 
841,000 tons led Vancouver which had 10,985,- 
000 tons. Cbmparison of these figures with the 
pre-war year of 1938 showed that "in the case 
of Montreal there has been no change of a 
substantial nature, whereas in the case of 
Vancouver the total tonnage handled at the 
port has increased by nearly 73 per cent." Mk. 
Marier  added that this increase "fully estab-
lishes the growing importance of Vancouver." 
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MEMORIAL DEDICATED:  Canadian soldiers march-
ed through the once shell-rubbled streets of 
Cassino, jtaly, on Sunday, September 26, turn-
ing the clock back more than a dozen years. 

:The occasion was a solemn dne; the dedica-
tion of the Cassino War Memorial in the memory 
of 4,068 Canadian, British and other Common-
wealth soldiers who died in the fighting there 
and who have no known graves. The ceremony was 
performed by the former Governor General, 
Field Marshal Earl Alexander of Tunis. 

From the 2nd Canadi,an Infantry Brigade 
Group in Germany, one officer and 15 senior 
NCO's, all veterans of the Italian campaign, 
took part in the unveiling. The  contingent  was 
under the command of Major John Praysner, CO, 
44, of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a member of 
the 1st Battalion, TheRoyal Canadian Pegiment. 

Cassino, with its nearby monastery hill in 
the Lin  i Valley, is remembered above all other 
Italian towns for the stubborness of its de-
fence by crack German parachute troops. 

The war memorial, built by the Imperial 
Graves Commission, consists of a formal garden 
with an ornamental pool from each side of 
which rise marble pillars. Ch these pillars 
are recorded the names of the more than 4,C00 
officers and men who died. 

Also representing Canada at Cassino was the 
Canadian Ambassador to Italy, Pierre Dupuy, 
and the Adjutant General of The Canadian Army, 
Maj.-Gen. Michael L. Brennan. Ambassador Dupdy 
placed a wreath on the memorial during  the 

 unveiling ceremony. 

PARTY LEADER RESIGNS:  The resignation of 
the Hon. George Drew as leader of the Progres-
sive Conservative Party was announced Septem-
ber 21 at a press conference held in Ottawa. 

In his letter of resignation, addressed to 
Léon Balcer, M.P. President of the Progressive 
Conservative Association, Mk. Drew said that, 
although his doctors had assured him that in 

a few months he would be restored to full 
health, they had advised that it would be ex-
tremely unwise for him to take on the heavy 
strain of a Session of Parliament and an elec-
tion campaign so soon after his illness. 

'AformerPremier of Ontario, Mk. Drew, who 
sat as Member of Parliament for Carleton 

County,  Ont.,  was elected Conservative leader 

at a convention in 1948, and since that time 

had headed the OpposItion in the House of 

Commons. 

STRATFORD FOND DRIVE:  The campaign to pro-
vide the funds necessary to provide a perman-
ent theatre for the Stratford, Ont., Shakes-
pearean Festival has now reached the $700,000 
mark, according to an announcement released 
from Festival headquarters. Contributions have 
come from all parts of Canada and from many 
donors,.both large and small. 

In reviewing this total amount, Mr. Maxwell 
Meighan, national campaign chairman, paid 
special tribute to the work that Stratford 
itself has done. "Stratford was not only the 
first community to reach its objective of 
$100,000, but in a matter of a few weeks, 
oversubscribed to the amount of $142,000, or 
over $7.00 per capita," said Mr. Méighan. 

As the campaign is continuing, over 60 men 
are busy constructing the new theatre. Already 
the preparatory work for the foundations of 
the new permanent building is well under way 
and keeping up to the time schedule set out in 
order to have the building ready for rehear-
sals in May, 1957. 

It has been decided by the national cam-
paign leaders to continue an with the drive to 
raise the $1,500,000 necessary over the next 
few years, to fully equip and furnish the 
building for the complete comfort of the 
audience and actors and to provide the neces-
sary landscaping to maintain the atmosphere 
which the tent has created over the past four 
years. 

* * * * 
NAMED TO COMMISSION:  Fisheries Minister 
James Sinclair has announced the appointment 
of Fred D. Mathers, of New Westminster, 1-J.C., 
as one of the Canadian members of the Inter-
national Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission. 
He succeeds H.R. MacMillan, of Vancouver, who 
has resigned from the Commission after serving 
since 1952. 

The International Pacific Salmon Fisheries 
Commission, which is charged with the protec-
tion, preservation and extension of the Sock-
eye salmon fishing of the Fraser River, is 
made up of three Canadian and three United 
States members. The other two Canadian Commis-
sioners are Senator Thomas Reid, of New West-
minster and A.J. Whitmore, Chief Supervisor 
of Fisheries, Pacific Area, for the federal 
Department of Fisheries.  United States commis-
sioners are Elton B. Jones, Robert J. Schoet-
tler and Arnie J. Suomela. 
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BELIEVES MANPOWER PROBLEMS MANAGEABLE 

Although not suggesting that there is no 
immediate shortage of scientists and ems.ineers 
in Canada or that there is no potenti:1 pro-
blem in connection with facilities for univer-
sity education, the Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe, MUnis-
ter of liade and Commerce, contends that Can-
ada's manpower problems are manageable if 
met with intelligence, resourcefulness, and 
vigour. 

Mk. Howe expressed this view in an address 
entitled "The Engineer And The Scientist And 
Canadas  Growing Economy," delivered at the 
recent conference of Canadian industrialists 
and educators held at St. Andrews-by-the-sea, 
New Brunswick, to consider the situation in 
relation to the supply of scientists and 
engineers in Canada. 

With reference to future needs for trained 
personnel, Mk. Howe said that the vital neces-
sity is to  supply  the  universities with greater 
facilities in buildings and staff. 

To meet the current and immediate shortage 
of engineers and scientists, attention should 
be given to a better and more efficient use of 
"the engineers we are producing and have in 
our midst", Mk. Howe states. 

The Minister felt that any effort to force 
an undue proportion of Canada's competent 
youth into engineering or science or any other 
activity would be wrong, and that the forces 
of free enterprise, through voluntary means of 
interest, aptitude, opportunity, and reward, 
would bring about the most effective alloca-
tion. 

Excerpts from Mk. Howe's address follow: 
'This subject  of a shortage of scientirts 

and engineers in Canada and what it may do to 
us in holding back economic progress, in jeo-
pardizing our national security, in encourag-
ing Canadian professional personnel to move to 
thé United  States,  has become so filled with 
emotion as to becloud the real issues involv-
ed- Before dealing with the problem itself, I 
would therefore like to reMove some of the 
cobwebs from it. 

"The first cobweb is the claim that Cana-
dian economic progress is being retarded by 
the lack of scientific and technically-trained 
personnel in Canada. I would be the first to 
admit that not every firm in Canada, or the 
Government for that matter, can find exactly 
the type of engineer or technician it wants, 
at the salary it wants to pay or at the time 
tt needs him. But we seem to have had in 
Canada'a sufficient number of engineers and 
scientists, able and well-qualified, to make 
it possible for our economy to expand at a 
rate never before experienced in the history 
of this country. 

"Canadas national output increased by 
somethins like 10 per cent last year, and this 
year we may be doing about as well. Do you 
know what the rate of Canada's economic ex-
pansion has been over the last half a century? 
The answer is: about 3;‘ per cent per annum. 
In other words, we are expanding at about 
three times the rate of Canada's long-term 
economic growth. 

(Over) 
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"No country in the world can expand at that 
rate without , being short of manpower of one 
type or another. It is only natural that 
shortages of professional personnel would be 
more notable than those in other categories. 
If you add high school and university training 
together, it takes ten year or even longer to 
train a professional man. Hence, shortages in 
this field cannot be corrected overnight. It 
takes time for an economy to adjust itself to 
rapidly growing demand, whether it is for man-
power or for goods and services. What I think 
is most remarkable is that notwithstanding 
some of the manpower shortages this country 
has faced in the professional and skilled 
categories in the post-war period, we have 
chalked up new economic records. 

SECURITY NOT JEOPARDIZ.F.D 

"The second cobweb I would like to remove 
is that our national security is being jeo-
pardized because of a shortage of scientific 
and engineering personnel. Our National Re-
search Council, our Atomic Energy Limited, our 
Defence Research Board and our Armed Forces 
have in their employ a large number of scien-
tists and engineers who compare well with the 
best men in their fields in the world. Canada 
is a large country in area and endowed with a 
multitude of resources but is still one with a 
comparatively small population. Our  defence 
efforts are part of the much larger endeavours 
of the western world and other like-minded 
nations to set up a bulwark against aggres-
sion. Like these countries, we are devoting 
as high a proportion of our resources to de-
fence as international, strategic and economic 
considerations counsel us to do. In our . de-
fence efforts we are paying a great deal of 
attention to technological progress, research 
and scientific work. We have excellent men 
doing this type of work. In an emergency no 
doubt we could get many more. But I can cer-
tainly see no evidence that our national 
security is being endangered by a shortage of 
professionally-trained personnel.... 

"There is still another cobweb which I 
would like to remove. This is the claim that 
one of the major reasons for Cànada's continu-
ing shortage of engineers and scientists is 
the large numbers leaving this country in 
search of greener fields in the United States. 
Well, the facts do not support this claim. 

"The United States is a country with a 
population ten times the size of ours. It is 
therefore natural that the States offer great-
er and more diversified facilities for gradu-
ate training, research and for employment 
generally, with pay scales as a rule being 
higher than those in Canada. Something like 
500 Canadian engineers have been finding jobs 
in the United States annually over the last 
several years. But in turn we have hadAmeri. 
can engineers coming to Canada, as well as a 
nunber of Canadians returning home. In addi-
tion, we have had quite a heavy movement of 
engineers from the United Kingdom and other  

countries in Western Europe. Our inflow of 
engineers has averaged about 1.600 per year 
over the last three years. We therefore have 
had a net gain of over 1,000 engineeis per 
year. Or to put it differently: for every 
engineer who has left Canada for the United 
States in this period, three have come to 
Canada to take his place.... 

"The opportunities for Canadian engineers 
and scientists to do well in Canada have been 
growing by leaps and bounds. More and more 
corporations, both Canadian and branch plants 
of American or other foreign firms, are estab-
lishing research facilities in this country 
and are undertaking a growing programme of 
both theoretical and applied scientific work. 
There is a growing recognition that Canada 
cannot afford to remain wholly dependent on 
the results of research and scientific work 
done abroad. We have special problems in cer-
tain fields, and only Canadians are concerned 
enough to take the trouble to solve them. This 
expansion in Canadian research facilities by 
business, universities and governments offers 
additional incentives for Canadian profes-
sional personnel to make the best of the op-
portunities that our rapidly growing economy 
offers. 

TWO IMPORTANT FACTORS 

"I would like to turn now to the key point 
with which your Conference has dealt: •that 
there is a significant shortage of scientists 
and engineers in Canada, and that the situa-
tion might get worse if all groups in Canada 
concerned with education and the training of 
manpower do not make a concerted effort. 

"I understand various views were expressed 
as to the reason for this shortage: the lack 
of encouragement to young people, inadequate 
training facilities and not enough educators, 
scholarships and bursaries too few in number 
and insufficient in amount to help worthy 
students through college, employmentopportuni-
ties less attractive than those available in 
the United States, not enough research done in 
Canada, and so on. I am sure that these are 
all factors contributing to the situation we 
are facing at present. But to me the two most 
important factors are: 

"First, the demand for technically-trained 
people is at a record level because of the 
very rapid expansion of our country in the 
last few years. As you know, the rate of 
economic growth of a free enterprise country 
like ours varies from time to time, and we 
therefore cannot expect to be always on top of 
a boom. 

"Secondly, the young people graduating in 
engineering and science from our universities 
today were the babies born between 1931 and 
1934. Well, in the thirties with economic 
conditions depressed, marriages were falling 
off and so were births. In this period fewer 
young men took up engineering courses, and 
this would affect the current supply of senior 
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A BUOYANT ECONOMY 

Striking evidence of the buoyancy of the 
Canadian economy was provided in reports is-
sued last week by the Department of Labour and 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

In a joint release on the employment situa-
tion, issued September 18, the Labour Depart-
ment and the Statistics Bureau reported that 
manpower resources in Canada were fully oc-
cupied during August and that there was little 
or no change in the already low level of un-
employment as a slight increase in the labour 
force was absorbed by a corresponding increase 
in employment. 

Ch the same day, the Bureau of Statistics 
announced that recent sharp gains in Canada 's 

 seasonally adjusted gross national product had 
continued unabated in the second quarter of 
1956,  the  increase in the first quarter .amount-
ing to more than 3 per cent. 

Details of these reports follow: 

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION 

At August 18, 1956, the number of persons 
with jobs in Canada was estimated at 5,823; 

 000, some 34,000 higher than in July and 
182,000 higher than in August 1955. The number 
of persons without jobs and seeking work and 
the number registered at National Employment 
Service offices showed very little change 
during the month. 

The demand for farm workers was stronger 
than usual during August, employment in this 
sector increasing by almost 50,000. Non-farm 
employment declined slightly, primarily owing 
to a temporary shift of workers from log-
ging and construction to agriculture to meet 
harvesting requirements. 

The slight shift from non-farm to farm 
activity eased labour shortages in a few areas 
but the situation tightened Ln others with the 
result that the number classified in shortage 
increased from 21 in July to 27 in August. 
Supplies of available labour in most skilled 
construction trades and for farm and harvest 
hands and loggers continued short. At Septem-
ber 1, 1956, only 5-of the 109 local labour 
markets were not in either balance of short-
age. The area classification was as follows 
(last year's figures in brackets): in short-
age 27 (5); in balance, 77 (93); in moderate 
surplus, 4 (10); in substantial surplus, 1(1). 

The civilian labour force totalled 5,926,- 
000 in the week ended August 18, 1956, compar-
ed with 5,891,000 in the week ended July 21, 
1956. These estimates are obtained from the 
monthly labour force survey conducted by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

Cf the 5,926,000 in the labour force, 5,- 
093,000 or 85.9 per cent worked full-time 
(defined as 35 hours or more) in the August 
survey week, 317,000 or 5.4 per cent worked 
less than 35 hours, 413,000 or 7.0 per cent 
had jobs but did not work during the survey  

week, and 103,000 or 1.7 per cent did not have 
jobs and were seeking work. Classed as not in 
the labour force are such groups as those 
keeping house, going to school, retired or 
voluntarily idle, too old or unable to work, 
and these numbered 4,807,000. 

The survey provides additional information 
about those who worked less than full-time and 
those who had jobs but were not at work. Of 
the 317,000 who worked less than 35 hours in 
the August survey week, 205,000 or 3.5 per 
cent of the labour force, were regular part-
time workers, while the remaining 112,000 or 
1.9 per cent of the labour force, included 
18,000 on short-time, 23,000 who were ill, 
25,000 who were on vacation and 46,000 with 
other reasons. ce the 413,000 or 7.0 per cent 
who had jobs but did no work during the survey 
week, 398,000 usually worked full-time and 
these included 328,000 on vacation and 49,000 
who . were ill. 

During the corresponding week in 1955, 
there were 5,772,000 in the labour force of 
whom 4,980;000 worked full-time, 303,000 
worked less than 35 hours, 358,000 had jobs 
but did no work during the week, and 131,000 
did not have jobs and were seeking work. There 
were 4.785,000 classed as not in the labour 
force. 

Additional information regarding the un-
employment situation is provided by another 
,series of data, i.e., applications for employ-
ment on file at National Employment Service 
offices of the Uhemployment Insurance Commis-
sion. Ch August 16, 1956, applications on file 
at these offices numbered 170,100, a reduc-
tion of 9,100 from the total for July 19, 1956 
and a decline of 27,700 from tke level exist-
ing August 18, 1955. The reduction from the 
previous month was due to a decline in ap-
plications an file in all Regions, with the 
exception of Chtario in the following order; 
Quebec 6,900, Prairie Region 6,200, Atlantic 
Region 3,900, Pacific Region 1,500. The in-
crease Ln the Chtario total amounted to 9,500. 

Compared with the same month one year ago, 
all Regions participated in the overall de-
cline except the Pacific Région where applica-
tions on file remained substantially unchang-
ed. 

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

The latest advance has brought the level of 
gross national product to an annual rate of 
$29.5 billion, compared with $28.6 billion in 
the first quarter of this year. It appears 
that about two-thirds of the increase over the 
first quarter of this year was represented by 
a gain in the physical volume of production, 
price factors accounting for the balance of 
the rise in value. In the first half of this 
year gross national product rose by more than 
10 per cent lin.value-terms  and  by between 6 
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per cent and 7 per cent in-terms of the physi-
cal volume of production, compared with the 
same period of a year.ago. 

Three.major developments have emerged as 
the dominant features of the first half of 
1956.1hese have been the very high levels of 
fixed capital.investment expenditures current-
ly being undertaken by business, the high 
.rate of business inventory accumulation, and 
the heavy current account deficit or import 
balance, whidhaveraged $1.2 billion at season-
ally adjusted annual rates in the first half. 
Total final expenditures by all groups, plus 
investment in inventories, were running at an 
annual rate more than $4 billion above the 
corresponding period of 1955. Business invest-
ment in plant and equipment and in inventories 
together accounted for close to one-half of 
this total increase. At the same time, about 
one-third of the total $4.0 billion increase 
was met out of imports rather than Canadian 
production, alleviating to some extent the 
demand pressures being placed on Canadian 
production. 

Prices Climb 	 • 
These sharp advances in the national  ex-

penditure have been accompanied by some up-
ward movement in prices in most of the  compon-
ents of gross national expenditure. Prices 
have risen overall by about 3 per cent since 
the second quarter of the last year, about I. 
per cent occurring in the .second quarter. The 

 most pronounced increases since a year ago 
.have been in the non-residential construction 
and machinery and equipment categories where 
price factors (including costs) showed a gain 
of about 7 per cent. The price (and cost) 
factor in residential construction was up 5 
per cent and export and import prices (on the 
national accounts basis) were up by 3 per cent 
and 4 per cent, respectively over-a year ago. 
Consumer prices overall have risen by only 
about 1 per cent in the year-over-year com-
parison. 

The rise in output between the first and 
second quarters of this year was concentrated 
in durable goods manufacturing and in con-
struction. The increase in the durable goods 
group amounted to 5 per cent, with large gains 
recorded for.transportation equipment (up 22 
per cent), non-ferrous metals (up 8 per cent), 
and electrical apparatus and supplies (up 5 
per cent). The iron and steel group, which 
moved upward in the first quarter, remained 
level but was producing at a rate about 15 per 
cent above a year ago. 

Associated with the above increases in 
output, the industrial composite employment 
index rose by 3 per cent above the first 
quarter, after allowance for seasonal factors. 
:This most recent increase brought the index to 
a level 7 per cent above a year ago. The 
number of paid workers in the non-agricultural 
labour force was 6 per cent above the second 
quarter of a year ago. The number of persons  

without jobs and seeking work amounted to 
about 3 per cent of the total labour  force. in 
the second quarter of 1956. Compared with one 
year ago, the number of persons without jobs 
and seeking work had declined by about 23 per 
.cent. 

These increases in outptit and in.employment 
in the second quarter were accompanied by the 
largest advance in labour income since the 
latter part of 1950. Corporation profits were 
also higher in the second quarter with a gain 
of about 5 per cent over the first quarter. 

Ch the expenditure side, all of the major 
demand categories showed increases in the 
second quarter, contributing to the gains over 
a year ago as noted earlier. A single excep-
tion was investment in inventories, where the 
rate of accumulation slackened from the ex-
tremely high level of the first quarter. In-
vestment in plant, machinery and equipment 
continued to move forward rapidly. Residential 
construction, which declined in the first 
quarter, Showed an advance as housing comple-
tions rose; however, the fall-off in housing 
starts in the last few months . indicates that 
the rise in completions is temporary. Durable 
goods purchases, which had also fallen  off in 
the first quarter as automobile sales declin-
ed, moved upward in the second quarter as 
seasonally adjusted sales of new passenger 
automobiles rose 30 per cent above the first 
quarter level. Imports and exports, seasonally 
adjusted, continued to rise sharply and the 
deficit on current account showed little 
change from the first quarter rate. 

Iii.despread  Gains 

• The latest gain in labour income has raised 
the level of.wage and salary payments to a 
point about 11 per cent above the second 
quarter of 1955. The  increase over a year ago 
reflects a rise in the number of paid workers 
amounting to about 6per cent, with the balance 
accounted for by an increase in hourly average 
ea'rnings. Average hours worked per week in 
manufacturing showed little change from a year 
ago. The gain of 5 per cent which occurred 
between the first and second quarter of this 
year appears to reflect.an  increase of 3 per 
cent in employment in the main non-agricultur-
al industries, the balance being accounted for 
by increases in average hourly earnings. 

The gains in labour income from the first 
to the second quarter of this year.were wide-
spread' but were especially marked in construc-
tion and in -durable goods manufacturing. 
Agriculture,  forestry, mining, public utilit-
ies, transportation, storage, communication, 
trade and the service industries were all 
higher in the second quarter. 

The large gain in labour income in the 
second quarter was accompanied by an accelera-
tion in the rate of consumer spending. Person-
al expenditure on consumer goods and services 
rosé by 3 per cent (compared with 2 per cent 
in the first giarter), with gains occurring in 
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the durable, non-durable and services groups. 
This latest increase has brought the level of 
personal expenditure on consumer goods and 
services in the second quarter to a point 
about 7 per cent above the second quarter of 
1955. 

Consumer exPenditure on durable goods, 
which was moving downward in the first quarter 
showed a sharp rise in the second quarter (of 
9 per cent), reflecting for the most part an 
upturn in sales of passenger automobiles. 
Total personal expenditure on durable goods 
was up about 11 per cent over the second 
quarter of a year ago. 

Consumer expenditures for non-durable goods 
and for services were up 2 per cent and 3 per 
cent, resnectively over the first quarter of 
this year, and 6 per cent and 7 per cent, 
respectively over the same period a year ago. 
From the first to the second quarter, the 
gains in non-durable goods purchases were 
widespread, affecting all groups with the 
exception of clothing purchases which showed a 
decline. It may be noted that Easter occurred 
in March of this year and that Easter sales 
are included in the first quarter figures. 
Relatively little movement has occurred in the 
price of consumer goods as a whole over the 
course of the past year; at the total level, 
an increase of only about 1 per cent is shown. 
This increase from a year ago is largely at-
tributable to higher prices for services, with 
small declines in the price of durable goods 
offset by a small advance in the price of non-
durable goods. Since the end of the second 
quarter of this year, non-durable prices have 
shown a further advance, as food prices have 
been rising. 

The rising level of consumer expenditure in 
the second quarter was supported by a sharp 
increase in disposable income which rose by 
almost 5 per cent. This was largely attribut-
able to the very marked advance in wage and 
salary payments which has been noted previous-
ly. Since consumer expenditure rose less 
sharply than disposable income, there was a 
substantial rise in the rate of saving in the 
second quarter of this year, from $1.4 billion 
in the first quarter to $1.8 billion. The 
latter figure constitutes about 9 per cent 
disposable income compared with about 7.5 per 
cent in the first quarter. 

4444  

EQUAL PAY ACT:  Hon. M.F. Gregg, Minister 
of Labour, has announced that the Female Em-
ployees Equal Pay Act will come into force on 
Cttober 1, 1956, and the issuance of a pro-
clamation to such effect has been authorized. 

The Act provides that female employees 
doing work which is identical or substantially 
identical to that being done by male employees 
shall not be paid at rates of pay less than 
the rates of pay of such male employees. 

The Minister of Labour stated that copies 
of the Act were being sent out to employers  

and trade unions concerned in operations 
coming within federal jurisdiction. Such 
operations include railways, water transporta-
tion, navigation and shipping, canals, tele-
graphs, airlines, radio, banks, other works of 
an interprovincial or international nature or 
which have been declared to be for the general 
advantage of Canada or of two or more prov-
inces. 

Employers and trade unions have been asked 
to review their policies in the light of the 
provisions of the Act. 

*  4 4 * 

OFF TO SEA:  Four warships of:the First 
Canadian Escort Squadron sailed from Halifax 
September 19 on a two-month training cruise 
which will take them to ports in the Azores, 
Ireland, the United Kingdom, and continental 
Europe. 

The squadron consists of the destroyer 
escorts Algonquin, Huron, Iroquois, and Mic-
mac. HMCS Assiniboine, a new destroyer escort 
which commissioned at Sorel, P.Q., on Aug-
ust 16, will join the squadron during the lat-
ter part of the cruise and return to Halifax 
in company. 

First port of call will be Ponta Delgada, 
in the AzOres, on September 24. Sailing again 
the same day, the squadron will proceed to 
Dublin for a six-day visit, Sept. 28 -Oct. 4. 
Subsequent calls will be made at Londonderry, 
Oct. 5-19; Belfast, Oct. 19-23; Southampton, 
Oct. 24-31; Lisbon, Nov. 8-13, and Ponta Del-
gada again, Nov. 15-16. 

The ships are scheduled to return to their 
Halifax base on Nov. 21. 

*  4 4 * 

ATTENDING CONFERENCE:  The Canadian delega-
tion to the conference on the statute of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency which opens 
tomorrow at United Nations Headquarters in New 
York is headed by Mr. M.H. Wershof, 
Assistant Uhder -Secretary of State and Legal 
Adviser for the Department of Eàternal Af-
fairs. Mr. W.J. Bennett, 0.B.E., President of 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, is a dele-
gate. 

Mr. Wershof and Mk. Bennett are being as-
sisted by the following advisers from various 
government Departments: Mk. Sidney Pollock of 
the Department of Finance; Dr. J.D. Babbitt, 
Scientific Attaché at the Canadian Embassy 
in Witshington; Mr. Donald Watson, Atomic 
Energy of Canada, Limited; Mr. W.H. Barton, 
Mr. D.H.W. Kirkwood and Mk. G.G.J. Grondin of 
the Department of External Affairs and Mr. 
M.A. Crowe of the Permanent Delegation to the 
United Nations in NWYork. 

Representatives of members of the United 
Nations or of one of the Specialized Agencies 
will study a draft statute prepared, at the 
suggestion of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations, by a twelve-power working 
level meeting in Washington. 
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AID TO NEW CANADIANS:  Many Red Cross, inter-
national activities are undertaken on behalf 
of New Canadians, among whom are the 2,775 
adults and 442 children who were introduced to 
this country in 1955 through the Port Nurse-
ries in Halifax and St. John. 

These activities were reviewed in some 
detail in the annual report of the  Canadian 
Red Cross Society for 1955. 

Co-operative efforts of the Enquiry Bureaus 
of the Canadian Red Cross Society and sister 
Red Cross societies resulted in tracing 327 
persons with whom their families had lost 
contact.  

HELP ON ARRIVAL 

Che of the busiest departments at national 
headquarters is that dealing with immigration 
from Eastern European countries. During 1955, 
131 Greeks, mainly children, and five other 
nationals were reunited with their families in 
Canada. The largest single group yet to come 
to Canada, 61 persons, arrived in early April, 
accompanied by the National Commissioner who, 
at the request of the Department of External 
Affaira , had gone to ihIngary to complete the 
medical examinations and make other arrange-
ments for their exit. No one who has not wit-
nessed the arrival of one of these groups can 
visualize the joy of the families on being 
reunited. Tribute must be paid to the cordial 
co-opération received from the National Red 
Cross Societies of the U.S.S.R., Reumania, 
Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia, and the 
competent and friendly assistance given these 
immigrants in transit by the British, Belgian, 
Netherlands, Danish and Swiss Red Cross So-
cieties. The excellent facilities of Trans-
Canada Air Lines in both Canada and Europe 
have been made freely available to us and the 
success of the project has been in a large 
measure  due  to the sympathetic and understand-
ing co-operation of its officers. 

The Society is continuing to make every 
effort to intercede on behalf of applicants 
with next-of-kin in Canada who have received 
provisional approval for entry to this coun-
try.  Our  thanks are due to the Departments of 
External Affairs, Citizenship and Immigration, 
and National Health and Welfare, as well as 
British and Canadian diplomatic missions 
abroad, for their active co-operation. At 
the present time, over 300 such cases are 

• pending. 
Through the Junior Red Cross, more than 

half of all the boys and girls in Canada are 
learning to know and appreciate the children 
of other countries by means of exchange of 
school correspondence, art, music and crafts. 
In August, high school students participated 
in the first international study.centre to be 
held in the western hemisphere. Organized, 
operated and financed jointly by the American 
and Canadian Junior Red Cross sections, it was 
held at Olueen's University, Kingston,  Ontario, 
with 103 delegates from Jamaica, Greece, Japan 
and Yùgoslavia, in attendance. 

STUDYING OIL INDUSTRY:  The Canadian oil 
industry is being studied by Mr. K.D. Mala-
viya, M.P., Minister of Natural Resources of 
the Government of India, who is spending ten 
days in this country. Chairman of India's 
recently established power, oil and natural 
gas commission, Mk. Malaviya will meet with 
Federal and Provincial government officials 
concerned with oil developments in Saskatche-
wan and Alberta fields as well as with of-
ficials of privately owned oil companies in 
Canada. 

The Government of India has made extensive 
plans to establish and develop an oil indus-
try. Canada has already provided  assistance to 
this programme in the form oE two magnetometer 
surveys, which were given under the Colombo 
Plan. Che of these was an aerial magnetometer 
survey of mineral resources, in particular 
petroleum in Rajasthan, carried out within the 
last year. A survey was also made this spring 
of the Genges 

* 
POCKET LAUXCgINGS:  The Arctic launching site 
for rockets at Fort Churchill, ninitoba, will 
be ready in Œtoher for its part in the Inter-
national Geophysical Year (bGY) to begin of-
ficially next July. This has been announced bv 
Dr. joseph Kaplan and Mk. F.T. Davies,  chair.. 
men  respectively of the United States and the 
Canedian National Committees of the IGY. 

The Programme of rocket launchings in the 
Arctic is part of the intensive international 
study of the earth, the atmosphere, and the 
sun, to be conducted over the entire world 
from July 1957 to December 1958. From this 
programme scientists of all nations hope to 

. gain a better understanding of the earth's 
structure and various effects in the atmos-
phere such as aurora and airglow, cosmic rays 
and solar activity. 

Rocket experts chose Fort Churchill for two 
reasons: it is readily accessible, and it lies 
within the "Arctic auroral belt" where North-
ern Lights are most easily observed. The 
rocket launchings are part of a scientific 
effort to explore the atmosphere in the Arctic 
to a height of 180 miles. Aerobee rockets will 
be used for high altitudes and sma ller two-
stage rockets for lower altitudes. 

Scientific instruments carried by the 
rockets will measure density, temperature, 
pressure and wind velocities in the Arctic 
atmosphere at heights never before studied. 
They will also take measurements of the iono-
sphere--the upper region of rarified, ionized 
gas between 50 and 250 miles above the earth's 
surface--which reflects radio waves in long-
distance communication. The rockets will re-
cord effects of the sun's light at high alti-
tudes, and such phenomena as Northern Lights, 
cosmic rays, and the earth's magnetism. The 
Fort Churchill programme will be tied in with 
similar rocket flights to be made by the 
British, Australians, French, and Japanese 
during the International Geophysical Year. 
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UNESCO DELEGATION:  The Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs has announced the composition 
of the Canadian delegation to the ninth ses-
sion of the General Conference of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (uNEsco) which will be held in 
New Delhi, India, from November 5 to Eecember 
5, 1956. 

Mr. Leonard W. Erockiné.,ton, 
D.C.L., will bethechairman of the delegation. 
The deputy chairman and principal adviser will 
be a senior officer of the Department of 
External Affairs. 

The other members of the delegation are: 
.Delegates; Mr. Lionel Bertrand, M.P. for 
Terrebonne, Quebee; Senator Donald Cameron, 
Edmonton, Alberta, Director, Department of 
Extension and Banff School of Fine Arts, 
University of Alberta; Lt. Col. F.T. Fairey, 
M.P. for Victoria, Z.C.; Alternate Delegates; 
Mrs. John Bird (Aroe Frances), Radio and tele-
vision commentator, Ottawa; Professcir jean-
Charles Falardeau, Director, Department of 
Sociology, Laval University, Quebec; Dr. Leon 
Lortie, Professor of Chemistry and History  of  
Science, University of Montreal; Mr. John C. 
Parkin, President, Canadian Arts Council, 
Toronto; Mr. Freeman K. Steward, Executive 
Secretary, Canadian Education Association, 
Toronto. 

* * * 

NATO CONFERENCE:  Navy, Army and Air Force 
officers of eight NATO countries met in the 
United Kingdom last week at the invitation of 
the Canadian Bureau of Current Affairs for a 
five-day conference on international affairs 
under the chairmanship of Harry R. Low, the 
Canadian Current Affairs Director for the 
armed forces. 

The delegates represented Britain, France, 
The Netherlands, Norway, Italy, Greece, the 
United States, and Canada. 

The meeting took place at Christ Church 
College, Oxford, and was the second such con-
ference held under Canadian auspices in the 
past two years. The conference administrator 
was H.S.C. Archbold of Victoria, B.C., the 
Current Affairs Adviser for Canadian forces in 
Europe. 

The delegates, including 23 Canadians, 
heard world prominent lecturers and authorit-
ies speak on such topics as the foreign polic-
ies of Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union, pro-
blems in the Middle East, sEAT0, and some of 
the problems of  Western Europe today. 

Speakers included Prof. Norman H. Gibbs, of 
Oxford University; Lord Birchwood, of the 
Royal Institute of International Affairs, and 
Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir John Sles- 
SOr. 

The Canadian officers attending were from 
the 2nd Canadian Infantry Brigade Group in 
Germany, from the FICAF air wings in France and 
Germany, and from the Canadian Joint Staff in 
London. 

ATONIC AGRICULTURE:  Canadian agricultural 
scientists are putting radio-active materials 
from atomic energy plants to use in many valu-
able fields of research. Just as the discovery 
of the microscope enabled the medical scient-
ist to identify and follow the movement of 
living disease organisms that could not be 
seen with the eye, use of these radio-active 
elements (known as isotopes to the scientists 
to distinguish them from the same elements 
when not radio-active) has made it possible to 
identify and follow the path of these elements 
througlhiving tissues and accurately measure 
the quantity present in any part  of the plant 
or animal at any period of growth. Their use 
permits it to be done far more rapidly than by 
the old method of chemical analysis and with-
out injury to the living plant or animal. 

Extremely minute quantities of a number of 
elements such as phosphorus, calcium, cobalt, 
carbon and others, used by plants and animals 
in their growth, when made radio•active, can 
be mixed with much larger, non-active, quan-
tities of these elements and makes the absorp-
tion and movement of these elements within 
relent and animal tissues easily followed. 

SPZCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

Instruments to measure these movements have 
been aCa?ted from the familiar Geiger counter 
and are so Sensitive that the amount of carbon 
given off in an animal's breath can be detect-
ed and measured. 

Chemists engaged in animal nutrition re-
search  at Science Service, Department of 
Agriculture, Ottawa, have used radio-active 
carbon and calcium to trace the movement of 
these two elements in the animal's system and 
determine the method by which the animal con-
verts them into bones, meat and milk. 

In western Canada wool grown in an area 
deficient in sulphur was a basis of study. 
Tracers of radio-active sulphur mixed with 
additional non-active sulphur and fed to the 
ewes was discovered not only in the eool of 
the ewes themselves but  in-the  wool of lambs 
later born to those ewes. 

Scientists at the University of Saskatche-
wan have used radio-active phosphorus in num-
erous experiments to determine the form of 
phosphorus in fertilizers, most readily used 
by plants. Their tests indicate that for 
Saskatchewan prairie soils ammonium phosphate 
is the form most readily available for grain 
crops. 

Measurements of the phosphorus taken up by 
plants at different stages of growth revealed 
that most of the phosphorus supplied through 
fertilizers is taken up by wheat plants prior 
to the heading out stage. After heading the 
plants continue to take up quite large quan-
tities but it is taken from phosphorus from 
the soil rather than from the fertilizers. In 
their experiment, apProximately 22 per cent of 
the fertilizer phosphorus was recovered by the 
growing plants. 
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INTERNATIONAL ASSI STANCE 

Reviewing the international relief prO-
gramme carried out in 1955.by the Canàdian 
Red Cross Society, the National Commissioner, 
W. Stuart Stanbury, reported that pro-
bably never in the history of the Canadian Red 
Cross Society  has assistance been given to so 
many countries in one year. 

.In his outline of the Society's activities 
for.the 1955 Annual Report, .Dr: Stanbury 
pointed out that shipments were made directly 
from Canada to 33 countries, ,hile drugs were 
ordered through the League of Red Cross So-
cieties for three others and supplies shipped 
from.  the League.warehouses to still two more, 
making a total of 38 countries assisted. De-
tails of Dr. Stanbury's report follow: 

"The accomplishmentsofthe 30,(r0 voluntary 
sewers and knitters in the Women's Work Com-
mittee were outstanding, 515 cases of new 
clothing and bedding having been shipped 
.directly to 13 countries and 2(1 cases to the 
League warehouses for issue in disaster, at a 
cost in raw materials alone of $146,026. In 
1955 the Committee decided to concentrate 
mainly on assistance to refugees, 303 casés 
being shipped.to  the Near East and 42 to 
Germany. 

"International relief was provided by the 
Junior Red Cross at a cost of almost $90,000, 
of which nearly $18,000 applied to divisional 
shipments of health kits, school stipplies, 
toys and clothing, while the balance comprised 
expenditures from the Junior Fund for Inter-
national Understanding. 

MEDICINES SUPPL/ED 

"Assistance.was made possible through'the 
general funds of the Society at a cost of 
$58,841, including approximately $25,000 in 
drugs for India and $10,000 for Pakistan fol-
lowing the disastrous floods in.those coun-
tries. A small shipment of anti-typhoid vac-
cine, urgently required in the British West 
Indies following the hurricane, was despatched 
by air. It is very gratifying to be able to 
report that, due to the generosity of -frans-
Canada Air Lines, Pan American Airways'and 
Pakistan International Airlines, all these 
drugs were delivered to their destination 
without one dollar to the Society in freight 
charges. 

"Sixty orders for drugs were placed through 
the League for patients in six Iron Curtain 
Countries, mainly on behalf of relatives in 
Canada. 'This, a most appreciated service, . 
although involving a great deal of work for 
the League as well as for the national staff, 
is conducted.at  practically no cost to the 
Society, as reimbursement is received in 
nearly every case. 

"During . MiselkArthur's term of service as 
Associate League Co-firdinator in Korea, both 
the Senior Society and the Junior Red Cross 
concentrated a large portion of their interna-
tional relief in Korea. In 1955 the Junior Red 
.Cross allocated $20000  fora  self-help fund 
for the Korean junior Red Cross, $15,000 for 
.'Hope City', a self-heIp installation for war-
orphaned homeless boys, and almost $9 ,000 for 
the Children's Tuberculosis Sanatorium atln-
chon. The senior Society's allocation of $15.- 
000 was used as a contingency fund on which 
Miss McArthur could draw for emergency and 
.unbudgeted expenditures of the Korean Red 
'Cross,  such as disaster. In September 1955 the 
Korean Society was granteu recognition as a 

' full member of the League of Red Cross So-
cieties' and at the end of the year the League 
representative was withdrawn. The Korean Red 
Cross Society iF to bé congratulated on its 
remerkable recovery from near-extinction due 
to war. Both theKorean Society and its Govern-
ment have paid generous...tribute to the con-
tribution made by the Canadian Red Cross So-
ciety and Miss McArthur received reo citations 
for her services, one signed by President 
Syngman Rhee as Honorary President of the 
Korean Red Cross, and one'from the Republic of 
Korea Department offflealth for her contribu-
tions to the:health of : the nation. A lasting 
memorial to her is the new nurses' residence 
at the Seoul Red Cross Hospital which was 
named 'McArthur Hall' in her honour. 

• 	 VAR/ED GIFTS 

"The cost of international relief in 1955-- 
Women's Wark Committee, JuniorRed Cross and 
general funds—was  $294,453. ibis figure does 
not express the total value of international 
relief provided through the facilities  of the
Canedian Red Cross Society as the Women's Work 
Cemmittee has reported on the cost of raw 
materials rather than the value of the finish-
ed articles.andnodesignated funds administer-
ed by the Society are included; Again the 
Government of Canada expressed its confidence 
in Red Cross:by providing  $100,000 .  for the 
purchase of drugs and blankets for India and 
Pakistan. The Rotary Club of .Edmonton added 
$1,000 for drugs for Pakistan. -flhe Royal 
'Canadian Air Force provided five aircraft to 
carry all the drugs and the  majority of the 
blankets; the'balance of the blankets were 
shipped by sea. Tinned baby food valued at 
over $20,000, a gift of Canadian Canners 
Limited, was shipped by the Junior Red Cross 
to eighteen countries. Disbursements from the 
Greek Earthquake Fund for supplies to .Greece 
mounted to over $9,000. 
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BELIEVES MANPOWER PROBLEMS MANAGEABLE 

(Continued from P. 2) 

men. Hence one of the important reasons why we 
are currently pinched for technically-trained 
personnel is to be found in the depressed 
economic conditions that prevailed in the 
thirties. 

"Compare this situation with economic 
conditions in Canada in the post-war period. 
We have had a high level of prosperity of 
remarkable continuity, couples have been get-
ting married in larger numbers and at younger 
ages, the birth rate is considerably higher, 
and the incentive and opportunities to get a 
college education are much greater. 

"In looking to the future we are facing an 
entirely different situation than that faced 
by the generation of the 193C:s. Their outlook 
was one of doubt and uncertainty. The outlook 
of the  present generation is one of confidence 
and self-reliance. Neither business or govern-
ment knew very much about how to cope with the 
economic difficulties we faced then. We hope 
that we have learned our lessons and that we 
will do better if we encounter serious pro-
blems of economic adjustment in the future. 

BROADER PROBLEM 

"To me the problem is a much broader one 
than whether we need this or that number of 
engineers or scientists and how we can get 
them. It is not, as some see this problem, 
just a crisis in education, or even aquestien 
of adequate technical training of Canadas 

 manpower. What we really should be asking 
ourselves are these two questions: 

"First, at what rate do we want to see 
Canada's economy grow, and in fact what rate 
is really practical if we want to maintain 
Canada's national entity and our type of free 
society? To expand, it is true we need more 
engineers and scientists, but so do we need 
many other people in all walks of life. 

"Secondly, even if we are making effective 
use of our resources both human and those 
given to us by Nature, how can we guardagainst 
the occurrence of the kind of serious economic 
setback we experienced in the 1930's? For 
there is nothing that will cure a shortage of 

engineers and scientists as quickly as a de-
pression, but that is certainly not the kind 
of solution we want.... 

mNe want to see the Canadian economy grow 
as rapidly as humanly possible without forcing 
that growth or directing it into unproductive 
channels. We do not want to encourage infla-
tion nor do we want to build up high-cost 
industries that cannot stand a measure of com-
petition. What we do want is balanced economic 
growth; we want to expand our resources in-
dustries to meet the growing need of the world 

and of our own country for industrial mater-
ials: we want to do as much processing here as 
we  cari and still be competitive; we want to  

encourage the growth of our manufacturing 
industries to cater to our expanding domestic 
market and to sell in foreign markets where 
possible; we want Canadians to participate to 
an increasing extent in the development of our 
resources and manufacturing industriesinitial-
ly financed by foreign firms; we want to ex-
pand our educational and other training facil-
ities, to do more research, and to provide 
opportunities to prosper for our technically-
trained personnel, as well as for other peo-
ple. 

"If we are to achieve all this, and I 
believe we are moving in this direction, the 
incentives for our younger people to choose 
the right occupations will be there. And there 
will be, I am sure, a continuing desire on the 
part of people in other lands to come to this 
country to participate in this process of 
building up a bigger and better Canada. 

THE REAL THREAT 

"I am not suggesting that these things will 
happen of their own accord. Ch the contrary, 
we will need a lot of constructive thinking 
such as you have done during this Conference, 
followed by persistent action. But what I am 
saying is that the emphasis should be on what 
we could do to help our country to continue to 
expand as rapidly as appears feasible, getting 
the necessary manpower, capital and managerial 
and scientific know-how we must have in this 
age of the atom and electronics. 

"The real threat to Canada's future is not 
that we may be short of a few engineers or 
scientists--as long as we are propserous we 
will always want more technically-trained 
personnel than we have--but that our economic 
growth should slow down, that we should sit 
back content with our progress and little con-
cerned as to whether or not we are making the 
most effective use of our resources. A strong 
and rapidly growing Canada is the best as-
surance for national survival.which we can 
offer to our children and grandchildren in 
this uncertain world of ours. 

ero turn now to the question of the supply 
of engineers and scientists, I am confident 
that if we succeed in maintaining a more or 
less continuing expansion of our country, we 
will get the engineers and scientists we need. 
What we have to guard against is a recurrence 
of a dePression of the kind we experienced in 
the 1930's, for in such a situation the en-
gineers and scientists are among the first to 
feel the brunt of its impact. The belt-tight-
ening process for business usually involves 
a drastic reduction of capital expenditures, 
which inevitably leads to unemployment among 
engineers in junior positions. Then as the 
depression gets worse, many industries feel 
that they can suspend or cut back significant-
ly their research budgets. And this hits the 
scientist and engineer even in senior posi-
tions. 

9 	 (Over) 
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'looking to the future, I am confident that 
Canadians will tackle with imagination and 
vigour the various problems they are facing 
whether they  are questions of assnring a con-
tiriuiri . rowth of our economy or whether they 
are matters of finding the peonle properly 
qualified to maize this exnansion possible. Che 
of the reasons why I feet so confident that we 
will be training and reteinini in Canada an 
increasing number of scientists, engineers and 
other technically-trained people is the grow-
ing national awareness of the importance of 
this subject. 

• 	mYour Conference aere is just one example 
of this national awareness. In recent years we 
have had a goodly number of meetings of penple 
interested in and concerned with this nroblem. 
Provincial and Municinal governments and our 
edveational institutions, which in Canada 
carry the prime responsibility for the educe-
tien and training of ovr young 7..eenle, have 
snent large end increasing amounts te create 
the capital facilities we need and to secure 
cpmpetent teaching nersonnel. In the last 
decade  ajonc,  something like $1.5 billion was 
snent on building and equip7, ing educational 
facilities in Canada. 

"Industry itself, narticularly in recent 
years, has taken a leading nart in encouragina 
our younger men to enter the scientific  and  
engineering professions and to offer them 
professional opportunities that were undreamed 
of only a decade ago. Che of the most encour-
aging things that industry has done is the 
building up of research facilities and re-
search programmes offering well-paid nositions 
for continuing work in these fields. Goins 
beyond that, various industries are now spend-
ing large sums of money for unclergraduate and 
graduate scholarships, fellowships, and grants 
for research work. Financial support is offer-
ed to universities for research, endowment of 
chairs, and to provide equipment and materials 
required by university laboratories, 

"Some industries have recognized that the 
problem is not only one of strengthening our 
higher institutions of learning, but also of 
improving standards of technical training in 
our secondary schools. There are now scholar-
ships available to encourage graduates inter-
ested in teaching science in high schools. 
Travelling scholarships . ,rovided by industry 
are also available to enable Canadians to 
benefit from scientific and technical develop-
ments abroad. Then there are various company  

schemes designed to train men while they are 
doing their jobs, including programmes enabl-
ing men to achieve professional engineering 
:status at virtually no cost to themselves and 
without giving  un  their jobs. 

"I believe industry is to be congratulated 
for having taken this initiative and shown 
such vision. I gather your Conference would 
like to see these efforts carried further, 
and perhaps  cc'-ordinated to make sure that the 
most effective use is being made of the re-
sources that industry devotea to the encourag-
ment and training of technically trained 
personnel. 

"I would like to say that in my view the 
real significance of this Conference,--while 
it no doubt has achieved much in other ways,-- 
lies in the fact that it ia a symbol and re-
flection of the interest and determination on 
the rart of industrial and business leaders to 
assist in the solution of this university 
nroblem not only I.Dy moral support but by 
direct financial contribution. This, of course, 
does not mean the assumption by industry of 
responsibility for, or control of, education. 
It does mean a recognition of what education 
means to the future of our country and the 
confidence we have in the experience and com-
petence of those who are directing our univer-
sities and educational institutions." 

* * * 

q9CIAL CREDIT SWEEP:  The Social Credit Party ›  
swépt: the polls in the 9ritishColumbiœelec-
tion September 19 to gain the largest nrovin-
cial majority in 44 years. In its return to 
power for another term, the Social Credit 
group captured 39 seats in the 52-seat legis-
lature, and the entire cabinet of Premier 
W.A.C. Bennett was re-elected. 

Party standing was reported.by  The Canadian 
Press as follows: 

1956 1953 

Social Credit 
Commonwealth Co-Cperative 
Liberal 
Independent Labour 
Progressive Conservative 

Totals 52* 48* 

Four new seats were at stake this year. 
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NATION OF HOME OWNERS 

Canada today has probably the highest pro-
portion of home ownership of any comparable 
industrial nation in the world, the Hon. 
Robert Winters, Minister of Public Works, told 
the Canadian Institute of Chartered Account-
ants at Halifax, September 10. 

Speaking at a luncheon tendered to the 
Institute by the Government of Nova Scotia, 
Mr. Winters said that more Canadians, per 
capita, own homes than do "Americans or Bri-
tains or Germans or any other human race for 
which we have statistics," and that in the 
past 15 years the trend to home ownership in 
Canada has become more and more pronounced. 

Pointing on the fact that the typical Cana-
dian family today owns its own home, Mr. 
Winters said this would not be surprising in a 
nation predominantly rural but that it is 
striking indeed in the urban, industrial, 
commercial, and mining economy which Canada 
has developed in recent times. At the time of 
the 1941 Census something less than 55 per 
cent of the Canadian housing stock was owner-
occupied, the Minister said. In the succeeding 
10 years the total housing stock increased by. 
about 660,000 units; but the owner-occupied 
housing stock increased by over 700,000, more 
than the total of all new construction, both 
for home-ownership and for rent. In other 
words,Mr.Winters explained, there was actual-
ly a net decline in the number of dwellings 
rented, and this took place despite the fact 
that about a third of the new dwellings built 
during the period were in multiple-dwelling 
structures such as apartment buildings. 

"What happened was that during the 1940:s 
a large number of dwellings which had been 
rented were taken over by their owners or, 
where the type of dwelling permitted, were 
sold to owner-occupants," Mr. linters stated. • 
"The great change occurred, not in the type of 
dwellings built but rather in the tenure dis-
tribution of dwellings already existing in 
1941. The incentive to sell rental ,  property or 
to occupy it was supported by rent control, 
and the willingness to buy for owner-occupancy 
was stimulated by renewed confidence in the 
real estate market during the period. This was 
emphasized by the urge on the part of veterans 
to buy rental housing built by the Government. 
In the past 10 years veterans have purchased 
38,300 out of a total of 54,000 houses made 
available to them on a rental basis after the 
war." 

The Minister said that as a result of these 
developments the proportion of Canada's total 
dwelling stock that was owner-occupied in-
creased from 55 per cent he had already men-
tioned for 1941 to 65 per cent in 1951, as 
compared to the United States proportion of 51 
per .cent for 1950. 

Since 1951, Canadians have added about 
350,000 dwellings to their stock, Mk. Winters 
said. Individual houses make up over 70 per 
cent of the addition, and adding owner-oc-
cupied duplexes and row housing, it is estim-
ated that about 75 per cent of the new housing 
additions since 1951 are owner-occupied. The 
Minister added that the aggregate proportion 
of owner-occupancy has not been moved much .  

(Over) 
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of serviced land and the level of incomes but 
also on the mortgage financing means. A number 
of other factors can make it easier for people 
to become home-owners. Easy mortgage credit, 
large loans, long periods of repayment and low Illh 
rates of interest--all these are matters which 
can help convert the tenant to a home-owner. 
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beyond the 65 per cent registered five years 
ago because fewer existing houses are shifting 
from rental to owner-octupancy than in the 
forties. Some  multiple-unit buildings and even 
some single-family dwellings will always be 
rented. 

THREE REASONS 

Mr. Winters then referred to three of the 
factors which have contributed toward home-
ownership in the last 15 years--rising stand-
ards of living, the greater use of the auto-
mobile and, in particular, the amortized high-
ratio mortgage. 

Cf these, he said, in part: 
"The real income of Canadians, per capita, 

has gone up by over 70 per cent in the last 
fifteen years. This has meant not only more to 
spend on food, clothing, and entertainment, 
but also more to spend on housing. Particular-
ly important has been the fact that more 
people than in the past have been able to ac-
cumulate savings. - Although most people are apt 
to buy an automobile or a television set or 
other such commodities before they contemplate 
buying a house, many of them, however, have 
used these savings for their down payments on - 
a house. There has been too a less obvious 
result of the rise in our living standards: it 
has engendered confidence. That confidence has 
encouraged many to undertake what is, for most 
people, the largest single financial commit-
ment of their lives, the purchase of a house. 

"Che of the results of our rising standard 
of living--the widespread ownership of auto-
mobiles--has made the growth in home ownership 
technically possible. 

"Without the automobile, our present degree 
of urbanization might not have been possible 
at all, and its achievement with the present 
degree of home-ownership would most certainly 
not have been possible. More residential land 
space is required to house a population in 
single-family dwellings than in almost any 
type of rental housing. The automobile provid-
ed that necessary space by widening the ef-
fective boundaries of our cities. Without this 
our land problem would be immeasurably more 
acute than it now is and there would be no 
opportunity for large number of families to 
live on lots of say 60 1  x 100! apiece. 

"But while rising income levels have en-
abled Canadians to spend more on housing and 

at the same time to buy cars in increasing 
numbers, purchase of a new home would have 
remained a dream for most families if they had 
not been able to obtain mortgage money. 

"...Mortgage financing has been king-pin in 
the housing market. If mortgages had not been 
made available on reasonable terms a much 
smaller proportion of our new housing would 
have been for home-ownership and undoubtedly 
our total volume of new building would have 
been lower.  At  any given time the number of 

people who can afford to own houses depends 
not only on the cost of construction; the cost 

HOUSING ACT LOANS 

ff It is in these respects that the succes-
sive National Housing Acts have been particu-
larly important. A typical new home in the 
1920's or the 1930:s had a mortgage covering 
60 per cent or less of the cost of construc-
tion and repayable in five or ten years. 
Usually the borrower undertook to repay the 
whole of the principal in a lump sum at the 
expiry of the mortgage. This had the effect of 
making the possibility of home-ownership re-
mote for the majority of families. Unless 
purchasers could secure help from friends or 
relatives or were prepared to undertake a 
second mortgage on more onerous terms, few 
could find the lump sum needed to pay down 40 
per cent of the cost of a new house. This was 
true even at the comparatively low prices that 
prevailed during the latter part of that 
period. Even among those who cOuld meet the 
initial down payment, the burden of making a 
second lump-sum settlement at the expiry of 
the mortgage proved a deterrent. 

"Today the position. is very different. 
Mortgage loans for home ownerships are avail-
able under the Housing Act covering in most 
cases more than 80 per cent of the cost of the 
property. The loans are repayable over a 
period of up to30 years and are fully amortiz-
ed so that there is no large final payment 
coming due at the end of the term  of the  loan. 
Even conventional mortgage loans made outside 
the Housing Act, while still limited in the 
main to 60 per cent of the value of the pro-
perty and drawn for much shorter terms, today 
are commonly amortized. This change indeed 
reflects the influence that the Housing Acts 
have had on the whole mortgage market. 

"The easier lending terms available under 
the Acts have widened the band of asset hold-
ers and income earners who can qualify for new 
home-ownership and have played a yery import-
ant part in the growing relative importance of 
home-owners, particularly in tae post-war 
years. 

"Since the end of the war more than a mil-
lion new housing units have been started in 
Canada. Of these almost 700,000 were home-
ownership. More than 38 per cent of these 
dwellings were financed under the National 
Housing Act and in the last two years the pro-
portion has been 55 per cent. 

"It is against this background that we 
should look at what ia'noW described as the 
tightness of mortgage credit and its effects 
on house-building. It is of course true that 
mortgage lending under the National Housing 
Act is lower this year than it was last year. O  
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The main reason is the competing pressures for 
funds by industry and individuals. Mortgage 
lending has had to suffer some cut-back from 
its record days of last year when mortgage 
lending, and house-building, were comparative-
ly unfettered. 

100,000 STARTS 

"Despite the reduction in mortgage lending 
under the Act, total dwelling starts so far 
this year have kept pace with 1955. This has 
been largely due to increased building outside 
the Act and by owners who have not had to 
resort to mortgage financing. I frankly do not 
expect that we shall be so fortunate in the 
second half of the year and for the year as a 
whole we may expect a somewhat smaller number 
of starts than in 1955. However, we shall 
still have the second largest number of starts 
in our history--well over 100,000 and more 
dwellings will be completed this year than 
ever before. 

"The numbers of houses built in any one 
year reflect the pressures of a variety of 
demands and conditions. At the same time the 
long-term outlook for the supply of mortgage 
funds is bright. As the country grows the 
supply of mortgage money will increase and the 
Government aims to ensure that there will be a 
continued high level of house building. As you 
know, ehese last two years have seen major 
changes in the mortgage Market. The participa-
tion of the chartered banks under the National 
Housing Act and the provisions for a market in 
mortgage loans insured under the Act, have 
removed many of the former restraints on 
mortgage lending. Investment in mortgages in-
sured under the National  Housing Act is now, 
or is coming to be, on much the same basis as 
investment in government guaranteed bonds. 
Already $37 million worth of mortgages have 
been sold by dhebanks  and lending institutions 
to pension funds and the like. This market is 
developing." 

STAKE IN COMMUNITY 

Assessing the results of this trend to home 
ownership, Mr. Winters said: 

mNhat does home••ownership mean for the 
home-owner himself and his family? I have 
often heard it said that it imparts to them a 
sense of having a stake in the community. This 
means on the surface that the home•owner cuts 
his lawn, digs his own garden, shovels his own 
snow, often paints his own house, repairs his 
own screens, puts on the storm windows, and 
takes part in many tasks thàt would constitute 
a terrible annoyance to'anyone that .really 
did not want to do them. To a home-owner more 
often than not, all this provides a sense of 
satisfaction, and this more than anything else 
proves the case, I think, that home-ownership 
does in fact impart a feeling of responsibil-
ity and security that must contribute to the 
stability and happiness of our communities." 

MOUNTIES IN U.S.:  The famed Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police musical ride is now being per-
formed before enthusiastic audiences at West 
Springfield, Mass., and will be seen on . two 
other occasions in the United States during 
the next two months. 

After concluding their first United States 
appearance at West Springfield on September 
23, the scarlet-coated riders will return to 
Canada for performances in Sherbrooke and 
Ottawa before going to New York City for the 
National Horse Show which will be held in 
Madison Square Gardens from October 30 to 
November 6. Then, following an appearance at 
the Royal Winter Fair in Toronto, the Mount ies 

 will go to Chicago for the International Live 
Stock Exhibition, November 23-December 1. 

The ride is performed by 32 members of the 
Force and their mounts, four spare riders and 
mounts and a riding master go with the troupe 
on tour. Inspector J G.C. Downey heads the 
ride and is the officer in charge. The men are 
among the finest horsemen in the Force and 
many weeks of gruelling practice have gone 
into preparation for the ride, which was 
revived this year after a period of absten-
tion. The riders are all about the same weight 
and height (160 pounds, five feet eleven 
inches) and were recalled from assignments all 
over  Canada for this special duty. 

Every member of the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police gets 160 hours of equestrian training 
during his recruit period. The musical ride is 
a dramatic expression of the skill of the 
finest horsement in the Force. 

* * * * 
ADVISORY HEALTH GROUP.  The newly - formed 
Advisory Health Group held its first meeting 
recently in Ottawa under the auspices of the 
National Research Council's Associate Commit-
tee on the National Building Code. 

The Advisory Health Group consists of 
sanitary engineers from all provinces of 
Canada,  medical officers,  building  inspect-
ors, engineers, architects, and a representa. 
tivefromCentral Mortgage and Housing Corpora 
tion. It is expected that this committee, the 
only one of its kind in Canada,  will become a 
recognized national authority. 

Chairman of the Group is Dr A.E. Berry of 
the Ontario Department of Health Dr ferry 
was recently appointed general manager of the 
Ontario Water Resources Commission. 

Main purpose of the Advisory Health Group 
is to guide future development of the National 
Building Code with respect to public health 
Two similar committees advise on clauses of 
the Code dealing with structural safety and 
fire protection. 

A major project of the Health Group is a 
comparative study of public health legisla-
tion, including plumbing regulations, in all 
the provinces. Special panels will also be set 
up to make a comprehensive review of those 
clauses in the National Building Code which in 
any way affect public health 
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ANNIVERSARY OBSERVED:  The sixteenth an-
niversary of the Battle of Britain was com-
memorated by the Royal Canadian Air Force at 
special memorial services held Sunday; Septem-
ber 16. 

Members of the Air Force in Canada as well 
as overseas paid tribute to the "few", who, 
over Britain and the English Channel, fought 
the air battle that was to decide not only the 
fate of the British Isles, but the fate and 
desitny of free men. Church parades were held 
at numerous urban centres. 

The Battle of Britain has special signific-
ance for the RCAF. It was the Force's baptism 
of fire, when, in August 194(4 No. 1 Squadron 
of the RCAF, later designated Nb. 401 Squad-
ron, flew into action against the enemy from 
its base at Northolt, on the outskirts of 
London, won its first victories, and suffered 
its firgt casualties. Another fighter squad-
ron, No. 242, of RAF Fighter  Command,  composed 
of Canadian pilots in the RAF, also won for 
the RAF and Canada great distinction for 
its action during the greatest battle in 
history. 

Forty-seven Canadian officers and men serv-
ing with the RCAF and RAF, gave their lives in 
the Battle of Britain. They served not only in 
Fighter Command, but in Bomber and Ceastal 
Commands as well. 

The dates July 10 and Ottober 31, 1940, 
have been accepted as marking the opening and 
termination of the Battle of Britain, reaching 
its peak on September 15, 1940, when the Luft-
waffe suffered its major defeat over Britain. 
Each year since that September day, members of 
the Commonwealth Air Forces have commemorated 
the famous battle on the Sunday following 
September 15, or on that date if it is a 
Sunday. 

* * * 

$900,000,000 PROJECT:  In Cornwall,  Ontario, 
September 11 at the laying of the cornerstone 
of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority Head-
quarters, the Hon. George C. Marier,  Minister 
of Transport, referred in the following terms 
to the power project: 

"...It is quite unnecessary for me to dwell 
at any length upon the magnitude of this great 
undertaking that is being carried out in 
friendly co-operation by the St. Lawrence 
Seaway Authority and the Ontario Hydro upon 
the one hand, and by their counterparts of the 
United States of America on the other. 

"The fact that the cost of the several 
parts of the work, both for navigation and for 
the development of hydraulic power, will pro-
bably be in excess of $900,000,000, is an 
indication of the magnitude of the project, 
while the fact that the outlays to be made by 

the Ontario Hydro and by our  St. Lawrence  
Seaway Authority are likely  to  be more than 
$500,000,000, make it quite clear that no 
project of comparable size has ever before 
been undertaken in Canada." 

MORE FOR ROADS:  More money is being spent 
by the ten provinces on highway construction 
than for any other item in their budgets, the 
Canadian Geod Roads Association reports. This 
year it is estimated more than $700 million 
will be spent on roads in Canada, of which the 
provincial governments alone will spend $487 
million. Federal and municipal road building 
expenditures account for the rest of the 
total. 

About 50 per cent of federal government ex-
penditures for roads will be contributions to 
the provinces for further construction of the 
Trans-Canada Highway, and for Trans-Canada 
Highway sections through the National Parks. 

The Province of Ontario has budgeted $181 
million for highways this year, as compared to 
last year's figure of $154 million. British 
Columbia will spend $79 million, more than 
double last year's outlay. 

The provincial governments have nearly 
quadrupled their road construction spending 
since 1946. 

* * * * 

SOLDIERLY VISIT:  A distinguished soldier, 
Major General M. Habibullah Khan, Director 
General of Military  Training for the Pakistan 
Army, has started a tour of Canadian militarY 
installations. 

Interested in the Canadian Army's soldier 
apprentice plan, Major General Habibullah Khan 
arrived in Ottawa September 18, and journeyed 
immediately to Kingston, Ontario, where he is 
visiting the Royal Canadian Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers School, .where apprentices 
are being trained; the Canadian Army Staff 
College, Royal Military College, Royal Cana-
dian School of Signals, and Headquarters, 
Eastern Ontario Area. 

Moving to Camp Borden, Ontario,  tomorrow, 
he will visit the Royal Canadian Armoured 
Corps School, the Canadian School of Military 
Intelligence, the Joint Atomic Bacteriological 
and Chemical Warfare School, and The Royal 
Canadian Army Medical Corps School before 
returning to Ottawa September 22. 

* * * * 

WORLD'S TALLEST:  A tremendous totem pole, 
127 feet in height,designedto last 250 years, 
now towers in Beacon Hill Park, Victoria, 
B.C., overlooking the Straits of Juan de Fuca. 
It is the world's tallest, 26 feet higher than 
the one in the Ontario Provincial Museum, 
Toronto. 

The big totem wa.s the brainchild of the 
Victoria Times, which proposed that the public 
be invited to buy shares at 50 cents apiece. 
The shareholders' names were placed in a 
sunken cqntainer at the base of the pole. 

The project took six months to complete, 
and more than half of the shares were bought 
by persons outside of Canada. The tree from 
which the totem was carved by West Coast 
Indians was 160 feet high. 
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SHORTAGE OF UNIVERSITY GRADUATES 

Meeting last week at St. Andrews-by- 

de the-Sea, New Brunswick, to seek a solution to 
the shortage of scientific and engineering 
personnel in Canada, leading industrialists 
and educators laid stress on the necessity of 
stepping up university enrolment and expanding 
educational facilities. 

In a Bulletin issued this month on the 
supply and demand situation in regard to 
university graduates, the Unemployment In-
surance Commission reports that the Supply of 
university graduates of all types is less than 
the demand right now and will continue to be 
so for several years. .Although the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics estimates that in ten 
years time the number of university students 
will be about double what it is today, the 
Unemployment Insurance Commission does not 
believe a situation of over supply will be 
reached in that time. It bases its view on the 
progress  Canada  is making in all fields and an 
the greater acceptance. of University graduates 
as the best material for future leaders in 
business. 

The uIC survey states that all relevant 
information points to a serious shortage, what 
might even be termed a critical shortage, of 
dentists and engineers. The shortage situation 
in regard to dentists, whichhas been emphasiz-
ed for years by the Cànadian Dental Associa-
tion, has not improved, the Bulletin reports. 

If anything it has been getting worse from 
year to year, so much so that for some years 
past, the situation has been really critical. 
The  uic bulletin attributes this situation 
entirely to the lack of teaching facilities. 

In its reference to the engineering profes-
sion, the bulletin reports that although in-
creased enrolments in this faculty have been 
encouraging they have not been enough to come 
near catching up with the demand. Furthermore, 
it reports, if there had not been an influx of 
around 1,000 professional engineers each year 
from other countries the situation would 
have been even.more'critical than it has 
been. 

Turning to agriculture, the bulletin re-
ports that after the abnormally large classes 
in agriculture following the Second %rid War 
enrolment: figures have dropped.  This  year's 
graduates numbered about 250, and those of 
1957 will number approximately the same. The 
classes of 1958 and 1959 will show some in-
creases, but even so will hardly keep up to 
the increased opportunities. It is felt that 
this situation could lead to a serious problem 
in the future. As an illustration of its 
point, the bulletin reports that there is a 
great need of graduates Majoring in dairing, 
and that in 1954, for example, there were only 
39 such graduates in all of the United States 
and Canada.  

DIPLOMATIC CHANGES:  The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs has announced that the 
Canadian Legation in Vienna is being raised to 
the status of Embassy, and that the following 
transfers within the Canadian Diplomatic 
Service will take place: 

Mk. I.S. MacDonald will become Canadian 
Ambassador to Austria replacing Mr, G.L. 
Magann, who has been accredited, until now, as 
Ambassador to Switzerland and Minister to 
Austria. Mk. MacDonald is at present Cànadian 
Ambassador to Yugoslavia. An announcement will 
be made later regarding Mr. MacDonald's suc-
cessor in Belgrade. 

Mk. Arthur Irwin, who has been since 1953 
the Canadian High Commissioner to Australia, 
has been appointed the Canadian Ambassador to 
Brazil and will take up his post in Rio de 
Janeiro late in the year. 

Mr. H.A. Scott, Canadian Ambassador to 
Cuba, concurrently accredited as Canadian 
Ambassador to the Republic of Hàiti and to the 
Dominican Republic, will succeed Mr. H.G. 
Norman, C.M.G., as Consul General in New York 
in November. Mr. Norman will be retiring from 
the public service. 

Mr. Hector Allard, Permanent Representative 
of Canada to the Eùropean office of the United  411e  

Nations in Geneva, will succeed Mk. Scott in 
December as Ambassador to Cuba, and will be at 

the same time accredited as Ambassador to the 
Republic of Haiti and to the Dominican Re-
public. 

Mr. M.H. Wershof, Q.C., Legal Adviser to 
the Department of External Affairs, will suc-
ceed Mr. Allard as Permanent Representative of 
Canada to the United Nations in Geneva, with 
the rank of Ambassador, in December„ - Mr. 
Wershof will head the Canadian Delegation to 
the International Atomic Energy Agency Con-
ference opening September 20 at New York. 

* * * 

EXPORTING INSURANCE:  Canada is a leading 
exporter of life insurance. More than 6,700 
persons are employed by Canadian life insur-
ance companies outside Canada, and over 40 per 
cent of the companies' total premium income is 
derived from other countries. 

There are 94 life insurance companies 
licensed in Canada. Benefits laid by these 
companies in 1955 totalled $337 million. No 
policy holder in a Cànadian legal reserve life 
insurance company has ever lost a dollar 
through non=payment of the amount guaranteed 
under his policy. Policy holders in Canada 
number about six and one-half million, and 
they carry some $26,600,000,000 worth of life 
insurance, a gain of $10,000,000,000 from the 
end of World War II. 
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LARGER YIELDS FORECAST 

Production of most of Canada's principal 
field crops this year will be higher than in 
1955, according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics first official forecasts for the 
year, based on yields indicated at August 15. 
Present prospects point to the possibility of 
a 512,000,000-bushel wheat crop, a 515,000,- 
000-bushel oat crop, a record 37,000,000- 
bushel flaxseed crop, and a near-record barley 
crop of 282,000,000 bushels. 

With the exception of fall rye, winter 
wheat, potatoes and tame hay, indicated aver-
age yields per acre either equal or exceed 
those of 1955. Production 'of all but sprint 
and fall rye, potatoes and tame hay is expect-
ed to exceed the ten-year averages. 

Canada's 1956 wheat crop, currently fore-
cast at 512,000,000 bushels will, if realized, 
be 4 per cent greater than last year's-494,- 
100,000 bushels and 10 per cent greater than 
the ten-year (1946-55) average of 463,700,000 
bushels. A crop of this size woulâ, however, 
be lower than the five-year (1951-55) average 
of 534,500,000 bushels, largely because the

•  latter average includes the two largest Cana-
dian crops on record--1952 and 1953. 

This year's crop of spring wheat, forecast 
at 492,300,000 bushels, is being harvested 
from a seeded area estimated at 20.700,000 
acres, yielding an indicated 23.8 bushels per 
acre. The 1955 spring wheat crop of 474,200-
000  bushels produced on 20,900,000 acres 
yielded an average of 22.7 bushels per acre. 
Indicated production of Durum wheat (included 
in the forecasts of spring wheat) is 40,350,- 
000 bushels, up sharply from last year's 
revised estimate of 17,295,000 bushels. 

PRAIRIE WHEAT 

In the Prairie Provinces the 1956 wheat 
crop is forecast at 490,000,000 bushels, 
18,000,000 above last year's crop of 472,000,- 
000 and 12 per cent above the ten-year average 
of 439,500,000. The indicated average yield 
per seeded acre in the Prairie Provinces, an 
the basis of conditions at August 15 is 23.8 
bushels per acre, with Manitoba averaging 
24.6, Saskatchewan 22.9, and Alberta 25.7 
bushels per acre. Production in Saskatchewan 
is placed at 307,000,000 bushels (298,000,000 
in 1955), Manitoba at 51,000,000 bushels 
(41,000,000), and Alberta at 132,000,000 
(133,000,000). 

Production  of oats in 1956 is forecast at 
514,700,000 bushels, an increase of 27 per 
cent  over last year's total of 403,800,000 and 
37 per cent above the ten-year (1946-55) 
average of 375,500,000 bushels. The indicated 
higher production results from a combination 
of a 7 per cent increase in seeded area and a 
19 per cent increase in average yield, cur-
rently placed at 43 bushels per acre. All 
provinces share in the increased production 
over last year. 

The 1956 barley crop is lorecast at 281,- 
600,000 bushels, 12 per cent above last.year's 
252,200,000.and 44 per cent above the ten-year 
average of 195,100,000 bushels. A crop of this 
size would be the second largest on record, 
exceeded only by the 291,400,000 harvested in 
1952. Although the area seeded to barley, at 
8,700,000 acres, is 12 per cent lower than 
last yéar, the indicated yield is 27  per cent 
higher. 

Rye production, forecast at .8,700,000 
bushels is 41 per cent lower than last year. 
The crop is also 8,600,000 bushels below the 
ten-Year average, and the smallest since 1945. 
Both seeded acreage and yield per acre fell 
below those of 1955. 

This year's flaxseed crop, currently fore-. 
cast at 37,300,000 bushels, is almost double 
the 1955 crbp ;  more than three times the ten-
year average, and an all-time record for 
Canada.. The sharp increase over last year's 
production is due to the combination of a 71 
per cent increase in seeded area, estimated at 
3,100,000 acres, and an 11 per cent increase 
in average yield per acre, currently forecast 
at 11.9 bushels. 

AVERAGE YIELD UP 

Canada's 1956 crop of mixed grains, grown 
mainly in Eastern Canada, is forecast at 67,- 
000,000 bushels compared with last year's 
65,400,000 and the ten-year average of 56,- 
300,000. Since the area seeded declined by 4 
per cent to 1,600,000 acres, the increase in 

production over last year is entirely at-
tributable to an increase in average yield per 
acre from 38.3 bushels to 41.0. 

Production of tame hay is currently placed 
at 19,400,000 tons, slightly lower than last 
year's 19,900,000 but 10 per cent above the 
ten-year average of 17,700,000 tons. The 1956 
potato crop, on the basis of conditions at 
August 15, is forecast at 60,900,000 bushels. 

Based an conditions on or about Augpst 15, 
the production of principal grain crop's in 
Canada in 1956 is forecast in millions of 
bushels, as fo ll ows, with 1955 totals and 
1946-55 averages, respectively, in brackets: 
winter wheat, 20.0 (20.0, 20.7); spring wheat, 
492.3 (474.2, 442.9); all wheat, 512.2 (494.1, 
463.7); oats for grain, 514.7 (403.8 375.5); 
barley, 281.6 (252.2, 195.1); fall rye, 6.0 
(11.3, 12.5); spring rye, 2.7 (3.4, 4.8); all 
rye, 8.7 (14.7, 17.3); and flaxseed, 37.3 
(19.7, 10.9). 
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VISITORS FROM U.S.S.R.:  First -hand informa-
tion on Canada's important fishing industry 
has been gathered by Mk. A.A. Ishkov, Minister 
of Fisheries of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, who has been in Canada for the past 
three weeks and who today was concluding his 
official inspection tour at Vancouver, British 
Columbia. 

Accompanied by Mr. I. Semenov and Mr. A. 
Verevkin, Deputy Ministers of Fisheries of the 
U.S.S.R., and by Mr. P. Moiseev, a scientist 
at the Mescow Fisheries Research Station, the 
Minister arrived on Canada's east coast on 
August 22 aboard the Soviet fishing vessel 
"Sverdlovsk". The Soviet party was met by the 
Hon. James Sinclair, Canadian Minister of 
Fisheries, and officials of the Eepartnent of 
Fisheries, who have escorted the visiting 
group on the tour of east and west coast 
fisheries. 

*  a * 

AID TO PAKISTAN:  The Canadian government has 
offered to provide 25,000 tons of wheat to 
Pakistan as a gift to assist in relieving the 
serious food shortage which has recently 
arisen there. The scarcity of food in Pakistan 
has resulted from the damage done to the local 
crops by a combination of late rains in some 
areas, floods in others and hail storms and 
strong winds in other districts. 

The provision of this wheat will be fi-
nanced temporarily with funds voted by Par-
liament for Colombo Plan purposes. The Govern- 

September 12, 1956 

ment plans t . 	to Parliament that 
this portion of the Colombo Plan vote be re-
placed with new money appropriated for the 
purpose in order to prevent the total of 
Canada's regular Colombo Plan programme for 
the various countries in South and South 
East Asia from falling below the intended 
level. 

The Pakistan Cevernment wilI be expected to 
devote the local currency proceeds from the 
distribution of this wheat to economic devel-
opment projects in Pakistan agreed upon be-
tween the two Governments. The provision of 
this gift of wheat will also serve the pur-
poses of the Colombo Plan by assisting the 
Pakistan Cevernment to deal with this critical 
food situation in a manner which will lessen 
the effects of the food shortages on the pro-
gress of its economic development programme. 

o sas  

TO MAINTAIN FORCES:  During a visit to the 
2nd Canadian Infantry Brigade Group at Soest, 
Germany, Canada's Minister of National De-
fence, The Hon. Ralph Campney, told European 
newsmen that Canada would take no unilateral 
action towards reducing its NATO troops com-
mitments in France and Germany. 

In speaking of the brigade he said, "in 
the past'we have felt that the stationing of a 
brigade force here has made a reasonable con-
tribution towards the aims of the North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization, which means the 
maintenance of world peace". 
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POPULATION GROWTH OUTLINED 

81RTH RATE SOARS:  Behind the gigantic de-
velopment of the Cànadian economy during the 
last quarter century lies an equally dramatic 
story of the Canadian people. Highlighting 
this story is the aim of a new reference paper 
issued by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
entitled "Canadian Vital Statisticrends, 
1921-54". 

Covering such factors as the phenomenal 
growth of the population, the sudden reversal 
of long-established fertility trends, the 
achievements of modern medicine in the pre-
vention and control of communicable disease, 
and the advances in the sensitive barometers 
of longevity and infant mortality, this report 
looks behind the rise in Cànada's population 
from 7,207,000 in 1911 to more than 15,000,000 
in 1954. 

It is a striking fact that over 95 per cent 
of Canada's population increase during the 
past century has been due to natural increase. 
In recent times the most dynamic element in 
natural increase has been a high birth rate. 
From 32 per thousand in 1921, the birth rate 
declined steadily until it was below 21 in 
1937. It rose to a plateau of 24 during the 
war years and to new peaks of 28.9 in 1947 and 
28.7 in 1954. During this same period the 
death rate declined gradually from a little 
over 11 to 8.6 in 1953 and then dropped sharp-
ly to 8.2 in 1954. Life expectancy has in-
creased from probably about 45 or 50 years in 
1851 to over 66 years for males and over 70 
years for females in 1951. The number of in-
fants dying before reaching their first birth-
day has been reduced from well over 100 in 
1851 (even probably closer to 200) out of 
every 1,000 infants born alive to 32 in 1954. 
The rate of mortality due to child-birth must 
have been exceedingly high in 1851; as late as 
1921 over 500 mothers died as a result of 
childbirth for every 100,000 infants born 
alive; in 1954 the rate was down to 80. 

CHANGES SINCE 20.'S 

Cther tremendous reductions have taken 
place in the mortality pattern since the early 
1920s., with the most important decreases in 
the childhood and early adult ages. In 1926 
over 19 per cent of all male deaths were of 
persons 5 to 45 years of age; in 1954 these 
accounted for less than 11 per cent of total 
deaths. The reduction in mortality among 
females in this age group is perhaps even more 
remarkable, the proportion dropping from 22 
per cent to approximately 9 per cent. Death 
rates for males up to age 45 have been roughly 
halved during the past 25 years; those for 
females in the same ages are only one-third to 
one-quarter of the former rate. 

These reductions in the mortality rates in 
early and middle years of life have had the 
effect of increasing the number of people in  

the older age grouPs and of raising the average 
age of the population as a whole. Consequently 
a much larger proportion of deaths is now 
occurring in the older age groups. In 1921 
average age at death of males was 39.0 years 
and of females 41.1 years; by 1954 this had 
been advanced to 57.3 and 60.0, respectively. 

Despite reductions in infant mortality over 
the past thirty years, more deaths still 
occur in the first year of life than in any 
other single year. Of the 107,000 deaths 
occurring in 1926, 31,000 or almost 30 per 
cent were of children under one year of age. 
Of approximately 124,500 deaths in 1954, 16,- 
000 or only 13 per cent were of children under 
5 years of age and more than five-sixths of 
those were under one year. 

SUCCESSFUL ATTACK 

The increased life span has reflected the 
remarkable success that has attended the 
attack by health authorities on the infective 
and contagious diseases which in the past have 
constituted such a great hazard in the early 
and young adult years of life. Diphtheria, for 
example, has been almost wiped out and mortal-
ity from tuberculosis has been greatly re-
duced. Ch the other hand the ageing of the 
population has increased the proportion of 
deaths from certain causes that affect older 
people. Thus cancer and heart diseases now ac-
count for a substantially larger proportion of 
all deaths than formerly. At present about 80 
per cent of all deaths may be found within 
the following groups of causes: diseases of 
the heart and arteries, cancer, accidents, 
diseases of early infancy, the respiratory 
diseases--tuberculosis, pneumonia and influen-
za—and nephritis. 

Despite continuing high birth and marriage 
rates, it should be noted that some of the 
factors which have contributed most to the 
high level of fertility are short-run in 
character; for example, the temporary adjust-
ment of the timing of marriages and of births 
within marriage, largely as a result of war 
and depression. The long-term influences would 
appear to exert both upward and downward pres-
sures on the birth rate. For example, the 
tendency for higher proportions of women to 
marry, and for higher proportions of those who 
do marry to have at least one child, has been 
offset by the tendency for couples to cease 
childbearing at lower and lower parities. The 
marriage rate fell from 7.9 per thousand 
population to 6.4 between 1921 and 1931, rose 
as high as 10.9  in 1942 and 1946 and remained 
at the relatively high level of 8.5 in 1954. 

Canada compares well with othercmruntriés. 
Only  the Netherlands had a lower general death 
rate in 1954 and only the United States had a 
lower rate for maternal mortality.  Canadas 

 birth rate was surpaased only by five countries. 

• 

• 
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THREE-WAY .ACCORD:  From aspirins to anti-
biotics, from safety pins to iron lungs, all 
medical supplies and equipment used in the 
field by the Armed Forces of Canada, Great •
Britain, and the United States have now been 
catalogued and indexed under a common spelling 
and common nomenclature. 

As a result of ehis work, a task which took 
over three years to complete, the movement of 
medical supplies between the three nations 
during times of emergency has been greatly 
simplified. Previously each country had in 
many cases different designations for what 
were actually the same drugs or similar ar-
ticles of medical equipment. 

The cataloguing of medical supplies took 
place in Ehgland, where representatives of the 
three nations carried out a thorough study of 
the subject. Lt.-Col. Clifford P. Smith, Royal 
Canadian Army Medical Corps, of Winnipeg, 
Officer Commanding No. 1 Central Medical 
Equipment Depot at Ottawa, represented Canada 
at the final sessions for the past six months. 

Daring  the meetings which took place at the 
War Office, London, over 3,000 main items of 
supplies and equipment and more than 10,000 
subsidiary items had to be indexed and cata-
logued. British spelling and United States 
nomenclature are used in the finished work. 

Ihcluded in articles which had to be listed 
were many kinds of laboratory and pharmaceu-
tical equipmenti dispensary items; biologicals; 
hospital sundries; medical instruments; band-
ages; laboratory chemicals; operating room and 
x-ray equipment. 

* * * * 
PROVINCIAL  FINANCES:  Both  net  general re-
venue and net general expenditure of provin-
cial governments of Canada reached new highs 
in the fiscal year ended Mardi 31 this year, a 
preliminary analysis by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics shows. At $1,554,000,000, net 
general revenue topped the preceding year's 
preliminary total of $1,380,000,000  by 12.6 
per cent, and expenditure, at $1,568,000,000, 
was up 11.3 per cent from $1,409,000,000. 

Tax Levies were the largest single source 
of revenue, yielding $639,000,000 in 1955-56 
versus $554,000,000 a year earlier. Taxes on 
sales of motor fuel and fuel oil totalled 
$263,000,000 versus $237,000,000; general 
sales taxes in five provinces totalled $148,- 
000,000 versus $ 127,000,000; succession duties 
in Ontario and Quebec totalled $61,000,000 
versus $36,000,000; and amusements and admis-
sions, $21,000,000versus$23,000,000. Corpora-
tion taxes in ÇUebec accounted for $17,000,- 
000 in both years, and corporation income 
taxes in that province accounted for $53,000,- 
000 versus $48,000,000 and individual income 
taxes for $28,000,000 versus $25,000,000. 

Federal tax rental agreements with nine • provinces accounted for $320,000,000-in the 
latest year, down slightly from $327,000,000. 
Revenues from privileges, licences and permits 

were up to $400,000,000 from $315,000,000, and 
liquor profits rose to $131,000;000 from 
$123,000,000. 

Expenditures on transportation were up to 
$449,000,000 from $387,000,000, on health to 
$245,000,000 from $235,000,000, on social 
welfare to $129,000,000 from $116,000,000, on 
education to $323,000,000 from $259,000,000, 
and on natural resources to $125,000,000 from 
$109,000,000. Interest and other debt charges 
were down to $56,000,000 from $59,000,000, and 
contributions to municipalities to $36,000,000 
from $42,000,000. 

Net general revenues were as follows by 
provinces in millions of dollars: Newfound-
land, $34 ($33 in 1954-55); Prince Edward 
léland, $8,(C8); Nova Scotia, $54 ($51); New 
Brunswick, $52 ($49); Quebec, $393 ($331); 
Ontario,  $412 ($388); Manitoba, $59 ($57); 
Saskatchewan, $100($96); Alberta, $213 ($172); 
and British Columbia, $229 ($195). 

Net general expenditure by provinces: New-
foundland, $43 ($40); Prince Edward Island, 
$10 ($9); Nova Scotia, $59 ($53); New Bruns-
wick, $54 ($50); Qiebec, $381 ($346);  Ontario, 

 $495, ($431); Manitoba, $52 ($51); Saskat-
chewan, $101 ($94); Alberta, $162 ($142); and 
British Columbia, $211 ($193). ' 

* * * * 

LABOUR INCOME VP:  Canadian paid workers 
received record amounts in wages, salaries and 
supplementary labour income in june and the 
first half of this year. The Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics reports the June total at  3:1,-
215,000,000 versus $1,169,000,000 in the pre-
ceding month and last year's $1,090,000,000, 
and the half-year total at $6,771,000,000 
versus $6,119,000,000. All the major indus-
trial divisions contributed to the rise in 

• June and the six-month period. 
More than ha ll of the  rise in labour income 

in the half-year period was attributable to 
employment increases. Total paid workers 
numbered 4 ,429,000 persons in june this year 
as compared with 4,192,000 a year earlier; and 
average weekly earnings in major non-agricul-
tural industries amounted to $63.83 and $60.76 
at the beginning of June 1956 and 1955, re-
spectively. 

Juhe totals by industrial groups were as 
follows in millions of dollars: agriculture, 
forestry, fishing, trapping, mining, $89 ($80 
a year earlier); manufacturing, $381 ($344); 
construction, $105 ($85); utilities, trans-
portation, communication, storage and trade, 
$311 ($281); finance, services, e:288 ($262); 
and supplementary labour income, $41 ($38). 

Half-year totals by industry groups: ag-
riculture, forestry, fishing, trapping and 
mining, $459 ($418); manufacturing, $2,201 
($1,984); construction, $486 ($397); utili-
ties, transportation, communication, storage 
and trade, $1.749 ($1,600); finance, services, 
$1,639 ($1,504); supplementary labour income, 
$237 ($216). 
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PROBING ATMOSPHERE:  A 100-foot aluminum 
tower, laden with scientific instruments at 
various levels, will represent a major part of 
Canada's participation in the International 
Geophysical year (I.G.Y.) beginning June 1957. 

The tower and its electronic measuring 
devices at the Resolute weather station on 
Cornwallis Island also will play an important 
role in the research planned by the Department 
of Transport's Meteorological services to 
learn more about the earth's atmosphere. It 
wi ll  pool its findings with more than 40 other 
nations, including Soviet Russia, taking part 
in the 

Canada is making a psrticularly significant 
contribution to the I.G.Y.'s meteorological 
programme because of its vast land mass, 
supplying, four times daily, complete weather 
reports of surface conditions from 90 repre-
sentative stations. In addition, it will pro-
vide, twice daily, reports of conditions in 
the upper atmosphere up to 100,000 feet from 
its 30 radiosonde stations. 

These reports will be transmitted to the 
World Meteorological Organization headquarters 
in Geneva which has taken on the responsibil-
ity of publishing these findings together with 
similar reports from other participating 
nations. This combined effort will constitute 
a major progressive step in international 
meteorological co-operation. 

The Canadian portion of the global I.G.Y. 
project in being co-ordinated by the National 
Research Ceuncil and involves the setting up 
of some 20 scientific stations covering the 
field of meteorology, geomagnetism, cosmic 
rays, the aurora, the ionosphere, astrophysi-
cal problems, glaciology, the some oceano-
graphy, 

* * * s 
PATENTS CONVENTION:  A convention concerning 
the priority ot patents of invention has been 
concluded between Canada and India. The High 
Commissioner for India, His Excellency Dr. 
M.A.-Rauf, signed on behalf of the Government 
of India and the Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson, signed on 
behalf of the Canadian Government. 

The convention provides generally that 
Canada and India will extend reciprocally the 
provisions of each country's legislation with 
regard to the protection of patents te citi-
zens of the other contracting party and to 
bodies incorporated or registered under its 
appropriate legislation. Thus the benefits of 
the Canadian Patent Act shall be enjoyed by 
Indian citizens and incorporated bodies and 
likewise the benefits of the Indian Patents 
and Designs Act by Canadian citizens and in-
corporated bodies. 

The convention shall come into force three 
months after signature, at which time the ap-
propriate notifications concerning these ar-
rangements shall have been published respec-
tively in the Canada Gazette and the Gazette 
of India. 

INTERESTING NEWS:  The interest rate on 
personal savings accounts in chartered banks 
will be increased to two and • ne half per cent 
from two and one-quarter per cent beginning III> 

 September 1 .5. The increase announced by the 
Canadian Bankers Association is the second in 
recent weeks and will bring the deposit inter- 
est rate to its highest point since November 
1934, when it was two and one-half per cent. 

ThE assrociation's announcement said "the 
increase in the deposit interest rate will be 
further  encouragement  to saving and thrift.. 

* * 

FOR NATO DUTY:  No. 445 Squadron, located 
at RCAF Station Uplands, outside Ottawa,will. 
be  the first of four CF 100  Canuck all-weather 
squadrons to fly the Atlantic for NATO duty 
with the Air Force's Air Division in Europe, 
it was announced recently by Air Force Head-
quarters. The RCAF has flown Canucks across 
the Atlantic before, but this will be the 
first such mass movement of the big two-seater 
jet fighter. 

The 445 movement will be carried out during 
November, and it will fly to the Air Divi-
sion's 1 Fighter Wing, at Màrville, in France, 
where it will replace one of the three Sabre 
jet fighter squadrons now based there. 

A single  CF.. 100  squadron, will be located 
at each of the four operational bases within 
the Air Division. As each arrives it will 
replace a Sabre squadron, and aircrew thus 
displaced will be available for flying duties 
elsewhere. ' 

About half the groundcrew of each CF - 100 
squadron will make the overseas move with 
their unit, flying in North Star transports. 

'Remainder of the required groundcrew will be 
drawn from Air Division personnel. 

By a carefully-phased programme, as each 
CF - 100 squadron leaves its Cànadian home base 
it will be replaced by another CF - 100 squad-
ron, bearing the designation of the Sabre 
squadron disbanded across the Atlantic. This 
will allow the shift to be made without any 
decrease in the number of the nine Canuck 
'squadrons .now  on Air Defence duty in Canada.  
Plans to form an additional three Canuck 
squadrons, to raise this home-based total to 
12, were announced recently. 

For a peried of several months before each 
of the Canuck squadrons is scheduled to leave 
Canada the new squadron which will replace it 
will commence forming. The personnel, aircraft 
and equipment of this new squadron will be 
built up and carry out normal squadron train-
ing. The new squadron will automatically come 
into official being, with full complement, and 
with a considerable period of squadron train-
ing behind it, on the departure of its compa-
nion unit for overseas. Crews for the new 
squadrons will represent a cross-section of • 
experience level, to maintain high operational 
efficiency. 
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CAPITAL INFLOW:  Transactions in Canadian 
securities resulted in a net capital inflow 
of $195,000,000 during the second quarter of 
1956. This movement was larger than any since 
the massive inflows which occurred during the 
third quarter of 1950, and compared with 
$110,000,000 in the first quarter of this 
year. The movement included $48,000,000 from 
the sale to non-residents of new issues less 
$25,000,000 of Canadian securities owned by 
non-residents which were retired. 

Net sales of outstanding Canadian stocks 
rose to new heights, contributing $62,000,000 
to the total for the quarter. The balances 
with the United States, the United Kingdom, 
and with other overseas countries each rose. 
Net  sales to United States residents amounted 
to $35,000,000, an increase of about one-half 
over the first quarter balance. There was a 
very sharp rise in net sales to residents of 
the United Kingdom which exceeded $16,000,000 
in the period as compared to less thma$2:000,- 
000 in the previous quarter. Residents of 
other overseas countries added $11,000,000 
to their holdings compared to $6,000,000 in 
the first quarter. 

CONTRASTING MOVEMENT 

In contrast to the transactions in out 
standing  Canadian stocks there were, however, 
net repurchases in the second quarter of out-
standing Canadian bonds, debentures and other 
securities amounting to some $14,000,000. This 
movement was in contrast to net sales which 
occurred on balance in each-of the preceding • 
two quarters. Canadians repurchased nearly 
$25,000,000 of outstanding Canadian bonds and 
debentures held in the United States, but sold 
on balance $3,000,000 and $8,000,000 to resi-
dents of the United Kingdom and other overseas 
countries, respectively. The securities re-
purchased from the United States, included on 
balance, $16,000,000 of Government:of:Œnada 
direct issues, $6,000,000 of provincial, and 
$7,000,000 of corporation issues, while there 
were modest sales of Government guaranteed and 
municipal issues and other securities. Net  

sales of residents of overseas countries other 
than  the United  Kingdom were mainly Government 
of Canada direct issues. 

Transactions in foreign securities led to a 

capital inflow of $6,000,000 compared to an 
outflow of $17,000,000 in the first quarter. 
There was a net inflow of $11,000,000 from the 
sale by Canadians of holdings of outstanding 
foreign securities. This sales balance con-
trasted with a purchase balance of $16,000,000 
recorded in the first of the year when, how-
ever, trading was dominated by a substantial 
participation by Canadian investors in a 

public redistribution of stock of an auto 
mobile company previously owned by a United 

States foundation. Most of the inflow repre-

sented the proceeds of United States stocks. 
While disposing of outstanding foreign issues, 
Canadians purchased $5,000,000 of new lareign  

issues, mainly United States corporate and 
foreign government bonds. 

While there was an inflow of capital from 
trade in all outstanding securities during 
june, it amounted to only $5 million compared 
with $34 million in May. Transactions with the 
United States led to an outflow of $7 million, 
but there were inflows of $7 million and $5 
million from the United Kingdom and other 
overseas countries respectively, Net sales of 
outstanding Canadian stocks fell from $27 mil-
lion in May to $15 million, and in cOntrast 
to sales of $7 million ofarlother:outstanding 
securities, there were repurchases of $10 
million. Most of this change occurred in Cana-
dian bonds and debentures. 

* * * * 
SEEING CANADA: A group of leading journal-
Tia—r=liOpean NATO countries are now on 
an 18-day tour of Canada sponsored by the 
Department of National Defence and the Depart-
ment of External Affairs, in co-operation with 
other government agencies and a number of 
private organizations. This is one of a series 
of tours in 1956 arranged by the North Atlan-
tic Treaty Organization in member countries. 

Düring this tour the journalists will see 
establishments of Canadas  three armed ser-
vices, at Victoria, Churchill and St. Hubert. 
At the RCAF station at Gimli, Manitoba, they 
had an opportunity to talk with NATO airmen 
from Europe who are receiving instruction 
.there under the Canadian NATO aircrew training 
programme. They were the guests of the Cana-
dian National Exhibition in Toronto, and in 
other centres are touring industrial plants, 
power and irrigation developments and univer-
sities and seeing at first hand many aspects 
of Canadian life, including a logging camp, 
cattle ranch and gold mine. 

The trip has been arranged to enable these 
journalists to gain a better understanding of 
the particular role which Canada is playing in 
the Atlantic Alliance. 

* * * * 

LETTER OF CREDENCE:  His Excellency Dr. 
Joaquin Pineros-Corpas has presented to the 
Deputy Governor-General, the Hon. Mr, justice 
J.H.G. Fauteux, his letter of Credence as 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of,Colombia to Canada. 

The new Colombian Ambassador to Canada was 
born in 1915 and, after graduating from the 
National  University Law School in Bogota, was 
Private Secretary to the Attorney-General, 
Professor of Sociology .  Secretary to the 
Minister of Education, and was a member of the 
Colombian Delegation to the UNESCO Conferences 
in 1947, 1948 and 1949. As a diplomat he has 
served in Argentina, Belgium, Venezuela, and 
the Vatican, andsince 1954 has been Secretary-
General of the Colombian Department of Foreign 
Relations. 
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BATTLE HONOURS:  Her Majesty the Queen has 
approved conditions for the award of battle 
honours to units of the Canadian Army which 
fought in the Second World War. Her MWjesty's 
approval of the conditions now leaves the way 
open for Regular and Militia armoured and 
infantry regiments to claim the awards to 
which they are entitled. 

The conditions were prepared during the 
past year by a Battle Honours Committee under 
the chairmanship of Maj.-Gén. A. Bruce Mat-
thews, CBE, DSO, ED, of Toronto. 

The Battle Honours list for Commonwealth 
armies in the Second World War compiled by a 
special Committee, on which Canada was repre-
sented, in London, England, includes more than 
160 battles, actions, engagements and theatres 
for which honours may be awarded to Canadian 
regiments. 

The list includes Dieppe and Hong Kong in 

addition to the battles fought by Canadians in 
Sicily, Italy, Northwest Europe and Southern 
France. 

The custom of awarding battle honours 
originated in the British Army in the 18th 
Century. The honours take the form of in- 

scriptions--showing the place and date of 
the engagement honoured--on unit standards, 
guidons and colours. Some regiments, notably, 
Rifle Regiments, display honours on their 
drums, clothing or badges. 

The earliest battle honour awarded to a el 
 Canadian unit is "Eccles Hill", commemorating 

an action fought against the Fenians on the 
Vermont border in 1870. It is borne by the 
Victoria Rifles of Canada, a Montreal Militia 
unit. 

Some Canadian regiments possess battle 
honours for the Northwest Rebellion of 1885 
and the South African War. Most units have 
honours from the war of 1914-18. 

An Army feeder is being prepared which gives 
the conditions of award, the qualifications 
required and the list of recognized honours 
for  the,Sécond World War. It will require each 
regiment concerned to appoint a committee of 
not less than five members comprised of former 
and serving commanding officers, officers who 
served with the regiment in action and honor,. 
ary colonels and lieutenant-colonels. This 
committee will determine the honours to be 
applied for and those to be emblazoned. 

* * * 
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IMMIGRATION ON UPSWING 

Canada has welcomed more than 1,300,000 
immigrants since immigration was resumed on a 
peace-time basis in 1946. 

Latest official total announced by the 
Immigration Branch, Department ofCitizenship 
and Immigration, covered six-months ended 
June 30, 1956. In that period, 69,924 im-
migrants entered Canada, bringing to 1,292,- 
243, the number of persons who entered this 
country to take up permanent residence since 
January 1, 1946. 

The six-month total of 69,924 represented a 
20 per cent increase over the figure of 58-
417  newcomers recorded for the first six 
months of 1955. Noteworthy was a marked in-
crease in numbers of British immigrants from 
overseas, 22,428, as against 16,170 during the 
same period a year ago. Increases were also 
recorded for immigrants of German origin, 
10,141 as against 8,112; Italian, 12,457, 
compared to 12,026; DUtch, 4,584, up slightly 
from 4,553; and French. 1,197, compared to 
1,169. Immigrants from the United States:dur-
ing the six months ended June 30, 1956, total-
led 4,180. 

Of 69,924 immigrants, 40,089 were destined 
to the labour force, 39,131 were males, and 
30,793 were females. 

The Province of Chtario received by far the 
largest number of these immigrants, 39,392, 
with 13,273 going to Quebec and 7,513 to 

British Columbia. Alberta welcomed the next 
largest group, 2,545. 

GRAND TOTALS 

From January 1, 1946, to June 30, 1956, 
immigrants of British origin from overseas 
numbered 390,133. The combined total for 
.immigrants of German and Austrian origin was 
169,348. Kep.t separately since January 1, 
1953, the statistics on immigrants of Austrian 
origin record 10,542 arrivals to June 30, 
1956. Also during the ten and a hall  years, 
immigrants of Italian origin totalled 147,613; 
Dutch, 119,361; and French, 25,349. Total of 
immigrants from the United States was 94,932. 

The following table shows the yearly totals: 

71,719 
64,127 
125,414 
95,217 
73,912 
194,391 
164,498 
168,868 
154,227 
109,946 

69,924 

1,292,243 
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SUEZ CANAL PROBLEM:  At a press conference 
held on August 30, the Hon. L.B. Pearson, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, made 
the following statement on the Suez Canal 
problem: 

"The Canadian Government has followed with 
interest and concern the discussions held 
recently in London over the Suez Canal and has 
welcomed the proposal of the eighteen govern-
ments, from Asia, Africa, Europe, Australasia 
and North America, which r-e-s.dit-édnfirom the 
conference. 

"President  Nasser  of Egypt has agreed, and 
his decision in this regard is also welcomed, 
to receive five members of the conference, 
under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister 
of Australia, who have been charged by the 
eighteen to explain to him and to the Egyptian 
Government the purposes and objectives of the 
majority proposal, and to ascertain whether 
Egypt would agree to negotiate a Suez conven-
tion based on it. 

"It is devouiy=o'behooed that Preseident 
Nasser will accept this invitation to negoti-
ate a peaceful and permanent solution of this 
serious problem along the lines of the London 
majority proposal. A failure to do so would 
involve a very heavy responsibility indeed. 

"So far as the Canadian Government is con-
cerned, we feel that these proposals are 
reasonable and satisfactory and deserve our 
support as a basis for negotiation. They re-
spect not only the sovereignty, the interests 
and susceptibilities of Egypt, but their also 
make adequate provision for safeguarding, 
through co-operative international arrange-
ments with which the United Nations would be 
associated in an appropriate way, the inter-
national character, use and maintenance of the 
Canal. 

"The Canadian Government understands the 
view of the users of the Canal that this 
international waterway must be efficiently and 
impartially operated, not only in the interest 
of Egypt but also of the states who use it and 
for whom its efficient operation iseconomical-
ly essential. The Canal should therefore be 
kept free to the maximum extent possible from 
political interference on the part of any 
single state. We also understand the desire of 
Egypt to safeguard its sovereignty and its 
national dignity. 

MNe feel that the eighteen-power Lôndorïpro-
posals provide for both these essential con-
siderations and, therefore, foom a solid basis 
for a peaceful settlement of the Suez Canal 
question which is so important to the well-
being and security of all states." 

* * * * 

LEGAL PARLEY:  Professor Maxwell Cohen, of 
McGill University, headed a group of six well-
known members of  the  International.Law Associa-
tion's Canadian Branch attending the 47th 
conference of the ILI which ended September 1 
at Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia. 

The other Canadian Branch members who 
participated in the Dubrovnik deliberations 
were: Professor  J.  Austin, of the Faculty of 
Law of the University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, Justice H. Batshaw, of the Superior 
Court of Qüebec, Courtney Kingstone, of the 
Department of External Affairs, Ottawa, Dr. , 
Eugène Pépin, Director of the Institute of 
InternationalAirLaw at the McGill University, 
and P.K. Roy, Director of the Legal Bureau of 
the International Civil Aviation Organization, 
Montreal. 

Thirty countries were representedby between 
300 to 400 judges, professors, and lawyers who . 
discussed, among other topics, the problem of 
legal control of international waterways, and 
a report on the review of  the  United Nations 
Charter, prepared by a working group headed by 
Professor Clyde Eagleton, of the New York 
University. 

Many of the resolutions of the Interna-
tional Law Association--especially in the 
fields of commercial and maritime law--have 
resulted in international action. 

* * * * 
1.ADIES AID:  In the village of Baden, six 
miles west of Kitchener, Ontario, Canada's 
first all-women civil defence unit has been 
formed. At a meeting of the Wilmot township 
council, J.J. Murray, Waterloo County civil 
defence co-ordinator suggested that Mrs. Cas-
par Fleet, wife of a railway foreman and a 
prominent member of many community activities, 
try to form some sort of civil defence organ-
ization among the women of the district. Mrs. 
Fleet immediately accepted and set out to con-
tact the different women's organizations in 
Baden to get help. Six thousand hours have 
gone into the formation of the unit, most of 
them on the overworked rural telephone lines 
in the area. But out of this effort more than 
45 women have already signified their willing-
ness to support the organization and Mrs. 
Fleet and her committee are confident that 
enlisting 100 more members will present no 
problem at all. 

* * 
UPS AND DOS:  The busiest airport in Cana-
da in terms of the number of landings and 
take-offs during the second quarter of this 
year was Vancouver, according to Department 
of Transport figures. 

Departmental air traffic controllers handl-
ed 73,892 landings and take-offs at the Van-
couver airport and seaplane base during April, 
May and June. Second place went to Montreal's 
Dorval Airport with a total of 57,925. Ottawa 
ranked third with 50,525. Next were Tnronto's 
Mahon Airport with 47,01C, Edmonton, 46,540 
and Winnipeg, 45,322. In terms of scheduled 
airline landings and take-offs, included in 
the above figures, Montreal led with 12,174 
followed by Mahon, 11,597; Vancouver, 8,806; O. 
Edmonton, 6,926; Gander, 5,578; Ottawa, 4,532 
and Winnipeg, 4,519. 
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$1.5 BILLION ON HOUSING:  House-building 
activity, including land costs, involved ex-
penditures amounting to over $1.5 billion 
during 1955, Central Mortgage and Housing 

to Corporation has reported in a review of mort-
gage lending in Canada in its quarterly pub-
lication, Canadian Housing Statistics. 

Of this total, 53.4 per cent was financed 
by mortgage loans, mainly from lending in-
stitutions. Another 30.4 per cent represented 
the equity of owners in the form of down pay-
ments on dwellings for home ownership and the 
equity investment of rental entrepreneurs. In 
addition 12 7 per cent was provided by owners 
who financed the construction of their dwell-
ings without recourse to mortgage financing. 
The Federal Government provided 3.5 per cent 
of total expenditures, mainly for the con-
struction of married quarters for the armed 
services. The Federal Government's role in 
financing house-building was, for the most 
part, in the insurance of mortgage loans made 
by private lenders under the National Housing 
Act. 

Amounting to nearly $2.5 billion, the value 
of all Canadian mortgages registered in 1955 
was 32 per cent higher than the previous year. 
Loans for the construction of new dwellings 
accounted for close to 40 per cent of this 
total. 

Individuals provided more mortgage credit 
than any other group of lenders in 1955. In 
Ontario, for example, individuals were re-
sponsible for 40 per cent of the value of all 
mortgages registered. While these lenders play 
a comparatively small part in the financing 
of new construction, they play a major role in 
financing the turnover of existing dwellings. 

SMALLER PROPORTION 

Life insurance companies, while still the 
main institutional lenders, were respOnsible 
for a smaller proportion of institutional 
lending than in earlier years. Their mortgage 
loan approvals represented 50 per cent of the 
total compared to 59 per cent in 1954 and 74 
per cent in 1953 . This decline was relative 
only, since the value of life company ap-
provals increased from $529 million in 1954 to 
$597 million in 1955. 

The life companies placed greater emphasis 
on conventional lending for new residential 
construction than in erevious years. This 
change reflected the considerable expansion of 
NHA activity on the part of chartered banks. 
The value of mortgage loans approved by the 
banks increased from $158 million in 1954 to 
$326 million in 1955. 

Both the trust companies and the loan 
companies expanded their mortgage lending 
activities. The trust companies approved loans 
amounting to $104 million compared to $64 
million in 1954. Most of this increase took 
place in insured loans under the National 

S Housing Act. The loan companies approved loans 
to the value of $149 million, compared to $123 
million in the previous year. 

This yearly review of mortgage lending was 
formerly carried in the publication Mortgage 
Lending in Canada, which has now been dis-
continued. 

DECLINE NOTED 

In a summary of first quarter activity in 
1956, the report noted a marked decline in 
institutional mortgage lendingfor new residen-
tial construction. While the value of all 
mortgage loans approved by lending institu-
tions, at $201 million, was two per cent 
higher than the first quarter of 1955, the 
value of loans approved for new residential 
construction was down by 12 per cent. In terms 
of dwelling units, this represented a decline 
from 17,233 to 14,253 units. While the ratio 
of dwelling starts to mortgage loan approvals 
is not constant, the fact that starts held up 
so well in spite of the reduction in institu-
tional lending suggests that there has been 
a considerable increase in other types of 
financing. • 

Both National Housing Act and conventional 
mortgage lending declined. Uhder the Act there 
was a 17 per cent decline from the first 
quarter of the previous year. Lending by 
chartered banks suffered the largest cut-back, 
19 per cent compared to 14 per cent for all 
other lenders during the period. Conventional 
institutional mortgage lending fin-new:residen-
tial construction declined by 12 per cent in 
terms of dwelling units between the first 
quarters of 1955 and 1956. Conventional mort-
gage lending on existing dwellings and on non-
residential property increased from $62.8 
million to $82.8 million. 

There was a substantial increase in activ-
ity in the secondary market in NHA insured 
mortgage loans. The value of mortgages sold 
amounted to $12.5 million, equivalent to 71 
per cent of all such sales in the full year of 
1955. Sales of mortgages to individuals were 
reported for the first time; 44 sales amount-
ing to $390,000 being reported. 

Despite a three per cent increase in dwel-
ling completions during this first quarter, 
the stock of completed but unsold dwellings in 
the larger urban centres at the end of May was 
below that of a year earlier, 1,291 compared 
to 1,338 units. 

Heavy demands for construction materials 
and labour, associated with the expansion of 
non-residential construction and the continued 
large programme of residential construction, 
resulted in some further price increases dur-
ing the period under review. The combined 
index of material prices and wage rates went 
up from 134.0 in December to 135.8 in April. 
This was four percent  higher than in April, 
1955. 

Lot prices continued to increase. The aver-
age price paid for lots for bungalows financed 
under the National Housing Act in the first 
quarter of the year was $1,955 compared to 
$1,788 in 1955. 
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TESTAMENT OF .FAITH 

Speaking at the Northwest Territories 
Council Session held this month at East 'Three, 
the new site of Aklavik, N.W:T., Mr. 'Cordon 
Robertson, Commissioner of the Northwest Ter-
ritories, said that the decision of theGovezn-
ment of Canada to build a new Aklavik was one 
of far-reaching significance. Above a ll , he 
said, it was a testament of faith in the 
future of the North.  It demonstrated a con-. 
viction that•the present economic problems of 

•this area, serious as they are, can be over-
come and an active future achieve.d. 

. Pointing out that the three industries 
which at present form the basis of the economy 
of the Northwest 'Territories are - those which 
produce in sufficient volume-to export their 
p roducts to the outside—mining, fur trapping 
and fishing--the Commissioner expressed the 
hope that in the not too distant future lumber 
and wood products would be added to their 
number, a hope which he said is.strengthened 
by the recent development of lumbering in Wood 
Buffalo Park just south of the 'Territorial 
boundary. 

Although mining is the industry which gives 
the greatest promise to stimulating expansion 
in the Territorial - economy and thereby bring 
an increase in population, Mr. Robertson said 
it would be unfortunate to ignore those other 
industries which now produce mainly or entire-
ly for local use---agriculture and horticulture, 
lumbering and wood products, .the service in-
dustries and the small manufacturing indus-
tries. None of these industries can be expect-
ed to stimulate a general economic expansion, 
but they are all capable of considerable 
growth  as the economic structure of the Ter-
ritories develops, the Commissioner said. 

ALTERNATIVE EMPLOYMENT 
• 

. Mr. Robertson said that the problems which 
have been created for those dependent on trap-
ping by the current low fur prices, not in-
frequently coupled with low catches, are most 
serious. Fortunately, he said, opportunities 
for alternative employment have developed in a 
number of the areas which were most seriously 
hit, and they are likely to continue for 
several years.  The construction of the Distant 
Early Warning line has provided employment for 
a considerable number of men living in the 
.Delta region, and many of these opportunities 
are likely to continue during the operational 
phase, the Commissioner stated.  The  construc-
tion of the new Aklavik .will also provide 
important employment opportunities for several 
years to come. In other parts of the Mackenzie 
District construction projects and road build-
ing programmes are serving the same purpose. 

"Several problems, however, still present 
themselves", Mr. Robertson said. "The first is 

to see that a sufficient number of our people 

are equipped to take advantage of these wage  

earning opportunities. It is here that our 
vocational training programmes are of key im-
portance, and I am glad to say that, althoue 
we have only started. the -results so far are 
heartening. With training programmes and with 
progressive adaptation to wage employment 

•there is no reason why the native and other 
people resident  in theTerritories-shoula not 
provide  Lully. as satisfactory a labour force 
as workers who are flow  so often ,brought in 
from the outside." 

MUST EXPAND ECONOMY" 

Mr. Robertson referred to a'problem which 
.exists in soMe areas now and which may be of 
more serious consequence in a few years, that 
of finding sufficient jobs to accommodate 
those who are capable of filling them and are 
anxious to leave the trapping industry. Reli-
ance on defence and other gove rnment construc-
tion activities is adequate for short-term 
and interim purposes, he said, and it does not 
appear that it will, in the long-run, be pos-
sible to provide adequate-economic opportunity 
in the Territories unless there is an expan-

,.sidn--and a material expansion--in its .basic 
economy. 

Some indications of economic expansion are 
now _apparent, the Commissioner said. A large 
timber berth in Wood Buffalo Par* has recently 
been  let  by the Federal Government to a firm 
of commercial operators, and as a result ply-
wood, planing and sawmills will be constructed 
at Fort Fitzgerald, just  • outh of the Ter-
ritorial boundary. When the project is com-
pleted by the end of 19 58 it is expected to 
employ some 250 men, the great majority of 
whom will be local residents. Many of the 
',workers will undoubtedly be.people  of the 
Northwest Territories who will continue to 
reside in or near Fort Smith. Furthermore, .if 
it has proved economic to exploit timber 
stands in the Wood Buffalo Park just a short 
distance south of the Northwest Territories 
border, it is reasonable to  exact  that before 
long similar enterprises will take place 
within the Territories wherever there are 
substantial stands of commercially valuable 
timber. 

Another industry in which some expansion 
may be expected is the commercial fishery of 
Great Slave Lake, Mr. Robertson stated, but 
this will come about only if costs can be 
brought down. Some increase in the catch took 
place in the season of 1955-56, but the take 
was still less than the nine million pound 
quota by nearly two million pounds. The Great 
Slave Lake fi•shery is a high-cost operation 
and the companies seem unwilling to take the 
risks involved in making the adctitional cap-
ital expenditures that would be necessary if 
the catch were to reach the annual quota. If, 
however, the costs of transporting the fish to 
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market could be substantially reduced, it 
seems likely that the necessary investment 
might be made. 

"While giving full significance to the very e considerable importance of these potential 
developments, I think that there is little 
argument that mining is the one activity which 
can be counted upon to create a substantial 
economic improvement in the Northwest Ter-
ritories", the Commissioner said. "In this 
industry, too, there are signs of development, 
but there are important problems which make it 
impossible to have any feeling of complacency. 
The. main trouble with mining in the Northwest 
Territories is its present concentration on 
gold and uranium. Gold mining, in general, is 
at its best at a time of a depression and at 
its worst in a boom, because the price normal-
ly remains constant while costs tend to rise 
in a boom and to fall in a depression. Gold 
mining, therefore, has for some years been 
suffering from a serious squeeze between 
rising costs and fixed prices. This squeeze 
would have been much worse if the benefits of 
the Emergency Gold Mining Assistance Act had 
not been continued, but this assistmnce_has 
nevertheless been insufficient to inspire any 
expansion of industry." 

BASE METALS 

"What is really required to give a health 
foundation to mining in the Northwest Ter-
ritories is the development of a number of 
base metal properties. Then, with gold, uran-
ium and base metals, the economy would have 
some insulation against the rigours of both 
inflation and deflation and a broader base to 
withstand the fluctuations of the economic 
climate." 

Continuing, MW. Robertson  said  
"A very considerable degree of exploration 

for copper ,  lead and zinc is now taking place 
in the Mackenzie District. It is particularly 
active on the northwest and the south shores 
of Great Slave Lake; to the south and to the 
East Arm of that lake; and at various points 
between the Lake and the Arctic Coast. This is 
a source of considerable encouragement, but 
again optimism has to be restrained. The 
reason for the present concentration in the 
Territories on gold and radio-active minerals 
is that these yield products whose value is 
high in relation to weight or bulk. Because of 
that they can be shipped  out  without suffering 
too severely from high transportation costs. 
Base metals are a very different thing. Mines 
producing them yield a product which is far 
heavier and bulkier for each dollar of value. 
The  costs of transportation become a serious 
consequence. We must, I think, face the fact 
that cheaper and more adequate transportation 
will be necessary before there is any large- 
scale development of base metal mining. In- 
deed, there is good reason to believe that 

41, much of the exploration now taking place has 
been stimulated by the recent discussion of 

the possibility of building a railway to Great 
Slave Lake, and it is open to question how far 
much of this exploration will be carried if a 
railway does not materialize in the near 
future. 

"An important step is being taken to pro-
vide better transportation facilities by the 
construction of a road from Eay River around 
the west end of Great Slave Lake to Fort Rae 
and thence to Yellowknife. The road will be of 
undoubted value but I think there can be 
little argument but that the most important 
stimulus that could be found for the economic 
development of the MackenZie District  would.be  
the construction of a railway to Great Slave 
Lake. I do not intend to elaborate the argu-
ments that have already been put forward in 
favour of this project, but I think one cannot 
avoid.the conclusion that its early construc-
tion is essential if any significant improve-
ment is to occur in the basic economy of the 
Northwest Territories. The increased level of 
defence and other government construction work 
in the Territories in the last two years is a 
temporary hefp, but it can also be a danger if 
it is mistaken for genuine economic activity 
on a firm and lasting base. It is 'only if the 
growth of such activity occurs that those of 
us who have special responsibility for the 
welfare of the Territories and its people can 
feel that a secure and sound position is being 
achieved." 

* * * * 

BREAK-THROUGH:  The Department of Trans-
port's powerful icebreaker CGS "d'Iberville" 
has successfully fought her way through  the 

 ice to the Arctic settlement at Eureka, on 
Ellesmere Island, within 700 miles of the 
North Pole. 

As reported in this Publication dated 
June 27, ice conditions in Norwegian Bay made 
it impossible last year for the "d'Iberville" 
to smash her way through to Eureka. In August, 
1954, the powerful icebreaker made her first 
visit to this joint Canadian-United States 
Arctic weather station. 

When the "d'Iberville" completed her task 
of landing supplies and equipment for the 
Eureka weather station, the icebreaker will 
return direct to Quebec ?  In the meanwhile the 
convoy of ships'whichthend'Iberville" escort-
ed to Resolute earlier in the month have com-
pleted the unloading of 6,000 tons of cargo 
and supplies and are on their way back to Qie-
bec, escorted by the icebreaker CGS "N.B. 
McLean". The convoy consists of the cargo ship 
S.S. "Federal Voyager" and the tanker mv 
"Green Ranger". The Department of TXansport's 
Arctic Supply Ship, CGS "C.D. Howe" remained 
in Resolute until the convoy had departed for 
home and is now continuing her annual task of 
visiting the various outposts bordering on 
Eastern Arctic waters. 
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SOUND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

Paralleling the striking growth of the 
trade union movement in Canada has been a 
substantial increase, particularly since the 
end of the Second World War, in the standard 
of living and general economic security of all 
Canadians. 

This was the theme developed by the Hon. 
Milton F. Gregg, V.C., Minister of Labour, in 
a Labour Day message to Canadian workers. 

Mk. Gregg pointed out that this year more 
than 1,351,600 trade union members were cele-
brating Labour Day, almost four times the 
strength of the labour movement in 1939, and 
that organized labour now represents 33 per 
cent of all paid workers as compared to 16 per 
cent in 1946. 

HIGH STANDARD 

• Assessed from any point of view, Mr. Gregg 
said, Canadians as a whole are now enjoying a 
very high standard of living. 

With one million new houses built since 
World War II, and construction Continuing at 
a high rate, Canadians today are among the 
best housed people on earth. Employment is at 
an all-time high. Average weekly earnings in 
Canadian industries are also at record levels, 
having just about doubled in the postwar 
period. Through collective bargaining with 
employers and otherwise Canadian workers are 
now enjoying longer annual vacations after 
shorter periods of service, as well as more 
paid statutory holidays than at any previous 
time. For example, the proportion of manu-
facturing employees in plants where it is 
policy to grant a paid vacation of at least 
two weeks has risen since 1947 from 57 to 92 
per cent, and the proportion of those who work 
in establishments granting six or more paid 
statutory holidays in a year has risen during 
the same period from 36 to 80 per cent. Stan-
dard weekly hours of work are lower than ever 
before; over four-fifths ofindustrial employe- 

es are now on a five-day week; and most of 41, 
them are working 40 hours or less. In addition 
to all this there has been a very substantial 
increase in the coverage of industrial pension 
and welfare plans. 

Mr. Gregg stated that there neVer was a 
period when more goods and services were being 
acquired and enjoyed by Canadians, and that 
these goods and services are of such quality 
and advanced design that many similar things 
produced only a few years ago now seem modest 
by comparison. The technological advances of 
industry, which have resulted in greater pro-
ductivity and permitted the introduction of 
shorter hours and higher real wages, have also 
found their way into the home, where labour-
saving appliances with automatic features have 
meant an increase in leisure time. Meanwhile, 
new plants and office buildings give clear 
indication that they are designed, not merely 
to house machines, but also to provide safe 
and pleasant working conditions for men and 
women. Modern means of production, distribu-
tion and merchandising point up in dramatic 
fashion the rise in our standards which has 
taken place in slightly more than a decade, 
the Minister said. 

CONFIDENT FORECAST 	
• 

Mk. Gregg'continued: 
"We have proven that we can maintain a high 

standard of living and at the same time man 
our armed forces, support the large military 
defence production which is necessary, and 
fulfill our other international commitments to 
the cause of peace and the economic develop-
ment of less fortunate areas of the world. 

"No one can safely forecast the long-term 
future but, among business and industrial 
leaders, there is a sober confidence that 
augurs well for economic conditions generally 
in the foreseeable future." 

* • 

COFFERS SWELL:  A surplus of $330.4 million 
for the first four months of 1956-57 ended 
July 31 has been announced by the Hon. Walter 
Harris, Minister of Finance, in a statement 
on the Government's financial operations. 

In the period under review, budgetary 
revenues were $1,613.3 million and expendi-
tures $1,282.9 million. For the same period a 
year ago, revenues were $1,332.1 millidn, 
expenditures were $1,200.1 million, and the 
surplus was $132 million. 

Budgetary revenues for July were $459.8 
million, expenditures were $349.8  million and  

•* * 

the surplus was $110 million. For July 1955, 
revenues were $369.8 m il lion, expenditures 
were $307.4 million and the surplus was $62.4 
.million. 

Cperations of the old age security fund, 
which are not included in budgetary transac-
tions, resulted in a very small deficit for 
July.1956, and a cumulative deficit of $6.2 
million for the four months to July 31. Last 
year  for the four months to July 31, 1955, 
there was a cumulative deficit of $16.9 mil-
lion. These deficits were covered by temporary 
loans by the Minister under the terms of the 
Cdd Age Security Act. 
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DEVELOPING THE NORTHLAND 

Canada is pressing forward with an ex-
tensive development programme in its vast 
northern regions. 

Construction  work amounting to almost $10- 
million is under way or in the planning stage 
in the Far North this year by the Federal 
Department of Public Works. This includes 
Departmental projects as well as various .con-
struction works undertaken for other depart-
ments of government. 

A total of 95 projects, including jobs 
ranging in value from $100 to over $3,800,000 
are included in the northern programme for 
which an estimated $9,949,460 is expected to 
be spent during the present fiscal year. The 
Ebpartment of Public Wbrks programme consists 
of construction of homes for  • ederal govern-
ment employees, public buildings, wharfs, 
roads and bridges as well as some dredging. 
The total expenditure for these items is ex-
pected to amount to about $1.772, 500.  

Among contracts let in the Department's 
road and bridge building programme is one for 
$900,000 for the construction of a road near 
Hay River, Nbrthwest Territories. The contract 
is for the first section of about 40 miles of 
a 22-foot  wide gravel surfaced road beginning 
on the  Mackenzie  Highway near Alexandra Falls, 
located between Great Slave Lake and the 60th 
parallel Which is Alberta's northern boundary. 
The road follows the general alignment of the 
old winter trail towards Mills Lake in a 
nbrth-westerly direction paralleling the 
western end of Great Slave Lake..Depending on 
investigations taking place this summer the  

road will turn north towards Rae at the most 
suitable crossing of the MacKenzie River. This 
will give access by road to that point where 
the MacKenzie River drains Great Slave Lake. 
This is a key point in the northern trans-
portation system. 

In the Yukon, a bridge is under construc-
tion over the lakhini River on the Whitehorse-
Mayo Road at an estimated cost of $200,000. 
Another bridge over • the Yukon River at White-
horse is being.built for some $226,500 and 
still another bridge project is one of re-
construction of the structure over the Mayo 
River on the Whitehorse-Mayo Road. It is es-
timated that this project will cost about 
$200,000. 

VARIED PROJECTS 

Other projects by the Dbpartment of Public 
Works include preLiminary .mork for Federal 
buildings at Aklavik at a cost of $210,000; a 
housing project for federal government em-
ployees at Whitehorse, $250,000; wharfs at 
Aklavik, $60,000 and Tuktoyaktuk, $50,000; and 
for completion of a new federal building at 
Yellowknife,  which was started last year, 
$300,000. Another federal building is being 
planned for Churchill. Preliminary planning 
on this project will be done under the plan-
ning vote of the  Epartment of Public Works. 

The largest project now in hand by the De-
partment of Public Works on behalf of another 
government department is the construction of a 
$3,858,600 hospital for the northern health 
service of the.Dapartment of National Health 

(over) 
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and Welfare at Whitehorse. A total of four 
projects are under way for this department, in 
addition to two town planning projects, one at 
Cambridge Bay and the other at Tuktoyaktuk. 

Fiftyseven projects for the Department of 
Northern Affairs and National  Resources,.with 
an estimated cost of $3,738,960 are either 
being planned or under way while 16 other 
buildings of various types, to cost some 
$3,951,500 are included in the overall Depart-
ment of Public Works, programme for the De-
partments of Transport, Citizenship and Im-
migration and National  Health and Welfare. 

A total of 12 projects:for the RCMP in-
cluding detachment quarters at Great Whale 
River, Frobisher Bay, Dawson, Port Harrison, 
Fort McPherson and Fort Providence; quarters 
for married members of the force at Mayo, 
Yellowknife and Whitehorse, a guard-room 
building at Fort Smith and the painting of a 
building at Cambridge Bay, at an estimated 
cost of $486,500, are also part of the Depart-
ment of Public Works' 1956-57 undertakings. 
Work is being carried out for the Department 
of Northern Affairs and National Resources at 
Great Whale River, Quebec; Port Harrison, Que-
bec; Baker Lake; Cambridge Bay, Cape Dorset, 
Fort Liard, Fort McPherson, Fort Rae, Fort 
Resolution, Fort Simpson, Fort Smith, Fro-
bisher Bay, Hay River, Tuktoyaktuk, and Yellow-
knife in the Northwest Territories and at 
Whitehorse, Yukon Territories. The projects 
include such works as the construction of a 
laundrr and bath houses, homes, apartment 
buildings, offices, warehouses, powerhouses as 
well as the renovation of some buildings. 

Also .on the list are a well with pipeline 
and pressure system, sewage disposal system, 
water-supply system, rehabilitation centre, 
hostel providing dormitory space for pupils, 
staff quarters, dining and kitchen facilities, 
vocational training school with library, com-
mercial room, home economics room, general 
shop, principal's office and staff room. 

Staffs of the Department of Public Works 
at headquarters in Ottawa and in the District 
Engineer's and Architect's offices in Edmonton 
are pressing the programme forward to take 
full advantage of the limited number of trans-
portation and working days in Canada's Far 
North. 

* * * 

URBAN GROWTH:  Covering centres in every 
province, but including mostly the smaller 
cities and towns, first figures of the 1956 
Census indicate a distinct rise in Canada's 
urban population during the last five years. 
Out of 31 cities and towns with a population 
of 5,000 and over, all except three gained in 
population size since 1951and some had partic-
ularly large gains. Cf the other 459 smaller 
centres, only 87 declined in population. Small 
villages accounted for most of these decreas-
es. 

* * * 

ALL-TIME HIGH:  The emoloyment level, which 
has been rising rapidly in recent months, 
reached an aIl-time high during July. Although 
there was the usual strong influx of students 
and other seasonal workers into the labour 
force, this development produced a tighter 
manpower-situation than in any year since the 
Korean build-up of 1951.  

At July 21 this year the number of persons 
with jobs was éstimated at 5,789,000, some 
142,000 more than in June and 201,000 more 
than in July 1955. The number of persons with-
out jobs and seeking work declined by 15,000 
to 102,000, some 48,000 lower than in July 
1955. Registrations for employment continued 
to show a similar downward trend, numbering 
179,259 on July 19, 191,871 on June 21, and 
211,280 a year ago. The Canadian labour force 
was estimated at 5,891,000 on July 21, 5,764,- 
000 on June 23, and 5,738,000 a year earlier. 

Particularly strong demand for workers dur-
ing the month cane from the farming, forestry, 
construction and tourist industries. Shortages 
of workers for these industries, but especial-
ly of farm and forestry workers, were reported 
from many parts of the country. Country-wide 
shortages continued to be evident among many 
professional and technical occupations. 

Two-thirds of the total increase in July 
came from increasing farm activity, most of 
which originated in the Prairie and Ontario  
regions where labour supplies were already 
short. As a result, 20 of the 21 local labour 
market areas classified in shortage were in 
these two regions. 

* * * * 

WIDER RANGE:  Over 56,000,000 acres of range 
are controlled by farmers, ranchers and com-
munity enterprises in Western Canada. These 
are being added to as Canada's agricultural 
regions extend northward, and as properties 
which are submarginal for field crops are 
abandoned. 

GOING DOWN UNDER:  A. Hartley Zimmerman, 
Chairman of the Defence Research Board, left 
Canada on August 20 for Australia where, at 
the invitation of Sir William Penney, Director iv 
of United Kingdom Atomic Weapons Research, he 
will attend the joint uK-Australia atomic 
weapons tests scheduled for later this year. 

Ar the same time, Mr. Zimmerman will in-
spect the work of a group of Defence Research 
Board scientists, who are assisting in aspects 
of the trials, and of Canadian service person-
nel, who will expose items of Canadian service 
equipment to the effects of the weapons. 

In addition, Mr. Zimmerman will visit 
defence science laboratories and universities 
in Australia. His interests will be directed 
chiefly to the research and development of 
programmes being carried out by Australian 
establishments, including current projects at 
Salisbury and Woomera, the Australian weapons 
research establishments. 
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CANADA'S PRIMARY STEEL INDUSTRY 

• 

• Che of the most important though perhaps 
not one of the best-known aspects of the 
remarkable industrial growth that has taken 
place in Canada since the outbreak of the 
second world war is the expansion of the pri-
mary iron and steel industry. 

In a review of this expansion, the Bank of 
Nova Scotia Monthly Review points out that in 
fifteen years this industry has grown more 
than in the previous forty years--since its 
establishment in Canada around the turn of the 
century. Basic steel-making capacity has risen 
from less than 2.5 to 5.5 million tons annual-
ly. New rolling-mill facilities to process the 
crude steel have been added, old mills have 
been expanded and modernized ,  and the list of 
products made has been greatly extended. The 
industry, in short, has become not only much 
bigger, but more up-to-date, more efficient 
and more diversified. 

The growth of the primary iron and steel 
industry to its present annual capacity of 5.5 
million tons of crude steel along with these 
big imports is surely striking evidence of the 
expansion of the Canadian economy. Rapid 
growth in population and a rising standard of 
living together with the postwar programme of 
resource development have brought notable 
growth in the steel .using industries. Rising 
consumer demand for canned foods has led to 
expansion in the canning industry; and this, 
with the increasing use of tin containers for 
non-food products such as motor oils, has 
meant substantial growth in the containers 
industry and hence a much-increased demand for 
tinplate. 

ENORMOUS DEMAND 

The enormous demand for household applianc-
es of all kinds to stock the record number of 
new homes being built has meant a very large 
expansion in the electrical apparatus in-
dustry and consequently a much-enlarged demand 
for sheet steel, demand for which has been 
further augmented by the growth in the auto-
mobile industry. Steel is also the main mater-
ial required for capital goods; and the growth 
of the machinery industries that has stemmed 
from the building of new factories, new pulp 
mills and new power projects, and from the 
great activity in mining, road-building and 
communications has meant a heavy demand for 
steel of many kinds from bars, shapes and rods 
to plates and sheets. Expansion in the chemi-
cal industry and the oil-refining industry has 
also meant a growing demand for steel plates 
for tanks. 

As a rough indication of the growth in the 
principal steel-using industries, it may be 
noted that in 1953 employment in the indus-
tries making automobiles and parts, electrical 
apparatus of all kinds, machinery, railway 
rolling-stock and sheet metal products was  

approximately two-and- one -half times as large 
as in 1939. 

At the same time, the postwar construction 
boom has brought an insatiable demand for 
structural steel (which in recent years has 
been in chronically short supply) as well as 
for contrete-reinforcing bars. And of course 
the mushrooming of oil and gas exploration and 
development in the West since the Leduc dis-
covery in 1947 has brought a spectacular rise 
in the demand for pipes and tubes which, in 
addition to stimulating imports, has led to a 
substantial and continuing growth in the 
Canadian pipe industry, a major consumer of 
flat-rolled steel. This increase in demand for 
steel and steel goods from every sector of the 
Canadian economy explains why the Canadian 
market has been able to absorb a sharply in-
creased domestic steel production as well as a 
record level of machinery and parts imports 
and a continuing large tonnage of imported 
steel rolling-mill products. 

STRIKING RISE 

With this growth, primary iron and steel 
has risen in relative importance among Cana-
dian manufacturing industries. In 1939 it was 
fifteenth in number of employees, eleventh in 
gross value of products, sixth in net value 
added by manufacture (that is gross value of 
products less the cost ofmaterialS, fUel,.and 
payments to other industries for supplies and 
services), and third in the amount of fuel and 
electricity used. In 1953, the latest year for 
which complete figures are available,.it had 
risen to seventh in gross value of products 
and to sixth in employment, and had retained 
sixth place in net value added (being exceeded 
by pulp and paper, non-ferrous metal smelting 
and refining ,  motor vehicles, sawmills, and 
aircraft and parts) and third place in the 
amount of fuel and electricity used (being ex-- 
ceeded only by pulp and paper and non-ferrous 
metal smelting and refining). 

Its high rank, particularly in relation to 
the three big export industries based on 
forest and mineral resources, becomes rather 
impressive in the light of two pertinent con-
siderations. Che is the fact thatit is  orient--
cd  mainly towards the domestic market, a mar-
ket that is not only relatively sma ll  but that 
imports steel in large quantities. The other-- 
of special interest in these days when one of 
the economic topics uppermost in the public 
mind is the part played by foreign capital in 
the development and control of Canadian indus-
try--is that, in contrast to most of the in-
dustries that outrank it, the primary iron and 
steel industry is owned and controlled almost 
entirely in Canada. 

After 1946, when steel production fell back 
to the lowest level since 1940 partly because 
of a prolonged strike in the industry, demand 
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and concrete-reinforcing bars will remain 
strong for some time to come. 

It is not to be expected that the avid de- . 
mand for all types  of steel  that has character- ilip 
ized most of the past year will continue with- 
out interruption. The contrast with 1954--when 
steel demand fell off substantially with the 
contraction in business activity, and when the 
impact on the primary industry was intensified 
by a drawing-down of stgel-users° inventor-
ies—is indicative of the sharp fluctuations 
to which this industry is subject. There is 
also the question of competition from sub-
stitute materials, especially aluminum (though 
the total steel market is unlikely to be 
seriously affected for as far ahead as can be 
seen). 

for steel began to climb and has been strong 
during most of the intervening period, with 
the exception of 1954. The generally favour-
able market conditions offered a strong in-' 
ducement to expand, and good earnings have 
enabled the industry to finance heavy capital 
expenditures to a large extent out of retained 
earnings and depreciation allowances with com-
paratively little recourse to the capital 
market. In the eight years 1948 to 1955 new 
capital investment in the Canadian primary 
iron and steel industry totalled no less than 
$279 millions, and further expenditures of 
$56 millions have been forecast for this year. 

THE OUTLOOK 

So far in 1956 the Canadian steel industry 
has been operating near capacity. In the first 
six months, output of steel ingots reached the 
record figure of 2.6 million tons, 21 per cent 
above the same period of 1955. To some extent 
the heavy demand has undoubtedly stemmed from 
an attempt to build up inventories, and how 
much inventory accumulation has actually taken 
place it is imnossible to say. However, even 
before the United States steel strike, the 
major companies were expecting a high rate of 
operations to continue well into the latter 
part of the year, though there were beginning 
to be signs of easing in a few products. The 
interruption of United States steel produc-
tion, now fortunately a thing of the past, has 
undoubtedly reduced inventories and demand 
will thus likely be higher than it would 
otherwise have been. 

Even if inventories should prove to be 
over-heavy and there should be some temporary 
weakening in demand for certain types over 
the next few months, the outlook for steel is 
on the whole a strong one. The confidence of 
the industry is indicated by the capital pro-
gramme now going forward, including the ex-
pansion of blast furnace capacity and the in-
stallation of another open hearth, another 
oxygen vessel, and a new blooming mill. The 
fact that two new electrolytic tinning lines 
are being installed indicates how favourable 
the prospects for tinplate are considered to 
be. 

The expansion of the Canadian pipe and tube 
industry is also proceeding apace.  Of note are 
the construction for initial operation later 
this year of a plant with a capacity of 225,- 
000 tons annually of seamless pipes and tubes 
for use in the oil industry, the commencement 
of work on a large-diameter pipe mill which 
will make welded pipe of 20 to 36 inches in 
diameter as compared with the present Canadian 
maximum of 16 inches, and the extension of the 
welded pipe industry into western Canada. And 
the revised forecast of capital expenditures 
in 1956 recently issued by the Department of 
Trade and Commerce, which indicates that most 
industries have enlarged their capital expan-
sion plans since the start of the year, sug-
gest that demand for structural steel, plates 

FUTURE GROWTH 

Nevertheless, as has been pointed out, 
there are still a good many products not made 
in Canada or not made in sufficient quantity 
to satisfy the needs of the Canadian market. 
Moreover, there is some evidence in the ex-
panding consumption of such products as tin-
plate and galvanized sheets that increasing 
domestic production helps to develop the mar-
ket. And the prospect is for continued growth 
in the durable goods industries, as more parts 
and components are made in Canada and as this 
country supplies an increasing proportion of 
her own requirements of finished machinery and 
other steel manufactures. 

It would certainly appear that over the 
longer term further substantial expansion in 
the Canadian primary steel industry can be 
expected, though probably not at the very 
rapid rate of the past few years. 

* o * * 

FINANCIAL STANDING:  Canada's budgetary 
deficit was $33 million compared with the 
forecast of $52 million given in the budget 
speech of March 20, 1956, and revenues as 
finally determined were $4,400 million, or $15 
million more than the budget forecast of $4,- 
385 million. 

These and other details of Canada's finan-
cial situation for the year 1955-56 were con-
tained in a statement reviewed August 18, by 
the Honourable Walter Harris, -Minister of 
Finance. 

Expenditures, including $63 million for the 
write-off of the temporary loan made to the 
old age security fund to cover the 1954-55 
deficit in the fund, were $4,433 million, or 
$4 million less than the budget forecast of 
$4,437 million. 

At  march 31, 1956, the gross liabilities of 
the Government amounted to $19,124 million, of 
which $15,408 million consisted of unmatured 
bonds and treasury bills. As assets totalled 
$7,844 million, the net debt of Canada amount-
ed to $11,280 million at the end of the fiscal 
year. 

II 
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PROROGATION • DU  • PARLEMENT  

Le député de Son Excellence le Gouverneur général le juge Patrick Kerwin, juge en 
chef de la Cour suprême du Canada, a prorogé le,14 aodt la troisième session de la 
vingt-deuxième législature du Canada. Cette dernière, qui s'était ouverte le 13 janvier, 
a duré exactement 152 jours, soit 3 jours de moins que la session de 1903 gui détient 
jusqu'à présent le record. 

Dans le discours du TreIne prononcé devant les membres du Sénat et de la Chambre des 
communes, le juge Kerwin a souligné que, depuis l'ouverture du Parlement, 1a tension 
entre l'Union soviétique et l'Occident était allée diminuant mais qu'aucun événement ne 
nous permettait de croire que les objectifs fondamentaux de l'Union soviétique avaient 
changé. La situation au Moyen-Orient s'est malheureusement aggravée, a-t-il ajoufe, par 
suite de la mainmise soudaine du Gouvernement de l'Ègypte sur le canal de Suez, geste 
qui a suscité un nouvel élément de discorde et un nouveau danger dans cette partie 
agitée du monde. 

Toujours au sujet de la situation internationale, M. Kmrwin a déclaré: "Mes Ministres 
poursuivent leurs efforts, par l'entremise des Nations Unies et de 1 Organisation du 
Traité de l'Atlantique Nord, en vue de consolider les forces au service de la paix et 
de participer pleinement â toutes les tentatives visant à résoudre les problèmes inter-
nationaux qui divisent le monde de façon si malheureuse". 

La confétence des premiers ministres du Commonwealth, qui s'est tenue â Londres durant 
la session :  a donné lieu à des échanges de vues très utiles sur la situation internatio-
nale "dans l'atmosphère de collaboration amicale qui caractérise ces réunions". 

PROGgàS CONSTANT 

Cette année encore, l'économie canadienne marque une expansion et un progrês constants. 
La situation commerciale est bonne et l'embauche se situe à un niveau élevé. Le juge 
Kerwin a fait mention des chiffres remarquables de notre commerce international et sou-
ligné que de fortes ventes à l'étranger avaient heureusement réduit les stocks considé-
rables de céréales accumulés à la suite des récoltes surabondantes. Ile fait remarquer 
que le chiffre élevé des dépenses en immobilisations de cette année était une preuve de 
la confiance des Canadiens dans la puissance économique du pays. 
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Poursuivant son discours le juge Kerwin a déclaré: 
"Vous avez adopté une loi qui autorise le gouvernement à verser aux gouvernements 

provinciaux des paiements de péréquation d'impôts et des. paiemelts de stabilisation 
de revenu provincial ainsi que des paiements de location, de domaines fiscaux aux pro- 
vinces qui préféreront conclure une convention avec le gouvernement fédéral au lieu de 
lever elles-mêmes certains impôts. Ces mesures ont été étudiées, cette année et l'année 
dernière, au. cours de réunions entre représentants des gouvernements fédéral et provin-
ciaux, et mes Ministres sont d'avis que dans l'ensemble ces nouvelles dispositions 
constituent une amélioration substantielle, et réaliste des relations fiscales entre 
les gouvernements fédéral et provinciaux: 

"Le gouvernement a également annoncé que, lorsque la majorité des gouvernements 
provinciaux, représentant la majorité de la population canadienne, seront prêts à adop-
ter un programme d'assurance des soins hospitaliers, il sera disposé à recommander une 
mesure législative portant paiement aux provinces intéressées d'une part importante des 
frais d'un tel programme. 

"Vous avez au moyen d'une loi autorisé le gouvernement à conclure des ententes avec 
les gouvernements provinciaux en vue du partage des frais de l'assistance aux chômeurs 
dans le besoin qui ne sont pas admissibles aux prestations d'assurance-chômage. Six 
gouvernements provinciaux ont signé de telles ententes. 

"Donnant suite à une loi adoptée au cours de la présente session, on a commencé 
l'aménagement d'un pipe-line exclusivement canadien qui amènera le gaz naturel de 
l'Alberta aux marchés de l'Est. 

"Vous avez adopté une mesure législative modifiant la Loi sur la route transcana-
dienne en vue d'autoriser une plus forte contribution du gouvernement fédéral à la 
construction de la route transcanadienne et ainsi hâter l'achèvement de cette impor-
tante artère nationale. 

"La Loi nationale sur l'habitation a été modifiée pour permettre au Gouvernement 
d'apporter une aide et un encouragement plus efficaces au réaménagement des vieux 	• 
quartiers de nos villes. Une autre modification à cette loi prévoit une nouvelle aug-
mentation des montants pouvant être prêtés pour l'amélioration des maisons. 

"Un comité mixte des deux Chambres a fait une étude poussée des travaux et des pro-
jets de la Commission du district fédéral. L'étude du comité constituera un guide très 
utile dans l'aménagement futur de notre capitale nationale. 

"Vous avez permis l'extension des facilités mises à la disposition de notre popula-
tion agricole grâce à la Commission du prêt agricole canadien et à la Loi sur les prêts 
destinés aux améliorations agricoles. 

"Vous avez étendu le champ d'action de la Banque d'expansion industrielle afin de 
favoriser davantage le progrès des petites industries dans tout le pays. 

"Une loi a été adoptée qui assure aux femmes un salaire égal à celui des hommes, 
pour un travail égal, dans les industries qui sont de la compétence fédérale. 

"Des modifications ont été apportées à la Loi sur l'assurance-chamage, dont une qui 
permettra d'étendre cette loi à la plupart de ceux qui travaillent dans l'industrie de 
la pèche..." 

* 	* * * 

PRODUCTION CINÉMATOGRAPHIQUE 

L'an dernier, 46 sociétés canadiennes ont produit des films; elles en ont retiré 
des profits bruts de $2,456,038. Ces renseignements sont tirés du rapport annuel du 
Bureau fédéral de la statistique sur la production cinématographique, qui donne aussi 
les chiffres de 1954: 45 sociétés, profits de $2,106,131. 

Les projections cinématographiques de cinq minutes ou plus, produites par les 
entreprises privées et les organismes gouvernementaux comprenaient un long-métrage . 
dramatique (en 19 54: deux), 47 courts-métrages dramatiques (au lieu de 50); 338 films 
pour la télévision (335) et 352 autres documentaires (contre 363). 

Notons la progression du nombre de bandes publicitaires réalisées pour la télévision: 
1,334 au' lieu de 691. Enfin, on a tourné 1,546 extraits publicitaires de films, nouvel-
les-éclairs et bandes publicitaires (1954: 1,551), 280 reportages pour le cinéma (347), 

et 385 pour la télévision (903), 227 projections fixes silencieuses (263), et 66 sonores 
(53). 

PRODUCTION CONSIDÉRABLE DE PÉTROLE 

La production de pétrole brut au Canada a augmenté de près de 24 p. 100 en mai, 
passant de 9,712,000 barils l'an dernier à 12,006,700 cette année et de 42 p. 100 durant 
les cinq premiers mois de l'année, soit de 46,029,700 à 65,322,200 barils. La production 
de gaz naturel s'est accrue de 11 p. IDO en mai si an la compare à celle de l'année pré- 
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cédente (11,169,630,000, pieds cubes contre /0,163,106,000), avec ce résultat que le 
chiffre des cinq premiers mois a fait un bond de 19 p. DO, passant de 64,928,803,000 
à 77,084,507,000. 

Dans l'Alberta, la Saskatchewan et le Manitoba, la production de pétrole brut a été 
marquée d'une augmentation sensible, tant en mai que durant les cinq premiers mois En 

4110 	
marquée le chiffre en.est passé de 8,607,100 barils à 9,976,600 en mai et de 41,021,300 
à 55,930,800 entre le Ier  janvier et le 31 mai. Eh Saskatchewan, la production a presque 
doublé en mai, atteignant 1,472,200 barils contre 780,900, tandis qu'elle a plus que 
doublé entre janvier et juin, se chiffrant par 6,714,000 barils, contre 3,325,000. Pour 
ce qui est du Manitoba, le chiffre est passé de 245,800 à 461,200 barils en mai et de 
1,i97,700 à 2,239,100 durant la seconde période. 

Les ventes de gaz naturel sont passées de 8,067,950,000 pieds cubes à 11,124.062,000 
en mai et de 56,264,701,000 à 74,505,090,000 au cours des cinq premiers mois. Quant aux 
ventes de gaz industriel, leur chiffre est passé de 1,567,814,000 pieds cubes à 1,636,- 
885,000 en mai et de 8,528,715,000 à 8,884,266,000 entre le le' janvier et le 31 mai. 

LA LUTTE CONTRE LA TUBERCULOSE  

Le programme du congrès annuel de la Société anti-tuberculeuse du Canada comprenait 
l'étude de la lutte contre la tuberculose chez les populations indiennes. M. le docteur 
P.E. Moore, directeur du Service de santé des Affaires indiennes, a ouvert la discus-
sion. Il a déclaré que la mortalité causée par la tuberculose diminue à un rythme encore 
plus accéléré chez les Indiens et les Esquimaux que parmi les Blancs. Le taux de morta-
lité s'élève tout de même à 48 par 100,000. 

Le Canada compte à l'heure actuelle un peu plus de 10,000 Esquimaux et de 151,000 
Indiens: total, environ-462,000: Les Services de santé ont fait subir des radiographies 
pulmonaires à 79,840 Indiens, à 6,812 Esquimaux et à 16,430 non-indigènes lors d'examens 
sur place et à 1 1,259 Indiens et 376 Esquimaux dans les écoles. 

Ces examens ont permis de dépister 1,329 nouveaux cas et 2 10 récidives, en plus de 
588 malades dont on connaissait déjà l'état. Enfin, on a appris l'existence de 500 
autres malades grâce aux médecins, aux infirmières et aux visites médicales lors des 
entrées à l'hôpital. Le le' janvier 1956, on trouvait 2,982 patients indiens dans lés 
sanatoriums. 

NOUVELLE MÉTHODE it L'ÉTUDE 
L'hôpital Charles-Camsell, d'Edmonton, pour Indiens étudie une nouvelle méthode de 

réadaptation de ces derniers. La réadaptation de l'Indien tuberculeux doit viser à lui 
permettre le travail dans les villes, au.sens des animateurs de ces recherches. Ils y 
trouveront plus facilement de l'emploi, comme les autres Canadiens d'ailleurs). 

Ce plan a pour but de les adapter à la vie urbaine; on les renseigne au sujet des 
banques, du commerce, des distractions, des églises, de tout ce qu'ils connaissent mal. 

Au cours des six derniers mois, on a placé 60 patients dans des maisons de réadapta-
tion. Ils y poursuivent leur apprentissage ou leur formation scolaire ou professionnelle. 
Quinze d'entre eux effectuent leur entraînement au service d'entreprises privées et leur 
intégration à leur nouveau milieu humain ne suscite aucun obstacle. 

Ch vient de fonder le premier Centre pour la réadaptation des Indiens au Canada. Les 
cadres en sont fournis surtout par les fonctionnaires dirigeants des ministères fédéraux 
dont relèvent ces questions. Toutefois, certaines sociétés de bienfaisance dont la 
Société anti-tuberculeuse de l'Alberta, les Uhions chrétiennes de jeunes filles (Y.W.C,A.) 
et les Unions chrétiennes de jeunes gens (Y.M.C.A.), y apportent leur concours. Ch ervi-
sage l'établissement d'organisations semblables ailleurs si l'expérience produit de bons 
résultats: 

M. A:F. Smith a communiqué des données statistiques sur la tuberculése chez les 
Indiens. Les chiffres des admissions aux sanatoriums et centres de traitement de la tu-
berculose nous révèlent qu'un huitième des cas surviennent.dans ces milieux, qui ne 
forment qu un quatre-vingtième de la population. Le taux d'admission au sanatorium est 
de 1,080.3 par 100.000 pour les Indiens et les Esquimaux, contre 87 5 pour les autres 
Canadiens. Les cas de tuberculose chez les autochtones sont fort nombreux dans tous les 
groupes d'âge. Cependant, l'écart entre le taux des indigènes et celui des non-indigènes 
est plus net chez les sujets très jeunes ou très âgés. Ch reléve cinquante fois plus de 
tuberculeux parmi les Indiens et les Esquimaux de moins de neuf ans que chez les autres 
enfants du même âge. 
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CHIFFRE DE POINTE 'DES EXPORTATIONS 

- Les exportations de blé canadien à l'étranger (exception faite des exportations aux 
Etats-Uhis) ont atteint leur plus haut sommet depuis quatre ans au cours de la.campagne 
qui vient de prendre fin, signale le Bureau fédéral de la'statistique. Les exportations 
de seigle et de graine de- lin ont été sensiblement plus considérables qu'en 1954 • 1955, 
mais celles d'avoine et d'orge se sont révélées inférieures. 

Les exportations de blé outre-mer se sont élevées à 261,943,000 boisseaux contre 
2D6,829,000 en 1954-1955, et 306,129,000en 1952-1953. Les exportations de graine de 
lin sont parvenues à 11,577,000 boisseaux contre 6,345,000 en 1954-1955; de seigle, à 
8,9 15,000 b. (7,473,,000); d'orge, à 35,459,000 b. (58,007,000); et d'avoine, à 1,J57,000 
b. (6,825,000). 

Au'cours de l'année-récolte, les cultivateurs des Prairies ont livré 336,715,000 
boisseaux de blé contre 319,777,000 un an auparavant. Les livraisons de graine de lin 
sont passées de 8,790,000 à 15,468,000 boisseaux, mais celles d'avoine sont tombées de 

• 70,086,000 à 66,507,000, celles d'orge, de 112,502,000 à 109,730,000, et celles de 
seigle, de 13.191,000 à 11,909,000, 

Les stocks de blé canadien à la fin de l'année étaient moins considérables que 
I.' année précédente, soit 360,014;000 boisseaux contre 395,800,000. Les stocks visibles 
d'avoine étaient supérieurs (44;582,000 contre 30,226,000), de même que les approvi-
sionnements d'orge (56,930,000 contre 49,013,000) et de graine de lin (1,838,000 contre 
909,000). Enfin, ceux de seigle sont tombés de 8,251,000 à 5,874,000. 

NOUVELLE SÉRIE D'OBLIGATIONS 

La onzième série d'obligations d'épargne du Canada sera mise en vente le 15 octobre. 
Les bons, en date du ler  novembre 1956, viendront à échéance dans douze ans et demi, 
soit le Ier  mai 1969; ils seront en vente à la parité jusqu'au 15 novembre 1956. 

La onzième série comportera treize coupons, dont un pour six mois et les douze 
autres pour une période d'un an chacun. Les deux premiers porteront intérêt à3  p. 100, 
les deux suivants, .à 3X p. 100, les deux suivant ces derniers, à 3X p. IID et enfin les 
sept autres, à 4 p. 100. L'intérêt moyen, à l'échéance, s'établira à 3.76 p. 100 par 
année 

Ch souligne que les dix premières séries d'obligations ont suscité un si vif intérêt 
dans le public canadien qu'on a décidé d'en lancer une onzième en octobre. Le nombre des 
souscripteurs s'est élevé l'an dernier à 1,126,589, tandis que les souscriptions se sont 
chiffrées par 725 millions de dollars. Le chiffre total des obligations vendues depuis 
le lancement de la première série atteint $4,889,127,800 dont $2,253.648,800 se trouvent 
actuellement entre les mains des acheteurs. 

Le nombre des firmes qui permettront à leurs employés d'acheter des obligations selon 
le mode de prélèvements sur le traitement atteindra vraisemblablement les 12,000. Ch 
s'attend en outre que lés courtiers en placements, 'les banques privilégiées, les 
compagnies de confiance et autres institutions de gestion s'occupent de la vente de la 
onzième série. 

BILAN DES CHEMINS DE FER 

La moyenne des recettes des chemins de fer par mille de route est passée de $26,521 
en 1954 à $28,190 en 1955 dans le cas du National-Canadien et de $27.116 à $28,728 dans 
le cas du Pacifique-Canadien, révèle le rapport annuel sur les deux grands chemins de 
fer du Canada. 

Les recettes d'exploitation du National-Canadien se sont élevées à $683,088,794 
(1954: $640,637,280). Son réseau s'est étendu sur 24,231 milles contre 24,155 .en 1954. 
ll'y a eu progression des recettes également pour le Pacifique-Canadien: $488,290,061 
au lieu de $467,039,827, mais diminution du réseau: 16,997 milles contre 17,003. 

Les dépenses.d'exploitation du National-Canadien ont été plus considérables en 1955 
qu'en 1954: $629,013,125 contre $626A65,274.11 en a été de même pour le Pacifique-
Canadien: $419,757,731 contre de $416,536,113. Le revenu net du National-Canadien 
($54,075,669) est le plus considérable qui ait été enregistré depuis 1950 ($59,834,502), 
tandis que celui de l'an dernier avait été particulièrement bas ($14,171,906). Ch note 
également une augmentation sensible dans le revenu du Pacifique-Canadien: $68,532,330 
en 1955 contre $49,503,714 l'année précédente. C'est le plus haut chiffre depuis 1944 
($70,337,164). 
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STABILISATION .DE L'ÉCONOMIE CANADIENNE 

M. Walter Harris, ministre des Finances, a prononcé un discours à la Chambre des 
communes le 11 aoüt. M. Harris a souligné que, pour la majorité de la population et 
des industries canadiennes, l'année 2956 serait marquée d'une prospérité sans précé-
dent. Il a rappelé la nécessité d'une politique financière et monétaire rationnelle, 
pour conserver la stabilité de l'économie nationale. 

Le Ministre a ajouté que le rythme des dépenses globales risquait de dépasser, d'ici 
quelques mois, celui de la production de biens et de services. Toutefois, à son avis, 
le progrès économique de la nation pourra continuer de correspondre à l'expansion des 
marchés extérieurs, pourvu que deux conditions se réalisent: caractère rationnel des 
programmes fiscaux et monétaires, discipline raisonnable assumée volontairement par 
chaque citoyen. 

Nous reproduisons le texte de M. Harris: 
"Les programmes financiers et monétaires du Canada sont destinés, entre autres 

choses, à encourager l'essor soutenu de notre économie dans le cadre d'un niveau stable 
des prix dans l'ensemble. Grace à l'essor régulier de notre économie, nous pouvons 
assurer la subsistance d'une population qui s'accroit rapidement et une hausse régu-
lière des niveaux de vie. Ch reconnattra, je crois, que depuis la fin de la guerre de 
Corée cet objectif d'essor soutenu, de prix stables et de niveaux de vie plus élevés 
ont êté atteints d'une façon satisfaisante. 

"Nous savons tous, bien sûr, qu'il y a diverses forces extérieures et intérieures 
qui peuvent de temps à autre empêcher l'essor stable de l'économie. Par exemple, le 
Canada ne peut jouir d'un essor constant et d'un haut niveau d'embauche si de puissants 
éléments défavorables restreignent ou limitent les débouchés à l'égard de nos produits 
en notre pays ou à l'étranger. 

"Nous ne pouvons non plus maintenir les prix stables si les niveaux des prix mondiaux 
subissent de grandes fluctuations, comme c'est arrivé durant la guerre de Corée, et, 
bien entendu, durant toutes les autres guerres. Cela dit, il reste que des mesures 
appropriées d'ordre monétaire et fiscal peuvent avoir une importante influence stabili-
satrice sur l'économie. 

CIRCONSTANCES SPÉCIALES 

"jé passe maintenant à l'examen des.circonstances spéciales d'ordre économique dont 
il a fallu tenir compte, jusqu'ici en 1956, dans la formulation de mesures fiscales et 
monétaires. Les dèputés se rappelleront que dans mon exposé budgétaire, il y a quatre 
mois, j'ai dit que A56 serait une autre année où le progrès économique serait consi-
dérable. Cependant, j'ai signalé que le niveau élevé de l'activité commerciale qu'on 
prévoyait pour 1956 exercerait probablement une pression énorme sur la disponibilité 
des matières premières, de la main-d'oeuvre et des autres ressources économiques et 
que, par conséquent, il était souhaitable pour tous de faire preuve de modération et 
de prudence dans leur programme de dépenses. Ce n'est que de cette façon qu'il serait 
possible d'éviter l'inflation ou les autres perturbations qui pourraient autrement se 
produire. 

"Lorsque nous jetons un regard sur notre pays, nous constatons que la plupart de 
nos industries sont encore plus actives qu'on ne le prévoyait plus t8t cette année. 
La statistique confirme cette observation mais je n'ai pas besoin d'entrer dans les 
détails, car mon collègue le ministre du Commerce l'a fait. je devrais, cependant, 
parler du dernier relevé qui indique que les immobilisations atteindront environ huit 
milliards de dollars. La valeur des immobilisations, si on atteint l'objectif voulu, 
dépasserait de 28 p. 100 celle de l'année dernière. Cela donne une idée de la vitesse 
acquise de notre essor économique en ce moment. 

AUGMENTATION CbNSTANTE 

"J'ai à peine besoin de dire que c'est l'augmentation constante, d'année en année, 
des usines et de l'équipement du Canada qui, plus que tout autre chose, favorise le 
développement de notre productivité économique. C'est à ce titre qu'elle permet l'ac-
croissement constant du bien-être parmi notre population et qu'il nous faut tous la 
constater avec satisfaction. 

"Toutefois, cette forte augmentation des placements projetée pour 1956 doit avoir 
lieu au moment où s'accroît le rendement de nos industries d'exportation; où s'étend 
l'activité des industries qui produisent des marchandises et offrent des services dans 
l'intérêt du consommateur, et alors que l'emploi atteint déjà un niveau élevé. Il est 
donc très douteux que nous ayons au Canada les usines, les matières premières et la 
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main-d'oeuvre nécessaires pour réaliser entièrement pareille augmentation des immobi-
lisations, qui irait de pair avec l'accroissement prévu des exportations, des articles 
de consommation et des services, ainsi que toutes autres choses dont on a besoin. 

"L'envergure de ces immobilisations, sous forme d'usines et d'outillage, se réflète 
aussi dans le niveau élevé des importations, et l'arrivage de capitaux de l'étranger, 
qui, en réalité financent l'excédent des importations. 

"Je pense que j'en ai dit assez pour indiquer qu'a mon avis le danger existe qu'au 
cours des prochains mois le rythme des dépenses globales tende à dépasser l'aptitude 
de l'économie à produire d'autres marchandises et services assez rapidement. Cela si-
gnifie que certains placements additionnels qu'on projette de faire aujourd'hui ne 
seront pas encore pleinement réalisés à cause des limites matérielles déjà mentionnées. 

"Dans ces circonstances, quels programmes financiers et monétaires sont appropriés? 
En premier lieu, je dirais que les programmes du Gouvernement ne devraient pas contri-
buer inutilement à accrottre la demande de marchandises et de services. 

"En tenant compte de cela et prévoyant qu'en 1956 les particuliers et l'industrie 
feraient de lourdes dépenses, le Gouvernement a scruté avec soin ses propres dépenses 
avant de présenter ses prévisions budgétaires au début de 1956. Il a en particulier 
réduit aux dépenses essentielles les programmes de divers ministères. 

"En ce qui concerne la situation monétaire, l'augmentation de la demande de crédit 
a constitué un aspect marquant des 15 derniers mois. Les gens ont demandé de l'argent 
pour bien des fins, surtout pour financer de nouveaux placements sous forme d'usines, 
d'outillage et de stocks; on a aussi utilisé dans une plus grande mesure le crédit aux 
consommateurs. Nous en avons une preuve dans la forte augmentation des prêts consentis 
par les banques â charte. Le total impayé de leurs prêts pour le commerce en général 
et de leurs prêts aux particuliers, après être demeuré au chiffre relativement stable 
d'environ 3 milliards et quart en 1954 et durant le premier trimestre de 1955, a augmen-
té continuellement depuis; à son niveau actuel de 4 milliards et demi le chiffre est 
de 39 p. 100 plus élevé qu'il ne l'était il y a 16 mois. 

"Il va sans dire que les fonds disponibles ont aussi augmenté. Nous réalisons des 
épargnes plus fortes à même notre revenu national plus élevé; des fonds supplémentaires 
ont été obtenus par l'émission de nouvelles obligations et le volume des capitaux 
étrangers placés au Canada s'est accru, Cependant, l'augmentation des approvisionnements 
de fonds prètables n'a pas. correspondu à l'accroissement de la demande pour ces fonds. 
Par conséquent, les taux d'intérêt ont augmenté. 

EXPLICATION FONDAMENTALE 

"Cette intensification de la demande à l'égard des fonds à la disposition des em-
prunteurs constitue l'explication fOndamentale de l'augmentation des taux d'intérêt-et 
de la rareté de l'argent qui se fait sentir de plus en plus depuis un an environ. C'est 
là la vraie façon d'expliquer pourquoi il est plus difficile et plus coûteux aujourd'hui 
pour tous les emprunteurs de se procurer les capitaux dont ils ont besoin. Point n'est 
besoin de dire que cela signifie que le rythme extrêmement rapide de notre expansion 
économique exige au Canada un encouragement maximum à l'épargne. je profite de l'occasion 
pour annoncer aujourd'hui les conditions de la prochaine émission d'obligations d'épar-
gne du Canada qui comportera pour les  épargnants un rendement accru. 

"Il'est vrai que la Banque du Canada aurait pu faciliter l'expansion du crédit qui 
aurait donné satisfaction à toutes ces demandes d'argent, sans augméhter de quelque 
façon que ce soit les taux d'intérêt. Cependant, si on l'avait fait, il y aurait eu en 
circulation trop d'argent pour la quantité de marchandises disponibles, et il en aurait 
résulté une augmentation inflationniste des prix. La Banque du Canada a modéré le rythme 
de l'expansion du crédit, de facon à le maintenir dans un rapport raisonnable avec 
l'augmentation de la-production. Cette mesure concourt et empêcher l'expansion actuelle 
de la production de tourner à la spéculation, l'inflation et l'instabilité. 

"Selon le Gouvernement et selon la grande majorité des observateurs au courant de la 
situation, il était sage, étant donné les conditions économiques des douze derniers 
mois, de modérer le rythme de l'expansion monétaire. Je ne connais pas de personne 
réfléchie qui prétende ouvertement que l'inflation est un moyen de résoudre le problème 
que pose la demande trop grande. 

"Faut-il dire que dans les circonstances présentes, le "resserrement du crédit" joue 
un rôle très important dans notre régime économique? En effet, il oblige les emprunteurs 
et les prêteurs à examiner de nouveau leurs programmes et, au besoin, â les reviser. 
Cela permet d'assurer que l'ensemble des programmes de dépenses correspond à la produc-
tion totale qui est matériellement possible. 

"La demande de fonds destinés à diverses fins économiques variera évidemment de temps 
en temps. De même, les institutions prêteuses changeront aussi d'avis à propos des pla-
cements qu'elles voudront faire, étant donné le changement de la situation économique. 
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re.tels changements sont nécessaires et souhaitables dans une économie en évolution. 
Toutefeis, il résultera une chose: aucun groupe particulier d'emprunteurs ne peut 
s'attendre que des fonds soient constamment et de plus en plus mis à sa disposition, 
peu importe ce qui peut se passer dans d'autres secteurs de l'économie. 

TAUX DE LA BANQUE 

"Hier, on m'a interrogé au sujet du taux de la Banque. En établissant son taux 
officiel, la Banque du Canada doit tenir compte da taux d'intérêt en général, tels 
qu'ils sont déterminés chaque jour sur le marché des obligations. Le gouvernement 
fédéral a un certain nombre d'obligations, d'émissions distinctes, en cours et le prix 
du marché et le rendement à l'égard de chaque émission influent sur le taux officiel. 
L'attention se porte souvent sur le rendement. des billets du Trésor, car ils représen-
tent les titres à plus court terme émis par l'Ëtat, et leur rendement est bien connu 
chaque semaine grâce à la publication du taux auquel l'émission hebdomadaire a été 
accordée. Toutefois, le rendement des billets du Trésor à 91 jours n'est qu'un élément 
dans l'ensemble du marché général où se déterminent les taux d'intérêt, et, d'une 
façon générale, le mouvement des diverses émissions gouvernementales est loin d'être 
uniforme. Ces dernières semaines, le rendement des obligations à court terme a augmenté 
un peu plus que celui des billets du Trésor. 

"Je puis peut-être condenser en quelques phrases ce que je viens de dire. D'abord, 
1956 semble devoir être, pour la majorité de nos industries et de nos gens, l'année 
la plus prospère encore vue. Le danger principal auquel nous sommes exposés, comme le 
Sont un certain nombre d'autres pays, c'est que l'optimisme actuel nous porte à  dépen-
ser plus, pour l'achat de denrées et de services, que l'économie ne peut produire. Si 
cela arrivait, on assisterait à un bouleversement des prix et de la production propre 
à compromettre l'essor régulier de l'économie tout entière. 

"La croissance constatée du point de vue de la demande de capitaux. se  manifeste 
par une hausse des taux d'intérêt et par la difficulté plus grande qu'on éprouve à 
se procurer des fends d'une manière ou d'une autre. Il s'agit là, bien entendu, du 
processus d'auto-régulation qui aide à assurer l'équilibre de notre économie. Mieux 
valent des taux d'intérêt en croissance, que la'montée en flèche des prix. 

"Il est juste et raisonnable que dans notre régime fiscal, à l'heure actuelle, nous 
insistions surtout sur la compression des dépenses du secteur public, chaque fois que 
la chose est possible. Il est bon aussi qu'on puisse favoriser ce programme en exerçant 
une influence modératrice sur l'expansion du crédit. 

"Ëtant donné des programmes fiscaux et monétaires rationnels, ainsi qu'une certaine 
diàcipline raisonnable de la part de chacun d'entre nous, il n'y a pas de raison pour 
que notre progrès économique ne continue pas à correspondre à l'expansion de nos marchés 
extérieurs. 

* 	* 	* 

CONSTRUCTION DE LOGEMENTS 

La première moitié de l'année a vu une activité sans précédent dans le domaine de 
l'habitation, nous apprend un rapport provisoire du Bureau fédéral de la statistique. 
On n'a jamais entrepris la construction de tant de maisons en six mois; il y a eu éga-
lement nette progression du nombre des logements en cours de construction à la fin de 
juin, par rapport à l'an dernier. Enfin, on a parachevé la construction de 58,012 
logements depuis le ler  janvier, contre 52,228 au cours des six premiers mois de 1955. 
L'augmentation a été moins caractérisée dans le nombre des chantiers ouverts, soit: 
59,645 contre 58.706. Quant aux logements en cours de construction à la fin de juin, 
leur nombre s'élevait à 79,429-contre  76,393 l'an dernier. 

NOUVEAUX CITOYENS CANADIENS 

Depuis le ler  janvier 1947, date de la mise en vigueur de la Loi sur la citoyenneté 
canadienne, 157,530 personnes de nationalité étrangère ont été naturalisées au Canada. 
Voici, suivant les années, le nombre de certificats de citoyenneté accordés: 

1947 	 6,318 
1948 	 13,494 
1949 	 11,995 
1950 	 10,637 
1951 	 12,553 
1952 	 10,749 
1953 	 13.528 
1954 	 19,545 
1955 	 58,711 
"n7i7r 
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ASPECTS OF CANADIAN FOREIGN PO4ICY 

Touching briefly on the situation in the 
Far East and on developments in the Middle 
East, Mk. L.B. Pearson, Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, devoted the major portion 
of his statement in the House of Commons 
AuguSt 1 prior to consideration of the Esti-
mates of the Department of EXternal Affairs to 
relations between the Soviet Union and the 
coalition of free  states in which Canadais 
playing a part. 

There has been no subbtantial change in the 
situation in the Far East since the beginning 
of the year. MW. .Pearson said, nor has there' 
been any change in Canadian policy with res-. 
peçt to it. Heirtated that the situation, par-
ticularly in and àbout the Formosan straits, 
remains potentially'dangerous asIong as two 
,Chinese armies face each other only four or' 
five miles apatt, but that it has not in re-
cent weeks or even in recent months deterior-
ated. 

" In the Middle East, where the long and 
-bitter dispute between Israel.and its Arab 
déighbours continues, incidents which con-
t•nue an the frontiers and which are likely to 
continue in the present atmosphere have not, 
-at least, exploded into war, Mi. Pearson said. 
A7useful and constructive effort to lessen 
tçnsion in that area has been made by the 
United Nations  Secretary General, the Minister 
stàted, and his intervention bas succeeded in 
strengthening ,the truce. Mr. Pearson paid  

tribute to the activities of the United  Na-
tions  Truce Commission in Palestine, in which 
several Canadian officers are noW serving, and 
to the  objective,  patient', and very efficient 
leadership Of the Commission  by Major-General 
E.L.M. Burns, of Canada.  MW.  .Pearson said that 
a political settlement:must be made between 
the contending parties before there can be 
peace, and that in the long run such a settle-
ment under the United Nations, rather . than 
arms, will be the foundation of security for 
Israel and the Arab states. • 

SUEZ CANAL 

Speaking of the situation that has devel-
oped in connection with the Suez Canal, the 
MinisterSaid: 

"In recent days a new  situation--I  was 
going to say 'a new crisis'--has developed 
there in conneetion with the Suez Canal. AL 
suddeh arbitrary mave on the part of the 
Egyptian Government has aroused fears that 'the 
right to use this international 'weterway  in  
peace and war without discrimination maY be 
prejudiced, a right which, as Henourable Mem-
bers know, is guaranteed by an international 
treaty. Par more than the nationalization, or, 
if you like, the expropriation, of the Suez' 
Cenel Company is at stake in this matter; ii 
.is the future use for an nations without 

' (Over ) 
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arbitrary or unnecessary interference of an 
essential international artery of trade and of 
communications, a waterway which was construc-
ted by international agreement and with inter-. 
national Co-.:.operation and is now maintained 
and ol;erated internationally. 

"As Honourable Members know, .steps are 
being taken at the moment in London,  by three 
powers very directly and importantly affected 
by the Egyptian decision, tp bring about a 
satisfactory solution to this problem, the 
problem created by this action of the Egyptian 
Government, by establishing some form of per-
manent international control for this interna-
tional waterway, by which the legitimate rights 
of all countries can be protected. Uhtil the 
results of this  London meeting are available- • 

 and the meeting has not concluded yet--I think 
I should say nothing more about this matter, 
except possibly to express the support of our 
government for the principle of such inter-
national'control, with the countries having 
the greatest interest in the operation of the 
canal sharing in that control, preferably, if 
this turns out to be practiéable, under the 
aegis of the United Nations." 

DETERRENCE NOT ENOUGH 

In his comments on relations between the 
Soviet Union and the coalition of free states 
in which Canada is playing a part Mr. Pearson 
said ehat Canada feels it of utmost importance 
to press ahead both with arms limitations and 
with political settlements wherever there is 
any hope of reaching such a settlement with 
the other side. To adopt any other policy, he 
said, would be to accept the proposition that 
security rests, and must continue to rest, 
merely on the fear of common annihilation. 
What is needed, Mr. Pearson said, is a policy 
of mutual agreement, mutual trust, and mutual 
co - operation. Excerpts from Mr. Pearson's 
comments follow: 

"...In so far as the possibility of an a ll
-out war in concerned, I think it can be said, 

as it has been said on more than one occasion, 
that we are now reaching, if we have not 
already reached, a .deadlock of mutual deter-
rence through the certainty of mutual destruc-
tion. That is in a sense, I suppose, effective 
but it does mean reliance by both sides on the 
fear brought about by thermonuclear power used 
for destructive purposes. Therefore national 

security and international peace are becoming 
merely the probability and the hope that we 
will get through any year without being blown 
to bits. 

".At the very sane time that we rely on this 
deterrence, and we have to rely on it, there 

is a frantic search going on on both sides for 
the intercontinental ballistic missile which 
will remove or certainly will minimize this 
mutual deterrence by the discovery of an anni-
hilating weapon against which, if used ag-
gressively, there may be no defence or, indeed, 
no warning. Therefore I do not think any of us 

can get very much permanent comfort out of a 
security resting on a balance of terror. In-
deed,. in thit 'situation there are certain ad-
vantageS possessed by the Soviet Union. With 
its despotic government; without the restraints 
of public opinion, it can, if it so desires, 
use this situation for political blackmail in 
peacetime and for what have been called brush 
fire wars which would throw on our side the 
responsibility of converting these limited 
wars into thermonuclear ones. 

"That possible situation certainly has a 
bearing both on our defence and on our diplo-
matic policies and it leads me to the con-
clusion that atomic defence and atomic deter-
rence are not enough. It also leads me to 
stress the importance of diplomatic defences, 
of political unity on our side, of economic 
strength, of moral purpose. These things are 
becoming more and more important as develop-
ments occur, but while we seek them on our 
side the drive to extend Soviet influence by 
a wide variety of means still continues. 

SHIFT IN EMPHASIS 

"The emphasis now in tactics and perhaps 
in policy has been shifted, I think, since the 
new leadership came into power in Moscow, from 
the military to the economic and thepolitical. 
How much this shift represents a change of 
heart and how much is a revision of thinking 
forced upon Moscow by the H-bomb and the 
strength and unity of NATO, I am not prepared 
to say. I think that the latter factor, our 
strength, may have been if not the dominating 
at least a very important consideration in any 
changes that have taken place. 

"But whatever the reason, the Soviet Union  
may now have decided to abandon for the time 
being at least the open and direct use of
armed force for the extension of  its influence 
lest this should lead to the outbreak of glo-
bal and thermonuclear war. Yet while such a 
thermonuclear war is recognized by the Soviet 
Union, as it is by us, as a calamity of un-
thinkable proportions, nevertheless until such 
time as a condition of greater mutual trust 
has been established between the two worlds 
any weakening in the defensive capabilities of 
the free democracies might provide .a serious 
temptation to the Soviet Union to revert to 
the use of armed farce for the pursuit of 
policy. They certainly have the capacity for 
this. Their tactics may have changed but 
their military strength has been maintained. 
Indeed, their industrial strength has been 
greatly increased and that industrial and 
economdc strength is now becoming an important 
agent of their foreign policy. The armed 
strength of the Soviet Union, which is now in 
process of being revamped and modernized, is a 
central fact which I suggest we cannot and 
must not ignore, especially when we consider 
our own defence plans and defence policies... 

2 	 (Continued on P. 6) 
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OVERSEAS AID:  From the end of the Second 
World War through the fiscal year 1956-57, 
Canada will have provided more than $4 billion 
of assistance to other countries. Included in 
the Canadian programme are post-war recon-
struction loans (made between 1945 and 1947), 
reliefcredits,contributions and subscriptions 
to  United Nations programmes and other inter-
national financial contributions and military 
aid to NATO allies. Funds on an increasing 
scale have also been made available for capi-
tal and technical assistance tounder-developed 
countries and relief to distressed areas. 

Canadian military aid to NATO countries, 
including the amounts which Parliament is 
being asked to approve for 1956-57, totals 
more than $1.4 billion. The bulk of this aid 
has taken the form of air crew training and 
equipment. 

Canada has provided increasing amounts of 
capital and technical assistance to under-
developed areas through the Colombo Plan and 
the United Nations and its various agencies. 
Since the incpetion of the Colombo Plan in 
1950, Canada has contributed more than $128 
million. For 1956-57, the amount which Parlia-
ment is being asked to approve for the Colombo  
Plan has been increased by $8 million to 
$34.4 million. Some projects assisted by 
Canadian funds are: 

(a)An atomic reactor in India which will 
be available for use by all Colombo 
Plan countries; 

(b)120 steam locomotives for India to 
help re-equip the transportation sys-
tems; 

(c)The Canada Dam in West Bengal to  pro» 
vide flood control to the Mayurakshi 
River, generate hydro-electric power 
and irrigate some 600,000 acres of 
land; 

(d)The modernization of the Bombay Trans-
port System; 

(e)A cement plant in the Thal development 
in Pakistan; 

(f)Electrical equipment and engineering 
services for the Warsak Project near 
the Khyber Pass in Pakistan which will 
provide 160.000 k.w. of installed 
electric power capacity for use in West 
Pakistan; 
Aerial surveys of the resources of 
Pakistan, India and Ceylon; 
A fisheries research and development 
scheme in Ceylon which will materially 
assist the development of the fishing 
industry and thereby Provide a more 
balanced diet for the population. 

Canada strongly supports the use of the In-
ternational Bank for reconstruction and De-
velopment to augment the supply of funds for 

investment in the under-developed areas. To 
this end, Canada has made its entire 18 per 
cent capital subscriptions (approximately 
$60 million) available for lending and has 
authorized the Bank to obtain additional capi- 

tal by the sale of its bonds in Canada to the 
extent of $48.7 million. 

Th encourage the investment of private 
funds in under-developed areas Canada  support 
cd the formation of the International Finance 
Corporation and purchased 3,600 shares of 
stock at a cost of $3.6 million. Furthermore, 
there are no restrictions on the access of 
foreign borrowers to Canadian capital markets, 
and Canadian tax laws do not impede investment 
abroad, e.g., Canadian investors receive 
credits against their Canadian tax for income 
tax paid to foreign governments and Canadian 
corporations are exempt from tax on dividends 
they receive from foreign investments in which 
they own 25 per cent or more of the voting 
stock. 

Th help under-developed countries train 
their citizens to make the most effective use 
of all forms of capital aid and their own 
resources Canada has contributed more than 
$8.9 million to the United Nations Technical 
Assistance Programme. Canadian contributions 
to this programme have doubled since 1953. The 
contributions which Parliament will be asked 
to approve for 1956 total $1.8 million. 

* * * 
EDUCATIONAL GRANTS:  Institutions of learn-
ing in all parts of Canada will benefit from 
educational grants totalling $2,500,000 an-
nounced September 8 by the International 
Nickel Company of Canada. To be paid out dur-
ing the next five years, the grants will be 
used for expanding educational facilities, 
scholarships, and special projects. 

The official announcement by the Company 
said it was essential for Canada's growth and 
the progress of industries to strenehen and 
expand the higher education programme and to 
stimulate and promote adequately trained 
technical personnel. 

Of the total money granted, $2 million will 
be used to strengthen and expand education 
programmes and $500,000 to provide scholar-
ships, fellowships and special projects, in •  
cluding assistance to teachers of science and 
mathematics and guidance counsellors in pre-
paratory and high schools. 

* * * 
MOBILE HOSPITALS:  F.F. Worthington, Canada's 
Federal Civil Defence Ch-ordinator, recently 
announced that Federal Civil Defence authori-
ties plan to spend $10 million on the purchase 
of five hundred 00-bed mobile emergency hos-
pitals. 

The mobile hospitals will be spread across 
the country, but will be placed particularly 
in those areas where at present no hospital 
facilities exist. An entire 200-bed unit can 
be . carried an a tractor-trailer and can be set 
up within a matter of hours. Thus these hos-
pitals would be of the utmost value in the 
event of attack in war and could prove of 
great value in natural disasters such as 
floods, fires, and other calamities. 

(g)  
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STUDYING CANADIAN METHODS:  The production 
and handling of Canadian wheat and other 
grains will be studied this month by repre-
sentatives of the wheat and grain industry of 
Belgium, the Netherlands, and Norway, includ-
ing government officials concerned with this 
industry, who have accepted an invitation to 
visit Canada extended by the Canadian Wheat 
Board. 

The Belgian party comprises three members 
of the grain import trade and one government 
official, that from the Netherlands consists 
of two representatives of the trade and two 
government officials, and the Norwegian group 
will comprise two members of the State Grain 
Corporation, 

The visitors will travel from coast to 
coast in Canada, but their principal points 
of call will be Winnipeg and other centres 
in the Prairie Provinces. They will visit 
Canadian farms, inspect grain handling faci-
lities, study the inspection and grading of 
Canadian wheat, visit the cereal laboratory 
of the Board  of Grain  Commissioners for Canada, 
and other scientific laboratories. Canadian 
merchandising methods will be reviewed by each 
of the visiting delegations. During their 
three and half weeks in Canada, they will also 
inspect port facilities at Montreal,Vancouver, 
and Churchill. 

* * * * 

EXPORT GAINS:  Increases in shipments to most 
main markets and in a wide number of commodity 
items, led by wheat, contributed to a rise of 
11.7 per cent Ln the value of Canada's domes-
tic exports to $2,270,100,000 in the first six 
months this year from $2,031,900,000 in the 
same period last year. Prices of export com-
modities averaged slightly more than 3 per 
cent higher in the period than in 1955, most 
of the increase reflecting a rise of about 
8 per cent in volume. 

Shipments in the month of June showed 
closely the same advance as in the previous 
five months with an increase of slightly more 
than 12 per cent Ln value to $423,800,000 from 
$377,700,000 a year earlier and with general 
gains by markets and geographical areas. 

Exports were higher in value in the half-
year and in June to the United States, Europe, 
Latin America, the remaining foreign countries 
as a whole, and to Commonwealth countries 
other than the United  KingdoM. Sales were down 
to the United  Kingdom in the, six months, but 
shnwed a small rise in June. Biggest increase 
among principal commodities in the half-year, 
and also month, was in wheat. Large gains in 
the six months were recorded also for petro-
leum, iron ore, nickel, copper and products , . 
asbestos newsprint paper, w6dpulp,'.iridus-
trial and business machinery, automobiles and 
parts, and aircraft and parts. 

About three-fifths of the half-year total 
gain was in domestic'exporta to the United 
States which rose nearly 12 per cent to $1,-  

345,374,000 from $1,203,128,000 last year. 
Sales to that country were higher for all the 
main commodity groups except animals and ani-
mal products, which was down slightly. Largest 
increases were in the non-metallic minerals, 
wood and paper and non-ferrous metals groups. 
In contrast with the large earlier gains, 
exports in June were only slightly higher at 
$228,759,000 compared to $228,126,000 last 
year. 

Half-year shipments to the United  Kingdom 
declined to $368,961,000 from $384,625,000 a 
year ago, with smaller values for all main 
commodity groups except iron and its products, 

. non-metallic minerals and non-ferrous metals. 
Generally the gains or losses were of moderate 
size. In June, exports were up slightly at 
$65,363,000 against $65,263,000. Shipments to 
other Commonwealth countries rose in the month 
to $27,176,000 from $18,433,000 and in the six 
months to $127,715,000 from $111,938,000, 
with sharpest cumulative gains in exports to 
Jamaica, the Union of South Africa, India and 
Pakistan. 

Both half-year and June sales to European 
countries rose substantially, the former to 
$255,840,000 from $170,612,000.and the latter,. 
to $68,283,000 from $37,459,000. There were 
increases in both periods to most of the main 
markets, led by a rise to the Federal Republic 
of Germany to $59,629,000 in the half-year 
from $39,108,000 with half the gain in June. 

Sales to Latin American countries rose in 
June to $15,766,000 from $13,154,000 last year 
to raise the half.year total clearly above 
last year's to $80,566,000 compared to $77,- 
785,000. Gains in June were scattered, the 

' largest being to Columbia and Mexico, while 
in the half-year the larger increases were to 
Mexico, Peru and Venezuela. Shipments to the 
remaining foreign countries totalled $81,731,- 
000 in the six months compared to $75,913,000, 
with.a rise in June to $16.785,000 from  $1,-
830,000.  

* * 
3 R's OYER:SEAS:  Seventy Canadian school 
teachers will go overseas this month to staff 
the schools for children of RCAF servicemen an 
duty at Canadian air bases in France and Ger-
many. 

The teachers, who proceed overseas on a 
two-year engagement, have  been obtained through 
co-operation of the provincial education auth-
orities in Canada and come from all parts of 
the country. They will replace teachers now on 
the Continent  whose two-year terms have ex-
pired. 

At present the RCAF has 109teeecbers in 
France and Germany, responsible for approxi-
mately 2,000 children from kindergarten to 
Grade 13 level. Throughout Canada and Europe 
the RCAF employs 524 teachers to handle the 
job of educating RCAF children wherever normal 
school facilities are not available. 
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FOREIGN TRADE SERVICE:  Among topics dealt 
with by the Rt. Hon. C.D. Howe, Minister of 
Trade and Commerce,Lineastatementiin the 
House of Commons August 9 prior to the intro-
duction of the estimates of his department for 
1956-57 were the efforts which Canada has made 
and has participated in to maintain markets 
abroad and to provide new opportunities for 
greater trade. 

Speaking of the Canadian Foreign Trade Ser-
vice, the Minister said that during the past 
year a new office was opened in Salisbury, 
Southern Rhodesia, bringing to fifty-four the 
number of trade offices located at strategic 
centres abroad, as against a total of thiity-
one only ten years ago, and that in 1955 the 
one hundred and twelve Trade Commissioners who 
manned these posts played a direct part in 
bringing to Canada more than $100 million 
worth of new business. 

Pointing out that the Foreign Trade Ser-
vice carries out a continuous review of world 
markets to determine where Canadian trade 
interests would benefit through having a resi-
dent Trade Commissioner, Mr. Howe said that 
this year consideration is being given to the 
opening of new trade offices in Hamburg, 
Colombo, Los Angeles, and Teheran. 

Since the decision was made to bring the 
Canadian Internatimed . Trsde Fair to an end, 
greater emphasis has been placed on partici-
pation in overseas trade fairs, MW. Howe said. 
In the course of the durrent year, the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce has prepared major 
exhibits for ten international trade fais 
abroad, he reported. The fairs at Utrecht, 
Osaka, Milan, Brussels and Hannover have al-
ready taken place. Later this year, Canada 
will be exhibiting at fairs in Lausanne, 
Manchester, London, Paris and Bogota. Smaller 
exhibits were arranged at a nutrition fair in 
Havana and a food show in Los Angeles, Mr. 
Howe said, and Canada will also be represented 
in an industry show in Chicago in October. 

In addition to participation at these 
international trade fairs and industry shows, 
Canada has continued to operate the Canadian 
Showroom in Rockefeller Centre in New York, 
Mr. Howe stated. Before the year is out, the 
Minister said, Rockefeller Centre displays 
will have included building products, hardware 
and housewares, winter sporting goods, luggage 
and handbags, glassware and pottery, church 
furnishings, and foodstuffs. 

*$ 	* 

ASBESTOS OUTPUT:  Canadian producers' ship-
ments of asbestos during 1955 amounted to 
1,063,802 tons valued at $96,191,317. Both the 
quantity and value were above those of any 
previous year, according to a Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics announcement. 

Exports of asbestos and asbestos products 
last year were valued at $97,705,882 as com-
pared to $83,868,863 in 1954, and imports at 
$4,053,832 compared to $3,539,132. 

SEEING CANADA:Seventeen students and dir. 
ecting staff of the United  Kingdom's Imperial 
Defence College are now making a month-long 
tour of Canada and the United  States. 

The party arrived at MOntreal August 2 and 
proceeded to  Ottawa,  where they heard a series 
of lectures. The speakers  were Mr. ROSS Martin, 
Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet, speaking 
on "Canadian Government"; Mr. Ivor Bowen, 
director of the joint Intelligence Bureau, 
Defence Research Board, "Canadian Geography 
and Economics", and MW. R.M. Macdonnell, act-
ing Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, "Canada's Foreign Policy". General 
Charles Foulkes, Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, 
was the final speaker. 

Their itinerary includes visits to the 
St. Lawrence Seaway and Power project, indus 
trial and defence establishments at Toronto, 
St. Catharines, Niagara Falls, Sudbury, Port 
Arthur, Calgary, Vancouver, Whitehorse and 
Fort Churchill, a week's tour in the United 
States, and trips to Halifax, Sept  lies,  
Arvida,  (Imbed City and Nkntreal. 

am  

▪  
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ONTARIO GOLD:  Increases of 4.1 per cent 
in gold production and 5.48 per cent in total 
value have been reported for the operating 
gold mines in Ontario during the first six 
months of 1956. 

During the period under review, 31 opera-
ting mines milled 4,655,236  tons of ore con-
taining 1,272,673.ounces of gold and 190,417 
ounces of silver, with a total value of $44,- 
499,865. In the corresponding period of 1955, 
33 gold mines produced 1,222,433 ounces of 
gold and 195,917 ounces of silver having a 
total value of $42,188,349 from 4,830,831 tons 
of ore milled. 

During June of dhis year the mines milled 
743,729 tons of ore which had a content of 
211,186 ounces of gold, and 32.547 ounces of 
silver valued at $7,309,072. This is an in-
crease of 2.54 per cent in gold ounces and 
2.62 per cent in total value over production 
ihjuné of 1955. 

caca  

WELCOME GUESTS:  The number of visitors to 
Canada and their expenditures in this country 
rtached new records last year, acrocridinEt to 
estimates by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
presented in the annual report on travel be-
tween Canada and other countries. 

Expenditures in Canaida: ;by à 11 visitors 
last year is placed at $328,000,000, a rise 
of $23,000,000 or over 7 per cent from the 
revised estimate of $305,000,000 for 1954 and 
an all-time peak. Visitors from the United 
States spent an estimated $303,000,000 in 
Canada last year, an increase of alput $20. 
000,000 or 7 per cent above their expenditures 
in 1954 and 1953 when there was little change. 
Receipts from the visits of residents of 
overseas countries to Canada rose to about 
$25,000,000 from $22,000,000. 
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ASPECTS OF CANAD/AN FOREIGN POLICY 

(Continued from p. 2) 

MUST REMA/N ON GUARD 

"Therefore I think . that all members will 
agree with me that we in the Western world 
must remain on guard.; But while all this is 
true, and it certainly is true, I think it is 
also true that since the death of Stalin the 
Soviet Covernment and the Soviet regime have 
begun to eliminate some of the more objection-
able features of both their foreign and domes-
tic policies. There have been relaxations at 
home, and as a result I believe that certain 
internal pressures ma  y be developing in Russia 

which could have a restraining influence on 
the activities of the Soviet leaders. These 
Russian leaders may have started a train of 
events which, under normal conditions,  should 
be welcome to the bulk of their population 
with whom the dynamism of revolution has 
probably run down. That process may become 
increasingly difficult to reverse at home if 
it is permitted to gain momentum there, but 
it is certainly not likely to lead, as we 
sometimes hopefully think, to parliamentary 
democracy or to any kind of democracy as we 
understand it because that is impossible in a 
communist state and Russia under its new 
leaders remains determinedly communist. 

"Also it is too soon to say, I think, that 
irresistible forces of freedom have been set 
in motion and that this means a great triumph 
for the Western world. Indeed, these relaxa-
tions and their results, both at home and 
among their satellite communities, may fright-
en the new rulers who may try to reverse the 
trend, and out of this effort a new Stalin, 
Khrushchev or somebody else may arise as the 
old Stalin arose out of the ruins of the new 
economic policy in the twenties. This acces;- 
sion of one man to power is consistent both 
with the Slav tradition of autocratic rule 
and the communist doctrine of what they call 
democratic centralism. 

"So we would be wise, rthink, to welcome 
and exploit any changes that seem for the 
better in both domestic and foreign policies 
of the Soviet Union without exaggerating eheir 
extent or being bedazzled or deceived by them. 
At the same time, we must not be too tightly 
bound by the analysis which we made of Soviet 
policy under  the  Stalin regime, nor must we 

leave the initiative in the present period 
always to the new Soviet leaders, and ehey are 
very adept, indeed, in taking advantage of the 
initiative. 

"lut one thing we can be sure of, that any 
changes of ehis character, and there certainly 
have been some, are not the result of weakness 
or lack of confidence of the  new rulers  in the 
future of the Soviet system. They are certain- 

ly as fanatical on that score as ever Stalin 
or his contemporaries were. Let us not be de-
ceivedny  the illusion--Ethink we ure  ii the 
process of tearing it away--that the Soviets 
are a backward people, 150 million feudal, 
downtrodden peasants in an oxcart civilization 
because, as we know, nothing could be further 
from the truth. We are beginning to appreciate 
the fact as more of us visit the Soviet Union. 
It is true that in that country individuals 
have not  the  luxuries which we consider to be 
necessities nor often even the necessities 
which we take as a matter of course. But the 
regime there has converted  the  poverty of the 
people into the power of  the  state. Ch indi-
vidual. deprivation they have built great na-
tional strength and great national confidence 
and pride.... 

"Certainly, Mr. Chairman, this strength and 
power of the Soviet under its new leaders has 
not been affected, as I see it, by the de-
Stalinization of the regime. In fact, while 
Stalin has been repudiated, the essentials of 
Stalinism remain. We know what they are: one 
party-despotic government; control of every 
expression of free thought and free action by 
that government; induced fear and hostility to 
every form of non-communist rule, especially 
through education; subordination of the in-
dividual to the ruling communist group; un-
qualified belief in the ultimate overehrow of 
free democracy by communism; and refusal of 
any form of political freedom to subject or 
satellite peoples who are incorporated into 
the Russian political system for power poli-
tical purposes, excepton  the  basis of complete 
acceptance of the rule of the communist junta 
in Moscow itself. 

A NEW COLONIALISM 

"It may be of developing significance—I' 
hope it is--that there have been signs of 
change in this latter situation in the satel-
lite border states. But there is no sign of 
change in respect of the absorption of subject 
peoples like the Ukranians and the Belts in-
side the communist centralized empire. While 
they and other subject peoples remain under 
the heel of Moscow, we certainly have the 
right to reject any protestations by the 
leaders in Moscow of their belief in self-
government or the rights of peoples. Indeed, 
this Russian system is a new colonialism which 
is far more terrible, far more reactionary and 
far more widespread than was any form of 
colonial rule in history. Moreover, it is 
practised by men who have managed to get too 
many other men to accept them as champions of 
national freedom against the old colonialism 
which is now fast disappearing. Their claims 
to such a role in tWentieth century develop-
ment of national freedom represent one of the 
greatest perversions in history. 

"Then finally, Stalinism meant the use of 
communist parties in non-communist states 
artjvagweteed MbscovPoleàr':Uese paaties 
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• 
I think have been shaken by the overthrow of 
their great god Stalin; but they are recover-
ing from this shock and they are now beginning 
to rally with traditional submission--as so 
often in the past--to the new dictates from 
Moscow and to become its agents as before. 
Their attitude to this change that has taken 
place will be a conclusive test whether they 
have any claims to national allegiance or 
national status at all or whether they are 
merely, as they were formerly, the tools of 
Moscow for any purpose that Moscow may 'decide 
to follow. 

A VITAL QUESTION 

"Hence a question which has exercised us 
in the past is, I think, exercising us even 
more at the present time. The question to 
which I refer is this. Have the Moscow com-
munist leaders abandoned the cult not only of 
personality ,  as they claim,  but  the eult of 
international revolution, of the violent over-, 
throw of our system? They, of course, insist 
that there is no such cult, no such . designe, or' 
no such danger. Khrushchev, Shepilov and the 
others, it is true, have admitted--indeed they  
have insisted--that the capitalist and the 
socialist-communist systems cannot be recon-
ciled, that one or the other must go; and they 
are confident that it will not be the com-
munist system that will go. But, they•add, 
this can be done peacefully....The fact is, 
as we all know, that no single country in 
history has become communist  by.  the  declared 
will  of its people. In every case force was 
used and force was decisive. Mk. Khrushchev 
really let the cat out of the bag last Febru-
ary when he wrote--and some of his colleagues 
repeated it at the last party congress--as 
follows: 

'Of course, in those countries where capi-
talism is still strong, where it has in its 
hands an enormous military-police apparatus, 
there the . serious opposition of the reaction-
ary forces is inevitable. There the transi-
tion to socialism will take place in condi-
tions of sharp class, revolutionary struggle.' 

"A question arising out of this which con-
cerns us in this country and in other coun-
tries, is this. Does this mean that Moscow is 
still willing and anxious to assist any and 
every foreign communist party in its revolu-
tionary plans, in its determination to over-
throw free parliamentary government? That, Mk. 
Chairman, seems to me to be a vital question, 
the test of Soviet sincerity. It.is for them 
to demonstrate that they are not concerned now 
with international revolution. I do not ex-
pect--nor can any of us--that these people in 
Moscow and elsewhere should abandon their 
revolutionary slogans. That probably would be 
too much to hope for. But we can expect, and 
indeed we can insist as a test of good faith, 
that they show that in fact they are keeping 
out of our domestic affairs. We have no as-
surance on this score in this country or in  

other countries. Nor have we any reason to 
believe, changing to another aspect of Soviet 
policy, that they have abandoned or weakened 
in any respect what has been for some years 
now the primary objective of Soviet policy, 
the weakening and destruction of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization. NATO is still a 
major target for Soviet attack; that is still 
the greatest tribute to its value andsttength. 
It certainly should counsel us to preserve 
that strength. 

REASSESSMENT NEEDED 

"So far as the militaty,aide-Of.this . ques-
tion is concerned it may we ll  be, as has been 
indicated, that new developments both politi-
cal and strategic may make a reassessment 
of NATO's plans and NATO's defence policies 
desirable. It may even make de.Sirable - some 
reassessment of plans and strategy to meet 
new circumstances. But that, I suggest, must 
not imply any weakening of NATO's deterrent 
and defensive forces. 

"Moreover, Mr. Chairman, I think it is 
important, indeed I think it is essential, 
that this reassessment and any changes which 
may result from it should be made inside the 
Nord; Atlantic Treaty Organization and should 
be the result of collective discussion and 
collective agreement. Unilateral decisions, 
without such discussion or agreement, would 
weaken and indeed might even destroy NATO. 
We must then work together as members of this 
coalition if unity and strength are to be pre-
served. That is the very essence of the NATO 
concept, and without it NATO is not likely to 
'last very long. Yet, this kind of close and 
continuous co-operation may be more difficult 
now in NATO than it has been, now that the 
fear of direct all-out military aggression 
against  Western Europe seems to have lessened. • 
That is one of the dangers confronting us. It 
is also, Mr.Chairmanithe reason why.themon-- 
military aspects of co-operation are becoming 
more and more important. Indeed that form of 
co-operation, and we are beginning I think to 
recognize this more and more, is an important 
aspect of collective defence in the new situa-
tion. 

"I hope that the Committee of Three which 
has been set up by NATO will be able to make 
some recommendations in this field which will 
strengthen this side of NATO. This committee 
.hopes to be able to finish its work and make 
its report some time in October. 

"But whil.e....NAT0 is important and is es-
sential to our security and the development of 
the Atlantic community, the United Nations, 
with all its disappointments and its weak-
nesses as well as with all its accomplishments 
and its strengths, remains the basis of our 
general international policy. One of the most 
important things to be discussed through the 
United Nations now is, of course, disarmament. 
As members of the committee know, the sub-
committee of the United Nations committee on 

(Over) 
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disarmament of which Canada has for some 
years now been a member, met in London last 
Spring.... 

SIX BASIC PRINCIPLES 

"At the meeting comprehensive agreement was 
not possible, and therefore an effort was made 
to bring about a more limited agreement as 
the first stage to making a more comprehensive 
agreement. The more limited agreement would 
have dealt primarily with conventional forces, 
but there was also a provision dealing with 
nuclear tests. But agreement on that was  also 

 not possible....In July the full committee met 
and at this meeting, at which Canada was re-
presented by my colleague the Minister of Na-
tional Health and Welfare, the four western 
members of the sub-committee introduced a 
resolution reaffirming the six basic prin-
ciples which they accepted for a disarmament 
convention. rthink it is important, in view 
of the interest in this matter, that these six 
baàic principles be put on the record. I be-
lieve they have been found acceptable by a 
great many other countries. 

They are: 
1. A disarmament programme should proceed 

by stages. Progress from one stage to another 
must depend upon the satisfactory execution of 
the preceding stage and upon the development 
of confidence ehrough the settlement of major 
political problems. 

2. The programme should begin, under effec-
tive international control, with significant 
reductions  in  armed forces to such levels as 
are feasible. There should be corresponding 
reductions in conventional armaments and in 
military expenditures. Further reductions 
would be carried out as world conditions im-
proved. 

3. The programme should provide that, at an 
appropriate stage and under proper safeguards, 
the build-up of stockpiles of nuclear weapons 
would be stopped and all future production of 
nuclear material would be devoted to peaceful 
uses. There would also be a limitation, before 
that took place, of nuclear tests. 

4. The programme should provide for a 
strong control organization with inspection 
rights, including aerial reconnaissance, op-
erating from the outset and developing in 
parallel with the disarmament measure. 

5. Preliminary demonstrations of inspection 
metho,ds on a limited scale would help to de-
velop an effective control system and could 
bring nearer a general agreement on a dis-
armament programme. 

6. Finally, there should be provision made 
for the suspension of the programme, in whole 
or in part, if a major state failed to carry 
out its obligation or if a threat of peace 
under Chapter VII of the United Nations char-
ter should occur. 

"Well that, Mr. Chairman, is the position 
taken by the West at the recent meeting. I 
emphasize that in that position, which we 
have supported, even a partial agreement must 
contain some nuclear components. The repre-
sentative of the United Kingdom at this com-
mittee in New York went even farther and the 
Prime Minister of the United  Kingdom repeated 
in essence the other day in the House of Com-
mons what Mr. Nutting said on this point in 
New York. Mr. Nutting said: 

'If  limitation of nuclear test explosions 
is not possible under a disarmament agreement, 
we are prepared to try other methods, without 
delay, and without waiting for agreement on a 
comprehensive disarmament programme.' 

THE OBJECTIVE 

"This means that while the abolition of 
tests would be part of a broader agreement, 
the limitation of tests could begin indepen-
dent of the achievement of any such broader 
agreement. I can say, Mr. Chairman, that we 
warmly support that position taken by the 
United Kingdom. We fee l  that it is of the most 
vital importance to press ahead both with arms 
limitations and with political settlements 
wherever there is any hope of reaching such a 
settlement with the other side. To adopt any 
other policy would be to accept the proposi. 
tion that security rests, and must continue 
to rest, merely on the fear of common anni-
hilation. That policy—some people call it 
realism, but rthink it is realism based on 
despair--is not a policy which I am sure will 
commend itself to the members of this Com-
mittee, or indeed to the people of Canada. A 
substitute for that policy, which may be es-
sential at the present time for the avoidance 
of war, something which is even more permanent 
and in the long run more satisfactory, would 
be a policy of mutual agreement, mutual trust 
and mutual co-operation. I hope that in the 
effort to reach that objective the Canadian 
Government will play a good part, and I am 
quite sure that if it succeeds- ii:nrrlia“ng 
such a part it wi ll  have the support not only 
of all Members of this House but of the people 
of Canada." 
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EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK 

FUZST JW.AUNG:  A bill respecting equal pay 
for female employees for Wentical or sub-
stantially identical duties in work controlled 
by federal labour laws was given first reading 
on July 30 in Committee of the House of Com-
mons. 

Introducing the Government resolution on 
the subject, the Minister of Labour, the Hon-
ourable Milton F. Gregg, V.C., pointed out 
that in recent years, especially during and 
since the last war, an increasing number of 
women have joined the Canadian labour force 
and that their record indicates clearly that 
women's work is not inferior to the work of 
men. This fact, he said, had drawn attention 
to the relationship of the earnings of men as 
compared with those of women doing the same 
work. 

The Minister said that the Canadian Govern-
ment had for quite a long time favoured the 
principle of equal pay, and that salaries paid 
to the classified Civil Service of Canada have 
been determined by the content of the job 
irrespective of sex. In addition, he said, in 
the case of prevailing rate employees across 
the country, there has been the practice of 
setting the rate for the particular job or of 
setting the wage classification whether the 
work has been done by a man or woman. 

It was quite another matter, however, Mr. 
Gregg stated, as to whether or not legislation 
was desirable dealing with the rate of pay of 
women in private business or private industry  

that comes under federal labour laws or under 
federal jurisdiction. He pointed out that even 
in so highly organized a country as the United 
Kingdom there is as yet no legislation dealing 
fully with the question of equal pay, even in 
the public service, and that so far equal pay 
legislation has not been considered appropri-
ate to the system of private industry. In the 
United States, Mr. Gregg said, Congress has 
not passed legislation covering women in the 
federal field although seventeen states have 
put into force legislation along this line and 
although sundry resolutions and private bills 
have been presented before one or the other of 
the Houses of Cengress. 

GROUPS CONSULTED 

Continuing his introductory statement, Mr. 
Gregg said: 

Nevertheless this morning I propose that 
we initiate federal action in Canada. Last 
year and previously I promised the House that 
we would give consideration to the matter, and 
that we would consult with those organizations 
especially interested in the application of 
that principle. We have done that. We have 
done that quite fully. As a result,.we have 
come to the conclusion that legislative  pro-
posais  especially adapted to the nature of 
employment under federal jurisdiction should 
now be recommended to Parnament. r feel  sure  
that it can be administered. In view of the 
past record or the past experience that I have 
had of the co-operation of employers in con- 

(Over) 
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nection with other federal legislation admin-
istered by my department, I am confident that 
those employers will voluntarily bring their 
practices into compliance with the spirit of 
this proposed legisiation. 

"This resolution fore-casts a measure de-
signed primarily to promote equal pay for 
women. In the measure that will come before 
us after the resolution I do not think we 
should try to be in any sense legalistic per-
fectionists, but rather that we should try to 
provide legislation that is simple, that we 
are quite sure will work and that will promote 
the object in view. Then, after it is under 
way, experience only will show us where we 
should cross the t'a and dot the i's. 

"I want to emphasize the importance of a 
national standard of equal pay for women on 
two counts. The first is as evidence of re-
cognition of the important part that women 
have to play and are play'ing in our Canadian 
economy. The second - and this is a very im-
portant one - is the encouragement of them to 
take an even larger share in the responsi-
bility for Canada's rapid growth. 

"At present there are about a million and a 
quarter women in our labour force in Canada 
this mid-summer; that is the total in our 
entire labour force, in all the activities, 
whether they come under federal or provincial 
jurisdiction. Of that number; approximately 
73,000 are employed in activities that are 
under the federal jurisdiction. And I am quite 
sure that our economy, in the buoyant state in 
which it is at the present time, needs more 
of these women who feel that they can come 
into the labour force. We need them to help 
out in Canada's development, and for those who 
are in the labour force and who may come into 
it I am very glad to propose this resolution 
as a recognition of the value of their  con-
tribution  to the growth of Canaca." 

* • * * 
LARGE SURPLUS:  A surplus of $220.4 million 
for the first quarter of the current fiscal 
year has been reported by the Honourable 
Walter Harris, Minister of Finance. Budgetary 
revenues for the three-month period totalled 
$1,153 million, as against $962.2  million for  
the first quarter of 1955-56, and expendi-
tures were $933.1 million, compared with ex-
penditures of $892.7 million for the same 
period a year ago. The surplus for the cor-
responding period last year was $69.5 million. 

Mr. Harris pointed out that budgetary 
revenues for the month of June were $373 mil-
lion, or $22.1 million more than in June a 

year ago, expenditures were $426.8 million or 
$8.8 million more than last year, and there 
was a deficit for the month of $53.8 million 
compared with a deficit of $67.1 million for 
June, 1955. 

Referring to the old age security fund, the 
Minister of Finance reported that operations 
of this fund, which are notincluded in budget-
ary transactions, resulted in a deficit of  

$4.5 million for June, 1956, and a cumulative 
deficit of $6.2 million to June 30. There was 
a cumulative deficit  of  $14 million for the 
three months to June 30 last year. Temporary 
loans under the terms of the Gild Age Security 
Act covered these deficits. 

* * 	* 

INCOME SWUM:  A new high record total for 
labour income and a drop in claims for un-
employment insurance have been announced by 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

Moneys received by Canadian paid workers 
during May totalled $1,166 million, as against 
$1,125 million in the preceding months and 
$1,049 million in the corresponding month last 
year, bringing to $5,551 million the cumula-
tive total for the January-May period, 9.6 per 
cent larger than last year's $5,029 million. 

Both payrolls and average weekly wages and 
salaries reached a11-time peaks at May 1. The 
employment index (1949 equals 100) rose to 
115.2 from 113.5 a month earlier and 107.4 a 
year ago. The previous May 1 high was 110.9 in 
1953. The payrolls index, on the same basii, 
climbed to 172.1, up 212 per cent from 168.1 a 
month earlier and slightly  above  the  previous 
peak of 171.4 at Nûvember 1, 1955. Average 
weekly wages and salaries advanced to $63.90 
from $63.37 at April 1 and $60.96 a year ago. 

Initial and renewal claims for unemployment 
insurance benefits during June 'were down 34 
per cent to 55,212 from 84,099 a month earlier 
and 39 per cent below last year's June total 
of 90,380 claims. 

* * * 
12 -MILE  LINTT:  International recognition 
will be sought on an extension of Canada's 
territorial waters  to 12 miles offshore, in-
stead of three miles, as at present, it was 
announced by Prime Minister Si. Laurent in the 
Hmuse of Commons an July 30. 

Mr. St.  Laurent  said Canada would endeavour 
to have the 12-mile limit accepted at the next 
meeting of the United  Nations General Assemb-
ly, at which the report of an international 
commission on the subject of territorial 
waters will be discussed. The Prime Minister 
said that the historic fishing rights of other 
nations within these liiits would have to be 
recognized by Canada. 

Canada is trying to arrange matters so that 
it can make a declaration on territorial 
waters without having itcontested by adjoining 
countries, the Prime Minister said, and there 
would be little use of Canada making a declara-
tion of its waters unless it received recogni-
tion from others that they would respect those 
territorial limits. 

Opposition Members of Parliament had ques-
tioned the Prime Minister on the subject dur-
ing study of a bill to write into Canada's 
Shipping Act the terms of an international 
agreement which, when pût into effect, would 
prohibit ships from dumping oil iithin 50 
miles of coast lines. 
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ALL-CANADIAN:  Designed and built in Canada 
and fully fitted out with Canadian-built 
equipment, the destroyer escort FINICS "Assini-
boine" will be commissioned on August 16 at 

Ile Sorel, Quebec. The "Assiniboine" will follow 
into service the first ship of the class, the 
"St. Laurent", which was commissioned last 
October. 

Twelve additional anti-submarine destroyer 
escorts are in various.stages of construction. 
Two will be commissioned late this year, with 
the others scheduled for completion during the 
next two years. 

The "Assiniboine" sets a precedent for her 
class in being the first in the programme to 
be fully fitted out with Canadian-built equip-
ment. Although the class is of all-Canadian 
design, the "St. Laurent" contained some 
equipment manufactured outside of this coun-
try. Canadian industry is now geared to pro-
duce all equipment for the ships, and the 
"Assiniboine" represents the first result. 

* 	* * 

FLYING HIGH:  Substantial increases in all 
phases of traffic - passengers, freight, ex-
press and mail - have been recorded for the 
first six months of 1956 by Trans-Canada Air 
Lines, whose officials report the heaviest 
volume of traffiè in TcA history. 

Close to 1,000,000 passengers were carried 
on scheduled TCA services from January 1 to 
June 30 this year, more than the number of 
passengers carried for the whole of 1950 and a 
29 per cent increase over last year..  A total 
of 542,156,249 passenger miles was flewn, up 
by 25 per cent over last year. 

An increase of 19 per cent over the first 
half of 1955 in freight traffic was recorded, 
with nearly 10,000,000 pounds of freight car-
ried and 5,498,200 ton miles flown.Mailton 
miles were higher by 14 per cent, and more 
than 3,000,000 pounds of air express were 
carried. 

* * * 

(C.W.B. August  8,  1956) 

MEW "ATOM SMASHER":  Important advances in 
fundamental physics research will be made pos-
sible with the installation at Chalk River, 
Ontario, early in 1958 of a new type of part-. 
ide  accelerator, or "atom smasher". Announc-
ing details of the new project, Atomic Energy 
of Canada Limited said that the 10-million 
volt machine, to be known as the Tandem Ac-
celerator, will be developed and constructed 
by High Voltage Engineering Corporation,  Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. 

With the installation of the new "atom 
smasher" it will be possible to carry out 
research programmes on heavy nuclei with an 
accuracy and efficiency never before possible. 
Chalk River physicists will be able to study 

S
in continuous detail the nuclear energy levels 
of heavy elements which they know only in 
patches today. With present accelerators in 
use at Chalk River, only certain of the light 
atomic nuclei may be studied. 

ARCTIC CONVOY:  Headed for northern waters, 
Canada's most powerful ice-breaker, CGS "d'- 
Iberville", shepherded a convoy consisting of 
a freighter and 'a tanker out of Quebec City 
Harbour on July 31 on a voyage to Resolute 
Bay, Cornwallis Island. Off Lancaster Sound, 
the "d'Iberville" will be joined by another 
ice-breaker, CGS "N.B. McLean", and all four 
vessels will also rendezvous with the Arctic 
supply ship CGS .  "C.D.. Howe". 

Most of the cargo and supplies carried will 
be landed at Resolute Bay, and will be used at 
the Arctic weather stations operated jointly 
by Canada and the United States at Resolute, 
Isaachson,. Mould Bay, Alert, and Eureka. 

The "d'Iberville" is carrying 350 tons of 
cargo destined for Eureka. Aboard are 12 
Government officials proceeding to Arctic 
stations for duty and some 50 Montreal ste-
vedores who will assist in the unloading of 
the convoy at Resolute Bay. The cargo shiP 
SS "Federal Voyager" carries 2,550 tons of 
supplies and the tanker WV "Green Ranger" 
some 3,095 tons of fuel, mostly for heating 
and operating these northern stations. 

After escorting the convoy to Resolute Bay 
and turning the stevedore crew over to the 
"C.D. Howe", the "d'Iberville" will proceed to 
Eureka on the west coast of Ellesmere Island, 
located at 80 degrees 13 feet north and 86 
degrees 11 feet west some 750 miles from the 
North Pole. In 1955, Hell's Gate and Eureka 
Sound were choked with ice and it was not pos-
sible for the "d'Iberville" to crash her way 
through. The ice-breaker however, made Eureka 
in the 1954 re-supply operation. 

Long-distance reconnaissance RCAF aircraft 
from Resolute Bay, assisted ly- the "d2Iber-
ville's" two helicopters, will help guide the 
ice-breaker on her lone dash to Eureka. The 
helicopters are used for short-range observa-
tions to search for leads through the ice and 
for carrying mail and passengers from ship to 
shore when required. If successful.this year, 
the "d'Iberville" will land her cargo and 
supplies at the weather station then turn 
south for her home port of OUebec. 

Landing operations at Resolute are expected 
to take some 10 days and will involve a round-
the-clock operation Discharge of the cargo 
from ship to landing craft will be carried out 
by ship personnel, and the 50 stevedores will 
be engaged in discharging landing craft at the 
beach head and transporting cargo to the ware-
houses. 

To enable landing and storing operations 
at Resolute to be done expeditiously and ef-
ficiently, special equipment is being carried 
aboard the convoy ships. These include self-
propelled landing scows, three 30-ton dumb 
barges, five 10-ton self-propelled barges., a 
tug and three powered surf boats. Equipment to 
be used to unload landing craft and other 
floating equipment at the beaches and trans-
porting supplies to the warehouses include two 
cranes, four diesel fork lift trucks, a crane-
mobile, four trucks and eight 37- foot trailers. 
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A pipeline will be rigged from the "Green 
Ranger" to the shore tanks. 

At the completion of unloading operations 
at Resolute, the "C.D. Howe" will proceed to 
Craig harbour at the southern tip of Ellesmere 
Island  where supplies for the RCMP post will 
be landed. Ch her southward trip, the "C.D. 
Howe" will call at Pond Inlet, Cape Christian, 
Pangnirtung, Frobisher Bay and Port Burwell. 
The ice-breaker 'N.B. McLean" will accompany 
the cargo vessel "Federal Voyager" and the 
tanker "Green Ranger" as far as open water 
and will then proceed back to its regular 
duties in patrolling Hudson . Bay and the Hudson 
Strait until the close of navigation. airing 
the MN.B. McLean's" operations in the far 
north, the Hudson Strait patrol is being car-
ried out by the supply ship CGS "Edward Corn-
wallis". 

* * * 
AWARD CEREMONY:  New impetus to cultural 
development in Canada was provided by the 
third annual Tyrone Guthrie Award ceremony 
held at the Stratford Shakespearean Festival 
August 2 at which four theatre.scholarshies 
were presented by His Excellency the Right 
Honourable Vincent Massey, C.H., Governor 
Cineral of Canada. 

All valued at $750, the scholarships went 
to William Shatner, of Montreal, and Robin 
Gemmel', of Port Credit, for furthering their 
knowledge and experience.in acting, to David 
Gardner, of Toronto, for theatrical research 
abroad, and to Marie Day, of Toronto, for the 
study of theatrical design. 

A further grant has been set aside by the 
Amards Committee to underwrite the expense of 
bringing in instructors in voice and mime next 
season for coaching members of the 1957 Fes-
tival company who wish further specialized 
training. 

Established in 1953 in honour of the ori-
ginal director of the Festival for the purpose 
of promoting Canadian theatre, the Award is 
financed by a benefit performance during the 
Festival season and through private donations. 

04CC 

RECORDS SET:  Showing growth in a widening 
. range of inaustrial materials, Canadian ex-
ports set new levels during 1955. The Review 
of Foreign Trade, released July 31 by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, showed that 
exports reached a value of $4,351,300,000 and 
were only 0.1 per cent below the record level 
of 1952. Imports stood at $4,712,400,000, and 
exceeded by 7.5 per cent the previous peak of 
1953. The import balance of $361,100,000 

• amounted to less than 8 per cent of imports 
and to 4 per cent of total trade. 

Both exports and imports were substantially 
higher in value than in 1954, exports by 10 
per cent and imports by 15 per cent. These 
gains resulted predominantly from a larger 
volume of trade rather than from an advance in  

the average price level, and new peaka were 
achieved for exports and imports in constant 
dollar terms. 

External and internal stimuli.contributed 
to the rise of Canadian foreign trade from 
1954 levels. The sharp recovery of business 
activity in the United States and the con-
tinued prosperity in the United  Kingdom, most 
other Commonwealth countries, and in Western 
Europe were the source of strong demand for 
Canadian products. The upswing in exports was 
in turn a contributory factor in the upward 
impetus of the Canadian economy which char-
acterized the year 1955. The demands of in-
dustrial expansion, especially in connection 
with resource developmeht projects, and those 
generated by the generally high levels of em-
ployaient and incomes resulted in a steadily 
rising rate of purchase from abread. Approxi-
mately two-thirds of the increase in imports 
over 1954 was in machinery, plant and trans-
port equipment, and raw materials for Canadian 
industry. 

The record level of Canada's foreign trade 
in 1955 was achieved in the context of a new 
peak in world trade, of which Canada accounted 
for about 6 per cent. Canada remained the 
world's fourth leading trading nation and was 
only surpassed in this respect by  the United 
States, the United  Kingdom, and Germany which 
had by 1954 regained her traditional prewar 
position. Also, the value of Canada's per 
capita.trade was again second only to that of 
New Zealand. 

The United States was as usual Canada's 
leading trading partner in 1955, with a 60 per 
cent share of the Canadian export total and a 
73 per cent share of total Canadian imports. 
Both Canadian exports to and imports from the 
United States reached record levels. The 
largest export gains were in forest products 
and minerals, partieularly in iron ore, planks 
and boards, petroleum, woodpulp, newsprint, 
nickel and copper, but there were also marked 
advances in farm implements and certain pri-
mary and semi-finished steel items. 

The United Kingdom was again Canada's 
second most impbrtant trading partner, with an 
almost 18 per cent share of the Canadian ex-
port total and 8.5 per cent of total Canadian 
imports. Exports to the United Kingdom in-
creased considerably more than imports from 
that country. Canadian grains, non-ferrous 
metals and forest products enjoyed a strong 
demand in the Uhited Kingdom in 1955, particu-
larly large value gains being registered in 
wheat and aluminum. 

There was an increase also in total trade 
with each of the other principal trading 
areas, namely other Commonwealth countries, 
Europe, Latin America, and all the remaining 
countries taken together. Exports to the Com-
monwealth and to Europe went up markedly, 
especially to the Union of South Africa, 
Australia, New Zealand, India, France, and the 
Netherlands. 
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JUNE EMPLOYMENT NEW ALL-TIME HIGH 

UNEMPLOYMENT DROP:  Employment continued to 
expand at a rapid pace during June and was 
close to an all-time record by the week ended 
June 23, according to the monthly joint state-
ment by the Department of Labour and the Do-
minion Bureau of Statistics. Unemployment 
declined sharply and at the end of the month 
was below the June average of the last five 
years. 

At June 23 the number of persons with jobs 
was estimated at 5,647,000, some 148,000 
higher than in May and 189,000 higher than in 
June 1955. The number of persons without jobs 
and seeking work was 117,000 in June, 48,000 
lower than in May and 40,000 lower than in 
June 1955. The number registered for employ-
ment at National Employment Service offices 
showed similar changes. 

All of the increase from mid-May to  mid-
J une  occurred in non-farm industries where 
employment increased by an estimated 161,000 
to a level 266,000 above that of June 1955. 
Farm employment declined slightly during the 
month and was some 77,000 lower than in June 
1955. While there was strong demand for almost 
every type of labour during the month, con-
struction appeared to be exerting the strong-
est pull on available supplies. 

Canada's civilian labour force stood at 
5,764,000 on June 23 versus 5,664,000 a month 
earlier and 5,615,000 a year ago. Persons at 
work 35 hours or more numbered 5,156,000 ver- 

sus 4,997,000 on May 19 and 4,996,000 at the 
same time last year, and the number at work 
less than 35 hours was 348,000 versus 390,000 
at mid-May end 333,000 a year ago. 

A rapid increase in outdoor activities 
during June, after bad spring weather, brought 
employment in the Atlantic region to an all-
time record level. Persons with jobs in the 
region were estimated to number 531,000 at 
June 23, an increase of 32,000 from a month 
earlier and 23,000 from the same date in 1955. 

The employment increase in Quebec in June 
was smaller than the record gain of June last 
year but greater than the increase during the 
same period in the two preceding years. Per-
sons with jobs at June 23 were estimated at 
1,556,000, an increase of 39,000 from the 
previous month and 37,000 from the previous 
year. 

In Cntario a further increase in employment 
in June from the high spring totals brought 
employment to an all-time record level. Per-
sons with jobs readhed a total of 2,094,000 at 
June 23, an increase of 56,000 from the pre-
vious month and 87,000 from the previous year. 

Employment continued to increase in the 
Prairie region during June, reaching the 
highest figure on record for the month. Per-
sons with jobs at June 23 were estimated at 
1,000,000, about 9,000 more than a month 
earlier and 23,000morethan at the correspond-
ing date in 1955. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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JUNE EMPLOYMENT NEW ALL-TIME HIGH 

(Continued from P. 1) 

During June employment in the Pacific 
region increased fiarther from the high levels 
already attained early in the spring. The  

- number of persons with jobs was estimated at 
466,000 at June 23, about 12,000 more than a 
month earlier and 19,000 more than in june 
1955. 

* * * * 
SPOTLIGHT ON LATIN AMERICA:  Eleven Cana-
dian Trade Commissioners in ten Latin American 
countries took part in a three-day conference 
called by the Department of Trade and Commerce 
to.discuss ways.  and means of increasing Cana-
da's exports to the rapidly developing re-
publics of South and Central America and the 

 Ceribbean area. 
They were joined during the conference by a 

small group of Cenadian businessmen, with wide 
selling experience in that area, Who presented 
some of the problems with whieh ehey are con-
fronted and put forward a number of construe-
%ive recommendations for consideration by the 
Department of Trade and Commerce.  

The last conlerence covering Latin America 
was held in Ottawa in 1945. DUring the eleven-
year period since the last conference, Cana-
da's exports to Latin America have increased 
from $60 million to $170 million, or approxi-
mately three times. Although no objective or 
target figure was set for the future, it was 
suggested that a total of $500 million might 
be achieved by 1965 if the same rate of growth 
is maintained. 

Airing the conference particular attention 
was devoted to the problem of stirring up 
greater interest on the part of Canadian 
businessmen in the trade possibilities of the 
Latin American market. There was general 
agreement that exports could be increased by 
continuous and energetic efforts despite dol-
lar shortages in some countries and keen and 
growing competition from other exporting coun-
tries. Problems involved in selling on credit 
terms in some countries in Latin America and 
the encouragement of business and official 
visits both ways between Canada and Latin 
America were also discussed. 

* * 

BLIND SCOUTS INVESTED:  Five boys, members 
of Cenada's first patrol of Blind Scouts, were 
invested as Tenderfoot Scouts recently at  the  
Montreal Association for the Blind, by Scout-
master Gilbert Williams Who is also blind. As 
members of the Woodpigeon Patrol_ they have 
developed a morse-code whistling system which 
may well surpass conventional flaisignalling 
methods used by sighted Scouts, their Scout-
master states. 

(CAUL August I, 1956) 

IMPORTS'UP 39  PERCENT:  Value  of Canada's 
imports topped a ll  other months by a wide 
margin in April, reflecting the high levels of 
economic activity in Canada and in particular 
the extent of investment. Gains were wide,- 
spread among the commodities but were especial-
ly large fer such items as non-farm machinery, 
rolling-mill products, pipes, tubes and fit-
tings, engines and boilers, farm implements 
and machinery, and automobiles and parts. 
Imports from the United States and the United 
Kingdom soared to record-breaking levels and 
sharp gains were also posted for Latin Ameri-
can countries and Europe .  

Imports from-all countries in April were 
valued at $532,400,000, up 39.per cent from 
last year's corresponding total of $382,600,-
000, This boosted january-April purchases 31 
per cent to $1,804,600,000 from $1,373,300,000 
a.year earlier. Volume of imports jumped 
almost 35 per cent in April and prices averag-
ed about 3 per cent higher. 

STEEP RISE 

Purchases from the United States in April 
were valued at $400,294,000, steeply above 
last year's $284,784,000, raising the four-
moneh-total to $1,361,782,000 . from $1,030,- 
458,000. Imports from the United States ac-
counted for 75 per cent of all imports in 
April,'a slightly larger proportion than a 
year earlier. All commodity groups except 
fibres and.textiles were larger in value in 
April and the four months and were especially 
large in  the  iron and products group. 

Imports from the United Kingdom-jumped to 
$50,046,000 in April from $33,792,000 a year 
earlier and to $147,841,000 in the *January-
April period from $119,225,000. 

PUrchases from the rest of the Commonwealth  
dropped in value—to $13,941,000 in April from 
$18,246000 a.year earlier and four-month 
imports from the group eased to $52,959,000 
from $53,834,000. 

Mainly accounted for by substantially 
larger.purchases from:Mexico, Venezuela, Cuba, 
Colombia and Brazil, total imports from all 
Latin American countries rose in value bh.April 
to $30,704,000 from $23,682,000 in the corre-
sponding month last year and to $122,0)12,000 
in the january-ApriI period from $91,901,000. 

'Larger purchases from all main.European 
sources, including Belgium and Luxembourg, 
France, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, 
Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland, boosted 
imports.from the area to $25,980,000 in April 
from $15,465,000 a year earlier and to  $72,-
361,000 in the January-April period from $47,- 
716,000. 

Imports from all other countries climbed to 
$10,942,000 in April from $6,087,000 a year 
ago and te  $45,178,000 in the January-April 
period from $28,265,000. Japan, Netherlands 
Antilles,Fand Lebanon were the major sources 
both in April and the four-month period. 
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CITIZENSHIP CERTIFICATES GRANTED TO 58,711 IN 1955 

INCREASE . OVER 1954:  Last year certificates 
of Canadian citizenship were granted to  58,-
711  persons who formerly owed allegiance to 
other countries, three times as many as the 
19,545 granted in 1954, the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics reports. 

just over one-sixth, or 10,661 of the per-
sons naturalized in 1955 had formerly been 
citizens of Poland (3,303 in 1954). Italy had 
been the country of allegiance of 4,532, or 
almost 8 per cent (568  in 1954).  Other British 
Commonwealth countries accounted for 3,766. 
or 6,4 per cent (3,568); Netherlands for 3,564 
(783); U.S.S.R. for 2,434, (416); China for 
2,366 (1,425); Lithuania for 2,275 (569); and 
Latvia for 2,063 (505). 

Among the 13,332 persons who had reported 
themselves as stateless when applying for 
Canadian citizenship, almost half had'been 
born'in Poland, almost one-fifth within the 
present boundaries of the U.S.S.R., and around 
6 per cent each in Austria, Czechoslovakia, 
Germany and Hungary. This group numbered 3,434 
in 1954. 

AS in previous years, Ontario was the prov-
ince of residence of over half "(58 per cent) 
of the new citizens, while Cpebec was repre-
sented by 17 per cent, an increase from 13 
per cent in 1954; British Columbia's repre-
sentation dropped from 14 per cent in 1954 to 
9 per cent in 1955. The Prairie Provinces were 
the residence of 15 per cent in 1955, as com-
pared with 16 per cent in 1954, and only Iper 
cent lived in the Atlantic Provinces as com-
pared with 2 per cent in 1954. 

Of the persons becoming Canadian citizens 
in 1955, 34,895, or 59.4 per cent were males. 

* 
MILLION NEW HOMES:  The  completion of a mil. 
lion new homes in Canada since the end of the 
war will be marked at ceremonies to be held in 
Scarborough Township in Metropolitan  Toronto  
on September 14. A merchant luilder's house in 
a Scarborough Township subdivision has been 
pin-pointed as a symbol of the million new 
dwelling units completed since VE Eày, May 8, 
1945. 

Dwellings completed from VE Eày to  the- end  
of 1345 totalled 29,912, and another 866,770 
miles were finished in the 10-year period 1946 
to 1955, with 79,716 under construction at the 
start of 1956. Nbt included in these figures 
are dwelling accommodation added to the na-
tion's housing Stock by conversions which 
average about 3,500 units a year. 

Federal, provincial and municipal officials 
and representatives of the housebuilding in-
dustry will be on hand to welcome the owners 
on !'moving-in" day, and the family will be 
honoured at luncheon following the ceremony. 

However, the Census of 1951 recorded 441,480 
persons who owed allegiance to some other 
country, 56.8 per cent of these being males. 
The age group 20-64 (which may be considered 
as the Labour force group) accounted for 50,- 
963, or 87 per cent of the persons granted 
certificates of Canadian citizenship in 1955. 
Of the males granted certificates in 1955, 
22,409 or 64 per cent were married. 

The location of persons granted certifi-
cates of Canadian citizenship in 1955 was 
predominantly urban (84.5 per cent), with as 
many as two-thirds living in urban centres of 
100,000 population and over, and only 15.5 per 
cent lived in rural areas though the total 
population of Canada as reported at the 1951 
Census, was only 61.6 per cent urban. The 
persons naturalized in 1955 were, to a high 
degree (82.9 per cent), composed of persons 
who immigrated to Canada in the years 1946 to 
1950, inclusive. 

About 87 per cent of males granted certifi-
cates in 1955 (30,323 out of 34,985) were part 
of the Cànadian labour force. Almost one-third 
of the males in the labour force were engaged 
in manufacturing and mechanical occupations, 
14 per cent were labourers in other than pri-
mary industries. Construction occupations 
accounted for 11 per cent and agricultural, 
service, and professional occupations account-
ed for about 8 per cent each. 

About 57 per cent (13,534 out of 23,816) 
were homemakers and 8 per cent were under 14 
years of age. Only 30 per cent (7,057) were in 
the labour force, mainly in manufacturing and 
mechanical (2,456), in service (1,738), and 
clerical occupations (1,319). 

* * 

Announcing the ceremonies, the Minister of 
Public Works, Mr. Robert Winters, said that 
September 14 would mark an important mile-
stone in the growth of housing in Canada. He 
pointed out that "on that day Cànada's house 
builders would also been their celebration of 
National Home Week, which will bring the 
achievement of the million homes closer to 
local areas throughout the nation." 

The National House Builders' Association 
sponsors National lime Week, which is observed 
by the various branches and associations in 
each province. 

Canada's installed hydro-electric capacity 
of nearly 18,000,000 horsepower is hiàher than 
that of any other country with the exception 
of the United States which is roughly double 
that amount. On a per capita basis .  Norway 
comes first with 1.3 horsepower and Canada 
second with 1.1 horsepower. 
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DISTINGUISHED VISITORS:  The Prime Minister 
of Australia, The Right Honourable R.G. Men-
zies, C.H., Q.C., and his wife.  Dame  Pattie 
Menzies,  spent  the  period July 25-29 in Canada.  
Mr. Menzies was returning from London, where 
he attended the conference of Commonwealth 
Prime Ministers. After arriving in Ottawa on 
Wednesday, July 25, Mx. Menzies paid a call on 
the Prime Minister, who entertained in his 
honour at luncheon, on the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, and on the speakers of 
the Senate and House of Commons. That evening 
a dinner was held by the Australian.Canadian 
Association. 

The Prime Minister then proceeded to Qiebec 
City, where he received an honourary degree 
from Laval University. He visited points of 
historic interest on Saturday, and on Sunday 
morning left for Chicago by air. 

The Prime  Minister of Australia and his 
wife were accompanied on the visit to Qiebec 
City by the Minister of Northern Affairs and 
National Resources ,  Honourable Jean Lesage, 
P.C., and Madame Lesage. 

* 

RADAR FOR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL:  The instal-: 
lation by the DàpartMent of rallsport of radar 
aids to air traffic control in Canada is now 
under way with the first equipment presently 
being set up at Montreal°s Dorval Airport, it 
was announced in Ottawa.  

The need for the provision of radar facil-
ities to be manned and utilized by air traffic 
controllers is being met by a long-range pro-
gramme that will eventually see many of the 
country's major airports utilizing the bene-
fits of radar. 

"The provision of radar equipment and the 
implementation of radar procedures will not be 
the final mnswer to the air traffic control 
problem, but it will be a big step towards 
increasing the safety in flying", a Dàpart-
mental officer stated. 

Cbntracts have already been awarded for the 
provision of 15 sets of long-range airport 
surveillance radar, delivery to commence in 
1957. These complex installations will be 
capable of tracking Sabre Jet type aircraft up 
to an altitude of 60,000 feet at a range of 90 
miles, with considerably greater ranges for 
larger aircraft. 

Meanwhile, a smaller type of set for short-
range observance is to go into operation about 
mid-August at Montreal ,  about a month later at 
Toronto and September or Cttober in Winnipeg 
and Vancouver.  

Even when the larger and considerably more 
expensive equipment is installed , dhe smaller 
sets will be used for special services they 
can supply. They provide experience for air 
traffic controllers in radar procedures, are 
useful in training, yield experiende in main-
tenance and, of course, permit immediate radar. 
traffic control aid pending the commissioning 
of the large, surveillance radar systems. 

SPEEDING NEW PIER AT HAL/FAX:Increasing  
growth of traffic at the Port of Halifax makes 
it necessary for the construction of the new 
general cargo deep sea pier to be undertaken 
to its full 1,050-foot length without delay 
instead of in two stages as originally plan-
ned, it was announced July 20 by the Minister 
of Transport, Mr.  George C. Marier. lb enable 
the full length reinforced concrete pier to be 
constructed in one stage, an additional amount 
of $1,432,000 has been placed in the supple-
mentary Estimates of the National Harbours 
Board. This is in addition to the sum of $1,- 
223,288 which was included in this year's  Main  
Estimates. 

The contract for the first stage, amounting 
to $1,557,778, provided.for the.constrottion 
of a pier 595 feet long by 290 wide which 
would make available two berths for ocean 
ships. The second stage of the programme was 
to have added 455 feet to the length of the 
pier. When completed, the full length pier 
will be able to provide berths for four ships. 

Mr.  Marier  stated that "it now appears that 
if growth of traffic is sustained at Halifax 
the whole pier will be required earlier than 
expected" and that the National Hàrbours Board 
had recommended completing the pier immediate-
ly.  He  pointed out that traffic at Halifax, as 
a port of call for numerous passenger liners 
and freighters, is subject to peaks and that a 
reasonable reserve of facilities is desirable 
to take care of such situations. 

* * * * 

WHEAT EXPORTS CONTINUE LARGER: Continuing 
the trend begun ddiqiir=rirst week of 
March ,  overseas export clearances of wheat in 
the week ending July 4 climbed to 6,668,000 
bushels,  more  than double the 3,102,000 bushels 
recorded in last year's corresponding period, 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. 
Exports in the August 1-July 4 period totalled 
240,605,000 bushels, up 26 per cent from last 
year's 191,479,000 bushels. 

Marketings by Prairie farmers during the 
week rose to 9,571,000 bushels compared to 
9,237,000 a year ago and in the cumulative 
period to 270,645,000 compared to 249,217,000 
bushels.  Visible supplies in store or in trans-
it in North America on July 4 at 336,751,000 
bushels were up slightly from 335,582,000 a 
week earlier but below last year's 353,312,- 
000. 

* * * 

CANADA - GREATEST NICKEL PRODUCER:  From 
1886 when  nickel  was first produced in Canada  
to the end of 1955, the free world's produc-
tion of the metal has been 8,500,000 pounds of 
which  Canada  has accounted for 84 per cent. In 
1955, the combined total deliveries of.  nickel 
by Canadian producers were at a record high 
estimated at 357,000,000 pounds, representing 
somewhat over 80 per cent of the free world 
supplies. 
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UNPRECEDENTED RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 

RECORD EXPANSION: "No country has ever wit-
nessed the national development, the develop-
ment of our natural resources and the increase 
in processing of those resources in this 
country to the extent that the people of 
Canada have witnessed it during the past 
decade and a half." 

With these words, the Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mk. C.D. Howe ,  introduced a speech 
in the House of Commons on July 9 on the 
development of Canada's natural resources and 
the economic situation in Canada today. Ex-
cerpts from Mk. Howe's speech follow: 

":...As the result of a balanced economic 
growth, financed largely by Canadian savings 
but assisted materially in certain key indus-
tries by foreign capital, know-how and enter-
prise, Canadians have enjoyed the benefit of 
prosperity unparalleled in the history of the 
country. Jobs are more plentiful; incomes are 
higher and so are living standards.... 

...It is not surprising that this remark-
able record of expansion and rising standards 
of living should be accompanied by equally 
remarkable levels of foreign trade.... Exports 
rose by 10 per cent in 1955 above the previous 
year. In the first five months of this year 
the increase over 1955 was 12 per cent, and in 
January, February and May the increase was 
between 17 per cent and 18 per cent over the 
same months of 1955. 

"....There have been even greater increases 
in imports. In the current year, to date, im- 

ports have been nearly one-third higher than 
in the same periOd last year.... 

"Twice a year my department makes a survey 
of investment intentions of private industry 
and governments. At the beginning of 1956 
this survey indicated a 21 per cent increase 
in capital expenditures to the highest levels 
on record. The department is just about to 
publish its mid-year survey. To my astonish-
ment this Survey indicates an upward revision 
in 1956 plans which now involve outlays 28 
per cent above actual outlays in 1955. A 
major upsurge in imports would seem to be the 
natural consequence of such a situation. Many 
of the goods normally produced in Canada are 
simply not available in sufficient quantities 
to meet the present level of requirements.... 

"With very few exceptions activity in Can-
ada's secondary manufacturing industries is 
now running well ahead of the Levels prevail-
ing in 1954. These considerations suggest that 
in the circumstances now prevailing in Canada 
a rapid rise in imports is not to be deplored. 
Ch the contrary, it is highly desirable. In 
the first place, it helps to speed industrial 
expansion while market opportunities are still 
present. Second, it helps to ease the pressure 
on domestic resources and thereby prevents 
inflationary tendencies and unhealthy specula-
tive excesses which might benefit individual 
groups but would react to the disadvantage of 
the community at large.... 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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UNPRECEDENTED RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 

(Continued from P. 1) 

n....The most conclusive evidence of the 
basic strength of Canada's external position 
is the fact that despite the large deficit on 
current account, we are not encounxering 
balance of payment difficulties. The increas-
ing rate at which investment funds are coming 
into the country gives ample proof of the 
confidence placed in Canada's position and 
future prospects.... 

"One of the most noteworthy developments in 
Canada is the high degree of industrialization 
of our economy. Every fourth person working in 
our country is now employed in manufacturing 
industries, and approximately one out of every 
three dollars of our national income is earned 
in Canadian industrial plants. No wonder. 
then, that Canada has become an important 
importer of industrial raw materials and fuel, 
including bauxite, cotton, wool, coal and 
crude oil. Last year, for example, we imported 
$530 million of industrial materials in raw 
form. We exported a total of $3.25 billion of 
industrial materials. But of this amount $2.8 
billion represented materials sold abroad in 
processed form. Only about $425 million went 
out in raw form. Hence in our trade in raw 
materials and fuels used by industry, Canada 
was anet importer of industrial raw materials, 
to the tune of some $105 million in 1955. 

RAPID INDUSTRIALIZATION 

"This situation, of course, is not static. 
We are likely to export more iron ore in the 
future. But then some of our other industrial 
materials which are now exported in raw form 
may be moving into the category of materials 
processed at home in some form or another; for 
example, pulpwood, copper, etc. It is well to 
remember when we complain about exports of our 
raw materials that we import raw materials to 
the value of $105 million in excess of the 
value of the raw materials that we export.... 

"Increased processing of raw materials in 
Canada is reflected in substantial expansion 
in the production of a number of our major in-
dustries in the post-war period. For examtile, 
the value of manufactures of primary iron and 
steel rose three times over the last decade, 
reaching a total of half a billion dollars 
last year. Non-ferrous metal production reach-
ed a peak of $1,1 billion dollars in 1955. 
some three times the value ten years earlier. 
Pulp and paper productéon chalked up a record 
of $1.33 billion last year, three and one 
third times the 1945 value. The chemical in-
dustry for the first time in its history join-
ed the billion dollar club of Canadian indus-
tries in 1955, more than doubling the value of 
its 1945 output.... 

"As a result of Canada's rapid process of 
industrialization our country now occupies a 
position second only to the United States in  

(C.W%B. July 25, 1956) 

terms of output per capita of manufacturing 
industries.. ..In relation to.our total labour 
force employed there are about as many people 
working in manufacturing industries in Canada 
as there are in the United States, about 25 
per cent in both countries. Approximately 16 
per cent are in what is known as fabricating 
industries or advanced manufacturing indus-
tries, that is, motor cars, railway rolling 
stock, typewriters, etc., and 9 per cent in 
processing industries, pulp and paper, alumi-
num, primary iron and steel. The United States 
proportions are similar, 17 per cent and 8 per 
cent. Surely if a country with only about one-
tenth the population of the United States has 
achieved a structure of industry that is not 
too different from that of the world's Leading 
industrialized nation it is something to be 
proud of.... 

"In the 89 years since confederation there 
has been an important change in the pattern of 
financing Canadian investment. In the nine-
teenth century the overwhelming proportion of 
our capital expansion was financed by capital 
coming from the United Kingdom and the United 
States. Then during the first two decades of 
this century the rapid settlement, urbaniza-
tion and industrialization that took place 
made it possible for Canadians to accumulate 
a more significant volume of savings, which 
found its way into Canadian investment. While 
statistics of this type are scarce, what in-
formation we have suggests that something like 
two-thirds of Canadian investment was financ-
ed by funds from abroad during this period. 
The years that followed saw.a further improv-
ment, and by the late 1920's about one-half 
of gross capital formation in Canada was 
financed from Canadian savings, the other half 
through non-resident financing. 

INVESTMENT PICTURE 

"During %rid War -IF Canada herselfwasable_ 
to finance almost wholly the capital expendi-
tures on facilities required to turn out 
munitions of war, to train the armed forces, 
and to keep the civilian economy going. After 
the war's end foreign investors started send-
ing capital to Canada agàin to participate in 
our economic expansion. Still about 80 per 
cent of all of  Canada 's  gross capital forma-
tion was financed from Canadian savings end 20 
per cent through direct foreign financing in 
the period 1946 to 1949. In the last five 
years the inflow of foreign capital has been 
stepped up, and the ratio of Canadian to 
foreign financing of gross capital formation 
has been about three to one. 

"In fact, however, Canadian savings avail-
able for investment were much greater than 
these figures would suggest. A good portion of 
these savings were invested abroad. From 1946 
to 1949 and for some years before that, and 
again in 1952, Canada was a net exporter of 
capital. So if one allows for Canadian invest-
ments abroad and the use of foreign resources 
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HIGHER FARR WAGES IN HAY:  Farm wages aver-
aged higher at mid-May this year than last, 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. 
Average  annual wages for all Canada, rose to 
$1,110 with board provided from $995 a year 
ago and without board to $1,520 versus $1,445. 
Average monthly wages for all Canada increased 
to $108 versus $103 with board and to $142 
from $133 without board. 

Eastern Canada annual wages with board 
averaged out to $1,045 from $925 and without 
board to $1,465 versus $1,425. Western Canada 
totals were also higher for both categories 
with wages with board rising to $1,200 from 
$1,100 and without board to $1,590 from  $1.-
480.  

Monthly wages were higher both with and 
without board in the Maritimes as well as 
Quebec, Cntario and the fourWestern provinces. 
Highest average in both cases was in Alberta 
at $122 with board and $160 without board. 

The daily rate with board for all Canada 
advanced to $5.30 from $4.90 and to $6.40 from 
$6.10 without board. Hourly rates rose to 
0.70 cents with board from 0.63 cents and to 
0.86 cents without board from 0.79 cents. 

* 

THIRD ANNVAL CIVIL DEFENCE TEST:  Cwer 5,000 
full and part-time Civil Defence workers 
across Canada manned provincial and ffillicipal 
control centres during the international Civil 
Defence exercise "Alert III" from July 20 to 
23. All provinces except Prince Edward Island 
participated in this third annual CD test 
which is a co-ordinated effort between Federal 
Civil Defence headquarters at  Ottawa and the 
U.S. Federal Civil Défense Administration at 
Battle Creek, Michigan, 

During the 50-hour period of the exercise, 
Civil Defence authorities at all levels of 
government adopted procedures to train control 
centre staffs, test national and international 
communication systems, study problems which 
might arise in implementation of the Survival 
Plan and further develop Canada - U.S. co-
ordination of services. The federal head-
quarters for the exercise was located at the 
Canadian Civil Defence College at Arnprior, 
Cntario, 40 miles north-west of Ottawa.  

F.F. Worthington, federal Civil Defence co-
ordinator, directed operations at the federal 
control centre where 150 FCDH staff members, 
personnel from the College, and volunteers 
from the Ottawa Civil Service Civil Defence 
organization worked around the clock maintain-
ing direct communications with the provincial 
and municipal control centres across the con-
tinent. Liaison officers from the Armed Ser-
vices, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and 
all federal government departments were also 
assigned to the exercise and stationed at 
Arnprior. Similar appointments from provincial 
government departments were located at the 
provincial control centres so that the scope,  

impact and enormity of Civil Defence survival 
planning would be realized by these agencies. . 

In addition, an exercise control and umpire 
staff numbering 100, headed by G.S. Hatton , 

 deputy federal co•ordinator, was located in 
each of the fully-participating centres where 
they developed "Alert III" by interjecting 
situations arising from the simulated nuclear 
attacks made on undisclosed Canadian cities. 
The main duty of these umpires was to indicate 
the situations resulting from direct enemy 
action which, because of exercise conditions, 
would not otherwise be realized by control 
centre staffs. 

Besides the nine provincial and 12 zone 
control centres activated during the exercise, 
Civil Defence organizations at Victoria, Van' 
couver, Edmonton, Regina, Winnipeg, Toronto, 
Qiebec City, Saint John, N,B., Halifax and St. 
John's, Nfld., took part. Initial action in 
"Alert III" started on July 20, and followed 
through without let-up until July 22. From 
July 22 to 26 the federal control centre at 
Arnprior continued to operate with a skeleton 
staff in order to assist the U.S. Civil De-
fense organization complete their portion of 
this international exercise which embraces 
Canada, the United States, Alaska, the Panama 
Canal Zone,  Puerto  Rico and Hawaii. 

* * * * 

FEWER BIRTHS IN JUNE:  Fewer Babies were 
'born in Canada in June and the first half of 
this year than in the corresponding periods of 
1955, according to preliminary totals of 
registrations in provincial vital statistics 
offices. Deaths and marriages, on the other 
hand, were more numerous in both periods. 

Total births in June fell off to 35,509 
from 38,980 a year ago, lowering the half-year 
total of 218,821 as against last year's  219.-
469.  Number of births in June was lower in all 
provinces except the three maritime Provinces 
and British Columbia, but in the half-year was 
lower in all except giebec, Chtario, Manitoba 
and British Columbia. 

Deaths rose in June to 11,576 from 10,548 a 
year ago and in the half-year to 68,952 from 
65,391. The number was larger in both June and 
the half-year in New Brunswick, OlUebec, Cht-
ario and Manitoba, and in June in Alberta as 
well. 

Marriages increased slightly in June to 
11 548 compared to 11,456 and for the six 
months were up to 48,933 against 46,840 last 
year. Increases in the half-year were confined 
to Qaebec, Cntario and British Columbia, while 
in June the number was larger in Newfoundland, 
Chtario, Saskatchewan and Alberta. 

Asbestos accounted for two-thirds of the 
value of non-metallics produced in Canada in 
1955. Shipments last year exceeded 1,000,000 
tons and approached $100,000,000 in value. 
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OIL PRODUCTION "ON THE DOUBLE":  Each year 
recently, Saskatchewan's oil production has 
approximately doubled that of the previous 
year, and this trend shows signs of holding 
true in 1956. 

During the first three months of the year, 
cumulative crude oil production in the prov-
ince reached a total of 4,056,237 barrels - 
more than double the 1,970,685 barrels pro-
duced in the first three months of 1955. 
March's total production of 1,375,707 barrels 
was more than double the 624,507 barrels pro-
duced in March of 1955. 
.. •-The type  of prodUctiow.has.become more 
varied with discovery and development of new 
fields. In southwestern Saskatchewan, several 
of the newer oil fields in the Swift Current 
area are yielding medium gravity oil, while 
over a wide area in the province's southeast, 
oil companies have discovered and are pro-
duzing the more valuable light gravity oils. 

Today, the output of these medium and light 
gravity oils is outdistancing that of heavier 
crude oils from the older fields, and already 
accounts for as much as two-thirds of an 
average month's production. 

IMPORTANT AREAS 

While the Lloydminster and Lone Rocklielda; 
near the Alberta border, are still major pro-
ducing fields, they have been displaced as 
leading producers of heavy crude Ln the prov-
ince by the Caleville-Smiley field, further 
south and east in west-central Saskatchewan, 
with this newer area now producing almost 
dotible their output. 

Still more recently, the Swift Current area 
has become an increasingly important oil 
region. During the past few years, following 
the initial discovery of medium gravity oil 
near Fosterton, northwest of Swift Current, 
new oil fields have come into production in 
such areas as Success, Cantuar, Battrum and 
Cull Lake, and, further to the southwest there 
are other fields at Dollard, Instow and East-
end. 

Light oil discoveries at various points in 
the southeast led to establishment of many new 
oil fields in this area. And, since the south-
east corner covers Saskatchewan's portion of 
the so-called Williston Basin oil reservoir - 
which includes producing areas in Manitoba, 
the Dakotas and Montana - the level of inter-
est and exploration there has remained high. 

Since the beginning of this year, with the 
exception of a recent medium gravity discovery 
at Verlo, in the Swift Current area, the spot-
light on Saskatchewan petroleum and natural 
gas exploration has been focussed almost ex-
clusively on the southeast. 

Olver 100 wells were drilled in the south-
east's light gravity area in the first four 
months of the year, and-at least another 500 
are expected to be drilled in the area before 
the end of the year. 

Of the 100 wells drilled Ln the Assiniboia- 

Weyburn-Estevan-Nottingham area, in the first 
four months of the year only twelve were 
abandoned. The remainder have been completed 
as producing oil wells, or show every promise 
of being brought in successfully. 

Eight of the completions Were wildcats and 
in most instances represented discoveries of 
new pools. Encouragement for even greater 
development in southeastern Saskatchewan may 
also be taken from several abandoned wild-cat 
wells in the area, which had promising but 
uncommercial oil shows in the Mississippian 
formation. 

Despite the fact that the southeast is a 
relatively new oil production area, its fields 
accounted for approximately 329,477 barrels, 
or about 24 per cent, of the total of L,375,-
707  barrels of oil produced in the province in 
March of this year, one of the most recent 
months for which statistics are available. 

Heaviest oil producer in the province dur-
ing March was the Coleville-Smiley field in 
west-central Saskatchewan, with 268,416 bar-
rels produced. The Lloydminster and Lone Rock 
fields together produced a total of 124,180 
barrels, while heavy production was also re-
corded in the Swift Current area fields of 
Success, Cantuar, Fosterton and Battrum. 

* * * * 

BOOST ARHY .CADET ENROLMENT:  The  Royal Canad-
ian Army Cadet organization has been authoriz-
ed to enrol to a total of 75,000 cadets - an 
increase of 10,000 - Army Headquarters an-
nounced recently. 

• The number of instructors of the Cadet 
Services of Canada may now be increased from 
2,500 to 2,900 to provide leaders foradditien,.. 
al corps or corps whose.authorized strengths 
maybe increased. 

At present there  are 567 corps across Canada 
providing training to boys between 14 and 19. 

The corps are of two types - open corps, 
under sponsorship of Canadian Army units, 
Service clubs or other similar organizations, 
and school corps under sponsorship of educa-
tional authorities and local school boards. 
Ninety per cent of the corps are the latter 
type in which instructors, for the most part, 
are teachers in secondary schools. 

The Army provides additional instructors, 
training equipment, weapons and ammunition. 

Cadet training is voluntary and is carried 
out under the supervision and guidance of of-
ficers and non-commissioned officers from the 
Canadian Army (Regular) in co-operation with 
provincial educational authorities. 

Army cadet training providesyoungCanadians 
with a sound knowledge of military funda-
mentals, leadership, patriotism and citizen-
ship. They are given progressive instruction 
over a period of three years in drill, small 
arms training, first-aid, shooting, map read-
ing, and fieldcraft, Local training at armour-
ies or schools may be complemented with summer 
training at various camps. 
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REFINED PETROLEUM PRODUCTS' INCREASED:  "Cana-
dian output of refined petroleum products in 
March totalled 17,288,116:barrels, L8.5.per 
cent larger.than last year's corresponding 
total of 14,588,549, the .Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics reports. Some of the major products 
responsible for ehis increase were: motor.gas-
oline, 5,980,453 barrels (5,781,244 a.year 
ago); heavy fuel oil, 3,587,063 (3,287,902); 
diesel fuel, 1,530,316 (984,541);-1ight fuel 
oil, 2,680,593 (2,186,797); kerosene and stove 
oil, 1,254,443 (1,050,581). 

Refineries.used 16,783,062 barrels of crude 
petroleum in March versus 14,348,224 a year 
ago. Receipts of crude oil increased to  16,-
986,636  barrels - from 14,175,094. :Supplies from 
domestic sources rose to 10,188,364 barrels 
.from  7,270,022, but imported crude declined to 
6,798,272 barrels from 6,905,072. Inventories 
of crude at the end of the month were.larger 
at 20,030,399 barrels versus 18,021,389. 

*  sa * 

TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONE SERVICE:  Early 
start of service over,  the neviTransatlantic 
telephone cable and the near completion of 
other Canadian communication projects keynote 
the Sixth Annual Report of the.Canadian Over-
seasIelecommunication Corporation which was 
tabled in the House of Commons.by  Honourable 
George C. Marler, Minister of 'Transport. 
According to .Douglas F. Bowie, President and 
General Manager of the  Crown Company, the new 
'Transatlantic cable is the most important 
communication development "since the laying of 
the original telegraph cable over 90 years 
ago". 

The report states that.by - the and of Otto-
ber this year.services over the new cable.will 
be in operation.  'The  Corporation,  on. behalf of 
Canada,.is a joint owner in this historic 
development with the British Post Office, 
American'Telephone and'Telegraph Company. and 
Eastern:Telephone and'Telegraph Company. 

Although the'Transatlantic.telephone cable 
highlighted  the  Crown Corporation's report, 
Mr.  Marier  commented upon the unbroken string 
of six consecutive profitable years by the 
Corporation since its inception in 1950. 'This 
year's report reveals a net profit.amounting 
to $217,158 after making provision for income 
tax and interest on'Government advances.lhis 
represents more than 60 per cent per annum 
increase in profit over. 1954. It is noted, 
too, that the Corporation's financial year has 
now been changed.to coincide.with . that of the 
Commonwealth "Telecommunication Network and 
covers for this report only, a period of 15 
months ended March 31, 1956. 

Among other:developments which form part of 
this expansion and improvement of overseas 
telecommunication services and is set for 
early completion is the new head office build-
ing in Montreal, which, according.to  the 
President, "will.be .ready in time to receive 
the connection from the transatlantic cable 

when.it  is completede. Also near.to completion 
.are the new.central office:building in Van-
couver and radio stations at Ladner.  and Lang-
.Iey, British Columbia,.which, says Mr. Bowie 
"will form an important additional link in the 
Commonwealth "Telecommunication Network and 
will reinforce.existing Pacific cable.routesff. 

* * * * 
GAME BIRD HUNTING REGULATIONS  FOR  1956:  'Game 
bird hunters in Canada.will have few.changes 
in the regulations to memorize.this year. 

Migratory Bird Regulations fer 1956, re-
leased.recently by the Canadian Wildlife Ser-
vice of the.Department of Northern Affairs and 
National Resources, show that in the four 
Maritime Provinces and the Yukon and Northwest 
'Territories, open seasons for game birds are 
.the same as last year. In only.one province, 
British Columbia, is there any change.in.daily 
bag and possession limits. 

Amendments are mostly.confined:to boundary 
revisions in Quebec, Manitoba-and British 
Columbia and slight changes in opening dates 
.in Quebec,  Ontario,  Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and British Columbia. In.all.areas.the 
length of open seasons remains virtually.the 
same. 

In Ontario and Manitoba:ducks and geese 
will get a break . this year and hunters have to 
wait till.noon to open fire. Early.morning 
concentrations of birds are heavy and hunters 
rise early. The noon opening is dèsigned.to  
give birds-some protection against --the normal-
ly.heavy opening day kill. Ohtario's mourning 
doves will have no cause for grief.this year. 
'The closed.season on them, relaxed experi-
mentally in 1955,.will be re-imposed. 

CZUebec,  Manitoba. and  British Columbia have 
revised the boundaries.dividing hunting dis-
tricts. 'The province of Quebec.has made a 
slight revision in the boundaries of the 
Northern.District; in Manitoba the boundary 
line dividing Northern and Central Districts 
becomes-the 55th, instead of the 57th paral-
lel, and what were formerly threeADistricts in 
British Columbia have been sub-divided into 
five. In British Columbia, while it will-still 
be legal for a hunter.to  possess forty ducks, 
twenty or more must be at his home or in a 
cold storage Locker. Up to twenty birds only 
may be in.his possession while on.a hunting 

- trip. 
.In the Northwest Territories where the 

taking of.ducks, geese and a few other:species 
is legal from September 1 to October 15, and 
in the Yukon where open. season is September 1 
to October '31, the rare Ross' Goose remains, 
as always, on the protected List. 

'The apple is the most important of the com-
mercial fruits grown in Canada. Last year 
Canadian growers harvested the largest crop on 
record. At 19,500,000 bushels, it was more 
than one-third larger than average. 
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UNPRECEDENTED RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 

• (Continued from P. 2) 

as a percentage of net.capital formation, it 
turns out that not more than 6 per cent of 
Canadian investment in the post-war period 
depended on foreign resources. 

"To look at foreign investment in Canada in 
its proper perspective, we must see it in the 
light of what Canadians are doing abroad.... 

"...Before • the war Canadians had gross 
liabilities toother countries of $7.4 billion. 
'Their assets abroad amounted to $1.9 billion. 
Iheir.net  indebtedness amounted-to $5.5 bil-
lion. In other.words, for every dollar Cana-
dians had invested ,  abroad they  owed.  about four 
to other countries. 

"By the end of 19 55 gross liabilities to 
other countries had risen. to $14.5 billion, 
amounting to about double what they.had been 
in 1939. .Canada's gross external assets had 
risen. to $7 billion, or about four times what 
they had been in 1939. Currently for every $2 
Canadians owe abroad, $1 is due them. If. this 
trend continues I ;would not be surprised. to 
see Canada in the next quarter of a century 
move from a position of a debtor to that of a 
creditor .  nation.... 

C ANA D I AN MONEY ABRO AD 

"We hear little• complaint about foreign in-, 
 vestment in Canada other than that directed 

at investment by United States. residents. Now, 
out of the $14.5 billion of money Canada owes 
to other countries, about $13.2 billion is 
foreign capital invested in Canada and the 
remainder ,  is Canadian dollar holdings of non-
residents and•sl-ort-term assets. Of the latter 
amount some three-quarters is United States 
investments. 

"More detailed figures available for 1954 
enable us to compare the long-term investments 
of Canadians in the Unitec, States with those 
of United 'States residents in Canada. Honour-
able members will be interested to Learn that 
at the end of 19 54 the average Canadian had 
invested $121 in the United "States, while the 
average United States investor had invested 
less than half that amount in Canada, $59. To 
suggest that the average Canadian investor is 
a timid soul, as I have heard it said, while 
the United States investor is bold and venture-
some, is not quite supported by the facts, if 
we consider Canadian. and United States invest-. 
ments in each other's countries on a per 
capita basis. 

"....For a country as small.as  Canada with 

only about one,tenth the population of the 
United 'States and one-fifteenth of its nation-. 
al  output, Canadians have made substantial  

investments. abroad. The bulk of it is in the 
United 'States,  but  fairly sizable amounts are 
also invested in the United Kingdom and other 
commonwealth countries, Latin America, western 
Europe. Africa and Asia.... 

"Foreign investors have shown preferences 
for investment in certain sectors of the Cana-
dian.economy, particularly oil and natural 
gas, mining, and certain branches of manu-
facturing such as motar cars, appliances, 
electrical and electronic equipment. In these 
fields in which they have concentrated:they 

.have invested large amounts, and in some 
sectors they frequently own or control the 
bulk of the assets. Eut we have to see foreign 
investment in Canada in its proper perspec-
tive,.. and. that is in. relation to the growth of 
capital owned by Canadian residents. 'The fact 
of the matter is that Canadian capital has 
been expanding over the last decade and a half 
at a rate-about  twice as great.as  that of 
foreign capital in Canada. This  is illustrated 
by the growth of resident-owned.capital. in 
selected .Carxadian industries. from $7.4 billion 
in 1939 to $17.2 billion in 1953, an increase 
of 132 per cent. flaring the same period non-. 
resident capital rose from $4.5 billion to 
$8.3 billion, an increase of 84 per.cent. 

"There is the further point that Canadian 
business has relied more and more on domestic 
sources for the capital needed ,  for this ex-
pansion. As a result• foreign direct investment 
in Canada has been expanding at a much slower 
pace than has outlay by private business. Over 
the period 1939 to 1955, for example, foreign 
direct investment in 'Canada more than tripled 
while outlay by private business increased to 
nine times the 1939 level. 

PYRAMIDI NG DEVELOPMENT 

"....A large proportion of • the Canadian 
earnings of foreign investors is reinvested in 
Canadian development. Further, Canada's econ-
omy has been. growing at such a rapid rate that 
the role of foreign investment in relation to 
our productive capacity has diminished and 
will continue to do so. 

"You will recall that I mentioned that our 
gross liabilities to other countries have 
about doubled between 1939 and 1955. ' Over  this 
same period our gross national product has 
risen to four times.what it was before the 
war. Obviously as our productive capacity con-
tinues to grow more rapidly than the inflow of 
foreign capital, the burden of carrying this 
foreigi investment is reduced.... 

"We have a great country in Canada. It has 
been.developing in a way that is marvelled at 
by other countries in the world. I am happy 
to find that each year shows a pyramiding of 
that development..." 
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MESSAGES BY METEOR TRAILS 

AID TO COMMUNICATIONS:  A Defence Research 
Board team has developed a promising new 
communications technique which uses the trails 
of single meteors to transmit messages over 
long distances. Called "Janet" on its incep-
tion four years ago, the project's principles 
have just been declassified by the Eèpartment 
of National Eèfence. 

DM; authorities credit physicist Dr. P.A. 
Forsyth, formerly of Saskatoon, of the Radio 
Physics Laboratory (RPL) at Shirley Bay near 
Ottawa, with visualizing the practical pos-
sibilities of using individual meteor trails 
from the ionosphere as a communications 
aid. 

Hundreds of meteors enter the earth.'s at-
mosphere every hour. They leave behind, at a 
height of about 60 miles, trails of charged 
particles which can reflect radio waves. Dr. 
Forsyth and his associates discovered that 
these trails can be used for communicating 
between distant points on the earth's surface. 
Experiments have proven that the signals can 
be transmitted by the "Janet" method for 
distances up to 1,000 miles. 

Although large meteors occasionally flash 
through the'atmosphere, those usea in the 
"Janet" system are tiny particles about the 
size of a pin head which leave a trail of 
electrons. 

The equipment required for the transmission 
of messages by this new technique is relative-. 
ly simple. Because the method is reliable and  

uses Iow-power equipment, efficient and econ-
omical long-range communication systems for 
all-season use are a definite possibility. 

The system employs frequencies previously 
used only for short distance transmission such 
as television broadcasts. Because these fre-
quencies are ccnsiderably less crowded than 
those now being used for long distance com-
municat*ons, this in effect opens a new band 
for long distance use. 

The equipment at each of the two widely-
separated ground stations employs many of the 
recently developed computor or "electronic 
brain" techniques. When the circuit detects a 
suitably located meteor trail in the upper 
atmosphere, the message previously stored at 
one station is transmitted automatically  and 

 rapidly to the other end of the circuit. 
Because each meteor can be used only for 

about a second, transmission must take place 
in short bursts at very high speeds. The 
actual transmission speed is much too high to 
be received by standard teletype equipment. 
The incoming information therefore, is held in 
storage and printed at normal speeds during 
the intervals between transmission bursts. 

This high speed "burst" transmission tech-
nique, and the frequent presence of meteors in 
the upper atmosphere, permits the passage of 
lengthy messages between stations in a rela-
tively short space of time. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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MESSAGES BY METEOR TRAILS 

(Continued from P. 1) 

Because the signals reflected from the 
trails are largely independent of ionospheric 
conditions such as disturbances caused by the 
aurora borealis (northern lights), meteor 
trail transmissions will be particularly valu-
able for Canada with its vast distances in the 
aurora belt. 

Successful development of the principle 
will provide Canada's armed services, and 
possibly.civilian users in the future, with a 
secure highly reliable low-power form of com-
munications. 

Defence authorities in the United Kingdom 
and in the United States have been kept fully 
informed throughmethedevelopment programme 
and have encouraged the Canadian effort in 
this field. In addition, a continuing interest 
in the technique has been exhibited by other 
Commonwealth countries. 

* * * 

CANADeHONDURAS TRADE AGREEMENT:.  The Min-
ister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. C.D. Howe, 
announced that a trade agreement for the ex-
change of most-favoured-nation treatment 
between Canada and Honduras was signed at 
Tegucigalpa on July 11. Mk. H.A. Scott, Cana-
dian Ambassador to Cuba,the -Dominican Republic 
and Haiti, signed the agreement on behalf of 
Canada. 

This agreement, which is the first to be 
concluded between Canada and Honduras, is for 
an initial period of one year from July 18. It 
will continue in force thereafter until either 
country takes action to terminate it. 

As a result of this agreement. Canada and 
Honduras will now exchange most-favoured-
nation treatment with respect to customs 
duties and other trade matters, as we ll  as to 
the allocation of foreign exchange for com-
mercial transactions. Any tariff concessions 
that either Canada or Honduras may grant in 
the future to a third country will be extended 
automatically to the other. Canadian exports 
to Honduras, for example, will in future be 
subject to customs duties and charges no 
higher than those levied on goods from the 
United States, on the basis of the trade 
agreement between Honduras and the United 
States. Similarly, exports from Honduras to 
Canada will be subject to the rates of the 
Canadian most-favoured-nation tariff instead 
of the general tariff, the latter having been 
applicable until now. 

• 	Mk. Howe pointed out that Canadian exports 
of wheat flour, canned salmon and sardines, 
upper leather and rubber tires will now be 
placed on an equal footing with United States 

exports of similar products. Among the Hon-
duran products which will now benefit from 
reduced rates of duty, when imported into 
Canada, are bananas, grapefruit and coconuts. 
About 90 per cent of our imports from Honduras 
have consisted of bananas. 

This trade agreement is particularly not-
able in that it completes the structure of 
trade relations between Canada and the Latin 
American countries based upon the most-favour-
ed-nation principle. Canada already exchanges 
most-favoured nation treatment with all other 
Latin American countries. 

In February 1946, the Honourable James A. 
McKinnin, then Minister of Trade and Commerce, 
visited Honduras and the two countries agreed 
to negotiate a commercial modus vivendi. How-
ever, it was subsequently decided to pos;tpone 
such an agreement until both countries had 
been able to review the situation in the light 
of the GATT discussions then pending. Discus-
sions have taken place since that time between 
the two countries with a view to exchanging 
most-favoured-nation treatment. 

In 1955, Canada's exports to Honduras 
amounted to $588,000, while our imports from 
Honduras were $1.7 million. Principal Cana-
dian exports in recent years have been upper 
leather, rubber tires, powdered and condensed 
milk. In addition to bananas, Canada buys 
grapefruit, coffee, coconuts and tropical 
woods from Honduras. Honduras is a completely 
open dollar market with no import or exéhange 
restrictions. 

* * * * 
- 

INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT AT NEW PEAK:  Canada's 
index of industrial employment for April 1 
reached a new high for the time of year. 
The rise in.employment was accompanied by a 
further increase to a new all-time peak in 
weekly wages and salaries: 

The employment index, on the 1949 base, 
advanced to 113.4 from 113.2 a month earlier 
and 105.7 a year earlier. The payrolls index, 
on the same base, rose to 168.1 from 167.3 in 
March and 150.0 last year, and weekly wages 
and salaries advanced to an average of $63.37 
from $63.21 at the beginning of March and 
$60.68 a year ago. 

Higher levels of employment than at March 1 
were reported at the beginning of April in 
manufacturing, construction, transportation, 
storage and communication, trade, finance, 
insurance and real estate and in the service 
industries. Manufacturing showed a fairly 
large gain, mainly in the durable goods in-
dustries, in which a rise of 1.4 per cent was 
due in part to reinstatement of striking em-
ployees who had not been called back to work 
when the last survey was made. Logging camps 
reported important curtailment in staffs, and 
employment in public utility operation de-
clined moderately.Mining:Showidlittle change. 

The trend in employment was downward in the 
Atlantic Provinces and Quebec, but some im-
provement was indicated in Ontario and the 
Western Provinces. Activity in almost all 
industries and areas was greater than at April 
1 last year. 
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AID FOR HEALTH  SERVICES  °  Federal grants of 
more than $180,800 under the National Health 
Programme, in support of improved health 

11, 
 services in several provinces ,  were announced 
recently by the Minister of National Health 
and Welfare. Mr. Paul Martin. 

The Minister said a hospital construction 
grant of $40,953 will help Victoria General 
Hospital, Halifax, to develop an outpatient 
and Metabolism section A hospital construc-
tion grant of $9,000 will help provide space 
for eight beds, operating room and other 
facilities at the Union Hospital at Mont-
martre, Saskatchewan, a cancer control grant 
of $9,777 will aid in setting up a diagnostic 
and therapeutic clinic in the Sherbrook. Que-
bec, Hospital, and a general public health 
grant of $5,840 will assist in the establish-
ment of a glaucoma clinic at Victoria Hos-
pital, London,  Ontario. 

Cther federal contributions to the develop-
ment of the public health field, announced by 
Mr. Martin are: grants of $8,675 and $8.086 
respectively to the Connaught Laboratories, 
University of Toronto , for studies on anti 
genicity of polio vaccine in humans and a 
vaccine against tuberculosis: $5 626 to the 
University of Western Ontario, for research 
related to air pollution by fungal spores in 
connection with alergic diseases, $6,856 to 
Queen:s  University, Kingston, Ontario for a 
study on the role of fibrin in development of 
arteriosclerosis, and $6,000 to Ontario  for 
short training courses for medical rehabilita-
tion personnel. 

* * * * 

FEWER BENEFIT CLAIMS:  Fewer initial and 
renewal claims for unemployment insurance 
benefit were received in local uic offices in 
May. Initial and renewal claims numbered  84,-
099,  down 40 per cent from the preceding 
month's 135,369 and 14 per cent from last 
year's 97.623. 

Claimants having an unemployment register 
in the "live file" at the end of May totalled 
188,927 (132,145 males and 56,782 females) 
versus 240,708 (176,267 males and 64,441 
females) a year ago .  New beneficiaries for 
regular and seasonal benefit during May num-
bered 78.232 as compared with 54,663 a year 
earlier. Benefit payments amounted to $19 - 
154,627 in respect of 1,055,401 weeks  corn  
pared with April's $33,201,609 for 1.743 909 
weeks and last May's $20,016,815 for 6388,- 
940 days. 

Numbensofinitial and renewal elaims.filed 
in local offices in the provinces in May were 
(1955 figures in brackets): Newfoundland, 
2,608 (2,038); Prince Edward Island, 244 
(239): Nova Scotia, 3,711 (4,987); New Bruns-
wick, 3,904 (4,277); Cnebec, 27.236 (31 565). 
Ontario, 30,771 (33,299); Manitoba, 3 395 
(4,010); Saskatchewan, 1,371 (1,994): Alberta, 
3,281 (5,004); and British Columbia, 7 578 

(10,210). 

CANADA S POPULATION INCREASES:  Canada 's  
population reached 15,861,000 at March 1 this 
year according to the regular quarterly 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics estimate, This 
was an increase of 69,000 or 1.7 per cent from 
the previous quarterly estimate of 15,792,000 
at December 1 last year and compares with a 
gain of 72,000 or 1.9 per cent for the cor-
responding 1954-55 quarter. 

Estimated increases are usually lowest of 
the year for the three months December. Janu-
ary and February, due to the small inflow of 
immigrants in this period, and highest from 
March to May or June to August. Dhring the 12 
months ending March 1 this year, the largest 
gain was an estimated 119,000 or 3,1 from 
March 1 to June 1. The increase from June 1 to 
September 1 was put at 105,000 or 2.7 per 
cent. and from September 1 to December 1 at 
86,000 or 2,2 per cent. 

The total estimated gain for the 12 months 
ending March 1 this year thus amounted to 
379,000 or a rate of 2.4 per cent. This  com-
pares with the estimated increases of 399,000 
(2,6 per cent) in the previous twelve months, 
391 000 (2.7 per cent)for the corresponding 
1953-54 period and 376,000 (2.6 per cent) for 
the 1952-53 period, 

These estimates will be subject to revision 
when the data from the 1956 Census becomes 
available. 

A NORTHERN AREA SOIL SURVEY:  During the 
summer of 1955. soil specialists of the Canada 
Department of Agriculture made an exploratory 
soil survey of the Slave River lowlands in the 
Northwest Territories, The explored area is 
bounded on the east by the Canadian Shield, on 
the west by the Alberta  Plateau, on the north 
by Great Slave Lake and on the south by the 
Northwest Territory-Alberta btdindary. The 
total area of the lowland is 2,180,000 acres 
and the Slave River flows through the central 
part of the area .  

It was considered that most of the soils in 
the lowlands could be considered arable for 
the crops that can . be  grown under the prevail-
ing short and cool growing season. The area 
probably comprises the largest single block of 
potential agricultural Land in the Northwest 
Territories. 

The general'appearance is that of a loW 
level plain with low ridges and with occa-
sional abandoned stream courses. Most of the 
lowland is wooded but there are extensive 
areas of open sedge and grass meadows The 
soils have developed on sediments free of 
stone with a high lime content ranging from 
sand to clay. Drainage and texture are the 
most important factors causing differences in 
the soil .  Poorly drained areas with a veget-
able cover of sedge and willows have a thin 
peat cover over the mineral soil .  The better 
drained forested soils have a thick surface 
layer of moss and leaf litter. Some of the 
soils have permanently frozen subsoil. 
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COMBINED OPERATIONS:  Sixteen naval aircraft 
from HMCS Shearwater, the RCN Air Station at 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, will take part in the 
First Canadian Infantry Division's exercise 
"Morning Star" at  Camp  Gagetown,  New Brunswick.  
July 25 to August 3. 

Involving more than 10,000 troops, Norning 
Star" will be the Army's  second  peacetime 
divisional exercise. It is designed to train 
elements of the First Division in their opera-
tional role. 

The naval aircraft will include Banshee 
all-weather jet fighters . T-33 jet trainers 
and Sea Fury piston-driven fighters. Operating 
from Shearwater, they will provide tactical 
air support for ground forces, with the Ban-
shees:doubling also as "enemy" aircraft. 

This will be the first large exercise for 
the newly-acquired Banshees of VF-870, Navy 
fighter squadron. The squadron has been train-
ing at Shearwater preparatory to joining 
Canada's new aircraft carrier, the Bonaven-
ture, on her commissioning later this year. 

* * * * 
ÇROP CONDITIONS IN PRAIRIE PROVINCES:  Cool, 
wet weather has prevailed throughout the 
Prairie Provinces this past week. Crops gen- ' 
erally are now making good to excellent pro-
gress with the exception of low-lying areas 
where moisture has been excessive. Spotty 
germination due to earlier drought in some 
areas is presenting a weed-spraying problem. 
Hay crops are good in Manitoba and méSt of 
Saskatchewan but the first cut will be light 
in much of Alberta and western parts of Sas-
katchewan. Hail damage has been reported from 
all three provinces. 

In Manitoba, crops continue to make favour-
able progress under nearly perfect conditions 
in most areas. Moisture supplies are ample. 
Early-seeded grain is beginning to head while 
extremely late-seeded crops are just showing 
above ground. All crops, however, irrespective 
of the stage of growth, have a promising out-
look. There is little evidence of rust and 
although grasshoppers are in widely scattered 
.areas, they are causing little damage to date. 
Control measures are underway. Haying started 
during the week and stands are heavy. Potato 
crops and gardens are excellent. Several hail 
storms have been reported. 

Moisture conditions are good in all dis-
tricts of Saskatchewan and crop growth during 
the past week has been fairly rapid as a re-
sult of previous beneficial rains. However, 
some early-sown fields of wheat and barley are 
heading short in some parts of the province 
because of the prolonged drought earlier in 
the spring. In the central and western areas 
new growth of previously ungerminated seeds 
presents a weed-spraying problem as the crops 
are developing somewhat unevenly. Haying is 
getting under way but wet weather is delaying 
operations in many areas. Light to heavy hail 
damage has occurred in scattered areas. 

Abundant rains were received in practj_oally 
all areas of Alberta during the pasf- Week.' 
Crop prospects are now considered better than 
average although some late crops are spotty, 
with excessive moisture retarding development 
on low lands. Some of the wheat has headed in 
the south and in the Peace River District and 
is rapidly coming into shot blade in other 
districts. Flaxseed, mustard seed, dry peas 
and potatoes are doing well but sugar beets 
are spotty and condition is below average. 
Summerfallow ranges from good in the south to 
wet and weedy in northern and Peace River 
areas. Wet ground is delaying progress of weed 
spraying. Several hail storms have occurred in 
southern and central districts. Pastures are 
good to fair, with cattle gaining in condi-
tion. 

* * * * 

CHEQUE CASHINGS RISE:  Cheques cashed in 
clearing centres reached an all-time high 
monthly total of $18,290,000,000 in May, up 
30 per cent from last year's $14,069,000,000, 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. 
This raised the january-May total almost 22 
per cent to $78,429,000,000 from last year's 
$64,492,000,000. All five economic areas 
shared in the increase both in May and the 
five months. 

The Prairie Provinces had the largest in-
crease in May of 37 per cent to $2,964,000,000 
from $2,158,000,000 a year ago. British Colum-
bia followed with a rise of 31 per cent to 
$1,341,000,000 from $1,027,000,000,  Ontario 
next with an increase of 30 per cent to $8,- 
267,000,000 from $6,349,000,000, CUebec 28 per 
cent to $5,281,000,000 from $4,135,000,000, 
and the Atlantic Provinces 9 per cent to 
$436,000,000 from $400,000,000. 

January-May totals follow .by economic 
areas: Atlantic Provinces, $2, 000,000,000 
($1,703,000,000 a year earlier); Ohlebec, $23,- 
646,000,000 ($18,924,000,000):  Ontario,  $35.- 
348,000,000 ($29,660,000,000): Prairie Prov-
inces, $11,526,000,000 ($9,345,000,000); and 
British Columbia, $5,909,000,000 ($4,861,000,- 
000). 

* * * 
ADVISER ON DOCKSIDE SAFETY:  Captain W.E. 
Harrison of the Department of Transport's 
Steamship Inspection Service will act as an 
adviser on dockside safety to the Interna-
tional Labour Organization conference in 
Geneva this fall, it was announced in Ottawa. 

Captain Harrison, a specialist in nautical 
matters has been with the Transport Eepartment 
since 1948 as a steamship inspector dealing 
with the implementation of the regulations 
governing the safe operation of ships. 

The I.L.O. is planning two consecutive 
meetings later this year, the first on stan-
dardization of cargo gear certificates and the 
second on a code of practice on safety and 
health in dock work. 
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THE FUTURE OF THE CANADIAN INDIAN 

EVENTFUL INTEGRATION AIN:  The Honourable 
J.W. Pickersgill, Superintendent-General of 
Indian Affairs, recently spoke to the Canadian 
Club of Ottawa on "The Future of the Canadian 
Indian". 

Some portions of this address follow: 
"...Today the Indian population of Canada 

without any immigration in increasing faster 
than the rest of the population with the very 
considerable addition resulting from immigra-
tion. 

"This  increase in numbers is just one of 
the many reasons why a new policy for the 
Indians simply had to be devised after the 
Second World War. . 

"The broad terms of our new policy were set 
out by the present Prime Minister in November, 
1949. 

"Mr. St. Laurent said it was our aim:  to  
have the Indian affairs branch administered in 
such a way as to bring the original inhab-
itants of Canadian territory to citizenship as 
quickly as that can reasonably be accomplish-
ed'. 

"Technically, of course, the Canadian 
Indians were already citizens of Canada. 

"But they are citizens with a difference. 
"The Indians have privileges which other 

Canadians do not have, and other citizens have 
privileges and responsibilities which are not 
shared by the Indians. 

"No sensible person wants to change that 
situation by any form of pressure or coercion. 

"I think perhaps I should pause here to 
explain just what the enfranchisement of an 
Indian means, because I know there are many 
well-informed people who are somewhat confused 
by the term. 

"Enfranchisement does not mean just giving 
the vote to Indians.4 

"It means changing their legal status from 
the status of Indians under the Indian Act to 
the status of ordinary citizens in all re-
spects. 

"Under the present Indian Act, it is pos-
sible for an Indian to retain his status as an 
Indian and to secure the vote in Federal elec-
tions. 

"It is also open to him to apply for full 
enfranchisement, and when he does so the 
Superintendent-Ganeral has the responsibility 
of deciding whether that particular Indian is 
sufficiently advanced to look after himself 
and his family without the protection and the 
assistance afforded under the Indian Act. 

"In the six years since the Department of 
Citizenship and Immigration was established, 
well over 4,000 Indians have been enfranchis-
ed, either as individuals or as family groups. 

"There is also provision in the Indian Act 
for the enfranchisement of whole Bands of 
Indians. 

"Up to now, no band has been enfranchised 
as such, but at the present time applications 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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THE FUTURE OF THE CANADIAN INDIAN 

(Continued from P. 1) 

for enfranchisement from two complete Bands, 
The Metlakatla Band in British Columbia and 
the Michel Band in Alberta, are receiving 
active consideratian. 

"Indeed I do not believe that any Canadian 
should be fully satisfied with our Indian 
policy until the day comes when all the In-
dians from coast to coast and from the Ameri-

-.can border to the Arctic have been integrated 
with the rest of the population.... 

"But enfranchisement cannot be forced. 
"The Indians have to be encouraged and 

helped to prepare themselves for enfranchise-
ment so that, when they are enfranchised and 
on their own, they will be able to hold their 
own on reasonable equal terms with other 
Canadians. 

"And that, unfortunately, far too many of 
the Indians could not do today. Far too many 
of the Indians in Canada have a standard of 
living below that of most of the rest of the 
population. 

"And, what is even mot' serious, the tradi-
tional-means of livelihood of the Indians have 
not expanded as fast as the Indian population. 

"Indeed, these traditional means of liveli-
hood are not capable of much expansion and, in 
some areas, far from expanding, they are 
actually contracting. 

EMPLOYMENT PROBLEM 

"That is true even in the North where the 
Indians do not usually live on reserves but 
are still mainly nomadic, and where their 
customary livelihoodisderived almost entirely 
from hunting, trapping and fishing. 

"Cnly a limited number of people can make a 
living from these occupations, even in huge 
areas. 

"That is why we have to face the problem of 
finding alternative means of livelihood for 
part of the growing population of Indians in 
the North unless we are prepared to let these 
Indians become mere pensioners of the Govern-
ment... 

"air experience is that the Indians them-
selves - most of them - really.went to work 
for their living, though in many cases they 
cannot see much sense in going on working to 
earn extra money after their ordinary needs 
and wants have been met. 

"In seeking new occupations for Indians. 
there are two problems to be met. 

"Che is to find useful and gainful employ-
ment for the Indians who can no longer make 
their living in traditional ways; and the 
other is to give the Indians the incentive to 
work regularly and continuously when work is 
available. 

"The only way I know to meet both problems 
is to encourage the Indians to improve their 
standard of living... 

"Indian labour can make an increasing and a 
substantial contribution to the stabilization 
of logging, lumbering arid alining operations in 
northern areas where it is often difficult to 
attract workers from more settled parts of the 
country. 

"I now make it a practice, whenever em-
ployers from any part of the country come to 
me for assistance in securing immigrants for 
particular kinds of work, to ask them if:they, 
have tried to use Indians... 

Now, of course, we in the Indian Affairs 
administration recognize just as much as 
employers do that it is not going to be easy 
for adult Indian workers to adapt themselves 
to new and strange types of employment, but we 
believe that the young people coming out of 
school can be trained just as effectively as 
other Canadians, and it is for the growing 
numbers of young Indians that we have the most 
pressing need to find a new place in our econ-
omy and in our society... 

"For the past seventeen years, the Indian 
Affairs Branch has conducted, in co-operation 
with the Provincial Governments which were 
willing to participate, a programme of re-
habilitation of trapping areas and conserva-
tion of fur-bearing animals, which has given 
-rome measure of economic security to the trap-
pers in those provinces. 

."But I think we have to face the fact that, 
so long as the Indian population continues to 
grow, some northern Indians will have to move 
southward if they are to be self-supporting 
and to contribute to the economy. 

QUICK CHANGES DIFFICULT 

"Now it is usually pretty hard for the 	. 
Indians to move in one single generation from 
nomadic life in the North to industrial em-
ployment in large urban areas. 

"We are seeking, therefore, to find a 
transitional stage. 

"'Ibis  year we are actually giving a number 
of young Indian boys short courses in the 
agricultural schools in Alberta with a view to 
encouraging them to take employment on farms 
where they can learn farming in a practical 
way. 

"There is, of course, a shortage of farm 
labour in Canada, and I am convinced that this 
is a long-term shortage and one that we cannot 
hope to meet through immigration.... 

"We intend to take the greatest care to 
place the young Indians who have taken these 
courses with the kind of farmers who will 
guide and encourage them, and be prepared at 
times to overlook the lack of skill and ex-
perience which will be inevitable while they 
are learning.... 

"We are also, in Alberta, training Indian 
girls in the rudiments of household science, 
with a view to equipping them to take employ- 

Ill/ 

ment as domestic workers or as workers in 
hospitals and institutions. 
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HHCS LABRADOR READY FOR ARCTIC:  Ten civil- 
ian scientists will be aboard the Royal Cana- 
dian Navy's Arctic patrol ship, HMCS Labrador, 

Ile this summer during her third annual voyage in 
northern waters. 

Prior to the ship's departure from Halifax 
early in July, the scientists will embark to 
conduct a programme of northern maritime 
studies for the Royal Canadian Navy and the 
Hydrographic Service of Canada. This programme 
has been co-ordinated and, in part, arranged 
by the Geophysics Section of the Defence Re-
search Board. 

The Labrador for the second successive year 
will take part in the seaborne supply of 
Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line sites in the 
Eastern Arctic. Her principal duties in this 
connection will include the exploration and 
charting of navigable routes, survey and 
selection of landing beaches, and the escort 
of supply convoys to their destinations. 

The civilian scientists will carry out a 
programme of studies and research planned both 
to provide direct support to the Labrador's 
main mission, and to add further to the gradu-
ally increasing fund of knowleege and data 
concerning Canada's Arctic regions. 

* * * 

ENIMY SOURCES IN CANADA:  Total  net con-
sumption of energy sources in Canada, in-
cluding use of raw materials such as coke used 
in blast furnaces, amounted to 2,265 billion 
British thermal units in 1952 as opposed to 
2,019 billion in 1948 and 1,315 billion in 
1929, according to a new reference paper on 
energy sources in Canada just released by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. This was equal 
to 157 million British thermal  units per head 
of population in 1952 (157.4 in 1948 and 131.1 
in 1929). When uses as raw materials are ex-
cluded, the estimated net consumption of 
energy was 150.5 million British thermal units 
per head in 1952 (151.6 in 1948 and 128.2 in 
1929). Cf course, the slight decrease in the 
amount of energy used per head between 1948 
and 1952 does not necessarily mean that the 
amount effectively applied per head decreased. 

Between 1948 and 1952 there was a consider-
able change in the types of energy sources 
used, with the proportion applied by petroleum 
fuels and electricity increasing. The same 
years saw a change towards wider use by final 
consumers of manufactured fuels, as opposed to 
unmanufactured ones. This was because of the 
decreased use of coal and the increased use of 
petroleum products. 

This new reference paper brings together 
material from a number of Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics sources and presents the figures in 
the form of balance sheets for individual 
fuels. For each year there is also a single 
table which shows the supply and distribution 

Ill of all types of fuel and electricity. This 
represents a new departure in the presentation 
of commodity statistics in Canada. 

For the main tables in the reference paper 
the quantities of fuel and electricity have 
been converted from their original units of 
measurement, such as tons, gallons or kilowatt 
hours, into British thermal units, By using 
one unit of measurement for all the commodi-
ties, it was possible to add them up, thus 
making a further consolidation of the statis-
tics possible. 

Canada was self-sufficient in electricity, 
.fuelwood, natural gas and manufactured gas in 
1952. Canadian refineries supplied over three-
quarters of the country's need forgiquid 
petroleum products other than liquefied gases 
and Canadian wells provided 44 per cent of 
their feed. At the same time, domestic sources 
furnished over three-quarters of the coke from 
coal, and home production supplied between 42 
per cent and 50 per cent of the requirements 
of other fuels. 

Striking increases occurred between 1948 
and 1952 in the Canadian production of crude 
petroleum and its products .  Output of electri-
city showed a substantial increase, while gas 
both natural and manufactured, showed a mode. 
rate rise. The production of coal and of  fuel
wood declined. 

MORE THAN TREBLED 

The proportion of the country's supply of 
crUde petroleum which came from Canadian wells 
more than trebled between 1948 and 1952. The 
available supplies increased by 57.2 per cent • 
during this period and most of the increase 
was met by a gain of  403 per cent in the out-
put from Canadian wells, although imports also 
increased. This increase in supply went to 
meet increased demand from Canadian refin e . 
ries, which increased their input of crude oil 
by 58 per cent to 4,885,000,000 gallons in 
1952 from 3,092,000,000 in 1948. This increas-
ed input was associated with a rise of 66.3 
per cent in Canadian production of gasoline 
and naphtha, 132.6 per cent in petroleum coke, 
244.2 per cent in liquefied petroleum gases 
and 68.2 per cent in other petroleum fuels. 

Canadian refineries increased their share 
in the domestic market for gasoline and naph-
tha, liquefied petroleum gases, and petroleum 
coke, but met a smaller part of the demand for 
other petroleum fuels in 1952 than in 1948. 
One reason for this was that the economy 
called for a 55.2 per cent increase in the 
supply of gasoline and naphtha over the four 
years, while the supply of other petroleum 
fuels went up still more by 80.9 per cent. 
Imports of gasoline and naphtha went down, but 
imports of fuel oil went up. 

Output of natural gas increased 13.3 per 
cent from 1948 to 1952, increasing faster than 
the supply retained in Canada. In the case of 
manufactured gas, Canadian plants are the only 
source of supply, their output going up 13.8 
per cent from 1948. This output was accompa- 
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nied by a small increase of 2.8 per cent in 
the production of coke from coal. The domestic 
supply of coke from coal decreased 0.9 per 
cent, owing to an increase in exports. 

Canadian production of coal, excluding bri-
quettes, declined about 5 per cent between 
1948 and 1952, but not as fast as the apparent 
available supply, which fell about 10 per 
cent. Production of fuelwood approximated 
Canada's requirements. It dropped close io 16 
per cent from 1948 to 1952. Production of 
electricity in Canada increased almost 40 per 
cent between 1948 and 1952. 

Some of the commodities concerned were used 
to make other fuels or electricity. For in-
stance, nearly 19 per cent of the apparent 
available supply of coal in 1952 was used in 
the manufacture of briquettes or coke and gas, 
or burned by central electric stations. In 
1948  the figure was 15.4 per cent. Of the 
supply of crude petroleum, measured consump-
tion in the energy-producing sector was 99.3 
per cent in 1952 (98.8 per cent in 1948). For 
natural gas the figure was 15.8 per cent (12.9 
per cent in 1948); manufactured gas, 35.2 per 
cent (33.6 per cent); coke, excluding petro-
leum and pitch coke, 7.7 per cent (9.6 per 
cent); petroleum coke, 11.6 per cent (2.5 per 
cent); liquefied petroleum gas, 18 per cent 
(0.8 per cent); and electricity, 1 per 'cent 
(1 per cent). 

* * 

SEAWAY PROSPERITY FOR HONTREALERS:  "The 
prosperity which Montreal will know may be 
likened to a drop of oil spreading on a pool 
of water. The massing of population which has 
led to the prediction of some three and a half 
million inhabitants within the next generation 
and which will be continually strengthened by 
the economic benefits of the Seaway, will be a 
source of new business, of opportunity for 
work and for wealth in all the St. Lawrence 
area," stated the Honourable Lionel Chevrier, 
president of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
in Montreal recently. 

He was addressing a convention of managers 
and secretaries of the Province of Quebec 
Chambers of Commerce. 

"The metropolitan area" added Mr. Chevrier, 
"situated at the entrance to the Seaway chan-
nel, is a vital centre not only for railway, 
river, seagoing and airline communicat,ion but 
also for natural resources. Thus we have a 
most important labour market within aradius of 
some 75 to 100 miles. Making its way through 
such an economically favoured area the Seaway 
will stimulate growth along its course. The 
Montreal complex will become the receiving and 
distribution centre of natural resources of 
Eastern Canada. The entire region as far as 
Quebec cannot fail to benefit. The reason is 
that this is the time of industrial decentral-
ization." 

Stressing then that the development of 
primary industry fosters the quick growth of 
secondary and conversion industries Mk. Chev-
rier declared: "Where would these industries 
locate if not at those centres where there is 
a labour supply, power and a communication 
network. Thus the progressive spreading out of 
Montreal will.mean agricultural and industrial 
production increase for all the area of which 
the metropolis is the natural economic centre 
in this part of Canada." 

The speaker then undertook to explain to 
his audience the major aspects of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway project of which a part is the 
considerable hydro-electric development in 
Ontario. 

"In.the Province of IQUebec," he said, "the 
plans decided upon by the St. Lawrence SeawaY 
Authority make possible the production of 
1,200,000 horse power of electrical energy in 
the Lachine Section, whenever the Province 
wishes it. At  Beauharnois, the power-house now 
produces 1,350,000 horse-power and the Prov-
ince of Quebec is taking steps to increase 
this production by 750,000.horse-power. We are 
co-operating with the Province in this new 
development." 

After having reviewed the present state of 
the works in the five sections of the Seaway, 
Mk. Chevrier told the heads of the Chambers of 
Commerce: "Such is the instrument which the 
Canadian Government is placing in the hands of 
our country. It is not designed for the good 
of any special region, to the detriment of any 
other, but for the7, benefit ...of the entire 
country. Nonetheless, it follows naturally 
that the areas bordering the river will be the 
first to draw from it the best possible ad-
vantage." 

"In fact," Mr. Chevrier concluded, "the 
secretaries and managers of the Chambers of 
Commerce should not only be supplying answers 
on local industry, but should also be able to 
interpret knowledge of a wider scope to orient 
their district economy for their best inter-
ests and future needs." 

* * * * 

TEACHERS FOR ARMY'SCHOOLS ABROAD:  Fifty-
five Department of National Defence school 
teachers from almost all provinces of Canada 
are scheduled to saiI for Europe in August to 
take up two-year teaching appointments in 
Canadian Army schools in Germany and Belgium, 
Army Headquarters announced recently. 

Fifty-one of the teachers will leave Gnebec 
City aboard the SS "Arose Sun" August 18 and 
are scheduled to arrive at Bremerhaven, Ger-
many, August 28. The other four will sail 
earlier, August 3, for Southampton aboard the 
SS "Homeric". 

In all, the Army has 81 Canadian teachers 
in Germany and Belgium. They are responsible 
for the education of some 1,600 children of 
soldiers serving with the 2nd Canadian Infan-
try Brigade Group and supporting units from 
kindergarten to the Grade 13 level. 
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• 
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX RISES:  Canada's con-
sumer price index advanced 1 per cent from 
116,6 to 117.8 between  May and June this year. 
This was the largest monthly increase in the 
index in several years and compares with an 
index of 115.8 a year ago. Although four of 
the five component groups moved higher in the 
current period, the increase in the total 
index was almost entirely due to a sharp 
advance in the food series. 

Foods rose 2.9 per cent from 109.3 to 112.5 
on the strength of an exceptionally strong 
seasonal increase in potatoes, combined with 
increases in coffee, fresh fruits and vege-
tables, and all meat items. The shelter index 
moved up 0.4 per cent from 132.1 to 132.6 as a 
result of increases in both the rent and home-
ownership components. The advance in the rent 
index reflected changes associated with the 
traditional May first moving date. The house-
hold operation index increased fractionally 
from 116.5 to 116.7 under the influence of 
higher prices for laundry and dry cleaning ,. 
floor coverings, utensils and equipment, and 
shoe repairs. Further seasonal declines in 
coal prices were reported. 

The "other" commodities and services index 
moved from 120.5 to 120,6 as further price 
increases for men's haircuts, as well as 
higher quotations for personal care items'and 
bus fares, proved more important than minor 
decreases for camera film and gasoline. Cloth-
ing decreased from 108.8 to 108.6 as lower 
prices for women's and children's wear groups 
were only partially offset by increases for 
men's shoes 

* * * *. 

ÇANADIAN AID TO INDIAN'HYDRO PROTECT,:  The 
Canadian Government will provide assistance to 
India under the Colombo Plan to help•firiancer 
the construction of a new hydro-electriè pro-
ject on the Kundah River in the state of Mad-
ras Negotïetions are currently taking place 
between the two governments and it is expected 
that an intergovernmental agreement recording 
these understandings will shortly be signed in 
New Delhi. The project was formally inaugu-
rated at a ceremony held on June 29. 

This project, which is included in the 
second five year plan, is designed to provide 
urgently required power for the growing needs 
of the state of Madras. The demand for power 
in this part of India has been increasing 
rapidly in both the industrial and agricul-
tural sectors. It is expected that the first 
stage of the project which will.be completed 
in 1960 will add 145,000 kilowatts to the 
electricity resources of the state, thereby 
helping to improve substantially the standards 
of living and reduce the threat of famine from 
drought. 

The first stage calls for the construction 
of three dams on the adjacent Emerald, ava-
lance and upper Bhavani Rivers and two power 
plants on the Kindah River itself. • 

Canada's contribution to the co-operative 
endeavour will cover the external costs up to 
a Maximum of $20 million.  Et  will include the 
provision of turbines and generators and other 
power house equipment, substation and trans-
mission equipment for the transmission line 
and specified materials and construction 
equipment for the civil works. In some in-
stances, when practicable, some of the equip-
ment may be fabricated in India at Indian ex-
pense from Materials supplied from Canada. 
Canada will also provide the services of 
Canadian consulting engineers to supervise 
certain aspects of the work and assist the 
Indian Department of Electricity in the execu-
tion of the project. 

India will be responsible for the construc , 
 tion of all civil works, the provision of 

labour and local materials, and the supply of 
housing, roads and other facilities at the 
site. To help India meet the local costs of 
this project Canada has agreed to the use of 
counterpart funds available in rupees, result-
ing from Canadian aid to India under the 
Colombo Plan. 

* * * 

$2 MILLION PAYROLL AT GAGETOWN, N.B.:  Pay-
roll for soldiers of the 1st Canadian Infantry 
Division in  their summer concentration at Camp 
Gagetown, N.B., will be close to $2 million, 
Army Headquarters announced recently 

Seventeen paymasters of the Royal Canadian 
Army Pay Corps and a staff of 51 men of the 
corps will be respoUsible for the huge finan-
cial job of handling pay and accounting pro-
cedures for the concentration of some 11,000 
troops. 

In addition to paying the men, the RCAPC 
will also be responsible for the accounting 
for non-public funds of some 86 officers' and 
sergeants' messes and men's canteens during 
the concentration. 

* *  a  * 

CANADIANS FOR EDINBURGH  FESTIVAL   r  Trans-
portation expenses for the trip of the Strat-
ford Festival company to appear at the Edin-
burgh Festival this summer will be under-
written by the Toronto Deily Star. 

This is the first time a Commonwealth or 
North American theatrical group has been 
invited to take part in the Edinburgh Festi-
val. Their major production will be Shake-
speare's "Henry V", currently plaY.ing . at  
Stratford, directed by Michael Langham, with 
Christopher Plummer in the title role. They 
will.also present four performances of "Oedi-
pus Rex", performed at the Stratford Festival 
last season, directed,by Tyrone Guthrie with 
Douglas Campbell in the title role. The fifty 
member company  will  fly by charter plane from 
Montreal to Edinburgh on August 22, returning 
by charter flight an September 17. 
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THE FUTURE OF THE CANADIAN INDIAN. 

(Continued from  P.  2) 

"Here again we are going to try to place 
the trained workers in rural areas and small 
communities, because we believe the transition 
from nomadic life will not be so difficult as 
it would be in large cities. 

"And we are going to take the greatest pos-
sible care to select sympathetic employers for 
these Indian girls. 

"There is no question in my mind that the 
most important of all the activities of the 
Indian Affairs administration, so far as the 
future is concerned, is education. 

"Traditionally .  Indian education was car-
ried on in residential schools, conducted 
under the auspices of the churches, and I can-
not lind words adequate to praise the devotion 
of the teachers in these schools over the 
years. 

"Residential schools still'have a large 
place in Indian education, and they will con-
tinue to have a large place as long as many of 
the Indians live nomadic lives, as long as the 
standard of living of many Indians is low, and 
as long as there are many Indian children who 
are orphans or whose families - have been broken 
up. And one thing that I hope may be possible 
over the next few years is to have many of 
these Indian orphan children adopted by other 
Canadians- 

"But for Indian children - and they are the 
majority - whose parents are living together: 
in good homes, we believe the children are 
happier in day schools, and we believe, too, 
they will be better able to face the adult 
world if they have enjoyed normal family life 
during their school years. 

mNe are convinced that, wherever circum-
stances make it possible, it is better for 

Indian children to attend the same schools as 
other Canadian childrén, and to associate with 
other Canadians in the same classrooms and on 
the same playgrounds. 

"Education appears to be the main key not 
only to useful employment but also to the 
eventual integration of the Indians. 

We  are proposing some amendments to the 
Indian Act at the present session of Parlia-
ment, and last December I arranged a meeting 
with representative Indians from every part of 
Canada to discuss the changes we are consider-
ing... 

wIlle Indians, of course, will nothave 
ed the full citizenship to which the Prime 
Minister referred in 1949 until they have the 
right to vote in Federal elections. 

"At the present time, Indians who are 
veterans of either of the great wars, and 
their wives, have the right to vote, and any 
Indian may acquire the right to vote by re-
nouncing his right to exemption from certain 
taxes on his personal property and on income 
earned on the Reserve. 

"I thifik most of us feel that, just as 
there should be no taxation without repre-
sentation, so also there is something repug-
nant about the idea of representation without 
an equal obligation to bear the burdens of 
citizenship. 

"This is one of the problems that will have 
to be solved in the future... 

"If our Indians are to have their rightful 
place in Canadian life, I am convinced that 
théy must be encouraged to accept just as much 
responsibility as they seem able to bear, and 
that the more responsibility they can accept 
for their own affairs, both individually and 
as Bands, the happier they will be and the 
greater will be their contribution to our 
common Canadian life." 

*  e * 
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A COMPELLING DETERRENT 

NOT AN EASY TASK;  Ms long as the threat of 
war continues, our best hope is, undoubtedly, 
in the maintenance of a strong compelling 
deterrent," said the Minister of National De-
fence, MW. Ralph Càmpney in a speech delivered 
in the House of Commons on June 20. 

MW. Càmpney said, in part: 
"It is now eleven years since the first 

atomic explosion marked a new departure in 
warfare - more startling, perhaps, than any 
other since gunpowder first came into use some 
700 years ago. 

"And then, almost before we could begin 
fully to comprehend the terrifying possibili. 
ties of atomic weapons, the H-bomb added a 
vastly more far-reaching dimension of terror 
and destruction - so comprehensive indeed that 
we cannot yet begin to assess its full magni-
tude. 

"No simple, clear-cut, complete answer to 
the defence problem thus poised has yet been 
found. And, frankly, as far as I can see, 
none is yet in sight. 

"Is it any wonder than, that throughout the 
free world there is dispute and controversy as 
to how this problem can be resolved? Is it any 
wonder that protagonists of this view or that. 
of this service or that service, of this 
defence element or that defence element, are 
so eagerly and at times vociferously project-
ijng their particular views on a confused and 
worried public? 

"This active preoccupation with finding 
answers to the new weapons may ultimately 
bring us to the point where defence catches up 
with the offensive - now so far out in front 
in the race. And I suppose that, if this 
balance is redressed, as it has been from time 
to time in days past, war must become an even 
less attractive adventure to aggressively-
minded nations than it is today. 

"No nation ever wants to risk defeat - and 
that revulsion is made so much the stronger by 
awareness of how terrible defeat in thermo- 

le.  nuclear war could be. And yet the threat of 
war continues. As long as this is true, our 
best hope is, undoubtedly, in the maintenance  

of a strong compelling deterrent. Primarily, 
of course, this is based on the strategic air 
force of the United States -now being augment-
ed by that of Great Britain. 

"But, to be effective, such strategic air 
forces must be supplemented by warning lines 
to enable their retaliatory planes to get off 
the ground immediately an attack is launched 
on the free world anywhere. 

"They must also be supplemented by fighter 
air power to blunt the edge of the thermo-
nuclear attack. 

rrhey must also be supplemented by well-
trained, efficient ground forces to form a 
shield to prevent Europe being suddenly over-
run by ground forces of the aggressor. 

MI1 these factors are just as much part of 
the deterrent as the thermonuclear retaliatory 
forces themselves, 

rro maintain the deterrent power of the 
free nations will not be an easy task, essen-
tial though it is to be our survival. Paradoxi. 
tally, as the existence of the deterrent con-
tinues to protect the peace, the continuance 
of peace may itself tend to soften up the very 
deterrent force on which it depends. 

"For it tends to give credibility to smil-
ing assurances and friendly, folksywiidits, 
all propagating the view that the day of world 
brotherhood has dawned at last - and suggest-
ing that we can now safely set aside our 
defence programmes (with their heavy costs) 
and concentrate on the pleasant task of rais-
ing our material standard of life, 

rro thus relax our defence effort might be 
an inviting policy for the free nations, but 
it would be a very dangerous policy, We would 
be foolish indeed to neglect those defensive 
measures that have created the deterrent that 
has so far kept us safe from major war.Rather, 
we should make sure that those defensive mea-
sures are kept bright and strong.... 

Air Defence;  "...Change has been operative 
in many fields of defence activity in Canada, 
but particularly soin

o
our air defence arrange-

ments. 
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with a squadron equipped with CF - I00 all-
weather interceptor aircraft. And at intervals 
thereafter, during 1957, three more Sabre 
squadrons will be thus replaced. This will 
fulfil our undertaking to NATO to provide four 0 
squadrons of all-weather ibterceptors.lhrough- 
out, our commitment in Europe remains at 12 
squadrons. 

"As for new equipment, the Air Force, 
working in conjunction with the Defence Re-
search Board, is making good progress with its 
new supersonic delta-wing all-weather fighter-
interceptor, the CF-105 (being developed by 
A.V. Roe, Limited)which,with the very advanc-
ed and powerful PS 13 engine being designed 
for it, is expected to constitute a very fast 
and formidable fighting plane. 

"The development and preproduction work at 
Canadair Limited on the CL 28 - the new mari-
time anti-submarine aircraft developed from 
the Britannia aircraft - is also proceeding 
very well, and theLprptotypelis.expected to 
fly next spring. 

A COMPELLING DETERRENT 

(Continued from P. 1) 

"Arising from continuing reassessment of 
Canada's part in the joint United States-
Canada air defence programme, I can announce 
two major developments: the reorganization of 
our Auxiliary Air Force, and an increase in 
the number of our regular interceptor squad-
rons. 

NEW SQUADRONS 

"Last year I drew the attention of honour-
able members to the studies being undertaken 
by the RCAF to determine whether it was prac-
ticable to expect the part-time aircrew of the 
Royal  Canadian Air Force Auxiliary, however 
skilled or devoted, to operate all-weather jet 
interceptors of the complexity of the CF - 100 
in the air defence role. This important ques-
tion, in relation to the overall problem 
of air defence generally, has continued to 
receive thorough reassessment by the RCAF in 
the light of the thermonuclear air threat to 
this country. 

"This threat is such that defending forces 
must be able to operate in all conditions of 
weather by day or by night; must be on im-
mediate alert status, and be trained to a very 
high standard of proficiency; and must, in 
peace time, be deployed at their war stations. 
Our experience now forces us to the conclu-
s ion that these conditions are far too exact-
ing to impose on Auxiliary Forces who are 
engaged on their civilian duties throughout 
the week and whose flying therefore is limited 
mainly to week-ends. 

"Consequently, the ten auxiliary squadrons 
that were to have been re-equiffldwithCF-100 
all,weather fighters will no longer comprise 
part of the first-line forces in the North 
American air defence system. 

"Other highly important duties will be as-
signed to these auxiliary squadrons, the 
personnel of which have constituted such a 
useful and active reserve force to the RCAF. 
Six of these squadrons will be re-equipped 
with Sabre day-fighter aircraft and T -33 jet 
trainers, and their personnel will progress 
from the T-33 to mastery of the Sabre jet  

"The conditions that have brought about the 
withdrawal of these auxiliary flying squadrons 
from the first-line air defence force neces-
sitate increases in the regular force units 
assigned to this role in Canada. Accordingly, 
I can now announce that steps will be taken to 
establish, over a period of time, three new 
all-weather interceptor squadrons, equipped 
with CF - 100 aircraft. This increase, with the 
12 squadrons in Europe, will bring to 24 the 
number of regular force fighter squadrons. 

"The size and composition of Canada's con-
tribution to the continental air defence sys-
tem continues, of course, to be under review. 

"Towards the end of this year we will re-
place one of our Sabre° squi.drons in.  Europe 

DIVERSIFIED JOB 

"By the production of successively improved 
marks, both the Sabre and the CF-100 are 
still, and will continue for some time to be, 
of their sort and for their purpose, first-
class and effective fighter planes. 

"The job of the RCAF is certainly now a 
widely diversified one - including the inter-
ception of enemy bombers, the transport of 
troops and supplies, the support of anti-
submarine activities and defence of shipping 
operations.... 

"The Royal Canadian Air Force is also 
responsible for the building of the Mid-Canada 
line, one of the greatest construction pro-
jects ever undertaken in Canada and one that - 
apart altogether from its defence implica-
tions - is dramatically opening up the Cana-
dian north. 

"...On both the DEW line, being built 
largely by Canadian contractors working for 
the United States Air Force, and the Mid-
Canada line, being built by Canada, admirable 
progress is being made. These are projects of 
great difficulty and magnitude - costly, but 
we believe, worth the cost. 

"For they will buy us time - time to get 
the big United States deterrent force of 
bombers with their nuclear weapons winging 
away on their missions should the need arise, 
time to get our defences activated, time to 
to prepare our people for impending attack. 

"Another important purpose of this system 
is to alert our sister NATO nations if the 
Canadian north should be chosen as the first 
point of any attack. It is hoped that in the 
near future the Early Warning system of North 
America will be linked up with an early warn-
ing system in Europe, to which NATO is giving 
high Priority, .thus forming an integrated 
comprehensive early warning system covering 
the whole of the NATO area.... 
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CANADA-AUSTRIA VISA AGREEMENT:  A non - immi-
grant visa agreement has been signed in Ottawa 
by the Secretary ofState for External Affairs, 
Mr. L.B. Pearson, and the Austrian MÉlister-to 

4Ib Canada, Dr. Kurt Waldheim. The agreement  will 
come into force on July 1, 1956. 

Uhder the terms of the agreement .  Canadians 
who are in possession of valid passports may 
visit Austria up to a period of three months 
without previously obtaining an Austrian visa. 
Austrians, who are in possession of valid 
passports, will be issued free visas valid for 
an unlimited number of entries into Canada 
during a period of twelve months from date of 
issue of such visas. 

With.the signing of this agreement, Canada 
has completed non-immigrant visa modification 
agreements with the Republic of Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Italy, Lichenstein, Luxembourg, - 

 Monaco, The Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and 
Switzerland whereby Canadian citizens are per-
mitted entry without visas. In addition, 
agreements have been entered into with Fin-
land, Israel and Japan under which Canadian 
citizens are granted visas free of charge for 
entry into these countries. 

***a 
_ 

CURRENT TRADE DEFICIT AT'NEW PEAK:  Canada 's 
 current deficit from transactions in goods and 

services with other countries rose to a new 
peak for the first quarter of $345,000,000. 
This compares with $174,000,000 in the first 
quarter last year and $255,000,000 in the 
fourth quarter. This is about the same size as 
the highest quarterly deficit yet to appear 
which occurred in the second quarter of 1951. 
In relative terms too, the deficit is much 
higher than last year when it averaged almost 
12 per cent of current receipts. At 25. per 
cent of current receipts it now represents 
almost the same proportion of current receipts 
as in 1930. 

The new factor contributing to the large 
deficit was the massive size of the import 
balance on commodity account which amounted to 
$190,000,000. The deficit from all other cur-
rent transactions of $155,000,000 was slightly 
less than in the corresponding quarter last 
ypar. Uhtil recently the principal elements in 
the current deficit in the past few years have 
originated in these "invisible" transactions 
in the absence of surpluses on commodity 
account. But since the fourth quarter of 1955 
the appearance of a large import balance on 
commodity account has contributed greatly to 
the over-all current deficit and in.this year 
it has been the major element for the first 
time since early in 1951. 

Unusually strong demands, both in Canada 
and abroad, continued to be the pre,dominant 
influence upon the shape of Canada's inter- 

411, 

. 	national accounts in the first quarter. As a 
result of pressures arising franthesedémands, 
new records were reached in the volume of both 

total transactions, and some major groups of 
transactions. But the widening imbalance 
appears to be related to greater increases in 
some aspects of Canadian economic activity 
than occurred abroad and a greater flexibility 
of imports which made this possible. Canadian 
imports rose much more rapidly than Canadian 
exports. Growth in some major groups ofexports 
has been limited to increases in capacity. • 

The high leve l  of activity in Canada has 
been readily translated into generally in-
creased demands for industrial materials and 
consumer goods. But the predominant increase 
in demand has been for machinery and equipment 
and other types of goods related to invest-
ment. In both cases, the pressure on domestic 
resources has resulted in an extraordinary 
diversion into imports. 

* * * 

RCAOC TO RANDLE °ATOMIC" CASUALITIES:  Proper 
handling and treatment of casualties sustained 
in an atomic war will be the training object-
ive  of the  Royal Canadian Army Medical Corps 
at Camp Gagetown, New Brunswick this summer 
during the concentration of more than 10500 
men of the 1st Canadian Infantry Division. 

In conditions approximating actual atomic 
action, the RCAMC will handle theoretical 
"casualties" suffering from radiation, burns 
and blast injuries during Exercise "Morning 
Star". 

In addition to treating these exercise 
"casualties", the RCAMC will also haveprac.?.- 
tical responsibility for the health and physi-
cal welfare of this biggest peacetime con-
centration. 

The 1st Canadian Field Ambulance, from Camp 
Borden, Ontario, commanded by Lieutenant-
Colonel Roy A.  Smillie, of Toronto, will act 
in its normal operational role withih . the 
Division. It.will handle all casualties - real 
and simulated - including atomic "victims". 
The unit will move the casualties back from 
brigade areas to advanced. dresSing-ststions.or 
to the field hospital. 

* * 

POLIO CASES LOWEST IN FIVE YEARS:  According 
to the fourth annual report released by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, the number of 
cases of epidemic poliomyelitis in 1955 was 
1,020. a drop of 57 percent:from thé preceditig 
year's 2,390, and a steep decline from the 
1953 all-time high of 8.878 cases. All pro-
vinces except British Columbia reported fewer 
cases than in 1954, the larger declines occur-
ring in Prince Edward Island (87 per cent), 
Quebec  (84 percent:),  and Alberta  (59 per cent). 
British Columbia reported a6 per cent increase 
over 1954 with a total of 230 cases. Canadas  
polio rate per 100,000 estimated population 
dropped to 6.5 from 15.8 in 1954 and 60.2 in 
1953. Among the provinces the highest incid-
ence rate was recorded in Alberta with 20.2, 
while QUebec had the lowest with 2.7. 
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A COMPELL/NG DETERRENT 

(Continued from P. 2) 

"New Look" and the Army: "...For many 
months d number of the most senior officers in 
the Canadian Army have been examining the 
organization of-field formations that would 
best meet Canada's needs in the light of our 
commitments, both present and possible, and 
under conditions of either so-called 'con-
ventional' or nuclear warfare. 

"The Army has also been closely following 
recent reviews of army organization in the 
United States, the United Kingdom, France and 
other countries, which are intended to take 
account of new weapons and conditions of war, 
and the Army has had ob'servets.at.largescale ,  
NATO divisional tests in Europe. 

MOBILITY NEEDED 

"It is generally accepted that, in the 
use of ground forces, we must work toward a 
greater degree of flexibility and increased 
mobility. In particular, practical assessments 
are being made by.the RCAF and the Army of 
those types of aircraft that would be most 
suitable for rapid deployment, supply, and 
support of Canada's ground forces. 

"As the committee knows, Canada for some 
time has had a Mobile Striking Force of three 
battalions of infantry with supporting arms 
and services, largely trained as parachutists 
and transportable in C-119 aircraft, known as 
°flying  box-cars'. The established role of 
this force has been to deal with possible 
small diversionary raids in the Canadian 
north. 

"Experience gained in exercises indicates 
that parachuting in the Canadian north is not 
an entirely satisfactory way of getting troops 
on the ground. Accordingly, we are giving more 
attention to the development of new types of 
aircraft with short take-off and landing 
capabilities, with a view to reducing the 
parachute element of the Mobile Striking Force 
and at the same time increasing its air-
portable capacity. 

"This subject is still under intensive 
study, but it is possible that Canada's field 
force may be organized and trained so that any 
part of it may be assigned to the role which 
is now exclusive to the Mobile Striking Force. 

"In other words, the long-term aim will be 
to train and equip the,Army more and more as 
an air-portable force, with parachute elements 
continued in some units  

"I am glad to be able now to announce to 
the committee that it is intended to form or 
activate a third armoured regiment. This, with 
the two regular armoured regiments now in 
being, will enable us to field the 1st Cana-
dian Infantry Division with three brigade 
groups, each consisting of three battalions of 
infantry, one regiment of artillery, and one 
regiment of armour, with signals, engineers 
and other supporting services. 

"This  conforms with the new type British 
infantry division and will make for flexibil-
ity of movement and provide a division, the 
components of which will be capable, on occa-
sion, of independent action. 

NEW EQUIPMENT 
"Another important new development on which 

the Army is working is an armoured amphibious 
9-ton tracked carrier. This will be an all-
purpose tracked chassis adaptable to mounting 
field guns as well as lighter weapons, and 
also  capable of moving 10 or 12 men across 
rough terrain at 20 or 30 miles an hour. It 
will be resistant to small arms fire and 
splinter, and suitable in design and weight 
for air transport. Interest in the development 
of this most useful type of multiple-purpose 
vehicle is being shown by our NATO allies.... 

"The FN rifle, which takes the standard 
NATO round of ammunition, has been modified 
for Canadian use as a result of Canadian troop 
trials. The new rifle will be known as the FN-
DI. Initial deliveries of this rifle from 
Canadian Arsenals plants are expected this 
year and will gradually replace the Lee En-
field .303 now in use. 

"The programme for replacement of Second 
World War types of wheeled vehicles by modern 
and standardized military pattern types has 
been largely completed. The wartime Sher-
man tank has been replaced by the Centurion;  
the 2-inch mortar has been replaced by the 60- 
mm; the 3-inch mortar has been replaced By the• 
8I-mm; the 25-pounded field gun has been re-
placed by the 105-mm howitzer; and the 5.5 
medium gun by the I55-mm gun and gun howitzer. 

"Personnel of the Army have been trained 
and are continuing to take courses on rockets 
and guided missiles and - although we are 
withholding expenditures on acquiring these 
types of weapons until development and trials 
have been carried further - we are keeping in 
close touch with  the  method of handling, the 
tactical use, and the employment of weapons in 
this field. 

"Indicative of Armed Forces' interest in 
the new conditions of war, the Army's Radia-
tion Detection Unit, with Navy and Air Force 
participation, has been in operation for 
several years. Over the past year, this unit 
has taken part in exercises both of the United 
States and the United Kingdom, where practical 
experience has been gained in detecting mark-
ing and decontaminating areas where atomic 
explosions have taken place. 

eIhe work of this unit will greatly enhance 
the ability of the Canadian armed forces to 
operate under conditions of nuclear war-
fare.... 

Importance of Navy:  "Turning next to the 
Royal Canadian Navy, there is less by way of 
change to report this year since the Navy has 
so recently reviewed its place in modern war, 
with sweeping changes in ship design, equip-
ment and tactics. 
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A COMPELLING DE TERREN T 

(Continued from P. 4) 

'Tut there is every evidence that this arm 
of our forces will continue to have an im-
portant place in our defence planning.— 

"Remembering that the submarine is primari-
ly an offensive weapon, we are continuing to 
improve as rapidly as possible the anti-
subinarine capabilities of our fleet. 

"lb this end, we can look forward this year 
to the addition of about nine new operational 
'ships to the fleet, and several supporting 
craft as well. 

ADDITIONS  TO FLEET 

"The most.noteworthy of-the additions will 
be the commissioning of HMCS Bonaventure, a 
light fleet aircraft - càrrier c.f.-the latest 
design, whith will replace HMCS Magnificent. 
The Bonaventure will.be armed with - the Banshee 
jet-fighter aircraft,.Which have begun to come 

- forward, and the Canadian made CS2F anti-
- submarine aircraft. 'These fine modern aircraft 
will replace thé Sea Furies and Avengers 
formerly in service. 

"Other additions - to the fleet.will'be three 
and possibly four.destroyer.escorts of the 
St. Leurent.tlass,-specially:designed - to meet 
the conditions of nuclear war.... 

"In - summary, I would.emphasize that we are 
vigorously pursuing our policy of enhancing 
anti-submaring capabilities  of the  Canadian 
Navy, which is its specialized NATO role. 

:Defence  Research:  "...Canadian defence 
scientists are keeping.abreast of new develop-
ments in such vital fields as guided missiles, 
plane and jet engine design, nuclear explo-
sions, fall-out and anti-submarine measures. 

"Guided missiles are very complex devices, 
which require a variety of special skills and 
techniques in a number of engineering and 
production fields. 'These did not exist in 
Canada up to five years ago when the missile 
programme began. There are now, however, some 

- hundreds of trained specialists available, so 
that Canada is in a position to carry out a 
selected guided missile:through any or all its 
stages from development to production.... 

"In the anti-submarine field, the Board is 
completing the final stages of development of 
new submarine detection equipment-for naval 
destroyer.escorts, ihich will greatly-increase 
their effectiveness. Research into other 
promising anti-submarine devices.is also under 
way.... 

Mutual Aid:  "Timing now to what Canada has 
done to support her NATO allies, I might here 
announce that, after-training-more.than..3,800 
aircrew, at a cost of $328.000,000 to date, 
Canada's NATO.  Air Training programme is being 
reviewed.and probably will.be adjusted down-
ward starting in 1958. 

"The original plan was to provide trained 
pilots and navigators-to build up the front- 

line strength of aircrew in the NATO coun-
tiies.  This  has now been achieved.and the 
training of aircrew for.replacement purposes 
can now  be  taken over by most of the NATO 
nations themselves. 

"Besides what has-been.done•to train NATO 
aircrew under.Canada's mutual_ aid programme, 
this programme,.since its inception in 1950, 
has done much to strengthen the defences of 
our allies in.Europe. As their own capability 
increases,- our programme of aid is being 
scaled.downward- More and more, equipment 
-supplied is from current production rather 
than from existing stocks. 

"The value of mutual aid to our NATO part-
ners now totals more than $1,274 millions. 
This  includes, as an example, the provision of 
more.than 600 modern-fighter planes and more 
than 1,000 aircraft.engines.... 

. Forces-In-Being:  "To meet our.commitments, 
both in creating the deterrent.and in being 
able to react immediately if the deterrent 
fails, we must provide forces-in-being, com-
pletely trained, equipped and immediately 
ready. 

"That is why Canada today has nearly 15 
times as many-forces-in-being às in March, 
1939,.while the number of our reserves has not 
changed substantially. In other words, our 
forces-in-being, which.numbered 8,000 before 
World-War II, now total 116,350; our reserves, 
at 55,000, are 1,000 more than in 1939. 

"I might remind the committee -that NATO 
places great emphasis on forces-in-being.This 
has been asserted again and again by NATO 
leaders. 

"In 1939 we were quite unready - for war. 
'Today we have in full.fighting trim an army 
brigade and an air division in Europe and at 
home a Mobile'Striking Force and three infan-
try brigade groups in the Army; an.effective 
air defence-system and other supporting units 
with more than 3,000 - planes in the Air Force; 
and 'a Navy with 40 fighting ships at sea, and 
a still greater number under construction or 
in reserve. 

"Our services are well'trained, well equip-
ed, well-disciplined. In character, in train-
ing and in resolution, we have as high a 
quality of-serviceman as any country in the 
world.... 

Otganizations for Peace:  "In-the difficult 
time since Ibrld.Mlar II, it has not been.easy 
for the free nations-to keep their freedoms 
intact. It'has not been by chance, certainly, 
that this has been achieved. It has, Lndeed, 
been only because of the resolute determina-
tion of the free peoples working together 
toward a common end. 

"As a partner in-two great organizations 
looking to the maintenance of peace, the 
United Nations  and-the North Atlantic  Treaty 
Organization, Canada has given abundant proof 
of her sincere desire.to  avoid war and of her 
active concern for the correction of condi-
tions which might lead ta war. 
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A COMPELLING DETERRENT 

(Continued from P. 5) 

Mespite its failure to meausre up to the 
first high ideals it set itself, the United 
Nations has helped to prevent and, at the 
least, to limit war. There is the historic 
example of Korea where a small group of Cena-
&hens still serve on, the rear guard of that 
valiant force that fought, successfully, to 
keep South Korea free. 

"Canadian officers also, under United 
Nations auspices, are today serving the cause 
of peace in Indochina, in Kashmir and in 
Israel. 

"The North Atlantic Tkeaty Organization is 
founded.on the truth that in union there is 
strength.  Canada  subscribes to that truth. In 
stationing Canadian service men in France and 
Germany, in training aircrew from nine NATO 
countries here in Canada, and in welcoming 
United States troops to stand beside our own 
in defence of our common continental home, we 
give evidence of our conviction that, in the 
NATO family, a 'stay at  home' pOlicy and a 
'visiting forces not wanted' policy have no 
place and, indeed, if given effect to, could 
endanger us all. 

"The great defensive system that we have 
built in NATO with so much labour must notle-
:allowed to fall into disrepair. Hbnest assess-
ment of the world situation tells us that we 
cannot safely rest on what we have done. We 
must go on working together for the common 
good with undiminished zeal and determina-
tion...." 

NAMED DELEGATE TO'ECOSOC:  Mk. Lucien Cardin, 
M.P., Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, will be the 
Canadian Delegate to the 22nd session of the 
Economid and Social Council of the United 
Nations (ED0800) to be held in Geneva from 
July 9 to August 10.  Canada  was elected at the 
20th session for a third three-year term, from 
1956-1958, to the 18-member country council of 
ECOSOC. 

The Cenadian Delegation will include five 
alternates; Dr. R.A. MacKay, Permanent Repre-
sentative of  Canada  to the United Nations, New 
York; Mk. Hector Allard, Permanent Represen-
tative of  Canada  to the European office.of the 
United Nations, Geneva; Mr. A.:J. MacEachen, 
M.P.; CT. G.F. Davidson, Deputy Minister of 
Welfare, and Mr. A.F.W.Plumtre, Assistant 
Deputy Minister of Finance. Principal Advisor 
is Mk. A.A. Ley of the Department of External 
Affairs. 

The provisional agenda for the 22nd Session 
of the council includes a general review of 
the development and co-operation of the econ-
omic, social and human rights programmes and 
activities of the United Nations and the 
specialized agencies as a whole. A similar 
review was made at the main council meeting in 
1955. 

Ch the economic side, the major items in-
clude the world economic situation, the econ-
omic development of less developed countries, 
the financing of economic develppment, inter-
national commodity problems, the establishment 
of a world food reserve, and technical assist-
ance. The main social subjects before the 
council will be an examination of the pro-
gramme of concerted practical action in the 
social field of the United Nations and the 
specialized agencies,  the international con-
trol of narcotic drugs, the report of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for refugees 
and the reports of the commission on human 
rights and the commission on the status of 
women. 

It is expected that some items of the 
Council's agenda will not be taken up until 
the resumed 22nd session which will take place 

• during or shortly after the eleventh regular 
session of the United  Nations General Assembly 
this fall. 

* 	* 
FEDERAL AID'FOR MENTAL REALTN'STODIES:  With 
the aid of National Health grants, further 
research into the significance of physical 
symptoms in certain cases of mental illness is 
to be carried out during the next two or 
three years, it is announced by the Minister 
of National Health, Mk.  Paul Martin. 

The Minister made known approval of con-
tributions of nearly $30,000 from the health 
programme's  Mental  Health Grant, for such 
studies to be carried out in the University of 
British Columbia's Department of Neurological 
Research, under direction of Profëssor William 
C. Gibson, 

Mk.  Martin  said that the research will seek 
to find further evidence of the relationship 
between physical factors and certain types of 
mental illness. Skills and experience of the 
chemist, physician and laboratory scientist 
are to be combined in experiments which will 
.carry on work initiated in this field at 
U.B.C. and Ln other research centres. 

In requesting federal support of the pro-
ject, British Columbia health.authorities sub-
mitted that more precise knowledge of the 
changes to be found, in body fluids in mental 
cases would be invaluable in the diagnosis and 
treatment of sickness influencing personality 
and behaviour. The studies are to be carried 
on byDr. R. Morrin Acheson, visiting research-
er from  Oxford University, England, with the 
assistance of experienced technicians and of 
medical students engaged during the summer 
months for this work. The inquiries will in-
volve separation and identification of fluid 
components and attempts will be made to syn-
thesize some of them for further research and 
for possible use in treatment aimed at re-
storing the disordered metabolism of mental 
patients. 
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WHITE PAPER ON DEFENCE 

PIDeCTIVES OUTLINED:  "The aim of Canada 's 
 defence programme anj  planning is to provide 

for the security of Canada. Under present and 
foreseeable conditions this can be done most 
effectively by close co-operation with our 
allies in the North Atlantic ireaty Organiza-
tion, and especially with the United States in 
relation to the North American area. °ti r  de-
fence plans must also include a capacity to 
carry out obligations that may arise out of 
Canada's membership in the United Nations 
Organization", says a White Paper on "Canada's 
Defence Programme" tabled in the House of 
Commons on June 19. 

"The primary object recognized by Canada 

and our allies is to prevent the outbreak of a 
third world war." The introductory chapter 
prefacing the body of the report continues as 
follows: 

"This requires that there must be a power-
ful strategic bomber force, backed by the 
means to ensure that this force can be im-
mediately effective under any circumstances, 
and supported by the forces-in-being required 
to blunt an attack by a would-be aggressor for 
long enough to permit the West's retaliatory 
forces to carry out their role. This combina-
tion of forces constitutes the best possible 
deterrent under present conditions. 

"In recent months further series of nuclear 
test explosions by the United States, the 
United Kingdom and Russia indicate that con- .  
tinuing progress is being made in nuclear  

weapons technology. Ihere is also no doubt 
about the steadily improving ability of both 
East and Ust to deliver such weapons on far 
distant targets. These facts, however, do not 
alter the soundness or  the  defence policy 
being followed by Canada and our allies. 
Rather, they emphasize the urgent need to 
maintain our position of military preparedness 
in keeping with the priorities inherent in our 
aims and objectives. 

"At the present time the retaliatory force 
of the free world is provided by bombers of 
the U.S. Strategic Air Command with nuclear 
weapons produced by the United States. This 
force is being supplemented by the United. 
Kingdom's growing fleet of "V" bombers and by 
nuclear weapons being developed by that coun-
try. IO ensure.the effectiveness of the West's 
major deterrent, it is essential that early 
warning systems, air defence forces and ex-
tensive communication networks be constantly 
maintained at a high state of efficiency. 

"Since the objectives of the Western Na-
tions are purely defensive, the initiative to 
attack will always rest with an aggres;or 
power. In the collective defence arrangements 
of NATO a proper balance must be kept between 
primarily nuclear forces and so-called con-
ventional forces, the latter being required to 
act as a shield to prevent the overrunning of 
the NATO land areas, particularly in Western 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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WHITE PAPER ON DEFENCE 

(Continued from P. 1) 

Europe. Accordingly, appraiSals of new weapons, 
new strategical and tactical concepts, and 
demands for increased readiness, mobility and 
flexibility of forces make it evident that the 
defence programmes of NATO counttiés must, 
from time to time, be adjusted and co-ordinat-
ed. Similarly, within each country there 
must be a steady evolution of civil defence 
arrangements to reduce the effects of air 
attacks. 

"In the current phase of collective secur-
ity, Canada's principal support of the West's 
retaliatory striking power is our contribution 
towards early warning and air defence on this 
continent. Reasons of geography and strategy 
combine to make this an obvious and logical 
way for Canada to assist our allies in the 
maintenance of deterrent strength while also 
providing the essential element for home 
defence. 

"Canada's naval role is the defence of our 
coastal areas, as always, and co-operation 
with our NATO allies in the defence of vital 
sea lines of communication, particularly in 
view of Soviet concentration on building up a 
large modern submarine fleet. Other elements 
in our defence programme provide for the 
training in Canada of Army and Air Force ele-
ments for commitments at home and abroad, and 
for the necessary command and administrative 
organization for the operation of the Services 
as a whole. • 

DEFENCE STRENGTH 

"Our contribution of one infantry brigade 
group and 12 fighter squadrons to the NATO 
Integrated Forces in Europe has a significance 
greater than their numbers might suggest, 
partly for reasons of morale and partly be-
cause the present urgency is for highly train-
ed forces-in-being, equipped with thoroughly 
modern weapons. 

"As a result of the build-up in defence 
strength and organization during the past 
several years, Canada's Armed Forces are now 
more effective than ever before in our peace-
time history Present indications are that 
this substantial level of preparedness will 
have to be maintained for some years to come, 
so that we can continue to fulfil our role in 

.:the collective arrangements for deterring a 
major war, while retaining a capacity for 
carrying out such other tasks in the interests 
of peace as Canada may undertake." 

Under the heading "Defence at Home" the 
document continues: 

"Since a comprehensive air defence system 
in North America-is vital to the maintenance 
of the deterrent, Canada and the United States 
work together ,  in improving the scope and 
effectiveness of the system. In the light of 
the best military appraisals of the nature of 
the threat, manned interceptors will continue  

to be essential for some time to.come, At 
present nine R.C.A.F. regular squadrons are 
equipped with CF- I00 jet interceptors for this 
purpose. Substantial improvements have been 
made in later versions of the CF-100 and 
measures are being taken for the introduction • 
of air-to-air missiles. The CF-105 supersonic, 
a ll-weather jet is being developed to meet an 
urgent requirement in the next phase, 

WARNING SYSTEMS 

"Insofar as Canada is concerned, the prin-
cipal elements in the continental warning 
systems are as follows: first, the Pinetree 
system, which ties in to the Canadian and 
United States air defence commands a basic 
radar warning and control system, and through 
extensive Communications networks links up 
with Canadian and United States interceptor 
forces; second, the Mid-Canada Supplementary 
Warning Line, in the vicinity of. the 55th 
parallel of latitude; third, thé Distant Early 
Warning Line (DEW Line), roughly along the 
70th parallel from Alaska to Greenland. In 
addition, warning coverage by seaward exten-
sions is being provided by the United States 
to prevent outflanking of the overall con-
tinental defence system. 

"As a result of-Canada-United States agree-
ments signed in Ottawa in June 1955, the 
United States  has undertaken the responsibil-
ity for construction and initial operation of 
certain additional radar stations in the 
southern part of Canada to augment facilities 
in those areas, and of others in the Newfound-
land-Labrador area for similar reaSons. 

"Construction of the Mid-Canada Line under 
Canadian direction and of the DEW Line under 
United States direction is proceeding accord-
ing to schedule. Arrangements are now being 
worked out for civilian personnel to undertake 
the bulk of the maintenance and manning for 
both lines. The costs for building and manning 
the Mid-Canada Line are being met by Canada; 
the R.C.A.F. will be responsible for the 
operational aspects of the Line. Similarly, 
the United States is undertaking financial 
responsibility for manning the DEW Line during 
the initial three-year period; at each main 
station there will be a joint Canada-United 
'States military group for control of opera-
tional functions." 

Under "Ground Observer Corps", the Paper 
says: 

"Within the air defence system the Ground 
Observer Corps continues to carry out a valu-
able role. Organized to detect and report low 
flying aircraft and to supplement information 
provided by radars, the Corps consists of more 
than 80,000 volunteers who man some 5,000 
observation posts and 12 filter centres, which 
are located strategically across Canada. • 

"Additional filter centres are in the pro-
cess of being organized on the West Coast, 
Vessels of the fishing fleet on both coasts 
act as sea-going  mobile observation  posts and 
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UK-CANADA CONTINUING COMMITTEE:  A meeting 
of the United Kingdom - Canada Continuing 
Committee on Trade and Economic Affairs was 
held in London, England, June 13 and 14. 

This Committee which was established in 
1948 meets from time to time to review the 
general economic situation and consider mat-
ters of common concern to the United  Kingdom 
and Canada intrade  and  other economic affairs. 
The CMmmittee meets alternately in London and 
Ottawa; the last meeting was held in Ottawa on 
December 8 and 9, 1955, with.the  United  King-
dom High Commissioner, His Excellency Lieuten-
ant-Géneral Sir Archibald Nye as Chaiiman. 

The Chairman for the current meeting was 
Mr. Norman A. Robertson, High Cemmissioner for 
Canada in the United Kingdom, Among other 
Canadian officials attending were: Mr. W.F. 
Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce.  
Mr. K.W. Taylor, Deputy Minister of Finance; 
and Mk. L. Rasminsky, Eeputy Governor, Bank of 
Canada. 

* * * * 

RE-SUPPLY MISSION TO CANADIAN ARCTIC:  "Op-
eration Nors '56", this year's re-supply mis-
sion to outposts in the Canadian Arctic which 
is undertaken every year by the Lepartment of 
Transport, will be more intensive than ever 
before attempted as a number of outposts not 
previously on the itinerary of the department-
al supply vessels will be visited. 

The Department's supply ship, C.G.S. "C.D. 
Howe" with the Eastern Arctic Patrol aboard, 
the icebreaker  C.G.S. "N.B. McLean" which 
opens up the Hudson Strait and Hudson Bay to 
shipping every year, and the C.G.S. "Edward 
Cornwallis" sailed from Montreal on June 25, 
and later that day from Quebec. 

The Department of Transport's icebreaker, 
the C.G.S. "d'Iberville", will sail from 
Montreal July 23 and after receiving stores at 
Quebec, will sail from that port on July 31, 
escorting the 10,000-ton cargo vessel "Federal 
Voyager" and the tanker "Green Ranger" for the 
rendezvous with the other vessels at Rmsolute 
Bay on August 12. 

The  icebreaker "d'Iberville" will, if ice 
conditions permit, proceed with supplies to 
the joint Canadian - United States Arctic 
weather station at Eureka, located some 700 
miles from the North Pole. The "d'Iberville" 
reached Eureka in the 1954 re-supply mission, 
but ice conditions in Hell's Gate and Eureka 
Strait made this impossible in 1955. 

The itinerary of the C.G.S. "C.D. Howe" 
calls for visits to 25 out-posts, six of which 
have not previously been ports of call. The 
icebreaker "N.B. McLean" will visit ten out-
posts and the C.G.S. "Edward  Cornwallis"  will 
make calls at eleven northern stations. The 
"N.B. McLean" will tow a large oil scow to the 
North and will set up aids to navigation in 
the Bay and Strait. She will then proceed to 
Thule and Resolute. When the  "N.B. McLean" 
leaves the Hudson Strait on July 30 to proceed  

northward to Thule for a rendezvous with the 
icebreaker "d'Iberville", the Edward  Corn-
wallis"  will continue the patrol of the Hudson 
Bay and Strait. The "Saurel" will later take 
over from the "Cornwallis" when this ship 
leaves the Bay for further north. The  "N.B. 
McLean" will return to her patrol duties after 
the re-supply assignment has been completed. 

* 	* 

PUPPETS'ACT  OUT  CANADIAN INDIAN LEGENDS:  At 
the Provincial Exhibition in Regina, Saskat-
chewan last year was the large display of 
Canadian Indian arts and crafts, where Mk. and 
Mrs. A.H. Brass of Peepeekisis Reserve were 
producing what is thought to be the only 
wholly Indian-operated marionette show in 
Canada. 

Lively interest was shown by children and 
adults alike as the lifelike little figures of 
people and animals moved across the tiny stage 
to act out age-old Indian legends and bring 
bright touches of comedy to the programme. 

The couple call their show the "May-May-
QWaih-Shi-Wuk Marionettes," using a Cree 
expression which means Nysterious Little 
People." 

Since they began early in 1955, the "little 
people" have performed to several towns in 
south-eastern Saskatchewan, in Regina, and on 
television. Before the Second World War, Mk. 
and Mrs. Brass had a cast of five people 
helping manipulate a set of puppets for a show 
produced many times on their reserve and in 
schools and hospitals. 

Now, they do everything themselves. 
Mrs. Brass makes all the puppets, of which 

there are 45 at present. The faces are moulded 
paper pulp, the bodies are cloth, and the 
costumes are buckskin worked with beads in 
authentic designs. Mrs. Brass also makes 
feathered head-dresses, Sioux caps, and what-
ever else seems required for her puppets. 

Musical background is provided by authentic 
Indian recorded music and by Mk. Brass and his 
violin. 

Most of the stories are the traditional 
legends of their people which Mrs. Brass 
learned from her parents and others, and wrote 
for the show in dialogue form. 

The legends include accounts of how Indians 
first got horses, why the weasel changes 
colour, and how wild flowers first came to the 
earth. There also are a dramatization of an 
Indian treaty-signing and a pow-wow showing 
the round dance, the prairie chicken and war 
dances. 

Mms. Brass is an experienced writer who 
was, for a number of years, correspondent on 
her reserve for The Regina Leader-Post and The 
Melville Advance. She wrote a regular column 
on Indian life and lore which the Advance pub-
lished under the title of "Tee-pee Tidings," 
has written magazine articles, and still works 
as a freelance writer. 
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DEW LINE WEATHER FORECASTS:  An all -Cana-
dian contribution to the DEW  (Distant  Early 
Warning) Line, without which the construc-
tion of the northernmost radar defence net-
work would be impossible, is the specialized 
weather forecast system provided by the De-
partment of Transport's Meteorological Ser-
vices. 

The highlights of the service which is to 
assist aircraft flying personnel and supplies 
to the DEW Line sites scattered across the 
barren wastes are a specialized Arctic Fore-
cast Team, a chain of weather stations reach-
ing to within 450 miles of the North Pole and 
an automatic weather map transmission system 
that is one of the finest of its kind. 

Since construction was begun some 18 months 
ago, the Department's meteorological services 
have been especially geared to give the DEW 
Line operators the vitally important weather 
reports to guide the flight plans of the air-
craft fleet nworking" the DEW.Line. Additional 
forecast offices and improved communications 
have resulted in a concentration of effort 
that has been invaluable to the entire pro-
gramme in the North. 

* 	* 

SURVEY AND MAPPING PROGRAMME 1956:  The most 
advanced techniques and instruments will go 
into action as 75 field parties of surveyors 
and hydrographers launch this season's map-
ping and charting programme, according to an 
announcement made recently by Mines and Tech-
nical Surveys Minister George Prudham. The 
parties will undertake 61major land projects - 
8 in Yukon. and N.W.T., 8 in British Columbia, 
26 in the Prairie Provinces, 7 in Ontario, 10 
in Quebec, and 2 in the Maritimes. In addi-
tion, the Hydrographic Service will operate 9 
ships and 7 launches in its vital charting of 
coastal, inland, and Arctic waters. 

Highlights of the programme are the exten-
sion of the Shoran network northward from the 
mainland over  the  Arctic Islands, accelerated 
charting with the new electronic ship-posi-
tioning instruments on the hydrographic vessel 
"Eapuskasing" in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and 
the use of helicopters and other aircraft on 
three projects to speed topographical mapping 
over large and remote land areas. The largest 
of the helicopter operations will do topo-
graphical mapping over an area of 60,000 
square miles along the north shore of the St. 
Lawrence from the Saguenay to the Strait of 
Belle Isle - thus in one season covering an 
area almost the size of England. 

A geodetic party in northern Cfttario will 
test a geodimeter - a newly acqUired instru-
ment based on electronic and optical prin-
ciples that is designed to measure a best line 
quickly and with high accuracy. It is hoped 
that this instrument will replace invar-tape 
measurement and effect an economy in time and 
cost. Another party will carry out radar alti-
meter surveys in northern Canada and Arctic  

areas to provide land profiles required in 
Shoran surveys, aeronautical charts, and topo-
graphical mapping. 

The Shoran and radar altimeter surveys in 
less than a decade have been successful in 
establishing mapping controls in strategic 
regions of northern Canada that could not have 
been provided by any other means in the same 
time. The electronic ship-positioning instru-
ments of the 7Kapuskasing" and the new geodi-
meter are further examples of the Branch's 
policy of utilizing the most modern techniques 
to speed the urgent task of charting and map-
ping Canadian water and land areas. 

* * * 

RECORD METAL  OUTPUT:  Canada 's  mineral 
production broke all previous high records by 
a wide margin in 1955 when the value climbed 
19.5 per cent to $1,778,400,000 from the pre-
ceding year's $1,488,000,000. according to the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics annual prelimin-
ary report. All provinces except Nova Scotia 
and the Yukon and Northwest Territories shared 
in the increase. Petroleum retained first 
position, followed by copper, nickel and gold. 

Production in Chtario rose 16.3 per cent in 
value to $577,900,000 from $496,700,000 in 
1954 but the percentage of the Canada-total 
declined to 32.5 per cent from 33.4 per cent. 
In QUebec, output rose over 26 per cent to 
$352,100,000 from $278,800,000, and accounted 
for 19.8 per cent of the national total versus 
18.7 per cent. 

Alberta's production value increased 16 per 
cent to $323,700,000 from $279,000,000 in 1954 
but the percentage of the all-Canada total 
declined to 18.2 per cent from 18.7 per cent. 
In British Columbia the value rose 18.5 per 
cent to $188,100,000 froM $158,600,000 but its 
share of the total was virtually unchanged at 
10.6 per cent versus 10.7 per cent. 

Value of production in Saskatchewan in-
creased 23 per cent to $83,800,000 from $68,- 
200,000 in the preceding year but the percent-
age of the total was practically the same at 
4.7 per cent as compared with 4.6 per cent. 
Manitoba's production value at $63,000,000 
increased almost 80 per cent over 1954's 
$35,100,000, raising its share of the national 
total to 3.5 per cent from 2.4 per cent. Pro-
duction value in Newfoundland jumped 64 per 
cent to $70,300,000 from $42,900,000 and the 
proportion to 4 per cent from 2.9 per cent. 

For Nova Scotia the value dropped to $67,- 
400,000 from $73,500,000 and the proportion to 
3.8 per cent from 4.9 per cent. New Bruns-
wick's total advanced to $14,300,000 from 
$12,500,000 and the proportion remained un-
changed at 0.8 per cent. 

The Yukon and Northwest Territories with 
resnective totals of $23,500,000 versus $26,-
400,000 and $14,400,000 versus $16,600,000, 
were down from a year earlier as was their 
share of the all Canada totat to.1.3 per cent 
from 1.8 per cent for the former and to 0.8 
per cent from 1.1 per cent for the latter. 
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CANADIANS IN ATOMIC TESTS:  The Honourable 
Howard Beale, Australian.  Minister of Supply, 
announced recently that the first of four 
parties of Canadian service personnel and 
scientists who will attend the atomic tests to 
be held later in the year'at Maralinga arrived 
at Adelaide, South Australia on June 13. The 
first party will be composed of 19 Army per-
sonnel from No, 1 Radiation Detection Unit 
(Royal Canadian Engineers) Kingston,  Ontario. 
The other three parties will follow a little 
later. 

"These atomic trials will be the first to 
be held at the new Maralinga Proving Ground. 
Items of Canadian service equipment will be 
exposed to effects of weapons. The Canadians 
will combine with British and Australian Ser-
vice and scientific personnel in these trials, 
which will be the fourth series of British 
tests." 

* * * * 

duction of "Tamburlaine the Great", is a 
painter of note in England. An ardent admirer 
of Tchelitchew, Hurry has had several exhibi-
tions in his native land and many of the works 
to be seen at the Stratford Festival have been 
collected from the arts Council of Great 
Britain as well as private collectors and 
public museums. After the Stratford Festival 
season this exhibition will tour Canada, under 
the auspices of the National Gallery. 

Along with these two exhibitions, and in 
the same hall, will be the Canadian Book Alb-
Ushers' exhibit of theatrical, related arts, 
and Canadian books.  One of the outstanding 
displays here will be an exhibit of "the 
making of a book", describing, with samples, 
the various processes which an original manu-
script goes through to the final stage when it 
is put on the counter for sale. 

Another sponsored event, in the same loca-
tion as the Book Exhibit, will be an exhibit 
of Canadian Graphic Art. This exhibition, 
which was first presented in Toronto some 
months ago, has already received wide publi-
city - and it too will go on tour under the 
auspices of the National Gallery of Canada 
after its showing in Stratford. 

* * * * 

CHA APPROVES HOSPITAL INSURANCE PLAN:  The 
Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. 
Paul Martin, recently expressed great satis-
faction that the Canadian Medical Association 
has endorsed the proposed Federal-Provincial 
Hospital Insurance Plan. 

"I am very pleased indeed," Mr. Martin 
said, "that the physicians of this country 
through their professional association have 
indicated their approval of the federal pro-
posal now being considered by the provinces. 
From the very oeset we have enjoyed the full 
co-operation of the Canadian Medical Associa-
.tion and I am happy to learn that it is en-
couraging its provincial divisions to assist 
local governments in setting up the pro-
gramme." 

"A recent public opinion poll," the Health. 
Minister pointed out, -"established clearly 
that the people of Canada favour the early 
introduction of a hospital insurance plan. It 
is gratifying that this further evidence of 
support should come from such an important 
group as the Canadian Medical Association." 

Mr. Martin recalled that since the federal 
proposal was laid before theprovïncialgovern-
ments in January of this year, three provinces 
have indicated their readiness to partici-
pate British Columbia, Saskatchewan and 
Alberta. The implementation of the federal 
plan depends on its acceptance by at least six 
provinces representing a majority of the Cana-
dian population. The Minister expressed con-
fidence that the provinces which had not yet 
indicated their support were giving the pro-
posal the most careful consideration. 

EIHIBITS AT STRATFORD:  Patrons to Strat-
fOrd Shakespearean Festival will have more to 
interest them this year than the presentation 
of Shakespeare, Moliere, Films and outstanding 
music. 

.The Exhibition Hall, along the banks of the 
Avon, has been a hive of industry this past 
week with the organizing of the various ex-
hibits which will be shown during the Festival 
period. 

First to be set up is the Theatre.exhibi-
tion. Arranged by Richard Southern, a theatri-
Cal expert from London, England, this exhibi-
tion includes reproductions of rare prints of 
stages and theatres showing the development 
from early religious periods through Greek, 
Roman, European, Asian and modern times. 

As soon as the arranging of the Theatre 
Exhibition is completed, the National Gallery 
of Canada will move in to set up the premiere 
of its new collecti.oh of Tchelitchew and 
Leslie Hurry paintings. This Exhibition will 
be, according to Alan Jarvis, director of the 
National Gallery, an extremely important 
international collection. The display will 
demonstrate the intimate link between painting 
and the theatre arts. Both artists aretheatri."-- 
cal designers as well as painters and the 
collection to be presented will include their 
personal paintings as welfas a group of their 
costume drawings and original stage settings. 

Pavel Tchelitchew is a Russian emigré who, 
over the past 30 years haa made for himself an 
international reputation. 

Now a resident of the United States, he has 
designed for the Diaghilev ballet and the New 
York City Ballet and many theatrical produc-
tions. Apart from theatrical designing he is a 
painter of great  distinction,  with works 
hanging in galleries of Europe, the United 
States and Canada. 

Leslie HUrry, who visited this country in 

e connection with the Stratford Festival's pro- 
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WRITE PAPER ON DEFENCE 

(Continued from P. 2) 

extend the warning capability of the Corps. 
Aircraft recognition is now being taugnt to 
the civilian volunteers in order to increase 
their effectiveness. 

"From time to time units of the Ground 
Observer Corps carry out special 'alerts', and 
the ability of the Corps to fulfil its  func

-t ions  has been tested both by local and large-
scale exercises." 

The Paper is in 10 parts, devoted to "Cana-
da and the International Outlook", "'Defence at 
Home", "Defence Abroad", "Manpower", "Train-
ing", "Conditions of Service", "Defence Re-
search and Development", "Equipment", "Con-
struction" and "Defence Appropriations". 

The paragraph on "Manpower Strength" reads: 
"Throughout the past year the figures for 

the Regular Forces remained fairly stable, 
being 116,715 at December 31,:1955, - and.117-,-- 
003 at December 31, 1954. During the first 
quarter of 1955 they increased, reflecting a 
normal seasonal trend experienced in other 
years; for the balance of the year, however, 
there was a levelling off and some decline. 
During 1955 as a whole, the strength of the 
Navy increased by 417, and the Air Force by 
1,580; while the Army decreased by 2,285." 

* * 

FIRST QUARTER GROSS PRODUCT:  The rise in 
Canadas  gross national product which has been 
going on for a year-and-a-half continued into 
the first quarter of 1956, with the increase 
in the value of production from the fourth 
,uarter amounting to close to 3 per cent after 
allowing for seasonal factors. This recent 
increase has raised the level of gross nation-
al product to an annual rate of $28.3 billion 
or about 6 per cent above the annual average 
for the year 1955 as a whole, and 11.7  per  
cent above the first quarter one year ago. The 
continued advance in the fï.rat _three monthé 
of this year was mainly a reflection of a 
further rise in the physical volume of pro-
duction, with prices on average showing only a 
small increase. 

The gain in output in the first quarter was 
concentrated in mining, forestry, construc-
tion, transportation and other service groups, 
with total production in manufacturing remain-
ing relatively unchanged from the fourth 
quarter. Within manufacturing, the durable 
goods group declined moderately, reflecting a 
fall-off in non-ferrous metals and electrical 
apparatus and supplies; on the other hand, 
output in wood products, transportation equip-
ment and iron and steel products rose in the 
first quarter, but these gains were not suf-
ficient to offset the decline in other cat-
egories. The iron and steel group was pro- 

during at a rate approximately 25 per cent 
above the level of last year's first quarter. 
The non-durable goods manufacturing group 
continued to advance in the first quarter as 
gaine occurred in most major components. 

* * 

INDEPENDENCE OF MOROCCO AND TUNIS:  Messages 
congratulating the Governments of Morocco and 
Tunis on the attainment of independence of the 
two North African countries were sent by Prime 
Minister St. Laurent on June 19. 

MW. St. Laurent addressed his good wishes 
and hopes for a prosperous future to Eàbarek 
Bekkai and Habib Bourguiba, the prime minis-
ters respectively of Morocco:and Tunis. 
Copies of his greetings were forwarded to 
M. Guy Mollet, the Prime Manister of France. 

* * * * 

QUEBEC ELECTION:  The Union Nationale Govern-
ment of  ebec Province was re-elected for its 
fourth consecutive term an June 20 with an in-
creased majority. 

All 20 cabinet ministers were re-elected. 
The Union  Nationale gained from the Lib-

erals particularly in urban ridings. While 
losing three seats, the Liberals -won some - 
mainly in rural areas - that formerly were 
held by the Union  Nationale. 

In the last general election in 1952, the 
Union Nationale won 68 of 92 seats and the 
Liberals 23. 

The final party standing was reported on 
the morning of June 21 as follows: 

Union Nationale 	 72 
Liberals 	  20 
Independent 	  1 
Total 	  93 

SASKATCHEWAN'ELECTION:  Ch the morning of 
June 21, with one seat still in doubt, the 
standing in the Saskatchewan election of 
June 20, compared with 1952, was as follows: 

1956 1952 
CCF  	35 '42 
Liberals  	13 11 
Social Credit  	3 	0 
Doubtful  	1 	- 
Deferred.  	1 

53 53 

The CcF Party of Premier T.C.  Douglas,  with 
a reduced majority and its popular vote cut to 
its lowest point since it was first elected in 
1944, starts its fourth term as Canada's only 
Socialist Government. 

Premier Douglas and ail but one of his 
cabinet ministers were re-elected. The cabinet 
member not re-elected, Provincial Secretary 
j.W. Bunton,wàs defeated in Humboldt by.Mrs. 
Mary Batten, a Liberal candidate. 
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND A NEW NATO 

TWO BASIC PROBLEMS RE-APPRAISED:  Closer 
political and economic consultation among 
members of the North  Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion to meet the challenge of new Soviet 
tactics was advocated by Mx. L.B. Pearson in 
an address on June 3. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs 
spoke to graduating students at Clark Uhiver-
sity, Worcester, Mass, In regard to NATO's 
development he singled out two problems in 
particular: 

wrhe first of these problems is the cur-
rent - and I hope searching - re-appraisal of 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization - in 
its non-military aspects, and of ways and 
means of developing greater unity in the North 
Atlantic community. This work is being under-
taken by a committee of three NATO foreign 
ministers who, incidentally, have begun their 
work with one strike against them by being 
dubbed 'the illree Wise Men'. 

"NATO stands today at the very heart of the 
security of the free world, but a lot of 
people are so ignorant about it that they 
think it is a kind of breakfast food. Its 
defences protect the moral and spiritual basis 
of a vital segment of that world - as well as 
its physical security. Those defences are 
still needed. The danger of military aggres-
sion remains. So does the importance of col-
lective strength to deter and, if necessary, 
repel it. 

"NATO also faces, however, at this time, a 
new challenge in the all-out political and  

economic offensive from Moscow. Our methods, 
especially in the fields of closer political 
and economic consultation, must be adapted to 
meet this new challenge. 

"When NATO's task was almost exclusively 
military, the ways and means of providing 
defence against aggression could be thought of 
in terms of men and missiles. But the strength 
which NATO now needs to cope with °competitive 
co-existence' has to be cultivated also in 
terms of public attitudes and of consulta-
tion and of voluntary and close co-operation 
between all member governments. 

wro this end, the first task of NATO is to 
look to its internal strength and unity, and 
to resist those forces which would weaken it. 
This means that our cohesion must find a more 
durable basis than the fear which originally 
brought us together in 1949. We  must seek out 
new ways of providing not only for the con . 
tinued maintenance of a defensive shield 
against aggression, but also for strengthening 
the existing ties which bind members of the 
Atlantic Community more closely together . 

 These ties, moreover, are not artificial 
creations; they existed long before NATO. 

"Since the war, the nations of Western 
Europe, with their vast reserves of knowledge. 
skills,  ami initiatives have moved toward a 
closer unity, the outward and institutional 
expression of which takes many forms. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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.INTERNATIONAL.COOPERATION;AND 

•A NEW NATO 

(Continued from P. 1) 

'"Viewed.against the background of narrow 
concepts of sovereignty and ancient.enmities, 

-the progress:which has been.made in-the last 
tan years.towards European unity is.encourag-
ing,-ehough.it is not as fast as . some im-
patient-souls.wouldidesire. Furthermore,.ex-
pressed in practical-forms, it gives:Europeans 
more - not less - authority in playing.their 
proper.role  on--the  world , stage..And that is 
all-to the good. 

The  island state of Britain, with its 
world as well as Eùropean responsibilities, 

. cari play an-important part in.this move in 
Iiiropean integration by helping-to  bridge the 

 gap between:the interlocking and developing 
.communities of.Europe and the Atlantic. At - the 
same-time,.the North American.countries --the 
United States and Canada - must more.than.ever 
.before reallze.that their destinies extend 
across the Atlantic. 
. weihile.the other.countries.concerned have 

their part-to play, it is, I - think,-true . to 
-say.that European integration and-the cohesion 
of the Atlantic Community - neither of.whiCh 
excludes the other - will proceed as far and 
as fast as the United States and the United 
Kingdom make possible.by recognizing the im-
portance of.their own roles in bringing it 
about; end in a way which will.strengthen.the 
Atlantic area as a whole.  

-they be settled.either by brandishing our 
-swords or.by-throwing.them away. We must be 
certain in NATICuthat if.they.are not settled, 
it will not be our fault. 
. "The unification of "Germany by the free 

.choice of it  people; effective and agreed 

.disarmament, -the right of captive European 

.peopies-to decide . their own future; a European 
•security.system; a united.effort by the major 
.world powers-to make the United Nations work 
.as it was originally.intended to work;  au l 
, these.are the - testing grounds of the future on 
.which-the Soviet peace offensive must be 
judged. 

"It.would-be rash indeed to be dogmatic, 
.either positively or negatively, about the 
real.significance of the -changes which have 
taken  place-in  Soviet policy.since the death 
of"Stalin. We should avoid unreasonable opti-
mism,.for Orthodox.Communist revolutionary 
-tenets may-still.be dominant in Russia, and 
there is no peace in - them—But also we would 
be unwise.to reject out of hand the possibil-
ity.that a new and pragmatic approach to in-
ternal affairs may be developing among the 
Soviet leaders,_combined with a desire on the 
part of-their peoples to return to a more 
normal.relationship with other peoples. If 

'this.tendency were.to extend, or.could be made 
.to extend, to - the .conduct of Sovieuforeign 
relations and to the . many problems.WhiCh still 
divide us, we could at last begin to.see more 
solid.grounds for hope and confidence than we 
have now. 

2 

FIRST TASK 

elhis,.then, is the first task of-the new 
NATO --to strengthen:the internal unity of the 
alliance, to prevent the.centrifugal forces 

.from sundering it;..to build upon the.existing 
foundations of European and Atlantic unity, 
and to aid and assist the various initiatives 
to-this end, :within the framework of the 
Atlantic Community, and against the background 
of the broader international arrangements in 
which the Atlantic countries are participating 
as good citizens of the world. 

"Its.second.task will be to take advantage 
of any and every opportunity.new Soviet tac-
tics may present - to break through the vicious 

_circle of suspicion and fear in the.lcold 
war', in an effort.to test real Soviet aims 
and to bring about genuine negotiation. If we 
cannot do this by a forward.looking and flex-
ible diplomacy, and.without yielding to the 
temptation to relax our defence effort (though 

.we have to alter its.character) then NATO will 
hardly survive. 

"We cannot move, of course, .from open 
.hostility or sterilel'co , existence' tocon-
structive international cô-operation without 
the searching testing period which would be 
provided by attempts to settle the several 
important issues Which still unhappily divide 
the communist and non-communist world."These 
issues.will not.settle-themselves; nor will 

PROCESS OF— TESTING 

"Therefore, without illusions and without 
despair, we must hold ourselves ready-to 
strengthen and encourage any elements which 

.wish.to.deal with the world as it in fact 
exists rather - than as marxist dogma pictures 
it. We must aIso . be prepared, howeverp - for, the 
contingency that no sudh.elements do exist, at 
least in a form seriously to influence policy. 

"This process of.testing - of examination 
and discovery - may.be a long and difficult 
one. Daring it there is  an obligation for NATO 
to maintain itself Ln readiness.to deal with 

.any emergency, military or diplomatic. By 
doing so, by steadfastly maintaining its-basic 
purposes, and by demonstrating-to the world 
that its.continued existence is essential to 
the future of - free men, it can play a vital 
part in leading the way Irward from the bleak 
prospects of.ccold war, or of a harshly 
.*competitive co-existence, to the more dist-
ant horizons of worid.co-operation. 
. ."There is one other problem that I would 

like . to  mention, which.those words,.'world co-
operation', bring.to  mind. It'is that of 
international economic  assistance. The  problem 
here. is to reconcile our obligations.to the 
internationaI.community with those to our own 
people, to whom a 'Government owes.its.first. 
.duty. But it is more than that. It is a pro- Op 
'Diem, not only of what to do (and no country 

(Continued on P.  6)  
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SEAWAY .MAY .CUT 'GRAIN HAUL 5 CENTS 

BUT IRON WILL BE NO.I ITEer  In a recent 
sPeech surveying the possible effect the Sea-
way will have on the shipping pattern of the 
Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, Trans. 
port Minister George C. Marier  ventured to 
predict changes in the type of ship using the 
new waterway, replacement of grain by iron ore 
as the most important single item of traffic, 
a better balance of upbound and downbound 
cargoes, reduced grain carrying charges and 
an alleviation of shipping shortages during 
the grain shipping season. 

Che of the most interesting questions, in 
the opinion of Mr.  Marier,  was whether the 
Seaway would bring about a marked change in 
the movement of overseas traffic. He quoted 
figures for the Port of Toronto to show that 
in 1955 there were 20 lines with 110 ships 
plying between Toronto and European ports; 
that imports by overseas shipping came from 54 
overseas ports in 19 different countries; and 
that exports transported by these ships went 
44 ports likewise in 19 different countries. 

Mk. Marier  said that it had been estimated 
that "export traffic of general cargo origi-
nating in ports of the Great Lakes would 
amount to about 300,000 tons in 1955." Con-
trasting this cargo figure with the 5,100,000 
tons of overseas export traffic from the ports 
of Montreal, Three Rivers and Çhebec during 
the year, the speaker went  on  

"That an increase in overseas traffic to 
the United States ports on the Great Lakes can 
be anticipated when the Seaway is opened may 
be inferred from the recent announcement of 
the United States Maritime Administration that 
it had declared the route between the United 
States lake ports and the Atlantic ports of 
Western Europe to be essential to the trade 
and-economy of the United  States," Mk.  Marier  
said. "This will make available to operators 
of ships on United States registry used over 
this route an operating subsidy which will 

1956 CANADA HANDBOOK°  The 1956 edition of 
the Canada Handbook has been released by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics The 27th in the 
Handbook series, the present edition provides 
an up-to-date and authentic account of the 
economic, social and cultural life of the 
Canadian people. Numerous illustrations 
accompany the text. 

In its 313 pages the reader will find 
specially prepared surveys of Canadas  rich 
natural resources of land, forest mines and 
waters; of the nations's strategic position in 
the present-day world: of its democratic sys- 
tem of government; of its people and national 
culture enriched by the blending of cultural • groups from other lands and of its educational 
programme fashioned to meet the needs of each 
of the provinces with distinctive variety, of 

make United States shipping competitive with 
other shipping which operates at much lower 
costs. However, as I said recently  in  Parlia-
ment, no vessels of Canadian registry are at 
present operating over this route." 

Expressing the belief "that we may expect 
a further growth of this overseas traffic." 
Mr.  Marier  said that "because of the larger 
population of the territories on the United 
States side of the waterway there is likely to 
be a greater expansion in the traffic overseas 
to and from the American lake ports than to 
and from our own." 

Mk.  Marier  based his predictions on pos 
sible changes in the shipping pattern of the 
Great Lakes and on the St. Lawrence River on 
the following factors:- 

"Leaders in the steel industry in the 
United States have expressed the opinion that 
there will be an increase of some 60,000.000 
tons in steel-making capacity within the next 
fifteen years." 

"Carriers chiefly engaged in hauling iron 
ore up the St. Lawrence from Seven Islands to 
Lake Erie ports might seek back haul cargoes 
and might well find it advantageous to clean 
ship and pick up grain, either at the Lakehead 
or Port Colborne, for movement to the Lower 
St. Lawrence ports. This would bring about a 
better balance of upbound and downbound car 
goes, and an alleviation of Great Lakes ship. 
ping shortages during the grain shipping sea 
son." 

Present costs of shipping grain involved 
water voyage from Lakehead to Toronto at a 
charge of 8 cents per bushel, from then on to 
Montreal 8 cents and transhipment charges of 
at least 1 cent per bushel "It is reasonable 
to expect that when the lakers can carry the 
grain through the entire 1.200 miles to Mont 
real the total charge would be somehwat less," 
and he estimated "a reduction equal to about 
5 cent per bushel." 

* * 

Canada's growing cultural maturity in thea 
tre, ballet, music, literature ,  and art; and 
of the marked advances made in recent years 1..n 
the health of the Canadian people through a 
wide range of health services. 

4-• * 

CANADIAN. GERMAN'ClIAPLAINS CONFER:  Cana-
dian Army chaplains of the 2nd Canadian In-
fantry  Brigade  Group gave expert advice to 
Cerman clergymen at a recent church conference 
in Iserlohn, West Germany. 

Five Protestant chaplains of the Canadian 
NATO formation attended as guests .  

Che unique feature of the new German Army 
is that the chaplains will not be members of 
the force but will remain civilians. 
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CHMICAL INDUSTRIES  SETS RECORD  IN '55:  Can-
ada's chemicals and allied products indus-
tries broke new ground in 1955 when the fac-
tory value of shipments passed the billion-
dollar-mark for the first time, according to 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics annual sum-
mary. The year's value was $1,050,000,000, an 
increase of about 12 per cent over the pre-
ceding year's $936,000,000. 

Within the chemicals group, nearly all 
industries made positive contributions to the 
record total factory value of shipments by 
registering increases over 1954. Percentage 
increases over 1954 were as follows by in-
dustries: heavy chemicals, 23.5; compressed 
gases, 12; fertilizers, 19; medicinals, 7.7; 
paints, 11.7; soaps, 8.5;.toilet preparations, 
13; inks, 10; polishes, 10,3 primary plas-
tics, 28.2, miscellaneous, 8.1. Declines of 
4.4 per cent and 16:3 per cent were recorded 
by the vegetable oils and adhesives indus-
tries, the decline in the latter being due for 
the most part to a reclassification of firms 
to other industries. 

In 1955 the 1,112 operating  establishments 
 (1,116 in 1954) employed 51,463 persons (51.. 

603) and paid out $184,434 000 in salaries and 
wages ($177,312,000). Cest at plants of mater-
ials and supplies used was$481,879,000($437,- 
051,000), and fuel and electricity cost $33.- 
346,000 ($32,213,000). 

The rising tempo of economic activity in 
1955 was accompanied by a substantial increase 
in imports of chemicals.and.allied products. 
As has been historically the case, the United 
States continued to suppry the bulk'of the 
demand for these products and in 1955 account-
ed for 85.4 per cent of the $260,500.000 ver-
sus 86.4 per cent of the preceding year's 
$220,400,000 At the same time Canada exported 
chemicals.to  the value of $210 000,000, an 
increase of dlmost $50,000.000 over 1954. The 
United States was the largest customer, ac-
counting  for, 53.2 per cent of the total. 

Chemical producers indicated their inten-
tion to spend $165,000,000 during 1956 for new 
equipment in the form of plants and machinery. 
This is about 2.5 times the total spent in 
1955 and in magnitude represents an amount • 
only slightly lower than the combined total of 
$177,000,000 spent in the ten-year period 
ending in 1949. The era of chemical expansion 
in Canada is, apparently, not yet over the 
huge programme planned for 1956 augurs well 
for a continued record output. 

* * 

HAY OUTLOOK FOR FRUIT CROPS:  The general 
outlook for fruit crops at the end of May was 
influenced by several factors. Little winter 
damage was reported outside of British Colum. 
bia. The season in Ontario, Quebec and the 
Maritime Provinces was from two to three weeks 
later than usual, Severaldegrees of frost were 
reported in the important soft frultproducing 
Niagara districtduring the second half of May. 
This may have damaged fruit buds and blossoms. 

CIVIL AVIATION REVENUES:  Cperating revenues 
advanced 31.5 per cent in December to $10,- 
514,000 from $7,998,000 in the same month of 
1954 , but operating expenses increased 36.6 
per cent to $12,178,000 versus $8,916,000, 
resulting in an increased operating deficit of 
$1,664,000 as compared with $918,000 a year 
ago. • 

All individual revenue and expense accounts 
were larger.than in 1954 with the exception of 
mail revenue which dropped to $1,068,000 from 
$1.144,000 .  Passenger traffic revenue, the 
main item of income, rose 23.6 per cent to 
$6,225,000 fiom $5,036,000,.while income from 
goods carried rose nearly 57 per cent to $1, . 
059,000 from  $675,000, and  excess baggage 
.revenue to $72,000 from,$55.000. Income from 
bulk transportation climbed steeply to $1,- 
681,000 from $730,000. ' 

Aircraft operation and maintenance expenses 
rose to $7,054,000 from $4,664,000, ground 
operation and maintenance to $3,200,000 from 
$2,469',000 and general administration and 
traffic expenses to $68,000 from $55,000: 

*  e * * 

flEteNESWEEPER LAUNCHED:  HMCS Fundy, one 
of six Bay-class coastal minesweepers being 
built to replace those turned over to France 
in 1954 under the NATO Mutual Aid agreement, 
was launched on June 14 at the yards of the 
Davie Shipbuilding and Repair Company, Limit 
ed, Lauzon, giebec, 

The Bay class minesweepers are , constructed 
of aluminum and wood. Each has a displacement 
of 390 tons, a length of 152 feet and a beam 
of 28 feet. These diesel-powered ships are 
equipped with the latest minesweeping equip-
ment and navigational radar. 

Cd the 20 ships of this class originally 
authorized, 14 have already been commissioned. 
Eight are now in service with the Royal Cana-
dian Navy and six with the French Navy. 

The Fundy will be the third RCN ship to 
bear the name of the great bay between Nova 
Scotia and New Brunswick. 

The first MACS Fundy was commissioned on 
September 2, 1938, and was one of the four 
Basset-class minesweepers with which Canada 
entered the Second %rid War. 

Throughout the war, the Fundy was one of 
the ships charged with the duty of sweeping 
the approaches to Halifax harbour, Che of the 
few breaks from this monotonous but vital task 
was the rescue of sumvivors from a torpedoed 
merchantman. In January, 1945, the Fundy and a 
sister-ship, the Comox, picked up all 66 sur-
vivors of the torpedoed U.S. freighter Martin 
Van Buren, 

The Fundy was finally turned over to War 
Assets Corporation for disposal July 27, 1945 

The second Fundy was one of four Bay.class 
minesweepers transferred to France at Halifax • 
in April. 1954.  At the time of the transfer. 
she was re-christened La Dunkerquoise 
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• 
TARIFF  CUTS AID CANADIAN EXPORTERS:  New 
TWIrr reductions on a wide range of-EZIdian 
exports were announced by the Minister of 
Trade and Commerce in the House of Commons an 
June 7. 

Mr. Howe outlined details of the new sched. 
ules under the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade. The agreements, concluded between 
Canada, the United States and twelve other 
nations in Europe and Latin America. were 
signed at Geneva on May 23 by Mr. L.D Wil 
gress, Canadian Ambassador to NATO, who was 
also chairman of the Canadian delegation 

The new rates will not come into effect 
until the end of June at the earliest 

In his statement to the House of Commons 
Mr. Howe said: 

"The new GATT agreements represent a fiirther 
addition to the significant and substantial 
progress already achieved in previous GATT 
Conferences in the reduction of tariff bar-
riers throughout the world The benefits ob-
tained by Canada in these latest negotiations 
will lead to useful, practical gains for Cana-
dian exporters of a wide range of products and 
in many markets In addition to the conces-
sions obtained directly by Canada ,  we will 
also benefit from all the concessions result. 
i i-1g from negotiations between the other par-
ticipants.... 

BEHIND 0-T C 

"It is appropriate at this time to reaffirm 
Canada's view of the usefulness of the GATT 
as a framework for the conduct of trade and 
for the development of common  trading  policies. 
In this connection, the establishment of the 
Organization for Trade Co .operation. to ad-
minister the GATT on a continuing basis would 
render the agreement more effect,ve and would 
have a most encouraging influence on interna 
tional relations 

"The Canadian Government has consistently 
supported this proposed Organization and is 
prepared to take steps to provide for'Canadian 
participation at the appropriate time. The 
United Kingdom has already indicated its 
acceptance,  and it is Our hope that all the 
members of GATT and particularly the other 
leading trading countries whose support is 
essential, will similarly.find it possible to 
join in its establishment 

"The Agreement concluded between Canada and 
the United States is one of the major agree. 
ments resulting from this Conference The 
concessions that could be made by the United 
States were limited by United States legis la. 
tion to maximum tariff reduction of 15 per 
cent ,  spread over the next two years Also, 
there were a number of items. particularly in 
the agricultural and fisheries field, on which 
the United States was not prepared to negoti 
ate at this time.  Within these limitations 
however we have concluded an agreement which 
should be most satisfactory to both countries 
The  fact that  United States concessions would 
be implemented in three stages was, of course,  

taken fully into account by our negotiators in 
determining the nature of the concessions 
Canada could justifiably grant.  Canada has 
obtained maximum concessions on a large number 
of products, including various chemicals, 
certain metals, some agricultural items and 
a number of manufactured products and mach 
inery.... 

"Canada has traditional and important trade 
relations wdh Europe and Latin America. It is 
our earnest desire and intention to continue 
to strengthen these close relations and to 
work with the countries of these areas in ex. 
pending our trade in both directions. As part 
of this general policy. Canada has concluded 
new agreements with Austria. the Benelux coun. 
tries. Denmark, Western Germany, Italy. Norway 
and Sweden, Canadian exporters will obtain 
useful benefits from the concessions granted 
by these countries, many of which have made 
significant progress in the removal of import 
restrictions Canada has also made agreements 
with Cuba, the Dominican Republic and Haiti, 
which are open dollar markets for Canadian 
goods ,... 

"In multilateral negotiations which involve 
reductions in most-favoured-nation tariffs it 
is customary for both Canada and the United 
Kingdom to alter certain of the tariff pre. 
ferences accorded to the other. Most of the 
reductions in margins of preference of inter 
est to Canadian exporters in the United King' 
dom are relatively minor.- 

wro conclude, I would stress that Canada as 
a major trading nation has a vital interest in 
the expan s ion  og world.trade in an atmosphere 
of confidence and co-operation between coun-
tries. Py entering into these latest negotia-
tions under the auspices of GATT, the major 
trading countries have given renewed evidence 
of their intention to pursue the constructive 
polickes that have  been developed and strength. 
ened through common effort." 

* * * 

'POWER CAPABILITY TO CLIMB 39 PER CENT  The 
generating capability of Canada's electric 
power industry in 1955 amounted to 13,905,000 
kilowatts, an increase of 6.1 per cent over 
the preceding year's 13,101,000 kilowatts, 
according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
second annual report entitled "Electric Power 
Survey of Capability and Load". The generating 
capability is expected to be 19,399,000 kilo 
watts in 1959, an increase of 39.1 per cent 
over 1955. The total growth, both actual and 
planned over the period 1951 to 1959, is 96 
per cent. The proportion of thermal generation 
to the total is expected to rise from  12.6 per 
cent in 1955 to 15 4 per cent in 1959 

The report contains current and projected 
data compiled from returns filed by 82 major 
producers of electricity, which account for 
approximately 98 per cent of the power for 
sale in Canada and approximately 90 per cent 
of the total kilowatt hours produced in the 
country 
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION'AND 

A NEW NATO 

(Continued from P. 2) 

in the world has ever done as much as this 
country); but of how and why to do it. 

wrhe need for assistance to those coUntries 
which have not shared in our industrial and 
technical advances is real and demanding. It 
will never be satisfactorily met, however, 
merely by pouring in assistance in a form 
which, economically, may be a way of putting 
people on the dole; politically, may give rise 
to suspicion that there are strings attached 
to it; and technically, is beyond the capacity 
of the receiving peoples to administer ef-
fectively. 

"The Secretary-General of the United Na-
tions uttered some wise words on this subject 
the other night when he said: 

°We should not forget that it may be more 
difficult to live on the dole than to pay it. 
Few friendships survive a long drawn-out 
economic dependency of one upon the other. 
Gratitude is a good link only when it can be 
given and received without an overtone of 
humiliation.' 

"A cynic might doubt whether gratitude, so 
often a 'lively anticipation of favours to 
come', is a good link at all. The feeling of 
mutual assistance and co-operative effort is 
surely better. But that requires careful and 

...senaitive planning; a clear understanding of 
why you are helping and are being helped. 

CLEARING-HOUSE 

"This understanding can surely best be 
achieved by using the United Nations more and 
more as the clearing-house for all forms of 
such assistance; as a place where plans can be 
discussed and related to each other; where 
purposes can be clarified and, if necessary, 
exposed. Where, on the other hand, suspicions 

• can be removed when they are unjust and un-
warranted. 

"This does not mean that bilateral aid such 
as point IV, or aid under such arrangements as 
the Colombo Plan, should be abandoned, or 
taken over by the United Nations. That would 
be unnecessary and undesirable as well as 
politically unrealistic. But the United Na-
tions should be brought more and more into the 
picture, and all its members pressed to accept 
their full responsibility. In this way, as Mr. 
Hammarskjold put it, we may find 'a sound 
basis for reconciliation of the natural na-
tional interest with valid international con-
siderations.' 

"But why bother at all? Haven't we enough 
to do at home? I could spend an hour or so on 
this question. Here I can only say that while 
the element of goodwill and neighbourliness 
does enter into these matters, as it does in 
their domestic manifestations, equally or more 
important is the long-term consideration of 
our own enlightened self-interest. 

wroday we all want peace - more anxiously, 
perhaps, than everbefore, because the alterna-
tive could be total annihilation. But we are 
not always willing to do the things or make 
the sacrifices dhat ensure peace. Are we wil-
ding to accept, for instance, the proposition 
that there will be no peace in this small 
world if it  cons ists of °residential areas 
surrounded by slums'. 

"The domestic analogy applies here. Every 
free democratic government today accepts the 
fact - and most of them act on it. - that 
national stability, welfare and progress are 
not possible if the poor are allowed to get 
poorer while the rich get richer, Inequalities 
and deprivations that are considered intoler-
able mean unrest, ferment and ultimate ex. 
plosion. 

EASY VICTIMS 

"The  same result will inevitably and in-
exorably occur Internationally, if hundreds of 
millions of people feel condemned indefinitely 
to an existence below or on the edge of sub-
sistence; hopeless and helpless and bitter; the 
easy victims for extreme ideas and extremist 
agitators. 

• erhe main and the final responsibility for 
avoiding this situation lies with the govern-
ments and the peoples concerned. We in econ-
omically more favoured parts of the world can 
only supplement their efforts. But we would be 
well advised to do that, and primarily in our 
own Interest. 

"Nor should we expect, as I have just said, 
much gratitude; least of all the United States 
of America which I think, deserves it most, in 
terms of the magnitude oftheassistance given. 

"The United  States is the most powerful and 
the richest country in the world. Yet while 
great national health and power can achieve 
international recognition and respect, it 
rarely gains affection - and not too often 
even understanding. This is something to which 
the giant has to become accustomed. 

"All history shows this to be the case, and 
most recently, the history of the British 
Empire." 

* * 	* 

CANADIAN AWARDED HIGH SCIENTIFIC POST:  Dr. 
Leslie E. Howlett, Director of the Division of 
Applied Physics, National Research Council of 
Canada, has been named President of the Advi-
sory Committee for the Definition of the 
Metre. 

The Committee, composed of leading phys-
icists from several countries, was established 
in 1952 by the International Committee of 
Weights and Measures to study the problem of 
defining the International Metre in terms of 
wavelengths from a source of light. 

The existing standard for the International 
Metre is a metal bar kept at Sèvres, France. 
The proposed standard could be reproduced in 
other laboratories throughout the World. 
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PRESIDENT SUKARNO'ADDRESSES CANADIAN PARLIAMENT 

THE FÔRCE OF NATIONALISE:  "In one very im-
portant sense Canada and Indonesia are neigh-
bours..." said Et. Sukarno, Ptesident of Indo-
nesia, in his address to the House of Commons 
and Senate on june 5. 13oth of these countries 
are on the verge of a great new period of 
development, and I am firmly convinced that 
the future of both countries will bring in-
creased prosperity and increased happiness for 
all mankind..." 

Et. Sukarno went on to develop his com-
parison as follows: 

"...It is obviously true that the land, the 
climate and the people are the basic elements 
for the making of any nation. .The-future'nf 
that nation depends greatly upon what is done 
with the land and its resources. The political 
future of the nation depends, it is clear, 
upon the organized strength of the nation, and 
the social and cultural development of the 
nation can be measured only by the peoples' 
victory over their environment. 

"Like Canada, Indonesia is a vast country. 
We have more than 3,000 inhabited islands and 
our archipelago runs from Malaya to the north 
of Australia. It is a vast country of 82 mil-
lion people and, -- I do not say this in any 
boastful spirit --, it is today the third 
largest democracy in the world.  Our  nation is 
young in this modern world of ours, 'DLit it 
does not enter the family of nations empty-
handed. I know that Canada is just beginning 
to exploit the great wealth bestowed by God  

upon this country; we of Indonesia are in the 
same position. The difference between us is 
that Canada's great natural wealth could not 
be exploited until science and technology 
had reached their present level. Indonesia's 
natural wealth could have been exploited -- 
to the benefit of humanity - long ago. But we 
laboured under colonialism. 

"Now we can See no limit to the possibili-
ties of development. It is no exaggeration to 
say that even we of Indonesia do not know the 
wealth of our country. It is no exaggeration 
to say that many of the islands composing our 
archipelago have hardly been explored, let 
alone exploited. When modern technology and 
modern science are devoted to the task of 
extracting the maximum from those islands, 
than I say with no fear of contradiction tkat 
Indonesia will contribute very, very greatly 
to the material well-being of this inter-
dependent world of ours. 

. "Furthermore, it is my belief that Indo-
nesia and the other newly reborn countries of 
Asia and Africa have other gifts to bring to 
the worLL I would like to quote to you a pas-
sage - a very short passage, but a very im-
portant passage -- from a booklet distributed 
by the Canadian Government. This booklet was 
distributed three years ago throughout the 
countries of south-east Asia, and, speaking of 
Asia, it stated that: 'Although we may have 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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PR ES I DENT SUKARNO:: ADDRES  SES  

.- CANAD I AN PARL I ARENT 

•(Contlnued from P. 2) 

isomething'to give.and to teaCh,,wehavealso 
.much:to.receive.and.to learn.:In'this vast 
.country  •f ours,:we have.found outhow.we may 
Jive and prosper,:butfrom:thefest,:.with its 
.ancient cultures,iwe.have muCh:to learn.of:the 
abiding things:that bring comfort:and delight 

.to the mind and heart°. . 
"That may-well.be  true—What is.equally 

:true is.that from:the .Eastalso.ean.come great 
material benefit,. material benefitffor.all 
countries, material.benefitboth-for - the West 

.and the East, material.benefit'for:the Whole 

.worle 
"I.know: that it is a truism-to talk of the 

interdèpendence of.natione.I.know-that al-
mostevery speaker today refereto this, but 
it iesometimes.difficultto appreciate just 

,what it.means in„cold:reality.:The'Covernment 
of Canada has obviously a real.understanding 
of the position; - this ieshown.clearly:by the 
fact thateach year Canada contributes more 

'than.$25 - million:to the Colombo Plan.  As: the 
 representatives.of.a.country,.and  as the 

representative of.a nation benefiting:from 
know.what the Colombo Plan means, 

and, please.believe me,.I,express the grati-
tude  peopleefor:this.example Of.the 
brotherhhod of.nations.and the  interdependence 
of mankind. 

NATIONAL'INDEPENDENCE 

."We.are indeed.grateful:for.all assistance 
.which.comeeto us,-from!whatever quarter of 
the globe it.may.come..Westruggled.long:for 
our.national_identity..We.love that national 
identity, we.hold:that national identity dear 

.as Life itself..We.aim,.therefore,:above.all 
! things, . to maintain,  and prefaerve that national 
identity. I assure you in.alLeeriousness: 
nothing will.ever take.that from us. Nlo.hope 
or promise of quick reward:will persuadeus to 
barter ope scrap of our independence, - for to' 
us that independence, that national.independ-
ence, 'is more.precious.than any other:thing in 
this world. 

"Whéal first.set foot in the United States, 
I expressed.my  hope of observirie.America, 

.amongst other things, as astate of.mind..lt 
•is important:that Asia and Africa be• seen as a 
state of mind..Ahd what is that Asian and 
African'state of.mind2.Essentially.it  iethe 
determination'that the nations of Asia.and 
Africa develop . their own national.reality. I 
use the word 'reality°.advisedly, because a 
nation is-a reality. 

"Whecould'doubt that, after observing the 
post-war world?-In particular, perhaps, who 
could:doubt - that after observing the Asian. and 
African.conference which was-held  in Bandung a 
year ago? -Illat great,and historic meeting of 
-twenty-nine states:showed.clearly'the path of 
history in-this post,war and troubled:world.  

..Representatives.of more.than.half mankind, 
.pre.representatives of one-thousand and-six 
lundred.million people,.mettogether.in one 
of.Indonesia!s mountain.cities,.and.discussed 

.problems,common-to:them.all. . . 
"Those.national.representatives of Asia and 

Africa:discussed the basic problem of:where 
:their nations:stood in this modern,world..1 
•know.that it is not necessary:fer me.to  tell 
you of the result of that conference. Yeu know 

:that.a long.andell.embracing resolution was 
unanimously adopted..That result answered the 

-basic question of,where-those nations stood. 
Itanswered,the question of that-the peoples 
of Asia.and Africa:sought and desired.:Those 
assembltd-representatives of the  majority of 
mankind,clearly.expressed their opposition:to 

.colonialism:in all:its.forms,that is a basic 
-fact in the mid.twentieth.century. 	• 

."Above all:things, this is-the period of 
Asian and African.nationaltsm. 'This is'the 
era:then:the old.conditions,:the old.  and  hated 
pattern of.world:society.is undone. Mhecan be 

-surprised.by . the-fact.that colonialism,.what-
ever form it assumes,:whatever.mask it may 

:hide hehind,:however.it may.disguise itself, 
.is: indeed.a hateful.and disgusting thing? I 
will:tell-you - this: colonialism:leftIndo-
nesia.with:a heritage of illiteracy, a heri-
-tage of humân:sickness, of human ignorance, 
of human degradation, which.was.a disgrace 
and a menace to:the twentieth.century. We.had. 
the highest illiteracy.rate in-the world.We 

:had:the highest mortality-rate.in the.world. 
,Wehad.the lowest living standard Ln-the whole 
:world: one goband a day, two.and a half.guild-
:ercents a.day -- not even.one dollar-cent a 
day. Cur.country.was rich, but  its wealth did 

.not:serve to alleviate-the misery.and ignor-
ance of our people. Having achieved independ-

-énce,,we still:feel the consequence of three. 
hundred and-fifty years of colonialism. And 
-those conseeenceeare.notlight ones.... 

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENTS 

"Just eleven years.ago.aImost all of our 
people were.illiterate;-today less than half 
of our  people are  illiterate. Perhaps it.may 

'seem that I am boasting. I do not intend to 
boast, butI am.immensely,proud of the achieve-
ment in this field, and I am immensely proud 
of our mitional progress in other.fields.We,a 
nation previous/y numbered,amongst the voice-
less and the unconsidered .in the world, .a 
nation previously.numbered amongst the un, 
regarded,.we have, for example, but recently 

:completed, to our.great satisfaction, the very 
.first.general.elections incur  country. :This 
is a considerable.achievement, and I am proud 
of it. I am proUd of it because it shows .a 

.degree.of political progreas which .1.-rould 
hardly have heen.expected of a nation..which,. 
only eleven years.ago.was not even.considered 

Aly . the world. 
"Weelected, under.conditions of.universal 

suffrage. and secretballot,:a Parliament and a 

(Continued on P.  6) 2 
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NEW UNIFORM FOR IILITILE JULIEN":  The  world-
rit7in Brussels Boy statue in the Belgian met-
ropolis wore an RCAF tartan kilt on Air Force 
Day, June 9, Air Division officials announced 
recently. 

It was the second time this year that the 
famous statue, a life-size replicâ of a small 
boy presiding over a fountain, and noted for 
its somewhat naive state of undress, wore the 
uniform of the RCAF Pipe Band from No. 1 
Fighter Wing, Marville, France. 

The bedecking of the Belgian statue is not 
the result of a lark by overseas air force 
personnel, but represents an honour paid the 
Air Division by the city fathers of Brussels. 

Last year the Marville pipers played at a 
ball in Brussels, saw the statue and were told 
its history. They learned how the statue per-
petuates the lègend of Duke Gndfroid II, who 
fought a battle on the spot now the centre of 
Brussels. 

According to legend the Duke brought his 
small son, Julien, to the battlefield in a 
basket which he hung from the limb of an oak 
tree. In the midst of the battle, which was 
going badly for the Duke's men, the little lad 
raised himself in his basket, in an undiapered 
state, to see what was happening. 

The sight of little Julien supposedly had a 
morale-lifting effect on the Duke's soldiers, 
who won the battle.' 

STATUE RECAST 

Later, in the 14th century, a fountain 
graced by a figure of "Little Julien" was 
built. The original statue has since been 
smashed, but was recast. 

The Marville pipers also learned how more 
than 200 years ago French grenadiers tried to 
walk off with the statue, but the incident 
ended with an apology from  Louis  XV of France, 
who knighted "Little Julien" and provided a 
unifolm for him. 

Since then other uniforms and national 
costumes have been given to the statue, and a 
museum was erected to contain them. 

Learning all this, the MarvilléPiper.Band 
decided the statue should have one of their 
uniforms, and made enquiries with the city 
officials of Brussels. The result was that 
prominent Brussels businessmen arranged for a 
tiny replica of the Pipe Band°s uniform to be 
tailored, which was presented early last month 
to the statue in a ceremony attended by Wing 
Commander E.L. Wurtele of Saint John, N.B., 
RCAF Air Attache in Brussels, members of the 
Marville Pipe Band, and a 10-man RCAF Guard of 
Honour. Canadian and Belgian flags drape the 
famed statue which wore the Band's uniform for 
the occasion. 

A few countries and organizations having 
given uniforms or costumes have been honoured 
by their garb being worn by the statue one day 
a year. RCAF officials have been notified that 
"Little Julien" will wear the uniform of the 
Marville Pipe Band each year on Canada's Air 
Force Day. 

DOUBLE'  TAX AVOIDANCE PACT MADE:  The Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced recently 
that an agreement between Canada and the 
Federal Republic of Germany for the avoidance 
of double taxation and the prevention of 
fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income 
was concluded in  Ottawa on June 4. Et.  Werner 

 Dankyort,  the-  German Ambassador, signed for 
the Federal Republic of Germany and the 'Hon-
ourable  Walter  E. Harris, Minister of Finance, 
signed on behalf of the Canadian Gnvernment. 

The agreement provides generally that each 
country retains the right to tax income leav-
ing that country, while at the same time 
undertaking to grant relief from taxation on 
income in respect of which a tax has already 
been imposed in the other country. 

The agreement will come into force after 
the expiration of a month followïng the date 
on which the instruments of ratification are 
exchanged. This exchange of instruments will 
take place in Bonn. 

* * * * 
CANADIAN AVIATION PROGRESS:  Noting the con-
tinuing forward strides that Canadian aviation 
has been making, Honourable George C. Marier,  
Minister of  Transport,  said recently at the 
official opening of the Calgary Municipal Air-
port's new terminal building that the final 
figures for 1955 would, in all probability, 
show another record-breaking year. 

He also declared that faster and heavier 
aircraft now in use had imposed additional 
responsibilities on the Department of Tkans-
port and "in the light of prospective develop-
ments we are now revising our programme for 
the development of runways so as to take 
account of the requirements of the aircraft we 
expect to see in operation in the 1960's and 
to provide, where necessary, runways suitable 
for use by aircraft with take-off weight of 
125 to 145 tons compared to today.% maximum of 
about 67 tons." 

Mk. Marler stated that the number of pas-
sengers carried on domestic flights in 1955 
exceeded 2,500,000 which was an increase of 16 
per cent over the previous year, while the 
volume of mail increased by nearly 10 per 
cent. There was also a substantial increase in 
in the volume of air express and air freight. 

The scheduled operators accounted for an 
increase of nearly 27 per cent but the non-
scheduled operators °  largely because of the 
airlift for the DEW Line and the mid-Canada 
Line, showed an increase of 197 per cent, from 
some 31,000 tons in 1954 to nearly 94,000 tons 
last year. 

The increases over the period are explain-
ed not only by the operation of a larger non-
ber of flights between  principal  ukbanceentres 
of Canada but also by an increase in the num-
ber of points served and by the extension of 
flying services in all parts of Canada. 
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QUEEN HONOURS N.B..INFANTRYHEN:  Genera-
t ions  of infantry soldiers in the Province of 
New Brunswick have been honoured by the Queen 
who has conferred the title  "Royal" on the New 
Brunswick Regiment.  Fier  Majesty has also con-
sented to become  Colonel -in-Chief of the regi-
ment, Defence Minister Ralph Càmpney announced 
recently. 

The New Brunswick Regiment was formed in 
1954 when the 28th Field Battery,  Royal  Càna-
dian Artillery; The Carleton and York  Regi-
ment; The North Shore (New Brunswick) Regi-
ment; and The New Brunswick Scottish were 
amalgamated to form the 1st Battalion, New 
Brunswick Regiment (Carleton and York) with 
Headquarters at Saint John; and the 2nd Bat-
talion, New Brunswick Regiment  (North  Shore) 
with Headquarters at Bathurst. 

The Royal New Brunswick Regiment perpetu-
ates twelve units of the Canadian Expedition-
ary Force, 1914-18, and one unit of the Cana-
dian 

The Royal New Brunswick Regiment traces its 
history back to the year 1868, closely paral-
leling the history of Canada since Confedera-
tion. 

New Brunswick infantrymen, whose deeds 
again honoured by this Royal recognition, have 
been among the first to volunteer for Canada's 
service in every war since. 

* * 	* 

SENNELAGER TRAINING:  Canadian troops in 
Germany, encamped more than 4,000 strong 
throughout the All Arms Training Centre in 
Sennelager, are undergoing some of the tough-
est training since the 2nd Canadian Infantry 
Brigade Group arrived on the Continent  last 
fall. 

Infantrymen, gunners and tank men of the 
NATO formation are going practically around 
the clock, firing their weapons and brushing 
up on their battle procedures. 

Nàmes like Falaise, Nijmegen, Reichswald, 
Ardennes, Arnhem and Càen, fresh in.the memory 
of Canadian soldiers, now denote training 
areas and ranges at this yast training area, 
some 40 miles from the Canadians' permanent 
locations in Westphalia. 

Sennelager has been a military training 
centre since 1892 and has served the armies of 
of both Kaiser Wilhelm and Hitler. The region 
is now under the control of the British Army. 

Prominent red and white signs in the Rus-
sian language worn against trespassing in the 
training areas. In the past Russian-agents in 
West Gérmany have followed training manoeuvres 
of NATO troops with interest. But the boom has 
now been lowered. 

A total of 13 units are under canvas, 
living and training as close to locations 
as_safe4iring.conditions in the area will 
allow. 

The two-week concentration is the first 
major field training trial of the year for the 
Canadian force. 

TEACHERS IN CANADA:  .The number of school 
teachers in the 10 provinces of Canada in 1954 
increased 4 per cent from the preceding year 
and about 19 per cent since 1950, according to 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics° annual 
report on teachers' qualifications. Women 
teachers accounted for 77,493 of the total 
versus 74,080 in the preceding year, and men 
teachers for 27.795 versus 26,883 

Tàachers in the nine provinces (except 
Quebec) were distributed as follows: 18 per 
cent in one-room rural schools, 12 per cent in 
rural schools of two to five rooms, 32 per 
cent in towns and villages, and 38 per cent in 
cities and metropolitan areas. Something of 
the changing pattern of the school population 
is indicated by the changes since 1950 in 
the numbers of teachers in various types of 
schools. There has been a decrease of 22 per 
cent in the numbers in one-room rural schools, 
an increase of 27 per cent in two to five-
room schools, 42 per cent in town and village 
schools including rural schools of six or more 
rooms, and a 27 per cent increase in the num-
ber of teachers in city schools. 

Married women accounted for 25 per cent of 
all teachers and 35 per cent of the women 
teachers. Twenty-four per cent of the women 
teachers In city schools were married, 36 per 
cent of those in town and village schools, 44 
per cent of those in two to five-room rural 
schools, and 48.6 per cent of those in one-
room rural schools. 

In the nine provinces 89.6 per cent of the 
teachers had training equivalent to at least 
junior matriculation (high school gradua-
tion) plus one year of professional training. 
Eighteen per cent had at . least a university 
degree and the professional training required 
to teach secondary grades. Both of these per-
centages were similar to those for 1953. Some 
improvement appears in one-room rural schools 
where 25 per cent had less training thad the 
above minimum as opposed to 29 per cent in 
1953. The total number of teachers with less 
training than this (usually junior matricula-
tion) plus 6 weeks of professional training 
increased from 2,068 in 1953 to 3,120 in 
1954. 

Excluding Ontario and Quebec, the median 
number of years of experience was 7.6 years 
(ranging from 3.6 years in Newfoundland to 9.5 
in Alberta), slightly less than the 8 years 
for 1953. The median for all cities was 13 
years in contrast to 14 years in 1953. The 
median number of years of experience for 
cities has declined steadily since 1946 when 
it was 17.7 years. This decline is the result 
of the addition to the teaching staffs of 
large numbers of new teachers required to meet 
increasing enrolments. In the one-room rural 
schools half the staff in Alberta had  over  7 
years of teaching experience and in Nova 
Scotia and British Columbia over 6 years while e 
in Manitoba they had barely more than 2 years 
and in Néwfoundland onlyt1.4 years. 
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•CANADIAN 'MARKSMEN TO RISLEY : Eight Army 
marksmen from the Royal Cànadian School of 
Infantry, Camp Borden, Ontario,  sailed for 
England June 14 to compete in the Bisley rifle 
meet with championship teams from other Com-
monwealth armies, Army Headquarters announced 
recently. 

It is the first time a team has been sent 
to represent the Cànadian Army at Bisley. 

Last fall the RCS of I team won the right 
to make the trip by winning the unit champion-
ship of the Canadian Army following a com-
petition at Connaught Ranges, Ottawa. To win 
this event the team defeated representatives 
from each of the five Army commands. 

To decide the unit championships of the 
Commonwealth, standard Army rifles with ser-
vice sights will be used in all events. NO 
slings are allowed and in some of the competi-
tions difficult obstacle courses have to be 
overcome before firing. 

In other events competitors must sprint 
between firing points with only a limited time 
to complete each competition. In addition to a 
clear eye and a steady hand, almost perfect 
physical fitness is necessary and with that 
in mind the Canadian team has undergone an 
arduous siege of training for the past several 
months. 

The Canadian group will compete in eight 
team events covering almost every phase of 
marksmanship.  In  addition each soldier can 
enter the individual Bisley competitions when 
they will be allowed to use rifles with target 
sights and slings. 

*  5*  * 

mmeeumER PRICE INDEX UNMINGED:  Canada 's  
consumer price index remained unchanged at 
116.6 between the beginning of April and May. 
A year ago the index was 116.4, and in May 
1954 it was 115.5. Current decreases in the 
food and household operation indexes were 
counter-balanced by slight increases in the 
shelter, clothing and "other" commodities and 
services series. 

The food index declined from 109.7 to 109.3 
as sharply lower prices were reported for 
tomatoes, along with lesser declines for 
coffee and some fresh vegetables and meats. 
Prices were higher for eggs, fresh and canned 
fruits, potatoes and most cuts of beef. 

Both rent and home-ownership components 
contributed to the upward movement of the 
shelter inolex from 131.9 to 132.1.  The  cloth-
ing index moved from 108.7 to 108,8 as slight 
increases in footwear and chadren's wear were 
partially offset by a decrease in women's 
spring coats. 

The household operation index moved from 
116.6 to 116.5 under the influence of a sea-
sonal decrease in coal prices and lower in-
surance rates for household effects. Increased 
prices were reported for household supplies, 
kitchen utensils, and some items of furniture, 
as were highertelephone rates in some centres.  

10TH AIR FORCE DAY.  Across Canada RCAF 
units held their big open house to the pub-
lic - Air Force Day, an June 9. 

Ch thiS day, the RCAF throws open its doors 
to give the general public a close-up of the 
jobs it is doing, enabling the average man-in-
the street to  more  fully understand the tremen-
dous technical advance being made by the Air 
Force for his defense. 

In helping the public to understand its 
work and at the sane time helping to maintain 
the airmindedness for which Canadians are 
noted,  the  RCAF puts on all  marner of displays 
both on the ground and in the air. 

Iherever a unit has equipment it can show, 
that equipment is open to inspection and 
demonstration. Added interest was evident this 
year in that this was the tenth anniversary of 
the first Air Force Dày held in Canada.  

Among the top exhibits were the CF - 100s, 
which have always been a highlight in aerial 
and ground displays on Air Force Day in recent 
years. Wherever possible CF - 100 squadrons 
across Canada again went through their paces 
in the air and drew plenty of attention from 
visitors at static displays. 

* 5 * 

NEW "RCAC" BADGE:  Her Màjesty The Queen has 
approved the design of a new badge for the 
Royal Cànadian Army Càdets, Army Headquarters 
announced recently. 

The new badge depicts a red maple leaf, 
with the designation "RCAF" in green ensigned 
by  the  St. Edward's Crown in gold, with the 
motto "Acer Acerpori" (as the maple, so the 
sapling) inscribed in green at the base of the 
maple leaf. 

It will replace both the present cap badge 
and the crest worn on cadet blazers. The cap 
badge will be reproduced in brass and the 
crest in cloth of the appropriate colours. 

* 5 5 * 

BORDER CROSSINGS UP IN APIUL:  More than 
one million vehicles crossed the Canada -United 
States border into Canada from the United 
States in April, an increase of nearly 7 per 
cent over the corresponding month a year ago. 
Aggregate crossings totalled 1,184,200 (564, - 

500 foreign vehicles and 619,700 units re-
gistered in  Canada) as compared with 1,107,900 
last year. Foreign vehicles entering Canada 
increased 6 per cent and Cànadian vehicles re-
entering increased between 7 and 8 per cent. 

Volume oftraffic enteringCànada on travel-
lers' vehicle permits declined 11 per cent 
from last year, due no doubt to the changed 
date of the Easter week-end, lowering the 
January-April total one per cent. The volume 
of long-term Canadian traffic abroad over 24 
hours increased about 5 per cent in April and 
29 per cent in the four-month period. 

Traffic by rail, through bus, boat and 
plane advanced over 3 per cent in March as 
compared with a year earlier. 
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PRESIDENT SUKARNO'ADDRESSES 
CANADIAN PARLIAMENT 

(Continued from P. 2) 

Constituent Assembly. Although I know well 
that those things alone are not a guarantee of 
democracy, I know equally well tbat without 
those things democracy cannot exist. We have 
chosen, and chosen after proper consideration, 
the democractic path of national fulfilment 
and national emancipation. We have chosen the 
path of Pantja Sila, the five principles of 
our State. They are: Belief in Cod: National-
ism: annanitarianism: Democracy and, last of 
all, Social justice. It is our belief that 
this path will lead us most rapidly to the 
full and useful life which every nation ought 
to contribute and enjoy in our present-day 
world.... 

"I am told that people are sometimes.sur.- 
prised at our attitude towards certain inter-
national problems in the world. We do not 
aumomatically accept the views of any group of 
people. We do not join in any military organi-
zation. We intend to be ourselves. It is true, 
it is very true, that we are enthusiastic 
members of the United  Nations, and.we see Ln 
the United Nations the faint outiihes of *a 
future World Organization. We call our foreign 
policy not a 'neutral' foreign policy; we call 
our foreign policy 'independent' and 'active'. 

 We call it so, because we take an independent 
line in accordance with what we see as the 
best interests of the world and our own na-
tion, and we act upon that. 

CHOSEN POLICY 

"One of the draftsmen of Canada's great-
ness, Sir Wilfred Laurier, said in the year 
1900: °I claim for Canada this: that in future 
Canada shall be at liberty to act or not to 
act.° In those words that,great Prime Minis-
ter, that architect of the future, summed up 
the foreign policy which we of Indonesia 
choose to follow today. 

"We seek to follow a policy which will give 
the greatest benefit to all mankind, and if 
that foreign policy should sometimes run 
counter to what you belipve and act upon, 
believe me when I say that what we do, and how 
we vote, is dictated by our ideals, and not by 
any spirit of opposition. 

wYes, we are separated, as I said, by the 
Pacific Ctean. But we are also joined by the 
Pacific Cteanl We are neighkours, and nothing 
is more important than that neighbours should 
understand each other. I hale not come to your 
vast country to negotiate any treaty, I have 
some  with the hope that this short visit of 
mine will lead to a better underseanding 
between our nations. If this should be so I 
will be content. You have a great future with 
your neighbour and frienditç the south, the 
United States of America, that vast country 
which I so recently visited. There is a saying 
that 'an unseen frontier of friendship' exists  

between Canada and the United States, It is.my  
prayer that between us of Indonesia and this 
country of Canada asimilar frontier of friend-
ship may develop and grow strong.... 

"...Ladies and Gentlemen: I beg you, do not Is 
underestimate the force of the nationalist 
torrent which is today pouring over Asia and . 
Africa. It is a mighty torrent, and one thing 
is certain; we are in the midst of an histori-
cal change which is vital for the whole future 
of mankind. It is a nationalist torrent, and 
that torrent is not directed against anyone or 
any nation". It is a torrent whose object is 
the greater freedom, the greater liberation 
of mankind. I say this in all seriousness: any 
attempt to stand against that torrent will be 
vain, just as every attempt ever undertaken to 
stand against an historical process has been 
vain. This torrent is directed only against 
the outworn principle of colonialism. You may 
call it a destructive torrent, but it is one 
which is destructive only of colonialism, and 
one which will lead to a greater and wider 
horizon of freedom for all men everywhere and 
in every country. In the framework of history 
it is constructive and progressive. 

"Today most of my own country is free, most 
of my own nation is enjoying the fruit of 
independence, but to our sorrow and continued 
dissatisfection a part of our nation and coun-
try still suffers under colonialism, that 
plague on mankind's fulfilment. West Irian - 
perhaps you know it better  as West New Cùinea - 
is still unfree. Uhtil West. Irian is rejoined 
to the rest of my country i  Indonesia will feel 
herself incomploteand iesecure. There zcan:be 
no question that West Irian is part of Indo-
nesia, and indeed until 1950 no-one in the 
world would have dreamed of denying that fact. 
Until we are united with our still unfree 
brethren, we of Indonesia will never be con-
tent, because we know just what colonialism 
means in terms of human unhappiness, in terms 
of human misery and human dekradation. 

"In this world of ours, troubled and uneasy 
though it is, there is still much success and 
many gains for the peace and security  of men.  
Whatever we have gained has been won because 
man's understanding of other men as brothers 
has increased. 

ACTIVE UNDERSTAND/NG 

"This is essential. Mankind the world over 
is basically the same whatever cultural or 
ideological details may appear to divide him. 
Understanding and sympathy are necessary. 
Active understanding and active sympathy will 
help relieve the strains and tensions in the 
world. This is really my message to you. Give 
us your understanding and your sympathy. 
Give us, if you can, your active understanding 
and your active sympathy. If you do that, and 
if we of Asia and Africa retain that active • 
sympathy and tmderstanding,  thon the future of 
the world can indeed be bright...." 
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HEALTH CARE FOR CANADIANS 

SELECTED INCOME GROUPS STUDIED:  Only 45.3 
per cent of Canada's population in the low 
income group receive any kind of health care 
as compared with 53.7 per cent of those in the 
medium income group, 55 per cent in the high 
income group (lower) and 61.1 per cent in the 
high (upper) income group, according to the 
ninth report on the first nationwide study of 
illness among Canadians, made in 1950-51. 

Based on a suivey by the Department of 
National Health and Welfare and the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics in co-operation with 
provincial health departments, the report 
records the differences in the amount of 
health care received by Canadians in vàrious 
income groups. For purposes of the survey the 
income groups were defined as follows in 1950- 
51; low, under $1 0 500 per annum; medium, 
$1,500 to $2,999: high (lower), $3,000 to 
$4,999;-high (upper), $5,000 and over. 

In 1950-51 the average number of person-
days of disability per 1,000 persons was 
17,833 for the low income group, 11,042 for 
the medium income group, 9.628 for the high 
income group (lower), and 11,384 for the high 
income group (upper) While persons with low 
incomes reported more disabling illness than 
persons with medium or high incomes, the 
average number of times persons of various 
inconie groups were ill varied rather little 
from about two complaint periods per person. 

Physicians' services: In the low income 
group, 37.2 per cent received physicians' care 
as compared to 43.9 per cent in the medium  

income group and 45.2 in the high income 
group. Estimates of the average number of 
doctors' calls and clinic visits per 1,000 
persons showed much the same income group 
pattern as the figures recording the percent-
age of persons reporting physicians' care. The 
average number  of  calls or visits per 1.000 
persons was lower for the low income group 
(1,484) than for the medium and high income 
groups (1,811 and 1,938, respectively). How-
ever, the average number of doctors' calls and 
clinic visits reported by those persons who 
received some physicians' care ranged from 
3,773 per 1,000 persons for the low income 
group to 4,014 for the medium income group and 
4.209 for the high income group. 

People in the low income group received 
physicians' care for a lower proportion of 
their complaint periods (21.4 per cent) than 
persons in the medium ait!  high income groups 
(25.3 per cent and 27.2 per cent, respective-
ly). Similarly the low income group reported 
8.78 doctors' calls and clinic visits per 100 
disability days, as againnt 16.82 for the 
medium income group and 20.78 for the high 
income group. 

Hospital care; An estimated 10 per cent lf 
the people in the low income group received 
in-patient hospital care.*The corresponding 
figures for the medium and high income groups 
were 11 per cent and 9.3 per cent, respective-
ly. For the low income gioup the average 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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HEALTH CARE FOR CANADIANS 

(Continued from P. 1) 

number of hospital periods per 1,000 persons 
was 120, lower than the medium income group 
figure of 132, but higher than the high income 
group figure of 108. But the lower income 
group had an average of 2,566 person-days of 
hospitalization per 1,000 persons which was 
higher than the ones reported by the medium 
and high income groups (1,715 and 1,411, 
respectively). The high proportion of person-
days of.hospitalization for the low income 
group can be explained by the fact that the 
low income group suffered more disabling ill-
ness. The average numbérof person-days of hos-
pitalization per 100 disability days for the 
low, medium and high income groups was 14.11, 
15.53 and 12.85, respectively. 

Operations: Compared with other income 
groups, fewer people in the low income group 
reported operation (8.2 per cent as compared 
with 3.5 per cent in the medium income group 
and 4.2 per cent and 5 per cent in the lower 
high and upper high income groups). This ten-
dency was preserved in the figures for opera-
.tions reported by the various income groups. 

Dental care: Only 9.1 per cent of persons 
in the low income group visited a dentist 
during the year, as against 14.1 per cent of 
the medium income group and 19.3 per cent of 
the high income group. The average number of 
dental visits per 1,000 persons in the low 
income group was 160. This was not much more 
than half the number reported for the medium 
income group (302) and not much more than a 
third of the number reported for the high 
income group (450). 

* * * * 

SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY:  Value of production 
in Canada's shipbuilding industry in 1954 
declined 1 14,5 per cent to $156,607,000 from 
$183,215,000 in 1953, according to the Domi-
nion Bureau of Statistics annual report on the 
shipbuilding industry. Fewer establishments in 
the year (76 versus 79) employed less person-
nel (19,356 versus 22,571), lowering salaries 
and wages to $65.257,000 from $72,732,000 a 
year earlier. Costs of materials dropped to 
$56,260,000 from $65,821,000 and fuel and 
electricity costs eased to $1,774,000 from 
$1,870,000. 

Production of all types of naval vessels 
accounted for $29,684,000 in 1954 as compared 
with $14,960,000 in 1953; cargo and cargo-
passenger vessels, $23,948,000 ($17.609,000 a 
year earlier); tankers, $7,211,000  ($7,453,-
000);  Dredges. $1,094,000 ($1,588,000); fer-
ries, $1,339,000 ($141,000); scows and barges, 
$1,790,000 ($567,000); and all "other" com-
mercial vessels, $3,737,000 ($10,603,000). 
Production of boilers, engines, etc., as well 
as repairs and conversions amounted to  $201,-
867,000 in the year as compared with  $215,,-
643,000 in the preceding year.  
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CANADA-US TO EXAMINE BOUNDARY WATERS:  The 
Department of External Affairs and the Depart-
ment of Northern Affairs and National Re-
sources announced that the following statement 
was made in the House of Commons by the Minis-
ter of Northern Affairs andi*tfonafResocrces, 
Honourable Jean Lesage. A similar announcement 
was made in Washington. 

"The Canadian and United States Governments 
have decided to examine together the subject 
of waters which flow across the international 
boundary between the two countries. 

"The last time both governments examined 
this matterhorouelytogether was beforedhe 
conclusion of the Boundary Waters Treaty of 
1909. During the forty-six years which have 
elapsed since its ratification, the Interna-
tional joint Commission, which was established 
by the Treaty, has worked with outstanding 
success in solving water problems within the 
framework of this treaty. 

"It has recently appeared, however, that 
the development of the resources of such 
basins as the St. John, the Columbia and the 
Yukon, requires, among other things, the 
solution of vatious complicated legal, econ-
omic and engineering questions. In agreeing to 
examine the matter of waters which cross the 
boundary, the two governments realize that 
there may be no easy or quick answer to the 
problems which are arising today in such areas 
and that the studies may reveal that the Boun-
dary Waters Treaty of 1909 is sufficiently 
broad to meet present problems.  The  two govern-
ments believe, however, that a full and con-
fidential exchange of views may contribute to 
the resolution of these problems and it is in 
this spirit that the discussions have been 
agreed to. At the same time, the two govern-
ments desire that the International Joint 
Commission shall press forward its studies 
under the Columbia River Basin Reference of 
1944 and the other similar references which it 
has under consideration." 

* * 

ARMY AND AMATEUR ATHLETES AFFILIATED:  The 
Canadian Armed Forces and the Amateur Aehletic 
Union of Canada are now affiliated, it was 
announced jointly by the Department of Na-
tional Defence and the AAU of C. 

The affiliation coincides with a general 
stepping up of sports programmes in the three 
Armed Services and is expected to provide a 
general stimulation of amateur sports through-
out Cenada. Under the new arrangement, of-
ficials of the Amateur Athletic Union will 
assist the Armed Services in planning and con-
ducting many of their major athletic competi- 
.tions. 

Among the amateur sports controlled by the' 
AAu of C are boxing, wrestling, track and 
field, gynmastics, fencing, weight-lifting and 
handball. At the present time the Armed Ser-
vices conduct organized programmes in boxing, ill 
track and field and gynmastics. 
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NATIONAL HOUSE DESIGN BODY:  Public Works 
Minister Robert Winters announced recently the 
formation of "The Housing Design Council", a 
national body dedicated to the encouragement 
of improved housing-design in Canada. Ar its 
initial meeting the council adopted a con-
stitution, discussed a programme of action, 
and elected its first officers. 

Mr. Winters told the members that while 
there has been continuous improvement in the 
physical aspects of housing, he thought we 
must acknowledge that the housing in our 
suburbs has not generally been distinguished 
in its appearance and'hasnot offered the kind 
of full enjoyment and pride we ought to expect 
in a country as prosperous as ours. He said 
that concentration on the improvement of the 
design of housing offered a field of endeavour 
that had been neglected to a certain extent in 
the post-war period, 

"By this I don't mean that people have not 
been aware of its importance. There simply has 
been relatively a far greater concentration on 
quantity and speed of production of housing. A 
very large house-building industry has now 
developed, there has been a great increase in 
the house-building labour force, production of 
building materials has reached a stage where 
shortages are seldom heard of, tools and 
equipment have been developed to speed con-
struction and there has been developed an 
enlarged money market necessary to meet the 
demand for financing housing. While this has 
been happening perhaps design - the real liva-
bility of housing - has been left behind in 
the forward surge of this dynamic industry. 

"1 think as the more urgent of housing 
requirements are met and the pressure on our 
housing accommodation,lightened - economic 
competition will alone make it necessary for 
the house builders to seek to widen their 
market through improvement in the design of 
housing. 

"We believe the post-war urgency has large-
ly been met and while the level of house con-
struction will continue high there may be a 
period of about 10 years when.we can catch our 
breath. By this I mean we won't likely have to 
double our housing production in the next ten 
years as we have done in the past. In fact the 
industry may have difficulty in making full 
use of its present capacity without that 
stimulus to demand that would be afforded by 
some distinguished improvement in the design 
of new housing". 

* * * * 

NRC NEDICAL'RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS:  The Na-
tional Research Council of Canada has awarded 
27 Medical Research Fellowships for the year 
1956-57. Total value of the awards is $72,950, 
.plus travelling allowances when required. 

All fellowship-holders are medical grad-
uates who will engage in research in the medi- a)  cal sciences. Twenty-two of the awards will be held in Canadian universities, four in the 
United States, and one in England. 
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RAILWAY FREIGHT TRAFFIC UP IN 1955:  Revenue 
freight traffic moved by railways in Canada in 
1955 totalled 167,656,542 tons, an increase of 
15.3 per cent over the preceding year's 145,- 
418,055 tons, according to advance figures 
released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Of the freight carried in 1955, 131,456,869 
tons were loaded at stations in Canada (112,- 
298,467 in 1954); receipts from foreign con-
nections destined to Canadian points increased 
5.1 per cent to 18,730,521 tons from  17819,-
456; and intransit freight rose 14.2 per cent 
to 17,469,152 tons from 15,300,132. 

Of the 131,456,869 tons of freight loaded 
in Canada during 1955, 56,824,335 tons of mine 
products accounted for 43.2 per cent of the 
total; 33,664,030 tons of manufactures and 
miscellaneous products for 25.6 per cent; 
22,015,310 tons of agricultural products for 
16.7 per cent; 15,950,953 tons of forest pro-
ducts for 12.1 per cent; 1,230,001 tons of 
animais and animal products for 0,9 per cent; 
and 1,772,240 tons of L.C.L. freight for 1.3 
per cent. 

Loadings in Newfoundland increased to 1,- 
334,374 tons from 1,148,093, in Prince Edward 
Island to 305,773 tons from 296,338, in Nova 
Scotia to 10,761,398 tons from 9,401,113, and 
in New Brunswick to 4,445,986 tons from 4,- 
105,558. In ÇUebec • loadings rose to 30,469,062 
tons from 20,705,415, Ontario to 40,619,626 
from 34,637,419, Manitoba to 7,227,710 tons 
from 7,043,262, Alberta to 11,347,667 tons 
from 11,014,527, and British Columbia to 
12,802,992 tons from 11,186,822. Loadings in 
Saskatchewan declined to 12,142,281 tons from 
12,759,920. 

* * * * 
ONTARIO TRAILER FACTORY:  A new Ontario 
manufacturing industry will be established in 
Ingersoll, Ontario, Minister of Planning and 
Development William M. Nickle, announced re-
cently. 

Mid-States Corporation, Union City, Michi-
gan, important manufacturer of mobile homes, 
will establish in Ingersoll a newly-created 
Canadian subsidiary, Mid-States Canada Limit-
ed, with offices and production facilities 
occupying 45,000 square feet. Employment in 
the Canadian plant is expected to reach 125 
persons by the end of 1956. 

Production in the new plant, Mid-States' 
first outside the US,  is expected to minimize 
shipping and marketing expenses and provide 
modern mobile living at a minimum cost to the 
growing Canadian mobile home market. More than 
80 per cent of all the material used by the 
new plant will be purchased in Canada. 

The line of mobile homes ro  be produced by 
the new corporation will be similar to Mid-
States "Star", the parent corporation's most 
popular line of mobile homes. Named "The 
Canadian Star" the new line will consist of 
models in thirty-six, forty-one and forty-six 
foot lengths, with a choice of one or two 
bedrooms in each model. 
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MILITARY EXPERTS TO SEE ARMY SCHOOLS:  Fif-
teen foreign military attachés and Common-
wealth service advisers will participate in 
a ten-day conducted tour of Canadian Army 
schools and other establishments in Ontario 
from June 5 to 15, Army Headquarters announced 
recently. The purpose of the trip is to pro-
vide an opportunity for representatives of 
foreign governments to observe Canadian Army 
training. 

Countries whose representatives will make 
the tour.  include Australia, Finland, France, 
Israel, Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, Paki-
stan, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, 
United Kingdom, United States of America and 
Yugoslavia. 

* * * * 

INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL  PRODUCTION UP:  Canada 's  
composite index of industrial production for 
March stood at 277.2, according to preliminary 
figures, 10 per cent above the March 1955 
index of 251.9. The manufacturing component of 
the index rose 8.8 per cent to 282.3 from 
259.5 a year earlier and the index of mineral 
production advanced 22.5 per cent to 249.7 
from 203.8. The sub-index measuring output of 
electricity and gas stood at 286.9 in March, 
1.7 per cent above the March 1955 index of 
2812. 

The index of non-durable manufactures, at 
242.0, was 8.9 per cent above the same month 
last year. All industrial groups for which 
comparisons are available recorded advances of 
between 5 and 10 per cent. Output in the 
clothing industry was 9.7 per cent higher than 
during March 1955, and production in the paper 
products group,advanced 9.5 per cent. Output 
in the foods and beverages, tobacco, rubber 

'products, textiles, printing and publishing 
and chemicals industries showed smaller gains 
in the March comparison. 

In the durable manufactures field, the 
composite index for March.rose to 345.4, 8.6 
per cent above last March's figure of 318.0. 
Output of.  iron and steel products increased 
nearly 22 per cent with production in the non-
metallic minerals group rising almost 19 per 
cent. The electrical apparatus and wood pro-
ducts group recorded gains of nearly 8 per 
cent and 6 per cent respectively. Transporta-
tion equipment showed a fractional increase, 
while output of non-ferrous metals fell off 
about 3 per cent. 

For the first three months of 1956 the in-
dex of industrial production averaged 267.1, 
8.6 per cent above the corresponding figure of 
246.0. The manufacturing index rose 7.4 per 
cent to 270.5 in this comparison. The non-
durables component advanced 7.2 per cent from 
217.2 to 232.9, while the durables index rose 
7.6 per cent to 329.4. The mining index in the 
three-month comparison increased 20.1 per cent 
from 203.8 to 244.8. The sub-index for elec-
tricity and gas showed a fractional advance 
from 281.1 to 283.0. 

MORE CANADIANS IN TRUCE ORGANIZATION:  The 
tapartment of External Affairs announced re-
dently that five additional Canadian Army 
Off icers had been selected for service with 
the United Nations Truce Supervision Ctganiza-
tion in Palestine under its Chief of Staff, 
Major-General E.L.M. Burns. This is Canada's 
response to an urgent request from United 
Nations Secretary-General Hammarskjold for 
more military observers to man observation 
posts and provide mobile patrols when neces-
sary along the demarcation line in the Gaza 
strip. Mr. Hammarskjold reached agreement with 
Egypt and Israel on this strengthening of the 
United Nations supervision machinery during 
his recent mission to the Middle East. 

The five Canadian Officers whose selection 
was announced are Major Alexander K. Paton, 
35, of Vancouver, who was commissioned in 1941 
and served in Northwest Europe during World 
War 88; Major Roland P. Yelle, 38, of IQUebec 
City, who has served both in Europe and Korea; 
Major Samuel M. Pinkerton, 35, of Hamilton, 
Ontario,  also with both Second World War and 
Korean service (mentioned in despatches during 
the Korean War); Major George W. Graham, 37, 
of Calgary ,  who served during the Second World 
War in the United  Kingdom and Northwest Europe 
and subsiquently was stationed in Germany; and 
Major Lorne M. Stone, 30, of Vancouver, who 
was commissioned in 1948, and has served in 
Germany with the 27th Canadian Infantry Bri-
gade Group. 

The five left  Ottawa for the Middle East on 
May 25. There are already five Canadian mili-
tary observers with the Truce Supervision 
Ctganization, in addition  to General Burns, 

* * 

ÇANADA ELECTED TO WHO EXECUTIVE: ..Canada has 
been elected to the Executive Board of the 
World Health Assembly ,  now meeting in Geneva. 

The Assembly, which is the governing' body 
of the World Health Organization ,  elects six 
countries each year to its 18-member Executive 
Board. Each country elected serves on the 
board for a period of tiu.ee years. 

The five other countries elected to the 
Executive Board this year are the United 
Kingdom, Italy ,  India, Mexico and Syria. 

The Canadian delegation to the Ninth Assem-
bly of WHo is headed by Dr. G.D.W. Cameron, 
Deputy Minister of National Health, who will 
also be Canada's member at the 18th session of 
the Executive Board. The Board began its 
meeting immediately after the conclusion of 
the WHO Assembly on May 28. 

Cther members of the Canadian delegation at 
the Assembly areS.R.Balcom, Mamber of Parlia-
ment for Halifax, Dr. F. Burns Roth, Deputy 
Minister of Public Health for Saskatchewan, 
Dr. Emile Blain, Director-General of the 
Canadian Association of French Speaking Doc-
tors, Hector Allard, Canada's Permanent Dale-
gate to the UN at Geneva, and Miss Dorothy M. 
Percy, Chief Nursing Consultant of the Depart-
ment of National Health and Welfare,  Ottawa,  
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JEALTR SCIENTIST AWARDED MEDAL:  An Ottawa 
scientist, Dr. Morris Katz, atmospheric pol-
lution expert in the Department of National 
Health and Welfare, has been awarded the Plum- • mer Medal by the Engineering Ihstitute of 
Canada for work in his field. The award was 
made at. the Institute's annual meeting in 
Montreal recently. The Plummer Medal is award-
ed annually for outstanding achievement by a 
Canadian engineer. 

Dr. Katz, who is consultant, atmospheric 
pollution services, in the federal health 
department's Ctcupational Health Division, is 
the author of some 75 scientific papers on 
various aspects of chemistry in relation to 
atmospheric pollution and other fields and 
holds patents in many countries on a new type 
of catalytic process for the detection and 
oxidation of carbon monoxide. 

* 	* 
FARM LAND VALUES UP IN 1955:  Value of oc-
cupied farm land in Canada in 1955 averaged 
$52 per acre, compared with $50 in 1954, $51 
in 1953, and. the pre-war five-year . (1935-39) 
average of $24, Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
reports. Increases in value as compared with 
1954 occurred in all provinces exéept Prince 
Edward Island which remained at $59. Averages 
for the other provinces were: Nova Scotia, $56 
($54 in 1954); New Brunswick, $54 ($52); 
Quebec, $82 ($81); Ontario, $107 ($101); 
Manitoba, $46 ($45); Saskatchewan, $31 ($29); 
Alberta, $42 ($41): British Columbia, $107 
($102). 

* * * 

NEW U.S. AMBASSADOR ARRIVES:  His Excellency 
Livingston T. Merchant presented to His Excel-
lency the Governor General his Letter of 
Credence as Ambassadôr Extraordinary and 
Pleipotentiary of the United States of America 
to Canada. The ceremony of presentation took 
place at Government House. 

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Mr. L.B. Pearson, was present on this occa-
sion. The Chief of Protocol Mr. E. D'Axcy 
McGreer, presented the Ambassador to the 
Governor General. The Ambassador was accom- , 
panied by members of the United States Eàbassy 
in Ottawa. Mr. Lionel Massey and Mr. J.F. 
Delaute, respectively, Secretary and Admin-
istrative Secretary to the Governor General, 
were also present. 

Mk. Merchant was born in New York in 1903 
and graduated from Princeton University in 
1926. In 1942 he leît private business to 
accept an appointment as Assistant Chief of 
the Division of Defense Materials in the 
Department of State. Following assignments as 
Chief of the Eastern Hemisphere Division and 
the War Areas Economics Divisions of the 
Department of State, he was named Economic 
Counselor (with the personal rank of Minister) gli at the United States Embassy, Paris, in 1945. 

In November 1946, Mk. Merchant became Chief 
of the Aviation Division of the Department of 
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State, and in Cttober 1947 he was named Acting 
Deputy Director (later Deputy 11.rector) of the 
Office of Transport and Communications. In 
September 1949, he was made Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. In 
November 1951, he became special  assistant for  
Mutual Security Affairs and in March 1952 he 
went to Paris as Deputy to the U.S. Special 
Representative in Europe, with the personal 
rank of Ambassador. Ch March 11, 1953, he was 
appointed Assistant Secretary of State for 
European Affairs. 

* * * * 
STRATFORD FILM FESTIVAL:  The film programme 
of the 1956 Stratford Festival, which will run 
currently with the fourth annual season of 
drama at Stratford this summer, will  take  place  
from July 23 to August 16 in the Avon Theatre 
in Stratford. There will be fourteen pro-
grammes, each made up of a full.length film 
accompanied by shorts and featurettes. 

Says  Tom  Patterson, Festival Directok-of 
Planning, who is supervising the film pro-
gramming: "We have not set up a definite 
series of films since audiences will see pro-
bably only one or two of the programmes. What 
we have tried to do is to get a miscellany of 
outstanding films from Europe, Canada, the Far 
East, Great Britain and the United States - 
revivals as well as current films which have 
not had general distribution in Canada." 

Feature films which will be shown in the 
first group of programmes will include Citizen 
Kane (American), Umberto D (Italian), Romeo 
and Juliet (Russian), Cdd Man Out (British), 
The Life of Private Brovkin (Russian), Alex-
ander Nevsky (Russian) and the shorts Martin 
and Gaston (French), In the Park (French), 
The Stranger Left No Card (British), Ch The 
Twelfth Day  (British), Song of the Prairie 
Czech puppet film) and The Stratford Adventure 
(Canadian). 

The remaining programmes will be arranged 
from the following group of feature length 
films; Les enfants du paradis (French), Kama-
radschaft (German), Modern Times (Ameridan), 
Marcellino (Spanish), Le Million (French), 
Passion de Jeanne D'Arc (Danish), Bicycle 
Thief (Italian):, Los Olvidados (Mexican), 
Four Steps in the Clouds (Italian), and The 
General (American). Accompanying shorts will 
be chosen fkom the following group; Rhythm of 
the  City (Swedish), The Golden  Antelope (Czech 
puppet film) Isola Della Laguna (Italian). The 
Forgotten Village (Mexican), Time  Out for War 
(American), A:Divided World (Swedish). Paris 
1900 (French), Picasso (Italian), Louisiana 
Story (American), Berliner Ballade (German), 
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (German), Kermesse 
Heroique (French) and The Italian Straw Hat 
(French). 

Mr. Patterson said that a selection of 
Canadian doéumentaries and Norman  .McLaren 
cartoons.will be included in the showings. He 
added that several of the foreign films pre-
sented will be Canadian premieres. 
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OFFICERS TO'SERVE IN INDOCHINA:  Three senior 
officers now serving at Army Headquarters will 
leave  Ottawa for a tour of duty inIndochina on 
July 1, Army Headquarters announced recently. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Henry James Lake, Royal 
Canadian Artillery, 44, of Victoria, British 
Columbia, will be appointed Military Adviser 
in Cambodia and will be promoted to the acting 
rank of colonel while employed in Indochina. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Grant Peter Marriott, 
Royal Canadian Artillery, 41, of Toronto, will 
be appointed Deputy Military Adviser in Viet-
nam. He will also be promoted to the acting 
rank of colonel while employed in Indochina. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Herbert Arthur McKibbin, 
Royal Canadian Armoured Corps, 42, of Port 
Arthur, Ontario, will be appointed Deputy 
Military Adviser in Laos. 

* * * * 

SUBSIDIZE RETIREMENT PSYCH. STUDY:  Probes 
int.() personal and social aspects of retirement 
are among a number of researuh projects re-
ceiving federal backing under terms of the 
Mental Health Grants in the National Health 
programme, Health Minister, Mr. Paul Martin 
announced recently. 

Commenting on approval of a government 
contribution of $19,000 to McGill University 
for the retirement project, Mr. Martin noted 
that, during the past five years, the number 
of patients 70 years and over admitted for the 
first time to Canadian mental institutions had 
increased by about one-third. It had become 
necessary, therefore, to obtain more informa-
tion about the multiplicity of causes of 
mental illnesses so often found in the in-
creasingly-large older citizen group. 

* O  O * 

SERVICE SHUFFLE IN INDOCHINA: A major turn-
over  of ana ian service personnel ihIfichichina 
will be effected in July .  August and Sept-
ember. my  Headquarters announced recently. 

Nine y-two servicemen, majority of them 
members of the Army, will be flown to Saigon 
by the oyal Canadian Air Force to replace a 
similar number of officers and men who will 
have co pleted their tour of duty with the 
Militar Components, Canadian Delegations to 
The International Supervisory Commissions in 
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. 

They will serve approximately one year with 
the Supervisory Commissions, Canada has ap-
proximately 130 members of the Army, Navy and 
RCAF serving in Indochina. 

Four round trip flights by RCAF aircraft 
will complete the changeover. 

Carrying approximately 25 servicemen each, 
planes will leave Montreal for Saigon July 6, 
July 27, August 17 and September 7. The out-
bound trip will take approximately nine days. 

Several Army officers and two senior non-
commissioned officers are being promoted to 
higher acting ranks on the day they leave 
Montreal for Indochina. 

CHHC GRANT  FOR SAINT JŒIN SURVEY:  The Minis-
ter  of  Works, Mr. Robert Winters an-
nounced recently that the Federal Government 
has authorized the Central Mortgage and Hous-
ing Corporation to make a grant of $11,250 to 
the City of Saint John, N.B., to finance an 
urban redevelopment study. The grant provides 
federal aid to investigations into housing 
conditions in Canada. 

The survey, which is expected to be com-
pleted by the end of 1956, is estimated to 
cost $15,000. The City of Saint John will bear 
25 per cent of the cost with the federal grant 
providing the remaining 75 per cent. 

The  study is intended to identify the areas 
of the city which are in need of urban renewal 
and to determine where rehabilitation, clear-
ance or redevelopment would be the appropriate 
treatment. The study will also consider the 
proper re-use of the areas that should be 
cleared and the re-housing requirements for 
the families in such areas. One or more of the 
worst areas will be selected for detailed 
study with a view to early redevelopment. 

The federal grant will  finance the employ-
ment by the city of technical staff who will 
carry out the study and report to a joint com-
mittee consisting of representatives of the 
city, the provincial government and the Cen-
tral Mortgage and Housing Corporation. 

* * * * 

TRAFFIC ENTERING CANADA IN APRLL:  Number of 
foreign vehicles entering Canada on travel-
lers° vehicle permits declined 11.1.per cent 
in April to 105,632 units from 118,786 a year 
earlier. The majority of foreign vehicles 
entering Canada for the Easter week-end were 
recorded in March this year whereas in 1955 
the Easter traffic was all recorded in April. 
Entries in the January-April period totalled 
292,706 units, a decrease of 1 per cent from a 
year earlier. 

* * * * 

NATIONAL HOUSING ACT LOANS:  In terms of 
dwelling units financed ,  lending activity 
under the National Housing Act declined by 
15.2 per cent for the first four months of 
1956 compared with the same period of 1955, 
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation re-
ported. 

From January to the end of April, 1956, 
undertakings-to-insure and loan commitments 
were issued by the Corporation for 11,238 
loans amounting to $130,719,783 for 13,037 
units. For the first four months of last year 
loans numbered 12,984 for 15,377 units and an 
amount of $146,825,218. 

Preliminary figures .  for April show that 
undertakings-to-insure and loan commitments 
were issued for 5,204 loans amounting to $58,- 
353,149 for 5.624 dwelling units. In April, 4110 
1955, activity involved 5,424 loans and an 
amount of $61,429,952 for 6,420 units. 
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CANADIAN ASSISTANCE TO THE PEOPLES OF ASIA 

TWO FORMS OF AID:  Addressing the Standing 
Committee on External Affairs on May 3, Mr. 
Nik Cavell, Administrator, International Econ-
omib'and Teedinicat Co-operation Division of 
the Department of Trade and Commerce, spoke as 
follows on the assistance given by Canada to 
the countries of South and Southeast Asia 
under the terms of the Colombo Plan: 

"...I should like to point out that we are 
training young people and we are bringing them 
here in increasing numbers, and exposing them 
to our democratic way of life. We do all we 
cari for them and send them back, but it will 
be some years before we can evaluate their 
usefulness, and more and more we realize that 
they are exactly like our own young people - 
some are brilliant, some do an average job and 
a small percentage are failures. But all the 
time I feel we are adding slowly but surely to 
the technical skills, agricultural, medical 
and other knowledge which these countries must 
have if they are to better the lot of their 
people.... 

"Char greatest difficulty is to find the 

fields in which we can best help. To aid us in 
this we send out research missions composed of 

the best men we can find in their field, or in 
some cases we send individuals who have had 
teaching or technical experience here in Can-
ada, and these people go to one or two coun-
tries and try to discover foi us in what area 
of education Canada can be most effective.... 

"I should like to take a moment here to 
bring to the notice of the Committee a few 
facts about the countries of Burma, Indonesia, 
Indo-China and Malaya. They are not nearly as 
stable or advanced as India, Pakistan and 
Ceylon, where we have until now done most of 
our work. Burma fell into terrible chaos both 
during and after the Japanese occupation. Her 
communications were destroyed, what little 
business she had was completely disrupted, and 
from being the largest exporter of first-class 
rice in the world, her agriculture fell to 
such an extent that she was hardly growing 
enough rice for her own needs. This of course 
'meant that she virtually had no exports from 
which to earn foreign currency, with the re-
sult that she was compelled to cut down her 
development programme very considerably. The 
situation has very much improved but she is 
still not in the fortunate position she was 
before the war.... 

"Indonesia is better off; she has now 
settled most of her difficulties with the 
Dutch and is gradually evolving a better and 
stronger government. That government is begin-
ning to turn its attention to a different 
system of education and to the needs of the 
people. But here again recent events of his-
tory make it difficult for us to see exactly 
where we can best assist. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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CANADIAN ASSISTANCE. 
TO THE PEOPLES OF ASIA 

(Continued from P. 1) 

"Canada has a specially advantageous posi-
tion with regard to the Indochinese.states: 
they were under the French and, therefore, 
outside of their indigenous languages, their 
language is French and not English as in India, 
Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma, We can be of great 
assistance here because outside of France we 
are the only nation with a large established 
French population, having schools and univer-
sities teaching in.the French language.... 

'You might be interested to know how our 
technical assistance training fits in with our 
capital projects. air cement plant in Pakistan 
which, you will remember, was built in Mont-
real, is now producing on 9,n experimental 
basis. Pakistan has been unible to find suf-
ficient personnel to run it and so we are 
finding some supervising staff and helping 
under technical assistance to make sure that 
the plant does not break down from want of 
trained people. By the way, you might be in-
terested to learn that the Pakistanis have 
called the cement plant we have built for them 
'The Maple Leaf Cement Plant'. And so with the 
various electrical generating plants in which 
we are engaged, we send out Canadian techni-
cians to help run them if required and there 
is a continuous co-operation with the engine-
ers of the country concerned when we are 
building them. 

EXPERT SHORTAGE 

"However, it would not be right for me to 
let you think that all this works automatical-
ly and always with absolute accord. You must 
remember that what is happening here is that 
one of the most technically advanced nations 
in the world - ourselves - is co-operating 
with nations still 80 per cent and sometimes 
90 per cent agricultural; they are short of 
technicians, short of engineers and have a 
mass population which, for the most part, has 
no machine training or technical background 
whatsoever. We are in trouble, for instance, 
at our Warsak project on the Northwest Fron-
tier because enough Pakistanis with technical 
training cannot be found to co-operate with 
oux people. We have the same problem in East 
Bengal where we are bringing into being at the 
present time two badly needed thermal plants. 
This is no one's fault, neither is it an easy 
situation to remedy. There is, of course, a 
limit to the number of Canadians we can find 
and send out. In this connection, of course, 
the boom situation in Canada militates against. 
us. It is not easy in the first place to find 
these highly trained men in Canada: if they 
are good they already have well paid jobs and 
if they are not good they are useless to us. 
It is difficult to persuade such men to leave 
those jobs and go off to countries about which  

they know little or nothing, to face bad cli-
mates, perhaps disease and a standard of 
living below that to which they are accustom-
ed. So...do not go away with the idea that 
there are not•serious problems. There most 
certainly are and they are likely to continue. 
All we can do is deal with them on a day-to-
day basis as they arise. So far we have been 
able to persuade high calibre men to work for 
us and we hope to continue to find them and to 
persuade them that the experience will be good 
for dhem. • 

"...The co-operation with aid agencies 
which I believe I mentioned to you last year, 
still continues. In fact, it improves. There 
is every year, the annual meeting of the Con-
sultative Cammittee of the Colombo Plan. Last 
year this was held at Singapore and this year 
will be held in New . 2éaland. At this meeting, 
as you know, the economic situation of Asia is 
studied and the nations concerned as donors 
try their bestto matchtheir technical  assist-
ance and capital projects with the individual 
needs of the various countries in the area. In 
addition, there is co-operation with the Unit-
ed Nations Assistance Programme, the Inter-
national Co-operation Administration and the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development. 

INTER-AGENCY CO-OPERATION 

MHere on the North American continent, 
there is a continuing co-operation between me 
and my officers and the officers of these 
agencies and particularly with the Interna-
tional Co-operation Administration and the 
International Bank, The International Co-
operation Administration is the organization 
through which the United States administers 
its aid. All this co-operation, of course, is 
organized to prevent overlapping and to keep 
each other informed on economic and other pro-
blems which arise continually. 

"We are also in very close touch with the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development, whose  reports .are  probably the 
best prepared of any and which is most co-
operative. This kind of co-operation, of 
course, cuts down time and expense because we 
then do not have to go out and seek so much 
information for ourselves.,.. 

"I do not think...I have anything more to 
tell you today except this: that the more I 
see of this operation, the more I believe it 
to be vitally necessary if we are to maintain 
a free world and not see huge chunks of it 
succumb to the totalitarian doctrine. However, 
I should also like to say that the damour.and 
excitement of finding proper operational paths 
and of beginning our first projects has long 
ago given place to the hard grind of keeping a 
large number of projects up to schedule and 
dealing with the multifarious problems which, 
of necessity, arise from them. This is so not 
only in our Canadian operations, it is so in 
the whole field of Western aid to Southeast 

- 2 (Continued on P. 6) 
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TB AMONG ESKIMOS ,,  INDIANS:  Canada's native 
Indians and Eskimos, numbering just over one 
per cent of the population, account for over 

11, 
 an eighth of all admissions into tuberculosis 
sanatoria and units, according to a report 
prepared by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
for the annual meeting of the Canadian Tuber-
culosis Association in Niagara Falls recently. 
The  report disclosed that the admission rate 
to tuberculosis sanatoria is 12.3 times as 
high for Indians and Eskimos as for the rest 
of the population. Based on 3 years' figures 
centred on the 1951 Census, it revealed that 
more than one in every hundred Indians and 

. Eskimos became tuberculosis patients each 
year. In contrast, fewer than one in a thou-
sand of the remaining population were admitted 
to sanatoria. 

Most heavily affected among these indige-
nous peoples were the young. Half the Indians 
and Eskimos admitted were less than 20 years 
old. One in five was a child of 9 years or 
less. This youngest group had an admission 
rate 50 times as high as among children of 
comparable age in the rest of the population. 
Although numbering less than 2 per cent of all 
such children in Canada, they accounted for 
nearly half (389 out of 855) of all the tuber-
culous admissions in that age bracket and 
their inclusion in the national figures had 
the hidden effect of increasing the rate for 
the group by 80 per cent. 

Dramatic declines have occurred in recent 
years in the death rate from tuberculosis, and 
the rates for Indians have been falling faster 
than for non-Indians. Although the importance 
of the disease as a public health problem has 
been waning, the disproportionately high 
admission rate among Indians and Eskimos tends 
to blur the picture of the actual incidence of 
tuberculosis in the country as a whole. Their 
inclusion in national totals makes the picture 
look worse than it really is through inflating 
the national admission rate by 13.5 per cent. 
Secondly, the high rates for Indians and 
Eskimos are concealed in the much larger num-
bers applying to the rest of the population. 

l• 

NEW CNR EQUIPMENT:  Canadian National Rail-
ways has placed orders for new car equipment 
valued at more than $26.5 million. All the 
equipment is scheduled for delivery in the 
first quarter of 1957. 

These orders bring to nearly $91 million 
the value of new equipment ordered within the 
past month. Orders for 240 diesel locomotives 
and 1,980 freight car units, with a total 
value of more than $64 million, were announced 
on May 8. 

11/
Shipments of primary iron and steel shapes 

by Canadian producers rose sharply in January 
to 323,989 tons from 212,402 in the same month 
last year. 

FISHERIES EXPERT IN TURKEY:  Ian S. McArthur 
of the federal Department of Fisheries has 
been lent by the Government of Canada for a 
three-month assignment in Turkey with the 
Fisheries Division of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations. He is 
serving as fisheries consultant to the Turkish 
Government on its fisheries development pro-
gramme. Mr. McArthur's assignment will take 
him to Ankara and the major fishing ports of 
Turkey. 

His experience with the Prices Support 
Board and the fishing vessel indemnity plan 
here, as well as with various governmental 
programmes to aid the development of Canadian 
fisheries, particularly in Newfoundland, 
places Mr. McArthur in a position to be of 
service to the Turkish Government in similar 
matters. He served as the fisheries member of 
the Canadian delegation to the eighth annual 
conference of FAO in Rome last November, and 
at that time took the opportunity of making a 
brief visit to Turkey to discuss his proposed 
assignment to that country. 

aa aa 

FOURTH SEAWAY LOCK HEWN:  Tenders were 
called recently for two of the most important 
contracts to be awarded in the building of the 
St. Lawrence Seaway. These are for the two 
locks that will make it possible to raise or 
lower ships the 85 feet between Lake St. Louis 
and the Beauharnois Power Canal. Work is pro-
gressing on three other Seaway locks at St. 
Lambert and Cate Ste. Catherine, Quebec, in 
the Lachine Section, and at Iroquois, Ontario,  
in the International Rapids Section. 

Features of the construction of the upper 
and lower Beauharnois locks will be the tem-
porary diversion of the New York Central  Rail-
road during construction, the building of a 
four-lane highway diversion tunnel to carry 
Quebec Highway NO. 3 under the lower Beau-
harnois lock, the construction of a cofferdam 
in Lake St. Louis and dredging in the Beau-
harnois Canal. 

Excavation over the two-mile extent of the 
two lock contracts will require the removal of 
some 1,110.000 cubic yards of overburden and 
2,621,000 cubic yards of rock. For construc-
tion there will be required some 9,000 tons of 
iron and steel and some 3,200,000 bags of 
cement. 

* * * 

SOLDIERS TO HELP WITH CENSUS:  More than 
200 Canadian soldiers will be employed as 
enumerators during the census of Canada com-
mencing June 1. They will take the census 
among all servicemen and civilian employees 
living in camps and installations across the 
country and their deperdents. Soldiers,  civil-
jans and dependents stationed abroad in the 
United Kingdom, Germany, the United States, 
the Far East and elsewhere will also be enume-
rated by soldiers. 
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CANADIAN TO PAINT ROYAL PORTRAITS:  Queen 
Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh will sit 
next spring for portraits to be painted by a 
Canadian artist, Public Works Minister Robert 
Winters announced recently. He stated that 
this was the first time a Canadian artist had 
been commissioned to do a state portrait for 
Canada of a reigning monarch. 

Mr. Winters said that the Government, on 
the unanimous recommendation of the trustees 
of the National Gallery of Canada, has chosen 
Mrs. Lilias Torrance Newton, RCA, of Montreal, 
as the artist. Mrs. Newton is a prominent 
portraitist, whose sitters have included many 
outstanding figures and whose works occupy 
places in the National Gallery of Canada, as 
well as in all major art galleries in the 
country. 

It is expected the portraits will be com-
pleted in 1957. 

* * * 

CANADIAN PHYSIOLOGIST WINS AWARD:  Inter-
national recognition for "outstanding research 
achievement in aviation medicine" has been 
awarded Er.  Walter  H. Johnson, 45, of Toronto, 
a physiologist with the Defence Research Medi-
cal Laboratories (MML) at Downsview, Chtario. 
He is the first Canadian to have won the dis-
tinction. 

At a recent meeting of the Aero-Medical 
Association in Chicago, Dr. Johnson was pre-
sented with the Arnold D. Tuttle Memorial 
Award, which carries with it world-wide dis-
tinction and a cash prize of $500. The award 
is presented annually by United Air Lines to 
the scientist chosen as having carried out the 
most outstanding work in the field of aviation 
medicine. 

* * * 

SEA WAR COMMEMORATED:  The Battle of the 
Atlantic, the longest unbroken sea struggle in 
history, was commemorated on May  20 by present 
and former personnel of Canada's Navy and 
veterans of the Merchant Service. 

The third Sunday in May is set aside each 
year as a reminder of the bitter, drawn-out 
fight to preserve the Atlantic lifeline, and 
to honour those Canadians who lost their lives 
at sea in the Second World War. 

Special services were held on board HMC 
ships at sea, and in many cities across  Canada  
serving and former naval personnel paraded to 
churches for Battle of the Atlantic Sunday 
observances. 

* * * * 

BC WHALE HARVEST:  Whaling operations off 

the west coast of Vancouver Island, BC, during 
the 1955 season produced 630 whales from the 
six killer ships operated by British Columbia 
Packers, Limited. The catch was equally as 

good as that of the previous season when the 
same number was taken, which marked the lar-

gest catch for a great many years. In 1953 the 
total catch was 539 whales. 

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS GRADUATE:  Certif-
icates were presented recently to 26 studentS 
who had successfully concluded a three-months 
training course at the Department of Trans-
port's Air Traffic Control School at Malton 
Airport outside Toronto. 

This was the second graduation ceremony 
since the school was inaugurated last November 
to supply the growing demand for air traffic 
controllers in Canada. The school provides 
students with a three-month intensive training 
in theory. Next they go on assignment to air 
traffic control centres in eastern'Canada for 
three months of supervised practical training, 
at the conclusion of which they receive ap-
pointments in the Department of Transport's 
Civil Aviation Branch. 

A similar school is operated at Winnipeg to 
serve Western Canada. The graduating class 
wi ll  finish their training at control towers 
in the district air services of Toronto .  Mont-
real and Moncton. 

* * * * 

ATOMIC COURSE FOR EXECUTIVES:  Twenty-three 
presidents, vice-presidents and other execu-
tives of various pulp and paper companies 
recently took a two-day course on the funda-
mentals of atomic energy at Chalk River. 

Sponsored by Atomic Energy of Canada  Limit-
ed as part of the company's policy of encour-
aging private industry to participate in the 
Canadian atomic energy programme, the course 
for members of the Canadian Pulp and Paper 
Association placed special emphasis an atomic 
power and other industrial applications of 
nuclear reactors. 

The course included lectures on radio-
activity, nuclear reactors in general, the 
atomic plant to be built at Des Joachims, and 
the economics of atomic power. Lectures were 
followed by tours of various Chalk River 
laboratories and the NRX and NRU reactors. 

* * * 

SEA TESTS FOR COTTERS:  An experiment to 
test the feasibility of operating helicopters 
from escort vessels w ill be carried out by the 
Royal Canadian Nevy this summer. 

Approval has been given for the installa-
tion of a helicopter platform on the frigate 
HMCS Buckingham, based at Halifax. Work on the 
installation is expected to be completed in 
July and trials with helicopter landings and 
take-offs will begin immediately after. The 
trials will be conducted in various weather 
and sea conditions. 

Factory sales of electric storage batteries 
and parts rose in value in March to $2,100,- 
965 from $1,887,483 in the corresponding month 
last year and to $6.154,099 in the first quar-
ter from $5,835,706. 
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION INCREASES:  Canada 's  
1955 index number of the physical volume of 
agricultural production, on the 1935-39 base, 

0 
 stood at 150.1, a gain of approximately 33 

points or about 28 per cent over the revised 
estimate of 117.4 for 1954 and compares with 
the all-time high of 166.0 established in 
1952. 

This substantial increase in production in 
1955 over 1954 is attributable in large part 
to the much larger grain crops harvested in 
the Prairie Provinces. Contributing also to 
the increase were larger outputs of dairy pro-
ducts, potatoes and livestock. Ch the other 
hand, smaller production  was  recorded for 
poultry, sugar beets, tobacco and maple pro-
ducts. 

Production increases occurred in all pro-
vinces except Prince Edward Island and ranged 
from less than 1 per cent in Ontario to more 
than 100 per cent in Saskatchewan. Production 
in Prince Edward Island was down nearly 5 per 
cent in 1955 as compared with a year earlier. 

(C.W.B. May 30, 1956) 

* *  o * 

SEA-FISH PRODUCTION:  Large catches of her-
ring on the Pacific coast and haddock on the 
Atlantic boosted landings of sea-fish in 
Canada in March to 107,918,000 pounds from 
45,680,000 a year earlier, an increase of 136 
per cent. The value of the landings jumped 55 
per cent to $2,948,000 from $1,908,000. 

Landings of sea-fish on the Pacific coast 
advanced 67,708,000 pounds versus, 5,123.000 a 
year ago with a total value of $1,152,000 as 
compared with $244,000 last March. Herring, at 
63,115,000 pounds valued at $899,000, was the 
main contributing factor in the increase. 
First-quarter totals for 1956 rose to 326,- 
269,000 pounds valued at $5,063,000 from 127,- 
899,000 worth $2,051,000. 

Ch the Atlantic coast the total catch de-
clined to 40,210,000 pounds from 40,557,000, 
despite an increase in the catch of haddock in 
Nawfoundland and cod in Nova Scotia. January-
March totals show an increase in landings to 
132,510,000 pounds worth $5,869,000 versus 
106,710,000 pounds valued at $5,005,000. 

GYPSUM INDUSTRY IN 1954:  Factory value of 
shipments from Canada's gypsum industry in 
1954 grossed $7,096,000, down about 4 per cent 
from the previous year's $7,400,000, according 
to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics annual 
report an the industry.  At the same time ship-
ments of gypsum increased 2.8 per cent to 
3,950,000 tons from 3,841,000 a year earlier. 

'CANADA SHARES IN AIR NAVIGATION TESTS:  At 
the request of the United Kingdom, Canada will 
co-operate in evaluation trials of a new 
trans-Atlantic air navigation system to be 
installed this year that will be the first 
attempt to give complete area coverage to the 
North Atlantic air route. At present, the 
North Atlantic area is served by different 
types of long-distance aids to navigation, 
none of which provide complete coverage. The 
evaluation trials are to be undertaken at the 
suggestion of the International Civil Aviation 
Ctganization (ICAO). 

Canada is vitally interested in the pos-
sibilities of any system that can supply com-
plete air navigation coverage of the North 
Atlantic route, as its airport at Gander, 
Nawfoundland, provides the first landfall for 
westbound trans-Atlantic air traffic and the 
jumping-off place for eastbound planes. There 
are at present several systems that offer this 
possibility. 

In the North Atlantic area, ddring the busy 
season, there are more than 100 aircraft  in  
the air out of Gander for long periods of the 
24-hour day. As a result, these designated 
airlanes are being filled . to near capacity 
and, with the introduction of jet, turbo jet, 
and other aircraft capable of operating at 
great speeds and at high altitudes, the en-
forcement of adequate safety standards can 
result in flights being delayed or cancelled. 

TRIAL STATIONS 

Tamporary installation of two ()ECM% sta-
tions in Canada will take place to facilitate 
operation trials of this new long-distance 
radio aid to navigation developed by the Dacca 
Navigator Company Limited. These stations will 
be located at Comfort Bay and Thorburn Lake 
near Gander, Newfoundland. They are intended 
to operate in conjunction with two similar 
stations at Prestwick, Scotland, and it is 
expected that a thorough evaluation test will 
be possible in 1957. 

The DECTRA System employs two stations 
spaced approximately 80 miles apart at each 
terminal. It is claimed that transmissions 
from the two pairs of stations will produce 
lanes approximately parallel by means of which 
aircraft flying an similar tracks will be able 
to fly with small but safe lateral separation. 
A track proVides the aircraft with a fixed 
path while a range pattern registers the 
distance the aircraft is from its destination 
and point of departure. 

Under existing systems, the aircraft crew 
is called upon to undertake time-consuming 
chart plotting. Uhder the system to be tested, 
a standard flight log will be mounted in the 
cockpit of aircraft. In accordance with track-
ing and ranging information, a moving pen will 
indicate on the chart the position of the air-
craft enabling the pilot to read his distances 
from Prestwick and Gander and to see at a 
glance any deviation from the allocated track. 

From the Atomic Development  Centre  at Chalk 
River, Chtario, comes a new term for distin-
guishing the two Wolf Cub Packs in that com- 

e munity (usually referred to as A and B) -one 
group is called Atoms and the other Pack is 
called Neutrons. 
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IMPROVE ATHABASCA-MACKENZIE WATERWAY:  With 
the purpose of improving navigation on the 
1600-mile Athabasca-Great Slave-Mackenzie 
waterway from northern Alberta to the Arctic 
Ocean, the Department of Transport is starting 
a programme this summer that will more than 
triple the number of navigation aids on this 
inland water route. 

A new district marine agency, the eleventh 
in Canada, has been established at Fort Smith, 
Northwest Territories, to oversee the Depart-
ment's increasing duties in the Northwest 
Territories and western Arctic. 

The volume of traffic carried over the 
route, which extends from Waterways, Alberta, 
200 miles north of. Edmonton, to Aklavik and 
Tuktoyaktuk in the Mackenzie River Delta, has 
increased by 282 per cent over the past.ten 
years. Freight in 1955 amounted to 162,000 
tons. A further 43 per cent increase this 
season, to 231,500 tons, is expected. 

The Athabasca-Great Slave-Mackenzie water-
way presents many major problems. The channel 
of the Athabâsca River for a distance of 120 
miles north of Waterways, and in the area 
where the river enters Lake Athabasca, is 
shallow. From break-up in early May until mid-
August, barge drafts of 3% to 4 feet are 
possible. From then on, the water-level drops 
until, at the close of navigation in mid-
September, it is only about thirty inches. 
Some years have seen the level reduced to 
eighteen indes. 

PHYS/CAL OBSTACLES 

The only non-navigable section in the 1600- 
mile Waterway is between Fort Fitzgerald, 
Alberta, and Fort Smith, NWT. Twelve miles of 
rapids on the Slave River make it necessary to 
portage cargoes overland by road. Tugs, barges 
and other floating equipment are moved across 
the portage on trailers to Fort Smith and 
slipped back into the river for use on the 
northern section of the water route. 

For long stretches there are at present no 
navigation aids. The channel is crooked and 
in many places changes from year to year; it 
is so narrow in a few sections thatboats can-
not pass one another. Until recently these 
sections have been navigated by masters and 
pilots with considerable local knowledge. Now, 
with the increasing heavy traffic, transporta-
tion companies operating in the area have 
built up their fleets to the point where there 
are no longer enough men sufficiently familiar 
with the route to navigate safely without 
aids. Besides the four main transportation 
companies, the waterway is used by fishermen 
on Lake Athabesca and Great Slave Lake, RCMP 
patrol vessels, Department of Transport and 
Department of Northern Affairs personnel and 
missionaries and private traders. The naviga-

tion periodvariesthroughout the length to the 
waterway because of its north-south orienta-
tion. The stretch from Norman Wells to the 
Arctic may continue icebound for aweek or even 

two after the Athabasca River section is open. 

Because of the shallow waters, most freight 
is carried in barges, usually in groups of 
three, pushed or towed by shallow draft tugs 
with specially-built "tunnel" sterns to keep 
the propellors clear of the mud. 

The Department of Transport now has one 65- 
foot vessel on the waterway and is proceeding 
with plans for two 45-foot steel diesel-power-
ed craft. Meanwhile, arrangements are being 
made to charter two boats to cope with the 
immediate task of getting in as many naviga-
tion aids as possible this summer. 

* * * 
CANAL FREIGHT TRAFFIC IN 1955:  Volume of 
freight carried through the 11 Canadian canals 
during 1955 amounted to 34,874,198 tons, a 
gain of 4,803,497 tons or nearly 16 per cent 
over the preceding yeai's 30,070,701 tons, 
according to advance figures released by the 
Dominion Bureau of „Statistics. 

Freight traffic on the St. Lawrence canals 
rose 19 per cent to 11,446,620 tons from 9,- 
637,034, and the Welland Ship canal showed a 
similar gain in weight of cargoes to 20,893,- 
572 tons from 17,514,258. Increases in ship-
ments of rye, bituminous coal, iron ore, and 
fuel oil were mainly responsible for the rise 
in traffic through the St. Lawrence canals, 
while larger shipments of oats, barley, bitu-
minous coal, iron ore, crude oil and gasoline 
contributed to the advance in the Welland Ship 
canal traffic. 

Cargoes shipped through the Sault St. Marie 
canal dropped nearly 16 per cent to 2,201,075 
tons from.2,607,968 in 1954. of the smaller 
canals, the Rideau, Trent and Richelieu River 
canals had a decrease in freight traffic but 
this was more than off-set by increases on the 
Ottawa River, Murray, St.  Andrews and St. 
Peter's canals. The Canso canal, which was 
only open to traffic in the latter part of the 
1955 season of navigation, handled a total of 
13,199 tons. 

* * * 

CANADIAN ASSISTANCE . 

TO THE PEOPLES OF ASIA 

(Continued from P. 2) 

Asia and other underdeveloped areas. The merg-
ing of highly technically advanced nations in 
the field with very underdeveloped and non-
technically minded people presents an enormous 
number of very complicated problems. Whereas 
the first thing a child in our home stumbles 
over is his mother's vacuum sweeper or some 
other piece of electrical equipment, the only 
thing the child in the Asian village knows is 
how to twist the bullock's tail to make him go 
a little faster. The two states of mind are 
vastly different and to bring them together 
and still more important, to forge a friend-
ship between them in the process, is not an 
easy task. But I think I can say that we are 
slowly accomplishing it..." 
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VIGILANCE REMAINS THE PRICE OF PEACE 

CANADA'S EFFORT AT HOME AND ABROAD:  "The  
state of international tension today is ironic 
because it exists at a time when many parts of 
the world have achieved a level of prosperity 
and material well-being heretofore undreamed 
of...;" declared the Minister of National 
Health and Welfare, Mk. Martin, in a speech to 
the Royal Canadian Air Force Association in 
Windsor, Chtario, on May 17. Mk. Martin admit-
ted "the prospects for the future" to be 
"even more dazzling," but added that "whether 
we have a future at all - whether the flower-
ing of human genius will grace a nuclear 
graveyard - depends upon our ability to pre-
vent the outbreak of war." 

"The avoidance of war is the common denomi-
nator . of all our policies in the military, 
political, economic and social spheres," the 
speaker went on, illustrating his thesis as 
follows: 

"..,f should like to deal with four areas 
in which Canada is making an essential con-
tribution towards the achievement of peace in 
the world. Each of these spheres of activity 
is distinct and separate and yet all are 
closely related to the same aver-annbiectiVe. 

"First, there is our national defence pro-
gramme. Cbviously, we can contribute little to 
the security of others if our own is not in-
tact. The seriousness with which Canadians 
regard this matter of national defence is 
evident in the fact that our defence expendi-
tures for the current fiscal year are expected  

to amount to nearly $1.8 billion - a full 40 
per cent of our total federal budgetary out-
lay, or forty cents out of every dollar in the 
federal budget. This total is equivalent to 
what all governments at every level in Canada 
are now spending on health, welfare and social 
security. 

"While these expenditures naturally curtail 
what can be devoted to programmes for the 
development of our vast natural resources and 
for needed social welfare measures to help 
conserve our precious human resources, the 
Canadian people have shown no hesitation in 
giving defence needs the first priority. 

"The backbone of our defence effort is, of 
course, our armed forces, and today we have 
some 116,000 officers and men maintained in a 
constant state of preparedness. In our Royal 
Canadian Navy - ever ready to protect our 
shores and sea-lanes - there are 44 warships 
in commission with 35 in reserve and 20 under 
construction. The Canadian Army has three in-
fantry brigades and a mobile striking force at 
home as well as a brigade in Europe. The Royal 
Canadian Air Force maintains 17 regular squad-
rons in Canada and 12 in Europe. Nine of the 
regular squadrons in Canada are fighter squad-
rons equipped with long-range, all-weather CF-
100 jet fighters. In addition, the Air Force 
maintains three maritime squadrons,  four trans-
port  squadrons and one photographic squadron. 
And, of cource, each of the three services is 
supported by its reserve component. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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VIGILANCE REMAINS THE PRICE OF PEACE 

(Continued from P. .e.) 

"In addition to maintaining the strength of 
our armed forces, we are engaged with the 
United States - which has now assumed treMen-
dous obligations and responsioilities "as a 
leader of the free world .  - in establishing a 
comprehensive air warning and defence•system. 
This has been made necessary by the unpleasant 
fact that the Soviet Union is in.posséssion. of 
hydrogen bombs and the means of delivering 
them. 

"In the past, the danger of attacks on 
North America was very slight.indeed. If they 
had come, they would'have been only diver-
sionary in nature - aimed at tying down this 
continent's• forces so that they could not 
assist in the defence of Europe. All that has 
now changed and we are faced with the real. 
possibility of an attempt to strike a lethal 
blow on our two countries for the purpose of 
crippling our industrial potential and of 
destroying the retaliatory capacity of the 
United States Strategic Air Command on which 
our own safety• and that of the whole free 
world depends to such a large extent. 

"In order to meet this threat, the United 
States and Canada have undertaken the con-
struction of an extensive radar warning and 
control system which, as my colleague the 
Minister of National Defence has said, would 
serve a threefold purpose should• the need 
arise - to alert fighter aircrizdt to the ap-
proach of hostile bombers; to warn the civi-
lian population of that fact; and to enable 

• the powerful United States strategic bombing 
force to get off the ground and on its way to 
carry out its crippling, devastating, retalia-
tory blow at the enemy. 

WARNING SYSTEM 

"The construction of this vast warning sys-
tem - which consists of the Pinetree system, 
covering the industrial heartland of our two 
countries; the Mid-Canada line, roughly locat-
ed along the 55th parallel of latitude; and 
the Distant Early Warning line, located gen-
erally• where the continental land mass meets 
the Arctic Ocean - is a task involving tremen-
dous difficulties and very great expense but, 
without it, our other defence arrangements 
would be almost pointless. 

"As - I said. a.moment ago, one of the pur-
poses of this early warning system is to alert 
the civilian population to the danger of an 
enemy attack. And this brings me to the second 
area in which Canada is helping to strengthen 
the deterrent power of the free world - civil 
defence.... 

"Since the objective of any enemy attack on 
this continent would be to deliver a knockout 
blow - one which would result in the disrup-
tion of our communications and the demoraliza-
tion of our people - any steps which we take  

(C.W.13.  May 23, 1955) 

- 
to protect ourselves against such an eventual-
ity will considerably lessen the effectivenerz: 
..and thpd the attractiveness to' a potential 
ehemy of such an attack,  kid  this in itselt 

• increases  the  security- of the free world since 
this depends to such a large extent on the  
maintenance of the retaliatory power of this 
.continent: 

"Unlike Canada's national defence programme, 
our civil defence efforts are not a purely 

• federal responsibility. Indeed, civil defence 
is a joint concern invoIvinp many public and 
private agencies. While' t -ie Department of 
National Health and Welfare is charged with 
the task of planning and co-ordinating activi-
ties throughout the country and while provin-
cial authorities have the responsibility for 
organizing civil defence projects within their 
jurisdictiOns, themain operational responsibi-
lity must inevitably fall on the local munici-
pal authorities who have the day to day ad-
ministration of fire, police, health and other 
essential community services. 

EVACUATION PLANS 

"In developing our civil defence plans, we 
have acted on the assumption that in spite of 
the protection provided by the early warning 
systems, enough enemy bombers might be expect-
ed to penetrate our defences to cause mass 
destruction. Accordingly, plans have been 
worked out for the evacuation of our large 
cities and successful test exercises have 
already been carried out at such places as 
St.. John's (Newfoundland), Halifax, Brock-
ville, Calgary and Brandon (Manitoba). In 
addition, civil defence organizations, in 
various stages of readiness, have been develop-
ed in no less than S50 Canadian communities 
while training has beeu provided for well over 
80,000 civil defence workers of the nearly 
230,000 persons enrolled in civiI.defence on 
either  a duty or a volunteer basis. 

"The Federal Government has carried its 
• full share of responsibility in the field of 
civil defence. Indeed, it has taken much the 
largest part of the financial responsibility 
up to now and it will continue to do so in the 
futorë.. Some provinces and some municipalities 
have given energetic direction to civil de-
fence activities but, if our civil defence 
programme is to develop along sound lines, all 
the provinces and all the municipalities must 
be prepared to do their part in realistic 
awareness of their essential responsibilities 
in this field. 

",hile  Canada's measures for national and 
civil defence are, in a sense, indirect con-
tributions towards strengthening the defences 
of the free world, we have also played a more 
direct role' through our membership in the 
North Atlantic 'Treaty Organization. 

"This Organization, which was born out of 
the threat to peace in Europe in the late 
1940's, stands today as perhaps the boldest 
attempt ever made in peacetime to weld the 

2 	 (Continued on P. 6) 
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GERMANY Armees SUCCESSFUL SCHOLARS:  The 
Department of External Affairs announced 
recently that the two scholarships offered to 
the Canadian Government by the Federal Re- 

g"  public of Germany for the academic year 1956- 
57 have been won by Mk. Ivo W.Lambi of Toronto 
and Mr. Alexander Farrell of Halifax. 

The successful candidates were selected by 
the Awards Committee of the Royal Society of 
Canada in co-operation with the Embassy of the 
Federal Republic of Germany. Each scholarship 
is valued at 3,600 D M (about $900.00 Cana-
dian) and includes free tuition and free 
transportation from the German border to the 
place of study in Germany and return to the 
German border. 

* * 

SOVIET  FISHERIES MINISTER TO VISIT:  Min-
ister of Fisheries, Mr. Sinclair recently 
announced that Mk. Alexander Ishkov, Minister 
of Fisheries of the U.S.S.R., has accepted the 
invitation of the Government of Canada to 
visit Canada this summer, and so return the 
visit Mk. Sinclair made to Russia last year. 

Mr. Ishkov wi ll  arrive in Newfoundland on 
August 22. He will be accompanied by Mr. Igor 
Semenov, Deputy Minister of Fisheries, Profes-
sor Peter Moiseev, Director of the Vladivostok 
Fisheries Research Station and Mr. Alexander 
Verevkin, Director of the Sakhalin fisheries. 
Mr. Semenov and Dr.  Moiseev accompanied Mr. 
Sinclair on his tour of the Soviet fishing 
industry. 

The group will visit Newfoundland and the 
Maritime Provinces, and then proceed to the 
West Coast where, in the North Pacific, Canada 
and the U.S.S.R. have some common fisheries 
problems. 

*  a * * 

ALUMINUM INDUSTRY:  Value of aluminum pro-
ducts shipped from Canadian establishments de-
clined 13.2 per cent to $80,525,000 in 1954 
from $92,724,000 in the preceding year, ac-
cording to the Bureau's annual report on the 
industry. Although there were 3 more estab-
lishments at 99 in 1954 than in 1953, the 
number of employees dropped to 7,003 from 
7,738 and their earnings fell to $23,814,000 
from $25,593,000. 

Production of aluminum cooking utensils in 
this industry amounted to $7,528,000, but 
concerns in other industries made aluminum-
ware valued at $448,000 boosting the total to 
$7,976,000 as compared with $8,187,000 in 1953 
and $8,142,000 in 1952. 

Value of shipments of other aluminum pro-
ducts (1953 totals in brackets) were: castings 
(except die castings),15,193,000($6,683,000); 
"other" castings (brass, bronze and  magnesium), 
$1,018,000 ($1,702,000); die castings (alumi-
num base), $630,000 ($524000); die castings 
(other base), $8,000 ($221,000); extruded 
shapes, $7,097,000 ($10,038,000); and all 
"other" products, $59,050,000 ($65,917,000). 

SHIP CRANNEL TO HE DEEPENED:  Transport  Mini-
ster  Marier  recently released the report nf 
the St. Lawrence Ship Channel Committee ap-
pointed in 1954, recommending further dredgin 
of the St. Lawrence Ship Channel (from Mont-
real to below Qb4ebec) under a four-year work 
programme. The programme includes the removal 
of some 15 million cubic yards of clay, silt 
and stone from the river, and will be followed 
by further dredging of an additional 32 mil-
lion cubic  fards of river bed material. 

Mr. Marler said that the undertaking will 
involve the continuation of work already com-
pleted in widening the channel to a minimum 
width of 800feet and in maintaining the depth 
of the channel at 35 feet. He added that 
dredging under the four-year programme would . 
be  started this Spring. 

In its report, the Committee states that 
"the early completion of the Seaway west of 
Montreal, together with the iirdustri:aldevelop-
ment already taking place and proposed in the 
Montreal area and eastward along the St. Law-
rence, and the continued increase in number 
and value of larger and .faster vessels using 
the channel,  ail point to the need of main-
taining and if possible accelerating the pro-
gramme of improvements of the St. Lawrence 
Ship  Channel in the interest of safe and 
speedy navigation". 

The report goes on to point out that about 
one-fifth of the dredged channel between Mont-
real and Quebec has already been widened to 
the proposed minimum width of 800 feet. "In 
addition to increased facility of navigation, 
this widening has already produced beneficial 
results in relief of ice congestion at criti-
cal points, increased safety of movement of 
icebreakers, and freedom of flow of broken 
ice." 

The maintaining of the I13-mile channel at 
a depth of 35 feet is considered by the Com-
mittee to be a Matter of growing importance. 
"Because of the increasing tendency towards 
larger and faster deep-draught vessels, the 
Committee recommends that the Ship Channel be 
maintained at its full charted depth," 

* * * 

CANADA -GERMANY AGRICULTURAL TRADE:  Agri-
cultural commodities are by  far. the  most im-
portant of Canadian exports to Germany, al-
though there are signs that their relative 
importance is declining. Germanys pre-war 
position as the third or fourth largest buyer 
of Canadian agricultural commodities has been 
regained. By the end of March, West Germany 
had purchased nearly 40 million bushels of 
Canadian wheat covering the current 1955-56 
crop and IWA year. 

The more liberal import policy has already 
had results. DUring 1955 the import quotas 
granted for various processed foodstuffs in 
connection with German.trade fairs were both 
widened and enlarged over those of previous 
years. 
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HEBREW ART DISPLAY:  An exhibition entitled 
"Art of the Hebrew Tradition", consisting.of 
Jewish ceremonial objects.from Europe.and 
Asia, was held at McGill University's Redpath 
Library, Tyndale Hall, recently, under the 
sponsorship of the Canadian Jewish Cnngress. 

Brought to Canada by M.Y. Klein,. Director 
of the Petit Musée, Montreal, and formerly an 
antique dealer in the Middle East, many of 
these objects recall the cultural life of 
Oriental and Eastern European Jewish communi-
ties, most of which were destroyed during the 
Second World War. 

Included in the collection displayed was a 
bronze Chanukah Menorah from the 16th century, 
North Africa; a Shofar (Ram's Horn) from the 
Near East, with a richly engraved quotation 
from the Bible; an illuminated scroll of 
Esther, on parchment; and a Maimonides manu-
script on marriage and divorce, written in 
Spain and addressed to Alexandria, Egypt. 

*  a * 

NEW sr. LAURENT CLASS DESTROYER:  A second 
Cànadian-designed and build destroyer escort, 
to be known as Her Majesty's Canadian Ship 
Assiniboine, will be commissioned on August 16 
at Marine Industries Limited, Sorel, Qlebec. 

Immediately prior to the commissioning,  the 
ship will be formally christened, with Mrs. 
Lionel Chevrier, wife of Mr, Lionel Chevrier, 
President of The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
and former Minister of Transport, acting as 
sponsor. 

The Assiniboine will follow into service 
the first ship of the class, HMCS St. Laurent, 
which was commissioned at Canadian Vickers 
Limited, Montreal, last October 29. 

Twelve more of the anti-submarine destroyer 
escorts are in various stages on construction. 
Two of these are to be commissioned late this 
year. Five more are scheduled to be completed 
in 1957, and five in 1958. 

The Assiniboine sets a precedent for her 
class  in  being the first in the group to be 
fitted.  wholly with Canadian-built equipment. 
Although the class is of all-Canadian design, 
the St. Laurent contained some equipment manu-
factured outside of this country. However, 
Cànadian industry is ner geared to produce all 
equipment for the ships and the Assiniboine 
represents the first result. -  

The Assiniboine will become the second ship 
of the Royal  Canadian Navy to be so named. The 
first Assiniboine, affectionately known as 
"The Bones," or mid Bones," served with dis-
tinction in the Second World War. Commissioned 
originally as HMS Kempenfelt, a destroyer of 
1,400 tons, she was purchased from the Royal 
Navy by  Canada in 1939 and commissioned as 
HMCS Assiniboine. Being a River class destroy-
er, she received her -name from the prairie 
river that rises in Saskatchewan and flows 
eastward to join the Red River at the city of 
Winnipeg. 

NEW ALASKA HIGHWAY BRIDGE:  A ney.$2,500, - 

000 steel and concrete bridge Crossing an arà 
of Nisutlin ("Qiiet Water") Bay. at Milepost 
803.4 on the Alaska Highway has been official-
ly opened for traffic by Colonel F.H. Collins, 
Commissioner of the Yukon Territory. 

The new bridge, 1917 feet long, replaces a 
2,326-foot wooden trestle bridge. The old 
bridge, situated a few feet from the new one, 
was described by one Army engineer as "aside 
from the Leaning Tower of Pisa, the most un-
stable looking structure that somehow manage d 

 to survive." - 
The bridge is the 38th to be built since 

Canadian troops took over from the American 
Army on the Highway. Work was begun in Feb-
ruary, 1954. 

Engineers working on the project had. to 
contend with unusually deep and spongy river 
foundations, driftwood and ice formations and 
the washing out of coffer dams in the spring 
of 1954. 

Completion of the Nisutlin Bay bridge means 
that another permanent link has been forged in 
the Northwest Highway System to allow uninter-
rupted year-round traffic. To the Yukon it 
means yet.another step towards a highway among 
the world's finest. 

* * a a 

REGIONAL CITIES,  PRICE INDEXES:  Consumer 
price indexes increased in seven of the ten 
regional cities between the beginning of March 
and April 1956. Increases ranged from 0.2 per 
cent in both Saint John and Saskatoon-Regina 
to 0.9 per cent in St. John's. Indexes were 
unchanged in both Montreal and Vancouver and 
declined 0.3 per cent in Winnipeg. 

Food indexes were up in all regional cities 
except Winnipeg. Higher prices were recorded 
in all cities for coffee, eggs, most canned 
and fresh vegetables, particularly potatoes, 
which were substantially higher inmustcities. 
Prices moved to still lower levels in most 
cities for all beef and pork items, and mar-
garine. 

The shelter index remained unchanged in six 
of the ten regional cities and moved slightly 
upwards in the other four-. The few changes in 
clothing prices resulted in slightly lower 
indexes in three cities, four were unchanged 
and three were slightly higher. 

a * * 
URBAN TRANSIT SYSTEMS:  The number of pas-
sengers carried by urban transit systems in 
February declined less than 1 per cent to 99,- 
933,000 from 100,489,000 a year earlier. 
Vehicle miles run increased to 17,287,000 
miles from 16,584,000 and revenue climbed to 
$10,458,000 from $9,773,000. January-February 
totals show a corresponding relationship with 
passengers carried dropping to 201,536,000 
from 206,271,000, vehicle miles run rising to 
35,066,000 miles from 34,513,000 and revenue 
increasing to $21,022,000 from $20,094,000. 
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STRATFORD TO HEAR BRITTEN OPERA:  Benjamin 
Britten's."The Rape of Lucretia", based on 
Andre Obey's play "Le Viol de Lucrece" will be 
presented in Canada for the first time at the 

Ile opening concert of the Music Festival, July 7, 
the tenth anniversary of its first presenta-
tion. 

Mr. Applebaum has announced the complete 
cast for the opera as follows: Hale Chorus - 
Jon Vickers; Female Chorus - jenie Tourel; 
Colatinus - Jan Rubes; Junius - Bernard Tur-
gean; Terquinius - Harry Mossfield;  Lucre Lia  - 
Reene Resnik;  Blancs  - Patricia Rideout; 
Lucia  - Ade  laid  Bishop. 

Uhderstudying these roles will be Theresa 
Gray, Angela Antonelli, Phyllis Mailing and 
Andrew MacMillan. Conductor of the opera is 
Thomas Mayer. The cast list reveals that five 
Canadian singers join three of the operatic 
world's outstanding performers for the pre-
sentation. Together with Thomas Mayer, New 
York is contributing sopranos Jennie Tourel 
and Adelaide Bishop and mezzo-soprano Regina 
Resnik who sings the title role. 

The opera will be presented six times 
throughout the Music Festival. Opening the 
Festival on July 7,.it will be repeated on 

' July 10, 16, and 24 with matinee performances 
July 12 and 19. 

* * * * 

NEW AIR TRAFFIC  REGULATION: George C. Mar-
ier, Minister  of Transport,  recently 
an Air Navigation  Order which would bring all 
aircraft flying on Canadian airways between 
stated minimum and maximum altitudes under the 
jurisdiction of the Canadian air traffic con-
trol organization at all times. 

Mr.  Marier  explained that this had been 
under consideration for many months and had 
been the subject of extensive discussions with 
the airlines, the aviation industry and owners 
and operators of aircraft generally. 

Hitherto aircraft operating on Visual 
Flight Rules (VFR) had been permitted to free-
ly operate in fine weather on the airways as 
well as anywhere off the airways. In future, 
all aircraft flying on the airways between a 
floor of 9,500 feet and a ceiling of 23,000 
feet above sea level would be subject to air 
traffic control direction and regulation in 
clear weather as well as instrument weather 
(IFR); and would be required to file flight 
plans. For the area of the  Rocky Mountains, 
minimum floor established was 12,500 feet west 
of Longitude 114, in order to take account of 
the higher flight necessary in this region. 

Aircraft operating on ordinary Visual 
Flight Rules would still be able to fly on 
airways so long as they stayed below 12,500 
feet in the area of the Rockies or below 9,500 
feet elsewhere. 

Mr.  Marier  pointed out that the Order would 

dill provide an area of reserved airspace on all 
airways in which any aircraft could operate 
with full knowledge that all other planes in 

that area as well as his own were operating on 
flight plans with the knowledge of and under 
the control of the air traffic control organi-
zation. This should serve to spread air traf-
fic over available airspace in an efficient 
and safe pattern. 

* e e * 

ALBERTA POLLUTION  EXPERIMENT:  An experi-
mental health project in Alberta for the oxy-
gen replenishment of polluted streams is to 
get a federal public health grant of $10,125 
it was announced recently by Mr. Paul Martin, 
federal Health Minister. 

Commenting on the project, Mr. Martin said 
it was viewed with great interest by the 
federal Health Department because the problem 
of polluted streams was of great concern in 
many parts of the country. 

..He said the purpose of the project, which 
got underway before the ice breakup, was to 
carry out research in an experimental area of 
the North Saskatchewan River as a further 
means of control in the abatement of pollution 
difficulties which have occurred during per-
iods of ice caver downstream in the river. 

Sanitary engineering officials doing the 
research hope that by replenishing  the  supply 
of oxygen, the decomposition of polluting 
materials will proceed normally and that the 
odours which have developed in the river water 
in the absence of oxygen will be reduced to 
acceptable limits. 

Cs * 	* 

T.B. DEATH RATES DOWN:_Canada's death toll 
from tuberculosis, once referred to as the 
great white plague, dropped still further in 
1955, continuing .the spectacular declines of 
recent years, according to advance figures 
released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
The rate has dropped from 52.4 per 100,000 
population in 1943 to 10.3 in 1954 and 8.9 in 
1955.while the 1955 total of 1,382 deaths 
represented a new low and  •was the first year 
the number of deaths has fallen below 1,500. 

The tuberculosis mortality rate for males 
was 10.8 compared with only 6.9 for females 
and in all provinces except Newfoundland the 
male rate was significantly higher than the 
female rate. Despite the drop for Canada as a 
whole the rates for the three western-most 
provinces moved upward in 1955, particularly 
for males. In Saskatchewan the male rate rose 
from 4.8 to 7.1 while in Alberta it moved up-
ward from 6.3 to 9.2 over the past two years. 
However marked fluctuations in these particu-
lar rates are less significant because of the 
small number of cases inWolved. 

Cenada's figures are: in  line with a general 
international trend in the reduction of tuber-
culosis death rates. OWer  the,  past ten years 
the rate  for England and Wales  has declined 
from 62.8 per 100,000 population to 20.2 and 
in the United States from 41.4 to 12.6, both 
countries now having rates higher than  Canada.  
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VIGILANCE REMAINS THE PRICE OF PEACE 

(Continued from P. 2) 

forces of many nations into one co-ordinated 
defence force for the defence of all. In some 
quarters. NATO has been portrayed as an aggres-
sive alliance dedicated to furthering the war-
like policies of the United States. We know, 
however, that nothing could be "further from 
the truth - that far from being a threat to 
other nations, NATO has acted as a protective 
shield against possible aggression. 
• mCanada's role in NATO has been substan-

tial. We have provided an infantry brigade and 
12 squadrons of Sabre jet fighters in Europe; 
we have shared the cost of building airfields, 
communications and other vital facilities in 
Europe; we have contributed military equipment 
to our allies totalling nearly one and one-
quarter billion dollars - including our air 
training scheme under which nearly A-,000 NATO 
airmen have been trainel.in Canada.— 

, "NATO has made a great contribution to the 
prevention of military aggression. It stood 
firm in the face of the Soviet military threat 
and it must continue to stand firm now that 
this threat appears to have subsided. There is 
evidence of change in Soviet policies at home 
and abroad, some of which may be attributable 
to the lessons taught by.the collective action 
of NATO. Some of these changeslgive ground for 
hope and should be encouraged. None of them, 
however, as yet justifies any relaxation of 
our defensive strength in NATO.  We must con-
tinue to welcome whatever opportunities there 
may be for co-operation and better relations 
arising out of the attitude. of the Soviet 
leaders but at the same time refuse to be 
beguiled by hopes which are premature. 

NATO NEW LOOK 

"This is a danger that must be faced.  Our  
defensive.strength and unity must be main-
tained for there is little evidence.to  suggest 
that the Soviet Union has abandoned its ul-
timate objectives.  At the same time, we must 
find new methods of political and economic 
co-operation to meet the latest Soviet stra-
tegy of 'competitive coexistence'. A step in 
this direction was taken at the recent meeting 
of the North Atlantic Ceuncil in Paris when 
the 'Three Wiée Men' - one of whom is our own 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, the 
Honourable  Lester Pearson - were appointed to 
explore.new avenues for closer political and 
economic cooperation among NATO's 15 members. 

Mer. Pearson has long advocated greater 
emphasis on the role of NATO in the sphere of 
economic and political cooperation. As he 
said recently: 

'NATO cannot live on fear alone, nor can it 
become the source of a real Atlantic community 
if it remains organized to deal only with the 
military.threat-which first brought it into 
being. A, new emphasis, therefore, on the non-
military side of NATO's development is essen- 

tial. It would also be the best answer to t.;,,  
Soviet charge that it is an aggressive, ex-
clusively military agency, aimed against 
Moscow'. 

"The North Atlantic Treaty Ctganization 
was, of course, organized within the ternis ni  
the United Nations Charter and this  brins  .e 
to the fourth and final area in which Canada 
is helping to build the deterrent strength of 
the free world. Indeed, it is to the Unite."1 
Nations that we and other free peoples must 
look for our ultimate security. For while we 
can build our defensive strength through pro-
grammes of national and civil.defence and 
through regional arrangements àuch as NATO, 
these measumes are in a sense temporary stop-
gaps - stop-gaps until the United  Nations , 

 itself is able to assume its responsibilities 
for the maintenance of international peace and 
security. 

erhat the United Nations has the potential 
power to carry out this function was evident 
in the Kerean conflict when forces from many 
lands fought side by side under its blue and 
white banner and put a stop to aggression on 
that troubled peninsula. 

"Canada has -iven and will continue to give 
its wholeheart eed.  support to the efforts  of the  
United Nations to speed the social, political 
and economic development of its member nations 
and to encourage peace in the world. Several 
recent examples come to mind. Canada was a 
member of the United Nations committee which 
recently reached unanimous agreement on a 
draft statute for an International Atomic 
Energy Agency to help  harness  .the  atom for 
peaceful purposes. Canadian experts are serv-
ing on a United Nations committee to study the 
effects of atomic radiation. And the Canadian 
Delegation.to  the Tenth General Assembly 
played a leading role in negotiations result-
ing in the admission of sixteen new members to 
the United Nations - thus helping to break a 
ten-year deadlock an this question...." 

* 	* 

LABOUR INCOME UP:  Canadian labour income 
in February amounted to an estimated $1,093.- 
000,000, up $97,000,000 or 9.5 per cent from a 
year earlier. This rate was slightly higher 
than the over-the-year percentage increase of 
about 9 per cent prevailing since (Yu:1er. For 
the two months, January and February, labour 
income tutallid$2, 173,000,000 versus ;$1;9.87,- , 	. 
000,000. 

All industry groups shared in the rise in 
February: agriculture, "forestry, fishing, 
trapping and mining to $77,000,000 from $68,- 
000,000 a year ago; manufacturing to  $358.-
000,000  from $327,000,000; construction to 
$68,000,000 from $57,000,000; utilities, 
transportation, communication, storage, trade, 
to $282,000,000 from  $257.000,000;. finance,  
services, to $269,000,000 from $252,000,000;- illb 
anctsupplementary labour income to $39,000,000 
from $35,000,000. 
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TOWARD A STRONGER ATLANTIC COMMUNITY 

NATO MUST DEVELOP:  The twentieth century 
has seen "changes that...render obsolete many 
of our old concepts of national sovereignty 
and...make essential the growth and acceptance 
of the ideal of supra-national association." 
Mr. Pearson, Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, told the English Speaking Union in 
London,  England, on April 30. "This does not 
mean, however," he added, "that we should move 
at once into world government or some form of 
Atlantic union or broad political federation 
with a central legislature and executive, a 
common citizenship, currency and budget, a 
single foreign policy and defence establish-
ment under central control..." 

The more modest and realistic conception of 
interdependence that he had in mind was dis-
cussed by Mr. Pearson as follows: 

"Our ultimate destiny - to safeguard our 
very existence - may require some form of 
federalism on a regional or even a vider 

 basis. But meanwhile we have to work with the 
institutions which exist today and attempt to 
adapt them for the more ready and efficient 
and equitable solution of our current pro-
blems. This is, I suggest, a necessary and 
practicable task, and the insistent demand for 
something more far-reaching to be achieved 
immediately may at times be an obstacle to its 
accomplishment. In any event, the formal sur-
render of sovereignty, in its old form, is not 
now so decisive an issue as the provision of a 
new assurance through adequate international  

measures that power, traditionally the main 
attribute of sovereignty, will not be used for 
wrong purposes and against the general in-
terest. The decisive factors, therefore, are 
those which determine policy: above all, which 
bring about a sound and sensible public opin-
ion which alone makes it possible for demo-
cratic governments to adopt sound and sensible 
policies: or should the sequence be re-
versed? 

"It surely does not take much hard thinking 
to come to the conclusion that in their own 
interest, nation states should work together 
toward supra-national communities. 

"Such communities can grow in different 
ways and from different sources. Our  Common-
wealth of Nations, for instance, has evolved 
from an imperial centre through the trans-
formation of colonial dependencies into free 
states who have chosen to remain in political 
association with each other and with the 
parent state. Evolution without revolution has 
been of unique value not only to the nations 
most directly concerned, but to the world at 
large.... 

"Another impulse to international community 
development comes from the realization by con-
tiguous nations, with shared political ideas 
and traditions and interests, that they would 
be much more adequately equipped to face the 
political and economic problems, and exploit 
the political and economic possibilities of 
today if they could remove the boundaries and 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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TOWARD A STRONGER ATLANTIC COMMUNITY 

(Continued from P. 1) 

barriers between them: in short, becomasin-
tegrated. • 

"The contemporary illustration of this 
trend which first springs to mind is, of 
course, the move toward European unity. It.is 
a move which must surely commend itself first 
of all to Europeans themseËv .es, who must 
remember best how much their continent has 
suffered from disunity; more especially from 
the tragic feud over the centuries between 
Gaul and Teuton. The movement will also, I 
believe, be welcomed by non-Europeans of good 
will - this certainly includes Cànadians - who 
Eee in it not merely the strengthening of the 
shield against aggression from the East, but 
also a more solid foundation for the pros-
perity and progress of the united peoples of 
Western Europe who are such a vital part of 
the Atlantic community. I hasten to add, how-
ever, that as a strong believer in the freest 
possible kind of international trade, Canada's 
approval of the economic aspects of European 
integration, without which I suppose the 
political could not take place, is given on 
the assumption that in this case the whole, 
while greater, could not be higher, more re-
strictive, than its parts. I am thinking of 
restrictions in the way of trade, of course, 
about which a country which exports as Canada  
does, about one-third of its gross national 
product takes a somewhat jaundiced view, one 
which would be fully understood by a country 
like the United Kingdom which has flourished 
and grown great by its commerce with all parts 
of the world. 

USES OF UNITY 

"We should, I think favour European unity 
for another reason. Western Europe has great 
resources of wisdom, strength and energy 
which, along with its traditions of freedom 
and culture, qualify it to play a powerful and 
constructive part today in world affairs. It 
can play this part most effectively, if the 
area of united or at least closely co-ordinat-
ed political action is enlarged.... 

"I appreciate, of course,  that  while this 
country is part of Europe - history provides 
grim as well as glorious reminders of that 
connection - it has also a wider destiny and 
wider interests. The world owes much - some 
states indeed owe their very existence - to 
the fact that the vision of the British people 
has ranged across the oceans as well as across 
the channel.  I do not forget this debt when I 
express the hope that this country, so rich in 
political sagacity, so steeped in political 
experience, and which has provided Europe with 
imaginative leadership more than once in his-
tory, will play an active and constructive 
part in the efforts now being made by European 
states to adapt themselves to new conditions  

which require their closer. asEociation. Such 
a part would represent an important contribu-
tion to the development of something more 
important and far-reaching even thah European 
unit},  itself - namely, the Atlantic community. 

"I see in that.community th'ree essential 
parts: a North America which.  must.not lapse 
into continentalism; a Europe . whose.free and 
democratic countries must achieve the greatest 
possible unity, both for défence.and. develop-
ment and to ensure that no one of them will 
dominate the others; and finally, the United  
Kingdom, the bridge between the two, linked to 
Europe indissolubly by many ties and perhaps, 
above all, by the complete disappearance of 
the Channel in the air-atomic age; but linked 
also to North America in a unique way, because 
that continent - I hope that I will not be 
misunderstood in putting it this way - is now 
occupied by two former English-speaking colo-
nies; one of which is proud to retain its 
political and monarchical association with the 
'Old Master'. 

NATO SURVIVAL 

MNe have now laid the foundations of this 
Atlantic Community in NATO. Indeed that may be 
the most important thing that we did when we 
signed in Washington seven years ago the 
treaty bringing this international organiza-
tion into being. Ch the other hand, what we 
did then may prove to have been as insubstan-
tial and ephemeral as the signatures attached 
to many an international agreement which at 
the time seemed a veritable Magna Carta, but 
whose very name can now be found only in some 
doctrinal dnesis. The near future will tell. 
There is no assurance yet that NATO will sur-
vive the emergency that gave it birth. That 
emergency was itself born of the fear - for 
which there was sufficient evidence - that 
unless . the Atlantic countries united their 
resources and their resolve to defend them-
selves, they, might succumb to aggression one 
by one. It seemed clear when the NATO pact was 
signed, even to the mightiest power, that 
national security could not be guaranteed by 
national action alone. So we built up our 
collective defences and by our unity and 
strength have made NATO into a most effective 
deterrent against aggression. In doing so we 
have removed the greatest temptations to 
aggression; disunity and weakness. 

"If however, international tension now 
seems to ease, and the threat of direct mili-
tary attack to recede, the fear which brought 
NATO into being in the first place will also 
recede, and the temptation to relax our de-
fence efforts and indulge in the luxury of 
dissension and division will increase. 

"We may, in fact, be approaching a period - 
if, indeed, we are not in it - when NATO will 
lose much of the cohesive force which has 
hitherto held it together. There are those who 
are counting on this loss being fatal to the 
whole concept of NATO and the Atlantic corn-
munit y.  
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UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE AWARDS LIST:  Details of 
scholarships and bursaries available to high 
school graduates for entrance to Canadian 
universities and colleges are contained in the 

III newly-revised Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
publication MUndergraduate Scholarships and 
Bursaries". 

The awards are listed in three main group-
ings - those open to residents of more than 
one province at institutions in more than one 
province, those open to residents- of single. 
provinces and tenable at more than one instit-
ution, and those tenable only at single in-
stitutions. Information on a total of 637 
groups of awards is given with details for 
each, including the name, field of study, 
number, duration, conditions of eligibilit'y 
and information on where tenable and where to 

aPPIY. 
Awarding agencies include federal, provin-

cial and municipal governments, charitable 
foundations and service clubs, industrial 
organizations, as well as those offered by 34 
individual institutions of higher education. 
Information on those awards open to students 
of other countries is also included. 

* 

MINISTER REVIEWS RHC GRADUATES:  A grad-
uating class of 100 cadets of the Royal  Mili-
tary College, Kingston, Chtario, was reviewed 
by the Honourable Ralph Campney, Minister of 
National Defence, on May 1 4. 

In addition to a display of physical train-
ing and gymnastics, there was a ceremonial 
parade, after which Mr. Campney presented 
academic prizes to all classes and diplomas to 
the graduating cadets. 

Highlight of the ceremonies was the presen-
tation by Mr. Campney of the Sword of Hnnour. 
It is awarded annually to the cadet who ob-
tains the highest combined total marks for 
leadership, conduct and military deportment in 
both his third and fourth years. 

After the ceremonies, the Defence Minister 
addressed the graduates, their families, 
friends and RMC faculty members. 

A graduation ball was held in the evening. 

* 	r.•-• 

(C.W.D. May 16, 1956) 

SOLDIERS STUDY SEAWAY:  Four young officers 
of the Royal Canadian Engineers have a role in 
one of the greatest construction projects of 
our times - the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

The four, all engineering graduates and 
soldiers of the Regular Army with active ser-
vice records in either the Second World War or 
Korea, have been attached to the Seaway Autho-
rity and are carrying out duties as inspectors 
in various phases of the huge construction 
project. 

The arrangement between the Seaway Autho- 

Ill rity and the Cànadian Army for the attachments 
was designed to give young engineer officers a 
chance to keep abreast of the latest develop-
ments and procedures in civilian engineering 
practice. 

Each of them is being given an opportunity 
to observe and actually take an active part in 
the many aspects of the work. This includes 
employment both in office and construction 
jobs. Much of their time is given to inspect-
ing work that has been let out by the Seaway 
to various contractors. In these instances 
they check to see that the required specifica-
tions are being met. 

Other jobs they have taken on include many 
types of time studies, checking contract es-
timates, compiling exports, and ground work 
with excavation and construction crews. Each 
officer has found work on the Seaway vastly 
interesting and all agree that many lessons 
are being learned that will prove of value on 
their return to Service duties. 

* 	* 

TOP PIANIST FOR STRATFORD:  Featured per-
former of the Music Festival running in con-
junction with the Shakespearean Festival at 
Stratford this summer will be the celebrated 
concert pianist, Claudio Arrau. 

In his first appearance in Stratford, on 
July 14, an all-Deethoven concert, Mr. Arrau 
will play Concertos 1 and 5 with the Festival 
orchestra under the direction of Hainz Uhger. 
Dr. Unger will also conduct the orchestra in 
the Beethoven Seventh Symphony, the other work 
on the programme. This entire programme will 
be repeated Italy 17. In concerts on July 23 
and July 26, Mr. Arrau will play the music of 
Mozart and Beethoven and, in a special concert 
on August 4, the music ofChopinand Schumann - 
including the Schumann Trio in D Minor, with 
assisting artists Albert Pratz, violinist and 
Isaac Mamot 'cellist. Mr. Arrau will conduct 
the Royal Conservatory of Music Master Classes 
in piano in Stratford for two weeks beginning 
July 23. 

* * * 
FIRST SEX DEVIATE CLINIC.  Canada's first 
clinic for sex deviates was opened earlier 
this month in Toronto by the Chtario Depart-
ment of Health. It is to function as an ad-
junct of the University  of Toronto. 

The clinic is planned as the first of a 
series to be established in university cities 
across the province. The second will probably 
be in London, where it would operate in co-
operation with the University of Western 
Chtario. 

The new clinic, to be called the Forensic 
Clinic, is on Queen's Park Crescent, in what 
was formerly a nurses' training school. The 
Health Department set aside 14 rooms for it. 

It is planned to make this the most modern 
examination and treatment centre for sex of-
fenders. The director will have only two full-
time assistants and one part-time to begin 
with, but it is expected the staff wi ll  expand 
rapidly as the courts and the public become 
more familiar with the services available. 
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CANADIAN MARKSMEN OUTSHOOT GERMANS:  The 
first small arms competition between Germans 
and Canadian soldiers, held recently at Soest, 
West Germany, was won by the 2nd Canadian 
Infantry Brigade team. 

The "Sports-Schuetzen Club" of Soest, the 
best of five shooting clubs in the old Han-
seatic town, challenged marksmen of the Cana • ' 
dian brigade to athree .weapon challenge trophy 
"shoot". Weapons used were the Canadian .303 
Lee-Enfield rifle, the .22 Belgian rifle and 
German air rifles. 

The weapons were fired on the 4th Belgian 
Brigade's rifle range south of Soest. The air 
rifle was fired in the indoor range of the 
German shooting club. 

In the .303 match the Canadians scored 515 
and the Germans 456. Firing the .22 rifle were 
members of units at Fort Henry, who scored 525 
against 515 for the Germans. The Germans came 
into their own when the contest moved to the 
indoor range, scoring 666 against the Cana-
dians' 617. 

The aggregate score for the Canadian Brig-
ade team was 1657 and for the German club 
1637. 

* * * * 

MORE OF CANADA ON THE MAP:  This summer will 
again see ten Army Survey Establishment teams 
at work on their job of mapping Canada's 
3,85,744 square miles. The teams will co-
operate with other government mapping agen-
cies. 

Most of the teams will have left for their 
various destinations by mid-May and will spend 
four months in the field, surveying the topo-
graphy and physical features of the country. 

Depending on the nature of the area being 
mapped, transportation will be by helicopter, 
canoe, power-boat, pack-horse, truck and old-
fashioned "Shanks Pony". Some teams will be 
fortunate enough to live in buildings or pre-
fabricated huts this summer, but the majority 
will rough it in tents. 

A seven-man team will invade the far north-
ern reaches of the Northwest Territories in 
the region of the Eskimo Lakes near the Beau-
fort Sea east of Aklavik. Included in  the  team 
will be two civilian helicopter pilots who 
will work in shifts, to take full advantage 
of the long summer hours of daylight. The 
work in this area will consist of altimeter 
heighting, a method used to obtain ground 
elevations. 

The big job of control photography for 
mapping the area in the vicinity of the Dis-
tant Early Warning Line is being handled under 
civilian contract for the Army Survey Estab-
lishment. 

The contractors, using special equipment 
and working from Southampton Island and Pelly 
Lake, NWT, will establish horizontal control 
photography for an area of over 100,000 square 
miles along the edge of the Arctic Ctean, thus 
producing accurate maps of the region. 

MOST ANCIENT CANADIANS:  Archaeology is 
coming into its own in Canada, with expedi-
tions from several universities going into the 
field every summer.  Clay pots have been found 
in North Simcoe which prove that there was a 
civilization in that area at least 2,500 years 

Since 1934, skilled archaeologists of the 
Federal Government, the Royal Ontario Museum, 
and the University of Western Ontario have 
been directing the task of uncovering the 
sites of Indian villages and of the first 
European outposts in Ontario. At the site of 
the first Fort Ste. Marie they have discovered 
what is probably  the  first waterworks, canal 
and sewage system constructed north of Mexico. 

Oit west, Manitobans treasure the bells of 
Red River, from the 100-pound church bell sent 
to the baby settlement of Lord Selkirk in 
1819, through a long line of school bells (one 
of which had formerly been used as a fog warn-
ing) to the chimes of St. Boniface, which, 
incidentally, crossed the Atlantic five times, 
caused the first recorded strike in this coun-
try, and inspired a poem by John Greenleaf 
Whittier. Calgary has its first schoolhouse, a 
typical foot-hills cabin of the early days, 
and a red river cart, visited by thousands of 
people every year. The Pacific coast is re-
storing its Indian totem poles. 

These things have been saved by the vision 
and effort of people aware of the significance 
of the past, not only because of its material 
influence upon our present way of life but 
because of its inspiration. The antiquities 
are not worth much money (our forefathers had 
small riches) but they are beyond price as 
part of our heritage. 

The letters and documents preserved in the 
Canadian Archives, in museums such as Bytown 
Museum in Ottawa and Cheteau de Ramezay in 
Montreal, and in university and private col-
lections, recreate in warmly human terms the 
people who wrote and used dhem. 

* * * * 

PPCLI TROOPS COLOURS IN GERMANY:  The cen-
turies-old ceremony of trooping the colour was 
re-enacted at Hemer, West Germany, on May 15 
by the 1st Battalion, Princess Patricia's 
Canadian Light Infantry. 

The ritual, one of the oldest and most im-
pressive of all military ceremonies, was per-
formed at Fort MacLeod, in Hemer, present 
location of the battalion. 

A feature of this year's trooping was the 
attendance, for the first time in history, of 
several German officers and men of the newly-
formed "Bundeswehr". In addition, many dis-
tinguished international guests viewed the 
spectacle. 

Originally the regiment's  Colonel -in-Chief, 
Lady Patricia Ramsay, grand-daughter of Qieen 
Victoria, was to have taken the salute at the 
trooping. But ill health prevented her from 
attending the event. 
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NATIONAL REALTY PROGRAMME TODAY:  "...Since 
the introduction of the National Health Pro-
gramme, federal grants. totalling some $80,- 
000,000 have been approved to help provide 

Il
accommodation for upwards of 80,000 patients, 
infants and nurses. This figure includes 7,702 
bassinets for the new-born and 10,709 beds in 
nurses' residences. 01 the 61,873 beds for 
adult hospital patients, 35,840 are for active 
treatment, 6,085 are chronic or convalescent 
beds, 15,617 are beds, in mental institutions 
and 4,331 are for tuberculosis patients. 

"This is a truly remarkable co-operative 
achievement and one that exceeds the objec-
tives set out in 1948 when the Programme was 
inaugurated. However, in assessing the results 
of this massive hospital construction pro-
gramme it should be remembered that during the 
same period there has been an increase of 25 
per cent in the population of Canada, from 
12,800,000 in 1948 to an estimated 16,000,000 
today. 

"It should also be remembered that the new 
construction that is taking place has been 
designed in many cases to replace out-moded 
and inadequate accommodation. As a result, the 
net gain in the nation's total hospital capa-
city is not so great as a mere recital of the 
figures would seem to indicate. While the need 
for beds in tuberculosis sanatoria has been 
largely met, there are still serious shortages 
in accommodation for the mentally ill and for 
chronic and convalescent patients, and the 
number of active treatment beds has not yet 
reached adequate levels in ail parts of the 
country.... 

"When the National Health Programme was 
inaugurated, the Federal Government recog-
nized the great need for additional chronic 
and convalescent beds by providing a larger 
grant for this type of accommodation - amount-
ing to $1,500 a bed in place of the normal 
$1,000 provided for active treatment beds. 
Despite the encouragement offered by these 
higher grants and the fact that facilities for 
the chronically ill are usually less expensive 
to construct and to maintain than active 
treatment beds with all the necessary facilit-
ies they require, it is disappointing that 
less than ten per cent of the total new con-
struction initiated over the past eight years 
has been devoted to the needs of the chronical-
ly ill. 

"And here I might emphasize that the fed-
eral hospital insurance proposal now being 
considered by the provinces envisages an ac-
celeration of the development of rehabilita-
tion programmes for the chronically ill and 
provides for the hospital care of patients 
suffering from chronic conditions in chrnnic 
and convalescent hospitals. 

"It has been suggested in some quarters 
that the federal proposal does not go as far 

Ili 

as might be desirable. While medical care in
m  
- 

surance is not included, I can say with co-
plete conviction that the hospital benefits 

are more extensive than those presently pro-
vided by any government, voluntary or commer-
cial plan in operation anywhere in Canada. 
There has been much talk of "catastrophic 
insurance',but again it must be emphasized 
that this federal offer covers all legitimate 
hospital bills whether they be of a short-term 
nature or of catastrophic proportions. 

"A programme such as this would not, of 
course, cover the extra cost of private or 
semi-private care but all patients, whether 
they be in public wards or inprivate accommod-
ation, would be entitled to the cost of public 
ward care. Patients in private rooms would 
only be responsible for the differential 
charge for this type of accommodation. I 
should also like to emphasize that this pro-
gramme does not envisage any interference with 
existing hospital practices but rather is con-
cerned with ensuring that these services are 
available to patients when needed and on a 
more orderly financial basis.... 

"It should be emphasized that the present 
health insurance proposal has been arrived at 
only after long and careful study and much 
extensive ground-work.  As the  late Prime Minis-
ter said when the National Health Grants were 
inaugurated in 1948, they were to be regarded 
as first stages in the development of a system 
of health insurance and would serve to lay the 
necessary foundations. These foundations have 
been well and truly laid. Their evidence is 
seen in new and improved health services and 
facilities that have been established in all 
parts of Canada. Now that this necessary 
ground-work has been done, it is possible to 
plan the introduction of a system of hospital 
insurance, securein the knowledge that facili-
ties are in existence to ensure that the ser-
vices envisaged in this plan can be provided. 

"...In a country like Canada, real progress 
on major problems such as this can only be 
achieved if all governments are prepared to 
work together co-operatively in search of the 
most satisfactory solution. I have every con-
fidence that the same spirit of co-operation 
that has made possible the success of the 
first eight years of Canada's National Health 
Programme will enable us to move forward to-
gether into the next stage - a system of 
hospital insurance and diàgnostic'services 

"In conclusion, let me reiterate my belief 
and my conviction that the development of the 
best possible pattern of health services for 
Canadians is not indulging in luxury. It is a 
sound investment by Canadians in the future of 
this country, for of all the national resour-
ces we value so highly none is so precious or 
so irreplaceable as a strong and healthy 
people...." 

Production of crude petroleum reached an 
all-time peak total of 129,451,805 barrels in 
1955, more than one-third larger dhan the pre-
ceding year's 96,080,345 barrels. 
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TOWARD A STRONGER ATLANTIC COMMUNITY 

(Continued from P. 2) 

"These dangers must be faced. Defence 
Strength and unity must be maintained, yet we 
may not now have for this purpose the same 
incentive which we have had before. We must, 
therefore, develop a stronger bond of unity 
than a common fear. As the challenge of the 
Communiet nations to .our free institutions 
takes new forms, avoiding tactics and policies 
which risk nuclear devastation, NATO should in 
its turn, while maintaining whatever collec-
tive military defensive strength is necessary, 
develop new impulses for unity and community. 

"NATO  cannot live on fear alone, nor can it 
become the source of a real Atlantic community 
if it remains organized. td  deal only with the 
military threat which first brought it into 
being. A new.emphasis, therefore, on the  non-
military side of NATO's development is essen-
tial. It would also be the best answer to the 
Soviet charge that it is an auressive ex-
clusively military.agency, aimed against 
Moscow. 

mNe are now faced by the challenge  from  the 
Communist bloc of competitivè co-existence; 
or, to put it another way - of all conflict 
short of full-scale war. 'This may be an im-
provement on the imminent possibility of 
nuclear devastation, but it is a long way from 
the security of cooperative co-existence, and 
it has not removed.the menace of Communist 
domination. 

NEW CHALLENGE 

"The NATO countries must find  the  answer to 
this new challenge, by demonstrating the 
quality and value and sincerity of their co-
operation, between themselves and with all 
members of the international community. We 
have here a new opportunity as well as a new 
challenge, and if we do not take advantage of 
it, speeches about- the Atlantic community 
will, before long, have as little meaning as 
those about the lost continent of Atlantis. As 
the material and technological gap between the 
NATO countries and the Soviet bloc diminishes, 
it will be all the more important to maintain 
the distinctions in other and more important 
respects: and to ensure that these are more 
fully understood and valued. 

. "This will require closer co-operation - 
political.and economic - within NATO than has 
been the case; finding new ways by which we 
can build up and strengthen our own sense of 

community - and show others that what we are 
building is no selfish and exclusive way. 

"I hope that the meeting of the NATO coun-
cil later this week will find the answers to 

some of these questions, and begin a serious 
and practical search for the others. So it 
should be an important meeting, if not an easy 

one. At it we may find ourselves discussing 
policies rather than power; aims rather than 
arms; division rather than divisions. 

"NATO, in truth, is now at the crossroads 
of its existence. If it is to go forward, and 
in the right direction, it must concentrate on 
ways and means.of bringing its members closer 
together politically, without weakening its 
defence unity and strength. For this purpose 
the Council must become a more effective 
agency for consultation and co-operation than 
it has been. 

"It must be given more authority and its 
meeting, with ministerial attendance,, should 
be more frequent. -Ihrough the Council, con-
sultation should be developed into an accepted 
custom, to the point where no member would 
think of taking action which affected the 
others in any substantial way - either politi-
cally or economically - without prior dis-
cussion with those members in NATO. 

LIMITS OF ACTION 

"For ehis purpose I do not see the need for 
any substantial organizational changes or for 
any amendments to Dur treaty. Nor do I think 
that NATO should try to make.special economic 
arrangements between its members or be charged 
with the duty of removing trade barriers. 
'There are other international agencies which 
have been specially set up for this purpose - 
such as GATT and OEEC - and we do not want 
duplication. I doubt also wheeher NATO is the 
agency best equipped.actually.to  provide aid 
to materially under-developed countries. In 
this matter, the United Nations should, I 
think, be brought more and more into  the  pic-
ture. I do not mean that the world organiza-
tion should be the sole or even possibly the 
major executive agency for international aid 
or replace practical and successful operations 
like the Colombo  Plan. Its special value would 
be to provide a forum where.all assistance 
plans could be co-ordinated and policies 
discussed. I think also that the U.S.S.R. 
should be encouraged to participate fully in 
such United Nations discussions. It would give 
us a very good opportunity to test the nature 
and the substance of her participation in 
this field of international economic assist-
ance. 

"In political and economic consultation 
NATO's role, as I see it, is more limited, but 
more precise and politically more significant 
in that here discussions are-between closely 
co-operating friends who are trying to bring 
about not merely the co-ordination, but the 
closest possible identity of plans and poli-
cies. As the mechanism for this process NATO 
can become the foundation for the Atlantic 
community of the future. It must in fact de-
velop along these lines or it will drift into 
futility and may ultimately share the fate of 
other international agencies which disappeared 
because their roots were not deep enough for 
survival and growth...." 

a 
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CANADIAN- AMERICAN RELATIONS 

AGAINST NEGATIVE THINKING:  Preoccupation 
with the relations between the  United States 
and Canada, Mr. Pearson, Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, told the Cànadian Club 
of Montreal on April 27, "while natural and, 
indeed, inevitable, at times seems to occupy a 
disproportionate share of (Canadian) popular 
interest." "If we are not careful," he con-
tinued, "we shall soon be spending more time 
in thinking negatively about what the Ameri-
cans have done or may do to or for us than in 
thinking positively about our own plans and 
policies." 

This theme Mr. Pearson then proceeded to 
develop in the following way: 

"Cànadian-American relations are today the 
most important single item in the foreign 
policy of our country; apart, of course, from 
the transcendent issue of peace and war. More-
over, these relations will probably grow in 
difficulty and complexity as the importance of 
each country to the other increases, as is 
happening. After all, we share most of a con-
tinent, and one which is today not on the 
periphery, but in the very centre of the 
world. Its northern half . the Canadian half - 
is growing steadily in strength and influence. 

"...I do not wish you to infer...that the 
ties that draw us across the Atlantic, that 
link us with our mother countries, Great 
Britain and France, and with the nations of 
the Commonwealth, are weakening. Ch the con-
trary, they are stronger than ever. The old  

problems arising out of our development from 
colony to nation, and from the impact of im-
perial policy on that development, have been 
solved. There is now little to worry us and 
very much to satisfy us in the Commonwealch 
relationship. It is a relationship which we 
must maintain and strengthen. 

"Ch the other hand, our problems with the 
United States are, if not new, at least ex-
pressing themselves in new and, at times, 
perplexing forms. They constitute a challenge 
to both countries. It will be eadier on our 
part to meet that challenge successfully - as 
we must - if we keep a sense of proportion, 
avoiding excessive touchiness or assertive-
ness; if we show ourselves to be not only 
nationally alert but also nationally mature... 

"There is a tradition of forthright but 
friendly exchange of views across our border, 
which is uniquely valuable. We do not want to 
lose it. That loss, however, could be brought 
about from abuse by exaggeration or over-
indulgence, on the one hand, or by super-
sensitiveness or morbid suspicion on the 
other. We should guard against both. 

"This increasing importance of Canada and 
the United States to each other is twofold. 
Not only'is our relationship in a bilateral 
sense of great and growing significance-
there is also the fact that the United States 
through its power and resources is the country 
best equipped to give political leadership to 
the Western world, which includes  Canada, in 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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CANADIAN-AMERICAN RELATIONS 

(Continued from P. 1) 

the search for peace and security against 
aggressive Communism.— 

"This realization that we must stand to-
gether or fall separately explains why today 
in our defense policies we do not, indeed can-
not, rely on national action alone, which 
would be totally inadequate, but on collective 
arrangements, especially through NATO. 

"Among other things, this means that our 
continent, which is one great sector of the 
NATO area, must be treated as a single zone 
for defence, and that Canada and the United 
States must co-operate closely in that zone 
for their common protection.... 

"In other days, and under other conditions, 
we would have assumed complete responsibility 
for the building, manning, operating and main-
tenance of every defence facility in Canada. 
But now that defence installations on our ter-
ritory protect both countries, the cost and 
the responsibility is shared by both govern-
ments.... 

R I GHTS S AFt G 

"Canada accepts responsibility for as much 
of this coneinental defence work on Canadian 
soil as it can undertake, having regard to our 
other defence commitments. That which we can-
not do ourselves - and which we agree should 
be done in the common interest - is either a 
joint effort or is done by the United States 
alone. Furthermore, in every defence arrange-
ment that we have made with our neighbour, and 
which involves American activity on Canadian 
soil - this is very important - Canadian 
rights and Canadian sovereignty are fully 
preserved.... 

"If worries over United States participa-
tion in certain joint defence arrangements in 
Canada seem recently to have increased, that 
is at least partly due to the feeling that the 
menace of Cbmmunist imperialism has decreased. 
As Mr. Dulles said in his speech in New York 
on Tuesday, 'Allies no longer feel the same 
compulsion to submerge differences as when 
they faced together a clear and present dan-
ger'. The danger, however, has not disappear-
ed. It may be taking new forms, but it still 
faces us. 

"Similarly, if anxiety over certain econ-
omic aspects - particularly the foreign in-
vestment aspect of Canadian-United States 
relations - seems also to have increased - or 
at least to become more vocal - in certain 
Canadian quarters, that may be due, paradox-
ically, to the very abundance of the evidence 
of the economic progress that Canada has been 
making in recent years. We have been going 
through our gremtest period of developMent. We 
can as a people take our full share of credit 
for this. But we should also remember that it 
could not have taken place in the way and in  

the time dhat it has, without outside parti-
cipation, especially by investors from the 
United States, bu'also from Great Britain and 
other countries.... 

"Certainly we are not independent of the 
United States in the sense that we can isolate 
our economy from hers, at least without tragic 
consequences. 

nBut what country in the free world can be 
or would wish to be economically independenr 
of the United States in that sense? Can. • 
least of all. The trade figures with  oui  
neighbour are themselves enough to refute any 
such  ides.  

"Furthermore - and this should comfort the 
jeremiahs who predict our new colonialism - 
the United States in its turn is today by no 
means economically independent of Canada, and 
will become less so in the future. The fact is 
that the economic interdependence of our two 
countries, and indeed of most important trad-
ing countries, is both inevitable and benefi-
cial. It is usually forgotten, for instance, 
as an illustration of this interdependence, 
that Canadian per capita investment in the 
United States is almost twice as great as 
American in Canada—. 

• INDEPENDENCE UNTHREATENED 

"Do these American investments mean that we 
are going to lose our national identity; to 
become - as it has been said - a 'banana 
republic'? 

"I have too high an opinion of the sturdy 
patriotism and the national pride ofmy fellow-
Canadians to admit that any attempt by the 
United States to secure control of or unduly 
influence our economic or political destiny by 
its investments in Canada could possibly be 
successful. We are not the kind of people to 
accept pressure of that kind. ' 

"But I have also far too high an opinion of 
the common sense and the genuine goodwill of 
our neighbours to the south to believe that 
they would ever make such an attempt. 

"Let us be neither defeatists nor demagogic 
in these matters. When the growing need in the 
free world is for close co-operation, for 
mutual trust, for standing together, this is 
no time for political or economic jingoism. 

"Perhaps pleas to preserve our independence 
are based on fears, genuine or self-induced, 
that we are losing control of our natural re-
sources to American interests; that we are 
becoming, as the current phrase puts it, 
'hewers of wood and drawers of water', as well 
as - and this is a more original expression - 
'diggers of holes' for Americans. Incidently, 
a hewer of wood is today no underpaid, un-
skilled labourer. He is a highly skilled, 
respected workman who can make fifteen to 
twenty dollars a day; more than many of his 
fellow-Canadians working in factories or 
offices or schools. 

'This humiliating suggestion that we are in 
danger of being exploited by and of doing the 
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DRAMA DEVOTEE DECORATED:  In Ottawa on May 4, 
Tom Patterson, founder and director of plan-
ning of the Stratford Shakespearean Festival, 
received the second annual award of the Canada 
Arts Céuncil to "the Layman who has made the 
most outstanding contribution to creative art 
in Canada". Governor General Massey, in his 
capacity as patron of the Canada Arts Council, 
made the presentation. The Canada Arts Council 
was formed eleven years ago as an amalgamated 
body of some twenty professional cultural 
organizations across Canada. Itacts as spokes-
man for all professional creative bodies in 
Canada. It was instrumental in bringing about 
the Massey Commission on the arts in Canada 
some years ago, and is closely linked with 
such international organizations as UNESCO. 

The Certificate of Honour was instituted 
two years ago as recognition to a layman for 
outstanding service to the arts in Canada. Its 
first recipient was Mr. Massey, in January of 
last year. 

* * * * 

ŒEDIT UNIONS IN 1954:  Since the organiza-
tion of the first credit unions in the prov-
ince of Quebec in 1900, the credit union move-
ment in Canada has maintained a steady growth. 
In 1939, nine provinces reported 844 chartered 
credit unions with 151,554 members. In 1944, 
2,051 credit unions reported a membership of 
478,841. The number of credit unions since 
then has doubled and the membership in the 
same period has trebled. In 1954, the ten 
provinces reported 3,920 credit unions with a 
membership of 1,560.715. Total assets show an 
even greater increase than that shown by num-
ber and membership of credit unions, and in 
1954 amounted to $552,362,571. 

Cémparing the growth of credit unions dur-
ing the past ten years  by  provinces, reveals 
that the most rapid expansion has occurred in 
Ontario from 248 credit unions in 19e5 to 
1,118 in 1954. The three provincial organi-
zations in Quebec reported large increases 
also, these included 926 credit unions in 1945 
and 1,298 in 1954. The western provinces fol-
low in the same trend while the largest major-
ity of credit unions already existed before 
1945 in the eastern provinces.  

5,524,000 a month earlier and 5,400,000 a year 
ago. The seeking-work figure amounted. to 5.3 
per cent of the labour force, the lowest ratio 
for March in the past three years. The number 
registered for employment at National EMploy-
ment Service offices was 533,644 on March 22 
versus 515,163 a month earlier and 632,913 a 
year ago. 

The moderate improvement in total employ-
ment came entirely from expansion in non-farm 
industries, with manufacturing, trade and con-
struction leading the way; farm employment 
remained virtually unchanged during the month. 
Employment increases were concentrated in the 
Ontario  and Prairie and Pacific regions with 
Ontario  expanding the most. Increases in em-
ployment in these regions more than offset the 
continuing seasonal declines in the Quebec and 
Atlantic regions. 

* * * 

SOPHOCLES ON CELLULOID:  The film version 
of Tyrone Guthrie's "Oedipus Rex" went into 
production on April 23 at Canadian Film In-
dustries Studios, Toronto , Douglas Campbell, 
who scored such a personal triumph in the 
title role at Stratford last summer, inter-
rupted his current tour with The Canadian 
Players to re-create the part on the screen. 

As the cameras started grinding, Producer 
Leonid Kipnis expressed tremendous enthusiasm 
about the performance of the cast under the 
inspiring direction of Et. Guthrie. 

Mr. Kipnis' association with artistic ven-
tures is a long and distinguished one. He has 
produced many Art films including Leonardo da 
Vinci - recently televised by the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation - Van Gogh, Gauguin, 
Toulouse-Lautrec, Rouault, and Grant Wood. His 
latest is a full-length colour feature, not 
yet released, on the American artist, Frederic 
Remington. 

* * 	* 

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES TIME LOSS:  Time loss 
arising from industrial disputes in Canada 
during March was more than 90 per cent below 
that in February, according to a preliminary 
summary of.strikes and lockouts released re-
cently by Mr. Gregg, Minister of Labour. 

Preliminary figures for March showed a 
total of 22 work stoppages during the month, 
involving 3,243 workers with a total time loss 
of 16,875 man-working days. This was more than 
217,000 fewer lost days than in the month pre-
vious. In February 1956 there were 22 stop-
pages with 20,144 workers involved and a time 
loss of 234,795 days. In March 1955 there were 
13 stoppages involving 2,297 workers and a 
time loss of 15,752 days. 

Of the 22 work stoppages for varying per-
iods during March 1956, ten were céntinued 
from February. Of these 10, six were terminat-
ed by March 31. Of the 12 stoppages which 
began in March, nine were terminated by the 
end of the month. Therefore, seven stoppages 
were continued in April. 

* * * * 
• 

SPRING PICKUP IN EMPLOYMENT:  The Spring 
pickup in employment began earlier than usual 
this year. The level of employMent, which 
usually remains unchanged between mid-February 
and mid-March, this year showed a modest in-
crease. 

At March 25 this year, the number of per-
sons with jobs was estimated at 5,241,000, 
some 25,000 higher than a month earlier and 

gle
242,000 above the year-earlier figure. The 
number without jobs and seeking work was es-
timated at 295,000, some 13,000 lower than in 
February and 106,000 lower than in March 1955. 
The civilian labour force was 5,536,000 versus 
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GLASS LIFEBOATS FOR CANADA:  Provisional 
approval has been granted by'the Board of 
Steamship Inspection of the Department of 
Transport for the use of lifeboats built of a 
material known by the trade name of "fiber-
glas".Use of theseboats as part of the statu-
tory life-saving equipment of small passenger 
and non-passenger ships is restricted to those 
operating in sheltered waters such as har-
bours, rivers and minor inland waterways. 

Approval has been confined to lifeboats 
having a capacity of less than 125 cubic feet. 
Twelve-foot lifeboats certified for six per-
sons, and 14-foot lifeboats authorized to 
carry eight persons have been constructed and 
are now in service. They are lighter and, it 
is claimed, equal to or stronger than standard 
lifeboats. They have very little deterioration 
and the fibre glass material, being resilient, 
readily returns to its original form after 
being subjected to impact. 

* * 

WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX UP:  Canada 's  general 
wholesale price index advanced 0.5 per cent in 
March from a month earlier and 2.8 per cent 
over a year ago. The March index, on the 1935- 
39 base, stood at 223.3 versus 222.2 in Febru-
ary and 217.3 in March last year. Six of the 
eight major component groups advanced over 
February, one receded slightly and one remain-
ed unchanged. 

Non-ferrous metals and their products 
registered the largest gain as compared with 
February, when substantial increases in copper 
and its products, along with smaller increases 
in tin and silver, overbalanced a small de-
crease in antimony and moved the group index 
up 1.8 per cent to 207.3. 

Vegetable products rose 1 per cent to 195.2 
as increases in grains, potatoes, vegetable 
oils and their products, milled cereal foods, 
bakery products, live stock and poultry feeds, 
canned vegetables, and raw sugar outweighed 
decreases in raw rubber, green coffee and 
cocoa beans, and onions. Iron and its products 
and non-metallic minerals and their products 
advanced 0.6 per cent to 232.4 and 180.0, re-
spectively, as a result of . higher prices for 
iron  castings and jire nails'in:the:former and 
coal tar, bituminous coal, bricks, asbestos 
products, and sulphur in the latter. 

Chemicals and allied products rose 0.5 per 
cent to 179.5 as increases in paint materials, 
.fertilizers.andinorganic chemicals ourweieed 
a decrease in industrial gases. Animal pro-
ducts showed a slight gain of 0.1 per cent to 
217.7. Increases in fishery products, eggs, 
milk products, fowl, unmanufactured leather, 
boots and shoes, and lard were almost balanced 
by decreases in live stock, raw furs, fresh 
meats, cured meats, and hides and skins. 

Wood, wood products and paper declined 0.1 
per cent to 305,6. A lower value for the Unit-
ed States dollar in Canadian funds was re-
flected in lower prices for newsprint and  

woodpulp for export and these decreases were 
only partially offset by increases for fir, 
cedar and oak timber. Fibres, textiles and 
textile products remained unchanged at 228.9 
as increases in cotton fabrics, wool blankets, 
and miscellaneous fibre products were balanced 
by decreases in raw cotton, imported and dom-
estic raw wool, and wool cloth. 

* * * * 

MOLIkRE AT STRATFORD.•  A big drawing - cal 
during the fourth annual season of the Strat-
ford Shakespearean Festival this summer will 
be the presentation of Montreal's Le Théâtre 
du Nouveau Mondeinthree Moliere farces - "Le 
Mariage Forcé", "Sganarelle" and "La Jalousie 
du Barbouille".  These three one-acters were 
enthusiastically received by European audien-
ces when they were presented at the Second 
International Festival of Dramatic Art in 
Paris last summer, by Le Théâtre du Nouveau 
Monde. The plays will be done four times dur-
ing the nine-week Festival season, on July 
2nd, July 5th, July 10th and July 13th, at the 
Amon Theatre. 

Le Théâtre du Nouveau Monde company, some 
of whom will also be appearing in the Festival 
production of "Henry V" in the theatre-tent; 
will include such outstanding French-speaking 
Canadian actors as Jean Gascon, director and 
founder of the company, Gabriel Bascon, Jean 
Louis Roux, Guy Hoffman, Henry Norbet, G. . 
Labreche, D. Dubreuil, Georges Groulx and 
Germaine  Giroux, 

* * * * 

COMBAT CIVIL SERVICE ACCIDENTS:  A con-
ference of representatives from all government 
departments and Crown agencies to study ways 
and means of encouraging accident prevention 
among government employees was held in Ottawa 
recently. 

The principal speaker was Robert D. Gldel 
of the Bureau of Standards, United States 
Department of Labour, and formerly with the 
National Safety Council, Chicago. Mr. Gidel 
has had a great deal of experiences with 
safety.  promotion in the United States Public 
Service. 

Mr. Gregg, Minister of Labour, said that 
for some years the Government Employees Com-
pensation Branch of his department had been 
actively engaged in promoting safety throughout 
the government service by use of bulletins and 
posters and in other ways. Some departments 
had set up committees and otherwise organized 
safety programmes and a conference of all de-
partments and agencies now seemed appropriate. 
Statistics in the public service illustrated 
the need for increased emphasis on efforts to 
control work accidents, such as investigation 
to discover potential hazards, prompt investi-
gation after accidents occur, remedial action, 
and continuous promotion of safety conscious-
ness. 
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ATONIC REACTOR FOR INDIA:  Ch April 28 Mr. 
Nehru, India's Prime Minister and Mr. Escott 
Reid, the Canadian High Commissioner, signed 
in New Delhi an inter-governmental agreement 

11/1 
 on the Canada-India Atomic Reactor project. 
This agreement was forecast on September 16, 
1955, in the joint announcement by the Govern-
ments of India and Canada that in April 1955 
Canada had offered to India under the Colombo 
Plan a high powered atomic research and ex-
perimental reactor similar to the well known 
NRX reactor at the Canadian atomic energy 
establishment at Chalk River, Canada, and that 
India had accepted this offer shortly there-
after. Since the time of this announcement 
preliminary work has been going ahead at the 
site at the same time as further consultation 
between the two Governments. 

The Canada-India Atomic Reactor will be 
erected at the Indian Government's atomic en-
ergy establishment at Trombay near Bombay. The 
building to house it will be a rotunda in the 
shape of a hermetically sealed steel shell 
some 135 feet high and 120 feet in diameter. 
This will be surrounded by buildings for aux-
iliary equipment and attached laboratories. 

COSTS SHARED 

The reactor project is a joint Indo-Cana-
dian enterprise. The costs  and the  responsibil-
ities are being shared by the two countries. 
When it is completed full title and complete 
control will pass to the Government of India. 
The total cost of the project will be about 7 
crores of rupees or a little over $14 million. 
The value of the Canadian contribution is 
about $7.5 million, the value of the.Indian 
contribution over $6.5 million. The general 
principle is that Canada pays for the external 
costs .  India for the internal costs. 

Thus Canada is providing the reactor itself 
and the steel for the rotunda which will sur-
round it. Canada is alsodesigning the reactor, 
the steel rotunda, and the foundations. 

Indian contractors and Indian Labour will 
do the major part of the construction work at 
the site while Canada, represented by the 
publicly owned company. Atomic Energy of 
Canada Limited, will be responsible for the 
supervision of the engineering and erection. 

The Indian Government's Department of 
Atomic Ene-rgy expects to have the work on the 
foundations and basement of the reactor com-
pleted before the end of June. Erection of the 
steel rotunda to house the reactor will start 
soon after the monsoon this year and is ex-
pected to near completion by the end of 1956. 
It is hoped that the reactor will be completed 
early in 1958 and that it will be in full 
operation by the middle of that year. 

Arrangements have been made to send an 
adequate number of'selected Indian technical 

I
personnel to Canada to obtain first hand ex-
perience and training in the operation of the 
NRX reactor at Chalk River, the Canadian Gov-
ernment's atomic energy establishment. Indian 

technical personnel will also be seconded to 
the engineering staff in Canada which is de-
signing the reactor, the steel rotunda and the 
reactor f6undations. 

Thus, Canada, through the agency of Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited, will provide Indian 
scientists and engineers with every opportun-
ity to become familiar with all aspects of the 
work. The visit of Indian'scientists and en-
gineers to Canada will be paid for by l Canada 
under its normal technical assistance pro 
gramme. 

The Canada-India Atomic Reactor will add an 
.advanced and versatile research faci.lity to 
India's atomic energy programme. It is speci-
fically designed for fundamental-research in 
physical, chemical, biological, and metal-
lurgical problems relating to atomic energy. 
It is an efficient producer of radio-active 
isotopes for use in medical therapy, agricul-
ture, and industry and for tracer element 
studies in chemical, biological, and medical 
research. 

Above all, the reactor is specially suited 
for making engineering studies and research an 
reactor materials which can be tested under 
the conditions of high neutron intensity met 
inside reactors. The research and deve.lopment 
facilities of the reactor will enable advanced 
engineering experiments in the design of 
future power reactors. 

India has offered to make the experimental 
facilities of the reactor available to scien-
tists approved by the Government of India from 
other countries, including those belonging to 
the Colombo Plan in South and South-East Asia. 
Thus the installation of this reactor in India 
will.advance the development of atomic energy 
not only in India but in the entire region. 

* * * 

ANTI - RARIES PRECAUTIONS:  Travellers who 
have pet dogs or cats with them must be able 
to produce an anti-rabies vaccination certif-
icate for each of their pets before bringing 
them into any of Canada's western national 
parks. This requirement is a continuation of 
one of the rabies control measures instituted 
in 1953 following a serious outbreak of the 
disease in Canada. 

The control measure is provided for in the 
National Parks Game Regulations and applies to 
the following National Parks: Mount Revel-
stoke, Glacier, Kootenay and Yoho, in British 
Columbia; Banff, Jasper, Waterton Lakes and 
Elk Island, in Alberta; Prince Albert, in 
Saskatchewan, and Riding Mountain, in Mani-
toba. 

National Parks officials explain that the 
continued control measure is considered neces-
sary to protect the wildlife in these federal 
game sanctuaries. The certificate accompanying 
each pet must show that the cat or dog has 
been vaccinated against rabies within the 
twelve mhnths immediately preceding the date 
of entering the Park. 
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CANADIAN-AMERICAN RELATIONS 

(Continued from P. 2) 

rough work for the benefit of economic over-
lords from across the border is one which few 
Canadians will  accept. 

"It is well to remember that $1.00 out of 
every $3.00 of our national income comes from 
manufacturing, and that our country of 16 mil-
lion people now ranks sixth in the world in 
terms.of the total value of manufactured com-
modities produced. These figures will help us 
to keep things in perspective. 

"We are often reminded, however, and again 
the reminder can be salutary, that our natural 
resources, though great, are not unlimited; 
that they should be prudently used and wisely 
conserved for future generations. Hence the 
questions: Are the Americans not dissipating 
too much of them for their own gain? Should we 
not export less and process more in our own 
country? 

"These are very important questions and 
have to be taken seriously. Where there are 
trends or tendencies which suggest answers 
to them that might prejudice our national 
development, governments should try to correct 
them.... 

LONG VIEW NEEDED 

"We are steadily increasing, as we should, 
the manufacture of raw materials in Canada, 
and this will grow as we develop new markets 
at home and abroad, new skills and new manu-
facturing facilities. This process should be 
assisted by carefully designed governmental 
policies, but should not be stimulated by 
artificial expedients.... 

"Economic and trade policies based on 
short-sighted considerations could do more 
harm to Canada than to most countries. It is 
because we have taken the long view of our 
national interest that the foundations of our 
economic structure are strong; until today 
Canada has achieved an important position 
among the nations of the world; a position 
which has been buttressed by the development 
since the war of basic industries. This devel-
opment, which has been unprecedented, would 
not, I think, have been possible without the 
participation of United States venture capital 
and technical knowledge.... 

"I am not suggesting that the possible 
impact of outside and, above all, American 
investments in Canada may not have important 
results for our future; or . that great care 
must be taken by governments on all levels to 
ensure that those results are good. Corpora-
tions and investors from outside who come to 
Canada should be warmly welcomed, but if they 
are to share in our national progress, they 
should become rooted in the national community 
to the maximum possible extent. The experience 
of recent years has shown that there is no 
other sound basis for foreign investment. 

"But this does not mean adopting on our 
side a narrowly nationalistic and prejudiced 
attitude; indulging in intemperate language, 
or striking suspicious attitudes at the ex-
pense of those whose co-operation - political 
and economic - we need. 

"It is far better to adopt a positive ap-
proach to this problem of national development 
and by our laws, policies and actions to en-
courage Canadians to supply more and more 
venture capital and management for enterprises 
in Canada. 

"This will be a more helpful and construc-
tive course than merely to lament over the 
extent to which Americans contribute what we 
need, but which we do not or cannot ourselves 
provide. 

SUMMING UP 

"With pride in our development, with con-
fidence in our future, with satisfaction in 
the position we have achieved in the world, 
pessimism of the kind which sees Canada fall-
ing under the grasping domination of any other 
country is both unrealistic and dangerous. 
After 1867, the weak and struggling Canadian 
federation, in many respects still a colony, 
with its very existence as a state uncertain, 
did not allow sterling from London to prevent 
it becoming a united strong and free nation; 
indeed, used that sterling to help bring it 
about. Who then would dare to suggest that the 
Canada of 1956, a strong and self-reliant mem-
ber of the family of nations, and recognized 
as such, is going to be submerged by the 
'Yankee dollar'? 

"Today, in many important respects, the 
Western natidns, and especially those in the 
North Atlantic community, are more dependent 
on one another than they were before the 
threat of Communist aggression led them into 
closer association, both economic and politi-
cal.Weneed not be frightened of that develop-
ment. In the small atomic world of today this 
move toward co-operative inter-dependence is 
to be welcomed rather than feared; is benefi-
cial rather than harmful. This closer associa-
tion, however, should not be confused with the 
loss of our political freedom. The destiny of 
the Canadian nation will not be blocked be-
cause Canada co-operates closely with her 
neighbour in continental defence, and because 
United States corporations operating under 
Canadian law, subjectto Canadian policies,  and 
behaving much like Canadian corporations, are 
playing an important part in our development. 

"1 end, therefore, an a note of optimism, 
based an the story of Canada's past, nourished 
by the evidence of its present and to be just-
ified, I am confident, by the achievements of 
the future. 

"1 make no apology for this optimism and to 
those who reject it, I would merely point out 
that if it weren't for the optimist, the pes-
simist would never know how fortunate he 
wasn't." 
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TIFIE  ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY - CONTINENTAL ARTERY 

TRAFFIC FORECAST:  The value of the work so 
Iar completed on the St. Lawrence Seaway is 
$15 million - 20 per cent of all work awarded 
to date, Mr. Chevrier, President of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway Authority recently told mem-
bers of the Institute of International Aud-
itors in Toronto. In all, 27 construction con-
tracts have been let, with a value of more 
than $75 million. 

But, MW. Chevrier went on, the great water-
way "is more than a spectacular engineering 
feat". "After the vast programme of construc-
tion is brought to completion...," he'said, 
"the Seaway Authority will then be organized 
to carry out its permanent duties - the opera-
tion of the Seaway, including the collection 
of tolls to cover the costs of construction 
and operation." To these practical future pro-
blems the speaker devoted the rest of his ad-
dresb, as follows: 

"...The Seaway will be operating in similar 
fashion to other business organizations. It 
will have costs to meet, revenues to collect 
and services to sell. It will be beset with 
financial, accounting and economic problems 
similar to those with which you are familiar 

in your own businesses, as well as many others 
that will be unique. For the Seaway will be 
operated by a complex type of business organi-
zation. It will be in the hands of two separ-

ate bodies quite independent of each other, 

the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corpora-
tion, representing the United States Govern- 

ment and the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
representing the Canadian Government. Each 
will be responsible for the operation and 
maintenance of that part of the Seaway lying 
within its awn country. 

"Both organizations, while they are en-
joined to co-operate to the fullest extent 
with each other,.are each bound by the legis-
lation of their respective countries, which 
lay down the guiding lines for operating 
policy. 

"Perhaps best known and most important of 
such stipulations are these that require that 
the Seaway be financially self-liquidating.... 

"In the language of the United States leg-
islation, the Wiley-Dondero Act, the rates on 
the Seaway shall be calculated to cover, as 
nearly as practicable, all costs of operating 
and maintaining the works, including deprecia-
tion, interest and payments in lieu of taxes. 
They must also provide sufficient revenues to 
amortize the capital outlay over a period not 
exceeding 50 years. 

"The Canadian legislation, the St. Lawrence 
Seaway Authority Act, states that tolls shall 
be designed to provide revenue sufficient to 
defray costs of operations and any reserves 
that may be set up, interest, and amortization 
of the principal of amounts borrowed over a 
period not exceeding fifty years. 

It follows from this  that  the  Seaway Author-
ity, and its counterpart in the United States, 
will have not only engineering and operating 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY - 

CONTINENTAL ARTERY 

(Continued from P. 1) 

problems but also financial and accounting 
problems quite apart from those which arise . 
from the nature of the Seaway's organization. 
As to the latter type. I am entirely confident 
that they will be met in the same spirit of 
friendly co-operation which has already Char-
acterized the relations between the two organ-
izations to date. 

"This represents a departure from long-
established practice in Canada and in the 
United States where canals have been maintain-
ed free of tolls. It puts the Seaway in the 
same class as the Panama and Suez" Canals - 
with at least one important difference: the 
available routes for by-passing the Seaway are 
not nearly as circuitous or expensive as they 
are for either of the other great canals. The 
Seaway is paralleled by rail and highway 
routes, and at the outer margin of its ter-
ritory in the Middle West it will encounter 
the competition from the Mississippi Route. 

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS 

"These traffic considerations are import-
ant, in my view, as providing guarantees 
against any restrictive or monopolistic policy 
on the part of the two Authorities. They can-
not afford to take the attitude that their 
traffic is secure regardless of whatever pol-
icy they might adapt. Their policy, to be 
successful, must not only produce revenues 
sufficient to recover the costs of the pro-
ject, but to do so it must also encourage the 
widest possible use of the Seaway. The results 
of such a policy will be obvious: the greater 
the volume of traffic the easier it will be to 
cover costs and to lighten the toll charges. 
This in turn will encourage greater use of the 
Seaway. 

"In the nature of.the-case, no-particular 
traffic has any cause to fear that it will be 
bearing more than its fair share of the costs 
of the Seaway. Quite the opposite, in fact: 
the savings that will.accrue from the use of 
larger ships will greatly exceed the toll 
charges. Naturally, and properly, the costs 
will be shared roughly according to the use 
made of the Seaway, which will also be accord-
ing to the benefits derived from it. 

"To summarize the implications of the oper-
ating policy to which the two Seaway organiza-
tions are committed: there is every incentive 
for them to develop traffic on the Seaway; 
competitive conditions will be such as to give 
protection against any descriminatory treat-
ment quite apart from the vigilance which the 
Authorities themselves will exercise.... 

"The question has been asked - how adequate 
will the Seaway be for the potential traffic? 
Needless to say this is a matter that has had 
to be given the most careful thought. As you  

are aware, the decision has been to proviâe a 
navigable channel between Montreal and Lake 
Superior having a minimum depth of 27 feet. 
This meahs inevitably that we are not taking 
the opportuhity at this time of providing a 
deeper channel capable of accommodating larger 
vessels:  

"However, is this a matter for regret? It 
is true that the largest ocean-going vessels 
will be unable to use the Seaway, but a little 
thought on the matter will I think make it 
quite clear to anyone that it would be most 
unwise and unnecessary to aim at such an 
objective. We must not overlook the fact that 
the Seaway and the Great Lakes - let us call 
thgm collectively the St. Lawrence Waterway - 
is definitely an inland waterway. While we do 
speak, and perhaps a trifle rhetorically, of 
putting Toronto, Chicago and other  Great  Lakes 
ports at the seaboard, let us not forget that 
we are doing so by means of an inland water-
way. In such a waterway we are continually be-
set by limitations - rapids and waterfalls 
that require  canais  to by-pass them, 'shallow 
depths in harbours and channels which must be 
dredged to make them economically useful. No 
inland waterway, on however grandiose a scale 
it might be conceived, can ever get beyond 
these limitations. The problem is simply how 
far it is practicable to go, financially and 
physically in removing them. 

COST INCREASES SHARPLY 

"And I can assure you, even if it is not 
already obvious to you, that for every addi-
tional foot of depth that might be provided 
throughout the entire St. Lawrence - Great 
Lakes waterway, the cost increases at an as-
tronomical rate - for involved in that in-
crease are not just one or two locks and chan-
nels, but all locks and all channels, and all 
important harbours. For in order to make the 
benefits to shipping even remotely comparable 
to the costs incurred, it is necessary to make 
the same scale of improvements throughout the 
waterway. 

"In other words, it is always necessary to 
decide on a certain definite scale of opera-
tions. The ocean shipping conditions that 
have permitted deep-draught vessels are en-
tirely different from those on the St. Law-
rence Waterway. Marc'  ocean ports have natural 
harbours with deep depths, and once outside 
the harbour a ship can travel thousands of 
miles in any direction over the ocean without 
encountering narrow channels, shallow depths 
or canal locks. There is comparatively little 
increased cost in harbour and channel improve-
ments resulting from increasing the size of 
ocean ships - and if the ships are employed 
exclusively on special routes, it is suffic-
ient if two or three harbours alone are big 
enough to accommodate them.... 

2 (Continued on P. 6) 
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LIFE ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY:  In the 10 years 
it has been running things the Cànadian Army 
has changed life on the Alaska Highway almost 
as much as it has changed the great wilderness 
road itself. 

Eighteen permanent maintenance camps on the 
Highway today bear little or no resemblance to 
the roaring, boisterous camps of 1942, when 
thousands of American and Cànadian construc-
tion workers streamed north to lay the ribbon 
of road through bush and muskey wi/derness. 

In the old days, before the Cànadian Army 
took over control of the road, life in hastily 
erected construction camps was a rough and 
ready affair. All types of men came north. 
They fought and they bullied. Some were no 
match for the country but many fell in love 
wieh it and stayed. 

The United States Army introduced "family 
life" to the Alaska Highway in 1945 when it 
permitted workers to bring in their families. 
When the Cànadian Army took over control of 
the road a year later the "family life" poLicy 
at isolated camps was continued. But Cànadian 
Army officers went a little further than their 
American counterparts. 

They not only welcomed wives and children 
but provided snug homes, schools, churches and 
recreation centres for them. Closely-knit com-
munity councils were organized to handle day-
to-day situations as they arose. 

Although they live hundreds of miles apart, 
everyone up and down the Highway knows every-
one else. They think nothing of driving 150 
miles or more to a dance or to curl. All but 
two camps have a curling rink even though only 
six families may live at the camp. 

Some highway maintenance camps are the 
nucleus of what may someday become thriving 
highway towns. At  such centres personnel of 

.:the Northern Communications System and the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police have moved in 
with Army employees and play an. important part , 	. 
in community life. 

National Defence civilian employees of the 
Nerthwest Highway System outnumber Army per-
sonnel on the highway 1000 to 500, but only a 
few soldiers are stationed at highway mainten-
ance camps. The majority are garrisoned at 
Whitehârse in the Yukon, or at Fort Nelson or 
Dawson  Creek in British Columbia. 

Life in all maintenance camps is quiet and 
orderly and only major incidents such as flash 
floods, rock slides or forest fires on the 
highway provide any real excitement. Spare 
time is devoted to hunting, fishing and pro-
specting. 

* * * 

PRAZILIAN VICE-PRESIDENT TO VISIT:  The 
Department of External Affairs,announced re-
cently that the Vice-President Of'Brazil, His 
Excellency Joao Goulart, had accepted the in-
vitation of the Canadian Government to visit 
Ottawa on May 10 and 11. He will be accom-
panied by his wife. 

CANADA AT ECOSOC 21ST SESSION:  Dr. R.A. 
MacKay,  the  Permanent Representative of  Canada  
to the United  Nations,  is the Cànadian Dele-
gate to the current 21st Session of the Econ-
omic and Social Council of the United  Nations  
in New York that will end May 4. 

The Canadian Delegation also includes 
two alternate delegates, Dr. O.J.  Firestone, 
Department of Trade and Commerce, and Mr. 
Marcel Càdieux, Department ofExternalAffairs, 
and a number of advisers 

At the meeting of the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly last Autumn, Canada was elected 
for a three year term, 1956 to 1958, to the 
18-member Council. 

* 

RESEARCH GRANT FOR MARITIMES:  A federal 
research grant for a diagnostic study of neu-
rotropic virus diseases in the four Atlantic 
provinces is one of three new health grants 
for the Maritimes, Mk. Martin, federal Health 
Minister, disclosed recently. 

Mk. Martin said the study planned under the 
grant represents a clinical and laboratory in-
vestigation of neurotropic diseases prevalent 
in the Atlantic provinces. Since vaccination 
against polio has been introduced, a number of 
clinical symptoms resembling nonparalytic 
polio have been found which were caused by 
agents other than the three known types of 
poliomyelitis virus. The purpose of this study 
would be to identify and classify these agents 
and to establish their relationship to non-
paralytic polio and other diseases of the 
nervous system. 

The research project, for which a federal 
grant of $10,275 has been made, will be car-
ried out jointly between Dalhousie Univer-
sity's"department of medicine and bacteriology 
and the Nova Scotia Department of Public 
Health. 

* a * * 

RHODESIAN LEADER IN OTTAWA:  Sir Roy Welen-
sky, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Transport for the  Federation of Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland, arrived in Ottawa on April 23 for a 
two-day visit. 

The following morning, in the absence of 
the Prime Minister, Trade and Commerce Min-
ister Howe received Sir Roy. Later the visitor 
called on Mk. Pearson, Secretary of State for 
External Affairs and on Transport Minister 
Marler. He was entertained by Mr. Howe at a 
luncheon in the Parliamentary Restaurant. 

In the afternoon, Sir Roy visited the House 
of  Commons and paid a call on Mk. Beaudoin, 
Speaker of the House of Commons, after which a 
reception was held in his honour by the Com-
monwealth Parliamentary Association. The High 
Commissioner for the United Kingdom enter-
tained at dinner. 

Sir Roy spent the final morning of his stay 
at the National  Research Ceuncil. 
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COTC'TRAINING'eLANS:  More than 1,700 mem-
bers of the Canadian °Officers' Training Corps, 
from univprsity contingpnts across Canada, 
have started to gather àt their respective 
corpeSchools and units for a sixteen-week 
concentrated period of summer training. 

Most of the officer cadets will begin their 
summer training in mid-May and will return to 
their universities around September 1. The 
training period ends for all cadets not later 
than September 12. 

A minimum of 12 weeks is required for this 
training, but officer cadets may elect to stay 
for a maximum of 22 weeks. Most of them train 
for 16 weeks, and they may make their decision 
as to the length of their stay while attending 
their  corps  school. 

The training is divided into three prac-
tical phases, which take three summer training 
periods to complete. The first is common to 
all corps, and is held at the corps school to 
which the cadet belongs. It includes general 
military training and basic.training in small 
arms and drill. The second phase is also held 
at the individual corps schools, but essen-
tially trains the young officer in those sub-
jects pertinent to his corps. The third phase 
consists of on-the-job training as a 2nd  lieu-
tenant  with a regular army unit or establish-
ment. Each summer a selected group of third-
year officers train with units fil Germany. 

When an officer cadet has completed two 
practical phases, he is qualified as a 2nd 
lieutenant. Ch completion of three practical 
ehases, he is qualified as a lieutenant, pro-
viding he has graduated from his university. 

* * 

CORPORATION PROFITS, 1933:  Profits before 
.taxes of Canadian corporations were estimated 
at $786,000,000 for the foutth quarter of 
1955, .an  increase of $225,000,000 or 40 per 
cent over the 1954 fourth-quarter estimate of 
$561,000,000.  Cumulative profits before taxes 
for the year 1955 aggregated $3,022,000,000, 
,an estimated increase of $632,000,000 or 26 
per cent over the preceding year's $2,390,- 
000,000. 

Income tax liabilities estimated for the 
fourth quarter of 1955 amounted.to  $342,000,-
000. an increase of $72,000,000 or 26 per cent 
over-195es fourth-quarter estimate of $270,- 
000,000. For the 12 months of 1955 income tax 
liabilities were estimated at $1,366,000,000 
as compared with $1,160,000,000 in 1954, an 
increase of $206,000,000 or 18 per cent. In-
come taxes for the year 1955 were estimated at 
45 per cent of profits. 

Corporation profits after taxes in thé 
fourth quarter of 1955 rose an estimated 
$153,000,000 or 53 per cent to $444,000,000 
from $291,000,000.  Cumulative profits after 
taxes for the 12 months of 1955 were estimated 
at $1,656,000,000. an increase of $426,000,000 
or 35 per cent over the preceding year's  $1.-
230,000.000.  

Acomparison  of. the total of the four quar-
ters of 1955.with the total of the four quar-
ters of the preceding year indicates that the 
increase in profits before taxes was reflected 
in  all  industry groups except one. The most 
sizeable increases occurred in the mining, 
quarrying and.oi. l. wells group which rose an 
estimated-$129,000,000or 56 per cent to 
$360,000,000 from $231,000,000; the iron and 
steel group which rose an estimated $87,000,- 
0001= - 33 per cent to $353,000,000 from $266.- 
000,000; the woodand paper group which rose 
an estimated $71,000.,000, or 21 per cent to 
$402,000,000 from $331,000,000; and the  trans-
portation, storage and Communication group 
which rose an estimated $66,000 e000or.35 per 
cent to $253,000,000 from  $187,000,000. The  
one group.in which profits before taxes did 
not increase was the service 'group which 
dropped an estimated $3,000,000-or 6 per cent 
to $45,000,000. in 1955 from $48,000,000. 

* 	* 
• • 

NEW7PAKISTAN POWER PLANT: The  Department 
•of  External Affairs announced recently.that 
'agreement has been reached between the Govern-
ment  ,of  Pakistan ard the Government of Canada 
for co-operation under the Colombo  Plan in the 
provision of a thermal station for generating. 

 electric power at Khulna in East Pakistan. Thé 
Canadian Government has agreed to participate 
in financing the external costs for the erec-
tion and construction of the steam.generating 
station. As its contribution Canada will pro-
vide generating units and other related equip-
ment as well as the services of Canadian en-
gineering personnel to carry out the design 
and supervision of installation of the power  
station. The estimated total of the external 
costs forwhich Canada will assune responsibil-
ity is two million dollars. 

Pakistan will take care of all loca l  costs 
involved.  in the project including all prelim.; 
inary construction work and the provision of 
local labour an4 materials. 

When the power plant is completed at Khulne 
it will have a capacity of 20-thnusand ki16- 
watts of power. The power will be employed for 
important industrial and agricultural uses iri 
East Pakistan. 

* * * 

WOOD INDUSTRIES IN 194:  New records were 
set by Canada's wood-using industries in 1953. 
Factory value of shipments grossed  $661,321-
108.,  up 10.3 pet cent from 1952's  $599,606,-
383, and net value. jumped 13 per cent to 
$308,315,617.from  $272,829,.694. The  number of 
establishments  rose  to 4,268 frcim 4.184, their . 
enployees to 73,377.from 69,537 and salary and 
wage payments to $183.488,249,from  $163,890,-
274.  Cost.of•naterials increased to $345,146,- 
413.from $319,472,678. 
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SEAWAY  TO  BENEFIT WINDSOR:  In a recent 
address to an audience in Windsor . Ontario,  
the Honourable Lionel Chevrier, President of 
The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, stated that 
the position of their city as a transportation 
centre would be further improved by the build-
ing of the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

After outlining the history of negotiations 
for the Seaway and describing the navigation 
works now under construction, Mr. Chevrier 
commented on their effects on the City of 
Windsor. "When I am asked what will be the 
effects of the Seaway on this area or on that, 
I find that there are two answers possible," 
he observed. "Che is to recount the theoretic-
al advantages - those that will come anyway 
even to those who only stand and wait. The 
other is to point to the practical steps being 
taken on every hand to transform advantages on 
paper into real advantages." 

"It would not be an easy task to sum up all 
the expenditures now being planned, by indus-
trial, manufacturing, shipping, port and other 
interests which can be attributed, all or in 
large part, to preparations to take full ad-
vantage of the Seaway," the speaker went on. 
"It will greatly exceed the actual cost of the 
Seaway itself and is a clear indication both 
of the enormous stimulus which the decision to 
proceed with the Seaway has given, as well.as 
some measure of benefits that will come with 
its completion." . 

KEY SITUATION 

Nb comment on a transport matter affecting 
Windsor could begin without recognition of the 
advantages of its position, Mr. Chevrier 
pointed out. This "Border City" is located on 
the main lines of five major railroads that 
put it within short shipping time of the 
largest cities in Eastern United Statesane 
Canada. Similarly the city's railway services 
to the largest industrial centres' In southern 
Ontario and Quebec are paralleled by highway 
and water routes. 

"Nor should I forget that you have so re-
cently become a gateway to Mexico and beyond 
in the field of air transport," Mr. Chevrier 
continued. "Always a border city you now find 
yourselves on the borders of Mexico, and with 
the Seaway you will have the feeling of closer 
proximity to Europe and other overseas points. 
The completion of the Seaway will undoubtedly 
increase the international importance of 
Windsor, as it will of other Great Lakes 
ports. For some years, of course, you had 
direct vessel connections with overseas ports 
from the expanding fleet of small ocean-going 
vessels that have been able to use the present 
St. Lawrence Canals. With the Seaway, larger 
ocean vessels will make their appearance in 
the Great Lakes and export and import trade 
should develop on a more solid economic basis. 
Your major industries have always been in  - 

III/ terested in export markets, and it is to be 
hoped that the opportunities dbat the Seaway 
will offer can be turned to good account...." 

BUSINESS FAILURES UP IN 1955:  Business -
failures continued-their post-war climb in 
1955, the number recorded under the provisions 
of the Bankruptcy and Winding Up Acts rising 
to 2,446 from 2,278 in 1954 and their default-
ed liabilities to $58,597,000 from $53,142,- 
000. Average liability per failure was about 
3 per cent higher in 1955 than in the preced-
ing year. 

As in previous years, the greatest number 
of failures occurred in the trade sector, but 
bankruptcies in this group felt to 878 from 
973 in 1954. Most types of trading enterprises 
showed fewer insolvencies than during the pre-
ceding year, including general stores, gro-
ceries, confectionery stores, clothing stores 
and automobile dealers. Insolvencies of manu-
facturing establishments dropped substantially 
to 306 from 416, with nearly all industries 
recording fewer failures. Bankruptcies of 
service establishments, on the other hand, 
increased to 452 from 408. Failures of "other" 
establishments rose to 810 from 481, more 
than doubling in the construction field and 
increasing sharply in the transportation 
sector. 

During 1955, 1.786 of the 2,446 insol.- 
vencies occurred in Quebec as compared with 
1,645 in 1954. Bénkruptcies in Cntario rose to 
438 from 414. Failures in the Prairie Prov-
inces advanced to 110 from 101, total for 
Saskatchewan rising to 39 from 30 and Alberta 
and Manitoba remaining unchanged with respec-
tive totals of 44 and 27. Insolvencies in 
British Columbia rose to 75 from 73, Newfound-
land to 9 from 4, and Prince Edward Istand.to 
3 from 2. There were decreases to 9 from 19 in 
Nova  Scotia and to 16 from 20 in New Bruns-
wick. 

* * 	* 
LUMBER PRODUCTION DOWN:  Smaller quantities 
of sawn lumber were produced in january than 
in the corresponding month last year. In 
British Columbia the month's output of sawn 
lumber and ties declined 6.3 per cent to 380,- 
651,000 board feet from 406,113,000 a year 
earlier, and East of the Rockies there was a 
7.4 per cent decrease in lumber production to 
204,952',.000 board feet from 221,277,000. 

East of the Rockies there were increases 
only Ln Quebec and Ontario. Provincial totals 
were: Prince Edward Island, 256,000 board feet 
(419,000 a year earlier); Nova Scotia, 14,- 
468,000 (20,426,000); New Brunswick, 22,007,- 
000 (22,090,000); Quebec, 52,181,000 (46,491,- 
000);  Ontario,  31,319,000 (26,427,000); Mani-
toba, 1,499,000 (2,264,000); Saskatchewan, 
8,893,000 (14,190,000); and Alberta, 74,329,- 
000 (88,970,000). 

Production of margarine rose to 11,849,000 
pounds in.March from 11,769,000 pounds a year 
ago, bringing the first quarter total to 33,- 
963,000 pounds as compared with 33,847,000 a 
year ago. 
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THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY - 
.CONTINENTAL ARTERY 

(Continued from P. 2) 

"I clan readily admit that if we were to 
provide  35-foot depth between Montreal and 
Lake Superior, that insofar as the cost of 
operating the vessels alone is concerned it 
would be very much cheaper per ton of cargo to 
transport bulk commodity traffic. But of 
course that is only one side of the picture. 
This favourable result would only be obtained 
if ships were provided with their deep water-
way at only a fraction of its total cost. But 
if the cost were to be recovered from.all the 
ships using the waterway, those that were 
already %using the waterway and which had no 
need of the improvements would be in effect 
helping to pay for advantages conferred on 
only the largest ships. 

"Even this might be acceptable if one  could 
assume that only the largest ships would re-
main in use. But it would be unrealistic to 
expect such a displacement of all ships but 
those capable of utilizing the maximum depths. 
Ctean ports are visited by all types of ves-
sels, the same applies to Great Lakes ports 
and will continue to apply. Traffic on the St. 
Lawrence and Great Lakes has great variety - 
and each type of traffic has a type of vessel 
most adapted to its needs. Such diversifica-
tions may be even broader when the route is 
thrown open to ocean shipping.  Deep  draught is 
thus not an overruling condition but natural-
ly, in bulk.traffic, it is altogether likely 
that vessels of maximum dimensions will dis-
place others. 

LONG-RANGE PLANNING 

"In short, we have had to decide on a scale 
of operations which.would satisfactorily meet 
conditions in the foreseeable future. In this 
our problem resembles that of other transport 
agencies, although in their case the similar 
problem has been settled for so long that most 
of us are inclined to forget that they were 
ever faced with it.... 

"Fundamentally, the Seaway is a public 
highway, some limiting standardization is 
necessary, and there  cari  be no responsibility 
to provide for outsize vessels. 

"I am notsaying thatthere is some 'normal' 
scale of length, beam and depth which it is 
only necessary to discover and then conform 
to. But I think the adequacy of a scale is to 
be judged by practical standards. It is not 
the biggest possible scale,  but it is a rela-
tionship between the volume and type of traf-
fic likely to use the waterway and the cost of 
providing any particular physical capacity. 
Certainly at the present time, the cost of in-
creasing the capacity of the Seaway beyond 
what is now planned is out of all proportion 
to the probable benefits of such a step. But  

as the dimensions of the Seaway cannot be ex-
panded every year or so to keep pace with the 
growing size of ocean vessels, we are natural-
ly building for the future. At the same time, 
it need not be denied, that the combination of 
circumstances at some future date may be suf-
ficiently different to bring the question of 
expansion within the realm of practical pos-
sibilities. 

"The decision to provide 27-foot navigation 
has balanced costs and benefits. Have  we there-
by arrived at what the economists would call 
the optimum solution? Having regard to all the 
circumstances at this time I believe that we 
have done just that. We are providing a mini-
mum depth of 27-feet, as against 14-feet in 
the present St. Lawrence Canals, without nec-
essitating major alterations in the existing 
Welland and Sault canals. 

"It is also noteworthy that while the Great 
Lakes will become accessible to ocean vessels 
of a much larger size at the same time the 
distinctive advantages of existing lake ship-
ping will be preserved. The bulk carriers that 
operate through the Seaway will be primarily 
lake carriers specialized for lake shipping 
conditions. Ctean bulk carriers with their 
deeper draughts will not be as economical.... 

NEED FOR SEAWAY 

"The question has frequently been asked of 
just how the Seaway would fit into the exist-
ing economic scene in Canada and the United 
States. For as you know:during the long per-
iod before the actual launching  of the project, 
two concerns seemed to be uPpermost in the 
public mind: will there be sufficient need for 
the new navigation facilities and hydro elec-
tric power that will be made available? And if 
these are utilized, how much will it dislocate 
existing tramport and power facilities? 

"I think the answers to both these queries 
can be found in the enormous growth in both 
the Canadian and American econom4s over the 
past twenty years. The project  ha  s not changed 
over that period - and while it is still large 
even by today's standards it no longer over-
shadows the scene. Daring this period popula-
tion has increased by one-half, industrial 
production by four times and electric power • 
production by five times. 

"With every expansion in industrial activ-
ity and markets the rea/ value of the Seaway 
becomes correspondingly greater. At the same 
time, the threat of it being a disturbing or 
dislocating factor in the economy diminishes. 
The new power and transport capacity which the 
Seaway will make available will, by ail pre-
sent indications, be readily absorbed by 
rising demand on every side. 

"We can be confident that the construction 
of the Seaway is taking place at a most op-
portune time...." 
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CANADA' S ARCTIC OUTPOSTS 

DEW AND NID-CANADA LINESi  "It is our duty, 
as Canadians, to contribute everything we can, 
within the limits of our ability, toward 
strengthening the deterrent power of the free 
world,” the Minister of National Defence, Mr. 
Ralph Cempney, told the Empire Club of Canada 
in Toronto on April 12. "This has come to be 
known as 'the policy of the deterrent'... The 
immediate and over-all aim of Cenada's defence 
programme is of course to provide for the 
security of Canada itself. Defence - like 
charity - begins at home".. 

The rest of Mr. Cempney's address follows: 
"—Time was when attacks on North America, 

if at all, would only be diversionary attacks 
to tie down this continent's forces, which, in 
the event of war, would probably be urgently 
required in Europe. All that has now been 

changed, and we are faced with the real pos-
sibility of an attempt to strike a crippling 
blow by air on our two countries for the dual 
purpose of destroying our industrial potential 
and destroying the retaliatory capacity of the 
United States Strategic Air Command on which 
so much depends, not only from our own point 
of view but for the safety of the whole NATO 
alliance. 

"We must not ignore the threat thus poised. 
Indeed, we must seek to meet it effectively, 
and this we are actively endeavouring to do. 
Along with the United States we are building  

an integrated system of air defence for the 
North American continent in which Canada and 
the United  States  each  plays its respective 
role. 

"Effective air defence requires adequate 
detecting apparatus, adequate communications 
and adequate attacking power to seek out and 
destroy invading planes. 

"For some time, as you know, we have been 
building an integrated warning and communica-
tions system to serve a threefold purpose, 
should the need arise - to alert fighter air-
craft to the approach of hostile bombers, to 
warn the civil population of that fact, and to 
enable the powerful United States strategic 
bombing force to get off the ground and on its 
way to carry out its crippling, devastating, 
retaliatory blow at the enemy. 

"The joint Canada-United States radar warn-
ing and control - system consists of four main 
parts: the Pinetree system, covering the in-
dustrial heartlands of Canada and the United  
States; the Mid-Canada  early warning line, 
roughly located along the 55th Parallel of 
latitude; the Distant Early Warning or DEW 
line, located generally where the continental 
land mass meets the Arctic Ocean, with exten-
sions on both flanks  of the continent into the 
oceans on either side. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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(Continued from P. 1) 

"The day before yesterday I returned from a 
10,000-mile flight through northern  Canada and . 
the Arctic regions examining the progress 
being made in construction of both the DEW 
line and the Mid-Canada line. 

"I was accompanied on this trip by Right 
Honourable C.D. Howe; Honourable Jean Lesage, 
Minister of Northern Affairs and National 
Resources; Mr. Charles Wilson, Secretary of 
Defence of the United States and Mr. Donald 
Quarles, Secretary for Air of that country, as 
well as by Honourable Douglas Stuart who is 
just finishing his term as United States 
Ambassador to Canada. 

"It proved to be an intensely interesting, - 
revealing and inspiring experience. 

"What is going on in that vast, barren, 
sparsely populated area today staggers the 
imagination. And it is all being done in spite 
of . a multitude of tough problems - problems of 
transportation and of construction - problems 
arising from the severity of the climate - 
from the vast distances involved - from the 
permanently frozen conditions - and from these 
and a dozen other problems which hamper and 
delay. 

"...The construction by the United States 
Government of the most northerly early warning 
line - the DEW line, as it is called - will 
constitute ,  if ever its story can be fully 
told, one of the greatest epics in the history 
of the Far North. 

WORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS 

"The United States Air Force, the Western 
Electric Company, the general contractor 
charged with its construction, and the thou-
sands of workers and suppliers under their 
direction, will certainly have every reason to 
be prbud of their achievement. Throughout.all 
this vast effort, they have received the close 
co-operation of the Cànadian armed services 
and of Canadian government departments and 
agencies. Perhaps, as I cannot disclose very 
many details of the construction and supply 
effort which is going into the DEW line at 
this time, it may give you some idea if I 
tell you that one distributing centre in the 
Arctic which I visited is being served by 
eighteen civil air lines. Including USAF and 

RCAF planes, over one thousand planes landed 
there last month - an average of well over 
thirty a day. 

"Perhaps somewhat less dramatic but equally 
important to our defences - and even more 
significant, perhaps, to  Canadas  economic 

progress as it rolls the map northward - is 
the building of the Mid-Canada line. This also 

we saw at close hand earlier this week as we 

inspected key sites on the ground and from the 

air, and saw something of the marshalling of 

supplies and materials needed for this great  
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enterprise. More than 1,200 men are working on 
the Mid-Canada line and thousands more are 
working to supply and equip it. 

"The building of this line is entirely .  a 
Canadian undertaking. The rapid way in which 
the little-known sub-Arctic hinterland of  Can-
ada is being opened is evidence of the imagin-
ative and effective way in which the RCAF and 
federal government departments, the management 
contractor, the Bell Telephone Company, and 
the other Canadian contractors are working 
together on this huge assignment. 

"As I have just seen it at close hand over 
one thousand miles of its extent, I should 
like to tell you something about the Mid-
Canada  line, the culmination of many new ideas 
in construction, communications and transport-. 
ation. 

"I well recall the first conferences to 
study the problem of providing this vital 
element in the continental warning system. 

"Cur experts began, of course, by studying 
the map of Canada  - northern  Canada, And in so 
doing they were forced to consider the dif-
ficulties they.would face in building this 
line across the sub-Axctic. Around Hudson Bay 
especially, the terrain and climate conspired 
against any intruder; in winter, forbidding 
trackless wastes and cold; in summer, impass-
able bogs and muskeg - and mosquitoes, large 
alike in size and in number. 

NATURAL OBSTACLES 

"Each area presented special problems. Un-
gava in the east was slashed across by its , in-
numberable lakes, rocky ridges, scrub forests 
and bogs. The James Bay area in summer was 
mired down in muskeg, with many lakes and sur-
prisingly large streams. The coast of Hudson 
Bay, because of shallow waters, was almost un-
approachable. To the west, the muskeg merged 
again into wooded country, at first hilly, and 
then, in the far west, vast areas of high, 
forbidding, almost unexplored mountains. 

"It was evident, of course, that cold would 
challenge the builders' ingenuity, but trans-
portation above all was the great and continu-
ing problem. The construction of the Mid-
Canada  line would clearly involve many of the 
harrowing problems which in earlier years 
plagued the pushing of the Hudson Bay Railway 
to Churchill, the building of the Alaska 
Highway and the opening of the Knob Lake 
country. 

"If ever there was a Canadian construction 
project in which the difficulties all argued 
against action, this was it. However, the RCAF 
was not to be daunted, and in this enterprise 
they found determined allies in government and 
industry. 

"Once we had decided to push ahead with 
it - and this was less than three years ago - 
dozens of sites had to be chosen along 2,700 
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NRC MEMBERSHIP CHANGES:  D.  I. MçTaggart 
- Cowan, Dr, J.H.L. Johnstone, Dr. R.B. Miller 
and Et. B.W. Sargent have been appointed by 
the Governor General in Council as new members 
of the National Research Council for three 
years from April 1, 1956. 

Dr. Cowan is Professor and Head of the 
Department of Zoology, University of British 
Columbia, Vancouver, British  Columbia.  

Et. Johnstone is Head of the Department of 
Physics and Dean of the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies, Dalhousie  University, Halifax, Nova  
Scotia. 

Et. Miller is Professor of Zoology,  Univer-
sity of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta. 

Dr. Sargent is Professor and Head of the 
Department of Physics, QUeep.'s University, 
Kingston, Chtario. 

Members of the National Research Council 
who were reappointed for a further term of 
three years are: Dr. R.F. Farquhakson, Profes-
sor and Head of the Department of Medicine, 
University of Toronto, and Et.  David  L. Thom-
son, Vice-Principal of McGill  University.  

Retiring members are: Dr. C.W. Argue, Dean I 
of Science and Professor of Biology, Univer-
sity of New Brunswick; Dr. A.G McCalla,  Dean 
of Agriculture, University of Alberta; Dr.. 
E.G.D. Murray,  recently retired from the ped-
ties of Professor and Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Bacteriology and Immunology, Faculty 
of Medicine, McGill University' and Et. G.M. 
Shrum, Professor and Head of the Department of 
Physics,  University of British Columbia.  

* 
PRAIRIE EXERCISB PLANNED.  More than 4,000 
soldiers of the Cénadian Army (Regular) will 
concentrate at  Camp  Wainwright, Alberta, for a 
six-week period of intensive training from 
June 23 to August 3. Starting at the unit 
level, the training will progress to the 
brigade level and will culminate in a brigade 
exercise. During training the tactical use of 
nuclear weapons will be considered. 

The training concentration will be under 
the direction of Major-General C. Vokes, Geri-
eral. Officer Cemmanding Western Command Main 
body of troops will come from the 1st Cénadian 
Infantry Brigade. 

Infantry units participating will be the 
2nd Battalion, Princess Patriciaes Canadian 
Light-Infantry, and 1st and 2nd Battalions. 
Queen's Own Rifles of Canada. Artillery ele-
ments will be the 1st Regiment Royal Cénadian 
Horse Artillery. the 4th Light Anti-Aircraft 
Battery and elements of 2 Air Observation  Post 
Flight. Armoured elements will be Lord Strath-
cona's Horse (Royal Cénadians) (2nd Armoured 
Regiment). 

Other units involved will be the 4th Field 
Squadron and 1 Airborne Troop of the Royal 
Canadian Engineers, elements of 1 Canadian 
Divisional Signal Regiment and 4 TransportCem-
pany and 1 Airborne Platoon of the Royal Cana-
dian Army Medical Corps.  

ze_dITORDZIS/,..ipy.': With announcements 
from ArtisticrDirector Tom'Brown of thé final 
casting for the 1956 Stratford Festival season 
and from Tent Master Skip Manley that the 
theatre-tent will probably be erected on April 
14 it can be assumed that spring is here. 

Skip Manley has been at work for the past 
several weeks rejuvenating the canvas in pre-
paration for the erection of the tent. He has 
announced that, weather permitting, the tent 
will go up on Saturday, April 14th, for the 
last time. A national fund-raising campaign is 
now under way and the Festival will have its 
new building for 1957 performances. 

This will be the earliest the tent has ever 
gone up, and should ensure that all is in 
readiness for rehearsals which begin May 7th 
under Artistic Director Michael Langham. 

Mr Brown states that casting changes may 
still be made in the two-play repertoire, 
"Henry V" and "The  Merry Wives of Windsor", to 
be presented this summer. The season will run 
for nine weeks, June 18th to August 18th. 

* * 	* 

INGE DORM TO SING AT STRATPORD:  The Music 
Festival running in conjunction with the 
Stratford Shakespearean Festival will present 
to Stratford audiences this season the young 
dramatic soprano, Inge Borkh, who will appear 
in four concerts in the Concert Hall. 

The first two. July 30 and August 2, will 
.consist of a pkogramme of concert and operatic 
arias with the Festival orchestra - newly 

.formed and composed of about forty  mus i
-cians - under the direction of Reginald Stew-

art. Excerpts from "Julius Céesar" and Bee-
thoven's great concert aria "Ah Perfido" will 
be included. Miss Borkh feels that arias sung 
in concert are not to be treated as isolated 
.songs,.however beautiful, but rather as op-
portunities to present in concentrated form 
the essence of a character in a dramatic situ-
ation. Each aria is therefore sung with an 
unusually full realization of the music drama 
from which it is taken. 

In concerts on August 6 and August 9, Miss 
Borkh will appear with her husband Alexander 
Welitsch, noted baritone. They will sing solos 
and duets including the music of Handel, 
Bràhms, Richard Strauss, Weber, Dvorak, Rach-
maninoff and Schubert. 

Inge"erkh, assisted by Alexander Melitsch, 
will also conduct the Royal Censervatory of 
Music Master Classes in voice in Stratford for. 
two weeks beginning July 30. 

g-• * 

FIRST SWEDISH AMBASSADOR TO CANADA:  On 
April 12, His Excellency Mk. Oscar Thorsing 
presented to the Deputy Governor General, the 
Honourable Patrick Kerwin, Chief Justice of 
Canada, his Letter of Credence as Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Sweden to 
Canada. Mr. Thorsing is the first Ambas-
sador of his country to Canada. 
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PEAKTEAR FOR MINERALS:  Value of minerals 
produced in Canada during 1954 meached a new 
all-time high total of $1,488,382,000, the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports in its 
annual general review of the mining industry. 
Direct comparisons with the previous year's 
cannot be fairly made, as the 1954 total in-
cludes the value of pitchblende products, 
excluded during the years 1941 to 1953. The 
total for 1953 was $1,336,304,000. 

The index of the physical volume of mineral 
production, on the 1935-39 base, was 209.7 in 
1954 compared with 185.8 in 1953 and P4 .7 in 
1952. Mining activity is indicated by the ore 
mined and rock quarried. In 1954 this amounted 
to 120,400,000 tons, of which 59,000,000 tons 
were from metal  mines,  20,900,000 tons were 
non-metallics, and 40,500,000 tons were quar-
ried stone. 

The mining industry employed 129,445 per-
sons to whom $465,306,000 was paid in salaries 
and wages versus 130,038 employees paid $453,- 
066,000 in the preceding year. 

The ten leading minerals in order of pro-
duction value in 1954 were as follows, 1953 
totals being in brackets: crude petroleum, 
$243,877,000 ($200,582,000); nickel, $180,- 
173,000 ($160,430,000); copper, $175,713,000 
($150,954,000); gold, $148,765,000 ($139,598,- 
000); coal, $96,600,000 ($102,722,000); zinc, 
$90,207,000 ($96,101,000); asbestos, $86,409,- 
000 ($86,053,000); cement, $59,036,000 ($58,- 
842,000); sand and gravel, $58,988,000 ($53,- 
485,000); and lead $58,251,000 ($50,077,000). 

* * * 

TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP UP:  Membership of 
labour organizations in Canada has reached 
1,346,000, it was revealed recently by the 
Honourable Milton F. Gregg, Minister of La-
bour. Preliminary figures based on a survey 
conducted by the Economics and Research Branch 
of the Department of Labour at January 1, 
1956, show a 6 per cent membership increase 
over the previous year. 

During the fina l  year of their separate 
activities, the Trades and Labour Congress of 
Canada and the Canadian Congress of Labour 
have shown membership advances of 6.5 and 4.6 
per cent respectively. As a result, the mem-
bership represented at the fOunding convention 
of the Cànadian Labour Congress, scheduled to 
be held in Toronto this month, will reach 
approximately 1,018,000. 

Eàtimated membership in the.individual Con-
gresses and independent groups are as follows! 
Trades and Labour Congress of  Canada,  640,000; 
Cànadian Congress of Labour, 378,000; Canadian 
and Catholic Confederation of Labour, 99,000; 
American Federation of Labour, Congress of 
Industrial Cmganizations only, 1,000; Inter-
national Railway Brotherhoods, 44,000; Unaf-
filiated International Unions, 78,000; Unaf-
filiated National, Regional and Local CMgani-
zations, 106,000. 

INVITATION TO DR. SUKARNO:  The Department 
of External Affairs announced recently that an 
invitation has been extended to the president 
of the Republic of Indonesia, Dm. Achmed Suk-
arno, to visit  Ottawa in  early June. Dr. Suk-
arno will be visiting the United States during 
the latter half of May and it is hoped that he 
will arrive in Ottawa about June 4. 

o as  

CBC 'RECEIVES TWELVE AWARDS:  The Canadian 
lhoadcasting Corporation has won six first 
awards and five honourable mentions for its 
netwOrk radio and television programmes, in 
competition with American networks and others 
at the 20th American Exhibition of Educational 
Programmes held annually at Chio State  Univer-
sity,  Chce again CBC radio programmes received 
more awards than those of any other network. 
Radio station CBO,  Ottawa,  owned by the CBC, 
received a first award in the local station 
category for "Men Behind the News." 

The CBC shared several of its awards with 
provincial departments of education in British 
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, 
and was granted one award jointly with the 
Australian Broadcasting Commission for an 
exchange in the field of School Broadcasts. 

* * * 
SOUTH AFRICAN -AIRMEN TRAIN IN CANADA:  Four 
pilots of the South African Air Force are now 
taking operational training in Cànadian Sabre 
Jets at the RCAF's Operational Training Unit, 
Chatham, New Brunswick, it was announced re-
cently by Air Force officials. The officers 
under training are: Càptain S.T.W. Inglesby, 
Captain L.P.T. Eagar, Captain R.E. Nienaber, 
and Lieutenant E.A.C. Pienaar. 

The training has been arranged by special 
agreement between the Governments of Canada 
and the Union of South Africa, and the cost 
will be borne by the latter. 

Canadair  Limited, the Cànadian manufacturer 
of the Sabre, announced last summer that the 
company had negotiated for a $10-million sale 
of Mark VI Sabre jets, plus spares, to equip 
two squadrons of the SAAF. 

* * 	* 

URBAN TRANSIT PASSENGERS DOWN:  A decrease 
of 3.9 per cent in the number of passengers 
carried by urban transit systems in January, 
brought the total to 101,603,062 from 105,- 
781,772  in. the  corresponding month last year. 
Due to higher fares in several municipalities, 
revenues increased slightly to $10,564,663 
from $10,321,589. 

The increased number of passengers an motor 
bus systems to 50,047,554 from 49,161,412 a 
year earlier, and chartered services to 393,- 
682 from 106,317 was more than offset by a 
decline in passengers carried on electric cars 
to 30,541,192 from 35,573,536, and trolley bus 
passengers to 20,620,634 from 20,940,507. 
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THE NEW SOVIET APPROACH  • . PERMANENCE IN CHANGE 

NEW PERIL TO WESTERN. UNIT   "As  I see it, 
the main objectives of Soviet policy remain, 
so far as policy in the West is concerned,... 
the dissolution of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization and the withdrawal of the United 
States from Western Europe," said the Secret-
ary of State for External Affairs, Mk. Pear-
son, on April 12 in a statement to the Stand-
ing Committee on External Affairs, regarding 
t e denunciation of Stalinism by Soviet lead-
ers that had been made known to the western 
world only a short time before. discussing the 
Thirtieth Congress of the Communist Party, 
during which the new orientation had first 
been disclosed, Mk. Pearson suggested that it 
indicated "some mellowing of the regime..." 
"Externally," he added, "thismellowingsprings 
from a realization that 'normal' relations 
with other states and a more civil approach 
are likely to contribute to, and succeed in, a 
period of detente. The removal of our fear 
would be one of their main objectives now... 
Peaceful co-existence between states of dif-
fering social systems will continue to be 
the theme of Soviet foreign policy..." In 
spite of such talk, however, the speaker 
warned, there is every indication that the 
Soviet Union intenda to maintain and even to 
strengthen its own military capabilities and 
alliances..." 

"There is another gap in policy which is 
hurting the West; that is the separation be-
tween economic and technical aid to materially 
underdeveloped countries and political objec-
tives, or maybe I should put it this way: We 
are suffering from efforts to close that gap 
in the wrong way by associating aid with the 
acceptance on the part of the receiving coun-
tries of 'cold war' political and strategic 
objectives. ...The purpose of foreign aid is 
as important as the aid itself. Aid of this 
kind, economic assistance of any kind on an 
international scale, I admit, is bound to be a 
political act of some kind. The question is: 
what kind? ...The Russians, of course, are 
moving into this field, if not in a big way, 
from one point of view, then certainly in a 
dramatic way, in a 'headline' way. There is no 
doubt that in moving into this field of inter-
national  economic assistance in Asia and 
Africa the Societ  Union  is guided primarily by 
political considerations. 

"They also associate their economic efforts 
with denunciations of colonialism. That is, of 
course, an easy way of becoming popular in 
that part of the world, where they have been 
all too successful in obscuring their own 
record as the greatest colonial exploiters of 
'Modern times and the greatest suppressors of 
freedom in modern times. 

"...What should we in the West do to 
counteract  all this, and what should be the 
principles upon which our international aid 
policy should be based? 

ATTITUDES ON A/D 

"As I said a little while ago I think we 
should pay a little moie attention to the 
'why' and 'how'. Whi do we help these people, 
and how do we help them?... It is essential to 
divorce our aid from political considerations 
and if we  • as I am sure we do in connection 
with the Colombo Plan - go out of our way to 
respect the national and cultural sensitive-
ness of the people with whom we are co-operat-
ing in this field, and if we make sure that 
our aid is practical and well administered and 
if before we engage in any project we work out 
an agreement between the countries concerned, 
the giver and the receiver, as we do under the 
Colombo Plan, then we shall be working in the 
best and most practical way. 

"Finally, I think we should bring the Unit-
ed  Nations into these matters as much as pos-
sible - more than we have in the past, because 
there is no better way of removing any suspi-
cion that there is some ulterior purpose in 
granting aid than in having it administered by 
an international organization. 

NATO NOW 

Somewhat later in his statement, Mr. Pear-
son made the following observations on the 
present role of NATO and on the ineffective-
ness of current western economic aid policies 
in recommending themselves to the peoplee'of 
Asia: 

"...The North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
is, or should be, far more than a mere agency 
of defence policy. I think the feeling is 
growing that if this is not recognized and 
acted upon. NATO may not survive ai all. Now 
as I said, the Soviet Union certainly realizes 
this and that is why they are working so hard 
to remove our fears:.They assume that fear is 
the only thing holding us together in NATO 
because that is what holds their coalitions 
together. NATO is, of course, of vital import-
ance as an organization for collective de-
fence. There is no doubt about that, I will 
even agree that that is its primary task - the 
deterrence of aggression, acting as an agency 
for collective defence. But at the present 
time it is also very important as an aglency 

for organizing common policy in other fields, 
and I think its importance in that regard is 
growing. It is important as a means of organ- 

Ill
izing a common political and economic approach 
to world problems and for co-ordinating our 
views and policies as to how we should meet 
threats other than military. 
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CANADA'S ARCTIC OUTPOSTS 

(Continued from P. 2) 

miles of little-known and inadèquately.mapped 
territory. Aerial photography by the RCAF and 
large-scale maps by the Canadian Army made 
possible the preliminary selection of sites. 
Next came the ground survey and siting par-
ties to verify or improve on the locations, 
both from the construction and electronic 
points of view. Then came the designing of the 
buildings for the various types of statiohs. 
and to meet the special conditions of the 
country. 

"The building of the Mid-Canada line is a 
notable construction story, but above all, it 
is the story of transportation. Each phase of 
the project has depended on getting the sup-
plies, material and construction workers to 
the right place at the right time. If - as 
well it may - the building of the Mid-Canada 
line becomes one day a part of Canadian folk-
lore, accounts of these journeys and hauls 
will,  I am sure, be longest recalled and re-
counted to succeeding generations. 

"Many means of transportation have been 
used in the trek northward: ship, train, 
truck, and tractor train, airplane and heli-
copter. The eastern and central areas have 
been, by the nature of their terrain, most 
difficult to traverse. 

SNOW TRAIL 

"At Moosonee, for example, there was, at 
one stage, a great marshalling of 9,000 tons 
of freight that had to go forward this winter 
and spring by tractor train over the trackless 
wastes to a desolate site near Hudson Bay. 
41-tere no road existed, one was built - sure-
ly one of the most extraordinary roads ever 
made - the Snow Trail, a wide, smooth highway 
of packed snow and ice, taking the tractor 
trains north for 500 miles along the western 
shores of James Bay and Hudson Bay. 

"To build this road a survey party first 
set out, followed by Indians on snowshoes, 
then by snowmobiles and, finally, by tractors 
and tractor trains. 

"The Snow Trail is melting now and may not 
be needed again, and the tractors are striving 
to reach their summer bases before they mire 
down in muskeg. But for further advances into 
the north there is now a new transport tech-
nique - thanks to the ingenuity of the Mid-
Canada engineers. 

"Experimentation is the mark of this pro-
ject. Studies are being made of a great bal-
loon-tired vehicle, with wheels 8 to 12 feet 
in diameter, which might replace the much 
slower tractor train. Tb traverse the hitherto 
impassable muskeg, the 'muskeg buggy' and 
other amphibious vehicles are now being tried 
out. 

"The difficulties of the Hudson Bay beaches 
too have presented specialproblems.For trans-
port of fuel to several beach sites, miniature 

Pluto lines - on the same principle as those 
used for the Normandy invasion - might have to 
be run on the seabed for several miles off 
shore to tankers; or in other cases fuel lines 
had to be used that are specially designed to 
float on the water. 

Nany Mid-Canada sites have lakes nearby, 
thus making summer airlift possible. And when 
these lakes are frozen, ice air strips can be 
developed for winter supply. A study of lakes 
adjacent to stations has also had to be made 
from the point of fresh water supply. Many 
lakes freeze solid during the long Arctic 
winter, and such solid freezing would, of 
course, render them useless as a source of 
water supply. It becomes, therefore a matter 
of considerable importance that a deep lake be 
found near each station to ensure unbroken 
water supply. 

"In a project of this magnitude, forward 
planning is all-important. As the line's sites 
are being developed, the equipment for them is 
being tested, perfected and scheduled for 
delivery when the line is ready to receive it. 

"The line will consist of dozens of unit 
detection and warning stations, with a number 
of main stations. Stations will vary in size, 
requiring, in the Initial period, from two men 
at unit stations to more than one hundred at 
main stations, 

CIV/LIAN ROLE 

"It  ha  s been decided to man the line in 
large part by civilians under contract. Hun-
dreds will be hired and trained for this im-
portant task. While it is proposed that civil-
ians will operate the line, operational con-
trol will, of course, remain the responsibil-
ity of the RCAF. 

"An advanced training course for RCAF and 
civilian personnel was started several months 
ago. The third of the basic training courses 
for technicians to install and test the line 
is now proceeding. 

"For testing and training purposes, two 
simulated line sections of the Iine have been 
developed - one at Montreal some time ago, and 
the second in the Ottawa Valley, now nearing 
completion. The Ottawa Valley test system, in 
its main and subordinate stations, will  pro-
vide  an excellent training ground for techni-
cians needed on the line. 

"In addition to the building of the Mid-
Canada stations, there is being built along 
the line a multi-channel communications sys-
tem. The Mid-Canada line is also being tied 
into the vast communications network now being 
thrown across Canada and into the Arctic to 
link all elements of the warning and inter-
ceptor control system for United States and 
Canadian military and civil defence purposes. 

"In solving the many, many problems of sup-
ply and construction on difficult terrain and 
in a climate of extremes, Canadians are learn-
ing how to build, how to work and how to livej 
in the rigorous north...." 
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INFORMAL U.S.-CANADA EXCHANGE OF VIEWS 

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS MEETING:  Addressing 
the House of Commons on April 9, the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, describedthe re-
cent talks in which he took part at White 
Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, with the Pres-
idents of the United States and of Mexico as 
follows: 

"...The general discussion centered largely 
upon the comprehensive report which Mr. nines 
made on his recent visit to Asia. It has been 
stated in the press that in the subsequent 
exchange of views there was an emphatic ex-
pression of policy difference between the Un-
ited States and Canada in respect of Communist 
China. The reports in that form are without 
foundation. It is quite true that both Pres-
ident Eisenhower and Mr. Dulles explained very 
frankly the reasons why recognition of the 
Communist Government at Peking could not be 
contemplated under present circumstances and 
why they felt their support should be con-
tinued to the Government of Chiang Kai-shek. 
However, there was nothing said about the 
Canadian position which would suggest  any  
change whatsoever from that stated in the 
House by the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs on January 31, either in respect of 
recognition or of our attitude toward the 
islands of (1114emoy and Matsu off the coast of 
China. 

"Each government is fully aware of the posi-
tion of the other in these matters as indeed 
they were before the meeting at White Sulphur 

Springs. It is true, however, and this was 
recognized at our recent meeting, that there 
are many countries which have recognized the 
Peking regime, and that this has created a 
problem as to which regime should represent 
China at the United Nations, a problem which 
may be expected to grow more acute as time 
goes on. 

"There was considerable discussion over the 
position in the Middle'East, the seriousness 
of which, of course, everyone recognized. It 
was agreed that, while all possible steps to 
reduce immediate tension would be taken, 
peace could gnly be secured there by an agreed 
political settlement between Israel and its 
neighbours. In this connection, the three gov-
ernments welcomed the expected intervention of 
the United Nations at this time, since formal-
ized through the resolution which has just 
been passed unanimously by the Security Coun-
cil.... 

"There was also general discussion of the 
possible consequences of recent Communist 
Party developments in Russia. I got the im-
pression that it was felt that any firm con-
clusion in regard to the long-range importance 
of these changes would be premature but that, 
in any event, they would not warrant any re-
laxation of effort on our part, either in de-
fence or diplomacy or negotiation. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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'INFORMAL U.S.-CANADA EXCHANGE OF VIEWS 

(Continued from P. 1) .  

"Consideration was also given to the pro-
blems arising out of the emergence df new 
states in - Asia.andAfrica, states which ate as 
sensitive about their national independence as 
they are insistent on greater human welfare 
for their people. In.this connection there was 
an exchange of view.as  to.the desirability of 
continuing international economic assistance 
to materially underdeveloped countries, .and 
e as to the importance of removing 
any feeling that such assistance on the part 
of.Western.countries had any ulterior motive. 
or was inspired by any other spirit than good 
will and understanding. Ch the Canadian side, 
we expressed the view that it might help to 
remove any :suspicion of.uIterior motives if 
the United  Nations were brought more into the 
picture than it had been, at least from the 
point of view 	using the organization as a 
clearing-hodse 	plans and,policies.and in- 
formation in regard. to international assist-. 
ance schemes. We felt that this had been done 
with good results in the annual meetings of 
the Ministerial Committee  of the Celombo Plan, 
and  that possibly thieliractice could be use-
fully extended to the wider field of the Un-
ited Nations, so that it would become clear to 
the whole world community what various coun-
tries were doing in this matter and why they 
were doing it. 

TRADE RELATIONS 

"In our bilateral talks, I emphasized once 
again to the President the importance of 
better-balanced trade between our two coun-
tries. I referred to the existing unfavourable 
balance in our visible trade, and I mentioned 
that the compensation or correction of this 
imbalance by capital movements occasiOnally 
was the cause of some concern in this country 
lest the control of our economic development, 
which should remain in Canadian hands, might 
be prejudiced thereby. 

"I also suggested to the President that the 
time seemed to have come when problems regard-
ing the use of water-power on rivers crossing 
the international boundary might well be 
studied at a conference between represen-
tatives of the two governments.... There was 
no discussion of the problem, but merely the 
suggestion that it would probably be desirable 
at this time to have it studied by a joint 
conference representing the two governments, 
to try to get at something which would make 
for the possibility of expeditious use of 
these water powers to the best possible advan-
tage from their use. It was left at that, with 
the understanding that the subject would be 
further pursued in discussions between our 
Department of External Affairs and the Secret-
ary of State of the United States...." 

AWIL'SETS 11P LIAISON 'OFFICE:  Priva te  in-
dustry will be encouraged to participate fur-
ther in the Canadian atomic energy programme 
through an Industrial: Assistance Office that le 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited  bas  establish- 
ed at Chalk River. 	• 

The new office, to be headed by Dr..W.R. 
Livingston,.wi/l.place . special emphasis upon 
encouraging industry to take an active part in 
the development of atomic energy and wili dis-
tribute technical information .of particular 	. 
interest to industry. 

Private industry  ha  s taken an increased in-
terest in atomic energy developments following 
the decision to build an experimental atomic 
power station and the declassification of a 
great deal of information for the Geneva.con-
'ference last summer. Every major industry in 
Canada has now sent technical teams to visit 
Chalk River and the Industrial Assistance Of-
fice will help these companies to follow up 
their visits with new  information  and possibly 
further visits. 

.Furthermore, the Industrial Assistance 
Office.will have the responsibility of drawing 
to the attention of private companies various 
new develOpments in atomic energy.that might 
be applied in existing industrial programmes. 

The new office will facilitate co-operation 
between Canadian and United States industry on 
the one  hand and the Chalk River project on 
the other, as provided for under the Agreement 
for Ce-operation Between Canada and the United 
States, Signed last June. 

* * * 

PRPORT TRAFFIC:  Montreal's Dorval Airport 
ha  s superseded Vancouver as Canada's busiest 
airport in terms of the number of landings  and 
take-offs. 

Eepartmentartraffic controllers at Dorval 
handled 220,542 landings and take-offs during 
the year under review, as compared with 143,- 
824 for 1954. Second place went to Edmonton 
with a total of 181,581 (155,124 in 1954) and 
Vancouver was a close third with 180,689 
(168,954).. 

Torento's Malton Airport was fourth with 
179,815 ..  It was in third place in 1954 with 
152,281 landings and take-offs. 

Scheduled airline landings and take-offs, 
included in the above figures, were as follows; 
Montreal, 43,359; Melton, 41,846; Vancouver, 
30,062; Edmonton, 23,397. 

The compilation for 23 main airports showed 
an overall increase of 12.2 per cent with a 
total of 1,900,810 (1,693,133 in 1954). The 
Department of Transport now operates special 
.training schools for traffic controllers at 
Melton and Winnipeg to furnish  the  highly 
trained personnel necessary to man the na- ap 

 tion7s civil airport traffic control ser-
vices. 



PASSAMAQUODDY POWER PROJECT:  The Canadian 
Government announced on April 5 that a request 
had been received from the United States 
Government to join in a reference to the 

• International joint Commission for a survey on 
the feasibility of the proposed Passamaquoddy 
tidal power project. The Government has agreed 
to join with the United States in this refer-
ence (including investigations into the effect 
the proposed project might have uponfisheries) 
and discussions will shortly take place be-
tween the two governments on the terms of the 
reference to be submitted to the International 
Joint Commission and on the share of the costs 
to be assumed by  Canada and the United States. 

(C.W.B. April 18, 1956) 

* * * * 

DEFENCE STUDENTS VISIT EUROPE:  A group of 
35 students and directing staff officials from 
the National Defence College at Kingston, 
Ontario,  departed from Ottawa by RCAF aircraft 
on April 4 for a two-month tour of the United  
Kingdom, Europe, the Middle East and South 
Asia. 

The party included senior officers from the 
three services and officials from governmental 
departments and industry who are attending the 
current course at the college. 

After a stay of three weeks in the United 
Kingdom, the party will be divided into two 
groups. Che group will visit cities in Europe: 
the other will proceed to the Middle East and 
South Asia. The party is due back in Ottawa on 
june 7. 

* *  ce  

ONTARIO FARMS GET MARITIME HELP:  A movement 
of farm workers from the Atlantic provinces to 
Ontario started last week. This excursion, 
like many movements of farm labour in previous 
years, was arranged under federal-provincial 
farm labour agreements. 

It is not known just yet how many Maritime 
workers will participate. Last year, more than 
400 men took part in a similar movement from 
the Maritimes. It is expected that this year's 
demand for farm help in Ontario will be as 
heavy as, if not heavier than, last year's. 

Recruiting for this movement is now under-
way throughout the Maritime Provinces and 
Newfoundland, in local offices of the National 
Employment Service. Provincial agricultural 
representatives are cooperating with the 
National Employment Service both in recruiting 
in the east and in placement on Ontario  farms. 

Labourers recruited in the east will be 
despatched to Ottawa or Toronto, where dis-
tribution will be made to areas requiring farm 
labour. In this cooperative 'effort of the 
railroad companies, the Federal Government and 
the Ontario  government, a low excursion rate 
of $5.00 for the outgoing journey and $11.50 
for the return journey between August 15 and 
October 31 has been provided. 

Inexperienced men are being accepted >  pro-
vided they are physically able and willing to 
learn general farm work, which usually in-- 
volves spring seeding of crops, haying and 
harvesting, and care of livestock. While wages 
were a matter of arrangement between indivi-
dual employers and farm workers, the basic 
wage at present in Ontario for suitably quali-
fied workers was $75 a month, including board 
and lodging. Experienced workers had in pre-
vious years received as much as $80 to $90 per 
month. 

PPCLI WEAR BATTLE HONOUR:  The ribbon of 
the Uhited States Presidential Citation, 
awarded to the 2nd Battalion, Princess Pat-
ricia's Cànadian Light Infantry, for gallantry 
in Korea in 1951, is to be worn by past and 
present members of the unit, it was announced 
recently by Army Headquarters. 

The citation was made to the battalion by 
General James Van Fleet, then  Commander of the 
United States Eighth Army, on behalf of Pres, 
ident Harry S: Truman in June 1951. The hon-
our, udique in the history of the Canadian 
Army, was given for "extraordinary heroism and 
outstanding performance of duties against the 
enemy" near Kapyong, Korea, April 24-25, 1951. 

The blue and gold insignia, one and three-
eighths inches by a half-inch, will be worn on 
the sleeves of both arms immediately below the 
reeMental flash., 

The 2nd Battalion, PPCLI, already recog-
nizes the citation by carrying a streamer on 
its regimental colour. The streamer is blue 
with the word KAPYONG inscribed in white block 
letters. 

BEDS IN HOSPITALS REACH NEW PEAK:  Canada 's 
 record-breaking postwar build-up of hospital 

services reached a new peak of 178,033 beds, 
including bassinets for newborn, in the last 
official count at the end of 1954. Thus one in 
every 85 Cànadians could be accommodated in 
hospital at one time. 

Public general and special hospitals, sym-
bolizing the idea of "hospital" to most Càna-
dians, had a total of 75.478 beds or about 5 
per 1,000 population, this ratio showing an 
increase of 5 per cent over the previous 
year's figure of 4.75. They handled a record-
breaking 1,915,000 admissions during the year, 
with an average daily load of 60,200 patients. 
In addition 337,000 newborn ihfants entered 
Canadian life through hospital portals during 
1954 and made up nearly 6,000 of the 58,445 
patients who were occupying hospital beds on 
the last day of the year. The average length 
of stay for treatment rose from 10.9 days in 
1953 to 11.1 days in 1954, while the stay of 
newborn infants declined from 7.0 days to 6.8 
days. There were 47.000 deaths in hospital, a 
drop in the death rate per 1,000 under care to 
24.0 from the 1953 figure of 24,8. The per-
centage occupancy of bed capacity, usually • aimed at 80 per cent for maximum efficiency, 
worked out at 79.8, down slightly from 81.2 in 
the year before. 
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FOREIGN COMMODITY TRADE UP:  CanadiCs foreign 
commodity trade showed further  large gainsin 
February, with exports nearly 17 per cent 
higher in value than"a year earlier . and es-
timated imports up slightly more than.32 per 
cent, according to preliminary figures releas-
ed by the Dominion Bureau of Staristics-The 
rates of gain in the month were practically 
the same for both exports.and imports.as  in  
January and, as in that month, both were new 
peak values for the period. Most of the gain 
in each was in trade.with the  United  States. 

2emmodity imports in February climbed $99,- 
200,000 in value over a year earlier-to an 
estimated $407,100,000  front  $307,900.000, 
bringing the two-month total this year to 
$811,200,000 from $614,500,000 in 1955.  Im-
ports  from the United States accounted for 
$76,000,000 of the month's gain with a rise to 
$308,700,000 from $232,700,000. Eatimated pur-
chases from the United Kingdom advanced mod-
erately to $30,900,000.from $25,600,000, from 
other Commonwealth countries to $13,200,000 
from $10,800,000, and increasedleoMeWhat more. 
from all other countries to $54,300,000 from 
$38,800,000; all these gains'closelyparal-
leling those of January. 

Total exports in the month advanced $51,- 
100,000 to $352,600,000.from $301,500,000 in 
February last year, raising the.two-month 
aggregate to $718,000,000 compared to  $611,-
6O0000 a year ago. February shipments to the 
United States were up $34,200,000 from_a year 
earlier at $215,800,000, Sales.to  the  United 
Kingdom increased.to  $58,800,000 from $55,- 
300,000, to other Commonwealth countries .to 
$18,800,000 from $16,800,000,.and to all other 
countries to$59,200,000.from $47,800,000. 

* * 0 0 

NEW COD FISHERIES: Excellent codfishing 
grounds in botg-iiiiihore and offshore waterm 
have been discovered on the east coast Of 
Newfoundland  as the  result of "Lbreiningn 
experiments carried out by the..FrsKeries 
Research Board of Canada for the federal 
Department of Fisheries during the past five 
years. 

These grounds, according to a report just 
released by the Board,  extend from the north-
ern edge of the Grand Banks to beyond the 
Serait of Belle Isle, and spread over an area 
from 10 to 60 miles offshore. 

The discoveries have already started an 
important commercial development at Bonavista 
in the formation and growth of a longIining 
fleet which last year totalled fifteenveadà: 

* *  e.  

ASBESTOS SHIPMENTS LOWER:  :Shipments of 
asbestos from Canadian mines eased slightly to 
67,853 tons in February from 68,520 a year 
earlier and to 126,724 tons in the two months, 
January and February, from 129,486 tons. 
Exports rose in January to 65,661 tons from 
56,175 a year ago. 

BIG.RADA.R.CONTRACT,:  :JAcontract totalling 
.:more.than $5,000,000 to.develop.and manufac-

ture radar installations for 15 major airports 
.stretching across the width of Canada has been 
awarded by  the  Canadian Government to Raytheon 
Manufacturing Company. 

The radar network.wilLbe a major , factOr .  
the Canadian.repartment of Transport's compre-
hensive programme of.transcontinental airport 
.development and air traffic control, specif-
ically aimed at equipping,Canada's airways for 
the  jetage. - 

The radar installations will be made at 
.airports.at Moncton, Seven Islands, Quebec, 
Montreal,  Ottawa, Toronto, London, North Bày, 
Fort William, Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, 
Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver. Delivery of 
the units will start early in 1958. . 

.The equipment, designated Airport and Air-
ways Surveillance Radar (AASR), will make it 
passible.to  keep aircraft fIying.between.any 
of Canada's 15 major-airports under close 
observation, even in stormy weather. Mile the 
Canadian Department of Transports  specifica-

.tions called for a radar capable of tracking a 
plane at à distance of 120 . miles, Raytheon 
engineers.are confident that their equipment 
will permit each airport.to  track large com-
mercial airliners within a radius of up to 200 
miles. This estimate, it was pointed out, is 
.base j an the actual performance of more than 
1000Raytheon military air search radar units 
now used by the United States military forces. 
Because  Canadas  principal airports, with but 
one exception, .are no more than 400 miles 

.apart, the overlapping patterns of radar 
surveillance will provide almost continuous 
coast-to-coast coverage. 

,* 0 o * 

IRON ORESHIFBENTeUP:  Shipments of iron 
ore from Canadian.mines continUed sharply 
higher in February-The Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics  reports. the  month's total at 139,- 
131 tons compared to 83,704 a year earner, 
bringing January-February shipments to 515,481 
tons versus 192,725. 

Shipments of ore to Canadian consumers rose 
to 72,779 tons in February from 24,378 and to 
275,603 tons in the two-month period from 35,- 
867. Ore shipped for export increased to  66-
352 in February from 59,326-and to 239,878 
tons in the two months from 156,858. 

es  * * 

ELECTRIC ENERGY IN JANUARY:  Output of elec-
tric energy.by central electric stations eased 
to 6,512,002,000 kilowatt hours in January 
from last year's coréesponding total of 6,- 
546,830,000. Consumption of primary power - 
imports, less exports and secondary power - 
rose to  6,077,802,000 kilowatt hours from 5,- 
797,713,000. aports to the  United  States fell 
to 266,548,000 kilowatt hours from 375,907,- 
000, but the imports rose to 39,581,000 kilo-
watt hours from 3,466,000. 
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SAFETY, EFFICIENCY AND COMFORT IN THE AIR 

A YEAR OF TECHNICAL ADVANCE:  "Important 
orders for new equipment placed during the 
past year and a number of new major construc-
tion projects as well as new regulatory pro-
cedures had contributed substantially during 
the past months to the further development of 
the Canadian system of airports and airways," 
said the Honourable George C. Marier.  Minister 
of Transport, in a statement released in Ot-
tawa on April 11 describing the highlights of 
Canadas civil aviàtion programme during the 
past fiscal year. Mr. Màrler pointed out that 
these steps would not only make available 
better facilities for the travelling public 
and for the airlines serving  Canada but also 
would provide for more efficient control of 
aircraft on the airways and ensure the main-
taining of proper standards of safety. 

Mr.  Marier  said that "the carrying out in 
the post-war years of an integrated programme 
of developing airport and airway facilities 
has been one of the outstanding features of 
Canadian aviation." The work done included the 
lengthening and strengthening of runways at 
numerous airports; the building of improved 
terminal buildings and other public facilit-
ies; the installation of instrument landing 
systems and high-intensity lighting to facil-
itate landing in poor weather; the provision 
of Ground Control Approach at the interna-
tional airport of Gander; the installation now 
in progress on the trans-continental airway of 
the Visual Omni-Range (Von)  for the better 
guidance of pilots in flight; the expansion of 
the Air Traffic Control service; and the pros-
pective installation of surveillance radar 
that was expected to facilitate greatly the 
control of the ever-increasing volume of air 
traffic. 

Of  airport development Mr. Marier said that 
the first task undertaken by the Eepartment of 
Transport in the immediate post-war years was 
the development of runways adequate to meet 
the needs arising from the rapid growth of 
civil aviation. By the early fifties, the 
national network of civil airports had been 
brought to a point where planes in standard 
commercial use could land at any of the main 
Cenadian airports. 

"Initially, runways were planned for such 

aircraft as the DC4,  006 and Lockheed 749," 
said Mr.  Marier, "but when it became evident 
that heavier and faster types of aircraft, 
such as the CD6B and the Lockheed 1049, were 
to be built, plans were adjusted and addition- 

al construction work undertaken so that our 
airports could accommodate these new air- 
craft." Mr. Mauler added that the programme • for the development of runways was now being 
revised "to take account of the requirements 

of the aircraft we expect to see in operation 
in the 1960's, including the provision, where 
necessary, of runways suitable for use by 
large turbine-powered aircraft such as the 
British Britannia, Douglas 008, Lockheed 
Electra 7 and Boeing 707." 

Mr.  Marier  pointedlout that Canada had 
been one of the first countries to adopt the 
policy of installing at all the main airports 
across  Canada  high-intensity lighting for both 
approach and runway purposes and to reach a 
decision on the layout and type of lighting to 
be used for these purposes. The installation 
of a centre-line approach system of high in-
tensity lights, which fitted in directly with 
military aviation requirements as well, was 
now close to completion in Canada, he said. 
During the same period instrument landing 
systems (ILS) had been installed as the stand-
ard instrument landing aid at Canadian air-
ports. The programme for installation of VOR 
ranges on the transcontinental airways was 
also well under way. 

Some years ago, a special study was made by 
Cenada's civil aviation authorities of the 
question of land requirements for future con-
struction and expansion of airports, and also 
of protection of airports from building ob-
structions in the vicinity. Following a review 
of land requirements to provide for expansion 
of Cenada's major transcontinental airports 
over the next twenty-five years, the Depart-
ment of Transport had been authorized to pro-
ceed with an extensive programme of land ac-
quisition, and with this in mind, substantial 
areas of land in the vicinity of airports at 
Vancouver, Winnipeg, Toronto and Montreal had 
been acquired, while lesser purchases had been 
made at a number of other airports. 

At the same tiMe, under federal legislation 
passed in 1952, the Department has proceeded 
with a programme of zoning at the major air-
ports in the largest metropolitan areas in-
cluding Toronto, Montreal. Winnipeg and Van-
couver. In due course it proposes to extend 
the programme to other airports. This zoning 
places limits on the height of buildings in 
the area surrounding an airport so that future 
.construction will not obstruct flying opera-
tions. 

Illustrating the need for maintaining con-
trol over air traffic, Mr.  Marier  said that 
the number of aircraft landings and take-offs 
controlled by towers operated by the Depart-
ment of Transport has increased from 711,560 
in 1950 to 1,900,810 in 1955. "This expansion 
in traffic," he said, "combined with the grow-
ing number of aircraft operating under Instru-
ment Flight Rules, has substantially increased 
the volume of work of the personnel employed 
in the air traffic control service." 
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JAZZ'AT'STRATFORD:  Both jazz and opera will 
be offered by the 1956 Stratford'Music Fes-
tival at Stratford, enteric), this summer, it 
has been announced.by  Louis Applebaum, Direc-
tor of Music for the Stratford Shakespearean 
Festival. Duke.Ellington and his orchestra 

. will present jazz concerts. The Music Fes-
tival's programme will Lnclude such artists as 
pianist Rudolf Serkin and baritone Martial 
Singher, alternating with Canadians Glenn 
Gould, jon Vickers, Pierre Souvarain and Leo 
Barkin, along with pianist Claudio Arrau, 
stprano Inge Borkh, and several other fine 
vocalists. A two-act opera, "The Rape of 
Lucretia" by Benjamin Britten, is to be pre-
sented. 

Anewly-formed Festival.orchestra made up 
of about 40 musicians will play-under guest 
conductors Reginald Stewart and Heinz Unger. 
The Music Festival.will.run for five weeks 
from july 7 to August 11, presenting a total 
of 31 concerts. The drama season at Stratford 
this year will run for nine weeks, beginning 
june 18. 

Besides Dike Ellington, Wilbur de Paris and 
his  New Orleans Orchestra, the Eave Brubeck 
Quartet, the Art Tatum Trio and other jazz 
groups will perform at Stratford.. 

* * * * 

EARTROUAKE .RELIEF FOR LERANONe . lhe  Depare-
ment of External Affairs announced on April 6 
that $25,000 in relief supplies had been 
offered to Lebanon through the Canadian Red 
Cross Society following recent severe earth-
quakes there which caused considerable damage 
and loss of life. There  are 40,000 people 
homeless and reports also indicate outbreaks 
of infectious diseases particularly among 
children. The relief assistance will be in  the 
form of drugs and blankets. 

For this purpose the Canadian Red Cross 
Society will use $25,000 of the unexpended 
balance of the Eùropean Flood Relief Fun& The 
Fund was originally established for relief 
assistance to Great Britain, the Netherlands 
and Belgium following the disastrous floods 
there in 1953. The use of the Federal GOvern-
ment's portion of the Fund by the Canadian  Red  
Cross for international relief purposes was 
approved by Parliament with the passing of the 

. final supplementary estimates. 
The Canadian junior Red Cross is also 

offering $10,000 in drugs.and antibiotics. 

* * * * 
VISIBLE MEAT SUPPLIES UP.71/isible supplies 
of Canadian wheat in store or in transit in 
North America on Mara 23 amounted to 344 ; - 
246,000 bushels, an increase of 10,319,000 
busbels over a year earlier. Marketings from 

• farms in the Prairie Provinces jumped to 5,- 
580,000 bushels during the week from 2,892,000 
a year ago, while the overseas export clear-
ances.eased to..3,289,000 bushels from 3,490,- 
000. 

H1ORWAYPROGRESS IN SASKATCNEWAN: Progress 
on the Trans-Canada Highway in Saskatchewan by 
the end of 1955 included about 90 per cent of 
the grading and 75.per•cent.ef the paving. 
needed to complete the 406-Mile.all-weather 
route through the province. Greatest single 
_achievement of the year's operations was com-
.pletion of grading and paving west.from Swift 
Current to the Alberta Boundary. Now, with 
parts of the old No. 1 Highway being used 
still, it is possible to cross the province 
from Manitoba to Alberta on pavement except 
for two short stretches of gravel surface. 

* 0  * * 
1956 GAELIC NOD:  The opening date of the 
Nova Scotia Gaelic Mod at St. Ann will be 
AugustS, instead of August 9. as previously 
reported. The Mod will run through August 13. 

Honoured guests from Scotland at the Mod 
will be General Sir Gardon MacMillan of Mac-
Millan , and the Marquis of Huntly,:Chief of 
Clan Gordon, and eheir ladies 

August 8 will be Clan MacMillan Eay, August 
9 Clan Gardon Day, August  10 Clan  Matheson 
Eay, and August 13 Cape Breton Island Day, 

•* * * 

ÇANADIAN WATERS YIELD PRIZE . F1$11: -The  1955 
annual fishing contest conducted by Field.and 
Stream Magazine produced a total of 40 prize-
winning fish caught in Canadian waters; An 
executive of the magazine commented: "Once 
again:Canada has done herself proud". Three 
first prizes, four-seconds, four thirds, three 
foueths, five fifths, and 21 honourable.men-
tiona went to Canadian-caught fish. 

* * 
IMP 	 - 	 Boosted 
bysharp -inceinthetake of beaver. 
muskrat and squirrel pelts, total production 
of furs jumped 54 per cent in the 1954-55 
season as compared with the preceding year. 
The rise in production was accompanied by an 
increase of 58 per cent in overall value with 
better prices for beaver, muskrat and mink 
pelts. The total number of pelts taken from 
wild-life and ranch-raised animals was 9,670,- 
796 valued at $30,509,515. Fur farm production 
accounted for 43 per cent of the total value 
compared with 49 per cent in 1953-54. 

By value the leading furs were: mink, $15,- 
428,00Œ($11,279,000 in 1953-54); muskrat, 
$6,519,000 ($3,159,000); beaver,  $4,767,000 

 ($2,562,000); squirrel, $1,287,000 ($809,000). 
The'numbers.of.these pelts produced were: 
mink, 796,000 (704,000 in 1953-54);. muskrat, 
5,619,000 (3,362,000); beaver, 320,000 (242,- 
000); arel squirrel, 2,332,000 (1,462,000). 

The  number employed in the gold mining in-
dustry decreased to 16,579 in 1954 from 16,815 
in 1953 but the number of man-hours worked in- 
creased to 38,621,888 from 37,880,785. 
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CRISIS IN THE NEAR EAST 

4 CANADIAN INTERPRETATION:  "It occurred to 
me that you might find it interesting...to 
consider something of what the difficult 
events that have been going on in the Near 
East mean for Canada, and might  mean for us," 
Mr. Lucien Cardin, Parliamentary Assistant to 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
told the Belleville Kiwanis Club on March 27. 
After some introductory observations on the 
background of current tension in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and in Israel, the speaker con-
tinued as follows: 

"...What then is our concern in Canada with 
these matters that are taking place in coun-
tries so far removed from us? Well, first of 
all, we, along with 14 other countries, are 
members of the North Atlantic Treaty Ckgani-
zation, and this alliance we believe is funda-
mental to our security. Anything which weakens 
it is a direct menace to us. To deal with the 
disorders in North Africa, the French have had 
to move from the continent to Europe most of 
their best defence forces, and to this extent 
we are more vulnerable. The dispute in the 
Island of Cyprus between the British and the 
Greeks (with the Turks, of course, also in-
volved) has involved members of Nato in un-
fortunate disagreements. In the dispute be-
tween Egypt and Israel, we have certain very 
special interests. First of all, in the delib-
erations and the decisions of the United Na- 

tions in 1947 and 1948 which led to the crea-
tion of the State of Israel, we Canadians 
played an extremely important part. The pre-
sent Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
the Honourable L.B. Pearson, was Chairman of 
the General Assembly's Political Committee 
which arranged to send a committee of enquiry 
to Palestine in 1947. Mk. Justice Ivan C. Rand 
of the Supreme Court of Canada was an influen-
tial member of this committee. Canada was at 
that time a member of the Security Council (as 
we may be again next year) and under the 
leadership of GaneralMeaughton, the Canadian 
chief representative, the Canadian Delegation 
played a very active role in the various nego-
tiations and resolutions which led to the 
creation of Israel. We have, moreover, in 
Canada a very considerable Jewish minority 
(about 1.5 per cent of our total population) 
and this minority of hardworking people has 
been extremely generous to the members of 
their own faith in the new State of Israel. 
Not long ago, for example, they contributed 
one of the most important buildings to the new 
Jewish  University in Tel Aviv. The welfare of 
the people of Israel and of the Arab states is 
threatened by the continued quarrel between 
them. It is essential, therefore, that a solu-
tion to this problem be found.... 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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CRISIS IN THE NEAR EAST 

(Continued from P. 1) 

"It seems apparent...that to help maintain 
peace in the Near East, we may well be called 
°upon to assume grave responsibilities. I would 
remind you of my earlier observations on the 
fact that we Canadians are deeply involved in 
these matters and that we cannot be indiffer-
ent to them.... 

"The Western powers, whether Great Britain, 
or France, or Italy, or Denmark, or Nbrway, or 
the United States, or ourselves, have decided 
that our security is a community enterprise 
and that none of us can be secure without the 
others. Hence it must follow that the in-
terests of Great Britain and France are partly 
ours, or even largely so, and that a threat to 
any of our allies becomes perilous to our-
selves. 

"I should like now to retUrn briefly to the 
point I was making above that the recent in-
tervention of the Soviet Union  into the fields 
of capital and technical assistance confronts 
us with new and possibly dangerous dilemmas. 
Until about a year and a half ago, the Soviet 
Union showed no particular interest in provid-
ing capital and technical assistance to under-
developed countries (apart from China). But 
beginning toward the end of 1953 and continu-
ing at a pace accelerated particularly since 
the autumn of 1955, the leaders of the Soviet 
Union have shown a very great interest and a 
very great activity in these matters. There 
has been, of course, the familiar arms deal 
with Egypt; the offer of a $100 million steel 
mill to India; even Pakistan, one of our best 
friends in the East, has sent a trade mission 
to Moscow; and in so small a country as Yemen 
in Southeast Arabia the Russians have made an 
agreement to exchange Russian machinery for 
coffee, cotton and dried fruit.... 

"I do not think that anyone, whether in 
Ottawa, or in Washington, or in London, or in 
Paris, has a ready-made answer to this pro-
blem, It seems evident that we must be pre-
pared for long and serious competition with 
the Russians, and it must be admitted that 
they have many immediate advantages in their 
favour - vast resources which can be used pre-
cisely as their leaders direct, and a hungry 
one-third of the world which may not be suf-
ficiently mature to enquire into the motives 
of its benefactors. Already, for example, it 
seems evident that on the basis of a few prom-
ises, and not very much else, the Russians 
have won a considerable propaganda victory; it 
seems equally evident that they are prepared 
to stir up any sort of mischief in the East 
which will bring trouble to the Western alli-
ance of free nations. We must clearly remain 
united. We must remain strong, and probably we 
must be prepared to be much more generous to 
those areas of the world which have long 
accepted starvation, disease and ignorance as 
their normal lot...."  

(C.W.B. April 11, 195ii) 

NKIII BUILDING HONOURS CANADIAN V.C.:  The ' 
new Federal Building in Nelson, British Cblum-
bia, which ,.?as opened April 3rd by the Honour-
able James Sinclair, Minister of Fisheries, is 
named after one of Canada's most gallant  sons,  
Lieutenant Robert Hampton Gray, V.C., D.S.C., 
R.C.N.V.R. Lieutenant Gray, a pilot in the 
Fleet Air Arm, was killed in action August 
9th, 1945,.after sinking a Japanese warship in 
the Pacific. 

Lieutenant Gray, a native of Trail, British 
Columbia  received his commission in the Fleet 
Air Arm and was promoted to Lieutenant in Eec-
ember 1942. He joined the British aircraft 
carrier HMS Formidable in 1944 and remained 
with her until his death. He was mentioned in 
dispatches for his flying operations in the 
Alten Fiord, Nbrway, where the German battle-
ship Tirpitz was hiding. In April 1945 he 
received the Distinguished Service Cross for 
flying operations south of Okinawa in the 
Pacific. 

Ch August 9th, 1945, Lieutenant Gray was 
reported nmissing, presumed dead". Hé was sub-
sequently awardéd the Victoria Cross for his 
action on that day. His citation read as 
follows: 

"For great braVery in leading an attack to 
within 50 feet of à Japanese destroyer in the 
face of intense anti-aircraft  Lire, thereby 
sinking the destroyer although he was hit and 
his aircraft on fire and, finally, himself 
killed. He was one of the gallant company of 
naval airmen who in December 1944 fought and 
beat the Japanese from Palembang to  Tokyo.  

"The actual incident took place in the Cha-
gawa Wan an 9th August, 1945. Gray was leader 
of the attack which he pressed home in the 
face of fire from shore batteries.and at least 
8 warships. With his aircraft in flames he 
nevertheless obtained at least one direct hit 
which sank his objective". 

*  a. * * 

ONTARIO EDUCATION GRANTS UPPED:  An increase 
of 50 per cent in Chtario Gnvernment supple-
mentary per pupil prants from $4.00 to $6.00 
to local school  boards  was announced by Prov-
incial Treasurer Dana Porter, Q.C., in the 
Legislature. Under the new scale, school 
boards will get an amount in excess of $6,- 
000,000 compared with about $4,000,000 last 
year .  

The grants are based upon the average daily 
attendance in 1955 in elementary and secondary 
schools, and Mr. Porter said it was considered 
advisable to reveal. the Government's intention 
now in order to assist school boards in the 
preparation of their budgets. 

Education Minister Er. W.J. Dunlop stated 
that negotiations are proceeding under which 
the Government may increase grants to the 
seven upiversities in the Province "for their 
increasing needs." Now grants, regular and 
supplementary per  pupil  are  madeto the univer-
sities yearly amounting to about $12,000,000. 

Ill/ 
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HIGHWAY ACT AHENDED:  Ch March 22, in the 
House of Commons, Mr. Winters, Minister of 
Public Ikrks, made the following statement on 
a resolution to amend the Trans-Canada Highway 
Act: 

wrhe Trans-Canada Highway Act, which became 
law on December 10, 1949, was enacted to en-
courage and to assist in the construction of a 
continuous high standard road following the 
shortest practical east-west route across 
Canada. The Act provides that the Federal 
Government may make contributions to a prov-
incial government of 50 per cent of the con-
struction costs of the Highway over a period 
of seven years and the agreements under  the  
Act provide further that the Federal GOvern-
ment may pay in respect of sections previously 
constructed along the route of the Trans-
Canada Highway between April 1, 1928 and Dec-
ember 10, 1949. The estimated cost of complet-
ing the Highway in 1949 was $300 million and 
the amount voted by Parliament as the Federal 
Government share was $150 million. 

wile total length of the highway along the 
designated route in a ll  ten provinces is ap-
proximately 5,000 miles. Qaebec has not signed 
an agreement under the statute and has not 
participated. The mileage in the nine parti-
cipating provinces, including Banff and Yého 
National Parks, is 4,580 miles. 

EXTENT OF PAVED 

"For distances totalling approximately 
2,850 miles, there is a paved highway, al-
though to date the equivalent of only 1,600 
has been constructed to the approved standard. 
Thus there remains approximately 1,545 miles 
of highway unpaved and there is 185 miles on 
which there is no highway of any kind. 

"It's therefore now apparent that the terms 
of the present agreements which provide for 
the completion of the project by December 9, 
1956, cannot be met. There have been various 
reasons for delays, including weather, the 
necessity of diverting materials and effort 
into the defence build-up at the time of the 
Korean war, difficult terrain and others. In 
the overall, however, progress has been dis-
appointingly slow. 

"The purpose of this amendment is to seek 
authority to introduce a bill to extend the 
period of construction, to provide additional 
funds and to alter the formula so as to enable 
the Federal Government to prévide greater 
financial assistance in constructing select 
sections with a view to closing at the earl-
iest possible date those gaps in which no 
highway exists at all at the present time or 
in which there is a road of inferior standard 
and which needs to be rebuilt. 

"In no province does the gap or the combin-
ed lengths of gaps where there is no highway 
of any kind exceed 10 per cent of the total 
mileage in that province. The resolution there-
fore indicates that the bill will seek author-
ity for the Minister of Finance to pay a high- 

er contribution for a portion of the Highway 
in a province not exceeding 10 per cent of the 
mileage. The Federal Government contribution 
for these gaps will be increased from 50 per 
cent to 90 per cent of the cost of construc-
tion...." 

* * * * 
HOSPITALS STUDY DISASTER ROLE.  Twenty -seven 
hospitals from Western Ontario and as far 
north as the Lakehead took part in the seventh 
nationally sponsored Hospital Disaster In-
stitute which was held at the Metropolitan 
General Hospital Ln Windsor, Ontario, on April 
5 and 6. The main purpose of the Institute 
which was under the sponsorship of the Federal 
Civil Defence Health Services, was to assist 
hospitals in preparing plans that would make 
it possible for them readily to absorb an 
overflow of casualties in the event of alarge-
scale natural disaster. 

The two hospitals that participated in the 
Institute were the Metropolitan Hospital at 
Windsor and the Leamington District Memorial 
Hospital of Leamington,  Ontario. The last In-
stitute was held in Toronto in December 1955 
and others have been held in Montreal. Hali-
fax, Victoria, and Hamilton. Similar Institut-
es are still to be held under federal sponsor-
ship for hospitals servicing the Prairie 
Provinces. 

Hospital administrators ,  chiefs of medical 
services and directors of nursing services 
attended the Institute as observers from the 
27 invited hospitals. About 150 persons took 
part, representing hospitals servicing numer-
ous cities and towns north to Fort William and 
Port Arthur and easterly to St. Thomas and 
London. 

The Honourable Paul Martin, Minister of 
National Health and Welfare and federal Cab-
inet Minister responsible for Civil Defence, 
the Honourable W.M. Nickle, Minister of Plan-
ning and Development and Minister responsible 
for Civil Defence for the Province  of  Ontario,  
His Worship Michael Patrick, Mayor of the City  
of Windsor, and Lieutenant-Colonel  W.L. Mc-
Gregor, chairman of the Board of Gévernors of 
the Metropolitan General Hospital, addressed 
the opening meeting. Dr. R.G. Struthers, sec-
retary of the Civil Defence Health Services 
Advisory Committee  for the Ontario  Department 
of Health, led the final discussion of the 
Institute on integrating a hospital disaster 
plan into community planning. 

* * * 
SHAPE ANNIVERSARY:  Four members of the 1st 
Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment, re-
presented the Canadian Armed Forces at the 
Fifth Anniversary of SHAPE in Paris on April4. 

The scarlet-jacketed paratroopers in full 
dress uniform, formed part of a guard of hon-
our at SHAPE Headquarters. Representatives of 
15 NATO nations participated in the annivers-
ary celebrations. 
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(C.W.B. April 11, 1956) . 

MORE SEAWAY CONSTRUCTION:  The Honourable 
Lionel Chevrier, President of The St. Lawrence 
Seaway Authority, recently.announced the.award 
of the first construction contract in the 16- 
mile Soulanges Section of the St. Lawrence 
Seaway. 

The contract, for the first stage of the 
Lower and Upper Beauharnois Locks, is valued 
at $3,479,750. It wi ll  initiate the construc-
tion of the two single locks, and their.ap-
proaches, near the Power development'at Me-
locheville, which will complete the junction 
between Lake St. Louis and the navigation 
channel in the Beauharnois Power Canal. The 
lift of the locks will be approximately 47 
feet each, the level of Lake St. Louis being 
approximately 94 feet lower than the level of 
the Beauharnois Power Canal already built to 
the required 27-foot Seaway depth. 

The work includes clearing of the contract 
site, excavation of some 200,000 cubic yards 
of common excavation and of some 1,100,000 

cubic yards of rock excavation, rock grouting, 
cofferdam construction and unwatering, con-
struction of service roads and the relocation 
of a portion of the New  York  Central  Railroad 
line. 

Ch March 22, the St. Lawrence Seaway Autho-
rity's President, in a press conference at 
Montreal, revealed plans for a four-lane road, 
way tunnel under the Lower Beauharnois Lock to 
ensure uninterrupted traffic on Provincial 
Highway No. 3. The present contract also pro-
vides for the excavation required for the 
construction of this tunnel. 

* 	* 

RADIO CANADIAN ARMY EUROPE:  Radio Canadian 
Army Europe, the °Id World's newest addition 
to the airwaves, is rapidly dispelling that 
"away-from-home" feeling of troops and depen-
dents of Canada's NATO land force in Germany. 
The 250-watt Army broadcasting outlet went on 
the air March 21 and to the 9,000 soldiers, 
wives and children of the 2nd Cénadian Infan-
try Brigade Group it's just like a perpetual 
letter from home. 

The station, which compares in programming 
and equipment with any average radio outlet in 
Canada, brings to the overseas troops all the 
popular Canadian and U.S. network shows, some 
within a few hours after being heard in Can-
ada. 

Currently popular among the troops are the 
short-wave transmissions  of the  National Hockey 
League playoffs, which are recorded from 
the Cénadian Broadcasting Corporation's inter-
national broadcasts and replayed for the 
troops only six to seven hours after game 
time. 

Also well up on the popularity list are 
broadcasts of national and provincial news 
from home, heard three times daily. 

Radio Canadian Army Europe broadcasts an 
average of 13 hours a day, with special shows 
slanted for women and children in the morning  

and early evening. For French-speaking members 
of the Brigade special CBC.French Network 
shows are carried about 15 hours a week. 

Gérmans too, in and around the Westphaliane 
towns of Soest, Hemer, Werl and Iserlohn, 
where the Canadians are located, have been 
curiously tuning their dials to the Canadian 
frequency for their first taste.of Canadian 
radio. 

A large percentage of the Gérman population 
understands English and is now able to take a 
closer look at the people that , have been sit-
ting on their doorsteps for the past four-and-
a-haIf years. 

Radio Cànadian Army Europe is located in 
Werl and sits on the highest point of land in 
the Canadian sector. 

Its 330-foot transmitting mast beams in an 
east-to-southwest arc, to cover the other two 
Canadian centres within a 50-mile radius. 

* * 
ONTARIO GOLD OUTPUT:  Production from the 
31 producing Cntario gold mines for the month 
of February amounted to 750,072 tons of ore 
milled containing 196,731 ounces of gold and 
30,853 ounces of silver valued at $6,913,860. 
In the corresponding month in 1955, there were 
33 producing mines which milled 766,556 tons 
of ore with a content of 196,421 ounces of 
gold and 34,439 ounces of silver having a 
total value of $6,669,526. 

The daily averages for the month were 25,- 
864 tons of ore milled, 6,783 ounces of gold 
and 1,006 ounces of silver and a value of 
$238,409. There were 10,456 wage-earners dur-
ing the month compared with 10,852 in the pre-
vious February. The average grade of ore was 
$9.21. 

Cperations at the Young-Davidson mine are 
being closed down and the results of mill 
clean-up will be reported later. 

BLACK WATCH PIPERS TO VISIT BERMUDA:  The 
combined Pipes and Drums of the 1st and 2nd 
Battalions, The Black Watch (Royal Hingland 
Regiment) of  Canada,  will take part in a mil-
itary tattoo in Bermuda this Month. The pipes 
and Drums, 31 strong, are going to Bermuda at 
the invitation of Lieutenant Géneral Sir John 
D. Wbodall, Governor and Commander-in-Chie£ of 
the colony. 

°other units to participate in the tattoo 
include: the 1st Battalion, Duke of Cornwall's 
Light Infantry, the British garrison in Ber-
muda; Royal Marines from HMS  Kenya; the Ber-
muda Artillery; the Bermuda Rifles, and local 
forces. 

Mi■ 

During January and February of this year 
8;056 mining claims were recorded in Chtario, 
an increase of 1,219 claims over the cor-
responding period in 1955, in which year an 
all-time high staking record was established. 
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(C.W.B. April 11, 1956) 

COATS OF ARMS FOR TERRITORIES:  The Arctic 
narwhal and the Yukon malamute have joined the 
lion, the'unicorn, and the restofthe heraldic 

0  company that comprise the Coats of Arms of Canada and the provinces. The Northwest Ter-
ritories and Yukon Territory now have their 
own emblems. 

The choice of heraldic symbols was not 
easy. To design Coats of Arms for such a land 
as the north - one third of Canada - called 
for research into heraldry as well as into the 
history of the north itself. When the design 
stage was reached, the advice was sought of 
Lieutenant Commander Alan B. Beddoe, Heraldic 
Advisor to the Royal Canadian Navy. 

The designs were submitted to the two Ter-
ritorial Councils. Each Council made its 
choice unanimous and requested that its Coat 
of Arms be submitted to Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth. The College of Heralds, after ex-
amining the heraldry, recommended the designs 
to Her Majesty who fixed the Royal Signature 
to them. 

The colours of the Yukon Coat of Arms are 
gold and red. The crest, surmounting the 
shield, shows a malamute on a mount of snow. 
In the chief, or upper portion of the shield, 
is the heraldic symbol representing fur, set 
in the Cross of St. George. The Yukon's min-
eral wealth is symbolized by discs of gold set 
within the mountains (two red pyramids). The 
Yukon River runs between. 

The colours of the Northwest Territories 
are white and red. Ch the crest two gold nar-
whals erect face outwards, guarding a compass 
rose (the North Magnetic Pole). A wavy blue 
line crossing the white chief symbolizes the 
Northwest Passage running through a field of 
ice. This is not only a geographical descrip-
tion of the High Arctic but a reference to the 
early history of seafaring which first brought 
the Territories to the attention of the out-
side world. Below the chief the red and green 
field is divided diagonally to symbolize the 
tree-line. Che section shows the green Mac-
kenzie Valley; opposite, the tundra is repre-
sented in vivid red. Billets of gold and the 
mask of a white fox symbolize minerals and 
fur, important bases of northern wealth. 

*  a * 

MOBILE DENTAL CLINIC:  In most parts of Ont-
ario when children and dentists get together 
to conduct the business of tooth health, it is 
the children who go to the dentists' offices. 
Not so, however, in the remote northern areas 
of the Province, because it is the dentists' 
offices that go to the children - via one of 
two railway dental cars operated by the Ont-
ario  Department of Health. 

Cperated in conjunction with the railway, 
this particular car is one of two that cruise 
the hinterlands of Ontario on the northern 
CNR and Canadian Pacific Railway from the 
Quebec border to the Manitoba boundary, a dis-
tance of over 1,700 miles. 

DIPLOMATIC SHUFFLE:  The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs announced on April 3 the 
'following appointments and transfers within 
the Canadian Diplomatic Service: 

Mr. K.P. Kirkwood; .  Canadian Ambassador to 
Egypt and concurrently Canadian Minister to 
Lebanon, will succeed Mk. E.H. Norman as Cana-
dian High Commissioner to New Zealand, and is 
expected to take up his appointment in mid-
summer of this year. 

Mr. Norman will succeed Mr. Kirkwood as 
Canadian Ambassador to Egypt and Canadian Min-
ister to Lebanon. Mr. Norman is expected to 
take up his new duties during the summer, 

Mk. J.B.C. Watkins, Canadian Ambassador to 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, will 
return to Canada to become Assistant Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
effective June 4. 

Mk. D.M. Johnson, Canadian Commissioner on 
the International Supervisory Commission for 
Vietnam, will succeed Mk. Watkins as Canadian 
Ambassador in Moscow. Mk. Johnson will take up 
his appointment in July. 

, * 

ANKARA BORROWS FISHERIES EXPERT:  Ian S. 
McArthur of the federal Department of Fisher-
ies has been lent by the Government of Canada 
for a three-month assignment in Turkey to the 
Fisheries Division of the Food and Agriculture 
Okganization of the United Nations. He will 
serve as consultant to the Turkish Government 
in its fisheries development programme. 

Mk. McArthur's experience with the Fisher-
ies Prices Support Board and the fishing-
vessel indemnity plan, as well as with various 
governmental programmes to aid the development 
of Canadian fisheries, particularly in New-
foundland, places him in a position to be of 
service to the Turkish Government in similar 
matters. He served as the fisheries member of 
the Canadian delegation to the eighth annual 
conference of FAO in Rome last November, and 
at that time took the opportunity of making a 
brief visit to Turkey to discuss the proposed 
assignment to that country. 

* co * 

NRC SCHOLARSHIPS, 1956-1957:  The National 
.Research Council of Canada has granted 269 
scholarships for 1956-57, with a total value 
of $345,500. These include 65 bursaries of 
$800 each and 155 studentships of $1200 each. 
AII of these are to be held in Canada. 

Special scholarships awarded for study 
abroad include 27 awards of $2000 each. These 
are to be held in the following countries: 
nine in the United States of America, fifteen 
in the United Kingdom, one in France, and two 
in Sweden. 

Twenty-two postdoctorate overseas fellow-
ships of $2500 have been granted for work in 
the followingcountries:fourteen in the United  
Kingdom, one in Germany, three in France, one 
in the Netherlands, and three in Switzerland. 
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(C.W.B. April 11, 1916. j 

PLANT EXPANSION IN 1935:  Expansion of Can-
adian manufacturing plants during 1955 created 
at least 14,000 new yobs for Canadian workers, 
it was revealed recently by the Honourable 
Milton F. Gregg, Minister of Labour. This 
total was exceeded in 1954, when there were an 
estimated 18,350 new jobs created by expansion 
in manufacturing. These figures were brought 
to light by the annual survey of the effects 
of plant expansion on employment conducted by 
the Labour Department's Economics and Research 
Branch. 

The number of job opportunities resulting 
from plant expansion has dropped progressively 
since 1952. In that year the new job total 
reached a peak of 34,300, largely as a result 
of the rapid expansion in defence industries, 
reflecting expenditures on aircraft, ships and 

electronic equipment. In the aircraft industry 
alone employment increased by more than 10,000 
between 1951 and 1952 as a result of plant 
expansion. 

Last year there was a rapid recovery in the 
general level of production and employment. 
In many industries existing facilities were 
strained and the demand for additional capa-
city was renewed. The value of permits issued 
for the construction of industrial plants in 
the last half of 1955 was 50  per. cent  greater 
than in 1954 and almost equal to that in 1953. 
This upsurge in investment has  flot  yet result-
ed in new manufacturing jobs, but will prob-
ably be reflected in the number which become 
available in 1956. 

* * * * 

IMPERIAL GENERAL TO VISIT CANADA:  Lieuten-
ant  General W.P. Oliver, Vice-Chief of the 
Imperial General Staff, will deliver a special 
address to students at the Canadian Army Staff 
College,  Kingston.. on  April 17. Before his 
Kingston visit, General Oliver will meet 
senior officers of the Canadian Army at Army 
Headquarters. 

General Oliver will deliver a series of 
lectures at several United States Army instal-
lations before coming to Canada. 

He will give the staff Co llege students his 
views on the problems facing the United King-
dom land forces in view of their world-wide 
commitments. 

* 

FRENCH FERTILIZER FOR MEDICINE HAT:  A $22 - 

million factory is being built at Medicine 
Hat, Alberta, to produce new chemical fertil-
izers under licence from the French Saint- 

. Gobain Company. The new plant may be finished 
later this year and should be in production in 
1957. It will be operated by the North-Western 
Nitro-Chemical Company, Limited, a subsidiary 
of the Commercial Solvents Company. The fert-
ilizers produced are expected to be used by 
farmers in the Canadian Prairie provinces and 
the Northwestern United States. 

NEW AUSTRIAN ENVOY:  Gh March 28, His Ex-
cellency Dr. Kurt Waldheim presented to the 
Deputy Governor-General, the Honourable Mr. 
Justice P. Kerwin, his  Latter  of Ceedence  as 

 Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-
tiary of Austria to Canada. 

"Dr. Waldheim, who was born in 1918, is.a 
Doctor of Law of the University of Vienna. He 
entered the Austrian Foreign Service in 1945 
and participated in the negotiations for an 
Austrian State Treaty in Paris, London and 
Moscow. From 1948 to 1951, he served at the 
Austrian Embassy in Paris. In 1951, he was 
appointed Head of the Personnel Eepartment of 

- the Austrian Foreign Ministry. Since spring 
1955, he has been serving as Pernranen,t0E■berver 
of Austria to the United Nations with the 
rank of Minister. 

* * 

WHEAT AND WHEAT FLOUR:  Exports of Canadian 
wheat in the first half.of the current- crop 
year amounted to 97,100,000 bushels, about 15 
per cent below the preceding year's 114,700,- 
000 bushels. The United Kingdom, as Canada's 
principal export outlet for wheat as grain, 
accounted for 43,700,000 bushels or 45 per 
cent of the August-January total. Other lead-
ing markets were as follows: Japan 13,000,000 
bushels; Federal Republic of Germany, 10,200,- 
000; Belgium, 5,800,000; Poland ;  5,800,000; 
Switzerland, 2,500,000; United States, 2,500,- 
000; Austria, 2,200,000; Italy, 2,000,000; 
Norway, 1,900,000; Netherlands, 1,700,000; 
Ireland, 1,600,000; and the Union of South 
Africa, 1,500,000. 

Wheat flour exports for the half-year per-
iod were the equivalent of 18,600,000 bushels 
of wheat, about 8 per cent below . last year's 
20,200,000 bushels. As with wheat as grain the 
United Kingdom continued as the major market 
for Canadian wheat flour, accounting for the 
equivalent of 5,400,000 bushels or 29 per cent 
of the six-month total. Other leading markets 
for Canadian wheat flour were: Philippine 
Islands, 2,800,000 bushels of wheat equiv-
alent; Venezuela, 1,800,000; Trinidad and 
Tobago, 1,200,000; Jamaica, 600,000; and 
Leeward and Windward Islands, 500,000. 

* * * * 

50METHING FOR THE BIRDS:  To help overcome 
a critical housing shortage among the feather-
ed population of Windsor, Ontario,  Boy Scouts 
of that city have undertaken to build 4,000 
bird-houses as part of their Conservation Good 
Turn for 1956. 

Scouts in Cornwall, Ontario, are training  
now in preparation for the planting in May of 
several thousand trees in a selected area. 

Canadian manufacturers shipped 13;'59,2,.000 
worth of home permanent wave kits and refills 

8 

and accessories in 1954 versus $3,549,000 
worth in 1953. 
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AUTOMATION - ITS CANADIAN IMPLICATIONS 

AN AGE OF PUDITY:  "What impresses most 
Cànadians when they consider how their country 
has developed since the beginning of %rid War 
II," Mr. John H. Dickey, Parliamentary .  Assist-
ant to the Minister of Defence Production, 
told the Society for Advancement of Management 
in Montreal on March 23, "is the rapid growth 
of economic expansion accompanied by a spluid. 
up in the development ofour natural resources, 
growing industrial diversification, and a ma-
jor extension of our service industries." 
Referring to the prediction that the gross 
national product might be between $45 and $50 
million by 1970, Mr. Dickey added that "an age 
of plenty seems to lie ahead for Canadians - 
provided...they make effective use of the 
opportunities that appear to be open to them." 
This consideration led him to discuss the 
effect of automation on the Canadian economy, 
as follows: 

"...An important way in which government 
can assist industry to harness the benefits of 
automation is to create a favourable economic 
climate in which business enterprise thrives, 
research and the application of new technology 
is encouraged, and demand for competitively-
produced domestic commodities is well main-
tained. In other words, the Cànadian Govern-
ment can (and in fact has, as the record of 
the last two decades shows) do a good deal to 
stimulate, encourage and assist the continued 
growth of our economy. In saying this I am not 
unmindful that in a predominantly private  

enterprise country like Canada the rate of ec-
onomic expansion will.vary from year to year, 
and that our economy is affected by economic 
fluctuations of our big customers because of 
the large volume of foreign trade which we 
carry on.... 

"If Canadians succeed in achieving economic 
expansion more or less continuously, as a re-
sult of far-sighted action by management and 
labour and sensible policies by governments, 
then we need not fear technological progress. 
Oh the contrary, we should welcome it, because 
it will make it possible for our nation to 
achieve a greater output with a lower labour 
input.... 

"There will, of course, be adjustments as 
machines and electronic brains will be doing 
more •of the work of human beings than was the 
case hitherto. But as the economy grows and 
with it the demand for more goods and services 
and for new types of goods and services, ad-
ditional employment opportunities will open 
up. The main characteristic of an adequately 
expanding and well-balanced economy is that 
there are alternative employment opportunities 
and adequate social security provisions, so 
that the man who loses  one job  can find another 
and the man who cannot find a job because 
of age, infirmity or other reasons not under 
his control, willbe able to draw on a broadly-
conceived social security programme. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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AUTOMATION - ITS CANADIAN IMPLICATIONS 

(Continued from P. 1) 

"...Basically, technological progress re-
quires both the capacity to create new pro-
cesses and techniques as wen ,  as the ability 
to operate such new developments. The former 
depends on the creative àenius of our scien-
tists, engineers, chemists, and a host of 
other professionals, while the latterdepedds 
on the enterprise of management and the tech-
nical training of the working force. 

"Automation has set new standards forscien-
tifically and technically-trained management 
and for labour skills required. We hear a good 
deal about the fact that the United States and 
Canada are short of scientists and engineers. 
As the use of automation techniques in indus-
try grows, we sha ll  hear more about it....I 
have observed that American industry and the 
U.S. Administration are becoming more aware of 
the need for increasing facilities and assist-
ance to train an adequate number of scientific 
and engineering personnel, and I gather a 
number of constructive proposals are being 
considered. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION 

91ere in Canada...the matter.of education 
is a provincial responsibility. However, to 
help the provinces in this important job of 
higher education as well as technical train-
ing, the Canadian Government is making sub-
stantial contributions. Annual federal pay-
ments made to universities and vocational and 
similar training grants made to the provinces 
total about $10 million during the current 
fiscal year, and $50 million over the last 
five years. 

"As far as management is concerned, auto-
mation will require a greater understanding of 
social and economic matters in addition to an 
appreciation of the technical questions in-
volved. There will be greater need for long-
term market appraisals, product analysis, 
executive and personnel training, and all the 
other policies that are designed to achieve 
continuing expansion and profits of an enter-
prise. New Canadian management will have to be 
developed through university training either 
in the fields of engineering or in the many 
other fields of the physical sciences, econ-
omics, commerce and sociology, if it is to 
cope with the growing complexities of long-
term forward planning by business. There will 
also be increasing need for refresher courses 
for the advancement of management, such as are 
now given in Canada at the University of 
Western Cntario and at the Banff School of 
Business Administration, which,as you know, is 
sponsored by our four western universities. 

"As far as labour is concerned, vocational 
schools, training and re-training conrseteln-
technical institutions and in plants can do a 
good deal to facilitate the transfer of men 
from one job to another. This matter of train- 

ing and education again is largely a respon-
sibility of provincial governments. But where 
possible the Cànadian Government assists in 
such programmes through financial grants. In a 
related sphere, that of increasing the mobil-
ity of the Canadian labour force, the Federal 
Government has been quite active also through 
the National Employment Service and through 
the payment of transportation costs to move 
men from areas where jobs were scarce to 
Localities where opentngs were plentiful.... 

"I have so far dealt with the domestic 
implications of automation. Now what are some 
of the international implications? 

"Many of the new techniques we are now 
using in Canada have been developed in the 
United States, the United Kingdom and in other 
countries. We have developed a number of these 
processes ourselves, and we are proud of the 
achievements of Canadians in the fields of 
science and industry. But we would not have 
been able to make such rapid technological 
progress in Canada if we did not have access 
to the best dhat scientific genius in the 
Western countries has been able to create for 
the betterment of mankind. Hence, in apprais-
ing the progress which Canadian science and 
inBustry has made, we should remember that we 
have benefited a good deal from the free ex-
change of ideas and men among like-minded 
nations. Having had some help ourselves in 
getting where we are, we must remember other 
countries which are less economically  advanced  
than we ourselves. 

SHARING PAYS 

"Quite apart from humanitarian reasons and 
basic Christian principles, there are politi-
cal as well as economic reasons that counsel 
us, •and our friends in the United States as 
well, to share some of our technical processes 
and some of the fruits of our age of abundance 
with other countries whose economies are less 
developed than our own. 

"The political reasons are obvious. The 
Western nations are presently engaged in a 
struggle for °competitive co-existence'  with 
the Communist nations. The economic reasons 
are also fairly clear. By helping other coun-
tries to develop their own economies more 
rapidly, opportunities for increasing world 
trade are improved. 

"For a good many years now Canadians have 
demonstrated that they are prepared to share 
their resources and scientific and technical 
knowledge with other countries. Canada, as you 
know, had a very substantial programme of 
mutual aid in operation during World War II, 
and after the conclusion of the war substan-
tial gifts and credits were made available 
to aid in the post-war reconstruction of 
friendly nations. More recently, Canadians 
have contributed on a fairly comprehensive 
scale to the foreign aid and technical assist-
ance programmes sponsored by the United 
Nations.... 

2 	 (Continued on P. 4) 



NEW MEXICAN /WADY:  On  March 22, His Excel-
lency Manuel Maples Arce presented.to  the De-
puty Governor General, the Honourable Mk. Jus-
tice Patrick Kerwin, his Letter of Credence as 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of Mexico to Canada. The ceremony of presenta-
tion took place at the Supreme Court Building, 
Ottawa. 

Mr. Maples Arce is a Doctor of Law of the 
University of Mexico and a former Member of 
the Supreme Court of the State of Vera  Cruz.  
After serving as Secretary General and later 
as Acting Governor of the State of Vera  Cruz,  
he was elected to the Legislature of the same 
State and subsequently to the Chamber of Rep-
resentatives of Mexico. Since his entry into 
the Mexican Foreign Service in 1935, he has 
served at Brussels, Warsaw, Rome, Lisbon, The 
Hague and Prague, and has also been Ambassador 
to Panama, Chile, Colombia and Japan. 

* * 	* 

MAPLE PRODUCTS:  Gross farm value of maple 
products in 1955 was $10,882,000, moderately 
below the preceding year's $11,038,000 but 
well above the 1948-52 average of $9,807,000. 
Expressed in terms of syrup the year's output 
of maple products amounted to 2,231,000 gal-
lons, down from 2,422,000 in 1954 and the 
1948-52 average of 2,728,000 gallons. 

The yeses output of maple syrup amounted 
to 2,146,000 gallons, down from 2,304,000 a 
year earlier. Farm prices averaged higher at 
$4.87 per gallon versus $4.58 but the gross 
farm value eased to $10,441,000 from  $10,513,-
000,  Maple sugar production dropped to 847,000 
pounds from 1.175,000. Farm prices averaged 
higher at 52 cents per pound versus 45 cents 
but the gross farm value fell to $441,000 from 
$525,000. 

Gross farm value of maple syrup produced in 
Quebec in 1955 was $9,393,000 versus $9,315,- 
000, Ontario being next with $972,000 versus 
$1,130,000, New Brunswick $52,000 versus $51,- 
000, and Nova Scotia $24,000 versus $17,000. 
Maple sugar production in Quebec in 1955 has a 
farm value of $382,000 versus $488,000, New 
Brunswick $46,000 versus $18,000, Nova Scotia 
$7,000 versus $8,000, and  Ontario  $6,000 
versus $11,000. 

* * * * 

?SCOUT MEMBEIMgf:  Canada's Boy Scout mem-
bership increased by  21,123 in 1955 to reach a 
record high of 196,409, latest census figures 
show. At December 31, there were 111,336 Wolf 
Cubs, 61,649 Boy Scouts, 446 Lone Scouts, 
1,333 Sea Scouts, 3,041 Rover Scouts, 167 
Rover Sea Scouts, a grand total of boy members 
of 177,972, plus 18,437 adult leaders. 

Supplies of coke available for consumption 
in Canada in 1955 amounted to 4,325,872 tons, 
24 per cent larger than the preceding year's 
3,570,538 tons. 

(C.W.B. April 4, 1956) 

LAMPLIGHTING LAMPREYS:  The parasitic sea 
lamprey, which has been killing large numbers 
of lake troutand whitefish in the Great Lakes, 

111›  has been found to possess an amazing char-acteristic. It sets up an electrical field 
around its head and this, when amplified, has 
been used to light a flash bulb and trigger 
the shutter of a camera, thus taking its own 
photograph. The implications of the phenomenon 
are still under study. 

The new discovery about the lamprey has 
been made by Dr. H. Kleerekoper, Professor of 
Zoology at McMaster University in Hamilton, 
Ontario, whose work has included research into 
the effect of sonic and ultra -sonic vibrations 
on fish. Dr.  Kleerekoper is currently super-
vising a research project being carried out at 
McMaster for the Fisheries Research Board of 
Canada. 

The Research Board is extending its know-
ledge of the lamprey to find means of stopping 
the devastation of the stocks of commercially 
valuable fish. Any new fact may open another 
avenue toward effective control measures. 

It is not known which organs in the lamp-
rey generate the electrical field but it is 
known that the field is closely synchronized 
with the breathing movements of the animal. 
The potentials could be produced by either 
nerve or muscle functions, or a combination of 
both. A number of experiments to determine 
this are in progress, involving the use of 
different drugs and surgical techniques. 

Al present it appears that there is no re-
semblance between the electrical field around 
the head of the lamprey and the electric 
potentials produced by the so-called electric 
eel. There are no electric eels in Canadian 
fresh water. 

* 	* * 

AMBULANCE SERVICE ON HIGHWAY:  Civilian 
enterprise can provide northern British Col-
umbia and the Yukon Territory with almost any 
modern convenience, but when someone needs an 
ambulance they call an the Army. 

With two modern ambulances stationed in 
Whitehorse and nine more located at mainten-
ance camps along the 1,220-mile Canadian sec-
tion of the Northwest Highway System, the Army 
provides the only ambulance service between 
DawsonCreek,British Columbia, and the Canada-
Alaska border. 

Although operated by the Army, the ambul-
ances are readily available to soldier and 
civilian alike. No sooner has an ambulance 
been despatched to the scene of an accident 
than a telephone call is put through to Lieu-
tenant Colonel A.L. Kerr, of Montreal, com-
manding officer of the Whitehorse Military 
Hospital. 

In the case of a particularly bad accident 
far from immediate and expert medical care, • Colonel Kerr orders a plane sent to the main-
tenance camp or airfield nearest the scene and 
the victim speedily is brought to hospital. 
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YUKON BRIDGE TOUGH  JOB:  Construction of a 
new steel and concrete bridge by the Canadian 
Army at Slims River, Yukon Territory, is pro-
gressing well, despite the fact that tempera-
tures of 40 degrees below zero and colder 
stopped all work for a 10-week period in mid-
winter, 

Major W.E. Richardson of Ottawa, officer 
commanding No. 1 Road Maintenance Company, 
Royal Canadian Engineers, said the bridge will 
be open for traffic in June, as scheduled. His 
unit is building the two 200-foot steel spans 
which will cross the Slims River where the 
river empties into Kluane Lake; 

The bridge site is on the Northwest Highway 
System, 150 miles south of the Alaska-Canada 
border and 140 miles north of Whitehorse. 

The existing .bridge is a timber structure 

1,217 feet long; but, since the steel bridge 
will be only 400 feet long, several hundred 
feet of causeway will have to be built. 

The .t4sk started last Œtober and was con-
tinued until mid-December, when temperatures 
dropped to 40 below and stayed there. In addi-
tion to extreme cold, troops and civilian 

einployees working on the bridge have had to 
contend with constant. winds sweeping down from 
the snow-covered peaks of the St. Elias moun-
tains. 

Cbmmenting on the terrain and conditions, 
Captain Coady said the region is "just about 
the worst spot on the Highway. The wind never 
stops blowing and when the temperature drops 
lower than 20 degrees below zero, you just 
can't get much done." 

In spite of their rigorous life, the men of 
the unit like the north. 

Major Richardson, a former member of the 
Indian and British armies, has tackled a num-
ber of engineering problems in India, Europe 
and Canada. None, he says, has been as cold, 
difficult oras interesting as his present job. 

He and his two project engineers have their 
problems. 

Concrete has to be heated and kept heated 
until a break in the bitter weather will per-
mit the pouring of bridge abutments. Bull-
dozers, cranes and other equipment have to 
be babied to keep them operating in extreme 
temperatures. 

* * 	* 

SALT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME:  The Minister 
of Fisheries, Mr. Sinclair, has announced that 
the Government proposes to extend into 1956 
the salt assistance programme that was avhil-
able to Atlantic Coast producers of salted 
fish in 1955. Under the plan the Government 
rebates to fishermen and plants producing 
salted fish products fifty per cent of the 
cost of their salt, provided the products are 
not marketed in the United States. Exclusion 

of the benefit with regard to products market-
ed in the United States market is to avoid any 
suggestion of subsidization of exports to that 
market, Mr. Sinclair said. 

FIELD CROP ACREAGES:  Ch the basis of their 
intentions at March 1, Canadian farmers plan 
to seed an unprecedented acreage of flaxseed 
in 1956, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics  re-
ports in the second of this year's series of 
crop reports. Moderate increases in oats and 
mixed grains are also indicated, while the 
acreage of winter wheat seeded last fall for 
harvest in 1956 is also greater than in the 
previous season. These indicated increases are 
largely offset by prospective decreases in 
summer-fallow acreage in the Prairie Provinces 
and by reduced seedings of spring wheat, bar-
ley, spring rye, soybeans and potatoes. In 
addition, the acreage of rye seeded last fall 
for harvest this year was also well below the 
acreage harvested in 1955. Data on intended 
acreages of a number of other field crops, 
including corn, buckwheat, dry peas and beans, 
rapeseed, mustard seed, sunflower seed, tame 
hay, field roots and sugar beets, are not 
available. 

The largest individual shift indicated in 
use of Canadian crop land is the increase of 
1,800,000 acres in flaxseed in the four west-
ern provinces from the already high level of 
nearly 2,000,000 in 1955. The praspectEveseedm 
ings of flaxseed in 1956 at 3,800,000 are well 
in excess of the previous record of 3,000,000 
seeded in 1943. 

* * 

AUTOMATION - ITS CANADIAN IMPLICATIONS 

(Continued from P.  2) 

MNith growing technological advances aris-
ing in part out of the increasing application 
of automation and the accompanying growth in 
the wealth of our country, foreign capital and 
technical assistance programmes on an even 
greater scale may be contemplated by Canadians 
at some future date. By sharing our growing 
knowledge of techniques and some of our mater-
ial achievements with other countries, we are 
not only helping many nations with which we 
have bands cif friendship, goodwill and trade, 
but we are also creating a firmer basis for 
co-operation and co-existence among like and 
different-minded nations.... 

"When we encounter problems of adjustment 
arising out of a national endeavour to reap 
the benefits that advancing technology, in-
cluding automation, brings us, let us remember 
that most of these can be overcome by patient 
application, goodwill, and the co-operation of 
all sectors of our economy. Let us see such 
problems in their proper perspective, and let 
us remember that their solution is helping 
Canadians in facing up tomuch great challenge. 
And that is - to replace: 

the hunger for power and 
the hunger of poverty 
with the benefits of peace and 
the benefits' of progress," 
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THE 1956-57 BUDGET 

"10 SteR/SES:  For most Canadians, the new 
federal Budget brought down on March 20 in the 
House of Commons contains neither good news 
nor bad. There is no change in personal and 
corporation income taxes, and the only tax 
reductions of any substance take the form of 
sales tax exemptions at the manufacturerslevel 
for about twenty types of goods.mainly used in 
construction, manufacturing ,  and production. 
None of the exemptions apply to everyday ar-
ticles, which remain subject to the lOper cent 
sales tax. The exemptions will shave about $12 
million from federal tax revenue ma  year when 
the  Minister of Finance,Mr. Harris, is budget-
ing for a surplus of $113 million. Last year 
he budgeted for a deficit of $160 million, and 
wound up with an actual deficit estimated yes-
terday at just under $52 million. Mr. Harris's 
total estimated revenue for the fiscal year 
starting onApril 1 is more than$4 3/4 billion. 

Che new tax announced in the Budget,  which 
will come into effect next january 1, is in-
tended to protect Canadian magazines - a 20 
per cent levy on the'advertising revenues of 
Cànadian editions of foreign periodicals that 
publish Canada advertising. This will apply 
to such magazines as the English and French 
language:editions of Readers  Digest and Time, 
Women's . Day, Better Living, Everywoman's, 
Fàmily Circle and Parents Magazine. 

About forty tariff changes, mostly minor, 
were announced, effective March 21. Che major 
change widens the range of duty-free parts of 
farm machinery and equipment, and these parts 
ete also freed from the 10 per cent sales 
tax. 

Another Budget announcement removes all 
restrictions on the sale and export of gold. 
Mr. Harris said that, effective immediately, 
Canadians  and  foreigners could buy and sell 
gold freely in Canada, and export it without a 
government permit. However, Canadian mines 
that elect to sell on this market will no 
longer be eligible for government subsidies. 
'Outside Parliament, a news agency report 

quotes one Ottawa  official as aaying that this 
does not heraldanyintention by the Government 
to mint gold coins, nor does it mean a move 
tomard going on the gold standard. 

Che portion ofMr.Harris' speech dealt with 
the subject of federal-provincial tax rela-
tions. Announcing whathe indicated was a final 
federal concession to the provinces, he said 
the Gevernment would increase the guaranteed 
floor of its payments to at least 95 per cent 
of the average of the preceding two years. The 
previous offer was 90 per cent. It is pointed 
out that the offer has no significance in 
money terms at  the moment, but could help thé 
provinces in a recession. 
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(C.W.,B. March 28, 1956) .  

eleBTAN TRADE MISSION:  An economic . mission 
led by the Prime Minister of Western Nigeria, 
the Hônourablé Chief Cbafemi Awolowo, and in- 
cluding the'Honciurable Chief D.C. Akran,  
ister of Eevelopment, as well as economic and 
trade officials, visited  Canada  froMMarch 24 
to 30. 

During their visit to Canada the Prime Min•-
ister and his party held conversations with 
federal and provincial government 'officials, 
and industrial, trade and financial organiza-
tions. In addition to observing Canadian 
economic conditions, they strove to enlist 
'aid to obtain advice in connection with the 
agricultural and industrial development of 
Nigeria. The mission also wished to bring to 
the attention of the people of Canada the 
economic aspirations of their country. 

fiSKIMO VEST FOR GOVERNOR GENERAL:  March 
22nd was a proud day for the . Payne •BayEskimos. 

While His Excellency the Governor Geineral 
was at Frobisher Bay, he was presented with a 
handsomely-tailored dark blue vest with carved 
ivory buttons and an inter-lining of Arcti.C. 
eiderdown. 

The tailoring, wairus-tusk buttons and 
eiderdown were all products of Payne Bay on 
the rocky northwest coast of the great Ungava 
Bay, where a project in duck-farming was begun 
by the Department of Northern Affairs in 1954. 
The presentation was made ,cm behalf of the 
Department of Northern Affairs and the Eskimos 
by Northern Service Cfficer Douglas Wilkinson 
who is stationed at Frobisher Bay. 

To the people of Payne Bay, Frobisher Bay 
is the nearest sizeable centre of population 
and the closest that the Governor General will 
come on his Arctic journey. It lies about 390 
miles to the south. 

The vest was made in the Payne Bay Sewing 
Centre by a little group of Eskimo women work-
ing under the supervision of . Mrs. John Ford, 
one of the most expert Esicimo needlewomen in 
the Eastern Arctic. 

Skill in the cutting and stitchingofcloth-
ing is traditional with the women of the far 
north. 5i.ifet the Eskimo h4nter ftrt Inamid 
the barrens it has been the responsibility of 
his wife to clothe him for the harsh battle 
against wind and weather. If her seams prove 
faulty it may cost him his life. The quality 
of an Eskimo girl's sewing has always been one 
of the most important criteria by which a 
potential wife is appraised. 

a  ace  

ÇANADIAN CASUALTY CLAIMS:  The Canadian 
Government has submitted claims for damages 
to the Bulgarian Government in connection 
with the deaths of the four Canadians, all 
residents of Montreal, who were among the 58 
persons who perished in the crash of the El Al 
Israel Airlines aircraft which was shot down 
by Bulgarian air defence forces on July 27, 
1955. 

The claims have been submitted on behalf of 
Hiram D. Maydeck, who lost his wife, Mks. Sara 
Maydeck, and two daughters, Anne and Yoffe, in 
the disaster; and on behalf of Mks. Evelyn and 
Irving Altman, the widow and son.oUMaarS. 
Altman, the other Canadian victim. 

As the Canadian Government does not have 
diplomatic representation in Bulgaria, the 
Canadian claims have been transmitted to the 
Bulgarian Government through the United King-
dom Legation in Sofia. 

Canada ranks second in the world in alumin-
iuM production, being exceeded by the United  
States and followed by Russia. Canadian output 
in 1954 is placed at 560,880 tons against  1.-
460,565 tons for the United States and 305,000 
for Russia. 

* 

MEMENTO FOR PRINCESS KOYetL:  On  March 22, 
.Her Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, Colon-
el-in-Chief of the Royal Cànadian Signals, re-
ceived a eouvenir of her recent visit to Can-
ada in the form of an album ofphotographs de-
picting highlights of her tour. The presenta-
tion was made at St. James's Palace, London, 
by Lieutenant-Colonel H.D.W. Wethey, a staff 
officer in the Directorate of Signals at Army 
Headquarters, Ottawa. 

The album contains 60 photos covering Her 
Royal Highness' visit to various Signals units 
in Canada last autumn. It is bound in blue mo-
rocco leather, with the Signais' badge embos-
sed in gold leaf on the cover. The illuminated 
title page was drawn by the chief cartographer 
of Canada, Colonel E.D. Baldock. 

The album was compiled by Staff-Sergeant 
Frank Pratt. 

* 
PRIMATE VISITS BRIGADE IN GERMANY::  His 
Excellency Archbishop Maurice L. Roy of CUebec 
City, Primate of the Càtholic Church in Canada 
and Bishop Ordinary to the Canadian Armed 
Forces, recently paid a three-day visit to 
.eroops  of the  2nd Canadian Infantry Brigade 
Group in Germany. 

Archbishop Roy had just returned from the 
Vatican, where he had attended the 80th birth-
day anniversary of Pope Pius XII. 

While in Germany, theQuebec Archbishop con-
ferred with all Catholic chaplains of the Bri-
gade and met German officials of the Catholic 
clergy and members of the press. 

At Fort St. Louis, Wert, the Primate cele-
brated a Low Mass for the Canadian formation's 
500 Catholic school children, and met their 
teachers. During his visit he was accompanied 
by the Archbishop of Halifax, His Excellency 
J.G. Berry. 

A memorable occasion duringArchbishop Roy's 
tour was a visit to his old unit, with which 
he served as a chaplain during the Second 
World War, the 1st Battalion, Le Royal 22e 
Regiment. 
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CNR SURPLUS:  Operations of the Canadian 
National—girfways  for the  year 1955 produced a 
surplus of $110,717,689 after the payment of 

11,  fixed  charges,  according to  the  annual report of the  system tabled recently in the House of 

Cbmmons 
The surplus represents a dividend of slight-

ly more than 1.3 per cent on the  $815.5 mil-
lion of non-cumulative 4 per cent preferred 
stock held by the Government of Canada.  

Operating revenues failed to regain the 
level of 1953, the report states, but they 
rose $42.4 million from 1954 - "a development 
not anticipated in view of the experience of 
1954, a year which brought the largest revenue 
decline in the company's history." 

Operating expenses, despite increased 
labour and material costs and higher pension 
charges, were held to an increase of only 
$2.5 million through improved.transportation 
performance and a reduction in scheduled 
maintenance, the report points out. 

OPERAT/NG FINANCES 

Total operating revenues for 1955 were 
$683,08F.,79'., an increase of 7 per cent over 
1954 but .q.:13.5 million below the peak reached 
in 1953,  Operating expenses totalled $629,- 
013,125, only one-half of 1 per cent higher 
than in 1954. This resulted in net operating 
revenue of $54,075,669.Tàxesand rents amount-
ed to $17,365,033. With other income of $7,- 
011,353, there was $43,721,989 available to 
meet fixed charges totalling $33,00‘000. 

"The financial results of the last two 
years," the management commented, "illustrate 
vividly the extent to which earnings in any 
one year may vary from the kong term average 
under the influence of abrupt changes in the 
level of traffic, or in prices and wages. 
Against the background of a breakeven position 
in 1952 and 1953, Canadian National earnings 
have varied, in this short period, from a 
deficiency of $28.8 million to a surplus 
of $10.7 million - a range of nearly $40 
million." 

The financial results of any one year 
should not be taken as "a measure of Cànadian 
National  achievement," the report added. This 
was "as true of the surplus of 1955 as it was 
of the  deficiency of 1954." In both cases, the 
results had been influenced by decisions of 
the management regarding expenditures on main-
tenance, which could be adjusted in some 
degree to traffic levels and earnings on a 
short-run basis..Bit over the long run, main-
tenance outlays had to average out at a level 
which would avoid accumulation of arrears and 
still meet prospective requirements for hea-
vier volumes of traffic and faster train 
operation. 

The report re-stated the management's 

III, belief in the CNR's ability to pay its way on 
the average of good years and bad but warned 
that this depended .%ri a "reasonable relation-
ship" netween•wages-and—matekià1 préces.onLthe 

(C.W.B..March 28, 1956) 

ône hand and rates charged to the public on 
the other. 

"Clëarly," the management added, "there are 
circumstances in which this premise can be 
violated, bearing in mind particularly that 
payroll costs account for an unusually high 
proportion (nearly 60 per cent) of total 
operating expenses, and that the ability to 
raise rates is conditioned by, among dther 
ehings, the forces of competition." 

Even apart from any changes in wages or 
material prices, the railway foresaw a "dif-
ficult period" of adjusting its facilities and 
tradiiional freight-rate structure to the 
reslities of a "strongly competitive" trans-
portation market. 

Freight revenue which accounted for four-
fifths of total operating revenues, amounted 
to $539.0 million - an increase of $36.2 mil-
lion or 7 per cent more than in 1954. Revenue 
freight carried over the system totalled 87.6 
million tons, 10 per cent more than in 1954, 
but the average haul per ton dropped from 414 
to 407 miles. The increase in terms of ton 
miles came to 9 per cent..Average revenue for 
moving one ton of freight one mile amounted to 
1.511 cents, compared to 1.529 cents the pre-
vious year, reflecting the concentration of 
traffic gains in low-rated bulk commodities 

* * * 

ARMY CADETS TO SHOOT AT BISLEY:  Twelve 
teen-age sharpshooters of the Royal Canadian 
Army  Cadets,  selected from corps across the 
country, have been chosen to represent Canada 
in rifle matches open to competitors from all 
parts of  the  Cbmmonwealth to be held at Bisley, 
England, this summer.. 

During their stay in England, the cadets 
will tour many points of interest,  and arrange-
ments are being made for ehem to visit the 2nd 
Cànadian Infantry Brigade Croup in Gérmany. 

Commandant of the team will be Major Donald  
MacRae, of Montreal, President of the Province 
of Quebec Rifle Association and a former 
Commandant of the Senior Cànadian Bisley Rifle 
Team. 

*ate* 

DOMINICAN ENVOY INSTALLED  On March 16, 
His Excellency Mr. Hans Cohn Lyon presented to 
His Excellency the Governor General his Letter 
of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the Dominican Republic to 
Canada..Mr. Cohn Lyon, a graduate of the 
University of Santo Domingo, has been in the 
public service of his country since 1935..His 
first diplomatic appointment was to the Domin-
ican Embassy in Washington, where he served 
from 1946 to 1952. He was subsequently appoint-
ed Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs and 
Worship (1952-53) and later Wee-President at 
the Dominican Sugar Commission. Before his 
appointment to Canada, Mr. Cohn Lyon was 
Mirds.ter at the Embassy of the Dominican 
Lepuolic in London. 
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CROSS  PRODUCT IN 2955:  Canadas  gross na-
tional product reached record heights in 1955, 
when there was a sharp recovery from the mild 
contraction in economic activity which had 
characterized the period mid-1953 to mid-1954. 
Output of goods and services, which was begin-
ning to rise in the latter part of 1954, ex-
panded rapidly during the year 1955. The up-
swing lifted the gross national product to 
$26.6 billion in 1955, compared with $24.1 
billion in the previous year. 

With final productprices relatively stable, 
this increase reflected almost entirely an 
expansion in the volume of production, which 
showed the largest gain of any single post-war 
year. In 1954 the volume of output declined by 
3 per cent while some increases in the labour 
force and productive capacity were taking 
place. These developments made possible the 
very sharp increase in the volume of output in 
1955. The increase over the year 1953, which 
was the previous peak year in terms of volume 
of production, is estimated to be of the order 
of 6 per cent. By the end of 1955, gross na-
tional product, seasonally adjusted, was run-
ning at a rate 11 per cent above the peak 
third quarter of 1953, in value terms. 

CONTRIBUTORY FACTORS 

Senieral important expansionary factors con-
tributed to the $2.5 billion growth in output 
over the course of the year 1955. Pàrsonal ex-
penditure on consumer goods and services led 
the advance in final purchases with a gain of 
$1.0 billion. All segments of consumer outlays 
showed increases, with a major advance record-
ed in the durable goods group. Accompanying 
this advance in the consumer sector,  residen-
tial construction outlays showed a sharp rise 
in 1955 of $0.3 billion or about 25 per cent. 
This increase reflected the rise in personal 
incomes and the ready availability of mortgage 
funds. Consumer outlays and housing expendi-
tures together accounted for more than one-half 
of the increase in gross national expenditure. 

Exports of goods and services, which de-
clined in 1954, recovered strongly in 1955, 
rising by $0.6 billion or by 11 per cent. This 
strength in foreign demand for Canadian goods 
and services was associated with marked reco-
very of business activity in the United States 
and the rising level of activity in overseas 
countries. The bulk of the gain in exports was 
concentrated in wood and wood products, iron 
and its products, and non-ferrous metals, with 
declines occurring in the agricultural pro-
ducts groups. 

In the investment sector, business outlays 
for plant, machinery and equipment absorbed 
$0.3 billion of the $2.5 billion increase in 
total output in 1955. In response to a sharp 
rise in profits and the growing pressure of 
demand on existing capital facilities, bus-
iness investment outlays began to rise during 
the year and were moving upward strongly at 
year end. Imports of machinery and equipment  

(C.111 .1i, March 28, 1956) ' 

items were especially heavy in the last half 
of the year. 

Additional expansionary factors in 1955 
were government expenditures for goods and 
services, which rose by $0.3 billion, with 
gains occurring at all three major levels; the 
larger grain crop, which contributed about 
$0.3 billion to the gain in total gross na-
tional product, and the swing in business in-
ventories from liquidation in 1954 to net ac-
cumulation in 1955, amounting to $0.4 billion. 
Under these various stimuli, Canadian produc-
tion rose at an uninterrupted pace throughout 
1955, although a considerable part of both 
final and inventory demand was channelled into 
imports which rose by more than $0.7 billion 
over the year 1954. 

*00*  

ST. LAURENT SISTER-SHIP:  The launching of 
the tenth destroyer escort in the Navy's cur-
rent 14-ship programme - HMCS Margaree - will 
take'place March 29 at Halifax Shipyards 
Limited, Halifax. 

The Margaree will, be the second destroyer 
escort launched at Halifax Shipyards. The 
first, the Saguenay, was launched at Halifax 
in August, 1953. She is nearing completion and 
is scheduled to becommissioned late this year. 

The first ship of the class, HMCS St. Laur-
ent, is now in service, having been commis-
sioned last Ottober 29 at Canadian Vickers 
Limited,Montreal.lhe St. Laurent is currently 
carrying out trials at Key West, Florida. 

Like the other ships of her class, the Mar-
garce  is of all-Canadian design and construc-
tion. She and her sister-destroyer escorts 
have been designed to meet the threat of the 
fast modern submarine and are considered to 
be the most advanced ships of their type in 
the world. 

The Margaree is the second Canadian warship 
to bear the name. The first Margaree was sunk 
Cttober 22, 1940, in a collision with a mer-
chant ship after only a month-and-one-half in 
Canadian service. 

The Margaree is named after the Margaree 
River, a famed salmon stream on Cape Breton 
Island. Ctiginally the name of the river was 
Marguerite which, like Margaret, is of Greek 
origin, meaning "pearl, child of light." Mar-
guerite is also the name of the ox-eye daisy 
and this daisy is found on the ship's new 
badge. 

* * * 

;SWEDISH EMBASSY FOR OTTAWA:  The Dàpartment 
of External Affairs announced on March 16 that 
the Governments of Sweden and Canada had 
agreed to raise the status of their respective 
diplomatic missions to that of Embassy. 

Sweden will shortly be represented in Can-
ada by a newly appointed Ambassador, Mr. Oscar 
U:K. "'horsing. The present Canadian Minister 
to Sweden, Mr. Jean Chapdelaine, will be 
Canada's first Ambassador to that country. 
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gcommu c EFFECTS OF THE ,SEAWAY  : Mr. Lio-
nel Chevrier, former federal Minister of 
Transport,  addressing  .the  members of the Wo-
men's Canadian Club of London, Ontario, on 
March 16, on the St. Lawrence Seaway, first 
outlined the history of the project, its 
physical aspects in various sections and pro-
gress on the work to date, and then spoke 
as follows about the effect of.iite:Sermay 
on Canada's economy: 

"...It must not be supposed that the Seaway 
will have the effect of drying up the flow of 
traffic on the existing land routes by rail or 
highway. The forms of transport, are numerous 
and the variety can be increased by combining 
their use in different ways such as hauling 
highway trailers on flat cars and hauling both 
highway trailers and railway cars on vessels. 
As the amount of traffic to be handled grows 
with the growth of our population and indus-
tries there is a greater degree of specializa-
tion possible. 

"Before the railways, water transport was 
the most widely used medium of transport on 
this continent -and as such it was used equal-
ly for all classes of goods from heavy bulk 
commodities, such as coal to small packages of 
general merchandise. The railways very quickly 
changed that by relegating water transport to 
certain bulk traffic movements as ore, grain 
and coal on the Great Lakes, and a compar-
atively small share of the general merchandise 
traffic..Through the force of competition from 
the railways water transport became concent-
rated in specialized bulk carriers. 

SPECIALIZED ADVANTAGES 

"How will the Seaway affect this situation? 
In the first place, let it be said, that the 
Seaway will be of major importance for the 
carriage of bulk traffic. It will provide a 
through highway for grain from the lakehead to 
Montreal, and for iron  ore from Seven Islands 
to the steel mills in the Great Lakes area. 
The volume of traffic in these two commodit-
ies, together with other bulk traffic such as 
coal, pulpwood, petroleum products will com-
prise as much as three-quarters of the total 
tonnage moving through the Seaway. In other 
words, the Seaway will give freer play to the 
specialized advantages of water transport. 

"On general merchandise traffic the outcome 
is much less easy to foretell. I believe. 
though, that here too a specialized traffic 
pattern will emerge. The most obvious class of 
general cargo that will move through the 
Seaway would be that of exports to and im-
ports from Europe and other continents, where 
through movements may be possible at lower 
rates than through transfer at ocean ports. 
But here we may see a variety of new services 
springing up, including co-ordination of 
different types of carriers and improvement 
in existing services. Benefits thus will 
be extended far beyond the immediate port 
areas...." 

PRINCESS.REGIMENT SHARE  WITH  S4JN1: The 
rill of March  possessed  triple significance 
this year over the little German town of Hemer 
and the Canadian city of Calgary, for sharing 
the limelight of St. Patrick were a Royal 
Princess and a regiment of Canadian soldiers. 

March 17th, traditionally celebrated by 
"wearin' of the green", is aIso . the birthday 
of Princess Patricia of C:onnaught, tteCS16nel-
in-Chief of Princess Patricia's Canadian Light 
Infantry, and the birthday of the unit itself. 

The Patricias, now 42 years old, were form-
ed a few days after the outbreak of the Great 
War in 1914, at the proposal of Brigadier A. 
Hamilton Galt, of Montreal and Ottawa. 

The regiment took its name from the daught-
er of the then Gevernor-Géneral of Canada, the 
Duke of Connaught. Her Royal Highness, Prin-
cess Patricia, now Lady Patricia Ramsay, pre-
sented the PPCLI with its first Regimental 
Celour.whichshe had created and.sewn herself. 

* * * * 

§XPORT INSURANCE REPORT:  A highly success-
ful year's operations by the Export Credits 
Insurance Corporation was demonstrated in the 
Corporation's Annual Report, tabled on March 
19 in the Flouse of Cemmons by Mr. C.D. Howe, 
Minister of Trade and Commerce.  The report of 
this Crown Company showed its increasing 
importance in the service and support of 
Canadian exporters. 

The annual report reveals that, over the 
tpn.years from  the commencement  of operations 
in 1945 to December-31, 1955, thé Corporation 
has insured $321,216,793 worth of Canadian ex-
ports and paid out claims to Canadian export-
ers of $6,256,644. Che of the more remarkable 
achievements over this period is the fact that 
the Corporation provided its services at al-
most precisely breakeven premium rates. Total 
premiums charged amounted to $3,032,446, while 
administrative expenses were only $932,127, 
and the net claim payments, after recoveries 
stand at $1,981,435, giving total operating 
expenses of $2,913,562, and a net surplus 
result from the full period of operations of 
merely $118,884. Chly the interest on invested 
capital has permitted the accumulation of the 
underwriting reserve, which now stands at 
$2,819,326. 

The year 1955 showed an increase in the 
volume of business insured of about 33 per 
cent to a total of $48,453,938. The bulk of 
the increase was accounted for by a rise of 40 
per cent in the insurance of general commodit-
ies sold on short-credit terms. The increase 
in the insured total of capital goods sold on 
medium-term credit was 19 per cent. The cor-
poration recognizes that competition abroad 
and requirements of foreign buyers make credit 
terms an important factor in negotiating sales 
of capital equipment, and export credits 
insurance is made available to help Canadian 
exporters of heavy equipment compete under 
these market conditions. 
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U.S.-CANADA OINT QUAIL PROGRAMME: To fac-
i itate the spread of Bob-White quai l in Ont-
ario, the Department of. Lands and Forests. is.
co-operating with the Conservation Department
of New.York State. They are carrying.out a
project to live-trap and propagate experi-
mentally, for release in this province, a few
birds from areas where the population is high.

At present, in southern Ontario, the covey
size often is in excess of 25 birds and in
some areas the population, it is believed, may
well be at the saturation point. _

The strain•now existing in Qatario is pro-
bably as close to the original hardy strain as
it is possible to get, since.it is made up of
the survivors of the population crash of 1944-
45. In that hard wiciter these birds almost-
disappeared.

Quail were not abundant when the land was
heavily forested. But, as the land was cleared
for farms, the birds increased, either from a
small nucleus stock or by immigration. About
100 years ago, the northern limit of their
range extended to.a line from Muskoka eastward
to Kingston,,curving to just south of Peter-
borough, and westward through.the lower part
of the Bruce Peninsula•.

BRIGADE CUTS TRAFFIC FATALITI&S: In West
Germany, where the road accident rate is one
of the highest in the world, the-2nd Canadian
Infantry.Brigade isn't taking any chances
when it comes to highway safety.

Even civilian vehicles pkned by members of

the formation must pass rigid mechanical in-

spection before registration and licensing.

More than 400 foreign and domestic privately-

owned cars have been checked by men of the
Royal Canadian Electrical and'Mëchanical
Engineers,since the Brigade,rotation last

November. A certificate of.road-worthiness
must accompany each application for a British

Zone driver's license and official registra-
tion.

The cars checked and road-tested by the
versatile RCEME inspectors range through
dozens of types from•the Volkswagen and the
tiny two-seater Messerschmitt up to Lincolns
and Mercedes Benz models,

CANADIAN ENVOY AT dl R,gA' INAUGURAT ON: His
Excellency the-Honourable Mr. Justice T.C.
Davis, Q.C., Canaidian Ambassador to Japan, was
Special Envoy of Canada at the proclamation Af
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and the in-
auguration of the first President, Major-
General Iskander Mirza in Karachi on March 23.

Canada's Governor-General Vincent Massey.,
sent a message of greetings to the President-
elect. The Prime Minister, Mr. L.S.'St. Laur-
ent, sent his best wishes to"the Prime Min-
ister of Pakistan, Chaudhri Mohamad Ali.

(C.W.B. March 28, 1956)•11'

TRAVEL EXPENDITi/RES BY VISITORS: Expendi-
tures in Canada by travellers from the United
States and other countries and travel expendi-
-tures by résidents of Canada in other coun-
tries reached all-time peaks in 1955.

First est;.mates'indicate that visitors from
all countries spent $329,000,000 in Canada in
1955,.up from $303,000,000 in the preceding
year, while Canadian travellers spent $441,-
000,000 in other countries, up from $387,000,-
000.

Estimated expenditures in Canada of visit-
ors from the United States reached a new peak
total of $304,000,000 versus $281,000,000 a
year earlier, while Canadian travel expendi-
tures in the United States climbed to a new
high of $361.000,000 versus $318,000,000. The
resulting debit balance (fourth in succession)
was.$57,000,000 versus $37,000,000 in 1954.

Travel expenditures in Canada of visitors
from overseas countries rose in 1955 to a new
high total of $25,000,000.from $22,000,000 in
the preceding.year, while expenditures of Can-
adians in overseas countries on travel jumped
to a new high of $80,000,000 versus $69,000,-
000 in 1954. The resulting debit balance on
travel account in 1955 was $55,000,000.versus
$47,000,000 in 1954.

RUBBER PRODUCTIONRISES: Consumption of
rubber - natural,synthetic and reclaim - rose
in January to 8,667 tons from 8,295 in the
preceding month, while month-end stocks in-
creased to 15,587 tons from 12,175. Production
of-synthetic and reclaim•rubber advanced to
10,136 tons from 9,044.

Consumption.of natural rubber in January
amounted to 3,292 tons (3,693 in December);
synthetic, 4,037 (3,350); irid reclaim, 1,338
(1,252). End-of-January stocks comprised 5,624
tons of natural (4,375); .8,238 tons of syn-
thetic (6,231); and 1,725 ions of reclaim (1,-
569). Production of synthetic.rubber amounted
,to 9,736 tons (8,658 in December) and output
of reclaim totalled 400 tons (386).

QIVBER PRODUC7'ION NIgYER: Canadian pro-
duction of sawn lumber was substantially
larger in 1955 than in the preceding year with
all provinces evcept Saskatchewan sharing in
the rise, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics
reported récently. Production rose to 4,840,-
516,000 board feet in British Columbia from
4ti515,652;000 in 1954 and to 3,075,604,000
board feet in the rest of Canada from 2,800,-
415, 000. . ,'i

Production totais'•for the provinces east of
the Rockies in 1955 were as follows ( in thou-
sands): Prince Edward Island, 8,882 board feet
(7,862 in 1954);'Nova Scotia, 385,242 (300,-
012); New Brunswick, 279,199 ( 248,963); Que-
bec, 1,054,475 ( 1,009,383), Ontario, 764,384
(734,641); Manitoba, 48,770 ( 43,688); Saskat-
chewan, 88,117 ( 96,310); and Alberta, 446,535
(359,556).

•
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SOVIET UNION IN A NEW HOLE

Q4 USE OF T LMffNZCAL : AddressingLI I
the Toronto Branch of the Cana ian Red Cross
Society on March 12, the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, called at-
tention to "the entry, with vigour and verbos-
ity, of the Soviet leaders into the field of
economic competitive co-existence..." Mr.
Pearson observed that appearance of the U.S.-
S.R. in this guise "reflects a change of Sov-
iet tactics, if not of policy, which is seen
also in other fields." "There is more emphasis
now on 'pulling' rather.than on 'pushing'
other peoples into the Communist orbit," the
speaker went on. In the light of these devel-
opments, he called for a reappraisal of "our
own policies and attitudes - especially to
those countries of Asia to which the Soviet
Union is now directing its attention."

Mr. Pearson then proceeded to make such an
appraisal, as follows:

"Active Soviet interest in the field of
foreign aid and technical assistance is com-
paratively new. Before 1953, Russia's foreign
aid was confined to Communist countries, espe-
cially China, which had received considerable
help in loans and technical assistance. Until
1953, the Soviet Union was too preoccupied
with its own domestic development and its mil-
itant designs against Western Europe to use
technical and economic assistance to Asia as
an important instrument of policy. However.
toward the end of that year there was a change,
and since thep Soviet Union offers of help to
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non-Communist underdeveloped areas in Asia and
elsewhere have increased very rapidly. This
Soviet economic-political intervention in
international affairs has important implica-
tions for us in the Western world.

"We will.not understand this development
unless we realize the significance of the
emergence since the end of the last war to
complete political independence of a group of
densely populated former colonies in Asia and
Southeast Asia. As a consequence of their new
political and international status, those
countries have come to realize as never before
the great gulf which separates their economies
and their standard of living from those of the
more technically advanced nations in the West-
ern *orld. Their leaders, in a new spirit of
national pride and confidence, have-turned
with dedication and determination to the vast
problems of eradicating starvation, disease
and ignorance which for so long had been the
accepted lot of their fellow-countrymen. It is
accepted no longer.

"To solve these problems, they needed guid-
ance and help in a wide variety of technical
and séseAtific matterq;..as well as capital
assistance. They could not secure these com-
pletely from their own resources. The normal
methods of acquiring sufficient capital were
not open to them, since the savings from one
year to another were either slight or neg-
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(Continued from p. 1)

ligible; and, in view of.the'rapidly rising

populations, to withdraw resources.from con-

sumption would have imposed severe hardship on

standards of living already extremely depress-
ed. So Canada, together with'other member

states of the United Nations, has tried•to

help by providing capital and technical assist-

ance and in other ways. This effort has been
strongly supported by most of the nations of
the world, with the noteworthy exceptions,
until just a little while ago, of the coun-
tries of the Soviet bloc. These latter took
little interest in the activities of United

Nations social, economic and humanitarian
agencies',in this field, contributed little or
nothing to their support, and criticized and
depreciated their work. Support for them was

left to the free nations of the world. In

addition, of course, Canada, together with

other members of the Commonwealth, financed

the Colombo Plan in which many important

countries outside the Commonwealth, notably

the United States, now also participate.
There were also other arrangements for economic

assistance.

ENTER U.S.S.R.

"It has been up9n this stage of interna-
tional co--operative effort that the Soviet

Union and its satellites have somewhat unex-
pectedly appeared, and have begun to play a

role which, while more effective as yet in the
field of political propaganda than actual aid,

has, nevertheless, important potentialities
for good or evil. These Communist newcomers
possess very great resources and their achieve-
ments and capabilities in technical matters
and in the sciences are far greater than many
of us realize, or wish to realize. I wish that
we could wholeheartedly welcome this new
source of contribution to the world Community
Chest, The task that remains to be done is

enormous and it needs the mobilization of.the
world's entire resources. We would, however,

be happier about accepting the Soviet-Union as
a new convert to the practice of co-operating

with the rest of the international community

in foreign aid and technical assistance, if we

could be assured that the Communist empire
would be willing to abide by the rules which

are generally accepted by those countries
whickr have been trying to do their share in

this field. for some time.

"Although a late starter in the field, and
whatever its motives tay=be;ithè Soviet Union
séems to be trying -to make up for lost time.
Already they have made important economic
deals with Egypt, India, Syria, Indonesia,
Afghanistan, Burma, the Sudan and Yemen....

"The fact is that in enterir.g into this
phase of competitive co-existence, the Soviet
Union has some important immediate advantages
in its favour,

(C,W,B. March 21, 1956)

"Its leaders control vast resources, both
human and material, which they can use for
political or other.purposes without any Parl-

ïamentary or popular restraint what•soever.
Their worries about. public opiniôn' ârè,min••

imal. If political advantage is indiéated,
they could export, and in the pastthéy have

e"xported, food and other materials even if
their own people were in short supply. They.

can, and do, in negotiating trade or commer-
cial arrangements, make loans on easy terms

without regard to economic considerations, and

they have provided capital goods at less than
cost price. They are also prepared to accept
commodities from their customers abroad, even
though these commodities are of no great im-

portance to them. Whatever commercial losses
the Soviet bloc countries may incur in such
deals are considered to be more than counter-•
balanced by any immediate or long-range polit-
ical advantage, The Soviet Uriion cari. also
accept and use many of the surplus raw mater-

ials which the underdeveloped countries are

anxious to sell - for example, rice, cotton,
sugar and beef - while in the West, we have
our own serious surplus problems. The Soviet

bloc is, in fact, entering into the field of
competitive co--existence in economic matters
with many points in their favour and at a time
very favourable to them.

EXPERT SUPPLY

"'Me Soviet leaders also have no difficulty
in organizing and conducting programmes of

technical assistance. Although the Western
countries, including Canada, have sent to many
countries of the world experts in a wide vari-
ety of technical matters, this part of our
technical assistance programme has not been
easy. It has been hard to secure qualified
men. Much has been heard lately in the United
States and Canada about our increasing lack of
technical experts, and for the-need to in-
crease very considerably the number of tech--
nical and scientific graduates from our uni-•
versities. In general, both for the Co-lombo
Plan and for the various schemes of technical
assistance directed by the United Nations, we

have probably not been able to supply more
than hal'f the requests sent in for expert

advice, or for students to receive technical

training in the West. We operate in this as in
other fields on a voluntary basis. This in-

volves certain difficulties which the Soviet
leaders do not have. Their..technical or en.,
gineering experts are simply directed to go

where ordered, and to stay there until told to
come home.

"It is, therefore, much easier for them
than it is for us to make offers which sound
very generous, not only to send their techni-•
cians abroad, but also to train technicians
from those countries in Russia. The technical
training of these trainees will be thorough.
So will the Communist indoctrination to which
they will be exposed and which may be the main
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CANADIAN EMBASSY HONOURS FRENCH FLYER: An 
-=nôrairi •orce-rais=—naward. 
ed the British Empire Medal here for his out-
standing act of bravery in attempting to save 
the life of an RCAF pilot who was killed at 
Rabat, French Morocco, RCAF Air Division 
officials reported recently. 

At  an official ceremony held in the Cana-
dian EMbassy, Airman 1st Class.Henri.lhopart, 
of Mazingarde,  Pas-de-Calais,  was awarded the. 
BEM by Mk. jean Ddsy, Canadian Ambassador to 
France, on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen. 

Airman Thopart's citation readsY "At Rabat 
Sale  in North AfriCa 12 September, 1954, Fly-
ing O fficer J.H. Volfing of the RCAF, flying.a 
Sabre-jet crashed immediately'after  take-off. 

 During rescue operations by the French Air 
Force, outstanding gallantry was displayed by 
Airman 1st Class Henri Thopart. This airman 
dressed in an asbestos  Lire  suit walked into 
the flaming wreckage and retrieved Plying  Of-
f  cer Volfing who unfortunately was dead, ap-
parently having been killed in the crash. His 
act would have saved this officer'a life had 
he not been killed in the initial impact. The 
aircraft was armed and the heat caused the 
ammunition to explode, but despite this added 
hazard Airman Thopart carried out his task to 
completion. In.addition there was the ever 
present danger of a major explosion in the 
fuel tanks. Although this airman was not suc-
cessful in saving the life of the pilot he 
nevertheless displayed bravery in the highest 
order. The gallantry is not only indicative of 
the extent of the co-operation received from 
the French Nation but also of the length to 
which our allies will go to assist us in every 
possible manner." 

A native of Denmark, Flying Officer Volfing 
was a member of 416 (Lynx) Squadron based at 
No. 2 Fighter Wing, Grostenquin, France:At 
the time of the accident Flying Officer Volf-
ing was with his squadron at Rabat for aerial 
gunnery training at the French Air Force air 
firing range. 

*  es  * 

SUE-CHASER TO VISIT WASHINGTON:  Censidered 
the most advanced anti-submarine vessel a-
float, the Royal Canadian Navy.'s new destroyer 
escort, BMCB St. Laurent, will pay an opera-
tional visit to Viashington . D.C., from April 
16 to April 18. She now is undergoing evalua-
tion trials out of Key West, Florida. 

The St. Laurent has an overa ll  length of 
366 feet, a beam of 42 feet and displacement 
of 2,600 tons. She is equipped with advanced 
electronic gear and anti-submarine weapons 
which include mortar mountings and homing tor-
pedos. Her superstructure is made largely of 
aluminum, to reduce top weiet. 

Factory shipments of-lipstick and refills 
were valued at $1,625,000 in 1954, down from 
$1,696,000 in 1953. 

G.1E1BRALGRUENTIVERIN.OAA: General Alfred 
.a.tezrel'..tier neCondmmer, Allied Powers 

Europe, visited Canada on March 13 and 14 as 
guest of the Government. During his brief 
stay, General Gruenther addressed Canadian 
Club luncheons in both  Ottawa  and Montreal. 

General Gkuenther arrived from Paris at the 
RCAF Station, Uplands, where.he was met by 
Defence Minister Ralph Campney, General Char-
les Foulkes, Chairman Chiefs of Staff, and the 
Chiefs.  of Staff.and Ambassadors of NATO coun-
tries resident in Ottawa.  There he inspected a 
50-man,  tri-service guard of honour commanded 
by Captain Norman D..Sayer, The Royal Canadian 
Regiment, of Ottawa.  Later he called on Prime 
Minister St. Laurent, before addressing a 
Canadian Club luncheon. 

The same day General Gkuenther held a press 
conference at the Parliamentary Press Gallery, 
after which he called on the Minister of 
National Defende, Mk. Càmpney, and External 
Affairs Minister Pearson. 

Oh Wednesday March 14, General Gruenther 
addressed a closed meeting of Members of the 
Senate and Parliament, before flying to Mont-
real, where he spoke to a Canadian Club 
luncheon.' 

0 	81s CI 

IMPORTANT  SEAWAY CGAMMUCT AWARDED: The 
menzmInnrim=7177,1117777mzent of 
The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, recently 
announced the award of the Seaway's most 
important contract from the point of view of 
navigation. 

The importance of this contract stems from 
the fact that it provides the entrance to the 
Seaway from the Montreal Harbour, and for a 
turning basin for vessels wishing to manoeuvre 
freely in and out of the Seaway canal. When 
completed this contract will result in the 
junction between Montreal Harbour and the 
Seaway Canal, and between the St. Lawrence 
Ship Channel and the Seaway Canal. The turning 
basin will enable Great Lakes,carriers, after 
their unloading and trans-shipment, to turn 
about and head back to the Great Lakesports. 

The contractor is to commence actual dredg-
ing within 10 days of the opening of the 1956 
navigation season on April 16, 1956, and all 
work of this contract must be completed by 
August 31, 1958. 

The amount of overburden to be dredged 
under this contract is some 3,200,000 cubic 
yards and the amount of solid rock is some 
100,000 yards. Rehandling and shore disposal 
of material and towing material to a location 
on the north  shore of the harbour area amounts 
in all to some 3,000,000 cubic yards. 

Award of this contract brings te some $72,- 
000,000.the value of contracts awarded by the 
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority to date. It is 
the fifth dredging contract awarded by the 
Authority, the others being three in Lake St. 
Francis and one in Lake St. Louis. Value of 
the five contracts is some $25,000,000. 
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110URS OF 16'ORS: Following the pattern estâb-
is e in former years there.was a marked

decline in the average hours_worked in the.
week of Janûary.l.by.wage-earners in manu-
facturing. The decline in hours was accompann
ied by a rise in average hourly earnings and a
decline in average weekly wages. Average hours
worked declined to 39.1 from 41.6 a month
éarlier. Average hourly earninge.advanced to
147.4 cents from 146.1 cents but average
weekly wages fell to $57.63 from $60.78.

Hourly earnings averaged one-tenth of a
cent-lower in durable goods than at December-1
and 2.5 cents higher in non-durable goods.-The
small reduction in the heavy industries was.
partly due to lessened 'overtime work in the
holiday period, and pertly to reduced activity
in.automotive plants and shipyards. The in-
ctease in average houply earnin$s in the non-
durable group resulted-largely from changea in
the induatria^, distribution of wage-earners,
due to seasonal curtailment in some branches
of food processing.

There was little change since Dieçember â. in
the average hourly earnings in mining. The
work week was 2.2!hours.e^orter and weekly
wages fell by $3.68_^ Overtime rates paid for
work done on the year-end holidays were large-
ly responsible for higher earnings in the
electric and motor transportation-group. There.'
were substantial seasonal détlines in,nunébers
of wage-earners reported in branches of the
construction industry. Observance of the holi-
days and adverse weather conditions in parts
of the country continued to, produce a sub-
stantially lower avfb'rage work week than a
month earlier. i:ay-offsr,.of large numbers of
unskilled workers re§ultèd in ,a rise in aver-
age hourly earnings in construction.

(C.6Y.B. Harch 21, 1956)

SWURITY'PRYCR INDEXES UP:'The recovery
movement in common stoc k prices, interrupted
in the opening month of 1956, continued in
February. -

The investors' composite index, on the
1935-39. base, advanced from 245.6 for January
26.to 252.4.by February 23,.éupported by
strength in all three major groups. Ovér the
some period 76 industrials changed from 253.6
to 261.8, 7'banks from261.1 to 266.8, and 13
utilities'from 204.2'to 205.1.

Subm roups presented a mixed appearance as
eight of the 12 advanced, led by increases of
6.5 per cent and 5.8 per cent, respectively,
for oils and building materials. Of the four
iroups which worked lower, losses were greater
or textiles and clothing, off 3.6 per cent,

and for milling, down 2.5 per cent.
Mining stocks continued to strengthen as

the composite index-for 27-issues moved up 2.4
per cent from 123.9 to 126.9 between January
26 and February 23, 'The index for 5 base
metals• advanced 2.1-per cent from 234.1 to
241.3; while 22 golds changed 1:5 per cent
from 75.8 to 76.9.

\

GRANT FOR. TORONTq '67ENTAL. IIOSPY.TU : St.
Michael's Hospital, Toronto,' wi enéfit from
a federal health grant to GA-itario of $18,455,
Mr. Martin, federal Health Minister,.announced
recently.

The purpose of the grant is to help provide
psychia'rib in-patient and out-pat:i•3enct -se•r-
vices in St. Michael's.Hospital, thereby

improving psychiatric services'for Toronto and
district.

Commenting on the new.grant„ Mr. Martin
said that mental illness is amo),gtoday's
major challenges s-to medicine and public health.
Even allowing for the great increase -^"iri popu-
lation since the end of the-last war, he salA ,,
it is disturbing to note that- the number of.
people admitted to mental hospitals in Canada
in 1954 was two and one-half.times the number
admitted in 1944.

He said psychiatric units of this type
increase the opportunity of making medical.
attention available for psychiatric illnesses
in their early stages and often help patients
to avoid long-term hospitalization in a mental
institution.

o a ^a e

MOTOR VRHYCLES PRODUCT%ON: Production of
motor ve ic es roppe 11. per cent in Feb-
ruary to 29,271.units from 33,083 in the cor-
responding month last year. This followed a
small rise in January to 29,626 units from
28,924.

Production of passenger cars fell in Feb-
ruary to 23,375 units from 29,693 a year earl-
ier and the January-February output declined
to 48,353 units from 55.213. Commercial ve-
hicle output rose to 5,896 units in February
from 3,390-a year ago, bringing the two;.month
total to 10,544 units versus 6,794.

o^aoa

FARL9 '4dAOLS UP: Farm wages averaged higher
at mi -January this year than last. With board
provided, average annual wages worked out at
$1,120 versus $1,015,and without board at
$1,440 versus $1,395.

With board provided annual wages for East-
ern Canada averaged $1.085 versus $980 and
without board at $1,380 versus $1,385. The
Western-Canada average with board stood at
$1,065 and without board at $1,515 versus
$1,405.

With board the monthly all-Canada average
was $86 versus $85 a year earlier; without
board it was $123 versus $119. The daily rate
with board stood at $4.80 versus $4.60 and
without board at $6.10 versus $5.80. Hourly
rates with board provided averaged 65 cents
versus 61 cents and without board 80 cents
versus 76 cents.

40

Csnadian manufacturers shipped streptomycin
preparations to the value of $104,000 in 1954,
down from $12R,000 in 1953.
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.JEW APPOINTEE TO UN RADIATION BOD • Dr.
E.A. Watkinson, C ie Occupational Health
Division, Department of National Health and
Welfare, has been appointed Canadian Represen-
tative on the United Nations Scientific Com-
mittee on Atomic Radiation, which began its
discussions on March 14. Dr. Watkinson re-
places the late Dr. A.J. Cipriani of the
Atomic Energy of•Canada Limited. Dr. R. Apple-
yard of the Biology Division of the Chalk
River Project, Atomic Energy of Canada Lim-
ited, is Canadian consultant during the dis--
cussions.

The Scientific Committee on Atomic Radia-
tion was established on December 3, 1955, by a
resolution of the General Assembly which was.
approved unanimously. The resolution provided
for the establishment of a Scientific Com-
mittee composed of scientists representing
fifteen governments including Canada. Under
its terms of reference the Committee will
receive and assemble radiological information
furnished by states members of the United
Nations or of its Specialized Agencies on
levels of radiation and on scientific observa-
tions and experiments concérning the effects
of ionizing radiation upon man and his envir-
onment. Yearly'progress reports will be made
by rhe Committee which is also called upon to
develop by July 1, 1958,or earlier, if this is
warranted, a summary of the various reports
received.

Dr. Watkinson has been responsible for the
development of the Radiation Services of the
Department of National Health and Welfare in
collaboration with the Atomic Energy Control
Board and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.
More recently, he headed the group concerned
with the Canadian programme for the study of
the possible effects of increasing radiation.

a a a a

I U ELCONE C D' TFOR The
trat ord Festival Company's appearance at

Edinburgh this season will be for a ten-day
period from August 28 to September 8, it was
announced recently by A.M. Bell, president of
the Stratford Festival Foundation of Canada.

A cable from Robert Ponsonby, artistic
administrator of the Edinburgh International
Festival read: "Now that arrangements are com-
pleted for your company's visit, we must
express our pride and delight at the chance of
welcoming Canada to Edinburgh as the first
Commonwealth country to be represented here.
We have no doubt that your performance will
prove a major highlight of our tenth Festival,"

The Canadian company will present two plays
at Edinburgh: Michael Langhan's production of
"Henry V" which will be played at Stratford
earlier in the summer;-and Tyrone Guthrie's
production of Sophocles' "Oedipus Rex" in the
W.B. Yeats' version. In "Henry V", French-
speaking Canadian actors from Quebec province
will play the Court of King Charles VI of
France.

(C.W.B. March 21, 1956)

ICEREGAI, VISIT TO -ITZGH : On the 20th
Marc h, the Governor-General, the Right Honour-
able Vincent Massey, left Ottawa for a seven-
teen day, 10,000-mile tour of Canada's High
Arctic, which willtake him over both the North
Geographical Pole and North Magnetic Pole and
right across Canada's far north.

The Governor-General's standard will fly
in places as widely scattered as Frobisher on
Baffin Island in the East and Whitehorse
some 2,000 miles across the roof of Canada
to the West and as far north as Resolute, 550
miles north of the Arctic Circle.

During his tour, the Governor-General will
see many of the colourful aspects of life in
the Arctic. He is visiting Eskimos in their
igloos; riding by dog s•idçl, -•ea[ing ^caiiboo
meat and other Arctic specialties; watching an
Eskimo drum dance in a large snow-house; hav-
ing a 'mug-up' (strong black tea and bannocks)
with an Eskimo reindeer herder and fishing
Arctic char through the ice.

The chief purpose of His Excellency's tour
is to meet Canadians in the isolated commu-
nities of the Arctic - Indians and Eskimos,
personnel of the armed forces, fur traders,
government officials, members of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, missionaries, con-
struction workers and settlers. The tour also
gives the Governor-General a chance to see
certain aspects of the continental defence
system and to talk to Canadian and American
servicemen stationed in the Canadian Arctic.

This is the first time the Queen's re-
presentative has visited the High Arctic and
the first time a Governor-General has flown
over the North Pole. It will probably be in
the region of the Pole that he will pass the
100.000 mile mark of travel since he took
office in 1952 - the total on the 1st of March
being 94,773 miles.

RESCUE CONFERENCE REPRESE,VTATIVE: Captain

James Cuthbert of Victoria, British Columbia,
will represent the Department of Transport at
an international conference on air-sea rescue
to be held in Honolulu April 4-6, it•was
announced in Ottawa recently.

Captain Cuthbert has commanded Canadian
government ships on Weather Station "P" in the
Pacific since joining the Department six years
ago, his most recent command being C.G.S.
"Stonetown". Recently he has been stationed in

Ottawa as Special Projects Officer for the
Department of Transport on planning for the
Distant Early Warning Line, having spent three
and a half months last summer as observer with
the U.S. task force supplying the DEW Line in
the Western Arctic.

As skipper on weather station ships in the
Pacific Ocean, Captain Cuthbert has had con-
siderable experience in the operation of air-
sea rescue work in that area. Dep:artment of
Transport facilities are used extensively in
air-sea rescue activities on both coasts.
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SOVIET UNION IN .A NEW ROLE 

(Continued from P. 2) 

reason for inviting them. There will never be 
any difficulty in finding room for them in 
Soviet institutions. 

"Another important advantage which the 
Soviet leaders enjoy is the undoubted anti-
colonial feeling which still prevails and will 
prevail for a long time in many of the import-
ant  countries of Asia. The Russians, ignoring 
that they are at the present time themselves 
the world's greatest colonial power,'claim 
constantly and insistently that all of the 
ills ofthe former  colonial possessions, wheth-
er in low health standards, inadequate food, 
and lack of technical progress, or floods or 
droughts or failure in football, all these are 
to be attributed to the earlier administra-
tions of the capitalist colonial powers... 

"We will also make a grave mistake if we 
assume with excessive self-confidence that 
these Soviet promises and pretensions will 
soon be exposed because they will not be able 
to make good their offers of trade and econ-
omic aid'to the underdeveloped countries. 
They may be more successful in this regard 
than we expect. 

SAFETY MEASURES 

"What, then, can we in the West do, and 
what must we not do, in meeting this new and 
serious challenge: 

(a) We must continue to supply, and even 
increase, economic and technical aid for the 
underdeveloped areas. We should  flot  attach 
political strings to that aid of a kind which 
would neutralize its value and prevent its 
good reception. We cannot purchase reliable 
allies or real friends among the peoples we 
are co-operating with and helping, and we 
should not try to do so. 

(b) We should not in our wisdom urge our 
friends in the technically underdeveloped 
areas of the world to reject out-of-hand of-
fers of aid from the Soviet bloc. They will 
themselves have to aSsess and avoid the polit-
ical or economic perils which may be involved. 
We must count on the good sense of the leaders 
of these peoples to make the necessary dis-
tinction between the type of aid being given 
by the Western world and that offered by the 
Soviet bloc. We must by our own policies en-
sure that this distinction is not only clear, 
but in our favour. 

(c) 1e must not enter into any kind of 2LIC-
tinning competition with the Soviet bloc, at-
tempting to match or to out-bia bleir offers, 
and so be drawn into enterprises which may not 
be in themselves desirable. t:e can never hope 
to beat the Communists in promises. 

(..1) It is also very important, I think, 
that the United  Nations should bebrouelt more 
closely into  the international  economic assist-
ance picture, as has recently been suggested 
by the UN Secretary-General and others. This  

will be'the best way of establishing the Umâ 
fides of those who wish to participate in this 
work. 

"I do not mean by this that all mutual as-
sistance programmes should be administered by 
the United Nations. True, the present UN pro-
grammes are being effectively handled, without 
political or strategic considerations getting 
in the way, and they deserve more support than 
they are receiving. There are, however, things 
like the Colombo Plan, operated outside of, 
but within the spirit of, the United Nations, 
which should be continued as they are. 

"What I would like to see is an agreement 
between all nations contributing to any form 
of international assistance that they would 
submit all their plans and policies in this 
field to the United Nations, where they could 
be examined, made public, and co-ordinated; 
where any suspicion that they were being used 
for political purposes coutd be challenged.... 

"Careful consideration should alsobe given, 
as I have indicated, to further concrete sup-
port for United  Nations schemes now actually 
in operation, and to any new proposals which 
have been or may be put forward. If the Soviet 
Union is sincere in its insistence on the 
peaceful character of its challenge to compet-
itive co-existence, it might begin by doing 
something really worthwhile to help these 
United Nations assistance programmes. 

AID DISTRIBUTION 

. "In addition to capital assistance, the 
West must also enlarge, improve, and make more 
international, the present arrangements for the 
provision of necessary technical and scien-
tific experts for service in materially under-
developed areas. 

"With our present procedures it is clear 
that we shall never have enough of them to 
meet in time the pressing need. 

"Why should we not consider establishing an 
International Professional and Technical  Civil  
Service under the United Nations, with experts 
specially trained for work in these under-
developed areas? 

"Furthermore, in our preoccupation with 
what should be done, we must not lose sight, 
of course, of why it should be done. 'Know 
why' is as important as 'know how'. Western 
motives in these aid activities may include 
considerations of enlightened self-interest 
which need not be at all unworthy. 

"But it is true that in the Western world 
we are sincere and genuinely altruistic in our 
wish to help those who are less fortunate than 
ourselves; and that we have a deep sympathy 
with these people who are themselves making 
such great efforts to improve, with their own 
resources. their conditions of life. We must 
keep it that way, for without proper motives 
we could make serious and unnecessary blunders 
which would undo the effect of all we are 
trying to do...." 
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WINGS OVER CANADA 

GOVERNMENT KEEPS'ABREAST:  'Transport Min-
ister George C. Marier  recently described the 
progress of aviation in Canada  during  the  past 
twenty years as "astonishing" and expressed 
the view that this progress must be a "source 
of great satisfaction to  ail  Canadians." Avia-
tion in Canada, he said, had been built on a 
sound foundation and the stability of its 
future with new developments every year was 
assured. "I am certain," he said, "that Cana-
dians will continue to support her aviation 
which we shall see developing with Canada 
itself." 

Mr.  Marier  was addressing a reunion dinner 
of former graduates of the Ste. Marie Cbllege, 
Montreal. He traced the development of avia-
tion in Canada and outlined the facilities 
provided for the purpose of keeping abreast of 
the increasing weight of aircraft. "In 1937 

few aircraft weighed more than 20,000 pounds", 
said Mr.  Marier,  "whereas today many aircraft 
weigh 120,000 and even 135,000 pounds. We are 
told that aircraft which will be in service in 
1965 will probably have a weight varying from 
60,000 to 285,000 pounds." 

In commenting on the development of modern 
aircraft and the runways they needed, Mr. 
Marier  pointed out that in 1937 a runway 3,500 
feet long was ample for the aircraft of that 
time, whereas it was necessary today to con-
struct runways of 5,000 or 7,000 feet for 
certain types of aircraft. It had been pre-
dicted that by 1960 runways 9,000 feet long  

would be required to handle the larger jet 
aircraft expected to be in service by then. 

Department of Transport responsibilities 
also included provision of radio aids to air 
navigation, Mr.  Marier  said. Some 16,000 miles 
of airways were equipped with radio ranges, 
operating on low frequencies, but the Depart-
ment wasnow installing omnidirectional ranges, 
the  VOR system, operating on high frequencies 
that provided visual rather than oral guidance 
to pilots. , 

"We have installed this VOR system on the 
airway between Montreal and Windsor and we 
propose to instal them soon...between  Toronto  
and Winnipeg," said Mr.  Marier. "As equipment 
becomes available, we shall continue to put in 
these installations on other sections of the 
trans-continental airway system." 

Other special facilities provided by the 
Department of Transport for safeguarding the 
operation of aircraft included the installa-
tion of high intensity lighting, instrument 
landing systems or ground control approach at 
the major airports for the safe landing of 
aircraftunderunfavourable weather conditions. 
Mr.  Marier  said that air traffic control was 
responsible for the handling of air traffic 
but with the increasing number and speed of 
aircraft it had been decided to install sur-
veillance radar facilities at major airports 
"to enable the air traffic control to control 
more efficiently the movement of aircraft on 
the airways." 
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2ND BRIGADE OFFICERS ON COURSE:  .- Senior 
officers serving in Europe with elements of 
the 2nd Canadian Infantry Brigade.took part. 
recently in a four-day training exercise at 
the British Army all-arms training .centre, 
Senne  lager, Germany. 

The scheme, called Miaple Leaf III"', in-
volved all .Canadian officers of the rank of 
major and above. Some 60 candidates parti-
cipated, as well as certain British army and 
RAF officers selected by the lst . British 
Corps. 

Aim of the exercise was to broaden-the 
professional knowledge. of Canadian field 
officers in Europe, and to study.the handling 
of an infantry brigade group in operations 
under the various phases of warfare. 

The exercise included lectures and dis-
cussions on the military,  tactics of other 
nations„'nuclçar warfare, air support and 
field operations at various levels. 

* * * * 

. NEW LABOUR INCOME "PEAK IN 	Canadian 
labour reached a new all-time to/I . -income of 
$12,861,000,000 in the year 1955, an increase 
of 7.5 per cent over 1954's $11,989,000,000. 
All major divisions contributed to the year's 
increase..December's total was up to  $1,125,-
000,000  from $1,032,000,000 a year earlier. 

Estimated labour income for the construc-
tion group rose 13.5 per .cent in 1955 to 
$933,000,000 from $822,000,000 in the preced-
ing year. The finance and services group rose 
9.5 per cent to $3,146,000,000 from $2,871,.. 
000,000, while an increase of about 6 per cent 
occurred in the distributive group of indus-
tries to $3,310,000,000 from $3,127,000,000; 

A gain of 3  per cent was registered for the 
primary industries to $891,000,000 from $865,- 
000,000. Within this group, however, wages and 
salaries rose nearly 7 per cent for mining and 
over 7.5 per cent for logging, while the 
totals for agriculture and fishing declined. 
Supplementary labour income increased to 
$452,000,000 from $426,000,000. 

* * * * 

BREAD CONSUMPTION IN 1934:  Canadians con-
sumed a near-record quéntity of 1,525,974,000 
pounds of bakers' bread in 1954, slightly 
under 1953's peak of 1,557,542,000 pounds. Per 
capita consumption fell to 100.5 pounds from 
105.4. The value of bread consumed in 1954 was 
$173,166,000, up from $171,795,000 a year 
earlier. 

Factory selling value of all products ship= 
ped by the industry in 1954 grossed. $280,208,- 
000, versus $277,998,000 in 1953. AmOng the 
principal products, the value of bread was 
$172,918,000 ($171,547,000 in 1953); plain 
rolls and buns, $10,615,000 ($11,063,000); 
fruit buns, yeast-raised sweet goods, $16,- 
179,000 ($15,953,000); pies, cakes and past-
ries, $68,545,000 ($67,754,000); and dough-
nuts, $7,587,000 ($7,019,000). 

GUAM RIVER VISITS TORONTO:  Nearly every-
thing that Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
needs to carry on its research - including 
uranium metal, heavy water, special concrete 
shielding, and' professional staff - was on 
hand at the company's exhibit in Toronto's 
Royal York Hotel, March 5 and 6. The exhibit 
marked the annual meeting of the Prospectors 
and Eevelopers Association. It was open to the 
general public both days". 

Atomic power held a prominent place in the 
exhibit. A model of Canada's first atomic 
power station, NPD (Nuclear Power Demonstra-
tion), which is to be built near the Ontario 
Hydro station at i›. 8 joachims on the Ottawa  
River, was displayed, A large model of the NRU 
reactor ,  which is nearing completion at Chalk 
River and is expected to be the finest re-
search ard engineering test reactor in the 
world, was shown for the first time in Canada. 
This model was on display in Geneva last 
Auest at the International Conference on the 
Peaceful Uses df Atomic Energy. 

Also shown publicly for the first time was 
a detailed model of the Port Hope uranium re-
finery of Eldorado Mining and Refining Limit-
ed. A Large panel behind the model explained 
steps in the processing uranium-bearing ore, 

. and members of Eldorado's staff were on hand 
to discuss the plant. 

Other models in the exhibit gave a clear 
explanation of the principle of operation 
and the structure of the NRX reactor and the 
Cobalt-60 Beam Therapy Units used in the 
treatment of cancer. 

Prospectors who had found thousands of tons 
of uranium-bearing ore but had never seen 
uranium metal had their first chance to ex-
amine pieces of this atomic fuel. Actual 
sections from the uranium fuel rods of the 
NBX and NRU reaétors at Chalk River were on 
display. 

The layman who had frequently asked Chalk 
River staff what , heavy water looked like was 
at last to see for himself. A set of scales 
with a flask of heavy water on one side and a 
flask of ordinary water on the other demon-
strated that heavy water is about 10 percent 
heavier than ordinary water. 

A cloud chamber showed tracks being made by 
radiation given off by a tiny speck of radium.  
The trecks looked milch.like the vapour trails 
made in the  sky by aircraft. The principle of 
the chamber is simple . and anyone who can 
obtain a pickle jar. some alcohol and some dry 
ice can make himself a fascinating radiation 
"detector." Although radium was used in the 
display chamber in order that a large number 
of tracks might be visible, even a home-made 
chamber will show the . tracks of cosmic rays. 

Fire destroyed an. estimated  B1,,170,000  
cubic feet of Canada's forests in 1954, and a  
insects and tree diseases 500,000,000 cubic 
feet. 
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AIRl1EN RECEIVE GALLANTRY AWARD: Her Majesty
the Queen recently approved the award of the
Queen's Commendation for Brave Conduct to
three RCAF airmen, Corporal K.B. Hyatt, 30, of
Leamington, Ontario, and Leading Aircraftmen
C.R. Heffern, 24, of Toronto, and J.R.A. Ste.
Marie, 24, of Verdun, Q.iebec.

The airmen were on duty at Keflavik Air-
port, Iceland, on February 21, 1955, with the
RCAF's No. 1 Overseas Ferry Unit, when an F-86
Sabre jet ran out of control and crashed into
two others parked along the tarmac, causing
them to burst into flâmes.

An airman was trapped in one of the burning
aircraft. Corporal Hyatt rushed to the scene
with a fire extinguisher, followed by LAC's
Heffern and Ste. Marie. When all efforts to
open the jammed canopy failed, the three air-
men smashed it with fire'extinguishers and
pulled out the trapped flyer, who had been
overcome by smoke and fumes.

The citations accompanying these awards
read in part "...without regard for personal
safety (they) displayed courage and presence
of mind in the rescue of an airman trapped
inside a burning aircraft when.danger of

explosidn was imminent."

• a^^^ ^

PPCLI SHINES AT SPORTS MEET: Canadian en-
tries in the recent British Army Ski champion-
ships in Winterberg, Germany, "didn't have a
chance" - but a pick-up team from the 1st
Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light
Infantry copped two of the meet's six major
prizes just the same. They missed a third by a
scant four seconds.

The four-man team, captained by Lieutenant
Rick Gillis of Ottawa, led the entire field in
the slalom by 43 seconds, then placed second
in the downhill with a total time of four
minutes, 51 seconds. Their full time also
gave them the combined alpine çhampionship.

The victories were doubly sweet for the

Canadians. Most of them had to borrow or buy

their own equipment and •pnly had two weeks to

train as compared to the two months of their

opponents. Among the vanquished was a British

team which competed in the Winter Olympics at

Cortina, Italy.

HOSPITAL GRANT FOR URANIUM CITY: The Union
Hospital at Uranium City in northern Saskat-
chewan has been granted $40,583 by the Federal
Government towards construction costs of a new
hospital and staff residence. The new struc-
ture has accommodation for 27 patients, 14
bassinets in cubicles, outpatient and lab-
oratory facilities, and a 23-bed nurses'
residence. The new hospital replaces the
Uranium City Hospital destroyed by fire in
May, 1955.

(C.W.B. March 14, 1956)

NEW GUARDSll/E,Y ON PARADE : The Rig i m e n t of
Canadian Guards performed their first public
duties in Ottawa during the recent State visit
of the.President of Italy, Signor Giovanni
Gronchi.

The 2nd Battalion, Canadian Guards, based
at Camp Petawawa, Ontario, provided a 100-man
guard-of honour for the arrival and departure
of Signor Gronchi and for a wreath-laying
cermony at the National War Memorial.

The Guards band paraded on each occasion
with the Regiment.

IMPORT VALUE UP: Boosted by large gains in
a wide range of commodities, including roll-
ing-mill products, engines and boilers, machi-
nery, automobiles and parts, crude petroleum,
and rubber, the value of Canada's merchandise
imports rose 19 per cent in November to $443,-
100,000 from $372,100,000 in the corresponding
month of 1954, and 15 per cent in the January-
November period to $4,325,900,000 from $3,•-
756,500,000.

There were generally larger imports from
main geographic areas both in November and the
January-November period. The United States
accounted for a major part of the increase
both in November and the 11 months, but there
were also substantial gains in purchases from
the United Kingdom, other Commonwealth coun-
tries as a group, Latin American countries and
European countries.

Imports from the United States rose to
$303,483,000 in November from $273,459,000 a

year earlier and to $3,162,246,000 in the
January-Novembér period from $2,718,317;Q00.
In November, declines in the agricultural and
vegetable products, fibres and textiles, and
miscellaneous commodities groups were more
thari counterbalanced by increases in the other
major groups. There were gains in a wide range

of commodities in the 11-month period and an
especially sharp rise in the iron and products
group.

EPARTlIENT STORE SALES: Department store
sales reached an a 1-time high in 1955, being

estimated at $1,150,917,000, 8.4 per cent
above the preceding year's $1,061,676,000.
Since the majority of department store firms

operate on a fiscal period ending January 31,
12-month cumulative sales by departments and
provinces will be published along with the
January summary.

All-Canada sales in December rose 7.4 per
cent to $163,327,000 from $152,022,000 a year
earlier. Sales were up in value in all prov-
inces except Saskatchewan where there was a
decrease of 4.2 per cent. The rise in the
Atlantic Provinces was 6.4 per cent, Quebec 11
per cent, Ontario 5.3 per cent, Manitoba 4 per
cent, Alberta 10.6 per cent, and British
Columbia 12.5 per cent.
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NEWeEBEC OPEN-AIR HYDRO PLANT:  The gen-
erating station at The Shawinigan Water and 
Power Company's new hydro-electric development 
at Rapide Sans Nom, Quebec, will be of the 
most modern outdoor type, without superstruc-
ture, J.A. Fuller, president of thé Company, 
announced recently. 

Mr. Fuller's announcement followed that of 
Premier Maurice Duplessis, who statéd that the 
Shawinigan company would start construction 
this spring on its seventh development on the 
St. Maurice River. 

The plant at Rapide Sans Nom will operate 
under a head of 125 feet and is designed for 
six generating units with a total capacity of 
248,000 kilowatts, or 330,000 horsepower. 
Rapide Sans Nom is about 10 miles upstream 
from La Tuque. 

The outdoor-type power plant will be the 
first of its kind on the St, Maurice. The 
Shawinigan Engineering Company limited, wholly-
owned subsidiary of The Shawinigan Water and 
Power Company, is designing miwillbuild thé 
new plant. 

Mr. Fuller said also that since the new dam. 
at Sans Nom will raise the river level some 
110 feet, a nine-mile diversion of the Cana-
dian National Railways transcontinental main 
line will be necessary. 

* * * * 
FORT HENRY GUARDS TO ROYAL TOURNAMENT:  Cht-
ario's famed Fort Henry Guard will participate 
in the 1956 Royal Téurnament to be held in 
London, England, from July 6 to 23. 

In announcing that the invitation had been 
accepted, Ontario Minister of Highways James 
N. Allan noted that this was a signal honour, 
since the guard, which is a civilian, not à 
military unit, will be taking part in what is 
rated as one of the world's greatest military 
spectacles. The Guard.is composed entirely 
of hand-picked university students who are 
employed by the Ontario  Department of Highways 
to give a visual presentation of history to 
visitors to Fort Henry, Cntario's historical 
show place at Kingston. 

From kl humble beginning in 1938, this corps 
has grown until the spit-and-polish smartness 
of its authentic 19th century uniforms is 
fame d  throughout the continent: Hundreds 
of thousands of visitors to the Kingston 
citadel have thrilled to the Guard's letter-
perfec t.  demonstrations of old British Army 
drill. 

* 
CANADA TO SHARE IN A-TESTS:  In agreement 
with the United  Kingdom and the Commonwealth 
of Australia, Canada is to partiCipate in the 
series of atomic trials to be held in Austra-
lia in late 1956. Members of the Canadian 
forces and of the Défence.Research Board will 
assist in the trials, and items of Canadian 
service equipment will be  exposed to the ef-
fects of the nuclear weapons. 

PUILETIN ON WORKMEN'S CONMSAT1ON:  Mr. 
Gregg, Minister of Labour, recently announced 

:publication of the 1955 edifiOn bg. qkrkmen's 
Compensation in Canada", whiéh includes recent 
amendments to . Workmen's compensation legisla-, 
tion in New Brunswick, Quebec, Prince Edward 
Island, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Mani-
toba and Ontario. 

Prepared by the Legislation Branch of the 
Federal Labour Department, the bulletin gives 
a concise description, of the collectIveliabil-
ity system of workmen's compensation in effect 
in all ten Canadian provinces. It discusses 
and compares . the'principal features of the ten 
provincial workmen's compensation laws and 
reviews briefly other compensation legislation 
in Canada, including the two federal laws 
covering government employees and merchant 
seamen and the compensation ordinances of the 
Yukon and Northwest Territories. Major amend-
ments to the Government EMployees Compensation 
Act are summarized. 

In each annual edition, legislative changes 
made during the year are noted and revised 
tables indicate the benefits payable under the 
Acts as amended. The occupational diseases for 
which compensation ,is payable are also set out 
in fabular form. 

* * * * 

1855 BATTLE RELICS SOUGHT:  A nationwide 
hunt for souvenirs of the 1885 Northwest 
Rebellion has been launched by the Governor 
General's Foot Guards. a Cenadian Army Militia 
unit based at  Ottawa. The unit hopes to gather 
enough mementos of the fight with the Cree 
chief Poundmaker to open a regimental museum 
in the Cartier Square Drill Hall,  Ottawa.  

A fledgling unit only three years old when 
Indians backing the rebel leader Louis Riel 
attacked at Duck Lake in the spring of 1885, 
the GGFG sent a Guards' Company of Sharp-
shooters to Saskatchewan to help quell the 
uprising. 

So far, some old rifles used in the battle, 
a few medals and several piecek of uniforms 
and equipment have been collected. These will 
be cleaned and displayed in the new museum. . 

eANUCKS USE LUFTWAFFE BASE:  Ch March 5, 
troops of the 1st Battalion Princess Pat-
ricia's Canadian Light Infantry started on a 
450-Mile trip from Soest in.Westphalia to 
Putlos on the southeast coast of the Baltic 
Sea. 

They are the first infantry battalion to 
undergo a week of live-firing practice at the 
one-time Luftwaffe training base. 

Sdheduled to follow them are the 1st Batta-
lion The Royal Canadian Regiment and the 1st 
Battalion Royal 22e Regiment. 

Soldiers of each battalion during their 
week-long stay will take part in live-firing • 
exercises and fire battalion support weapons 
individually and on a detachment level. 
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RCN O I ERS TO RN STAFF COLLEGE: Five

officers of the Royal Cana ian Navy will
attend the 6-month course at the Royal Naval

Staff College, •`:reerlwich., England, that will
begin March 19. They are:

Commander John iMcWhannel Leeming, 45, of
Victoria and Halifax, formerly executive
officer of the Arctic patrol ship Labrador.

Commander Victor Jura Wil.gress, 35, of
Ottawa and Halifax, who has been Commander
(Air) in the aircraft carrier Magnificent.

Lieutenant-Commander Peter Cushing Berry,
32. of Rockcliffe, Ontario, and Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia, formerly of£icer.•in-charge of the
Observer School at the ACN Air Station, Shear-

water, Nova Scotia.
Lieutenant-Commander Ean Victor Pearce

Sunderland, 31, of Duncan, British Columbia,
and Halifax, formerly Staff Officer (Torpedo
Anti-submarine) in the Joint Maritime Warfare
School in Halifax.

Lieutenant-Commander (E) John Ormand Ait-
kens, 33, of Kelowna, B.C., and Ottawa, form-
erly on the staff of the Engineer-in-C4ief, at
Naval Headquarters.

VISIT BY N.Z. PRIME MINISTER: The Depart-

ment of External Affairs as announced that

the Right Honourable S.G. Holland, Prime Min-

ister of New Zealand, has accepted the invita-

tion of the Canadian Government to visit

Canada next June en route to the Commonwealth
Prime Ministers' Meeting in London. The Prime

Minister and Mrs. Holland plan to travel to

Canada from Japan, arriving in Vancouver on

June 7 and reaching Ottawa on June 13.

They last visited Canada on their way to
the Coronation in May 1953. The Right Honour-
able C.D. Howe, Canada's Trade and Commerce
Minister, made an official tour of New Zealand
as the guest of its Government in April-May

1955.

I :.. # v ,x

NEW PORTUGUESE EYVOY- On March 8, Dr.
Vasco Vieira Garin presented to the Governor
General, at Rideau Hall, his Letter of Cre-

dence as Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-
potentiary of Portugal to Canada.

Dr. Vieira Garin is a career diplomat,
having entered the diplomatic service in 1931.
He has served at the Portuguese missions in
London and in Washington and has been head of
the Political Division of the Portuguese Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs. He became Consul Gen-
eral in Montreal in 1947 and in the following
year was appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to
India, Thailand and Ceylon. Dr. Vieira Garin
has also represented his country on several

delegations to international conferences.

Cars in railway freight service at the end
of 1954 numbered 189,400, up 7 per cent from
188,000 a year earlier.

(C.W.B. March 14, 1956)

,LdNGUAGE TRAINING FOR SOL IERS• Recently,
in (Le ec City, two groups of visitors toured
the Canadian General Electric Company plant.
The first group, all French -speakinr soldiers,
had an 'E.nglish-speaking guide. lhe other,
solely English-speaking soldiers, was given a
description of the big factory in the French
language. Then both groups returned to Camp
Val.cartier to write an essay on what they had
seen.

This is just one of the methods used in the
visual system of language training be-ing car-
ried out at the Canad.ia.n Ar.ny Training Sc!iool.

At the school, soldiers who a few months
ago didn't know a word of French now are speak-
ing, reading and writing the ianguage fluently.
French-speaking soldiers have become equally
adept in the English language.

The Canadian Army Training School,commanded
by Major Andrew J. Woodcock of Montreal and

Sarnia, lhtario, is responsible for the general
military training and English-language train-

ing of all French-speaking recruits from every
corps except infantry. If a recruit shows lead-
ership potential he is earmarked. for advanced
training in English. If he still shows this po-
tential after completing a course at his corps

school, he returns to CATS for five months'
intensive study in English.

The French language course comprises volun-
teer candidates, NCOs, or junior officers from
English-speaking units of all corps. They at-
tend CATS for a six months' period. Since 1953,
when the first course was held, almost 100 sol-
diers - officers and men who previously knew no
French - have been graduated as fluent bilingu-
alists.

ZUNX0R NCOs GRADUATE IN GERMANY: The 2nd
Canadian Infantry Brigade in rmany as gradu-
ated the first group of junior non-commissioned
officers from its newly-opened NCO school. A
parade and march-past ended eight weeks of crisp
discipline and intenéive.instruction'for 75
candidates.

Top student on the course was a Toronto man,
Lance Corporal Douglas Gunn, 21, a member of
the Ist Battalion, The Royal Regiment. Presen-
tations were also made to two other candidates
for their course performance. They were Lance
Corporal Thomas D. Jones, Edmonton, lst Battal-
ion, Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infan-
try, and Lance Corporal Bernard Edgington, 34,
of Chilliwack, B.C., ist Field Squadron, Royal
Canadian Engineers.

The students, from various units of the 2nd
Brigade formation, now return to their parent
units as qualified non-commissioned officers.

Preliminary figures show 5,796 divorces in
Canada in 1955, or a rate of 37.2 per 100,000
population, compared to 5,922 and a rate of
39.0 in 1954, Peak year for divorces was 1947
with 8,199 or 65.5 per 100,000 population.
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PRINCIPAL FIELD CROPS: Revised data indi-
cate that gross farm value of production of
Canadâ'.s.principal field crops in 1954 was
$1,240,000,000, down sharply from the $1,810,-
000,000 of 1953 and the record $2,330,000,000
in 1952.1he pre-war (1935-39) average value
of field crop production was $580,000,000,
while the 1945-49 average stood at some $1,-
520,000,000. The lower gross value of 1954
field crop production relative to that of 1953
was largely attributable to adverse weather
and to the rust epidemic in Western Canada,
both of which reduced production and quality
of many of the major crops.

Preliminary estimates of value of Canada's
1955 field crops, at $1,560,000,000, based on
average prices received by farmers during the
August, 1955 - January, 1956 period and in-
cluding initial payments only on western
wheat, oats and barley, indicate a substantial
recovery from the 1954 level. Additional pay-
ments on the 1955'western wheat, oats and
barley crops may be expected to increase the
value over the current estimate.

Crops contributing the largest aroounts to
the 1954 total were: wheat, $350,000,000; tame
hay, $273,000,000; oats, $206,000,000; and
barley, $156,000,000. The gross value of both
the 1954 wheat crop and of the all-Canada
total will be further increased by whatever
final payment is made on that part of the
wheat crop marketed through'the Canadian 4Vheat
Board.

On a provincial basis in 1954, Ontario with
$297,800,000, recorded the highest value of
field crop production, closely followed by
Saskatchewan with $297,400,000. The final
Wheat Board payment on the 1954 western wheat
crop, however, may be expected to reverse this
order.

The gross value of field crop production in
the other provinces in-1954 was estimated as
follows: Alberta, $272,100,000; Quebec, $146,-
400,000; Manitoba, $125,700,000; British Col-
umbia, $31,100,000; New Bïvnswick; $28,000,-
000; Prince Edward Island, $25,000.000; and
Nova Scotia, $19,200,000.

ANUARY COAL OUTPUT UP: Canadian produc-
tion o coal rose 14.5 pe cent in January to
1,660,000 tons from last year's correspond-
ing total of 1,450,000 tons, the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics reports. At the same time
landed imports increased 22.4 per cent to
721,400 tons from 589,300. The month's output
in Alberta amounted to 626,000 tons (489,400 a
year earlier); Nova Scotia, 509,000 (486,900);
Manitoba, 325,000 (292,600); British Columbia
and Yukon, 132,000 (120.600); and New Bruns-
wick, 68,000 (69,800).

Commercial canners used 71,246,505 naw

pounds of peaches this year, of which 378,436

pounds were imported.

(C.'.9'..3. M.arch 14, 1956),
♦

CANAL OPENING DAT,ES: Opening dates for
Canada's main line canals were announced on
March-7 by the Department of Transport. The

Welland Ship Canals are to open on Easter
Monday, Apri1. 2. By that time, all excavation

works underxaken by•the St. Lawrence Seaway
Authority during the non-navigation season are l

.to,have been completed or deferred to next

year and the equipment they renuire removed.
The Sault Ste. Marie Candi is scheduled to
open on April 4.

The St. Lawrence River canals, comprising
the Lachine, Soulanges, Cornwall and Williams-
burg canals, will open for traffic on April
16. For the first time, the Canso canal be-
tween the.Nova Scotia mainland and Cape Breton
Island is scheduled to open on April 9.

All these dates are well ahead of the 25-
year average but are practically the same as
last year. The hour set for the opening of
these canals in 8:00 a.m. on the dates indi-
cated, "ice and weather conditions permitting".

COPPER NICKEL OU7PUT'UP: Production of
both copper and nickel was larger in 1955 than
in the preceding year, according to the Bureau
of Statistics' regular monthly report. The
year's output of primary copper rose 7 per
cent to 324,756 tons from 302,732 in 1954 and
nickel production increased 8.6 per cent to
175,173 from 161,279.

CO&SUAIER PRIÇE'INDEX DOWN: Canada's con-
sumer price index decreased 0.3 per cent from
116.8 to 116.4 between January 3 and February
1, 1956. A year ago the index stood at 116.3.
The current decline in the food index was re-
sponsible for the drop in the total index, as
the shelter, household operation and "other"

commodities and services indexes moved up
slightly and the clothing index was unchanged.

The food index declined 1.4 from 111.5 to
109.9. This was the largest decrease in more

th an two years and it brought this index to
its lowest level since January 1951. Further
decreases in eggs and pork cuts, combined with
lower prices for all beef cuts, oranges, marg-

arine,scoffee, grapefruit and lettuce more
than offset scattered increases including

those for potatoes, tomatoes and apples.
The shelter index continued its long upward

movement as it rose from 131.3 to 131.5. Both
the rent and home-ownership components con-
tributed to this latest increase. Clothing
prices were generally stable and the clothing

index remained unchanged at 108.6. Minor in-
creases and decreases affected only a few
times.

Canadians spent $7.80 per capita on motion
picture entertainment last year, 50 cents or
6 per cent per capita less than in 1953 -- the
first drop on record.
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THE UNITED STATES TODAY - A CANADIAN VIEW 

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OLDER:  "Are we Canadians 
adjusting ourselves as we should to the quite 
new situation of our country? Does our atti-
tude toward other nations and other peoples 
always display the maturity, the responsibil-
ity and sense of proportion befitting our in-
creased wealth and stature?" asked Mr. Arnold 
Heeney, Canadian Ambassador to the United 
States, in an address on February 21 to the 
Young Men's Section of the Montreal Board of 
Trade. "For whether we like it or not," the 
speaker continued, "we Canadians have reached 
man's estate and, in our international demean-
our, can no longer permit ourselves the ir-
responsibilities of youth...Nowhere is this 
change more remarkable, nor its consequences 
more significaw. , than in our relations w...th 
the United States." 

The rest of Mr. Heeney's speech, which 
dwelt on the present international position of 
the United States, follows verbat.n: 

"Most Canadians have a fair idea of how 
important these relations are. They know that 
the United States is at once our best customer 
by far and our principal source of supply and 
that our trade with the United States is 
greater than with all other nations combined. 
They know from experience that what happens in 
the American economy is reflected, and re-
flected pretty soon, in their own. And every 
Canadian is quite certain that, for good or 
ill ,  the destinies of the two countries are 
mixed up together, inextrivably and forever. 

"In the last twenty-five years the United 
States, too, has been going through a period 
of enormous change and development. While the 
Canadian population has increased from 10 to 
16 million, that of the United States has 
risen from 123 to over 165 million. Their 
gross national product, some $60 billion in 
1931, came close to $400 billion in 1955. 

"But - as in our own country - still more 
significant changes have taken place in the 
American scene - changes which cannot be 
measured by statistics. 

wYou will all remember how Americans used 
to be blamed for failing to shoulder their 
just share of international responsibility. 
You will recall some of the familiar charges - 
heard in Canada as well as abroad: the United 
States had scuppered the League her own Pres-
ident had founded; the United States was not 
behaving responsibly in her international 
financial dealings; the Americans couldn't 
manage their own domestic economy and were 
dragging the rest of the free enterprise sys-
tem down with them.. 

"Whatever validity there may have been in 
such criticisms twenty-five years ago, surely 
they have little relevance today. Consider the 
change wrought in less than a generation. The 
United States has had thrust upon her a degree 
of world responsibility that is probably with-
out parallel in history. The manner in which 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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THE UNITED STATES TODAY - A CANADIAN VIEW 

(Continued from p. 2) 

the American people have accepted this heavy 
load should command the respect and gratitude 
of free men everywhere - and perhaps of Cana-
dians most of all. For it is particularly 
fitting - and somewhat sobering too - for 
Canadians to remind themselves of what the 
free world owes to their giant neighbour. 

"It was the vast material and manpower 
resources of the United States, poured un-
stintingly into the great hopper of the Alli-
ance, that finally turned back the forces of 
aggression in World War II. It was American 
money and goods - over $30 billions worth, 
through the Marshall Plan - that made possible 
the quick and impressive recovery of the 
shattered economies of Western Europe. With-
out American support and enthusiasm the United  
Nations - with all its weaknesses, the embodi-
ment of mankind's best hopes for peace - might 
never have been born. It was the decision of 
the United States to retain substantial forces 
in Europe after the fighting was over that 
choked off the threat of new aggression. It 
was the United States participation in NATO 
that helped to consolidate the resources of 

the Atlantic Community into the main bulwark 

of peace in Europe. It was the United States, 
with the moral backing and material support of 

other UN members, that  bore the  brunt in check-

ing Communist aggression in the Far East. And 
now, throughout most of the free world, the 

United States is powerfully committed and 

American forces and influence are deployed for 

the defence of freedom around the globe. 
"In the many organizations developed since 

World War II for international economic co-
operation, the United States has taken a lead-
ing part. And she has borne the major share of 
the costs involved. Through United Nations 
agencies and in other ways, including the Col-
ombo Plan, American economic assistance has 
been the main element in aid programmes to the 
under-developed areas of the world. United 
States imports have quadrupled. since before 
the war and, although their merchandise ex-
ports are higher than their imports, it  will 
come as a surprise to some that the total of 
U.S. payments, including economic aid, has 
been of such magnitude that, during the last 
few years, the rest of the world has been 
adding to its gold and dollar assets at a rate 
of over $45 billion a year. 

"At home the continued high level of Amer-
ican production has been reflected in in-
creased economic activity throughout the free 
world. This high level of activity is a sub-
stantially different thing from the boom which 
developed in the 'free wheeling' days of 
1929. Throughout the past year, the United 
States Government has actively intervened with 
monetary and other measures in a conscious 
effort to ensure that extremes were avoided, 
and that the economy did not get out of hand .  A 

close look at recent trends shows a remarkable 
record of sustained growth and expansion with 
accompanying price stability. Particularly 
impressive is the quiet feeling of confidencle 
that, although all may not be plain sailin 
ahead, government and business can and will 
act to ensure that the U.S. economy maintains 
a reasonably even keel.... 

"Familiar as we are, in most ways, with our 
friends across the border, I think that, some-
times, we Canadians do not .take fully into 
account the radical changes over this period 
in both our countries. (Incidentally, the same 
can be said of certain American attitudes 
about Canada). For it is so very easy in one's 
thinking to fall back into outmoded patterns. 
The self-cenered„ self-satisfied, aggressive 
Uncle Sam is a familiar figure in Canadian 
history. And a critical, even hostile attitude 
toward things American finds many echoes in 
earlier epochs of our Canadian story. 

"But the inclinations and prejudices of 
former days have little relationship to pre-
sent realities; nor should we allow them to 
determine our current opinions or behaviour. 
We have lived to see the firm establishment in 
our northern half of this continent of a 
strong and sovereign Canada, taking her own 
independent place among the nations of the 
world at a time when the foundations of free-
dom were everywhere threatened. let us, there-
fore, give full weight and recognition to 
these great changes and, in our relations with 
these people, eschew all.pettiness and suspi-
cion, all ill-considered and facile criticism 
and deal with our differences in an adult, 
responsible manner. To do otherwise is un-
worthy of our own station - and, incidentally, 
plays directly into the hands of those who 
would divide us. 

"All this is not to say that the policies 
of the United States and the actions of Amer-
icans should be immune from Canadian crit-
.icism and even attack. That would not be pos-
sible, even if it were desirable - which it is 
not. In the conduct of our relations with one 
another the process of responsible public 
discussion and free criticism is as vital as 
it is in our own domestic affairs. 

"The objectives of the United States and 
Canada, the major standards and ideals of the 
American and Canadian peoples - the great 
essentials.; these by tradition and by choice 
are the same both sides.of the border and, 
please God, will remain so. Let us then in the 
multitudinous dealings we have with each 
other - on this North American Continent 
and beyond - so conduct ourselves that the 
next quarter century will add still greater 
strength, séill closer friendship and still 
more confident mutual understanding and re-
spect  to the unique association of our two 
nations." 
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RCR CELEBRATES OLD ŸICTIDRY: A few days ago,
a famous Canadian infantry regiment turned the
clock back 56 years to observe a red-letter
date in its history.

The theme was the South African War and the
event the winning of the Battle of Paardeberg
against the Boers on February 27, 1900, by

soldiers of The Royal Canadian Regiment.

The battle, on the Modder River in the
Orange Free State, ended in the surrender of
the Boer General Cronje and his Commando of
4,000 men. It was the 2nd (Special Service)
Battalion of the RCR's, commanded by Lieuten•-

ant-Colonel W.D. (later General Sir William)

Otter, that delivered the night attack leading
to Cronje's surrender,

Down through the years, in whatever part of
the world the unit is serving, the RCR's hold
special celebrations marking the occasion and
all military activities are suspended for the
day in favour of commemoration ceremonies and
frivolous merry-making.

This year the half-century-old custom
was observed by the 1st Battalion in Soest,
Germany, and the 2nd Battalion in London,
Ontario.

In Europe municipal officials and leading
citizens of the town of Soest joined the RCR's
in celebrating the occasion.

The programme included mess dinners., the

parading of the unit's "creped" colours into
church to honour the dead of past wars, a
march past with the commander, Brigadier Roger

Rowley, and the Burgomeister of Soest taking

the salute, sports competitions and a jo:nt
civilian-military ball in town in the evening.

FLIGHT DATA FULLY LOGGED- The first of five

Mark 6 Sabre jet "flig t simulators" being
obtained by the BCAF has been turned over to
the Air Force at the London factories of

Redifot) Limited.

Flifiht simulators, in use by the RCAF for
pilot instruction since early 1954, have re-
sulted in sizeable savings in aircraft operat-
ing costs. They provide pilots with practice
in all phases of emergency procedure, exactly
duplic.ting the many situations which might
develop in flight.

Housed in a 36-foot long, 12% ton trailer,
the latest in Sabre simulators is equipped
with a Ground Control Approach recorder pro-

viding a complete record of each flight made
in the machine. By a system of pens the pi-

lot's flight is traced on cards. These cards

can be discussed by the instructor with the

student on completion of the exercise.
Some mobile Sabre simulators now are in

Europe with the RCAF's Air Division, but with
Mark 6 Sabre jets steadily replacing the Mark
5 model, a requirement exists for the latest

^iimulator. In Canada static Mark 5 Sabre
simulators are in service at the RCAF's No. 1
Fighter Operational Training Unit at Chatham,
New Brunswick.

(C.W.B. March 7, 1956)

ST- THOMAS CD PROJECT: The Honourable Paul
Martin; Minister of National Health and Wel-

fare, and federal Cabinet Minister responsible

for civil defence, gave approval recently,

under the terms of the Federal Financial

Assistance Programme, to the civil defence

project submitted by the city of St. Thomas,
Ontario, in the amount of $8,770.

Under the assistance programme it has been
agreed by £ederal-provincial-municipal autho-
rities to share civil defence expenditures on
a 50-25-25 basis. The federal share for the
St. Thomas project will be $4,385 or fifty per
cent of the total cost. Recent approval was
also given by the Federal Government under
this same programme for an expenditu-re of
$200,441.50 for civil defence projects in the
province of Ontario and $112,711 for civil
defence projects in Metropolitan Toronto.
These grants were for projects during the
fiscal year 1955-56.

The St. Thomas project includes funds for

administration, training and equipment costs,

with $3,300 specified for personal services,

$3.450 for equipment, $1,370 for utility ser-

vices, $300 for travel, $200 for supplies and

materials, and $150 for miscellaneous expendi-
tures, Of the total, â sum of $3,250 is to be

spent on the establishment of a civil defence

headquarters with provision for a control
room.

PROVINCIAL, LABOUR STANDARDS BULLETIN: The
1955 edition of "Provincial Labour Standards",

prepared by the Federal Department of Labour,

sets out the standards in effect in the prov-

inces of Canada with respect to statutory

school-leaving ages, minimum age for employ-

ment, annual vacations with pay, public holi-

days, maximum hours of work in mines, factor-

ies, shops and offices, minimum wage orders,
equal pay and fair employment practices,

weekly rest-day and workmen's compensation.

The enactment of a Fair Employment Prac-
tices Act in Nova Scotia and the setting of
the first minimum wage rates for women in New-
foundland, and increases for Ontario women
workers, were among the 1955 changes noted in
the bulletin. In five provinces benefits under
Workmen's Compensation Acts were increased.

HOTEL RECEIPTS IN 1954: There were 5, 208
full-year and seasonal hotels in operation in
Canada in 1954 and their receipts totalled
$405,856,000, 1 per cent less than the $410,-
715,000 reported by 5,209 hotels in 1953. The
number of rooms decreased slightly to 148.890
from 149,653 and the precentage of room occu-
pancy decreased to 53 per cent from 55 per
cent. The average room rate increased to $3.81

from $3.64.
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VITAL STATISTICS IN 1954:  The Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics has released its final 
annual report on vital statistics for the year 
1954, for which prelimina'ry figures were is-
sued last Fall. 

The 34th in a series issued since 1921 on 
data obtained under arrangement with provin-
cial registration offices, the 136-page report 
contains, in addition to comprehensive and de-
tailed statistics on births, deaths,marriages, 
divorces and still-births, comparisons of 
Canadian vital statistics rates with those of 
other countries, several historical series and 

detailed statistics for the Yukon and North-
west Territories. 

As previously announced, several vital 
statistics records were established in 1954‘ 
The  year  sa w the highest number of births ever 
recorded in Canadian history at 435,142 in the 
10 provinces and 1,056 in.the.Yukon and North-
west Territories; the birth rate of 28.7 was 
the second highest in the last 33 years, only 
slightly below the post-war.record 28.9 in 
1947, and the 6th highest among the major 
countries of the world. For the second year, 
Ontario had more births than the traditionally 
highest province, Qiebec. Newfoundland had the 
highest birth rate at 34.3 and Prince Edward 
Island and British Columbia the lowest at 25.9 
and 26.0 per 1,000 population. 

Despite an ageing population, the 1954 
death rate af 8.2 pet 1,000 population was the 
lowest ever recorded, having dropped from a 
previous record low of 8.6 in 1953. Only the 
Netherlands had a lower rate (7.5) among major 
world countries. 

These high fertility and low mortality 
rates during 1954 gave Canada the 6th highest 
rate of natural'increase (excess of birth over 
deaths) in the world, exceeded only by Vene-
zuela, Mexico, Ceylon, Chile, and Peru, all of 
which have very high birth rates. Almost  311.-
000  persons were added to the Canadian popu-
lation in 1954 through natural increase alone, 
the highest number in Canadian history. Na-
tural increase  ha  added slightly over  1,000-
000  persons to the population between the date 
of the 1951 census and the end of 1954. 

*.*  o 

FRENCH ORPHANS ENTERTAIN RCAF:  Reversing 
the usual community relations procedure,an 
"RCAF" day was recently held at a French 
orphanage near Metz, France. . . 

A group. of 30 airmen and dependents from 
Canada's NATO Air Division Metz headquarters 
were the visitors when girls of Bon Pasteur, 
an orphanage at nearby Borny, entertained them 
at a special  concert.'  

It was the girls-' way of thanking the Cana-
dians for a Christmas party given them at Air 
Division headquarters, and they made the most 

of it - frOm.tcits of four to talented teen-
agers who provided vocal accompaniment, 

FORBID FLYERS DISTURBING CRANES:  Whooping 
craàes complaining to the CanadianWildlife 
Service that low-flying aircraft are disturb-
ing their peace will soon have the law on 
their side; 

Effective - April 1st, a "notam" to all 
airmen by the Transport Department forbids 
pilots who travel over the wilderness nesting 
grounds in liked Buffalo National Park, N.W.T. 
to fly lower than 2,000 feet or to land within 
the area. 

Wood Buffalo, a vast wilderness of lakes, 
forests and bush, straddles the boundary of 
the Northwest Territories and the province of 
Alberta and is the largest of the national 
parks. About two-thirds of the cranes' nesting 
grounds lie within it. The protected area 
covers some 2,250 square miles, or about one 
seventh of the total area of the Park. 

Wide publicity by conservation agencies and 
sportsmens associations in Canada and the 
United States has done much to arouse the 
public to the plight of the vanishing cranes. 
This shy species is not only faced with the 
hazard created by discovery of their nesting 
grounds last summer, but also by the growing 
number of aircraft flying in the north. 

* * * * 
NEW ARCTIC WEATHER'POST  After three months 
of daily operation, the new meteorological 
station of the Department of Transport at 
Sachs Harbour on the southwest coast of Banks 
Island, situated at the most westerly point in 
the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, has proved to 
be of considerable importance in providing 
advance information on the weather sweeping 
down from the northwest into central Canada 
and the United States. These observations 
supply meteorological information for an area 
that hitherto-  was a blind spot in the western 
Arctic. 

The new weather observing and "rawinsonde" 
station went into operation on November 1, 
1955. A Department of Transport announcement 
says that in the month of January this station 
achieved a perfect record of reporting upper 
atmosphere conditions twice daily for every 
day of the month to heights exceeding 50,000 
feet. This was done during a period of high 
winds and temperatures dropping at times to 50 
degrees below zero and lower. 

Prefabricated buildings, equipment, sup-
plies and some sixty-two tons of diesel oil 
were landed. at the beach at Sachs Harbour in 
mid-August. E4uipment and supplies were cached 
above high-water level, but due to high waves 
during one of the worst storms experienced in 
the western Arctic, much of this was scattered 
along the shore over a distance of seventy-
five miles, Most of the equipment and supplies 
were recovered: 

The weather station staff performed a 
herculean task of dismantling, cleaning and 
reassembling all equipment which had been 
immersed in sea water. 

• 
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CANADA'S FIVE THOUSAND MILE ROAD

i

a

TRANS-CANADA HIGHWAY: In an address to the
Hamilton Branch of the Fngineering Institute
of Canada on February 22, Mr. R.M, Winters,
Minister of Public Works, observed that the
history of Canada had been "shaped by the
development of cominunications perhaps more
than by any other single factor; our growth
has from the first been interwoven with the
story of the development of water, rail, road
and air transportation."

After briefly outlining the historic devel-
opment in Canada of the other types of trans-
portation, Mr. Winters turned to the growth of
the country's road system, in particular the
emergence of a genuine transcontinental high-
way, as follows:

"...At the time of Confederation, roads
were left almost entirely to local initiative
and finance. However, in the interests of na••
tional defence, tlie new Federal Government did
accept responsibility for a few major connect-
ing roads.

EARLY ROADS

"Generafly speaking, though, roads played
little part in long-distance travel until the
era of the automobile. Less than 60 years ago
it was reported to the Ontario government that
it was doubtful that there was a mile of true
Macadam road throughout the province outside a
few cities or towns. The majority of the roads
were little better than trails, nothing but
mud••ruts and holes from the middle of October
to the end of December and from the first of
March to the end of May.
• "With the coming of the automobile, the
provinces took over responsibility for high-
ways from the local authorities and progress
has been relatively rapid since then.

"..Since 1919 the Federal Government has-
shouldered part of the financial burden for
road--building. It is, for instance. respon-•
sible for building and maintaining roads in
the national parks and in the Yukon and North-
west Territories and it, of.course, maintains
the Alaska Highway. In the construction of the
Trans-Canada Highway, we are co-operating with
nine of the ten provincial governments in the
most ambitious road construction programme in
Canada's history. In Canada we have been
guilty sometimes in the past of building rail-
ways ahead of their time. We need feel no such
sense of guilt as far as a Trans-Canada High-
way is concerned. On the contrary, there has
been a great reluctance,-I think, to face up to
t'he need for a coast-to-coast highway.

"We have needed such a road for many years.
In an age when virtually every Canadian family
owns an automobile, we are all keenly anti-
cipating the day when we will be able to drive

from coast to coast across our country with
ease and comfort. For six years now provincial
and federal authorities have been.working to-
gether on the task of completing a 5,000-mile
highway from 'St. John's to Victoria. Nine
provincial governments signed agreements with
the Federal Government to complete their share
of this project by December 9, 1956. But pro-
gress has been slower than we had hoped. At
the end of 1955, just one year away from the
anticipated completion date, about one-third
of the total mileage remains unpaved and for
some 250 miles of the route there is no high-
way of any kind. However, we have re-examined
the problem and devised a new formula provid-•
ing for increased federal assistance. It is
designed particularly to close the gaps and we
now expect to see the Highway a completed
reality by the end of 1960.

NATURAL OBSTACLES

"The engineering tasks have been stupen-
dous. Muskeg, the old CPii enemy, has been
an important difficulty in northern Ontario as
it has been in Newfoundland and elsewhere. A
wide, marshy tract full of dead trees, leaves
and debris must be excavated before a stable
foundation âan be laid, and in some places it
goes as deep as 50 fee±. '['hen there is the
Prairie 'gumbo' - the treacherous, heavy clay
soil covering 25 to 30 per cent of the route
in this area. It requires the use of rein-
forced concrete and other special techniques.
And in British Columbia the roadbuilding crews
have literally had to move mountains. Work is
hazardous in the extzeme in the Fraser Canyon
and the Kicking Horse Canyon, where hard-rock
miners blast away the mountain wall 500 to
1,000 feet above a turbulent river,.and land.-
slides are frequent. Since in most places the
railway runs below the new Highway, great care
must be taken to protect the tracks and tons of
rubble must be carried away truckload by truck•-
load. In one 9-mile stretch between Field and
Golden, two million tons of rock and an equal
amount of dirt have been moved, by means of
5,000 tons of explosives. The cost of con-
struction in this area is estimated at $1
million a mile, and one half-mile stretch has
cost $1,500,000.

"The various stages in our story of commu-
nications have each made their contribution to
Canadian development. There could hardly have
been a Canada without them. The point I would
like to make in conclusion tonight is that the
Trans-Canada Highway is part of this story and
part of the eternal job of nation-building,It
is by no means unfair to compare it with the
greatest of our transportation achievements of
the past. ..,"
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PRIVATE AND enurc INVESTMENT:  Planned 
private and public investment outlars for new 
construction, machinery and equipment in Can-
ada in 1956 involve an increase of 21 per cent 
from expenditures made in 1955 ,  according to a 
report tabled in the House of Commons on Feb-
ruary 23 by Mr. C.D. Howe, Minister of Trade 
and Commerce. 

The report, entitled "Private and Public 
Investment in Canada - Outlook 1956", states 
that capital expenditure intentions anticipat-
ed for 1956 amount to $7.5 billion, compared 
with actual expenditures of $6.2 billion in 
1955. These estimates are based on a survey of 
some 16,000 business establishments across 
Canada and upon surveys of proposed expendi-
tures by governments, institutions and private 
house builders. 

Mk. Howe said that, by almost any measure, 
the announced plans for 1956 constitute the 
most ambitious programme.of capital spending 
undertaken in the postwar period. Not only 
would this be the highest level ever recorded, 
but the increase from last year, in volume 
terms, realized is substantially greater than 
that realized in any year . since 1947. 

The largest planned increases in capital 
spending in 1956 are in the mining, manufac-
turing and utilities industries. Outlays for 
utilities are.planned at a rate 50 per cent 
above that for 1955, with the additional 
strength coming in power developments, pipe 
lines and the railways' rolling stock pro-
gramme. 

CAPITAL OUTLAY 

Both the mining and manufacturing indus-
tries propose increasing their capital spend-
ing by about 40 per cent in 1956. The in-
creases in the manufacturing sector are largely 
accounted for by such export industries as 
paper products and non-ferrous metals and by 
the producers of industrial materials, such as 
primary iron and steel, chemicals, and non-
metallic minerals. A continuing high level of 
expenditure is planned for housing, commercial 
and institutional building. Expanded highway 
construction programmes by the provinces 
contribute to the substantial increase in 
capital spending planned by governments. 

A, capital expenditure programme of the size 
indicated will exert strong demand pressures 
on the Canadian economy in 1956. It does not 
seem likely that Canadian producers of some 
key materials will be able to meet the in-
creases in demand involved. Therefore, if pre-
sent investment intentions are to be realized, 
a substantial increase in imports of such 
materials will be necessary. This may prove 
difficult in view of the tight supply situa-
tion for various types of steel and other 
construction materials in the United States 
and Western Europe. It is questionable, there-
fore, whether the scale of expansion indicated 
by the survey will be physically attainable 
within the current year. 

TRADE PACT WITH THE U.S.S.R.:  Ch February 
29, the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. 
Howe ,  told the House of Commons that a trade 
agreement between the Soviet Union and Canada, 
the groundwork for which had been laid by 
Mr. Pearson during his visit to the U.S.S.R. 
last October, had been signed earlier in the 
day. The pact, Mr. Howe said, would continue 
in force for three years. The approval of both 
countries would be needed for any extention. 
Ratification would be due to 90 days, during 
which interval there would be opportunity for 
debate on the subject in Parliament. 

The agreement, Mr. Howe stated, was se t . 
forth in five documents, as follows: 

wrhe first of these documents makes pro-
vision for the exchange of most-favoured-
nation treatment along lines similar to exist-
ing agreements with various other countries... 
It recognizes that either Government may apply 
prohibitions or restrictions of any kind for 
the protection of its essential security 
interests.... 

"The second document is a letter from the 
Canadian Government reserving the right to 
establish values for ordinary and special 
import duty on any Russian product that might 
enter Canada in such increased quantities as 
to cause serious injury to domestic producers. 

"The third document is a letter from the 
Government of the U.S.S.R., acknowledging the 
Canadian letter on customs valuation. 

"The fourth of the five documents forming 
the agreement is a letter by which the Govern-
ment of the U.S.S.R. guarantees to purchase 
and take delivery from Canada, during the 
three years of the agreement, ofa total  between 
1,200,000 and 1,500,000  tons of  wheat, in 
annual lots of between 400,000 and 500,000 
tons. The exact amounts to be purchased in the 
second and third years, within these annual 
amounts, will be determined by the Government 
of the U.S.S.R., taking into account the vol-
ume of Soviet goods sold to Canada. The total 
over the three years, however, will amount to 
not less than 400,000 tons. The Russian pur-
chases of wheat are to be made at the prices 
and on the terms at which the Canadian Wheat 
Board is making sales to its major customers 
at such times as the Soviet purchases take 
place. 

"The  fifth document is a letter from the 
Canadian Government, acknowledging the letter 
from the Government of the U.S.S.R. on wheat." 

* * * 
NEW PERUVIAN AMBASSADOR:  On February 23, 
His Excellency José V. Larrabure Price pre-
sented to His Excellency the Governor General_ 
his Letter of Credence as Ambassador Extra-
ordinary and Plenipotentiary of Peru to Can-
ada. Mk. Larrabure has served in France, Pan-
ama, Ecuador, Uruguay , and has held several 
important posts in the Peruvian Foreign Min-
istry. Before his appointment to Canada, he 
was Minister to Switzerland and Austria. 
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THE SEAWAY - INDUSTRY AND SHIPPING

LiZ.,GEn OUTPUT. BIGGER CARGOES: Transport
Minister George C. Mar er recently told the
Canadian Weekly Newspaper Association, in
annual convention at Montreal, that, while no
one could foretell "precisely what.effect the
Seaway will have on the shipping pattern. on
the Great Lakes and on the St. Lawrence River",
he anticipated certain definite changes in the
movement of grain and iron ore and changes in
the type of vessels. He predicted that the
"laker" that could carry some 800,000 bushels
of grain or 20,000 tons of cargo at a time
would supersede the present 90,000 bushels
"canallers", although the latter vessels would
still be used to service "industrial estab-
lishments located on our 14-foot canals at
Cornwall or in the Lachine Canal section of
Montreal Metropolitan area."

Mr. Marler quoted leaders in the steel
industry as having expressed the opinion that
there would be an increase of some 60,.000,000
tons in steel-making capacity within the next
15 years. He added that, if the expansion in
U.S. steel production takes place according to
prediction, there will be a substantial in-
crease in the volume of iron ore shipped from
Seven Islands and moved over the Seaway. He
noted that "it seems likely that iron ore will
be the most important single item of traffic
on the Seaway."

Indicating the increase in direct over-
seas traffic with lake ports, Mr. Marler
quoted figures to show that in the past six
years the traffic out of the port of Toronto
had increased from two lines with eigh•t ships
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to twenty lines with 110 ships in operation.
These ships had, in 1955, brought imports into
Toronto from 54 overseas ports in 19 different
countries and transported exports to 44 ports
in 19 countries.

Mr. Marler said that a recent announcement
by the United States Maritime Administration
"had declared the route between the U.S. lake
ports and the Atlantic ports of Western Europe
to be essential to the trade and economy of
the United States." This, he added, "will make
available to operators of ships on U.S. regis-
try used over this route an operating subsidy
which will make U.S. shipping competitive with
other shipping which operates at much lower
costs," Mr. Marler said that no Canadian ves-
sels were at present operating overthis route.

In describing the geography of the Seaway
Mr. Marler cited the following transportation
facts: that Port. Arthur and Fort William
handled approximately 55 per cent of Canada's
annual wheat crop; that in some years approx-
iroately half of the grain shipped from the
Lakehead was unloaded at Georgian Bay or else-
where on the Lakes and hauled by rail to Lower
St. Lawrence Ports; and that only 11 of the 28
miles of the Welland Ship Canal still remained
to be dredged from its 25-foot depth to the
Seâway requirements of 27 feet.

After the Seaway was built and the movement

of grain from the Lakehead to Montreal or
other Lower St. Lawrence ports without tran-
shipment'at any intermediate point became

(Continued on P. 2)
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THE SEAWAY•7 INDUSTRY AND SHIPPING.

(Continued from p. 1)

feasible, Mry. Marler said, he expected "a
reduction inlthe cost of the present movement
of grain." This, he added, had been estimated
at around five cents per bushel.

A greater movement of iron ore up the Sea-
way could also lead to further reduction
in the cost of.water.transport. Mr. Marler
said. He could foresee that iron=ore carriers
from Seven Islands to Lake Erie ports "might
seek back-haul cargoes and might well find
it advantageous to clean ship and pick up
grain, either-at the Lakehead or at say Port
Colborne, for movement to the Lower St. Law-
rence ports."

This would bring about "a better balance
of upbound and downbound cargoes, and an
alleviation.of Great I,akes shipping shortages
during the grain shipping season."

J%TLZC LIBRARY SA► ION_ Public libraries
in Canada reporte a general expansion in 1953
in all phases of their activity over 1951,
according to the latest biennial survey of
libraries released by the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics. The number of volumes on library
shel'ves rose 10.8 per cent to 8,405,375 from
7,584,256; circulation 22.6 per cent to 30,-
946,730 volumes from 25,240,630; borrowers by
20.2 per cent to 1,671.942 from 1,391,066.

The survey includes information on 765
public libraries (free, association and re-
gional), 9 open-shelf (mail order) and travel-
ling libraries,. 268 university and college
libraries and .131 business, professional and
technical.soçiety libraries for the calendar
year 1953, and.102 federal and 99 provincial
government, libraries for the fiscal year end-
ing March 31, 1954. All these libraries to-
gether contained 20,651,411 volumes.

An estimated 55 per cent of the total Cana-
dian population (from 23 per cent in New
Brunswick to 100 per cent in Prince Edward
Island) had public library service. Twenty-one
per cent of the population receiving library
service consisted of registered borrowers.

Public library current expenditures in
1953 for a1l,Çanada amounted to a per capita
rate of 53 çents. The rate varied from 11
cents in New Brunswick to 93 cents in British

Columbia.

OF RG TINA: On February 17, HisENYO
Excellency Carlos L. orriani presented to His
.Excellency the Governor General his Letter of
Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of Argentina to Canada. The
Ambassador was accompanied by Dr. Gabriel
Galvez, Counsellor, Dr. Carlos A. Walker,
Third Secretary, and Dr. Teresa H.I. Flouret,
'Third Secretary.

(C.W.B. February 29, 1956)

NT RIO'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: The sub-
mission of the Ontario Government to the Royal.
Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects was
presented on January 26 by Premier Leslie
Frôst'ât a sitting of the Commission in Tor-
onto- The submission contains the official
Ontario views on the economic prospects of the
province, the promises of the future, its
problems and the steps that will be "ken, or
should be, to sôlve these problems. `,

The 184-page document, complete with charts
and table, deals with the various problems
which the Royal Commission was assigned to
study by the Federal Government. After review-
ing the principal factors in Ontario's social
and economic development, and describing its
spectacular population growth and industrial
expansion up to now, the submission gives con-
sideration to some of the problems. resulting
from this growth and to those which future
growth will bring along.

Rapid deve 3.opment for 4ttario -in 'a 1 i fields
of economy is definitely foreseen, however,
.and its present predominance over all prov-
inces in the realm of manufacturing should be

.maintained. Far from envisioning a recession,
the 'sûbmission states: "The main problems
of the future are likely to be created by
growth.".

INDUSTRIAL HEARTLAND

The submission then goes on to show that
southern Ontario is already established as
Canada's major industrial area and that it is
of the utmost importance to the whole of Can-
ada that it should prosper and develop.

Before outLining the nature anddirhensiôns
of the Ontario Government's share in build-
ing up the country's greatest manufactur-
ing region, the submission considers the more
important features of the general structure of
Ontario's economy.

Ontario has about one-third of the coun-
try's population and 37 per cent of its labour
force. It has maintained these approximate
percentages ever since Canada assumed its pre-
sent form with the settlement of the Prairies;
neither p rosperity nor depression nor war has
changed this relationship, though the propor-
tions living in each of the other provinces
have changed considerably.-Fifteen to twenty
years ago, the province's population was grow-
ing at an âverage rate of 40,000 per year.
Recently, the average annual increase has been
about 150,000,-For several years, it has
.reached 3 per cent per annum - a rate of
population growth exceeding that of the rest
of Canada and nearly double that of the United
States. Ontario has added 1.2 million people
to its population in the last ten years; it is
now a province of 5% million and it will
likely cross the 6 million mark in the early
1960's. Regionâl distribution shows heavy
predominance in favour of urban industrial
centrés of 'the sôuthern areas.
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WINNING THE BATTLUAGAINST POLIO 

SALK VACCINE WORKSU  In a reply tabled in 
the House of Commons on February 9, the Min-
ister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. 
Martin, made the following statement on the 
result  of the  past year's tests of Salk vaccine 
in Canada: 

"The use of the Salk vaccine in Canada  dur-
ing 1955 was the most ambitious mass immuniz-
ation programme ever undertaken in this coun-
try. Italso provided an opportunity for carry-
ing out a nation-wide epidemiological study, 
the results of which have demonstrated the 
safety and effectiveness of the vaccine as an 
immunizing agent. In addition, the whole pro-
gr.amme offered an outstanding example of co-
operation between federal, provincial and 
local health 'authorities and served to bring 
home to the people of Canada in dramatic fash-
ion the value of public health activities 
generally. 

"In co-operation with the health'author-
ities in the ten provinces, the Epidemiology 
Division of the Department of National Health 
and Welfare has undertaken a careful survey of 
polio in Canada last year, particularly among 
the age groups five to ten, where the use of 
the vaccine was largely concentrated. As early 
as last May, a meeting was called in Ottawa 
with the provincial Ihrectors of Communicable 
Disease Control and a uniform system for re-
porting polio and assessing the vaccine's 
effectiveness was devised. For the purpose of 
this study, polio was classified as'paralytic'  

in all cases where there was evidence of some 
muscle weakness extending over a period of 
more than 24 hours. 

"With regard to safety, amongall the child-
ren in Canada  who received one or more injec-
tions of the vaccine, not one case of polio-
myelitis occurred within 30 days of its ad-
ministration. This is the interval during 
which polio, if caused by vaccine, might be 
expected to develop. In further confirmation 
of the safety factor, within the study group 
described below, only five cases of paralytic 
polio were reported in nearly 600,000 vaccin-
ated children. In each of these cases, symp-
toms of polio first occurred at least two 
months following the inoculations, clearly 
indicating that the vaccine could not have 
been responsible for the infection. In other 
words, these five children contracted polio in 
spite of, and not because of, the vaccine. 

"As  to the effectiveness of the vaccine, a 
careful epidemiological study was carried out 
during a pre-determined period of observation-
July 1st to Nbvember 30th inclusive. The study 
involved nearly 1,500,000 children in the age 
groups five to ten ,  including about 600,000 
who received two or more inoculations prior to 
july 1st, ard slightly less than 900,000 in 
comparable age groups who did not receive the 
vaccine. Among those not included in this 
study are the substantial numbers of children 

(Continued on P. 2) 



WINNING THE BATTLE AGAINST POLIO 

(Continued from p. 1) 

under  the  age offive who received the vaccine. 
Other vaccinated children were excluded for a 
variety of reasons, for example, those who 
received only one injection, children vaccin-
ated since July 1st, and those living in isol-
ated areas where it is difficult to gather 
complete epidemiological data. 

"...It will be noted that, for all Canada, 
among 589,716 children ranging in age from 
five to ten who received two or more doses of 
vaccine, five cases of paralytic polio occur-
red during the period of study, or a rate of 
0.84 per 100,000. Among some 885,000 unvaccin-
ated children in comparable age groups, 51 

cases of paralytic polio were reported, or an 
observed rate of 5.76 per 100,000. On the 
basis of these figures, an observed reduction 
in rate of about 85 per cent may be calcul-
ated. 

wTo assess the significance of these find-
ings, it is necessary to examine the results 
from the individual provinces. In.three prov-
inces - Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Newfound-
land - there were no cases reported among 
either the vaccinated or unvaccinated children 
in the age groups specified. This is probably 
explained by the generally low incidence in 
these three provinces where there were only 45 
paralytic cases in the entire population as 
against a five-year average of 624. 

B.C. SURVEY 

• 	"The most significant feature of the entire 
study is the result reported from British Col-
umbia. Despite the fact that more cases were 
reported in British Columbia than any other 
province, there was not a single case of para-
lytic polio among 45,067 vaccinated children 
in the study group. As opposed to this, ten 
cases were reported among the 12,488 unvac-
cinated group. Ch the basis of these figures. 
if the rate among the unvaccinated children 
were applied to the number of vaccinated chil-
dren in the study group, itmight be calculated 
that some 36 cases would have occurred; in-
stead, there was not a single case among the 
children receiving the vaccine. 

"Because of the small number of  cases  re-
ported among the study group, the results of 
the evaluation are not considered statistical-
ly significant in provinces other than British 
Columbia, when examined individually. The 
figures for Prince Edward Island and Nova 
Scotia, if taken together, however, are sta-
tistically significant. Considering these two 
provinces together on the basis of geographic 
proximity and the relatively high incidence of 

polio in each in relation to the five-year 
average, it will be observed that, among 20,- 

406 vaccinated children, there were no cases 
reported, while among 52,089 unvaccinated 

children there  were 13 cases or a rate of 

24.95 per 100,000.  

(C.W.B. February 22, 1956) 

"Thus, in those provinces - Britih  Col-
umbia, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia - 
where polio struck with severity roughly com-
pàrable.to the annual average over the past 
five years, the Salk vaccine achieved signif-
icant results in preventing paralytic polio. 
In these three provinces, no cases were re-■ 

peeted among 65,473 children aged five to ten 
who received two or more injections of the 
vaccine. On the other hand, among approx-
imately the same number of children (64,577)in 
comparable age groups, no less than 23 cases 
were reported. These results clearly demon-
strate the effectiveness of the Salk vaccine 
as a preventive against paralysis from polio-
myelitis." 

5 * 5 * 

SCHOOL FOR FISHERMEN:.  Thirty British Col-
umbia fishermen will go back to school for two 
weeks in March when the second fisheries short 
course will be held at the Unïverity of 
British Columbia in Vancouver. 

The course, which was initiated last year 
under a grant from the federal Department of 
Fisheries, aims to broaden the knowledge of 
practising fishermen beyond their specialized 
branch. Fishermen will be brought up to date 
on latest fisheries information and fishing 
methods, and will be given lectures on fisher-
ies biology, legal problems of the fishing 
industry and fisheries conservation. Coopera-
tion between fishermen and government investi-
gators in research and conservation programmes 
will be a major objective. Graduates from 
the school are expected to pass on to other 
fishermen in their areas any information 
gained from the course. 

5 * * 

ÇRQDE PETROLEUM TOPS RECORDS:  Gross value 
of production in Canada's crude petroleum 
industry topped all previous records in 1954, 
rising to a new peak total of $247,854,000. 
This was more than one-fifth larger than the 
1953 value of $204,481,000, and four times as 
large as 1949's $61,091,000. 

In 1954 Alberta had 5,541 active wells and 
gross value of production of $232,325,165 
versus 5,020 wells and a production value of 
$197,686,004 in 1953. Number of wells in Sask-
atchewan was 1,252 (895 in 1953);  Ontario,  1, - 

392 (1,423); Manitoba, 325 (114); and the 
Northwest Territories, 25 (28). 

* * * 

tRIMARY STEEL SHAPES UP:  Shipments of pri-
mary shapes by Canadian steel mills, exclu-
sive of producers° interchange, soared to 
341,181 net tons in Cttober from 211,310 a year 
earlier and to 2,992,988 tons in the January-
Ottober period from 2,151,569. Producers' 
interchange rose to 133,088 tons in October 
from 103,817 and to 1,363,906 tons in the ten 
months from 1,067,619. 
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(C„*%B. February 22, 1956) 

TRANSPORT HEADS MEET ON CIVIL DEFENCE:  The 
eighth meeting of the Civil Defence Trans- 
portation Advisory Committee was held in 

Op Ottawa on Wednesday, February 15, under the 
chairmanship of H.B. Chase, C.B.E., Commis-
sioner of the Board of Transport Commissioners 
for Canada. 

Ranking heads from all main transporta-
tion agencies of Canada were in attendante - 
representatives of rail, air and marine trans-
portation, as well as the Department of Trans-
port and the Air Transport Board. F.F. Worth-
ington, co-ordinator  for  federal Civil Defence. 
and G.H. Hatton, his deputy, were the chief 
speakers. 

Among the topics up for consideration were 
the authority and function of the Department 
of Transport in the event of emergency; the 
plans of the railway companies in respect to 
mobilization and operation of equipment to 
evacuate people from target cities; the use of 
commercial and private aircraft in the event 
of an emergency: the use of shipping, trucking 
and bus-coach facilities in relation to Civil 
Defence planning for evacuation, and the 
adequacy of existing highways in relation.to 
Civil Defence necessities. 

* * 	* 

NEW URANIUM REGION MAPPED:  A geological 
report on the Montreal River Area, in the 
district of Algoma_ on the east shore of Lake 
Superior about 70 miles north of Sault Ste. 
Marie, has been completed and is now ready for 
distribution by the Ontario Department of 
Mines. The region has often been referred to 
as the "Alona Bay", "Theano Point", or Mont-
real River Uranium" area. 

Considerable interest in mining circles was 
created in September, 1948, when Robert Camp-
bell discovered pitchblende on Theano Point. 
An extensive staking rush resulted, in which 
about 2,000 claims were recorded. 

Included with the report is a key map 
showing the location of the area, geological 
sketch maps of the Breton showing, the Cam-
ray Prospecting Syndicate property, the La 
Bine-McCarthy showing, and also a coloured 
geological map of the area on a scale of one 
inch to half a mile. 

The report will be-incorporated as Part 3 
of Volume 64 of the Annual Report of the 
Department of Mines for 1955. 

* * * 

PRICE INDEX STEADY:  Canada°s consumer price 
index remained practically unchanged between 
December 1 and January 3, moving from 116.9 to 
116.8. This was the fifth successive month in 
which the total index has shown almost no 
movement. Ch January 3, 1955 , the index stood 
at 116.4. Current decreases in the food and 

III household operation indexes were sufficient 

to more than offset upward movements in the 
shelter, clothing and "other" commodities and 
services indexes. 

femILAEPRQYAL ONTARIO CD PROTECT;  Under 
the co-operative civil defence financial 
assistance agreement between the Federal 
Government and Ontario, a provincial project 
that will cost $200,411.50 has been approved 
by the Honourable Paul Martin, Minister of 
National Health and Welfare and federal Cab-
inet Minister responsible for civil  defence. 
This constitutes the largest single grant to 
date in support of provincial civil defence 
measures in Canada. 

Uhder the federal Financial Assistance Pro-
gramme for civil defence, it was mutually 
agreed in February. 1955, that all expen-
ditures for civil defence in the province of 
Ontario would be shared on a,50-50 basis 
between the Federal Government and the prov-
ince. Uhder this arrangement, the federal con-
tribution to the provincial expenditure will 
be $100,220.75. In like manner, federal and 
provincial financial aid for civil defence is 
made available to municipal civil defence 
organizations with the Federal Government 
assuming 50 per cent of the cost, the provin-
cial government 25 per cent and the municipal 
government 25 pzr cent. In this particular 
instance, the provincial expenditure is for 
the fiscal year ending March 31, 1956. 

FIRST TIME 

While the Ontario provincial government 
has been assisting the municipalities in the 
setting up of their civil defence programmes, 
this is the first time that funds have been 
authorized specifically for a civil defence 
organization in.and for the province of Ont-
ario. Major expenditures in the provincial 
project are $66,191.50 for personal services, 
$88,800 for equipment, $18,000 for travel, 
$12,500 .for supplies and materials. $6,750 for 
utility services and $8,200 for miscellaneous 
expenditures. 

Specific items of expenditure in the prov-
incial project include the purchase of four 
vehicles at a cost of $14,000, the purchase of 
nine sets of radio transmitters, receivers and 
generators at a cost of $19,800 and the train-
ing and equipping of 700  provincial  auxiliary 
police at a cost of $32,000. An item of $1,500 
is also provided for the designing, drafting 

. and planning of a provincial civil defence 
control centre, which has a tentative estimate 
of $80,000. 

Commenting on the provincial civil defence 
programme, Mr. Martin stated: "The growth of 
civil defence in the province of Ontario  has 
been remarkable during the past few months, as 
is indicated in the magnitude of their project 
for this year. Throughout Canada, the civil 
defence effort has been snowballing and now 
this constant spade-work is beginning to show 
results. This Ontario  project is the largest 
in all such civil defence operations and is 
indicative of the very definite interest that 
these provincial authorities have in the pre-
sent and future safety of the citizens under 
their care". 
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LABRADOR ON ICE SURVEY: The Arctic patrol
vessel HMCS Labrador sailed from Halifax on
February 21 to launch Canada's first full-
scale survey of ice-conditions in the Gulf of
St. i•a„rence.

The Labrador, vihich returned last November

from DEW line operations in the far north, is
carrying scieritists from the Defence Research
Board, which is co-ordinating the survey, and

from the Atlantic Oceanograpâic Group, ox St.
Andrews, New Brunswick. Other agencies parti-
cipating in the survey are the Fleet Weather
Service of the Royal Canadian Navy and air-
craft of the RCAF's Maritime Command at Green-

wood, Nova Scotia.
This year's operation is the first co-

ordinated mid-winter survey of ice, oceano-
graphic and meteorological conditions in the
Gulf area. From such studies, scientists hope
eventually to be able to predict ice condi-
tions months in advance.

The object of the studies is an attempt to
develop an ice-forecasting system similar to
that used in the Baltic, to facilitate year-
round. navigation in the Gulf, with or without
the use of icebreakers.

The need for all-year navigation in.these
waters has been emphasized by the increasing
number of large mining developments in the
area, including the co^per smelter at Mont
Louis, iron ore docks atySeven Islands, titan-
ium at Harbour Pierre and the base metals
developments at Bathurst, New Brunswick.

During the Labrador's operations, which
will last approximately three weeks, oceano-
graphic stations will be set up, ice con.-
centrations plotted, both from the sea and the
air, and meteorological studies carried out
from points ashore. All the information col-
lected will be made available to Royal Cana-
dian Navy meteorological experts and to the
Atlantic Oceanographic Group for further
recommendations.

. :x r

REAT SLAVE FISHERIESr A cold November,

f0 lowèd by a much colder December, enabled

fishermen on Great Slave Lake to set their
nets at an earlier date than usual,which
resulted in a production for December almost
double that for the corresponding month of

1954. During December, 1955, a total of 576,-
437 pounds of all species was shipped by the
seven companies engaged in winter fishing at
Hay River, N.W.T. Of this amount 461,938
pounds consisted of fresh and frozen white-
fish, dressed and round. In December, 1954:

there was a total of 251,228 pounds of white-

f ish,.

Tôronto had the largest number of printing
trade establishments in Canada in 1953 with
744. Montreal had 624, Vancouver 219, Winnipeg
181, Ottawa 105, Quebec 99, Hamilton 76,
Calgary 71, Edmonton 64 and London 51.

(C.W.B. February 22, 1956)

Tif+_,YSF:^°?' PROCi SOUT I 1 ,D• Canadian Na-
tional :?ailway's branch line construction in
the Province of Quebec since its inception in
1921 ha.s been impreesive in joining outlying
districts, _ira-irai ort '%:ini :ter George C. Marler

^eor^:arysaid cn 16. Con struction of these
projects was justified by existing traffic or
potential traffic, said the Minister, or where
;ôvernment financial assistance was considered
in the interest of the country.

r
Referring to ot.zer p.'epartment of Transport

develooments, Mr. :L.sar.ler pointed out that

three de:-rt:;iental vessels were now under con-

struction in Que.JP_c shipyards - an icebreaker

to cost around $2,500,000, a lighthouse and.
buoy tender to cost $1,200,000 and a light-

ship to cost $700,000. He pointed out that

icebreaking operations were not limited to the
work carried out by departmental ships in the
Hudson Strait and Hudson Bay to facilitate

navi-ation to the port of C;Zurchill, and the
operations by departmental convoy to re-supply
thé five joint Canadian-U.S. Arctic weather
stations.

Yr. 1-41arler reported on the progress of the
work being unu'erta:cen in the Lake St. Francis,
Soulanges and Lachine sections by the St.

Lawrence Seaway Authority, and also of con-

struction of terminal buildings at depart-

mental airports and of the headquarters buil.d-
ing of the Canadian Overseas Telecommunication

Corporation, a Crown company. He predicted
that the new terminal building being con-
structed at Montreal airport would be one of

the most beautiful in Canada. A.contract has

been let for the construction of the new Que-
bec airport building and the new building
at Seven Islands would soon be ready for
opening.

NADI ' C LO1h1B APPOINTEE: The Colombo
Plan Council for Technical Co-operation in
session at Colombo, Ceyl.on, has elected a
Canadian, Dr. Nathan Keyfitz, as Director of
the Council's Bureau for Technical Co-opera-
tion. Dr. Keyfitz will take up his appointment
in April. He :•rill succeed an Australian, nr.
P.W. Curti.n, who has been the Director during

the past two years.
Dr. Keyfitz is at present with the Dominion

Bureau of Statistics, where he is the Senior
Research Statistician. Under United Nations
auspices, Dr. Keyfitz was in Burma in 1951 as
an Advisor on the Burmese Census and was
associated with the National Planning Bureau
of Indonesia in 1953 and 1954. He has recently
published a technical book in the Indonesian
language.

Dr, ':eyfitz joined the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics in 1936 and was appointed the Se-
nior Research Statistician in 1950. Dr. Key-
fitz will represent the Council's Sureau for
Technical Co-operation at the Colombo Plan
Couici.l Committee Meeting in New Zealand next

autumn.,
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MR. EDEN ADDRESSES CANADIAN ï'ARLIAMENT

INTERNATIONAL BALANCE SHEET: "It is now
thirty years since I first came to Canada...,"
said Sir Anthony Eden, Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom, in his address to the House of
Commons and Senate on February 6. "On many
occasions since then I have had opportunities

to visit your vast and hospitable land." Sir
Anthony went on to recall the visit he had
made to Canada during the Second World War.

"Then, though the tide had turned, victory had
yet to be won and the future beyond it lay all
uncertain. He would still be a rash man or an
ill-informed one who would attempt a confident
prophecy for mankind today." Nevertheless,
Mr. Eden continued, "there is a certain bal-
ance-sheet of good and evil which we can draw
up today. I propose to do so, and to begin

with the good.
The rest of his speech follows:
"First, the unity and spirit of our Common-

wealth of nations. Secbnd, the unshakeable
strength of the Anglo-American alliance, in
which we all join. Third, the growing unity
of Western Europe within the framework of
NATO. Fourth, the deterrent power of the new
weapons, including the hydrogen bomb, which
restrain where they cannot reform. Fifth, the
growing understanding by the West of the
threat of Communist penetration which it has
to meet, and of the new methods which we will
have to employ.

February 15, 1956

"And on the debit side I would cite: First,
the increasing hazards which some are prepared
to take. Second the dangers of aggression by
countries which believe they can ignore the
deterrent. Third, the continued existence of
local disputes, whose consequences could
engulf the world. Fourth, the daily Communist
call to abhor the West sounds sharply. In con-
trast, the steady effort of the West to raise
the standard of life for all free peoples must
take time. It is easier to spread hatred than
to make two blades of grass grow where one
grew before.

"It is with this balance of good and evil
in mind that we have to prepare ourselves.
Economic weapons may take the place of mil-
itary ones. But always our purpose must be the
same: to maintain the right that men's minds
may be free and the care that their bellies be
filled. To achieve this free nations, like
free men, must draw and hold together.

"It is in the spirit of these reflections
that I would like to make some comments on the
recent conversations which I have held in
Washington with President Eisenhower. I can
best sum up my impressions of these talks by
saying that there has never been so full a
measure of agreement between our governments.

"In the whole field of European policy
there was no difference between us. You will
have noticed the attempts by the Kremlin to

(Continued on P. 2)
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MR. EDEN ADDRESSES CANADIAN PARL/AMENT 

(Continued from p. 1) 

obscure the issues and confuse our councils. 
In fact they only provided an opportunity to 
underline the unity between the United States 
and ourselves. 

"Much of our meeting was devoted to the 
difficult and critical problems of the Middle 
East. Here too we were in agreement that the 
first danger was the continuing Arab-Israel 
dispute. We were also in agreement as to what 
we should do to try to resolve it. 

"We decided that the necessary treatment 
should be of three kinds. We should continue 
to work, without publicity, and by every means 
to bring about a settlement in that area. This 
can only be realized if both sides are pre-
pared to reconcile the positions they have 
taken up to now. That means a compromise. But 
we can both help, and are ready to do so, 
for example, by financial help to settle the 
refugee problem, and by a guarantee of the 
agreed frontiers. 

PALESTINE SITUATION 

"Meanwhile, we have our responsibilities 
under the Tripartite  Declaration of 1950. We 
arranged for discussions on the action to be 
taken to meet an emergency should it arise. 
The French Government have agreed to join us 
in this. Personally, I am convinced that to 
make ready in this way, is to reduce the risk 
of conflict. 

n it may also be that a strengthening of the 
UN Truce Supervisory Organization would assist 
to prevent incidents. Both the United  Kingdom 
and the United States Governments are very 
ready to agree to this. But of course we 
should wish to be guided by General Burns, 
who is so resolutely carrying out his thank-
less task. 

"As regards the dispute which we have with 
Saudi Arabia over Buraimi, our position is 
this. We are not prepared to return to arbi-
tration. There can be no question of that 
in view of our recent experiences of their 
bribery and corruption. Ch the.other hand, as 
we made clear in Washington, we are ready to 
enter into direct discussions. . 

"The United States Government has declared 
its solid support for the Bagdad Pact, to 
which we belong. This again we welcome and 
here again our views are alike. The Pact has 
economic purposes and aims which fully match 
its military provisions and importance. We 
have considered the kind of help which each 
member country needs and we are determined to 
make a success of the Pact. 

"All this does not exclude some help to 
other countries in the area. An example is 
Jordan to whom we shall continue to make 
substantial payments under our Treaty. 

"So much for what is perhaps the most crit-
ical region at the present time. CI course, we 
talked of many other problems, in many parts  

of the world, and we discussed the Denclaration 
of Washington, which the President and I 
issued together. In this we set forth the true 
principles which guide the free world. Some 
say that these have been stated before. Maybe, 
but it dues  no  harm to state them again, ina 
manner which makes it clear that we are aware 
of the modern Communist challenge. The Declar-
ation of Washington is, in fact, a charter to 
which the whole of the free world can sub-
scribe. I am sure that here in Canada you will 
agree with its purpose. It is in the tradition 
of the work you have done so well to unite the 
countries on either side of the Atlantic in 
defence of the free world. 

"...I now come back to our own friendship 
and the work of our two peoples together. Many 
speakers and writers have tried to define the 
Commonwealth. None has really succeeded, for 

- the reason, no doubt, that the spirit which 
gives it life is indefinable. 

"In a few months' time, I look forward to 
welcoming the Prime Ministers of the Common-
wealth to our London meeting. Foremost amongst 
them is your own Prime Minister, wisest of 
counsellors and most loyal of friends. May I 
here suggest that though we enjOy being the 
hosts to all these meetings of Prime Min-
isters, it would be good if, from time to 
time, the meeting place were to revolve. 

COMMONWEALTH SOL/DAWITY 

"...I am here this afternoon surrounded by 
the familiar setting of our own Hmuse of Com-
mons.'This morning, Prime Minister, you were 
good enough to invite me and the Foreign 
Secretary to attend the Canadian Cabinet. lair 

•systems, our modes of thought, our traditions, 
and our ways of life are all so much alike. 
Anglo-Canadian relations are a model to the 
world. 

"But there is more.to it than all this. The 
pervading'influence which the Commonwealth 
carries into the four corners of the earth 
is one of understanding among friends, of 
tolerance and of peace. 

"In all this work Canada now plays a lead-
ing part. It is impossible to travel, as I had 
to do as Foreign Secretary until a year ago, 
inte so many lands without constantly hearing 
warm praise of the judgment and kindly help 
you have so often extended to °less happier 
lands'. The service that you are rendering in 
Indomiha at dhis hour is but one example of 
the world's debt to you. By this action alone 
you made possible an armistice which may yet 
become a peace. 

"And so...I thank you .  I salute this great 
Canada, commanding in opportunity, a standard 
bearer in loyality and a herald of good-will. 
And I wish you well." 

• • 	• 

The value of factory shipments of manicure 111› 
preparations jumped to $911,000 in 1954 from 
$637,000 in 1953. 
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METAL SNOWSHOES T STED: So successful have

been tests on a light and strong magnesium
^ snowshoe designed and devéloped' ^by the. Mrec-

torate of Inter-service Development that word
has spread through the north country and
several quéries have been received from Indians
and trappers asking where they could be secured.

Actually the snowshoe is still undergoing
tests and trials but it has performed so well
that the Directorate of Inter-service Develop-
ment has recommended it for Army adoption.

Snowshoes, a most necessary item for troops
in northern Canada, have•always.been-a problem
for the Army. The familiar wooden type deter-
iorates badly in storage and the need for
replacements has always been great through
warping and breakage.

Development of the new snowshoe commenced
some time ago. Since then some pairs have
carried testing soldiers over 1,000 miles of
rough trials and still remain in first-class
condition. The new snowshoe is made of a
magnesium frame and stringed with aircraft
fine cable steel encased in nylon.

The new snowshoes are light in weight (less
than half that of the old type) and are corro-
sion, rot and moisture proof. No matter where
stored they will not warp nor will the strings
relax under adverse weather conditions.

Their durability is many times that of the
standard wooden snowshoe and breakage in the
field has been reduced to a very low figure.
Another obvious advantage in this country is
that when not in use the magnesium snowshoes
may be left upright in snow; standard shoes
must be hung from trees out of reach'of Arctic
rodents.

POPULATION AT START OF YEAR: Canada's popu-
lation on January 1 totalled 15,818,000,
according to a special estimate by the Bureau

of Statistics to meet a widespread demand for
figures at the first of the.year. During Dec-
ember the population increased 26,000 from_the
estimated 15,792,000 shown in the regular
quarterly estimate for last December 1.

The total for January 1 shows an increase
of 181,000 in the six months from July 1 last
year, for which a similar extra estimate is
made. This gain compares with increases of
198,000 in the first half of last year and
203,000 in the second half of 1954. During the
calendar year 1955 the population thus in-
creased by an estimated 379,000. Estimated in-
creases for the two previous years were 404,-
000 in 1954 and 386,000 in 1953.

0

ENVOY OF COSTA RICA: On February 2. His
Excellency Humberto Pacheco presented to His
Excellency the Governor General his Letter of
Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and Plen-
ipotentiary of Costa Rica to Canada. Mr.
Pacheco is the first diplomatic represent-
ative of Costa Rica to Canada.

(C.W.B. February 15, 1956)

IFT FLUORIDATION RE : A dramatic de-
crease in the incidence of tooth decay among
children native to Brantford, Ontario, is
indicated in the 1955 report on the dental
effects of water fluoridation issued by the
Department of National Health and Welfare. In
two other Ontario cities - Sarnia and Strat-
ford, which served as controls in the study -
the decay rate has remained about the same or
increased somewhat.

The report noteii. that:.children_born in
Brantford since fluoridation began in June,
1945, now have teeth that -a^Qe as rdsistant
to decay as those of the corresponding age
groups in Stratford, wh,ere the water has been
naturally.fluoridated for the past thir-ty-
eight years by passage through an underground
deposit of fluoride. (The Brantford water
contains only 1.2 parts per million while
that of Strâtford contains 1.6 parts per
million.)

Noticeably, no ill-effects have been re-
ported by the health authorities or by the
medical and dental professions of either
Brantford or Stratford, according to the 1955
report on fluoridation.

The report concludes that there no longer
remains any reason to doubt that where the
fluoride level of fluoride-deficient water
supplies is raised to about 1 part per million
by the mechanical addition of fluoride the
incidence of tooth decay will be reduced by
two thirds.

HE UARTERS FOR OVERSEAS TELEPHONE: With
the trans-Atlantic te ep one ca le between

Canada and thé United Kingdom scheduled to
begin operations in 1956, Transport Minister
George C. Marler announced recently that the
new Montreal head office building of the Cana-
dian Overseas Telecommunication Corporation,
a Crown Company, would be completed later this
year.

"We must look to the future and ensure that
while obtaining permanence of location we have
sufficient space for the expansion of Canada's
overseas communications to keep pace with the
growth of the country," Mr. Marler said. The
circuits in the cable attributed to the COTC
ought to take care of Canada's trans-Atlantic
telephone requirements for a good many years
and some nine new telegraph circuits, capable
at working 60 words a minute, will be avail-
able to Canada.

"Present techniques do not render it econ-
omically feasible to carry television across
the Atlantic by cable", Mr. Marler said;
but the new cable will carry broadcast pro-
grammes, still pictures and messages. He added
that the COTC was planning to introduce a
system an these circuits that would enable the
user in Canada to teletype his own messages
directly from his own office into the office
of his correspondent in the United King-
dom.
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(C.W.E. February 15, 1956) 

CARS IN COLD CLIMATES:  Motorists who Uveili: 
"balmy" southern Canada should never have dif-
ficulty starting their cars in winter, says 
Captain H.W. House of Ottawa. Captain House 
should know--his job at Fort Churchill is to 
direct vehicle-testing.operations. 

Nb matter how low thet4mperature (actually, 
the colder the better), Captain Hnuse and his 
crew drive wheeled and over-snow vehicles over 
the tundra or along bumpy Churchill.trails. 
All vehicles being tested are standard--that 
is, not specially adopted or modified for use 
in the Arctic. 

Tests have proved that any vehicle kept in 
first-class condition with batteries fully 
charged  will  start in the coldest Churchill 
weather. Several times this winter the drivers 
have started out when the mercury was close to 
the 50-below mark. • ' 

During the four-month.test period, vehicle s . 
are kept outside at all times. Many mornings 
they are found half hidden.in . drifted snow. 
Yet they seldom fail to start: 

Captain House's advice to motorists: make 
sure batteries are charged and.always re-
lease the clutch before attempting to start . 
motors. 

* * * * 

GUIDE TO OUTDOOR VACATIONS:  Those planning 
to head for outdoor Canada with rod, rifle or 
just a camera will find all the preparatory 
information they need in the 1956 edition 
of the Canadian National Railways booklet 
"Hunting, Fishing and Canoe  Trips in Canada." 

Er its 136 pages, many of them illustrated, 
are concise details of abundant hunting and 
fishing localities in each province, together 
with names and addresses of camp owners-or 
outfitters. Provincial fish and game regu-
lations are summarized, and included is a 
list of game fish records, both world and 
Canadian. 

Individual descriptions are given for no 
less than 45 canoe trips, offering both sport 
and scenery. The book4t is complete with 
milages to each area from the nearest large 
cities. 

Copies of the publication may be obtained 
from A.P. Lait, Manager,  Convention and Spe-. 
cial Traffic Bureau, Canadian National Rail-
ways, Montreal, GUebec, or any CNR agent. 

* * * * 

PETROLEUM PRODUCT SALES:  Net sales -of pet-
roleum products in August totalled.18,691;004 
barrels, 13.5 per cent larger than July's, 16,- 
458,087 barrels. Net  sales of motor gasoline 
amounted to 8,367,460 barrels (7,450,053 in 
July); heavy fuel oil, 3,519,613 barrels (3,- 
475,077); diesel fuel oil, 1,634,465 barrels 

. (1,377,967); and light furnace oil, 1,603,116 
barrels (1,041,058). 

REVIEW OF FOREIGN TRADE:  Canada's foreign 
trade in the  first half of 1955 reached.a new 
peacetime peak, according to the Review of 
Foreign Trade for the half-year• recently 
released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Exports in the period stood at $2,063,000,000, 
and were exceeded only in 1952, when a record 
peacetime export value was achieved. Imports, 
at $2,209,000,000, were greater than in any 
first half-year except 1953, when the highest 
peacetime level of imports were reached. 

Both exports and imports were substantially 
higher than in the first half of 1954, exports 
by $192,000,000 and imports by $159,000,000. 
The export and import value gains were almost 
entirely attributable to a larger volume of 
trade and to only an insignificant extent 
to price changes. The volume of exports;in 
the first half of 1955 was the largest for 
any peacetime first half-year - while both 
the value and volume of commodities other 
than grains surpassed the levels of - any peace-
time half-year period. The volume of im-
ports was exceeded only in the first half of 

- 1953. 
. The recovery of Canada's foreign trade dur-
ing the first half of 1955 took place against 
the background of the most prosperous postwar 
period for the world economy as a whole. This 
development was reflected in a new peak of 
world trade, Canada accounting for 6 per cent 
of it. Particularly stimulating were the mark,. 
ed recovery in business activity both in Can-
ada and the United States and the Continuing 
boom in the United Kingdom and Western Europe. 
Ch the basis of the data at mid-year, it ap-
peared that in the year 1955, as in 1954, the 
value of Canada's trade will be exceeded only 
by.that of the United States, the United  King-
dom and the Federal Republic of Germany, and 
that, on a per capita basis, Canada will rank 
second only to  New  Zealand. 

a * 

CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE IN DEFENCE:  Colla-
boration throughout the British  Commonwealth  
in the application of science to military 
affairs is the themeat the Commonwealth  Advi-
sory Cbmmittee on Defence Science that opened 
on February 6 and will continue, in Ottawa, 
Toronto and Fort Churchill, until February 22. 
About 100 senior defence scientists and senior 
service officers of Commonwealth countries 
are participating in the series of closed_ 
sessions. 

The conference is designed to provide lead-
ing scientists and military representatives 
with opportunities to meet and to exchange 
views on matters of current defence import- 
ance. Many of the delegates are expected to 1, 
visit scientific and service establishments as 
well as some industrial plants in the central 
part of Canada. 
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(C.W.B. February 15, 1956)

ANGLO-CANADIAN•COUNCIL TABLE AGREEMENT

ADDRESS BY SELWYN LLOYD.- The recent con-

sultation in Washington between President

Eisenhower and Prime Minister Eden.showed

"that the United States and the United King-

dom are closer together today...than at any

time before in peacetime," Mr. Selwyn Lloyd,

United Kingdom Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, told a luncheon meeting of the Ottawa

branch of the Women's Canadian Club on Feb-

ruary 6. "That is a fine thing," Mr.'I:.loyd

went on. "But it is also true that our'two

countries of the Commonwealth-are in closer

agreement upon external affairs than any other

two countries in the free world today•." His

elaboration of this statement follows in part:

"What are the main elements in that agree-

ment 7 First pf all there is our support of .the

United Nations. We believe that the only way

to attain lasting peace in the world is to

build up a world organization endowed with the

necessary authority to preserve peace and,to

maintain the rule of law in the world. The

United Nations is not yet in that position-but

it has only been in existence for ten years.

We have to keep a sense.of perspective.-Yt

took centuries to endow the central government

'in' the United Kingdom with the necessary

authority to preserve law and order. Impôrtant

institutions take a long time to evolve.

UN ACHIEVEMENTS

"The United Nations has already cônsider•-

able achievements to its credit. The action in
Korea against the aggressor was a sharp warn-
ing. There is a fair chance that it may pre-
vent a similar aggression in our time. The
United Nations has done good work in mediation
and in avoiding disputes being settled.by
forge.

"Whatever anxieties we may have about the
situation in the Middle East it would certainly
be worse if the United Nations Truce Super-
visory Organization, under the wise leadérship
of my friend and your fellow Canadian General
Burns were not in existence,...

"There£ore support of the United Nations is
•a fundamental point of unity in the foreign
policies of our two countries. Unfortunately,
however, we do not live in a world free from
the tih•reât of war or one in which our thoughts
can be devoted solely to peace....

"The stark truth was borne in upon us that
the hopes of the West for peace and for the
survival of free institutions depended upbn
.our strength. The lesson was.learned, the hard
way, that those who try to negotiate with
Communist countries from weakness have little

^ prospect of holding their own, just as the
sheepdogs are unlikely to have. a profitable
negotiation with the wolf....

"But we must not forget that our- sa•fety
lies in the fact that the Communists know that
military attack upon the West will be met by
devastating retaliation. That is the supreme
deterrent and that it is that preserves the
free world from global war at the present
tim6. But that deterrent is not sufficient
just by itself.

"...The support of the United Nations,
possession of the nuclear deterrent, and the
existence of defensive alliances are not
of themselves enough. The struggle continues
all the time between two quite different phil--
osophies or ideologies. You in Canada, your
neighbours in the United States and we in
Britain, have largely similar conceptions of
liberty. We believe in the same sort of free-

dom of speech, of worship, of association:
freedom to write, to preach, and to think as

we wish. We believe in the dignity and the
value of every human being and in the worth

of individual rights. We believe in a free

society' but in the rule of law. We believe that
there is a higher destiny for men and women
than just to be cogs in an omnipotent state

machine. We share together a broad, tolerant
and democratic outlook, which has been evolved
through the generations....

POVERTY VS. LIBERTY

"There are the two faiths. What we have to
remember, however, is that there are many
million of people on this side of the Iron
Curtain living in such physical conditions
that they.cannot make a fair choice between
the two - people who have been born into the
direst poverty - people who have lived their
lives and seen their children grow up in con-
ditions just above the starvation limit, with
little or nothing to look forward to. You
cannot expect them to be very attracted by
the sophisticated freedoms of the West. The
materialism of the East may make a greater
appeal.

"...Zherefore, in addition to any military
threat, Communism is trying to erode the free
world in other ways. It is on the march, ideo-
logically,.seeking to infiltrar.e, to subvert,
to destroy, to use legitimate nationalist as-
pirations-and ordinary discontents to disrupt
and to overthrow.,...

"The West must meet this challenge, not
just by military measures, not just by re-
affirmation of its belief in certain free-
;doms. We have got to make an all-outef.fort
to create in the under-developed countries
conditions in which men and women will have
àn interest in liberty, stability and pro-
gress....

"Canada and Britain are also partners in
the Colombo Plan and we both support the Spe;
cialized Agencies of the United Nations. We
must continue to expand these efforts....

(Continued on p., 6)



* * * * 

CIVIL DEFENCE VIS1TOR$,;  Last November, 
Civil Defence Headquarters at Ottawa received 
a visit from the Commandant General of Civil 
Defence for the State of Bombay, India, Mr. 
M.J.B. Maneckji. Mk. Maneukji stated : that he 
had-been greatly impressed by the training 
methods in use at the Civil Defence College at 
Arnprior, Chtario. "It is the finest I have -
ever seen," he declared, adding that he had 
seen many of the world's best. 

Airing December, Major-General I.N. Deugh-
erty, Civil Defence Director for New South . 

 Wales, and Air Commoddre A.G. Knox2Knight. , . 
Commandant of the Australian Civil Defence 
College, spent some time at the Civil.Defence 
College. According to General Dougherty, 
Australia's civil defence problems were much ' 
the same as Canada's, since its population and 
industry were concentrated in relatively small 
area surrounded by vast expanses of sparsely-
settled or even empty territory. 

* * * * 

(C.W.B. February 15, 19e) 

'NEF GEOLOGICAL MAP OF CANADA:,  A new multi-
coloured map of the geology of Canada has been 
issued by the Geological Survey of Canada. , 

Drawn to a scale of one inch to 120 miles, Aim, 
the new map shows the geology of Canada in 36 IF 
coleurs. It replaces, with remarkably small 
loss in detail, the one-inch-to-60-mile geo-
logical map of Canada issued in two sheets in 
1944, and it incorporates the geological find-
inàs of the 70 to 75 parties sent into the 
fiéld each year by the Survey from 1944 up.to 
and including 1953. 

The new map features two firsts. The geo-
lob of Newfoundland, both of the island proper 
and of Labrador, is shown for the first time 
on a geological map of Canada. Also shown for 
the. 'first time is the geology of the more 
northern Arctic islands. Previous geological 
maps.of Canada cut off at Devon Island. 

The new map, which contains many other fea-
tures of geological interest, may be obtained 
at 50 cents a copy from the Director of the 
Geological Survey of Canada in Ottawa. 

ANGLO-CANADIAN COUNCIL TABLE AGREEMENT 

(Continued from p. 5) 

"The Soviet tries to pose as the great 
champion of independence for countries. Hew 
much independence is there in fact in any.  of 
the satellitesT If at the United Nations,  Can-
ada and Britain disagree, we vote as we each 
think right, even though we are members of the 
same Commonwealth. Who has ever seen Poland or. 
Czechoslovakia daring to disagree publicly or • 
to vote differently from Big Brother?... 

"Che of the techniques being used at pre-
sent by the Communists is the attack upon 
colonialism. The United Kingdom and the North 
American continent have not always seen eyé to 
eye about colonialism. But on present develop-
ments in the British Empire I should not have 
thought there was any room for disagreement. 
Her Majesty The Queen is at present in Nigeria 
with its population of thirty millions, gov-
erned by African legislatures, with African 
ministers, proceeding towards complete self-
government.  The  same is  the position in the 
Gold Coast. FrOm Malaya and Singapore there 
have recently come to London freely elected 
Prime Ministers to discuss constitutional 
developments. The present Government of Malta, 
freely elected, is seeking closer association 
with the United Kingdom.... 

COLONIAL GROWTH MISUNDERSTOOD 

Khrushchev was talking the other day 
to Harold Wilson, a Member of our British 
Parliament. When he spoke of pumping out'from 
the Colonies their wealth and resources, 
Wilson replied that the post-war British Gov-
ernments had pumped in much more than Éhey had 
pumped out. Mr. Khrushchev's retort was sig-
nificant, he said: 'I cannot understand why 
anybody should enter a country except to pump 
cite' Certainly they have pumped out from the 
satellite countries and'to no small -extent. 
Those who are now toying with offers of Rus-
sian aid should remember that realistic state-. 
ment of Mr. Khrushchev's.... 

wYou have your youth and vigour, your great 
opportunities in a land full of wealth and 
promise. We for our part do not intend to 
allow our maturity to slip into decadence. 
We also face the future with confidence and 
strength of will. 

"Together there is so much that we can 
achieve. 

"I read in the United States Congress on 
Thursday last, inscribed on the wall, some 
words of Daniel Webster,'which seem a fitt-
ing call also to our two countries: 'Let us 
develop the resources of our land, call forth 
its power, build up its institutions, promote 
all its great interests, and see whether we 
also, in our day and generation, may not per-
form something worthy to be remembered.'...." 

LINADIAN'SAILORS AIRBORNE:  For the first 
time in the history of the Royal  Canadian 
Navy, men of the seaman branch have left the 
decké of waràhips to take to the air. 

len  sonar operators--trained torpedo anti-
submarine spècialists--are now serving with 
the Navy's helicopter anti-submarine unit, HS . 
50, based at HMCS S hearwater, the naval air 
station near Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. 

Thesimilarity in operation of the he/i-
copter's anti-submarine equipment with Ilat 
carried in warships prompted the decision to 
employ trained sonar operators in the air- . 
craft. The anti-submarine helicopter carries 
the "dunking" sonar, a device which can be 
lowered into the water from the hoVering • 
machine and raised again to allow the aircraft 
to be flown to a new position. 
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FINDING MARKETS FOR CANADA'S GAS 

A TRANS-CANADA PIPE:  "Our  neighbouring 
country to the -south is now served with a 
great network of gas pipelines, and today 
energy from natural gas represents about 25 
per cent of all energy produced in the United 
States from coal, water power and petroleum," 
stated the Minister of Trade and Commerce,  Mk. 

Hbwe, in an address to the Cànadian Club 
of  Toronto on January 30. "We in Canada have 
been blessed with abundant sources of hydro-
electric energy. Sources of this type of 
energy are fast being loaded to capacity. By 
1962,  Ontario  will need sources of energy 
other than water power, and of these natural 
gas seems to be the most promising." 

"It must be kept in mind," Mk. Hnwe siid, 
"that  Ontario  is a high-cost fuel area. Here, 
today, natural gas imported from the United 
States is finding ready acceptance, to the 
extent that it is available. Its.cleanliness 
and reliability make it attractive both to the 
householder and to industry. In other words, 
it is a competitive fuel, the importance of 
which will be more widely recognized as the 
growing use of natural gas points up its 
special advantages." 

The Ministeres speech continued as follows: 
Nany people hold the view that this pipe- 

line project involves only the procuring and 
laying in place of a large-diameter pipe, 
extending from a point in Alberta to a point 
near Montreal. Such a project is in itself no 
small undertaking, since it involves an estim- 

ated cost of $375 million. However, this is 
but part of the pipeline project. In the Prov-
ince of Alberta, gas wells must be drilled, so 
that proven reservoirs of gas can be made 
deliverable. Chemical plants must be built to 
remove from the gas its sulphur content as 
well as wet components, such as butane and 
propane (gas entering the pipeline must be dry 
gas). Pipelines must be laid to collect the 
gas from the various fields and convey it to 
the western end of the Trans-Canada pipeline. 
Premier Manning has stated that the estimated 
investment within the Province of Alberta 
required to deliver dry gas to the pipeline in 
required quantity will total $250 million. 
These capital expenditures within Alberta will 
be made by private enterprise, and their reg-
ulation is the responsibility of the govern-
ment of Alberta. 

"Customers for the gas must be found. This 
involves extensive distribution systems in 
a large number of cities, as well as sales 
programmes to induce private domestic users 
and private industry to change over to natural 
gas. The build-up of consumer load must in-
volve a considerable time, affecting in a 
major way the ability of the sponsors to fin-
ance the whole project at its inception. A 
temporary purchase of natural gas from the 
United States is now being used, here in 
TorontO, to reduce this time element. Also 

(Continue4 on P. 2) 



FINDING MARKETS FOR CANADA'S GAS

(Continued from p. 1)

involved in the customer.build-up in the manu-
facture and sale of apparatus for using gas.
Altogether, the gas-line project involves
expenditures totalling over $1 billion....

"Objections have been heard that the pre-
sent sponsors of Trans-Canada Pipelines are
Americans. I must point out that, with few
exceptions, all the Canadian oil and gas pro-
ducing companies are offshoots of American
firms. I suggest that the present shareholders
of Trans-Canada Pipelines are, on balance,
more Canadian than the average of Canada's
petroleum industry as a whole. However, Trans-
Canada Pipelines have in addition undertaken
that when public financing takes place at
least 51 per cent of the total issue of voting
stock will be offered to Canadians. I feel
that Canada'must avail itself of the wide
background of experience that has been built
up on this continent in distributing natural
gas, And I am happy that the affairs of Trans-
Canada Pipelines Limited are in the hands
of so strong a-groupr -from.•oür own gas in•-
dustry.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

"The export of natural gas involves con-
siderations that are not present when considw
erin¢ exports of oil. The latter is a commod^-
ity,Vlike coal, which moves freely across all
international boundaries and which is sold in
one market today and another market tomorrow.
On the other hand; natural gas is analogous to
electricity, in that continuity of supply must
be guaranteed for a long period, usually
twenty••one years. Every country approaches
problems having to do with either the export
or the import of electricity and natural gas
with great caution and this is particularly
true of the United States, as it is of Canada.
The Canadian act' governing the export of
electricity and fluids was passed in 1907 and
has been rigidly adhered to. The Act provides
that exports will not be permitted except for
energy which is clearly surplus to the present
and foreseeable needs of Canada. The importing
country is also careful to see that its cap-
ital expenditures are not based on a source of
imported gas that cannot be depended upon for
a long period, that period usually being twen-
ty-one years. The proposal for exports of gas
from Canada cannot be rejected out of hand,
owing to the fact that proven reserves of gas
are being built up in Western Canada at a rate
considerably in excess of any foreseeable
market in Canada. Export of gas, in so far as
this pipeline project is concerned, can be of
great assistance to the financing of the pro-
ject in its initial states, in that, through
exports, immediate customers are obtainable to
justify the initial investments.

"A pipeline from the Peace River area to

Vancouver is in the process of being financed,
after a five-year period of negotiation. Ample

(C.W.B. February 8., 1956)
.. . -*

quantities of natural gas havé been proven up
in the Peace River area, in a location too re-
mote from the industrial centres of Alberta to
be of value in that province. Possible con-
sumption of tfiatgas within British Columbia
would not have warranted a pipeline, had an
export of gas to the United States not been
permitted. It was decided some years ago that
exports would be permitted, and an export per-
mit was granted accordingly. However, the
Federal Power Commission of the United States
took two or three years to decide that the
source of supply in the Peace River is a
reliable one for United States consumers. In
the end, it granted a favourable decision, and
work on the West Coast Transmission Company
gas pipeline is now under way, bringing gas to
all of British Columbia within economic dis.-
tance of the pipeline.

"A similar situation has developed with
Trans•-Canada Pipelines. A United States trans-
mission company wishes to purchase gas at Em-
erson, Manitoba, and at Niagara, Ontario, for
distribution south of the border. The govern--
ment of Alberta wishes to have this outlet for
export gas and the Federal Government has
determined that the gas to be exported is
surplus to the foreseeable needs of Canada.
The company wishing to import the'gas has
applied to the Federal Power Commission for an
import permit, and that application is pre-

.sently being considered by the Federal Power
Commission. The contract also involves'the
temporary export to Canada of gas at Niagara

sufficient to begin the build-up of customers
in the territory between Toronto and Montreal.
Approval of the application for import at
Emerson and Niagara and export at Niagara will

greatly. improve the financability of the.Trans-

Canada Pipeline project. Vie, in Canada, are
hopeful that the Federal Power Commission will
approve this application, the granting of
which will mean a lower initial cost of gas
for central Canada.

".Can this, the longest and one of the larg-
est capacity gas pipelines ever built, extend•-
ing from an area that has never before been
organized to export gas, and serving an area
that has not previously had natural gas avail-
able for use, be financed without some govern-
mpnt assistance? Apparently not, although
several attempts have been made. The diffi-
culty lies in the sparsely settled area of
northwestern Ontario, which has always been

the main obstacle to economic all-Canadian
transportation. Various forms of assistance

have been considered. The least objectionable

form would seem to be construction and owner-

ship by government of a section of line across

northern Ontario. When.relieved of the capital
cost of financing this section of the line,

the Trans-Canada Pipelines project woulc;
appear to be readily financable. Without help
from government to the extent I have indi-
cated, the line would seem to be incapable of
being financed privately, at least not for
many years to come.

2 (Continuel on p. 6)
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CANADIAN TEACNERS'MEET IN EUROPE: A four-

day holiday from school is in thé.offing for

childrer► of Canadian servicemen.in France,
Belgium and Germany this month. Che hundred
and seventy-five school teachers who staff the
12 Army and RCAF schools in Europe are gather-
ing for a conference in Baden-Soellingen,

Germany.
According to Dr. J. Martin of Montreal,

supervising principal of the Army schools in

Germany, the primary aim of the conference is

to examine the fundamental differences between
the Canadian educational system and that of

European countries. He said that several prom-

inent European educationalists would address

the Canadian teachers and participate in

discussion groups. '

Among them are Dr. H. Priestley. Director,
of British Families Education Service in Ger-
many; Monsieur Henri Evrard, Assistant.Chai•r-•
man of the University of Paris; Dr. Eugene
Loffler, Supervisor of German Schools,Sttttt-
.v,a r:t,a and Dr. Earl Sifert, Director of De-
pendent Education.of the US Ariny in Europe.

TNDONESIAiV.ADffIRAL VISITS CANADA: Vice-
Admiral Raden Subijakto, Chief of the Naval
Staff of the Republic of Indonesia, arrived in
Montreal on January 26 from England. While in
Canada he visited ici ships and establishments
on the east coast and conferred with naval
officials in Ottawa.

Admiral Subijakto inspected ships and

establishments of the Roya.l Canadian Navy's

Atlantic Command at Halifax on January 27, and
the following day he visited HMCS Cornwallis,
the Navy's new entry training establish-

ment. .
Ch January 30, Admiral Subijakto met senior

Naval officers in Ottawa, where discussions

were held on matters of naval training, ed-

ucation, recruiting and organization.
Staff officers.who accompaniecl Admiral Sub-

ijakto were Commander A. Rugebregt, Chi.ef of
Naval Technical Services (purchasing); Lieu-
tenant-Commander Saleh Bratawidjaja, Chief of
Administration, andLieutenant Fr'ijomô Prodjof-
ukanpo. Flag Lieutenant. The party left for

Washington January 31...

DANISH AMBA SADOR INSTALLEDr On January

30, His Excellency Ove Flemming Sehested pre-
sented to His Excellency the•Governor General

his Letter of Credence, as Ambassador Extra-

ôrdinary and Plenipotentiary of Denmark to
Canada. The ceremony took place at Government

House.
Mir. Sehested had been se.rv.ing as Minister

to Canada since September 16, 1952. He was ap-
pointed Ambassador after the recent agreement
of the Governments of Denmark and Canada to
raise the level of their Missions in Copen-
haggn and Ottawa respectively from Legation to
Embassy.

(C.W.B. February 8, 1956)

CARNIVAL AT QUEBEC: Historic Quebec City's
now famous Winter Carnival.which opened on
January 27 will last until February 14. There
is â galaxy of •special events. Ice and snow
structures, carvings and monuments appear
everywhere in the ancient capital of Quebec
Province, and "Bonhomme Carnaval", a grinning
séven-foot figure with a snow-white costume
and a colourful tuque, reigns siapreme through-
out the Carnival.

The first four days witnessed an Inter-
national Dog Derby, ice-cutter races, a drama
festival and an International Curlers's Bon-
spiel. Between February 1 and 5 occurred the
coronation ceremony•for the carnival queen at
the Quebec Coliseum, a student festival, and a
carnival-anasquerade and torchlight parade
throughout the streets of the city, with mum-
mers, bands and clowns. Special events follow-
ing included a night festival at Lac Beauport,
ten miles from the city, with hundreds of
skiers rushing downhill bearing burning torch-
es, accompanied by a fireworks display. There
was masquerade dancing in the city's public
squares.

On February 10 there will be a costume ball
at the Chateau Frontenac, and next day, ski
competitions will be held on the hills of Que-
bec and Lac Beauport. An unusual event occurs
on February 12,.when ice-canoe races will take
place on the ice-packed St. Lawrence River.
The following night a fireworks display will
be thrown tip from the walls of the Citadel,
and on February 14 the Quebec Winter Carnival
winds up with a grand parade through the
streets of the city, with masks or other dis-
guises recommended for the marchers.

T SPRINGS IN ROCKIES: Their hot springs
are among the natural wonders of the Rockies,
and have long been among the leading attrac-
tions in.three of the mountain national parks-
Jasper and Banff in Alberta and Kootenay in
British Columbia. Centuries before the first
white man crossed the great mountain barrier,
the Western Indians knew of these springs and
their medicinal properties.

As in the United States, hot mineral springs
in Canada provided the incentive for estab-
lishing the first national park. In 1885 an
area of ten square miles surrounding the hot
sulphur springs at Banff was set apart for
public use. Two years later the area was
enlarged, becomsng Rocky Mountains (now BanffJ
National Park, the first of-a system of na-
tional playgrounds currently stretching from
the Selkirk Mountains of British Columbia to
the rugged coast of Cape Breton Island, Nova
Scotia. 7he National Parks of Canada today
cover more than 29,000 square miles of scenic
territory.

Canadian imports of golf balls jumped to
73,803 dozen in 1954 from 31,630 dozen in 1953.
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SOVIET TRADE OFFICIALS VISIT:  A delegation' 
of officials from the U.S.S.R. arrived in ' 
Ottawa on January 31 for negotiations with 
Canadian Government officials on a possible 
trade agreement between the two countries. 

During the visit to the U.S.S.R. last OctO-
ber of the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson, the possibility of 
a trade agreement based uponthe most-favoured-
nation principle was explored. At that time 
it was.agreed that further talks should take 
place in Ottawa. On November 1 the Canadian 
Gévernment invited the Government of the U.S.- 
S.R. to send a delegation to  Ottawa for this 
purpose. 

The Soviet delegation is headed by MW. S.A. 
Borisov, First Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Trade. The head of the Canadian group of 
officials in the negotiations is. Mr. Mitchell 
Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister of Trade and 
Commerce. 

* * * * 

PECEMBER FINANCE STATEMENT:  The Honourable 
Walter Harris, Minister of Finance, recently 
released the regular monthly statement of the 
Government's financial operations for December 
and the first nine months of the current 
fiscal year. 

Budgetary revenues for December totalled 
$372.6 million or $9 million more than last 
year:- expenditures totalled $422.1 million or 
$12.5 million more than last yeàr, and the 
deficit was $49.5 million compared with a 
deficit of $46 million for December, 1954. 

For the first three quarters of the current 
fiscal year, budgetary revenues were $3,086.6 
million or $113.3 million greater than those 
for the same period last year, while expendi-
tures were $3,030.4 million or $102.8 million 
more than last year. The surplus for the first 
nine months of this year was $56.1 million 
while the surplus for the same period last 
year was $45.6 million. 

* * 

' 	0 ICE.' 0 	C 	_ AT 	_u'_C : Fly- 
ing Officer J.H.L. LeCompte of the RCAF's No. 
1 Air Division Headquarters in Metz, was the 
choice of the Cànadian Amateur Hockey Associa-
tion and the American Amateur Hockey Associa-
tion as North American delegate to the Inter-
national Referees Pool making up the Offici-
ating staff for the Olympic Hockey Gàmes just 
concluded in Cortina d'Ampezzo, Italy. 

A native of Ottawa, LeCompte played most of 
his hockey,wEth 'RCAF teams, and wound uphis 
active playing career in 1948 as a standout 
defenceman with the "Ottawa  RCAF Flyers", who 
in St. Moritz, Switzerland, won- the Olympic 
and World Amateur titles for Canada that year. 

As one of the official referees at last 
year's World Amateur Hockey Tournament in Ger-
many, LeCompte won the respect and admiration 
of coaches and players from many nations 
including Russià.  

(C.W.B. February 8, 1956),,  

NEW AERIAL DIRECTION SYSTEM:  A new system 
of air navigation in Canada was officially 
initiated on January 31 by the Honourable 
George C. Marier.  Minister of Transport, when 
he spun a dial at Dorval Airport that put into 
commission the first "VOR" airway in the 
country.. 

The "VOR" airway opened by Mk.  Marier  is 
between Montreal and Toronto and in a few 
days' time will be extended toihcludeWindsor; 
with between stations at Ottawa, Stirling, 
Toronto and London. "This is the first section 
of an air navigation system which we are 
going to extend from'coast to coast," the 
Minister'declared. 

VOR is an abbreviation of "very high fre-
quency omnirange" and furnishes the pilot of 
an aircraft with directional guidance through 
its transmission of radio waves in all direc-
tions. 

The facility at Montreal connects with VCR 
routes to the United States and will "in the 
not. too distant future" tie in with a 1.TOR 
route via Megantic to the Maritimes and New-
foundland..Mr.  Marier  stated that the Trans-
port Department was now working on installa-
tions to provide VOR routes to the west and 
"we expect the entire VOR system across  Canada 
to be complete by 1958-59. A total of some 48 
stations will  be involvedintle initial Trans-
Canada system. Stations will be placed about 
100 miles apart to give adequate coverageC 

SUPPLEMENTS OLDER SYSTEM 

The ue system will supplement the low-
frequency, four-course radio ranges now uni-
versal in Canada. The limitations of the 
latter as aids for enroute navigation and 
approach to landing procedures have been 
apparent for some considerable time, Transport 
Department officials pointed out. The poor 
qualityofsignal received under certain atmos-
pheric conditions, the limitations imposed by 
only four courses and the fact that the pilot 
must listen to an aurai signal for guidance 
are the most common disadvantages. 

With  the  introduction of VOR airways, these 
disadvantages will be largely overcome for 
those aircraft equipped to use the system. The 
transmitter, housed in a small building on the 
airport, is completely automatic, functioning 
24 hours a day, no operator being needed. It 
produces an infinite number of courses, any 
one of which may be selected and flown by the 
pilot. The cockpit instrument gives a visual 
signal, thus relievirr.: the pilot of the weari-
some task of con..3tantly monitoring an aural 
signal to obtain navi7aticnal guidance. He can 
çoncentrate on listening to communications 
from the ground control stations and weather 
reports. 

To meet the navigational requirements of 
aircraft not equipped to fly on the VCe sys-
tem, the existing low-frequency range airways 
will remain in use for some time .it was 
stated. 
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-CAADA'S RELATIONS WITD. PEKIi\IG 

?ROUEN OF RECOGNITION:  In  his address to'. 
the House of Commons on january 31, the Sec-
retary of .State for External Affairs, .Mr. 
Pearson, made the following observations on 
the question of the recognition of the Com-
munist government in Peking. : 

"....One of the most difficult questions 
which face this Country and many other coun-
tries is that of deter.ining our  relationà 
with the two  rival and bitterly . hostile gov 
ernments of China. It is npt as simple an 
issue to decide as some seem to think. There 
is more than one factor to take into account 
before any decisions can wisely be taken. Such 
a decision requires a. careful balancing . of 
many national and international  factors, moral, 
political and economic. 

"Some time 	expressed the view that 
we should have anOtheï igok'at this queStion 
in the light of the cessation of hostilities 
in Korea and in IndoChina, in the light of 
the situation in and around theFormosa Straits 
and. in the light of the recent policy of the 
Peking government in so far as it is possible 
to determine it. We have made this re-examina-
tion and we feel that the careful'policy'we 
have been following, and are still follOwing, 
has been the right  one -rejeyting on the one 
hand i'mmédiate diplokatie recognition but 
rejecting on the other hand the view that 
a Communist regime in Peking can never be 
recognized as the Government of China. 

"The arguments for and against recognition 
of this  government have more than once.been 
discussed, and in detail, in this House, and I 
do not intend to :  repeat. them at this time. I 
wish merely to state_as briefly as possible 
the considerations which.determine our policy 
as a Cmvernment in this matter. 

"The first consideration .is the interest of. 
our country, remembering that the paramount 
interest of us ail  is international peace and 
security..in addition, we are obliged to-give 
consideration. to the interest and views of our 
friends and allies, some of whom are even more 
directly involVed than are we in the con-
sequences of diPlomatic recognition. It ià 
also important...net tg Confuse recognition 
with approval. There are,  of course, moral 
considerations involved and, in the Case gf • a 
ruthless Communist regime, these considéra-
tions inevitably.must have a bearind on our 
attitude. .But the decision remains predom-
inantly a political one tg be takep . on the 
basis of enlightened self-interest, as in many 
other cases where we have recognized totali-
tarian.regimes, . 

sbould.nox, howéver .., be assumed that 
Canadian  recognition of,the Peking govern-
ment--even if ii were to be granted at some'  

'time in te future--woUld extend to the island 
of Formosa. AS we seé it, the legal status of 
Formosa is still undeeided and no step taken 
vis-.-vis thé, Communist regime Should pre-
judice that  issue. In  particular, we would not 
be a party tQ any action which handed over the 
people or the Government of Formosa, a3ainst 
their will, to any mainland government, let 
alone tn a Communiet Chinese government. 
• "We condemn the cruelties and tyrannies of 
the Peking regime, and we continue to hope 
that the Chinese people will one day be gov-
erned by a more enlightened government of 
their own choice. 	 • 

"But...we must accept the fact of Communist 
Control of mainland China. That is one thing • 
we cannot fail to recognize, withthecorollary 
that. in certain circumstances and in our own 
interests we may be obliged to deal--as we 
already have been obliged to do--at Geneva and 
elsewhere with that government in respect of 
certain problems which cannot be solved with-
out it. Nor should we, I suggest, base our 
policy on the likelihood of the  Nationalist 
Government of Chiang Kai-shek returning to 
power•on the mainland. Furthermore, the anomaly 
of that : Covernment representing China at the 
United Nations, with a veto iinat can block 
any action desired by 52 other meMbers, is be-
coming increasingly apparent. rbelieve also 
that we should accept no commitment to inter-
vene on behalf of the Nationalist GovernMent 
in the struggle for the Chinese off-Shore 
islands. 

"As for Formosa, the . only commitméntowe 
have is that which might arise out of our 
obligations under the Charter of the United 
Nations. So far as diplomatic . recognition is 
concerned, we should from time to time review 
the position in the light of conditions,' of 
our own interests and of the views of our 
friends  and  allies. However, .1 believe we 
should not get ourselves into such an inflex-
ible posj.tion.that a'change in policy, if it 
were considered to be wise . and necessary, 
could be brought about only with maximum 
difficulty. 

should like to express one further 
thought on this subject. We are all concerned, 
and rightly so,' that the utmost in good judg-
ment be applied to this complicated and con-
troversial problem of legal recognition. 41/4 I 
see it, however; we must not let it distract 
us so much that we ignore the longer term 
issues which are raised -by CgmmuniSt China's 
emergenàdi as a new and powerful force in the 
world.  The 'consolidation and growth of Chinese 
power under Communist rule which is now taking 
place may be historically as important an 
event as the Russian Revolution of 1917...." 
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FINDING MARKETS FOR CANADA'S GAS

(Continued from p. 2)

"The government of Ontario has shared the
concern of the FederaT Government in the prob-
lem of bringing Alberta gas into this prov-
ince. The two governments have kept in close
touch with'developments over several years.
The Federal Government, therefore, proposed to
the government of Ontario that the two govern-
ments join in forming a Crown Company to build
the northern Ontario section of the line, on
the basis of one-third of the cost to Ontario
and two-thirds to the Federal Government. This
proposal was accepted by the government of
Ontario, subject to legislative approval, with
a limitation of $35 million on the Ontario
participation....

"Government participation in this project
is essentially a bridge-in time. It does not
represent a subsidy in any form. Were the
whole project to be delayed until an adequate
market volume could be built up,. using such
American gas As might be obtainable, the whole
system could probably be financed some years
hence without government intervention. How-
ever, it seems to me that time is of the es-
sence, and that under 'the circumstances, gov-
ernment participation is warranted. This view
is shared by the government of the province of
Ontario. A subsidy for the line is not des^r-
able, since gas in central Ontario and. else-
where will compete as a fuel with coal and
oif. Is it desirable for governments to sub-
sidize one fuel against competing fuels and one
set of producers against another? I think not.

"It has been represented that an all-Cana-
dian pipeline is not the most economical method

of supplying western gas to central Ontario.
The alternative most frequently suggested is

an exchange of gas,.in other words, western
gas should be delivered to the central. United
States'with the understanding that gas from
Texas should be delivered in equivalent'quan-
tity into central Ontario. This proposal
ignores the cautious delay which proposals:to
markec Canadian gas in the United States have
met with in that country, and the reluctance
of the United States to permit its gas to be
exported to Canada. Study of the proposal has
confirmed our first conclusion that such an
exchange of gas is entirely unworkable....•

"I would remind. you ag•ain that this whole
project, and what goes with it, represent an
expenditure of over one billion-dollars. Its
construction and its effects are comparable in
magnitude with the St. Lawrence Seaway and
power projects, which will take four years to
complete.

"Just now, the important thing is to get
the project properly launched. I believe that
the group that has now assumed the responsibil-
ity for the Trans-Canada Company is one of the
strongest, both financially and in gas pipe-
line experience, that has ever been assembled
for a project of this kind...."

IOUR AN ATOMIC AGE: Senior regular
officers of the Royal Canadian Armoured Corps
and armour experts from the British and U.S.
Armies attended a five-day conference at the
RCAC School, Camp Borden, Ontario, January 30
to February 3. The discussions chieflÿ con-•
cerned the future of the Corps under atomic
conditions. C

During the first phase of the conference on
January 30 and 31, the organization, tactics
and tactical employment of armoured units in a
future atomic par were studied. The second
phase, on February 1, consisted of a series of
briefings on technical and tactical develop-
ments within the Army, relative to the prob-
lems of a future nucleai'r war. Phase three,
February 2 and 3, consisted of an exercise,
code-named "Exercise Look-Ahead", presenting a
series of problems as they might arise in the
future.

BIG TORONTO RENTAL PRO ECT: Tenders will
be ca ed in Apri for construction of-the
second part of Canada's largest redevelopment
undertaking, the 2,000-unit Regent Park sub-
sidized-rental housing project in Toronto, it

.has been announced jointly by Public Works
Minister Robert Winters and.Ontario Minister
of Planning and Development W.M. Nickl.e.

Regent Park South will consist of row-
housing units and apartment units with rents
averaging $63 a-month. The units will be rented
to families of low income and the, rents willbe
geared to income., adjusted by family size.
Families whose incomes do not exceed an esti-
mated maximum monthly income of $341 and who
now live in the area wi11-be given priririty
for the units:

Construction of the housing unies will be

supervised by Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation. The project will remain in the
ownership of the federal-provincial partner-
ship with management responsibilities assigned
to the Metropolitan Toronto Housing Autkority
-which was appointed •recently.

PRINTING AT NEW PEAK: In Canada, products
of the printing trades and allied arts,.which
comprise several closely related industries,
publishing and printing, printing and book-
binding, lithographing, engraving, stereo-
typing and electro-typing, and trade cômppsi-
tion, reached â new peak value of $498,083,000
in 1953, an'incr.ease of 10.8 per cent over the
preceding year's $449,509,000, according to
the"Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

There were 2,744 establishments classed in
the printing trades in 1953, 25 more•than in
1952. The average number of employees'in the
industry increased 2.8 per cent to 61,602 from
59,916, and salary and wage payments jùmped'to
$195,927,*000 from $177,373,000. Raw materiâls ^
used and services received by the printing
trades cost $152,512,000, up from $138,-
376,000.
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THE POLITICAL SITUATIONIN THE MIDDLE EAST

A CANADIAN VIEW: In a statement to the
House of Commons on January 24, the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson,
had the following observations to make on the
Middle Eastern political situation:

"...It is a situation which has been dis-
turbing and unsettled, as I have already said,
since the very foundation of the state of
Israel. It is becoming increasingly clear that
some solution must be found for the problem of
the relationship between Israel and her Arab
neighbours if that situation is to improve. •If
it does not improve it will get worse and the
danger of conflict will increase. This is
especially the case because there are govern-
ments which are cynically hoping to obtain
political advantage from keeping the Arab-
Israeli dispute burning without any concern
for the damage that this would cause the Is-
raeli and Arab people, or the danger to peace
that might result. I think there would be no
contribution on our part to improving the
chances of peace in that area by cutting off
all shipments of defence equipment to the
state of Israel...

"It is the realization of this danger, the
danger of conflict, which prompted western
statesmen recently to offer the assistance of
their governments and themselves in helping
Israel and the Arab states find a solution for
their disputes and problems. We in this Gov-
ernment are very much in accord with the
spirit of such pronouncements which point to
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the necessity of a settlement. based on concil-
iation, understanding and compromise, which
alone can afford a real basis of security and
prosperity for both the Arab and Israeli
peoples. The difficulties...are great and the
dangers are very real, as they always are when
passions are high and feelings are deep.

"We can sympathize with and understand the
fear felt in Israel when they hear across
their borders threats of destruction; and, of
course, the United Nations did not establish
the state of Israel in order to see its ob-
literation. Similarly, we can understand the
feelings of Arab peoples at the alienation of
land which was occupied by Arabs for centuries;
we can sympathize with the sufferings of the
many thousands of Arab refugees who have been
made homeless. But surely, to both sides the
advantages of a confirmed and secure peace,
instead of the present condition of precarious
armistice, are so great both economically and
politically that a negotiated settlement
should not be impossible.

"I cannot...mention the armistice without
paying tribute here, and I know the House will
join me in this, to the work of Major General
Burns, the chief of the United Nations truce
supervision organization for Palestine. He is
not, of course, serving as a Canadian but as a
United Nations official. Nevertheless, since
he is a Canadian, I am sure that all are as

(Continued on P. S)
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WORK STO1ePAGES DOWN:  There were fewer 
work stoppages arising from industrial dis-
putes in Canada during 1955 than in any year 
since 1949. There waa also a slight decrease 
from the previous year in the number ofworkérs,. 
involved, according to . a preliminary Summary 
of strikes and lockouts for 1955 released 
recently by the Honourable Milton F. Gregg, 
Minister of Labour. 

The Minister explained that, although 
there were fewer stoppages and fewer involved 
workers, time loss was higher in 1955 than in 
1954-0.19 per cent of the estimated weiking 
time of non-agricultural wage and salary 
workers, as compared with 0.15 per cent in 
1954. 

Preliminary figures for 1955 showed 148 
work stoppages involving 57,402 workers with a 
time loss of 1,865,618 man-working days, as 
compared with 62,250 workers invelved in 174 
stoppages with a time loss of 1,475,200 days 
in 1954. The peak year was 1946, when there 
were 228 work stoppages invorving 139,474 
workers and a total time loss'of 4,516,393 
man-working days. 

Wages and related benefits were 'the issues 
in one-half the stoppages in 1955, involving 
72 per cent of the workers and causing 95 per 
cent of the'time loss. Of the other disputes, 
2 1'arose over conditions of  work; 20 over 
union questions; 19 over employment, dismis-
sals, suspensions and lay-offs; 10 over re-
duced wages; two.over reduced hours; and.two 
were sympathy stoppages.. . 

• 

minsu FIRM BUILDS ONTARIO PLANT:  On be- 
half of the Georgian Bay Development Associa-
tion, the Honourable W.M. Nickle, Minister of 
Planning and Development; announced recently 
that Acrow (Engineers) .  Ltd. of London, Eng-
land, had purchased a 258-acre tract of land 
At Orangeville, Ontario. A 16-acre portion 
will be the site of.a new industrial plant, 
construction on which will commence in the 
spring. Mhen in production,  the  new plant will 
make a wide range of the company's products, 
including industrial storage and mechanical 
handling equipment and world-renowned lines of • 
steel formwork and all-purpose unit scaffold-

ing for the construction trade. 

* g: 

'pRAZILIAN ROVERS STILL ROVING:,  When three. 
Rover Scouts drove.into Vancouveirecently in 

•a jeep, they had covered more than 31,000 
'miles on ri 44,000-mile, 10-month motor tour 
which started at Sao Paulo, Brazil,on April .2, 
1955,,with the 8th World Scout Jamboree at 
Niagara-on-the-Lake .  Ontario, last August, as 

its major objective. Since the Jamboree, the 
Brazilian Rovers - Jan Stekly,20,Charlie DOw-

'ney,.22,and Hugo Vidal, 22 - all of Sao Paulo, 
have visited the eastern United States, north-

ern.Canada, Alaska and some of the western 
provinces: 	 - 

.DRB SCIENTIST RECEIVES AWARD:  Notable con-
tributions to chemical research in the fields 
of explosives and propellants have won for 
Dr.  Jean-Louis  Boivin, 37, of Quebec City, a 
$1,000 cheque under the provisions of the Pub-
lic Servants Investions Regulations. Er. Boi-
vin is an organic chemist employed by the De-
fence Research Board at the Canadian Armament 
Research and Development Establishment, Val-
cartier. 

He  has developed a promising process in-
volving a nitroguanadine compound that is sim-
ple, convenient and consumes little electric 
power, Guanadine chemistry is important in the 
manufacture of propellants. In addition, Dr. 
Boivin has made notable contributions to the 
field of guanadine chemistry by developing 
alternate methods'to .:thpee,now employed.i'm 
synthesizing guanadine compounds. He has also 
investigated the synthesis of a wide range .of 
the compounds. 

Dr. Boivin's achievements, over a seven-
year period with DRB, have not been presented 
in open scientific journals because of the 
security implications. The value of his Pro-
cesses, which involve the economic use ofelec-
tric power, would be greatly enhanced in war-
time when power is in unusual demand. Several 
of his developments are likely to be of par-
ticular value in the plastics industry. 

Through Dr. Boivin's work, cross-patent 
arrangements with Canadian, United Kingdom and 
United States industries provide the Depart-
ment of National Defence with the free use for 
military purposes of all the important methods 
of producing nitroguanadine. 

* 

MORE HOGS,Ç  There were an estimated 5,981,- 
000 hogs on farms acroSs Canada at the start 
of December, 10 per cent more than on the same 
date in 1954 when the hog population was 
estimated at 5,425,000, the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics reported recently on the basis of 
its semi-annual survey. Except for the Mari-
time Provinces, the increase was general, re-
sulting in a 13 per cent rise to 3,318,000 in 
Eastern Canada and an increase of 7 per cent 
to 2,663,000 in Western Canada. 

The  number of hogs over six months old was 
substantially greater than at December 101954‘ 
Pigs saved from the summer and fall litters in 
1955, estimated at 4,118,000, lwete 4,per 
cent, more  plentiful than during the same per-
iod in 1954. The build-up of the hog popula-
tion shows signs of tapering off, increases 
indicated by the current survey being the 
lowest since the climb began two years ago. 

Output of cobalt in 1954 from Canadian ores 
amounted to 2,252,965 pounds, a figure pre-
viously exceeded only by the recorded output 
of 2,448,000 in 1908 and 3,066,000 pounds in 
1909. For 1955 output is estimated at a near-
record 2,999,650 pounds. 
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PREDICT GOOD YEAR FOR TRAPPERS:.  Ontario 's  
multi-million dollar fur  industry will con-
tinue to prosper next year, Minister of Lands 
and Forests Clare E. Mapledoram predicts. He 
based his New Year forecast on reports of 
trapping experts and pointed out, as one ex-
ample of prosperity, that last winter's har-
vest of 115,439 beaver pelts was the second 
largest on record and still left a high beaver 
population over most of Chtario .  

There was evidence however, he said, that 
range deterioration due to over-use was lead-
ing to disease and to scarcity of beaver in 
some areas. 

The harvest of fisher last year was the 
largest since 1928-29 -- 2,915. Fisher are 
spreading rapidly into ranges where they had 
been trapped out and are becoming abundant in 
some parts of northern and western Chtario. 

The harvest of marten last year -- 3,587 
was the best since 1923-24. The increase has 
followed an extensive programme of stocking by 
the department. The marten are live-trapped in 
the Chapleau Crown Game Preserve and Algonquin 
Park and released in country where none had 
been before. 

Mink were down over most of the province 
last year, but increased catches were taken in 
extreme southern parts. An all-time record 
catch of mink was taken by the Indians on the 
Hudson Bay coast. There may be a further 
decline in mink numbers this year. 

The muskrat catch declined further, with a 
1955 catch of 640,865. 

Chtario's fox  population  may decline during 
the next few years if certain diseases now 
diagnosed become widespread, the Minister 
warned. In the Cochrane -Kapuskasing area > 

 foxes had practically disappeared because of 
an outbreak of rabies, and cases of rabies had 
been confirmed as far south as Parry Sound. 
There was danger that the disease might be 
spread into southern  Ontario  by hunters' dogs. 
The Minister urged all hunters to have their 
dogs vaccinated before taking them north to 
hunt. 

Raccoon hunting in southern Ontario is 
becoming a popular sport and in 1954-55 the 
hunters' kill was nearly double the number 
taken by trappers, 16,384. Raccoons are abun-
dant in most of southern Ontario but local 
declines  have  been reported. A disease re-
sembling distemper has been reported affecting 
raccoons in the Niagara Peninsula. 

* * * * 

FOOD EXPENDITURES:  According to a sample 
Bureau survey in five metropolitan areas, out 
of every dollar spent for food the average 
Canadian city ftimily spends 22 cents for meat, 
11 for dairy products, 4 for eggs, over 8 for 
bakery products, 11 for fresh fruits and 
vegetables, 6 for poultry and fish, 6 for fats 
and oils, 3 for cereals, and 14 for general 
groceries. Food eaten away from home accounts 
for most of the rest. 

WINTERS SPECIAL ENVOY TO BRAZIL:  The De-
partment of External Affairs announced re-
cently that the-Honourable Robertdli. Winters,.: 
Minister of  Public  Works, had been designated 
Special Ambassador for the inauguration of the 
President-elect of Brazil, His Excellency 
Juscelino Kubitschek de Oliveira. The ceremo-
nies will take place in Rio de Janeiro from 
January 29 to February 3.' 

In addition to Mr. Winters, the Canadian 
Special Mission will include the Canadian 
Ambassador to Brazil, Mr. Sydney D. Pierce, 
and the members of his diplomatic staff; Mr. 
Douglas How, Executive Assistant to Mr. Win-
ters; Commodore H.L. Quinn, Naval Aetaché; Air 
Commodore R.A. Cameron, Air Attaché; and 
Colonel K.H. McKibbon, Military.Attaché. 

* * * * 
RCAF INVENTOR COMMENDED:  Flight Lieuten-
ant Edward A. EeLong, 27, of Toronto and St. 
Thomas, Ontario,  whose ingenuity resulted in 
the adoption of a new type of navigation pro-
tractor and plotter for use in anti-submarine 
warfare, recently received aletter of commend-
ation from Air Marshal C. Roy Slemon, Chief of 
the Air Staff. 

The device, produced in the line of duty by 
F/L DeLong, a navigation officer serving at 
the ReAF's Maritime Command Headquarters, Hal-
ifax, is patterned on the ordinary protractor 
used by navigators for plotting courses. It 
will  Save  considerable time in maritime oper-
ational navigation and will improve the accur-
acy of "sonobuoy" recording. A sonobiroyi is a 
device dropped tà the surface of the sea from 
aircraft engaged in anti-submarine patrols, 
capable of detecting the presence of sub-
marines and relaying this information by 
signal to the planes. 

* * 	* 

BIRTHS UP. MARRIAGES AND DEATHS DOWN:  An 
all-time record of 442,000 births occurred in 
Canada in 1955, according to estimates based 
on registrations filed in provincial offices 
up to the end of Eecember. This compares with 
435,142 births in 1954. However, the birth 
rate (per 1,000 population) estimated at 28.4, 
declined for the first time in five years but 
was still the third highest on record since 
1921, comparing with the previous record rates 
of 28.9 in 1947 and 28.7 in 1954. 

While the cumulative total of 126,570 
deaths reported for 1955 exceeded the 123,- 
441 during 1954 by 2.5 per cent, the estimated 
crude death rate (per 1,000 population) of 8.1 
for 1955 is a record Canadian low, breaking 
the previous record 8.2 of 1954. 

The 125,851 marriages registered during the 
year 1955 represented a total just under the 
126,641 registered in 1954. The marriage rate 
(per 1,000 population), which is provisionally 
estimated at 8.2 in 1955, compares with 8.5 in 
1954 and has been gradually declining from the 
all-time record of 10.9 in 1946. 



DISCUSSES W INTER UNERI PLOYMENT :;' Sp e a k i n g
in North Bay, Ontario, recently, on the oc-'
casion of the lkying of the cornerstone of the
new Federal Building there, Public Works Min-
ister Robert Winters had this to say about the
effectiveness of the Federal Government's pro-
gramme to combat winter unemployment:

"The circumstances surrounding this event
today are worthy of special comment. You may
have heard that the Federal Government has
been specially boncerned with the problems of
winter unemployment, and that under the over-
all direction of the Minister of Labour ef-

forts were being made to do everything within

our power to alleviate the situat•itin. The re-
cord of activity right here in North Bay, on
the construction of this building, is a sample

of how well our plans are working out. The

Federal Department of Public Works has 196

separate building projects under way in Canada
at the present time. The weather this winter

has been about as severe as any experienced -
particularly in the Western Provinces. Never-

theless the projects are progressing favour-
ably - with winter works being carried out on
each of them. These projects are providing
work and wages for people at a time when even
a few years ago they would have been closed
down until spring. Here is an example of what
can be accomplished when private enterprise

and government team up to tackle a problem of

common concern.
"As the Minister responsible for housing. I

can say further that there is little question
that employment in house-building will be
higher this winter than last. At the end of
1955 there were some 78,000 dwelling units
under construction, 14 per cent more than at
the end of 1954. This means a corresponding
increase in the labour required to'complete
these dwellings in the first four or five
months of the year. "

CMNC GRANT FOR VANCOUVER SURVEY: Public
Works Minister Robert Winters announced re-
cently that the Federal Government had author-
ized the Central Mortgage and Housing Corpor-
ation to make a grant of $16,000 to the city
of Vancouver to finance an urban re-develop-
ment study.

The survey, which is expected to be com-
pleted within a year, will consist of a study
of the physical and social conditions in older
sections of the city, covering such points as
the age of property, overcrowding, sanitary
conditions and the prevalence of social pro-
blems such as juvenile delinquency. It will
indicate areas which require conservation or

re-development and priorities for their treat-
ment under a 20-year plan.

The second part of the survey will be a
detailed study of a particular area or areas
for renewal in the near future. This study
will evolve a detailed plan for re-developing
the area, complete with estimated costs.

(C.W.B. February 1, 1956)

CLOTHI NG Ç=ERENCE CONCLUDED: De l e g a t e s
to the Fifth Commonwealth Defence Conference
on Clothing and General Stores can boast of a
night spent in an igloo and of treks across
the wind-swept tundra in temperatures as cold
as 40 degrees below zero. The conference ended
January 27.

While spending a night in an igloo was not
on the agenda, the delegates, particularly
those from far-off lands, were so eager that a
waiting list had to be drawn up for accom-

modation in the only igloo adjacent to the
camp.

An even more ambitious group, headed by
A.C. Jones from the Defence Research Board,
Ottawa, left Fort Churchill on January 21 for
a weekend in the open. They carried with them
all their equipment and pack rations and pitch-
ed their five-man tents at the edge of the
tree-line a few miles south of the camp. They
chose a good day for their experiment, for, on
the day they set out, Churchill was a balmy 8-
below zero, much the highest temperature since
the conference opened.

Among those making the frigid safari with
Mr. Jones were Squadron Leader D.G.V. Whit-
tingham, Institute of Aviation Medicine, Un-
ited Kingdom, and Dr. Mohammad Afaf, Pakistan.

CONCURRENT ARMY TESTS

While there was no official connection
between the conference and the annual cold-
weather tests of clothing and equipment car-
ried out by the Directorate of Inter-service
Development, delegates were keenly interested
in the tests and made daily visits to the test
site seven miles from their camp, where 35
members of the Royal Canadian Horse Artillery
were living on the tundra for a three-week
period.

The group lived in five-man tents well
banked with snow. Neatly-shovelled paths lead
from tent to tent, Heating was by gasoline;
but no heat was allowed duringthe long nights,
and by morning the interiors of the tents were
many degrees below zero. However, modern
sleeping bags and cold-resistant clothing
proved adequate, and no cases of frost bite
occurred.

Me day's rations art:
Breakfast: oatmeal, bacon, biscuits, bis-

cuit spread, coffee.
Mid-mornin snacks- biscuits with honey,

coffee, hard candy.
Lunch-, spiced ham, almonds, cocoa, choco-

late bar.
Mid-afternoon snack: sandwich, biscuits,

tea, hard candy.
Supper: chicken soup, weiners and beans,

fruit cocktail, biscuits, biscuit spread, tea.
Evening snack: fruit beverage, chocolate

bar, almonds.
In addition each ration pack contains such

things as sugar, cigarettes, can opener, sol-
uble cream, matches, soap, salt, chewing gum,
spoons and paper towels.
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THE POLITICAL SITUATION 

IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

(Continue l  from o. 1) 
11, proud as I am of his devotedomd skillful work 

in safeguarding the armistice in most dif-
ficult and, indeed, at times dangerous circum-
stances, and of the high regard in which he is 
held by both sides for his sincerity and 
impartiality. 

"...I have had the privilege recently of 
exchanging views with Israeli and Egyptian 
leaders. In July the Egyptian Foreign Minister 
visited Ottawa and I had the honour of being 
received by the Premier of Egypt, Colonel 
Nasser, at Cairo on my way back from Southeast 
Asia in November. I might at this point answer 

' a particular question put to me...whether I 
would 'equalize' Canada's position in the 
Middle East by going to Israel, in view of my 
visit to Egypt. I hope that it may soon be 
possible for me to visit Israel to see for my-
self the exciting and constructive things that 
are being done there. The reasons why I could 
not do so during my recent journey have been 
fully explained already, and I will not waste 
the time of the House in repeating them here, 
especially as:they.were made known;to and 
understood in Israel at that time. I was all 
the more pleased, therefore, because I had not 
been able to visit Israel on this trip, to 
welcome to Ottawa at the beginning of December 
Mr. Sharett, the Foreign Minister of Israel, 
who came here at the invitation of the Prime 
Minister...1 agree wholeheartedly that our 
attitude should be 'equal' but I doubt whether 
anyone would seriously contend that the cri-
terion of such an attitude is an exact and 
prompt balancing of my journeys to foreign 
capitals. This 'equality' which, as I say, I 
endérse, must rest on a sturdier basis than 
that... 

nily own discussions with Egyptian and Is-
raeli leaders about the problems of the Middle 
East and my study of these problems, which I 
share with others in the house, have left me 
with the impression that, while the issues are 
complex and difficult, and even dangerous, 
there is a basic desire for peace on both 
sides because it is realized, it must be re-
alized, that this is indispensable to social 
and economic progress. There seems, then, to 
be at least this foundation upon which a 
settlement could be reached. 

"I believe that the Western powers are 
ready and anxious--I know that Canada is--to 
assist in the achievement of a settlement. I 
hope sincerely that the Soviet Government and 
its friends are equally anxious. If they are, 
they will not stimulate and encourage an arms 
race in the Middle East which can have no good 
result, except for the political machinations 

11,  of the stimulators. I agree, of course,...that 
the way to blunt the machinations of those who 
seek to gain advantage from inflaming the 
troubles of the Middle East is to bring about 

peace there. I am sure any Canadian Gévern-
ment, any government, would wish to do what it 
could, along with other similarly disposed 
governments, to assist in bringing about such 
a peace.... 

"It is easy enough to criticize indiscrim-
inately those powers and those persons who 
have had to cope directly with  this  complex 
issue. It is easy enough to put forward pro-
posals which fortunately no one is expected to 
put into practice. If our response to recent 
Soviet moves in the Middle East were to aban-
don friendly relations with the Arab.states 
and support Israel, completely and exclusive-
ly, with our diplomacy and our arms, then we 
should indeed be playing the Communist game. 
The moral position of the Western powers in 
that area is based on the fact that they have, 
though not without mistakes and contradic-
tions, tried to preserve peace on a basis 
of mutual accommodation rather than on the 
triumph of one side over the other. I suggest 
we must not abandon that position because 
the Russians have done so for their own pur-
poses. 

COMPROMISE ESSENTIAL 

"The important question is, however, how 
can an honourable and satisfactory solution be 
brought about? The main issues are now com-
monly known. It seems clear that both sides, 
if they recognize thedesirability of a settle-
ment, must give something to achieve it, must 
take some compromise. There can never be a 
negotiated settlement where one side or the 
other remains adamant. Each must enter into 
negotiations prepared for some sort of give 
and take, although, of course, no one would 
expect one of the sides to make prior or uni-
lateral concessions. 

"It seems to me.that an essential, indeed, 
a first requirement, is that the Arab states 
should recognize the legitimate and permanent 
existence of the state of Israel. That, as I 
see it, necessitates abandonment by them of 
the impractical stipulation that we must re-
turn to the United Nations resolutions of 1947 
which provided for a divided Palestine. The 
Arab states took up arms to prevent these 
resolutions becoming effective and I do not 
see how they can claim the right to have them 
accepted now as the price of peace in that 
area. The people of Israel have the right to 
know that their national existence is not at 
stake. That seems to me to be fundamental. 
Efforts to bring peace and all its benefits to 
the Middle East will be of no avail unless 
Israel and the people of Israel are released 
from the overhanging fear which naturally en-
velopes the country as a result of the threats 
of destruction and of the political and econ-
omic warfare directed against it by its neigh-
bours. Deep fear leads todesperate acts which, 
though they cannot be condoned, may at least 

5 	 (Continued  on  p. 6) 
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THE POL/TICAL SITUATION 

IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

(Continue"  from p. 5) 

be understood. Surely it is essential, there-
fore, that this basic cause of fear must be 
removed.if there is to be a solution of the 
Arab-Israeli dispute. 

"Just as we should like to see Israel freed 
from the fears and economic pressures which 
are being imposed on her, we must also hope 
that the Arab populations will be enabled to 
move forward toward their goals of economic 
betterment and social progress. There have, 
indeed, been concrete proofs that this is the 
hope of the West. 

"It may, perhaps, be said that there is 
fear also on the part of the Arab states lest 
they.should be attacked. But so far as I am 
aware...the 1950 tripartite declaration of the 
three leading Western powers is still valid, 
that they would oppose the changing of borders 
by force. Moreover, the United  Nations is ded-
icated to the prevention of aggression and the 
House will be aware of the fact that only re-
cently the Security Council of the United 
Nations, in cOnsidering a most regrettable 
development of-the Arab-Israeli dispute, gave 
unanimous evidence of its determined opposi-
tion to the resort to aggressive force. These, 
I maintain, are no inconsiderable safeguards, 
They would be even stronger if there were per-
manent frontiers settled by negotiation. 

ARAB GRIEirANCES 

"The Arab states on their part are, how-
ever, entitled to certain assurances. There 
must be a fair and honourable solution to the 
problem of Arab refugees...The unhappy plight 
of these refugees is of serious concern not 
only to the Arab countries and to Israel 
because it poisons their relations but also, 
for humanitarian and political reasons, to the 
whole free world.. These unfortunate people 
have largely been maintained by the United 
Nations, and Canada has contributed its share 
toward their support. But that cannot go on 
much longer. Shelter and a dole are pitiful 
substitutes for a permanent home and opportu-
nities for gainful work. As I see it, some 
compensation should be paid these refugees by 
Israel for loss of land and home. But it is 
clear that so large a number cannot return to 
their former land, which is now in the state 
of Israel whose total population is less than 
two million; nor in all probability would many 
desire to live in what would nowbe to them an 
alien country. A limited amount of repatria-
tion might be possible such as that which 
would be involved, for example, in the re-
uniting of families. For the rest, resettle-
ment as an international operation, to which 
Israel among others would make a contribution, 
seems to be the only answer. 

"But even more important is the question of 
boundaries. There are at present...armistice  

demarcation lines. They are therefore lines 
which have not been finally determined by a 
peace settlement. I believe that they could be 
susceptible to readjustments. This, of course, 
is by no means to suggest one-sided conces-
sions of territory or any such thing as the 
'truncation' of Israel, which would be crip-
pling to the new state. But perhaps certain 
boundary rearrangements could be made so as to 
produce mutually acceptable permanent borders. 
There is no doubt, in my mind at Least, that 
if the permanent borders could be aareed upon 
in this way the United  Nations' wouldcle deeply 
interested in the maintenance of their secur-
ity. 

"In return for the international guarantee 
which might result from this interest, with 
security and stability in the area which would 
result, I should think both the state of 
Israel and the Arab states would be willing at 
least to discuss such readjustments at a peace 
conference table. It seems to me also that any 
state which would refuse to discuss peace at 
such a conference table--and on some such 
basis of principles as that outlined above, 
although sketchily--would be taking on a very 
heavy responsibility indeed. I share, however, 
the optimism of the Secretary General of the 
United  Nations,  who is now visiting this area 
on a mission of conciliation and peace, that 
such an uncompromising attitude will not be 
adopted by anyone and that settlement based on 
justice and security wi ll  be found. Please Ged 
it may be so and that this tense and torn 
area, the Holy Land of so many millions, may 
become againaland of prosperity andof peace." 

'a a a a 

SURVIVAL KIT FOR NOTORISTS:  The suggestion 
that motorists carry emergencY supplies, par-
ticularly those who travel alone in rural 
areas during the winter months ,  has been made 
by J.A. Christie,chairman of the Highway Traf-
fic Board, Regina, Saskatchewan. Mr. Christie 
said blizzard conditions throughout the prov-
ince earlier this winter, inwhich human lives 
were lost, highlighted the need for some form 
of emergency kit to be carried. 

A kit could contain such items as a blanket 
or rug, extra flight  boots and  warm outer 
clothing, tinnedfoods and fruit juices, thermos 
of hot coffee, a shovel, flashlight, matches, 
a small bundle of kindling wood and de-icing 
fluid. Most of these items could be kept in 
the car at all times, Mk. Christie said. 

aaaa• 

ITALIAN PRESIDENT TO VISZT:  The President 
of Italy, His Excellency Giovanni Gronchi, has 
accepted the invitation of the CanadianGovern 
ment to visit Canada during his forthcoming 
North American tour. He will arrive in Ottawa 
on Màrch 3 for a visit of three days. The Gev-
ernor General has invited Signor Gronchi to be 
his guest at Government House while he is in 
Ottawa. 
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COMMISSIONER REPORTS ON THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

TRANSPORT MAJOR PROBLEM^ Speaking at the

opening of the Tenth Session of the Council of
the Northwest Territories, in Ottawa on Jan-
uary 16, Territories Commissioner R.G. Robert-
son noted that the Governor-General would be
presenting a ceremonial mace to the Council.

The mace had become, he said "throughout the
Commonwealth, the traditional token of author-
ity of parliamentary bodies serving under our
constitutional monarchy." Mr. Robertson turned

next to a recapitulation of the main points in
a brief he had presented after the previous
session of the Council to the Royal Commission

on Canada's Economic Prospects:
"...The brief pointed out that the most

serious obstacle at present to the economic
development of the Northwest Territories is
the difficulty and the cost of transportation.
One of the most unfortunate influences of in-
adequate transportation is that it retards not
only mineral prôduction but also mineral ex-
ploration. BeÇween five and tertyears must
often elapse between the discovery of a promis-
ing prospect and the achievement of full pro-
duction. With the constant increase.in world
demand for metals, and with the steady growth
in world population, it seems beyond doubt
that the mineral resources of the Territories
will, if their exploitation is made economic-
ally possible by better transportation, be

able to add greatly to the wealth of this
country. Failure to develop these resources
may, by causing increases in metal prices,

INFORMATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNa AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

create, in future years, economic dislocations
which could have been avoided,

"The brief pointed out that another urgent
reason for stimulating economic development is
the precarious state of the present economy of
the native people of the north. The wildlife
resources on which they have depended so
greatly for food and clothing are declining at
precisely the time that the number of Eskimos

and Indians is increasing. The fur trade, long
the major source of revenue, is in a seriously
depressed condition with little indication of

marked improvement. Dependence on relief has

grown alarmingly during the post-war years

when the rest of the people of Canada have
been enjoying great prosperity. Continuation
of growing relief payments is not a solution.
The only effective policy is one that will fit
these people into wage earning activities in
an expanding economy. If increased oppo•itu-
nities do not occur to a sufficient degree in
the next few years the self-reliance of the
people may have become so badly injured that
they will be unfitted to take advantage of the
opportunities when they eventually materialize.
The economic requirements of the next few
years, but perha s more imperatively the
social needs of tKe people of the northern
half of Canada, create an urgency in providing
the conditions under which the development of
the Territories will occur.

(Continued on P. 2)
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COMMISS IONER REPORTS ON THE

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

(Continuer] from r_. 1)

"Three methods by which transportation facil-

ities into the Northwest Territories might be
improved were submitted for the consideration
of the Royal Commission. C'he was for the Feda
eral Government to adopt a programme of build-
ing development roads into mineral or other
resource areas as soon as these regions give

promise of development. Another suggestion was
that advantage should oe taken of the supply
needs of the newly constructed defence sta-
tions in the Northwest Territories to estab-
lish a network of scheduled commercial air

services.
"Both of these methods would be important.

However, the greatest step to improve trans-
portation would be the construction of a rail-
way to Great Slave Lake. It would move the
railhead some 400 miles further north; it

would reduce substantially transportation

costs to all points in the Mackenzie District
and particularly to the present and prospec-

tive mining areas; and it would provide a
transportation system capable of handling a
large mining development - which the present

transportation system. is not....

GREAT SLAVE RAILWAY

"The railway to Great Slave Lake would not
be an ordinary branch line to serve just one
mine, or even a small locality. It would, it
is true, bring into immediate production a
zinc-lead mine at Pine point of much more than
ordinary significance, one that might prove to
be one of the lowest cost producers in the
world....

"I would now like to refer briefly to one
series of activities which will have an effect
on the development of the Northwest Territories

in a number of ways. It is the construction
of defence installations along the Arctic
coast and certain of the islands. This con-

struction has proceeded at a rapid pace in a
number of localities in the past year, and it
has involved bringing into the north a sub-.
stantial number of people with little or no
experience of northern conditions or of native
peoples. It is a great credit to all who have
been connected with the enterprise, therefore,
that unfortunate incidents have been avoided
and that so much has been accomplished. The
officers of the Western Electric Company of
the United States, and of the two major Can-
adian construction companies - the Northern
Construction Company and J.W. Stewart Ltd.,
and the Foundation Company of Canada - have
been most cooperative at all times in consid-
ering and meeting the special problems of the
north and its people. Arrangements were made

for the employment - and, I might add, the
successful employment - of Eskimos on-con-
struction work at a number of sites, and steps
are now being taken to arrange where possible

for their continued employment in the oper-
ation of the stations. Special arrangements

have been made to permit their training on the
job for tasks that were, until now, quite

unfamiliar to them.
"Che effect of these defence activities will

be that, within a few years, new communities
will arise where in the past there have been
only trading posts or nothing at all. Local-
ities where we may expect a particularly
important change include Aklavik, Tuktoyaktuk,
Cambridge Bay and Frobisher Bay.

"At the new site of Aklavik a considerable
amount of work was accomplished in 1955. A
construction camp was established, some two
and a half miles of new roads were built and
about a dozen buildings were constructed.
Equipment and construction materials were de-
livered. Intensive engineering investigations
were carried out which have led to a firm
decision that the new site for.Aklavik is capY
able of.providing a safe water supply, that it
can be served by a modern sewage disposal sys-
tem and can provide adequate foundation for
the substantial buildings which will. be re-
quired. Much thought has been given to the
layout of the new town so that it will be
adapted to the requirements of the terrain and
climate and to the ways of life of the people
who will live in it. Some 60 residents of the
delta area were employed at the new site last
summer. Work will proceed on a larger scale in
the eoming year.

EASTERN ARCTIC

"Ch the other side of the Territories there
has been considerable expansion at Frobisher
Bay. An airfield was established there during
the war and was retained as a military estab-

lishment. This proved a magnet drawing Eskimos
into the area to take advantage of seasonal
employment. By the beginning of 1953 it was
apparent that some permanent shift in popula-

tion had occurred and that something must be
done to provide administrative services for
the new concentration of people. Accordingly,
a civilian townsite was laid out two miles
from the military establishment. A nursing
station, a school, a garage-workshop, and
housing for employees was built. A Northern
Service Officer, a nurse and a teacher were
stationed there to serve the civilian community.

"In my opening address at the ninth session
of the Council, I referred to the apparent and
most disturbing decline in the caribou popula-
tion of the Territories. A number of steps
have been taken to try to mitigate this de-
cline and to determine its causes. A.Committee
on Caribou has been set up, consisting of
representatives of the provinces of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta, of the Northwest
Territories Administration and of the Canadian
Wildlife Service. The purpose of this Commit-
tee is to make recommendations on policy and
to co-ordinate the efforts of the adminis-
trations concerned...."

•
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S4AWAY OFFICIALS VISIT PANAMA.  Officials 
of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority are to 
visit the Panama Canal Zone as guests of the 
Secretary of the Army of the United States and 
the St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corpora-
tion. The purpose of the trip is to observe 
the procedures of handling cargo ships and the 
collection of tolls through the Panama Canal. 

The Canadian group includes, in addition to 
Mr. Chevrier, President of the Authority, 
Charles Gavsie, Vice-President of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway Authority; C.W. West, Member 
of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority; George 
A. Scott, Director of Economic Policy of the 
Department of Transport; A.G. Murphy, Chief 
Engineer of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
and D.W.G. Oliver, Comptroller of the Author-
ity.  

(C,W.B. January 25, 1956) 

REGULATIONS FOR FISHING-BOATS:  A meeting 
between representatives  of the  fishing indus-
try and the board of Steamship Inspection was 
held in Ottawa on January 10 and 11 tà discuss 
a proposed set of regulation's respecting the 
inspection of fishing vessels over 80 feet 
registered length. The meeting was opened by 
Brigadier C.S. Booth, Assistant Deputy Minis-
ter of Transport, 

Alan Cùmyn, Chairman of the Board of Steam-
ship Inspection, who presided over the meeting 
said that mfhis making of regulation's in con-
sultation with a section of the shipping in-
dustry to which they are to be applied marks 
a high level of cooperation between a Govern-
ment agency and private industry?: 

The proposed regulations deal particularly 
with fishing vessels, because it has been 
found that the application of cargo-vessel 
standards to this type of craft is imprac-
ticable and, in  some cases, places undue hard-
ship on the fishing industry. The regulations 
deal with the inspection of fishing vessels 
under construction, approval of plans, machin-
ery, life-saving and fire-extinguishing equip-
ment, alsotaking care of periodic inspections. 

When completed  the  new regulations wi ll  be 
amended from time to time, as it is found 
necessary, bythe Board of Steamship Inspection 
in consultation with representatives of the 
fishing industry. 

Regulations respecting the inspection of 
fishing vessels under 80 feet registered 
length have already been drawn up by the 
Board in consultation with representatives of 
the fishing industry and are'now before the 
Governor in Council for approval. 

s * * 

CITY FAMILIES SPENDING ON FOOD:  A survey 
conducted by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
in five metropolitan areas across Canada in-
dicates that families with two to six members 
in the nation's larger cities spent in 1953 an 
average of $6.94 perperson on food every week. 

The survey Spanned the full year, the 
Bureau collecting records of the food expendi-
tures of about 200 families in Halifax, Mont-
real, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver each 
month. The survey families were selected by 
systematic sampling from a list previously 
drawn for the monthly labour force survey. 
Family incomes ranged from $1,800 to  $6,500 a 
year. 

The results of the study are published in a 
reference paper entitled MUrban Family Food 
Expenditure". 

* 

AIR CADET PROGRAMME PLANNED:'Tweive RCAF 
Air Cadet Liaison Officers from across Canada 
met in Ottawa on January 12 with staff offi-
cers from Air Force Headquarters and senior 
officials of the Air Cadet League of Canada 
for a two-day conference on RCAF participation 
in the 1956 plans and activities of moce than 
20,000 Air Cadets. 

_SECOND  AIRPORT FOR VANCOUVER:  The selec-
tion of a site for development of a secondary 
airport to serve the City  of Vancouver and the 

1110  surrounding area was announced recently by the 
Honourable George C.  Marier,  Minister of 

. Transport, 
The site is immediately north of the town 

of White Rock and approximately 18miles south-
east of Vancouver International Airport. It is 
some 25 miles by road from downtown Vancouver. 

The principal objective had been to provide 
an airport that would afford relief to the 
rapidly growing Volume of traffic at Vancouver 
International Airport by offering an addition-
al site which could handle some of the traf-
fic, particularly flying training, business 
and executive users, and general light air-
craft flying. It was thought that the field at 
White Rock would be of considerable assistance 
in this regard. . 

Mfr.  Marier  also commented that the proposed 
field offered the advantage that it could be 
developed to accommodate modern passenger air-
craft and therefore could suitably be used by 
commercial aircraft at times when, on account 
of weather or other causes, Vancouver Inter-
national Airport could not be used. 

The site selected would lend itself to 
future development of runways for instrument 
use if this becomes necessary, and though it 
is within reasonable distance of Vancouver, it 
is far enough from other airports to avoid 
conflict with existing air traffic patterns. 
It had the further advantage of good prevail-
ing weather conditions. 

The announcement added that, though the 
development in due course of the site at White 
Rock should be an important addition to avi-
ation facilities in the Vancouver area :  the 
very large expansion of flying in British 
Columbia and particularly in the coastal area 
made it desirable also to develop nearer to 
Vancouver a smaller satellite field intended 
solely for the use of light aircraft, and with 
this in view further investigations were being 
carried out to determine if a suitable loc-
ation  cari  be found. 
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EDEN TO VISIT OTTAWA: . Sir Anthony Eden.
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, and Mr.

Selwyn Lloyd, Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs of the United Kingdom, will arrive in

Ottawa from Washington on Friday, February 3,
for an 8-day visit.

It is hoped that Sir Anthony will ad-
dress a combined sitting of the Senate and the
House of Commons in the Parliament Buildings*.:
During the visit Sir Anthony and Mr. Lloyd
will be the guests of the Governor General at
Government House.

EGODS da BEVERAGES.r Factory selling value
of products shipped by Canada's food and bev-
erages industries in 1953 reached an all-time
peak value of $3,491,962,000, slightly above
the previous high of $3,472,517,000 the year
before, according to the general review of the
industries by the Dominion Bureau of Statis-
tics. Preliminary estimates for 1954 indicate
a rise of 4-per cent in value of shipments
over 1953.

The number of establishments in the group
fell to 8,129 from 8,263 in 1952 but the em-
ployees rose to 176,649 from 175,552 and
salaries and wages to $455,281,000 from $429.-
650,000. Cost of materials declined to $2,-
296,740,000 from $2,333,089,000 but the net
value of products rose to $1,146,474,000 from
$1,091,944,000.

ARMY HELPS FLOOD-VICTI.MS:"Ro.yal Canadian
Signals Corps personnel and communications
equipment on the east coast have been mobil-
ized in the Maritime areas hit by storm and
floods. "said an Army release of January 10.

"Troops of the 5th Signals Regiment, a Mili-
tia unit based at Charlottetown, Prince Edward
Island, established!a^wireless circuit (still
in operation) between Borden, Prince Edward
Island, and Charlottetown, when ordinary util-
ity poles toppled under crushing loads of ice.

"A Regular Army unit, the Eastern Command
Signals Regiment, handled all messages last
Friday between Halifax and Charlottetown when
Canadian National Telegraph circuits failed.
Although the CNT circuit now is in opetation,
members of the Army unit stood by Saturday and

Sunday in case they would be needed.
"A request for help from the office of the

Attorney General in New Brunswick sent members
of No. 1 Line Troop, Royal Canadian Signals
from Fredericton, into action in the Moncton
area to help replace power poles.

"In Nova Scotia, Militia soldiers of the

Nova Scotia Highlanders, equipped with modern
army signals equipment, aided the RCMP in
evacuating marooned civilians in the Bridge-

water area.
"An additional 100 Regular Army troops,

stationed at No. 1 Personnel Depot, Halifax,
were ordered to stand by over the weekend but

have not yet been called upon to assist."

1%
(C.W.B. January 25. 19561,

RIGOROUS TRIAIS FOR ARCTIC EOUI PMENT ; A
three-month programme to test army signals
equipment under rigorous Arctic conditions is
under way in the Far North.

The tests started last week, when the 31-

man Signais field-investigation team arrived
at Fort Churchill, Manitoba. The group will
see little of Churchill before mid-April, how-
ever, since they will spend most of their time
in the northern wilderness, at distances up to
500 miles from the army outpost.

A wide range of equipment will be tested,
including a powerful new mobile long-range
transmitting and receiving station, completely
self-contained in a single 1200-pound "pack-
age", which can be dropped on a sled by para-
chute from a transport aircraft. The station

offers adequate shelter for its operators and
is quickly assembled on the ground from a
framework of aluminum tubing and canvas.

The 1200-pound package includes long and
short-wave transmitting and receiving assem-
blies and is complete to the extent of provid-
ing chairs and tables for its operators.

The team will also conduct trials to deter-
mine the performance of radio-teletype cir-
cuits under extreme weather conditions, and
will test other Signals radio and line equip-
ment, including the new army field telephone.

ICEBREAKING ROUND THE CLOCK: Ice condi-
tions on the Atlantic Coast and in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence and in the lower St. Lawrence
River were unusually heavy in the early part
of this winter and exceptional demands were
made on Department of Transport icebreakers
and service ships to free shipping from ice-
bound harbours and to escort late ships to
open waters. At a time when everyone else was
preparing for Yuletâde festivities, the crews
of departmental ships were battling heavy ice
in carrying out their respective duties.

A review of the calls made on Department of
Transport for assâ.stance has been issued in-
dicating that the work performed by the crews
of the icebreakers and other departmental
ships far exceeded the requirements in normal
years.

The icebreakers "d'Iberville" and "Ernest
Lapointe" are now breaking ice in the St. Law-
rence River between Quebec and Three Rivers
and the "N.B. McLean" is keeping the ice clear
of the Quebec bridge and of the waters between
Quebec City and Levis where the inter-city
ferry operates. The "McLean" went dow.r ► to
Charlottetown early this month to free the
freighter "Mexico" and escort her to open
waters, then returned to the Quebec Area.

The ship "Edward Cornwallis", with head-
quarters at Halifax, wascalled upon to clear
the harbour at Botwood, Newfoundland, where
several ships were trapped in by ice which was
reported as extending ten miles out. The
"Edward Cornwallis" then proceeded to Sydney to
assist shipping in the Strait.

4
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SPEECH FROM THE THRONE 

,SECMRITY AND PROSPERITY:  In his address 
to the House of  Cornons and the Senate at the 
opening of the Third Session of the Twenty-
Second Parliament on January 10, the Right 
Honourable Vincent Massey, Governor-General 
of Canada, spoke in part as follows: 

"...Since you last met there have been sig-
nificant international developments. Some of 
them have been welcome as releasing tensions 
in certain parts of the world while others 
unfortunately have had the contrary effect. li.tr  
Ministers remain convincedofthe need to main-
tain the defences of the free nations as a 
deterrent to war. A strong North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization and adequate protection 
for this continent are in their view funda-
mental to the preservation of peace and the 
security of Canada. 

"Security, however, cannot rest on arms 
alone. The Government, therefore, is continu-
ing its constant efforts, through diplomacy 
and negotiation and through the.UnitedNaticins 
and other international agencies,.to bring 
about better understanding between nations. 

"A meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers 
will be held in London in June to consider 
matters of mutual interest. My Prime Minister 
has accepted the invitation to attend. 

"Meanwhile my Ministers are looking forward 
to the visit to Ottawa in February of the 
Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary of 
the United Kingdom. 

"The annual meeting of the Consultative  Com-
mittee of the Colombo Plan agreed that this 
constructive work should be continued for a 
further period and you will be asked to auth-
orize  Canadas  continued participation in the 
Plan, as well as in the United Nations Tech-
nical Assistance Programme. 

"A Royal Commission has been appointed to 
cpnsider and report upon the development and 
financing of televisionzand sound broadcasting 
in Canada. 

"The Royal Commission to examine and report 
upon our economic prospects is proceeding with 
its enquiry. 

"The  year just ended has been the most pro-
ductive in our  nations  history. More men and 
women have been employed than ever before. Our 
harvests have been abundant, Our trade has ex-
ceeded all earlier levels. A record number of 
houses has been built. 
"Canada has enjoyed, on the whole, a high 

level of prosperity. Some sectors of the 
economy have not fully participated in this 
increased well-being. In particular, although 
sales of wheat in the past five years have 
been at record levels ,  an unprecedented series 
of bumper harvests has made necessary the 
storage of abnormal  stocks of grain both in 
elevators and on farms. Lack of space in 
elevators has limited the ability of producers 

(Continued on F. 6) 
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FISH FLESHFLOUR? Canadians of the future

might well be eating bread made of fish. Small

amounts of fish protein have already been
mixed with four in laboratory tests to obtain

loaves of good appearance and taste, Dr. H.

Fougere, of I-'.a.lifax, Nova Scotia, reported re-
cently to the annual meeting in Ottawa of the

Fisheries 'Research Board of Canada.

Dr. Fougere told fellow scientists that the
Atlantic Fisheries Experi:r:ental Station, of
which he is acting director, had manufactured
from fish flesh a protein, which was white,
odorless and tasteless. A sample was kept
exposed to light and air for six weeks without
any change in taste or colour.

Bread, baked with flour containing 10 to 20
per cent of its weight of the fish protein,
had an agreeable odor, it was reported.. Assess-
ment of the economic involved in the pro-
duction of ediblej^roteins awaits pilot plant
assays.

4:--*

BORDER CROSSINGS I.'PVolume of h i ghway
traffic crossing the border between Canada and
the United. States was 14 per cent heavier in
November and the first 11 months of. 1955 than
in the preceding year. The Dominion Bureau of
Statistics reports crossings at 996,000 in
November versus 873,200 a year earlier and at
14, 878, 000 in the January-November period
versus 13,001,000.

Traffic between Canada and the United

States by rail, through bus, boat and plane
in October was nearly 11 per cent heaivier than
in the corresponding month of 1954. Entries of

foreign visitors by these means of transport-
ation were 21 per cent.heavier and the number
of Canadians returning from visits to the
United States advanced over 3 per cent. Cumu-
lative data for the January-October period show
an increase of 3 per cent in the total volume
of traffic by long-distance carrier.

CANADA'S OLYMPIC HOCKEY TEAbl:. Canada's

hockey supremacy will be defended at the 1956
Winter Olympics, to be held at Cortina, Italy,
from January 26 to February 5, by the Kitchen-
er-Waterloo "Flying Dutchmen". The Canadian
champions will play an exhibition game with a
Scottish team in Paisley, Scotland, on Jan-
uary 16 and will meet Czech teams in Prague on

January 18 and 19. After the Olympics, the•
"Dutchmen" will probably play several games
with members of the Canadian forces in Western

Germany.

Silver was produced in 1954 in eight of
Canada's ten provinces-the exceptions being
Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick-and in
the Northwest and Yukon Territories. British
Columbia, long the largest producer,had an
output of 10,825,614 ounces, while Alberta had
the smallest output at 18 ounces.

.
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HOME • OWNERSUIP INCREASEES- Strong demand

for home--•ownership dwellings in Canada kept
sales oi newly completed units on a par with
completions in the larger urban centres dur-
ing the first nine months of 1955, Central

Mortgage and Housi.ng Corporation reported. in

its survey of housing statistics for the third

quarter of the year. Despite a 35-per cent
increase in the number of single-family and
duplex dwellings completed in the metropolitan '

areas and major urban centres during the

period, there were only 1,151 newly completed

dwellings in January, 1955. The average period

for which most of these dwellings remain

unoccupied is about three months.

Relatively easy conditions in the mortgage
mar.ket and a strong demand resulted in a large
volume of léndingi.n the third quarter of 1955.
The value of mortgage loans approved by lenci.-
ing institutions amounted to $375 million, 27
per cent more than in the third quarter of
1954. Loans under the National Housing Act
totalled $213 million f or 22,059 dwelling
units, 16 per cent higher than the previous
year.

Most of- the increased lending under. the
National Housing Act was by the chartered
banks. The banks approved loans to the value
of $122 million, a 66 per cent increase for
12,766 units. The increased activity of the
banks was accompanied by a reduction in the
activity, under the Act, of the life insurance

companies. The companies made NHA loans for

^7,300 dwelling units in the third quarter of

1955 as compared with 9,554 un:its in the cor-
responding period of 1954. At the•same time,

however, the life companies increased their

conventional lending.

PRICE INDEX UNCHANGED: Canada's consumer

price index remained unchanged during the last
-quarter of 1955, standing at 116.9 for October,
.November and December. Between November 1 and
December 1 a decrease in foods was sufficient
to offset increases in three of the four other
indexes.

The food index declined 0.5 per cent from
113.0 at the beginning of November to 112.4 as
lower prices were recorded for eggs and all
cuts of beef and pork, particularly r.iorkloins.
Substantially higher prices were reported for
oranges, and slight increases for practically
all fresh vegetables.

An increase in the shelter index from 130.6
to 131.0 was due to slight upward movements in
rents, residential property taxes and repairs.
An advance in the clothing index of 0.6 per
cent to 108.5, resulted almost entirely from
higher prices for women's fur coats

Household operation moved from 116.5 to
to 116.6 as higher prices for coal, laundry,
dry cleaning and shoe repairs more than offset
lower prices for some household supplies and
floor coverings. The "other" commodities and
services component was unchanged at 118.3.
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',ILIUM' COTHING CONFERENCE:  For.many 
delegates, the Fifth Commonwealth Défence Con- 
ference on Clothing and General. Stores at Fort 

ile Churchill, Manitoba, will be a-study in ch- 
 matic contrasts. The tri-service meeting is 
being attended by representatives ofAustralia, 
New Zealand, India, Pakistan, South Africa and 
the United Kingdom as well as Canada. A group 
of observers from the United States is also 
present. 

Delegates from countries like Australia, 
where summer is now in full swing, are exper-
iencing a startling difference in temperature 
at the northern base. •The contrast is being 
carried even further. Although all types 
of northern clothing will be displayed and 

. studied, clothing designed for use in steam-
ing jungles or on deserts are also to be 
discussed. 

The conference opened officially in Ottawa 
on January 13, when the Honourable Ralph Camp-
ney, Minister of National Defence, delivered 
an address of welcome at the Chateau Laurier 
Hotel. The following day, delegates were flown 
by RcAF aircraft to Churchill, where sessions 
will continue until January 27. 

Primary purpose of the conference is to 
study progress made by Commonwealth countries 
in the design and development of service 
clothing and general stores. The sessions, 
however, will serve a twofold purpose. Most of 
the delegates will see part of Canada's vast 
sub-Arctic region for the first time and will 
observe some of the problems peculiar to this 
climate and terrain. 

In addition to clothing, all types of 
Arctic survival equipment are on display at a 
camp-site in the area. The site includes an 
Eskimo igloo, a snow cave and a lean-to biv-
ouac. Delegates are being shown how trained 
personnel can exist under conditions of ex-
treme cold. 

RECORD  NUMBER OF U.S BRANCH  PLANTS:  An  
all-time peak in the number of new manufactur-
ing industries coming to Ontario from the 
United States was reached in 1955, Ontario's 
Planning and Dtvelopment Minister William M. 
Nickle declared recently. 

"When the records for 1955 are complete, we 
expect that the new industries of American 
origin will have far outnumbered those estab-
lished by Canadians themselves and all the 
other countries as well," said Mr. Nickle. 

Pointing out the great advances of dlepast-
decade in this country's economy, Mr. Nickel 
said: "We in Canada have been able to set these 
records only because manufacturers from the 
United States took a good look at the Canadian 
economy, likedwhat they saw and decided that a 
share in Canada's future would prove to be a 

Ile sound investment." 

HECH4NIZED CLAM DIGGER: .  The trend towards 
"automation" has now reached the clam flats of 
the Maritime provinces. A mechanized clam-
digger has been developed which may eventually 
eliminate, or reduce to a large extent, the 
back breaking work which has been the tradi-
tional lot of the clam digger. However, labour 
saving is not the reason for developing this 
machine. Hand digging has been shown to be 
very destructive of young clams on the beach, 
and it is hoped that the power digger will 
reduce destruction and allow culture methods. 

So far only one such machine has been built 
in Canada. It was made for the federal De-
partment of Fisheries by the staff of the 
Atlantic Biological Station of the Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada at St. Andrews, New 
Brunswick. 

Results so far have been encouraging. In 
tests at Clam Harbour in Halifax County, Nova 
Scotia, it harvested clams to a depth of 14 
inches from 1,200 square feet of bottom in one 
hour. It is 90 per cent efficient in harvest-
ing small clams from half an inch to an inch 
long from the upper six inches of soil and 50 
per cent efficient in taking larger sizes. In 
its present form the digger can be useful on 
high flats where there are plenty of young 
clams but where growing conditions are poor. 
The youni clams can be transplanted to better 
growing areas. Last summer over three-quarters 
of a million young clams were harvested and 
transplanted to beds where they can be studied 
so that the advantage of transplantation can 
be measured. 

* * * * 

ÇRUISE FOR CADETS:  A twe-monthtraining 
cruise for cadets of HMCS Venture, naval of-
ficer.  training establishment at Esquimalt, 
British Columbia, will get under way late in 
January and will include visits to San Fran-
cisco, Pearl Harbour and the Far East. 

The trainingcruiserHMCS Ontario, commanded 
by Captain David W. Groos, of Victoria, B.C., 
will sail from Esquimalt on January 27, with 
approximately 80 cadets embarked. She will be 
accompanied throughout the entire cruise by 
the destroyer escort HMCS Sioux. 

Rear-Admiral H.F. Pullen, Flag Officer 
Pacific Coast, willfly his flag in the Ontario 
as far as Pearl Harbour. In addition to the 
Sioux, five other units of the Pacific Com-
mand's Second Escort Squadron, under Captain 
Paul D. Taylor of Victoria, will accompany the 
cruiser as far asHawaii. They are the destroyer 
escorts Cayuga and Athabaskan and the frigates 
Jonquiere, New Glasgow and Stettler. 

The cadets, all in their first or second 
years at HMCS Venture, will receive practical 
training in seamanship, navigation, communi-
cations and other subjects while on board the 
Ontario. In addition, their normal class-
room studies will bé continued during the 
cruise. 
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STUDY ARCTIC FISHERIES: Two men are spend- A••EKVERGY IN TAR SANDS EXPERIMENTS' Atomic
ing a lonely winter vigil at Igloolik;,a small energy has been successfully utilized. by the
remote Arctic settlement in Foxe Basin, so Alberta Research Councilin an experiment deal-
that Canada can become better acquainted with ing with the province's petroleum industry.
the marine resources in its far northern The test, completed in 1955, solves another
waters. Both men, staff members of the Fisher-
ies Research Board of Canada, are living on the
ketch "Calanus", specially built for Arctic
work.. The vessel is frozen in safely in a pro-
tected bay at Igloolik about 15 miles east of
Melville Peninsula, which juts northward to-
ward Baffin Island. In this same bay Sir W.E.
Parry, commander of an expedition that solved
the ancient problem of a Northwest Passage,
brought his ship to anchor in 1820.

Wintering with the "Cai.anus" are Dr. E.H.

Grainger of Montreal, an expert in Arctic

fisheries and marine biology, and Captain

Hans Andersen, a 32-year-o.ld veteran of many

Arctic sailings. An Eskimo family is camped by

the vessel, and sled trips are being made to

study the wintering areas of walrus in Foxe

Basin and marine resources in the general

area.
Canada's fishery surveys of its eastern and

western Arctic regions to date have shown
that, although there is room for considerable
increase in the use of fish by native popu•-
lations, the slow growth of marine life in the
cold northern waters prevents the possibility
of sustained commercial yields.

"With the opening up of Arctic areas pro-

ceeding at an ever-increasing rate," a recent
FRQ report said, "we are faced with the fact

that much is unknown about the marine re-
sources of the tremendous regions involved."

The report added, that the growth of interest
and activity in Canada's northland had in-

creased significantly the Board's responsi.-

bilities in Arctic affairs.

PACIFIC USE FOR DEPTH BOMBS: A new use has
been found for the depth charges used so ex-
tensively to combat enemy submarines during
the Second World War.

Depth charges were employed this summer in
determining structural features in the Sable
Island region and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
it has been reported by the Canadian Joint

Committee on Oceanography.
The RCN, the RCAF, the Hydrographic Ser-

vice, the Department of Transport, and the
Nova Scotia Research.F'oundation assisted in

the project.

ADVERTISING EXPE,YDITURES: Total expend-
iture, iri Canada on advertising in 1954 amount-
ed to an estimated $395,053,843, according to
a preliminary report by the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics on the results of a special survey.
This total compares with $104,925,535 ten
years earlier, when the Bureau last made a
similar survey,

problem dea.li.ng with the extraction of petro-
leum from the McMurray oil sands and provides
a principle which is useful in other phases of
oil production.

The study was undertaken primarily to solve
a perplexing problem dealing with heavy oils.
Earlier, the Council. had developed the feas-
ible "hot-water method'"' of extracting crude
oil from the oil sands. However, in the final
wet-oil product, minute particles of sand were
helü in suspension. When the oil was placed. in
storage tanks, the sands slowly settled to the
bottom where they were cleaned out at inter-
vals.

But if the hot water method of, extraction
was to be introduced on a large scale, a vital
piece of information was -lacking. There was no
way of knowing how long it would take for the
sand to settle before refining or transport-
ation through pipelines could begin. 'If the
oi.l was used too early, it would be impure; if
there was too great a delay, it would mean a
loss of production through an unnecessary slow-
down.

CONTROL METHOD

Building an apparatus to control the temp-
erature, mixture, and visr.osity of the oil,
the Council reconstructed the problem in its
laboratory on the University of Alberta camï-
us. A mixture of oil and water of the same
type resulting from the hot-water process was
produced and placed in a temperature-control-
led six-foot settling tube.

It was here that the use for atomic energy

was evolved. In order to measure accurately
opaque mixture, arrangements were made with
the atomic energy plant at Chalk River, Ont-
ario, to obtain six radio-active steel balls
ranging in size from one-sixteenth to three-•
eighth inches.

Geiger counters were set in thick lead
blocks with a narrow slit on one side. One
was bolted in place near the top of the set-
tling tube and another near the bottom.

When the experiment was ready to begin, a
radio-active ball was dropped into the top of
the settling tube. When the ball passed the
upper Geiger tube, the gamma rays from the
radio-active sphere caused a reaction which
was recorded by an electrical indicator. As it
passed the second tube at the bottom, another
signal was given. Repeating the experiment
with various types and weights of mixtures,
the Council was able to obtain a complete
understanding of the factors influencing the
rate of fall of solid particles. This formed
a principle which then could be applied to any
regular or irregular sized solid which might
pass through such a mixture.
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1956 STRATFORD PROGRAMME:  Michael Langham, 
Artistic Director of the Canadian Stratford 
Shakespearean Festival, outlined recently the 

0110  programme and players of the Canadian Fes -'
tival's fourth annual season at Stratford, 
Ontario,  next summer. He named Shakespeare's 
comedy "The Merry Wives of Windsor" as the 
second production of the season to be produced 
along with "Henry V", which was announced 
earlier. The two Shakespearean plays will 
alternate during the nine-week Festival, now 
scheduled from June 18th to August 18th. 

Christopher Plummer, Montreal actor, cur-
rently taking a lead role in the Broadway pro-
duction of Jean Anouilh's "The Lark" will 
play the title role in "Henry V". He will have 
leave of absence from the Broadway production 
in order to play at Stratford, Ontario,  during 
the summer. 

Douglas Campbell, British actor who has 
appeared with the Canadian Festival company 
for the past three seasons and who is current-
ly touring Canada with Canadian Players, will 
play Falstaff in "The Merry Wives of Windsor". 
Gratien Gelinas, Montreal actor better known 
to Canadian audiences as "Ti -COq" or "Frido-
lin", will be appearing in "Henry V" with Jean 
Gascon, Director of Montreal's Le Théâtre du 
Nouveau Monde and other members of the French-
Canadian theatre. 

january 18, 1956) 

MERRY WIVES 

The "Merry Wives" in the Shakespearean com-
edy will be played by Pauline Jameson, of the 
Old Vic, London, and Helen Burns, who appeared 
with the Festival company last season. Miss 
Jameson will play Mistress Page with Miss 
Burns as Mistress Ford. 

Principals of the Stratford Festival Com-
pany returning to Stratford next season in-
clude such well known members as William Hutt 
of Ottawa, who will play Canterbury in "Henry 
V" and Ford in "The Merry Wives of Windsor"; 
Eric House, playing Fluellen in "Henry  V" and 
Cajus in "The Merry Wives of Windsor", and 
Robert Goodier of Montreal as Exeter in "Henry 
V" and "Mine Host" in "The Merry Wives". 
William Needles, lead in the Festival company 
during its first two seasons, will be back as 
Chorus in "Henry-V"and as Evans in "The'Merry 
Wives of Windsor", while Richard Easton, who 
left the Festival company after its first sea-
son to work in England, will return to play 
roles in both productions. 

Mr. Langham also announced that arrange-
ments have been made to present the company of 
Le Théâtre du Nouveau Monde (playing some of 
the French roles in "Henry V") in selections 
of the Molière repertory which they took to 
the Paris Festival last summer. Featured along 
with the Molière plays will be a new revue by 
Gratien Gélinas, scheduled to open in Montreal 
in March, to be translated into English for 
Stratford. Mr. Langham also reported that a 
film festival is being organized. 

NEW QUEBEC AIR TERMINAL:  With the excav-
ation for the Foundation of the new $750,000 
Airport Terminal Building at Quebec airport at 
Ancienne burette,  P.Q. nearinecompleiion,'=the 
Honourable GeorgeC.Marler, Minister afTrans-
port, has announced additional details of the 
new building. 

To complete the setting of the building as 
a showplace for the City of Qiebec, a certain 
'amount of landscaping will be done in keeping 
with its architectural lines. A large parking 
area will be developed at the airport, in 
stages, as traffic demands. 

Considerable study was made during the pre-
paration of the plans of this building to 
allow for future expansion, Mr.  Marier  said. 
This expansion may be done by adding to the 
length of the building or by constructing add-
itional accommodation on the second floor, 
since the present steel structure is designed 
to carry this future additional load. 

Description of the new building follows:- 
The building will be constructed of a struc-
tural-steel skeleton finished on the exterior 
with brick walls relieved on the main facades 
by local stone. 

The floors throughout the main public areas 
will be finished in contrasting patterns of 
polished terrazzo. The lower part of the walls 
in these areas will be of cement enamel in 
pleasing colours contrasting with a painted 
plaster wall above: Theceilings will be acous-
tic tile in order to reduce to a minimum the 
noise level in these areas. The lighting fix-
tures and loudspeakers of the public address 
system are to be recessed into the ceiling in 
order to give a flat, unbroken, spacious 
atmosphere. 

The upper floors containing offices will 
have linoleum floors, plaster walls, mmdacous-
tic ceilings where necessary. The construction 
of the second floor is of special design to 
permit ready accessibility of telephone, tele-
type, power or other cables to serve any  posi-
tion in these rooms, now or in the future, 
without damage to the floor. 

* * * * 

fEDERAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT:  Classified 
civil -servants on the payroll of the Federal 
Government in September numbered  141,868, up 
from 141,277 a month earlier and 140,142 a 
year ago. Their earnings rose to $36,828,115 
from $36.753,784 in August and $35,866,683 in 
September 1954. 

Prevailing rate employees numbered 25,531, 
down from 26,215 in August but up from 25,383 
a year earlier. Their earnings were $5,403,- 
156, down from $5,569,700 a month earlier but 
up from $5,257,700 in 1954. Ships' crews fell 
to 2,275 from 2,515 in August and 2,418 the 
previous year and their earnings to $549,565 
from $603.621 and $592,651 respectively. 
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SPEECH FROM THE THRONE 

(Continue',  from p. 1) 

to deliver grain as early as usual in the mar-
keting year. In order to provide an immediate 
source of funds where they may be needed, my 
Ministers will ask you to authorize guarantees 
for bank loans to producers secured by their 
grain. 

"You will  aise  be asked to authorize the 
Treesury to iear the cost from 4gust:1,1955, 
of storage and interest charges on wheat held 
by the Wheat Board over and above its normal 
carryover Levels. As a consequence of this 
arrangement, returns to producers will not be 
depressed by carrying costs on abnormal carry-
over. 

"A higher level of employment this winter 
than last seems to be assured and the improve-
ments you made to the Unemployment Insurance 
Act last year will provide a better coverage 
for those who are temporarily without work, 
particularly in the winter season. Various 
departments and agencies of government have 
sought toarrange their construction programmes 
to provide more employment during the winter 
season. It is gratifying to note that many 
other employers are endeavouring to follow the 
same policy. 

DOMINION PROVINCIAL CONSULTATION 

"In Cttober my Ministers held a conference 
in Ottawa with the Premiers and other Minis-
ters of all the provinces to consider finan-
cial and other relations between the federal 
and provincial governments. Following this 
useful discussion and some furthercorrespond-- 
ence, my Ministers have placed before all pro-
vincial governments a specific proposal for 
federal-provincial fiscal arrangements to com-
mence next year. 
"The conference established a committee of 

Ministers from all governments to consider 
health insurance programmes and the work of 
this committee is now under way. 
"My Ministers have also conferred with pro-

vincial Ministers to consider and develop an 
arrangement for sharing the costs of assist-
ance to unemployed persons not eligible for 
unemployment insurance benefits, and in need. 
Eetailed agreements have been submitted to the 
provinces. You will be asked toapprove theleg-
islation necessary toimplement this programme. 
"You will be asked to provide for the con-

struction, jointly with the government of Cht-
ario, of a gas  pipe-line  across northern Càt-
ario from the Manitoba boundary toKapuskasing, 
to be leased to Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Limit-
ed, which is to build connecting lines in 
eastern and western Canada. My Ministers con-
sider that government participation is neces-
sary to make this important national project 
possible at this time. 
"You will also have laid before you amend-

ments to the Trans-Canada Highway Act to ac-
celerate the completion of essentiak Iiàks in 
the Trans-Canada Highway and to continue, in  

cooperation with provincial governments, the 
work of constructing that highway up to the 
agreed standards. 
"Amendments to the National Housing Act will 

be laid before vou.'The rapid growth of our 
centres of popuf.ation has been a spectacular 
feature of our national development since the 
last war, and in that growth wide use has been 
made of the National Housing Act by our cit-
izens, 7articularly in suburban areas. 
"One amendment now to be proposed is de-

signed to increase assistance to encourage re-
development of older sections of our cities to 
their best use. 
"Early last year the home improvement sec-

tion of the Act was proclaimed. It has con-
tributed greatly toward the betterment of many 
existing houses. An  amendment will be laid 
before You to increase the amounts of loans 
availabie for this rurnose. 

"A joint committee  of  both Houses will be 
proposed to review the progress and programmes 
of the  Federal District Commission in develop-
ing the national capital. 
"In the field of industrial development you 

will be asked to extend the scope of the In-
dustrial .Develooment Bank. You will also be 
asked to increase the size of loans which may 
be made by the Canadian Farm Loan Board and to 
amend the Farm Improvement Loans Act. 

"My Ministers also plan to introduce a bill 
to provide that women receive equal pay with 
men for equal work in industries which are 
under federal jurisdiction..." 

* * 	* 

COn,WORIAL BUILDIeG:  Public Works Min-
ister Robert Winters announced recently that 
the new federal building to be erected at St. 
Johns,  Qiebec, will be named the "Cdté Build-
ing" in honour of the former Postmaster Gen-
eral, the late Honourable Alcide Cdté. Mr. 
ceté was a native of St.  Johns.  He died at his 
home there on August 7th, 1955. 

A direct descendant of jean Cdté, one of 
the first settlers of Canada, the late Post-
master General was born at St.  Johns on May 
19th, 1903. He was educated at St. 1'ohns Col-
lege and at the University  of Montreal, where 
he obtained his B.A. and LL.B. degrees. In 
1943 he was appéinted Kinà's.Counsel and.three 
years later he was elected Director of the 
Rural Bar Association of the Province of 'aie-
bec and re-elected the following year. 

In the Federal political field, Mr. C8té 
was elected by the constituents of St. Johns-
Iberville-Napierville to the House of Commons 
on _June 11, 1945, and re-elected in 1949. Ch 
February 13th, he was made a member of the 
Federal Cabinet and appointed Postmaster Gen-
eral, a position he held until his death. 

As the delegate of the Canadian Federation 
of:Mayors and Yunicipalities in 1948, Mr. Cdré 
attended the International  Union of Cities 
conference at The Hague, Holland, and during 
the same year was granted honorary citizen-
ship of the city of Dùnkirk, France. 
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THE DIPLOMATIC TWELVEMONTH IN RETROSPECT

NEW YI3AR'S MBSSAGB::The following is the
complete text of the brief annual broadcast on
international events made by the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson,
during the Christmas-New Year's season:

For those concerned with international re-

lations, and for those devoted to the long

quest for peace and security and international
justice, this has been in many respects a tur-
bulent and disappointing year, and we shall
enter 1956 with many anxieti.es. During the

coming year, it seems evident that we shall
need all the patience, good sense and resolu-
tion which we can command.

When I spoke on this programme a year ago,
the principal international problems were as
follows: relations between the Soviet and the
free world; disarmament and the menace of
atomic warfare; the unification of Germany;
friction and violence in the Near East and
serious unrest in many parts of the world,
notably North Africa, Indochina and Pormosa.

ihese problems are still with us; and it
would not be difficult for a pessimist or a

cynic to compile a list of our failures and of
our disappointments during the last 12 months.

It must, however, be remembered that these
international problems, and the circumstances
in those areas where peace is uncertain, have
been the consequence of many centuries of
world history; and it is unrealistic to expect
that progress from year to year in their solu-
tion will be easy, inevitable and cumulative.
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We must, it seems to me, be prepared to accept
setbacks and disappointments without giving

way to despair; and to take comfort and cour-
age from what has in fact been accomplished
without becoming complacent.

If this has been a difficult year for all
of us, we are ourselves in some measure to
blame. We expected, for example, far too much
from the Summit Conference in July; and then,
later, we tended to go to the other extreme of

dejection when the results of the later Min-
isterial Conference in Geneva proved so dis-
appointing.

In this problem of the relations between
the Soviet and the free world we have gained
this year at least one very solid advant-
age - we now have far more knowledge of poli-
cies and objectives of those we fear. If we
have the wisdom to benefit by what we have
learned, we shall not a second time allow our-
selves to become too elated by successes or
too dejected by failures as we face and deal
with the tortuous and contrâdictory tactics
and policies in which the dictators of Russia
indulge.

While sharing the disappointment felt about

many of the events of 10155, I believe that in
many matters important progress has been made.
At the Tenth Anniversary Assembly at the
United Nations, for instance, the deadlock on
the acceptance of new members has been very

(Continue-; on P. 2)
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THE DIPLOMATIC TWELVEMONTH 

IN RETROSPECT 

(Continued from p. 1) 

largely broken. %/e are happy that Canada was 
able to make an important contribution to this 
objective. We still think it most unfortunate 
that the United Nations will not have the 
benefit of a delegation from Japan; but the 
acceptance of 16 new members, thus making the 
United Nations more nearly a universal body, 
is clearly an important forward step. Nor have 
we given up, nor will we give up, the search 
for an agreement by which armaments can be re-
duced and atomic weapons outlawed. 

Another achievement of the United Nations 
this year has been the decision to set up an 
international agency for the peaceful uses of 
atomic energy. This has brought great satis-
faction and hope to those areas of the world, 
and there are many of them, in which the 
absence of a cheap and continuous source of 
power has been a principal reason for lack of 
progress in economic development. 

There are other UN achievements. The un-
spectacular but vital work of the Specialized 
Agencies of the United  Nations has continued, 
and agood fight is going on against ignorance, 
disease, poverty and misfortune. 

PROGRESS OF NATO 

Also during the year NATO has grown in 
strength and unity and remains our most ef-
fective deterrent against aggression- Our pro-
gress here is an answer to those who hope that 
in an atmosphere of relaxation of tension NATO 
will weaken and fall apart. This is,of course, 
a danger, but it can be met by strengthen-
ing the non-military aspects of our associa-
tion - and by rejecting all temptations  • to 
weaken our defences merely because.of Com-
munist blandishments. 

During the year, NATO and free Europe have 
been strengthened and made more secure by:the 
decision of Germany to join the company of 
Western European nations prepared to unite 
their efforts to defend their freedom. It is 
reassuring to know that our new associates re-
solutely refuse to accept Soviet terms for the 
reunification of-their country which could 
result only in their becoming one more Com-
munist satellite. We of.the NATO alliance wa-
come free Germany to our association and we 
look forward to the time when she will be re-
united in dignity, freedom and in safety. 

In Asia and the Middle East, while there 
has been no armed conflict during the year 
(except sporadically but dangerously on the 
borders of Israel) difficult and complicated 
problems remain to be solved. Korea and Viet-
nam remain divided while the two Chinese re-
gimes continue to face each other with implac-
able hostility; at one point with only a few 
miles of watàr between them. No one can be 
other than anxious about the prospects for 
peace in the Far East while this situation  

continues, especially when each of these 
Chinese regimes has power and support behind 
it from outside. 

The Soviet Union, in pursuance of its 
policy of "all conflict short of war" is fish-
ing - and scattering bait - in these troubled 
Asian and Middle Eastern waters. This is not 
reassuring in assessing the prospects for 
peace. 

Turning closer to home, we in Canada re-
joice in our continued friendly relations with 
all countries of the world whose motives we 
can trust, whose policies do not threaten 
peace, and who use language in a sense which 
seems to us intelligible and sincere. Particu-
larly with the nations of the Commonwealth and 
the United States are those relations very 
close and very important. We will do our best 
to keep them so, and also to improve relations 
with those who have given us heretofore more 
cause for fear than friendship.. 

1956 will certainly have its problems, but 
these need not cause any despair. We must be 
resolute but not provocative; patient, but not 
indifferent. If we can, and if the free gov-
ernments can work together for good purposes, 
it may be possible a year hence to report real 
progress toward peace and security in the 
world. 

* * * 
STRANGE FISH IN CANADIAN WATERS:  During 
the past few years, the fishermen of Canada's 
Atlantic coast have been getting an increasing 
number of strange specimens, most of them 
ordinarily found  in tropical waters. Che reason 
for this may be the gradual warming up of the 
North Atlantic noticed by oceanographers. CW 
they may simplyheindividual "displaced fish". 

Usually, when a fisherman sees something 
strange in his net or on his line, he sends it 
to one i_4.f the biological stations of the Fish-
eries Research Board of Canada, which in the 
Atlantic coast area are at Sr. Andrews, New 
Brunswick,  and St. John's, Newfoundland. At the 
recent annual meeting of the Board in Ottawa, 
these stations reported more of such alien 
wandererà in Canadian waters than are usually 
found in the course of ayear.  The  list included 
the frigate mackerel, oceanic bonito, scup, 
pilotfish, weakfish, rudderfish, orange file-
fish, horseshoe crab, wolf eel, and a giant 
leatherback turtle. 

* 
$UPERSONIC MISSILE TESTS:  Operation "Frost 
Jet", cold weather tests of NIKE, the super-
sonic anti-aircraft guided missile developed 
by the United States Army, will be resumed in 
the Fort Churchill, Manitoba area this winter. 

The tests are designed to determine the 
effects of extreme low temperatures on the 
complex component parts of the NIKE weapon 
system. They will be conducted from January 
through March, and, if necessary, will be ex-
tended through the winter of 1956-57. 
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"PIN ,4PPL " GRENADE RETIRED: A hand gren-
ade which gave yeoman service in two world
wars and in Korea is to disappear from the

40 Canadian Army.
Armÿ Headquarters announced lately that it

will shortly replace the Number 36 Grenade
with the US-developed M26 Grenade. The decis-
ion has been reached after extensive trials at
the Royal Canadian School of Infantry, Camp
Borden, Ontario, and also at Fort Churchill,
Manitoba.

The new grenade was described as lighter,
more lethal and more easily handled by the in-
fantry soldier than is the 36.

The old-style is an offshoot of the First
World War 1914-18 while the M26 is a grenade
developed during the Korean conflict in a
search for a lighter, more effective close
combat weapon for the infantry soldier.

One of the big features of the new grenade
for the Canadian soldiér is the elimination of
the awkward, overhand cricket lob which had to
be used with the 36. The soldier can throw the
M26 exactly as he wauld a baseball because
this grenade is lighter in weight. Officials
feel such a throw, coming naturally to the
Canadiari, will cut training time consider-
ably.

With the baseball throw, accuracy with the
M26 will be greatly increased. This was one of
the more decided drawbacks of the 36; pinpoint
accuracy was hard to attain while using the
unnaturaL cricket lob.

Distance with the M26 is also increased.
The average soldier could toss the old-style
weapon slightly better than 25 yards. Average
distance for the M26 is about 35 yards.

While there is a•clerxzarsje -in^.weLigltt in the
new grenade, there is a marked increase in the
number of lethal particles it discharges on
explosion.

Both grenades are equipped with a fuse
which begins to burn after the release of
safety lever and striker arm. In the case of
the 36 Grenade, however, the fuze must be in-
serted by the soldier before use. The M26 con-

tains a pre-sealed fuze which eliminates the
requirement for daily cleaning. This also

means less handling of the grenade by the

soldier when preparing it for firing, and is

therefore safer to use.

•

CORPORATION PROFITS: Corporation profits be-
fore deduction of_income.taxes were estimatéd
at $847,000,000 for the third quarter of 1955,
an increase of $215,000,000 or 34 per cent
over last year's third quarter estimate of
$632,000,000. Cumulative profits before taxes
for the nine months ending September amounted
to $2,236,000,000, up $407,000,000 or 22.2 per
cent from the estimated $1,829,000,000 for
the corresponding 1954 period.

In last year's third quarter income tax
liabilities increased an estimated $77,000,000
or 25.2 per cent to $382,000,000 from $305,-

000,000 a year earlier. Income taxes for the
third quarter of 1955 were estimated at 45.1
per cent of profits, whereas, for the compar-
able period of 1954, they were estimated at
48.3 per cent of'profits. Income tax liabili-
ties for the nine months ending September in-
creased an estimated $134,000,000 or 15.1 per
cent to $1,024,000,000 from $890,000,000.

Corporation profits after taxes rose an
estimated $138,000,000 or 42.2 per cent to
$465,000,000 in last year's third quarter from
$327,000,000 a year earlier. For the nine
months ending September, estimated profits
after taxes increased $273,000,000 or 29.1 per
cent to $1,212,000,000 from $939,000,000 in
1954.

OFFICERS TO STUDY CU RE T AFFAIRS: Nine-
teen senior Canadian officers statiôned in
Europe will attend a precedent-setting con-
ference at Christ Church, Oxford University,
England, early in January. The confererice,
under direction of the Canadian Bureau of Cur-
rent Affairs, will be unique- the first time
any NATO country has invited officers of other
member nations to attend a course on inter-
national affairs designed originally for its
own senior officers in the field.

Two naval, nine army and eight RCAF offi-
cers are slated to attend the three-day con•-
ference which will be opened January 3 by Lord
Ismay, Secretary General of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. Besides the Canadian of-
ficers, there will be representatives from the
United Kingdom, USA, Germany, Iceland, Italy,
Norway and Turkey.

Presiding Qhairman will be Seymour Archbold
of Victoria, British Columbia, current affairs
advisor to'the Canadian forces in Europe. The
panel of' .lectiirers'will include five inter-
nat0nâtly recognized experts on world affairs.
They are Oxfiord'faculty members- Professors
Norman H. Gibbs, H. Seton-Watson and G.F. Hud-
son. Also on the panel are British Army offi-
cers, Brigadier S.H. Longrigg and Colonel G.S.

Jackson.
On the lecture agenda are such subjects as

the political and economic aspects of the
Atlantic, Southeast Asia and the Far East;
Yugoslavia and the Balkans; Western Europe;
aspects of European defence and the U.S.S.R.

&4AK YEAR FOR aIINERALS;^ Continuing its
steady climb since 1944, t^e production of
minerals in Canada during 1955 broke all pre-
vious records with a value of $1,778,400,000.
This was $290,000,000 (or almost 20 per cent)
above the preceding year's $1,488,000,000, and
more than three times 1942's wartime peak
value of $556,769,000.

All provinces except Nova Scotia reported
increases in mineral values. The Nova Scotia
decrease was due to the continued falling off
in the output of coal.
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NATIONAL, CONFERENCE ON HEART DISEASE:  Can-
ada's public heskth and medical research re-
sources are being marshalled in the nation-
wide attack on heart disease, it was stated 
recently by the Honourable Paul Martin, fed-
eral Health and Welfare Minister. Mr. Martin 
was commenting upon the National Heart Confer-
ence which he is convening in Ottawa on Mon-
day, January 16. 

Some 25 to 30 specialists outstanding in 
the diagnosis and treatment of heart disease, 
as well as in research related to it, are ex-
pected to attend the conference and to pool 
their knowledge and experience with heads of 
Canada's public health services. Mr. Martin 
said that this conference, called at the re-
quest of the Canadian Heart Association and 
with the endorsement of the Canadian Medical 
Association, is for the purpose of consolid-
ating and co-ordinating efforts already ex-
tended by his department and other agencies to 
cope with this major health hazard. 

Among those expected to attend Canada's 
first major heart conference are represent-
atives of provincial branches of the Canadian 
Heart Association, leading medical authorities 
on heart disease, representatives from univer-
sity medical faculties and provincial public 
health officers. This will present the first 
opportunity for consideration of this problem 
at the national level. 

SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION  

The purpose of the meeting is to provide 
for a general discussion of problems related 
to heart disease as a leading cause of death i  
to examine and evaluate currently employed 
measures and to consider further stepe that 
may be instituted to combat it. 

In announcing the conference, Mr. Martin 
pointed out that much effective work is being 
done by professional and voluntary groups and 
that the Canadian medical profession enjoys an 
eminent reputation in this area, certain of 
its members having achieved international ac-
claim for their Contributions in the,  diagnosis. 
and treatment of this disease.  In  calling the 
conference, the Gbvernment is making it pos-
sible for interested authorities to come to-
gether, exchange views'and lay the faundation 
for the continuing assault on heart disease. 

Facilities related to the fight against 
heart disease, the Minister said, have been 
provided at strategically-located hospital and 
university centres in the provinces, particu-
larly in Toronto and Montreal. Much of the 
federal financial aid has been contributed to 
research, but considerable sums have also been 
made available to the provinces for the in-
stallation of specialized and technical equip-
ment for diagnosis and medical and surgical 
treatment. 

Federal aid already provided for in this 
field will amount to more than three quarters 
of a million dollars'by next March. It is ex-
pected that the respective roles of federal  

and provincial government authorities in the 
public health field, and the parts tobe played 
by the medical profession, voluntary agencies 
and public-spirited citizens in an inten-
sified and carefully-oriented campaign agiinst 
heart disease, will be considered at the 
National Heart Conference. 

a a * a 

VOLUME OF 1953 FOREST PRODUCTION:  Volume 
of Canada's forest production in 1953 was 0.4 
per cent higher than in the preceding year but 
the value was 3.9 per cent lower, according to 
final estimates by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. The year's cut smounted to 3,579,- 
336,000 cubic feet valued at $78.3„ 546., 958 as 
compared with 3,565,609,000 cubic feet valued 
at $815,651,194 in 1952. Preliminary estimates 
for 1954 indicate an increase in volume to 
3,660,828,000 cubic feet. 

According to the last available estimates, 
Canada (including the island of Newfoundland 
but not Labrador) possesses 417,823 million 
cubic feet of merchantable timber, of which 
288,232 million cubic feet are considered to 
be accessible to commercial operations_ The 
accessible timber consists of 640.509 million 
feet board measure of material large enough 
for saw timber .  and 1,884 million cords of 
smaller material. 

* 
MOUSING APPRAISALS RISt:  General increase 
in the basic rates of appraisal for home 
building under the National Housing Act, 1954, 
was announced recently by Stewart Bates, pres-
ident of Central Mortgage and Housing Corpor-
ation. The reviseerates are already in use by 
Corporation field offices. 

lending values for loans insured under the 
National Flousing Act are determined by Central 
Mortgage, and an increase in the basic ap-
praisal rates has the effect of raising the 
level of such loans. Basic appraisal rates 
apply to the building alone when lending val-
ues are being determined. Land value, another 
component of the total value of a loan, is 
under continuous review in the  different local-
ities. 

The present increases vary from one area to 
another according to local conditions. 

* 	* 

RAILWAY SAL(RIES:  At the end of last year 
average annual salaries and wages in thetrans-
portation division of Canadian railways were 
highest for road passenger engineers and mo-
tormen at $6,813, road passenger conductors at 
$5,926, yard engineers and motormen at $5,675, 
road freight conductors at $5,617, road pas-
senger firemen and helpers at $5,533, train 
despatchers and traffic supervisors at $5,477, 
road freight engineers and motormen at $5,282, 

•yard conductors and yard foremen at $5,040 and 
yardmasters and assistants at $5,004. 
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CANADIAN HYDRO-ELECTRIC CAPACITY CONTINUES TO INCREASE.

REVIEW FOR_19_15_ New generating capacity

of 839,630 horse-pôwer was added during 1955
to Canada's hydro-electric industry. This five,

per cent increase brought total installed cap-

acity of hydro-electric power plants tp 17,-
531,536 horse-power at the end of the'yeâr.

Active development of hydro-electricgener-

ating capacity to meet expanding industrial
needs and increasing consumption by business

and domestic users is described in the annual
statement on Canadian hydro-electric progress.

made on December 30 by Resources Minister
Lesage. The review is based on a•survey con-

ducted each year by the Water Resources Branch

with the co-operation of provincial govern-

ments and power producing and distributing

agencies.

POWER PROSPECTS-. ••

The increase in generating capacity during
1955 was less than the average increase for
the last five years, Mr. Lesage noted, but
projects now under construction would add ap-
proximately 1,000,000 horse-power in 1956 and
the same amount in 1957, while projects in
preliminary stages will provide approximately
4,000,000 horse-power in later years. Only 27
per cent of Canada's total water power re-
sources was harnessed at the end of 1955.

The greatest single addition to hydro-
electric capacity in 1955 occurred in the Sir
Adam Beck-Niagara Generating Station No. 2 of
the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commission,
where five units totalling 525,000 horse-power
were added to the plant-. This accounts for
more than half the total new capacity âdded

throughout Canada during the year. Ontario'
hydro-electric projects under construction are
the massive St. Lawrence Power Project, which
will attain a capacity of 1,200;000-horse-
power by 1960, the 74,000 horse-power Manitou
Falls generating station scheduled for comple-
tion in 1956, and the Whitedog Falls generat-
ing station which will pro'vide 243,000 horse=

power in 1957.
Quebec hydro-electric cotistruction, stim-

ulated by mining developments and growth in
the aluminum industry, continued its expansion
during 1955. Shawinigan Water and Power Com-
pany added 158,500 horse-power with the in-
stallation of new units in its three St. Maur-
ice River plants and Northern Quebec Power

va

pompany added 34.500 hor'se.^ower td"tlie cap- L''
acity of their Quinzé ^Râp'ids plAnt: -'Ve Qiébc-d
i-iydro-Electric Commission made'rapïd`piogress
in construction of.the 1,200,000 hôrae-power
,Bersimis River plarix sche'dûlecf' fôr' initial
-output in 1956. '

1

British. Columbia^added littlë new capacity
during the year but. much new constructiori ^as
unde,r way. Major,prôject ^ompleted dûririg the
year was the re-developinent of the B.C. Power
Commission's Punt^edge River sité on Vancouvér
Island to'provide 35,000 horse-power capacity.
The fourth unit of Aluminum Company of Can-
ada's Kemar;o plant, which will provide 150,000
horse-power,.is slated for service early in'
1956, while total capacity of- the plânt'will.
reach 750,000 horse-power by 1957.•

PRAIRIE POWER

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta con-,
tinued development of•their generating poten=
t^al. Four 10,000 horse-power units were added
to-the McArthur Falls plant of'the Manitoba
Hydro-Electric Board, bringing total capacity
to 80,000 horse-power. In Saskatchewan, wnich
depends largely on thermal engines,for power'
production, new generating units were complet-
ed. at Kindersley and Swift Cur=ent. The power
resources of Alberta's Bow River were tapped'
further by Calgary Power Limited, which'com-
pleted the 18,400 horse-power Pocaterra plant
and.the 6,900 horse-power Interlakes plant.

The Nova Scotia Power Commission completed
its 6,240 horse-power devel,opment on the Mer-
se•y River while the New Brunswick Electric
Power Commission has started âevel.opment of
the Beechwood site on the Saint John River,'
which will provide 90,000 horse-power by the
spring of 1958. In New£.oundland, the. 2,000,
horse-power tuFbine ot"Union EÎectric Light
and Power Compâny"s Trinity River plant was
expected to be in service by l;ste December,
with a. i, similar unit to be added in
1956. .

An 800 horse-power plant built by Yukon
Hydro Compâny Limited on McIntyre Creek near
Whitehorse broughi total Yukon hydro-electric
capacity to•2,.190 horse-power. Northwest Power
Industries Limited continued investigations
into storing water in lakes in the Yukon
River's headwa.ters for a planned 880 horse=
power development in northern-B.C.

GOVERNOR-GENÉRAL ATTENDS On

Saturday evening, January 7, the Right Honour-

able Vincent Massey,' Governor General••of Can-

ada, attended the Stratford Festival Foundation

and Producers' Theatre -production of "Tam-
burlaine the Great" at the Royal Alexandra

Theatre in Toronto. '

Mr. Massey came from Ottawa to Toronto ex-
pressly to see the Canadian production, which
features the Festival Company from Stratfbrd,
Ontario, with British artists Anthony Quayle
and Coral Browne in the lead. The play is under
the direction of Tyrone Guthrie, director of
the Canadian Festival productions for the last
three seasons.
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PROGRESS ON TRANS-CANADA HIGHWAY:  Public 
Works Minister Robert Winters stated recently;, 
in his year-end report on the Trans-Canada 
Highway, that he would ask Parliament during 
the coming session for authority to raise the 
total federal contribution toward Tkans-Canada 
Highway construction in the provinces from 
$150-million to $250-million. Every possible 
effort would be made to cooperate with the 
provincial governments in concentrating con-
struction an gap closing and paving operations 
along the Highway in order to accelerate the 
completion of this important project. 

Ch November 14 and 15, 1955, at the con-
ference of federal and provincial ministers.in 
Ottawa, Mk. Winters pointed out that, exclud-
ing °Quebec, the length of the Highway is 4,580 
miles. This includes 83 miles in Banff and 
Yeho National Parks in the Canadian Rockies. 
Of the total, 2,583 miles or 63 per cent is 
now paved, approximately 1,315 miles or 30 per 
cent to Trans-Canada Highway standards. Oh 
1,727 miles or 37 per cent there is no paving. 
Included in this latter total is about 250 
miles where there is no highway of any kind. 
To date the Federal. Government has paid $73- 
million to the participating provinces as its 
half share of the costs of construction. 

In an all-out effort to close the gaps and 
finish the'.highway, the Federal Government has 
undertaken to pay 90 per cent of the cost of 
building 10 per cent of the mileage of the 
Trans-Canada Highway in each province. This is 
approximately the length  of the  longest "gaps". 
The understanding is contingent upen a geod 
highway being completed by March, 1961 and the 
provinces maintaining future expenditures a t . 
or beyond their average outlay on the Highway 
during the years 1954 and 1955. 

* * 

NEW FISH REFRIGERATION METHOD:  Small - scale' 
experiments on the transportation and storage 
of fish in refrigerated sea water have proved 
so successful that a large-scale test has been 
planned, according to a report presented re-
cently to the annua l  meeting of the Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada by its Pacific Exper-
imental Station at Vancouver. 

For last year's tests, three tanks were 
fitted into the 60-foot fish-packing vessel. 
The ship had a capacity of about 40,000 pounds 
of fish. Sea water was circulated through the 
tanks by centrifugal pumps and maintained at a 
temperature of 30 degrees Fahrenheit. 

The quality of fish kept in the tanks was 
excellent; its appearance and firmness were 
unusually good. For commercial fishing, the 
system offers considerable improvement on pre-
sent handling methods in the quality of the 
fish caught. Ckushing is practically elimin-
ated and loading and unloading are simplified. 

Plans are now under way, in cooperation 
wieh the Industrial Development Service of the 
Department of Fisheries, to extend the invest-
igation to a halibut vessel having a capacity 
of 110,000 pounds of fish. 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH MEETING:  An estimated 
MO Canadian and United States scientists met 
to discuss recent developments in the field of 
operational research, a scientific activity 
created during the last war in the United 
Kingdom, at the first Canadian meeting of the 
Operations Research Society of America in 
Ottawa on January 9 and 10. 

About 50 Canadian operational research 
scientists, the majority from the Defence 
Research  Board,  participated. 

Embracing combinations of existing scien-
tific fields, operational research is used to 
apply scientific methods of approach to mili-
tary activities, management and organizational 
problems with the ami of providing the most 
efficient solutions possible. 

A relatively new scientific specialty, op-
erational research originated with four scien-
tists carrying out research on behalf of the 
RAF's Fighter Command. Their efforts proved so 
useful  and  successful, the techniques were 
adopted and expanded by most of the Services 
of the allied nations. Since then, operational 
research methods have spread swiftly to bus-
iness and industry  on an  ever-increasing basis. 

During the open conference at the Chateau 
Laurier Hotel,  Ottawa,  both general and tech-
nical presentations were made, varying-from 
one on "The Application of Cperations Research 
and Digitalized Cemputational Methods to Fore 
casting in Baseball" to"Reliability Concepts 
in Chided Missiles Performance". 

a a a a 

NICKEL INDUSTRY IN 1955:  Free world nickel 
production in 1955 again set a record with 
output estimated at about 427,000,000 pounds, 
Dr. John F. Thompson, Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of The International Nickel Company 
of Canada, Limited, stated recently in a re-
view of the nickel industry. This is an in-
crease of approximately 40,000,000 pounds over 
the previous high of 387,000,000 pounds in 
1954, and 87,000,000 pounds over free world 
production in 1953. 

Total output by Canadian producers was ex-
pected, Dr. Thompson stated, to reach 347,- 
000,000 pounds in 1955, another new high. This 
production is some 24,000,000 pounds higher 
than in 1954, and represents about 81 per cent 
of the free world production. Of the remaining 
free world production, Cuba accounted for 
approximately 7 per cent; New Caledonia, 5 per 
cent; Japan, 3 per cent; United States, 2 per 
cent, and various other countries, 2 per cent. 

Total free world supply, including commer-
cial production and government subsidized 
production, was distributed about two-thirds 
to the United States and one-third to Canada, 
the United Kingdom and other portions of the 
free world. A substantial part of the  distri-
bution to the United States was used for its 
heavy defence production and stockpile re-
quirements. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE CANADIAN ECONOMY IN 1955 

FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH:  In his annual 
review of the Canadian economy the Minister of 
Trade and Commerce, the Rt. Honourable C.D. 
Howe, observed that not only had 1955 been "a 
period of record activity" but production 
had "increased more rapidly than in any other 
post-war year." The gross national product had 
exceeded that of the preceding year by 10 per 
cent. Almost as great had been the "physical 
volume of production", though prices had shown 
the largest increase in years, this statement 
continued, and unemployment had "receded 
sharply." 

The body of this review follows in part: 
The extent of the pick-up in durable goods 

industries as a whole is illustrated by the 
trend of operations in primary iron and steel. 
A year ago, Canadas  steel mills were operat-
ing at less than 70 per cent of capacity. Pro-
duction rose sharply in the early part of 1955 
and at the present time full capacity is 
booked for several months ahead. Production in 
1955 was roughly 4.4 million tons of steel in-
got, about 42 per cent more than in the pre-
vious year and 10 per cent above the previous 
record in 1953. Ch the other hand, for the 
greater part of 1955, imports of steel were 
substantially below the level of recent years, 
with the result that the total supply of steel 
did not keep pace with demand. Operations in a 
number of industries are presently handicapped 
for lack of this basic material. Although a 
tight supply situation in the United States  

and Europe limits the extent to which imports 
can be increased, there has been a noticeable 
pick-up in import shipments in the last few 
months. 

Unlike steel, the output of most other ma-
terial processing industries underwent little 
or no decline during the 1954 adjustment per-
iod. Production in these and related indus •
tries was running close to capacity even at 
the beginning of the current upswing. In re-
sponse to the renewed upsurge in world demand 
during 1955, new production records have been 
set in such industries as pulp and paper, lum-
ber, nickel, aluminum,petroleum and chemicals 
In spite of the large increases in capacity in 
many of these industries, pressure for addi-
tional output has continued to mount. 

Other sectors of Canadian industry have, on 
the whole, been under less pressure than basic 
material producers but have nevertheless ex-
perienced an unusually active year. With in-
creased crop, dairy and livestock production. 
food processing industries have had a busy 
year. More goods are being transported. Retail 
trade, financial institutions and other forms 
of servicing benefitted from the rise in pro-
duction and incomes. 

Through the first part of the year total 
imports rose about in proportion to the over-
all pick-up in production. Most of the in-
crease in imported merchandise during this 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE

CANADIAN ECONOMY IN 1955

(Continued from pï 1)

period was comprised of motor vehicles and
parts, aircraft and parts, textile fabrics,
natural rubber, and other such items not di-
rectly competitive with domestically produced
goods. Consequently, in such lines as textile
fabrics, household durables and electrical
machinery, Canadian producers in general re-
tained an undiminished share of an expanding
market. This situation prevailed until about
July. Subsequently, however, the increase in
imports has accelerated and in the three-month
period, August to October, purchases from
abroad were 30 per cent above the level of one
year previous. It is significant that in over:-
all terms (the details are not yet available)
purchasing from abroad is once again out-
pacing domestic production.

Export trade has probably played a more
important role in the current upturn than in
any previous post-war year. In the period 1945
to 1953, Canada's industrial growth was spark-
ed to a very large extent by internal influ-
ences such as the huge demand backlogs for
consumer and producer goods and, later, the
post-Korean defence build-up. Although export
markets were generally buoyant during this
period, only in the two years following Korea
was there any increase in the physical volume
of exports. In fact, throughout this whole
period, virtually all of the rise in national
output was absorbed domestically.

On the basis of 10-month figures, it now
appears that merchandise exports will approx-
imate $4,350 million for the full year, 12 per
cent higher than in 1954. In volume terms, the
increase amounts to 10 per cent, which raises
this year's level to the highest peace-time
volume of exports on record.

Nearly all the increase in exports is
accounted for by larger shipments of forest,
mineral and bulk chemical products, partly the
result of the coming into production of exten-
sive new capacity. Canada's exports of iron
ore are now approaching the $100 million mark.
Oil and uranium are now moving in quantity to
foreign markets. Sales of agricultural pro-
ducts and secondary manufactures have remained
about unchanged.

Imports have risen even more rapidly than
exports. While the increase in expor.ts has
been about equally divided between sterling
countries and the United States, more than
four-fifths of the increase in imports in
1955 has come from the United States. Pur-
chases from the United Kingdom have held at

about the 1954 level, while those from other
sterling countries are moderately higher.
Strikes in British transport industries and
the buoyancy of the United Kingdom home market
and of other non-dollar markets are two fac-
tors which have had an adverse effect on the
flow of British goods to Canada. Recently

(C.W.B. January 4, . 1956)

there have been indications of a pick-up in
the volume of imports from the United Kingdom.

Even at the beginning of the year capital
investment plans, covering all types of plant
and equipment and housing, called for a siz-
able increase from the level of outlays in

1954. As markets strengthened and pressure for

more output developed, investment programmes
were revised upward. A preliminary estimate

indicates that total capital outlays for the
year have exceeded the $6 billion mark, com-
pared with $5.5 billion in 1954 and $5.8
billion in 1953, the previous peak year.

Much of the increase is attributable to
substantially higher outlays for home building,
which now comprises almost one-quarter of
total capital investment. It is estimated that
126,000 new dwelling units have been completed
in 1955, up from 102,000 in 1954, the previous
record. In addition, there is a much larger
carry-over of unfinished dwellings at the end
of the year....

To a large extent, the expansion now under
way in Canada stems from the increasing world
dependence on Canada as a source of industrial
materials. This growing dependence has account-
ed for the rise in exports, the high level of
activity in natural resource industries and
for a major portion of the expansion in cap-

ital facilities.

DEVELOPMENT TREND

Growth based so largely on expansion of
capacity for the production of materials de-
stined mainly for the export market may raise
questions about the trend of Canada's indus-
trial development. It is relevant to observe
that for the last 15 to 20 years expansion in
material exporting industries, particularly
mineral and forest products, has, in fact,
fallen behind the general rate of industrial
expansion in Canada. For example, from pre-war
to date, output in these export industries has
a little more than doubled. Over the same per-
iod, output in all other types of manufactur-
ing has increased by about two and one-half
times, while production in durable manufactur-
ing alone has tripled. The fuel and energy
group of industries has also achieved a tri-
pling in its output during this period.

Consequently, the current shift toward.ex-
port industries does not necessarily mean a
one-sided development of the Canadian economy.
In fact, expansion in export industries is
very likely to be associated with continuing
growth in secondary manufacturing and tertiary
industry. This comes about :.::cause any growth
in the overall Canadian market, irrespective
of the cause of that growth, bsoad•ens the
range of goods that can be economica l ly pro•-
duced here in Canada. Itwould seem, therefore,
that rising exports of materials are favour-
able to the further growth and diversification
of the Canadian economy.

Nor should it be overlooked that, within
the international community of'.which Canada is

2 (Continued on p. 6)
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VOICE OF 2ND BRIGADE: There's a new dom-
inating landmark in the West German province

of North Rhine-Westphalia, towering 33 feet
over the banks of the picturesque River Ruhr.

It's the steel transmitting tower of the
Voice of the Canadian Army in Europe, a 250-
watt radio station now nearing completion for
troops and families of the 2nd Canadian Infan-
try Brigade.

It is located at Fort Victoria, the home of
the 1st Field Squadron, Royal Canadian En-
gineers, near the beautiful townsite of Werl.

The staff will comprise German technicians
and clerical help, with Canadian volunteer

announcer-operators.
Target date for broadcast operations was

originally set for Christmas week, but con-
struction delays have postponed the opening
until early in the New Year.

The building design incorporates a master
control room, recording room, record library,
technicians room, transmitter room and three
general offices.

Construction of the building has been car-
ried out by German contractors under the dir-
ection of the Royal Canadian Engineers. A
German electronics firm is also supplying the
technical transmitting equipment under the
supervision of the Royal Canadian Signals.

The station will also conduct remote broad-
casts of major ceremonial, social and sports
activities in the Canadian communities in the
area.

EAL R INSURANCE TALKS: The Honourable

Pau l Martin, Minister of National Health and
Welfare, announced recently that federal-pro-
vincial discussions on health insurance would

be resumed in Ottawa on Monday, January 23rd.
He pointed out that the talks arose out of the
October federal-provincial conference at which

an Inter-governmental Committee of Health and

Finance Ministers had been established to dis-

cuss proposals put forward at that time by the
Prime Minister and any alternative proposals

the provinces might wish to suggest. The Prime

Minister had indicated that federal action

in the health insurance field depended on

majority backing by the provinces.

An agenda for the meeting had received the
approval of all provinces, Mr. Martin said,
and would provide for the discussion of such
matters as the components of a health services
programme, projected costs, methods of financ-
ing, administrative aspects and priorities in
the development of various services.

4 ^ ^G r

CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF RETIRES: In his last
Christmas message to the Roya nadian Navy,
Vice-Admiral E.R. Mainguy, Qhief of the Naval

^ Staff, said farewell to the service at whose
helm he had been for the past four years.
Admiral Mainguy begins his retirement leave on
January 16 after more than 40 years in the RCN.

(C.W.B. January 4, 1956)

REGIONAL DRAINA ADJUDICATOR CAOSENr Pamela

Stirling, well known British actress and direc-

tor has been appointed to adjudicate this

year's regional drama festivals throughout

Canada.

Miss Stirling was trained at the Paris Con-
servatoire under Louis Jouvet. She acted in
his company for 3 years and later in other
French companies with such famous French stars
as Yvonne Printemps, Pierre Fresnay and LlAlin.

During 1946-1947 she acted with the Com-
edie FranSaise and in 1947 she organized and
directed•a French company to play in French to
schools in En gland.

Miss Stirling will start her tour of adjud-
ication at Vancouver, B.C. on January 11th. In
each of the 13 regions into'which Canada is
divided for Festival purposes she will decide
which group will receive the Calvert Trophy
and S100 cash award. At the conclusion of
her three-month tour she will report to the
National Executive Committee giving her recom-
mendations for the eight plays to be invited
to the Final Festival at Sherbrooke to compete
for the major Calvert Trophy and $1,000 award.

CANADIAN DIPLOMATIC CHANGES: The Secretary
of State for External Affairs announced on
December 20 the retirement next spring of
Lieutenant-General Maurice Pope, C.B., M.C.,
Cariadian Ambassador to Spain, and of Mr. Fred-
eric Hudd, C.B.E., Official Secretary to the
Canadian High Commissioner to the United King-
dom, and the following transfers within the
Canadian diplomatic service:

Mr. Sydney Pierce, O.B.E., Canadian Ambas-
sador to Brazil, will become Deputy High Com-
missioner for Canada to the United Kingdom. He
is expected to take up his new duties about
June 1. An announcement will be made later
regarding Mir. Pierce's successor.

Mr. Leon Mayrand will succeed General Pope
as Canadian Ambassador to Spain and is expect-
ed to take up his new duties in April 1956.

RCR N IVERSARY: One of the oldest and
prou est infantry units of the Canadian Army
last•week observed the 73rd anniversary of its
founding.

The Royal Canadian Regiment was born Dec-
ember 21, 1883, sixteen years after Confeder-
ation.

Traditionally, wherever the unit is in
service, the occasion is marked with a varied
programme of sports, parties, speeches and
gatherings of all ranks.

On the Westphalian plains of West Germany,
where the 1st Battalion is serving with the
2nd Canadian Infantry Brigade, the normal
routine of soldiering was set aside for a day
and Fort York, the unit's campsite, enjoyed an
atmosphere of jubilant commemoration.
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FANAL TRAFFIC INCREASES:  Volume of freight 
cleared through Canadiàn canals in September 
totalled 4,318,622 tons, an increaseof.375, 7 

 514. tons or 9.5 per cent over the September 
1954 total of 3,943,108 tons. A decrease in 
freight tonnage was registered by the Canadian 
lock at Sault Ste. Marie, but increases were 
recorded in traffic through the St. Lawrence, 
Welland Ship and five of the smaller canals. 

Increased shipments of iron ore, bitumi-
nous coal andother freight through the Welland 
and St.  Lawrence  systems weremainIrresponéible 
for the advance over the previous September. 
The number of vessel passages rose to 3,614 
from 3,435. The ship channel cutting through 
the Canso Causeway between Cape Breton and the 
Nova Scotia mainlandis included in these stat-
istics for the first time. During the month 
126 vessels carrying 3,976 tons of freight 
passed through this canal. 

* * 

NEW CNR HOTEL:  Donald Gordon, chairman and 
president  of the Cànadian National Railway, 
recently announced that the general contract 
for completion of the new CNR hotel in Mont-
real, The Queen Elizabeth, had been awarded. 
The hotel is expected to be completed early in 
1958. 

Che of the largest works of its kind now 
proceeding on the continent, The Qleen Eliza-
beth Hotel is part of an even larger develop-
ment that it is anticipated will rise over the 
CNR's 20-acre terminal site in downtown Mont-
real as a result of the investment of private 
capital. 

The hotel itself will have approximately 
1200 guest rooms and public rooms capable of 
seating 2500 people at banquets and 400 at 
meetings. It has been planned from its incep-
tion as primarily a convention centre. 

* * *  

CANADA IN IGY:  A group of Canadian scien-
tiits is busily preparing to probe some of the 
unsolved mysteries relating to the earth, sea 
and atmosphere of the Canadian portion of 

 North America. 
As participants in the International Geo-

physical Yeai (IGY), a vast, international 
scientific investigation of this planet's nat-
ural phenomena, they will operate from tem-
porary research stations set up across Canada 
during 1957-58. 

The most ambitious of three such events or-
ganized for meteorological, magnetic and 
auroral observations in North-polar  areas and 
initiated during 1882-83, the IGY began as the 
First Polar Year. Scientists next carried out 
their cooperative observations during the 
Second Polar Year in 1932-33. Because the 
scope of the 1957-58 activities has been widen-
ed to include the whole globe rather than just 
the north-polar areas, the investigations now 
being planned have been renamed International 
Geophysical Year. 

During the First Polar Year, British, Ger-
man and United States expeditions occupied 
northern Canadian sites. Scientists from this 
country played a passive role at the time. 

Canadian participation became active, how-
ever, during the Second Polar Year and the 
scientists investigated natural phenomena from 
posts at Baker Lake, Chesterfield Inlet and 
Eskimo Point on the west coast of Hudson Bay. 
The programme was enlarged to include iono-
spheric investigations. 

Canada's programme will include detailed 
studies of the earth's magnetism, the aurora 
borealis and the ionosphere. Investigations 
will be carried out from a series of main 
research stations at Resolute, Churchill, 
Ottawa, Meanook and Saskatoon. Supporting pro-
jects will be conducted at other points rang-
ing from Agincourt, near Toronto, to Alert, 
the continent's most northerly community on 
the tip of Ellesmere Island. 

VISIBLE WHEAT SUPPLIES:  Visible supplies 
of Canadian wheat on December 7 amounted to 
363,074,000 bushels, almost 7 per cent larger 
than 1954's corresponding total of 340,- 
158,000 bushels, according to the latest re-
port by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
Mârketings in the Prairie Provinces during the 
week dropped to 5,109,000 bushels from 9,556,- 
000 and overseas export clearances fell to 
2,624,000 bushels from 4,789,000. 

• * 

CANADIAN EQUIPMENT TO TURKEY:  More than 
100 artillery tractors will be shipped to Tur-
key by the Canadian Army in January under 
Canada's programme of mutual aid to member 
nations of the North Atlantic Treaty Organ-
ization. 

The tractors are of the type used to haul 
field pieces and Iight anti-aircraft guns.  

* * a * 
NEW APPOINTMENTS FOR fEAVER NORMAN:  The 
Secretary of State for External Affairs re-
cently announced that the Government of Den-
mark and the Government of Canada, considering 
the close relations existing between the two 
countries as members of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization, had decided to raise to 
the status of Embassies their Legations in 
Copenhagen and Ottawa. Mr. H.F. Feaver, who 
became Canadian Minister to Denmark in Novem-
ber 1954, has been appointed Canadian Ambas-
sador. 

It was also announced that Mr. Richard 
Plant Bower would succeed Mr. H.G. Norman as 
Ambassador to Venezuela. He is expected to 
take up his new duties in March 1956. Mr. 
Norman's appointment as Canadian Consul Gen-
eral in New York was announced on September 8, 
1955. 
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RCAF YEAR - END ROUNDUP - 1955 

PROMESS AND COMPLETIONS:,  For the Royal 

44110 Cànadian Air Force, 1955 was a year of pro-
gress and activity marked by the completion of 
many projects. 

Included among these was the increase of 
home-based CF-100 Cànuck squadrons to the pre-
viously announced strength of nine, bringing 
to 41 the planned establishment of RCAF squad-
ron strength. The year also saw the consoli-
dation in Europe of Canada's 12-squadron Air 
Division, with the movement of No. 1 Fighter 
Wing from the United Kingdom to its new base 
at Marville, France. Thus, according to plan, 
all operational elements of the RCAF's four 
Sabre wings overseas now are concentrated in 
one area. 

Regular personnel strength reached a figure 
of more than 50,000, making the RCAF the 
largest member of Canada's armed services. 
Maximum personnel strength for the Air Force 
has been set at 51,000. 

INTERCEPTOR PRACTICE 

The all-weather jet-interceptor force, 
operating from bases ranging from Comox on 
Vancouver Island to Bagotville in Quebec and 
flying the latest CF-100 Mark 4 Cànucks, con-
tinued to exercise throughout the year with 
units in the Pine Tree early-warning chain. 
The chain, operating on a round-the-clock 
basis, forms the front warning-line of North 
American defence, pending completion of the 
Mid-Canada and DEW lines farther to the north. 

'To maintain top operational efficiency .  
RCAF squadrons participated in large and small 
training exercises both at home and abroad. 
Largest of these in 1955 was Exercise "Carte 
Blanche", à mock atomic air war held in Europe 
last summer, in which RCAF fighter squadrons, 
based at Marville and Grostenquin in France 
and Baden Soellingen and Zweibrucken in Ger-
many, operated with other NATO air forces in 
the biggest test to date of Western Europe's 
air defences. The RCAF's 12 jet squadrons, in 
their Mark 5 Sabres and newly acquired Sabre 
6's, flew approximately 2,500 sorties during 
the nine-day exercise.... 

The CF-100 squadrons, with other elements 
of Air Defence Command, - took part in Exercise 
"Cracker jack" in early December. Simulated 
enemy bomber attacks were made by United 
States-Air Force aircraft upon various North 
American targets and Cànadian and U.S. forces 
joined in detecting, tracking and intercepting 
the raiders. 

Squadrons of the RCAF's Maritime Air Com-
mand, with headquarters at Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, continued to participate in exercises 
with other NATO maritime forces under the Su-
preme Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT).... 

• The RCAF's Air Transport Command continued 
its many and heavy airlifting commitments dur-
ing 1955. By the end of the year, transport 
aircraft of the RCAF had carried a payload of 
more than 44,000,000 pounds in 12 months of  

operations. Flying their-foilt,engind North 
Stars, No. 426 "Thunderbird" Squadron based at 
Dorval, Quebec, a unit that set an enviable 
record on airlift operations during the Korean 
conflict, continued to carry out a tri-weekly 
trans-Atlantic  airlift of men and equipment 
to Cànadian bases in the United Kingdom and 
Europe. In addition "Thunderbird" North Stars 
and crews.completed exchange of the Cànadian 
truce team in Indochina. C-119 "Packets" of 
435 and 436 Transport Squadrons, based at Ed-
monton and Dorval respectively, were respons-
ible for the spring resupply by air of weather 
bases jointly operated by the Canadian and 
U.S. Meteorological Services in the Arctic 
Islands. About 750,000 pounds of equipment, 
food supplies and fuels were airlifted into 
the Arctic stations. 

Noteworthy among the year's accomplishments 
by another unit of Air Transport Command was 
aerial photographic coverage by 408 Photo 
Squadron, based at the RCAF Station Rockcliffe 
near Ottawa, of 352 linear miles on Ellesmere 
Island, well within the Arctic Circle. The 
Squadron also covered approximately 26,900 
linear.miles on vertical photography oper-
ations, as well as 7,841 linear miles on 
Shoran recorded photo work, all carried out in 
the Arctic regions and the Yukon. 

TRANSPORT OPERATIONS 

Late in the year, No. 412 Transport Squad-
ron, flying the RCAF's C-5 aircraft, carried 
External Affairs Minister Lester B. Pearson 
and party on his visit to Russia and the Far 
East. 

airing the year RCAF helicopters, hitherto 
employed chieflyonsearch and rescue missions, 
came to the fore in the air transport field. 
A comparatively new RCAF unit, 108 Communica-
tions Flight recently transferred to RCAF Sta-
tion Rockcliffe from Bagotville, Quebec, re-
ceived new helicopters and became actively en-
gaged in airlift.tasks in connection with the 
construction of the  Mid-Canada line. Original-
ly equipped with Sikorsky S-55 and Piasecki 
1-I-21A helicopters, the unit began receiving 
new Sikorsky H-34 and Piasecki H-2 1B heli-
copters late in the year. The large fleet of 
helicopters is necessary to handle heavy air-
lift requirements related to the construction 
of the Mid-Canada Line. The helicopters flew 
steadily throughout the summer along the line, 
carrying survey parties, test engineers, and 
providing a flying link between nearby lakes, 
which provided landing spots for fixed-wing 
aircraft carrying in supplies, and the actual 
Mid-Canada line sites. 

Greece became the tenth NATO nation to send 
trainees to Canada in 1955 for training under 
the NATO Aircrew Training Programme. 

To fi ll  RCAF aircrew requirements in pilot , 
 navigator, and radio officer's trades, train-

ing continued at a brisk pace throughout the 
RCAF's Training Command. 
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a part, the mineral and forest resources which
we possess in abundance are becoming increas-

ingly scarce in the highly populated indus-
trialized nations. In this situation, products

based on these resources cannot help but con-
tinue to bulk large in Canada's export trade...

Considering the recent tempo of activity,
the surprising thing is the degree to which
the economy has thus far been free of those
strains and excesses which eventually lead to
deterioration. Some materials are in short
supply, credit is tightening and interest
rates have risen. These factors, however, are
simply a reflection of current market strength.
In present circumstances they are not likely
to dampen expansion but they may, on the other
hand provide a necessary means of regulating
its pace. Except in the case of some mater-
ials, prices have remained fairly stable. Ac-
cordingly, buying habits have not been subject
to the disruptions which stem from rising
prices. Stable living costs have had a temper-
ing effect on the upward trend of wage rates.
At least to the end of the third quarter there
has been no overall build-up of business in-
ventories. In other words there is little to
suggest that the present high rate of product-
ion is borrowing on future markets.

DEFENCE BUYING

...Defence procurement continued at a high
level in 1955, expenditures being approximat-

ely equal to those of the previous year. This
stability in the general level of activity may

be attributed largely to programmes launched
in earlier years, which offset a drop in the
value of new orders placed in 1955. At the
same time, the striking increase in the Cana-
dian gross national product during the year has
meant that the overall impact of the defence
procurement programme on the economy has been

slightly reduced.
Defence construction activity was up in

1955 over the previous year. The highlights of
this programme were the substantial amount of

the construction work at Camp Gagetown and the

construction requirements of the Mid-Canada

line. For the latter a successful summer air-

lift was completed and arrangements were made

:.or a winter airlift.
The growing ability of Canadian industry to

meet the needs of the current defence programme
has resulted in a substantial reduction'in new
orders being placed abroad. However, during
the year defence expenditures in the United
`•tates and the United Kingdom, on orders plac-
ed in earlier years, have continued at about
the 1954 level. The United.States' defence
orders in Canada increased in 1955, with pur-
chases of aircraft and parts, picrite, light
machine guns, spare parts for radars, and con-
tracts for the overhaul and maintenance of

electronic, communications and power generat-
ing equipment.

A further decline in expenditures for cap-
ital assistance during the year reflects the^
improved ability of Canadian industry to meet
defence production requirements with existing
or privately financed facilities.

r t ^x ^

EL.F.CTRICAL OUTPUT RISES:, Output of Can-
ada's central electric stations was up 4.9 per

cent in October to 6,430,524,000 kilowatt

hours from 6, 131, 271,000 a year earlier, con-

tinuing a series of monthly gains over the

previous year that has been uninterrupted

since April 1954. In the ten months ending

October, production aggregated 62,636,627,000
kilowatt hours, slightly more than 11 per cent

above the output of 56,374,246,000 for the
corresponding 1954 period.

Production was higher in October last year
than 1954 in all provinces except New Bruns-
wick, Ouebec and Manitoba, and was hi'gher in
the ten months in all except new Brunswick.
Ten-month totals by provinces in thousand kilo-
watt hours, with comparative 1954 figures in
brackets, were: Newfoundland, 493,164 (193,-
551); Prince Edward Island, 37,132 (26,993);
Nova Scotia, 975,850 (913,843); New Brunswick,
721,728 (724,790); Ouebec, 29,830,547 (28,
594,586)- Ontario, 20, 548,787 (16,857,303);
Manitoba, 2,506,621 (2,458,332); Saskatchewan,
1,161,734 (1,048,134); Alberta, 1,355,773 (1,-
202,760); British Columbia, 4,930,904 (4,353,-
954); Yukon and Northwest Territories, 74,387
(not available).

MAKING LUBRICATING OILS LAST LONGER: The
National Research Council of Canada has de-

veloped a process for extending the life of
lubricating oils by putting a sodium alloy
"slug" in the oil line. Research by 17r, I.E.
Puddington and Dr. A.F. Sirianni, of NRC's
Division of Applied Chemistry, led to this'new
development. A number of other scientists have
since been associated with the proj ect.

Two test cars were fitted with these sodium
solder slugs in September of 1953. The oil has
never been changed since, though it is checked
periodically to see that it is still useable.

One car has completed over 17,000 miles and
the other over 20,000 miles in the 27 months
that the trial has been running, and the oil
still tests as being useable. These cars were
not new at the start of the trial and oil con-
sumption was 30 quarts for one car and 31
quarts for the other.

The scientists themselves think this new
development is interesting but may'vot be too
important from an economic point of view. The
cost of new oil periodically is a very small
part of the over-all cost of operating a car,
including depreciation. Other possible appli-
cations may be more important; for instance,
the delay in changing the oil in transformers
situated in out-of-the-way places.
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DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD YEAR-END ROUNDUP 1955 

REWODLIZED:  The year 1955 proved to 
be an eventful one for the Defence Research 
Board. Highlighting events most likely to af-
fect future Board operations were the appoint-
ment of a new Chairman and completion of a 
Headquarters reorganization initiated the pre-
vious year. 

Guidance of the Board's activities will 
pass early next year from founder and archi-
tect Et. CMond M. Solandt to A.H. Zimmerman, 
Vice Chairman since January and a Board Member 
for the past four years. Dr. Solandt will 
become Assistant Vice President, Research and 
Eevelopment, of the Cànadian  National  Railways 
after almost a decade with the scientific 
organization he has moulded into Canada's 
largest chain of research establishments. 

Completion of He lier, a new, anti-tank 
weapon with superior qualities of accuracy and 
penetration, was marked with a press demon-
stration by a.Canadian Army team. The first 
complete weapon, ammunition and fire control 
system to be designed, developed and manufac-
tured in Canada, He lier  has been adopted for 
use by the Army. 

The Directorate of Armament Development, 
Cànadian Army, was the design authority which 
monitored the work at the Canadian Armament 
Research and DevelopmentEstablishmentand pro-
vided detailed collaboration at all stages of 
development. Army technical officers employed 
at CAME contributed jointly with the scient-
ists to the project's success. 

Ptoject  "Wood  DUck",  an interesting funda-
mental research study concerned with the 
effeets of birds on radar screens, was carried. 
out in March on the famed Jack .Miner bird 
sanctuary near Kingsville, Chtario. 

Some . aspects of the'Board's rocket and mis-
sile programmes were released with a descrip-
tion of the CARDE aeroballiStiés  range. .Che of 
three of its kind in the world and considered 
the best  for  many types of projects, it has 
been employed for testing the aerodynamics 
characteristics of Heller models and various 
guided missile models. The range is pioving 
increasingly valuable with the continuing de-
velopment of useful techniques both for mis-
sile and rocket research. 

DRCL scientists continued to collect pre-
cipitation periodically to determine radio-
active content. *hile all precipitation in-
cludes some radioactive material, the count 
increases slight45 however, when winds carry 
radioactive particles from nuclear explosions. 
At no time has the count reflected a yield 
sufficient to prove harmful to humans, animals 
or vegetable life. In all cases, when an in-
crease was noted, it proved to be insignifi-
cant. 

Another useful research tool installed by 
the Board for investigations under severe con-
ditions is a cold chamber at DRCL. It can be 
cooled down to 60- degrees below zero and a 
large fan provides winds that can simulate 
velocities up to 40 miles per hour. 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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From an Army searchlight, scientists from
the same establishment have developed a "solar
furnace", a useful research tool which employs
the rays of the sun to provide 'intense heat.
The mirror of the searchlight is used in re-
verse to generate temperatures that can equal
those present in an atomic explosion. The furn-
ace is used on behalf of the Armed Forces and
Civil Defence to. test the resistance of various
materials to intense heat.

Two radiation units with Cobalt-60 sources
were installed at DRCL for use in calibrating
radiac instruments for the Services and for
Civil Defence. Fscperiménts planned for the fu-
ture will measure the radiation recorded in
human-like dummies exposed to-the-units' gamma
ray.s. . .

The Board ,is playing an increasingly active
role in advising and assisting the Canâdian
Civil Defence authorities. A Department of
Transport meteorologist, on loan to the Board,
has prepared a master radiation fallout pat-
tern for southern Canada. From weather data
compiled down the years he has been able to
estimate wind patterns for the various areas
at all seasons. His work provides civil de-
fence planners in major Canadian cities.•with.
information which enables them to draw up
evacuation plans.

Arctic activities-continue.to play import-
ant roles in the Board's activities. Miss Moira
Dunbar, a geologist from the Geophysics Sec-
tion, completed during-the summer a detailed
ice study in Arctic Ocean waters. Her work was
carried out on Department of Transport ice-
breakers engaged in supply operations and the
data will be used to help in creating a new
system of ice forecasting in Canada.

Board scientïsts parx-icipated actively with
associates from 15 western nations during the
fifth general assembly of the Advisory Group
for Aeronautical Research and Development to
NATO. A NATO sub-committee created to bring
together member nations' leading aeronautical
personalities and to promote cooperative use
of research and development facilities, the
Ottawa meeting was the Group's first North
American assembly.

With the official opening.of a central lab-
oratory building at Suffield Experimental Sta-
tion -(SEQ. near.Medicine Hat, Alberta, the
Board's largest.establishment, DRB has now
completed ï.ts mâjor° con-s.tradt ion- programme.
Opened by Major-General William M.Creasy, Com-
manding Officer of the U.S. Chemical Corps and
Chief Chemist of the U.S. Army, the new, T-
shaped permanent structure is used for activi-
ties related to the defensive aspects of bio-
logical, chemical and radiological warfare.
SES staff members work closely with the Cana-
dian Armed Forces and with scientific and Ser-
vice colleagues in the U.K. and U.S.A.

(C.W.B. December 28, 1953)

CANADA UPS COLOMBO AID: It was announced
recently that the Canadian Government planned
to ask Parliament to approve a contribution
for the Colombo plan in 1956-57 of $34.4
million. This will represent an increase of
$8 million over Canada's contribution in
1955=55.

At the recent meeting of the Colombo Plan
Consultative Committee in Sin gapore, Canada
joined other member countries in unanimously
approving an extension of the Plan until mid-
1961, on the understanding that the future of
the Plan would be re-examined again in 1959.

Part of the increased funds which Parlia-
ment will be asked to approve for 1956-57 will
cover the external costs that will fall due
next year for the N12X atomic research reactor.
Canada has agreed to provide to India under
the Colombo Plan. Some of the increase will
also be used to meet part of the additional
dollar costs.arising in connection with the
Warsak multi-purpose project in Pakistan. The
remainder of the increase. will be used, to-
gether with certain funds now available, to
provide more assistance to countries in South
and Southeast Asia that have'so far received
only limited technical assistance from Canada.

The amount Parliament will be asked to ap-
prove will also cover the regular allocations
to India, Pakistan and Ceylon and a continua-
tion of the technical,assistance programme to
the member countries of the a'rea..

e # ^a ^

U.S.-CANADA T71EATRE EXCHANGE: Robert White-
head, Canadian partner in Producers' Theatre
Inc., one of Broadway's largest theatre oper-
ations, arrived in Canada last week as liaison
man between Canada and the United States
on a new theatrical exchange venture between
two countries. The movement, spon'sored by the
American National Theatre and Academy, is based
on an international theatre-exchange scheme,
which has already been successfully put into
effect by.Mr. Whitehead between the United
States and Europe.

Mr. Whitehead visited Montreal and Toronto
to further 'arrangements for'tlie exchangé plan.
He talked to Tyrone Guthrie, British director
of the forthcoming Canadian production- of "Tam-
burlaine the Great", which Producers' Theatre
is taking to Broadway this winter. Presented
by the Canadian Stratford Fest.ival Foundation
in-association with Producers' Theàtre-Inc:,
"Tamburlaine the Great" will feature the Fes-
tival company with British artists Anthony
Quayle and Coral Browne. Mr. Whitehead has been
instrumental in arranging the appearance of
the company in New York and Toronto, the first
time the Festival group has played away from
its home theatre in Ontario and the first time
that a Canadian production on this scale has
been.exported outside Canada.
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• 
PRAIRIE MANUFACTURING:  Gross factory value 
of products shipped by the manufacturing in-
dustries of the Prairie Provinces in 1953 
Climbed to $1,407,300,000 from $1,351,000,000 
the preceding year, the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics reports. The number of establish-
ments wàs reduced to 4,674, from 4,703, but 
the number of employees rose to 88,426 from 
86,437 and earnings rose to $246,126,000 from 
$224,165,000. 

'Manitoba continues to be the largest manu-
facturing province of the- three but Alberta 
showed the largest proportionate rise in shipL 
ments during the year .  Shipments from Manitoba 
plants were valued at $584,872,000  ($574,037,-
000 in 1952);  Saskatchewan, $26 :6,613,000 

 ($258,932,000); and Alberta, $555,815,000 
($518,411,000). 

Considering the Prairie Provinces as an 
economic unit, slaughtering and meat packing 
had the largest value of factory shipments in 
1953, amounting to $254,281,000 ($258,537,000 
in 1952), followed by petroleum products at 
$177,756,000 ($156,596,000), flour mills, 
$109,280,000 ($112,509,000);hbtter and . chéese. 
$91,021,000 ($87,137,000); and railway roll-
ing-stock, $58,273,000 ($53,316,000). These 
five industries accounted for about 49 per 
cent of the total production of the Prairie 
Provinces in 1953 versus 50 per cent in 1952. 

* * * * 

HISTORY . IN -ONTARIO PLACE-NAMES:  Grenadier 
Pond in Toronto got its name from the tragedy• 
that occurred when a company of soldiers, 
marching in step over ita wintry surface, 
broke the ice and drowned. 

• That's just one of the highlights of the 
historical research into place-names conducted 
bytheChtario Eepartment of Lands and Forests. 
There are many other examples. Erie, an Indian 
name for panther or puma, identifies the lake 
where once lived the Cat nation of Indians. 
Three townships in Simcoe Country are named 
Tiny,  Tay and Flos, after the pet dogs of a 
one-time lieutenant-governor's wife. 

There are plenty of confusing situations 
arising from Chtarib place-names. The province 
has 25 bodies of water named Trout Lake, and 
at one time there were 75 others that now 
have more distinctive names. 

Cg 	* 

yATIONAL HIGHWAYS LINK:  A granite cairn 
officially linking the Trans-Canada Highway.to  
the future United States Great River Road has 
been unveiled near Kenora, Chtario. The Great 
River Road, named after the Mississippi River, 
which it wi ll  follow from the Gulf of México 
to join the Trans-Canada Highway, will be a 
3,500-mile four-lane highway, When they are 
completed, the two national highways will give 
Canada and the United States an 8,500-mile 
north-south and east-west route for motor 

• traffic. 	 •  

CANADA AT DOMINICAN FAIR.:/Cieleelkartake  
part in the -InternationalPeacead Progress 
Fair, to be:held.in Ciudad.Truj.i .d.le,.Dcimin-
ican Republic, from Eecember 20; 1955i-to . IFeb 
ruary 27, 1956. Some twenty4iNee couhtrieà 
will take part in this exposition commemorat-e 
ing the 25th anniversàry of the Government of 
General R.L. Trujillo. • J . 

.TheCanadianGbverrment exhibit, .which will 
occupy 1,000 square feet of space, will be of 
a commercial and cultural nature.  Canada's two 
most important exports to the Dominican Repub 
lic, fish and flour, are:featured in the com -

mercial  section. .The displays are animated by 
working models of a fishing trawler  and part  
of a combine harvester, discharging grain. 

Photo murals and colour.transparencies show 
.Canada's cities and countryside. Visitors'to 
the exhibit will learn something.of Canadian 
people and  life through.a pictorial present.. 
ation of Canadians at school, at play in win-
ter and summer, and enjoying cultural pursuits 
such as.theatre,.ballet, painting .and 
They will.also see how Canadians earn their 
living in-every major industr7,7ficimbining to 
manufacturing. • 

* * * * • 	• 
• • 

CANADA BOND SALES:  Sales of Tenth- Series 
Canada Savings Bonds,.according to reports 
received up to November 30; total $654 million 
from 1,114,000 applications. 

Included in this total were 684,000 applic-
ations for $195 million on the Payroll SavingS 
Plan - an increase of more than 7 per cent 
over figures reported  in  "this - category-last 
year at the same time.,Every region of Canada 

.shared in this increase, as did  the  special 
groups comprised of railways, civil service, 
armed forces and chartered banks. 

The total was down 18 per .cent  çompared.to 
total sales reached in the comparable'period 
in Series Nine. A major difference this year 
has been the .absence of sales arising from 
switching out of other securities, estimated 

.ig> have accounted for approximately $150 mil-
lion in SerieaNine. 

*  ce  * 

NEW  NORTHERN ROUTÉ:  A 106-mile all-weather 
highway was completed through an unsurveyed 
wilderness in Alberta, with the recent  offic-
ial  opening of the Whitecourt-Valleyview cut-
off, The road cuts 72 miles off travel dis-
tance  in. the  north, and becomes.an  important 
link with Alberta's rich Peace River àrea. The 
only previous access route was via Athabasca 
or Westlock and past Lesser Slave Lake. The 
new road will be shown on maps as a contini-
ation of Alberta.  Highway No. 43.. 

The average yield Ter seeded acre of soy-
beans in Canada jumped to a record 26.4 bush-
els this fall from 19.5 last 7year. _The Tre-
vious peak was 23.1 bushels in 1949. - 
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'GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT:" .:6ross':national
product, seasonal-ly adjusted, rose to $26.9
billion in the third quarter-of 1955, marking
the fourth successive advance in output since
the mild'contraction from mid-1953 to mid-1954,
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports in
an advance statement. The gain in output in
the first and second quarters of this year,
amounting to about 2-per.cent compared with an
increase of more than 4 per-,cent in the pre-
ceding -quarter. The successivé advances in

•output since a. year' ago . have amounted to $2.9
billion.at annual'rates, and have brought the
general'levél of economic activity to a point
about 12 per cent above the 1954 third quarter
rate of $23.9'billion.

A number of expansionary factors-have con-
tributed to this $2.9 billion growth in output
over the course of the. year. The larger grain
crop in 1955 is reflected in the increase,
accounting'for about.$300 million of the gain
in total gross national product. Personal ex-
penditure on consumer goods and services has
led'the advance in: final purchases, with a
gâin of'$'1.2 billion.- whilé exports, gross.
domestic investment in durable assets, and
government expenditures have together absorbed
-an additional $1.7 billion:of output. Finally,
the swing in business inventories from liquid-
ation a year ago'to net accumulation in the
third quarter of 1954'has âmounted to $0.5
billion. Under thesé stimuli, Canadian pro-
duction.has pushed rapidly forward, although a
cônsiderablé part of both.final and inventory
demand has been channelled into imports,.wliich
have risén by more than $0.9 billion (at sea-
sonally adjusted annual rates) tiver•the•past
year.

REVENUES OF AIR CARRIERS:, Increased volume
of traffic, a ong.wit peak revenues for the
month;' were reported by Canadian air carriers
in June,:accôrding to the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics. Operating revenues amounted to
$16,282,845, an advance of 63,8 per cent over
the $9,940,777 earned in.June, 1954. At the
same time operating expenses advanced 61.7 to
$13,819,919 from $8,547,117, Consequently the
operating income improved to,$2,462,926 •from
$1,393,660,'bringing the total for the first
six months of the'year'to $1,825,782 compared
with.a deficit of $1,324,500 a year earliér.

All revenue accounts showed gains in June
over the preceding year with passenger fares
increasing to $7,400,995 from $6,392,083, mail
earnings to $875,941 from $874,202, goods
carried to $662,034•from $477,668, and excess
baggage to $78,597 from $68,089. Bulk trans-
portation revenue totalled $6,465,351,.we11
above the $1,513,521 earned a year ago. -

Canadian refineries-shipped 131,737,594
pounds of yellow or brown sugar last year ver-
sus 123,609,259 pounds in 1953.

THE NAVAL' YEAR: The addition of the. -ultra-.
modern anti-submarine escort véssel St.'I.âûient
and the Arctic.operations of•HMCS Labrador,.
.the adoption of jet-powered naval- airçraft and
the organization of-the fleet into training 10
and operational squadrons combined with sig-
nificant advances in numerous other fields to
mark 1955 as a year in which.the Royal Canadian
Navy.made important gains in strength and
stature.

The size of the fleet increased to 61 active
units, while the number of personnel in the
regular force rose.to more than 19,000. Both
of-these are, record peacetime figures. The
ships include one aircraft carrier, two cruis-
ers, 12 destroyer escorts, one Arctic patrol
vessel, ten frigates, seven coastal escorts,
eight coastal minesweepers, one repair ship
and 19 smaller craft.

REGIONAL'PRICE INDEXES: Consumer pri.çe in-
dexes for ten regional rities registered only
slight changes between October'and Noveniber,•
1955, as four moved lower, four were. highet,
and two remained unchanged: The maximum change
recoTdéd in any city was 0'.3'per'cent,-the
Toronto index recording a decrease of that
amount and the Winnipeg index a corresponding.
increase.

Changes at group index levels were mixed,
foods being the only group to show a.relative-
ly consistent movement . from. cit}: to' çity.- Food
indexes decreased in eight of-the ten-cities,
declines ranging from 0.1 per cent-in Vancou-
ver to 1.5 per cent in Toronto. Beef prices
were fractionally lower in'all cities except•
Edmonton and lower prices for pork were report-
ed from all centres. Coffee-'prices were up in
all ten cities.

Shelter indexes advanced slightly in five
cities and were unchanged in the other five.
Clothing indexes were practically.unchanged,
moving no more than 0.1 per cent in any city,
with four indexes up, two down, and four re-
maining the same. Household operation increased
in Montreal and Toronto,'largely as a result of
higher coal prices, and in Vancouver following
increases in home-furnishings. . ..

MILITARY INTERNATIONAL'AFFAIRS CONFERENCE:
Fifth annual conference on international
affairs for senior officers of the three
branches of the•armed forces was held at the
University of Toronto, Decembér 5-8 inclusive.
It was sponsored jointly by the Department of
National Defence's •Bûréau--.of :*Girrent•:Affëiis
and the Canadian Institute of International
Affairs.

All meetings of the conference, which was
also attended by one. superintendent of the
RCMP, were closed. Lectures were on topics of
national and international interest, followed
by syndicate round-table discussions.
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FRESH IMPRESSIONS OF THE .RUSSIANS AND THEIR LEADERS 

MORLEY OF "GETTING THROUGH':  "Of course 
the official 'red carpet' was out, and of 
course the people who looked after us offic-
ially had been told...to make us" welcome and 
to be kind to us and to give us everything 
possible to eat and drink," said Mk.  Pearson, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, in an 
address on December 8 to the Women's Canadian 
Club of Ottawa concerning his recent visit to 
the Soviet Union.  "But. ...1 got the impression 
that those who were told to look after us in 
this way got a great deal of genuine pleasure 
out of carrying out that kind of instruction." 
He had experienced the feeling, Mr. Pearson 
went on, that "if we could only somehow get 
through to the people of a country like this, 
so many of our problems could be solved." 
That, however, he added, was "a very big 'if' 
indeed." The affability of people under a 
totalitarian government of the Soviet type 
Mhas only a qualified political significance," 
he said. 

Mk. Pearson describe& his "abiding impres-
sion" as "one of great power on the part of 
the state, of massive power, massive strength 
indeed ,  of great collective wealth and of in-
flexible  purpose." After a brief salute to the 
restorers of Stalingrad, one of the cities 
that suffered most from the Nazi invasion dur-
ing thé Second World War, he continued as 
follows: • 

"...Che Certainly does not get the impres-
sion after visiting Russia that,they are a 
beaten, servile, lifeless  people.  Chedoes not  

even get the impression that they miss their 
freedom as we would miss it. Indeed they have 
a kind of freedom; if you obey the dictates of 
the state you are free to do everything.you 
wish to do within those limits. It is not our 
freedom but it is a kind of freedom. As some-
body has put it - I think'it was Mr. Attlee - 

.we have the freedom to• make decisions which 
govern our lives, they have freedom from the 
necessity of making decisions. There are 
people, I fear, who get as much comfort out of 
that kind of freedom as the other. It is one 
of the tasks of free democracies to keep to a 
minimum that kind of person in the state. 

"Another impression I got was that, because 
of state control of the mass media of propa-
ganda and communication (and this is not so 
difficult to understand'in a totalitarian des-
potic evernment)theyhave built up in many of 
their people great pride in their state accom-
plishments. , 

you listen to people in the cities 
of Stalingrad and Leningrad which suffered so 
much from war, listen to them talk about their 
passion for peace, it is very difficult not to 
believe in their sincerity. I am sure they are 
genuine in that belief. 

"But I do not get very much comfort out of 
that because a passion for peace among the 
people (and the people in all colintries want 
peace) is not very important unless it can ex-
press itself.in  political action, in policies 

(Continued on P. e) 
• • 
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G WELL ;VD CANAL: The Honourable
Lionel evrier, President of the St. Lawrence
Seaway Authority, announced recently that the
Authority had awarded contracts for enlarging
the Welland Ship Canal.,

The contract for Locks I and 2 entails the
excavation of 126,000 cubic yards of mater-
ial, the removal of 50 cubic yards of concrete
slabs and the placing of 100 cubic yards of
stcrie protection along the channel. Under the
second contract, for Locks 2 and 3, 482,000
cubic yards of common excavation must be done,
600 cubic yards of concrete slabs must be re-
moved and 200 cubic yards of stone protection
placed. The third contract calls for 41,000
cubic yards of common excavation, the removal
of 100 cubic yards of concrete slabs, and the
placing of 100 cubic yards of stone protection
between Locks 3 and 4.

The work under these three.contracts is to
be carried out during the non-navigation sea-
sons of 1955-56, 1956-57 and 1957-58, the
whole to be completed by June.30, 1958.

^a^x4

DRB T: The activities of Defence
Research Board scientists relative to Canada's
air defence programme were emphasized during
the Board's seventh annual symposium at the
Chateau Laurier Hotel in Ottawa, December 7-9.

Attending the series of closed sessions
were an•estimated 750 Canadian scientists and
Service officérs. These were augmented by
about 50 interested visitors in similar fields
from the United Kingdom and the United States.

Of the 33 scientific papers tobe presented,
the majority dealt with Canadian air defence
and naval research in addition to other activ-
ities of the Boatd's 10 establishments. Various
phases of the DRB'programme were reviewed by
means of oral presenta'tions, films and slides.

The annual symposia provide staff members
and Canadian service officers with detailed
overall infôrmatïbn on the Board''s activities.
In addition, they have proved especially use-
ful in prombting the exchange of scientific
information between the countries concerned-.

CARS FOR C.YR: Ordérs. have been placed.
by^Canadian National Railways for 2,625
freight cars, it was announced recently. The
units, costing approximately $24,000,0M,are
scheduled for délivery in 1956.

The CNR•already-has 2,375 units of freight
equipment on order and due to be completed
early in 1956. They include 25 automobile
transporters, the first railway cars of their
type to be built. They.are 34 feet longer
than conventional,types and.will carry eight
vehicles instead of only-four.

Another 1,750 units are box cars with alum-
inum roofs, first of the kind to be constructed
in Canada. The others incl:ude 200'gondola
cars. The estimated value of this latter equip-
ment is approximately $18,000,000.

-,^
.r

(C.iV.B. December 21, 1955)

NEW F.OSPI7'AL SAIP SERVES B NKS: For nearly
five centuries. Portuguese fishermen have been
reaping, rich rewa.rds from the prolific cod
banks off Canada's east coast, receiving a
warm welcome and using. facilities a'va-iiable at
Canadian ports. Reciprocating this favourable
treatment, the Portuguese are sharing with
Canadian deep-sea fishermen the medical and
other assistance provided by a de-luxe hos-.
pital ship that each year spends five months
in Newfoundland and Greenland waters with
Portugal's cod=fishing fleet.

This assistance will be given by the "Gil
Eannes", mother ship of the Portuguese côd-
fishing fleet, which was launched this year
and made her maiden voyage to the Northwest
Atlantic in' May. Adviçe that such aid would be
provided free of charge to Canadian nationals
was recently tendered the Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs by the, P.or'tuguese Embassy. in
Ottawa. It will be of particular importance to
fishermen operating on the Grand Banks where
the Portuguese fleet obtains a large share of
its catch. .

- The Portuguese cod-fishing campaigns are
conducted by "draggers", using otter trawls,
and the picturesque, white-hul-led "bankers",
which employ the traditional hand-line'gear in
trawling from dories. The "dra.ggers", number-
ing about 25, leave for the- western waters •ici
February and the "bankers", totalling some 45,
in April. All told; they carry a complement of
approximately 5,000 men.

A ee

UK-CANADA TRADE CaO111ElI7TEE 1±lEETS: A meeting of
the United King dom-Canada Continuing Com-
mittee-on Trade and Economic Affairs was held
in Cttawa on Décember 8 and 9.

This Committee,'which was establ•ished in
1948, meets from time to time to review the
general economic situation and consider mat-
ters of common concern to.the United Kingdom
and Canada in trade andother économic affairs.
The Committee meets alternately in London and
Ottawa; the last meeting took place in London
on June 21 and 22, 1954.

The recent meeting took.place under the
chairmanship of the United Kingdom•High Com-
missioner, Sir Archibald Nye. The other mem-
bers were: Sir Gilbert Laithwaite, Permanent
Under-Secretary of State, Commonwealth Re-
lations Office; Sir Frank Lee, Permanent Séc-
retary, Board of Trade;.Sir Leslie Rowan,
H.M. Treasury; Sir Alan•Hitchman, Permanent
Secretary, Ministry of Food, Agriculture and
Fisheries. The Canadian members of the Commit-
tee were: Mr. W.F. Bull, Deputy Mirister,of
Trade and Commerce; Mr. J.G. Taggart,. Deputy
T.iinister of Agriculture; Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre,
Assistant Deputy.Minister, Department of Fin-
ance; Mr. A.E. Ritchie, Economic Adviser,
Department of External Affairs.

Other senior Government officials from both
countries were present.
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CAWADIAN WAR HISTORY:  The official his-
tory of the Canadian Army in the Second World 

'War, Volume 1, will be . published later this 
month, it was announced by Army Headquarters 
on December 5. 

The volume, -which reports in detail  the 
 Army's part in events between 1939 and 1945, 

is called "Six Years of War". 
Colonel C.P. Stacey, author of the historY 

and director of the historical section of the 
General Staff, has written the book for the 
general reader rather than the soldier or mil-
itary student. Its 629 pages deal in detail 
with military events in Canada, the army in 

. the United  Kingdom, and the army's part in.the 
war against Japan. 
• Speaking of the official history and the 
forthcoming volume, Colonel Stacey stated that 
the aim of the 5nok is "to tell the Canadian 
citizen what his army accomplished in the 
Second %rid War and to Provide him wieh means 
of forming an intelligent judgment on military 
issues that may confront him in the future". 

This publication is the first of three 
volumes. Volume .  II, which will be published 
early in 1956, will follow the course of the 
Canadian Army campaign in Italy and thé Med-
iterranean area. Volume III, now being pre-
pared, will deal with battles and events in 
Northwest Europe. 

This first illustrated volume is.divided 
into three parts under the headings: Organ-
ization, Training and Home Defence in Canada; 
The Army in Britain 1939-1945; and The War 
Against japan 1941-1945. Active operations - 
particularly those at Hong Kong and Dieppe, 
which were important and controversial - are 
dealt with in much greater detail than in any 
previous account. After.telling the story of 
the raid on Dieppe, Colonel Stacey devotes a 
chapter to details of. losses, comments, and 
the aftermath of the raid. 

Publication of the official history will 
reveal more details of.Canadian . actions than 
were published in the 1948 historical summary, 
"The Canadian Army 1939-1945", for which Colo-
nel Stacey received the Gevernor-General:s 
award for academic non-fiction. 

Volume I is a cloth-bound book containing. 
38 black and white photographs.and.14 maps, 
seven of them in colour; It will.be.obtainable 
from the elblreen's Printer,  Ottawa,  at the.post-
age free price of $3.50. 

* * 

YEW SPANIe ENVOYiCh  December 5, His Ex-
cellency Eduardo Propper de Callejon presented 
to'His Excellency the Governor General his 
Letter of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of Spain to Canada. Mr.• 
Propper de Callejon has served in various 
capacities at Brussels, Lisbon, Vienna, Cairo, 
Paris, Larache, Rabat, Zurich and Washington. 
He has also held a number of positions in the 
Spanish Foreign Ministry. Before his appoint-
ment to Canada he waS Minister-Counsellor at 
the Spanish EMbassy in Washington. 

espitas STVDY. DISASTER PREPARATIONSi.The: 
sixth federally sponsored . F.ospital Disaster 
Institute was held at the Toronto Western 
Hospital an December 8 and.9..Organized by the 
Federal Civil Defence Health Services, the 
prime objective of the Institute was to help, 
hospitals prepare workable plans which would 
enable them to cope with a major disaster and 
to treat mass casualties effectively. 

Dr. K.C. Charron, .Principal Medical Officer 
of the Department of National Health and Wel-
fare and Director of Federal Civil Defence 
Health Services, was chairman of the Institute 
and the participating hospitals were the Tor-
onto  Western and the HumberMemorial Hospitals. 
Previous Institutes have been held at Vic-7  
toria, British Columbia,  in the  spring of 1954, 
at Halifax, Nova Scotia, later in the same 
year, an English speaking and a French speak-
ing Institute in Montreal  in the  spring of 1955 
and a fifth in Hamilton for the west-central 
section of Ontario. 

Some 30 hospitals in the large central 
section of the province, as well as in the 
Toronto area, were represented at the Insti-
tute by their administrators, chiefs of medi-
cal services and directors  of nursing services. 
The hoapitals represented service numerous 
towns and cities as far north as Timmins and 
Kirkland Lake and easterly to Ottawa. About 
125 persons attended. 

REGULATE SEAWAY LEVELS:  An exchange of 
correspondence took place recently between the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
L.B. Pearson, and the chairman of the Canadian 
Section of the International Joint Commission, 
General.A.G.1- Meaughton, in relation to the 
control of the levels of Lake Ontario and the 
St. Lawrence power and seaway projects. In his 
letters General MeNaughton has recommended, on 
behalf of the Commission, that the Gevernment 
•of Canada approve a specific range of ele-
vations for the lake, certain criteria accord-
ing to which the outflows from the lake should 
be regulated, and a specific plan of regu-
lation in accordance with the range of ele-
vations and criteria recommended. 

The Government of Canada has accepted the 
Cemmission's recommendations with respect to 
the range of elevations and the.criteria. It 
also has approved the plan of regulation as e 
basis for channel excavations required for 
seaway and power purposes in the St. Lawrence 
River. 

In his second letter to General MeNaughton, 
Mr. Pearson informed the Commission of an 
arrangement to.permit the use of a portion of 
the seaway canal to by-pass as much as 40,000 
cubic feet of water per second between Lake 
St. Louis and Laprairie Basin near Montreal, 
during  the  non-navigation season. 

Highest peak in Canada is Mount Logan, tow-
ering 19,850 feet above sea-level. 
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' O :'The Cana-IQANADA
dian Government's contribution of $b50,000 to
the United Nations Children's Fund for the
year 1956, subject to parliamentary approval,
was announced on December 5 in New York by the
•Canadian Delegation to the 10th Session of the
General Assembly. The announcement was made in
the Third (Social) Committee of the Assembly,
which was considering the Annual Report of the
Economic and Social Council to which.the Fund
.reports each.year.

The Canadian Government,has already con-
tributed $9,375,000 to the Fund since.its

.,establishment. In addition, voluntary contri-
.butions from individuals in Canada of approx-
imately $1,500,000 have been sent to the Fund.

^% # a +k

ONTARZO'S URANIUM CITY,A townsite design-
e to accommodate a population of 12,000 to
15,000 will be-set up about 20 miles northwest
of Blind River in Ontario's uranium country,
-Municipal Affairs MiAi'ster Williarim...A:-Good-
fellow annnuncé.d.recently.

The townsite will be located within the
Improvement.Di'strict of Elliott Lake which was
established by the Provincial Government when
it became apparent that uranium mining would
bring large numbers of permanent residents to
the area. The Improvement District covers an
area of 396 square miles.'

Temporary sites are.to be provided for
industrial, commercial and other business uses.
They should be avai•latyle within the.next few
weeks and will not be'moved until.permanént
business sites have been laid out and serviced
with rvaterwo•rks, sewers and roads. These sites.
will be advertised shortly for rent and will
go to the highest bidder • ivho is. pre'par.ed to.
provide adequate services.- 7

Mines Minister Philip..T. Ke.lly, whose.
department has followed very closely develop-
ments in the Blind River uranium field, de-
clared recently that, from a mining standpoint,
the Blind River and.Elliott Lake area will
soon rank next in importance to the Sudbury
nickel-copper area.

IAfDUSTRIAL'COMMUNITIES CONFERENCE: The
Right Honourable C.D.,Howe, Minister of Trade
and Commerce, has been appointed Chairman of a
committee to assist in selecting 30 Canadians
to attend the Duke.of Edinburgh's Study Con-
ference on the Human Problems of Industrial
Communities in the British Commonwealth and
Empire, it was-announced recently. •

This Conference, which will take place at
Oxford, England, from July 9-.to July 27, 1956,
will provide an opportunity for people from
all parts of the Commonwealth to study the
practical working of industry in the United
Kingdom and.to discuss their common problems
and how they are being tackled. The total mem-
bership of the conference will comprise 280
men and'women broadly between the ages of 25

-+.
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and 45who are engaged in the managerial, tech-
nical and labour-operative roles of 'industry.
,They will be seleçted from among those who now
.hold, or are likely to,hold, positions of
responsibility, and who are taking an active
interest in the life of their community. The
industries from which members of the con-
ference will be drawn include manufacturing,
mining, transportation and distribution. The
conference is éssentially for persons.actively
engaged in industry, and therefore government
'departmerats, universities, financial institu-
tions and service undertakings will not be
represented. ' .

- The Canadian selection committee, of V,hich
Mir. Howe is Chairman, will consist of repre-
sentatives of•both management and labour. The
Vice-Chairinen of the committee are Mr. Claude
Jodoin, President, Trâdes and Labour Congress,
Ottawa, arid'Mr.. W.S. Kirkpatrick, Vice Pres-
ident, Consolidated Mining and^Smelting Com-
pany of Canada Limited,' Montréal. In reviewing
applications for membership in the Conference,
the committee will try.to endure that all
industries and regions in Canada are repre-
sented in the group which will go to Oxford
next year.

LEBANESE MINISTER FOR CA A AL: On Decem-
ber 8, His Excellency Ramiz S ammah presented
to His Exce•llency thé Governor General his
Letter of Credence as Firvoy Extrâordinary and
Minister Plenipoténtiary of Lebanon to Canada.
Mr. Shammah, a grâduate of thé American Uni-
versity of Beirut and of the Syrian-University
of Iramascus, joined the Lebanese Foreign Ser-
vice in 1945. Siince then lie has served as Con-
-sul in New York, Coun'sellor of the Lebanese
Embassy in Cairo, Head of the Economic Depart-
ment and Acting C.hief of the Political Depart-
ment:o£•the Lebanese Foreign'Ministry. Since
February 1953.'he has been Consul.General in
Ottawa. Mr. Shammah has represented hiscoun-
try at a number of'international conferences,
including four sessions of the General Assem-
bly of the United Nations.

NEW CANADA-US FERRY: Transport Minister
George C. Marler.announced recently that the
Department's new vessel, the "Bluenosewhich
will operate as an automobile and passenger
ferry between Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, and Bar
Harbour. Maine, had sucçessfully passed oper-
ational trials. The vessel har now been accept-
ed•by the Department of Transport and has been
turned over,to the Canadian National Railways
for operation. Mr: Marler said it Was planned
for the Canadian National'Railways to take the
vessel'out of the-St. Lawrence River before
ice closed in. The "Bluenpse" will be taken to
Yarmouth, and service to Bar Harbour is ex-
pected to commence as soon as all necessary
arrangements are compl.eted.
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CANADIAN INDUSTRIES PLAN RESEARCH REACTOR 

le ISOTOPE PRODUCTS LIMITED:  An industrial 
research reactor that will harness the atom to 
the needs of specific industries is being con-
sidered by agroup of Canadian companies. Spon-• 
sored by the Pulp and Paper Research Institute 
and liotope Products Limited,. Oakville, the 
plan  calls for participation by up to a dozen 
firms in the rubber, oil, chemical, metal and 
food industries and.by  the entire Canadian 

. pulp and paper industry. 	. 
.President of Isotope Products and a former 

• . 	Chalk River scientist who pioneered industrial 
use of the atom in Canada, Donald C. Brunton, 
announced the plan this month. Several firms 
have already agreed.to  participate; other com-
panies are currently considering the proposal. 
The Project is a unique . joint effort by a 
group of unrelated industries to secure common 
benefits from atomic research. 

The project, which may cost  $2. million.  
will provide . a nuclear reactor specifically 
designed for industrial research and indus-
trial application ofatomic .  energy. Preliminary 
study on the reacter's design will:take  about  
nine months. The reactor is likely to be oper-
ating by early 1958. Chce in operation, this 
reactor will provide research facilitits tail-
ored to the needs of the.specific industries 
involved. It may produce as well radioactive 
isotopes for the participant firms,. 

PIONEER PROGRAMME 

Private enterprise atomic reactor projects 
are under way in the United States for power 
generation purposes .  But this is the first in-
dustrial proposal for a research type reactor 
on the continent. In Canada it is the.first 
private enterprise reactir apart from the 

. joint government-hydro-General Electric pro-
ject to build a nuclear-fueled electric power 
plant. The Isotope Products scheme "may we ll 

 embrace power and processed steam poss -ibili-
ties but we are not planning a power reactor", 
said E. Brunton. 

Isotope Products is the sole non-government 
firm in Canada specializing in industrial 
application of atomic energy. Formed by a 
group of former . Chalk River scientists in 1950, 
the firm.has developed a continent-wide gamma 
radiography service and manufactures isotope 
instruments which are used for industrial pro-
cess control throughout  Canada and the United  
States. The Canadian  •ùlp and paper indus-
try - the first industry to use these instru-
ments on a.broad scale - has harnessed the 
atom ,  to profitable work more'than any other 
group of.compahiew. The Pulp and Paper Re-
search.Institutei.Montreal, has been applying 
radioactive  materials to industrial research 
in an'intensive...programme since the war .  

Pending final.settlement of the sponsoring 
group'S composition, the Cànadian Government  

has not been officially approached for per-
mission to build a nuclear reactor. "This pro-
ject milL not duplicate, but will supplement, 
the work being done at Chalk River", said Dr. 
Brunton. "We pursued the proposal because the 
Cànadian Government has urged:private enter-
prise to participate in the peace-time devel-
npment.of the atom. Certainly We will be de-
pendent on Atémic Energy of  Canada  Lrmited, 
for both permission and guidance in the pro-
ject". 

Early this year; W.J. Bennett, president of 
the Crown'company Atomic.Energy of Canada Lim-
ited,. foresaw "creation of a new industrv . in 
Canada  capable of .supplying commercial markets  
for-reactors, component's and reactor'fuels 
here and abroad." With such economic possibil-
ities Mr. Bennett said: "The time has come 
when industry'and the utilities should accept 
some share of the responsibility for the power 
reactor programme. White the Chalk - River pro-
gramme . for the present will be concentrated on 
small reactor prOject and design study for a 
large reactor, we will co-operate fully with 
any company interested in pursuing a different 
line of appréach." 

• PRIVATE PROJECTS 

First result of this gévernment invitation 
for'privateenterprise -  participation was a 
start'on NPD, the research  reactor to deter-
mine an economic design for nuClear-fueled 
electric power stations. The Isotope ProductS 
plan for development of industrial atomic re-
search is the second result of this government 
bid. 

Uhlike the Chalk River piles. NRX and the 
nearly,completed NRU, which feature a very 
high neutron flux, the Isotope industrial re-
search reactor will aim at production of in-
tense gamma radiation as well. This is a sig-
nificant factor, Dr. Brunton explained. Neut-
rons produce radioactivity and consequently 
must be safely confined to the reactor. Gamma 
rays, on the Other hand, possess qualities of 
prime value to  industry, but do not induce 
'radioactivity in materials they penetrate. 
Thus . gaiuma radiation can be directly used by 
industry for a range of purposes from inducing 
chemiCal  change  to sterilizing fOodstuffs. 

The, industrial research reactor being con-
sidered by the Isotope-Pulp ànd Paper group 
would also differ from Chalk River piles in 
its fuel. NRU and NRX.are "slow" reactors 
using natural uranium fuel which is plentiful 
in Canada. Use of this type of fuel requires a 
coatly capital investment in plant and a mod-
eratqr such as heavy water. The Isotope reac-
tor will likely use an enriched fuel which 
contains readily fissionable plutonium or ur-
anium 235. Such fuel would require a smaller 
Capital investment in the reactor plant than a 
reactor designed for use of natural uranium. 
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FRESH IMPRESSIONS OF THE RIJSSIANS'.

AND THEIR LEADERS

(Continued from p, 1)

on the part of those who gove.rn the people.
Therefore, it is far more important to try.to
answer the more di.fficult question.. Do the
small closely knit•group,(at least closely
knit at present) which governs,these 175 mill-
ion people, do.they:want-peace?...

"When they talked about peace.and tried to
tell me it was their only desire, I was notas
convinced as I was about the feeling of the
people themselves. Yet I think it is probably
true that they do desire peace (I am talking
of the rulers now) or at least a peaceful in-
terlude. I.have çome'to that conclusion be-
cause of.two factors. One is that when the two
men who are r.unning Russia now'(they.say are
all equal in the Russian Politbureau but I
should say the two:who are 'more eqval' than
the others areMr. Khrushchev and Nlt.- Bûlgânin)^
claim their devotionto peace, they may really
want a, peaceful -interlude because they aTe
hard, realistic-men, not-suicidal'fanatics
like Hitler,:.and they know.thatthe alterna-
tive of-peace-if it takes the form of World
War III is hydrogen extermination....

"There'is'•another reason. Mr. Khrushchev
said to me on. -more • thân one : ôccasion: `We . want
peace•because we:.can.win the.conflict between
the two..systems, your.system and our system,
without war. So i•f. the. Communist systém will
prevai.l without war,.we would be very stupid
.to go to war,'...

DANGEROUS' IGi46RANCE

n'Ihèir ignorance of the Western world, and
especiâlly •of•No.rth Americâ,is total and dan-
geroûs. If somehow,-we'could remove that•ignor-
ance,• as I.•said earlier, and get into,contaçt
with the people -through honest,geniiine'inform-
•ation, things voti.iId be a lot. better.
•- "The leaders., however, who do not have',to
believe their own•propa•ganda, claim that they
also fear,.the United St•a•tes.. Every -time I got
into^an.argument with-one of them on•this
score. (and it was one of our-favourite.sub-
jects for-argument) he would pull out of his
pocket some press clipping which would be
based on a Tass despatch from the United
States.or Canada. and•whiçh stated that,some-
..body over here.had said that we are going to
do something very unpleasant to the Russians.
These.despatclies would be edited, I suppose,
and the effect• they would create among the
people would be.bad. Eten the leaders might be
impressed by.certain talk.iri the States and in
other Western countries...... .

"It is,âlso just possible that they may, by
a.process of auto-intoxication, have-come to
believe their own propaganda which is based.on
créating fear of.the -United States. Or it. may
be that these people arejust:trying to ration-
alize and justify théir own aggressive poli-

(C.W:B. December 21, 1955)

c'iès by trotting 'out this £ear bogey of the
United States and the Western world which has
caused so much alarm. But whatever the reason
.is; their .ignorancè .genûirie: oi' é^.lË_u_]`atëd^^is
one of the most-dangerous factors in.the pres-
ent situation. • •
- "I know.of no better: il,lustration of this
than the present visit.to India and Burma..of
these two Soviet leaders, Marshall Bulganin
and Mr. Khrushchev. Statements which they have
been making in India and Burma display.an
ignorance and insult the'intelligencé,of the
people whom they are addressing'arid whose
guests they-are. For instance, when Mr. Khru-
shchev said (and he. is a-very•-fïank' spea^er ^=
frank almost •to' the point of crudi"ty) 'that in
1941 the United Kingdom organizëd and•arranged
the attack by -the Nazis on the-Soviet) Union,
'it is vgry difficult indeed to believe that-hé,
as a So'viet' leàder; is ignorant of what• the
facts-were at that time. Therefore if you do
not -believe he- is so ignorant '- and that••is
hard to believe -.then you must believe that
he is doing' this for sorde bad, political pur-
pose.

TRUE RECORD
• ' ^..; ,

"It is just as well; . in ,the ace. of this
kind of remark,.we should recall that in 1941,
when Great Britain.was 'being charged by,the
Soviet leader with organizing the- att•ack on
Soviet Russia by the Nazis, Great•Britain
and the nations of the Commonwealth were stând-
ing almost alone against..the tyranny and.tér-
ror of Nazi might.- Indian tronps, maybe•some
of whom were in Mr.'Khrushchev•s audiences in
India,"were :fight^ng with us.'at that time to
save Europe and the world, f.com.,Nazi ,aggres-
.sion - from Nazi military tyranny, which at
that time was being a•ided. and. .abetted by..the
Soviet .Uhion., If remarks ôf..ttlât,_kipd are
.baséd on. ignorance, it is #:r•i.ghtening to .th-ink
that the destiny of.175 mil.li,on people-in
Russia,, and,therefore our.own,destiny to•:sQme
extent, is in the hands. of such men.. If. it, was
not based on ignorance., -it 'must be. based •on ,a
calculated effort to •cause .trouble,. It throws
a lurid light - indeed on the Spirit of Geneva
.about which I heard,•so muc.h in' Russia and
which, along.with millions of other people in
the world, we so warmly,welçomed at that time.

- "To sum it all up, we came.back to Canada
feeling• that so fqr as the Soviet Uni,on was
.concerned•the. likelihood of..a military attack
was not great providing we retain enough mil-
itary strength in.the.West .-. in NATO and in
other places - to remove the'temptation'pro-
vided by, the hope of easy v;ictor.y. If we re-
main strong.militarily there is not likely to
.be.an all-out aggressiôn. But.,that does not
mean there is not,.going to be conflict. We are
indeed, in a new kind,of conflict. We have
been in it for some•time.We.are j,ust begin-
ning to appreciat.e.its importance and its.sig-
nificance.-conflict short of
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THE PROBLEM OF 'UNITED NATIONS MEMBERSHIP:  •A CANADIAN PROPOSAL 

A RATTER OF URGENCY:  "The effectiveness 
of the United Nations as an instrument of 
international co-operation and as a world 
forum is directly ihvolved in the solution of 
the new members problem," declared Mr. Paul 
Martin, Chairman of the Canadian delegation to 
the United Nations General Assembly, in a 
statement to the Ad Hoc Committee-on Decem-
ber 1 setting forth a new Canadian proposal. 
"It is now our strong belief that we can break 
the deadlock...The opportunity is ours if we 
will act reasonably  flow."  

In a brief outline of the history of the 
inembership question, Mr.  Martin  remarked that, 
although "the conditions for admission of new 
members are clearly set out in the Charter 
both as to substance and as to procedure," it 
had become evident that the problem was not 
strictly legal, constitutional or procedural 
but political. He noted that, as recently as 
1950, only nine cOuntries had been granted a 
UN membership out of a total of twenty-three 
applicants. There existed by that time, he 
added, "a deadlock over the so-called 'package 
deal', but, in many countries, support for the 
principle of universality was growing." The 
powers represented at the Bandung Conference 
had "recorded in no uncertain terms their own 
position regarding universality ofmembership. " 
At the San Francisco Conference last June, 
Mr. Martin continued, "speaker after speaker 
Pointed out that, to play its full part in 
improving the international situation, our  

organization had to be more nearly universal 
and a solution to the problem of new members 
had to be found urgently." 

The balance of this statement follows 
verbatim: 

"...The proposal which Canada is  flow  put-
ing forward in association with other members 
has not been advanced lightly. It is not a 
proposal which we have always favoured but one 
which we have come to support slowly and deli-
berately after prolonged study of its impli-
cations and consequences and after careful 
probing of our conscience. We have sought to 
find other ways out of the dilemma presented 
by the problem of new members but we have, in 
the course of time, rejected them all as im-
practical or as involving consequences less in 
the interests of the United Nations. For this 
reason, at San Francisco last June, my col-
league, Mr. Pearson, called for action on the 
waiting list of applicants, convinced that the 
time had come when we should accept all the 
applications for membership which are now 
before the United  Nations. 

"We have, however, delayed taking any ini-
tiative in this matter becau3e, from the out-
set, we have been mindful of the fact that in 
the admission of new members the Charter lays 
a joint responsibility on the Security Coun-
cil and on the Assembly. It was our hope that 
the Security Council would have found it pos- 

(Continued on P. 2) 
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THE PROBLEM OF UNITED NATIONS 
MEMBERSHIP: A CANADIAN PROPOSAL 

(Cont'd from p. 1) 	
• 

Bible to deal with this problem long before 
now, but we have come.to.the.conclusiorLthat 
we should not allowanothersession.to pass 
without taking action. which seems to us neces-
sary in the Assembly. And, unless I am mis-
taken, many other members of the Assembly 
share the view of my delegation both as to the 
urgency of dealing with  the. issue and the 
desirability of.récording.our.respective  posi -
t  this field. It is desirable that the 
views of one of the two organs of the United 
Nations which are conéerned with the admission 
of new members should be clarified fully at 
this juncture so that  the members of the other 
body concerned may appreciate our position in 
reaching their own conchisions.. 

"After long consideration it has seemed to 
us that the worst course would be to allow a 
considerable number of countries to languish 
in frustration outside. the United Nations. 
Most of the applicants are countries with much 
to contribute to or gainfrom our organization; 
They are in-many cases conntries with ancient 
traditions and great'cultures. Some are coun-
tries with governments newly instituted which 
are anxious to establish their international 
relations  within the ordered framework of the 
United Nations as the organ of the community 
of  nations. 

• • 	. 
ITALY OUTSIDE'UN 

• 
"In particular, .1 have in mind the case of 

Italy, a country which culturally has been one 
of the main creative forces within our Western 
civilization and one which, for instance, in 
the field of law,.for thOusands of years-lit-
erally has made a.constent and inspiring con-. 

 tribution. It is hardly conceivable that our 
organization should continue . any longer to 
operate.  withont being able to list among its 
'members a Countrylike Italy which is one of 
the recognized founders of the very family of 
nations of which this organization seeks to be 
the expression. 

"Some applicants are controlled by regimes 
or are following policies which we ,do not 
like. Some dwell in such isolation and ob-
scurity that we know little about them. This 
is far from a satisfactory situation, but the 
question remains whether admission of these 
members will on the whole make it better or 
worse. We think that the edge is more likely 
to be taken off intolerance and-misapprehen-
sion within the United Nations.than in barren 
isolation. • 

"We do not agree with the tendency to look 

upon admission to membership in the United 
Nations, or:for, 	that matter, upon recognition 
of States  as the' 	Of a favour and to 
forget that it is also in some respects the 
performance of an international duty end the 
imposing of a discipline. Admission to member- 

2 
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ship means the bringing of countries under the 
obligations of our organization and these are 
obligations which go far beyond those which 
are normally incumbent on members of the in-
ternational community under thelaw of nations. 110 
We may disapprove of the regime or of the 
policy of some of the applicants; but are they 
not likely to become more acceptable members 
of the world.community as part of this organi-
zation, when they are committed to its pur-
poses and subjected to its rules? There is an 
obligation upon members of this organization 
to behave in accordance with.definite prin-
ciples and to observe in so far as possible 
the decisions of its various bodies. While no 
member could pretend that his record has been 
impeccable -- and the record' of soffie have left 
much to be desired -- the noble principles of 
the Charter remain for all of us, to a greater 
or less extent, standards by which to measure 
ourselves. They are not yet fially.attained but 
they inspire our conduct and we can say,that 
being accountable to this great Organization 
has had a beneficial effect on our behaviour. 
The same is bound to happen to these countries. 
which are now outside, when they subscribe to 
principles and join an organilation which we 
strongly support.... 

OBJECTIONS EXAM/NED 

"Let us face frankly the principal concern 
of those who fear, for instance, that . the ad-
mission of some of these states would be con-
trary to the . terms of Article 4 (1). Can we 
say that these states are 'peace-loving', an 
essential requirement for membership? How can 
we interpret exactly the meanihg . oi this term 
'peace-loving'? It does certainly not mean 
'pacifist', because virtually all member 
states, including my own, maintain'armed 
forces and believe that we must be prepared to 
fight if necessary to defend ciur principles 
and our way of life. Perhaps it is easier to 
understand this term if we contrast it. with 
its antonym, which would presumablY be 'war-
loving'. We have known war-loving states in 
the past. The  United Nations was itself found-
ed in the association of countries fighting 
together against states controlled at that 
time by men who loved and glorified.war for 
its own sake. There remain perhaps.some in-
dividuals in the world who share this degen-
erate attitude to war, but I doubt if there is 
any state in the world today which now does so 
as a national policy. This is the age of the 
hydrogen bomb. To me it is inconceivable that 
states, whatever they may consider their 
national interests to be, should not now live 
in horror of war. It remains true that there 
are states - and I do not exclude some of'the 
present applicants for membership -whose• poli= 
cies, if not altered but pursued in the ex-
treme, could provoke war; but I am prepared to 
believe that they are not seeking war as an 
objective or instrument of national pOlicy and 
that they would in fact go to -considerable 

.(Continued on O.. 6) 
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GREAT 5 GREEREN : The fourth bilat=
eral fisheries agreement between Canada and
the United States was brought into force re-
cently at Ottawa when an exchange of instru-
ments of ratification for the Great Lakes
Fisheries Convention took place in the office
of Acting Fisheries Minister Robert H. Winters.

The new convention provides for joint
action in Great Lakes fishery research as well
as in a programme for the control of the pre-
dator lamprey in these waters. The three other
conventions deal with Pacific halibut, salmon
and fur seals.

Signed copies of the convention were ex-
changed between Mr. Winters for Canada and
the U.S. Ambassador to Canada, R. Douglas
Stuart. The ceremony took place in the office
of Mr. Winters in the presence of officials of
the Department of External Affairs and George
R. Clark, Deputy Minister of Fisheries.

The convention, which will have an initial
duration of 10 years, provides for the estab-
lishment of a six-man Great Lakes Fishery
Commission made up of three appointees from
each country. A non-regulatory body, the Com-
mission may only recommend, on the basis of
research findings, measures to make possible
the maximum sustained productivity of the
Great Lakes fisheries.

Concern by both Canada and the United
States over the decline of some of the fish-
eries of the Great Lakes, and the serious dam-
age being caused by the lamprey, brought about
the recognition of the necessity for joint and
co-ordinated efforts to determine the need for
the type of measures which may make possible
the optimum productivity of the fisheries of
these waters.
. The area embraced by the convention includes
Lake Ontario (including the St. Lawrence
River from Lake Ontario to the 45th Parallel
of Latitude), Lake Erie, Lake Huron (including
Lake St. Clair), Lake Michigan, Lake Superior
and their connecting waters. The area also
includes the tributaries of thèse waters to
the extent necessary to investigate any stock
of fish of common concern, the taking or habi-
tat of which is confined predominantly to the
area,-to eradicate or minimize the sea lamprey
populations.

WOUND AND SERVICE STRIPE5 'READL': - Wound
stripes and service chevrons for of£icers and
men of the Canadian Army (Militia) will"soon
be making their appearance across the country.
Manufacture of the new badges is complete and
delivery can now be made to Militia sold.iers.
They will not be adopted by the Regular Army.
For each wound from enemy action in the Second
World War or in Korea, Militia soldiers will

wear one gold stripe on_thèir lé£t sleeves.

The stripes are one and one-half.inches long
and onereighth of an inch wide. Wounds suffered
prior,to the Second World War will be marked
by red stripes.of the same size.

(C.W.B. December 14, 1955)

gGgANnGRAPHIC'SUR,!EY: Canada's contribu•-
tion to the largest oceanographic survey ever
under taken ended early September when seven
young British Columbia research men stepped
ashore at Esquimalt, B.C., from a Canadian
frigate after a cruise of 38 dâys.which took
them over 7,100 miles of Pacific Ocean waters.
The party consisted of personnel from the
Pacific Oceanographic group of the Fisheries
Research Board of Canada at Departure Bay,
B.C., headed by A.J. Dodimead and included
R.H. Herlinveaux, A.W. Groll, H.J.'Hollister,
M. McKenzie, C. Sauer and E.B. Bennett. HMCS
"Ste. Therese", under the command of Lieuten-
ant Commander W.F. Potter, was the one Can-
adian vessel used in an international coopery
ative undertaking which included survey ships
from the United -States and Japan. Data gathered
in the overall survey will be polled by the
three countries with the general objective of
accumulating more knowledge-of Pacific Ocean
currents and discovering charting patterns of
fertile areas of the Pac.ific which, in turn,
will give a better understanding of fish popu-
lations. Working-for the most part in fog,
rain and heavy overcast, the research party
recorded water temperatures and took specimens
at 85 stations throughout the cruise, which
covered an area north of the Tropic of Cancer
and westward to Longitude 170 degrees. In all
.1,400 water samples were taken, at depths
varying from surface to 650 fathoms doain. A
chemical laboratory set up on the "Ste. Ther-
ese" enabled the research men to carry out
chemical analyses of the samples.

PPI:ES 'PEAC PEARS . CHERRIES: Crops
of app es, peac es, pears and cherries were
the largest on record this year,.according to
estimates by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
There were also larger crops of plums and
prunes, apricots and loganberries, but smaller
harvest of strawberries, raspberries and
grapes.

The apple crop is estimated at 19,500,000
bushels, 34 per cent above last year's 14,-
600,000 bushels. The increase was due to
heavier yields in all provinces in which
apples are grown commercially, but most of the
increase occurred in Eastern Canada, particu-
larly in Quebec and Nova Scotia. The quality
of the fruit is high.

The peach harvest is now estimated at 2,-
900;000 bushels, 21 per cent above last year's
2,400,000, increases being recorded both in
Ontario and Quebec. Pear production rose to
1,500,000 bushels from 1,300,000.and cherries
to 544,000 bushels from 500,000.

Crops of other fruits foll'ow: plums and
prunes, 780,000 buslïels (716,000 a year ago);
apricots, 218,000 bushels (118,000); straw-
berries, 22,659,000 quarts (27,971,000); rasp-
berries, 10,957,000 quarts (12;839,000);
loganberries, 1,530,000 pounds (1,056,000);
and grapes, 86,470,000 (92,774,000).
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CANADA ACCEPTS PALESTINIAN REFUGEES:  The 
Department of External Affairs annound.ed on 
December 2 that the Canadian Government had 
tentatively decided to admit a limited number 
of Palestinian «refugees as immigrants to 
Canada This decision had been taken in iriew 
of the requests received from Palestinian ref-
ugees for immigration to Canada and in the 
context of Canada's continuing desire as the 
fourth largest contributor to the United  Na-
tions Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 
Refugees (UNRWA) to do what it could to pro-
mote the welfare of refugees. 

The immigrants would be chosen from amongst 
English or French speaking refugee applicants 
in Lebanon or Jordan  who have certain spec-
ified trades or skills which would enable them 
to find employment in Canada. Prospective im-
migrants and their families must also meet 
certain health and other requirements. 

Because of the lack of Canadian immigration 

facilities in Lebanon and Jordan, the Can-
adian Government has requested UNRWA to assist 
with  pre-selection of refugee applicants who 
have the necessary qualifications and UNRWA 
has been.kind enoueh to agree to provide this 
assistance. The final choice of immigrants, 

however, will be made by Canadian immigration 
officials who will visit Lebanon and Jordan in 

the.near  future for  this purpose. Because of 
the limited number of applicants to be accept-
ed, the Canadian officials will make a selec-

tion from amongat applications submitted by 

UNWRA. 
* * 

NE1V_,RCNPATROL VESSELS:  The Royal Canad-
ian Navy commissioned the first of its new 
Bird-class'patrol.vessels, HMCS'Loon, at 
Toronto on November 30. 

The Loon,.built by the Taylor Boat Works, 
Toronto, is one of four ships of her class 
under construction for the Royal Canadian 
Navy. The vessel was commissioned under the 
command of Lieutenant A. J. Norman, of Halifax, 
and sailed for Halifax,  her future base, soon 
after the ceremony. 

The Loon has a displacement of 65 tons, is 
92 feet in length with a beam of 17 feet, She 
is propelled by.two 600 h.p. diesel engines 
capable of developing a top speed of 14 knots. 
Primarily of wood and aluminum construction, 
the Loon will have a complement of . two of-
ficers-and 19 men. 

The other _vessels  of her class are being 

built at Midlandi Orillia and Penetang and are 
scheduled to be completed in the spring. 

Average monthly consumption of electricity 
per domestic service customer-last year ranged 
from a low of 64 kilowatt hours in Macleod, 
Alberta, to a high of 536 kilowatt hours in 

Ottawa. 

TENTH ANNIVERSARY  OF  FAO:  On...Saturday, 
Cttober 15, a plaque was placed - in the Chateau 
Frontenac Hotel in QUebec City by the Histbric 
Sites and Monuments Board Of Canada commemlak 
orating the birth of the Food and Agrirulturffl, 
Organization of the United Nations on Oct-
ober 16, 1945. The occasion was taken by the 
North American Regional Office of FAO to bring 
together at Quebec a representative group of 
United States and Canadian government offi-
cials and leaders of citizens' gtoups to re-
view the purposes, performance and future of 
FAO. • The discussions, led by six panels - 
nutrition, fisheries, forestry, agriculture, 
economics and FAO in 1965 - were followed by a 
banquet tendered by the Government of Canada 
at which Mr. James G. Gardiner, Minister of 
Agriculture, was host and which was addressed 
by Dr. P.V. Cardin, Director General of FAO 
and others. The meeting also heard messages 
recorded by Mr.. L.B. Pearson, Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, who was Chairman 
of the first conference  of  FAO; Lord'Boyd-Orr, 
.First Director General of FAO and Sir Roger 
Makins, British Ambassador to the United 
States. 

* * * * 
"TAUBURLAINE" REHEARSALS START:  Rehearsals 
of "Tàmburlaine the Great", the Tyrone Guthrie 
production of the Christopher Marlowe play 
scheduled for Toronto and New York in January, 
began in Toronto on December 12th. The play is 
being presented by Producers Theatre of New 
York in co-operation with the Cenadian Strat-
ford Shakespearean Festival Foundation. 

The full company of the production includes 
ninety-two actors, singers, and musicians. 
Featured in the cast are leading members of 
the Cenadian Festival company, with Anthony 
QUayle, actor-director from Stratford-upon-
Avon, in the title role. Toronto artists who 
have been selected for major roles include 
Barbara Chilcott as Zenocrate, Lloyd Bochner 
as Callapine, Robert Christie as Theridimas, 
Donald Davis as Agydas, Eric House as Mycetes, 
William Hutt as TecheIles, Neil Vipond as 
Calyphas and Douglas Rain as Bajazeth. From 
Montreal are Robert Goodier, who plays Meander 
and William Shatner, playing Usumcasane with 
British member of the Cenadian Festival com-
pany, Tony  Van Bridge,  playing Cbsroe. 

* 

HOME FOR 'CHRISTMAS:  'Thirty - six Canadian 
soldiers who had completed a tour of duty in 
Korea and Japan docked at Seattle on Dec-
ember 9. 

They sailed from Tokyo on November 28 
aboard the USNS General Mitchell. These are 
the last troops to be brought home by sea from 
the Far East before Christmas, although a few 
others may be returned by air in time for 
Yuletide festivities with their families. 
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'CANADI'AN WHEAT IN THE WORLD MARKET

•
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THE SURPLUS PROBLEM: Two main considera-
tions.govern the disposal of Canada's wheat
abroad, said the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce on December 5 in an address at Edmonton
to the Farmers' Union of Alberta: "On the one
hand we have produced unprecedented quanti-
ties of grain in the Prairie Provinces in the
past five years...Oti the•other hand we have
been, and are, facing intensive competi-
tion...in overseas markets." Mr..Howe con-
tinued, in part:

"There is no way in which world markets
for wheat can be increased overnight to take
care of a burst of production such as we have
h ad in the Prairie'Provinces. Inevitably, on
the basis of our production record, we are in
the position of carrying substantial stocks
of wheat in Canada and, inevitably, we have
storage problems. These things were bound to
arise even though a splendid effort was made,
and is being made, in disposing of wheat
during this period of flush production.....

U.S. WHEAT DISPOSAL

"A great deal has been said about the
United States disposal programme. The prob-
lem, of course, arises from the fact that
domestic prices of wheat in the United States
are supported at levels above those prevail-•
ing on world markets. Therefore, the United
States would not sell any wheat at all for
export were exports not subsidized by the
United-States Treasury. As wheat supplies
have become more plentiful throughout the
world, the subsidy programme of the United
States has been intensified in an endeavour
to force United States wheat into markets
which, under other circumstances, would look
to traditional suppliers, and especially to
countries supplying the most desirable qual-
ities of wheat....

"Under the United States disposal programme
wheat can be•given away outright in cases of
distress. Canada, of course, does not take
exception to outright gifts of wheat by the
United States in cases where normal commercial
transactions cannot take place. And finally,
on occasion during the past year the United
States Government has been offéring limited
quantities of Government-owned grain by
auction to the highest bidder.' We have taken
very strong exception•to this policy, because
when applied it has had the effect of destroy-
ing confidence in going price levels...

"So I suggest to you that, before recommend-
ing sales of Canadian wheat for local curren-
cies, or under barter arrangement or by any
one of the other devices that have so demora-
.lized wheat markets throughout the world, you
should pause to consider the full effects of
what you are proposing. To propose that wheat
should be sold for local currency is really
only a different way of saying that Canada

should be willing to sell at a discount, or
perhaps for nothing at all to some customers.
The buyer certainly interprets an offer in his
local currency in that way. A barter proposal
is interpreted in the same way. The buyer of
wheat thinks either that he is going to get
his wheat for less than the world market price
or that we here in Canada would be willing to
pay more than the world price for the, commodi-
ty which.he is offering in exchange....

"To meet competition this fall, theCanadian
Wheat Board has.not hesitated to lower its
selling prices when necessary to keep Canadian
wheat competitive in the markets of the world.
I think•it is to the credit of the Canadian
Wheat Board that in the matter of price ad-
justments it has exercised restraint. The
Wheat Board in its pricing policy has endeav-
oured to keep Canadian wheat moving in the
markets of the world, but at the same time, it
has continued to be a firming influence. I am
sure that buyers abroad appreciate the price
stability which has emanated from Canada at a
time when bearish influences were very strong.
In this modern world in which we live it is
generally recognized that the collapse in in-
ternational wheat prices would have very far-
reaching effects not only upon exporting coun-
tries, but upon the economies of importing
countries as well. If this were not so, I
don't think you would have the nations of the
world, large or small, and mostly wheat im-
porting countries, sitting at the Council
table this fall and again after the turn of
the year, considering the bases upon which a
new Internationa.l. Wheat Agreement can.be
arrived at....

"There were some encouraging factors in
our export situation last year. Our exports of
wheat and flour to the United Kingdom reached
a total of 102 million bushels in 1954-55.
This comparéd with 82 million bushels in the
previous crop year when the Ministry of Food's
reserve stocks were put into consumption. How-
ever, it is encouraging that in a difficult
export year we were able to sell slightly over
100 million bushels of wheat to the United
Kingdom, or more wheat than all other sup-
pliers combined. I think this is a reflection
not only.on the q uality of Canadian wheat ex-
ports, but also our ability to meet British
requirements in terms of prompt availability
and the despatch with which vessels are loaded
at Canadian ports. Our deferred pricing system
was also help£ul.in that it lessened the risk
of British mills in•purchasing wheat in this
country. We had good success in other European
markets. We increased our sales to Belgium.
Germany, the Netherlands and Norway, to quote
a few...."
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THE PROBLEM OF UNITED NATIONS 

MEMBERSHIP: A CANADIAN PROPOSAL 

(Continued from p..2) 

lengths té avôid it. This, it seems to me, 
rather than compliance with certain subjective 
structural or policy tests, should be the 
criterion to be applied in relation to Article 
4 (1). 

"Some objections have been made to the ad-
mission of certain applicants of the grounds 
that they might not fully qualify as states 
and that they might not be able to carry out 
their obligations as members of this organi-
zation. We are entering here a field where 
there is bound to be controversy. Unless there 
is willingness to compromise, to take a mod-
erate view, again the prospects of progress 
are likely to be jeopardized indefinitely. For 
our part, we consider that new candidates 
should not be required to meet stricter stan-
dards than those which have been applied in 
the past in dealing with this problem. 

"I submit that we must interpret  the Charter  
in a spirit which is compatible with the 
organization as it exists and as it has de-
veloped since its foundation. The United 
Nations is not and it never has been the pre-
serve of countries all of whom are inclined to 
give similar interpretations to Article 4(1) 
or any other.  We could of course have formed a 
United Nations of  this kind with Membership 
exclusive to those who see alike on most 
things. When we rejected such a conception of 
the United Nations we accepted by implication 
a broad interprétation of the terms of the 
Charter. 

"In the view of my delegation, there has 
never been any doubt . as to the infinitely 
greater value of a United Nations which em-
braces all the major traditions  andconternoorarr 
philosophies of government than of one con-
fined to those who are unlikely to quarrel 
with each other over anything serious. Heving 
accepteethis view as one more likely to bring 
about peace and harmony in the world, we are 
obliged, I think, to accept its implications. 
One of those implications is that we ought not 
to use the Charter to'bar from membership 
countries whose policies and points of view 
resemble closely those of other states which 
are Charter members. 

"It is  by  the principle of ensuring the 
broad representative Charter of the United 
Nations that we have justified the position 
taken in our draft resolution. It may be 
thought that this is a principle which is con-
trary to the strict letter of the Charter. If . 
one accepts, however, the argument that I have 
put forward above, I do not think that there 
is a contradiction inVolved. My argument is 
that the principles of the Charter must be in-
terpreted in the light of the intended world-
wide nature of our membership. If the United 

y 

(C.W.B. December 14, 1§55) 

Nations were confined entirely to peoples of 
one tradition, then we might be justified in a 
more limited interpretation of Article 4. 
Given the fact ,  however, that it includes memlie  
bers of many different traditions, that it is, 
in a sense, therefore, virtually universal, we 
must understand its provisions in those terms. . 

"Our support of the draft resolution is 
based on a philosophy of the United Nations as 
we see it, a United Nations which is as near 
universalaspossible. We are aware of the fact 
that the expansion of the United Nations will 
introduce more voices, perhaps in some cases 
discordant voices, into a community where 
there is already much discord. We realize that 
by bringing in these members we may be swell-
ing the opposition occasionally to measures 
which we shall undoubtedly be supporting.  Un- 

questionably  it would be easier to sit back 
and prolong the present situation indefinitely 
out of fear of unknown consequences; but, in 
our view, to do so would be a sterile attempt 
to preserve a restricted arrangement which is 
bound to be swept away sooner or later..... 

COMPROMISE SUGGESTED 

"The problem as we all know is urgent. Clur 
draft resolution suggests acompromise arrange-
ment which we believe to be compatible with 
the provisions of the Charter. As I said at 
the beginning of my remarks, we are faced with 
the unique opportunity of completing the task 
we undertook at San Francisco in 1945. If we 
approach the task in the spirit of understand-
ing and moderation which inspired our course 
ten years ago, I am sure that we shall succeed 
again. 

"In conclusion, I wish to appeal to the 
members of the Security Council. Those members 
of the Council with whom I have been in close 
contact during the last arduous weeks deserve 
credit for what I consider an understanding 
attitude in a matter which is of such import-
ance to the United Nations and to the world. 
When they next deal with this matter, I am 
sure that they will bear in mind the wide-
spread desire within this organization and 
outside, to see the United Nations develop 
into the representative organ which its found-
ers envisaged and I wish to urge all members 
of the United Nations not to allow divergen-

' cies of interpretation and disputes over de-
tail or extraneous issues to stunt the expan-
sion of our organization and .to prevent it 
from achieving at last its intended and na-
tural world-wide character. 

"At the outset, I said that this could be a 
historical occasion. No one will deny that it 
is an important event. For some time now my 
colleague, the Secretary of State for.External 
Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson, has shared with so 
many others a deep desireto extend the member-
ship of the United  Nations in which he and the 
Government of which he is so distinguished.a Ill> 
member ,  have such great faith. 
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A YEAR OF CANADIAN RADIO AND TELEVISION 

CBC 1954-55 litlerVT:  All aspects of Cana- 
. dian television.deVelopeerapidly in 1954-55, 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation reported 
in its annual report for the year ended Warch 
31 last. 

The number of TV stations in oneration 
-tripled during the year. All were Frovided 
with  CBC programme service. Canadian demand 
'for television was reflected in the sale of 
about 700,000 new sets, bringing to more than 
1,400,000 the number in use in Canada. To meet 
this demand, coverage of the country expanded 
to the point where more than 10,000,000 Cana-
dians now live within the coverage areas of 
Canadian stations. At the same time, substan-
tial progress was made in improving the quan-. 
tity, variety and quality of TV programmes 
both in French and English. 

These activities brought operating expendi-
tures for Canada's publicly-owned two.language 
television system to $15,916,000 compared 
with $7,364,000 the previous year. 
• Tota l  television revenue, mainly from the 
excise tax on the sale of receiving sets and 
from commercial broadcasting, also continued 
to grow. It amounted to $21,276,000 compared 
with  $13,071,000 in  1953-54, leaving an excess 
of income over expenditure -- after allowance 
for depreciation and obsolescence -- of $4,-
479,421 on TV operations. This amount was held 
•in reserve to meet an operating deficit in 
1955-56 which is expected to result from full- 

"year-costs of commitments made during '1954-55 
as part of normal improvements and development 
of the service. 

At the same time, radio services on the 
three networks-  -- TransLCanada, French and 
Dominion -- were.fully maintained and pro-
gramme quality was strengthened. This was 
reflected in a sharply-increased number of 
awards to CBC at the exhibition of American 
radio programmes held at Columbus, Chio, Where 
the CBC headed all North American networks. 
The number of awards received was approxi-
mately double that of the previous year, and 
television entries, made for the first time, 
were given one first award and three honorable 
mentions. 

Increased operating expenseé together with 
a decline in income resulted in a deficit of 

.$211,753 for the Sound Broadcasting Service. 
This was more:than offset by an operating sur- 
plus of $1,283,895 for_1953-54. 

Total operating expenses for Sound.and In-
tegrated Services were $13.188,000 compared. 
with  $12,532,000. the  year before, while at the 
same time commercial revenues for, radio  drop-
ped to $2,106,000 from $2,471.000 and income 
from excise tax on the sale of radio receivers 
dropped to a point which the Corporation said 
was "probably more than $2,000,000 below what 
would have been the proceeds of .the former 
license fee which it replaced." Revenue from 
this source was  $4,510,000 as  against $5,057,- 
000 the year before. . 

• 
(Continued on P. 2) 
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A YEAR OF CANADIAN RADIO AND TELEVISION

(Continued from p. 1)

Total expenditures for the Corporation
reached $29,104,000 against $19,896,000 the
previous year, while total income increased to
$34,736,000 from $27,431,000 in 1953-54. This
resulted in a excess of income•over expendi-
ture of $4,268,000 compared with $6,568,000
a year before, after allowance for deprecia-
tion and obsolescence.

During the year, the CBC made agreements
with communication'companies for extension of
direct relay TV network facilities from coast
to coast, a goal which is expected to be reach-
ed early in 1958. Pending completion- of this,
a kinescope or film recording service was
developed which now is one of the largest in
the world.

A total of'17 new stations was established,
including two CBC stations and 15 privately-
owned affiliated stations. The latter played
an-increasingly important part in the national

system by providing distribution facilities
for the national programme service in many
areas. These affiliated stations were carrying
an average of' more than 40 hours a week of

national service by March 31 last.

FI.NANCIAL OBSERVATIONS

Lôokirig ahead to the Corporation's finan-
ciâl future, the annual report made these
obsérvations:

"In the fiscal year ahead (1955-56) the
CBC has to face a deficit of considerable size
in râdiô to`maintain the service against some
increasing cost rates, and was not in a posi-
tion to make furtiher commitments for the trans-
mission of programmes in some areas lacking'
service.

"On the télevisiôn side, income from the
excise tax was high -because of the very large
sale of television receiver sets during the
year; Commercial income also rose because of
the vigorous growth in.the commercial activi-
ties of the system. The Corporation, however,
maintained its planned course for the develop-
ment of the. televisiôn system. A considerable
operating surplus was thus achieved in tele-
vision during the year. This was kept in re-
serve for what the Corporation knew would be
heavy demands ahead as the system continued
its growth. As this period ended, the CBC had
to face the costs of maintaining for a full 12
months in the year ahead services which had
developed only late in 1954-55. In addition it
had.to meet further needs arising from the
establishment of more affiliated stations.

"Looking ahead the Corporation.could forsee
some increase in commercial television income,
bixt no increase -'with possibly some decline -
in income from the proceeds of the excise tax.
It was apparent that the surplus built up in
1953-54-and 1954-55 would have to be used to
maintain operations in 1955-56."

•• n
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REINDEER ROUNDUP: Canada ' s mos.t co lour £u l
roundup got under way last week, but cowboys in
blue jeans and ten gallon hats had no part in
'it.•Their place was taken by about 25 Eskimos
• on skis, dressed in caribou skin clo•thing, who
are driving nearly 6,500 reindeer to corrals
on the reindeer range in the Aklavik area of
the Northwest Territories. During the'roundup
500 mature reindeer steers and surplus females
will be selected for slaughter.•The m'eat,
nearly 70,000.pounds of it, will be sold,in.
the area.

The animals are in five separate herds,
which roam an area of 16,700' square miles, east
of the Mackenzie Delta., that has been set
aside as a reindeer range. Resident trappers
are allowed on the range, but the killing of
reindeer is forbidden to all but the herde•rs
and their families. One of theherds is,gôvérn-
ment owned and managed; three'others are under
. native management'and one is ôwned outright by
.Eskimos. Each of the herds numbers more than
1,000 animals.

'The number of reindeer'being slaûghtered
this winter is somewhat less than it has been
in some previous years.- During the past'yeaT
there has been a substantial decreasé jri thé.
reindeer population. More than 7,700 ariimals'

.were counted during 1954, but this• year the-

. number dropped to about-6,500.'A contribûtirig

.factor in the decline is â mysterious'weakness
which has become evident in animals in•two of*'
the five herds. The weakness, be.lieved to be.
caused by a dietary deficiency, results in
bone fractures in the weakened animals. .

NORTH. ATLANTIC COUNCIL IIEETING: The Dé-
partment of External Affairs announced recent-
ly that a Miriisterial mee'ting of the North
Atlantic Council would be held in Paris com=
mencing December 15, to be preceded by meet-
ings of the Military Committee on_December 9'
and 12 and a joint meeting of the Militarÿ
Committee and the Permanent Council'on Decem=•'
6er 13. Canada will be repregented-at the Min-'
isterial meeting by the Secretary of State for
External•Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson; the Min=
ister of Finance, Mr. W.E. Harris; and the
Minister of National Defence, Mr. Ralph Camp-,
ney.'They will be assisted.by the -Permanent
Representative of Canada to the North Atlantic
.Council, Mr. L.D. Wilgress; the Chairman,-
Chie£s of Staff, General Charles Foulkes;
members of the Permanent Delegation in Paris
and of the Departments of Eixternal Affairs,
National Defence, Defence Producti.on.and. Fin-
ance.

The coming Ministerial meeting will. be
concerned particularly with completidn of the
1955 Annual Review of NATO defence plans, pie-
paTations for the 1956 Review;.and consi-
deration of the international situation as it
affects NATO.
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(C.W.B. December 7, 1955) 

COMMODITY PRODUCTION AT NEW PEAK:  Net value 
of Canadian commodity production set another . 
new record in 1953, rising 6 per cent to 
$14,538,000,000 from the previous top value of 
$13,728,000,000 in 1952 the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics reports in  its  annual survey of. 
production. Preliminary data for 1954 indicate .  
a fall-off for the first time since 1945. - 

The most important expansionary influence 
in the economy in 1953 was the continued 
growth of consumers' expenditures, reflecting 
further increases in "real" incomes. Invest-
ment in new construction also showed an im-
pressive gain over 1952,•with the sharpest 
advance in the housing component. In addition, . 
inventory accumulation was quite-substantial; 
reflecting a shift from a position of net 
liquidation of bi , iness inventories in 1952 to 
one of consideraule build-up in 1953. Ch the 
other hand, defence expenditure, which . in the 
previous two years had:been one of the . key 
factors in the total expansion of output, rose 
only moderately in 1953, and thé value of 
exports showed a moderate decline. 

CAUSES OF DECLINE 
• 

A number of factors lay behind the indi- 
cated decline in 1954 as compared with 1953. 
These include: a sharp drop in agricultural 
production; a turnaround of business inven-
tories from the substantial build-up.  in1953.to  
a position of net liquidation; a . fàll-off . in  
business outlays for plant, machinery and 
equipment; a decline in exports; a reduction 
in defence expenditures; and lower demand for' 
consumer durable goods. These downWard pres-
sures were partly counter-.balanced by_coritin-
ued strong demand fornondurable goods and the 

 considerable increase in outlays.  for.new. 
housing. • - 

The advance data by industries . indicate 
that the net value of agricultural output 
dropped about 28 per cent in 1954,.whiTé other 
primary industries recorded advanceér: .  mineral 
production, in volume terms, was up nearly.13 
per cent; output of electric power rose more 
than 5 per cent; the volume of sea-fish land-
ings increased nearly 10 per Cent; forestry 
also showed some gains in output. The net,,  
value of manufacturing production:declined 
about 2 per cent with the major Ian-offs 
occurring in the durable goods Industries of .  
iron and steel products ,  and transportation 
equipment. By contrast, a moderate increase 
occurred in the non-durable manufacturing In-
dustries, despite considerable declines in 
textiles,  clothing  and  rubber goods - production. 
The net value of construction showed a slight 
increase. 

Canada's manufacturing industries accounted 
for well over half  the net value of coMmodity 
production in 1953, reachinia neW peak of 
$7,993,069,000 versus $7,443,533,000 in 1952. 

Construction was in second position with a 
sharp rise to $2,454,032,000 versus  $1,976,-
700,000.  while agriculture was third at  $2,-
241,316,000,  down froM $2,489,860,000: - 

CANADA PRE -ENINENTIN AVIATION:  Canadians 
generally do not realize "that Canada has be-
come an important factor in international 
aviation,  not merely because of her gàograph 
ical position, but  also because Canadians them-
seiVes Iike to trave l  by air" Transport  Min-
ister George C. Marier  told members 'of the 
Chamber of Commerce of Roberval, glebec, at an 
official luncheon meeting, following the'in* 
auguration  of a new runway at Roberval munic-
ipal airport. Hé quoted figures to'show that 
almost 2,500,000 paying passengers were cai-
ried in civil aircraft in 1954 as compared 
with less than 100,000 in 1936 and that "1955 
promises to bé the best year  in  Canadian avi-
ation to date." 

Mr ..  Marier made reference to the striking 
role .that aviation was paying in "the remark-. 
able opening-up of the Canadian northland." He 
said he had "the.strong conviction that when 
the - histprians of the future look back on the 
past few years they will emphasize what we may 
call . the last phase of North American pioneer-

. ing among the most zemarkable events of this 
. decade." 

NORTHERN AIRPORTS 
• • 

. There now existed, Mr.  Marier  said, "an 
extensive chain of important airport's in the 
north, such as Whitehorse and Smith River in 
the Yukon. Territory, Norman Wells near Great 
Bear Lake:Yellowknife and Fort Resdlution 
on . .thé Great Siave.leké, Coral.HarboUr . on 
Southampton  Island north of the Hudson Bay, 
Frobisher Bay on Baffin Island, and Fort Chirac) 
on Ungava Bay. Here is ample evidence of the 
gigantic expansion and development of the 
Canadian northland." 

"Che of the most noteworthy developmente in 
the northland had been the airlift  of  the 
Distant Early Warning Line, commonly called 
the DEW line," Mr.  Marier  said. "Construction 
of the DEW line," he said, "necessitated the 
inauguration of an extensive air lift for the 
movement of freight from distribution centres 
in the more settled areas of the country to 
various northern .points, and this work has 
been and is being carried out most efficiently 
by our Canadian Carriers, who have, so far , . 
transported by air approximately 17:000 tons 
of cargo for  DEW line  opérations."  

A striking indication of the great strides 
that have been taken "to make Canada one of 
the'world's leading aviation countries is the 
increase in the number of airport sites," Mr. 
Marier  said. "Before the war, licensed  air-
pots in Canada totalled 116; the figure is 
now 479, and the Department of Transport oper-
ates more than 100 of these and assists finan-
cially or otherwise at a great many others." 



OCTOBER FIRE LOSSES: Duririg.the month Of
October, 145.forest fires were reported .in.
Cariada, which burned 24,600 âcres. The averagé.
number of forest fires in October, during the
past twenty years was 228.

The total number for the-season was 5,939
to the end of October. The fire season-is now
over, but sinceno month in which Canada i's-
entirely free of forest fires, it is to be'
éxpected that the total number will be about
6,000 by the end of the year.*This is about
twice the number in 1954 ( 3,022 fires) but
iess. than that:r•eportod:.in 1953;(6,440 fires).

These figures do not include the Yukon or
Northwest Territories.

Fire, statistics have been supplied monthly
to the Associate Committee on Forest Fire Pro-
tection of the,National Research Council by
federal, provincial, and industrial forest
protection agencies. ' -

RAILH'AY'FREIGHT IN 1954: Canadian râilways
carried a 'grand total of 162;470,013 tons of
freight in 1954, a decrease of 8 per cent from
the preceding year's 176,751,636 tons. Exclud-
ing 19,275,173 tons of freigh't received from
otherrôads ( 20,502,377 tons in 1953), 'the
tonnage of freight carried•on roads on which
the movement commenced amounted*to 143,194,840
tons, 8.4 per cent less than 1953's 156,-249,-
295.

Excluding duplications, mine products ac-
counted for 36.1 per cent of the 1954 total at
51,654,754.tons; manufactures ând'miscella-
neous prôducts 29.9 per'cent with 42,809,238
tons; agriculture products 19.9 per cent with
28,494,112 tons; forést products-11.2 per cent
with 16,028,934'tons; animals and animal'pro^
ducts 1.4 per cent with 1,992,487 tons; aiid
less than carload. ( l.c.l.) freight•1:5-pér•
cent with 2,215,315.tons.

# ^ ^: ^ •.

ONTARIO MINES BOOM: The 'great advarices
made during thé last'two yéars by Ontario's'
mining industrÿ are highlighted by comparison
of more recent figures with'those in the Sta-

tistical Review for 1953, recently published by
thé Ontario Department of Mines.

Production in that year, for example,'to-
talled $474,510,226,.as compared with'more
than half a billion dollars in 1954. Prospect-
ing, âctivity,*which in 1953 resulted in the
staking of 29,019 mining claimsfor a new re--
cord, has been overshadowed by the much greateT
activity which last year saw more than 50,000
claims staked. During. the first ten'months
of 1955, this new record was surpassed to
ensure anothér new peak for this year.

A giant chairlift, five miles from'thè re-
sort town of Banff, Alberta,. carriés visitors
3,240 feet iip the slopes of Mount'Norquay to-a
lookout point.

• ^ ^-y^t..^

(C.W.B. December 7, 1955)'

EAGLES FLY ON RCAF TIE: Eagles^ 1-bcked. in
combat is the design recently officially ac-
cepted,by the RCAF's*No. 1.Air Division in
Europe as the motif for their service'tie, air
division ôfficial's announced reçently.'

'The silver giey, hand-embroidered eagles-on
the'dark blue silk background are copied from
a trophy competed for solely within the air
division--the Lloyd Chadburn Trophy for Air
Firing Proficiency..

Wing.Commander Lloyd Chadburn was one of.
Canada-"s top air aces during the Second World
War, having more than twelve enemy aircraft to.
his credit. Shortly after D-Day while on a
routine patrol of the.beachhead, an air colli^
sion robbed the RCAFof one of its finest
pilots and leaders

Just over a year ago the. Canadian Air Div-
ision began air firing prRctices'in Rabat,
North Africa, and set up an air firing pro-
ficiency.trophy to be-competed for'by each of
the four. continental RCAF wings. They named- it
after Wing Commander Lloyd Chadburn in memory
of his leadership and air firing prowess.'

The trophy itself depicts two eagles in.
combat over a globe-of the earth, representing
the Canadian fighter wings' role of intercep-
tor-fighters.'lhese are the eagles reproduced
on the official Canadian Air Division'tie.

CANADIAN`WARSHIPS FOR NORWAY.: Following
défence discussions which took place recently'
between the chief of Naval Staff of the Royal
Canadian Navy and the Commander in Chief of
the Royal•Norwegian Navys,•ârrangeménts are
being made-for Canada to'lend to Norway three
frigates of the Prest.onian-Class. It is ex-
pected that a diplomatic•agreement will be
concluded shortly. .

The loan of these ships'to Norway is, in
keeping.with Çanadian,Government policy.to
give strong'support to the North Atlantic
Treaty Organiza.tion:' The ships will be taken
oV'er'by.Norway and commissioned early nex t
year.'The ships will be immediately available
as part_ of NATO fron't line strength.

.The sliips named for the loan are the-mod-
ernizéd anti^submariné frigates Penetang,
Prestonian and Torontô. Current planning pro-
vides for the transfer'to occur prior to the
end of March. For this.purpose crews of the
Royal Norwegian Navy will be sent to Halifax
to -reteive the ships. Here they will be assist-
ed by technicians of the Royal Canadian Navy

who will be on hand to•help train the crews

prior to the Royal Norwegian Navy, steâming the
ships- to. Norway:

4,056 fishing vessels departed from Cana-
dian ports in. international seaborne shipping
last year., 1,452 from.Nova Scotia ports, 1,.030
from British Columbia ports, 975 from New-.
fotnd).aad ports, '586 from New Brunswick ports
and 9 from Grindstone, QLtebec. '
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A ïiEVZEW OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

VIEWS ON VETO POWER: Addressing the Plen-

ary Session o f the United Nations General
Assembly on November 17, the Honourable Paul
Martin, Minister of National Health and Wel-
fare and Chairman of the Canadian delegation,
said that Canada had always "favoured the
principle that the articles of the Charter
should in due course be examined in the light

of experience" and, for this purpose, had
"urged at San Francisco the inclusion of Para-
graph 3 of Article 10," the provision respon-
sible for the subject being currently under
review. "It was our belief then," Mr. Martin
went on, "that the 1J1V could not and would not
be a static institution but one which.would
develop in response to the 6anging.conditions
of international life." The.rest of this.

speech follows verbatim:
„We have for several years been stûdying

carefully the way.in which'the Charter has
worked and the many schemes which have been
put. forward for its reform. To assist this
process, we joined other states at the eighth
session in sponsoring.a resolution which re-
quested the Secretary-General to,prepare, pub-
lish and circulate to member states specific
documents concerning the United Nations Con-
ference on international Organization and côn-
cerning the practice of United Nations organs.
We are most grateful to the Secretariat for
the very useful,work they have done in re-

INFORMATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAI. AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

'November..• 30, - 1955

sponse to this request,'for it has enabled us
all to approach this question before us with a
better knowledge of the issues involved.

"There has been considerable interest in
this subject in my own country. The Canadian
Government has encouraged expressions of pub-
lic opinion on the complex question of Charter
review; many.helpful suggestions have been
made by important groups in Canada. The ques-
tion has'been raised during proceedings of the
Canadiari Parliament on several occasions. A
prolonged and detâiled study of virtually all
proposals for alteration of the Charter has
been made in our Department of External Af-
fairs. It'is as a resulti of all this deliber-
ation that we have come to the conclusion em-
bodied in this resolution.

"Î believè that similar interest has been
elicited in many other countries. I havé been
impréssed by'the remarks which my distinguish-
ed colleagues'have made in the general debate
of this Assembly concerning the question of
Charter review. Views of striking similarity
have been voiced by delegates frotri widely-
scatte=ed geographical areas. I am confident
.that these views, like my own, reflect some-
thing more than the academic or official ass-
essment by governments. They reflect'the earn-
est desire, and even the deep anxiety which
peoples everywhere have for the success of the
United Nations.

(Continued on p. 2)
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(C.W.B. November 30, 19e)  

A REVIEW OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER 

(Continued from p. 1) 

"Having said all this, 1 am bound to say 
also that in our opinion Charter review does 
not necessarily imply any substantial revision 
of the Charter. We have been particularly con-
cerned of course about such features as the 
use of the veto to block applications for new 
membership. We have wondered if the composi-
tion of some of our principal organs mightnot 
require some revision in the light of changing 
political çircumstances and the appearance of 
new states. These questions must be faced but 
we think that this can be done without chang-
ing the fundamental structure .of the Charter. 
We do not, in fact, much like the idea of 
pulling constitutions up to look at the roots. 
Our own history has taught us that constitu-
tional development comes better as a process 
of growth, of allowing a structure to . which we 
have become accustomed. to adjust, to adapt 
itself without risking the uprooting of the 
whole plant in the false hope of.stimulating 
it. 

CHARTER  SURVIVES 

mWe all know that the Charter was a com-
promise reached in the specific circumstances 
of 1945. Its provisions were designed to.meet, 
as far as possible, existing political faCts 
and the hopes and aspirations of the varied 
members of the United  Nations. Clearly these 
facts, these hopes, these aspirations might 
change with the passing of time. New condi-
tions.might well demand new concepts and new 
institutions to keep our international machin-
ery in working order. Nevertheless, on reflec-
tion, the marvel to us is that the Charter has 
survived the stresses and strains of the past 
ten.years. The Charter, as we know, was found-
ed on the basic principle of cooperationemong 
the Great Powers. Not only'has this cooper-
ation not persisted.throughout  the  last ten 
years, but at times the deterioration in the 
relations between those Powers has produced 
the gravest dangers to the United  Nations.  Yet 
our organization has somehow managed to sur-
vive,.to adjust itself to a world situation 
for which it was not expressly designed, end 
it has accoMplished a great deal in many 
fields. 

"The experience of this past decade has. 
caused us to ask ourselves whether. the so-
called.imperfections of the Charter are. the 
result of its inadequacy or the result of a 
failure on the part of members to apply the 
Charter in letter--but more important--in spi-
rit. It has not been the existence.of the veto 
but its misuse which has caused the trouble 
for the most part. The veto provisions merely 
reflect the nature of power as it exists in 
the world, and we cannot change that reality 
by rewording the articles of the Charter. Nor 
would attempts to alter Article 2(7) affect, 
in our opinion, the position adopted by member  

states on their sovereign rights in the pre-
sent state of the world. What is needed rather 
is a more sober realization of the way in 
whith progress and reform can be brought about 
in an imperfect world. 

"We have heard a great deal at this Assem-
bly about the improvement in the international 
atmosphere. Our deliberations to date have 
shown some evidence of that improvement even 
though we have not moved much closer to solv-
ing softie of'our major problems. Certainly 
there have been indications from every quarter 
of a desire to see this new atmosphere contin-
ue and develop in scope. If this development 
is to take place, we shall undoubtedly see 
marked progress in all fields of United Na-
tions endeavour. Some may regard this as a re-.-- 
turn to normality in international relations. 

 By whatever name it is called, it will be a 
move in the direction of the kind of interr 

 national cooperation which theCharter expects. 

CAUT IAN. ADV S ED 

"Accordingly, in oUr view it might be use-
ful to allow some period of time to elapse, 
during which we would alt hope that the inter-
national atmosphere would continue the recent 
trend toward cIoSer cooperation, before hold-
ing the conference on Charter review. This 
delay would not only improve the chances of 
success of the conference but might also af-
ford u s.  an opportunity of seeing.how an im-
provement  in international relations would 
affect the implementation of our Charter. We 
might find.that. there is no reason for making 
great changes in its provisions. 

"We also share the view expressed by the 
representative of the United Kingdom that it 
would be preferable to postpone the examina-
tion of Charter review prospects'until the 
new members, the early admission of which it 
now seems to us possible to anticipate, have 
familiarized themselves with the operations of 
our organization and are in.a position to make 
their own contribution to.the task of revision 
which we can then undertake. 

"In reconciling the more recent develop-
ments with its earlier assessment concerning 
the need for Charter review, the Cànadian Gov-
ernment has reached the conclusion that the 
General Assembly should at this time take a . 
decision in principle and in accordance with 
Article 109 of the Charter to hold .a general 
conference. The time, place and other details 
of this meeting should, however, be the sub-
ject of a closer examinatiOn and depend to a 
large extent on the development of a suitable 
international atmosphere. 

"The danger in holding the conference pre-
maturely is not only that the conference it-
self might fail but that the present trend in - 
international relations might be adversely 
affected. Ah acrimonious debate on certain 
issues, followed by a stalemate, might have 
harmful consequences for international rela-
tions generally and for our organization. We 

(Continued on p. 6) 2 



(C.W.B. November 30, 1955) 
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MORE  PLANES, MORE  AIRPORTS:  "The problems 
created by airports in relation to town plan-
ning will be far greater ten years from now 
than they are today and thinking should be 
given to the situation that willexist in 1965 
or 1970,e, J.R. Baldwin, Deputy Ministerof 
Transport, told a meeting of the Town Planning 
Institute of Canada recently. 

The fantastic rate of aviation growth-  shows ' 
no sign of abating, .and "this means larger 
planes and more planes, larger.airports and 
more airports." Jet aircraft and helicopters 
are ushering in a new  era, each introducing 
new concepts in air  transportation, "such as 
midtown helipOrts," Mr. Baldwin added. 

The outstendini . feetures of airport.loCa-
tion, he stated, ,are aCceSsto the community 
tobe served, restricted  use  of.land . in  the 
vicinity of the airport férsafety measures, 
and the characteristic:noisiness of.airports. • 

City growth has brought many older airports 
close to residential suburbs so that building . 
limitations are needed if the airport is to 
continue.  This probleM we.hope to avoid in . 
the new:eirPortsbut even at existing airports 
there is rooà for improved planning by local 
authorities," said Mr. Baldwin.. . 

The Department of Transport.has a planned 
programme of land acquisition designed to pro-
tect airport, requirements in.the.future at.a 
cost of several millionidollars.and.isaimed 
particularly at Vancouver, Winnipeg, Toronto., 
and Montreal, he stated. "In addition," he 
added, "we have embarked on•  zoning plans sup-
plementing those of provinces and municipali-
ties. They are in opération now at Montreal, . 
Toronto and Vancouver. Federal.zoning covers 
the effect which buildings may have op flying, 
while local responsibility relates . to the 
effect of flying on the users.of.the_build-
ings." • 

RAILWAY 'RELICS.RECOYERED:  Construction men-
excavating for the St. Lawrence Seaway.have 
uncovered remainaof a project that opened ah 
earlier era.of  transport in  Canada -- the 
first railway. 

Mud being bulldozed in a drained section 
of riverbed between Moffat's Island and the . 

 riverbank- at the tOwn of St. Lambert recently 
disclosed a numberedoEtimberbeamsand piles. 
Their location was on the site Of a pier that 
once carried the pioneering Champlain and St. 
Lawrence Railroad, first link in a chaih of 
routes that became the Canadian National sya-
tem. The 16-mile' railway was designed'as'a 
:portage route to connect Montreal wieh steam-
ers,from New York on the Richelieu River. 

The timbers,..about half  the  length of tele-
graph poles, appear to be as sound.às when 
they were -first used 119 years ago. Long ie-
.mersim  in the  water and mud has prevented any 
rot oetting'in. 

Thé Structice of.which they once . formed 
partspanned the shallow water at the southern 
side of the St. Lawrence, about 500 yards 
north of Victoria Bridge. It crossed tiny 
Moffat's Island and extehded Past it another 
50  feet or sè. - 
' Wheh  the Grand Trdnk RailWay opened  the 

 .firOt Victoria Bridge in 1859, the Champlain 
and  St. Lawréhce Was diverted at St. Lambert 
to connect with the Grand Truck line, Cpera-
tion of the line.to the pier was discontinued 
.in 1866 and it was subsequently abandoned. 

* 9 9 4 

CD.TRAININGLFORYPeUMWACISTS:  Twenty - five 
pharmaceutical representatives from across 
Canada have recommended that the colleges of 

. pharmacy.of this country adopt a uniform civil 
defence examination for the graduating phar-
macist: This decision, among others, was made 
recentlyattheCanadian Civil  Defence College, 
Arnprior, where the pharmacists were attend .- 
ing a five-day conference and discussing the 
results, of a working party study at the same 
College in March of last year. 

The Pharmacists drafted a training pro-
gramme to ensure a uniform approach to the 
qualifying of Canadian pharmacists in the 
duties of a health supplies officer  in' civil 
defence. In.a national emergency, the phar-

»maceutical graduates decided, they could also 
make. use of their training-as assistant lab-
oratory technicians; as 'technicians in emer-
gency Bleeding centres. and às professional Per-
sonnel - in.ehe treatment services. 

. 	All  courses would,include an indoctrination 
into civil defence, the overall organization 
of civil defence health seèvices, the role  of 
the pharmacist and the aspects of atomic, bio-
logical-and Chemical warfare. The main hope of 
the pharmaciits is.to  interest every member of 
their profession in civil defence,so that each 
will be prepared to.assume a rolee.s• a health 
supplies officer and a trained technician. . 

• . 	. 	* * * * 
• . 

NEW Fluueru ARBASSADOR: -The  Department:of 
External Affairs announced on November 18 that . 
His Excellency Francis Lacoste had presented ' 
t$P His EXcellency.the Governor General his • 
Letter of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of France to Canada. The 
ceremony took place at Government House. 

The Secretary of State forEXternal Affairs, 
Mr. LS.. Pearson, was in attendance on the 
Governor General on this occasion-The Chief 
of Protocol, Mr. E. D'Arcy McGkeer, presented 
The Ambassador to the Governor General. 'The 
Ambassador was accompanied.by  Mr. Gaspard de 
Villelume, Counsellor; Colonel André Deper-
rois, Military Attaché; Mr. Raymond Treuil, 
Commercial Counsellor; Mir. Jean Mouton, Cul-
tural  Counsellor; and Mr. Fernand %union, 
First Secretary. Mk. Lionel Massey, Secretary 

111 

to the Governor General and Mr. J.F..Délaute, 
Secretary to the Governor General (Adminis-
trative), were also present. 
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(C.W.13. November 30, 1905) 

JOINT PIPELINE'PROJECT:  Arrangements for 
building the Northern Ontario Section of the 
All-Canadian'pipe line to carry gaefrom Al-
berta as far east as Montreal were announced 
on November 21 by  the Right Honciurable 

. Howe, Minister of Trade and Commerce, on be-
half of the Government  of  Canada. 

The Government'of Canada will recommend to 
Parliamentthe formation of a Crown.Company to 
build and oWn a 675-mile-section .of  the All-
Canadian line between the Manitoba-Ontario 
boundary and Kipuskasing. This Notthern On-
tario Section will'be.leased to Trans-Canada 
Pipe Lines Limiteein aecordance with a con-
tract signed November 21. 

The  Northern Ontario Section, estimated to 
cost $117,633,000 initiallY, wiltbe financed 
jointly by the Dominion and Ontario Govern-
ments: The Ontario legislature will be asked 
to approYe participation by Ontariô equal to 
one-éhird of the cost but not more than $35. ' 
million. The Parliament of Canada will be 
asked xo authorize the Government  of  Canada to • 
subicribe thé balance. ' • 

With this section arranged for; the under-
writers'are .confident that Trans-Canada Pipe 
Lines can finance the construction of.the 
remaining section of the All-Canadian line, . 
Applications,  are now before.the  United States 
Federal  Power Commission for permission to im-
port gas into theLhited States from the Trans- 

" Canada system near Emerson, Manitoba, and 
Niagara Falls, Ontario, and to enable Trans- • 
Canada to import gaéfrom the United States. • 
near Niagara Falls to develop Eastern markets, 
pending the arrival of Alberta gas via the 
All-Canadian line. . 

* *-* *.. 
 

• 
DUTCH FIRM AT TRENTON:  An Old -established 
Dutch . manùfacturing firm, Glue and Gelatine 
Worké  of Delft, the Netherlands, will estab-
lish . .its first Canadian branch plant in Tren-
ton.  Ontario, Planning and Development Min-
ister  William M. Nickle announced recently. A 
6%-acre site las been optioned and constrie-
tion will begin in the apring on a factory 
having a floor area of 20,000 square feet, 

to.one of the parent plants in Delft. 
The new plant in Trenton.will operate on 

 .three shifts and will prodime edible and tech-
nical ielatin . for  use  Mainly by the.food, 
photographic and pharmaceutical industries. 
Special machinery will bebrought from Holland, 
but this will be completed with Càfiadian 
fittings. All employees, except the plant man-
ager, who will come over from Delft, will be 
hired locally. 

The Dutch firm of Glue and Gélatine Works 
has been established for over seventy years, 
and ha  a been exporting.gélatin for sale on the 
Canadian market for over thirty years. After 
the Trenton plant is in operation, customers 
in Canada will be supplied from the Canadian 
branch. • 

CHRISTHAS'IN INDOCHINA:  Santa Claus winged 
his way to the. Far East earlier.this month 
iell laden with Christmae.cheerior Canadian 

Axmed Forces personnel serving in Indochina: 
A Royal Canadian  Air' Force  aircraft took 

off from Montreal  for Saigon on November 25, 
loaded with parcel mail and Christmas lare for 
officers and men of the Military Component of 
the Canadian Delegation to the International. • 
Supervisory Commission. Each éoldier's next-
of-kin had been invited tO send up to one . 10- 
pound parcel. 	. 

The aircraft will retdrn from .IndOchina  on 
December 15, carrying parcels  and niait back to 
Canada. 

With refrigeration facilities praCtically 
non-existent, the Provisionofa proper Christ

-'mas menu for troops in:Indochina has pleated 
quite a liroblern for Ariy catering authorities. 
This year's  solution  is pre-cooked canned 
turkeys and chickens, which will keep fresh 
foi an indefinite period.without refrigera-
"t/on. In addition to fowl-, the mend for Christ-
Mas will include cranberry  sauce,  tinned haà, • 
plum pudding, fruit cocktail, coffee, nuts and 	• 
candy.  Packs' of varioils aizes have been pre- 	• 
pared eothat each'man will beassured of a, 
complete'Xmas dinner with all the trimMings - 

.even if serving in an isolated locality. 
The aircraft also carried entertainment 

films and sports equipment 'supplied by ArMy 
welfare; èurrent magazines and.periodicals 
from the Canadian Legion; individual ditty 
bags donated hy'the Navy League of - Canada, and 
a gift shipient of Canadian cigarettes from 
the Province of  Ontario. 

• * e 	* 
• • 

SEA4FISE LANDINGS SMALLER:I-endings of sea-
fish were - 15 per cent smaller and 24 percent 

• less valuable in September than in the corre-
sponding month last year; the 'Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics reports in its monthly review. . 
The September drop brought the landings in the 
January-September period 7 per cent and the 
value to 8 per cent below last year. 

The Pacific Coast catch of segiu-fish fell. to 
40,503,000 pounds in September frOm 49,977,000 
and the value to $4,591,000 from $6,773,e00. 
Cumulative landihgs declined to 287,024;000 
pounda from 331,925,000 and the value to $23, 
488,000 from $27.951,000. 'Main decteases were 
in salmon, halibut and herring. 
• September catch on the Atlantic Coast 
drOpped to 122,381,000 Péunds from 140,665;.000. 
a year aio and the value to . $4,202;000 from 
$4,731,000.111 the nine-month period the land-
ings fell to 1,092,502,000 pounds from 1,151, 
924,000 and the value to $41,961,000 from $43, 
098. 000. 	'vas a sharp drop in landingé of 
cod but an increase'of herring. 	. 	• 

'Production  of-record  players -jumped to 115, 
550 lastyear from 75,507 in 1953. 

, 
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PRESS'TOLD OF PEARSON TOUR

I

NATO VALUE RE=STRESSED: On November 16,
following his return from a lengthy tour that
took him to the Soviet Union, India, Pakistan,
Singapore and Egypt, the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, met members
of the press in Ottawa to answer questions on
a number of international problems he had
studied during his travels. Concerning the
failure of the recent Geneva Conference, Mr.
Pearson declared: "I don't think because suc-
cess was not achieved the process of negotia-
tion is ended...The real test of the perman-
ent value of the relaxation of tension which
has occurred and the real test of the quality
of the spirit of Geneva will be in what we are
able to do in transferring this spirit into
action." `

"I think the negative results of the meet-
ing of Foreign Ministers at Geneva," he went
on, "will confirm the importance of keeping
NATO strong and United. It was made clear to
me in Moscow that one of the first objectives
there is to weaken and break up NATO...He,
(Mr. Khruschev) said the first thing Canada.•
should do is get out of NATO..."

Questioned concerning the report of-an im-•
periding trade. agreement between Canada and the
U.S.S.R., Mr.. Pearson stated that, to obtain
such an agreement, the Soviet Government
"would have to make a definite çommitment
over a period of tii.rie in return fbr.whichall
we could do is give them Most-Favoured-Nation
treatment, such as we give many other coon-

(C.W.B. Novembér 30, 1955)

tries'." "There would," he added, "be no bar-
gaining in this kind of negotiation over our
list of shortages, or strategic list, or what-
ever you want to call it. When that list was
changed it would• be=.for reasons that would
seem good:.to :us.::

Discussing the:Çolombo.Plan, Mr. Pearson
said.that. Canadian policy was "not to divide
assistance into technical- and capital assis-
tance,' but to.•get: a lump sum for both and
spend it as,advantage.oqsly as possible." No
one yet kqew.how.much it.would.cost Canada to
provide India with,an NRX atomic reactor. "I
think," he said., "the fir.st, group of'Canadian
technicians .w.ill. be leav.ing 'shortly to survey
the site, etc., fôr'the ... plant and in the
.light of their report it will be easier to
make a close estimate of the cost."

Asked if Canada was providing,arms to
.Israel ôr Egypt;"the-Minister repliéd: "...Our
attitude'is to do nothing that would distrirb
the mïlitarÿ b'alance..':. We have had more re-
quests from Israel than from others. We have
to act on the basis of the bèst information we
can get as to. the present strength of the
forces. For example; we have filled orders for
replacement of arms which would definitely be
.defensive.- I don't want to give the impression
that we have-been •sending large quantities'of
arms, we haven,'t,'and, in'every case, only
after'discuss'ion with friendTy-powers who have
special'rèsponsibilities in that part of the
world'. : .

HOME LOANS UP: Mortgage loan advances for
new residential construction last year rose by
30 per cent over the. 1953 figure to establish.
an all-time high of $670•million. In'its an-
nual review of Mortgage lending in Canada,
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation re-
ports that this figure represented 55 per cent
of the total of $1,216 million spent on new
housing in 1954. Owners' expenditures totalled
$527 million while $19 million was suppl•ied
from other sources including government agen-
cies.

While increased demand for mortgage money
in 1954-was due largely'to the more favourable
lending terms of the new National Housing Act,
-the admittance of the chartered banks to mort-
gage lending under this legislation contri-
buted to the easier supply of funds. As a re-
sult, approvals under the old and new Acts
increased by 81 per cent over the 1953 figure
to reach $463 million. Although the chartéred
banks were active for only.part of the year,
National 1-lousing Act loans from this source
totalled $162 million. Loans under the Acts by
other lending institutions amounted to $301
million in 1954 as compared with $256 million

in 1953.

During last:yeâr a total of 43;800 dwell-
ings were financed'with the'assistance of
joint and. Irisured Nationâl Housing Act mort-
gage loans, a rise of more than 51 per cent
over the 1953 figure. Joint lôans were approv-
ed early•in the year under the former Act for
7,100 dwellings while loans for 36,700 homes
were approved under-the scheme of.insured
loans introduced by the new Act. Fewer houses
were built on direct government account, and
with the termination of joint lending. in March,
and the -increased supply of private mortgage
funds from institutions, total government
funds for house-building fell by 28 per cent
to $113 million.

PaRTUGUESE MINISTER TO VISIT:'The Depart-

ment of External Affairs announced recently
that Dr. Paulo A.V. Cunha, Minister of Foreign
'Affairs of Portûgal, will visit Ottawa on

December 11 and 12.,
Dr.: Cunha `will arrive in Ottawa from New

York on'December 11.and will spend two days
in the capital before leaving for Paris on
December 13.
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A REVIEW OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

(Continued from p. 2)

therefore see great merit in assessing care-
fully all the circumstances and choosing the
most appropriate time for holding the confer-.

ence.
"For these reasons the'Government of Canada

has been pleased to join.with other powers,
representing a wide geographical distribution
of opinion in this Assembly,•in sponsoring the
draft resolution to which I have referred. My
delegation believes that this draft not only
reflects the views of most delegates at-this
Assembly but represents a moderate, cautious
and realistic approach to the question^•of
Charter review. We earnestly hope that it will
commend itself to a substantial majority of

members."

CLASSES FOR PROSPECTbRS': The schedule.for
.this year's seiies of free. classes fôr- pros-
pectors has been drawn up'by the Ontario De-
partment of Mines. Dr. W.D. Harding, the De-
.partment's veteran geologist, who has been
responsible for the classes for a great many
years, has scheduled ten during the winter
season.

These week-long courses have become a tradi-
tional service of the Mines Department and,
since their inception in 1894, they have had a
steadily growing influence-in the discovery of
Ontario's mineral deposits. Attendance-figures
from year to year have shown a constant iipward
trend. While, naturally, the-nucleus of each
class is made up of miners and prospectors
living in the area, the attendance almost in-
variably is augmented by others who provide a
pretty comprehensive cross-section of the pop-
ulation. Clergymen and school teachers, bank
managers and grocers., housewives and'students,
are all represented.

NRA LOANS INCREASE: Lending activity under
the National Housing Act during the first nine
months of 1955 exceeded the volume for the
same period of 1954 by 45.3 per cent, Central
Mortgage.and Housing Corporation reported re-

cently.
From January to the end of September, 1955,

undertakings-to-insure were issued by the

Corporation for 47,465 loans-amounting to
$525,981,234.for 54,883 housing units. Loan
approvals for the first three-qùarters of last
year numbered 32.659.for 42,068 units and an
amount of $379.632,589.

Preliminary.figures for September show that
6,243 undertakings-to-insure, totalling $66,-
149,427, were issued for 6,744-units as. com-

p,ared with 4,730 undertakings for 5,479 units
and an amount of $51,°35, 094 in Septèmber
1954.

(C.W.B. Nbvembér 3&, •.1955)

'HOïlSEHOLD CONVENIENCES'SPREAD:'The annual
Septém ber surveÿ'of household' facilities and
equipment by the Dominion Bureau of Statis-
tics -- findings of.which were published on
Nôvembér 16,'== shows thét•Ehe" proportion of
homes.with modern conveniences increased agein

this yeâr. •
The sharpest'incréase in the last two years

has been 'in the n^mber of hôines with tele-
vision sets: At the end of Sèptember this qear
an estimated'1,496,000 or nearly.'19 per çent
had one as compared with less thaxi 22 pér cent
a year earlier and only 10.per cent in 1953.
Radio, however, has not . béein discarded. "The
proportion of househôlds th 'oiie has rèmained
at a record '96 :per cent for the last 'threé
years. In.fact, only 3 pércent of the' homes
.with:TV sets•this-September had no radio =
but ll per cent.had no telephone. .

Even more important as an indicator of the
steadily rising living standards of'Canadians
is.:the continued.increase.in•the number,of
households with.such basic',.facilities as water,
light.and central heating. 0nly; 256;000 or 7
per cent did not have electricity this Sept-
ember. Since September. 195.3, the.number with
running water totalled. 3, 062, 000, .up to 79.pe,r
cent from 77 per cent, and'the proportipn
heated by furnaces rose to 54 per cent from 51
per.çent. Recent years have also seen a swing
to oil, with 1,656,000 ôr.43.per cent.of all
hôuseholds having.it.as the•principal heating
fuel this year. versus.35 per cent in 1953.'M
the other hand, the proportion using coal or
coke declined to 29 per•&ent froin 36 per cent
.over the. same period,' and the 'p`ropôrtion ûsing
wood'to 20 per cent from 22 per cent. Gas and
other fuels made up the difference.

CANi4DIAN 'SC9OOL FOR 'SOREA: Canadiân scliool
c i ren have financed the bûilding 'of 'a new
school which was opened last week-end in the
war-devastated Koréan port of Inchon..

. The (Jriitarian Sérvicë Committee of Canada
collected $3,000:.00 from school"childreri in
British Côlumbia tofinance the building of
the new school'. Building 'materiâls worth- $1,-
800.00, were contributed by AFAK (The Ainerican
Armed Forces 'Assistance to Korea Organization).
The Salvation Army purchased the site, and
will provide the teaching staff and meet op-
erating costs. - • • '•

71ié new school seats 200 children,-and has
been designed for use as'an adiilt community
centre at night.• 'Its value to the district
cannot be calculated in, dollars. Most of the
people who live in the'-area are daÿ laborers
or unemployed whose 'many children are denied
ordinary entrance, into schools bécause of
their extreme poverty:' The new school will
mean that many of thèse ùnfortunate chi'ldren
will now receive a"free education; while their
elders will have a'plaice to méet in ét night.

•
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ANOTHER  LOOK  AT.  THE SEAW4Y- 

INCREASED 'TRAFFIC ERPECTED:  'Addressing' 
members  of: the  newly-formed Canadian Club of 
Prince Edward Island in Charlottetown on Nov-
ember 15, ' the Honourable:George C. Marier, . 
Minister of 'Transport, predic ted . that Con-
struction of the St. Lawrence Seaway would 
result  in  increased traffic.with oVerseas 
countries. He said.it  was expected ehit "in 
the current year sOme 325 vessels and about 
300,000 tons of general cargo. will . .,move from 
Chicago : and other lake ports direct: to Europe, " 
.and added that "this, perhaps, is small  in. 
relation to  the whole, . but I think that When 
the  Seaway is opened.and deep”water feeil-' 
i ties  are  available. there will • be a furthee 
growth and that this traffic - will . become more 
significant," 

Mr. Marler said that "the development of 
fureher port facilities in the  Great Lakes is 

. likely to. be one of the consequenCes to follow . 
the  opening of the Seaway.  The  populous terri-

. tory located in close proximity . to. the deep 
waterway, or having ready. access. to it, . seems . 
very likely . to. generate  the  kind of tivo-Way 
traffic:that promotes, the movement of ship-
ping." Warning ehat development . 0à the  Can-
aditn side of the Seaway would . not likely be 
as extensive as on the:United:States side 
owing to the disparity in population, Mr. 
Marier  said "it is perhaps too early. to' pre-
dict with complete certainty vihat  the  pattern 
of development will 'be,  but 1 am strongly of 
the opinion that Whatever takes place:will be 
to- the advantage of our country." 

Mr. .Marier took  the  members of the Can-
adian Club on a. descriptive  _tour from the 
.head of the Lakes ,  to Montreal, describing the 
'drop ' in water levels -  in .  the different sections 
and wokk ehat was  being done or had to be 
done to provide, for the deep waterway system 
'What -perhaps is of the greatest significance," 
Mr. Marier said,. "is .that in the 110-mile 
stretch. between Galop Island, in- the Inter-
:national -  Rapids  Section and Montreal.. which 
marks the eastern. limit of the  Lachine section ;  
lbere is a .drop in.,level.,of 225 feet and 
Some 5,000,000. horse-poWer. of.  electric energy; 
of: which .  less . than one-third has so far been 
developed. 

"lte  'importance of this aspect must not be 
underebitimated because it is at lebst doubt-
. ful if it  would have been.possible. to proceed 
;with' this immense project had tlie great in-
dustrial areas, in - close proximity to.the Inter-
national Rapids Section.  not needed additional 
electricity. so  urgently.' You- will therefore, ' 
.appkeciate. that in the Seaway project we are 
concerned, both with works for power and works' 
for navigation.".  . 

Referéing to- the .  decision  of boeh 'Canadian 
and Uhited States .  governments to,Charge:tolls 

. on the St.  :Lawrence Seaway When completed, Mr. 
Mailer said: "In .  these modern times When  the 
imposition of tolls - fer the rather expensive 
highway . and bridge  faci l ites  that  are  now 
being built•by governments or other private 

(Continued on p. 2) .  
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' ANO TfiE1t ' LOOR ' AT ' TNE ' SEAWAY

' (C)n tinued from p; 1)•

authorities in Canada or the United States has
become so general it.is not surprising that
our legisiators.be.lieved that the.new.facilit-
ies shouid. be self^liqvidating,. though. the
tolls' aré to be. fair and reasonablW. "

Mr. Marier estiinated,-based on•figures.ob-
tained early in 1955,'that the final cost of
the St.-Lawrence Seaway itself.would:be in the
neighbourhood of $285,000,000 of which Can-
ada's share was to be.approximately $2D0,000,
000. 'The total 'cost of the power project is
estimated:gt $600.000,000 to be shared.equally
by both countries. "I am sure you will:agree
that the dimension of our investment in this
project.would'in these days entirely justify
the introduction of.tolls'for'the new-facil-
ities." ' . '

Rëviewing the grain trade, Mr. Marler
pointed out that about 55 percent of the Can-
adian4heat crop reached the lakehead ports of
Fort William'. and Port Arthiir and were shipped
down the *Great Lakes route.' A large part of
this movement wâr carried across Lake Superior
in lakers and other veséels and' much of it
discharged in po.rts'of Lake Huron and of Geor-
gian Bap.'Ihis is.attributable in a large mea-
sure to the fact that the 'lakers cannôt go
further down the waterway, than Prescott. "I
cannot help'thinking",:said Mr. Marler, "that
when it becomes possible- for the lakers.,to go
all.the way to Montreal, they will carry a
much larger part of the traffic."

asee

MONUMENT 'AZ' '/lISTIpRIC 'PLANT: ",A modern in-
dustria p ant.has. een recognized as a 'site
of historic.sigriificançe for-the first.time by
the Historic'Sites.and Monuments Board of Can-

•ada.
O•► .the•board's recommendation, the Depart-

ment of Northern!Affairs:and National Resour-
.ces has erected.a cut-stone monument at the
large.smetter of the Consolidated Mining and
Smeltering Company of Canada, Limited, at
Trail,'British Columbia..'The smelter.is con-
sidered o-f national historic importance because
it is the largest.plant of its type in Canada'
and one of the world's leading smelters.

1he monument was unveiled on November 19 by
Dr. Walter N. Sage of Vancouver, British Col-
:umbia,.member of the Historic Sites.and mon-
uments Board, Chairman of the unveiling cere-
mony was Cr. Charles H. Wright of the Cônsol-
idated mining.and Smelting Company of'Canada
and J:A: Byrne of Kimberley, M.P. for Koot- ,
enay East, represented the Ministe'r of North-
ern Affairs and National Resources. 4rief
. addresses. were' given by Mayor &J. Fletcher,
of'Trail; R.D. Berry, of the Consolidated
Mining and.Smelting Company; Hon. R. E.. Sommers,
British Columbia Minister of Lands. and Forests
and Minister 6f Mines; and H:W.- Heirridge, M.P.
for Kootenay West. .

(C.W:B..November 23, 1955)

The plaque on the monument reads: "-fiiis
plaque stands as a memorial to the•.tireless
.and successful research of .engineersInetallur-
'gists,ancl chemists resulting in-the commercial
development of important mineral resources
of Canada. Here, in' 1895, was built:a smelter
'to treat ores from the nearby gold-copper
mines of Rossland. With'the successful devel-
opment of new processes for treating complex
ores, particularly those from the, Sullivan
Mine at Kimberley, the centre became one of
the world's great soûrces of lead, zinc, and
silver, and later of chemical fertilizers."

'The company is the largest lead and zinc'
producer in the British Commonwealth. From its
'Trail smelter, once the largest non-férrous
smelter in't'he Commonwealth, comes about eight
per cent each of the world's Itad and zinc•re-
quirements, half C.énada's silver, and gold,.
cadmium, and bismuth. The company also oper-
ates large chemical plants at'Warfield,
-British Columbia. and Cal-gary, Al.berta, where
chemical fet-til.izers are produced. -

a e e c

FRANCE, DEAORATES'RCAF BERBER;.An RCAF Cor-
poral received the French Military Medal during
Remembrance Bay ceremonies held at the RCAF's
No. 1 Fighter Wing at Marville, France, Air
Division. o £ficials'announced on November 14.

Corporal Jacques Prior of Preston, Ontario,
.was presepted with the French honour by Capt.
M. Cheval, French liaison officer at the Can-
adian air base.

Mentioned four times in dispatches for his
work as a lead navigator with the "Lorraine"
group, based in Great Britain, Corporal
Prior flew more than four years with his
squadron.

SENIOR'SY)LDIER TOURS CANADA: 'Major=General
C.L. Firbank,'Director ôf Infantry for the
British Army; arrived in Canada on November 15
for a nine••day tour of military installations
in Ontario and Quebec.

He apent his first iwo days in Canada-visit-
in g infan try units and the Canadian Armament
Research and Development-Estabiishment in
Qiebec City.

He arrived in Ottawa on November 18, where
he toured Army Headqûarters and conferred with
senior Army officers. `On November' 20 General
Firbanic. went to •Toronto, and the -following
day he visited the Royal Canadian School of
^Iftfantry at Camp Barden.

His Canadian tour concluded with a visit to.

Hamilton on November 23, where he was'the

--ouest of.the Royal Hamilton"Light Infantry

(Militia). General Firbank was commissioned

with-•Ihe "Somerset Light Infantry, with isthich
the RHL.I is allied..

•
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(C.W.B. November 23, 1955) 

:RAILROADING IN CANADA 

A BIG . FLITTiRE:  "One of .the things that have • 
struck me most favourably during the very 
short time in which I have been Minister of 
'Transport is that despite the apparent halt in 
rajilroaki-builitinig,, railroading in Canada. 
nas in some instances just begun," the Honour-
able George C. Marier  told the Railéoadq.lub 
of Montreal on November 14. 'To-an enthusiastic 
audience of railway . executives and represent- . 
atives of firms associated with *railroading, 
Mr.  Marier  declared his confidence in the • 
future of railways with a humourously-worded 
recipe: "Let us maintain our enthusiasm, 
compound it•with optimism, add to it a gen-
erous Mixture of faith and corifideric -e,- blend 
with sound commonsense and go on •to even 
greater railroading than we have already 

• known." 	 • 
Railroaders were • in  a •senSe reliving the 

pioneer days of their forefathers in carrying 
out the work "both present..and future, of tap . - 
ping our mineral 'resources  in. the  north," ac-
cording to Mr. Mailer. "In this connectièh . 

 such railway projects as the line from Seven . 
 Islands to Knob Lake, from Sherri'don to Lynn • 

Lake,  • from 'Terrace to Kitimat, the two lines 
into Lake Manitouwadge and the Beattyville - 
Chibougamau - St. Felicien projects eôme to 
minc:, and it is significant that these re-
present an addition of approximately 1,00 0 . 
miles to our existing mileage." 

'These projects were undertaken, the Minister 
said, "after mature,. considered reflection and • 
after the economics had been examined. With the 
greatest of care:" He added that «nour railroad 
men of today have profited from  the.  experience 
of the past and they know that railroad policy 
must be basically sound and that the prospects -, 
present and future, of sufficient traffic *are 
the determining factor in the -building of new 
lines." 

* • 

Canada's, railroad history "hOlcis many les-
sons for"us," Mr.  Marier  told  the  gathering. 

•"It shoWs what . may be the consequences of over-
extension but .above all .it shows •ithat our 
forefathers in the railroad businesi.had great 
faith •in the future of our country. I think 
that the eventà of recent years have demon-
strated that their faith was well-founcied and 
their 'confidence in Canada's future not dis-
placed. Let us therefore, profit from our 
railroad.  history." 	 • 

In•a humourous Outline of Some of the early 
'problemà•o.f railroading in Canada, Mr. Mailer 
told the asSembled railWaymen th -at those v.,ere 
"real problems which you  gentlemen  now seem to 
take for granted." He told• them they did not 
have to worry.ahout "whether-the railroad will 
be' there when yOu go. to work tomeirroW mornin1;," 

-nor did they find it necessary "to puzzle over 
.the problem' of .whether or not steam can be 
maintained in your locomotives in January and 
February, or whether or not your ;new:.treck 
ought to be. built on eleVated platforms so as 
to be clear .of winter's snow; und none of you 
looks uà if he were losing sleep, as they did 
in the 1830's, oVer the difficult question of 
whether a locomotive  could pre.ceed up an in-
cline without ceggéd vdheels." 

Other early problems recalled. by Mr„ Marier 
included the question as to whether a railway 
line should be. bùilt-of iron Or wood and also 
Whether the gauge of Canadian railway lines 
should• be 5 (feet 6 inches, 3 . feet 6 inches or 
4 feet 8  and one  half inches. Canada had final-
ly adopted the standard gauge of 4 feet 8 and 
one half inches.but.Mr.  Marier  pointed out 
that 1"it •Was only. at the. last• session •of Par-
liament that the provision originally voted in 
18 52 stipulating that the gauge of the Grand 
Trunk Railway should be 5 feet 6 inches was 
finally repealed." 

* 

RARE . MRDS NIGRATEf  'The Canadian Wildlife 
Service received word last week that 28 cranes 
--ten more than were known. to have taken off 
from Wood aiffalo•National Park in the North-
west "Territories this fall - had reached the 
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge in *Texas 
safely. Two sets of twins were among the fam-
ilies this year, the 'first time since. 1939-40 
that a double set of twins' has survived the 
hazardous 3,000-mile 'journey. Last year no 
youngsters survived it at all. The total num-
ber of birds to reach 'Texas this year is seven 
more than in 1954. . . . 

Behind this modest progress lies a summer 
of painstaking observation by air and ground 
in parts  of  the 17, MO square miles of wilder-
ness that comprise Canicia!s most northern 
national park. W.A. Fùller, Canadian Wildlife 
Service mammalogist, permanently stationed at 
Fort Smith, had a 'watching brief over  the  

cranes added to his inany other duties He kept 
the nesting•grounds ynder periodic observation 
from• the air for a period spanning 116 days A 
party composed. of representatives of the U S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service and .the National. 
Audubon . Society  spent a month conducting 
-ground surveys. R.P'. Allen, who has spent 
years searching for the breeding grounds of 
the elusive cranes and is the world's leading 
authority on them, was a member of the party, 

The  adult whcioper, with its white body, 
black wing tips, scarlet face Patch and 7-foot 
wing-spread, is a magnificent bird in flight 
and distinctive in .appearance.. ait the rusty-

. brown young have no such protection and have 
fallen easy prey to the spdfrtkman's rifle. 
Young -whoopers can, and have, been mistaken 
for other specie's such  as the sandhill crane, 
one reason why their mortality rate has been 
hie, 
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NEW 'RCAF PHOTO e SERVICE:  Air Force Head-
quarters recently announced the formation of a 
new unit at - the RCAF 'Station, Rockcliffe, 
near Ottawa. 

Formerly e knoan as the Photographic Inter-
pretation Section, ab  important unit within 
408 Photo 'Squadron based.at  Rockcliffe,  the 

 new unit has •been reorganized and named the 
RCAF's Air Photographic Intelligence Centre. 

'Ihe main purpose of the. centre will:be to 
provide photo interpretation of aeria l  photo-
graphs foruse by Canada's Mobile Strike Force, 
as 'well . as 408 Squadron engaged in aerial 
mapping of Canada. .1n addition, the establish-
ment will be responsible for interpretation of 
all. aerial reconnaissance photographs, and 
will prepare mosaic photographs and photo-
graphic maps for use by the RCAF. 

* 	* 
LOW RENTAL NEWFOUNDLAND'HOUSING PROJECT:  •A 
redevelopment project designed for the dual 
purpose of improving traffic facilities in the 
centre of the city and 'previding low-rental 
housing accommodation is .to be undertaken 
shortly in St. John's, Newfoundland. 

Details of the joint 'Federal-Provincial 
development, ' to cost upwards of $500,000, • were 
released jointly recently .by Public 4Vorks Min-
ister Robert Winters.and the Honourable  S.J. 
Hefferton, provincial Minister of Municipal 
Affairs. . 	. 

Average monthly rental  of  the -units will be 
about $50, requiring a monthly subsidy of $25 
a unit, which will be shared by the Federal 
and Provincial Governments, 75 per cent and 25 
per cent respectively. • 

m * * e .  
• • 

CANADIANS. AT PAN - PACIFIC JAMBOREE:  An un-
usual oppôrtunity awaits eight Canadian 'Scouts. 
They  are being offered a trip to Australia to 
attend the Pan-Pacific Scout Jamboree at Mel-
bourne from December 28 to January 9. 

Fred J. Finlay, Chief Executive Commission-
er at Canadien Scout Headquarters, Ottawa, 
announces that, through the roo-orxera.tion-f. 
Canadian• Pacific Airlines, which is contri-
buting an amount equal .to fifty per cent • of  
the air fare, and the Canadfan Australian Asso-
ciation, which is 'giving $200 to each parti-
cipating Canadian Scout, .the boys can make 
the round trip from Vancouver to Melbourne and 
back for $360. . . 

* * 
• 

WHEAT 'SUPPLIES LARGER: Visible supplies 
of Canadian e a t in store   or in transit in 
North America .on October 26 amounted to  369,-
385.000  bushels, an increase of 12 per cent 
from last year's corresponding total of 

 547,000. Prairie farm deliveriee-of wheat 
dropped-to 4,0 20,000•.bushels during the week 
ending October 26 from 10,784,.000 a year ago. 
and the overseas export clearances dropped to 
2,510,000 bushels from 5,796,000. 

INDUSTRIAL'EMPLOYMENT, PAYROLLS PEAK:  In -. 
dustrial employment•and payrolls reached all-

- time high leVels at the beginning of 'September, 
advance figures published .by the-)qoalini.on. 
Bureau of Statistics• reveal. 'The- . -general in-
dustrial employmeht• index,  on • the 1949 base, 
stood at.. 118..1 versus:1-16..1 .a...month -earlier 

• and 112.9 a year ago, and that, for payrolls at 
168.7 versus 166.0. at the.- beginning of August 
and 155.5 las,t year. Weekly wages and salaries 

:averaged $6 1.10, down 3 cents from August ri 
. but  considerably a.bove the $58.93 for September 
last year, previously an all-time high fôr 
the season. 	. 
• 'There were advances. in employment over 

August. 1 in  all  provinces except Newfoundland, 
where a reduction of 1.9:per cent was report-
ed. ''Ihe gains in Quebec, Ontario and British 
Columbia amounted to 2-.1 per cent, .1.4 per 
cent and 3.2 percent, respectivelY;The largest 
increase, relatively, was that of 4.2 per 
cent in New Brunswick. Except in Saskatchewan, 
the latest provincial index numbers. of employ-
menti were -:equal .to...or•Wigher than thyose 
recorded.at  September 1, 1954,•*The falling-
off in Saskatchewan in the 12 months was 
slight,. 

'There was improvement ,  in manufacturing in 
all provinces at the beginning of September 

.as compared with August 1. 'The general trend 
of employment in non=manufacturing industries 
wa.s also favourable, although most•of these 
industrial divisions showed declines in. some 
provinces. • 

. * * 
RECORD . HIGH IN PASSENGER CARS:  Can adi an s 
spent $64,376,000 Tor the purchase of new 
passenger .cars in 'September--the highest total 
ever recorded for  the  month.  The  closest ap-
proach to this large total was in September 
1993, when the aggregate was $60,049,000. Last 
yea'r's September total was $58,609,000. The 

 number of new passenger cars sold in September 
was 24,906, as compared with 23,216 a year ago 
and 28,216 in 'September 1950, 

'The jump in September boosted passenger car 
sales in the January-September period to 313,- 

• 399- units valued at $814,993,000, as compared 
with 258,793 units sold for  $663,450,Q00 in 

 same 1g54 period. 
Used car •financing rose to 35,941 units in 

September from 31,347 and involved $28,858,000 
versus $25,478,000.  In the January-September 
period 321,342 units were financed for $264,-
749.000 versus 307,384 involving $256,811,000. 

• • 
• 

SHARETTr7'0•VISIT 'CANADA:  'Ihe Department of 
External Affairs announced on November 12 that 
Mr. Moshe Sharett, Foreign Minister of Israel, 
had accepted an invitation by the Canadian 
Government to visit .Canada. He will arrive in 
Montreal on Wednesday, November 30, and con-
tinue .on to Ottawa. on December. 1, retu.rning 
the, following day to Israel. 
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'NORTH AMERICA'S INTEGRATED HADAR WARNING'SYSTEM

DBFEAiCE 'IN D,BPT'At 'Addressing the Royal
Canadian Army Pay Corps Association in Ottawa
on November 4, the Minister of National
Defence, Mr.-Ralph Campney, discussed the
quadruple radar defences of the North Amerïcan
'continent £or which Canada and the United
States are jointly - responsible. The speech,
which follows in part, described the Mid-
Canada Line in detailc

".'..The four main elements in the integrated
-continental air defence-system of North
America•are:

'"First,-the Pinetree system, which ties in
to - the .Canadian and United States air-defence
commands a'basic radar warning and control
system 'and, throuo, extensive communication
,networks, links up.the Canadian and United
Statés air interceptor forces.

1,Second, the Mid-Canada Line, an early
.warning line supplementing the Pinetree radar
.:systém.

`!;rhird, - the Distant Early Warning or DEW
'Jiné:"across the most-northerly practicable
part;.of North America.

. s,Foutth, extensions down both flanks of the
:continent- to prevent outflanking of the trana-
continental network by hostile aircraft....

"Of the four elements-which I.mentioned a
inomecit ago, construction of the Pinetree radar-
-system was tackled first. Part of it was
constructed by Canada and-part by the United
States. In October, 1953, when the Pinetree
systkm was becoming operational. a group of
Canada-United States scientists and military

advi àex s.=recommEridéd .:th a:t^ kddi tion aJi .:éa.r 17
warning cap'acitÿ 'sFiotild be p-rovidèd. After
fii'rther consideration by the Chiefs -of 'Staff'
of both countries, recommendations were made
which•led•to the acceptance-.by Canada of the
responsibility for financing, constructing and
operating the Mid-Canada line, while the
United States undertook to construct.the•Dk,1N
line, with Canada contributing such-resources
and assistance as could be made available.
The United States also beceme responsible for
the seaward extension down each flank of the
continent.

"Actually, as. the work on the DE1N line goes
ahead, we have found that we could help out
in many practical ways. Valuable assistance
has..been given to United States au.thorities
.by aircra£t and ships of the RCAF and. RCN
.respectively and.the Canadian Army, too, has
helped out, especially through our ba'se at
Churchill, Manitoba. The Departments of North-
ern. Affairs and National Resources and Trans-

'port have also assisted and, as you know,
-Canadian civilian air operators, contractors
and.industry generally-have undertaken.a good
déal of the work in connection•with specific
DEW line sites.

"Coming now to-the Mid-Canada line itself,
this' line is being constructed, as I' have said,
roughly along the 55th Parallel and is, as you
may imagine, a job of magnitude, fraught with
great difficulties and new problems and ac-
cnmpanied by a good deal of hardship and
discomfort.
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"...For reasons of national and NATO secur-
ity, it will still be a good While before the 
full construction story of these lines can be 
unfolded in all their gripping, challenging 
detail of risk, improvisation and aéhievement. 
•"It is, however,•already clear that these 

two extensive aéhievements--as construction 
feats alone--will have an impact on the de-
velopment of the Canadian  North  commensurate 
with that which the building of our.trans-
continental railway lines at the turn of the 
century had on the opening up of our Canadian 
West. 
"In establishing these protective and 

early warning lines to meet the threat of 
thermonuclear war, we are rolling back the 
map of Canada more rapidly and to a far 
greater degree than our people realize. We 
are pioneering the unknown, We are opening up 
the Canadian  North, 

"As the job progresses, many of the unknovms 
whiCh made the sub-Axctic so forbidding teall. 
but the most venturesome are being steadily 
dispelled. The techniques required for  suc-
ces fui  living and working in the sub-Arctic are 
becoming known to more and more Canadians end 
gradually the North is yielding its air of 
mystery  and  haunting fear. 

. SIZE OF TASK 
• 

RAn approximate idea of the scope of the job 
may be formed from the fact that early this 
year it was estimated that about $170 million 
would be required to provide the basic ele-
ments for getting the line into operation. 
That is enough money to build brand new modern 
housing along one side of a'street well over 
100 miles long .  CWer 1200 men were at work on 
the line soon.after it started; and, as the 
'project goes forward, thousands of others are 
being employed across the country in workshops. 
and in industrial and electronic plants. • 
"Technically the  Mid-Canada  line consists 

of a series of unit detection and warning 
stations with main stations at appropriate 
intervals extending from the Labrador coast 
westward. 
"The unit detection stations will use equip-

ment originally devised.by  a research team 
sponsored jointly by the Defence Research 
Board and McGill  University--hence the term 
sometimes used to describe it--"McCill Fence". 
This equipment is of an advance type and, in 
addition to its demonstrated performance, re-
quires a minimum of attention and is much less 
expensive than previously known types. 
"A typical main station will consist of an 

administrative and operation building, per-
sonnel accommmodation buildings, supplybuild-
ings, boiler and power plants, provision for 
inflammable stores, a garage and a hangar. All 
stations will have landing facilities for 
helicopters. Main stations will have special 
functions in relation to adjacent sections of 
the line, both as regards personnel and main-
tenance. 

Throughout the full extent of the line a 
multi-channel communications network is being 
built and apprbpriate air-ground communication 
facilities are beink provided,— 
"Aircraft of the RCAF's  No.  . 408.Photographic 

Squadron, with some  assistance  from civilian 
operators, carried out nearly.  8,000 miles of 
aerial photography and the photographing and 
mapping facilities of the RCAF and the Càn-
adian Are Survey Branéh were extensively used 
in planning the basic route of the line 
"While  all this was going on, the Department 

of Defence Production was studying the best 
means of constructing the line speedily and 
efficiently. In view of the nature of the 
project it was decided to utilize the re-
sources of the Trans,Canada Telephone System 
to manage all phases of the construction 
operation. Trans- Canada  designated the Bell 
Telephone Company of  Canada  to act as manage- 

« ment contractor for them and a special pro-
ject division of Bell was formed to actually j 

 carry out the task. • 

FEDERAL AGENCIES INVOLVED 
• 

"The fullest possible use was made of exist-
ing government agencies: Defence Research 
Board during initial development; Department 
of Defence Production for procurement of 
equipment; the inspection services -of the 
Department of Natitmal Defence for carrying 
out tests and inspections of equipment; De-
fence  Construction  Limited for the placing and 
overseeing of all construction contracts and 
representatives of the chief treasurer's 
office of the Department of Finance for check-
ing all accoun.çs on a continuing basis. All 
these agencies and branches. of government 
worked closely bogether, each in its respect-,  
ive field, and provided a degree of teamwork 
•that deserves high commendation. 

"In addition, assistance was provided by the 
Department of Northern Affairs and National 
Resources and hy the Department of  Transport 
especially as regards movement of materials hy 
water in the Hudson's Bay area  

"Invaluable co-operation has also been 
extended by all provincial governments._ 

On the construction side,. Defence  Con-
struction  Limited is responsible, working in 
conjunction with  the management contractor, 
for letting regional contracts to major con--; 
tracting firms across  Canada.  These regional 
contractors in turn employ sub-contractors to 
carry out the bulk of the actual construction. 
Defence Construction Limited and the manage-
ment contractor also provide the technical. 
staff for direct on-site.supervisionand in-
stallation of special equipment. 
"Through the Department of Defence Pro-

duction, contracts, frequently.running into 
millions,.are being awarded to all branches of 
Canadian electrical and electronic industry 
andtn industries supplying building materials. 
I might note here that in many instances such 
contracts are concurrent with similar commit- 
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^
ATLANTIC PROYI•NCES MANUFACTURES: Gross
factory value of products s ippe by the
manufacturing industries of the Atlantic
Provinces showed a small decline.in 1953 to
$745,486,000 from $748,130,000 in the pre-
ceding year, Dominion Bureau of Statistics
reports.1hé number of establishments rose to
3,840 from 3,78 2.-Their emp'loyees fell to
68;895 from 69,720, but salary.and wage pay-
ments rose to $165,845,000 from $159,263,000.
Material costs were slightly lower at $406,-
277,000 versus $409,1668000.

Nova Scotia was the leadâra+g, manu&zap,rimg,.
province in the area in 1953-with shipments
valued at $320,012,000 versus $326,840,000 in
thé preceding year. New Brunswick followed with
$295,750,000 versus $293,760,000, Newfoundland
next with $106,525,000 versus $105,460,000,
and Prince.Edward Island $23,199,000 versus
$22,070,000.

Nova Scotia is renowned for its coal mines
and its fisheries as well as extensive forests
and agricultural lands and is favoured with
easy access by sea to-the high-grade iron ore
supply of Newfoundland. On these resources are
based the leading manufactures of fish pro-
cessing, primary iron and steel, railway
rolling-stock, sawmills, pulp and paper, ship-
building and repairs, and butter.and cheese.
In addition, important petroleum refineries,
cotton yarn and cloth, and coke and gas plants.
add to the diversification of the manufactur-
es in the provinces.

The forests of New Brunswick give a leading
place to its pulp and paper and sawmilling
industries. Other important manufacturing.and
processing is based on fish and agricultural
resources. In Newfoundland, manufacturing pro-
duction is dominated.by the forest and fisher-
ies resources. Pulp and paper and fish process-
ing together account for 68 per-cent of"the
value of the provinces total output. In Prince
Edward Island, agriculture and fishing resour-
ces make butter and cheese, fish processing,
and prepared stock and poultry feeds the
leading industries.

a a %A c

DIRECT WEATilER REPORTS: All radio broad-
casting stations may now arrange to receive
direct weather broadcasts from Department
of Transport-public weather stations under
a new policy announced recently by Transport
Minister George C. Marler, -Mier.e_previviis3y. ,
a few radio stations had benefited fisom.-such
a service, they will now share such broad-
casts with others. As of November 15th all
radio stations who so desire will be able
to receive a simultaneous broadcast from
their local forecast offices. Weather broad-
casts would, of course, he said,.have to.
be free of sponsorship or commercial advert-
isement.

3

'ABSé1YTEES"LOSE ALLOWANCES: 'Failuie of some
'Fami yA owances and 0 Age Security-re-
cipients to notify federal authorities when
they absent themselves from Canada is causing
official headaches and serious difficulties
for the payees, according to the Department
of National Health and Welfa.re, which ad-
ministers these welfare benefits.

Allowances and pensions are not payable
outside of Canada and failure to advise the
-department when they are going abroad has
resulted in trouble for manÿ' families and
pensiqners.

Under the law, it is necessary for recip-
ients of these cheques to give notice of their
departure and their return when they go abroad.
About half of such payees fail to give the
required notice and the department is, of
necessity, demanding retroactive repayment of
cheques. It-takes time to-discover such abseri-
ces, although they eventually come to official
notice, so it may be-a matter of many months
before people are asked to pay back money
which they possibly have spent long since.

MORE COLOMBO AID FOR INDIA: Canada is to
provide aid to India un er the Colombo Plan
for three new projects, it was announced re-
cently, These,include diesel generating-sets
for supplying power to rural areas in India, an
aerial-magnetometer survey to survey mineral
resources - particularly petroleum in Rajas-
than - and two Beaver aircraft to be used for
aerial spraying of insecticides to control
pests injurious to crops.

The Canadian Government has allocated.,$3
million for the diesel generating-sets, $150,-
000'- including $25,000-from counterpart
funds- for the aerial-magnetometer survey, and
$160,000- for the Beaver aircraft.

The cost of the generating-sets will be met
from funds avaij.able from previous years and
the aerial-magnetometer survey and the Beaver
aircraft projects will be financed out of funds
available to India for 1955-56'. The generating-
sets and Beaver aircraft will be manufactured
in Canada. The aerial-magnetometer-survey will
be carried out by a Canadian company.

Negotiations have been taking place between
the Canadian Government and the Indian Govern-
ment concerning other projects which may be
suitable for inclusion in the Canadian aid
programme for the current fiscal year.

COPPER-AND NICKEL INCREASE: Production
;f both copper and nickel was arger in August
and the first eight months this year than last,
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports. 1he'
month's output of copper amounted to 27,844
tons versus 26,812 a year ago, bringing the
January-August total to 211,046 tons.versus
197,670. Nickel production amounted to 15,0 27
tons in August versus 13,428 and to 118,059
tons in the eight months versus 104.329.
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FLOOD RELIEF FOR INDIA AND PAKISTAN:  The 
Department of External .i.iffairs- announce.d on 
November 5 that the Government of Canada would 
make a contribution of $50,000 to India and 
$50,000 to Pakistan for relief assistance to 
those countries which have suffered distress 
from recent floods. 

This relief assistance will take the form 
of drugs, inedicinai supplies and other emer-
gency mateiials.  The  responsibility for pur-
chase, the consignment and distribution of 
these supplies will be undertaken by the 
Canadian Red Cross Society in co-operation 
with local Red Cross agencies in therecilbient.: 
countries .  

Large areas of India and Pakistan were 
inundated as a result of recent torrential 
rains Tens of thousands of acres have been 
flooded, numerous villages damaged and thou-
sands of people made homeless. There is a fear 
of epidemics and it is hoped that this contri-
bution will help to allay such danger. 

* 	* 
SECURITY PRICE INDEXES LOWER:  The comp-
osite investors' index for 99 common stocks 
dropped from 252.8 to 239.6 between September 
29  and  October 27, a loss of 5.2 per cent.. This 
decline cancelled all gains accumulated since 
the end of June. Among group indexes, 78 
industrials fell 5.8 per cent from 263.3 to 
248.1 and 14 utilities 4.4 per cent from 2)8.5 
to 199.3, while 7 banks registered a smaller 
loss of 1.2 per cent as the index changed from 
249.8 to 246.9 .  Sub-group indexes were all 
lower. with the greatest losses being regist-
ered for milling shares, down 13 per cent, 
machinery and equipment 8.1 per cent, building 
materials 7.9 per cent, industrial mines 7.3 
per cent, and power and traction 7.1 per cent. 

Mining . issues also  declinec,  the composite 
index for 27 representative issues recording 
a drop of 6.4 per cent from 124.7 to 116.7. 
The index for 5 ba"se metals: dropped 7.6 -pèr 
cent from 242.7 to 224.2, while the chonge in 
the gold series ca 4.6 per cent from 73.2 to 
69,8 brought this series to its lowest level 
since the week of April 7. 

O  * 4* 

NATURAL INCREASES IN POPULATION:  'Almost 
311,000 persons were added to Canada's popula-
tion in 1954 by natural increase (the excess 
of births over deaths). With the high birth 
rates and drastic reductions in the death 
rates during recent years, the numbers added 
to the population each year have increased 
steadily since 1937 and is now almost 3 times 
the 109,784 added to die population 17 years 
ago. Over 5,825,000 persons have been added 
to the population by natural increase since 
1921, 

FIVE - DAY WEEK:  Continuance of a :.trend 
toward the common use of the 5-day week . in 
Canadian manufacturing industries was noted 
recently by the Honourable Milton F. Gregg, 
Minister of Labour. . 

His information was based on a survey of 
working conditions among plant employees 
in manufacturing conducted by the 1LàbouT Ce-
partment's Economics and Research Drench last 
April. This annual survey covers an average 
of 6,500 manufacturing establishments, most 
of which have 15 or more employees.  In the  
April 1955 survey, the reporting plants to-
gether employed 765,000 non-office employees, 
which, with 196,000 office employees; repre-
sents almost 75 per cent of all plant employ-
ees in manufacturing in Canada. • The October 
issue of the Labour Gazette carries further 
details. 

The survey revealed that almost 58 per 
cent of non•office employees in Canadian 
manufacturing were on a weekly schedule of 
40 hours or less in 1955, as compared with 
53 per cent in 1954, This upward increase 
in percentage was largely due to changes from 
weekly schedules of between 41  and  45 hours to 
a 40-hour week. 

The study showed that 56 per cent of the 
plant workers covered by the survey were em-
ployed in plants where eight paid statutory . 

 holidays were provided each year. In 1954 the 
corresponding figure was 52 per cent. 

* 4 * 4 

CANADA'S UNRWA CONTRIBUTION:  The  Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced recently 
a Canadian contribution, subject to parlia-
mentary approval, of $500,000 to the United 
Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 
Refugees (UNRWA) for the year July 1955 to 
June 1956. Of this sum, $300,000 will be 
contributed in the form of wheat. 

UNRWA was established by the General 
Assembly in 1949 to provide for the relief 
and resettlement of some 850,000 Palestinian 
Arabs rendered homeless as a result of host-
ilities in Palestine in 1948. In addition to 
its annual relief budget of approximately 
$25,000,000, the Agency has a $200 million 
long-range programme for the resettlement of 
these refugees. Last year the Assembly extend-
ed .the mandate of the Agency for five.years, 
ending June 30,1960. The Canadian Government 
is the fourth largest contributor to UNaWA 
among non-Arab states, its past contributions 
totalling approximately $4 million (U.S.). 

244 locomotives, worth $41,105,000, were 
shipped from Canadian factories last year, a 
decrease from 260 worth $42,259,233 shipped in 
1953. 
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• CANADA S. 19 36 ' REFUGEE 'AID:  ' Sub ject to 
Parliamentary approvai, the Lanadian Govern-
ment plans to contribute $125.000 to  the 
United- qations Refugee Flind for the 1956 pro-
gramme of the U.N. High Commissioner for 
Refugees.  The  announcement was made on Nbv-
ember . 3 at a meeting of the Negotiating Com-
mittee for Extra-aidgetary Funds which took 
place at the United Nations Headquarters in 
New York today. 

At.ics Ninth Session in 1954, the Ceneral 
Assembly gave its approval to a four-year 
programme submitted by the High Commissioner 
for Refugees designed to achieve a permanent 
solution to the problems of.refitgeemundèY.hts 
mandate. It is being undertaken from. 1955 to 
1958 and 1 16,000,000  has been.approved as its 
total target figure. The main portion of these 
funds will be.used to finance projects deal-
ing with  the  integration of refugees.in  'their 
present countries of residence while a 
smaller.eum-will be usedfor continued emer-
gency - aie: The target figure for 1955.was set 
at $4.2 million dol/sys  and the target figure 
for 1956 has been tentatively set at $4.4 
million de:418ra. 

Tb date Canada has contribilted $275,000 to 
the work of the High Commissioner for the 
commitment for 1956 will raine this figure to 
a total of  $400,000. In addition, prior to the 
establishment of the United Nations Refugee 
Fund, Canada contributed $18,000,000 to the 
International Refugee Organization during its 
operations between 1948 and 1952. 

* 	* * 	•  

MEDICAL SUPPLIES. PROGRAMME:  A co'nference 
orpharmacists was held at.the Canadian Civil 
Defence College, Arnprior, from November 14 . to 
18 to discuss the stOckpiling .  Of .  essential 
medical supplies  and  related problems. 

In Mara 1955 a working party was cônvened 
by the Ciiil . Defence Health . Services author-
ities at Ottawa for the purpose of making an 
initial study of the overall.medical supplies 
program. Also considered at this time were the 
roles o..f pharmacists in disaster conditions 

- and the . special training they would require. 
Nbvemberconference checked the work that 

had- already been done ami reviewed the general 
-thinking on the subject. Main objectives of 
this conference were to review in detail the 
material which had been drafted respecting 
procedures involved in the supplies programme; 
to.consider. and recommend the method of dis-
tribution and to discuss the question of 
graduate, and under-graduate training of 
pharmacists. 

TWenty-five pharmacists ,  from all provinces 
of Canada  attended this second working party 
of the Pharmaceutical Service for the Federal 
Civil Defence Health Services at the college. 
Included in this group were several members of 
the original working party, a number of phar-
macists who attended a course at the college in 
the latter part of May and several .  senior pro-
fessors from Facultiesof Pharmacy and Regist-
rarsofProvincial Pharmaceutical Associations. 

* * * * 
NEWFOUNDLAND  'FILM  STUDIED IN U. S  .: The 
nOrthwest Air Command of the United States Air 
Forces plans. to use the Canadian National 
Railway film "The  Big Iàland" to tell officers 
and airmen and their families who are shortly 
to be posted to Newioundland something about 
their new temporary home. 

Major Leonard Keller, who directs the Air 
Force "orientation" programme, describes "the 
Big Island" as "one of the best films ever 
viewed on Newfoundland..." 

"The Big Island" is a sound and colour 
doCumentary depicting the everyday life of the 
hardy, independent folk who inhabit Ganada's 
tenth province. 

* * * 

MORE NArrEQUIPMENT SHIPPED:  Eight Europ-
ean countries-will receive Canadian Army 
supplies and equipment during the next few 
weeks in continuation.of Canada's . .,.programme 
of mutual aid to member nations ofNATD. 

From the Port of Montreal wireless sets 
will be àhipped to Greece, and trucks, vehicle 
kits and spare parts and wireless sets to 
Ibrkey. • 

Nbrway will receive field artillery tractor 
spare parts; Denmark three-ton trucks  and kits  
Italy trailers and spare parts; Portugal 
truck spare parts; France trucks, vehicle kits 
and spare parts, and Luxembung truck spare 
parts. All these will be shipped from Hamil-
ton, Ghtario. 

MOVIE' REFEIPTS ?DOWN:  ' Fewer 'Canadians went 
to the•movies last year and receipts  of.  motion 

. picture.exhibitors.dropped for the first . time 
in more than two decadee, IheDoMiAgon Bureau 
of Statistics . reported recently that motion 
pictures were shown in 3,471 theatres,-drive-
ins and halls in 1954, some 83 less than in 
1953; that paid admissions numbered 237,264.- 
894, a drop of 8.5% from 259,346.837; - that 
receipts totalled $105,515.563, off 3. 3$ from 
$109,072,528; and that amusement taxes col-
lected.amounted to $12,97,5,256, a drop from 
$13,582,540. 

Lone exception to the fall-off in attend-
ance was the "drive-in" dheatre. There were 
230 of these operattng last year, 56 more dhan 
in 1953 and the seventh increase in a row 
(there were only 15 . in 1947, when statistics 
on these were first compileii). "'heir paid 
admissions rose  to 12,380,246 from.11,134,788, 
receipts to $6,316,947 from $5.862,920 , and 
amusement taxes to $721,630 from $685.389. 

Regular theatres increased by 32 to 1,938 
last ypar, but paid admissions dropped to 
218 .„508,653 from 241,182,726, receipts to 

» 

$97,012,140'from $100,889,361... and amusement 

III.taxed to $12,098,922 from $12,760,235. The 
number of theatres was unchanged or increased 
in all provinces except Ontario and Hai,  Bruns-
wick,  where there were decreases of 15 and 1 
respectively. 
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ments to United States authorities in connect-
ion with their DEW line requirements, In the
interests of economy and effectiveness the two
countries.are working closely together in that
regard.,

"Ihe responsibility for maintaining the many
and varied phases of the line and' co- ordina-
ting it with the operation of the-DEW line
lies, of course, with the Department of
National Defence and particularly the Royal
Canadian Air Force under whose jurisdiction
the Mid-Canada line will be operated as an
integral part of the air defence of the North
American continent.

"Construction of the Mid-Canada line in-
volves many difficulties. " .

"In the Hudson's Bay and James Bay areas the
railways-to Fort Churchill and Moosonee are...
available as is water transport during the
limited summer season.'However, in much of this
regiôn muskeg-abounds-and the only practicable
means of transportation--particularly for
large amounts of heavy construction materials--
is by tractor train during the winter months.
A tractor train usually consists of one or two
heavy caterp-Illar' câi.esel :traatars pt4liing:.-up
to twelve.large sleds, called'"wannigans".

TOUGHEST'TERRAIN

"7he most difficult type of terrain from the
point of view of transportation is, of course
the rugged deeply crevassed Quebec-Labrador
area, Much of this area can. be served only by
air as other means would take much tooIâng.and:
would eventually probably cost a good deal
more.....

"Ibe question of building foundations in the
north presents many problems. In some areas
ideal bases for buid,dings are provided by
solid plateaus of ancient-rock of the pre-
Cambrian age..... But in other:8reas, where the
top soil is deep and is subject to intense
freeze-up and prolonged th•awing,-:ar'dinary
foundation construction procedure would be
entirely ineffective. In'such areas it has
been found that pile construction must be used.
Tlie'piles are sunk in-holes made deep into the
permafrost by high pres.sure steam jets...
Some of the construction obstacles are less
technical. At one of the locations in the
Hudson's Bay region last August a field party
found so many polar bears occupying the site
that work could not be safely undertaken and
had to be postponed for a time...

"One of the matters in connection with the
Mid-Canada line still under consideration is
the level of medical and hospitaL facilities
which will be available to personnel manning
the line. Senior officiais of our department
arenow conferring with officials of the Depart-
.ment of Health and Welfare on the prospect of
constructin g- several hospitals at t2wo, sites In
the Hudson's Bay region., If constructed, these
hospitals will.be so located as to provide ser-
vices to Eskimo and Indian communities in the
area as well als to Mid-Canada personnel...."

FEDERAL•--ONTARIO REHAB'PACT° Honourable
M.F. Gregg, Minister of La ur„ has announced
that he has signed an agreement with the prov.
ince of Ontario, covering federal-provincial
cooperation in the field of rehabilitation for
disabled persons, and federal financial assist••
ance-toward the cost of the rehabilitation
programme in Ontario.

esa.a

FIS!/ERIES PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY° The largest
Canadian fisheries display ever staged in New
York, including the products of 40 firms, was
opened formally at.the Canadian Showrooin.

Rockefeller Center, November 10th by Mr., S.V
Allen, Canadian Consul and Senior Trade Com-
missioner. The show is scheduled to run until
December 9. A cross-section of the more rh an
70 varieties of Canadian fish and shellfish
available to consumers in canned; smoked;
fresh and frozen, pickled, and dried forms
will be displayed by Canadian producers and
packers from coast-te-coast, Among the princi-
pal species gre salmon, lobster, cod,haddock,
halibut, whitefish„ lake trout, pike pickerel,
her.ring, sardines, clams, mackerel, and
oysters. A feature of the fisheries exhibit
the special frozen food refrigerated units

a a # a

WHOLESi9LE'PRICE INDEX UP: Canada's gen-
era l who esa e price index advanced 0.6 per
cent to 220.9 from 219.6 between August and
September, reflecting increases in seven of
the eight component groups, the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics recently reported.

Non-ferrous metals recorded the largest
gain, meving up 4.9} to 198.0, due to large

increases in copper and copper products ac-
companied by lesser increases in zinc„ gold,
antimony, silver and tin. In non-metallic min-
erals, increases in petroleum products, coal.
coke, plate glass and sulpllur outweighed' small
decreases in clay.and allied products and as-

bestos products, to move the index up 0.9 per
cent to 175.2,

Animal products as a group rose 0.7 per cent
to 230.1, as increases in fishery products,
cured meats, live stock, butter, lard, tallow
eggs, hides and skins overbalanced decreases
in fresh meats, fowl and raw furs.'An increase
of 0.3 per cent in iroii -and its products
was caused by advances in'the rolling-mill
products, hardware and castings sub-groups,

Vegetable products, the only group to regis-
ter a decline fell U..5 per cent to 192.9. De-
creases in potatoes, grains, vegetable oils,
live stock and poultry feeds, onions-, canned
fruito, cocoa products and fresh imported
fruits more than offset increases-in rubber
and its products, raw sugar, milled cereal
foods,cocoa beans,' coffee beans and miscel-

. laneous vegetable products.
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DIRECTION OF THE  CANADIAN ECONOMY TODAY 

EFFECT OF U. S . PROXIMITY  : Canada .staared 
the 1953-54 recession with the United States 
said the Minister of Finance, Mr. Walter Har-
ris, in a speech to the Canadian Club of New 
York on Névember 2- "but with some interesting 
differences." Canada had almost completely 
escaped the "short and sharp" 1949 recession 
because that year it had been "at the begin-
ning, or in the midst,, of a number of major 
investment projects - oil development in 
Alberta, Kitimat on the Pacific coast, and 
Labrador iron ore..." The 1953-54 experience, 
however, "caug,ht us at a point where oil 
development and expansion had levelled off..., 
the first major phases of Kitimat and Labra-
dor...had been completed and the two major oil 
pipe lines running east and west from Alberta 
had also been completed." • 

After observing of the second recession 
that Canada lagged "four to six months" behind 
its larger neighbour "both on the downturn and 
the uptu rn ," Mr. Harris went on: 

". .(.11 the other hand, the magnitude of the 
recession was somewhat less in Canada than in 
the United States. Your general index of pro-
duction fell about 10 per cent. Ours on a com-
parable basis dropped about 7 per cent. Our 
rate of recovery, though it started later, has 
already caught up with yours, and we are now 
about 13 per cent above the recession lows and 
7 per cent above the 1953 high points. I be-
lieve your current figures are 3 or 4 per cent 
above your previous high. . • 

"This is not the occasion to explore in de-
tail the bases of our great resilience. Two 
factors, however, can be mentioned; one, that 
we are going through a stage when the general 
trend of our rate of growth and expansion is 
somewhat greater than yours; another, that ex-
port trade overseas and especially with Europe 
plays a much larger role in our eçonomy  tin  
in yours. And Europe, to the surprise of many 
people, has been almost completely unaffected 
by the North American recession.... 

"Covernment «policy in Canada met the reces-
sion in a variety of ways. Our policies, on 
the whole, were neither novel nor dramatic. I 
have even heard them criticized as being or-
thodox and dull. 

"We followed.an easy .money policy. Our 3- 
month Treasury Bill rate, which had been close 
to 2 per cent at the peak or 1953, dropped be-
low 1 per cent in the firs.t quarter of 1955. 
Five-year money fell from over 3% per «cent to 
below 2% per cent and long-term rates from 
nearly 4 per cent to about 3% per cent. With 
the rapid acceleration of activity. during the 
past six months, we have appliec  te  nainetary 
brakes to the extent that seemed desirable and 
short-term funds are now back just over the 2 
per cent level. 

"Fiscal operations have also played their 
part. After 8 successive years of budgetary 
surpluses, we ran a deficit in 1954. It was 
not a large dericit, about $150,000,000 or 3% 
per cent of our total expenditures. We,• never: 
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theless, reduced some of our tax rates moder-
ately for 1955. The tax structure werrecom-
mended to Parliament early this year was one
which was desigped to produce a balanced budget
in a full year at high levels of activity.
We have to prepare.and deliver the budget at a
time when evidence of accelerating recovery
was not yet clear. We produced what I regarded
as a conservatively optimistic and sensible
budget. I forecast a deficit on this year's
operations of about $160 million. Events are
turning out rather better than I expected and
it now appears probable that the actual deficit
for this fiscal year will be at least one-
third less than I forecast.

"On the expenditure side of the budget we
stepped up moderately the scale of government
construction in 1954, and again for 1955. We
also introduced new housing legislation with a
system of insured mortgages open to our char-
tered banks as well as to other lending insti-
tutions. Asa result, residential construction,
instead of declining with general business
activity,.actually increased, and qui te sharp-
ly. At the.low point of the recession, new
housing starts were running about 25 to 30 per
cent higher than in the same period of 1953.

CREDIT WHERE DUE

".In Canada we have, like you, a free economy
and I would not want to give all the credit
to government policy in minimizing the effects
of the recession - other factors and persons
played their part: I would not wish to say
that our measures and timing were always
perfect, but I think I can fairly say that our
governmental policies during this period were
sensible and moved in the right directions.

"Our recovery from the pause of 1953-54 has
been very rapid, but appea:rs to be soundly
based.-Finployment is expanding to new high
levels. In the winter of 1954-55, when season-
al unemployment was at its peak, its level was
such as to cause real concern. F'owever, - by May,
the pick-up in construction brought about •a
rapid decline in the number of people without
jobs and seeking 'work, and this improvement
continued and broadened throughout the suc-
ceeding months.

"Exports and imports have both expanded
during 1955 by more than 10 per cent - and we
are still running a trade deficit with the
United-States of over $600 million a year. Our
increase in exports has been in the non-
agricultural field, with the major gains in
base metals; lumber, chemicals, iron ore,
primary iron and steel andnewsprint. Shipments
of iron ore for the first eight months of 1955
were more than $50 millioncompared with $15
million for the same period of 1954....

"Wheat.and wheat flour, our major agricul-
tural export, is very slightly down from last
year, a small increase in the. value of wheat
exports being a little more than offset by the
decline in-flour exports....

2
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"1he Canadian wheat producer is fully-pre-
pared to compete on equal terms in the world
wheat market. He has confidence in the quality
of his product and his technical efficiency in
producing it. However, it is quite another
thing to compete with wheat grown in other
countries where it is heavily protected by
either high tariffs or -higs -subsidies, ôrlaoth.:

"1:he problem of the Canadian wheat producer
will only be solved with the removal of these
high artificial barriers which now restrict,
directly and indirectly, our ,access to the
world wheat market. But I can only repeat -
wheat production'is the principal source of
cash income of the great majority of our west-
ern farmers and we, as a government, are bound
to be greatly influenced by anything so vital
to them and to our national economy....

INCREASED ACTIVITY

"We have witnessed this year a very sharp
increase in the rate of ecdriomic activity, all
the more striking in contrast with the somewhat
sluggish performance of 1954. Although our rate
of activity is high, there appears to be no
ground for assuming any change of direction in
the predictable future.-Vie have re=established
the upwsrd mo vément in investment and we can
look for continuing strength in consumer spend-
ing based •on rising labour income. In the
export field, apart from wheat, there are no
adverse clouds on the present horizon. We have
as well the substantial underpinning of con-
sumer demand by family allowances, old age
security, and unemployment insurance, and
these were, I am sure, important factors in
minimizing the recession in 1954.

"For anything but the immediate short run,
it is, of course,- most diffiëult to make any

useful prediction. We have, however,recen tly
appointed a Royal Commission to examine our
longer -term economic prospects and to take a

careful look at the probably devélôpments of
the next twenty-five or thirty years. Already

it has had a stimulating effect in focussing
attention on the direction in which we are
moving, or should move. A considerable part of
the Canadian post-war development has centred
around the discovery of new-mineral resources
and the development of othei•natural re-
sources, particularly the resources of the

forest and the resources of water power....

"While we welcome our close economic ties
with the United States, we are convinced that
our interests cannot be limited to North Amer-
ica. We live-by world trade, and that is why
we have devoted so much effort and-moneÿ to:
helping to restore the fabric of a multilat-
eral and friendly trading world...."

2,043,000.

•

Six per cent fewer telegrams were trans-
mitted in Canada last year. The number was
19,906,000 versus 21,223,000 in-1953. Number
of ca[ilegrams rose slightly to 2,106,000 from.
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CUP/Ael  JOINS IPC:  The .Department of Ex- 
ternal Affairs amnounced on October 25 that 

Heeney, the Canadian AmbaSsador to 
the Uhited States, had signed the Articles of 
Agreement of the International Finance Corpor-
ation in Washington. The Ambassador had also 
deposited Canada's Instrument of Acceptance 
with the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development, thus completing the require-
ments for membership,in the Corporation, - 

Parliament has made provision in the current 
year's estimates for an expenditure. which will 
enable the Canadian Gbvernment to purchase 
3,600 shares in the International Finance Cor-
poration at a value of $1,000 (US.) pershare 

The International Finance  Corporation  will 
have an authorized capital of $100 million 
available for subscription by members in 
amounts proportionate to their subscriptions 
to the capital of the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development. The Corpora-
tion will come into being when at least $75 
million has been subscribed by at least 30 
governments to the capital of the Cbrporation. 

The basic objective of the International 
Finance  Corporation  will be to encourage the 
growth of productive private enterprises in 
its member countries, particularly in the less 
developed areas of the world. The  Corporation 
will invest in undertakings in co-operation 
with private capital . In general the corpora-
tion will seek to help create conditions which 
will stimulate the flow of both domestic and 
international private investment for enter-
prises in its member countries 

The representative:from Canada who-seryes 
as a Gbvernor of the International Eank.for 
Reconstruction and Developmentwillalso become 
a member of the  Board of  Governors of the 
International Finance Corporation. 

see s 

NORTH ONTARIO POSSIBLE BEEF AREAe  Northern 
Ontario could become Canada's greatest beef 
producing area in a few years, according to 
Agriculture Minister Fletcher S. Thomas, who 
announced reéently that his Department will 
make a complete study of northern Ontario's 
potential and do ail in its power to help est-
abliah the beef.industry there. 

Mr. Thomas said the Ontario Government is 
taking a keener interest than ever before in 
the agricultural potential of the north. He 
felt that it would be  viser  to build a beef 
cattle industry than spend money on creameries 
and cheese .factories  for. the dairy industry 
which seems to have reached its peak. • 

According te MX.  Thomas, Ontario  'farmers 
spent $3,000,000 last year in Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and Manitoba fôr beef cattle to be 
conditioned on farms in this province, besides 
an outlay Of $1,000,000.for freighting the 
cattle to  Ontario. 

NEW WARSHIP CONHISSIONED:•  The Rt, Hon. 
Louis St. Laurent, Prime Miniater,“ Canada, • 
was guest of honor at the commissioning of the 
Royal Canadian NavY.'s new anti-submarine des- . 

 troyer escort, HMGS St. Laurent, at Canadian 
Vickers Limited; Montreal, an Cttober 29. • 

The ship, first of 14 of  her type.to be 
built for the navy, completed her ecceptance 
trials on Cttober 21, on the lower.St. Law-
rence, the river for which àhe is named. • 

Others among the guests at the ceremony. 
were the Honourable RalPh CaMpney, Minister of . 
National Defence; Vice-Admiral E.R. Mainguy, 
Chief of the Naval Staff; members of the Naval • - 
Board; Senators and Members of Parliament from 
the Montreal area; Montreal civic officials,- - 
the president of Canadian Vickers,and'repre-
sentatives of Canadian industryaswell as ser-
vice representatives of "Commonwealth and 
NATO countries. 

HMCS St. Laurent, under the command of Coin-
mander  Robert  W. timbrell, RCN, of West Van-
couver, sailed on Cttober 31 for Halifax, to 
join the Royal Ganadian Navy's Atlantic . Cbm-
mand. 
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BEAVERLODGE SURVEY BEGUN: A community plan-
ning project is nbw  und  é7 way for the Beaver-
lodge area on the northeastern shore of Lake 
Athabasca in northern Saskatchewan. 

Saskatchewan's minister of municipal 
affairs, Hbn. L.F. McIntosh, has announced 
that the end result of the survey project will 
be a planned system Of community services 
and housing in the, area for an anticipated 
doubling-of its population within . the next few 
years, . 

Mining personnel, local citizens and busi-
ness firms have been interviewed by represent.. 
atives of the provincial resources department, ' 
the community planning branch of the municipal 
affairs departnent, and the private firm of ' 
lzumi, Arhott and Sugiyama of Regina,  Broad 
policies will be suggested and recommendations 

.made to the government in a reportby the 
 private firm, which is acting as co-ordinator" 

of the over-all social, Physical, 'economic and' 
governments° study.project. 

Mr. McIntosh said it is hoped the . project, 
will be completed during,the winter so that. 
planned development can take place with the 
expected 1956 influx of population. 

Canada's  Boy  Stout membership soared - to a 
new high of 187,512 duringthefirst six months 
of this year, an increase of 12,226 over the 
December 31st total. Canada now has 106,045 
Wolf Cubs; 58.992  Boy  Scouts; 475 Lone Scouts; 
1,327 Sea Scouts; 2,002 Rover-Scouts, 168 
Rover Sea Scouts; a total of 170,009.boy mem- . 

 bers, plus 17,503 adult leaders. 
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NEW SNIPPING FACILITIES OPENED: Declarin,g
thé new deep-sea wharf of the New Westminster

F+arbour Cr,mmissioners which he was officially
opening to be an important contribution to the
improvemertt of transport stion on the lower

F'rsser River, Transport Minister George C.

Marier, on October 21, classified this west

coast harbôùr as "one of Canada's major sea-

ports in the export trade." After describing
the expansion of traffic throu&h this port in
recent years, Mr. Marler said that "it is evi-

dent that the Port of New Westminster can look
forward with confidence to continuing growth

and prosperity in the ' future."

Following the opening ceremony, the official
party visited the'new industrial developmen.t
of Annacis Island, which .has been connected
with the mainland by a.causeway and trestle
'bridge constructed by the local Harbour Com-
mission which Mr. Marier said "merited addi-
tional commendation for an undertaking of such
great importance to the commercial. well-being
of the city and adjoining mûnicipaliti. es."
In this connection, Mr. Marler said that
the City of New Westminster "combines deep-sea
port facilities with a central location in one
of the key industrial areas- of Canada."

In 1954, the Department of Transport lent

the New Westminster Harbour Commissioners the
sum of $1, 250,000 towards the construction of

the new deep-sea wharf and $200,000 for the

construction of the'causeway and trestle
bridge.

Earlier in the day, Mr. Marler told a
luncheon gathering of business men that while
New Westminster was the lumber manufacturing
centre of the province "it promises to acquire
more importance as a distributing centre and
as a seaport." He added that the general in-
dustrial expansion of the province of British.
Columbia °will of course also continue to be
an important stimulus of shipping activity."
He said that more than 20 steamship lifies
operat.eiat out of New Westminster to various
ports of the world. Cargo handled over the New
Westminster docks last year amounted to more.
thari 4,000,000 tons as. compared with 1, 500,000
tons twenty years ago and in the same time
the number of ships using the harbour had
increased by more than 500.

Mr. Marier was completing a tour of the
province and took the oppôrtunity to tell. this
British Colum bian audience ôf business men
some of his impressiôns.'

MATERNAL NURTALI TY DROPS: Only 312 m o th e r s
died as a result o`delivering the 435,142 in-
fants born in Canada -in 1954, and the rate per
1,000 live births-dropped to a.new low record
of 0.7. Most of the risk of mortality from
pregnancy and childbirth. has occurred 'since
the late 1930's and is now. only 1/8 of the
1936 rate. Had the 1936" rate. •been in •effect..
in 1954, almost 2,450 mothers would have
died. .

^, , ..,

(C.&',G,.November 9, 1953)

CHRI STNAS ENTERTAI.NIN•E1Y7; FOR TRCOPSo Christ-
mas -entertainment for anadian troolis in KoY-
ea and Japan has been assured•.,h variety .show
from Toronto will leave Vancouver by air on
Decenber.'14 for a. threé-week tourof army. camps
and installations.

The group.is composed of the Ki.mberLeys, .a
husband and wife team; Dave Brbaü£oot, Toronto
comedian who recentlÿ appeared on- the ;ad Sul-
livan Show and who is making his.second trip
to the Far East; Sherry Moore, "Miss Calgary
Stampeder of 1953"; who doésla 'tap dancing'and
baton twirling routine; and Sieila Bihings; a
young singer and dancer w1hd iuas chosen "Miss
•To ron to of 1955", • .

Miss Moore, Miss Billings and Dâve Broad-
foot were feature attractibns'at this• year's
grandstand.show at the Catladian National F1:hi-
bition..

. ^^x^$ •

CANADIANS AT GATT AfRETING;. Th.e Canadian
De egation to the Tenth Session of the Con-
tracting Parties to the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade which openéd in Géneva-on
October 27 iz^ headed Eiy Mr.. L.D. Wilgress,
Canadian Permanent Representative to the North
Atlantic.Council. Vice-Chairman of the "Dele-
gation is Dr. C.M. Isbister of the Department
of T=ade and Commerce and ^other members 'in-
clude Mr. C.A. Annis,• Department of Finance,
and Mr. R.E. Latimer,. Department of Trade and
Commerce. '

The meeting i's one of the regular business
sessions of the GATT, which take place péri-
odically to administer the Agreement, to con-
sider complaints and -to seek solutions of par-
ticular points of.difficiiltyé

CANADA AT U.N.. WHFi4T CGNFERFNCE:. The compos-
ition of the Canadian. De egation to the first
session,-of the United Nations Wheat Conference
which opened in Geneva on October 26, is as
fo llows: I .

,
.

Head of Delegat•ion - Mitéhéll VF. Sharp,
Associate Deputy Minister.of the Department of
Trâde and Cômmerce; Delegates - W.C.•MeNamara,

Assistant Chief Commissioner of the Canadian
Wheat Board', Winnipeg, Dr. C.F. Wilson, Com-
mercial Counsellor'of the' Canadian Legation,

Copenhagen, and Hector Allard,'Permanent Re-
presentative of Canada to the European Office

of the United Nations, Geneva;.Advisers•- Q.N.
Vogel, Chief of the Grain Division,-Department
of Trade'and Commerce, Ottawa, J,B.:Lawrie,

European Manager of the Canadian Wkieat Board,

London,.England, and W. Van Vliet, Commercial
Secre.tary of the Canadian Embassy, Berne,
Switzerland. ..• .

A second session of this conference will be
held early in 1956.

While the Canadian Wheat Board Advisory Com-
mittee_is not represented at the first session
of the Conference; the Committee will be kept
fully advised of developments,

4
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NATO EDUCATIONAL 'kWARDSc -The Department of
External Affairs announced on October 28 that
the North Atlantic CDuncil had approved a NAID
Feliowship and Scholarship Programme. This
action was taken in implementationofArticle 2
of the North Atlantic Treaty, which provides
for co-operation in non-military fields. The
Fellowship and Scholarship Programme is design-
ed to promote the study of historical, politi-
cal, constitutional, legal, social, cultural,
linguistic, economic and strategic problems
which will reveal the common heritage and his-
torical experience of the Atlantic countries,
as well as the present needs and future de-
velopment of theNorth Atlantic area considered
as a community.

The sum of 13, 500,000 French francs has
been set aside for the 19%-57 'programme.

Arrangements have been made to provide two
ca tego ri es of awards:

'.NAIO Research Fellowships to be awarded to
established scholars for a period of a few
months^

Long-term Scholârships to be awarded to
younger scholars for the 1956-57 academic
year,

SELECTION OF CANDIDATES

Candidates must be nationals of a member

state and must undertake to pursue théir
research or study in one or more member eount-
ries. They will be selected by a Selection

.Committee under the chairmanship of Ambassador
L D. Wilgress, the Canadian Permanent Repre-•
sentative to NAiD, who is also Châinean of the
NA1D Committee on Information and Cultural Re-
lations. The following have agceed to serve on
the' Selection Committee: Dr. James B. Conant,
United States Ambassador to the Federal Repub-
li"c of Germany and formerly President of Har-
vard University; Mr. Robert Marjolin,' Pro£es-
sdr at Nancy Lhiversity and formerly Secretary
General of the Organization for European
Economic Co-operation; Dr. Alberto Tarchiani,
formerly Italian Ambassador to the United
States; Rt. lion. K.U. Willink, Master of
Magdalene College, Cambridge, and formerly
vice-chancellor of Cambridge University.

Fellows and Scholars will be required to
prepare a report on their research or study,
and submit it to NA70, in English or French,
not later than three months after the expiry
of the Fellowship or Scholarship.

Î'tis expected that this programme will
point the way to new means of co-operation
among NA1Û member countries in the non-military
sphere.

All enquiries, requests for application
forms,.applications, and correspondence should
be addressed-to:

Awards Committee,
The Royal Society of Canada,
National Research Building,
Ottawa, Canada.

A FRANCO- CANADI AN HALLOWEEN : French chi 1•- .
dren in the neigh urhood o the RCAF Air:'Di-
vision headquarters, I'1etz, .dr:ci at 2 Fighter Wing,..
Grostenquin, celebrated 't-1alloween -- Canadian
style - on October 31. Fifty children. from
the French quarters mingled with Canadian•
youngsters around a roaping bonfire, eating
apples and hot dogs against a background of
glaring lanterns.. The youngsters wore fancy
dress and prizes were awarded for the best
costume, .

At the RCAF's 2 Figiiter Wing, children from
the schools of nearby St. Avoid joined the
Canadians in their school for an afternoon
party, the highlights of -which were hot dogs,
"cokes°, ice cream and a prize for the best
costume.

NAVAL DEAD HONOURED: Memorial services
were held on ar ships Magnificent and
Micmac on Satûrday, October 29, to honour the
memory of the 129 officers and men who were
lost in the.sinking of the first HMCS.Athabâs-

. kan during the Second World ',e'ar.
The services were held with the two ships

stopped in the position in the Fsiglish Channel'
where the Athabaskan went down during an
engagement with enemy surface forces on April'
29, 1944. '

Wreaths were cast onto the Channel waters
from the quarterdeck of the Magnificent .by
Commodore E.P. Ti'sda11, SeniorCanadian Officer
Afloat Atlantic, and from the Micmac by Cdr.
E. T. Hadgwicic„ commanding officer of the' latter'
ship. The Last Post was played as a Guarci of
Honour ^resented arms. One minute's silence'
was followed by Reveille, and the service"•
closed with the singing of the Naval. Hymti,. "CYâ
Save the Qieen" +

* a a s

MASS MOVEMENT OF 'HOUSES ^ Public 19o rk-d
Minister Robert Winters an Hon.. W.M. Nickle;

Ontario MinL§ter of Planning and Development,
announced recently that agreements had been
signed for Can'ada's largest house movement

operations - a$2,600,000 project in Hamilton.
The operation involves relocation of an entire-

•wartime housing project of 450 houses. It is'.
the largest mass movement of homes ever under-
taken in Canada.

m a ^s a

IRON ORE SHIPMENTS DOUBLE: Shipments of'
iron from Ontario mines, during the first'
nine,months of this year, are nearly double'
that of the corresponding period in 1954, 'and
almost a million tons more than the total for'
all of lâst.year,

Interim figures compiled by the Ontario
Department of Mines show that to the end of
September shipments totalled 3,378,914 tons,
as compared with 1,772,830 tons, in the same
time. last year,. The total for all of 1954 was
2,416,434 tons, for a gross value of: $2D, 341, -.
203.
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FEWER UNEMPLO.YMENT CLAM:  Fewer unemploy-
ment insurance benefits..were received in  local  
offices across Canada in September, the Do-min- . .. 
ion Bureau of Statistics .reports in its month-• • 
Ly summary. The month's  total  stood at  87,562  . 	• 
versus 88,627 in August and 109,548  n  Septem- • 
ber last year. 

Ordinary claimants on the live unemploymerk,t 
insurance register at the end of. September 
numbered 130,318  (86,416  males..and  3,902 

 feznales), as against 129,756 (84,837 males and 
44,919 females) on August 31, and :187,745 
(138,415 males and 49,330 females) on Septem-
ber 30, 1954. New beneficiaries in September 
numbered . 6 1,203 compared with  61,386 in August 
and 78,225 a year ago. 

Benefit payments totalling $8,180,068 'were 
paid in respect of 2,70 5,587 unemployed days 
as compared with $8,727,318 and 2,906,901  days 
in August and $12.397,571 and 3,974,847 days 
in September last year. 

An estimated es, 200s beneficiaries received 
weekly benefit payments during September 
as against 110,600 in AugUst. During the 
week ending October 1 lest year the number of 
beneficiaries was estimated at 158,800, 

* a a * 

BISON HERD TO BE THINNED:  Canadians this 
winter ,  cari once more enjoy tender buffalo 
steaks and roasts. 

During the first week in December the 
National Parks Service of the Department of 
Northern Affairs and National Resources will 
reduce the buffalo herd in Elk Island National 
Park by .W animals. 

The meat wi ll  be dressed at the modern 
abattoir in the Park under the dose scrutiny 
of a veterinary inspector of the Federal 
Department of Agriculture. 

A Ir -product of the slaughter is a supply 
of prime buffalo hides, a limited number of 
which may be purchased by the public from the 
Park Superintendent at Lamont, Alberta, at a 
reasonable price. 

In keeping with modern wildlife management 
practice, wildlife populations in the National 
Parks are.  maintained at a luvel which the ex-
isting range can support. It has accordingly 
been found necessary to reduce the elk and 
moose herds in Flk Island Park and arrangements 
are being made to donate 200 elk and 50 moose 
to the Province of Alberta. These live ani-
mals will be liberated in areas in which these 
species have become depopulated. As a result 

of these reductions in the wild animal popu-
lation, it is expected that the range in Elk 

Island Park will be adequate for the remaining 

herd of approximately 1,000 buffalo, in ad-

dition to a large•number of elk, moose and 

deer. 

* * * * 

ELECTED TO STANDARDS BODY:  Dr. Leslie E. 
Howlett, Director of the Division of Applied 
Physics of the National Research Council, has 
been elected as a membér of the International 
Committee of Weights and Measures. He is the 
second Canadian to receive this distinction, 
the previous member, now retired, beingiMr:_R.H.. 
Field, formerly.  of NRC. 

The Committee is made up of 18 represen-
tatives of countries that maintain outstand-
ing laboratories on the physical standards, 
with not more than one member from a single 
country.. It is the recognized international 
body for formulating standards to represent 
the basic units of physical measurement, such 
as those of length, mass, and electricity. 

The Cornmittee was created by the Metric 
Convention in 1875, and reports to the Inter-
national Conference on Weig,hts and Measure.s, 
which meets every six Years. Between conferen-
ces, the Committee transaz.us all business. 

This Committee operates the  International 
Bureau of Weights and Measures, located at 
Sévres in France. The Bureau has the custody 
of the International Metre and the Internation-
al Kilogram. It is in this Bureau tnat inter-

comparisons are made between the standards of 

different countries. 

CANADA - MEXICO AIR AGREEMENT:  The Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced onOctober 
28 the conclusion of an air agreement between 
Canada and Mexico, modifying the agreement 
of July 27, 1953, establishing air services 
between the two countries. The agreement 
took the form of an exchange of notes  at  
the Mexican Foreign Office between the Canadian 
Ambassador, Mr. Douglas Cole, and the Foreign. 
Minister of Mexico, Sr. Padillo Nervo. 

Under the new agreement, C,anadian Pacific 
Airlines acquire the right to operate between. 
Toronto and Mexico City, and thence to Lima, 
Peru. In turn the Mexican Guest Airways will 
be given the right to carry passengers between 
Mexico City and Windsor, Ontario.  

aaaa 

BOOKS FOR SOLDIERS:  Sixty thousand pocket 
books collected by children of Toronto's 
Separate Schools reached . Ottawa lately for 
distribution by the Educational Services of 
the .Canadian Legion to Armed Forces personnel 
overseas. 

The  big shipment brought the total of pocket 
books and magazines distributed by the Legion 
during the last five years to more than 750,- 
000. 

The latest collection, ,  gathered in a one-
day drive at Toronto's 58 Separate Schools, was 
picked up by Army trucks and brought to the 
Legion's book depot at 325 Slater Street. They 
will be stamped with Legion insignia, a job 
handled by voluntary workers, and then crated 
for distribution to sailors on ships at sea, 
soldiers serving in Japan and Korea, Northwest 
Europe and Indo China and to airmen at over-
seas bases. 
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-NATIONS  STUDY DISARMAMENT SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT 

MEETING SAID PREMATURE:  In opening his 
statement on Ottober 21 in the Disarmament 
Commission, the Honourable Paul Martin, Min-
ister of National HealthandWelfare and Chair-
man of the Canadian Delegation to the United 
Nations, expressed doubt 'whether it was a good 
idea to suggest at this time a meeting of the 
Disarmament Commission, particularly when the 
report of the Disarmament Sub-Committee has 
just become available and when the members of 
the Commission cannot possibly have had time 
to study it carefully, to assess its implica-
tions and to obtain instructions'. Mr. Martin 
said that, in his opinion the meeting 'is pre-
mature for another reason_namely.the forth-
coming meeting in Geneva of the Foreign Min-
isters of France, the U.S.S.R., the United 
Kingdom and the United States'. He went on: 

'In spite of the vast bulk of the verbatim 
records our report is essentially a modest 
one. It registers some progress -- the Soviet 
proposal of May 10 incorporated a number of 
important proposals formerly advanced by West-
ern Delegations -- but there is still a sub-
stantial gap separating us from a general 
agreement on a Disarmament Programme. 

'Nevertheless the report, or more accurate-
ly, the situation which we have now reached in 
these negotiations, has its encouraging as-
pects. A great deal of resourcefulness and in-
genuity has been demonstrated in the prepara-
tion of the various plans and suggestions sub-
mitted to the Sub-Committee. I have in mind 
parts of the Soviet May 10 proposal, the pro- 

posai on the financial supervision of disarma-
ment advanced by Premier Faure of France, the 
proposal of Prime Minister Eden of the United 
Kingdom for a limited inspection scheme, the 
various proposals on the methods, objectives 
and rights of inspection and supervision ad-
vanced .by both the United Kingdom and French 
Delegations as well as the plan of the Presi-
dent of the United States. 

'It is also encouraging that there is at 
least partial agreement in some areas of the 
problem facing us. The Soviet proposals of May 
10, reiterated by Premier Bulganin at Geneva, 
contain provision for setting up control posts 
the object of which is to prevent a . surprise 
attack by one state upon another. We do not 
feel that the control posts as proposed by the 
U.S.S.R. would be adequate to achieve this 
objective but it is notable that the main ob-
jective of President Eisenhower's scheme for 
exchange of military information and recipro-
cal aerial reconnaissance is also to provide 
against the possibility of a surprise attack. 

'While I am not anxious to introduce a. con-
troversial note in our proceedings, it is nec-
essary to point out that the Soviet Agreement 
has been based on conditions which« have dis-

. turbing implications, The U.S.S.R. ;  ifIunder-
stand their position correctly, take the stand 
that any step towards disarmament, even the 
preliminary one suggested by President Eisen-
hower, can only be taken once comprehensive 
agreement has been reached on all the phases 
of a full disarmament programme which would 

(Continued on page 6) 
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PEARSON OPENS INDIAN POWER . PROTECT: - The 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Mr. L.B. Pearson, arrived in Calcutta on 
October 24 for a visit to India while on his 
return journey from the Singapore meeting of 
the Colombo Plan Consultative Cemmittee. 

After a two-day stay in Calcutta, he visit-
ed Darjeeling, Kal timpong and Benares.  He  will 
be in New Delhi from November 3 to 6 where he 
will-hold talks with the Prime Minister of 
India, Ni. Jawaharlal Nehru, and other Govern-
ment leaders..While.in New Delhi he will ad-
dress the Indian Council of World Affairs. 

One of the highlights of the programme 
which is being arranged for Mr. Pearson by the 
Indian Government will.be his attendance on 
November 1 at the formal opening of the May-
urakshi Power and Irrigation project in West 
Bengal. As Canada has provided capital assist-
ance for this scheme.in the Colombo Plan, the 
Indian authorities have asked him to officiate 
at the opening ceremonies. This marks the 

 first occasion that a Foreign Minister has 
been asked to open one of the development pro-
jects of India's economic programme. 

Mayurakshi, which is one of the high-
priority projects in India's current Five-Year 
Plan, is a multi-purpose scheme .desiJgned .to 
irrigate 600,000 acres of land and to generate 
4,000 kilowatts of electric power needed 
to develop.small industries in the area, 
especially those of the cottage type. 

The Indian Government has borne a large 
share of the cost of this project. To help 
meet some of the local construction costs, 
Canada has agreed  that  counterpart funds might 
be used totalling about $17 million arising 
from the disposal of wheat and locomotive 
boilers previously provided to India under the 
Colombo Plan. 

Canada has co-operated with India  on a 
number of other important undertakings and 
discussions are now taking place with regard 
to further Canadian participation in other 
development projects to which India attaches 
high priority in her second Five-Year Plan. 

* * * * 

POPULATION IN SEPTEMBER':  Canada's popu-
lation reached 15,706,000 at the start of 
September, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
estimated recently.lhis-was a gain of 135,000 
or 2.7 per cent since the Bureau's last esti-
mate, which showed a population of 15,601,000 
at the beginning of June. 

Since September 1 last year the country°s 
population has increased by an estimated 393,- 
000 or 2.6 per cent. The growth since the last 
complete population count --the 1951 Census -- 
is estimated at 1,697,000 or 12.1 per cent. 

The Bureauls population estimate for Sept-
ember 1 proyides no provincial figures. The 
estimate is arrived at by adding the excess 
of births and immigration over deaths and an 
estimate of emigration to the last population 
total.  

(C.W.B. November 2,....1755) 

EIDERDOWN'IN'ARCTIC ECONOMY:  The age-old 
problem of how to clean eider-down quickly and 
efficiently has been solved by an Icelandic 
inventor, and it could mean more money in the 
pockets of some Eskimo families in Canada's 
Eastern Arctic. 

A new machine, which officials of the 
Arctic Division of the Department ofNerthern 
Affairs and National Resources have been test-
ing in Ottawa, cleans eider-dewn much better 
than any other known-method. The officials 
are interested in the machine as part of a 
programme for the conservation, protection and 
management of the eider ducks, which make 
their summer homes in northern Canada. 

It is expected that the machine will be 
demonstrated experimentally next year in com-
munities in the Eastern Arctic where there is 
a heavy concentration of eider ducks. Depart-
ment officials hope it will.encourage the Esk-
imos to gather greater supplies of the down. 

Up to now the tedious and messy job of 
cleaning eider-down has been one of  the  reasons 
that larger quantities havé not been gathered 
in the north; where it is used to make cloth-
ing in a number of areas. There is also an 
'export' market for eider-down in southern 
Canada, and further quantities could be sent 
to Europe or the United States. In Iceland 
locally produced eider-down sells for as hiàh 
as $18 a pound. 

Present cleaning techniques are exceedingly 
primitive. First the down is heated to carbon-
ize foreign matter in it. Then the Eskimo 
women rub it acros s.  parallel lines of sinew, 
string or wire, which have been strung up for 
that purpose. Down must be treated éoon after 
it is collected, as it quickly-loses the in-
sulating qualities which make it a superb mat-
erial for outdoor clothing and camping equip-
ment. Only when the major part of the foreign 
matter is rubbed away dOes the down become of 
use. The new machine, which beats and rotates 
the down in an enclosed box ., takes most of the 
work out of the cleaning. 

* * *.* 

DETROIT-WINDSOR . TUNNEL-AND BRIDGE:  The 
 Detroit-Windsor  Tunnel  is the first vehicular . 

tunnel ever built between two countries. A 
thousand automobiles an hour can drive through 
the mile- long tube that dips 80 feet below the 
surface of the Detroit River. 

The Ambassador Bridge between Detroit and. 
Windsor is.the world's longest international 
suspension bridge. The river span measures 
1,850 feet in length, and is 152 feet above 
the Detroit River. 

Production of flags, bunting and pennants 
increased in value to $490,431 in 1953 from 
$369,183 in 1952. 
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CANADA AND THE COLOMBO PLAN

CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE MEETS: QhOctober 20,
at the concluding session of the Ministerial
Meeting of the Colombo Plan Consultative Com-
-mittee in Singapore, the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, Mr. L:B. Pearson,made a
statement from which the following are ex-
tracts:

'Over the past five years Canada has con-
tributed a total of $133.4 million under the
Colombo Plan. Of this total, roughlÿ,$55 mil-
lion have already been allocated to InGia, $50
million to Pakistan, $8 million to C:eylôn• and
considerable amounts of technical assistance
and equipment to other countries in South and
Southeast Asia. (A11 figures are in terms of
-the Canadian dollar which is roughly equivalent
to three Malayan dollars.)

'Our main activity under the Colombo Plan
so far has had to do with India, Pakistan and
Ceylon with whom our co-operation has been
close and productive. We greatly value the
relationship which has been built up.

NEW UNDERTAKINGS

'Within the past year, however, we have be-
gun to do certain things in collaboration with
our newer Asian partners in the Plan. A modest
amount of technical assistance in various
fields is being provided to most of those
countries. We, in Canada, hope that, with in-
creasing experience and familiarity, we shall
be able to. broaden and deepen our co-operation
with them. I would not wish to under-estimate
the difficulties which we have had in deter-
mining what is most needed in those countries
and what we are best able to do within the
limits of our'available resources. In certain
instances, the necessary technical and admin-
istrative arrangements have also proved pretty
difficult and complicated. I hope that the
visits which some of our officials have made
to your countries, and the talks which they
have had in your capitals, have been helpful
to you in deciding what you require as they
-have.been of value to us in assisting us to
judge what we might provide.

'In this connection, we have decided to
locate in Singapore an officer who would spe-
ciâlize in Colombo Plan matters and would be
able to travel around this part of the area.
This would facilitate co-operation between us
on questions relating to your development
programmes. The practical experience which is
being acquired by some of our experts or tech-
nicians assigned to your countries should also
be helpful.

'Just before I left Ottawa, plans were be-
ing completed for several small, but I hope
useful, technical assistance projects.

^ 'For example, one of our outstanding mining

and engineering specialists and his assistant
are to visit Indonesia very soon in connection
with possible assistance to tethnical training

institutions there. The assistance which might
follow on the recommendations of this mission
would supplement the arrangements which we
have made to assign a few technicians to
Indonesia and to receive a number of young
Indonesian students for further technical
education in Canada.

'A French-speaking 'fisheries expert will, '
hope, be sent to Cambodia to advise on the re-
quirements of the Cambodian fisheries industry,
with particular reference to the fish proces-
sing and drying aspects of that industry....

'I would like to say to the represen'tatives
of all of these countries that we are desirous
of doing what we can for them within our cap-
abilities. We would be pleased to increase our
co-operation with them and with the United
Nations or its Agencies where we may have
certain technical equipment which is required,
or where we may have personnel or training
facilities in Canada which could fit in well
with what they are contémplatisig doing. For
instance, as I believe has been noted at the
Officials Meeting, it might be possible for us
to find French-speaking technicians or opport-
unities for training in connection with either
capital or technical assistance projects in
countries where French is a more common lang-
uage than English....

NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENTS

'Canada, along with others, has been active
in the atomic field for several years. We wel-
come the progress which was made at Geneva in
broadening the international exchange of atom-
ic information, and we have been considering
for some time what we ourselves might do in
this connection. Our scientists have cautioned
us that the production of electric power and
some of the other industrial uses of atomic
energy on an economic basis may be sone dis-
tance off. It•would, nevertheless, seem desir-
able for as many countries as possible to make
an early start in order that full advantage
may be taken of these potentialities as they
become practicable.

'In the medical field, of course, it is
already feasible to apply some of the products
of atom-splitting to the dia.gnosis-and treat-
ment of diseases, particularly cancer. Canada
has developed, and.is producing, a therapy
unit of this kind which has been getting very
good results. Last year we were asked by our
Burmese friends whether one of these might be
supplied to Burma. In thelight of developments
in the design of our Cobalt Peam-Therapy Unit
in the meantime, I have been able to tell our
Burmese colleague since I arrived here, that
we•shall be able to provide his country with a
suitable-unit of this kind under the Colombo
Plan. I would hope, therefore, that, after
discussion of some details relating to its in-
stallation and operation, it might be possible
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shortly to proceed with this small but useful 
project. It will take us some two years to 
complete it but, in the meantime, we propose 
to provide training opportunities in Canada 
for the Burmese personnel who will be handling 
the unit. 

'We have also been pleased to receive 
scientists from several of the Colombo Plan 
countries for work in nuclear physics and sim-
ilar fields at our universities and in other 
scientific institutions. For example, three 
physicists from Pakistan have spent some time 
with us in Canada working in these fields. 
While our facilities for offering such train-
ing are limited, we wish to receive as many 
scientists as we could provide research or 

. training for at these institutions. 
'The centre of our own atomic activity has 

been our so-calledlgRXreactor at Chalk River, 
Ontario,  which some of you, or your officials, 
visited when you were in Ottawa last year. 
This high-powered and veraatile'reactor is 
serving us well in our research and experi-
mental work. The manufacture, installation and 
operation of this type of unit present numer-
ous problems involve rather heavy costs and 
requires a considerable number of very scarce 
experts. Nevertheless, we have concluded that 
we should try to arrange to set one up in the 
Colombo Plan area. 

-. REACTOR FOR INDIA 

'Therefore, as was announced jointly by the 
two governments last month, the Indian -and 
Canadian Governments have reached agreement in 
principle on.such a project and the details 
.are now being worked out. We plan to meet the 
external costs.of this reactor in such a mari-
ner as  not to reduce the amount of aid which 
would otherwise have been made available.to  
other Colombo Plan countries, including India, 
for more conventional development projects. We 
have also indicated to the Indian authorities 
that we would be agreeable to their using 
counter-part funds arising from earlier Cana-
dian aid to  finance local  costs relating to 
the reactor. 

°It,has been agreeithatthis reaçtor should 
be made available for the use of scientists 
from other countries, including those from 
countries in the Colombo Plan area. Such joint 
participation by the Indian  and  Canadian Gov-
ernments in a project which aims to improve 
mastery of this new-found source of energy for 
constructive purposes; for the benefit of, and 
with the participation of scientists from, 
other countries as well, reflects, I think, 
the common purpose which we all share in the 
Colombo Plan. It is, I believe, right that we 
should  look. well ahead and plan to bring the 
latest - as well as the most ancient - methods 
into service in raising living standards and 
strengthening our economies. It.is well to 
remember, however, - although this reminder is 
scarcely needed in this company - that pro-
gress in economic development will continue to  

require old-fashioned toil and a careful use 
of resources. Atomic energy is by no means the 
magic answer to all our problems. Our main 
efforts will have.to  continue to be directed 
to the age-old tasks of irrigating and'enrich-
ing the land, cutting the timber,, bringing up 
the ore from below the ground, improving the 
means of transport., generating energy from all 
available sources, building up sound and pro-
ductive industries, and combating disease....' 

* * * * 

TIN '  ENVELOPES BANNED:  In order'that the 
public may have more time in which to familiar-
ize themselves with the new costal regulation 
governing the permissible minimum size of en-
velopes for transmission through the mails and 
to use up supplies on hand, there has been an 
extension of the effective date of this regu 7 

 lation to February 1, 1956, it was announced 
by the Post Office Department recently. ' 

The new regulation, which puts into effect 
a convention of the Universal - Postal Union at 
the last Congress in Brussels, provides that 
no envelope may be accepted for mailing which 
is smaller in size than 4 inches long and 
2% inches wide. It was pointed out thatwhile 
ordinary correspondence envelopes are usually 
much larger than the dimensions mentioned, 
many types of greeting cards, invitations 
and announcements are enclosed in very small 
envelopes. 

The reason for the adoption of the conven-
tion by the Universal Postal Union was the 
difficulty experienced by most  postal  adminis-
trations in handling these very small en-
velopes, due to the increasing mechanical 
complexity of mail handling  opérations. 
Most letter mail, for instance, is machine 
cancelled, but this is not possieble with very . 

 small envelopes which must be set aside and 
hand-cancelled. These envelopes also,.dUe - to 
their small size often become entrapped in 
larger pieces of mail, with consequent loss Or 
delay in delivery. 

* * * * 

PACIFIC WESTERN AIRLINES ON HOVE:  Pacific 
Western Airlines Limited of Vancouver became 
Canada's third largest commercial airline this 
year when it exercised its option to purchase 
the rival Qieen Charlotte Airlines. Pacific 
Western now has 62 planes, surpassedin Canada 
only by Trans-Canada and Cahadian Pacific. • 

* * * * 

MORE BABIES SURVIVE:  Despite an'increaseiin 
1954 over 1953 of more than 18,000 live 
births, 923 fewer infants died in their first 
year of life than in the previous year --13. , r 

 841 versus 14,764 -- thus establishing a re-
cord low rate of 32 per 1,000 live births. The 
Canadian rate has been gradually reduced from 
over 100 in 1923 but the most notable gains 
have been made during the last 10 to 15 years 
during which the rate has been cut in half. 
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CANADA'UPS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCÉ:^The.De-
partment of External Affairs announced on
October 20 that, subject to Parliamentary
approval, provision-is bein made for a

^ contribution of $1.8 million rU.S.) to the
United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical
Assistance fôr the 6th financial year. Since
its inception in 1950 Canada has contributed
$5,400,000 to the programme. The proposed
contribution for the 6th financial year repre-
sents an increase of $300,000 over that for
the last two years.

The multilateral technical assistance pro-
gramme is an important part of the activities
of the United Nations and has always been
actively supported by Canada. It offers one of
the best means of effectively assisting the
economically less well-develpped countries
with their problems and, in this respect, in
the Colombo Plan area supplements Canada's
Colombo Plan activities. The United Nations
Programme contributes appreciably to a better
understanding among peoples and governments
and provides a continuing expression of con-
certed.international co-operation and, by
improving technical knowledge, skills and
techniques, seeks to raise the standards of
living of theunder-dev^eloped countries.

In .addition, as an expression of the Cana-
dian Government's continuing support for the
programme, and in-an endeavour to guarantee
that its administration skiàll-be placed upon a
firm administrative foundation and so that its
projects may be planned on a long term basis,
it is the-intention of the Government that an
undertaking be given, subject to Parliamentary
appropriations, that support of the samo
general order of magnitude could be expected
in 1957 and 1958.

HALF-YEAR NINERAL PRODUCTION:'Thirteen.of
Canadà's 16 leading minerals-were produced in
greater volume in the first six months this
year than in the first haTf-of 1954, the Do-
minion Bureau of Statistics-reports. Iron ore,
petroleum and natural gas made particularly
large pins. Coal, lead and silver were pro-
duced in smaller volume.

Half-year production of iron ore soared to
4,090,048 tons from 1,756,047 s year ago, pet-
roleum to 56,858,733 barrels•from 42,207,237,
and natural gas to 73,781,104 M cubic feet
from 64,394,503 M. Production of asbestos rose
to .505,199 tons from 434,823, cement to 11,-
096,053 barrels from 10,568,303, clay products
to $14,809,554 from $13,690,920, copper to
156,721 tons from 144,259, and gold to 2,215,-
163 fine ounces from 2,093,672..

0

Production of walnut lumber in 1953 amount-

ed to 53,000 feet board measure, about one-

quarter less.than in the preceding year. Ont-

ario accounted for the entire-output in 1953.

c

`COPTER'CARRIES'VIP: The cricket pitch of
Rideau Hall served as an aircraft landing
field on October 26 when a helicopter of the
Royal Canadian Navy transported Britain's
First Sea Lord, Admiral The Earl-Mountbatten
of Burma, from Ottawa to Kingston and back.

The helicopter was pressed into service to
enable Admiral Mountbatten to keep abreast of
a busy programme. At Kingston, on the 26th, he
lectured to the National Defence College in
the morning, addressed the Canadian Army Staff
College in the afternoon, then inspected and
spoke-to the cadets of the Canadian Services
College, Royal Military College, His evening
engagements included a reception at the
Parliamentary Press Gallery and a naval mess
dinner at HMCS Carleton, the Ottawa naval.
division.

The helicopter landed on the cricket pitch
at Rideau Hall at 8:20 a.m. on the 26th and
took off at 8:30. Arriving at Kingston an hour
later, it landed on the grounds at RMC. The
return flight to Ottawa began shortly after 4
p.m. A second helicopter, acting as escor& and
spare aircraft, accompanied that carrying the
official party. Both machines were Sikorsky
H04S-3's.

The route followed on the flight-was from
Rideau Hall to the Ottawa river, westward
along the south shore to Britannia Bay,tand'
thence direct to Kingston. The flight skirted
Smiths Falls and from there on followed High-
way 15 to RMC. The return.flight followed the•
same route..

MOTELS MUSNROOM'IN CANADA: The growth of
Canadian motels-has been spectacular in the
postwar years, and it shows no sign of abat-
ing. There are now about 5,000 across the.
country. 111ey'began in Vancouver, and the idea
travelled east.

Ontario, which in 1949 had just 75 motels,
now boasts 700. For a time they were being-
constructed at the rate of two a week. The
typical Canadian motel,•it is estimated, has.
from 10 to 20 rooms and averages in price from
$200,000 to $400,000: Rates vary from seven to
ten dollars•nightly for two persons.

London, Ontario, has more motels than any
other municipal area in the province. They ac-
commodate many motorists driving from Detroit
to Buffalo on No. 2 Highway. The London motel.
count is in the vicinity of.140, but observers
had better not turn their backs or the figure
might change.

STRATFORD PROGRAMME: 'Henry V' will be one
of the 1956 productions of the Stratford Shake=
spearean Festival at Stratford, Ontario, The
usual seven-week season of plays is planned.

A Canadian group of French-speaking actors
from Qjebec wil l-be featured in the 'Henry V'
production. The actor who will play the title
role has not yet been announced.



NATIONS STUDY DISARMAMENT
'SUB»COMMITTEL•REpORT

(Continued from page.1)

,extend to the banning and even the elimination
of nuclear weapons. This means, in effect,
that unless we-can •agree on everything at the
same time, unless we can agree now on every
step necessary to achieve 100 per cent of our
objective,'we•shouid•be content to do nothing,
not even those things which we-®re:all•agreed
could•be done novr and would-facilitate pro-
gress towards achievement of our ultimate.
goals.-This', I find, is particularly•disturb-
ing. As we all know, and as the Soviet Union
itself has publicly-acknowledged, in the pre-
sent state of scientific-knowledge, there is
no possibility of checking up on past produc-
tion of nuclear weapons and of ensuring that
an agreement on the elimination of these
weapons would•be effectively implemented. By
their insistence or full agreement which ex-.
tends to this aspect of the programme, before
the.first stages can be initiated, I am afraid
that the Soviet Union is.taking up a position
which may involve the indefinite postponement
of any action whatever in the field-of disarm-
ament.

EISENHOWER-PLAN

'For this reason, I would hope that the
members of this Commission will•share our view
that President Eisenhower's plan represents an
ingenious and practical attempt tô-resolve the
deadlock and a way to facilitate progress.
This Commission will•agree with me, I think,
that, in this case as in many others, "le
mieux est l'ennemi du bien", and that we-would
be:well•advised to do what we can now; grad-
ually, as confidence increases and danger re-
cedes, as -our scientific.:means of control are
developed, we may find that we can accomplish
more than seems to be possible at the moment.
The immediate requirement is not for this.Com-
mission to endorse this or that plan, but for,
all of us-to join in the resolve that whatever
action is possible now,-should•be initiated
without delay and that all our efforts.should
•be directed towards reaching agreement on such
parts of a disarmament programme-as can be
effectively•implemented. In-short, the Eisen-
hower plan - - and I use the word "plan" ad-•
visedly -- would have to be developed and el-
aborated .before it could beapp lied. But it
points the. way to a possible-solution. It has
been described, as a matter of fact, as the
gateway to a broader agreement on disarmament.
The choice before us is, therefore, between
taking.a step'which all are agreed is desir-
able and would constitute in any case part of
the broad agreement which is required on dis-
armament, or waiting until such-broad agree-
ment has been reached, not only on the prelim-
inary stage but also on such •sûfrsequent
stages and•detailed arrangements as can be
mutually accepted. • j

(C.W.B. November 2,4054) .

'It•seems•to me-that by taking the first
step as recommended by President Eisenhower,
we would-be doing immediately something prac-
tical and effective, something which we would
•be required to do in any case as part of any
general agreement on the subject. But in so
doing now, we would-have 'already travelled
part-of the way towards our goal and to a•con-
siderable-extent we-would-have improved the
prospect of-achieving agreement on how to pro-
ceed the rest of the way....

'As I understand the-Soviet position, they.
find one main fault with the plan: it involves
no guarantee that it wi11•lead to an agreement
on the reduction of armaments and of armed
forces. My answer to this point,is that it-is
clear to me-that it provides part of the an-
swer to our problem, and at this-stage a par-
-tial answer is better than none. Furthermore,
such a partial and limited answer will-help
-create the psychological and political frame-
work which will-render the solution of the
rest of the problem considerably easier. Fin-
ally, to be frank, I recognize that the pros-
pects of further agreements•will depend on the
sincerity and moderation of all•the parties-
concerned in the negotiation. The Soviet lead-
ers argue.that there is no •guarantee that a
further agreement will-be acceptable to the
Western•side, but we wonder whether they can
have any possible-reason to believe that if
they were to accept the Eisenhower plan, the
West would be unwilling later on to agree to a
scheme which would•be generally-satisfac.tory.

CONFIDENCE ESSENTIAL

'Everything, in fact, turns on confidence,
on.willingness to accept the fact that the
other side is sincere and prepared to do what.
is necessary to bring about agreement. This is
again where the Eisenhower plan is•so admirab-
ly-fitted to the situation. It is-essentially
-devised as a mark of confidence and as a means
of promoting it.

'This.is. not to-suggest-that in its present
form and in isolation from any other arrange-
ments-for disarmament, the plan should-be im-
plemented as such immediately. But, it pro-
vides, in my view, a reasonable nucleus around
which an initial and limited agreement could
be developed and a most convenient approach to
the solution of a problem which is so urgent
and apparently otherwise intra•ctable.

. ,°Although the situation is not without some
-encouraging features, I must stress in con-
clusion that we are still•at the phase of plans
and schemes which require a great deal more
development in detail.-Such agreement as may-.
have been made between governments covers only
parts of the various proposals-advanced. We
still-face very serious scientific and tech-
nical.obsta.cles which cast doubt on the pos-
sibility in present circumstances of effect-
ively guaranteein g the observance of any
scheme for-the total prohibition and elimina-
tion-of nuclear weapons.....
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NEW LIGHT ON MOST ANCIENT ARCTIC

IMPORTANT ARCHAEOLOGICAL FI;Y : Traces of

what may well be the oldest known civilization

in the Canadian north were uncovered this.sum-

mer in the Yukon Territory, just 20 miles from

the Arctic Ocean. The archaeological find,

which produced tools and implements of four

civilizations hitherto unknown in the Canadian

north, was made by a party headed by Dr.

Richard S. MacNeish, chief archaeologist with

the National Museum of Canada.

In announcing the find recently, the Hon-
ourable jean Lesage, Minister of Northern
A£fairs and National Resources, termed it "one
o£. the most significant archaeological dis-
coveries ever made in Canada."

"The archaeological party,_in an area 600
by 1,200 feet, uncovered traces of nine dif-
ferent civilizations. Four of the civiliza-
tions were not known to have existed in the
Canadian north. One of them may well be the
oldestso far discovered anywhere on the north-
ern part of this continent," Mr. Lesage added.

"Many of the 8,000 artifacts found at the
site this summer are identical in design and
concept to others which have been unearthed in
easte:-ix Siberia and other parts of eastern
Asia. 'ltiey would seem to give further substan-
tial evidence that there was a considerable
influx of people and ideas from eastern Asia
to this continent, via the $ering Straits. ",ne
declared.

INFOUATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

October 26, 1955

In Ottawa recently Dr. MacNeish related how
he and an Eskimo guide had stumbled upon the
find last year, almost by accident. A cursory
examination of the site was enough to convince
Dr. MacNeish thatitwould yield rich archaeol-
ogical treagures.

A party of 11, including eight Eskimos, an
archaeological student from Iraq, who had been
sent by his government to receive training in
Canada, Dr. MacNeish and his wife, an ethnol-
ogist, flew to within two miles of the site
this'summer.•After marking out an area 600 by
1,200 feet they began their search.

"It soon became obvious". Dr. MacNeish said,
"that this had been a sort of Grand Central
Station of the north where everybody stopped.
We uncovered hundreds of implements made of
bone and stone - scrapers, arrow heads, and
flakers. 1Ve- also unearthed a considerable
quantity of pottery, some of.which may be con-
nectéd with Siberian archaeological cultures
3,000 to 5,000 years old.

"However, our most interéstin g discovery
was made in the permafrost," Dr. MacNeish add-
ed. "We had• found a number of implements be-
longing to the oldest civilization known to
have existed in northern North America. Then;
under a layer of clay, several inches below
these artifacts, we found 10 exceedingly crude
stone implements, obviously from an even earl-
ier civilization."

(Con tinued on pade 6)
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.RESOURCES . INVENTORY  OF  CEYLON:  Canadian 
capital.. and  Canadian personnel,:employing 

. aerial sutvey; methods utilized:extensively . fn 
this country, will Provide Ceylon.with an 
inventory of its natural resources, commencing 
in the immediate future. 

Under provisions of the Colombo Plan for 
the economic.development of'South and South-
east Asia, a contract has been awardedtO' 
Photographic Survey Corporation; Limited, of 
Toronto, extending over a period of two years. 
In making this announcement. Mr. Nik Cavell, 
Aàninistrator oftheInternational Economic and 
Technical Co-operation Division of Canada's 
Department of Trade and Commerce, said that 
the cost of.this surveY.would be $500,000, 
spread over a two-year period. 

A similar project was undertaken by Photo-
graphic Survey Corporation in Pakistan, which 
aroused.the interest of government officials 
in Ceylon. Accordingly, Canada was requested 
to make provision under the Colombo Plan for a 
resources inventory of the entire island. 
covering an area of• approximately 25,000 . 	. 
square miles. 

Mr. Cavell.said that an operation centre 
.will-be established for the integration of 
aerial photographic studies on a tontinuing 
basis. A special building will.be provided 
with laboratory facilities, and Ceylonese 
technicians trained in modern air survey 
methods. 

The whole island will-be photographed from 
the air from a Lockheed Hudson aircraft equip-
ped with the necessary cameras. Mosaics and 
maps will be prepared from the photographs, 
and geological and forestry studies .undertaken 
with the  aid  -of  special equipment. A river 
basin will be examined from . the air and on the 
ground by agricultural and irrigation experts, 
Arrangements will also be made to replan  the  
city of Kandy with the use of air photographs. 

Plans for.this resources inventory were 
made following a survey of the situation in 
Ceylon by Dr. J.D. Mollard, Chief of the Air 
Photo Analysis and Engineering Geology Divi-
sion, Department of Agriculture, Regina. J.M. 
Henderson, who.was project manager of the 
resources inventory in Pakistan, will.head a 
group of specialista: in aerial surveying, 
Photography, geology, forestry, soi/s engi-
neering and other pertinent fields being sent 
to Ceylon by Photographic Survey Corporation. 

* * * * 

NEW  BUILDING -RESEARCH "STATION:  Building 
Research  in  Canada's Atlantic Provinces took 
an important step forward.with the establish-
ment of.a Maritime Regional Station by NRC.' s 
Division of Building Research. HmusedinNRC's 
Maritime Regional Laboratory.on the campus of 
Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S., the new 
station will be a counterpart of the Prairie 
-Regional Station of the Division,  which is 
located in NRC's Prairie Regional Laboratory 

at Saskatoon. It-will- serve as a centre-for 
field -studies of building problems in the 
Atlantic.Provinces, with.special reference to 
the.performance of building under Maritime 
.climatic conditions. Masonry and mortar 
studies.will be among the principal projects. 

.Two-members of DBR are being transferred 
from Ottawa to Halifax to start this new 
Station: Messrs. D.B. Carey (from the building 
design section) and D.C. Tibbetts (from build-
ing practice, construction section). Both'are 
graduates oftheNova Scotia Technical College. 

* * * * 

CD FOR ARMY OFFICERS .;  In the first step 
towards arranging for possible aid by the 
armed forces.to  civil authorities in time.of 
disaster,.a special course.for army officers 
is under way at the Canadian Civil Defence 
College, Arnprior. 

Concurrently, the CT)College is conduCting 
a course for top-level firemarshils-and fire 
-chiefs, at which special problems of. the 
H-Bomb are being studied. 

"The Canadian Army.Civil Defenee Liaison 
Officers' course is attended.by  40 atmy 
officers,  who will.study the organization and 
planning of civil defence in Canada and how 
the armed services may assist civil defence 
officials.in the event of.atomic attack or 
when called to.aid the civil power in any mass 
catastrophe. 

At the Fire.Defence Study, 30.top-level 
fire .marshals and fire .thiefs - representing 
Canada's  major  cities will-study the role of 
the fire-services during potential H-Bomb 
attacks,.and the preparations required now to 
make them effective for-possible future wars. 
Some of the panel discussions an fire problems 
will.be' headed by three top fire officials 
from the U.S. and the U.K. Mr. George . Stanbury 
•of the  O.K. Home Office, Scientific Branch, 
and a participant in British atomic.tests . in  
Australia, willdead a discussion on Fire 
Research problems as they are affected by 
:atomic weapons. Ma.. K.Yle Laughlin of the 
U.S.F.C.D.A., and Mr. Horatio Bond, Chief 
Engineer of the National Fire Prevention 
Association %all-chair meetings dealing with 
Special Fire Equipment and Fire:Spread under 
actual atomic-tests. Other apeakers.will 
include Mr. Gordon Shorter of the National 
Research Council,  Mr.  Austin Bridges, Alberta's 
Fire Commissioner, Mr. W:T. Scott, Ontario's 
Fire.Marshal, and instructors of the Canadian 
Civil Defence College. 

In addition to the Fire Study and the 
special army course, the College is also 
conducting a Course at which 30 rescue in-
structors.from across Canada are completing 
'their studies in rescue eperations.. 

• 
Last year 40 peat bogs were worked Ale 

Canada, .four  more than.in  1953.and 18 more 
than in 1941. 

-• - 
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SOVIET-CANADIAN JOINT COMMUNIQUE

s

0

A CORDIAL BXCHANGE:'The following Soviet-

Canadian joint commùniqué was released on the
conclusion of the visit to the U.S.S.R. of the

Honourable L.B. Pearson, Canada's•Secretary of
State for External•Affàirs:

From October 5 to 12, as guest of the Sov--
iet Government, the Canadian Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Mr. Lester B
Pearson, visited the U.S.S.R.

During his stay in Moscow, Mr. Pearson met

leading statesmen of the Soviet State and had
discussions with the Foreign Minister of the
U.S.S.R. Mr. V.M. Molotov, the Minister of
FôreigriTrade, Mr. I.G. Kabanov, and the acting
Minister of Culture of the U.S.S.R. Mr. S.V.

Kâftanov.
In discussions during these meetings, there

took part, on the Canadiarn side, the following
persons accompanying Mr. Pearson: the Asso-
ciate Deputy Minister for'Trade and Commerce,
Mr.14:.1;. Sharp, the assistant Under-Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Mr. J. W. Holmes and
M•r. J.B.C. Watkins, Ambassador Extraordinary'
and Plenipotentiary of Canada in the U.S.S.R.

SOVIET PARTICIPANTS

On the Soviet side there took part in the

discussions the Deputy Foreign Minister of the
U. S. S: R., Mr. V. A. Zorin, Ambassador Extra-

o:rdinary and Plenipotentiary of the U. S. S.R.
in Canada, Mr. D.S. Chuvakhin, and Chief of the
Second European Department of the Foreign

Ministry of the U.S.S.R., Mr. V:Y..Erofeyev.
'lhese meetings and discussions took place

in a cordial atmosphere and ranged over a wide
variety of subjects including matters of
specific concern to the two countries as well
as others of major international significance.
:The exchange has resulted in clearer under-
s.tanding of each other's point of view, which
should assist in the promotion of good re-
lations between the two countries.

It was recognized that there•were no prob-
lems between nations or group of nations

which were incapable of solution by peaceful
means if goodwill and a sincere desire for

strengthening peace and friendly relations
between nations were present. Mr. Molotov and
Mr. Pearson expressed their satisfaction at
the fact that the points of view in the United

Nations Sub-Committee on Disarmament, of which
the U.S.S.R. and Canada are members, had come

closer together, and it was established that
both sides had common views with regard to the
necessity to facilitate early solution of the

disarmament problem. It was agreed that, for
such an achievement, the development of con-
fidence and trust between nation $ and the
growth of a sense of security were vitally im-

portant. This end should be served by measures
directed at further relaxation of internation-

al tensions. It was noted with satisfaction

that the decisions of the Conference of Heads

of Governmmts of the Four Powers in Geneva in

July last had facilitated relaxation of ten-
sion in international relations, although many
problem's still remained to be solved.

In connection with Mr. Molotov's co-chair-
manship of the Geneva Conference and Canada's
membership in the International Supervisory
Commission for Indochina, an occasion for dis-
cussion of the problems of Indochina was
presented. It was agreed that, in spite of the
difficulties, the object of implementation of
the Geneva Agreements, while maintaining the
truce.and avoiding fµrther hostilities, should
be pursued.

Advantage was also taken of Mr. Pearson's

visit•to explore the possibility of concluding
a trade agreement between Canada and the
U.S.S.R. on a mutually beneficial basis, with
the most-favoured nation principle being ob-

served. The desirability of measures directed
towards the removal of barriers to interna-

tional trade generally was recognized by both

Ministers. There was a sufficient measure of"
agreement to warrant resumption of negotia-

tions shortly in Ottawa which were started in

Moscow, which will, it is hoped, produce

positive resul-ts of •benefit -to both countries.

FREER INFORMATION FLOW

In the course of the discussions held, it
was agreed.that mistrust and misunderstanding
could.be to some measure dispelled by greater
exchange of visi;ts both official and unoffic-
ial. It was agreed that every effort should be
made to remove obstacles to the freer flow of
information and views and to develop as much
as possible the cultural, scientific and tech-
nical contacts. It was agreed, in the first
place, to consider means of scientific and
technical co••operation between the U. S. S.R.
and Canada in industry, transport,-and agri-
culture,and the exchange of information on
scientific research in Arctic regions.

It was also agreed that visits by parlia-
mentary delegations could contribute to better
mutual understanding between the U.S.S.R. and
Canada and strengthen the ties between them.

The Foreign Ministers recognized that their
governments' differences of approach to po-

litical and economic problems should not be a
hindrance to.co-operation on many practical

subjects on the basis of mutual interest and
the desire to promote peace and good neighbour-

ly relations. Such co-operation would be based

on the principle of non-interference by each
country in the domestic affairs of the other,
and would be inspired by the desire by both to

work together for the establishment of inter-

national peace and the ensuring of security,
Before leaving the U.S.S.R., Mr. Pearson

visited the Crimea, where he was received by
the Chairman of the Goûncil of Ministers of
the U.S.S.R., Mr. N.A. Bulganin, and by Member
of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the
U. S. S. R. , Mr. N,S. Khrushchev.
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1955 CANADA  YEAR BOOK:  For 89 years the 
Canada Year Book and its predecessors have 
provided a contemporary record of  Canadas  re-
sources, institutions, and economic conditions 
and the trends of Canada's development as a 
nation, by means of articles, statistical 
facts, diagrams and maps. Each successive is-
sue has grown in the performance of.this task. 
The 1955 editiom issued recently, continues 
this growth, providing in a single comprehen-
sive volume of nearly 1,400 pages an encyclo, 
paedic range of information about Canada. 

Besides the customary revision of basic 
material to bring it up to date, the regular 
chapters of the 1955 edition contain other re-
visions and some new features. Among these are 
a detailed treatment of Canadian physiography, 
a digest of the administrative functions of 
the Federal Government with accompanying chart, 
preliminary results of the first nation-wide 
sickness survey, short analyses of the new 
Canadian Criminal Code and of the decennial 
revision of the Bank Act, and a survey of 
scientific.and industrial research including 
that in the atomic field, as well as up-to-
date reviews of developments in Canada's 
foreign and domestic trade, manufacturing, 
natural resources, public.finance.and other 
fields. 

Nine special feature articles have been 
incorporated in this edition. Their titles 
are: "The Northland - Canada's Challenge", 
"MigratOry Bird Legislation", "Post-War  Immi-
gration", "The Forest Products Laboratories of 
Canada", "Developments in Canada's Mineral 
Industry - .The Metals, Industrial Minerals. 
Petroleum and Natural Gas, and Coal", "The St. 
Lawrence Power Project", "The St. Lawrence 
Seaway", "Canada's Commercial Fisheries 
Resources", and "The History of the Canadian 
National Railways". 

Price of the Canada Year Book is still 
$3.00. Orders for copies, accompanied by 
remittance in the form of cheque or money 
order payable at par to the Receiver General 
of Canada, should be addressed to the Queen's 
Printer, Ottawa. 

*  o * 

PLACENANES HONOUR WAR.DEAD:  Eleven more 
Saskatchewan servicemen who gave their lives 
during the Second World War are being honoured 
by the provincial government by having their 
names officially adopted to designate topo-
graphical features in theprovince/s northland. 

Following  are the  newly-named map features. 
all in the Beaverlodge uranium area 450 miles 
northwest of Prince Albert, and the servicemen 
after whom they have been named: 

Hoey Lake, . after W02,  Jans W.D. Hoey, 
RCAF; McGraw Lake, after Bdr. Andrew F. 
McGraw, RCA; Clavelle Lake, after Gnr. 
Alfred Clavelle, RCA; Dowson Bay, after 
L. Cpl. James C. Dowson; Wick Lake, after 
Pte. Wilbur W. Wick; Waynert Lake, after 
Cor.  Elvin T. Waynert: Padget Bay, after 

FO Richard E. Padget; Kadman Lake, after 
Rfn. John A. Kadman, Regina Rifles; Wivcharuk 
Lake, after John Wivcharuk, Regina Rifles; 
ValliereLake,after A/Cpl. Joseph A.  Valliere, 
Regina Rifles; and Witt Lake', after Rin. James 
J. Witt, Regina Rifles.. 

socs 
 • 

NWTSACE ESKIMO  MADE:  The  Governor -General 
the Right Honourable Vincent Massey, will 
present a mace to the Council of  the Northwest 
Territories at a ceremony atCovernment House 
early in the New Yaar. 

The mace, of unique design, carved entirely 
by Eskimos of Baffin Island, embodies the 
symbols of life in Canada's northern regions. 
Standing 5%leet high, its central column is 

. made of narwhal tusk with carvings in whale-
bone depicting the people and animals of the 
Arctic. It also includes Indian quill work 
from:the Yellowknife region and pellets of 
gold from mines of the Northwest Territories, 
A block of oak from an ancient ship, wrecked 
in the Arctic while searching for the North-
west Passage, is carved with symbols of the 
white man and.represents the white man's ar-
rival in the north. Like the mace of the House 
of Commons, it'is surmounted•by a crown and 
or, but, in its materials.and design, it is 
entirely representative of the north. 

The mace was made.this.summer at"Cape 
Dorset  under the guidance of James A. Houston, 
of the Arctic Division of the Department of 
Northern Affairs. Although it'was necessary 
to explain to the Eskimos . something of the 
general conception and design of a mace, of 
which they had never heard,  the  craftsmanship 
and labour were . entirely Eskimo. 

* * 

ARNY CADETS CENTENARY:  Dedicated tothe task 
of assisting youths to develop leadership, 
patriotism and good citizenship, the Royal 
Canadian Army Cadet organization is nearing 
its first centennial. 

The cadet movement made its first appear-
ance in Canada in 1861, when two cadet corps 
were formed in the Province of Quebec, No. 1 
St. Hyacinthe College Cadet Corps and No. 2 
Bishop's College School Cadet Corps.  They were 
known then as "Associations for the Purpose of 
Drill". 

There are now 560 Army cadet corps with a 
total enrolment . of 65,000 cadets. These corps 
are located in centres from Yellowknife to 
Windsor and from Victoria to Newfoundland. 

Since the end of the Second World War more 
than 5,700 former cadets have enrolled in the 
ranks of the Regular Army and many others have 
been commissioned. Thousands of ex-cadets have 
gone into Militia units. 

Fifty-two per cent of Canada's farm homes 
had a passenger automobile Ln 1951 as compared 
with 38 per cent of the rural non-farm homes 
and 41 per cent of the urban homes. 
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CHEMISU)r:  Otto Maass, a Principal Re-
search Officer in the Division of Pure Chem-
istry of the  National  Research Cbuncil of Can-
ada,  and  formerly Macdonald Professor of Phys-
ical Chemistry and Head of the Department at 
McGill University, was recently elected an 
honourary member of the Chemists' Club of New 
York. Honourary membership is restricted to 
about a dozen top chemists throughout the 
world, and Dr. Maass is the only Canadian so 
honoured. 

Dr. Maass was born in New York City in 
1890. His family moved to Westmount, P.Q., and 
Dr. Maass received his early education in 
Montreal schools. He received his B.A. degree 
from McGill-in 1911 and the M.Sc. degree . in 
1912. He attended  Harvard: University, as hold-
er of the Royal Exhibition of 1851 Schàlarship 
and was awarded the Ph.D. degree in 1919. 
After a short period in  Europe  he returned io 
McGill, where he became Macdonald Professor of 
Physical Chemistry in 1923 and Head of the 
Eepartment in 1937. Under his supervision a 
large and active research group rapidly formed. 
Dr. Maass also became associated with the Pulp 
and Paper Research Institute of Canada, Where 
he has been General Director of Research since 
1940. He joined the staff of the National Re- 
search Council in 1955. • 

NRC CONNECTION 

He was a Member of the National Research 
Council from 1939 to 1945. Many  of  his con-
tributions to Cenada's war effort were made 
through the associate committees of the Coun-
cil, and he served  as Assistant to the Presi-
dent of NRC from 1940.to 1946. He also served 
as Director of Chemical Warfare and Smoke, 
Department of National Defence, and was a 
member of the Defence Research Board, For 
these and other activities he was honoured by 
the King, who made him a Commander of the 
Order of the British Empire Ln 1947, and by 
the Civil Service, which awarded him the gold 
medal of the Professional Institute of the 
Public Service in the same year. The Govern-
ment of the United States'elso recognized his 
services with the award of the United States 
Mçdal of Freedom with Bough. 

His outstanding contributions have been 
recognized in many ways. He was elected a 
Fellow of the Royal Society of London in 1940, 
for outstanding achievements in the field of 
paper technology. He was awarded  the Society 
of Chemical Industry Medal  in 1943, the Tory 
Medal of the Royal Society of Canada in 1944, 
and the Chemical Institute of Canada Medal in 
1952. In addition to these honours,  Dr.  Maass 
.has received honourary. degrees from the Un-
iversities of Laval, Manitoba, Rochester and 
Toronto. 

Pis latest award is the honourary degree of 
Doctor of Science from McGill University, at 
the :oi.inder's Day  convocation on October 6. 

EDINBURGH INVITES STRATFORD:  Following a 
Board meeting held. on October 15, the GoVern-
ors of the Stratford Shakespearean Festival 
announced that they had received an invitation 
from officials of the Edinburgh Festival to 
have the Stratford company appear in Edinburih 
next summer. 

The Cenadian Festival, now entering its 
fourth season, is already preparing to launch 
the Festival company in New York this winter 
in co-operation With Producers' Theatre, the 
first time the Festival company has played 
outside of Stratford, Canada. 

Mr. A.M. Bell, President of the Foundation, 
commenting on behalf of the Board of Govern-
ors, said: 

"We are highly honoured that the Festival 
company has been invited to play in two inter-
national theatre centres in one season. The 
Festival was founded with the aim of advancing 
the development of Canadian theatre and of 
providing improved opportunities for Cinadian 
artistic talent. In three seasons we  have  gone 
far téward achieving these ideals within Can-
ada. 
• "It is just as important, however, that the 
Festival work toward establishing a national 
standard abroad. Already Le Théâtre du Nouveau 
Monde  ha a drawn European attention to Canadian 
artistic achievement by their appearance in 
Paris last summer. 

"It is our hope that we may do our share in 
furthering such international recognition of 
Canadian art." . 

No.details of the proposed Canadian visit 
to Edinburgh are yet available, but it is ex-
pected. that Mr. Michael Langham, Artistic 
DireCtor .  of the Canadian Festival,  flow  Ln Eng-
land, will be in Edinburgh next month to dis-
cuss plans with officials there. 

. Such a development would mean running the 
nine-week Canadian Festival season earlier 
than ususl. Plans are now being discussed to 
schedule-it from June 18 to August 18. 

* * * 

MORE FREIGHT THROUGH CANALS:  During July, 
4,455,977 tons of freight were cleared through 
Canada% ten canals, 450,404 tons or 11.2 per 
cent more than Ln July last year, the  Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics reports. Increased traf-
fic was reported for the St. Lawrence, Welland, 
St. Peter's and St. Andrews canals, and de-
creased traffic for the Canadian lock at Sault 
Ste. Marie.and four of the smaller canals. 

Among commodities, the main increases this 
July were in iron ore and fuel oil. The number 
of vessels.travelling through the ien canals 
rose to 4,043 from 3,986 and the registered 
net tonnage advanced to 4,174,917 tons from 
3,931,722. Passengers transported increased to 
70,858 from 40,846 last year, anet4num-
ber of pleasure craft to 23,936 from 20,- 
285. 
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NEW LIGHT ON MOST ANCIENT ARCTIC 

(Continued from page 1) 

.As yet it has not been possible to deter.: 
mine the approximate age of the discoveries 
made in the permafrost. However, carbon 14 
tests will be made later to establish the 
period in which the implements were used. In 
carbon 14 tests, bymeasuring the radioactivity 

' of carbon with artifacts, it is possible.to  
'determine their approximate age. • 

The location of the discoveries was on the 
banks of the Firth River at a place that had 
obviously been a caribou crossing for centur-
ies. A small-rock hill, an ideal observation 
spot for hunters, and the most prominent rise 
on the coastal plain for miles, lay immediate- 

• ly to the east of the plateau which contained 
the artifacts. 

During almost two months of digging this 
summer, the party was constantly beset with 
raging winds, fog and snowstorms. Their camp 

•was flattened on three occasions. 
Dr. MadNeish stressed.that they had dug 

only a minute portion of  the  area. "It is un- 
•doubtedly filled with many-times the number of 
artifacts we have been able to recover so far" 
he said. "It will be a rich site -- possibly 
the richest in the north.-- for many years to 
come, and should prove of the utmost import-
ance in tracing the early cultures that lived 
in our country." 

Some of the pottery.recovered by Dr..Mac-
Neish is different to any other yet found in 
the New World, although similar pieces have 
been unearthed in eastern Siberia. Other 
pieces of pottery are similar to some pre-
viously found in southeastern Manitoba,,Ont-
ario and Çuebec. 

In spite of the fact that the early civil-
izations which lived on the banks of the Firth 

, River had been relatively close to the ocean 
no implements were found which would suggest 
dhat they had utilized the sea for-food. 

No complete skeletons were recovered this 
summer, but Dr. MacNeish is hopeful that 
future.work at the site w441 . uncover some. A 
party headed by Dr. MadNeish will return to 
the site next summer, 

* * * * 

INDONESIA REPAYS LOAN:  The Minister of Fin-
ance announced on October 13 that the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Indonesia had made the 
final payment on the $15.000,000 loan extended 
to it by the Government of Canada in 1.945 
'under Part II of the Export C.redits Insurance 
Act. 

The authorized credit of $15,000,000 to 

Lndonesia was fully-drawn during the period 
extending from October 8, 1945, to October 8, 
1948. The advances made under the credit were 
consolidated into one debt in 1948 and repay-
ments, which began in 1951, have been made 
regularly. 

NEW RCAF HELICOP7ER :  Two new models are to 
be added shortly th the RCAF'ssrowing fleet 
of helicopters, it was-announcéd.recently by 
Air Force Headquarters. 

RCAF crews expect to fly two H-34 helicopt-
ers to Dorval, outside Montreal, from the 
Sikorsky plant at Bridgeport. Connecticut, 
within the next:few days. Six of these big 
single-rotor helicopters are on order. 

During November the RCAFexpects to accept 
delivery of the first of six Piasecki H-21 B 
helicopters,  from  the Piasecki plant.at Morton, 
Pa. . 

The new helicopters will join other types, 
obtained last year; on transportation chores 
during the construction of the Mid-Canada 
early warning line, being pushed through along 
Cànada's 55th parallel of latitude. 

The H-34 is similar in.appearance to the 
S-55, 10 of which are in • CAF Use. It is 
slightly.larger, however, and has approximate-
ly three times the Ioad carrying capacity of 
the S-55. 

The H-21 B differs only slightly.from the 
Piasecki H-21 A, 6 of which were obtained last 
year by the RCAF for searchandrescueduties. 
Main difference is in equipment 'carried, the 
H-21 A being a search and rescue machine, and 
the H-21.Bbeing equipped for transport-duties. 

Until recently,;use of helicopters in the 
RCAF has been restricted to search end rescue 
operations. RCAF officials-state, however, 
that they are proving invaluable in overcoming 
many of the transport problems encountered in 
the building of the Mid‘Canada Line. It is 
expected that helicopters will be required to 
provide continuing transportation through many 
.stretches of the line after it becomes opera-
tional. 

* * . 	* 

USE-OF  SAWMILL WASTE DISCUSSED.'  Means of 
encouraging thewider use of sawmill waste were 
discussed at the fifth.annual meeting of the 
Research Co-ordinating Committee on the Util-
.ization of Sawmill Waste for Pulpwood, held on 
October 18 at the Ottawa Laboratory of the 
Forest Products Laboratoriei of Canada. 

Main items on the agenda were a review of 
American developments in handling mill.waste 
for pulp, given by J.A. Holekamp of the Amer-
ican Pulpwood Association, a discussion of the 
use of planer shavings for pulpwood anda des-
cription of the air-aspiration method of sepa-
rating bark from chips, giveh by Lee Eberhardt 
of Bauer Brothers Company ofSpringfield, Chio. 

Studies of the Forest Products Lsboratory 
of Canada have shown that  about  one-third of 
the slabs and edgings left over from sawmill 
operations in Eastern Canada is not being used 
at present. The discovery of economic Uses for 
this waste would make sawmill production more 
efficient and help conserve Canada's forest," 
resources. It:is estimated that about 1,000,000 
cords of sawmill.residue are now being con-
verted into pulpwood annually in Canada. 
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NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT.-AND PUBLICITY

A'RRV,iE1Y •OF PROGRESS: Addressing the first
Committee of the United Nations'General
Assembly, duzing the discussion of the progress
made during the post year toward the estab-'
lishment of international control'of•nuclear
energy, the Honourable Paul Martin.. Canadian
Minister of National Héalth and WelfAre and
Chairman of the Canadian Delegation_,to the'
United Nations, expressed "a great sati€faction"
at accounts of the success of the Conférence
on the Peaceful Uses-of Atqmic Fsiérgy held in
August in Geneva.

Mr. Martin said, in pwrt:
"...In our opinion the.principal benefits

of this conference, one of the largest and
most successfiil scientific meetings evler helâ,
were threefold:

1. The-release to the public. domain n-of a
great mass of•scientific information which had
hitherto been seoret;

2. The'opportunity foi sciehtist's and
-engineers from all over the world to learn at
first hand-of the work of their confrères in
other lânds, and to discuss common problems;

3. Ilhe•focussing of public attention not
only'on the•role'which atomic power is ex-
pected to play in the future, but also on the
formidable problems which must be overcome
before it can.be exploited to economic advan-
tage throughout the world.

"Although the discussions on atomic power
attracted the widest general attention, the
valuable reports of work in such fields as raw
materials, basic physics and chemistry,
medicine•and biology, and the applications of
radio-isotopes deservemention, as do. the
interesting and useful exhibits of the pro-
ducts of"âtomic technology arranged by many
of the participating nations.

. "The .pb-litical implications of the Con-7.
fé=ence have not been less significant.'Therë
'is no doubt that, together with the 'Summit'
meet^ng-and the San Francisco' tommemorative
'meeting, it was conceived and organized as an
expression of a new mood.in international
affairs, a mood that we hope-wiil not be
transitory. With the other meetings just
mentioned, the scientific conference provides.
the proof that when there is a will to co-
operate, to approach problems with moderatioiy
and in s ositive fashion, impressive results
tan be.alieved. . .

"...At the Ninth General Assembly'Canade
had the honour to be one of the co-sponsors of
the resolution, adopted unanimously, which
dealt with the proposed establishment of an
International Atomic Energy Agency. What pro=
gress.has been made in carrying out the terms
of the Resolution? If I may borrow a saying

. fibta my medical friends, 'slower than hoped
for but much better than expected.'
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"Ihe drafting of f-a constitution which.will
ensure the establishment of the Agency on a
sound foundation, so that it will be able to
fulfil its role with maximum effectiveness and
with the greatest measure of support.from
potential member nations, has been admittedly
complex and difficult. Howéver, by the time of
the Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy in Geneva last August, the work had
advanced to the point where the United States
representative was able.to.announce that the
eight nations (including Canada) which had
been discussing the possible establishment of
the Agency had reached agreement on a draft
statute and that this draft statute would,be
distributed.to member countries of the United
Nations. . . ,

"For the present it wouid•seem to be most
advantageous to follow. the procedure envisaged
in the resolution and the one which Lam sure
will lead most quicklyto the establishment of
an Agency;.the resolution provided in fact
'tha:t'the views of inembers.which have mani-
fe#ted their interest be fûlly 'considered'.^
Egdi ^nation; can thérelfore. âssist by submitting
comments ôn the draft statute as soon as
possible. "The Canadian Government as one of
the negotiating states, for ità part,.will
.welcome.all these comments.and consider them
most earnestly in.reviewin•g the statute.which
wi1F• ultimately be submitted for individual
approvâl. . . .

ÇANADYAN DEVELOPDIENTS

States and the United Kingdom in-a programme

"I'would now like to. deal with the Canadian
.atomic energy programme. Certain of its
features are related to the very subjects I
have been discussing, and '1 am hopeful that
what I am about .tosay-will receive.the part-
icular attention-of those nations which are
just now launching national atomic. energy
programmes of their own, and especially of
those nations .with.potential,.'but as yet un-
proven or undeveloped, radioactive mineral
resources. Such nations are-faced with the
question of how much external help they should
seek or accept.

"...Nuclear research in Canada had its
oti-gin over fifty years ago when Ernest
Rutherford, working in collaboration with
.Frederick Soddy at McGi1l-University, announc-
ed in 1902 the results of his investigation of
.thethe nature of radioactivity, but it was only

the Second Wôrld War that Canada first
.became.an active participant with the United

aimed at possible.gractical applications of
atomic energy. During .the.war, of' course,
efforts were directed.primarily tôward the.
development of the atomic,bomb, but, even at
that tia}e, the possible application of this'
tremendous energy source to peaceful purposes
was in the minds of all concerned, and it was
clear.that much of the.research on-atomic
weapons could in due course be put to effect-
ive use in pacific projects.

^• ,
(C. iV. B. . Oc tobèr 19, 1955)

":..Since the end of the war, Canada has
carried out a very active programmé to find
and.develop sources of supp+ly of uranium,* and
by the end of 1957 uranium production in
Canada will be over twelve times'as •great as
it was at the end of the Second World War.-1he
annual grqss income from that production will
be approximately one hundred million dollars,
and it will.rank in fourth place in the grôss

. do
l
lar value of our metal production.

, "...In addition to its raw material pro-
.:gramme, Canada has continued a vigorous
pro gramme of research and dévelopinent'on the
applications of atomic energy. Since the end
of the war its.programme has been exclusively
.for peaceful purposes -- power f6r domestic
.and industrial use and radioactive isotopes
for medicine, agriculture and industry... The
centre of this programme is the'Atomic Energy
Project, located on the Ottawa River near'•the
village of Chalk River and operated.by the
Gôvernment-owned Crown Cumpany,- Atômic Fnergy
of Canada Limited. It is.engaged in four main
activities: 1) dévelopment o£'économic atomic

•

.power, 2) fundamental research, 3) operation
of nuclear reactors.and.separation of nuclear
fuels, 4) production of radioactive isotopes
and associated equipment such as Cobâlt'60
Eeam Therapy units. '

NRX REACTOR

"Canada's first reactor,.known as the 'zeep' -
(rhich stands for 'zero energy experimentâl
.p}le'), went into operation in 1945. It
operated.at a mere 10.watts but made possible
:studies which-were essential.to the desiga of
-the second reactor, the NRX, which-went into
operation in 1947. The NRX was a natural
uranium heavy-water reactor. It was then; and
so remained for several.years,.the most.-power-
ful research reactor in the world.,. 'Even today,.
aftef eight years, this reac.tor: . ié• play,ing• a
leading role and is being used not only by
Canàda but also by the-United States and the
United Kingdom for atomic power studies.

"The success of NRX and the demand,•£or
still' stronger neutron beams for fundamental
research and for engineering studies resulted
in a decision in 1951 to build.another natural
uranium heavy-water reactor, known'as NRU,
which is now under construction and is expect-
ed to go into operation in 1956.•'Ihis* reâctôr '
will have a neutron flux five times that of
the NRX reactor and a power output of two
hundred thousand kilowatts. It will.produce-
significant quantitiesof plutonium and will •
have advanced éxperimental façilities.

•"1?arly in 1954.a power-reaçtor feasibility
study was begun at Ciialk River 'in collaborâ-
tion with a number of Canadian•power agencies.
As a result of this study it•was decided to.
design and construct a small a-tomic power,
station known as NPD -- nuclear power demon-
stration -- and at,the same time to carry out
a preliminary design study for a large power
station. NPD will be purely an experimental

2 (Con tinued on p: 6)
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TRAFALGAR DAY. CELEBRATIONS:'Ships  and shore 
establishments of the Royal Canadian Navy will 
join those of Great Britain and other Common-
wealth navies in special ceremonial observance 
of the 150th anniversary of the Battle of 
Trafalgar, Ottober 21. 

Honouring  the  memory of Admiral Lomd,Nelson 
and his most famous and last battle, warahips 
of the RN in port will "dress overall" with 
flags and pennants and shore establishments 
will dress with masthead ensigns. Guards and 
bands will be paraded, ships' companies will 
be fallen in at "Divisions" and a Vice-
Admiral's salute of 15 guns will be fired at 
noon. 

Retired officers of the RCN and Reserve 
may wear uniform when attending any function 
or service commemorating Trafalgar Day. 

Observance of this anniversary will also be 
prominent in ceremonies marking Nevy Week, 
sponsored annually across.ehe country by the 
Nevy League .of Canada. Nevy Week this year 
begins on Trafalgar Day, Cttober 21, and con-
tinues through to Cttober 29. 

Arranged primarily to keep before the 
public "the tremendous importance of the Navy 
and the Merchant Navy, on which depend our 
freedom and way of life, while.at  the same 
time honouring the memory of oui. sailors who 
died for their country," Navy Week this year 
will, in addition, mark the 60th anniversary 
of the Navy League. Church parades, special 
services, "open house" at Sea Cadet quarters 
and other events are being arranged to.cel-
ebrate these two important occasions. 

* * 

CANADIAN.FLYERS IN NOROCCO:Cenadianfighter  
pilots of the R,CAF's NATO Air Division test 
and improve their shooting ability at a French 
air-firing range at Rabat, French MorocCo. 
Anr«W detachment is permanently located 

at this French air force base to take tare of 
administrative arrangements for the Europe-
hased airmen. 

Squadrons rotate at the firing range, 
leaving their air bases in France or Germany 
early in the morning.and.arriving at Rebat in 
time to get on the range the same afternoon. 

Maintenance crews are sent by North Star 
and Bristol eircraft in advance to  service the 
planes as soon as.they arrive. Flying is am a 
seven-days-a-week basis, with groundcrews 
working  •4 hours "on" and 24 hours "off". 

The range itself is off the African coast 
ôver the Atlantic Ctean. Pilots take turne 
towing a "drogue" target,.while their . comrades 
swoop to the attack.  The 30-foot by 6-foot 
target, with 4-foot bulls-eye, is brought back 
in and the results of the shooting examined. 

The Fighter Wing having . the top annual 
aggregate score wins the Lloyd Chadburn 
Memorial Trophy, won last year by No. 4 Wing, 
Baden-Soellingen, Germany. 

NAREHIWOUS  PORTAGE:  An aluminum marker has 
.been set into bedrock on.the site of the 
historic second Chaudière portage along the 
north Shore of the  Ottawa River atVal Utgeau, 
Province of Qiebec.- 

Along the half-mile portage moved nearly 
all the.Canadian explorers , and fur traders.Who 
followed  the  canoe route from Montreal to the 
western plains. The portage, WhiCh possibly is 
the last of the route reMaining in its origin-
al state an the  Ottawa River, felt.the steps 
of Samuel de Champlain, Brulé, Nicolet, Radis-
son, Groseilliers, La Salle, La Verendrye, 
Alexander Henry the  Elder  • neAlexander Henry 
the YOunger, Hermon, Thompson,Tand Fraser. 

The marker, Which was erected by the Men's 
and Women's Canadian Clubs of Ottawa, was un-
veiled Ottobér 5 by Honourable Jean Lesage, 

-Minister of Northern Affairs and National 
Resources. The portage was declared.  a historic 
site by the Historic Sites and Monuments  Board 
.6f Canada in 1954, and the  property that it 
crosses placed in the custody  of the  Federal 
District Commission  by its owner,  the Gatineau 
Power Company. 

Shown on the large plaque is a fur-trade 
canoe manned.  by  14 voyageurs  shooting a rapids,. 
while . nearby are the actual stone steps and 
the rock causeway built by  the voyageurs to 
ease the movement of heavy loads over the 
portage. Another reminder of the 300-year old 
trail is found near the marker, where two 
life-sized voyageur canoe paddles rest against 
a large granite.boulder. 

Other historic Ottawa river portages have 
been obliterated by canals, power dams, or 
industrial sites. Maintenance Of—water levels 
has helped protect  the site, While youngsters 
using the portage route to reach the river 
have preservdd its identity. 

* * * * 

SPECIAL RAN KILLS SHARKS:  Responding to an 
. urgent appeal from fishermen ....the federal . 

 Department of Fisheries has devised effective 
means of coping with basking sharks which, in 
recent years, have become a growing menace to 
'salmon fisheries in certain parts.of the .B.c. 
coast: With the installation of a specially 
built razor-like ram on the  bow of the FiSh-.. 
eries Protection vessel "Cbmox Post", a heavy 
'toil of basking sharks has been taken in the 
Barkley Sound area.• Reports from fishery 
officers indicate that since  the "Comox Post" 
was fitted with this equipment 41 basking 
sharks have been destroyed. A.bag of 18 was 
the highest day recorded. 

Damage to gill-nets and.trolling'gear 
through basking sharks has been a problem . to 
fishermen for.many years: Feeding on the same 
food as salmon the big animals, some attaining 
30 feet in length, frequent the same areas as 
salmon.and are usually at greatest numbers in 
the height of sockeye salmon fishing. 
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•  CANADAIR 'CyETS' ATOMIC' CONTRACT:  ' Atômic • En eru 
of Canada.Limited announced recently that 
Canadairlimited of Montreal had been.awarded 
.a.çontract:to.prepare.a design.and a cost 
estimate.for.a wawieminepoolw.type.reactor. 
This  will be a low-power, .low-flux.machine 
.and will;be'used.at Chalk River for research 
.related to Canada's  power reactor programme. 
The  reactor will probably.cost between $253,- 
000 and $930,000. .. 

Although - the new réactor:will.be.similar in 
principle•to existing 7Swimming-poolw . re-
actoes,.it.will:be specifically:designedto 
determine - the extent:to ehich various.types of 
reactor fuels absorhneutrons. • 

The reactor will.consist.primarily Of a 
group of.fuel elements.suspended  man open 
pool or tank ofordinary water.:The Water acts 
as the  coolant i the neutron.moderator.and the 
shielding. 

:The tank in this type of reactor-is-usually 
.a concretei-rectangular:structure,.much like a 
swimming.pool. -The firstreactor of this . type, 
.ehe Bulk . Shielding Reactor (BSR).at  Oak Ridge,  
-Tennessee, has a concrete pool 40 feet long, 
20 feet.widé, and 20 feet deep. The swimming-
pool reacter.displayed.by  the United States 
Atomic Energy COmmission.at the International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy in Canada,.. and.  bought by Switzer-
land, has its core.suspended in a cylindrical 
Steel tank . ten feet in diameter:and 22 feet 
.hi.  

The fgel . elements of the.swimminepooLtype 
reactor  are-  suspendedfrom.a structure.at.the 
top of the tank. The elèmenteare.held to-
gether to form.a "corew.about two:feet:by two 
feetby,three.feet,:the.size varying by a few 
inches in the various existing.poel - reactors. 

* * * * 

.ROYAL CANADIAN-  NAVr CADETS' ENROLLED:  ' Ninety-
'one young "men from.acroSs Canada have been 
enrolled in.the Royal Canadian Navy as cadets 
.undetterms.of the Regular Officer -Training 
Plan at the three Canadian Services Colleges. 

The Services Colleges:are Royal Roads, near 
Victoria;A'oyal Military College. Kingston, 
and Collége.Militaire Royal  de Saint-Jean,  
Saint-Jean,  Q.iebec. Under'the Regular Officer 
'Training Plan,.cadets:are maintained.at the 
coilegéset government expense and upon grad-' 
.uation join the Services as regular force 
officers.: 

Soyal:Military  Collège  has 26 new naval 
cadets; Royal Roads, 22, and  Collège  Militaire 
Royal, 43. 

Of the cadets beginning studies.aè the 
Services Crelleges, 36, including 25 French- 

• Speaking young  men, 'are  from Cliebec Province, 
27"are:from. -Ontatio," 14".from the Prairies, 
eight from•British Cblumbia.and six from the 
Maritimes. _ .  

•RIRTNSWIGN, •DEATHS'LOW:  'A record 435,142 
:births were.registered in Canada in 1954,  1.8,-
317 or 44 per cent higher•than the previous 
•recerd.of 416 .,825 in 1953. This.is.the sixth 
consecutiveannual increase from the 358,941 
-registered.in 1948, or an average annual 
increase of 12,700 or 3.5 pet cent per yea r . 

The  national birth.rate,.at 28.7 per 1,000 
population, was the third highest on record 
since national vital statistics•have been 
.compiled. (1921);•it has risen steadilyfor the 
fifth:consecutive year from 27.1 in 1950 and 
was only slightly below the previous  record  
'rate of 28:9 in 1947 and 29.3 in 1921. In 1953 
it was 28.2. 

Canada's death rate drépped to the lowest 
point on record in 1954. At 8.2  per 1,000  
.population, it compared.with 8.6 in the pre-
ceding year and repreàents.the eleventh con-
secutive.annual decrease  from  the  1943 rate of 
10.1,.a decline of almost 20 per cent. in a 
little . over a decade. The_decline in 1954 
resulted from . adrop in deaths to 124.520 from  
the record high total of 127,381 in 1953, 

"There were declines  in. rates  from 1953 in 
•all provinces ekcept Newfoundland:and Prince 
Edward.Island. Provincial ratés Varied from 
7.2 in Saskatchewan and 'Alberta  to 9.8 in 
'Bfitieh Columbia, which haa.the highest pro-
portion of all provinces of aged.persons in 
its.population. 	 • • 

o 	 - 	 • 

CIVIL'SERVANTATON011REeler11:S.:  Beléived to 
have been the first occasion in which federal 
(civil servants of the United States  thus 
•honoured:a civil.servant of Canada,..a unique 
ceremony.took place in Ottawa  recently . when 
the Department of liansport's 'retired COntrol-
.1er oflelecommunications,.G.C.W..Browne,-was 
presented:with a.scrolland.a wrist.iatch.from 
•his.many friends.and acquaintances in Washing-
ton.  The presentation  vas  made.by  Philip S: 
Bogart, MansportandCOmmunications Attaché of 
the United States Embassy in Ottawa, on behalf 
of United States Officials in the communica... 
:tions field.of.the State Department, Military 
Services, Coast Guard, Civil Aeronautics 
Administration,  as  well.as  Federal Communica-
tions Comntission, the Departmental Aeiâulturé 
and  thé  Department  of' the  Interior. 

* * * *. 

RIO' YEAR :FOR TREE NURSERY :  From the Prov-
incial Forest Station at Midhurst, Ontario l a 

. record  11,000,000 trees.were shipped this.year • 
to.permanent_planting'sites in the province. 
4Approximately.7,000,000.Of the.nursety's trees 
.went to private landowners to establish-wood-
lots, shelter belts etc., .and the rest- to -
Government projects. 

In addition.to  nurseries, the Midhurst sta-
tion operates the Springwater Park and Trout 
Rearing Station, from.which speckled trout 
yearlings have been.planted in .suitable 
streams. . 
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YAO CELEBRATES ITS TENTH BIATHDAŸ

• PEARSON WELCnNBS •DELECrATES r 'S inc e h i s cur =
rent tour through the U.S:S.R., and the East
precluded his presence at the decennial meet-
ing of the Food and Agriculture Organization
in Quebec on October 15, Mr. L.B.-Pearson,
Canada's Secretary of State for External
Affairs, prepared a recording that was played
to the-.delegates. ":+. .. I'am about as far
from Quebec.as any Canadian can well be - in
Singapore," he said, "wheré we. are discussing
future work under the- Colombo Plan, something
•which, of course, has a direct- relationship to
what the FAO has been doing over the lest 10
years." Mr. Pearson said that he was glad to
be able-to deliver his greetings by radio,
."especially to•old friends with whom I attend-
ed -the Conference at Quebec 10 years ago, when
FAO.was born."

The body of this speech £ollows:
"'...Although in 1945,- when FAObegan its

-task, we were under no-illusions that the task
would be easy or simple, I imagine that no one
at that time could have anticipated the com-
plexity of the issues and problems ahead. FAO
was the first of the Speçialized Agencies to
forge-its constitution, its procedures and its
policies: It'did not have too much to go on;
but I think that its experience has not only
been encouraging in itself but also helpful to
the other Agencies which came later.

"FAO has also been able to fâshion over
these ton years a much more effective working
relationship with other Specialized Agencies,
notably the WHO, than could have been antici-
pated to be necessary in' 1945.. It' is no longer
-considered to be paradoxical that the Wôrld
-Héalth Organization should be trying to in-
crease the total world population while, on
the other hand,' FAO'hasbeen waging a long and
difficult battle to provide adequate susten-
ance.for the world population.'The paradox is,
of course, superficial. If'disease, infant
mort®lity'and a low expectation of life can be
remedied,'then in those vast.areas of the
world, where these conditions persist, the in-
creased productivity from a healthy population
should'take care of the demands of the expect-
ed increase in population.

"During this decade the FAO has gained the
-confidence of an increasing number of peoples
and governments, upon which ultimately the
success of its operations must depend. ".I.t"has
had the good fortume,.and the good sense, to
,conduct its important affairs•vary largely-in
a non-political atmosphere; and its objectives
have been so wef.l` defiried and so sensibly
stated that- they could be accepted, even by
governments inclined to be watchful for and
suspicious of political motives.

is

NO SHORT-CUTS

"Looking back from the advantage of hind-
sight, we may have been somewhat over-optimis-
tic in 1945 about what could be done and when.
We have since discovered, for instance, that
widespread fundamental changes in agricultural
methods and in production geiierally cannot
occur over a year or so, or perhaps'indeed
even over a generation. We have found that
there is no short-cut, or at least no quick
and effective short-dut, from primitive
methods to those of the twentieth century.

"Many of the problems, if not most ofthem,
which £aced FA^ in 1945, are still with us, in
spite o£-the great energy and the technical
skill with which FAO has conducted its opera-
tions. A good..beginning, however, has been
made in solving these problems. FAO has won
its spurs, or as I might more appropriately
put it in Quebec;.'elle'a gagné ses épaulet-
tes'.

"A better understanding now of the com-
plexity of the problems.with which the FAO is
confronted has resulted-, of course, in changes
both in its objectives and policies. These are
now much more clearly'defined and understood
than in the early days.1he organization is
still concerned with.1the relationship of pro-
-duction to population but, if I understand
correctly, is now able-to direct more effort
to the actual technical problems of production
specific to certain areas.

FAO v S PROUD RECORD

"We can rightly' claim that the FAD, jiamas
it was the-first, is surily'one of the most
effective Agencies established-under the
direction of the United Nations; that its work
has been of far reaching importance in freeing
man from one'of.his worst fears -- that of
hunger and want.

"Ten years ago wken, as Chairman of the
Conference, I'brought this first session to a
close, I said.that 'if humanity should acquire
some trace of sanity and bring-social progress
in line with scientific development. . . . then
the work we have done at Quebec will have made
a worthy and permanent contribution to man's
long effort to move upward from the jungle of
hatred, suspicion and death, where so many
powerful and frightening influences even today
are working to keep him mired'. It is depres-
sing to realize that I'could'use much these-
same words in speaking to you this evening.:
Certainly in the intervening years we have not
yet been able 'to bring social progress into
line with scientific development,' though pro-
gress has been made. That the process has not
been completed is no fault ôf the. FAD' and of
its wise and devoted- directors and-o•fficials.

"It only-remains for me now'to congratulate
you with allmy heart on the undoubted achieve-
ments-of your first decade, and to express the
fervent prayer.that you may be.-left'in peace
for the next 10 years to get on with your
constructive and humanitarian tasks."

5
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NUCLBAIUDEVELOPUBNT  AND  PUBLICITY 

(Continued from page 2) 

power station and will generate from 10,000.to 
20,000 kilowatts of elegtric power. It is 
acheduied to go into operation in 1958 and 
will be located at the power station of the 
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario 
near  the  village .of Des joachims on the  Ottawa 
River about 150 miles northwest of Ottawa -- 
some twenty miles ftom Chalk River. The NEVis 
not expected to generate electricity at à cost 
competitive with.that•produced by hydro. 
electric or. conVentional" thermal stations but 
will provide information and operiting ex-
perience for a large-scale plant and give 
practical information on the . economics of 
power production from reactors of this type. 

latit week . the Canadian 'authorities 
annoUtned that they will'build anoeher  experi- 

mental  reactor at Chalk River. This is to be 
a. swimming-pool type of reactor of low power 
and.low.flux and is intended primarily for 
.studies .of  the absorption of neutronsby. 
various types of reactor.fuels. Al the same 
time the Canadian.authorities saià that ad-
ditional test equipient will be incorporated 
in.the.NRU 'reactor and this will permit the 
testing of uranium fuels:and fuel assemblies 
in the interior of the reactor under a variety 
of conditions. .These two additions to the 
experimental equipment at Chalk River will 
:greatly increase the effectiveness of test 
facilities fot . reactor development in Canada 
ihich, in some respects,.are already Unique. 

• ISOTOPE PRODUCTION 

. "Canada has developed a large  radioactive 
isotope production programme and has pioneered 
in the use of radioactive  Cobalt  60 in eherepy 
units for the treatment of cancer. These 
therapy units have been placed in upwards of 

. thirty hospitals in Canada,  the United States, 
the  United  Kingdom. France, Italy and Brazil. 
Last year Atomic Energy of Canada Limited made 
1,200 shipments of various isotope products.. 
We are cereainly bent on making available 
whatever technicel ability Me have in this 
capacity to every country..  1. 

. "...I know of no better irey to conclude 
. what I have to say; than to quote the words 
used by the distinguished Indian scientist, 
Dr. Bhabha, who presided at the Geneva Con-
ference:•'It is to be hoped that through  the 
"remarkableimprovement in thepolitical'cli-
mate.whith bas  taken place recently, and which . 

 we hope will'continue, the barriers which re-
main will gradually . disappear altogether. If 
'so muth has  ben athieved ehrough the individ-
ual and isolated efforts of a few countries, 
how much more could be athieved by  the  combin-
ed effort of all t . Those who have the good 
fortune'to participate in ehis Conference are 
privileged to be in the vanguard of the marth 
of history. We . have the unique opportunity of  

giving of our knowledge to others for the coin-
mon  good. I hope ehis Conference will play its 
part to helpingtimprogress of mankind toviards 
ehe'ever-widening dawn.of.the atomic' age, with 

. ehe promise of a lift,.fuller and happier than 
anyehing.we can visualize today.". 

• * * « 	• 	 . 
• 

iimmesT.CNR :SURPLUS IURIERREN:"  ..Canadian 
National Railways will end 1955 "in the 
black",  but  the surplus  will be "a very modest 
lone", according to a féreceat made recently in 
Wbntreal by  Donald  Gordon, chairman-and 
ipresident of the CNR. 

Speaking to the Montreal Chambre de Com-
merce, Mr. Gordon discussed the CNR's financ-
ial status. described the system's policy on 
extension of existing rail lines and con-
struction of new branch dines, told of its 

. role in the development of Canadian resources 
and reviewed new steps in the company's 
operations  in the  Province of Quebec and the 
City of Montreal. ' • 

Ch finances, Mr. Gordon said . ihere  vas no 
use pretending:that  the  modest surplus which 
he forecast moulderepresent an adequate return 

investment'for a business with assets of 
more than $3.billiens. 

"No businessman," he added, "would be sat-
isfied with  the  kind of return on his capital 
investment ehat we are likely tomake. However, 
it is a sign, I hope, of thinim to come, for 
even if a modest  surplus  can be repeated or 
bettered year by year, all of us -- as Can-
adians and therefere Shareholders in Canada's 
biggest industry --Mill have some reason for 
satisfaction." 

Cbntributing to the'deficits shown in past 
years had been the capital debts.inherited by 

• the CNR when it was formed, costs of re-
habilitation, and expansion .carried out for 
resigns of national policy in conSunction wieh 
the development of the nation. But reasons  of 
national policy were wlergely•forgotten when 
people.rea& our annual financial statement". 
There had never been an item in the CNR's 
balance sheet marked "national. policy", Mri 
Gordon added. . 	 • 

• : * * * * 
• • 

FREIOUT .CARS ALURINON-R001131,:,Aluminueroofs 
for  railway freight cars will beceme  a  reality; 
in Canada with  the delivety of 1750 units now 
on order hy  the  Canadian National Railways. 

The aluminum roof weighil.abeut 700 - poundi 
as compared with the ton weight of the stand-
ard steel-roofed car. SaVings result.in the 
reduction of locomotive fuel costs . and the 
greater ton-loading capacity of the care . , 

The quantity use of aluminum  roofs results 
ftom 10 years experiment by ehe . Canadian Pet-
ific and Canadian National Railways. 
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-CIVIL AVIATION IN CANADA'S NORMAND

A MAJOR FEAT: The.'developmen t of civil
aviation in Cânada's northland will'stand as
one of the "major events of this generation"
accordin g to the Minister of Transport, Mr.
George E. Marler, who has recently returned-
from an extensive tour of governmental instal-
lations in the Canadian.north. In the course
of an address before the local Board of Trade
in the Besaborough Hotel on September 29,
following the official opening Qfthënew Saak-
atoon airport terminal building, he pointed
out that one of the chief undertakings in the
north "erv-• the construction of the DEW line
(distant early warning line) and that con-
struction of the line necessitated the inaug-
uration of an extensive air iife for the move-
ment of freight £rom-squthern portions of the
country to various north,ern points, and this
work has been an4 is being chrried out most
efficiently by our' Canadian carriers who have,
so for, transported by air.approx.imately
17,000 tors of cargo required for DEW line
operations".

Mr. Marler named a numbex.of !excellent
airports' within the northland which he said
"are helping to open up the last North American
frontier, the Canadian Northland".. These he
listed as 1Vhitehorse and.Smith River in the
Yukon Territory, Norman Wel.lq near Great Bear
Lake, Yel.lowknife.and Fort Resôlution on Great

Slake Lake, Coral Harbour on Southampton
Island north of Hudson Bay, Frobisher on
Baffin I'sland and Chimo on Ungava Bay.

"Thanks to these airports, to the"-weather
stations located in this vast area and to
improved communications-and air control fac-
ilities, a flight inside the Arctic Circle
has become almost routine for many Canadian
carriers" Mr. Marler said. He gave credit to
•theRCAF which, with the co-operation of other
departments.•had painstakingly been making an
aerial photographic survey of the north. This,
he said, "afforded invaluable aid to air
navigation".

In aiscussing•aviation developments in the
Canadian northland, Mr. Marler mentioned the
fact that "as recentlyas June 3, Canadian
Pacific Airlines-commenced regular flights
from Vancouver to Amsterdam, over a great
circle course,'passing over Churchill, Man-
itoba, and touching down if necessary on the
west coast of Greenland".

Mr. Marler quoted figures to show that
Canada was "eredited with having 84 airports
of international or national importance wbich
is equal to about one such airport for euery
200.O(0 of population". According to the same
classification of impo•rtance, the United
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MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFILNCE  nun EUROPE: 
The  Minister of National:Defence, Mr. Ralph 
Campney, accompanied by the Chairman Chiefs of 
Staff, General Charles Foul'kes, left - fôr 
Europe September 30.  

They will visit .Greece• and Turkey to dis-
cuss with defence authorities of each mutual 
NATO  defence matters including Canadian air 
.training and.the use being made of Cànadian 
Mutual Aid equipment. 

Turkey and Greece have each been-allotted, 
in addition to other ecpipment, over 100 F-86 
Sabre jet•aircraft during the past tvio' years. 
Each country has a number of aircrew attending 
Canadian air training schools•under -Canada's 
NKR) air training scheme. 

This will be the first visit of a Minister 
of National:Defence of the Canadien  Government 
to either.country -since they joined the NATO 
Alliance early in 1952. 

.Following their visit to Turkey and Greece, 
Mr. Campney and General Foulkes  will  attend 
the NATO Defence Ministers' Conference to be 
held at Paris from October 10 to 13. 

* * * * 

DOUBLE TAXATION AGREEWNIT 'SIGNED:  The De-
partment .of External Affairs. arnounced on Seio-
tember 30 that an agreement between-Canada and 
Denmark for the.avoidance of double taxation 
and the prevention of .fiscal evasion with 
respect to taxes on income was concluded'in 
Ottawa on September 30. His Excellency O. 
•Sehested, the Danish Minister, signed for the 
Government of Kingdom of Denmark and the Bon,.  
ourable Walter E. Harris, Minister of Finance, 
signed on behalf of the Canadian Government. 

The agreement »provides generally that each 
country retains the right to tax income leav-
ing that .co.untry, while at the same time 
undertaking to grant relief from taxation on 
income in respect of which a tax has already 
been .imposed in the other country. 

The agreement will come into force in 
Canada on the first day of January, and in 
Derunark on the first day of April, in the year 
in.which the instruments of ratification are 
exchanged. This exchange of instruments will 
take place in Copenhagen. 

* * 
TIME LOSS FROM INDUSTRIAL DISPU,TES: 'Tiine 
loss arising from industrial disputes in 

.Canada during August showed a slight drop from 
the figures for the previous month, according 
to a preliminary summary of strikes and loCk-
outs released on September 77, by the Minister 
of Labour. Mr. Milton F. Gregg. 

Preliminary figures for August showed 25 
work stoppages in existence during the month 
involving 6,442 workers and a time loss of 
92,525 nian-working days, as compared with 32 
stoppages in Jay with 10.913 vorkers involved 
and a time loss of 96,335 days. In August 1954, 
there were 20 strikes and lockouts involving 
3,959 workers and a time loss of 48,210 days.  

(C.W.B. October 12, 1955) 

U. N..  PANEL OF EYOUIRY AND CONCILIATION;  
The Department of External Affairs announced 
on September 28 that five persons have been 

• designa.t'ed . by the Government of Canada to 
serve as members of the United Nations Panel 
of Enquiry and Conciliation: Senator.L.M. 
Gouin; Senator Norman P. Lambert; The Hon. 
-Chief Justice Sir Albert Walsh; the Hon. Chief 
Justice Sherwood Lett; Mr. R.M. Fowler. 
Senator Gouin, Senator Lambert and Chief 
Justiceldaleh have been members of the Panel 

• for the past five years, and Mr. Fowler and 
Chief Justice Lett have been designated to 
replace the two other original members, the 

•Rt. Hon. Vincent Massey and the Hon. Chief 
Justice  J.L. lisley. 

On April 28, 1949,  the United Nations 
General Assembly adopted a resolution provid-
ing for the creation of a panel for inquiry 

.and conciliation to be available to any states 
involved in.controversies, and to the General 
Misembly, the Security Council, and other 
eubsidiary organs when exercising their res-
pective functions in relation to disputes. 
Each Member State was invited to designate 
from one to five persons deemed to be well-
fitted to serve as members of commissions of - 
inquiry or of conciliation. 

* * 

GERMAN GRAIN. DELEGATION VISITS CANADA: 
'Three senior officials of the Ministry of Food 
and Agriculture in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Dr. H. Winkelstern, Head of the Grain 
Section, Ministry of Food and Agriculture, 
Bonn; Herr H. Gebhardt, .Head of the Section 
for Foreign Trade with Dollar and Sterling 
Areas, Bonn; and Herr Albert Holste, Assistant 
to the Director of the Import  and Stocking 
Office for Grain, .Frankfurt, arrived in Ottawa 
on October.3 for discussions with officers of 
the Departments of- Trade and Commerce and 
Agriculture.  • They arrived in  Vancouver on 
September 11 by air from Amsterdam on the 
invitation of the Canadian Wheat • Board, and 
have been making first-hand studies of the 
production, grading, milling, storage.and 
merchandising of Canadian wheat and other 
grains. Daring their stay in Ottawa, rhey will 
visit the Central Experimental Farm, where 
they will study plant breeding work being 
undertaken there. 

An invitation was extended to the Govern-
ment of the Federal Republic of Germany last 
year to send three representatives to Canada. • 
Owing to the sudden deterioration in the : 
German grain crop, the delegation selected was 
urxable to come to Canada. 

After inspecting the grain elevators and • 
port facilities in Vancouver, the three visi-
tors travelled through the Rockies by train . 
and made a tour of Southern Alberta and Sas-
katchewan, where they were able to observe the 
grain handling facilities during the period 
in which harvesting operations were in full 
swing. 
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ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY AND POWER PRO3'ECT

7W.-WAY. 'TRAFFIC 1VEEDED:' The Minister of
-Transport, Mr. George C. Marler,predicted that
Chicago would greatly benefit from the St.
Lawrence Seaway when completed but'stressed
the necessity of providing twb-way traffic for
shipping. Addressing a joint Limclzeon gather-
ing in Chicago of the Chicago Association of
I-ndustry and.-Commerce and of the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce, on September 30, he said
he • looked on ,the Seaway p ro j ec t"as a great
thingin the fütiare of our two countries and
in your case particularly €or the areas which
it is to serve- directly". '

Indicating as an example the port of
Montreai.:which he said "has always been a
great- pôrt", Mr. Marler poirited out that it
"provides the great advantage, not only of
modern facilities for loading and unloadittg,
but the ability to take full cargoes and tq,.
provide'full-cargoes in return. When, after
the Seaway is ready, you.create this.same
situation in Chicago or in your other American,
ports on the Great Lakes I am sure that you
will" see an increased volume of shipping
coming into your waters".

REAL TEST

The real test, in the Canadian Minister's
-opinion; was Qnot the enthusiasm with which a
local community may contemplate the construc-
tion of new wharves and piers and the instal-
lation of unloading -equipment, but that port
development must rest upon the firmer founda-
tion of available traffic". In Mr. Marler's
opinion, "the populous territory located in
close proximity to the deep •waterway or having
ready access to it, seems very likely to
generate the kind of tvyo-way traffic that
promotes the movement of shipping."

"There must be a large volume of exports
that now move out of this territory by other
means of transport and through your Atlantic
ports, and I: have no doubt that correspond-
ingly, this territory uses a substantial
quantity of goods and material that are
imported by other routes",'M r. Marler said. In
his opinion, the great question was whether
"this traffic can be co-ordinated and whether
the territory can provide an attractive volume
of freight to be carried oût.of your ports by
the vessels that account for incoming traffic,
or vice versa".

In detailing the volume of construction and
dredging necessary to the huge engineering
undertaking associa'ted with.both the naviga-
tion and hydro-electric.developments under the
St. Lawrence Seaway project, both in the
international and the-all-^Canadian sections,
Mr. Marier said that the latest available cost

estimates was $291, 258. 000, "of which Canada 'a

share is to be $200,000,000 and yours $81.-

258,000". The dimension of the respective

investments of the two countries he said,

"certainly would in.these days entirely

justify the introduction of tolls for the new

facilities"..

In enlarging on the matter of charging

shipping tolls as a means of recovering the

cost of building the Seaway, Mr. Marler poin t-

•ed out that "the present facilRties are toll

-free and are used freely and without charge

both by Canadian and American shipping and by

ships of other nations," although both the

United States and Canada had spent many

millions of dbllars in providing canals and

locks and deepening the channels and the lower

river. -

TOLLS JUSTIFIED

"When the legislation authorizing the con-
struction of the Seaway- was'voted by the Par»
:•liament of Canada and when the Wil.ey-Dondero
Act was passed by your Congress, provision
was made for the 'imposition of tolls in.res•-
pect of the use of the new • facilities", •Mr.
Marler said. He pointed out that imposition of.
tolls for the rather.expensive facilities that
were now being built by governments or other
public authorities had become general and
"it'is notsurprising that our legislators
believed that the new-facilities should be
self-^ liquidating, though rhe tolls were to be
fair and reasonable".

Mr. Marler predicted that, so far as the
grain:trade was concerned, there would prob-
ably be "a more extensive use of lakers for
the transport of goods over the waterway". He
could see no reason why the Seaway should
interfere with the tremendous bulk movements
that was now being carried on of iron ore,
stone and coal but anticipated that an in-
creased volume of iron ore "should move up the
Seaway from Seven Islands in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence from which our Ungava and Labrador
ore is being shipped".

The crucial question in shipping, according
to the Minister, was vkiether there would be a
.change in the pattern so far as overseas
traffic was concerned: "I am told that it is
expected that in the current year some 325
vessels-and about 300,000 tons of general
cargo will move from Chicago and other lake
ports direct for Europe. This perhaps is small
in relation to the whole, but I: think,when the
Seaway ief opened and deep water facilities are
available, there will be a further growth and
traffic will become more significant".
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CIVIL AVIATION IN CANADA'S: NOSTHLAND " 

(Continued from page 1) 

Kingdom and Italy have eaéh approximately one 
such airport to . every million of population. 
In France the ratio was one per 1,300,000. 
With this ratio, Mr. Merler.thought France 
could "afford terminal buildings such as we 
find at Orly and Le Bourget in Paris". Canada 
with merely 200,000 of population for each 
airport of national or international import-
ance cannot be "expected to scatter Oelys and 
Le Bourgets right across the country". • 

Mr.  Marier  used these comparative figures 
to emphasize the "magnitude of our financial 
responsibilities" in operating more than 100 
airports and assisting many others financially 
or otherwise. He pointed out that "a larger 
population and a smaller area also gives 
European air carriers the  undisputed advantage 
of oyvering Shorter routes for a greater number 
of potential passengers. We see, therefore, 
ehat compared to these European countrieà to 
which I have referred as well as many others .  
Canada with its smaller population, its far 
greater area, and its more numerous airports, 
has been faced, and is still faced, with an 
enormous financial burden in aviation". 

In the Minister's opinion, his department 
had been fully justified in having placed 
"greater emphasis on the extension of the 
facilities required for aircraft ,  and for the 
safety of flying". In spite of this. "safety 
first" emphasis, Mr.  Marier  said ehat  the 

 Department of Transport was not neglecting the 
construction of terminals. 

"Work has begun on excavations and founda-
tions for the new building at Montreal's 
Ebrval airport, and a contract has been award-
ed for the erection of the steel structure" 
said Mr.  Marier.  "Tenders areat present being 
called for the construction of a new terminal 
at Gander and will be called in the near 
future for a modern terminal at Quebec. The 
design for the new building at Ottawa has been 
completed, and work there should'begin some 
time in the new year. At Melton airport, in 
Toronto, more commodious facilities for 
travellers will be constructed during the 
coming months, pending the erection at Melton 
of an.entirely new terminal. In 'addition the 
Department has under active consideration the 
needs for terminal facilities at several other 
important airports . including Regina." 

*  a * * 

CP DIRECTOR SUCCEEDS FATHER:  During the 
semi-annual meeting of The Canadian Press held 
recently at Charlottetown, Prince Edward 
Island, K.R. Thomson of Thomson Newspapers was 
elected to fill the vacancy on the 19-man CP 
Board of directors created by the resignation 
of his father Roy Thomson The younger Mr. 
Thomson was already CP member for the Kirkland 
Lake Northern News. 

"BIG INCREASE IN MOOSE:  A scant five years 
after Ontario's moose population was in such 
serious danger of depletion that a two-year 
ban on all moose hunting was necessary,  the  
Department of Lands and Forests is able to 
announce greatly liberalized open seasons for 
1955. The move,  officiais say, is not only 
.feasible now  but, in  most areas, highly 
desirable. 

"With considerably more liberal seasons 
than last year, there probably has never . been 
such 'wide open' authority for hunters to kill 
moose since legislation to regulate the.kill 
of ehese  animais  waà fiist adopted.in . Ontario" 
says Sault Ste. Marie District Forester A.J. 
Herridge. 

mWith  the  moose population in 1949 reported 
in danger of depletion, not a moose licence 
was sold in Ontario to either resident or non-
resident hunters in 1949 or 1950..Now, only 
five years later, legislation has been passed 
that ehrows almost all of Northern Ontario 
open tomoosehunting in one form or anether. 

"In many sections non-residents as well as 
residents will be permitted to hunt moose 
(always provided they can pay $101 for a 
licence), and over large areas these same non-
residents will be granted permission this 
year to go after not only bull moose but also 
cows and calves. 

"Is this wise? First, how many moose are 
there in Ontario? What's the stock in hand? 
According to the most recent and most accurate 
information available, there were about 42,500 
moose in the Province at  the  beginning of this 
year. Last yearthere were.an  estimated 42,000. 
Of these, about 2,000.were taken by 8 ; 237 
hunters." 

*  a * 

SEA LION HUNT:  A sea lion hunt on the Brit-
ish Columbia coast recently yielded a total 
bag of 49 sea lion bulls Which produced 25,000 
pounds of meat and 40 potentially usable 
skins..The meat was frozen and placed in cold 
storage in Vancouver,. B.C., where it is in 
process of marketing as mink feed. Skins have 
been treated with preservative. So far no uses 
have been found for the hides of sea lions but 
experiments will be made in an attempt to 
utilize this batch on a commercially profit-
able basis. 

Captain Walter Steen, of Vancouver,  obtain.- 
ed special permission from the federal Depart-
ment of Fisheries to undertake  the  operation. 
In granting the permit the Department took 
into account the fact that sea lions are a 
menace to fisheries and have been the cause of 
numerous appeals from fishermen for government 
assistance in reducing the herds. Voracious 
feeders on salmon, halibut, cod, herring and 
other fishes, sea lions Will take fish already 
gilled in nets or caught on trolling gear, 
causing heavy losses of fish and damage to 

• gear. 
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WORLD HOPES OF DISA^MAMENT BRIGHTER?

NEW SPIRIT.ABROAb: "...I believe there is
something alive in the Geneva spirit -- or at
least the germ of something whichcan come
alive if it is only nourished," declared the
Honourable Paul Martin, Minister of National
Health and Welfare and'Chairman of the Canadian
Delegation to the United Nations, on September
26, during the debate in the Plenary Session
of the General Assembly. "If'it is too early
to say that confidence has been re-established
-- or perhaps one should'say 'established',
for international confidence would be some-
thing quite new in the history of the world --
one can at least say that there is evident a
search for confidence, a struggle for mutual
understanding which did not exist before."

The trouble in the past, Mr. Martin.con-
tinued, had. consisted less in the."inatters at
issue" themselves than in "the absence of any
real anxiety to solve them". He found encour-
agement now in the fact that the leaders of
the larger nations especially appeared willing
to meet each other in a spirit of true give
and take. Mr. Martin went on to develop this
view of the improved situation as follows:

"...Confronted by the appalling spectre of
disaster, the world has sobered up in the nick
of time.

"...It seems to us that the most hopeful
augury for this session is the fact that, both
here and in such important organs of the
Assembly as the Sub-Committee on Disarmament,
there is evident the desire to state as

tHFoL4uTloN DIVISION

DEPAATMENT OF EXTERiü1L AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

October 5, 1955

straightfQrwardly as possible positions sin-
cerely held rather than to establish propa-
ganda positions or to score debating points.
If we carry on in this way, there is no limit
to what we can achieve in the United Nations.

"..I realize that.all of us in this
Assembly are fully aware of the difficulties
to be surmounted in reaching a general agree-
ment on major reduction of armed forces and
conventional armaments and the prohibition of
atbmic weapons. The reductions and prohibi-
tions must be so co-ordinated and scheduled
that no nation, at any stage in the process,
will, have genuine cause to fear that its
security is endangered. In the course of our
Sub-Committee meetings progress has been made
towards an agreed position on this important
question of the time-table or schedule of
reductions and prohibitions.

"!-lowever, the whole quéstion of an effective
arrangement to guarantee the fulfilment of any
undertaking to prohibit atomic weapons must
now be considered in the light-of the fact,
admitted by all concerned, that secret evasion
of any agreement for total prohibition of
atomic weapons would, in the light of present
knowledge, be possible, however stringent the
control and inspection might be. It was partly
in order to meet the difficulties on this key
problem of control and inspection that a
number of new proposals were advanced at the
Geneva meeting.

(Conlinued on page 5)
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NRX BACK IN OPERATION:'The  NRX reactor at 
Chalk River is back into operation after a 
séven-week ahutdown, W.J. Bennett, President 
of.Aromic Energy of Canada .announced' 
recently. 

•  A special fuel rod that was being tested 
damaged an aluminum  tube' in the reactoetank, 
contaminating the heavy water moderator and 
sprinkling small chips of plutonium fuel ah 
the bottom of the tank. Automatic devices shut 
down the reactor immediately and the main 
operating room did not become contaminated 
with radioactive material. 

This breakdown was in no way comparable to 
the breakdown of December 121, 1952, when a 
power surge damaged several fuel rods and the 
reactor had to be extensively decontaminated 
and reconstructed. Additional safety devices 
were built into the reactor during the re-
construction and modification made it possible 
to operate the reactor at a heat output of 
40,000 kilowatts, 33 per cent higher than was 
possible before the reconstruction. 'These 
safety devices performed as planned when the 
test fuel rod failed seven weeks ago, thus 
preventing serious damage to  the  reactor. 

SPECIAL DIFF/CULTIES 

.While extensive damage as not experienced 
in the  recent shutdown,  the  decision to speed 
the  repair job by carriing out the' work with-
out dismantling the reactor made operations 
diffitillt. Thick concrete and steel shields 
above the reactor tank, which weigh up to 
nineteen tons eaCh: -  made it necessary to carry 
out repairs from a considerable distancè. 
Some idea of the difficulty bf the repair 
operation may be gained from the fact that 
skilled tradesmen were restricted to working 
through a two-and-one-half inch hole at dis-
tances up to 28 feet from  the  damaged part af 
the  reactor. 

Chips of Plutonium fuel resting on the 
inside bottom of the reactor tank (whiéh ià 
known as the ncalandria") had to be removed 
before the repair of the tank proceeded. When 
ordinary water failed to flush the chips off 
the  bottom of the tank a chemist.recalled - the 
principle of a Christmas table decoration. The 
latter consists of a bowl containing a mixture 
of water, baking soda and vinegar. When moth 
balls are dropped into the bowl bubbles of 
gas adhere to dhem and lift them of f the 
bottom. 

A similar principle was used to clean off 
the bottom of the NUUK-tank.'Six thousand 
gallons of soda - water were run through  the 
tank. Càs bubbles from the soda water formed 
on the fragments and lifted them off the tank 
bottom, thus allowing them to be flushed out. 

The heavy water contaminated by  the test 
fuel rod is now being purified at Chalk River. 
It will be used in the new NaUreactor which 
is now under construction. A new charge of 
heavy water was put into bax. 

COUNT MARRIED WOMEN WORKERS:  Hon. Milton 
F. 'Gregg, Minister of Labour, announced  on  
September 20 that the Department of Labour, 
ehroueita.,recently-organized Vibmen's Bureau, 
is pi:alining : to undertake a survey.of married 
women working for pay. The questions for  the 
survey were drawn up after careful testing in 
which the Women's Bureau was assisted by a 
number of voluntary women's organizations. The 
'field  work for the survey and the compilation 
of results are expected to take severalimonihs 
to complete. 

The survey will be conducted through  the 
sehools of social work and other departments 
of several Canadian universities. Mr. Gregg 
said that  the  survey was the first of its kind 
ever undertaken in Canada and that it was 
important because of the large and .growing 
participation of married women in the Canadian 
labour force. He said that dhere were more 
than 400,000 married women working for pay in 
Canada, which amounted to about every third 
woman in the labour force. 

AIMS OF SURVEY • 

The survey is being conducted with three 
general aims in mind. The first is to find out 
the types of jobs performed by married women 
in the labour force and eheir attitudes and 
plans in relation to their jobs.. They will be 
asked about eheir training and experience to 
find out if they have occupational qualifica-
tions that.are not being utilized in the jobs 
ehey are doing. The second general aim is to 
relate the Patterns of work to family and 
household responsibilities in regard to such 
things as the provisions being made for the 
care of children While mothers are working and 
the  effect of the  mother's employment on home 
und family life. The third general aim is to 
find out as.much as possible about their 
reasons for working and Whether or not they 
plan to continue working. 

A meeting of representatives of the organ-
izations concerned with the planning and 
conduct of the survey was held in Ottawa on 
September 15. The other government departments 
and agencies that.assisted in the planning 
were: the Ebminion Bureau af Statistics; the 
Deparrment of National Health and Welfare; and 
the  Unemployment Insurance  Commission. The 
survey is being conducted by the Women's 
Bureau through  the Maritime  School of Social 
Work in Halifax, and the Schools of Social 
Wbrk and other departments °naval.  University, 
University  of Montreal, McGill  University, the 

. Uhiversity of Toronto, the  University  of Man-
itoba, the University of Saskatchewan, the 
University  of Alberta, and the University of 
British Columbia. 

Cànadisn manufacturers shipped $4,424,442,- 
000 worth of products.in  the first quarter 
this year, $228,397,000 worth more than  in the 
January-March period last year. O  
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ITALIAN AWARD TO CBC  PROGRAMME:  A CBC pro-
gramme, "Birds of the Forest", has been award-
ed the internationally-recognized Italian 
Press Association prize for documentary radio 
programmes. This award is offered annually to 
major radio organizations participating in the 
Italia prize.international competition  for  
radio works. This is the first year the CBC 
has been represented in the competition. 

"Birds of the Forest" is a presentation of 
bird songs, most of which were recorded by 
Pr. William  Gunn of the Federation of Ontario 
Naturalists. The programme was written, 
narrated and produced by Thom Benson of the 
CBC outside broadcasts department, and was 

 originally presented in the BBC radio doc-
umentary series "Canadian Scene." In addition, 
it has been heard twice on the  BBC, twice on 
the Italian Radio, as well as in the United 
States and over the Swiss broadcasting system. 
Recordings of dhis programme were presented by 
the CD: to the Obeen Mother of the Belgians, 
who requested them after hearing the programme 
on ane of its Eùropean broadcasts. . 

* * * * 

BIRTH REGISTRATIONS AT HIGH:  Birth regis-
trations reached an all-time high for a month 
in August, OBS reports. Seven of the ten 
provinces had increases, bringing the national • 
total. to 41,598 as compared with 37,837 in 
August last. For the country as a whole 
298,365 births were registerld in the first 
eight months this year, an increase of 3.7 per 
cent - over the preceding year's 287,846. There 
were increases in all but three provinces. 

JDeath registrations reached a five-year 
high for August at 10.533 and compared with 
10,206 in July and 9,612 in the corresponding 
month last year. January-AugustregiStratiâns. 
rose to 86,130 from 82,786. 
• Marriage registrations in August dropped to 
13,086 from 13,942 in July and 13,255 in the 
corresponding month last year.  The cumulative 
'total Of 73,868 for the first eight months of 
this year was 2.7 per cent under the 1954 
total of 75,946. 
. Birth registrations in August were as 
follows by provinces: Newfoundland, 812 (798 a 
year ago); Prince Edward  Island, 288(214); 
Nova Scotia, 1,535 (1,565); New Brunswick, 
1,671 (1,470); Quebec, 13,437 (11,367); 
Ontario, 13,141 (12,571); Manitoba, 1,819 
(1,997); Saskatchewan, 2,297 (2,383); Alberta, 
3,341 (2,797); and British Columbia, 3,257 
(2,675). 

There were an estimated 535,000 ducks on 
Canadian farms at the start of June this year, 
45,000 or 9 per cent more than at June 1, 
1954. The only decrease from a year earlier 
was  a 7 per cent drop in British Columbia. 
Largest gain was a 20 per cent increase in 
Ontario. 

NEW DEFENCE LABORATORY:  A central labo ra-
tory building atSuffieldExperimental Station, 
Suffield, Alberta, will be opened officially 
September 29. 

Facilities of the 1,000-square miré estab-
lishment, the Defence Research Board's largest 
station, are employed for experimental and 
trials' activities related to the defensive 
aspects of biological, chemical and radio-
logical warfare. The staff scientists work 
cldsely with the Canadian Armed Forces and 
colleagues in the same fields in the U.K. 
and the U.S.A. 

The large, T-shaped, masonry structure was 
designed especially to fill the station's 
requirements. It is believed to be the largest 
modern laboratory in Western Canada. 

Eight sections, involving a variety of 
scientific fields, are housed on four working 
floors. An additional floor at the top of the 
building contains ventilation installations, a 
transformer and  other services. 

The laboratory accommodates also station 
headquarters, the scientific administrative 
staff, a Canadian Army liaison office, a 
library and other auxiliary services asso-
.ciated with the establishment's programme. A 
gpacious conference room and a projection room 
will be used extensively for scientific dis-
cusalans and films of trials and research and 
development techniques. 

Adjacent and older structures, erected 
duing  the last war, will continue to house 
the general administrative staff and field 
trials' facilities. Others accommodate the 
fire department and similar services necessary 
for the maintenance of the station including 
Ralston village, the Crown community adjacent 
to the establishment. 

The $1,500,000 building contains a diversi-
fied range of interesting scientific instal-
lations: One  is an electron microscope with 
a magnification power of 20,000. It makes 
possible microscopic studies that could  flot 

 be carrièd out with standard instruments. 
In a nearby building associated with the 

central laboratory is aVan de Graaff  generator 
which can impart 2,000,000 electron volts of 
energy to atom components. It is used exten-
sively for radiological studies. The generator 
is housed within 2X-foot thick concrete walls: 
and an equally thick ceiling, to prevent 
any unacceptable increase in the radiation 
background. 

A gtoup of invited guests, including 
scientists and service representatives from 
the U.K., the U.S.A. and Canada, will tour the 
new laboratory. 

At the start of June ehere were an esti-
mated 357,000 geese on farms across Canada, 
9,000 or 2 per cent less than at June 1, 1954. 
There were 11 per cent fewer in Ontario and 7 
per cent less in Q.Itebec, but other provinces 
had as many or more than a year earlier. 
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U.S.-CANADA COMMITTEE CONFERS

TaP TRADE MEETING: Following is the text
of a joint communique issued simultaneously in
Ottawa by the Department of External Af fairs
and in Washington by the United States Depart-
ment of Sta te:

The Joint United States-Canadian Committee
on Trade and Economic Affairs, which met in
Washington in March 1954, held its second
meeting in Ottawa today.:The United States was
represented by: the Honourable John Foster
Dulles, Secretary of State; the Honourable
George M. Humphrey, Secretary of the Treasury;
the Honourable Ezra Taft Benson, Secretary of
Agriculture; the Honourable Sinclair Weeks,
Secretary of Commerce.

Canada was represented by: the Right Hon-
ourable C.D. Howe, M.P., Minister of Trade and
Commerce and Defence Production; the Right
Honourable J.G. Gardiner, M.P., Minister of
Agriculture; the Honourable L.B. Pearson, M.P.,
Secretary of State for'External Affairs; the
Honourable W.E. Harris, M.P., Minister of
Finance.

This Committee was established by the
Unitéd,States and Canadian Governments to
provide'an opportunity for cabinet members of
both countries ctincerned with economic and
trade matters to meet together periodically
and review deveiopments of common interest.
Its existence symbolizes the close and friend-
ly relations existing between the two coun-
tries and is evidence of the interest which
each country has in a great number and variety
of economic questions affecting the other. Its
meetings supplement and reinforce the daily
exchanges which take place between official
representatives and between private citizens
of the two countries.

At'today's meeting the exchanges of views

dealt mainly with general commercial policies

and pgospects, with progress being achieved in

dealing with broad, international trade and
paymer}ts problems, and with policies relating

to trade in agricultural products.

The Committee emphasized the importance of
encouraging a large and growing volume of
mutually beneficial trade between the United
States and Canada. They discussed the dif-

ficulties which were experienced from time to
time in this connection. They shared the v,iew
that this trade would develop most satisfa'ct-
orily as part of a widespread system of freer
trade and payments. Such a multilateral pat-
tern of trade would also best serve to sustain
,relations between theUnited States and Canada,
and between each of them and the many coun-
tries with which they are associated through-
out the world, on a wholesome and durable
basis. The Committee reco gnized that policies
and practices which promoted these purposes
were important to the national well-being and
security of the two countries.

The Committee noted that, with the high
rates of employment and economic activity
which had prevailed in most parts of the world
the level of international trade had generally
been well maintained during the past year.
While some progress had been made in removing
restrictions and reducing discrimination in
many countries, there remained however a need
for further advances in this field.

It was realized that difficult, although it
is hoped temporary, problems existed as a re-
sult of the accumulation of large quantities
of some agricultural products in several
countries. These problems, if not handled
carefully, could adversely affect the trade in
such products and might also have damaging
consequences for international trade generally.
The members of the Committee were able to
acquaint one another with their views on these
matters. It was agreed that in dealing with
these problems, there should be closer con-
sultation in an effort to avoid interference
with normal commercial marketings.

It was recalled that the initiative for
the creation of this Committee had come from
conversations between President Eisenhower and
Prime Minister St. Laurent in 1953, reflecting
the keen desire which both have always shown
to improve understanding and strengthen re-
lations between the two countries. At the
meeting today the Canadian members expressed

their deep sympathy with President Eisenhower

in his illness and their hopes that he would

soon be restored to full health.

NEW DESTROYER COMMISSIONED: The Royal Cana-
dian Navy's anti-submarine destroyer escort,
HMCS St. Laurent, will be commissioned Satur-
day, October 29, at Canadian Vickers Limited
Montreal.

The St. Laurent, first warship to be wholly
designed and built in Canada, recently com-
pleted-three weeks of exacting sea trials at
Murray Bay, on the St Lawrence River. Her
performance exceeded expectations. She was put
'through rigid tests of her speed and fuel
consumption, manoeuvering capabilities, main
engine performance, gunnery and the ability of
her equipment to withstand shock.

Musical instruments and parts were produced
in Canada last year to the value of $12,843.-
000, about 5 per cent below the preceding
year's $13,497,000, the DBS reports. The
year's output included 5,935 upright pianos
valued at $2, 288,603 (7,341 at $2,902,840 in
1953); 65 grand pianos at $71, I11 (84 at
$94,007); piano strings and-parts worth
$564,938 ($673,677); 323 organs valued at
$1,Z71,075 (375 valued $1,395,834); 1-15,550
record players at $2,939,305 (75,507 at $2,-
096,200); and 10,051,749 phonograph records
worth $5,343,608 (11,785,357 worth $5,956,501
in 1953).
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WORLD HOPES OF DISARMAMENT BRIGHTER?

(Continued from page 1)

"Premier Faure of France suggested a plan
involving budgetary checks on reduction in
defence expenditure and the use of savings
resulting from disarmament for assistance to
under-developed countries. Prime Minister.F.den
of the United Kingdom, with his great ex-
perience in international maVters, suggested a
preliminary pilot project which would give us
useful practical experience in the mechanism
of inspection and control. Premier 8ilganin of
the U.S.S.R. put forward a plan in almost the
same terms as a proposal made by the Sovi'et
delegation in the Sub-Committee.. This Soviet
plan incorporates some important advances on
the question of control, although in the view
of my Government the Soviet provisions for
insp^ection and control are still'inadequate.

Finally, at Geneva, President Eisenhower
suggested a step, which might be taken im-
mediately, a step taken to eliminate the pos-
sibility of a major surprise attack and to
prepare the way for a general disarmament pro-
gramme. Such an. agreement would certainly be
more easily attainable if wecould first remove
the overhanging threat of surprise attack. My
government has expressed its great interest in
this plan put forward by the President of the
United States for the exchange of military
blueprints and formutual aerial inspection..To
us thatplan is a gesture of faith and imagina-
tion typical of a great man and of his country.

SOVIET OBSTRUCTION

"...I noticed with regret, however, that
Mr. Mololov, in his statement in the general
debate on September 23rd, seems, to have mis-
understood a comment made by Mr. Dulles-the
day before on the inevitable connection
between a sense of insecurity and fear, on the
one hand, and a possibility of disarmament on
the other. I would recall to the Soviet
delegation that a thought very similar to that
expressed by Mr. Dulles occurs in the pro-
posals made by the U.S.S.R. on May 10th of
this year in the United Nations Disarmament

Sub-Committee.
"...We thin^ that the President's plan as

well as the other proposals made at Geneva are
not necessarily inconsistent with the pro-
posals which have already been advanced in the
Sub-Committee and on which, after long and
difficult negotiations, some degree of general

agreement may be in sight. None of these
proposals, in our view, need be mutually
exclusive. There is no reason why they might
not, all of them, -- modified perhaps, become
steps along the road to disarmament....

"...This Assembly will have to deal with a
number of items relating directly to atomic
energy. In the first place, there is the
report of the Secretary-General on the Inter-
national Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy held in Geneva from August 8 to

(C.W.B. October 5, 1955)

August 20. This conference has been widely and
quite properly acclaimed as a great success,
and I'think it is a matter of satisfaction to
us all that such a conference was organized by
the United Nations. I should like to pay a
word of tribute to the Secretary-General
personally.for his part in "king the con-
feietice a success. In this, as in so many
other things, he and-.the Secretariat have
demorfstrated their efficiency and imagination.
The conference was, indeed, a fitting imple=
mentation of the unanimous resolution on
international cooperation in developing the
peaceful use of atomic energy adopted in the
ninth General Assembly.

"...The extensive work which Canada has
done on the peaceful uses of atomic energy has
made it possible for us now to extend assist-
ance abroad. We have recently arranged to
provide the Government of India with an atomic
reactor. It has been a source of satisfaction
to my country tti be able to share our resources
in this way with a country to which we aréso.
closely tied in bonds of friendship and
partnership. We are happy also that this
reactor will benefit ôur other friends in Asia
by reason of the intention of the Indian
Government to allow scientists from neighbour-
ing countries to.use their facilities.

CANADA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA.

"I't is our desire intanada to cooperate
as far as possible with thé great evolutionary
movements in South and Southeast Asia. Our
admiration for the peoples of these coûntries
has been constantly strengthened-bp our
personal associations in the United Nations
and the Colombo Plan and more recently with
the International Supervisory Commissions in
Indo-China. I should like to say here a spe-
cial word for the peoples of Laos, Cambodia,
and Vietnam, for whom so many Canadians have
come to have a deep respect and affection in
the past year and who; we sincerely hope, will
soon be able to take their rightful places in
our councils. It seems to us quite wrong that
so many of these Asian countries have been
arbitrarily prevented from joining us here in
the United Nations.

"If anyone were to doubt the role which the
countries of Asia can play in this Assembly,
he should study the proceedings of that great
conference which took place at Bandung last
spring. It was an impressive assembly of dis-
tinguished representatives of two continents
which brought great credit to those who had
initiated that conference. It may not be that
we would agree with all of the conclusions of
the conference, but we pay tribute to the wis-
dom and moderation of men who have preserved
their perspective and their proportion through
times of revolutionary change and passionate
conflict. It was a great source of encourage-
ment. to those of us who believe deeply that

the East and the West can work together for

. our mutual good.
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."..:There are, I believe, twenty-one out-
standing applications for membership in our 
organization and it is  the  view of my delega-
tion that the Continued exclusion from the 
United Nations of so many nations of the  world 
is a great handicap. 

"...The basic political reality which we 
cannot ignore is that if this organization is 
not truly .representative of the  great majority 
of the countries of the world itwill be unable 
to Make its full contribution to settling the 
problems.of the world. 

"....In.ehe view, of my delegation, we Should 
all be prepared te examine very carefully the 
possibility of the admission at  the  same time 
of a very largé proportion of the outstanding 
applicants. There are, of course, particular 
difficulties with reference to the admission 
of countries temporarily divided, but we 
believe that serious consideration miàht be 
given to the early admission of the other 
applicants.' 

COLONIAL .QUESTION 

"...My country doesnot claim any particular 
competence in discussing colonial matters, but 
from past experience we have come to the 
conclusion'that the debates in this Assembly 
on colonial issues do not aIways . produce use-
ful results and in some instances .  I fear, 
have  had harmful effects. 

"...In a great many cases we do not quarrel 
with proposals for change which come before 
the Assembly, we question only the time 
Chosen. And our opposition is not absolute or 
timeless either. We, do not want to see the 
United Nations become like the se-called Holy 
Alliance which set'its face against all re-
forms by arguing that they were never timely. 

"Among those subjects which can be most 
usefully diséussed at this Assembly, as in the 
past, are those whiCh are part of the economic 
and social . work of the organization. We have 
in mind, in particular, questions concerning 
materially underdeveloped areas of the world. 
This is a field in which the work of the 
organization is progressively becoming more 
efficient and more effective. 

"We do not wish.to see this creative work 
curtailed for ehere can be no lasting peace so 
long as ignorance, sickness and poverty are 
allowed to go unheeded anywhere. We are more 
than ever convinced that no nation can remain 
healehy and prosperous in a diseased and bank-
rupt world. But our dilemma is that some 
assurance of peace and security is required if 
all member countries are to make a full con-
tribution to combatting economic and social 
ills. Nations which want to assist in the 
development of less fortunate countries often 
find that for their own security they must 
limit ehat assistance in accordance with  the  
burden of national defence which they must 

also bear. 

"This is one more reason . why we hope that 
progress in disarmament  will  continue to a. 
point Where more substantial resources can be 
released for the-greae international coopera-
tive project of bringing a better life to all 
citizens of the nations-of the  world...." 

* 	* 
NEW ZEALAND MINISTER VISITS:  The Depart-
ment of External Affairs annotulted tliat 
the Henourable T.L. Macdonald, Minister of Ex-
ternal Affairs and of Defence for New Zealand, 
arrived in Ottawa on September 26, accompanied 
by Mr. A.D. McIntosh,  the Permanent Secretary 
of External Affairs, on his way to attend the 
current United Nations General Assembly meet-
ing. That afternoon, he attended  a Dominion 
Day reception given by  the  High Commissioner 
for New Zealand and Mrs. T.C.A. Hislop. 

On Tuesday morninglir. Macdonald visited 
the office of theNew2ealand High Commissioner 
and attended . a' luncheon at the Rideau Club 
given in his honour by the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson, and 
the Minister of National Defence, Mr. Ralph 
Campney: That evening there was a dinner in 
his honour at the New Zealand official resi-
dence. Dùring the day Mr. Macdonald'called on 
Mr. Pearson and met senior officers of the 
Department of External Affairs in the East 
Block. He also visited the Parliament Build-
ings. -  • 

Mr. Macdonald left by air for New York on 
Wednesday morning. 

* * * 	. 	 • 

FIBREGLASS FOR CANOES:  Alibreglass process 
to re-cover its canoes is being used by the 
Ontario  Department of Lands and Forests, WhiCh 
probably uses more Canoes ehan any other such 
organization in the world.  The  fibreglass 
replaces the old meehod of using canvas, WhiCh 
was stretdhed, taèked, filled and painted. 

With the new process, a base coat of a 
resin preparation is put on the  sheeting and a 
light cloth-like covering .of fibreglass is 
laid on this and pressed into the resin base. 
This, in turn, is covered with several more 
coats of a resin preparation of somewhat dif-
ferent formula. The whole forms an extremely 
tough, liàhtanddurable cover on the  sheeting. 

Production of motor vehicles continued to 
increase over a year earlier in July, accord-
ing to preliminary figures released by the 
Dominion  Bureau of Statistics. The month's 
output of passenger cars rose to 38,882 units 
from 20,968 in July last year, bringing Janu-
ary-July production to 270,194 units versus 
217,962. Production of commercial vehicles 
advanced to 9,153 units in July from 5,353 and 
58,611 in the 7 months from 54,231. 
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CANADIAN TELEVISION HAS-SOUND ROOTS

A NATIONAL MEDIUM: Speaking at the opening
of the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto
on September 9, David A. Dunton, Chairman of
the Board of Governors of the Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation, said:

"On the broadcasting side of Canadian

television, public and private enterprise work
together more directly than in any other field
I can think of. They are co-operating members

of the same system. The public part, the CBC,

has to face the main responsibility for the

production of national programmes in Canada,

for the distribution of national programme

service to people right across the country,

and the operation of the necessary key sta-

tions. All the private stations at present

extend service to more Canadians,in other,, and

different, areas. They all carrynationâl

programme service to the people they serve,
and in addition have programming arranged by

themselves. The private affiliates of the

system are thus helped by having part of their

transmissions supplied free -- indeed drawing

revenue from the national network commércial

programmes they carry. On the other hand, the
public part of the system is able to carry out
its function of mak}.ng national programme

service available to people in many_areas

through the affiliated private stations. (To-
read some head-lines you would think that

Canadian Television has Sound.Roots....... I

A-Reactor for India ....................... 3

International Library Congress ........... 3

Red Licences for Reinstated Drivers ...... 3

Study Piping of Great Lakes Water ........ 3

September 28, 1955

private and public television operators glare
at each other across a great chasm of enmity.
Actually I think almost any of the private
affiliates will confirm that the two spend
much more time and effort pounding their heads
collectively to find solutions for some of the
many common roblems that beset them and the
whole systeml.

"It is this commonsense practical co-opera-
tion between public and private elements of
the system, in the face of-Canadian geography
and conditions, that has made po.ssible the
tremendous development of television in this
country during the last three years. There are
now 28 different stations each providing
service for additional Canadians in either the
French or English language, with 8.more build-
ing. Canada is the second country in the world
in number of television stations and in area
of territory covered. Over 75 per cent of her
population spread across the whole continent
now have television service available to them.
In'spite of the small population of Canada,
she is third of all the countries in the world
in the number 6f receiving sets in use.
Actually over 40 per cent of Canadian families
have sets. They have spent over half a billion
dollars equipping themselves 'to receive tele-

vision,: and are currently spending at a rate

of over $200,000,000 a year. That represents a

big stimulus to our wliole economy.

CONTENTS '

1
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"During most of the last two years there 
has probably been more programme production 
activity in Canada than any other country 
outside of the United States. Actually at the 
present time there are only three places in 
the world - New York, Hollywood and London-- 
where there is more programme production work 
than in either  Toronto  or Montreal. 

..."In various countries different ways of 
paying for television are used. In the United  
States revenues from advertisers using the 
medium support it entirely, upw now at least. 
Ch the other hand in Great Britain television 
has been supported so far without any adver-
tising revenue but rather from the proceeds 
of an annual subscription fee paid by members 
of the television public in the form of a 
receiving set licence. Starting this month, 
Britain will have a second system supported 
entirely by advertising. In the United States 
dhere are a number of people who think that 
revenue from advertising is not sufficient, 
and that there should be at least some pro-
gramming paid for directly by the television 
public who want to look at it, by means of one 
or other of the proposed pay-as-you-see 
systems. 

U.S. CONDITIONS DIFFER 

—"The question that pops out immediately 
is why Canada does not follow the example of 
her neighbour to the south and let television 
develop entirely on money from advertisers, or 
why she does not do as Great Britain.is doing 
and provide for at least a separate alternate 
system operating throughout the country, 
living on advertising revenues alone. I be-
lieve the answer lies in Canadian conditions 
that are quite different from either of these 
two other countries. Those conditions are the 
comparatively small population of Canada and 
her enormous size, the division of two main 
language groups, and the very proximity to the 
United States itself. Canada has an enormous 
populated area to cover with television 
although the United States has also. The 
difference is that some ten times as many 

people live in the United States area. Again, 

the potential public who support Englieh-
language programme production in the United 

States is some 15 times what it is in Canada. 

It is interesting that one television station 

in the New York area can reach about as many 

people as the whole population of Canada. Our 

28 stations with all their costs together 
still cover fewer people than can theone 

transmitter in New York. 
"Great Britain has only about three times 

as many people as we have but her's live in a 
nice compact island, and they can be covered 
with a television signal for a fraction of the  

cost required for the fewer people in Canada. 
And from the beginning our national resources 
of "all 'kinds available for television had to 
be divided between two different language 
services. 

"The result of our space and population 
condition is that advertising along.cannot 
support an adequate national distribution 
system stretching east and weit across the 
continent and linking.Canadians from one ocean 
to the other. Nor does it appear, up to now at 
least, that advertising can go far in support-
ing the whole cost of television programmes 
produced in this country. -This is partly be-
cause of the number of people which any tele-
vision programme cari  even potentially reach in 
this country as against the initial cost of 
the production.  It is also related to the fact 
that American programmes produced at lavish 
expense in that country, the . cost of which has 
been recovered in the large American market , 

 can be imported into Canada and used for a 
price considerably less than the.cost of a 
Canadian production of any pretention: These 
basic facts seem to add up to one inescapable 
conclusion - that in Canada some means of pay-
ment for television additional to advertising 
must be used if Canadian television is to both 
span the country adequately and to show Cana-
dians any substantial amount of programMing 
produced by fellow Canadians. 

• 
THE TV TAX 

"The amount going in operations costs of 
television from the public admission fee - the 
excise tax - has been about $15.00 per tele-
vision family, per year. That works out just 
over four cents per family per evening. These 
amounts have made possible the building up of 
the nationwide system of distribution of tele-
vision programmes by direct network and by 
recordings right across the country. An in-
dication of the  costs involved Ln distribution 
alone is that the CBC commits itself to a 
regular expenditure of well over  $100.000a 
year simply for physically conveying national 
programme service to each new station that is 
established, whether private or publicly 
owned. Then the funds coming directly from the 
television public have made possible thé 
amount of programme production for national'  
distribution which we have in this country. 

..."The many who have contributed to.Cana-
dian television I believe have together per-
formed a remarkable feat In the last three 
years. The years ahead are just as important.' 
Further big national decisions will have to  be 

 taken soon. Television has already become one 
of the most important means of communication . 

 for Canadians. How it develops will tell much 
about our nation of the future...." 
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A-REA.CTOR FOR INDIA: It was recently an-
nounced by the Governments of India and Canada
that Canada had offered an NRX atomic reactor
to India under the Colombo Plan and that this
offer had been accepted. Following discussions
on various details which will take place dur-
ing September, it is expected that preliminary
work relating to this project will begin
shortly. A team of Indian scientists, includ-
ing Dr. H.J. Bhabha, head of the Indian
Department of Atomic Energy, will probably
visit Canada for these discussions with Cana-
dian scientists and government officials. A
bilateral agreement will be worked out cover-
ing arrangements for the project.

The NRX reactor is a high-powered research
and experimental unit of the kind now in
operation at the atomic energy establishment
at Chalk River, Ontario.

In the original message in which this offer
was made to India, the-Canadian Prime Minister
Mr. St. Laurent, expressed the hope that such
a reactor would serve India as well as it had
served Canada in research and in the develop-
ment of peaceful uses of atomic energy. In'
accepting the offer, Mr. Nehru indicated that
his government would be prepared to allow ac-
credited foreign scientists, including those
from other Colombo Plan countries in South' and
Southeast Asia, to use the,facilities that
would be available at the atomic energy centre
in India where the reactor would be located.
The provision of this unit will not only bring
about close co-operation between the scien-
tists of Canada and of those countries who
will be benefitting from the reactor but will
also be another link between Ihdia and Canada.

The Canadian Government will ask Parlia-'
ment to appropriate additional funds for this
purpose in order that the project can be
carried out without reducing the regular
economic development assistance to be made
available by Canada to India and other Colombo
Plan countries in South and Southeast Asia.

Public Printing and Stationery Law Library,
Ottawa; Mr. R.D. Hilton Smith, Toronto Public
Library, Toronto.

This International Congress has been held
only three times in this century. Canada had
representation at the first and second con-
gresses in Rome and Madrid.

Meeting concurrently with the Third Inter-
national Congress were the Fourth Inter-
national Congress of Music Libraries and the
Twenty-5econd International Conference on
Documentation. `

INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY. CONGRESS: The Cana-
dian Library Association was represented by a
delegation of nine librarians at the Third
International Congress of Libraries and Doc-

umentation Centres which was held in Brussels,
September 11th to 18th. Chairman of the dele-
gation was Dr. W. Kaye Lamb, National Librar-

ian of Canada and a past president of the
Canadian Library Association. Other members of
the delegation were:-

Mrs. ïhdrèse Desrochers Foster, Library of
Parliament, Ottawa; Miss Edna Hunt,,National
Research Council Library, Ottawa; Miss Ella
Minter, Department of Agriculture Library.
Ottawa, Mrs. Ogreta McNeill, Music Division,
Toronto Public Library, Toronto; Mr. Lachlan
F. MacRae, Director, Defence Scientific In-
formation Service, Defence Research Board,
Ottawa; Rev. A.M. Morisset, O.M.I., University
of Ottawa Library, Ottawa; Dr. John Németh,

.RED LICENCES FOR REINSTATED DRIVERS: Ont-
ario motôrists reinstateo' after iosing their
driving licences for drunk driving are now
being issued for the first two years a special
red licence with the word "RFINSTATFI"
across the front, Highways Minister James N.
Allan announces. The new policy became effec-
tive on September'lst and it is expected that
about 2,000 will be affected annually.

The red licence now immediately identifies
a driver with a record when a police officer
_demands presentation of the licence or when a
magistrate has to consider a suitable penalty
for any subsequent offence. -

It is hoped that the red licence will serve
as a warning and deterrent to •reinstat.ed
offenders from falling into the same lapses.

Mr.- Allan said that the minimum period for
the red licence will be two years, but how
soon after the driver will get a regular
licence will depend on the circumstances of
the offence for which he was suspended and his
previous record. • I

There is a possibility that the red licence
system will be extended to apply, to. all re-
instated drivers regardless of the offence for
which the licence was cancelled.

S7i7DY. PIPING OF GREAT LAKES WATER: Appoint-
ment of a five-man committee to investigate
the possibility of piping water from the Great
Lakes to areas with water supply problems was
announced during the summer by Premier Leslie
M.'Frost.

The-committee has been assigned the job of
surveying the present and future need for an
integrated'system of water supply, with par-
ticular reference to southwestern Ontario. -

The committee is asked to determine the
best method to provide adequate quantities of
suitable water to municipalities, industries,
agriculture and. other consumers for whole
areas. It is also to determine which• areas
need more urgent help in this regard, indicate
what legislation will be required for these
purposes and prepare estimates of the cost of
the proj ects. '

It is expected the solution proposed will
be a system of pipelines from the Great Lakes

with water being sold to municipalities as
hydro power is now.
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AUGUST EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:  Employmen t 
during August continued to expand more rapidly 
than did the labour force; consequently, un-
employment again declined. During the month 
ended August 20, the number of .persons with 
jobs increased hy about 53,000 to an estimated 
5,641,000, some 165,000 above the previous 
record for the month, that occurred in 1953. 
In contrast to the increase this August, 
however, employment had shown little change 
during the month in 1953 and 1954. 

Rising levels of activity this year in the 
primary industries and in the construction, 
automotive and related industries have been 
mainly responsible for the substantial employ-
ment increases during the past months. Between 
mid-March and mid-August, the number of 
persons employed in both seasonal and other 
industries increased by an estimatèd 642,000. 
During the same period in 1954, the number of 
persons with jobs increased by some 446,000 
and in 1953 by 400,000. While shortages of 
labour were reported in a few cases this year, 
labour requirements and supplies were general-
ly well balanced in almost 90 per cent of the 
areas. The classification of the 109 local 
labour market areas at September 1, 1955 (last 
year's figures in brackets) was as follows: in 
shortage, 5 (1); in balance, 93 (68): in 
moderate surplus, .16 (38); in substantial 
surplus, 1(2). 

The  ciVilian labour force totalled 5,772,- 
000 in the week ended August 20, 1955, com-
pared with 5,738,000 in the weelc ended July 
23, 1955. These estimates are obtained from 
the monthly labour force survey conducted by 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

Of the 5,772,000 in the .labour force, 4,- 
980,000 or 86.3 per cent worked full-time 
(defined at 35 hours or more) in the August 
survey week, 303,000 or 5.2 per cent worked 
less than 35 hours, 358,000 or 6.2 per cent 
had jobs btit did no work during  the  survey 
weelc, and 131,000 or 2.3 per cent did not have 
jobs and were •seeking work. •Classed as not in 
the labour force are such grouPs as those 
keeping house, going to school, retired or 
voluntarily idle, too old or unable to work, 
and these numbered 4,785,000. 

* * * * 

NEW BRUNSWICK flEALTH BURSARIES:  A new ap-
proach to the problem of providing trained 
laboratory and radiological personnel for 
small hospitals in New Brunswick was disclosed 
recently by the Honourable Paul Martin, 
Federal Health Minister, as he announced the 
award of public health bursaries to New Bruns-
wick residents. 

The bursaries will help provide financial' 
assistance to send four trainees to Newfound-
land for eight-month combined X-ray and lab-
oratory course. The course will consist of two 
months lectures in X-ray and laboratory pro-
cedures and three months practical experience 
in each of these services. 

Citing the cooperative nature of the pro-
ject, .Mr. Martin said the combined course had 
been proposed by the Inter-Provincial Planning 
Committee of the Atlantic Provinces. 

At present many small hospitals in New 
Brunswick are faced with a shortage of tech-
nical staff while at the same time they have 
insufficient work to employ the full services 
of both an X-ray and a laboratory technician. 
The proposed combined course would solve this 
dilemma by training one person for both jobs. 

* * * * 
FEWER CASES, MORE VISITS •BY VON:  Home nur-
sing services were 'rendered by the Victoria.n 
Order of Nurses for Canada to 120,342 cases in 
1954 as compared with 124,164, in 1953 and 
129,466  in  1952, the "Dominion Bureau of Sta-
tistics reports. Although the number of cases 
declined by 9,124 or 7 per .cent since 1952 
there was an increase of 3.6 per cent in the 
number of visits from 899,299 to 931,443. 
Likewise, group health activities, which rép-
resent about 6 per cent of the total service 
given, increased by 18.2 per cent in . the 
number of sessions  held. 

Over twice as many females as males re-
ceived nursing care for medical and surgical 
conditions from 1952 to 1954. The median age 
of male cases increased from 45.2 to 59.8 
years and that of female cases from 57.2 to 
63.4 years. The increasing trend in age of 
patients accounts for the general increase in 
visits to medica l  and surgical cases with 
chronic conditions. 

Diabetes accounted for the largest percent-
age of visits (13.2), closely followed by 
diseases of the central .nervous system and 
sense organs (12). Diseases of theheart (11.6) 
ranked third, with 96.8 per cent of the visits 
being made to patients 45 years of age and 
over. Anaemias, malignant neoplaams (Cancer) 
and other diseases of the circulatory system 
followed with 11.5, 8.4 and 5.4 per cent, 
respectively. 

* * * * 

SOLDIERS STUDY. -SEAWAY:  Army Headquarters and 
the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority announced 
recently that the four officers will be attach-
ed to the Authority for one year beginning in 
January, 1956. They will be employed on the 
Seaway Project in a supervisory capacity. 

Working with the Seaway Authority, the four 
officers  will  have the opportunity of obser-
ving many phases of large-scale engineering' 
operations. These ,  include the methods of 
organizing and carrying out heavy construction 
of many types such as earth-moving operations, 
quarrying and' rock handling, the compaction of 
materials in the construction of impervious 
dykes, the pumping and dewatering of con-
struction sites, mass concrete and reinforced 
concrete construction, road building and 
paving and the erection'of steel structures 
including lock gates, lock valves and bridges. 
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THE CONQUEST OF HUNGER AND FEAR 

11,011O8ING FOR PEACE:  In dedicating the 
Cairn of Peace to commemorate the First World 
Ploughing Match held at Cobourg, Ontario, on 
September 12, the Honourable Paul Martin, 
Mirrister of National Health and Welfare, said, 
in part: 

"...One of the fundamental problems that 
faces us today is that of growing enough food 
to feed mankind. Throughout this world, there 
are great masses of people who know little or 
nothing of Communism or of democracy, who know 
little or nothing of freedom, but who know a 
good deal abouthunger, starvation and poverty. 
Ey their very weight of numbers they will have 
a powerful effect on the course of human 
affairs in the  years to come. 

"In the materially under-developed areas of 
the world, there are many fertile fields for 
our ideas eul our ideals. But they are fields 
that may long lie fallow unless  •the more 
favoured nations are prepared to help bring 
them to harvest. Already countries like 
Canada have shown, in a practical way, their 
determination to hélp free the world lioin want 
by the establishment within the United Nations 
of the Food and Agriculture Organization and 
by their participation in great humanitarian 
ventures like the United Nations Expanded Pro-
gramme of Technical  Assistance and the Colombo 
Plan. 

PLOUGH AS SYMBOL- 	
• • 

"Much of this assistance takes the form of 
technical aid with such problema as soil con-
servation, crop rotation, the use of fertiliz-
ers and of improved tools  •and  techniques.  
Since the pleughhastraditionallY been regard-
ed as the basic instrument of food .Production, 
improved ploughing methods have an important 
place in our concerted effort to make better 
use of the land. Thus, by stimulating world-
wide interest in the  craftsmanship of plough-
ing, and by raising the.dignity . of the plough-
man, annual World Ploughing Matches can, by 
their influence, help to increase the yield of 
the soil of every continent. 

"But there is a broader purPose behind the 
World Ploughing Organization and the annual 
matches which it sponsors. Ever since it was 
prophesied in the Book of Micah that °they 
shall beat their swords into ploughshares and 
their spears into pruning hooks', the plough 
has been the symbol of peace. And marely 'these 
friendly competitions can do much to foster 
mutual interest and respect among the many 
nations taking part. Men of good will from 
various parts of the world cannot fail to find 
community of interest and understanding in the 
practice of an art which is as old as hi.story 
and as widespread as the human race itself. 

"The Golden Plough, the finely-wrought 
trophy that ie emblematic of the world'a 
ploughing championship, travels annually from 
one country to another as a messenger of peace  

and good-will and a harbinger of hope and 
abundance for all mankind. Nothing could more 
appropriately symbolize man's dream for peace 
by tilling the soil so that hunger and want, 
the twin evils of war, might be banished from 
the face of this earth forever. 

"And in our search for peace and security 
in this world, as Sir Anthony Eden recently 
observéd, °there is now a better chance than 
we have known at any time since the war to get 
to work on practical proposals to solve the 
differences which have divided us all.these 
years.' While it would be foolhardy to relax 
our vigilance or to lower our guard until our 
security is more assured, all Canadians look 
forward to the day when increasingly  inter-
national  conferences will be organized to 
promote the welfare of man and not merely to 
delay his destruction. 

HOPE FROM GENEVA 

"The entire world has taken heart from the 
spirit that motivated the Geneva conference of 
heads'of government and from the very con-
siderable friendly exchange of information on 
the peaceful uses of atomic energy at the 
conference of nuclear scientists that followed 
it at Geneva. These and other developmenés 
encouraged me to go to the meetings of the 
Disarmament Commission's Sub-Committee in New 
York in a mood of cautious hopefulness that 
we might continue to make further progress 
towards our ultimate goal of an effèctive 
system of world disanummnt. 

"The subject of disarmament is perhaps 
one of the most difficult and most complex 
questions with which the United Nations has 
had to deal. I think it is well to remind our-
selves, however, that, as I .  have pointed out 
in.United Nations discussions, armaments are a 
symptom rather than  a. cause of international 
tension. 

"Disarmament negotiations in the United 
Nations go back to the very first resolution 
of the General.Assembly on january 24, 1946. 
While progress has certainly not been spec-
tacular -- and there were many years during 
which there seemed little prospect.of advance 
towards agreement -- the last twelve months 
have witnessed a remarkable narrowing of the 
gap of disagreement and suspicion that has for 
so long obstructed our efforts. 

"I would recall particularly the resolution 
on disarmament co-sponsored by the five members 
of the Disarmament Commission's Sub-Committee 
which was adopted last Fall by the General 
Aésembly of the United Nations. This resolu-
tion, which was first put forward by the Cana-
dian Delegation, won, for the second time in 
the history of the United Nations, unanimous 
support from all sixty member nations. 

"It should be recognized, of course, that 
the adoption of the Canadian resolution by 
unanimous vote was in most respects a pro- 
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cedural decision only, although it did embody
some measure of apparent agreement on principle

and it opened the way to a fu rther series of

meetings of the Sub-Committee of the Disarma-

ment Commission. At these meetings, held in

London during February..and May of this year,

the Sub-Committee eventually agreed upon

further significant steps forward towards the
elusive goal of an agreed comprehensive dis-

armament programme.
..."Following the London meetings the sub-

ject was again taken up by the heads of state
at the Geneva conference. All four governments
advanced proposals that are now receiving the
most careful examination by the Sub=Committee
meeting in New York. The objective of the
Geneva talks was well'summed up by President
Eisenhower in his closing speech when he said:

'We did not come here to reach final solu-
tions. We came to see if we might together
find the path.that would lead to solutions and
would brighten the prospects of world peace.'

TOWARD DISARMAMENT

"It will be seen, then, that the search for

agreement on disarmament has been a long and

arduous process. The present meetings in New
York are a.resumption of the London talks and

a further effort to carry out the task en-
trusted to. this Sub=Committee by the General

Assembly of the United Nations. Some serious

progress had been-recorded by the time the

London session adjourned and a number of new
and imaginative proposals have since been
placed before us as a result of the Geneva

meeting.
"Speaking in the Sub=Committee last Friday,

I expressed the Canadian attitude on some of
these-proposa.ls and replied to a number of

questions posed by the delegate of the Soviet
Union. I sttempted to make it perfectly clear
that Canada still adheres to the general
United Nations plan calling for the limitation
and reduction of all armed forces and arma-

ments, including the elimination of weapons
of mass destruction. Since disarmament is of
no value unless it is observed by all con-

tracting parties, I also affirmed our belief
that there must be some effective system of

inspection and supervision so'that each side
can know that'the other is carrying out its

commitments.
"There is a very close relation, of course,

between progress in disarmament and the

achievement of better social and economic

conditions throughout the world. Obvious.ly,

the larger the share of the national produc-
tion that-must-be devoted to defence, the less
there is for the improvement of living condi-

tions among our own peoples or for assistance

to the material'ly under-developed areas and

the less for'tianâte peoples of the world.
"At -the present time, Canada is spending

about 40 per cent of its total annual budget

on national defence.. This we accept as a nec-
essity and, in viéw of the times in which we

live, we do it ungrudgingly. But we should be
enormously relieved, as would all peaceful
peoples, if we could devote a much larger
proportion of our productivity and of our
savings to our great problems of transporta-
tion, communications, housing, health and
social welfare.We wish profoundly, that we
could,concentrate on our own national develop-
ment without the interruptions and the heavy
costs of ensuring that a way of life•which
seems good to us is not seriously menaced or
destroyed.

"Eut while we wish that defence expendi-
tures could be reduced and.that.•the nation's
resources could be ehannelied in more con-
structive directions, we cannot afford to be
lulled into any false sense of. securi'ty...

"We shall continue to negotiate for peace
but this we shall do from a position ol
strength such as the western nations have
created in the friendly alliance of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization..On the one hand,
we of the democratic world dare not be naive.
It would be foolish and dishonest to pretend
that those who are most skeptical may.not. be
right. On the other hand, in `the face of the
growing inter-dependence whiçh technology is
forcing on the human race, we dare not reject
any possibility of negotiations to bring nu-
clear powers under civilized.control.

ATOMIC CONTROL

"I think, perhaps, that 'only those asso-
ciated with government which have some direct
experience of atomic processes, and direct
access, to clâssified information concerning
the most recent developments in this field,
can recognize the seriousness of the threat
which the use of nuclear weapons',could pose..to
the very existenc.e of organic life on this
planet. That is why it is of the.greatest im-
portance that we should make every effort at
this stage. to clarify and to understand.pro-
posals put forward, from whatever source they
may come, and, above all, to create the best
Conditions for,further negotiation. No pro-
posal, however,.extreme or unrealistic.it may
first appea•r, can be dismissed until. it has
been thoroughly examined and.explored.

"It'should be clear to everyone that the

difficulties which face us are..still immense

and formidable and no reasonable person should

expect any easy or dramatic solution. And yet,

as we look back over the course of disarmament

negotiations during the past nine years we

should see -- not the difficulties, the set-

backs, and the'obstacles -- but the distance

covered. For I' believe that progress has been

made during these past nine years and that,

given patience, intelligence and courage, we

can yet reach our ultimate goal of a just and

lasting peace. It is our challenge to fülfill

the Biblical prophecy that 'nation shall not

lift up a sword.against nation, neither shall

they learn war any moré:"
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PLEDGE OF PRDSPERITY: Addressing the Mari-
time Boards of Trade at Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island, on September 12, the Honourable
Walter Harris, Minister of Finance, made the
following remarks about Canada's present
economic and financial situation:

"One of the "most reassuring events of the
last year or so in Northern America as a whole
has been the way in which the economic con-
traction which began.towards the end of 1953
was held in check in 1954 and turned into a
renewed upward movement in 1955.-

"It is reassuring because it demonstrates
that the economic system in this country and
in theUnited States is resilient and flexible,
able to cope with large.changes in demand, or
other such adjustments, without serious dis-
turbance and unemployment. It also points to
the fact that confidence in the future of the
Canadian economy is widespread throughout
Canada.

"If we cast our minds back only six months
or so to, the situation that existed last winter
you will remember that there was a good deal
of concern both in Parliament and throughout
the country, aboutthe problem of unemployment.
A good deal of this unemployment was seasonal
of course. This is one of the inevitable con-
sequences of our climate, though it is also
something we must all endeavour to keep to a
minimum....

DISTRIBUTION & EbiQUIRIES SECTION.
INisORIdATION. DIVIS.ICIN. C14B-8

CANADIAN WEEKLY BULLETIN,
INFORMATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENt OF EXtERNAI. AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

"During 1954, and particularly last winter,
it is true that on top of the seasonal slump
in business activity, there was in Canada and
the United States an additional andundesirable
amount of unemployment in some of our second-
ary manufacturing industries. To some people
it looked as if the steady growth ofproduction
and employment that had been so marked a
feature of this continent in previous.years
had come to an end, at least temporarily.

"Most of us did not share that pessimism.
The troubles of the North American economy
were not chronic or deep-seated. In the United
States there was a problem of excessive in-
ventories in the hands• of manufacturers and
distributors and the liquidation of these
inventories meant, for the time being, less
production, less investmen t in new plants, and
therefore less employment.

"This recession in the United States, if
you.can call it that, had some unfavourable
repercussions on Canada, as any trouble in the
United States is bound to do.

"Of course, we also had some of the same
problems of declining demànd to contend with
in Canada, and difficulties in some of our
manu fac turing industries which had had to cope
with increased international competition. We
had a decline in production in some of those
manufacturing industries which had expanded so
greatly since World War II and especially

1 (Continued on page 5)
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ANTHROPOLOGIST LOST IN HUDSON BAY:  Claude 
Dumont-Desgoffe, 28, a French anthro'pologist 
studying the Eskimos of the Belcher Islands 
for the Department of Northern •Affairs and 
National Resources, ispresumed to have drowned 
on August 6 in Hudson Bay. 

atmont-resgoffe and two Eskimo companions 
disappeared while making a trip  by canoe 
between the Hudson's Bay Company's Belcher 
post and Eskimo Harbour, site of present 
mineral investigations. Both settlements 
are on the Belcher Islands in the Northwest 
Territories.• 

rumant-Desgoffe and his companions left the 
Hudson's Bay Company post on August 6, plan-
ning to visit Eskimo Harbour and Johnson 
Island in the Belcher Islands group before 
their return around August 20. When a mining 
engineer at Eskimo Harbour learned that the 
party was overdue, he organized a search. The 
first evidence of an accident was found on the 
west shore of Omarolluk Sound about eight 
miles north of the HBCpost; it included the 
burned gunwale of a canoe and a partly burned 
sleeping bag and canvas bag. 

The RCMP detachment at Port Harrison was 
notified on September 1st. The RCMP have sent 
an aircraft from Churchill to assist the Great 
Whale River Detachment with further searching 
but little hope is held that the anthropolo-
gist and the two Eskimos will be 'found. 

Mr. Dumont-Desgoffe was born at Djidjelli, 
Algeria, and graduated from the University of 
Paris after specializing in anthropology. He 
took post-graduate studies at the University 
of Copenhagen, Denmark, where he studied 
Eskimo culture. After field work in Finland 
and Greenland, he spent the summer of 1954 
making anthropological studies on the Eskimos 
of the Belcher Islands under a grant from the 
Arctic .  Institute of North America. He was 
engaged this summer by the Department of 
Northern Affairs to continue his study of the 
life and social organization of the Eskimos of 
the Belcher Islands. Hé was seekingito assess 
the effects on their life as a result of the 
mining activities introduced there. 

Mr. Dumont-Desgoffe was unmarried but has 
a father and aunt living in France. 'Mile  in 
Ottawa, Mr. Dumont-Desgoffe lived at 488 
Gilmour Street. 

* * * • 

FEWER CIGARS, MORE CIGARETTES:  Excise rev-
enue stamp sales indicate that 12,336,781,000 
cigarettes  were 'withdrawn from bond for con-
sumption in Canada in the first half of this 
year, 1,319,826,000 or almost 12 per cent more 
than in the first six months of 1954, DBS 
reports. On the othe.r hand the number of 
cigars withdrawn .dropped iy nearly 2 per cent 
to 118,381,000 from 120,473,000 last y.ear. 

glair ADVANCE IN CONSUMER INDEX:  Canada'  s 
consumer price index, based on average 1949 
prices equalling 100, registered 116.4 at the 
start of August, 9.3 per cent above the July 2 
level of 116.0 but 0.5 per cent below last 
year's -August index of 117.0. 

The change cluring July was mainly due to an 
0.8 per cent increase in the food index to 
112.4 from 111.5. There were increases for 
butter, eggs, grapefruit and most cuts of beef 
and Iamb and reductions for margarine, apples 
and fresh vegetables, notably tomatoes and 
potatoes. This year's August 1 food index was 
1.8 per cent below last year's level of 114.4. 

The shelter index also advanced slightly, 
registering 129.8 at August 1 versus 129.6 a 
month earlier and 127.0 at the same time last 
year. The increase during July reflected a 
small upward movement in home-ownership costs, 
rents showing no change. Slight changes for a 
few clothing items balanc-ed each other during 
July to leave the clothing index at 107.8, 
which was 1.7 per cent below last year's 
August index of 109.6. 

* * * 

MILITARY TECHNICIANS MEETING:  Problems of 
mutual interest in the fields of biological, 
chemical and flame warfare are under discus-
sion in Ottawa by scientists and service 
technical officers from the United States, the 
United Kingdom and Canada during the 10th 
Tripartite Conference on Toxicological Warfare 
from September 12 to 24. Canada cooperates 
with the other two countries on the defensive 
aspects of both biological and • chemical war-
fare. 

The series of cloied sessions will lead to 
the coordination of activities in the fields 
concerned by the three participating countries. 

Approximately 200 scientists and engineers, 
the majority civilians, are taking part in the 
discussions being held in the Centre Block of 
the Parliament Buildings. Similar conferences 
are held annually with Canada acting as host 
every  fifth year. Thé September sessions will 
be the second to have been held iri Ottawa. 

e ce * 

CASEY AGAIN IN OTTAWA:  On Friday September 
9, the Right Honourable R.G. Casey, Australian 
Miniater for External Affairs, arrived in 
Ottawa for an informal visit on hie way to 
Washington and New York to attend the United 
Nations Genèral Assembly. 

Following his arrival at Uplands Airport, 
Mr. Casey paid a call on Prime Minister St. 
Laurent. Later he 'met thé press in the East 
Block and visited • the  Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson. 

On Sattirday, Mr. Casey conferred with 
•officials of the Department of External 
Affairs and lunched with the Australian High 
Commissioner. He left Ottawa for Washington  by 

 air on Sunday afternoon. 
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NEW EDMONTON AIRPORT: ' Selection of a site
for a new airport or national and inter-
national civilian aviation operations to serve
the city of Edmonton and the surrounding area
was announced in a joint statement issued
September 2 by the Honourable George - C. Marler,
Minister of Transport and the Honourable
George Prudham, Minister of Mines and'Tech--
nical Surveys. The selected site for the new
airport is approximately ten miles south of
the city limits on Number 2 Highway, imme-
diately northwest of -the town of Leduc.'

The joint announcement said that the site
selected for the new airport had several im-
portant advantages over other sites in the'
neighbourhood of Edmonton-. It would, for
instance, lend itself to future developments
such as multiple runways tor instrument use;
it was within reasonable`distance from the
city; and it was sufficiently distant from
other Edmonton air-ports to ensure complete
independence regarding traffic patterns.

Recognition of the growing requirements for
air travel in the Edmonton area makes it nec-.
essary for the construction of an entirely new
major airport with runways andother facilities
sufficient to handle any type of normal Can-
adian air traffic, says the joint statement.
Engineers of the Department of Transport have
been engaged for several months in carrying
out detailed examinations of all pos,sible
airport sitds in the vicinity of Edmonton and
their recommendations have been concurred in
by the Government. The announcement says that
steps wi 1 l now be taken to draw up de tai 1 ed
plans as rapidly as possible.

While. certain' questions of respective
responsibilities of the municipal and federal
authorities with respect to both the existing
airport and the proposed new airport were
still under active consideration, the joint
ministerial announcement said that the Federal
Government would assume the major responsibil-
ity for construction of runways and taxiways
and for the installation of ligiting, aids to
navi gation and other auxiliary facilities.

The Ministers paid tribute to the efficient
operation by the city authorities of the
present Edmonton Municipal. Airport. and said
that so far as could be seen the present muni--
cipal field would also be required for service
to -^the Edmonton area for some years even when
the new airport was completed and inoperation.
The statement made reference to the present
heavy use of the present Edmonton eirport by
commercial airlines, private aircraft and by
the aviation repair and manufacturing industry.
It was considered that the present runways and
existing aids to navigation were sufficiint to
handle the immediate needs of -Canadian domestic
airlines and traffic moving to and from Edmon-
ton. The encroachment of housing and industrial
developments in the vicinity of the airport
prevented, however, any expansion to meet the
needs for longer runways to accommodate larger
and faster aircraft.

MONUMENT TO ALBERTA: Alberta, which this
year celebrates its 50t1i year as ' a •Canadian
province, will have a permanent monument to
mark its incorporation. On -the northern
approach to the Legislative Building*at Edmon-
ton, a cut-stone monument has been erected on
the recommendation of the Historic Sites and.

Monuments Board of -Canada.
Dedicated to the creation of the Province

of Alberta on September 1, 1905, the plaque on
the monument reads "To'this lând"of prairie,
foothill, mountain and river, where the Indian
roamed, came explorer, fur trader, voyageur,
missi.onary, ranchman, farmer and railway
builder. At points on river and railway, • towns
and ci ti es . grew. Within the North West Ter-
ritories the battle for responsible government.
was again fought and won.-

"The demand for wider autonomy led to the
setting apart of the western portion of the
Territories as the Province of -Alberta, which
was formally inaugurated on 1st Sep.tember,.
1905. Hân. V.H:V. Bulyea was the first.•Lieuten=
ant-Governor and Hon. A.C. Rutherford the
first Premier." . •

Prime Minister L.S. St. Laurent unveiled
the.monument on September 7. Alberta Premier
E.C. Manning addressed the gathering and Pro•-
fessor M.H. Long, Alberta member of the
Historic Monuments Board, presented the monu'-
ment for unveiling, while Col. F.C.' Jamieson,
Q.C., who was present on Inauguration Day at
Edmonton in 1905, r ecoun ted hi s m emo ri es of
that historic occasion.

A monument to mark the incoxporation of -
Saskatchewan as a province was erected in 1942-
in 'Regina on the spot where - the 1905 ceremony
in that province was held. -

. ^• ^s ^x ^

CANADI,4N ' SCHOOLS IN 'GERMANY.: Abou t 1, 500
young Canadians are heading back to school in
a land far from the borders of home.

They are the children of Canadian soldiers
serving in Belgium and Germany with the 1st
Canadian Infantry Brigade Group. The young-
sters, world travellers, at an early age, are
attending four schools in all, involving in; ,
struction at the kindergar^teh, p.rimary and
hig^ school stages.

The schools are located at' Soest, Hémer and
Werl in Germany, and at Atnwerp in Belgium. -A
total of 70 Canadian teachers from-all'parts
of Canada make up the instructional staff.
They are under contract to the Department of
Nationa,l- Defence to serve a peri•od of two
years with the Canadian Army f6rce in Europe.

Each school has a principal and'a staff
commensurate with the student body. Brigade
Headquarters in Soest has a -total of 34
teachers. Next comes Werl with 16; H:emer with
15 and Antwerp, the smallest of the group,
with four. All *are under one supervisin'g
principal, Dr. -Dean Martin, of Montreal. -
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GERIlAN PLANT. FOR REGINA:' The Regina, Sask-
atchewan, district as been chosen by Hoesch
Steel Company of Dortmund, Germany, as the site
of a$3,000,000 plant for the construction of
electric resistance weld transmission oil and
gas pipe, according to a joint announcement by
Premier T.C. Douglas of Saskatchewan. Minister
in Charge of the Saskatchewan Industrial
Development Office, and G.W. Anderson, of
Dortmund, Germany, representing thè company.

One of the woild°s largest iron and steél
industries, the Hb esch empire comprises 17
companies with a total of 32,000 employees,
with a few of the products tiarned out by Hoesch
including heavy machine tools, cranes, turn-
tables, travelling platforms, and machines for
coke-oven plants.

Other operations of the ' company comprise
coal, iron and limestone mines which provide
basic mate'rials used in the industry.-

The new Regina plant, the first to be con-
structed by the parent company outside Germany,
will be built of brick and steel on a 160 acre
site on the outskirts of Regina. It will have.
50,000 square feet of floor space with pro-
vision for an additional 20,000 square feet.
Depending on the availability of materials,
construction' will. begin this fall, with the
plant possibly in operation by the spring of
1956. It'will be the first steel pipe pro-
duçtion plant on the prairies.

THE PRODUCT

The first step in a gradual expansion pro-

gramme will see the firm producing from 3,000

to 4,000 tons of transmission pipe per month

to meet the normal pràirie consumption at

present of 45,000 tons of gas and oil pipe

annually. Pipe will range from 6 inches to 20

inches in size with provision for producing 36

inch pipe when the Trans^Canada Pipeline pro-

ject gets under way.'-

Supplies of raw material known as skelp
(special steel used in pipe manufacturing)
which comes in poils of 4 to 8 tons, will come
from Canadian mills and if necessary, will be
shipped from the parent company in Germany via
Port Churchill or'Vancouver. Two Canadian
mills have already offered supplies of skelp,
to be available in the spring of 1956.

The Hoesch company has purchased sufficient
land with a view to building additional plants
for the production of other steel products
when markets and population warrant expansion.
The firm anticipates considerable expansion in
the future after it has evaluated and sampled
the Canadiani market. Key men will be brought
in from Germany, with local workers making up
an initial complement of 50 employees. This
number will be greatly expanded as the plant
increases in size and scope of operation. The
Regina firm will be known as Hoesch (Canada)
Limited.

(C.W.B. Septeinber 21, 1955)

AWARD TO DECEASED RCAF INVENTOR: The De-
partment of National Defence announced on
September 6 the award of $1,000 to the estate
of a deceased Air Force officer whose original
ideas resulted in adoption of a new type of
barrack bed by the RCAF, with substantial
savings to the Service and the taxpayer.

Recipient of the award was Mrs. John Purdy

of Ottawa, whose husband, the late Flight

Lieutenant John Purdy, submitted a sketch in-
corporating a far-reaching improvement to the

then-existing RCAF barrack bed.
F/L Purdy, a nati.ye of Ottawa, and a supply

officer in the RCAF stationed at Air Mâteriel
'Command headquarters, Ottawa, died in July,
1953, at the age of 44. Two years. before his
death he had submitted a design for a new type
of barrack bed that could be used as a single
unit or in double tier form.

The Department states that adoption of the
new type bed has reduced administrative and
accounting costs, handling time and storage
space required. A vital factor in favour of the
bed is that, in emergencies, current barrack
accommodation could be immediately doubled.

The award to F/L Purdy. s estate, as a.
token of appreciation of his idea and its
resultant savings to the Department, was made
under National Defence regulations providing
for bonuses or gratuities to personnel having
made a valuable discovery, invention or im-
provement while engaged in their work', and
which would be vested in the-Crown.

TENTH CANADA BOND ISSUE: The Minister
of Finance, the Honourable Walter Harris,
announced on September 1 that the 'Tenth Series
of Canada Savings Bonds would go on sale on
October 17th next. The bonds will be dated
November 1st, 1955 and will mature 12 years
later on Novembèr 1st, 1967. They will pay a
full 3^^ per cent interest per year to maturity
and will carry 12 annual interest coupons.
Sale will be at 100 per cent up to November
15th, 1955.

Mr. Harris said that the decision to offer
Canada Savings Bonds again this fall was based

on a continuing strong interest on the part of
thé public which resulted in the sale of $800
million of Series Nine last October. He noted
that, with the offering of-the Tenth Series,
Canada Savings Bonds would mark a decade of

service to Canadians in all parts of the
country. He said that he expected the ten
millionth order for Canada Savings Bonds would

be signed in thè course of the Tenth Series
Campaign.

This year'èn estimated $153,774,000 will be
spent on the construction of hospitals, sana-
toriums, clinics, first-aid stations and
similar buildings in Canada, $37,144,000 more
than in 1954.
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PLXDOE OF FnOSPERI"TY 

(Continued from page 1) 

since the start of the Korean War. I refer to 
some defence production industries, textiles. 
automobiles, electrical goods and so on. And 
we had a poor harvest in th-e Prairie Prov-
inces, which had some adverse consequences for 
the rest of the economy too. 

"By the time of the Budget in April of 
this year, there was evidence of improvement 
in the economic•situation. 

"The decline in industrial activity in the 
United States hadcome to an end and production 
and employment were beginning to move forward 
again. This was also true in Canada, through 
our increased exports to the United States. At 
the same time the European demand for our ex-
ports of forest products, minerals, chemicals 
and the like was well maintained. Of course, 
the output of the basic resource industries - 
and the employment in them - continued to grow 
throughout the recession phase, and have gone 
on growing since then. 

"New capital investment - always a great 
provider of jobs and incomes - had slumped a 
little in 1954 from its high level of 1953 Eut 
was beginning to grow again by the spring of 
this year. 

• 
FIRST BUDGET ESTIMATE 

"This was the broad picture as I saw it 
when planning the budget. I therefore esti-
mated that, barring unforeseen events, 1955 
would see a national, output of at least $25% 
billion, or 6 per cent more than last year. 
Many people at that time thought that this was 
over-optimistic, but were kind enough to say 
that a first budget was entitled to be. 

"With this in prospect, Imight have decided 
that the question of budget policy had almost 
decided. itself. With a higher national product 
there would be an automatic increase in 
revenues on the basis of existing tax rates, 
and the forecast revenues would just about 
balance the expenditures . • 

"But there were other ;hings to consider. 
"First and foremost, there was the question 

of tax rates. I happen to have said on another 
occasion that vhen taxes are high, we tun the 
risk of diminishing the initiative and enter-
prise on which we all depend for a healthy and 
expanding economy. •isild I also believed that a 
reduction in certain kinds of tax would help 
increase consumer spending and encourage a 
larger amount of investment and entçrprise, and 
thereby reinforce the expansion that was al-
ready going on. I therefore felt that our tax 
policy should be based, not on the immediate 
prospects, but on the longer-tun prospects of 
the economy. 

"Looking at the revenues that would result 
from the probable growth of the economy during 
the year, it was apparent that the existing 
tax rates would begin to produce a surplus,  

perhaps beginning about the end of the fiscal. 
year. This would be the  •case if the total 
production was to increase enough to make .up 
for the grbund that had been lost in 1954, and 
to increarie still further by the normal annual 
growth of two or three per cent: Since I felt 
that we could reasonably expect the Canadian 
economy to keach this position in about a 
year, or at least be in sight of reaching it, 
I felt that the taX policy for the year ahead 
of us should anticipate this condition right 
now vhen it would do the most good. 

"Consequently, I recommended to Parliament 
certain important tax reductions. 

"However, I• did not suggest that the 
economy would average this higher level .of 
production throughout the whole of the next 
fiscal year and I said that consequently there 
would be a deficit for the coming year as a 
whole. 

1955 IMPROVEMENT IN THE SCONOMY 

• "As I have said, these measures were re-
garded by some people as being based on -an 
over-optimistic view of our economic prospects. 
In the result, the events of the last few 
months have shovm that these expectations have 
been satisfactorily fulfilled so far. Indust-
rial production, construction, exports and 
consumer spending have all risen impressively. 
Let us look st a few statistics at the half-
year mark for Canada as a whole. 	• 

"Manufacturing production this summer was 
up 8% per cent over the middle of last year. 
Last summer it was below the level of the 
previous yeax by 5 per. cent. We have found 
that some of the manufacturing industries 
vhich were in trouble last year are beginning 
to overcome their difficultire, and most other 
industries are continuing to produce and sell 
more goods and serviceà and to employ more 
people.  

"Retail sales in June of this year were 11 
per cent above the level of a year earlier. 

"The labour force of Canada has grown 
substantially since last summer - by about 
160,000 - nearly 3 per cent - but the number 
of people at work has grown by about 183,000. 
Consequently, the number of unemployed (in 
July) was down about 23,000 from last year, 
and amounted to 2.6 per cent of the labour 
force.  This  is beginning to approach a pretty 
high level of onployment. 

"As I mentioned earlier, my budget fore-
casts were based on the belief that national 
nroduction in 1955 as a whole would average 
about $25g billion, and that by the end of the 
year would have reached a rate of about $26 
billion.... 

."The closer a country moves towards a 
position of high employment the greater be-
comes the danger of inflation. In some of the 
countries of Europe evidence of the strains 
and stresses caused by the full employment of 
resources is beginning to show itself in the 
form of a reappearance of foreign exchange 

5 	 (Continued on page 6) 
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WHOOPING CRANES SPOTTED:  Six young whooping 
cranes, including two sets of twins, have been 
observed  in Wood  Buffalo National Park, reports 
the Canadian Wildlife Service of the Department 
of Northern Affairs and National Resources. 

The young cr'anes were spotted September 
12 during a flight over the cranes' nesting 
area by William Fuller, Wildlife Service mam-
malogist at Fort Smith, N.W.T. Eleven adult 
birds as well were seen in the huge buffalo 
preserve that straddles the border between 
Alberta and the Northwest Territories. 

Sighting of the young whooping cranes 
strengthens hope that the impressive birds 
will not become extinct. The . young birds 
indicate that the craneà reared broods at the 
Wood Buffalo Park nesting site this year. 
Survival of the young birds during their 
impending migration to the Arkansas national 
wildlife refuge near Austwell, Texas, could 
save the species from  extinction. 

The group of birds observed by Mr. Fuller 
is the most promising sighting yet in Wood 
Buffalo National Park. In July 1954, six 
birds, including one young, were sighted. Six 
adults were seen in July this year and eight 
in August. 

* * * 	• 

MILITIA STAFF COURSE:  Thirty-five C.anadian 
Army Militia officers from all parts of Canada 
are attending a course at Camp Borden. (1-1tario, 
that hasn't operated since before the Second 
World War. 

It is the Militia.Officers Staff Course, 
which in future will be held during a two-week 
period each September. Officers of the rank of 
captain or above who have successfully passed 
a series of six written examina.tions .are 
eligible to attend. 

Aim of the course is to ensure that an 
officer is capable of the practical applica-
tion of the theory of tactics, staff duties 
and administration. It also determines his 
fitness to command and to carry out the duties 
of a Grade Two staff officer in the Militia. 

The Militia course is a minor version of 
the Regular Army's staff course at the -Cana-
dian Army Staff College, Kingston, Chtario, 
which is of one year's duration: The two-week 
period of the Militia Staff Course is designed 
to fit in with the time officers •can spare 
from their civilian occupations. 

* 	* 
NEW CO FOR 1ST INFANTRY:  Brigadier Arthur 
E. Wrinch, CBE, CD, 46, of Ottawa, will take 
over command of the 1st Canadian Infantry 
Brigade when it returns to Canada from Germany 
this fall, it was announced recently at Army, 
Headquarters. Ha is now attending the Imperial 
Defence College in England. 

Headquarters of the Brigade in Canada will 
be at Edmonton, Alberta.  

(Continued  (rom page 5) 

shortages. All of us should' be conCerned that 
a solution of these difficulties can be found 
by public and private measures of restraint, 
without resort to the undesirable forms of 
import restriction that were present a few 
years ago. Happily, it would appear that the 
lessons of the last ten years or ào have not 
gone unnoticed and fiscal andmonetary measures 
are being used to restore a proper balance, 
thereby making it unnecessary to re-impose 
quantitative controls on imports. 

"The economic recovery of Europe has been 
one of the most encouraging features of the 
last few years. Why is this important? 

1. Because it gives strength to the NATO 
alliance by restoring social stability in 
Europe; 
2. Because Western Europe is an •enormous 
market for the food-stuffs and raw mater-
ials of the world, including . Canada, and 
thus a more demand for exports. 
"The results of recovery in Europe include: 
(a) Control of inflation. • Prices have been 
stable for three years, although measures 
to present a -revival of inflation have 
just had to be taken in some 'countries, 
including the United Kingdom; 
(b) Europe, instead of being an inter-
national borrower, or recipient of grants, 
is now increasing its investments abroad, 
particularly in the under-developed coun-
tries. That is, Europe  is resuming its 
customary role as a capital exporter. 

. (c)  !ch  progress has been made in removing 
undesirable restrictions on trade, such as 
import quotas and prohibitions and exchange 
controls. 
"As a result of European progress, and of 

the 'dismantling of import controls, Canadian 
exports to the United Kingdom, for example, 
were 35 per cent higher in the first half of 
this year than they were last year. 

"The benefits of increased exports are re-
flected in greater economic 'activity through-
out Canada. For  that reason and for others we 
must avoid doing anything which will make it 
difficult• for overseas countries to sell their 
products in Canada, since only by selling to 
us and the United States can they obtain all 
the dollars they need to pay for their 
purchases from us. 

"To sum up, it seems to me that we have 
indicated as a Government our desire to assist 
in cutting the costs of commodities by reducing 
taxes, and I can assure you that the only 
desire is to provide a climate for the intel-
ligent and vigorous competition which has 
always marked the Canadian business world. We, 
therefore, ask you to take the same view, 
namely, keep costs down and aggressively seek 
business so that we can continue to improve 
our standard of living."' 
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW

O

ALBERTA' S FIFTIETH BIRTADAY.: On September
6, the Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, took
part iri•the celebration of Alberta's Golden
Jubilee at the Stampede Corral in Calgary. A
portion of his speech on that occasion
follows:

"...On this anniversary occasion we remember
with affection and gratitude those many •early
pioneers who left their mark on this p rovince.-
We recall those colourful'cattle barons, known
as the Big Four, who financed the first Cal-
gary Stamp.ede in 1912 - Pat Burins, George
Lane, A.J. McLean and A.E. Cross. We think too
of the popular negro rancher, John Ware, of W.
W. Hinter of Olds, Dan Riley of High River,
George Ross of Aden and many others. With
affection and admiration we recall the deeds
of the brilliant, silver-tongued lawyer and
newspaperman, Patty Nolan, of Bob Edwardsand
his witty 'Calgary Eye Opener', and of those
courageous missionaries, Father Lacombe and
Reverend George John McDougall, and the others
who had confidence in an unproven land.

"The confidence which we feel in Canada was
not always as general as it is today. Less
than two centuries ago Voltaire spoke of
Canada as a few acres of snow which was-not
worth the money the French and Fnglish were
spending to try to win it from one another.
And in the early nineteenth, century Lord
Ashburton told -the American Ambassador -in

.CA

London. ' I-wish the British 'Government would
give you Canada at once. It is fit for nothing
but to breed quarrels'. , '

"FortunatelY, that was not the opinion of
all men. Even at that time sturdy pioneers
were moving westward across the' plains in-
spired by visions of rich fields of grain and
herds of cattle and great cities like Calgary
and Edmonton. It •was their faith and their toil
that made it possible for Edward Blake to say
of Canada a few years before Con federation,
'It is a goodly land; endowed with great re-
cuperative powers and vast resources as yet
alniost undeveloped; inhabited by populations
moral and religious, virtuous and thrifty,
capable and instructed - the descendants of a
choice immigration, of men of mark and courage,
energy and enterprise, in the breasts of whose
children still should glow the sparks of those
ancestral fires'.

"I''can'think of no more fittirng.way of pay-
ing tribute to Canada's pioneers than to.
resolve to carry on the great task of nation-
building they began with the same 'courage,
energy and enterprise' Blake saw in our fore-
fathers.

"When Sir Wilfrid Laurier came West to
attend the inaugural ceremonies of the
Provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta fifty

years ago, he forecast that the West would

have a large part to play in Canada's future.

1 (Continued on P. 6)
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4DVA:NCE PARTIES FOR EUROPE An advance
party of 65 all ranks from the 2nd Canadian
Infantry Brigade left Montreal by air on
September 3 bound for Dusseldorf, Germany,
and Canadian Army duty in the Soest area.

The first of approximately 344 all ranks

who are to fly to Germany during September,

the draft consists of officers and men from

the Royal Canadian Army Service Corps, Camp

Borden, Ontario: The Royal Canadian Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers, Camp Petawawa.

Ontario, and the Royal Canadian ()rdnânce

Corps.
Six flights will be required to transport

the advance parties to their overseas postings.
These advance parties will take over and pre
pare vehicles, equipment and accommodation in
time for the arrivai of the main body of the
Brigade.

The bulk of the 5,000--man brigade will go
to their two--year tour of overseas duty by
ship during October.. November and December.

FEWER POULTRY: Estimated total number of
poultry on Canadian farms at the beginning of
June this year was 66 214:000 birds adecrease
of 5. 616,000 birds or. 8,^, from the preceding
year's total o,f 71.830,000, according to
results of the Bureau s semi••annual survey

Total hens and chickens decreased 8% to

62.045.000, small increases in Saskatchewan

and Alberta being offset by decreases in the

other provinces. In spite of increases in Nova

Scotia Ontario and British Côlumbia, turkey

numbers at 3,277,000 were down 3% from last

year_
Decreases in Ontario and Quebec offset in

creases in Prince Edward Island, New Brunswack
Saskatchewan and Alberta and the numbcr of
geese on farms dropped to 357.000 from 366.000
Ducks at 535 000 increased in all provinces
except British Columbia and were 901r.. more

nun:erot.ts. than last year.

TRUCE SENTINELS SPELLED• Two officers and
36 men o£ 3 Canadian Field Ambulance RCAMC.
and supporting units sailed on August 29 for
Seattle aboard the United States Naval Ship
General Mann following the recent arrival of
replacement troops in Korea.

Most of them left Canada during August 1954
and had been away from their homes nearly
fourteen months by the time they reached their
destinations for 60 days well•-earned leave.

The draft was commanded by Captain Bill
McJannett of Edmonton. Alberta, a medical
officer wi-th the field ambulance unit. Captain
Allan. B McRae. of Toronto. Ontario "Father
Mac" of the Royal Canadian Chaplain Corps
also sailed with the draft. He had been
serving in Korea since July 1954 with the 2nd
Battalion Queen's Own Rifles of Canada, and
the 3rd. Canadian Field Ambulance.

(C.W.B. September 14, 1955)s

TOP COMMANDER VISITS BRIGADE: The Supreme
Commander Allied Powers in Europe, General
Alfred M. Gruentherr, made his first official
visit to Canada's 1st Infantry Brigade Group
in Germany recently

General Grutnther arrived at a Royal Air
Force station near the Canadian Brigade's
Headquarters in Soest where he was met by the
formation's commander; Brigadier 1V.A.B
Anderson of Ottawa

He then visited the Brigade Headquarters
site where he was met by a 100- man Guard of
Honour from the 2nd Battalion. Princess
Patricia's Canadian Li.ght Infantry

Following an address to all officers of the
formation. he was guest of•honour at a recep--
tion and mess dinner Later in the week,
General Gruenther travelled to Fort St Louis,
home of the Royal 22e Regiment (Van Doos), to
see a display of the brigade's organization
and equipment .

Before concluding his visi t, General
Gruenther took the salute at a brigade parade
and march•past,

LUMBER PRODUCTION INCREASED• Canadian
production of sawn lumber increased in May and
the first five months of this year as compared
w.th a year earlier. British Columbia's output
of sawn lumber and ties rose to 383 376,000
board feet in May from 338.208.000 a year ago
and to 1.943 547,000 board feet in the five
months from 1. 586,947 000 East of the Rockies
the output rose to 301 489,000 board feet in
May from 277 239,000 and in the five months to
1,237.745-000 board feet from 1,105.074..000.

CANADIAN ENTERTAINERS FOR PAR EA•ST'r A
three•member Canadian concert party will leave
Vancouver in mid-•Scptem ber for a scheduled
three-week tour of Canadi.an and Commonwealth
units in Japan and Korea.

The party will be headed by a popular
Toronto comedian Gerald Leader, 30, who has
appeared with Xavier Cugat,_ Danny Kaye, and
other radio and TV personalities.

MORE CANADIAN NATO AID• Nine ships will
sa;.l from the ports of Hamilton and Montreal
in September with NAT'O military supplies and
equipment for Italy. Portugal. Norway and
Denmark.

The cargoes will include trucks, rocket
launchers. power units ammunition and artil
'lery tractors,

Sales of Canadian products to Sweden
jumped to $3.525 , 000 in the first half of this

year from $1 305,000 in the January June

period of 1954

•

•
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MARTIN "WITNESSES  C. D.  EXERCISE:  During the 
recent joint Canada-United States Exercise 
"Alert II", Mr. Martin made a tour of the 
Control Room at the Sudbury Headquarters, the 
centre for operations during . the exercise. Mr. 
Ted Smythe, Sudbury's Civil Defence Director,. 
put Mr. Martin in the picture on the situation 
in Sudbury •following a hypothetical H-bomb 
attack. • The  Minister spoke to a large gathering 
at headquarters telling them that "while today, 
you go through a theoretical exercise in meet-
ing the aftermath of thermonuclear warfare .  I 
would like to reinind you peoplehere, and other 
Canadians,' that this could actually'happen. it 

 is the duty of every citizen, without one 
exception, to do something about civil 
defence", he emphasized. "If' war should come, 
it is not difficult to visualize the devec+a-
tion that would result. • Should' an H-bomb drop 
on Toronto, it could be felt as far away as 
Sherbrooke, if the prevailing winds were west 
to east. • I urge every Sudbury and district 
resident during this visit, to get behind . 

 civil defence. The strength here is about 500 
persons working for civil defence. Everyone 
has a role to play - it's for the doctor, the 
lawyer, the businessman, the tradesman, the 
labourer - it's for everyone". 

Stating that in Canada today there are 
172,000 civil defence workers in 800 .C.anadian 
communities where civil defence organizations 
flourish, Mr. Martin said: "I don't say we are 
ready - there is no country in the world today 
that is ready. Federal and provincial govezn-
ments here in Canada now have an agreement to • 
support civil defence, so let's get together 
and follow their lead - let's support and take 
part in civil defence". 

Mr. Martin congratulated the Director and 
headquarters staff on the nucleus organization 
they had built up, and urged them to go on 
building  it stronger day by day. • Before leav-
ing, theMinister accepted a cup of coffee from 
Mrs. M. Ouellette, Energency Feeding Instruct-
or. who had prepared buckets of steaming 
coffee for civil defence workers and rescue 
squads during the supposed mass evacuation of 
"bombed" victims. • 

g.  4  *. 

COLOUR PRESENTATION TO RCR .  BAND:  The • band 
of the Royal Canadian Regiment will sail from 
Qiebec City aboard the Neptunia on September 
15th, bound for Bremerhaven, Germany, and a 
performance before His Royal Highness the Duke 
of  Edinhu rgh. 

The 52-piece band under the direction of 
C.aptain J. Purcell, of London, Ontario, will 
play at the presentation of the Queen's and 
Regimental Colours to the 2nd Battalion, The 
Royal Canadian Regiment, prior to their leaving 
Germany on rotation. The 2nd Battalion, formed 
at the outbreak of the Korean War, saw service 
in Korea and is now completing its two-year 
tour of duty in Germany. 

The Duke of Edinburgh will formally present 
the colours at a ceremony scheduled to take 
place at Fort York near Çuterslohe, Germany, 
October 17th. 

* * * 

CANADA'S FAMILY. ALLOWANCES:  • The Family 
Allewances Act was introduced in 1.944 (with 
the first payments being made in jùly, 1.945) 
as a basic social security measure designed m 
assist in previding equal opportunity for all 
Canadian children. The•allowances involve no 
means • test and are paid entirely• out of the 
Federal Consolidated Revenue Fund. They are 

'flot  part of taxable income ,  although riersons 
with children eligible for lamily allowances 
obtain a smaller 'income tax exemption for such 
childret dian for ehildren not so eligible. 

-Allowances are payable in respect of every 
child under the age of 16 years who was 'born 
in 'Canada or has been a resident of the country 
for one year, or whose father or mother was 
domiciled in Canada for three years immediate-
ly prior to the birth of the child. Monthly 
payment is made normally to the mother although 
any person who substantiallymaintains the 
child may be paid the allewance on his behalf. 
The allowances are paid at the following 

•- monthly rates: 
$5.00 for each child under 6 years 
$6.00 for each child from 6 to 9 years 
$7.00 for each child' from ID to 12 years 
$8.00 for each child from 13 to 15 years. 
The allowances are paid by cheque, except 

for Eakimo children and a group of Indian 
children for whom payment 1.8 made largely in 
kind because of lack of exchange facilities in 
remote areas and, the need for education in the 
use of nutritive foods. 

Family allowances are administered by the 
Department of National Health and Welfare 
through regional offices located in each 
provincial capital. 

The annual cost of the family allowances 
programme is currently running at some $380, - 
000,000.  For the month of July, 1955, 2,220,- 
578 families were receiving allowances on 
"behaleof 5,248,557 children, totalling  $31,-
674.089.  Since the payment of the first 
allowance in July, 1945, the cumulative costs 
of the programme have•totalled approximately 
$3,000,000,000. It is of interest to note that 
the total administrative costs of theprograrnme 
have never exceeded 1.6 per cent of the amount 
paid in allowances. 

* * * * 

There were 88 policewomen in Canada at the 
start of last year, one more than a year- mai-
lier. Ontario had  31,  Quebec 24, British 
Columbia 17, Alberta 12 and Nova Scotia, 
New Brunswick, Manitoba and Saskatchewan one 
each. 



(C.W.13. September 14, 1955)% 

CIVIL DEFENCE AGAINST FLOODS:  A serious 
flood situation developed in the Brandon area 
in the Spring when a sudden break-up in April 
forced a heavy run-off in . the Aàsiniboine 
River, which was followed in May by heavy 
rains in the Assiniboine and Qu'Appelle 
Valleys. 

The civil defence organization in Brandon 
went into action working in conjunction with 

• the City Welfare Department. In April the 
civil defence rescue truck was used to move 
families from the danger 'areas. In May when 
the heavy rains produced a very serious situa-
tion, it was a race for time between the 
City Works Department and the waters of the 
Assiniboine to see whether the level of the 

. dykes could be kept raised along a two mile 
stretch. The threat was twofold - watee 
pouring over the dykes - and/or the force of 
6 to 8 feet of flood waters crashing through 
the dykes. In either event a flash flood would 
present a very serious denier. 

On 14 May, from a tour of the dykes and 
confirmation by engineer's . report, it was 
obvious that the crest would reach the city by 
the following Wednesday. A joint warning, 
signed by the Mayor and the Civil Defence 
Director, G.R. Rowe, together with a question-
naire, was distributed to each family in the 
danger area by civil defence personnel by7 
house-to-house method. The information thus 
received wa s turned over to the City Welfare 
Department in order to arrange emergency 
accommodation. The Civil Defence Director 
broadcast a warning over the local radio 
station and details were carried on C.P. 

FAMILY EVACUATION 

Ch 16 May, the Civil Defence Rescue Service 
removed three families from the danger "area. 
At noon on 17 May, the Mayor issued an order 
to threatened families .to evacuate. Civil 
Defence immediately broadcast an appeal over 
the local station for its rescue personnel and 
other volunteers to report to the Fire Hall. 
Working in three shifts, they evacuated si x . 

 additional families. Thirty-five school child-
ren without transportation were cut off from 
school by the rising waters and the Civil 
Defence rescue truck provided transportation 
to and from school for these children until 
the waters subsided.' 

The Civil Defence Director was in constant 
contact with the Provincial Civil Defence Co-
ordinator, Col. A.C. Delaney, who provided 
cots, blankets and sandbags from provincial ;  
stores and was most anxious to help in every 
way possible. The battle against the flood was 
won on 18 May when the waters reached their 
highest level and city workmen maintained a 
margin of safety on the  dykes: 

The civil defence organization worked 
through and with the proper authorities to 
meet the situation and has won community-wide 
recognition and gratitude for its effective-
ness. 

CANADA'S TECHNICAL AID CHEQUE:  On:Aug-
ust 30, Dr. R.A. MacKay, Canadian Permanent 
Representative to theUnited Nations, presented 
a cheque for $1.500,000.00 (U.S.) to the 
Director-General of the Technical Assistance 
Administration, Dr. Hi.igh Keenleyside, at 
the UN headquarters in New York. This sum 
represents Canada's contribution for this 
year to the Expanded Programme of Technical 
Assistance. Canada has now contributed $5,- 
322,727.00 to the Programme since its estab-
lishment in 1950. 

In addition to a Technical Assistance 
Programme financed within the ordinary ,  budget 
of the UN and its Specialized Agencies, a much 
larger scale Expanded Programme of Technical 
Assistance is financed from voluntary con-
tributions from member governments. 

• * * * 

SAANICH  LAND PRO,':  "A $245,000 land-
«Z=nn)ly project IJi—the servicing of 130 
residential lots in Saanich, B.C. ,. had been 
arranged under the National Housing Act, 
Federal Public Works Minister Robert Winters 
said on August 29. 

The land, an area of approximately 52scres, 
was owned and made available for the project 
by Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation.' 
Iri . addition to the 130 lots, the project also 
provides for an apartment site and a shopping 
centre. The cost will be borne, on a 75 per 
cent - 25 per cent basis, by the Federal 'and 
Provincial Governmenta. 

Agreements have been signed between the 
federal and provincial partnership and Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, and also 
between the province and the municipality.• 
When servicing of the lots is completed, they 
will be sold by Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation. 

* * * * 

HEArREDUCES MILK YIELD:  The heat wave that 
gripped Canada in July cut milk production by 
an estimated 5 per cent, according to the 
Dairy Review published Lately - le the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. With temperatures across • 
the country generally exceeding those of any 
July since 1914, the yield was reduced .  to 
1,820.000, 000 pounds, some 130, 000, 000 pounds 
less than in july last year. Pastures dried up 
and farmers were forced to do a great deal of 
supplementary feeding to maintain the milk 
flow, thé Review states. 

* * 
Canadian exports to Turkey were worth only 

$380,000 in the first half of this year as 
compared with $4,768,000 in the first six 
months of 1945.• 

* * * * 

Sixty-  four  murders were known to the police 
in Canada in 1953, three leis than in the pre-
ceding year. 
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CANADIAN LABOUR TbDAY. Addressing the
Labour Day luncheon at the Canadian National
Exhibition in Toronto, the Hônourable Milton
F. Gregg, Minister of Labour, spoke, in part,
as follows:

"...During the early postwar years, trade
unions for the first time gained recognition
and acceptance in many previously non-unionized
Canadian industries. The result•was to place
the movement as a whole'in a new position of
economic stability -- a position in which con-
sideration could be given to something more
than survival.

"Since that time, a steady broadening of
activities has taken place. In're!cent years,
many Canadians have been impressed by labour's
concern for broad community problems at home
and the interest it has taken in international
affairs as well.

"Canadians have also been impressed by the,
emphasis the unions have placed on educational
and research activities, which in my opinion
adds to the vigour of trade union democracy
and the effectiveness of collective bargaining.

:.Recent events point towards an -ea=]ry
amalgamation of the Trades and Labour Congress
and the Canadian Congress of Labour.

"Formation of the new Congress will'high-
light labour's accomplishments in recent years
and may mark the beginning of a new era for
Canadian labour.

LABOUR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

"It does seem to me that there have also
been in this past decade some quite valuable
improvements in the relationship betwéen
labour and management.-

"For this, much of the credit must go to
the many trade union leaders and representa-
tives of management who, from years of
experience with each other, have- gradually
learned how to approach in a realistic way the
complex problems of collective bargaining.

"Some credit must go to the press, and the
other media of communication which have made
it possible for the'Canadian people to grow in
their understanding of the place of collective.
bargaining in a democratic society.- '

"Most helpful too in improving the labour-
management relationship were. the laws developed•
during the period, patterned after the Can-
adian Wartime Labour Relations Regulations
introduced in 1943. -

"Witliout certification of bargaining agents,
compulsory collective bargaining and the
required use of prescribed forms of concilia-
tion it would have been very difficult in the
relatively few years since then to develop the
stability in industrial relations that we now
enjoy.:..

"As we face the second postwar decade, the

average Canadian is better housed, better
clothed, better fed and, if you.consider
television a good thing, better entertained
than ever before. Furthermore, when our pros-
pects for further economic developments are

(C.W.B. September 14,'1955)

considered, it seems entirely probable that
the average Canadian of 1965 will be even
better o ff than we are today.-...

"If we in Canada, therefore, are interested
in our own welfare, we would be well advised
to continue looking beyond our borders.

"I'.t was for. this reason that I: did some
close observation during my absence from
Canada during the earlier part of this sunner.

"The occasion for my absence was the Annual
Conference of the International Labour Organ-
ization at Geneva. ' After it was over I had a
chance to observe the working conditions and
the industrial picture in several other
countries....

"I'was very prou.d of our team with its
equal three-way representation of Canadian
workers, of Canadian employers and of Canadian
government....

"The fact that the ILO, the only-surviving
organ of the old League of Nations now af--

' fi liated with the UN, could receive in- the
last two years the Soviet groûp of repre-
sentatives without seriously jarring the
organization is important.

BENEFYTS'OF CO-OPERATION

"But more important perhaps is the permanent
effect that'such international collaboration
has upon the delegates themselves and the
reports and interpretations they are able to
carry back home to those they r.epresent. '

"This applies across the board to the
worker, employer and government representative.

"....Such bodies have had the--fullest sup-
port of our Canadian workers. I'extend my con-
gratulations to union leaders here today for
the part they have played in these efforts,
whose final aim after all'is world peace.and
security against tyranny and privation....

"In many ways, the development of organized
labour in the post decade has been accompanied
by a similar development in the nation itself.'
:Our increase in population. and production, our
continued close association with both the
British Commonwealth and the United States,
and our willingness to share in the conduct of
international affairs in the defence of the
free world and in the breaking down of trade
barriers, have won for us a new position of
responsibility in the family of nations.

"Evidence of this is not'hard to find.
For one thing,, our intervention in the UN,
NATOor the ILOdiscussions is almost always
welcomed. *en our representatives 'speak they
are listened to with respect; and their sug-
gestions are sometimes acted upon.-

"For another thing, Canadians are much in
demand when it comes to tasks with serious
international responsibilities and opportun-
ities....

"In'this'connection I would like to make
special reference to some 160 Canadians, from
the- Atmed Forces and the Department ofExtemal

Affairs, who are making a contribution to

stability inatroubled part-o£ Asia by assist-
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ing in the supervision of cease-fire agree-
ments in Indochina:- Working under conditions
that are found difficult, and carrying a heavy
load of responsibility, they are doing a job
that was by no means sought by'Canada. Rather
it was a case of Canada being asked by, other
nations to undertake. this responsibili'ty.

"Some people seem to think that, during the
past tan years, Canada has assumed a burden of
international responsibility that is fâr out
of proportion to the size of its population.
Nothing, 1' think, could be farther from the
truth, I'f'we were going about this in apushing
cocksure fashion there would be real cause for
criticism. But we are not:'we approach it with
humility and earnestness fbrwe have everything
at stake. Our population may be small-but it
has a great craving for the opportunity to
carry out, uninterrupted, development of our
resources for peâceful purposes.

"Canadians would have as murh to lose from
another war as any people on the face of the
-earth. It seems to me oniy natural that they
should be prepared to enter with vigour into
the work of maintaining peace.

"Çanadian organized labour has made it very
clear that it is so prepared.

PEACE WORK

"It has never been easy work, as the events
of the past ten years have shown.,'Ihe recent
change in Soviet attitudes may mean a better
future. It may mean that, but•it may not. At
the moment, any conclusion would be premature.
We have had enough experience with the un-
predictable fluctuations.of Communçist policy
to know that things are not always what they
s eem .

"In the circumstances, it would'be courting
disaster to abandon our policy of watchful
preparedness. At the same time, we must make
every effort'to find solutions to the many
problems that lie at the root of. international

tension.
"It seems certain that, in their efforts to

find the right formula, the leaders of the free
world will need all the help and guidance they
can get from their own people, individually
and through their respective organizations:

"It may well be that, because of labour's'
long experience with the dangers of Communism
and its early devotion of the ideal of inter-
national brotherhood, the labour movement can
be in a particularly good position to provide
the kind of guidance that will be needed.

"I would ask -you in the trade unions to
keep this in mind. as you move on into the
second postwar decade. To a very large extent, -
the future may depend on the extent to which
you meet the responsibilities you have as
members of one of the most important institu-
tions in one of the best countries in the

world...."

ALBERTA'S FIFTIETH BIRTHDAY

(Continued from P. 1)

Sir Wilfrid's confidence has been abundantly
-justified. !ftd if we continue along the path
traced by those courageous and steadfast men
and women who did so• much to bring about
provincial status for the Northwest Terri-
tories. of fifty years ago, the twentieth
century will indeed belong to Canada.

°...Alberta is one of the richest of the
ten provinces and its future possibilities are
almost boundless. In addition to ypur rich fa rns
lands and'your forests, you have reserves of
oil, gas, coal, electrical power and minerals
in quantities which entire nations might well.
'envy. This happy combination of agricultural
and industrial resources will give•Alberta
a more diversified economy, thus eliminating
many of the hazards which fiesult from depend-
ence on one or two products. Of course, wheat
and livestock will keep their important place
in the economy of the West, and the produce of
Canada's farms will-continue to feed the
millions of people throughout the world'who
•depend on us for much of their daily food.

PIPELINE PROBLEMS

"As•Canada's industries expand; as new
mineral sources are tapped and as her farms
become increasingly mechanized new problems
will arise which were unknown in a léss compléx
economy. One of the most immediate of interest
to all Canadians, and of particular interest
to this audience, is the discovery of a means
to convey a portion of the huge natural gas
reserve to markets in Eastern Canada. Just a
few weeks ago my colleague, Mr'.Hôwe, discussed
this problem here in Calgary with Premier
Manning. • We have had similar talks with
Premier Frost of Ontario and we are confident
that the effdrts.of the various governments
concerned added to those of the natural gas
industry will find a solution to this problem.
All Canadians are looking forward to the day
the pipeline begins, for they recognize it
will be an event of real benefit to all parts

of Canada.
"The great future that can lie ahead will

only become a reality if we can work together
as Canadians in the common inteirest-and not as
members of a particular section or narrow in-
terest. That is the challenge before Canadians
today.•And because I am confident you will do
your part to meet that challenge, I' am happy
indeed to bring you good wishes as you pause
to celebrate your 'Golden Jubi lee. ..".

. The number of dolls produced in Canada rose
to 189,190.dozen. in 1953 from 162,486 dbzmr►: ith
1952, and factory value increased to $3„410',;-
457 from $2,911,985.

'k.
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

PROBLEMS OF THE TERRITORIES:  At the open" ing 
of the second session of the 1955 Council of 
the Northwest Territories in Fort Smith on 
August 29, Commissioner R.G. Robertson spoke, 
in part, as follows: 

"It is appropriate that the Council should 
be meeting once again in Fort Smith, which is 
not only the administrative centre of the 
Northwest Territories but also the head of the 
long water transportation system of the Ter-
ritories: the Slave River, Great Slave Lake, 
Mackenzie River system. %%bile •there are a 
number of problems to be faced in the economic 
development of the Northwest Territories, few 
people will disagree that the most difficult 
and important is transportation. In part this 
is purely a matter of distance, the long 
distance which the mining centres and other 
settlements in the Territories are from• their 
markets and sources of supply. Edmonton - the 
'jumping off' place for the Territories - is 
by rail 2,000 miles from the markets and man-
ufacturing centres of eastern Canada. Yellow-
knife, by rail and water is another 886 Miles 
from Edmonton, and Yellowknife is only on the 
southern edge of the Territories. Distance in 
transpcirthtlôn..results in increased cost, and 
high coats are a problem throughout the econ-
omic structure of the Northwest Territories. 

"Another aspect of the transportation 
problem derives directly from the inherent 
nature of the Territories, or of any other 
pioneer region.: The long distance between 
settlements and the sparse population make  

traffic density very low. This in turn makes 
any form of transportation expensive and 
tends to discourage the provision of adequate 
services. The cheapest form of transportation 
in a pioneer country is the water mutes. When 
these happen to be rivers like the Yangtze, 
the Irrawaddy or the Amazon, they prove very 
satisfactory for the region within easy reach 
of them. Mhen the river in question happens to 
be the Mackenzie and its tributaries, flowing 
through a climate that is cold a good part of 
the year, and closed to navigation for about 
eight or nine months out of twelve, its utility 
it distinctly limited. • 

"The high transportation costs affect 
enterprises in the Territories in several way.s. 
They are a direct burden on the expense of 
bringing in equipment and operating supplies 
and of shipping out concentrates and other 
products. • They are.also an indirect burden 
because the higher costs of living, due in 
mabstantial part to the costs of transporta-
tion, make it necessary to pay more for labour 
in one form or another, whether by higher 
wages or by subsidized board and lodging or 
free transportation or other benefits. In 
addition, the short navization season requires 
the keeping of high inventories, a costly 
process. The slovmess and infrequency of river 
transport may cause loss of production time 
through delays in getting necessary spare 
parts or equipment. All these costs taken to-
gether represent a formidable total.  Asa 
result, any programme designed to stimulate 
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the freight to Yellowknife which now goes via 
Waterways would be transferred to the Mac-
kenzie Highway and the ferry, this service 
would require an annual subsidy of around 
$100,000.  Be fore the Federal Government can be 
persuaded to use money obtained from general 
Canadian taxes for such a purpose it will have 
to be convinced that such an expenditure is in 
the national interest. We, too, in our res-
ponsibilities for the Northwest Territories, 
would wish to be sure that expenditure on a 
-ferry would be the best way in which such an 
amount of money could be spent in the interests 
of the Mackenzie valley as a whole. The pro-
posal is one that will continue to receive 
attention as conditions in the Great Slave 
Lake region develop. 

"The second matter is the question of gov-
ernment assistance in the building of develop-
ment roads. Airing the last session of Parlia-
ment, there was considerable discussion of the 
problems of northern development, both in the 
House of Commons and in the Special Committee 
which studied the estimates of the Department 
of Northern Affairs and National Resources. • 
During these discussions a number of Members 
of Parliament urged the Government to do more 
to further the development both of the North-
west Territories and of the Yukon Territory by 
the construction of roads intopromising mining 
areas. We have been giving considerable study 
to this matter. It'will be taken up with other 
departments of the Government whic.h are con-
cerned and I hope that I may be in a position 
to make a further statement at the next session 
of the Council. 

PINE PO/NT RAILROAD 

• "The  third matter is the question of a 
railroad to Pine Point. The Minister of North-
ern Affairs made a statement on this subject in 
the House of Commons last May. After mention-
ing that at Pine Point on the south shore of 
Great Slave Lake there lies what we believe to 
be the greatest known ore body of lead and 
zinc, Mr. Lesage said: 

°We hope that the Consolidated Mining and 
Smelting Company will 'soon see fit to have 
definite plans for the development and exploit-
ation.of this vast ore body. We hope that it 
will be possible to work out with them some 
kind  of  arrangement under which transportation 
facilities will be available•to take out the 
ore. I have said, both outside the House and 
in the Comnittee, that we hope it will be pos-
sible in days not too far off to have what is 
still the cheapest kind of transportation for 
distances of 300 or 400 miles or more, and 
that is a railway line from Grimshaw to Pine 
Point. We have been discussing, and still are 
discussing the economic implications of such 
'a project.' 

"There is little that I can add to this 
statement except to emphasise that the matter 
is being studied most actively. The railway 
would benefit Canada's economic development 
substantially. In addition to permitting a 

. 	•.• 

the economic development of the Territories 
must have as its kernel a determined attack on 
the problem of transportation. 

"Members of the Council will recall that at 
the last session two matters relating to trans-
portation were discussed at some length. The 
first concerned the level of rates charged for 
the movement of freight on the river system. 
After the session the president of theNorthern 
Transportation Company Limited and I. along 
with officials of the Northern Transportation 
Company and of the Department of Northern 
Affairs., had several discussions on this 
matter. Later a substantial reduction in 
freight rates between many points on the Mac-
kenzie River system was announced by theNorth-
ern Transportation Company for the current 
navigation season. -Following the freight rate 
reductions by Northern Transportation Company, 
Yellowknife Transportation Company announced 
similar reductions. 

"At about the same time that these dis-
cussions on water freight rates were going on, 
Canadian Pacific Airlines, following public 
representations from Yellowknife, carried on 
discussions with the Air Transport Board which 
led to a substantial reduction  in air  passenger 
rates between Yellowknife and points in the 
Northw.  est Territories. These reductions 
amounted to 17 per cent between Edmonton and 
Yellowknife and to a much larger percentage 
between certain other points where thé pre-
vious rate had been proportionately•higher. 

WATER FREIGHT RATES 

think that members of the Council will 
agree that these reductions in water freight 
rates and air passenger rates will be of sub-
stantial assistance to the Territories. It is 
important to recognize •that assistance to 
territorial development is likely to come, not 
through any one revolutionary change, but 
through a variety of adjustments which, in 
their cumulative effect, will achieve signifi-
cant proportions. 

"We are not permitting the fact that some 
progress has been achieved to beguile us into 
letting the grass grow under our feet from now 
on. I would like to mention three further 
matters relating to transportation to which 
active  study is being given. 

"The first of these is the second matter 
which was raised at the January session of 
'this Council, the question of a ferry service 
between Hay  River and Yellowknife. It was 
advocated that the Government should take 
steps to institute such a service and should. 
be  willing to subsidize it if this proved 
necessary to get the freight rates sufficiently 
low to stimulate economic activity in the 
Great Slave Lake area. The matter has been 
gone into very .carefully and discussed with 
officials of government agencies that would be 
concerned. It appears that a vessel to "fulfill 
the requirements proposed in the Council meet-
ing would cost at least $750,000 and possibly 
substantially more. Even assuming that all of 

(Continued on F. 6) 2 
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LATIN MILLERS VISIT CANADA: Two represen-
tatives of the flour milling industry in
Colombia and-Ecuador and two officials di-
rectly-concerned with the importation of wheat
and flour in Venezuela and Peru arrived in
Ottawa on August 23. They will spend a month
in Canada, making first-hand studies of the
production, grading, milling, storage and
merchandising of Canadian wheat and other
grains.

During their stay in Ottawa they visited
the Department of Trade and Commerce and the
Central Experimental Farm, where they observed
plant-breeding work in progress.

In Winnipeg, from August 28th 'to August
31st, the visitors had the opportunity of
discussing merchandising problems with repre-
sentatives of the Canadian Wheat Board and the
Board of Grain Commissioners for Canada. They,
also visited the Dominion Laboratory of
Plant Pathology and the Dôminion Laboratory of
Cereal Breeding.

After visiting'Fort William and Port Arthur
on September âad to examine the elevator and
port facilities at the Lakehead, they returned
to Winnipeg and joined eight £lour millers from
the United Kingdom on a flight to Churchill,
where they inspected storage and grain-loading
facilities on Hudson Bay and 'saw orne of the
vessels that had come '.through the Hudson
Strait to take on wheat and other grain for
European ports.

PORT FACILYTIES '

Vançouver,The group will next pioceed to
where they will examine the port facilities
and grain elevators on September 11th and: 12th
returning to the Prairie Provinces to see
something of the harvesting operations.

A somewhat similar delegation. of flour
millers from Brazil visited Canada in 1953, in
order to familiarize themselves with produc-
tion, grading, milling, storage and merchan-
dising problems in this country.

Personnel of the mission are: Senor Douglas
Botero, General Manager of the National Asso-
ciation of'Mi'lls, Col6mbia; Senor Jose Briceno,
Director of Commerce and Patents, Ministry of
Development, Venezuela; Senor Francisco Cobo.
Vice-President of the Ecuadorean Millers
Association, Ecuador; and Senor Raymond Remo-
lina, Assistant Manager of the Agriculture
Development Bank, Lima, Peru. Mr. W.G. Brett,
Assistant Trade Commissioner, Department of
Trade and Commerce, is accompanying the group
on its tour of Canada.

a +^ ^

The average value per head of cattle and
calves on Canadian farms fell'to $106 last
year from $125 in 1953, the lowest level since
1948. While considerably below the 1951. peak
of $191, last year's value was higher than all
years prior to 1949 and compared with a low of
$22 in 1934.-

TELECAST LAKE ONTARIO'SWIM: CBC-TV 's plans
for coverage of the Çanadian National Ex-
hibition Lake Ontario swim scheduled for
September 6th will mark a double "first" for
Canadian television -- 20 hours of continuous
broadcasting by CBLT, and CBC's first direct
signal pick-up from one of its mobile units
aboard a naval v.essel in Lake Ontario. ^

Batteries of lights will be set up at
Niagara-on-the-Lake where the swim is scheduled
to begin at 1:00 a.m. Tuesday, September 6.
One of CBLT'S two mobile 'units, aboard a
Royal Canadian Navy gate-vessel, will cover
the start of the big swim, relaying its signal
direct from the RW ship to the CBLT:'tower on
Jarvis Street.

Tests of.cross-lake transmission have ai-
ready been carried out from the S:S.'Cayuga,
indicating that a satisfactory signal can be
obtained from Niagara-on-the-Lake.

The RCN gat e-vesse 1 wi 11 fo llow the course
of the swim during the night and during the
following day. Anti-aircraft'searchlights
aboard the ship will'provide illumination
during the night for the TV cameras of the
mobile - unit.

As the ship nears the official QNE swim
stand at Toronto on the night of September 6,
the TV signal will'be relayédtoanother micro-
wave unit on short, and from there to the
-CBLT TOwer. This will avoid interference when
the ship moves into the "shadow" of Toronto's
downtovm buildings.

To'cover the finish of the swim, the second
CBCmobile unit will be parked near the finish-
ing point, inside the breakwater at' the CNE.

TRANS=CANADA BICdIWAY.-FINANCES: Public Works
Minister Robert Winters announced in Ottawa on
August 26 that total contract commitments for
the Trans-Canada Highway -- the coast-to-coas't
"main street" of Canada -= had rolled past the
$200-million mark,
• At the end of last week the total amount
committed by all'the nine participatirig pro-
vinces was $202,006,353.78. Of this the
Federal Government was committed to pay half,
or $101,003,176.89.

"Tô date claims have been submitted by the
provinces and payments have been made by the
Federal Govemment in the total amount of $66,-
514,217.33.

The biggest recent increase in contract
commitments has been in Nova Scotia, where the
total amount has jumped from $2,924,545.00 to
$3,566,615,00.

a a ^ e

Net general expenditure, exclusive of debt

retirement, of Canada's ten provincial goverrm-
men ts averaged $85.16 per capita in the fiscal
year ended March. 31, 1954, .provincial per
capita figures ranging from $57.73 in Manitoba
to $139.66 in British Columbia.
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FOWL. FINERY:  Some  western ducks will be 
wearing bright neck bands this fall. The  new 
banding technique has been introduced by the 
Cetnadian Wildlife Service to identify ducks in 
flight. 

The neck bands are of flexible coloured 
plastic, some bearing symbols in contrasting 
colours. The colours and symbols will'enable 
biologists to relate groups of ducks. to par-
ticular areas of the West and plot their day-
by-day movements from the time they learn to 
fly until they leave for the south. • Such in-
formation may help solve the problem of crop 
damage by ducks. 

Hunters and farmers spotting the banded 
ducks can co-operate in the research by writ-
ing the Chief of the Wildlife Service at 
Ottawa with the date and location of the 
sighting as well as a good description of the 
colours on the neck band. No stamp is required 
on the letter and the Wildlife Service will 
reply with information on where and when the 
ducks were banded. 

* * * * 

VANIER VISITS "VAN DOOS":  Major -General 
George Vanier, DS0,4MC.and Bar, former Cana-
dian Ambassador to France and Honourary 

.Colonel-in-Chief of the Royal 22è Regiment, 
recently completed a one-day visit with his 
unit's 2nd Battalion in Germany. 

He was met at Dusseldorf Airport by Colonel 
George Spencer, Commander, Canadian Base units 
in Germany. • 

After inspecting a battalion parade and 
taking the salute in a march-past, General 
Vanier spoke briefly' to the troops. He com-
plimented them on their achievements and.spoke 
of the ba .ttalion's excellent record while 
serving as part of  Canadas NATO forces. 

* * * * 

FIRE LOSSES IN JULY:  In Canada, during the 
month of July, 1,572 forest .fires w'ere reported 
which burned about 528,000 acres. The area 
burned was almost double the total for the 
previous three Months. - 

These figures do not include the Yukon or . 

Northwest TerritOries, but it is reported that 
these areas are experiencing a severe fire 
season. 

These fire statistics are supplied monthly 
to the Associate Committee on Forest Fire 
Protection of the National Research Council. 

* * 5 * 

DOMINICAN ENVOY ARRIVES:  The Department of 
External Affairs announced on August 25 that 
His Excellency Dr. Manuel Pastoriza Valverde 
had presented to the Honourable Mr. Justice 
J.H.G. Fauteux, Deputy Governor-General, his 
Letter of Credence as Ambassador Ettraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of the Dominican Republic 
to Canada. • The ceremony took place at the 
Supreme Court Building. 

AIR NAVIGATION CONFERENCE:  A four -week Air 
Navigation Conference began at the Interna-
tional Civil AviationOrganïzatiOnheadquarters 
in Montreal on August 30. Among the items to 
be discussed during the meetings were: 

Radio Aids to Final Approach and Landing. 
The ultimate objective of these aids is tomake 
it possible to conduct "all-weather" flying 
operations; existing aids he lp 'aircraft • to 
land under certain bad weather conditions, but 
when forward visibility or cloud ceiling is 
too lôw, aircraft must be diverted to other 
landing fields. The conference willdiscuss the 
possibility of making changes in the present 
ICAO 'International Standards for the Instru-
ment Landing system (ILS) to provide better 
guidance for the pilot in aligning his aero-
plane with the runway approach lights as he 
comes in for his.landino. 

Long -Distance Navigational Aids. These are 
necessary in areas of the world where the in-
stallation of short or medium range aids is 
impracticable - such as the oceans•or sparsely 
poPulated regions. Avoidance of bad weather 
conditions is highly, desirable but may be 
hampered by inability to fix an aircraft's 
position accurately; also, in some areas where 
position information must be derived from 
long-range navigational aids or from dead 
reckoning and celestial navigation, insuf-
ficiently accurate position fixes may result 
in traffic delays because of the necessity of 
maintaining greater separation betweenaircraft 
than would otherwise be required. The great 
increase in air traffic in some of the areas 
where long-range 'aids are necessary has made 
it important to' agree upon operational re-
quirements•so that international standards for 
long-range navigational aids has not been 
possible'because of rack of agreement upon the 
characteristics that these aids should have, 
although ICX)has recommended the use of three 

'different systems on a temporary basis until a 
long-distance aid is available.  that would be 
universally acceptable. 

* 	* 

IVATO REGIONAL COMMITTEE 719"MEET:  Commencing 
Monday, September 12, meetings of the Canada-
United States Regional Planning Committee of 
the Canada-United States Regional Planning 
Group will be held in HMCS Cornwallis, Corn-
wallis, Nova Scotia. This group is part of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization and is 
charged with planning the defence of Canada 
and the United  States within the scope  of  NATO. 

The Regional Planning Committee is res-
ponsible to the Chiefs of Staff Committee of 
the Regional Planning Group, which is com-
posed of the Service Chiefs of Staff of Canada 
and the United States. 

Meetings of the Canada-United States 
Regional Planning Committee are held as fre-
quently as business requires. The previous 
meeting was held in Kingston . Ontario, 16 - 19 
of May this year. 

4 
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HYDRO DEVELOPMENT THREATENS FRASER FISHERIES

• SALMON SURVIVAL PROBLEM: Discussions re-

specting the industrial development of the
Fraser River watershed are giving grave con-

cern to the fishing industry. Scientists

express fears that full power development of
the Fraser and Thompson systems will doom the
valuable salmon fishery. The following comments

on the subject are extracts from a statement
made by Senator Thomas Reid (Qhairman of the

International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Com-
mission) to General A.G.L. McNaughton (Chair-

man' of the Canadian Section, International

Joint Commission) and to • the Governments of

Canada and the United States, on June 3, 1955:
"The Commission, in planning for full re-

habilitation of the Fraser River sockeye, has
carefully analysed the possible effects of the
developing indusxrialization of the river
basin on the sockeye. Our conclusion has been
that the only insurmountable obstacle to the
maintenance of the sockeye salmon would•be the
random hydro-•el •ectric development of the
river's potential power resources. It is
reco gnized that, if no substitute power source
becomes available, the economic benefits of
the food resource produced by the river must
be balanced by impartial government against the
economic benefits derived from hydro-electric
power. To date industry and government have
seen fit to protect the sockeye food resource
by planning developments that do not conflict
with its maintenance. The greatKitimat project
was developed on the Nechako River instead of,
as originally proposed, at Chilko Lake. The
provincial government of British 'Columbia
decided not to build a dam on the Quesnel
River and instead is considering the power
potential of the -North Fork of- that stream and
the North Thompson River where the maintenance
of fisheries is not a serious problem. The
Commission and all other fisheries agencies
are trying desperately to neutralize the
adverse affects of possible power development
in migratory channels by evolving fish-saving
devices, but since we are dealing with live
animals in a great mass of fluid medium and
with reactors rather than physical barriers
the hope of success is extremely small. In the
meantime the great developments of the present
atomic age have brought about a change in
thinking in the short period of two or three

years; instead of the belief that thermal
power wili never replace hydro-electric power,
the idea is now held that the cost of hydro-
electric power and that of thermal power may
reach equality in a few years....

"We are concerned first and most seriously
with the effect of any dam, regardless of its
height, on the up-stream movement of mature
sockeye. In 1954 an escapement of 1,250,000
sockeye passed up the Fraser River in 24 hours
en route to the South Thompson River and it is
anticipated that in future years when the
Quesnel run is restored similar phenomenal
escapements to the Upper Fraser will occur.
Even though the Héll's Gate Fishways are pro-
bably the most efficient in the world and
approach hydraulic perfection, the 1954
escapement to Adams River was delayed approx-
imately four days at this point. We have
already mentioned the effect on the productive
capabilities of.sockeye of the prolonged delay
in passing Hell's Gate prior to the construc-
tion of the fishways and it was adequately
proven that most of the fish that were delayed
12 days or more at Héll's Gate did not reach
their spawning grounds at all. If a series of
dams were constructed in the Fraser Canyon and
the Thompson River, the cumulative delay-at
each dam of the large escapements that are the
mainstay of the rehabilitated resource would
evenutally destroy the affected populatidns.
this would happen regardless of the heights of
the dams and regardless of the effectiveness
of the fishways constructed to pass the
migrating fish.

"The effect of delay at the proposed dams,

regardless of their height, and the probable
inability of the scientist to eliminate down-

stream mortality, combihed with the possibility

in such a situation that other dams may be

built eventually on the Upper Fraser, raises
the serious question of whether the required
tens of millions of dollars should be spent in

attempting to provide effective fish-protective
facilitiès. On preliminary inspection of the
proposal, we would be extremely hesitant to
recommend fish-protective facilities in what
could easily be a futile attempt to save the
great Fraser River sockeye salmon industry, if

the Fraser and Thompson systems are tobe fully
dedicated to power development...."

•

REFINED• PETROLEUAf INCREASED: Output of re -
fined petroleum products in Canada in 1954
climbed to 159,935,615 barrels from 146,037,-
096 in the preceding year, DBS reports. Re-
ceipts of crude during the year increased to
169,452,850 barrels from 150,751.,697. -Domestic
supplies rose to 92,679,8 19 barrels from
69,345,587 but imported supplies fell to 76,-
773,031 barrels from 81, 406,110.

Canada's ten provincial governments spent
$566,000 on civil defence in the fiscal year
ended March. 31, 1954, Alberta leading with an
expenditure of $245,000, followed by British
Columbia with an outlay of $208,000. Ontario
spent $37,000, Saskatchewan $34,000, Manitoba
$25,000, New Brunswick $6,000, Nova Scotia
$5,000, Quebec $4,000, and Newfoundland and
Prince Edward Island $1,000 each.
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PROBLEMS OF THE TERRITORIES 

(Continued  fretin  P. 2) 

very large and important lead-Zinc mine to 
come into production at Pine Point, it would 
do a great deal to open up the entire District 
of Mackenzie, an area of 530,000 square miles 
covering land known to be rich in a wide 
variety of natural resources. However, the 
cost of this railway would be great -  in • the 
neighbourhood of $50 million - and the traffic 
density, at least for  some  years to come, would 
be much lower than that reqt.ired to make 
the 'line pay at current freight rates. There-
fore, a large proportion of the capital cost, 
and perhaps the whole of it, would have to be 
borne by the Federal Government. Clearly, a 
decision of this magnitude cannot be made 
lightly and without thorough study and con-
sideration. As much information as possible is 
being gathered on all aspects of the question. 

"Now I wish to turn for a few minutes to a 
totally different subject and one on which un-
fortunately I cannot give as encouraging a 
report as I have on transportation. • It is the 
matter of the barren ground caribou. A dis-
turbing decline appears to be taking place in 
their number. It is quite unnecessary for me 
to emphasize to the members of this Council the 
importance of caribou to the north country. 
They have provided, and still provide, a major 
source of food and clothing for the Indians 
and Eskimos of the Northwest Territories. It 
was because of this importance  that  a survey 
of the barren ground caribou in the Territories 
was undertaken in re and 1949 by the Can-
adian 4VildIife SerVice. The report on the 
survey estimated a caribou population of about 
668,000 at that time and an annual decline of 
about 32,000. Following this more detailed 
studies of particular areas were made and this 
spring a complete re-survey was undertaken. 
The best census techniques which the Canadian 
Wildlife Service had been able to develop in 
eight years of survey work were employed. The 
survey was undertaken by low-flying aircraft 
and over 38,000 miles were flown in the western 

section alone. From examination of some of the 

flight maps and from discussions with the 
officers concerned, it seems probable that no 

significant caribou populations have been 
missed. While obviously a substantial margin of 
error has to be expected in a survey of this 

kind, we are of the opinion that the original 

census figures and the new ones are sufficient-. 

ly  accurate to form a basis for assessing the 

situation. 
. "A digest of the report has already been 

placed before you. From it you will have seen 
that the barren-land caribou population, 
estimated in 1948-49 to be 668,000, is, after 
the 1955 survey, estimated to be 300,003. The 
rate of decline of 32,000 animals a year, 
estimated in 1949, would have brought the 
population in 1955 to about 476,000. The  

variation between this 'figure and the estimate 
of 300,000 is within the bounds of what might 
be possible in dealing with remote animal 
populations. Alternatively, some new factor 
may have hastened the rate of decline. Pos-
sibly adverse factors have led to very low 
reproduction.  Whatever the reasons are, and it 
is most difficult to be sure whht they are, 
the results are highly distressing. 

"There is little reason to think that the 
decline  cari  be explained by unreliability of 
the surveys. While the 1948-49 survey covered 
less mileage than in 1955, the transect widths 
used were greater and the total coverage was 
good. In the 1955 survey the coverage was so 
corrplete as, to all inte.nts and purposes, to 
obviate the possibility of missing large 
herds. A significant fact is that no major 
herds were found, particularly in the western 
sector, comparable•to those seen in 1948-49. 
It may be necessary to have another general 
survey at a very early date to see whether it 
confirms the 1955 survey or throws any new 
light on the situation. • For the present, 
however .  I think it is incumbent  on  us to 
view the results of the 1955 survey most 
seriously and to consider what can•and should 
be done. 

"Various lines of action to try to arrest 
this apparent decline in the caribou popula-
tion are suggested in the report. One of the 
proposals is to try to bring the human utili-
zation of caribou down to the minimum compat-
ible with reasonable survival until such time 
as the herds show recovery. Restrictions on 
the killing of caribou in the Northwest Terri-
tories and also in certain of the provinces, 
are already very strict, Eut consideration may 
have to be given to the possible tightening of 
them. Wastage must be reduced as much as pos-
sible. Other matters to be considered are a 
campaign of conservation education, extende d . 

 predator control measures, and continuing 
studies of the movements of the caribou and of 
their ranges. It will also be desirable to 
consider how and to what extent it may‘ be 
possible- to reduce the present depen.  dence ,on 
caribou. With increasing wage employment  one  
possibility may be  the distribution of low cost 
buffalo meat at settlements in the Mackenzie 
valley. An increased slaughter of the buffalo 
in Wood Buffalo Park had already been planned 
for the winter of 1956-7 in the interests of 
herd management, on the basis of a survey 
recently undertaken. This would permit a 
greater quantity of meat to be made available 
than at present. A study is pow in the process 
of the best method of storing and distributing 
the meat and of the means whereby the cost can 
be reduced to a point where it will be within 
the reach of most of the people of the 'Terri-
tories...." 
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P.T.?FPARAT7.ON' 1.3 .pF,6uETT.IO^J: Addressing'the
yarrior s-•ay luncheon ga thering at the Cana-
dian National Exhibition on August 27, Vice-
Admiral E.R. !/aingiy, 0iiefof the Naval Staff,
spoke, in part, as follows:

"...Tce vrotection of freedotn. is the duty.,
in both war and peace, of those who have the
honour of wearing the uniforms of the armed
forces of the Crown. Perhaos on this occasion
I may be permitted not only to honour the past,
but to make some observations about the pres-
ent, and to express some simple thoughts about
the future.

"Nothing is static in the world. People
and countries, for bettier or 'for worse, must
either go forward, or recede and pass from the
scene. Certainly, I am sure there is not one
Canadian worthy of the name who does not know
that this country is going forward. Nothing
can stop it, in the long run, excepting war.
By that I mean 'The Big War' -- the Third
World War, whose shadow has lain for so long
over our thougbt and endeavour, and which has
caused so many of us so furiously to think.
That war, should it involve the unleashing of
the terrific destructive forces which are now
in human hands, would imperil not only our
country, but all mankind, and the very future
of the human race would tremble in the balance.
The prevention of that war is, therefore, the
principal task before us today, as it has been
for some years past.-The need for a lasting

1

peace has never been,so great in the long

history of the world. It has never been so
vital to the continued existence of the human

race.

'"To' date, major war has been prevented.
Today there is less tension in the world than
there has been for a long time. There can be
no doubt whatsoever that the reason for this
may be found in the active determination of
the free peoples to build and pool their
strength, relying on the tried and t:rusted
principle that strength comes first from unity.

"In these past years there have been many
remarkable achievements in the field of inter-
national cooperation. They have been particul-
arly remarkable among the nations of the North
Atlantic Treaty. Organization, and very visible
in the- armed forces of these nations. The
forces at sea, on land, and in the air have
been more closely integrated than any inter-
nqtional forces in war or peace at any time in
history. The planning has been closely inte-
grated, and the forces themselves have been
enormously strengthened.

"Combined with this has. been the patient
and determined leadership of great statesmen
working toward a common end. These measures,
together with a firm respect for justice, and
a sincere spirit of goodwill towards all men,
are perhaps now beginning to get results.
Things certainly look a}.ot more -hopeful, than
they did even a year ago.
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"But let me make this point, and let it 
be clear.  If  ever p .roof  were needed of the 
truth of the maxim - that °he who wants peace 
must prepare for war', then I" believe we have 
had it in very recent history,  and  we are 
still having it now. rf, in the event, it 
turns out tlat the shadow of a great world war 
has indeed bee.n banished in our time, it will 
not be because of what anybody said; it will 
be because of what we of the free nations did_ 

"It is wonderful to feel that international 
tensions are lessening, but we shall be wise 
to remember that this did not come abouttn.tin 
our statesmen we.re in a position to negotiate 
from strength.- I believe we shall be wise to 
keep them in that position. Thi's is a-progres-
sive activity. It will demand a continuation 
of the sort of cooperation between the free 
nations that has been established at many 
levels. It will demand continued cooperation 
between the armed forces of theSe nations, and 
between the airmed forces within these nations. 

TRI-SERVICE  COOPERATION 

"This will always be necessary so long as 
armaments are necessaz-y,  for  we.live  in  an age 
of continuous scientific and technical ad-
vances which, as they go along, face those who 
are cl-xarged with the planning of defence with 
many and varied problems.  The  weapon or,  advice 
so useful today must be superseded, or even 
rendered ineffective, tomorrow. The function 
which may have been exclusively that of one 
service in the past, may .demand the attention 
of two or even all three in the .future. It is 
a perpetually-moving jigsaw.puzzle. It demands 
flexibility of thought, and a high degree of 
inter-service cooperation. It is an extremely 
progressive function, just as the maintenance 
of industrial strength. is a progressive fune- 

• tion. It is necessary that it he continued if 
the strength we now have is to be maintained, 
and it applies to all forces, including naval 
forces. 

"I presume that you would expeCt the (bief  
of the Naval Staff to say a few words about 
the Navy, and I shall not disappoint you: How-
ever, I will refrain from boring you-with 
details about how many ships we are building, 
or how many we have modernized within,  the past 
few years, and shaIl.not-make a recruiting 
speech. Our own Navy is better off than it has 
ever been before in time of peace. .We are 
watching' all new developments with the great-
est of interest, we are applying them as they 
become necessary and available, and we are 
training both our Regular and Reserve Force 
personnel in increesing numbers and with in- 

. creasing efficiency. • 
"Rather than go into • too much detail.on 

these matters, Lirould prefer to make just two 
simple points about navies in general, which, • 
in the national interest, should be clearly 
and widely recognized. The first is this.  The 

 Navies of the free nations, in combination --  

and this includes our own -- present a mili-
tary, asset which can never be matched by any 
possible opponent. The power arising from the 
control of the seas .(which cover something 
like  four-fifttls of the surface of the globe) 
is a very mietv t.,ower, for it is a power of 
immense flexibility and great mobility. 

"The capacity to use the seas to the bene-
fit of our economy, for the movement of other 
forces, and for their sv.p!ply, is an asset in 
war and peace, in defence or in attack. The 
loss of this capacity, in the event of war, 
would be a liability which would surely be 
fatal to our cause. 

"All through history, this high importance 
of sea-power has existed in varying measures, 
hut with the coming of steam and electricity, 
of the long-range gun and the bomb, and o f the 
aircraft, the possibility of exploiting this 
asset has steadily increased, and a glance at 
the course of the history . of the last two 
great wars will show you how immensely it has 
been exploited. The power arising from control 
of the seas is far greater today than it was 
in Nelson's time. • 

- MODERN SEA:POWER 

"My second point is this. Sea-power ha' s 

been reinforced down the centuries by a whole 
chain of invention and development, because 
there is very- little that can be used on land, 
or from land, that cannot be used on ships or 
from ships. Sail has been superseded by ..steam; 
the gun, which is a missile-thrower, has 
undergone a steady Chain of development;'  air- 

craftcanfly  from. ships as well as from shore. 
"There has been no important development in 

this general area which has not been success, 
fully applied to fleets, which has not in-
creased their many capabilities in war, and 
reinforced their value as a deterrent to war. 
This  will not cease in the so-called 'nuclear 
age' ; vkiose threshold we have now crossed. On 
the contrary, it will continue. 

. "This predomina.  nt strength by sea which, by 
the facts of geography and the deVelopment of 
history, lie s .  today in  the  hands of those 
nations whose principle goal is peace, may go 
very far indeed toward tipping the scales to 
the great benefit of generations to come. 

The  shape of navies will  change. 'The  shape 
of ships will change. But there is nothing new 
'in this. It has been going on for a very long 
time, and it certainly continues to go on 
ri gilt at this very moment, and in this country. 
What will not change is the need to control 
the seas and to exploit that control towards 
the maintenance o r peace, and if that should 
fait,  towards the defence of our freedom.; ;" 

•• 

Canada expotted  $6,375,000 worth of goods 
•to Iteland in the first half of 1955, over 
twice as much as in the first six 'months last 
year when sales amounted to $2,668,000. 
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ST . . ELOI  5f  EM OR 'AL°  Sc. 	loi, P.Q., the 
birthplace of one of Canada's most illustrious 
sons; was the scene of an impressive ceremony 
on August 21, when the Prime Minister, the 
Riet Honourable•L. S. St. Laurent, unveiled 
a memorial to a former Minister of Justice, 
the Honourable Ernest Lapointe. 

Canadian Minister of Justice from 1924-1930 
and from 1935 until his death in Montreal in 
1941, Mr. Lapointe was a leader in the develop-
ment of the Commonwealth in its present form. 
He was Canadian representative at a number of 
Imperial and international conferences, in-
cluding the meetings of the League of Nations. 
He was first elected as a Liberal member of 
Parliament in 1919, and until his death con-
tinued to hold a seat in the House of Commons. 
For more than twenty years 'ne was an outstand-
ing figure in the public life of Canada. 

He was appointed Minister of Marine and 
Fisheries in 1921, in the first Mackenzie King 
government. In 1937 he was made a member-of 
the Privy Council of the United Kingdom. He 
played a decisive role in moulding French 
Canadian public opinion during the Second 
World War. 

The inscription on the memorial in front of 
Mr. Lapointe's birthplace pays tribute to "his 
keen intellect, his eloquence, his courage and 
his tolerance?' which "gained for him the.admi-
ration and respect of his fellow countrymen, 
whose interests he served so well at Imperial 
and international conferences, and in the 
government of the country". 

The  memorial was erected by the Department 
of Northern Affairs and National Resources, on 
the recommendation of the Historic Sites. and 
Monuments Board of Canada. The IvIinister of 
Northern Affairs, Honourable Jean Lesage, 
introduced the Chairman, 'Senator Jean François 
Pouliot. The main address was by the Prime 
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent. Other speakers in-
cluded the Honourable hutues 'Lapointe, Ivlinis-
ter of Veterans Affairs, son of the fate Right. 
7.:Ionou ra ble -c.- rnest Lapointe. 

* * * 
SHOOTING .  CHAMPIONSHIPS: 	'irinhihg every 
event of the . two-day competition, riflemen 
from Camp Borden's Royal Canadian School of 
Inf.sntry made a clean sweep in the A_rmy 's 
unit  championship shoo t . conc luded a t Connaught 
2.anges, Ottawa, on August 12., A team from 
the winning squad will represent Canada at 
Bisley, England, next year in competition for 
the.(kareonwealth Army enarrionship. 

winnint team,  of  which six will be 

selected to make  the trip to England, with 

tlaeir scores, was as follows: Major Richard 

s‘k . I i wan ton, Barri e,  394;  Sgt . .  R.  Cathline, 

Barrie,  359;  Officer Cadet R.G. Wilkes, 

Calgary ,  346; Capt. P. Hall-Humpherson, 

Barrie,  34;  S/Sgt. W. •1„oclzmanetz, Barrie, 

333 ; 	II :.!.Rayner, Barrie, 329; Major Fred 

M. Vine, Barrie, .325; Capt. .H. M. Power, 
Barrie, 324; S/Sgt.•L.A. %hite, Calgary, 324, 
and WO I'D. Stillwell, Barrie, 322.• 

A A A A 
T T T T 

RHODESI  AN P.N. IN  OTTAWA:  The Prime Minis-
ter of Southern Rhociesia, the Honourable Gar-
field Todd, arrived in Ottawa on August 22 for 
a visit of four days. %hile in Ottawa Mr. Todd 
stayed at the Giateau Laurier. 

Mr. Todd paid courtesy calls at Rideau Hall 
and on govemment officials later in the morn-
ing of his arrival and was the guest of thé 
Department of Trade and Commerce at the Rideau 
Club for luncheon. • He visited. the National 
Research Council in the afternoon and, after a 
dinner at the Country Club with Dr. James A. 
Gibson as host, addressed a meeting of the 
Canadian Institute of International Affairs 
at Carleton College in the evening. 

Mr. Todd held a press conference at 10:00 
a.m.•on the morning of August 23. This was 
followed by a meeting with officials of the 
Departments of Trade and Commerce and External 
Affairs. The United Kingdom Deputy High Com-
missioner, Mr. Neil Pritchard, C.IvI.G., enter-
tained in Mr. Todd's honour at luncheon and 
the Executive of the Central Canada Exhibition 
Association gave a dinner for him at the Ex-
hibition Grounds. During the afternoon Mr. 
Todd visited the Parliament Buildings. On 
August 24, Ivir. Todd went to Chalk River where 
he visited Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. 
He departed by air from Rockcliffe, lunched 
with senior officials and returned in the late 
afternoon to Ottawa by train.. Mt. Todd left 
for Toronto on August 25. • 

a a * 
GOVERNOR GENERAL IN NEWFOUNDLAND :  The Go w.. 

 erno'r-General left Rockcliffe Airport on Sun-
day morning August 21, in an RCAF:C-5, for 
a nine-day tour of Newfoundland. 

• His Excellency spent two clays in St. John's 
'on his arrival in Newfoundland and then went 
to Bell Island, where he visited underground 
workings and surface operations of the Domin-
ion Steel and Coal Company Iron Ore Mine. 

Cn August 24 and the  morning of the 25th he 
made "whistle stops" at seven small communi-
ties and outports between St. John's and Corner 
Brook. In Corner Brook he visired Bowa.ters 
(Newfou:nciland) 'Pulp ar Paper Mills Limited and 
the following day was received at Grand Falls, 
company town of the.Anglo-Newfoundland Develop-
ment Company. 

On August 27 His Excellency boarded FIMCS 
"Buckingham" at .Botwood for St. Anthony, where 
he visited the Grenfell Mission hospital, LB.  
sanat)rium, orphanage and other institutions 
found.ed. by Sir 'Wilfred Gren fell. He visited 
Twillingate and Lewisporte en route to Gander 
where he boarded an RCAF plane for the return 
trip to Ottawa August 29. 
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!UORTFrEld Y T g.ACfz►E ^ S T/ çCUINM: The " f 1 y in g
th e eacherw-''' ^_F_ T.nwiac1.Pn.zie di.tricte-irhe.

Northwest Territories are sitting as pupils
in a Yellowknife classroom this week.

^
By s6.aFC'tu.led or c:.iarterec, ;,ircraft, 75

teacïiers from such nor&-.er.q noints as .F.iclavik,
Tuktoyaktuk, Copper:nine, Fort Liard, and Fort
Smith have assembled at Y'elloi,^%!cn.ifP to review
treir t.iniqve ;teac:hin.g pxot•lems riuri-n;- their

hool August %'d - ^e;',temiver 3.suii:mer sc;
By mingling with other northern teachers,

the summer school delegates learn how tohandle
the many teachin,g proû!_ems of the north.. - Each
northern classroom• has its own.problems. Some
have pupils of mixed racial backgrounds who
have no common language, while others contain
Eskimo children who have had no contact with
the customs and traditions of their teacher's
culture.

The summer school is the second of its kind
held in the Northwest Territories and is orga-
nized by J.V. Jacobson, Superintendent of Edu-
cation for the Department of Northern Affairs
and National Resources. Its programme includes
such subjects as the d.eve.lopment of native
handicrafts, Indian and Eskimo folklore, the
means of encouraging adult education in the
north, teaching techniques, and the adaptation
of curriculums to local needs.

Instructors include Eunice Logan, education
specialist for-the Alaska Native Service;
Florence Cyaynor, consultant on immigrant edu-
cation for the Canadian Citizenship Council;
A.V. Parminter, regional inspector of Indian
scÿools for British Columbia; and Rose Eliuk,
a specialist in demonstrating teaching tech-
niques for such basic subjects as arithmetic
and reading. Beth Riddoch, Alberta provincial
field secretary of the Girl Guide Association,
will conduct a Guide Leadership course and
representatives from the Junior Red Cross and
National Film. Board also will attend.

SUPPLIES 70 FRANCE AND 1(OLGAND. France and

the Netherlands will receive several shipments

of Canadian Army supplies during the next few

.weeks. The supplies are being shipped under

Canada's programme of mutual aid to NAM coun-

tries.
Included in.the shipments.are ammunition,

artillery tractors and dump trucks for the
French Army and a number of military ambulances
and other vehicles and spare parts for the
"Royal Netherlands Army.

REGIONAL PRICE INDEXES: Consumer price in-
dexes for seven of the ten regional cities
advanced between June 1 and July 2, two were

unc:ianged and one declined. Advances ranged
from 0. 10b in Ottawa and Halifax to 0.4% in
4i'i.nnipeg. witn the decline in Vancouver 0. 3^.

Food indexes were higher'in. all cities but
St. lo;hn's and Saint IoEin. %.;;g prices were
substantia.ll.y hig6)er in most citiee. Fruit and
vegeta^le ^^ rices.'ç^er.e nenerally liirer, lower
"rices ior <rntatoec• in most cities i)eirir an
exception. ::eat prices, iaarticularly. tiot,e for
pork, were higher.

"OPE,E:ATT.ciN ,€•Z'FESAVï.i17": On Sep tem,,er 21,
.Calgary, Alberta, will be the scene of a mass
civil defence evacuation, the first large-
scale exercise of its kind in Canada to in-
clude the testing of reception centres outs.id.e
the city. the sc_^Ieme, Mperation Lifesaver",
will be. conducted by the Calgary civil. defence
organization under the directionofLieutenant-
Golonel 'C.C`•. Bell, the city°s c.irector of
civil defence. Provincial and federal.civil
defence authorities will also participate.

Over Z0,000 will take part. 711he area to be
evacuated covers approximately one quarter of
the built up area of the city of Calgairy. It
is. a ligbt'industrial, business and residential
area, composing the north-eastern section of
the.city. The reason for evacuating this
section is that it posés fewer problems than
the other.sections and therefore is. a reason-
able choice. for a first effort. '7here are no
prisons, reformatoriés, etc., in the area to
be evacuated, although i t do es contain. the
city's General Hospital. But the question of
evacuation of institutions of this.nature does
not arise in this instance, as hospital pat-
ients and the like n+ould normally be evacuated
in Phase A of any withdrawal project.

-Phase A is the first step in federal:tivii•
. defence planning for evacuation of a community.
It is the evacuation of all of the non-
productive populace of any community.-- women,
children, the aged and infirm, hospital
patients and staff, etc, -- who would be evac-
-uated.when it -had been -decided the inter-
-national situation had reached a.crisis.•

Evacuees will travel to areas to the nordi
and.east of the city to distances up to 90
miles. Welfare.centres under the control of
the provincial civil •defence.wilL be set up in

. certain. communities. On reaching their destin-
ation, sélected groups of the evacuees will go
through formal civil defence_welfare registra-
tion and will be assigned to temporary lodg-
ing. 'This is being arranged in cooperation
with the provincial civil.defence authorities.

1he actual time at which the siren-will
sound has not been publicly released and is
known at the present time to one man only,
Colonel Bell, civil defence director-of the
city. I-iowever, the general public do know that
an exercise will take place between cïa%,n and
dark.on September 21st and by Septem^er 200th
should be fully acquainted with their.respon-
sibilities because of an intensive pre-
evacuation public relations programme.

0
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.BIRTHS. DEATHS, ,r1ARRI AGES: More b i r th s and
deaths but fewer aiarriages were registered in
Canada in July than in the same month last

^ year, the ;.ominion Bureau of Statistics re-
ports. in the first seven months of 1955 birth

•registrations.were 2.7aP% above last year's
level, while death registrations were•3,31a
more numerous and marriage registrations 3%
Tewer.

increases in Newfoundlar.d, Nova Scotia.and
Quebec outweighed decreases in all other prov-
inces except Prince Edward Island, einere there

. was no. c:.an2e, to raise July 'Hrth relistrs-
tions to 37, 298 this year from 37, 200 last
year. In the January-july period, decreases in
Prince Edward Island and the Prairie Provinces

. were. outweighed by gains in other •provinces to
boost the total to 2-.T,009 from 2ro,776 a year
earlier.

Tnere.were more marriages this July in wlew-
founciland, Prince Edward Island and Ontario
.but decreases in.the other provinces reduced
the national total to 13,942 rom 15,201 last
year. Marriage registrations in the *;anuary-
July period numbered 60,782 this year versus
62,691 last year, increases in Newfoundland,
Prince Edward Island. an d Nova Scotia.being
outweigh ted.oy decreases elsewhere.

July death registrations numberéd 10,206
•this year versus 9,525 last year, decreases in
Prince Edward Island and west of Ontario being
outweighed by increases in the other five
provinces. In the seven-month period there
.were increases in all provinces except Prince
Edward, !E:! and, the total rising to 75,_5V7 from
73,174.

BRO r^RONTO HoUSING Ax3TECT: An $11,512,000
project for construction of roughly 1, 100
rental' housing units will be started s:-iortly
in Uletropolitan"Toronto, it:was announced on
August 19 by Federal Public Works Minister
16bert L+linters and Hon. W.K. Warrender, Ont-
ario ïainister of Planning and Development. The
^r^J ect is. the result of. agreements signed
bet*een the federal Covernment, the Province
of Ontario, -Central Mortgage and Housing Corp-
oration and ".etropolitan'Toronto.

It will ze named Lawrence Heights and. will
be cievelo^^,eè on 125 acres of land in the
Pathurst ;.awrenr.e area of North York Towns::ip.
It will consist of two and threé-storey apart-
ment buildings,.terraced houses, semi-detached
houses and a few single family dwellings. The
average .cental of the units is estimated at
$70 ner month. .

is
_.. t year 2,160 tugs é.eparted riom Canadian

.orts in international seaborne shipping,
1,670" of them from British Columbia ports,

415 froti Ontario ports, 44 from Nova Scotia
ports, 19 from Nlew Brunswick ports, 7 from

'Queoeé norts and one from Corner Brook, i\ew-
f oun:: l an.:.

EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: Labour requirements
increased during July more rapidly than in the
same month last year but at about the same
rate as in 1953. -The seasonal influx of stu-
dents and•other short-term workers helped.to
boost the labour force almost to the same ex-
tent as employment increased. Unemployment
therefore dropped only slightly, a usual
occurrence at this time of the year. It is
estimated that the numaer of persons with jobs
increased 130,000 during the month ended July
23, some 7,000 more than the increase in the
labour force.

While all major industry groups recorded

employment gains during the ^onth, farming
âccountéd for 108,000 and non-farm industries
for some 22,000. This is in contrast to last
year when farm employment increased by an
estimated 113,000 and non-farm employment
dropped by some 5,000. Of the major industry

groups, the forestry, mining, manufacturing,

construction and trade industries continued
to show moderate gains, apart from seasonal

movements. The construction, automotive and
related industries remained very buoyant al-
though some lay-offs were reported in the auto

industry by the end of July in preparation for

model changes.-Labour requirements and avail-
able supply were in better balance than at any
time during the past four years.-The class-
ification of the 109 local labour market areas

at August 1, 1955, (last year's figures in
brackets) was'as follows: in shortage 1 (2);
in balance 94 (55); in moderate surplus 14
(51); in substantial surplus 0 (1).•

In the past, certain remote and relatively
inaccessible areas of Canada had not been in-
cluded in the estimates. In May 1954,-the
sample design was altered so that totals would
include estimates for these areas in Ontario,
althoug?n, for cost reasons, they are given no
chance of selection for enumeration. In Feb-
ruary 1955, representation for the remainder
of these remote areas, located in Qliebec, the
Prairie Provinces, and British Columbia, was
included..Estimates for previous surveys have
been revised so that the data are comparable
thrôughout.

The civilian labour force totalled 5,738,-

000 in the week ended July 23, 1955, compared

with 5,615,000 in the week ended June 18,

1955. These estimates are obtained from the

monthly labour force survey conducted by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

Of the 5,738,000 in the labour force,
4,791,000 or 83.5% worked full-time (defined
as ^5 hours or more) in the July survey week,
269,000 or 4.7% worked less than 35 hours,
528,000 or 9.2% had jobs but did not work
during the survey week, and 150,000 or 2.6%
did not have jobs and were seeking work.
Classed as not in the labour force are such
groups as those keeping house, going to
school, retired or voluntarily idle, too
old or unable to work, and these numbered
4,805, 000..-. ;
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NEW JET BOOSTER:  To meet the continual de-
mands for higher speeds and greater rates-of-
climb, particularly for military aircraft, it 
has  become fairly connon to boost the thrust 
of jet engines by means of burning additional 
fuel in -Éheir exhaust jets. This sC.--eme is 
called reheat or afterburning ;  and at high 
speeds is capable of about doubling the engine-
thrust available. 

For  the  pa.;.--„t four ye.ars, the National Aero-
nautical Establishment of the National Re-
search Council has been enga.ged in a research 
programme aimed at improving reheat system 
performance. The system under investigation 
differs from conventional reheat systems in 
that the reheat fuel, before being 1.-.urned, is 
used to cool the critically hot turbine blades, 
which normally limit the maximum temperature 
in the engine combustion chambers. •Thus, it is 
possible to burn more fuel in the engine 
proper apart from the reheat system, and hence 
to .improve theperformance of the whole system. 
The initial programme, which included theoret-
ical studies, small-scale rig tests, and full-
scale static-engine tests, was carried out 
mainly by the Engine Laboratory, while the 
filet tests, now in progress, are being done 
by the Flight Research Section at Uplands 
Airport. -Flight tests are an essential part 
in the development of a reheat system since 
the reduced pressures encountered at high 
altitude generally have an adverse effect on 
the efficiency of combustion processes. 

The first flight of this programme was made 
on January 14, 1955, and marks the first time a 
Canadian designed  and  built reheat system had 
been flown. The first stages of the programme 
have now been completed, and. the results may 
be described as being "quite satisfactory". 
Altitudes above 40,000 ft. have been reached 
in the tests. 

The flight programme is being carried out 
in conjunction with the CEPE (NAE) Detachment 
of the RCAF stationed at the Flight Research 
Section. . 

The aircraft being used for these tests is 
a Gloster Meteor F, Mk.IV, loaned to the 
National Research Council by the United King-
dom Ministry of Supply. • 

The project has had the active support of 
Dr. O.M. Solandt, Chairman of the Defence 
Research Board. 

Recently, the system was demonstrated to 
the  (bief of the Air Staff and senior officers 
of the RCAF. 

*  a  * * 

PASSENGER CAR SALES UP:  Sales of new pass-
enger cars reached an all-time high in the 
first six months of this year, rising almost 
16% as compared with a year earlier, Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics reports. At the same time 
the sales of commercial vehicles dropped al-
most 10%. Retail value of new passenger cars 
sold advanced 17% as compared with last year 
but that for commercial vdlicles fell 1%. 

ELECTRIC POWER  PRODUCTION:  Power production 
by central electric stations increased in June 
to 6,090,280,000 kilowatt hours as compared 
to 5,674,863 .,000 in the corresponding month 
last year. "n3i. s b.rought the cumulative output 
for the half-year period to 38,248,132,000 
kilowatt hours as cOmpared to 33,807,714,000 a 
year earlier. Except for a small decline in 
New Brunswick inJurxe, production was higher in 
'all provinces in both periods. 

Consumption of primary power -- production, 
plus imports,  less exports and secondary power 

rose to 5,496,284,000 in June from 5,035,- 
235,000 a year ago and to 3', ,66 2,939,000 in 
the six months from 30,962,116,000 last year. 

Six-month  production  totals follow by 
provinces: Newfoundland, 187,677,000 kilowatt 
hours (117,443,000); Prince Edward Island, 
21, 555,000 (16 , 113, 000) . ; Nova Scotia, 583, 196, - 
000 (556,092,000); New Brunswick, 448,880,000 
(422,292,000); Qiebec, 18,195,348,000 (17,260,- 
468,000) ; Ontario, 12,708 , 290,000 (9.981, 196 , - 
000); Manitoba, 1,551,545,000 (1,529,468,000); 
Saskatchewan, 699,099,000  (625,090,000); Nova 
Scotia, 8 14,47 3,000  (723,601,000); British 
Columbia, 2,993,343,000 (2,575,951,000); and 
Yukon and Northwest Territories, 44,726,000 
(not available for 1954). 

* * 	* 

STARTS, COMPLETION1  : Construction was started 
on 21,021 new housing units across Canada in 
June, 67% more than in June last year when 
12,586 dwelling units were started, according 
to advance figures released lately by the Dom-
inion Bureau of Statistics. The sharp jump put 
half-year starts at 57,997, up 25% from the 
46,398 started in the first half of 1954, the 
record year to date for new residential con-
struction. 

The number of new housing units completed 
showed an even sharper increase this June, 
jurilping 82% to 10,989 from 6,047 a year earl-
ier to put half-year completions at 52,228, 
almost 26% above 1954's first-half - record of 
41,572. The out-look at, the end of June con-
tinued bright, with 75,684 units in various 
stages of construction, an increase of 18% 
over the 64,262  under construction at the end 
of June last year. 

* * * * 

RAILWAY REVENUES,  EXPENSES UP  : Ope ra t in g 
revenues of Canada's principal railway system 
in May rose 11.2% to $99,509,705 from last 
year's corresponding total of $89,453,591. At 
the same time operating expenses rose 3.6% to 
$88,358,707 from $85,318,686, resulting in a 
rise in net operating revenues to $11;150,998 
from $4,134,905. 

* * 

This year's apple crop is estimated at 
17,600,000 bushels, 1,300,000 or 22% larger. 
than the 1954 crop. 
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

THE 'CHALLENGE OF INTER - DEPENDENCE  - Addres-
sing the World Convention of Churches of Christ 
in Toronto on August 18, Mr. L.B. Pearson, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, spoke 
in part as follows: 

"...It can, i think, be contended that an 
important part of the growth of civilization 
has consisted in the slow and often interrupted 
but steady broadening of man's political and 
social horizons. Primitive man was undoubtedly 
exclusively concerned with his immediate fam-
ily, warring upon his neighbours and being 
subject to their• violence. It is possible to 
-trace his growth from the family to clans, 
tribeà and later, though certainly not last, 
to nations. Within these larger groupings - 
and this, no doubt, was the chief impulse 
behind them - there was a certain measure of 
order, security and justice. . 

"In the develooment of these earliest com-
munities, a common ancestry or a sense of com-
mon ancestry was a strong, though not the only 
uniting force. But gradually over the centuries 
man's horizons extended so that he began to 
accept responsibilities for the welfare of a 
community in which he was a citizen rather 
than a kinsman. A sense  of  partnership in an 
ever-widening community slowly developed and 
became' accepted. -Man came to 'realize that a 
larger community, although he must in large 
measure lose his sense of kinship in •it, could 
provide for him a safer and richer and a more 
varied life. As Aristotle put it, 'the state  

came into being so that man cou/d live; it was 
developed so that man could live well'. This 
is how civilizations grew. 

"This process was not always voluntary or 
peaceful. Force played an important part in 
the extension of family, clan or community 
power. The great empires of the ancient world 
were, as we know, acquired by violence and 
maintained le  its use or its threat. However 
peaceful, for instance, the first two Centuries 
of the Roman Empire were, that Empire was ac-
quired by overwhelming force and was.maintained 
by the power which constantly underlay the 
civilizing process of Roman law and of Roman 
institutions. There was a great degree of lib-
erty in the Roman world, but it was not liberty 
to rebel or to secede. It is quite true ti-kat 
when the Roman Empire vs  at its height a man 
could go, in the quaint words of the ancient 
commentator, 'from the Thames to the Euphrates 
with his bosom full of gold, with no man to 
life a hand against him'. But it is equally 
t rue that the Peace of Rome was established by 
conquest and maintained by thinly veiled tyr-
anny. 

"This model of empire, designed in the West-
ern world by Alexander the Great and continued 
by Julius Caesar and the Roman emperors,  l'as 

 been pretty much the model, with, of course, 
many varia tions, which ha s been followed ever 
since, whether by Giarlemagle, Napoleon. Hitler 
or Stalin. 

1 	 (Continue,1 on P. 5) 



='E'.RI^r 7PPcY9,-,F .`,Z a su^r.ie r
day 1A-1 years a-.--o a band of 22 officers and
seamen of the ayûl Navy were fibntinb for

,
t:ieir lives near wi-iat is now `oasaga IleacAZ,
Cnta.ric. -Cfe;' w°_.re .7'c'.L'! . ztt&.cti.eu iSy an :-':merl-•

ercan force more t::a.n Z"^ ti:.r.es tilneir nL:,.:j
which was euui--^ed with 24 cannon and three
sailinq, vessel_s.

,•In re^J.y to the salvos from the 24 enemy
Zuns the -:arty cezenoin;^ Canaed.an soil return-
ed the fire with their three cannon. But the
outcoFr_e was inevitable; soon the American can-
non h.a.d recekobd the Gefendlnr blockhouse to a
sL-lamble.s. }.ec: :)y their commanciing officer,,
Lieutenant N,iller ►lorseley, the 20 uninjurecf
survivors made their esca-ce. Altnou • compara•-
ti_vely little is i;nown of Lieutenant _V^orseley
his name.soon heca^e linked with daring es-
ca;:âdes durin- the latter days of the ü:ar of
1812-•1414. :^.istory records that he ran sur)-
-plies for àeienâing Canadian forces und-ter the

'bowsof blockading American schooners.
The final defence of the. -blockhous.e took

place on August 14, 1$ 14. Exactly 141 years
later, a plaque was unveiled at Wasaga ^each
to commemorate the spirited defence by Lieute
nant Ftorseley and his meagre forces. The
plaque was prepared by the Department of
Northern Affairs and National Resources, at:the
recommendation of the Historic Sites'and Monu-
ments Board of Canada.

The tablet has been affixed to an existing
monumen't, which commemorates early Canadian
aviation pioneers. Professor Fred Landon,
(2zairman of the =:istoric Sites and Monuments
Board of Canada, ^eJive=ea the main âddress.

. * .* * ,

FIRST ALI.-CA,yAl?IAN 1;'tlRSl:IP; The first of
the Royal Canadian Navy's new anti-submarine
destrôyer escorts began her builder's trials
August- 15, it was announced on August 11 by

Canadian Vickers Ltd., Montreal, where the
ves8el is under construction.

The trials, éxpected to last three weeks,
are taking place on. the, St. Lawrence River off
Murray Bay. The new vessel, which is to be
commissioned HMCS St. Laurent, will be turned
over to the RCN this fall.-

Fourteen of.the new destroyer escorts are
on order from Canadian shipyards, at an esti•-
mated cost of $210 million. They are the first
.large naval vessels to be wholly designed,
built and equipped by-Canadians from Canadian
sources.

Lebanon bought $751,000 worth of Canadian
.goods in the firsthalf of 1955, more than
double the $344,000 worth purchased in the
first six months last year.

f!;+s„s!' 1^ ^ lS:+7 j

AI;? T74PPIC çC,7i0OL:S: Keeping Canadian civil
aviation in the forefront of the latest tech.-.

nical develop-ments will involve the setting
up of two snecial training schools for air
traf.ric cen.trel.l_ers, +epartment of Transno.rt

officials have ana-^ouncec.
The schools which will be in Toronto ana

'%•innipeg, follow• a recent statement by :ion.

Ceor^;e C. :••ia.rl.er, Minister of Tra.nst-crt, to at
"we must continue to recruit and train the
highly qualified personnel needed in ever
increasing numbers to man.our air traffic

control centres and the control towers at
airports." The department operates more wan
100 airports in Canada and has plans now emczer
way to instal new radar devices that determine
accurately the position of all aircraft in an
area and make it possible to control airways
traffic more efficiently. This i.ncludes sur-
vaillance radar, which enables air traffic
control units to locate aircraft within a
radius of 90 miles and up to 60,000 feet in
i7iig^_t.

PAY RATES

The special training programme the depart•-

ment°s air services branch is initiating as

"a ^lanned career in civil aviation" involves

three months theoretical training at the new

schools followed by three months on-the-job

orientation in an airport control tower or

area control centre. During this.six months°

period, trainees receive $197 a month and at

the successful complçtion of the course bécome

air traffic controllers at a•starting salary

of $270 a month. lange of pay for this class-

ification goes up to $475 a month and the Civil

Service Commission, which is responsible for

engaging the personnel, is conducting comaeti-

tive examinations in Eastern and Western

Canada. There will be about 120 openings in

the coming months .in the schools which get

under way about November 15.
Transport Department officials point out

that air traffic control provides two main
services, airport contro.l and area control.
The former is for major civil airports and is
effected by means of direct radio-telephone
communication or visual signals-to aircraft
and surface vehicles in the immediate vicinity.
The latter is designed particularly to provide
air traffic control service to 'aircraft oper-
ating within controlled airspace during
weather conditions necessitating reliance on
instrument flying,•

6ther services. provided include approach
control flight information, alerting for
search and rescue, customs 'notification and
aircraft identification.-
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(C.W.B. August 19, 1955) 

• 
FRUIT CROPS:  Throughout most of the fruit-. 
growing regions of central and eastern Canada 
there has been little rain since Jiine 15 and 
higher than normal temperatures prevailed. By 
the latter part of July this hot, dry weather 
was having adverse effects on fruit crops. 
Strawberry yields had been reduced consider... 
ably and the rather favourable outlook earlier 
in the season was not realized. With hot, dry 
weather at picking time the berries failed to 
develop in some areas as well as would other-
wise have been the case. Drought was also 
blamed for a reduction in the raspberry crop.• 
Earlier i.n the season the outlook had been 
quite favourable for small fruit production 
in practically all parts of eastern Canada„ A 
generally heavy blossom escaped early frost 
injuiy and set well.. 

In the case of tree fruits, plums, prunes 
and p'eaches in western Ontario were reported 
to be sizing less rapidly than normal due to 
dry weather. The apple and pear crops would 
only reach the estimated figures if rain were 
receiyed. Grapes in Ontario, however, were not 
showing any adverse effects from the drought.• 

In•British Columbia the season was later 
than usual due to cool, wet weather which pre-
vailed until quite recently. In the coastal 
areas, excess moisture had an adverse effect 
on the strawberry crop although raspberry 
prospects were good. In the interior a recent 
change in the weather bringing hiEher tempera-
tures and more sunshine was welcomed. Tree 
fruits in British Columbia were later than 
usual this year but the general outlook was 
favourable with the earlier prospects for a 
good crop likely to be realized. 

* * * * 

ARHY.APPRENTICE PLAN SUCCESSFUL:  Sin ce  its 
adoption less than three years ago, the Cana-
dian Army's Apprentice Soldier Plan has gradu-
ated 117 fully-trained young tradesmen.•More 
than 500 others are still attending classes in 
various corps schools. • 

Aim of the plan is to train junior leaders 
for the Army through balanced courses of 'uni-
tary  training,  trades apprenticeship and 
schooling. Depending on interest and ability, 
complete courses are offered in 19• di fferent 
trades. 

Again this year apprentice soldiers are 
being enrolled and the present•intake, which 
will continue until September 16, is now well 
over the 100 mark. • By the time the 1955 rolls 
close, it is expected that 360 sixteen-year.• 
olds will have been accepted. • 

To become an apprentice soldier a boy must 
have reached his sixteenth but not his seven-
teenth birthday and must have completed a Grade 
8 eduçation or equivalent»On enrolment the 
apprentice draws half the pay of a private re-
cruit and full pay on becoming seventeen years 
of age. 

RESERVE TRADESMEN TRAINING:  More than 2,000 
young Canadians of high school age, • both male 
and female, are spending their summer at RCAF 
stations across the country as members of the 
Reserve Tradesmen Training Plan. ' 

The training scheme, commonly referred to as 
RTTP, was initiated as a special component of 
the RCAF' s Primary Reserve to train personnel 
in the major aircraft and telecommunication 
trades for technical employment with the RCAF 
Auxi Iiary  Force. 

Training for Primary Reserve airmen and 
airwomen in the RTTPis offered in two stages.: 
The first stage takes place during the winter 
and spring at either an Auxiliary Technical 
Training Unit of the RCAF, or an Air Cadet 
Squadron where indoctrination courses are 
given. The second stage is a 2-month summer 
training period conducted at RCAFAuxiliary 
Technical Training Units, Radar and Communica-
%ion Units and Aircraft Control and Warning 
Units. During this second stage, airmen and 
airwomen are given an opportunity to gain 
summer employment, learn the fundamentals of a 
useful trade, and have a taste of Service life. 

eile undergoing summer training, RTTP 
candidates are provided clothing, draw regular 
Service rates of pay, and may be provided with 
either living accommodation and meals or living 
expenses.: 

Trade examination papers are written at the 
end of August, and successful candidates are 
given the choice of transferring to the RCAF 
Auxiliary, the Supplementary .Reserve, or being 
released from the RCAF Primary Reserve • 

* 

WHEAT AND RYE ACREAGES DECREASE,  Pre lim in - 
ary estimates of 1955 field crop acreages in-
dicate that Canadian fanners seeded the small-
est wheat acreage since 1943 and the smallest 
rye acreage since 1947, but that reductions in 
these two crops and summerfal low are offset 
by a record barley acreage andsharply increas-
ed acreages of oats and flaxseed. Other crops 
with increases in area over 1954 are -  mixed 
grains, corn for grain, dry beans, potatoes.. 
tame hay and fodder corn. In addition to winter 
wheat, spring wheat and fall rye, smaller 
acreages have been seeded to buckwheat, dry 
peas, soybeans, field roots and sugar beets.. 

For Canada as a whole, the area seeded to 
the 15 spring-planted crops included in this 
report is estimated at 47.7 million acres com-
pared with 46.3 million in 1954 and the • ten-
year (1944-53) average of 47.4 million. An 
additional 24 million acres is in summerfallow 
in the Prairie Provinces, a decrease of 1.3 
million acres of 5% from last year's record 
area. Total acreage in the 15 spring-planted 
crops, together with winter wheat, fall rye, 
tame hay and summerfallow amounts to 83.8 
million acres, practically unchanged from last 
year's 83.7 million. 
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(C.W.B. August 19 1955) 

FORT ROYAL FOUNDING COMMEMORATED:  The es-
tablishment of one of the earlieSt settlements 
in North America was .commemoratedonAugust 16, 
when the Hbnourable Jean Lesage, Minister of 
Northern Affairs  and  National Resources, 
unveiled two bronze tablets mounted on stone 
pillars at the entrance to the Port Royal 
Habitation, Port Royal, Nova  Scotia. It was at 
Port Royal that Champlain founded the Order of 
Good Cheer, North America's first social club. 
Port Royal was also the scene of the first 
conversion to Christianity .  in .Canada, the 
construction of the first vessel and mill, the 
opening of the first drug store, the contin. 
ent's first road, the planting of the first 
garden, and the writing and staging of the 
first play in North America. -  

It was erected  in  16 05. by the Sieur de 
Monts, Who arrived in the Bay of Fundy the 
previous year.  with  explorer and geographer. 

• Samuel de Champlain. -The  Port Royal Habitation 
lasted until 1613 when it was totally destroy-
ed in.a British raid. It Was reconstructed in 

. recent years by the Department of Northern 
Affairs, on the basis of details given in 
early histories of the settlement. 

The two tablets, one in English and one in 
French, were erected by  the  Department of 
Northern Affairs on the recommendation of the 
Historic Sites and Monuments-Board of Canada. 

* * * * 

ARMY. FAMILIES ON MOVE:  More than 3000 fami-
lies of Canadian Army personnel will be trans-
ferred to and from Europe between the end of 
September and early December, it was announced 
on August 15 at Army Headquarters. 

Seven ships were reserved one year in ad-
vance of rotation dates and will make a total 
of 11 crossings with only Canadian Army per, 
sonnel and their families as passengers. 

Troops relieVing elements of the 1st Cana-
dian Infantry Brigade now serving in Germany 
will not be able to have their families travel 
with them to Germany. Experience has .shown 
that it is advisable . to allocate quarters to a 
soldier in Germany in advance of the arrival 
of his family. In this way; everything can be 
in readiness for their arrival in a new coun-
try. " 

* * * * 

eILVER LEAD & ZINC  Outputs of silver and 
lead were below last year's levels in May and 
the first five months of 1955 but production 
of zinc was up in both periods, the Dominion 
13ureau.of Statistics reports. Output of prim-
ary silver fell to 2,214,447  fine  ounces from 
2,509,619 in ivlay and to •10,934,850 fine ounces 
from 12,128,059 in January-May. Primary lead 
production decreased .  to  16,808 tons from 
19,954 in the month and to 87,740 tons  from 

 91,089 in the five months. Primary zinc output 
rose to 37,367 tons from 30,140 in May and to 
177,316 tons from 142,650 in January-May. 

AIR « LINES SWAP ROUTES:  It was announced on 
August 16 by the Rt.  non.  • C.D. %we, Minister 
of Trade and Commerce, and the Hon. George 
Marier,  Minister of Transport, that approval 
in principle had been given by the Air Trans-
port Board to a Major exChanàe of air services 
negotiated between the  managements  of Trans-
Canada Air Lines andCanadian Pacific Airlines. 

By terms of the agreement CPA will take 
over from TCA.operation of air service between 
Toronto and Mexico.. In return CPA will turn 
over to TCA its air services between Montreal, 
Qtebec City, Saguenay and Seven  Islands, and 
between Montreal, Val d'Or,  Rouyn-Noranda and 
Toronto. 

CPA° s present operation from Quebec City to 
Baie Comeau. and Forestville on the lower St. 
Lawrence will be assumed by Quebecair which 
flies extensively in that area, 

CPAnow flies from Vancouver to Mexico City 
and  on  to Lima, Peru, The additional service 
from Toronto, permitting one-carrier service 
to the West coast of South America, is expect-
ed to strengthen materially CPA's entire 
sotithern route structure. 

By the exchange of routes TCA will gain 
entry for the first time to the Province of 
Qiebec 'east of Montreal and will also streng-
then its northern air service, The communi-
ties involved will be integrated in TCA's 
nation-wide route pattern and one effect of 
the new arrangement will be the placing for 
the first time of Qiebec's capital city on 
Canada's main line air service,' 

As CPA's present services in Eastern Canada • 
are remote from the Company's main overhaul 
and maintenance base in Vancouver, these 
operations involve a considerable amount of 
ferry flying between the eastern terminal 
points and headquarters on the Pacific•Coast. 

* * * 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL AT 'QUEBEC:  It was announc-
ed on August 12 that the Governor-General 
would be in residence at the Citadel. Qiebec, 
on the 7th of September and would remain there 
until the 2nd of October. 

Cuests of His Excellency during that period 
will include the Earl and Countess of Bess-
borough; Princess Mary, the Princess Royal 
the Rt.•Hon. James Thomas, First Lord of the 
Admiralty and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Massey. 

His Excellency will arrive in Qiebec aboard 
HMCSBuckindlam after aseven-day tour of ports 
on the St. Lawrence and the Magdalen Islands. 

* * * 

FINAL BUDGETARY. REPORT 1954-55.  The Honour-
able Walter Harris, Minister of Finance, re-• 
leased on August 13 a statement of the final 
figures of the Cxwernment of Canada's budgetary 
revenues and expenditures for the fiscal year 
1954-55 and of the Government's assets and 
liabilities and net debt position as at March 
31, 1955.• 
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(Continued from P. 1)

THE CHALLENGE OF INTER••DEPENDENCE

"It would, in short, bedifficult to recall,
until our own ti mes, an example of the volun-
tary union of large states for anything except
a war-like purpose, or for the maintenance of
that which each state had acquired. Now, how-
ever, we are right up against the next step,
and the next great problem; the recognition of
the inescapable inter-dependence of free and
sovereign states, and the adoption of the nec-
essary national policies that flow from that
recognition, and which may ultimately lead to
some form of coming together among such states.

"On occasion we may become somewhat impa-

tient with the slow course of history and with
the human tendency to perpetuate its own mis-

takes and its own prejudices; with history re-

peating itself in the wrong way. It may restore
our time perspective, if we remember that York
and Lancaster, although they now contend only

on the cricket ground or the football field,

were at each other's throats on muçh bloodier

sod only 400 years ago. Not so long ago also,

the Dukes of Burgundy and Normandy could lead
out against each other their competing private

armies. More recently, the bloodiest civil war
of history was fought on' this continent over

the issue of the obligation of union or the

right of secession.

STRUGGLE FOR UNITY

"It was only after long years of violence
and tumult that the domestic peace and unity
of the great national societies as we now know
them, societies fo-rged out of competing and
often hostile lesser units, came into being.

"We are now, however, faced with a further
and more important step, the extension of our
horizons and of our accompanying responsibi:li-
ties uytil they embrace mankiri^ as a whole.

"Notwithstanding my own plea for patience
and maintaining a sense of perspective, it is
impossible not to feel that the slower moving
processes of the past will not be sufficient
for the problems of 'the future; thatwe may not
have as much time now to reach our essential
social and political objectives as our fore-
fathers had. Man's conquests in the natural
sciences, indeed, have made greater speed im-
perative in the development of the social
sciences if we are to keep pa*Ce with the amaz-
ing, yes the frightening, consequence of those
conciuests. •

So it is hard not to be impatient as we
watch man's relatively slow progress towards
reason and morality in the political, social
and economic relations between peoples and
states. Are must somehow - and soon -- eliminate
or bridge- the chasm between our moral, social
and political development, on the one hand,
and our scientific advance on the other, or we
will perish in that chasm!

"In this great convention of churchmen, it
is appropriate to ask ourselves, what is the
Christian religion doing to bridge this chasm;

(C.W.B. August 19, 1955)

to what extent is it.a unifying factor in the
international confusions of the present age?

"There are certain stern facts we must face.
Qze is that after nearly 2000 years, Christian-
ity still remains the religion of a relatively
small minority of the world's peoples. Within
Christianity itself there are three great div-
isions, the Roman Catholic, the Greek Orthodox
and the Protestant. Again, Protestantism has
become so finely sub-divided that, if I am
accurately informed, within the United States
alone there are more than 70 Protestant faiths.
Other and more populous religions, such as the
Moslem and the Buddhist, are not split to the
same extent that we are....

"Nevertheless, in spite of obvious failures
and shortcomings, the religion of Christ has
served an essential purpose in the evolution
which is taking place of an interdependent
world community... The essen tial•p rinciples of
Christ's life and teaching - as contrasted with
some of the ecclesiastical manifestations. of
that teaching - has always had,a healing and
beneficent éffect on the relation of man to
man and of nation to nation. And now the appli-
cation of Christian charity and tolerance: of
the belief in the worth and in the immortal
soul of every individual, of grace and mercy
and the forgiveness of sins, is needed more
than ever before....

IMPORTANCE OF BROTHERHOOD

"The challenge of interdependence, then, is
to our tolerancé; to our sense of brotherhood
for mankind as a whole. As such it is first of
all a challenge to us as individuals. In free
societies, we must take it that the collective
action of governments is bound to reflect the
individual attitudes of their citizens. If the
citizens are arrogant, contemptuous and greedy,
it may be expeçted that these attitudes will
express themselves in the political and even
in the military conduçt of their governments. :
Unless Christians can spread among the citizens
of non-Christian as well as Christian countries
charity,'tolerance, and understanding, Christ-
ianity will certainly not be adequate to face
the challenge of our shrinking little atomic
world on which we are today huddled together
for better or for worse; in which we do indeed
co-exist. It is not enough for a Presbyterian
or a Capt to love his Presbyterian or his Cop-
tic brother. He must love those of all beliefs
and races....

"This is no plea for the abandonment of
doctrine or the conversion of Christianity, in
the name of universality, into a flabby mish-
mash of indiscriminate brotherly love. It is a
time for the Christian churches to s tren gthen,
not to weaken,'their convictions. Christian
tolerance and charity should not lead us to
conclude that there is neither good nor evild
neither right not wrong, neither truth nor
error. But they should lead us away from arro-
gance, from the assumption that we alone
possess all truth and virtue.: :."
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YORK BONOURS 'RC,4F 'DEAD: 'The names of 5,722
fallen Royal Canadian Air Force personnel. are
contained in the York (.,inster memoriâl to oe
unveiled on November 1 by the 3.:u:Ze-of fain-

burgh, it was announced on August 17 by Air

Force Headquarters.
"^e mèn.o ri al has been erec tec^ in th e famous

cathedral at York to honour the memory of
Allied air force personnel who gave their lives
during the Second •World Var while operating
out of northeastern pngland. More than 20,000
names, including those of the RCAF personnel,
are inscribed in. an honour roll and represent
operational casualties in 4 and 7 Croups of
Bomber Command, 16 and 18 'Croups of Coastal
Command, squadrons of Fighter Command which
operated in the area, and the famed PCAF 6
Bomber Group,

York Minster was selected as the site for
the memorial because the towering old world
cathedral served as a familiar lândmark to
the many thousands-of airmen who, flew in the
area. ,

Canada has shared in the memorial's cost,
through voluntary contributions by RCAP per=
sonnel, members of the RCAF Association, and
private firms. Tnese funds were.collected and
fôrwàrded to the U< by the RCAF Association,

Seats at the unveiling ceremony are avail-
able for next-of-kin, and may be obtained
through the RCAF Association offices in Ottawa.

The memorial has been erected in a chantry
in the north transept of the' cathedral. It
takes the form of an astronomical.cloclc, show.-
ing the phases of the moon and the solstice,
and emcodying the sign,s of the Zodiac. On the
reverse side of the clock is an astronômical
map of the night skies, showing the constella-
tions of the northern hemisphere.

-Under the clock'stands a lectern on which
lies a Book of Remembrance containing the names
of the 20,000 fallen airmen. Both clock and
lectern. are- enshrined in a monumental frame-
work of oak, surmounted by figures represent-
int. Courage, Skill, Sacrifice. and Victory.(1n
the sides are carved and coloured armorial
badges and mottoes of the units which operated
from northeast.Fiigland.

EXINENT ' SCIENTIST 'yISITS'NRC.° One of the
world's most eminent p ysicists, Dr. P.A.M.
Dirac, Lucasian Professor of Mathematics, Cam-
bridge University, and winner of the Nobel
Prize -in physiçs. for 1933, is visiting the
National Research Council of Canada for the
months of July and August. He is giving lec-
tures on the union of relativity and quantum
theory and on quantum electro4ynanics to -7C
scientists and is holeing aiscussions with

. them on their. work,
Professor Dirac is one of the co-founders

of modem quantum theory on which the theory
of atomic.energy is based. He was responsible
for the development of the mathematical basis

(C. W.7% August 19, 1955)

of quantum theory. i:is.rélativistic theory of
the electron mar;:ed ^%ne of the most si;;nifi-
cant advances ever•made in quantum theory and
l'ed him to predict, the existence of a positive
electron:which was.later discovered by experi-
;r,entalists. Lirac's equation of the electron
forms the basis of all. mocem t'.eoretzcal work
aimed at an understanding of the nature of
matter and of the electromaEpetic fielc.. -

DOMESTIC'ELÉCTRICITY: ' The average cost of
electricity for household p,ûrp.oses in Canada
increased sli^r.tly last year ' but at year's end
was still below the average cost-during the
years 1935-39, the Dominion Fi;reau of Statis-
tics reports. The average.cost increased in
L054 in two provinces, decreased in one and
showed no change in the others.

By municipality', average monithly consump-
tion per domestic service customer ranged from
a low of64kilowatt hours in Macleod, Alberta,
to a high of 536 kilowatt hours in Ottawa last
year, . whilé the minimum net monthly 'bill rang-
ed from 44^ in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, to
$2 00 in Q-:a.rlottetoWn. Prince Edward Island.
Net monthly bill at metered rates for lighting,
small appliances, refrigeration,cooking and
water heating using 500. kilowatt t.ours a month
ranged from $3.92 in Ottawa and $4.00 in Hull
to $18:38 in Swift Curre:► t, Saskatchewan, and
$29.97 in1he Pas, Manitoba.

PROVINCIAL REVENUES UP: Net general -revenues
of the governments of Canada's ten provinces
and the Yukon totalled $1, 336,000,000 in 1953,
up 6% from $1,258,000,000 in 1952, and net
general expenditures, exclusive of debt re-
tirement, amounted to $1,258,000,000, an in-
crease of 4% from $1,207,000,000, the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics.reports. Revenues exceed-
ed expenditures by $78,000,000 in 1954 versus
$51,000,000 in 1952,

Net general revenue exceeded net general
expenditure in. all provinces except Newfound-
land, Nova Scotia, Quebec and Ontario in 10,53.
In the preceding year revenue exceeded expendi-
ture except in Cuebec and Cà► tario. The surplus
of revenue over expenditure was largest in
Alberta in.both years, and increased to $68,-
000,000 in 1953 from $49,000,000 in 1952.
Saskatchewan's surplus increasedto $12,000,000
from $11,000,000, while Prince Edward Island
had a surplus of $500,000 in 1953 as compared
with $200,000 in 1952.

Industrial employment showed important ex-
painsion at the beginning of June..On the 1949
base, the advance index of the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics rose 3.70k to 111.4 from 107.4 a
month earlier.'7he increase was above-average
for the time of year, substantially exceeding
that recorded a year earlier when the index
was 109. 0.
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

ATOMIC "POWER STATION:  A preliminary des-
cription of  Canadas  first atomic power 
station.-- knoun as the "Nuclear Power Demon-
stration'? -- will  be.presented at the Canadian 
exhibit.at  the forthcoming international con-
ference on atomic.energy in Geneva. 

Detailed design of the power station is just 
getting under way but its probable form is 
described in a booklet prepared by Atomic 
Energy of Canada Liraited for the International 
Conference oh the Peaceful Uses of Atomic 
Energy.at Geneva, August 8 to 20. 

SITE ‘')F" STATION 

' -ille station is to be.built .  by a combined 
force of engineers and scientists. employed by 
government and.private industry and will be 
located at the power station of the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario near the 
village of Des joachims on the Ottawa River, 
about .150 miles west northwest of Ottawa. 

It  will be an experimental station, generat-
ing from 10,000 to 2D,000 kilowatts. electric. 
and.  the.  cost of the power produced is not ex-
pected to. be competitive with that produced by 
hyciro or conventional  thermal  stations. It is 
.sc:heduled to go into operation in  1958. 

The main objectives of such a station of 
low power rating.are to demonstrate. the gen-
eration of electricity with an atomic plant of 
such a design that it will provide information 
for a large-scale plant, .to  gain  practical 
data on the economics of Power production with  

nuclear plants, to gain experience in.design 
and operation, particularly on, those aspects 

_which .di. ffer from research reactors, . and. to 
. train personnel, . both in plant design.and in 
operation. 

While the design and.construction of NPD 
goes forward, a preliminary.design study for a 
100,000 kilowatt (electric) station will be 

.carriect out by a group composed of engineers 
. and scientists from various power companies 
. throughout Canada and from. the staff of Atomic 
Energy of Canada Ltd. 'The detailed design and 
constructionroi such a station, and of future 

.atomic.power stations in  Canada,  ‘ould be the 
joint responsibility of private industry.and 
of the various power companies. 

COST 

The estimated cost of a 20,000 kilowatt 
plant of the NPD desigi presently .envisioned 
is just over 11 million dollars. "Ibis figure 

.doeS not include• the cost of development work 
nor the.cost of the land. Atomic. Energy of 
Canada Limited.will pay the.major portion of 
the cost of the reactor, which has been est-
imated  at.  about  eight million dollars, provide 
nuclear ciata.and be responsible. for thenuclear 
performance of the plant. This company will 
provide the fuel and. the moderator and will 
p rocess used fuel elements.at .12halk River. 

Canadian General Electric Company Limited 
is responsible for the.detailed design and 
engineering of the reactor and for all con- 
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struction, and will contribute $2,000,000 
toward its.cost. The conventional part of the 
plant (turbine, electrical generator, .and 
transmission gear) will be designed and paid 
for by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of 
Ontario, an agency of the Covemment of Ont-
ario, which.will also operate the plant.and 

• feed the electricity produced into its Ontario 
power network. The Commission will buy steam 
from Atomic Erxergy of Canada Limited at an 
agreed rate and AECL will reimburse the Com-
mission for the operating costs of the reactor. 

The  reactor will use natural uranium for 
fuel, possibly slightly enriched with.pluton-
ium, and heavy water for the moderator of 
neutrons (fast neutrons are.given off.when 
uranium-235 atoms split.and.they .must be 
.slowed dovn or "moderated" 1:?.y some medium that 
does not capture neutrons readily, before. they 
split other uranium-235.atoms and. thus main-
tain.a chain reaction).  The  fuel will be in 

• the fonn of about '230rOds sheathed in zircon-
ium.. 

• 

INDUSTRIAL • INDEX' HIGHER:  ' Canada s composite 
index of industrial production for May,  accord-
ing to preliminary figures, stood at 4.2-or 
7.6%-above the.May 1354 index of 245.6. All 
major industry groups shared in. the advance. 
The  manufacturing component of the index also 
rose by 7.6% to 273.3 from 254.1. 14 index of 
mineral  output  advanced 6. 5% as • comp ared wi th  
.last May to 215.6 -  from  202.5. The sub-index 
measuring.production of electricity.and gas 
stood at 281.1 in May, 'nearly 10% higher than 
one year ago. 

The index of non-durable manufactures, .at 
238.8, was more  than 6% above last May's 224.9. 

Output  in the textiles group advanced by 
nearly 20% while• tobacoo.products_ and rubber 
products rosé .  by 10% and 7% respectively. 
Smaller gains were recorded in the output  of 
the foods and beverages, clothing, paper pro-
ducts, .printing and publishing and chenxicals 
industries. as compared with their May 1954 
production. 

The composite index of durable.manufactures 
. for May stood at '327.3, 9.1% above last May's 
index of 299.9. The  volume of non-metallic 
mineral output rose by nearly 16%, while.pro-
duction .in  iron and steel and non-ferrous 

nets]: groups rose by 12% and 11% respectively. 
Gains of between 5 and 10%.were.recorded by 
the  wood products,  transportation  equipment and 

ectri Cal apparatu.s groups. 
* * * * 

(C.W.B. August 12, 1955) 

WORKERS' PENSION PLANS:  The number of Can-
adian wo rk ers . covered by .p en sion  plans  has 

.continuedto.increase steadily in. recent years, 
according to .information obtained from the 
Labour Department's annual survey of woricing 
conditions. As of April 1954, 70 per cent of 
the workers. covered. by . the survey were.employ-
ed in establishments.in.which pension plans 
were in operation, compared with 63 per cent 
in October 1951. 

The 1954 survey covered 12,300.establish-
melts in the main branches of Canadian industry 
.empIoying 1,8 24,000 workers. Of this.number 
5,600 establishments, employing 1,260,000 of 
the workers, .reported the existence of a 
pension plan. The total of establishments re-
porting pension .plans was considerably.higher 
than the . to tal number .of pension plans in 
effect since many of  the reporting.units.were 
branches of firms which had a single pension 
plan for aIl their.triits. . 

Not all the 1,260,000 workers.employed in 
esta,blishments.with.a pension plan were 

.actually covered .by. the plans since many plans 
had eligibility requirements baSed on .age or 
length of service. Other establishments re-
ported that their pension plans.applied to 
male.workers only. No figures were. therefore 
.available as to exactly how many of the 1,260,- 
000 workers were. actually covered by pension 
plans. 

The survey covered establishments.employing 
about half the total number of wage and salary 

.workers in the labour force. Establishments 

.employing more. than 80 per cent of such work-
ers were,eurveyed In the mining, manufacturing 

•and transportation industries, but smaller 
proportions in other industries, ranging from 
63 per cent in public utilities.to about 40 
per cent in trade and finance,: and 11 per cent 
in service. Forestry.and construction were not 
surveyed. In general the sArvey covered estab-
lishments with 15 or more. employees. 

There.were.approximately 7 per cent more 
plant employees in establishments reporting.a 
pension plan at April 1, 1934, than in October 
1951. 

* *  0 * 

Jamboree Scouts attending the Canadian 
National Exhibition, in Toronto, on opening 
day, August 26th, will see a life-size figure 
of Lord Baden-Powell of •Cilwell, Founder of 
the Boy Scout Movement. :The figure, done in 
butter, will be the central theme of a display 
by the Ontario Milk Producers' Co-Operative 
Board.as a tribute to World Scouting and the 
Jamboree. 

Air Commodore  H. B. Long, OBE, 52, of 
Toronto, and St. Catharines, Ont., has been 
named Canadian representative on the Infra-
structure.Airfields Section in the NATO 
Secretariat at Paris, France, effective Augist 
2, it .was announced july 28 by Air Force 
Headquarters.. 

* 0 	* 

Railway carloadings in the third.week of 
July amounted to  87,861 cars, up 12.4% from 
78,183 in the correspo.nding.week last year, 
.boosting cumulative loadings for the year to 
date 8.81  to 2,140,107 cars from 1,966,689. 
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CANADA- U•. S. COMMZ TTEE: ' Th e Dep a r tm en t of
Externa A fairs . announced August 5 that. a
meeting of the joint 1;nited States-Canadian
Committee on Trade.and Economic Affairs will
be.held in Ottawa on Monday, September 26. The
Joint United States-Canadi an Committee was
established following an Exchange of Notes on
November 12, 1953, with the.following func-
tion•s:

( 1) To• consider matters affecting.the
harmonious economic relations between the two
coun tri es;

(2) In particular, to exchange information
and views on matters which might adversely
affect the high level of mutually profitable
trade which has been built up;

(3) 'To report. to the respective Governments
on such.discussions in order. that considera-
tion may be given to measures deemed ap-
propriate and necessary.to improve economic
relations and to encourage the flow of trade.

The Exchange of Notes.provided that the
Canadian.members of the Committee would be the
Secretary of State for External Affairs.and
the Ministers of Finance, Trade and Commerce
and either the Minister of Agriculture or the
Minister of Fisheries.as apprôpriate and that
the United States members wnuld include the
Secretaries of State, the Treasury, Agriculture
and Commerce.

The first meeting of the Committee was héld
in Washington on March 16, 1954.

CBC TO CO VER SCOUT JAMBOREE: The 8 th Wo r 1 d
Boy Scout jamboree at Niagara-on-the-Lake from
August 18 to 27 -- the first fully internation-
al Jamboree in the western Le.nisphere -- will
be. given as complete coverage as possible by
the CBC, with, over 60 broadcasts scheduled in
the international Service.and some 29 more for
the 'Trans-Canada, French and CLC-TV networks.

More than 70 producers, commentators,
camera men, technicians and other CBC person-
nel will be. required to cover the Jamboree for
radio and T4 audiences in Canada, the United
States and throughout the world. 'Two CBC
mobi'le-vans, with a battery of six cameras,
will be used and at least a dozen large tape-
recording machines; amplifiers.and equipment
of all kinds. -1hé CQC will erect a large tent
at Niagara to serve as studio, control room,
office, storeroom, repair shop and general
headquarters.

The 50 03C International Service. programmes
will be beamed overseas in a variety of
languaSes, providing ïâreign listenérs with
eye-witness accourits•of 10,000 Scouts in
Jamboree and the reactions of overseas Scouts
to the Canadian scene expressed in.interviews.

Canadian factories produced $748, 250 worth
of doll carriages in 1953 as compared with
$584,992 worth in 1952.

CADETS ON'-TOUR: More than 30 Flight Cadets
.from College Militaire Royal de Saint-Jean,
P. Q, , have.begun an eight-week training tour
that includes visits.to various Air Force
Stations across Canâda,, i t. wâs announced
by Air Force 1-ieadquarters. 1he summer program-
me was arranged by the RCAF for cadets who have
finished their preparatory year at the Collège.

Ground. defence, survival and. flying train-
ing are included on the itinerary, as are
visits.to various RCAF stations. Air Force
officials believe that by giving.the young
cadets.a look at RCAF stations, to let them
see the Air Force in action in its many roles,
the college training will be more.purposeful.

The cadets.are now at Camp Borden, Ontario,
taking part in a. four-week training tour of
ground defence. During this period they will
be given their first RCAF familiarization
flights. The last -two weeks in 'August will be
spent at Edmonton, vhere. the cadets will attend
the Survival Training School. While in this
area, the cadets will spend.a day at Penhold,
where.the first flying lessons are given to
young pilots, and will later visit the big Air
Force supply base at Namao. They will also
spend two days at jasper National Park. From
Edmonton they will be flown to ^hitehorse and
other RCAF units, and at this time will take
part in a ground defence exercise.

ByLabour Lay the cadets will be at the Can-
adian Joint Air Training Centre at Rivers,
Manitoba. From there they fly to the RCAF
fighter base at Bagotville, P.Q. They will
tour the station itself and will also 'visit.an
RCAF radar station. A flight by helicopter and
a conducted tour through an aluminum plant at
Arvida and the power plant at Shipshaw are. also
on the itinerary.

By mid-September all of the students will
be back at Saint-Jean in time.to begin their
second year of academic training.

APPLE CROP .LARGER: Canada' s Lq 55 apple crop
is estimated at 17,646,000 bushels, 22% larger
than last year's 14,500,000-bushel crop,
according to advance.figures released today.by
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The est-
imates show larger crops this year in all
producing provinces.

'3he British Cnlumôia.crop is estimated at
6,9^8:000 bushels versus last year's 6, 522,000
bushels and.the Ontario crop at 3,663,000
ôushels versus 3,071,000. In Quebec the 1955
crop is.estimated at 3, 175,000 bushels as
against 2,500,000 bus^-•.els last year, in Nova
Scotia.at 3,450,'000 bushels as against 2,157,.
000 and in.New Brunswick at 400,000 bushels as
against 250,000.

v ^ , f

Canada's provincial governments spent a
total $259,000,000 on education last year,.
$25,000,000 or nearly 11% more. than in 1953.
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MORE CATTLE AND SHEEP ; FEWER HORSEe: The re 
 were an estinated 3% more cattle, 0.4% more 

she  and 9% fewer herses on Canadian fanns.at 
the start of june this year than on Tune 1 
last year, ace°.  rdin.g to the Bureau's report :on 
its annual June sample suivey of farm live-

«st6c1c, 
Cattle numbered 10,239,000, some 285,000 

more than a year earlier, . b'ae 'number increasing 
in all provinces except Briiish Columbia, 
where. there was a decrease Of 3,000 to 374,000. 
The sharpest increase was 75,000 to 2,085,000 
in .Alberta, followed by a gain of 68,000 to 
2,058,000 in ebec and 63,000 to 1,450,000 in 
Saskatchewan. Ontario, hoveever, . continued to 
.be. the leading cattle province with 3,066,900 
head. 55,000 more than on june 1 last year. 
Other increases were 14,000. to .674,000 in 
Manitoba, 7;000.. to à2,000 in New lorunswick, 
5,000 to 125,000 in Prince :Edward  Island and 
1,000 to 2)5,000 in Neva Scotia. • The  increase 
was sharper west of Ontario (149,000 or 3.5%) 
than east of Manitoba (136,000 or 2.5%),. but 
•he.east continued to.have more cattle than 
the west With 5,6,000 head versus 4,583,000.  

Sheep and Iambs.  on  farms nunbered 1,722,700 
on June 1, up 6,300 Over a year earlier, . an 
increase' to 761,000 from 739,000 in the west 
outweighting a decrease to 961,700 from 977,4)0 
in. the. east. Most pronounced changes. were a 
4.7% decrease in Çuebec and a 41..5e0 increase in 
Alberta. The number of horses continued to 
decrease in.all proVinces.and at June 1 the 
total number on farms in Canada was estimated 
at 901,400, some 92,000 less.  than on the same 
date last year. 

*  a •Cs * 
MORE ASBESTOS IN  1954:   ' Canadi an pro du cers 

•shipped 924,116 tons of asbestos last year, 
1.4% more. than in •1953 when shipments.totalled 
911,226 tons, according. to . the annual report 
on the industry by DBS. Mill value showed a 
slight increase to $86,4)9,212 from $86,052,- 
895.in the precedin g.  year  but  was appreciably 
below the peak 1952 value of $89,254,913.. In 
quantity terms the peak year was 1951 when 
973,198 tons were "shipped. Canada is the 
world's largest producer of asbestos, supply-
ing more than 60% of die total output. 

* * * 

GIFT TO ' FRENCH ORPHANS:  A sturdy, gaily 
painted ,  carousel now brightens the playground 
of St. Michel orphanage in PIappeville, a 
small village near Metz. France.-- thanks to 
the.efforts of. the 9/omen's Club of the RCAF's 
No , 2 Fighter Wing, Grostenquin, France, Air 

•Division  officials stated on August 4. 
Before the official presentation, made.by 

Mrs. Sophie Weiser; wife . of Croup Captain 
William Weiser, .the station commander, the 
children said "thank you" in the form of .a 
carefully-prepared.programme of songs and folk 
dances. 

INOCULATING' AIII.LIONS:  By the spring of 1956 
-well.over one half of Canada's 5,200,00.0 
children under the age of 16 will have received 
inoculations of Salk polio vaccine, the.tv/in-
ister of National Health and Welfare, .Mr. Paul 
Martin, mnounced July 30. 

In his statement, he said, in part: 
"This spring Canada carried out successfully 

the inoculation of nearly one million children 
in selected age groups, without a single mis-
hap. All children have received two immunizing 
doses and a relatively small number have been 
given a third injection. With the exception of 
a small quantity of commercially produced 
vaccine -- imported. from the United States in 
Apri l  and adminià tered by.p rivate physicians — 
all vaccine used in Canada •was proc!uced at the 
Connaught Medical Research Laboratories and 
allocated on the basis of population to the 
ten provincial Departments of :ealth. 

"My medical.and scientific advisers inform 
me, that a sufficient.time has elapsed since 
the last of the inoculations. to be able - to 
state. that .the vaccine used in Canada  was com-
pletely free. from untoward.effects or the pos-
sibility of direct infection. However, no two 
children are.capable of acquiring.the same 
degree of immunity frojl any vaccine. 'Thus 
cases. which may occur.among inoculated' child.- 
ren will result from infection circulating in 
the community and not from the vaccine. 

"All vaccine produced.at  the Connaught 
Laboratories.was double-checked for safety and 
potency.at  the federal Laboratory-  of Hygiene. 
Under the terms of the National Health Pro-
gramme, the cost of •the.vaccine.was shared 
equally by the . federal . and  provincial  govern-
ments .with responsibility ,  for it's.distribution 

.and use placed in the hands ofprovincial .and 
local ptelic health authorities. . . 

"It is our objective in. the mo"nths ahead to 
provide third.doses for those children who 
have now received the first two.  and-to.  immunize 
at least an additional 2,000,000 children 
before ,  the onset of next year's polio season. 
This:meEns that by. the Spring of 1956, close 
to 1,0+90,000 children•will have received. their 

. third .and fine inoculations while another 
2,000,000 •will have been given the first two 
injections. 'This total . represents . well over 
one.half of the nation's 5,2)0,000 children 
.under the age of 16. . ." 

* * * * 

NEW WAGE HIGH:  'Average weekly wages of 
factory wa ge- earners at • the beginning  of  May 

reached a new high. figure of $59.90 as compar-

ed with $59.31 a month earlier. and $57,57 a 
year ago, according to advance figures. Hourly 
earnings averaged 145.4 cents.versus 144.3 
cents in April and' 141.8 cents Last year. 'The 
work-week averaged 41.2 hours versus 41.1 and 
40.6. 
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POPULATION ESTIIi9ATED'AT 15,601,000: Canada' s
population reached 15,601,000 at the start of
June, up 119,000 since March 1. and 406,000 or
2.7% since June 1 last year, according. to. the
annual estimates.published by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics. This put the increase
since. the last censud -- tak'en in June 1951
at 1_992,000 or 11.A, the growth since• last
June comparing with gains of 414,000,"34.1,000
and 421,000 in the three previous years.

Sparked by a rising birth.rate, a falling
death rate.and-a large.flôw of immigrants,
Canada's population has jumped by 3,529,000 or
29.2% since June 1945. The rapid growth since
the war is graphically illustrated.by the
Bureau's figures. It -took eight years (1929.to
1937) for the population to climb from 10 to
11 million, and another eight years for it to
reach 12 million. However, it.took only the
first four post war years for it' to go from 12
to 13 million and only five years.more. for it
to reach 15.million.

In the latest year'the population increased
in all parts of. the country. except in the
Yukon, where. the estimated total was unchanged
from June last year at 10,000. The largest in-
crease-during the 12 months, was 137,000 to 5,-
183,000 in Ontario, Quebec showing a gain of
132,000 to 4, 520,000. 'The population of
British Columbia.rose by 39,000 to 1,305,000,
Alberta by 27,000 to 1,066,000, Manitoba by
21.000 to 84q,000, Newfoundland by 14,000 to
412,000, Saskatchewan by 11,000 to 889,000,
New Brunswick.by 11,000. to 558,000, Nova Scotia
by 10,000 to 683,000, Prince Edward Island by
3,000 to 108,000 and the Nor thwest 'Terri to ri es
by 1,000 to IS,000.

'The Bureau`s population estimates for in-
tercensal years.are obtained by adding births
and immigrants to the census total and deduct-
ing deaths and an estimate of emigration. In
the case of the provinces, migration figures

.are.less compléte.and the principal data.are

.labour force survey indications of net inter-
provincial movement.

# ^ .

"TOP OF TIIE WORLD" CONVOY: Bound for the
Top o f th e Wo r d" wi th some 4,500 tons of

cargo and supplies for the joint Canadian
United States Arctic Weather stations, the
Department of'Transport's annual sea re-supply
convoy, headed by the ice-breaker "C.G.S.
d'Iberville", sailed fiiom Ql.iebec City July 31.
Knowai as Cperation NJRS II, the convoy is due
to reach Resolute Bay on Cornwallis Island
on August 12.

Last summer was the first time Canada
undertook to.assume responsibility for the
annual sea re-supply operations for the joint
Arctic.weather stations. ' The se stations are
located.at Resolute, Mould Bay, Isachsen,
Alert and Eureka. At points where sea re-
supply is not possible, the supplies are kept
in warehouses at'Resolute.until they can be
flo-an in by RCAF airlift,

(C. W. B. Augus t 12, 1955)

TRAVEL EXPENDIiTIRES'AT PEAK: 'Travel expendi-
tures of visitors. to Canada in 1954 remained
unchanged from 1953's peak figure of $302,000,-
000, but Canadian travélexpenditures abroad
soared: to a new peak of $382,000,000 from
$365,000,000, according to estimates - by. the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

Canada thus had an. increased debi t. bal ance
on- travel in 19 54 of $80,000•,000, up•from
$63,000,000 in 1953, $66,000,000 in 1952 and
$6,000,000 in I951.• 'There.were credits in.a11
other years, 1948's $145,000,000 being an all-
time high

Expenditures by Canadians in overseas
countries reached an unprecedented high of
$69,000,000 in 1954, an increase of $11,000,-
000 or 19% over the preceding year. -The in-
creased spending in overseas countries.con-
tributed heavily to the aggregate debi t. bal ance
in. travel a ceoun t with al l eoun tri es.

Receipts.from overseas countries jumped
101k to $22,000,000 from $20,000,000, 'I,he debit
balance rose to $47,000,000 from $38,000,000
in 1953. ILring the past year. there. was an in=
crease of nearly 20Ob in the number of Can-
adians visiting overseas countries and a rise
of approximately 10% in th.e number of visits
by residents of overseas countries.

Expendi tiares in Canada by residents of the
United States were $280,000,000 in 1954,
slightly under th.e preceding year's $232,000,-
000. -At the same time Canadian travel expendi-
tures in the Uni ted States rose to $313,000,000

. from $307,000.000. resulting in. a rise in the
debit balance on travel to $33,000,000 from
$25,000,000.

'The number of visits to Canada by -residents
of the United States declined nearly 6%, while
visits of Canadians to that country.were
.practically unchanged in number.

Most of the expenditures of Canadians in
overseas countries are in the United Kingdom
and,Europe. Expenditures in the United Kingdom
increased to $35,000,000 from $31,000,000.
Expenditures in the OEEC countries of Europe
rose $5,000,000 to $23,000,000. Exp en-di tures
in o ther Commonwealth coun tri es a re . d_i efly in
Bermuda and the British West Indies and were
$1,000,000 higher at $7,000,000. Expenditures
in. the remaining countries are mainly in Latin
Ameri ca . and accounted for $4,000,000, an in-
crease of $1,000,000.

PIPED OIL RISE: A record.volume of oil was
carried throu Canadian pipe lines in- May,
the month's total amounting to 17, 328, 184
barrels versus 15,818,889 in April. and .14,805,-
7-52 in May last year. This brought January-
May.deliveries to 85, 505,707 barrels, an
increase of 24$ over last year's 69,029,-
41(J.

Only one-third of Saskatchewan is treeless
»rairie.
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INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT HIGHER : Industrial 
employment at the beginning of May showed its 
largest gain for the time of year since 1941. 
The  general index, on the 1949 base, rose.to  
107.3 from 105.7 a month earlier and 106.2 at 
the same date in . 1954. - The increase in . the 
year, though small, is particularly interesting 
because employment since October 1,  1953,  has 
been continuously below its.level 12 months 
earlier. The latest index was .3.2% lower than 

. at May 1,  1953, but was hi gher • than at that 
date in preceding years. 

Rising.Ievels of employment at May 1 wçre 
.accompanied by higher disbursements in weekly 
wages and salaries.which.rose on average.to  
$61.00  from $60.68• a month earlier and Y).15 
at the same time last year. The  payrolls index 

•rose  to 153.1 from 150.0 in April and 146.8 a 
year ago. 'The improvement in employment over 
April 1 took place to.a considerable extent 

.anong.men, whose numbers.were higher by 1.8%; 
the co-operating establishments increased their 
àtaffs of women by only 0.5%.  In the last 12 
months, non-agricultural industrial employment 
for men has risen by 1% and for women by 1.3%. 
. The spring upsurge in industrial activity 
extended to most areas, and to a large pro- • 

portion of the industries. Geographicall)4, • the 
exceptions were Nova Scotia, New  Brunswick  and 
Alberta, Where seasonal influences were res-
p on si ble fo r curtailment in . employmen t. «There 
.we:re declines in logging.and.mining, .but in- 

• creases in construction, transportation, 
storage and communication, manufacturing and 
trade. The trend was upward in.plants produc-
ing durable.and non-durable. goods, with.most 
of the general increase in manufacturing taking 
place in. the former group. 

* * * 

ARMY COOKERY COURSE:  'The way •to .a soldier's 
heart.is . through his stomach, according.to  14 
members of the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigao.e 
who are attending a I3-week basic cook's 
course .at the British Army Catering School in 
Duisburg, Germany. 

Highlight of the course is the preparation 
of a full-course meal for six, consisting of 
soup, meat, three vegetables, and a dessert. 
During  the.  last days of the.course, students 

•alternate in preparing meals for the class. 
Fancy cakes and meat pies are specialities 

in .the pastry .and baking divisions. Other. 
subjects include butchery and the techniques 
of frying,..boiling, braising, roasting, stew-
ing and.baking. 

When they return to the brigade the new 
chefs will.become members of the Royal Can-
adian Army Service Corps. 

* * * 

Forests.cover.about 15,000 square.rnilés of 
Newfoundland. 

MARITIME  COAL ' INDUSTRY ' AID:  Public  Work s 
.Minister Robert Winters. announced on •/gust 5 
that a newly developed automatic.furnace 
designed. to help bolster the coal industry of 
the Maritime Provinces will be tried out by 
the Department of National Defence in the homes 

 of.servicemen stationed at Camp Gagetoun, N.B. 
Half of the first group of 30 houses to be 
.built as permanent married quarters for the 
Army'. s largest.camp will be.equipped with this 
hot-water furnace, -which is .iesigned. to use 
the type of co.al  produced in the Maritimes. 

The  other 15 units, will have standard END 
oil-fired hot air. furnaces installed. 

A comparison of. the two systems from the 
point of view of tenant satisfaction and fuel 
and maintenance costs will be made over the 
next heating season and the results should in-
fluence 4ecisions on the types of heating 
uni ts sp eéi fled for future END house-building  
activities in the Maritimes. 

The new down-draft. furnace, developed by 
the Ebminion Steel and Coal Corporation Limited 
is equipped for automatic firing.and -ash re-
moval-and will be installed in each of the 
four types of houses to be built. 

Construction of the houses will be.under 
•the supervision of Central Mortgage and Hous-
ing Corporation. 

* * * * 
GUESTS FROM  PAKISTAN: ' Sev en senior members 
of the Provincial Civil Service of Pakistan 
have arrived in Ottawa to begin .a three-month 
studyefpublic administration in Canada, under 
the auspices of the Colombo Plan. 

:The seven .civil servants, who are.district 
magistrates in  Pain  istan, are particularly in-
terested in studying the administration • of  
justice at all levels, including county- court s . 
and sheriffs offices. As the members of this 
group are-responsible for co-ordinating the 
work of all government departments in their 
districts, .as well as administering justice, 
they will observe agricultural proj ects, 
public.works and welfare services in Canada. 

During the course of their three-month 
tour, the group will visit.various federal 
departments in Ottawa, and the provincial 
governments of Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan and British Columbia. 

Members of the groqp are M.A. Ali, of Pun-
jab; W.A. Chaudhury, of East Bengal; i.I.Haque, 
of East Bengal; S.M. Hussain, of i.unjab; 
M. A.'Hug, of East Bengal;-  A.M. Khan, of Sind; 
and S.M. Niazi, of Baluchistan. 

* 	* 

More than a thousarad miles of Nova Scotia 
highways. are within sight of water. 
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4
PARLI.4MFJVT - PROIlOQ1ES: Canada' s 22nd Parli a-
ment.prorogued on 'Thursday, July 28, after
sitting 140:days.- a 47 year recoFd.for
length.

The.Speech from the "Ibrone, read_by Qiie£
Justice Patrick Kerwin,said, in.part:

Members of the House of Commons:
"Since_we.first.met eariier.this year there

has been considerable évidence that - the
.policies of the free nations. to combine. dieir
.strength in order.to deter. any. threat. from a
potential aggressor have been successftil. My
Ministers . believe . that. the.more encouraging
signs of international harmony.are proof of
the wisdom of the.measures thus taken in co-
operation with other.democracies.

"Mile continu•ing.to support the United
Nations.and.to use.all.available•diplomatic
channels for the easing of 'international ten-
sions, they remain convinced of the necessity
of continuing to improve. the combined defence
power of the North - Atlantic Alliance. 'Towards
.the ful£ilment of this.aim you have approved
• the Paris. agreements. vhich . ended the occupation
of Western 'Germany.and:which enabled the
German Federal Republic to join the defensive
alliance of the West.

°Luring the session several of my Ministers
.met with.representatives of'thé ten Provincial
'Cnvernments to make.arrangements for a federal-

CANA®IAIV WEEKLY BULLETIN
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provincial conference which will take.place
this..autumn.

"Meetings between the federal. and provincial
.representatives.were.held in June fôr.the pur-
pose of •determining. a plan to share. the costs
.of.assistance to unemployed persons in need.
'The suggestions put forward.at.these meetings
are now being studi ed by the Pro vinci al Govern-
ments.and.the.acceptances of.three of them
have..already been.received.

°In'the,early.months of.the:session.the
employment s situation.gave some concern.but

.more•recently.the:requests for Labour have
greatly' increased. and the expanding production,
rising.exports.and.prospects of.bountiful
crops.indicate.a continuing healthy state of
the •Caaadian economy.

°Because the economic well-being of the
nation depends to such an extent on.a high
level qf •forei gn . trade, the Government has
pursued.policies aimed at securing.the.most
favourable:export.markets, for the products.of
our labour and our land. At'the international
review of the Gen eral Agreement on Tariffs.and
Trade.which.took place last £all.ând winter,
^Canadian.delegates:were. active in supporting.a
policy of removing.trade.restrictions. and
negotiating impxaoved- tariff:arrangements. . . °

The speech concluded with references to
dom es tic. I égi slâ tion.
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NRX .REACTOR :SHUT JYOWN:  A-special fuel .rod 
. being ,  tested in. the NRX. reactor:has. contamina-
ted. the heavy . water -moderator, . fo rein g . a shut-
down that .may last _for •severaI .weeks, :Atomic 

. Erie rgy o f :Canada :Li mi ted announc ed . la st . week. 
•Aitomatic.devices.shut.down the reactor im-

m edi a t ely : the . fuel rod: began . con famine ting . the 
heavy w at er . and th e at ter .was :dump ed in to 
:storage. tanks.lhe repair job.wiII.be.difficult 
.but th e • shu do wn was no t -due to . a pi.aj o r 
. 

 

a ccident. The. faul ty . fuel . rod was. removed • wi th-
out incident.within.a few:hours. 

.The heavy.water.must.be  purified before. the 
.reactor.can go back into operation. :Ihis job 
.will:be carried out.at  Chalk•River.  

.The main operating room in the NRX building 
:was not con taminated.and only .a.minor.amount 
of ac tivi ty . go t in to : the . coo ling . water • th a t 
goes:to delay. tanks where it is held:until .tht 

. activi ty di es . away. 
This shut-down is in no way -comparable. to 

the breakdown of December 12, 1952., :when a 
power surge damaged sever- al fuel rods.and. the 
calandria (the aluminium. tank .which .contains 

:the heavy water.moderator.and.the uranium.fuel 
rods), _making. t necessary. to reconstruct: the 
reactor. 

AID' FOR  NATO  'NATIONS:  'The ports of Hamilton, 
Ont., Montreal . and Quebec City .will be.busy 
handling further shipments, of military supplies 
for •member nations uf.the North 'Atlantic 
Treaty Organization in August.  Six. countries 
will receive equipment from.the'Canadim Army 
under •Canades programme of-mutual aid to 
NATO. 

Italy .and Turkey will.receive large ship-
ments of. gun-towing vehicles, trudcs.and spare 
.parts. Radar equipment and component parts and 
trucks . wi 1 I be . shipp ed to "Po rtu gal. Denmark 

•will get gun,towing, vehicles. and•spare parts. 
Shipments o f. ammunition will  go to the United 
Kingdom.and Holland.will receive jeep . assemb-
lies.. 

* * * a 

ADVERTISING TREND:  Last,year was another 
one of expansion for the advertising agency 
business in Canada, . the number of agencies 
increasing:by .three to 91, •the .number of 
offices by 12. to 165, . and the volume of.bus-
iness handled by $11,823,981 or 8.2% to $156,- 
163,289, DES reports. 

Commissionable billings increased•to  $154g-
467,028  from $142,957,916 in 1953, the main 
changes in distribution being.an  increase in . 

.the.proportion going •to radio .and.television, 
and.a decrease in • the percentage ping to pub-
lications. 

* * * * 

'The total value of new and repair cons-
truction.to..be.put in place this year is 
estimated at•$.5;099,000,000, some $369,000,000 
or 8% more than the 1954 record.  

(C.W.B. August 5, 1955) 

- TROOP TRAINING IN 'GERMANY.°  Fi gh tin g arms 
and -supporting.services of. the 1•Canadian 
In fan try • Bri gade wi 11 . con cen tra te . in the 
:Soltau. area -midway between Hanover and Ham" burg 
.early next month .for•field.training. :The 
-4,000 officers . and men in'volved.will.undergo 
.fieId.practice for 10.days, .the Department.of 
National •Defence has . announced, 

On- August 6 the troops.are.scheduled to 
stop . at Hohne.enroute to Soltau. to .witnesé a 
firepower•demonstration•which will show the 
in fan trym.an the . fi re . powe r whi ch . would  support 
him in.defence and attadc. 

:Troops taking part in the demonstration.are 
"D" Squadron, Lord Strathconar s Ho rse. with 50 

:ton Centurion tanks, 2nd Regiment RCHA with 25 
pounder field guns.and. the 2nd Battalion, .The 
Royal Can adi an • Regimen t wi ri fle comp any .and 
support company weapons and. equipment. 

The. final  large scale.exercise in Germany 
for the. brigade is scheduled. for mid- Sep tember. 
Operational.elenents.will engage in manoeuvres 
wi th . the -British 7th Armoured Di Vi sicin in 
"Exercise  Commonwealth . Four", • De tai Is 'have no t 
yet been.announced. 

* a a * 

. BIG  USERS OF •ELECTRICITY:  'Mci re Can adi ans 
:used.more electricity in. their  homes. and  paid 
more  for it in 1953. than in 1952, . according to 
the annual. report on central electric.stations 

.by  
"Ilmestic electric service customers (in-

cluding farm) increased-to 3,283,486 or 22.21 
per.hundred population.in  1953:from  3,112,306 
or 21.57 per hundred population in 1952. 
Average ,  annual consumption  .rose to._3.005" kilo-
watt:hours per customer from •2,809 kilowatt 

'hours, .and the. average cost per.kilowatt:hour 
to 1.70 cents.from 1.65 cents. The.average 
bill:for the year was $51,: 25 versus $46:43 in 
1952, 

The  number of customers per hundred popula-
tion increased in all parts of. the country.and 
in 1953 ranged. from a low of 8.22 fn the Yukon 
and Northwest "Terri tories . to a high of 26.17 
in Ontario. 

* * 

Topartment store salés rose 7.2% diiring the 
week ending July 16.as compared with the cor-
responding week last year. •There were sales 
gains in all provinces except Çuebec where the 
decrease was 2.5% 

* * * * 
Average operating revenue per mile of road 

operated-fell to $26,521•1ast year from 
$28,842 in 1953'for the •Canadian National 
Railways and to $27,116 from $29,923 for. the 
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, according to 
the annual reports on.the.nation's two largest 
railroads by:the 'DES. 
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(C.W.R. August .5, 1955) 

CANADIANS' TRAVEL £XPEND1TURES 'SOAR 

$382,000  ;OGO iN 1954;  'Travel expenditures 
of.visitors.toCanada  in 1954 remained -.Linehan g-

.ed.. from 1953's peak figure of $302,000,000, 
bit Canadian. travel expenditures.abroad soared 

. to a new peak of $382,000,000. from $36 5,000,- 
000, according.to  estimates .by .DBS. • Canada 

 .thus had an increased.debit.balance on. travel 
in 1954 of $80.,000,000,• up from $63,000,000 in 
1953, '$66,000,000 in 19 52.and $6;000,000 in 
1951.  "There.were •credits in.ail other years, 

48 s $145, 000 , 000 being . an . all- time hi gh. 
"Expenditures by Canadians .in overseas 

coun tries • reached an unprecedented .hi gh • o f 
$69,000,030 in 1954, • an increase  of  $11,000,- 
000 or 19% over the.preceding year..1-he in-
creased spending.in  overseas countries con-
tributed heavily: to. the aggregate . debi t balance 
in travel account With all:countries. Receipts 
from overseas .countries jumped 10%• to $22,- 
000 ,000 from $20,000,000. 

DEBI T :BALANCE 

The debit.balance rose. to $47,000,000 from 
$38,000,000 in 1953, During.the past year 
there was . .an increase of nearly 20% in .the 
number o f Canadians vi si tin g overseas coon tries 

* 

:and a rise of approximately 10% in. the number 
of.visits.by .residents of overseas countries. 

.Exp-endi tur es in Can ada . by r esi den ts o f . the 
-United States were $280,000,000 in 1954, 
slightly:under. the preceding year's $282,000,- 
000. At:the same. time Canadian. travel . expendi-

. tires in the United States:rose:to $313,000,- 
000 • from $307,000,000, resul•ting in a rise• in 
the.debi-t .balànce on .travel . to $33,000,000 
from $25,000,000. 'The nunber of .vie.sits . to 
Canada .by .residents of .the United States 
.decIined nearly 6%, .while.visits of Canadians 
. to . that country.were practically unchanged in 
number. 

Most of the.expenditures of Canadians in 
overseas.countries.are in the United Kingdom 
and .Eùrope. Ex pnditures in. the United Kingdom 
increased.to  $35,000,000 •from $31,000,000. 
.Exp en di tures in . the OEF.0 coun tri es o f .Europe 
.rose $5, 000,000. to $23,000,000. 

Expendi  tires  in o ther -Commonweal th . countii es 
.are.chiefly in -Bermuda . and. the British West 
Indies.afid.were $1,000,000 higher .  at $7.000,- 
000. -.Expendi tures .in the remaining countries 
.are.mainly in Latin .America.and.•accounted for 
$4,000,000, an increase of $1,000,000. 

* * 

t . 

..RAIPLOYMENT JUMP:  Industrial employment .at 
the beginning of May showed its.largest gain 
for the time of year since 1941.•lhe general 
index, on.the 1949-base, -rose to 107.3 from  
105.7.a month .earlier and 106.2at the .same 
date in 1954. 

The  increase in the year, . though small, is 
particularly interesting. because employment 
since October 1, 1953, has.been.00ntinuously 
below its.level 12 months earlier. :The.latest 
index was 3.2% lower than at May 1, 1953, - but 
was higher than .at .that.date in preceding 
years. 

Rising.levels of employment .at.May 1 were 
accompanied by higher.disbursements in weekly 
wages and..salaries which rose on average to 
$61,00 from $60.68 a month:earlier and $59.15 
at. the same. time last year. The payrolls index 
rose to 153.1 from 150.0 in  4riI  and 146.8 -a 
year ago. 

* * * 

The Bureau of Statistics has released its 
r epo rt . on . the grain . trade  of-Canada   fo r •,the 
1953-54 crop year. 'Containing 117 pages, it 
provides detailed•statistics on such things as 
acreage, yield:and production, inspections, 
elevators, rail and lake shipments, supplies, 
exports, and.prices. -Copies are.availabLe•at 
the price of $1.00. 

* * 	* 

Five of Canada's ten provinces.have covered 
bridges. 

RADIO ,. 'TV ' INQUIRY:  'The Minister of National 
•Revenue,  Dr. J. j. McCann, .announced in the 
House of Commons on July 26 that a commission 
•or.board of inquiry .would . be set up  in  the 
near .filture . to study . television and radio 
broadcasting in ,Canada. He Said: 

"One ol.the• recommendations  of the  Massey 
- Commission •was.that the whoie subj.ect of 
television.and radio broadcasting in Canada be 

.reconsidered.by an independent investigating 
_body not later than three years 'after..the com-
mencement of•regular Canadian .television 
broadcasting. . . am prepared. to . announce, 
on behalf o`f the Government. that there will:be 
.either.a commission or .a board of inquiry set 
up some time.wi thin . the.near . future . to study 
.the %hole situation." 

a a * * 

Canadians •boughtless on the instalment 
plan, .more on charge .accounts.and more for 
cash in . the first quarter of  1955.  than in the 
January-March period.làst year, .according. to 
the quarterly:report on.retail.consumer.credit 
by DBS. All:told. retailers.sold $2,533,200,- 
000 worth of goods . and • services  .during  th e  
quarter, $2,400,000 more than last year. 

* * 
airing the seven .days.ended July.14 a total 

of 87,246 cars of revenue. freight were.loaded 
on •Canadian railways, an increase of 11.6% 
over. the 78,181 cars.loaded in the correspond-
ing period last year. 
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(C.W,R. August 5, 1955)

JUNE EXPORTS SHOW *10.*5% INCtiEASE

HAL'F- YE/IR-REPORT: 'Canada's commodity export
trade in June.continued its gains of.earlier
months over 1954. to. raise the half-year total
10,2^.above the.value for:the first six months
last.year and:also above.the.first half of
1953, - ai^oarding to.preliminary. figures released
by.DBS. - Commodity imports, on the other hand,

. were dovir) slightly in June from lâst year,. but
with gains in. the p rèvious . five months and. a.
record high . for May, the half year. total was
up 7.8°,6 over 1954 to â value exL.:eded only in
1953.

'Total.exports in June, with.gains.for all
regions shown in. the preliminary fi'gures, rose
10.5% to $383.,300,000 from $346, 800,000. in the
same month.a year earlier, :bringing the six

.montla°s total to $2,062,900;000 from $1,871,.-
300,000 last year, 'This.compares. with.a half
year-totai of $2,029,700,000. in 1953 and the
all- time. peak of $2,121,700,000 in 1952.

Comma-dity imports.in June.eased o€f'.to
$402,'400,000 from $416,100,000 in June.lâst
year, wliich-was abnormally high.because of
changes in the procedure in.compiling imports
in.that month.:TKere was only a small increase
in purchases fr9m : the United States .and
decreases from other regions. In the half year,
however, imports increased to $2,2D9,700..000
from $2,050y 100,000 last year and.were only
slightly.below the,record.first half-year
value of $2; 216,600,000 fid-r 1953.

With. the.sharper climb in exports.than
imports, Canada had a reduced impo rt . bal ance
of $19,100,000 in June as against $69,7)0,000
last year.and of $146 ;800,000 in the six months
compared.to $178,800,000. •

Commodity:exports.to.the United States in-
creasea in June to $232,700,000 from $212,700,=

^

13 NEW 'SENATORS^ 'The Prime Min•ister, Mr.
St. Laurent., on July B, announced. the appoint=

.ment of 13'new'Senators.
The appointments included•Mr, John T.

Hackett, ç.C,; of Montreal, a former Conserva-
tive Member of Parliament.who =epresanted.the
Quebec.riding of Stanstead; Mrs. Florence
.Elbie Iftman, ofMontegue, Prince.Edward Island,
the sixth man to be. appointed to the Senate;
Mr, C:'Ci. Power, wartime Air Minister, Dean of
the Commons, and menber for Cllebec South. since
1917; Mr. David Croll, Liberal member of
Parliament representing'Tbronto-Spadina since
1945, the first of the Jewish faith to be
appointed to. the Senate; . and Mr, Jean-FranÇois
Pouliot, Liberal.Member of theHouse of Comnons
for the Quebec riding of Temiscouata since
1924. -

There.are.more-than 1,000 plains buffalo
ElkIsland National Park, Alberta. -

000.a.year ago, m-ak=ing.a total for the half
year of $11 228, 500,000.compared to .$l, 144,800,-
000, for 19-54,

Imports. from. the United States: rose. slight-
.ly in.the.month.to•an estimated $301,400,000
.from $297,000,000 last year, . and.for-the-six
months.were.up to an estimated $1,650,400,000
.against $1,502,800,000. -Canada's import.bal-
.ance wi th•. •£lie United States : thus declined in
June•to $68,700,000 against $84,300,000 a year
earlier, - and in. the six.months to $358,000,000
versus $421,900 000

..Exports.to.le United Kingdom continued• to
advance in June, rising in value to $65,300,-
000 compared,to $52,800,000 last year, b•ring-
ing the half-year increase to neârly $100..000,-
060- a-t- $3R6,400,000 compared.to T2Z'7,000,CT!0
for 1954.

IMPORTS'FROM U.K.

'The month's imports: from the United Kingdom
were.affected by.large work.stoppages in that
country. and. fell -to an estimated $27;400,000
compared to last year's $44,600;000, and the
half-year total:was down to an estimated $183.-
700,000 from $204, 1()0, 000. "The export.balance
with.the United Kingdom accordingly jumped
sharply in June to $37,900,000 against $8,200,-
000 a year earlier, widening.the surplus to
$202, 700,000 for the six.months. from $82,900,-
000.1ast year.

Exports.to other Common-wealth countries
rose moderately in June to $18,600,000 from
$17,400,000-last year, .the.hal•f-year total

: ri sitig: to $112,700,000 from $93,700,000. (:om-
.modity imports in.the môrith.were.down slightly
to an estimated $19; 500, 000. from -$20, 100,000,
but for the half year were up to an estfmated
$94,600,000 against $80,800;000..

^

The other Senate appointments:
Mr. .Donaid Cameron., Director of the Ex-

tension Department of. the University of Al-
berta;.Mr. Harold Connolly'ôf Halifax, a fôrmer
Liberal Premier of Nova Scotia; Mr. Thomas
D'Arcy Leonard, of Toronto, C,C., President
and General Manager of the Canada .Permanent
Trust Company; Dr. Fred A. -McGrand, Frederic-
ton, N.B.; physician, - and.former Speaker of

..the New Brunswick Legislature; Mr. Hartland de
Montarville Molson, of Montreal, President of
Molson's Brewery, Ltd., and.a Governor of
•MeGill University since 1948, Mr. Calixte F.
Savoie, of Moncton, N.B., former Edmundston
high school principal; Dr. Donald Smith,
dentist, of Liverpool,. N. S.'; a former Liberal
MP; Mr. - William M:, Wall, of Winnipeg, Admin-
istrative •Assistant.to the Winnipeg Super-
intendant of School§.

y ^

in More.than 5,000'moose and 28,000 deer were
(.taken by hunters in British Cfllumbia.in 1953.
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(C.A►,B. August 5, 1955)

PROVINCIAL NET GENERAL REVENUES $1,380,000,000

r

• EXPENDI TTIRES RI SE: ' Bo th •n e t gen e ra 1 revenue
and net genera expendi ture of provincial
governments of Canada. reached.all-time high

.levels in the year ending March 31, 1955, . a
p reliminary . analysis by DBS shows. At $4390.-
000,000, net general..revetlûe topped the pre-
vious high 1953;4 total of $1,-336,000,000 by
3.35, and expenditure, at•$1,409,000,000 was
up 14 from $1,258,000,000. -

Tax levies.were.the largest single source
of revenue, yielding $554•,000,000 in 1954.;5
versus $507,000,000 in 1953-4.•Taxes-on sales
of motor fuel and.fiiel oil.totalled $237,000,-
000 versus. $224,000,000; general sales taxes,
$127,000,000 versus $108,000,000; succession

.duties, $36,000;000'versus $31,000,000;' and
amusements and admissions, $23,000,000 in both
years. Corporations taxes accounted.for $17,-
000,000 both in 1959-5 and 1953-4•and. corpora-
tion incorde. taxes for $48,000,000 :dor+r► . from
$49,000,000,•

Federal:tax rental agrtements.accounted 'for
$327,000,000 in the latest year,.larger•by
nearly 6%.than the preceding year's $309,000.-
000.' Revenugs from privileges, licences and

.permits.were.down to $315,000,000 from $331,-
000,000,- and liquor profits eased to $123,000r-
000 from $125,000,000,

All principal expenditure items.were.larger
in 1954-5'than in. the preceding.year. _Expendi-
tures on transpo•rtation.were up to $387,000,-
000 from $353;000,000, on health. to $235,000.-

000 from $209,000,000, on social.weifare to
$116,.000000 from $104,000,000, on education. to
$259,000,000 from $234,000,000, on natural
resources.to $109,000,000 from-$102,000,000,
interest and other debt.charges in $!B,000,000
from $53,000,000, and. contributi.ons.to mun-
icipalities. to .$42,000,000 from $30,000,000.

Net general revenue in Ontario rose.to
$388,000,000 from•$371;000,000, in (1ze..ec.to
$331,000,000. from $300,000,000, and-British
Columbia.to $195,000,000 from $186,000,000,
but in Alberta. there.was a decline.to $172,-
000,000 from $186,000,000. Saskatchewan reven-
ues were $96,000,000 ($98,000,000 in 1953);
Manitoba, $57,000,000 ($56,000,000); Nova
Scotia, $51,000,000 ($4D,000,000). New Bruns-
wick, $49,000,000 (unchanged) ; -. Newfoundl and,
$33,000,000 ($32,000,000); and Prince Edward
Island, $9,000,000 (unchanged).

Net general expenditure.was higher in each
of the pmvinces.•*The Ontario total.rose to
$431,000,000 from $384,000,000, çLebec to
$346,000t000 from $311,000,000, British Columb-
iato f193,000,000 from $172,000,,000 and
Alberta to $142,000;000 from $118,000,000. -
Expenditures in Saskatchewan were $94,000,000
($86,000,000 in 1953); Nova Sco ti a, $53,000,-
000. ($51,000,000); Manitoba, $51,000,000
$47,000,000); New Brunswick, $5(),000,000 ($48j-
000,000); Newfoundland, $40,000,000 ($33,000,-
000%); and Prince.Edward.Isiand, $9,000',000
($7,000,000),-
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OHN MURRAY CrIBB0N'PLA E: The life work of
a man w ole t. a lasting impression on Can-
adian literature and.sport.will receive
permanent recognition on August 7 when a
plaque, set in a boulder, is unveiled• in front
of the Administration Building of the Banff
School of Fine Arts.,

'The plaque, which was prepared by the
Department of NorthemAffairs.and National
Resources..at the recommendation of. the Historic
Sites and Monuments Board of Canada, is in

.memory of the.late John,Murray Gibbon. Mr.-
'Gi bbon .was foundér o£. the •Canad'ian Authors'
Association, the Trail Riders of.the Canadian
Rockies.and the Skyline.Trail Hik'ers.

In addition to.numerous non-fiction works,
he wrote:five novels:and a number o f. ballet
operas. His last book completed in 1951, was
"Ihe Romance of the Canadian Canoe". -

. D.aring his lifetime.he took a keen interest
in the Banff School of Fine Arts.- After
his death in Montreal in 1952 his body was
buried in.the cemetery close by the Banff
School.

Canada.has about 175,000 miles of surfaced
ro ads.

'HIHEAT'SUPPLIESr `Tiie visible . supply of Can-
aclian.w e^^ atin store or in transit.in North
Americaon July. 6. to talléd' 353;:312,000 bushels,
up from 349,028,000 a weék eariier.and- slight-
ly abo.ve.last year:s corresponding total of
352,864,000 bushels.

Overseas exports of wheat during the week
ended July 6 amoun ted . to 3. 10 2, 000 bushels
against 4,063,000 in the.corresponding 1934

.week, bringing.cumulative exports.in the
current . crop year to 191; 479,000 bushels
against 186,727,000 in the previous.ÿear, •

Cumulative. cr. op year.marketings of wheat
•were..down to 254,611,000' from 346,022,000 last
year.

DEFENCE COLLEGE YISITbRS:'A•group of.stu-
.dents.an Directing Staff, from Britain's
Imperial Defence College arrived in Ottawa on

Augüst 3, to begin.a month-long tour of Canada
.and the United States, National•Defence Head-
quarters.announced.

The party.was to spend one day in Ottawa
.and then visit industrial. and. defence estab-
lishmentss.at Petawawa, Sudbury, 'Toronto, -St.
Catharines, Niagara Falls, Port Arthur, -Cal-
gary, Victoria, YYhitehorse and Fort Churchill.-
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:DIPLOMATIC ' SERVICE2  1h eSecretary.ofState 
. for .External Affairs: announceci.Aigust 2 the 
. following. appo in tm en ts and transfers . wi thin 
. the Canadian ;Diplomatic Service: 

Mr. -.LP. Picard, Q.C. .M.P, who is resign-
ing hi s.seat in. the House of .Commons, .is. to . be 

. appointed .Anbassador.  . to Argentina. to .sucCeed 
Major-General :the Honourable L. It.. - Laflèche 
.whose retirement was announced on June L - 

Mr. Alfred Rive, External Affairs.Member of 
.the Directing Staff:at:the National Defence 
•College, is to be _appointed Anibassador . to 
Ireland. 	 succeed the Hon. .L 

•Turgeon . who se appointment . as Anbassador . to 
Portugal was announced on 414arch 7...Mr. Rive is 
expected . to take .up his .new duties early in 
October. 

.Mr. • Paul A. • Bridle.will sùcceed..Mr. • Léon 
Mayrand. about October 1 as Canadian Commission-
er on. the International Sipervisory:Commission 
for  Laos.. -.Mr. • Mayrand • will be. transferred to 
ano ther : diplomatic . po s t which . wi IL be announced 
later. -  

* * 	* 

JUNE DEFI CI T ' $67 : 1 ' MILLION : Budgetary:rev-
. enu es • fo r June . were • $350. 9 . mi 11 ion o r $31: 3 
.mil lion .mo re than -for June, 19 54,•' while ex-
p en di tires . were $418 .mi II ion or $ 33 ;: 3. mi Ilion 

.more . than . a year .ago.• For Jtine,  1955,  .the 
. budget ary.defi ci t . was .$67. 1.million compared 
.with: a deficit of ei5. 2.million for June last 
year, . the Minister of Finance, Mr. .Walter 
Harris, . announced July'30 in the "Covernment's 
monthly financial report. 

For the:first quarter of. the •current fiscal 
y ear . budgetary . revenues were $96 .2.: 2.million, 

.expendi tur es . we re  $892.7  . million,  . and . the 
surplus .was  $69.5  million. For • th•e:first 
quarter .of 19 54- 55; revenues _were e 55.. 1 m i I-
I ion, expendi tures . were $8 46.1.million . and the 
surplus.was $109 million.- 

Op era tions of . the old age securi ty fund 
:which . are not included in budgetary . trans-
ac tions resul ted in . a •defici t .of $6 million; 
for June . and :a cumulative deficit of $14 
million for the three .mon ths . to June' 30. • Last 
year • for:the three .months. to June 30,  1954,  

'the  cumulativé.deficit was $12. 2.million 

* * 

28, 596, 438 barrels of crude petroleum 
. gushed from Canadian oil wells 'in the first 
quarter. this year.— a new record. .Output in 
the first quarter of 19 54 was 21,8 24,064 

•barrels. 
* * * *  

PAKI STAN ' HYDRO  : -The "Canadian Colombo Plan 
Administration announced July . 28. the awarding 
of  two con trac ts . for.  the . p ro vi sion o f an 

.'u'F timáte 240, 000 . kw. • hydro 9. el ec tri c .po wer . and 
irrigation project to be.constructed in the 
North West. frontier of West Pakistan. 

Ihe. con tract . fq r th e .design, -.preparation 
o f. specifications . and sup ervi Sion o f. the. p ro-
.j ect .  has . been . awarded to the H.C.  Acres  '& 
Conpany Limited, Niagara Falls, :and the entire. 

 . civil construction . requi rem en ts .have been 
.placed .under con tract .wi th Angus Robertson 
Limi fed, Mon treal. - 

'The .project, known as . the :Warsak Hydro-
. El ec tri c  Power  Proj et t, will. take app ro xim a te 

3)  years to complete, and:will involve an 
expenditure  of  about $50,000,000. The cost of 

. the development. is . being. shared . by . the 'Govern-
ment of Canada. and the Government of Pakistan. 

•A brie f c eremony . was held . at the Montreal 
docks on Am gust 1 to  mark.  the comm enc em en t of 

. loading operations of. a $2,  3)0,000  consignment 
of .heavy . construction . equipment and s tores   

, destined for . the .Warsak hydro,electric.power 
. and i, rrigation p raj ec to • 

With Pakistan'shigh Commissioner in Canada, 
His Excellency Mirza Osman Mi Eaig, Mr. • R.M. • 
MacDonnell, Associate Under Secretary of.State 
for  External Affairs, senior-government 
o fficial s and o thers looking on; :a. token ship-
ment of.crated goods, labclled:with.a large 

. s treamer  "Colombo  : Plan,  Can ada-P aki" stan " . was 
swung . abroad . the SS • Ci ty  of.  Don ca s ter. • 

.The equipm en t, . whi ch in chides everything 
needed . for . the . construction of. a major hydro-
po wer . development - from. ,  rock driIling.machin-
ery . and power shovels to a complete.machine 
shop . foo r m ain t en an ce s . being . sh ipp ed to 
Karachi.  aboard: tao.: freighters. • 

-The officials . al so saw:a variety of . goo ds 
impo rted . from  Colombe Plan  • court tri es . and 
examin ed a wide . asso rtment of •Canadi an?bui It 

' equipmen t..whi ch is awai tin g sh ipm en t . to 
Pakistan, India .and Ceylon . fôr use in other 
Colombo Plan projects. 
• * * * 

SCHOOLGIRL ' CONQUERS CHANNEL : The Prime Min-
ister o f -Canada . and . the Premier  of  Cntario 
joined hundreds of Canadians thiaweek in send-
in g .messa ges of.congratulations..to seventeen 
year old Mari Iyn • Bell o f 'Toronto, -, who' , on 
Sunday, July 31, swam the English.Channel from 
Cap 'Gris Nez, France, . to Abbotscliff, .between 
Lbver. and Folkestone, in 14 hours, 36 •minutes. 
Sle is . the youngest swimmer:ever. to have -con-
quered.  the,  channel. . 

* * * * 

4 

Net in flow  of'  fo rei gp . capital. for  -direct 
investment in Canada .amounted: to $376,000,000 
last year $5D,000,000 or 12% less, than in 1953 
and. the. first decrease since . the . war. 	1954 

. total, .however, . was still • substan ti 	arger 

. than those of .prior to  1953,  • 

'There were 2,969, 56Y mo-  tor .vehicles re-
gistered in . all parts  of  Canada . excep t Çuebec 

:and the Northwest • Territories last year, 157,- 
434 or nearly 6%.more. than in 1953.  :Increases 

.were reported in . all areas. • 
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WEEK ' S EVENTS  IN  REVIEW 

GENEVA • MEETING:  "What • has :happen ed thi s 
week.at - Geneva....-.and I think•it is something 
that.might give.us.all'caurie for reel satis-
faction.,- is. that problems h.ave.been identi-
fied, positions have been.clarified.and.machin-
ery :has .been set up  for  the .:diplomatic 
negotiation of . those problems in the•months 
.ahead through the:Foreign:Ministers of the 
four Great Powers," said the Secretary of:State 
for . External :Af fai rs, . Mr.  . .L. B. Pearson, . in : a 
statement  in • the House of Commons on July• 23. 

-.Touching on recent -developments in:the 
•international situation, Mr. Pearson said, • in  
part: 

"Since I:last spoke, indeed since.I.appeared 
before. the.Committee on.Extemal Affairs not 
very many weeks ago, the improvement•in the 
international atmosphere has, 1.think it is 
fair to say, continued. ihere has been now for 
many . months an easing of.. tension which has re-
flected itself in international.meetings• that 
have taken place:recently. - 

"Whether:this change.-- and I• have said 
this:before in.the House -- is merely.a maiter 
of:tactics on.the other!side or.whether it 
represents:a change in.long-range policy, I do 
not know. Nor do I think it would• be wise to 
attempt:to come to any conclusion on . this 

.matter. It' would, .1 think, • be premature . to 
assume that . the danger of _conflict .which has 

.existed now between • the two:worlds for:many 
years-has:been:removed, or indeed sensibly 

- decreased. 

"While we must.be .careftil and:must - remain 
on guard, it would also be, I.think, very 
sho rtsighted.and.unwise •i f .we did no t take 
.advantage of every opportunity:-..- . and there 
have.been opportunities.recently' .-- to .broaden 
and.deepen. this improvement in the internation-
al situation which.has taken place. • 

"In .  the Far East.there:has been. some.easing 
of:tension. There•has:developed in a very 
.dangerous part of.the.ivorld•now, the .Formosa 
Straits, .what one•miiht• call' a de facto .cease-
fire. .Efforts have been.made:by governments 
not committed:to:either.side in.this world 
.controversy, governments:which have sometimes 
.been.called neutralists:"... I . an thinking of 
. the Co vernmen t  of  India . and: the Government  of  
Burma, and:I .am also thinking o f. the - Secretary 
General of the United Nations.-- efforts.have 
been .made .to .mediate certain outstanding 

.differences:that have. for some time now per-
sisted:between :the•Communist Ce v e rnm en t  of.  
China and other•Gdvemmenti, particularly:the 
Government of the United States. 

"But that.area of.the'far•East, .and:the 
Formosa Straits remains.a danger area, .and no 
one can rest. easily:as.long as the two Chinese. 

v e rnm en t s face.each other in hard.and.bitter - 
hostility, with forces.at - grips.at  and:about 
the off-shore islands, islands that. are only: 
few miles  off • the coast of China. 

"In•Europe the improvement .in the atmos-
phere .which I have .been.talking.about has 
.culminated. thii: week in. a meeting at the summit 
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as it is called, at Geneva, which•ended this 
afternoon. There were very great•expectations 
and hopes aroused by. this meeting of the heads 
of the four Governments, and.there will be 
those who will say .that those hopes and those 
expectatiols•have not been realized: • But  I 
think everyone who has been following the 
course of international events in recent years, 
and who has been guided by experience-and not 
by emotion in these matters,.musthave realized 
from the time this•meeting was called that..it 
would be unrealistic to expect important 
developments out of one meeting at the summit, 
in the-sense-that problems would be solved and 
difficulties removed. 

"%hat has happened this week at Geneva -- 
and I think this is something that might give 
us all cause for real satisfaction -- is that 
problems have been identified,  positions have 
been clarified and Machinery has been set up 
for the diplomatic negotiation of those pro-
blems in the months ahead through the t.,breign 
Ministers of the four Great Powers; • 

"In that sense the Geneva meeting has been 
most valuable and encouraging. It has not 
solved the problems -- and I myself never 
thought it would -- but it has taken the first 
right step on what might become a road along 

•which progress  cari  be made in solving these 
problems. 

P ROBLEMS 

"Any hon; member who has •folloWed what hag. 
been going on•  at .Geneva this week will.  I know, 
be strudc by the fart that while problems have 
been clarified.to• some extent,, while•machinery. 
has been set up .and news have been pachanged,. 
the problems are still there. As far as I can 
gather there.has not been very much alteration 
in the fundamental policies on the other side 
in respect of .such things as the unification. 
of Germany and the limitation of armaments. • 

"What has happened.is that thé presentation 
of the case by the other side -- I think we 
must all svelcome this, especially• those of tia 
wl-ko have been iubjected• to the other• type of 
presentation.-- has  .ben More affable. That is 
all •to the good. I think we can take •écnise 
satisfaction.at  least from this change of 
atmosphere which may lead to • something•more 
important riow that the process of negotiation 
has begun. 

"Peisonally I hope for à continuation of 
this process through the .Foreign Ministers.and 
through other mechanisms inside and outside of 
the United-Nations which may be set up or whiich 
have already been set up. I hope that In this 
process the negotiators will not be subjected 
to such publicity, exciting publicity, as that 
which has b.een reflected by the presence at 
Geneva this week of between 1,500 and 2,000 
press, radio ana television correspondents. I 
agree, .however, that  on this.particular occas-
ion at a meeting held at the summit one can 
expect that kind of attention.  

• "In other words, what has happened• at Geneva 
is  the .beginning .of a long process.whic.h we. 
hope will in the endresult• in the solution of 
the problems that divide the world, •which if 
they are not solved.will.result in danger to 
all. No one meeting at the summit will solve 
these problems. A multitude of meetingé belew 
the summit„ official and•non-official„ wi.11 be 
required. •lhat process has •begun and we are 
hoping that it will be satisfactorily:conclude: 
ed. It will.require•on our side, patience and • 

trength and unity.. 
"Before the Geneva:meeting began, .just a 

week ago today, I had the privilege of  attend-
ing a meeting of the NATO council. in Paris at 
which the' 15 Foreign Ministers of the NAM 
Covernments were present. -At that meeting . -- I . 
think this is the proces.s of, consultation at 
its bes..t it .is one of . the things we •hoped 
NATO  would be used  for-- the three Foreign 
Ministers.whC were going to Geneva told:those 
representing  the  other 12 member states quite . 
frankly and quite fully• their. hopes and thei:r 
fears .about Geneva, .thei.r plans  .and. their 
policies. gulags-re  us an opportunity .to express 
our views. 

UNITY OF NATO 

no sense did those three act. at Geneva 
for • the other 12, as we had our responsibilit-
ies . to our own Parliaments and Governments. 
'They could not, of course, be delegated by  a 
NATO Council meeting in Paris; But that meeting 
did give us, a chance to hear of their plans 
and policies, .to cement on them, to give them 
our own views. In• that sense it was valuable. 
It Was also an interesting and siseful indica-
tion of the•unity of the countries,making up 
the NA1O•coalition. 

"On the • eve of the:Geneva conference 1 
think tha't may havé' been .wise ana of some 
value .because the Geneva  discussions have 
shown that one of the primary objectives of 

•the Soviet Union- and its friends 	to - weaken, 
or indeed to break up, that coalition. •Illat is 
why I said last Saturday .in Paris that  NATO 
waa not negotiable. 
• "Wien I said that I' did not.inean that-the 
deployment, the level Of armaments,. or • the 

'uses to which forées:could be put and all that 
'sort of thing were not negotiable. It may be 
part of the. general.price .we will have  to pay 
for a true-peace settlement•—lhat sort of 
thing can be discussed•with anyhody.  at NATO or 
outside of NATO,  Bit NAIO itself:as a regional 
organization for' collective secùrity .is not 
negotiable; its existence, is not up  for 

 negotiation« as long as there is no betteé way 
through the United Nations to • guarantee our 
security collectively. 

"At London before and after -the NATO 
-meeting I had-the opportunity to discuss 
developments with the  Foreign  Mini s ter and 
other members' of the-United:Kingdom Gov-
ernment. 
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•
. "While-I have mentioned.the•Geneva.con-

ference and NATO I would: no t. want • to • overlook
one other:useful,meeting: in.recent:weeks, the
meeting at San Francisco.to -celebrate.the
tenth:anniversary of:the:United-Nations;:-I
think that meeting.turned out.to be a very
good•and•valuable development-because it
focused,:and there•was peed- to focus.at - tf ►is
timop,-the attention of the'world on:the-United
Nations and its achievements about Aich we do
not always hear so much, • as weLl- as its faii-
.ures. about which we always hear.-more;. about
its limitations as well-as its possibilities.

"If it could only•do the-work it was-meant
to do ten years ago when we set.it ap we
would:not be.talking today.about NATO or con-
ferences.at the sumpiit,•because-àe'would not
need them. It-may be- .that,one day we will:be
able.to use that worlti ôiganization as it was

meant to be used.
"Until that time.we will•be well advised,

in so.far.as political.coilectïve.security is
concerned, to continue our support. for. region-
al organizations'like the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, to-keep them strong-and
united,.to do our very besvto•convince:those
who fear these organizati.ons;.that they:are
defensive in character, tha.t they:have-no
aggressive intent-against anybody.

dramatically•so -- and not getting.too. depres4
.sed ordowncast when- things seem to:be.going
-wrong; and.if we can maintain.the^essential
;unity with-our friends.which.we have built•up
over these years, ' then I think we can look
-£orward.to•the imihediate future with more
.confidence than we Could a year ago. today."

. aao^z

INVITE 18 •GOUNTRIES: - Military representa,^
tives rom 18 countries.have accepted invita=
tions to - be present as observers during

.Exercise "Rising Star", the-divisional•-scale
training exercise to be-carried out at Camp
Gagetown, N.B., August 7-14, it was announced
July L̀ô at Army Headquarters. -

The 18 countries.are: Australia, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Israel, Italy,
Norway, Palnistan, Portugal, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United
Kingdom, United States of America.and Yugos-
lavia.

'TRUST AND CONFIDENCE

"If•conditions•improve, if there,is more
trust and:confi-dence in the world than.un-
fortunately is now the-case, then, but anly
,then, we will be-.able to modify 'Our. attitude'
toward these regional defensive collective
organizations, especially if the.wôrlE which
they now do can. bé' done through the United

Nations,
"On the whole, then, I would say,. that the

last two or three months have giverï.us cause
not for exultation, -not for unreasonable ex-
p,ectation, but for-sober encouragement. The
processes of negotiation between the two.worlds
-have.now.begun. Some imaginative proposals
.have been put forward, especially•the one by
the Prpsident of the.United States:the-day
before yesterday in respect to disarmament.
That is a key subject,.as it has been for many'
years, and it is an evidence of our good in-
tentions.

"All•this has been hopeful and-has been
helpf4l. If we can continue on our side that
process which we have begun, not merely- rely-
ing on our strength and our unity but also on
our determination to achieve. the one objective
which matters:most in the-hydrogen age,.namely
peaceô if we subordinate everythin g,to that
objective and maintain a realistic sense of
balance, not being too excited or encouraged
when things seem to go right sometimes

AID'FIOR ALLIES: 'Eight RCAF'Sabre jet ground
technicians have.returned to Canada after
spending more than seven months in •Turkey and
Greece, it was announced July 18 by Air Force
Headquarters.

. The team of NCO's has been instructing
Turkish and Royal Hellenic Air Force instruct-
ors. on the maintenance and ground handling of
-F86 Sabre fighters.-7his hâs been done by means
of an aircraft-systems trainer, one of which
has been given to each air force. This training
device provides an "inside look" at various
parts of,:tlxe Sabre, such as fuel. and electron-
ic system's,-hydraulics and con trols,

The ovërseas duty of the eight technicians
resulted from Canada's gift of 164 Canadian-
made Mark 2 Sabre jets.to-Turkey and Greece,

. under the Mutual Aid Programme.

RETAILISALES-RISE:''Tota1 sales of all retail
stores in Canada uring May reached an estima t-'

:ed $1, 12,},909,000, up 1.6% over•April sales of
$1,103,'387,000- and % above last year's sales
of $1,067, 584,000. cumulative sales. for the
first five months. amoun ted. to $4,757,537,000,
an increase of 2.8°b'over $4,627,759,000 last
yearti

-Sales were large'r this May than-a year ago
in six of the seven regions. They were.up 9.4%
in British Columbia.at $113,943,000, 6.1%-in-
Ontario at $431,453,000, 5.3%, in Quebec. at
$262,371,000, - 5.29b. in the Atlantic Provinces
at $99,565,000, 4.6% in Alberta at $84,4Z,000
and 3% in Manitoba a t$61,011,000, In' Sask-
atchewan sales were down 6'.896 at $68,146,000.

#a#^

The number of pa'ssenger cars registered in
Canada increased to 2,682, 430 last year from
2,513,754 ' in 1953.
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PARi.1A0lEE[TARIA11S ' AT ' SOEST: ' Tw én ty • Can ad i an
Senators.an Members o Par iament- arrived.at
.Soest. Germariy, July 24, on.a.two-day visit
.with the 1st,Canadian Infantry:Brigade. As
members of the Na70 Parliamentary Association,
tbey:had.been- attending: a conference.in Paris,.

Brigadier W. A. B. Anderson, Commander o f. the
1st Brigade, met.the visitors.and briefed.them
on a busy itinerary^which included:training
prQgrammes, visits -to camp . installstions and
married My arters.

On Jul 25 tFie Parliamentarians split into
three groups:to attend Canadian:community
council sessions in Weil, Hemer.and Soest.
Guest.speakers.at the meetings included.Mr.
John Diefenbaker, Princé Albertp.Mr. Alistair
Stewart, :WinnipegNorth, .and.Mr. Elmore Phil-
pott, 'Vancou•ver South.

On July 26:the•group saw a. company of the
2nd - Battalion 'Ihe.Royal Canadian. Regiment,
take part in.an infantry:assault!boat. landing
on:Mohqe Lake. Zhey • also 7watched_ troops of-the
2nd Battalion PPCLI ^an an assault' course, gun
drill by:the 2nd Regiment RCHA. and a demon-
stration•of.mechanical mine laying by the 2nd
Field'Squadron, Royal Canadian Fsrgineers.

They left'July 27 for.a visit with.1st
Canadian•Air-Division.at Metz, France.-

. #a*a^..

IIACKENZIE'RIAG•CERENCVIAL:'Mr. David Croll,
Toronto Libera l Mem ber of Parliament, and
Sognator A.L. Woodrow, also of Toronto, laid a
wreath on.tbe. grave of foi-mer Prime.Minister
W.L. Mackenzie King in Mount Pleasant•.Cemetery
in.Toronto on Friday; July 22, :the fifth
:ahniversary of:the:deatli of.Mr. King. The
graveRide -ceremony.was attended:by•some who
had. participated in the 19 19 Liberal convention.
at Ottawa, :when.the:l9te:Mr. King.was:chosen
as party:leader, :and.entered.upon:a career of
public service unparalleled in Canadian
:history.

H0SPITAZ1EARN,IN6.S.: Patients paid :di.rectly
T.5% o the net earnings of••Canada's publié
-hospitals.in• 1953. :They paid.another 18:41b
6rough, .Bltie Cross; -3:4V through. the- Workmen's
Compensation oard, and 8:4%-, through_•other
.group plans and contracts.; Government=supported
-hospital. care:plâns:paid 23.7% of: the-national
- total,.' almost: the-. entire: sum going to•hospitals
'in: Saskatchew,ari : and' $ritish'Columbia..which
'-have .provincial plans in operation. -.Direct.
.governmen-t grants for- individuals:made:up:th'e
-other 8.6%

The:value of. cheques cashed-in clearing
..centres. across Canada. rose7 to $14;06&,871,000
in-May; 11j,6%>abôve.last. year"s May:;total of
$14,610.,-578,000. , .'This. pu•t the -tal ly;: fo r'. the
fitst• five,mon•ths•of 1955>at $64.492,395,000,
up 6.6% from $60,497,195.,'090:a year.efirliéi.

(C.W.9. July 29, 1955)

SECURITIES TRADE: "Trade in outstanding
-securities.between Canadai:and other.countries
during Ap•ril resul'ted. in.a -sales balance or
capital import of $17,400,000, which.was the
largest.'monthly•inflbW- with the exception of
$20,900,000 in June last year:- for-more than-
four years. It resulted from. salès of $99,900,A
000 and purcha ses of $82, 500, 000. •.

Net sales of Canadian stocks.during.the
month.amounted to $25;800,000., .bringing.the
total-for four-months to more.than $77,000,000
compared.to $121,000,000 for the wkiole:of 1954.

April•.transactions.with:the'Lhzited States
-1ed:to:a sales balance of $12,800,000,..sales
climbing to $85; ôa0,000, substantial,ly' above
any; month in theprevious.tweive, :and purchases
. amounting -.to $72;,400,.000, Net sales of Can-
adian:.common.and preference stocks produced
$21,900,000.in April.and Canadians.disposed of

.foreign.securities; mainly United States
• stocks, . valued at $3; ;00, 000. -: There . were. net
.repurchases of other Canadian.securities,
mainly: bonds of governments :and :muni cipali ties,

: totalling $12,'3J0,000,
.1here:were:also`:salès.balances.in April of

$2,600,000.with the:United Kingdom, and of
$2,000,.000 with other overseas : countri es.
Residents of. the United Kingdom.added $3,000,-
000 to • their holdings of. Cânadian stocks, but
Canadians'used part of. the.proceeds. to: acquire
non-Canadi on securi ti es : in the-United Kingdom.
: 7he sales balance: wi th other overseas . coun t-
.ries,.the'Eureau.reports;.reflécted:mainly the
•acqussition.by non-residents.of-stocks.and
bonds of Canadian coiporation"s.

I.A10dR'INMffE•'RISB: 'Canada's working••men•. and
•women earne •:a•.total of $1;013,000;000 in
•AFril•, $16.,000;000:more. than -in. March. and
•$55,000,000 or 5.796.more.than.in April last
year, DES: reports.

-Labour. income: was higher than a year earlier
in.ail:branches o£:the :economy.;The totad for

:agriculture, forestry; . fishing; ';trapping•• and
• mining. advanced: to •$59, 000,000 fz'am $57,000,-
000 in. April last-year, : fbr• :manufacturing' to
$336;000,000.from $332,000,000, for -construc-
. tion : to •$63, 000, 000 from •$59,000,000, for
.utilities,,transportation,'communication.,
sto rage-and. trade : to •$266; 000, 000 . from - $ 2:54;'-
000,000, for finance.: and- se•rvices..•tô $253,000,-
000.from $231;000;000; and; for:supplementary
labour. income:to $36,000,000:from $35;000,000.

#a:ao

GA•MEt!.BIRDVSEASOHS:' I ate :spring:seeding
operations:in A erta:and:Saskatchewan have
.increasedsthe.pos$ibility of:duclcdamage.to
. crops, :and-as a result, 'the open 'season . there
on some game. bi rds .has . been : lengthened: :In
both Provinces :dail.y:bag:limits or possession
limits:are.higher:this year.-British-Columbia

.hunters, :too, .will'benefit.'from.a slightly
'longer:season.
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'CIVIL 'DEFENCE: In • the event of.a national 
- emergen cy under.conditions of modern. war, the 

 Civil.Defence organization .in Canada:may .re-
quire. assistance from the.Anned Forces. To . the 
extent.that. this is practicable, the Armed 
Forces, on.request,.will.assist in the work of 
Civil defence in a war emergency.as  they do in 
national .disasters from.natural.causes, the 
Minister of National Defence, Mr. Ralph 
Campney,. has announced. 

The Armed Forces.must, of course, be avail-
able.for their primary role in the defence of 
Canada.within the Nerth Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, the Minfaster .saict. -ley will not, 
therefore, become a part of the Civil Defence 
organization or assume any of its functions, 
but they stand ready to provide assistance 
in an emergency, if called upon by the civil 
authorities. 

•The Canadian.Army has been allotted the 
task of coordinating.and planning the efforts 
of . the three Services in the provision of 
assistance. to . the Civil Defence organization. 
Liaison officers:will be.available at each 
Army Command throughout Canada to advise and 
assist the provincial civil defence author-
ities.in  planning. 

Through this new arrangement, man  age of 
long-range aircraft. and  thermonuclear .weapons 
of unprecedented• destructive power, the Armed 
Forces:will be ready, in a war emergency, to 
come to the aid of the Civil Defence organiza-
tion. 

* * * 

STORE  'SALES 'JUMP:  Canadal. s dep a r men.  t.stores 
sold an estimated $93, 270,000 worth of goods 
during May, an increase of 10.1> over sales of 
$84,688,000 in May last year. With the - sharp 
.gain in May, sales: for : the. first five.months 
this year reached an estimated $400,610,000, 
up 5:8%•over sales in the corresponding 1954 
period. .April-end stocks in department.stores 
had an estimated sellinevalue of $264, 270,000, 
an increase of 4.210 over the $253,688,000 
value of stocks a year earlier. 

* * * * 

CROPS IMPROVE:  Warm, bri.ght weather has 
. favoured rapid crop development throughout the 
Prairie Provinces during the'past week and 
prospects have continued.to  show improvement 
according to a telegraphic crop.report.releas-
ed July 21 by the Bureau. Although moisture 

.supplies are generally adequate fôr present 
requirements, further reins will be needed.to  
ensure proper. filling, particularly of late-
seeded crops. A large proportion of the Qneat 
crop is now headed.and in Manitoba some fields 
have started to turn colour. Some loss occurred 
from scattered hail storms and aphid infesta-
tions, but overall crop damage has been 
relatively light to date. 

SEAMAN ' INVENTOR: .  Ingerwity of :a! le ading 
seaman of the Royal Canedian Navy, now on 
exchange duty•with• the U.S. Navy's Air Anti-
Submarine..Squadriin 26, •has àolved. an  ordnance 
problem in anti-subnarine warfare.work.with the 
Sr-- l  "Sentinel". airccaft of . the USN. 

'The inventor ià Ldg. Sea. Kerry Philip 
Briard, 21, of St. Catharines and.Weller Park, 
Ont;, one of a dozen.RCN personnel.who joined 
VS-26 in Me .to become familiar with the 
operation.and maintenance of the S2F. 

"The S2F.carries three rocket projectiles on 
each wing. A "pigtail wire".connects the pro-
pelling charge of .the•rocket motor to • the 

•electrical circuit of the•aircraft..'The wire 
is supposed to break away when .the rocket 
fires. Frequently it hasn't done so, which 
means• the igniter receptacle shears off.and 
the pigtail plug shatters. 

.Briard designed.a wirecutter on the plane's 
leading edge..to assure . the pigtail .wire will 
break cleanly. Proven successfully .at the 
Naval Ai.r Station, 'Norfolk, .the . invention, 
although comparatively small, is expected to 
save the U.S. Navy many dollars.and.man hours. 

.* * * * 

AUSTRALIAN 'MINISTER'S VISIT: ' Au st r al i a' s 
Minister of .Supply, the Honourable Howard 
Beale, was a visitor in Ottawa last week. 
Arriving in Montreal on July 20 he 'proceeded 
to Chalk River and on July 21 visited the in-
stallations of the •Atomic Energy of Canada 
Limite d; on July 22.called on the Prime 
Minister, Mi. St. Laurent; .the Minister of 
"Trade and Commerce, .Mr. Howe, and various 
government officials in Ottawa. Mr. Howe 
entertained at luncheon on July • 22.in honour 
of Mr. Beale. 

.Mr. Beale left Ottawa on July 23' fox'. a visit 
. to Arvida, Q..iebec, as guest of ,the Aluminum 
Company of Canada, .and left for Washington on 
July 24. 

5555  

NRC 'SCIENTISTS 'HONOURED:  'Three sci en tis ts 
of the National Research Council were honoured 
recently by being named Fellows of the Royal 
Society of Canadal'FRSC). are: Dr. N.E. 
Gibbons, MBE, head or the food microbiology 
section, Division of APplied Biology; Dr. J.A. 
Morrison, head of the surface chemistry 
section, Division of Pure Chemistry; and Dr. 
E. Pickup of the cosmic ray group, Division of 
Pure Physics. 

.* 	* * 

Major K.E. Cunningham,  31, of "Toronto, an 
officer of the 48th Highlanders of Canada 
(Militia), has been selected-for employment 
with the United Nations Military Observer 
Corps 'in  India and Pakistan, it was announced 
July 26 at Army Headquarters. 
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'MR. PEARSON PLANS TO VISIT MOSCOW

EN-ROUTE 'YU'SINGAPOREÏ Barring unforeseen
ifficu ties, the Secretary of State-for

.Fxternal Affairs, .Mr. L.B. Pearson, p1;lls:to
'visit Moscow for a week in the.beginning of
October.

?mong the •subj ects: touched upon .}xy Parlia-
.mentarians during discussion of Department of
External Affairs.estimates in the House of
Commons on,July 23 was that of exchange visits
of Parliamentarians.and'tiieinvitation extended
to Mr. Pearson in San Franci sco. by Mr. Molotov.

Mr. Pearson. said, in part:
"So far as Parliamentary visits are con-

cerned,there.is no possible objection on -the
part of the Government to a visit by Canadian
Parliamentarians to the Soviet Union. As hon.
members.know, an invitation or something which
has been considered as an invitation, has been
received. We dô not stand on technicalities in
this.matter.:Although the invitation,.as hon.
-members.know, is a little:unusual,it has been
referred.to.'the Speakers of. the- two Houses and
I think is something that now should' be. left in
the hands od the Speakers and probably. the
whips of the various parties.

"If it is desired that a visit of that.kind
should be.arranged, certainly no obstacles

.woulcl' be put in its:way by the Government. On
the other hand, . a.visit from Parliamentarians,
if I might call -them that- although I think
I should put inverted commas.around that word-
from- the Soviet Union- to Canadswould, in my
opinion, be a matter,for.the Government:be9
.cause the invitation.for such a visit.might.be
expected on the other side of. the iron curtain
to come from the Government.

"I am not sure that. this might not be the
most useful and interesting way to begin this
exchange, namely.to have a select group of the
Soviet Congress.- for.the-moment-I cannot te-

0 #

IMPROVED'FGAIlS- 99ROWERr A gratuity of S5',-

000 largest7 amount of its kind ever granted a

member of the-Armed Forces, has.been.awarded

:to.a Canadian Army officer for the invention

.and development of the "Iroquois", an improved

type of tracked flame.thrower,.the Minister of

National Defence, Mr. Ralph Campney, announced

Ju ly 27.
.Zhe inventor is Major Henry Sorensen, CD,

45, of Edmonton, Alto., Army Technical Liaison

Officer at the Defence Research Board's Suf-

:field-Experimental Station, Suffield, Alta.

Major Sorensen.has been working for the

past eight years on the development of..an

improved flame-throwing weapon which is "50

percent-better in almost a11 respects than

weapons previously in use".

call:the exact•name of it - come to Canada.as
guests not of the Soviet Embassy or of.any
particular organization.devoted: to Canadian•,
Soviet ftiendship but. as . the guests of the
Government or the Parliament:-- or both'-- of
Canada, to be given.an opportunity'to.see-how
democracy works in thisccountry,

"Such a visit might.have a helpful effect
on them. and it might have. a helpful effect on
us.'Hon. members.know tbat:some Soviet:agri-
cultural representatives:-- I am not:exactly
'certain of their political status; I do not
think they are members of.the Soviet Congress,
but they might be -- are now in the United
States, in the :.itate-of Idaho, studying agri-
.cultural produation. 'That group is coming-to
-Canada on completion of its- visit.to the United
States.

"So'far as the invitation to my'self'is con-
cerned, I.have already.been.in.touch.with the
Soviet Government through. their Ambassador

:here, and arrangements :are now:being.worked
out satisfectorily- for: a visit in October if
present plans- can be carried.through. :7liere. is
always the possibility of some emergency which
may change the arrangemente., but if the present
plans are carried. through I expect. to spend a
week in the beginning of,October in ,the Soviet
Union en route to Singapore, where I'shail.be
representing the Government at the Ministériai
Meeting of the Coldmbo Plan. It'may.be that
there:will be a meeting of.the Big Four
Foreign Ministers in that month, or there may

.be.some other.developmentwhich would:interfere
with'such:a 'visit. I would'hopé•that nothing
of the sort will -happen,:and that I shall'be
able:to carry out my plans. and accept the in-
vitation for a week's visit to.Moscow.and the
Soviet Union while en route-to the-meeting of
the Colombo P12m.conférence.at Singapore.:. "

a e^

The "Iroquois" has greatly increased.range,

portability, simplicityof operation,and re-

.duced.manufecturing:costs:and- training time.

.Details of its perfo.rmance:are. still'clas-

sified,
Military. authorities: from. the -United King-

dom and the United States:have expressed

interest iti the new weapon:and several.demon-

strations have.been conducted.bÿ Major Soren-

sen in these:countlkies.during.the past.two

years.

An estimated $191,890,000.wi11'be spent on

the construction of schools and other educa-
-tional buildings in Canada this year, $]8,099,-

000 more than in 1954.
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

ECONOM IC PICTURE "GOOD"  : Canada's economic 
picture is "good", the -Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. C.D. Howe, said in the House of 
Commons on July 14.- In introducing for Parlia-
mentary approval the estimates for his Depart-
ment, the Minister spoke, in part, as  follows: 

"I: can report that the Canadian economy is 
booming as never before. Our exports are at 
record levels; capital investment will un-
doubtedly reach the highest figure on record, 
and production is also at a very high level. 
Production is always dependent somewhat upon 
crop conditions; but the western crop promises 
to be of almost record proportions, in. spite 
of the slightly lower acreage that was planted 
this year. . • . . •. 

"The pick-up in exports started last Noy-
ember. For the first five months of this year 
the exports are a little over 10 per cent 
higher than for the previous year. The record 
of the first five months represen.ts a new' 
record total, and the level of exports as 
compared with the previous year is rising 
month by month. • 

"About half the iMprovement in our exports 
this year is due to the marked increase in  our 

exports to the United Kingdom, It has been 
stated in this House many times that we have 
been losing our markets in England. That has 
never been true. After the war Great Britain 

was short of dollars, and is still short of 

dollars -- but not as short as she was pre- 

viously — therefore her imports from dollar 
countries had to be sharply curtailed. Vd-iile 
for a time the dollar value of our exports 
slipped somewhat• under the Value of exports 
in pre-war years, our proportion of the market 
did not fall below our proportion in those 
years. It has always been somewhat higher than 
our proportion during the pre-war years.• 

"During, the first five months of this year 
the increase has amounted to 37 per cent, 
which is the sharpest increase we have had in 
exports to that market. And I am happy to say 
that our improved position is continuing now 
that there can be further relaxation of dollar 
controls. We believe the British market will 
continue to expand, and that our proportion of 
the Market will continue to grow. 

:"As a matter of fact, of the expansion in 
imports in  the. British market during the past 
five months, half of the increase represents 
imports from Canada. That is a very satisfact-
ory position.  We  have also had a substantial • 
improvement in our exports to other common ,- 
wealth countries. 

• "I had the privilegeof:Visiting Australia 
and New Zealand this spring, and while there I 
discu.ssed credit restrictions with the 
authorities in both those countries.- While 
there certain relaxations were obtained and 
are bearing fruit. Our exports to Australia, 
New Zealand, South Africa and other common-
wealth countries are cOntributing to the 

1 
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substantial increase in exports we are ex-
periencing at the present time. 

"The United States market slipped off during 
1954, owing to the recession• in that country. 
Eut, as hon. • members know, the situation there 
has been corrected, and our exports are back 
to slightly above the levels'of 1953 -- which 
was the banner year for exports to the United 
States. 

"Therefore I would say the over-all picture 
is good. There have been some disappointments 
in countries that we call other than British . 

 countries; I am thinking chiefly of South 
American countries. Their exchange situation 
has worsened, and there has been no improve-
ment in our exports to °other countries'..But 
with our substantial improvement in exports to 
British countries, and with an improvement 
over the record year of exports to the United 
States, we feel that the situation in that 
regard is in a very healthy• condition indeed. 

"We havehad some disappointments in exports 
of wheat. •Just when a good movement seemed to 
be getting under way, it has been upset by 
dock strikes and railway strikes in England, 
or difficulties in other markets. Nevertheless 
.our exports of wheat and wheat flour are 
slightly above those of last year, and our 
sales as of July  lare  substantially above our 
sales as of Jialy 1 a year ago. So that there 
is some encouragement in the export situation 
for wheat and other grains. 

- TRADING RELATIONS  

"Our trading relations with . countries of 
the world are good. I. believe our trade com-
missioner service' is doing excellent work. Not 
only do they report substantial business 
hpportunities, blt reports to the Department 
about their work from businessmen travelling 
abroad are such as to make me feel happy about 
that service. 

"Our Bureau of Statistics is maintaining 
its place as one of the most reliable in the 
world, and I .  think our economic branch is 
doing excellent work in forecasting. I. know 
that the forecasts put out by the Departrnent 
of Trade and Commerce are highly regarded by 
those in business interested in the same work, 
and I" believe it is a very efficient branch, 
of the Department. Crown companies, fôr ,Ahich 
the Department is responsible, seem to be 
prospering. 

"Atomic energy is still in the expansion 
stage; it has not actually reached operating 
level. Eldorado is doing very well indeed. 
Generally speaking, the business affairs of 
the Department are in a healthy condition....:." 

" 	* 

CBC ASSISTANT CONTROi.LER:  Mr. Charles Jennings 
has been appointed CBC Assistant Controller 
of broadcasting. Mr. Jennings will also retain 
his duties as Director of Programmes for the 
Corporation.. 

PARCEL POST TO U. S.S .R ..:  The Postmaster 
General, Mr. Alcide Côté, announced July 15 
that follôwing the recent conclusion of a 
Parcel Post Agreement between Canada and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, a parcel_ 
post.service will be established between the 
two countries effective August 1. 

'Those present at the signing ceremony in-
cluded Mr. Côté', Mr. D.S. Chuvahin, the 

_Ambassador of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics' to Canada, Mr. W.J.•Turnbull, •Deputy 
Postmaster General, Mr. V. Loginov, Counsellor, 
Soviet Embassy and Messrs. G.A. Boyle and FLN. 
Pearl, Di.rector and Chief Superintendent, 
Administration Branch, Post Office Department, 
respectively.- 

This parcel post service which will operate 
via Great Britain and Finland Should prove 
most welcome to prospective mailers in Canada 
who have been anxious to send postal parcels 
to their relatives and friends in the Soviet 
Union. • . 

Certain operational details remain to be 
settled  but  it is expected that they will be 
satisfactorily concluded in good time and that 
detailed information  as  to conditions of mail-
ing should be in the hands of the Postal 
Service by the last week in July. 

• * * * * 

Al?CTIC AIRLIFT:  Helicopters flying from the 
Arctic patrol vessel HMCS Labrador, of the 
Royal Canadian Navy have 'carried out a highly 
suçcessful airlift operation in support of the 
DEw Line project in Canada's .far north.• 

As apart of her DEW Line survey operations, 
it•was necessary for the Labrador to set up a 
navigational control station on an Arctic 

Heavy pack ice precluded the use of 
the ship's boats, so the Labrador's three 
helicopters were pressed into service. 

In 20 flying hours, -  20 tons of electronic 
equipment, supplies and  accommoda tion ma terials 
were flown from ship to shore.. Seventy-six 
sorties were made by the Labrador's one 
Piasecki and two Bell helicopters1: .  

Their loads included a 600-pound generator, 
a 200-foot radio mast and 500-pound drums of 
diesel fuel.•These unusual and cumbersome 
cargoes required the introduçtion of novel 
methods of pick-up at the' ship and delivery at 
the site. • • 

* * * * 

TO. DOMINICAN BEPUOLIC:  At the invitation cod 
the Dominican Republic Mr. Andrew Thomson, Con-
troller of the Canadian Meteorological Service 
of the Department of Transport, left Toronto 
July 19 for Ciudad Trujillo for discussions 
during the following week with the Dominican 
authorities with regard to development and 
progress in weather service. Mr. Thomson is 
President of Region IV, North and Central 
America, of the World Meteorological Organiza-
tion. •  
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-VAHIED GAINS IN MAY EXPOIATS

f
t

I

•

INCREASES TO U.K... U.S... Detailed. figures
on Canada's domestic export trade in May..
released July 14 by the Bureau„ show continued
gains in shipments of wood and paper products,
non •metallic minerals, and chemicals and allied
products, and a moderate rise in exports'of
iron and its products. By areas. there were
increases to the United Kingdom, other Common-
wealth countries, theUrtited States and Europe
but reduced shipments to Latin America and
other foreign countries as â group

Total value of domestic exports in May was
$366. 972; 000 •up 3. 5% from $354 710.000 -a
year earlier. Average prices were about 1°b
higher, the volume being about 2 4% larger.
The month's gain was less than in the previous
four months, the cumulati.ve total for the five
months ending May rising 10 4% to $1 654
173,000 from $1.498.114,000 in the 1954

period. -
Domestic exports to the United Kingdom rose

to $66:643.000 in'May from $58.256.000 in the
previous year, bringi.ng the cumulatsve total
to $319.,762 000 from $232.057.000 in 1954,
these gains representing more than half of the

total gain in each period. Main increases in
May'were in agricultural and vegetable pro.
ducts, non•metallic minerals. chemicals and
iron products, while in the five months wood
and paper and non-ferrous metals were also
higher,

Shipments to other Commonwealth countries
were moderately higher in the month at $20,
967.000 versus $19.567.000 and for the five

MORE AUTOMOBILES There were 3,644..589 motor
vehicles registered in Canada last year, 213 -
917 or 6. 2^6 more than in 1953: according to
the Bureau's preliminary report. Thè increase
compared with one of 274,848 or 8.7% in 1953.
Licenced passenger automobiles numbered 2.682. -
430 in 1954 versus 2.513,754 in 1953, average
population per passenger car decreasing to 5 7
from 5.9.

The number of motor vehicle registrations.
increased last year in al.l parts of the
country.•Numerically, the largest gain was in
Ontario, where the number rose by 83,861 or 6%
to 1.489,980

* ^ * *

PARITY.'PRICES PROPIDSAL,' By a vote of 108 to
59, the House of Cortmons, on Jüly 13 defeated
a C.C.F. demand for parity prices for farm
products. The proposal, submitted by way of an
amendment to a motion to go into supply would
have had the House declar^:.

"The Government should give consideration
to the advisability of establishing a' system
of parity prices for agricultûral p.roducts."

months stood at $93,506,000 against $75,967,-
000 Major gains in the month and five months
were to the Union of Soufh Africa, India and
Australia.

Shipments to the United States increased to
$217 .482.000 in May from $208,827,000 and for
the five months aggregated $974,604,000
compared to. $912, 107,000. In both periods
exports were higher for wood and paper, non-
ferrous metals, non-metallic mineral and
chemical products, while in May iron and steel
products also rose.-Partly offsetting these
gains were continued lower shipments of agri-
cultural and vegetable products and animals
and animals products.

A further sharp drop in •shipments to.Brazil
was ma.^nly responsible for a drop in the value
of exports to Latin America to $14,185,000 in
the month from $19 364.000 last year and a
decline in the five months to $64,638..000 from
$77,583 000. Sales to Argentina, Colombia and
Mexico continued to rise.

Exports to European countries rose to
$34.003.000 from $31:601,000 in the month and
for the five months were up to $133,152,000
from $111.794;000. Chi-e£ gains in the month
were to Belgium and Luxembourg, France,Ireland
and the Netherlands, while for the five months
exports were higher to these countries and
Germany. To all other countries expôrts were
down in aggregâte value to $12,608,000 in May
from $15309,000 the previous year and to
$62,080 000 in the five months from $83,692,-
-000.

WHEAT SUPPLIES, Visible supply of Canadian
wheat in store or in transit in North'America
was 349 028 000 bushels on June 29, up from
341 341 000 a week earlier but slightly under
last year"s 349.450:000 bushels. Overseas
exports of-vh eat during the week ended June 29
totalled 3 594,000 bushels versus 2,747,000 in
the corresponding week last year, bringing
cumulative exports in the current crop year to
188.377 000 bushels versus 182,664,000 a year
earlier

SENATOR KING DIES• Senator James H. King,
former Cabinet Minister and former Speaker of
the Senate; died in Ottawa on July 14 at the
age of 82

^ a ^• Ÿ

Sales of wholesalers''in nine trades averaged
7 41k above the 1954 level in May and their
month end inventories were worth 3.4% less
than a year earlier. DBS reports. -Sales were
higher this May for eight trades and month-end
i.nventorfes were lower for five,
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CANADA AT "A" CONFERENCE:  Canada is sending 
a delegation of 26 to the International Con-, 
ference on the Peaceful Uses o f «Atomic Energy 
to be held in 'Geneva, August 8 to 20. - 

Mr. W.J. Bennett, President of both Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited and Eldorado Mining 
and Refining Limited, will head the Canadian 
delegation. Dr. W.B. Lewis, Vice-President, 
Research and Development, Atomic Energy of 
Canada Limited, is one of six scientists 
appointed by United Nations Secietary Dag 
Hammarskjold to act as vice-presidents of the 
conference. 

The 60 member nations of the United Nations • 
and the 24 countries not in the U.N. but which 
are members of U.N. special agencies have been 
invited to attend the conference. Main topics 
on the agenda are atomic power and the use of 
radioactive isotopes in medicine, biology, 
agriculture and industry. 

lhirteen scientific papers will be presented 
at  the conference by the Canadian group, 
covering such topics as an economic forecast 
of the role of nuclear power in Canada, 
characteristics of the NFiX reactor, the use of 
radioactive iodine in clinical studies of 
thyroid and salivary gland function, prospect-
ing for uranium in Canada, economic aspects 
of nuclear fuel cycles, the handling and dis-
tribution of radioactive Cobalt-60 (used in 
the treatment of cancer),  the use of radio-
active isotopes in agriculture and silvi-
culture, processing of uranium ores, disposal 
of radioactive wastes, and health and safety 
in reactor operations and chemical processing 
plants. -  

A Canadian exhibit covering 1,150 square 
feet will be on display on the Palais des 
Nations throughout the conference. 

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited will dis-
tribute at the conference a 72-page booklet 
describing the C.anadian atomic energy pro-
gramme. 

*  o * 

ICNAF COMMISSIONER : Mr. George R. Clark, 
Deputy Minister of Fisheries of Canada, has 
been appointed a Commissioner of the Inter-
national Commission for the Northwest Atlantic 
Fisheries. 

• * a s a  

Mr.•  L. Guy Eon, 42, of Ottawa, Senior Tele-
,communications Staff Officer at Defence Re-
search Board Headquarters and a member of the 
team that developed the Mid-Canada Early Warn-
ing Line now being established across Canada, 
has been named Deputy Defence Research' meriber 
to the Canadian Joint Staff in Washington. -  

0000  

Canada's consumer price index decreased. 
0.4% from 116.4 to 115.9 between May 2 and 
June 1. Most of the change was attributable to 
a decline in the food index.: 

PROVINCIAL  FINANCES,  Net general revenue of 
Canada's ten provincial governments in the 
fiscal year ending March 31, 1956, calculated 
froni information derived from the estimates and 
budget speeches presented to the provincial 
legislatures Last Spring, is estimated at 
$1,358,000,000 compared with $1,311,000,000 
estimated  for  the previous fiscal year the 
Bureau reports in its annual summary of 
estimates of revenue and expenditure of pro-
vincial governments. Net  combined ordinary and 

•capital  expenditure, on the same basis, is 
estimated at $1,505,000,000 compared with 
$1,353;000,000 estimated for 1954-55. 

The  total yield of taxes is estimated for 
the cu.rrent year at $553,000,000, up from 
$534;000,000 estimated for the previous year. 
On the other hand, estimated provincial revenue 
under the federal tax rental agreements totals 
$320,000,000 against $327,000,000. This drop 
is due to the slight decline in gross national 
product in 1954, the tax rental payments being 
affected by .the previous year's gross national 
product per capita. Privileges, licences and 
permits are estima ted a t $305, 000,000 compa red 
with $262,000,000 and liquor profits at $119,- 

- 000,000 against $117,000,000 in the previous 
year's estimate. 

EXPEND' TURES 

On the expenditure side, transportation and 
communications accounts for $432,000,000 of 
the estimated total as against $370,000,000 
estimated for 1954-55. Health and social wel.• 
fare expenditures are placed at an aggregate 

•$364,000,000 against $335,000,000, and educa-
tion at $300,000.,000 compared to $247,000,000. 
Estimated expenditures on natural resources 
and primary industries are also up to $118, - 
000,000 as against $108,000,000. • 

Preliminary compilations of aetual results 
in the fiscal year 1954-55, presented in the 
Bureau's report, show a rise in net general 
revenue, for the ten governments • to $1,380,- 
000,000 from $1,335,000,000 in 1953-54 and in 
net general expenditure (excludingdebtretire-
ment) to $1,409,000,000 from $1,257,000,000.• 
'These totals compare with $1,076,000,000 
revenue and $1,073,000,000 expenditure for the 
fiscal year 1951-52.- 

. The total tax yield for the fiscal year 
1954-55 is expected to amount to $554,000,000, 
up from $506,000,000 in 1953-54‘ 

* * * * 
There were 1,892,191 carsof revenue freight 

loaded.on Canadian railways in the first half 
of 1955, an increase of more than 8% over the 
January-June period last year, when 1,745,406 
cars were loaded. 

* * 

Department store sales in all Canada rose 
. 4.2% during  the  week ended June 18 as compared 
with the corresponding 1954 week. 
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EMPLOYMENTJU61P,• Employment opportunities
continued to increase more rapidly during June
than in either of the past two years. As a
result, the number of persons without jobs and
seeking work again dropped sharply. It is
estimated• that the number seeking work fell by
56,000 from 213,000 to 157,000, its lowest
point since November, 1953.

The number of persons with jobs increased
134.000 during the month ended June 18 as com-
pared with 102,000 in the same period last
year and91,000 in 1953. At June 18, the number
of persons with jobs was estimated to be
161:000 higher than atJune, 1954 and. some
102 000 above two years ago

The number seeking work was some 29 000
lower than last year, but some 66,000 higher
than two years earlier.

The construction automotive and the forest••

ry industries continued to dominate the upsurge

in employment However. information from 109

local labour market areas indicate that the

employment expansion has become increasingly

more general, 75 areas showing labour require•

ments and supply to be in approximate balance

at July 1 this year as compared with 41 last

year. The classification of the 109 local

labour market areas at July 1, 1955. (last
year's figure in brackets)-was as follows in

shortage 0(1); in balance 75 (41); moderate
surplus 34 (62); substantial surplus 0(5) .

The civilian labour force totalled 5.615..
000 in the week ended June 18. 1955, compared
with 5,537 000 in the week ended May 21. 1955

HELICOPTER UNIT 'A helicopter anti submarine

unit, first of its kind in the Royal Canadian

Navy, is to be foimed this month in the Atlan •

tic Command of the RCN. Official ceremonies

marking the formation of the unit will take

place at HMCS Shearwater, the RCN Air Station

at Dartmouth. N. S. , on July 26.

The unit; designated HS•.50, will operate
six Sikorsky H04S• 3 helicopters. The aircraft
are equipped with anti•-submarine detection
equipment and have been modified to Canadian
naval specifications. '

Formation of the unit underlines the in-.
creasing importance placed by the Navy in the
helicopter as an anti•-submarine weapon. The
unit will work in close co--operation with
surface ships and other aircraft in developing
anti••submarine tactics.- -

MINING REPORT- The Bureau released July. 15
its annual report for 1953 under the title The
Miscellaneous Metal Mining Inc(ustry, rounding
off the series of annual mining industry re-
ports for the year except for the General
Review of the Mining Industry This report
presents statistics on Canadian production and
consumption and other data on some 25 metals
and metal - bearing ores,

ROYAL VISITr Her Royal Highness, the Prin-

cess Royal, will arrive in Quebec City by the
Empress of France on September 29.-She will be

accompanied by Miss Gwynedd Lloyd, Lady in
Waiting, and Major Geoffrey Eastwood, Gentle-

man in Attendance.

ALring the stay in Canadâ, Her Royal High-
ness will be the guest of His Excellency the
Governor General of Canada, the Right Honour-
able Vincent Massey, C.H. , at the Citadel in
Quebec City from the day of hér-arrival until
October 2, and at Government House in Ottawa
from October 9,' until October 12.

He r Royal Highness has been invited by the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals to visit
Kingston and participate in activitiés of the
Corps during the period October 6 to October 9.
She has been C,olonel-in,.Chief of the Corps
since 1940. -As she isalso the Colonel-•in-Chief
of the Canadian Scottish Regiment, Hér Royal
Highness will be in Victoria as their guest
from October 15 until October 20.

On the way to the Kingston and Victoria
appointments Her Royal Highness will spend
from October 2 until October 6 in Montreal;
October 12 until October 14 in Toronto and
Niagara Falls; and will make a visit of three
days to Vancouver. from October 21 until
October 23,

The Princess Royal will spend a night at

Winnipeg on October 14, when flying from
Toronto to Victoria. Her Royal Highness will
fly from Vancouver to Montreal to sail on the

Empress of France for the United Kingdom on
October 25.

RECORD AUTO SALES. Sales of new•motor vehi^

cles in May continued the sharp upswing of

April to rearh,new peaks for a month both in

number of vehicles sold and their retail value,

according to the Bureau's monthly report. All

to1d,.61,049 new vehicles were sold, up from
53,910 in April and 4,788 more than the pre-
vious record of 56,621 units in April 1953,

while the retail va lue of sales climbed to
$159,987,000, over 11% above the previous

record value of $143,713,000 in April this

year.

BORDER CROSSINGS UP. Volume of highway
traffic crossing the border between Canada and
the United States during May this year was 1616
greater than in May last year, totalling
1.412 900 vehicles compared with 1,218,000.

In the five months ending May the number of
foreign vehicle entries increased to 2,466,479
from 2,306,416 last year, and returning Can.-
adian vehicles to 2,184,968 from 1, 947, 174,

... x ... *

Railway carloadings continued to rise in
the third week of June., totalling 86,089 cars
versus 76.014 in the same week last year.

V
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ELECTRO-MECHANICAL FLIGHT  'TRAINER  

A "FIRST" FOR CANADA:  Another "first" for 
Canada in the field of aviation is a new kind 
of electro-mechanical Hight trainer developed 
for the Department of Transport and put into 
service here this week, the Department of 
Transport announced July 7. 

The first one of its type in the world, the 
dual control instrument flying trainer has 
captUred interést bbth in this country and 
abroad as a prototype of what will likely 
become standard equipment, providing airline 
operators with a relatively inexpensive means 
of training pilots in airways procedures, 
basic instrument flying and emergency con-
ditions. 

Built in England to specifications of 
Department of Transport flight experts, the 
trainer has been designed for the general 
purpose of maintaining.high standards of 
efficiency among the departmental pilots and 
flight inspectors. These fliers have to keep 
in the forefront of aviation progress since 
they must "check out" all civilian pilots in 
Canada. Pilots with the high "instrument 
rating" undergo testing every six months. 

According to Mr. Wallace Larocque, officer 
in charge of Transport's simulated flight 
training , the equipment lends itself readily 
to modification so that new developments in 
flying procedures can be incorporated with use 
in the trainer. Mr. Larocque, who is the 
departmental official most closely involved in 
the design of the trainer,.pointed out that it 
will enable him to assess pilot efficiency 
with an economy hitiaerto • impossible. 

"It takes about the same amount of power to 
operate the trainer as it does an ordinary 
eleétric household stove. Compare this to any-
where from $45 to $100 an hour that it costs 
to  use a medium twin-engine aircraft . and the 
savings soon mount up." 

* 
CANADA AND WHEAT:  'Supplies of wheat remain-
ing on or about June 1 this year in the four 
major exporting countries for export and for 
carryover at the end of their respective crop.  
years amounted to 1,785,300,000 bushels, about 
'l% les than the 1,802,700,000 available a 
year earlier, according to latest available 
estimates. This compares with an estimated 
1,849,600,000 bushels at May 1 this year. 

This year's June 1 supplies and year 
earlier totals (shown in brackets) were held 
as follows: United States, 1,001,800,000 
bushels (921,300,000); Canada, 513,000,000 
(628,200,000): Argentina, 137,600,000  (121,-
600,000): and Australia, 132,900,000 ((13,1;- 
600, 000) . 

Outside the economy involved, "we, can do 
things with the trainer by way of putting 
the pilot through emergency testing that 
we wouldn't dare hazard on an aircraft in 
flight," he added. 

'Ihe trainer consists of two main units, the 
aircraft "cockpit" and a radio aids console.• 
It is a twin-seat , multi-engined trainer 
housing two pilots and having the performance 
and general characteristics of a twin-engined 
aircraft. It is a development of the basic 
American Link trainer kit incorporates com 
pletely new and improved systems. .All normal 
flight and engine controls are provided whilst 
pitching and banking are reproduced by actual 
movement of the trainer upon its base. 

Simulation of the yawing plane realistic-, 
ally reproduced through instrument indication 
coupled with movement in bank. •Engines can be 
run up and tested on the ground during pre-
flight cockpit check and the trainer must be 
"taken off and landed".. Instrument indications 
respond to power settings, air speed, aircraft 
altitude, altitude and rough air conditions 
and these together with variable loading 
effects on the flyin.g controls give the trainer 
an extremely realistic feel. 

Flight instruments that are fully operative 
include among others: air speed 'indicators, 
artificial horizons, altimeters, direction 
gyros, vertical speed indicators, flux gate 
compasses, turn and bank indicators, zero 
reader course selector, zero reader indicator, 
course deviation indicator ,  dual automatic 
direction finder, Omni bearing selector, 
offset course bearing indicator, distance 
measuring equipment, •airways marker lights,' 

km infinite number of frequencies and call 
letters are available and the equipment is 
adjustable to any radio facility in any part 
of the world. Thousand-mile en route test 
flights are registered on a single chart. 

* * * 

HISTORIC "WEST BLOCK":  In rebuilding the 
West Block, on Parliament Hill, the•Covemment 
intends to preserve as much of the historic 
element of the structure as is possible, the 
Minister of Public Works ,  Mr. Winters, told 
the House of Commons on July 18. 

* * * 
NEW PRINTING BUREAU:  Including the cost of 
furnishings and landscaping, the cost of the 
new Government Printing Bureau in Hull, Que.; 
now nearing completion, will be $14,000,000. 
the Minister of Public Works, Mr. Winters, 
told the House of Commons this week. Movement 
of personnel and equipment will begin around 
October, 
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wEEK'S EVENTS IN. REVIEW

•

MAY VISIT'NlOSCOW: 'The Secretary of State
for External Affairs, Mr. L. D. Pearson, in-
formed the ï-:ouse of Commons on July 11•that he
honed to be able to visit 14oscow this fall,

Mr. Pearson's atatement followed brief
discussion by the :..eader of the Opposition,
Mr. .'George Drew, and the Leader of the C. C. F.

Party, Mr.M.J.:Coldwell, of the statement
from Londonbynine eminent scientists,. includd.

ing the late Albert Einstein, on the nuclear

peril.
AfterPAr. Drew had asked whether-Mr. Pearson

h ad any comments to put before members of the
House, Mr. Pearson said that the statement
"draws attention once againin compelling terms
to the fact that, if the perils of nuclear war
are to be avoided, war itseif.must be avoided.

"This statement, it seems to me," he pro-
ceeded, "warrants the most careful examination
and consideration. Perhaps it is particularly
.aporopriate that this.emphasis•should'be laid
upon the relationship between nuclear dangers
and the dangers of the ^ossibility of war at a
time when the four Big Powers,.which include
those which possess nuclear armaments, are
about to meet in Geneva to examine the ways
and means of reducing the possibilities of
war.

"The Government and people of Canada.will
follow closely'these deliberations, hoping
earnestly for constructive accomplishments at

. this cor.ferefsce, ". ' . . .

Mr. Drew followed, savi_ng in part:
"I was impressed•, as I think most hon.

members have been, with the statement of this
comprehensive survey of the situation by the
scientists v.:-o rut it forward, that we have to
learn to think in a new way..

"I do.not think that anyone in this :iouse
has been more emphatic than I in hLs comments
about the evils of Communist., itself. I have
sought to emphasize the i'act that we have
common ground in that the Eàussi ans as wel l as
ourselves want to live'. In the light of that
simple reality it would seem to.me that this
is the time, When, without in any way lessen-
ing our feeling of repulsion for the doctrine
of Comim:,Raism, we might extend the context.

"I hope,that, informal though the invitation
may be, in the light of this statement now
before us and the increasing evidence of an
attempt to cross the iron curtain, physically
as well as in thought, the Secretary of State
might reconsider his decision; he might think
that it would be advisable to visit -%Ioscow,
mainly because we are.above any distrust from
the point of view of aggressien and, secondly,
because we are one of the important nations
in the development of atomic energy, for
peace mainly but also as a potential for
war.

"Whatever may have been said before, it
seems to me most advisable that discussions
should be opened which would be in no wzy

1
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suspect and which mien well  have broad con-
sequences of immense importance for the whole 
world." 

Mr. M.J. Caldwell, C.C.F. Leader, in brief 
following comment, agreed .with Mr., Drew that 

Y.r.r. Pearson ebould go to Moscow. 
Mr. Pearson then replied: 
"Mr. Speaker, in view of the fact that 

mention  has been made of the invitation which 
wa.s extended to me in San Francisco by Mr. 
Velotrv to visit Moscov:, I should, say that I 
infermed him that a visit this summer would 
not be possible. Since my return to Ottawa I 
have informeci the Soviet Covernment through 
their Ambassador that I hope that possibly in 
the autumn, if a time satisfactory to both 
Covernments can be worked out, I may be able 
to make such a visit, and we are in touch with 
the Soviet Covernment. to  that end." 

• 	* 	* 

INDO CHINA APPOINTNENTS;; 'Key  aprointments 
for the Military‘Components, Canadian Delega-
tion in Indo China, were announced july 8 at 
Army Headquarters. 

Brigadier Mic.hael S. Ulm, GEE, ED, 50, now 
Commander Eastern Ontario Area, •wilI take over 
as Military Advisor to the Canadian Csarviion-
er in Viet Nam, succeeding Acting :,.:ajor-
General W.J. Megill, DSO, CD, formerly of 
Ottawa. 

Colonel H. E.7. Doucet, OBE, ED, 47, now 
Chief of Staff HQ Eastern Command (Halifax), 
has been named Military Advisor to • the  Canadian 
Commissioner in Cambodia, succeeding Acting 
j,;ajor-Ceneral.T.E.C'O. Snow, CBE, CZ, of 
Ottawa. 

Colone:  F. Le P.T. Clifford, CBE, CD, 41, 
now.Director of Army Personnel at Army Head-
quarters, has been •named Military- Advisor to 
the Canadian«Cammissioner in Laos, succeeding 
Acting.Major-General R.E.A. Mo..rton, DSO, CD, 
of Toronto arid Winnipeg. • 

o• 	. * . s 

DEFENCE PRODUCTION :ACT:  ' Af . ter a de ba te 
lasting 10 Gays, during which thé Progressive 
Conservative Opposition delivered 73 speeches 
against the•measure as originally proposed, an 
amended bill to extend the Defence Production 
Act, due to expire July 31,  1956,  was finally-
put th.rough all stages in the Hause of C.ommons 
on july 11. 

The Prime Minister's annotincement that the 
Government was prepared to place a three-year 
time limit on the sp.ecial powers in the .refence -
Production  Act • breulin t :.a .quick end to th e 
Parliamentary engagement. ..The Progressive 
Conservatives .had opposed• granting indefinite 
life to all the powers. 

The Prime Minister and Opposition Leader 
George Drew made it clear that agreement had 
been worked out in consultation at the week-
end. 

"This is Parliament at its very best," Mr. 
Drew commmted. 

THE « WHOOPING CRAN: A new chapter  in • the 
whooping crane's fight for survivz.1 is being 
written in an inaccessible part of the I7., 300 
square miles of Wood .P.uffalo ..National. Park in 
the Northwest 'Territories. Wildlife Officers 
of the Department of Northern Affairs and 
National Resources and representatives of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and theNational 
•Auclu.bon Society are now in the area where a 
number of these rare birds have been sighted 
setting up house-keeping. 'They.will remain 
there observing the results of the cranes 
nesting and taking measures to emsure that the 
rare birds are undisturbed. 	 • 

"lhe discovery that %%homing cranes, of which 
the total imoVerl copulation is only 21, nest in 
Wood Buffalo National Park was made in July-
19 54.winen.six, including one flightless young 
were reported seen in the reserve containing 
Canada's largest vffalo herd. Since.that time 
the precise location of  the  Cranes' nesting 
site has been a well guarded secret. 

* * * * 

JOINT CANADA - U.S. CD MEETING:  -. Thirteen top 
civil defence authorities from the United 
States, headed by Governor Val Peterson, of 
Washington, D.C., Federal Civil Defence 
Administrator for the United States, met with 
Canadian civil ,  defence officials in Ottawa, 
July 8, to discuss mutual_ civil defence 
problems. 

IheMinister of National Health and Welfare, 
Mr. Paul Martin, headed the Canadian committee 
meeting with the Americans'. The meeting  'vas  
the fourth of the U.S..-Canada Joint Civil 
Defence Cammittee, 

The U.S.-Canada Committee was established 
in 1951 to insure that civil 'defence activities 
in both nations were co-ardinated for the best 
possible protection of persons and property 
fram enemy attack. 

There are ten executive• members of the 
committee with .Cevernor Peterson chairman of 
the United: States section and Mr. Martin chair-
man of the Canadian counterpart. 

* 

SCHOLARSHIPS;  The Department of External 
Affairs announced on •June 29 that . the two 
scholarships offered to the Canadian Govern-
ment by the Federal Republic of Germany for 

• the academic year 1 955-56• have been won hy Mr. 
John  P. Coobie and tii•••. Otto Sieberimann., both 
of Toronto 

The successful candidates were selectpd by 
the Awards Committee of the Royal Society of 
Canada in collaboration with the Embassy of 
the Federal P,epublic of Germany. Each scholar-
ship is valued at three. thousand Deutche mark 
(about 5700 Canadian) and incluc:es 'free 
tuition and. free tran&portation  th and from 
the place of study- and the German border. 

C. 
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Aiii. r,,AIM\ CN ï.E;4ii5Pn; RE Sc:L•DE)AîsIiY

•

PEACE TH RDUGA STRENGTE : "On e of tl: e i ir -
portant eojectives oi Canadian forei2r•. ^o;icy77
is to strengthen and extend the boncs of':riier.d-
siiip between our own country ana other nations
of the Western Hemisphere with whom we share
so many mutual interests," the Minister of

National i_ealt::.anCi 1selfP..li., ^.r. c'aL'^ ...F.rtLn,
said in addressing the Seventh Annual Confer-
ence on American Foreign Policy at Colgate
University, 1-:amilton, on 'uly 11.

Seated on the platform with Mr. Martin were

His Excellency, Senor Dr. josé A. Mora, Cnaii-

man of the Council of the Organization oi

American States; the ::on. henry F. Hol.lanc!,
t.?î: Lillte.: States Assistant Secretary of .. ^;t2.

for lnter-American ?ûfairs; and the iion. E.L.
iartlett, United States Congressman from
Alaska.

:•.otiï;s that the presence of represéntatives
from :,Laska to Uruguay was inuicative of
hemispheric solidarity, Martin said that -
did not imply that the countries of the
'.timericas could "form a self sL:ffici-ent means
of cefe-,ce against the pe-ils of the ti?er.r:!on:^
C1 ear war, " nor t11ï i t "envisage a system cf

security nuil.t up in isolation from the rest.
Oi the worl4."

COkVUtiITY OF IL'EALS

":'.e:nisprzeric solidarity, in a practical and
positive sense," he addec, "is the extension
of the ideal expressed so memorablÿ by the
late Presicent 'r.`aooseveJ.t.inhis first inaugural

,
ac:t'-ress when ine àcdicateci this nation to the
pClLCy OT the r.ei; `! ::1CL7r. SollC.ârlty, as I

st^z it, is not .: cull and inflexible conton.c-
ity but _, constructive and dynsmic unity in
outlook. and objectives -- a co.:!:nnnity of
interests and i-eal s to which free nations may
1reé:lV R!bsCrl ;e. "

^in a c2.^.ti:ry OY nei£'i_.ûOUliV VL£ltl:ig over

the 4,000 miles of back fence that is our
inte .Zationar ôos.,ndar,:,. %Cana--iar.s have naci an

,
ü't:lü^i2 O^,`J'•UrtLs7'.lty t0 &SsE=^S the reaz benefits

t:',ât iroG.i:rler.i:l\' re_'iitlon,'., w.Lt:.. our

i)ow'er:t:-I and neaCi.-l.cv1::3 n eighbour, the

:ni teu St ,,-tes. An,' :ecat:se our two Ÿ..̂ oni e s
have folli:tt'ec: the way of coo'lC'ratiiln .^.`.or so
many years our gooc'. relations are irequently

,taken for £ranteü. This, it seems to me, is an,
t1C;': since rik... lj

Iir;t\rircYè countries, at :).^t4li;e_: 17iL31v1i:lSElis, :O

not just soap?en; they must be buil t u,, and
ret't in rooâ rer:air_ "

'iollcF.1I14 on ^.â::atla's relations with 1_-azl::

.irilerlc8, _.:artir.l ŝ :11-_', in part'

_.eo>•r^:^;,ically, or. course, ^ana4s is
closer to L-'a_,'o-+e than to many of our Latin
h?Fr].Ca!1 ll"1Ci:1C_., ûUt :cc.-c: ne it+iüoi:r]

a way of overcoming the e7arrlerS U.^. C.1„tarice.

As a result, our politic4l and commercial
relations with ?.,atin-Am erican countries,
always cordial, have become much cldser in

recent years. As recently'as 1939, Canada
did not have a single diplomatic mission
a_^yw?zere so:^t'_. of the ^.io `•rande, '_-oday,
t..ere are :,a:.acian 4 iplomatic represent-
atives in no less than eleven Latin American
countries. Nothing cou14 indicate more tel-
lingly the increasing importance we attach
to our-relations with the republics of Latin
America„"

'î'.zen he went on to note the trade growth
between - Canac.,a and Latin America, the increase

.in Canfiûla:l LnvestlTl.,°lt in that field' , and the

associations through the work of the United
r::ations, : rom which h ad sprung recoônition

."that we share with one another the same gen-
eral aspirations for a world in which restric-
tions in the cultural, political and economic
fields will become the exception rather than
the rul.e. "

:`.'•_e rroceedec:

'AlORY.î, SECURITY

"Eut the :iemispheric solidarity we all.
seek must be tprged in.realistic awareness of
the knowledge that at any time, either througn

evil design or by miscalculation, the horrors
of nuclear warfare may be unleashed upon man-
linc..nur best hope of preventing that fearful.

event is to keep the united strength of the
'free world so overwhelmingl.y powerful that no

nation will dare risic the chance of retaliatory
:

destruction w:iich an attack against us woulc
instantly oring. 1:rtus, the only real Cefence

oz the r^:ericas that can maintain the solidar-

ity of which 1 have spoken, is an effective
system of world security.

"To this en-, Canada is oursuing a two-fcld
oolicy: (ï.1 I;:e are contrixiting to the extent
o^ our resources to the massive system of co]-
iective security which the free wori.d is
building in NA'-O; (2) in cooperation with the

:.^nlted States we ar.e --l evefoping effective

r.leasi.res =nr c.or:tir.u.ta: ^eie.ce."

`'wn^:t.E-:,',`.. Le;1ce EPea£

LSre£ he âl:Cei.:

"it is altogetu,er unlikely that we will be
aDle to affdrdl in the foreseeable ft.ature to
é c,è::+_i our iG_'•.Lc" of r ai.'..Ll; -more secure the

3tr:.Ci^ti: '?f3:: unity ot Oit: ::réa WQrld.on the

ass-u.-tption that the :umn_L;riist nations are pre-

pared to coter w^:: 1e--_F'arteCcl.y into the ``•e2.ce-

i:...i anc .r.rLe:l:._ly i.: f:11.1)• i,_. nation,-;. At the

same tin-a we must be rerai,j- to seize •'?Oil eveÏ•,^

;^enuine opportunity to relax international
tension and to resolve the difl:erences that
have ie:.C: the wor.i:, in ti•e icy :'.r.l^ of the

cOld via r. ". , , .



(C. ;.E.  Icily 15, 1955) 

GENE VA CONFERE!vCE:  .crrene,enents are. being 
made to ensnretssz. t'ne (rvernment will be 
adequately- informed as to proceedings at the 
Geneva Conference, *J-..e Secretary of State for 
External. Affairs, :.r.  L..  earson,  rai l; ; in 
the  House of Core:Ions or ."e:ne 	ir enswer 
to questions by ;.r. Lonaid 	nerring (PC - 
Egl in ton) . 

Th e foi  wg were  te  questions an d 
answers on &..e 

• Mr. Flemir": In view of the approaching 
conference at the summit at Geneva, opening on 
July lî, may I 'ask the Secretary of State for 
External Affaira vi-iet'ner Canada ""is to have any 
observer at or in the vicinity of the  con-

ference? If not, .what arrangements have  been 

made to kee,5 Canada Ln contact With discussions 
there• .7: 0 lar as that is to D é done? 

Pearson: Arrangements are being made to 
ensure that 7.-e eisejl ne adequately informed as 
to vinet 5.ces  or at t'eet cenference. have a 
reerescrtative in C;ereve, and it re:7 '7..e desir-
able to send •someone else to assist him in 
reporting on this •conference. 

hr. lersinn:  jas the iikinister himself any 
intention  of  neing over there  et the tirae? 

Mr, Pearsne: No, 1 do not exnect to be in 
"Geneva &urine this conference at the summit. 

RCAF GIRLS S.EEING EUROPE:  Canadian airwomen 
serving at  the RCAF's Kir Jivision Headcluarters 
are makin.g the most of their opportunities 
for foreiln travel., according to Air Force 
authorities at Metz, France. The girls, most 
of whom would not have seen Eiirone had they 
not joined the SCI-1, are doing z of. sight-. 
seeing during their free time. 

For a group of girls u..hose average age is 
only 22, the nonchalance with which they take 
weekend jaunts around 'Germany. France and 
other parts of  Europe  is amazing. ‘.isiting 
friends at the four Canadian Fighter Wings is 
also a favourite pastime.  Md  when a Canadian 
holiday makes for an extended ea hours' leave, 
groups of Airwomen gp on organized informal 
tours of Switzerland, England or Austria. 

Longer trips to Italy, Holland or the 
Scendinavian countries are usually made during 
annual leave. . 

Of  all the countries visited in Europe, the 
airwomen seem to favour Switzerland or Holland. 

•Ihe Netherlands is also a favourite, probably 
because of the warm friendship existing 
between the anal and Canadian people. 

MORE ARMS 'FOR .NATO:  Canadian artillery 
equipment and military truck's will be shipped 
to three NATO countries in mid-July under 
Canadas programme of mutual aid to members of 
the North  Atlantic Treaty Crganizetion. . 

The  shipments include artillery equipment 
for Turkey end. trucks for Portuge and Italy. 
The supplies. will be shipped from the ports Of 
I.amil ton, (.:}nt. and 5. 

AUTV PRODUCTION JUNP:  Canadas  automobile 
ia.ctories turned. out 4,4,173 passenger.cars and 
11,7i.'5 commercial vehicles in :rune, a sharp 
increase over  lest  year's red.uced  • une  output 
of 2t,39 nesseneer.cars an d 5,`"." ....`"`.. commercial 
veieicles, according te. ,  nreliminery figures 
ru..,lished by the DES. 

For leassenner cars it was the fourth in.- 
crea-se over  a car earlier in a r man.y monties; 
fer errrercial vehicles it was .e.'ne thirr con-
secutive increase. 

In the  first half of 1955 a total of 231,- 
5 2.4! nassenger cars and 49,068 commercial 
vehicles rnlled off Cara.Oian assembly lines as 
come ared . with r6,994 nassenger . cars and 
coMmercial vehicles.  in the january-June period 
cf  r5.  

coimDared with the peak output in the first 
half of 1953, some 25,142 . more r. as sen---er cars 
and Z,  125  fewer commercial vehicles v. - ere 
proc'uced in the ,""snue., ,-;une7Derioc.-  this year. 

000 0   

• 
cAyso CAUSETZY:  A claymore reputedly •used 
by one of's3onn.ie Prince Cearlie's followers at 
the Dett!e  of  Culloden in 1746 •will cut  the 

 Nova Scotia tartan ribbon at the pfficial open-
ing of the Strait of Canso Causeway, .Saturday, 
Aig...!st 13, the Minister of the Department o:" 
Transoort has announced. Final arrangements 
for  the  event have just been cOmpleted by a 
special committee involving Federal., Provincial 
and Canadian National Railways representatives. 

The colourful opening of the $20,000,000 
world's deepest Causeway.which.links Cape 
breton  Island  to the Nova Scotian mainland and 
brings to reality a dream of more than 'nail' a 
centu.ry.will hie.h.lieht in its details the 
Scottish Highland tradition  of the Province, 
Ivir.  Marier  'declared. 

CHEikrICALS INDUSTRY RISE:  Canada's chemical 
and allied inustries set another.new high 
production record in 19 52- when the factory 
value of shipments grossed  $921,100,000,  tan 
4:55; from  the  previous peak of $881,500,000 in 
1953. This  increase was a continuation of 
the upward trend which has been e feature 
of this grouo of industries during the post-
war neriod. 

The  outout value for chemicals and allied 
products has more than •eon;.-...I.ed during the 
post-war period and is more than fiVe times 
the value recorded for the best ore-war year:- 
7"roduct 4 nr.  value  wa lC,COC,0C  in  r;:r and 
.976, 000,0(X? in 

• * 

The Church of the Sacred eart, located at 
Fort St. Louis near Ver!, Germany, was dedicat-
ed jul ,v 3 by Colonel C. E. De aud ry , r e c tor f 
Roman 'Catholic Œaplain Services for the Can-• 
adian .Arm.y. It was the Last of four new RoriTr. 
Catholic.chapels for the lst Canadian Infantry 
rigace e e 	.. ._.e dedicatea. 

• 



(C.W,13. July 15, 1955) 

CITIZENSHIP CERTIFICATES GRANTED TO  19,545 IN 1954 

INCREASE OVER 1953:  -Last year certificates 
of Canadian citizenship were granted to 19, 545 
•persons who formerly owed allegiance to other 
countries, two-fifths more than in 1953, when 
certificates were granted to  13,562, the DBS 
reports. Almost D% or 3,568 of the 19 54 total 
were formerly subjects of other  British-Com-
monwealth  countries as compared with 3,451 or 
over 2910 of the 1953 .  total. 

The number who formerly owed allegiance to 
the United States decreased to 570 in 19 54 
from 640 in  1953, but the number who were 
formerly subjects of European countries in-
creased  toi-O,  348 from  6,68L  Of the latter, 
3, 30 3 as against  2,328  in 19 53 were from 
Poland. .The number of Chinese dropped to 1,425 
from 2,044 in 1953. 

S TATELESS P ERSON S 

There.was a sharp increase in the number 
reporting themselves as having no country of 
allegiance at the time of applying for Canadian 
citizenship.These stateless persons numbered 
3,434 in 1954  as against 524  in 1953. About 
one-half of- these had been born in Poland, and 
the remainder in Russia, •Czechoslovakia, 
Yugoslavia, Roumania or Hungary. 

Of the 19 54' . total 557e•were residents of 
Ontario, 16% residents of the Prairie Pro-
vinces, 14% lived in BritiSh Columbia,  13% in 
Cuebec and 2% in the Atlantic Provinces. Of 
the 19 53 total :47% lived in Ontario, 17% in 
British Columbia, 17%-In the Prairie Provinces, 
16%in Quebec and 3%, in the Atlantic Provinces. 
More then 84% of the 19 54 .  totallived in urban 
areas as compared with about 83% in  1953.  

Three out of every five becoming Canadian 
citizens in 19 54 were males, about the same 
proportion as in 1953. Of the total estimated 
population  in Canada in June last year 51% 
were males. The age group from 25 to 64 

. * * 

STOCKS STRONG: Common • stock  prices a gain 

 moved strongly E;.s the Bureau's investors' 

index advanced from.226.7 to 240.8 between the 

weeks of May 26 and June 23 for a gain of 6.2%. 
Among the major groups the index for.77 in-

dustrials advanced from 233.1 to 248.5 for a 

gain of 6.6%, .while, the index. for  14 utilities 

increased 5.1% to 23 5.1 from 19 5.2; and 7 banks 

4,9% to 246.0 from 234.6. 
All sub-groups moved up, led by substantial 

advances in milling, machinery and equipment, 

oils, industrial mines and building materials. 

The composite index for 27 mining stocks 

advanced 7.6% from 114.8 to 123.5. -Both sub-

group indexes shared in the advance, as 5 base 

metals changed from 212.0 to 230.1 and 22 

golds from 72.4 to 77.0.  

accounted for 81% of the new citizens• in 19 54 
as compared with only 46% of the total popula-
tion. Two-thirds of the males  and three-
quarters of the females granted citizenship in 
19.54 were married.and 70% of the married malèà 
and 53% of the married females had spouses 
owing allegiance to some other country. 

Over  85% of the males and about 27% of the 
females granted citizenship were in the labour 
force. Over 60% of the females were homemakers. 
About 28% Of the males in the labour force 
were in manufacturing and mechanical occupa-
tions while about 10% were engaged in propriet-
ary and managerial occupations, and the same 
proportion in professional, service, agricul-
tural and construction occupations, and as 
labourers in other than the primary industries. 
The females in the labour force were employed 
mainly in manufacturing clerical, service and 
professional occupations. 

ARRI VAL PATTERN 

About one-fifth of those naturalized during 
19 54 had  arrived in Canada before  1941,  Some 
72%  had arrived in Canada in the years 1946- 
1950 and 5% since  1950.  The pattern of perio d  
of arrival from the countries of former 
allegiance varied a great deal. While only 
6.4% of the total .number naturalized came to 
Canada before  192L  nearly 30% of the former • 
citizens-of the United States had arrived in 
thatperiod and 38.7% of the . former citizens 
of China. 

Over 90%  of the persons from British Common-
wealth countries; Latvia; Lithuania, as well 
as those reported as stateless, had immigrated 
in the years 19 46-19 50. •Two-fifths of the 
Chinese (mainly minor children) and 15% of the 
Germans had come to Canada since  1950 as com-
pared•with only 5% for all 'countries of former 
allegiance. 

IRO N -ORE  JUMP: . Shipmenis of Canadian iron 

ore . in May totalled 1.474;369 tons, up nearly 

167% over the shipments of 552,539 tons in May 

last year, DBS reports. The  month's sharp rise 
brought cumulative. shipments - previously 
lagging behind 19 54 - to 1,9 60,08 5 tons as 
against 1,101,873 tons for . the first five 
months last year. Total stocks  at the end of 
May were also above a year *earlier at  2,093,- 

 915 compared. to 1,8 43,352 tons. 
The gain in May shipments was in ore for 

export, which rose to 1,393,998. tons from 
420,337  last year, bringinà the five-month 
total to 1,743,0 33 from  802,313 tons. Ore 
shipped to Canadian.consumers was down in the 
month to  80,371  from 132,252 tons and in  the 
five months to 217,052 from 299,560 tons. 

5 



S.ENA .T.,,r•, rT'Mre7; By a vote of 95 to 62, t°c.ie

House of Commons on July 12 defeated a Pro-

gressive Conservative proposal that the Gnvern-

u ent taï:e t*_ep . to reforat tize Senate. Al 1

Opposition . rc-,^: s._ ;pported tht al!

Liberal m!."5e.r4 nj.'•r.•eLCï: it.

"Ihe propoy•al read:
":1he Cjvernment slhou.kd ,;ive consideration

,to 1nltierlng the :^.ecessar•• censalution an d
inquiry respecting reform of the _'Sena-,e, in-

cluding such matters as the method by ^•i^ich
the imembers of the Senate should be chosen,
so that all. app zrpriate stevs, may be taken in
ord.ei r_Inat the Sente may more effectively
discharge the constitutional function it was
intended to serve as an integral part of our
parliamentary systen. "

.P,RrGT.NCIAL AEBT: Net direct and indirect

debt o` Ca_zd.a's ter ^rovincial g6vernments
totalled $3,644.,691,000 or $240,13 per capita

at the end of March last year, the EBS. reports.

'This is an increase of $271,925;000 or $1.56

per.capita over a year earlier, when the
total stood at $3;•372,766,000 or $235.57 per

capi to.

In aggregate, b*th net direct and net in-
direct.debt of the provinces increased in the
1953-54 fiscal year. Net direct debt (less

.sinking funds) totalled $2,412-,942,000 or
$158.98 per capita on March .31, 1954, as com-
pared with $2, 280,642,000 or $154. 56 per
.capita on March 31, 1953. Net i.ndirect debt
(less sinking funds) to talled $1, 231, 749 , 000
or $81. L^ -)er capita. as against $1,092,124,000
or $74.01 per capita.a year earlier.

Total net direct and indirect debt per
capita increased in six and decreased in four
provinces last year. '7be largest reduction was
$6.70 to $99.22 in Alberta, which again showed
the lowest per capita figure of any province.
'lie largest increase was $2$.21 to q347.81 in
Ontario, which replaced New Brunswick as the
province with the hi^hest per capita figure.

New Brunswick's,per capita total decreased
by $5.97 to $332.07 in the 12-month period,.
and there were ieductions of S4.6$ (to ^187. 23)
in Manitoba and $2.58 (to $166.90) in Prince
Edward• Island. 'There were tncreases of. $7.40

to $165.67) in Cuebec; $6.85 (to- $221.18) in
British Columbia, $6.80 (to $209.52) in Sask-
atchewan., $3.72 (to $282.81) in Nova Scotia
and $2.44 (to $128.44) in Newfoundland.

NATIONAL ••GALLERY APPOIN]MENTS: The trustees

o=t.ieNational Gallery of' Canada have announc-
ed the appointments of 19r. Donald W. Btichanan,
of Lethbridge, Alta., as Associate:Director,
in charge of special projects, and Mr. Jean

Rene Ostiguy as the Gallery's Information

Officer.

(C.>t'.B. July 15, 1955)

CONSTRUCTION P.1:'A:K: Canada's construction
industry is expected to pass the $5 billion
mark for the first• time this year, according
to estimates published by the Li>S., "Vine esti-
mates, based•on January intentions, place the
totsi value of construction to be 1,7ut in place
in Canada in L55 at a record $5,059,000,000,
some $369,000,•000 or almost 8% more than, in
1954.

Physical volume of' construction is expected
to show a similar percentage increase over
last year as little change is anticipated in
mate*ial and labour prices. t5lr:ost all of the
increase in value-and volume is expected to be
in new construction, the amount spent on re-
pair construction being expected to sbow only
a slight advance over 1954. C.ôntractors are
expected to undertake.a i arger share of the
total construction: 75e, this year as compared
with 73^6 in 10-54, 7.2r^ in 1953 and 6$ro in 1952.

,the value of new construction is estimated
at $4,063,000,000 for 1955. up from $3,696,-
000,000 in 1954,' and the value of repair con•-
stzt+ction at V96.000,0r?0 versus .!P9z,!?C!(!,0M:
New construction Andertaken. • b}* contractors is
estie:ated at $3, 413,000,000 as against 53,032,-
000,000 last year, and repair construction at
$37ç, ^+0(1. 000 as compared with $385,000,000 in
the preceding year. `Ihe larger sharé of repair
construction is undertaken by firms or persons
not primarily engaged in construction work.

+^ ^ +F #

INDUSTRIAL FRODUCTION UP: Reflecting a con-
tinuation of-the ri sing trend of output of
recent months, Canada's composite index of
industrial production for April, according to
preliminary figures, stood at 258.4, or 6.6%
above the April 1954 index of 242..4.

The manufacturing component of the index
rose by 5: 5^6 from 253. 5 to 267.4 and the index
of mineral output advanced 11.5% from 182.9 to
203.9. The sub-index measuring production of
electricity and gas registered 248.8, 10%
higher than a uear, earlier.,

LABOUR INCOME UP: •Canada's workers earned
an estimated 97, 00,000 in March, $1,000,000

more than in February and 5?47,000,000 or.near-

ly 51a more than in March last year, the DBS
reports. '71his brought total labour income in
the first auarter of 1955 to $2,984•000,000,

some $129,000,000 or 4.5-m more than in the

January-Marci) pe'riôd of 1954,

.FARA! WAGES: Annual wages of male farm help^....,... ^as. at mic-..?„• this year average d lower t.nan in

.1954, according to the DBS. With board ^rovided.
average annual wages worked out at $1,015
versus $1,065 in 1954 and without board. at

$1,460 versus $1,475.

I
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW

AID'Ll'7R REFf1GâES: The Department of External
Affairs.announced July 5 that, subject to the
approval of Parliament, the Canadian Government
would'make the followin g.grants this year to
international programmes for assistance to

.European refugees:
(a) $125,000 to the United Nations Refiigee

Fund for the first year of a new foûr-year
programme administered by tlie-Hi^h' CqmmissiQner
for Refugees.

(b) $50,000 to the Iritergovemmental Com-
mittee for European Migration for the continued
movement of European refugees from China.

The grant to the United Nations Refugee
Fund is in response to an appeal from the U.N.
Negotiating Committee for.extra budgetary
funds on -behalf of the 1955-58 programme
proposed by the High Commissioner for Refugees
-and approved in principle by the 'General
Assembly last November. .

This programme is designed to achieve
permanent solutions to the problems of refugees
under the High Commissioner's mandate, and
also provides for continued emergency aid to
extreme hardship cases. Early this year the
Negotiating C',ommittee. approved a provisional
target figure for the four-year period of
$16,000,000, and a firm 'target figure of $4.2
million for 1955.

The latest grant would bring the total of
Canadian Government contributions to the

United Nations Refugee Fund.during the past
:three years.to,$275;000.-In'this connection it
will be.recal•led.that prior to the establish-
ment of the United Nations Refugee Fund Canada
contributed over $18,000,000 to the work of
the.International Refugee -Organization while
.it. was active between 1948 and 1952.

The grant to the Intergovernmental Com-
mittee for,European:Migration is in response
to an âppeal for contributions from member
.governments.to make up an estimated shortage
af funds for the continuation in 1955 of the
Committee's programme for the movement of
-European refugees £rom. the mainland of China
to countries of re-settlement. ICHN has moved
5,687 of these refugees: durin g.the post three
years, mainly.with money from•a trust fund
established by the IRD'prior to its dissolu-
tion.

It will be recalled that the Canadian
Government made a similar- contribution of
$50,000 to this programme in 1954.

o # ^ ^

DOMINION -DAY:. Following usual custom when
the House of sCommons -si ts on ',^nminion Day,

the anniversary of Canadian Confederation,
members of all parties on Jûly I'stood and
-sang•together "0 Canada".and "God Save the
Qaeen." It was the 88 th' anniversary of Confed-
eration.

1
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à 	 . • (C.W.,B. july 8, 1955) 

• 
'CANADA-SPAIN TRADE '.PACT: ,' ,Iristruments rati-
fying the Canada-Spain 'Trade Agreement were 
exchanged in Ottawa June :30 by the Spanish 
Ambassador, His Excellency -Mariano de Yturralde 
y Orbegoso, and the Secretary of State for 
Extemal-Affairs :  :Mr. LB. Pearson, 

The Agreement, which was signed last year 
in Madrid and ratified a few weeks ago, 
provides for the exchange of most-favoured-
nation treatment with respect to customs duties 
and related •matters. Both countries have 

•undertaken not to impose discriminatory  import 

or exchange restrictions, except for balance-
o f-payments reasons,  -Amy iuch restrictions must 
•not discriminate between  -dollar  countries. 

•As part of  the •agreement the Spanish 
Government has undertaken to make available 
import licences  and dollar  exchange fez' min-
imum annual imports from doller.countries of 
two thousand metric tons of dried-salted cod-
fish. This arrangement •will .  'improve and 
stabilize sales' in Canada's traditional  market 
in: Spain. 

Among the tariff-concessions accorded Spain 
by Canada is the binding of free entry of 
olives which were formerly subject to a euty 

of 1714 per cent ad valorem. Canada has also 
agreed to reduce the duty on dutiable olive 
oil from %er cent• to 5 per cent to eliminate 

the one cent per pound duty on almonds, and 

the duty on paprika. 
These-tariff concessions, with the exception 

of the - free rate on paprika, became effective 
July 1 of last - year„ The new rate on paprika 
:became effective June -14, 1955; 

• .* 
• • 

PETROLEUM . RECORD  z -Canadian production of 
-c-rt. de petroleum  in the ffrst -quarter of this 
year topped all.,previous records, rising to 
28,  596,438  barrels from last year'. s correspond-
ing, total of 21,824,064. In . March the output 
rose to. 9,531,995. barrels from 6,19 2,964 a 
year earner, in :February to  9-108 : 367  from 
7,.616,939, and in January" to 9,9 56,076 •from 
8,014, 16 1. 	 • 

•Alberta's first-quarter output rose to - 
25,676, 540' barrels from 20 ., 233,000, Saskatche-
wan's to 1,970,-438. from 980,138, Manitoba's to 
8 32, 230 fron  359, 260, and Ontario 's to 110, 132 

froM 94,024. 
Natural gai production also reached. a new 

high in the quarter, amounti .ng  to 44,159.,963,- 
000 cubic feet versus 38,311;368,000 a year 

ago. 

. * - * * * • 

CANADA  AT ILO:  t‘.1 r Ar thy r H. .Brown, Depu ty 
Minister of Labour, Canada, was-elected Chair-
man  of the 40-member GoVerning Body of the 
International -LabourOrganization at the meet-
ing of the Governing -Body held in Geneva, 

•Switizerland, on June 24. 

-CANADA .AT 'RIO:  What is believed to be a new 
record for the  number of nations represented 
at aUnited Nations Organization was establish-- 
ed at the recently held World Meteorological 
Organization '(We))• Congress at -Geneva, Switzer-
land, according to Mr. -Andrew 'Thomson, 
Controller cf-tvieteorological Services o'.'-the 
Department of Transport, chief Canadian 
representative at the meeting and-who remains 
as regional president for North and Central 
America. 

Mr,. Thomson reported that 77 nations were 
represented •by some 250 delegates and that 
there was a close feeling of co-operation 
throughout the month-long meetings. He said 
that  ail  countries were well represented, 

•including the Soviet block, and all made 
valuable'contributions. 

•Of prime importance in the many decisions 
reached at • the  Congress was the adoption of a 
standard book of regulations. respecting 
meteorology, and adoption in principle of the 
metric system. as a common .  system of meteor-
ological unit. 

* * 

EMPLOYMENT UP:  Employment in the major non-
agricultisral industries at 'the beginning of 
April showed slight improvement from March 1, 
•reversing the trend in evidence since last 
October. 

'The general -change at April .. .1. is usually 
small, and in most years has •taken a dovmward 
direction, as in 1954. •On the 1949 base, the 
latest-index, at 105.8, was fractionally above 
its position 12 months ago, but was lower than 
at •April 1 in 1953 and 1952. •With these ex-
ceptions, it was-the highest on record for the 
early'spring. 

'The slight rise as compared with a month 
earlier took place.among women, there being 

•a minor decline in employment among male 
workers. 

.* * e * 

HR. .LOUES •VISIT:  The  Department of External 
Affairs announced June 27 that-the honourable 
-Eric  FI. Louw, .Minister of External'Affairs.and 
of Finance of the Union of South Africa, would 
arrive -in Montreal by. air from  -New York on 

•Sunday, July 3, at 10:55 a.m, and proceed 
-directly by plane to -Ottawa, where he -Would be 
the suest of the •Canadian Government -until 
Tuesday .morning July 5. 

*  a * 

Corporation profits before taxes increased 
•nearly 6% in the first quarter this year to 
$570,000,000 from $540,000,000 in the first 
three months of  1954,  With the proportion 
take.n by income taxes reduced to' 46.4% from 
.48,3%, profits after taxes increased more than 
9% to  $305,000,000  from $279,000,000. 
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FOREIGN INVESTAIENT: For the first time in
the post-war period, the net movement of
foreign direct investment capital into Canada
was smaller-in 1954than in the previous year.
However, it wawistill substantially.larger
than in the-years befbre 1953. •

Last year's total net..infld.w-for direct
investment amounted •to' $376,000,000, -down
$50,000,000 or -about1296-compared to 1953.
United States capital accounted for $291,000,-•
000 or slightly over three-fourths of the total
as against $346,000,000 in 1953. Infiows-from
the United Kingdom rose $18,000,000 to $63,-
000,000, while the movement from other over-
seas countries fell to $22,000,000 from $35;-
000,000.

Financing of the petroleum industry in
Canada led to record capital inflows from the
United St2t.es of .$207,000,000, up from the
1953 high of $158,000,000, brin gin g the gross
inflow for this purpose since 1945 to $827,-
.000,000. The inflow for investment in the pulp
and paper industry also rose to $23,000,000
from $1,000,000. Qn.the other• hand, infldws
for mining fell:to $61,000,000-from $103,000.,-
000.q the first decline of post-war years, and
gross inflows for all other -direct investments
dropped to $55,000,000 from $110,000,000.

!:APITAL OUTFLOWS

Partly offsetting the gross capital inflow
from the.United States,•which totalled $346,-
000,000, were capital outflows of $55,000,000
representing the return of capital. arising
•both from normal repayments and from such other
sources as the raising of funded debt in Canada
and the sale of enterprises or of minority
interests in them to Canadians.

Other capital movements are estimated-to
have added an additional $38,000,000 to United
States investment in contro,lled enterprises,
while the retention of profits and-all other
.factors are tentatively estimated to have
added $191,000,000.

The growth in book value of United States
-direct investment in-Canada is thus placed-at
$570,000,000 in 1954, bringing the aggregate
value of such investmen t-at the year end to
$5,700,000,000.

With an increase of 40% over-1953, direct
investment capital from the United -Kingdom at
$63,000,000 last year represented about 170,6 of
the net movement from all'côuntries.:The areas
of British investment were.in distinct con-
trast to those of United States capitâl,'iVet
inflows to manufacturing industries represent•-
ed over 60% of the United •Kingdom total-as
compared to less than 15% of the United-States
total, whilc the mining-sector (including
petroleum exploration and development) receiv,-
ed about 80y6 of the United States flow and
less than 10% of the net movement from -the
United Kingdom.

(C.W,B. July 8, 1955)

All of the $22,000,000 of direct investment

capital from other'overseas countries.camë

from European countries. While down:from 1953,

it was much iar.ger thhii in earlier years,.

About one-half was formanufacturing industries

and one-quarter each for minin.g and for other
enterprises.

-In contrast with the drop in foreign.direct
investment in Canada, the net outflow of
capital from Canada for direct investment ân.
Canadian. ehterprises abroad increased in 1954
over 1953, totalling $74,000,000 as against
$63,000,000 and exceed-ed only by the 1952
record.total of $77,000,000: 11

The United States.was the principal area of
Canadian direct ïnvestment, accounting for
$44;000,000' against $33,000,000 in 1953.
'Transfers to the United Kingdom aggregated
$16,000,000', up sharply from $5,000,000, but
covered the acquisition of-some assets in
other parts of the world,•Outflows to other
overseas:countries at $14,000,000•were down
,considerably from $25,000,000 in 1953, mainly
due to completion of some.expansion programmes.

FLIGIITS TO INDO CHINA, "North Star aircraft
from the RCAF's No. 426 Squadron will resume
flights to Indo China early in Jply, in
support of personnel changes of the Indo China
Truce. Commission, it was announced June 28 by
Air Force Headquarters.

"The operatiôn, scheduled-to end early in
October, will include five roundtrip flights
airlifting passengers and freight both ways.
Each airFraft:will carry a crew of seven and
25-to 27 members of the truce team.

Flights will be routed from Montreal' to
Saigon' in Indo -Chinà, through Gander, the
Azores, Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus,-I±aq, Karachi,
and Calcutta. The same route will be followed
on the return journey.

MIGRAxIDN •OF'•ESKIëOS:. -One 'of the tasks of
-the ATctic Patrol vessel•, "C.D. Howe", this
season will be the moving farther north of
•seven•Eskimo families from the Port Harrison
area on the east coast of Hudson Bay and from
Baffin Island:

It will be a purely voltintary•migration,.
-the continuation of a policy started two years
ago by the Department of Northern Affairs and
National Resources. Under this -scheme Eskimos
are moved from poor hunting areas to regions
-where game supplies and other necessities of
•Arctic life are more readily'available.

The programmé •has •been an unqualified

success, and the Eskimos have been enthusiastic
about their new homes. Although-they are free
to'teturn if they wish, the. response so far
-has been•to urge their friends and-relatives
from the "south" to join them.
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'RISE IN IMPORTS FROM-US: .Final, detailed 
figures on Canadas  commodity  imports in April, 
released June •30 by the DES, show:that the 
gain over •a year . earlier was-widely spread 
among the commodities.and the chief gain among 
countries %lias in larger purchases from. the 
United :States. 

Value of imports•in ,  April was $382,600,000, 
up 9.8% from  $348,500,000-a  year earlier. 
-Average  import  prices.were slightly'higher 
•than in April.last year, .and volume  rose more 
than 9%. In•the four months, January - April ,  
the value of imports climbed 7.8%. to  $1,373,-
300,000  from $1,274,-300,000. 

Purchases from  the United  States •inéreased 
to $284,784,000 in April from $255;737000.a 

•year•earlier,- raising the four-month total.to  
$1,030,•458;000 from $945,818,000. Gains were 
shovm in all main commodity .groùps both in 

"April .and.the•cumulative period, with the 
largest increase in iron and products. 

IMPORTS ' FROM ' U.  K.  

Imports from the United-Kingdom in April 
fell to $33,818000 from $35;289,000 a year 

.ago, and in the • four  months to $119,251,000 • 
•from $123,538,000. Most of the decrease occur- 
•red in the iron and•products group. Imports 
from  the re s t of the  -Commonwealth  • ro se in 
April to $18,220,000 from $14,799000 • and in 
the four months-to $51,808,000 from  $43,708;-

-000.  Purchases-were larger  in both periods 
from India, Ceylon, Mal:aya and Singapore and 
Australia. 	. 	. 

Imports  from  Latin America in-April moved 
up in value to $23,682,000- from $21 ; 449,000.a 
year ago, bit  were.littIe:changed•in the four 
months at $81,901000 versus e 1 , 670,000. 

-Purchases from European -countries-were 
virtually unchanged ,  amounting to $15;464;000 
in April versus $15474,.000.a  year ago and to 
$47,716,000 in the four months versus $47-
426,000.  

'Boosted mainly by larger purchases from 
Japan and the Netherlands Antilles, imports 
from the remaining group of. foreign countries 
rose in April to $6,087,000. from $4,510,000 
and in the four months to $28,265,000 from 
$19,055,000. 

* * * * 

AID' FOR FISHERMEN: '-Recognizing the problems 
ot salt fish.producers.in  meeting rising costs 
while selling •irs the low income markets the 
•Minister of Fisheries, Mr. James Sinclair, on 
June 23 announced that the 'Government would in 
1955 pay a rebate on 50  percent of the cost 
of-salt directly to fishermen and &there 
purchasing.and iising salt in the production of 
salted.cod, haddock, pollôck, and•hake and 
cusk. 

.* * 0 * 

Canada's chemical and—allied industries 
shipped a record $921, 100,000. worth of products 
.last year,  •4.5%'more. than in 1953. 

NORWAY EMBASSY:  The  Department of External 
Affairs:announced June 30 that the 'Covernments 
of Norway-and Canada have agreed. to raise the 
status of their respective diplomatic missions 
to that *f Embassy. 

The Norwegian Legation in -Ottawa is.at 
present under -the .di•rection of Mr. Sven N. 
Oftedal, Chared'Affaires ad interim, and the 
new Ambassador will be Mr. Arne Gunneng, who 
will:arrive in Ottawa to take up his duties 
early in September. • 

Asthe Acting Permanent .Representative of 
Norway to the North Atlantic Council, Mr. 
•Cunneng was in Canada in late May during the 
visit which the North Atlantic Council Perman-
ent Representatives made to 'the Air Defence 
Command.at  St. Hubert, P.Q., and the Nlontreal 
area. 

The present .Canadi an iMinister -to• Norway, 
Mr. Chester -A. Ronning,.will'•be Canada's first 
Ambassador to that country. 

SOEST . SOLDIER IV CLUB:  The  Canadian •ArmY's 
most modèrn soldiers' .club was opened at Soest, 
Germany. , July 3,- by Lt.-Gen. G.G. Simonds, 

'•Chief of the General Staff. 
:During opening ceremonies, -Lt.-Gen. Simonds 

spoke of-the good relations existing between 
•Germans -and Canadians and stated:that every 
soldier welcomes the opportunity to be hopt 

.ratherthan always • the  guest.  -The  new club will 
'give soldiers•that opportunity. 

Herr Runte, Mayor of this oldest •German 
market .town, earlier said,""I" hope ihat•.the 

•opening of this club •may further improve the 
existing excellent relations between-Canadians 
and•Germans". 

-The • beautifully:appointed club is situated 
in  the midst of ancient-buildings and in the 
shadow of a 900-year-old church. "The exterior, 
although of modern architecture, -is designed 

•to blend in with surrounding structures. 
.* 	* 

PRAIRIE 'CROP ':REPORT:  'Warm, dry w e a th er 
prevailed quite generally  over  the Prairie 
Provinces during the last half of June, the 
DBS says in a crop.report on the Prairie 
Provinces. Moisture supplies.were being rapid-
ly depleted in some areas, particularly in 
western and northern regions of Saskatchewan 
and in east-central Alberta and the -Peace 
River area. Rain was needed-in these districts 
to maintain existing conditions. -Elsewhere, 
with the exception of local areas where flood-
ing  was  -serious ,  grain crops are making 
generally excellent progress. Haying was 
getting under way in most regions with pros-
pects excellent in Manitoba, .mostly good in 
Saskatchewan, but only fair in many parts of 

-Alberta. 

* * * * 

There are more than 5;500 miles of undefend-
ed border between -Canada. and the United States. 
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TAMILY 'ALLOWANCES MILESTONE OF •ACHIEVEMENT 

. 5 MILLION BENEFICIARIES:  Canadians have 
traditionally worked to achieve for their 
children.a better and happier way of life and 
on July 2 the Minister of National Health.and 
Welfare, Mr. Paul Martin, heralding the 10th 
anniversary of the Canadian-Family Allowances 
Act, declared that the Act had been a milestone 
on the road to that - achievement. 

With the passing of the Family Allowances 
Act in' 1944, Canadian  parents  with .children 
under 16 years of age became eligible for 
monthly payments ranging. from five dollars to 
eight dollars a month for each child.  The 

 basic purpose of the Act was •to help. correct 
social inequalities..-Canadians Were determined 

-that their children. would' be protected from 
any future post-wa'r depression. 

•The Act, it was intended, would help 
parents to bear the cost of maintaining child-
ren, and as an •economic measure, it would 
eventually act  as- a stimulus to -consumer 
spending,. help .maintain employment, and aid 
the local economy of less highly industrial-
ized provinces. Over the past•ten years, the 
FEunily Allowances-Mt has achieved•many of its 
purposes. 

LEGISLATION 

The main points of the legislation provided 
for (1) payment of a aired sum monthly' accord-
ing.  to the- age of-the child up to 16 years. 
(2) payment to a parent.who•actually•maintains 
the child. (3) assurance. that the child:must 
attend school and must. not be emplocyed if 
under 16. (4) -social -agencies of any person 
having the care.and custody of the child to be 
considered as  .a-parent under the Act.. 

The first cheques• across -Canada were mailed 
out on July  17,  1945. •By April 18, 1945, 
Canada reached-the-half-way mark for registra-
tion— 740, 000-applications.e- and this number 
was increased by 56,570 in the fiscal year 

• .* 
• • 

VI SI T TO SOVIET . UNION  : :The -Mini s te r  o f  

Fisheries, -Mr. James Sinclair, waa extended 
the good wishes of the House of Commons on 
June 29 on the eve of his departure on a visit 
to the Soviet Union. 

To Mr. Clarence Gillis, (C.C.F.-Cape Breton 
South)- who said he hoped -his• trip "will be 
beneficial-to himself, -to ourselves and to the 
Soviet Union which he• is visiting", 'Mr. 
Sinclair replied: 

"I  am-  going  to attend the annual meeting of 
the Internaiional %haling Commission. However, 
I have asked the Russian authorities  if  when 
that meeting is over it would be possible to 
see some of their fishing industry, which is a 
large oné, and to see how the fishermen work 
and live. I can aSsure the House that I am 
looking forward to the visit.and I hope I will 
represent Canada in a creditable fashicin."  

1947-48. As of -May,  1955.  family allowance 
cheques were being distributed monthly on 
behalf of 5, 20 3, 290 children in 2,206,129 
families. . 

•In'recent years the regulations have been 
altered•to meet changing conditions. Since 
1945, for instance, the waiting period for 
imrpigrant chitdren has been cut from three 
years to one. The  sliding scale of. allowances 
in larger feu:Lies has been. abandoned and the 
allowances are.paid on a flat rite according 

-to the child's age Without regard to the number 
of children. 	 • 

Family' allowances arenot taxable as part 
.of the income of 'either parent, 1:iat the exemp-
tion permitted for a child is reduced if 
family allowances are ',id  on behalf of the 
child. • 

INDIANS , ESKIMOS 

Special provisions have been made for 
Indians - and  Eskimos as well. At'. the end of 
1954f  there were 20,-306 active Indian Family 
Allowances accoun' ts maintained in Regional 
offices aéross . the country. A new•system - for 
-the payment of Indian accounts has *now been 
established. Under -this system, a card is 
prepared for each Indian accdunt, showing 
-the amount paid each month either in cash 
or in "kind",  The  Liethod of payment depends 
on the recommendation of the Indian 'Super-
intendent. 

New Family Allôwances Regulations whieh 
. came into effect in March, 1953, made provision 
for. the payment of •al•lowance to an Eskimo 
parent in cash rather- than in "kind". - 

In each province there is a regional office 
'established-to cope with the administrative 
needs of the- people of the province. The 
'regional offices employ • social  Worker's and 
field investigators to check On possible mis-
use of Family Anew/maces funds. 

CI Cs 

LABOUR -UNION MEMBERSHIP:  A survey ,  by the 
Department of Labour shows . that there were 
.1;268, 2)7 union members in Canada on January 
1; 19 55, • as compared with 1,267,911 on January 
1, /9 54, an increase of 296. 

While the Trades and Labour Congress of 
Canada and the Canadian Congress of Labour both 
showed slight membership gains, some of the 
other groups lost a little ground. In general 
however, union membership showed little change 
from  1953.  

* 	Cs Cs 

APPOINViENT «TÙ '  TOKYO:  Colonel Eric D.  El..
wood,MBE, CD, 48, oi London, Ont., has been 
appointed Commander, Cataadian Military Mission 
Fir East, Tokyo, and Military Attaché to the 
Canadian Ambassador  in  japan, it was announced 
July 4 at Army Headquarters. 
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' AID' FOR PAKISTAN:.  The ,Dep a rimen t. of • External 
-Affairs announced on July 6 .  that Mr. S. Morley. 
Scott, High Commissioner for Canada. in Pakistan 
and Mr. Said Hasan, Secretary of the  Ministry 
of Economic Affairs, •signed.recently' a detail-

'ed engineering agreement, on behalf'of their 
respective 'Gov%rnments, for the provision 
under the-Coiombo. Plan of.a steam•power plant, 
-boilers and generators at -Hardinge•Bridge, 
•East Pakistan. The •Canadian .GDverninent is alto 
•providing.certain building materials, includ-
ing structural  steel, • fôr the construction of 
the power house in this . Ganges.Kobadak project. 

The total external: cost• is estimated.at 
$1; 800,000. All- Local' costs and labour.will be 
financed by Pakistan. ,An a greemen t . in . p rincipl e 

.was signed on March 10, 1955,  and  during. the 
short time. that has elapsed •since then, all 
the  machinery for .the plant has already 

.arrived - from  Canada. and  is being transported 

. to the site ready for erection after. the mon-
soon .season. . 

Mr. Brian V. MOss,  the .Senior Engineer of 
.R.A: 'Hanright.and.Company, the Canadian 
supervising engineers, has been in East 
Pakistan Since •February 1955, :worIcing.closely 
with  East Pakistan engineers.in.selecting the 
site. and  preparing • for the erection of.. the 
machinery. 

STEA?A 'POWER 

The  steam power . plant  will provide 10,000 
Lw. of energy for  use • in pumping water from 
the Ganges River into canals• and channels for 

'the-irrigation of a large area in the districts 
of .Kushtia, Khulna and , Jessore. 

The steam:power plant forms part of a large 
irrigation scheme.which i.s an .outstanding 

.example of international .cooperation. :The 
general plan of the irrigation scheme was 
worked out by the Food and  Agricultural 
Organization  of: the  United Nations.under the 
direction of M.  Van -Blommenstein. Pumping 
equipment is bang provided by the Foreign 
Operations Administration of theUnited States. 
-The Chief Engineer, Irrigation, of East 
Pakistan-is in charge .of.construction of the 
extensive civil works. 

The Canadian-Government is providing the 
steam.power plant,  desi gn drawings. and • speci fi-
cations,  and building materials not  available 
locally, as 'well.a.s the technical.  personnel 
required for superVising, the erection of the 
power . house steain plant, and generators. 

*  0 * 

INDO CHINA ',ROTATION:  ' First rotation of Can-
adian officers and men now serving in Indo 
China will: begin. early in July, it was announc-
ed at •Army Headquarters June 29. 

More than 100 officers and men will  take 
over from the present members of the Military 
Components; Canadian Delegations to the Inter-
national Supervisory Commissions now serving 
in Viet Narn, Laos. and Cambodia. 

MR -CEYLON:  :II-le-Department of •External 
Affeirs announced on July 6'-that an exchange 
of notes has been-signed in Colombo, Ceylon, 
by Mr. James Hurley, . the Canadian High Com-
missioner in Ceylon, and a representative-of 
the.Ceylôn Government, .which will:bring into 

•effect. the programme of aid which Canada. will 
undertake in Ceylon'under. the Colombo Plan in 
19'5556. 

'The . total of this year!s.aid, as-in past 
years, is approximately $2:million. -Of this 
amount, assistance in the •form of.capital 
equipment or services.will make up .about 

•$1,221,000..lheremainder of the programme con-
sists• of the supply•of flour frôm Canada to 
Ceylon which will be sold' locarly-:'for  Ceylon 
rupees-which will be used.to finance local 
costs of agreed developmental projects. 

As-part of-this year's programme, . further 
.assistance will be provided:for the Fisheries 
Project. to • which Canada •has made. a signi fi can t 
contribution in the past •through the  provision 
of .both equipment and technical experts. 
Additional: aid will .  also•be rnade. available fo 

•the development of:the .Colombo  Port • and the 
construction and equipping of a school of 
Practical :Technology. .Canada.has. also agreed 
:to .supply. three.more  diesel locomotives  for 
the Ceylon Railtrays, making-a total of eight 
diesel locomotives -supplied by Canada to 
Ceylôn under the Colombo Plan. 

It%was • also '• agreed that •Canada.would. under-
take to finance .an •aerial -survey . in Ceylon 
which is vitally. required .  by Ceylon for its 
resettlement programme and for the planning 
generally of the IS land' s economic .development. 

* 	* * 

ALBERTA 'EI,ECTION  : Alberta 	Social  Credit 
'Government was returned to power with a re- 
•duced majority for• a sixth' term  in the June 29 
election d 

.Vith the.tabulation  of votes still-proceed-
ing, the Social Credit Party was credited as 
-of July 6 with having won 36 of-the 61 seats, 
Liberals 13, -Progressive Conservatives 3, 
C.C.F. 2, Liberel-Progressive -Conservative 1, 
Coalitionist 1, end Independent 1. 

:The  standing•at-dissolution.was: So-cial 
Credit'49, Liberal 4, Progressive Conservative 
3, CCF 2, Independent Social Credit 1, vacant 
2. 

Results were.still in doubt in four con-
stituencies..at lily 6., with Social Credit 

.leading in th.ree and:an -Independent Social 
•Credit leading in the other. 

Two  Cabinet Ministers, Attorney General 
Lucien -Maynard. and lands and Forests Minister 
Ivan Casey, have been reported defeated. 

*-* *.* 

Of the -$220,000,000 -worth of chemicals 
importe.d last year, 86% came from. the United 
States,. 9.% from the United Kingdom  and 5% from 
other countries. 

• 
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CANADA AND UIY: Addressing the United Nations
Tenth Anniversary Session •at San Francisco on
June 24, the Secretary of State for External
Affairs,.Mr. L.B. Pearson, a former President,
said, in urging that more use be.made of the
United Nations:

"Here - in our world organization better
than at any other place.- can we meet the
challenge of the nuclear age; co-destruction
or cooperation..If:we fail in this supreme
challenge, there will:be no , occasion-in-1965
to celebrate our twentieth birthday; or,
possibly, to celebrate anything else."

Reference was also made in the Canadian
::ouse of Commons to the tenth anniversary of
the signing of the Lbited Nations Charter. The
Prime t:inister, Mr. St. Laurent, rose at the
commencement of the ,;une 24 sitti.ng. and, after
declaring.that "criticism of the UN must be
kept in perspective and not be permitted to
throw any doubt upon the vital need for the
organization," commented, in part;

"Ike are, of course, well aware.that, at its
present stage of development, the organization
has not provided security. It•hâs not, as we
hoped it might, ensured that 'succeeding 8en-
erations' will.be saved 'from the scourge of
war'. It'has become necessary for some of its
members to seek addition al protection in such
regional groupings for collective defence as
N?A10. But we do not regard these as a sub-
stitute for the universal collective security
that could'be afforded. by our world organiza-

INFORMATiON DIVISION

DlrARTMENT OF EXTS(INAL AF,FAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

tion and we have not given.up -•-- and will not
give un -- our aspiration towards.that object-
ive; o^,r greatest, and it may be, ultimately,
-our only hope in this nuclear.age."

The Leader of the Opposition, Mr. George A.
Drew; the Leader of-the C.C.F. Party, Mr. M.J.
Coldwell, and the spokesman for the Social
Credit Group, Mr. A.6. Patterson, followec t:r.
St. Laurent to support his hopes for peace and
world betterment in the future.

The main part of the text of Mr. Pearson's
address at San Francisco was as follows:-

"Ten years ago, in San Francisco, the
smaller powers paid-a price, by making certain
concessions, for a foundation.for.the United
Nations which we hoped would be solid, but
which certainly proved to be illusory. This

foundation was to be great powercooperation.

The price we paid was to give.these powers a
special position under the Charter.

"We could not have had the United Nations
at all without paying this price. It was not
too high and it should not be an excuse for
our failures. The veto, for instance, is no t
the cause, as I see it, but the reflection of
those failures. International organizations in
which, in effect, all members possess a veto
have worked well. Our machinery is adequate;
but. the will to operate it successfully has
often faltered or been frustrated.

"Improvements in that machinery - as in any
kind of machinery - can, of course, be made.
But the remedy forour ills lies not so much in •

1
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suçh improvement as in the desire and deter-
mination to make the existing mechanism 
function better, and for that purpose to make 
the adjustments in national policy necessaiy-
.for international agreement on disputed 
questions. The responsibility for such agree-
ment rests mainly on those members of the 
United Nations who have the greatest power and  
the special privileges. 

"The H .  bomb was not written in the Charter:  
it was not created for peace; it was the 
product of a desperate•anxiety not to be left 
at an impossible defence disadvantage in a 
time of fear and crisis. But now, because of 
this weapon, there stands behind our Charter 
pledges never to resort to war as a means of 
settling our differences, a deeper urgency, a 
more impelling incentive even than that of ten 
years agd. It is 'the prospect of miitual an-
nihilation.  The balance Of tertOr has replaced 
the balance of power and that is not a com-
fortable or strong or permanent foundation for 
security. Peace rests uneasily on one, even 
less easily on two, hydrogen bombs. It is the 
tragedy, of our first ten years.  that peace has 
not found a better resting place. 

"Too many good words of respectable parent-
age-democracy, co-existence, freedom, appease-
ment, human rights, popular, and; above al-I, 
peace loving - have been tu.rned upside down 
and inside out and made to seem what they are 
not. What we need is a convention for the 
defénce of peace loving.' words against verba l . 

 aggression exclamation. • 
"When the representative of the Soviet 

Union says - as he did on Wednesday - . that 
°those who pay lip service to the principle 
of peaceful co .-existence sometimes tend .to 
violate that principle flagrantly in prac-
tice°,  I  could'ndi agree with him more. But 
any  satisfaction  or comfort 1 .  Secure from that 
agreement, 11ov/ever, is removed by the cer-
tainty . that we could hardly disagree with him 
more on who are meant by 'those'. 

"That disagreement, which makes the . other 
agreement o'f no importance or even' indeed of 
much, meaning, arises 'from the fears and.mià-
trust that keep us apart; fears that may be 
strong and genuine on both sides. It is thesé 
which endahger the world . and they will .flot  be 
removed merely by repetition of the word 
'peace'. 

elhe people of my own country - like those 
of inany other céuntries - still have this deep 
and awful fear of 'aggressive attack and attack 
fron outside; 'and by °outside' I'd° not mean 
our good neighbour.  thé USA which we know, from 
our happy experienee, respects the rights and 
honours the freedom.  of all•peoples. To remove 
it - and 1 quote Mr. Molotov again - and with 
full approval •- ''wha.t.is obviously needed is 
something more than: just verbal recognition  of  
the principle•Of co-existence and peaceful 
cooperation 'between couritries with different 
social .structures',  

"Again, unhappily, we cannot agree-on how 
that °something  more' can be achieved, or 
indeed even of what it should be.• Those 
countries 'who believe in going together•for 
collective security - and who cannot find it 
tragically at this time in the United Nations 
- will (let there be no doubt about this) 

• continue  to seek it in defensive regional 
arrangements negotiated and operated in 
accordance with the principles of the Charter 
of the United Nations • 

"The United Nations is a remarkably flexible 
and adaptable mechanism. It' is led and staffed 
by a group of able, trained and•dedicated men 
and women whose zeal and devotion will in time 
deteriorate if we do not make the fullest use 
of their capabilities. • 

"Let us, then, make more use of the organ-
ization we have, not following too slavishly 
the original blueprint where we find it im-
practicable or outdated, note United Nations 
has unique and unexplored potentialities if we 
treat it as it was meant to be' treated, as an 
instrument . through which our cOnfli•cting in-
terests. may gradually, one bY one, be harmo-
nized, and our mutual understanding may grow.. 
Here - in our world organization better than 
at•any other place - can we meet the challenge 
of the nuclear age; co-destruction or co-
operation. 

"If we fail in this supreme •Challenge , . 
there will be no occasion in 1965 to celebrate 
our. twentieth birthday; or, possibly, to 
celebrate anything el.se.". 

* * * 

FARM INCOME DOWN:  Cash income received by 
Canadian farmers from the sale of farm pro-
ducts in the first quarter of this year 
amounted to an estimated $472,000,000, down 
nearly 7% frém $506,200,000 in the -correspond-
ing period of 1954 and 15%' below the all-time 
high first-quarter estimate of $555,700,000 in 
1952. The decrease is attributable "in large 
part to much smaller wheat participation pay-
ments and substantially lower returns from the 
sale of oats and hogs. 

* * * * 

Canadian mines produced 369,724 fine ounces 
of gold.  in April as compared with .357,911 
fine ounces in the same month la-st year, DBS 
reports. - This 'brought total output in the 
first four months of 1955 to 1,458,775 fine 
ounces as against 1,331,124 last year. 

caca   

Railway car loadings in the first week of 
Jime-increased 16.6% to 84,960 cars from last 
year's corresponding s  total of 72,857  cars, 
raising the total for the year •to date 7.3% to 
1,6q1,699 cars from 1,492,322. • 
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DIPIAMATIC'SERVICE.• `The 'Acting Secretary of
State or.Externa Affairs on June 23 announc-
ed the follôwing.transfers.within.the Canadian

Diplomatic Service:
Mr. R.M. 'Macdonnell, Assistant Under-

Secretary of State for External.Affairs, will
become Deputy Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs,. effective August. 1. .

Mr. D.M. Johnson, the.Canadian Permanent
Representative to the United Nations will
succeed Brigadier Sherwood Lett asCanadian
Commissioner on the International Supervisory
Commission for Vietnam.

Mr. Johnson.is expected to take up hi's new
duties in August. The appointment of Dr. R.A.
MacKay to succeed Mr. Johnson in New York.was
announced on June 1. Mr. Lett is expected.to
return to Canada..to resume his private law
practice.about the middle of July.

Mr. Arnold C. Smith, Special.Assistant.to
the Secretary of State for .External Affairs, .
will-succeed-Mr. Rudolph Duder as Canadian
Commissioner on the International Supervisory
Commission for Cambodia,.effective August 1,

Mr. Duder has.recently returned to Canada
and will:succeed Mr. Alfred Rive as Foreign.
Service Member of the Directing Staff of the

National Defence College.in Sep tember. An
announcement concerning Mr. Rive's next assign-
ment.will be made shortly.

CANADIAN'-ARTISTS'COMMISSIONEDé 'Three well-
known Canadian artists are to be commissioned

.by the Government to paint the large murals
whichwill decorate certain walls on the sixth
floor of the newly.completed.East Veterans'
Memorial.Building in Ottawa, it was announced
June -20.

Mr. Charles F.. Comfort, R. C. A; , whé is a
member of the faculty at the University of
Toronto;. Mr. George Pepper, A.R.C.A:, -a
teacher in the Toronto. Cnllege of Art, and Mr.
Andre Bieler, A. R. C. A. , who is a member of the
teaching staff of CCueen's University, Kingston,
ntario,.are the three artists chosen to carry
out this important.assignment. Each of them is
an expert muralist and they all served wit}r,
the Canadian forces in World War II.

CORPORATION PROFITS'UP; Profits before taxes
of Canadian corporations were estimated at
$570,000,000 for the first quarter of i955 in
a report published June 22 by the DBS. This

represents a gain of 5.6% over the $540,000,-
000 total for the January-March period of 1954.

The Bureau estimated net earnings of
Canadian corporations at $820,000,000 for the
first quarter this year.as.against $774,000;-
000 a year earlier.

1^he sharpest increase in profits before
taxes in the first quarter this year was for

corporations in the mining, quarrying and oil
wells-group, which increased. to ?'80,000,000
from $47,000,000 in the first quarter of 1954.

3

FAR NORTH'SURVEYSr. Canadâ'.s=.Fàz-`North: is to
receive major attention from federal Cnvern-
mentsurveyors, topographical;engineers and
hydrographers this field season according to
the surveying and mapping programme. announced
by the Minister of Mines and'Technical Surveys,
Mr. George Prudham. -

Of the 73 parties being placed in the field
by the Department's Surveys and Mapping Branch

20 will work in Yukon, Northwest Territories
and:the.Arctic Islands. They will set up the
framework for the mapping of Canada's northern
areas, by determining the latitudes, longitudes
and.heights above sea.level of selected
points, andwill obtain.allthe.topographical

data needed for: the production of -base maps
so necessary for resources.development and
other purposes: The Canadian Hydrographic
Service.will continue to chartCanada's Arctic
waters.

Eighteenof the.73 parties are from the

Geôçletic Survey of Canada, 25 from the Topm

ographical Survey,- 12 from Legal Surveys and
18 from the CanadianHydrographic Service_

Highlighting the programme-are two he1i-
copter projects and a radar altimetry survey.

The helicopter proj ects:.will be carried out by
the Topographical Survey over.areas.totalling
60,000 square miles-in New çuebec-Labrador and
along the lower Mackenzie River in Northwest
Territories. The radar_altimetry.survey will
be carried out over-the Ungava peninsula to
determine the heights of critical points in

that area for use in the air navigation charts,
put out by the Department.

This year the Canadian Hydrographic Service

uiill use a new method of.determining the
positions of soundings. It has equipped the
C.G.S. "Kapuskasing" 'with electronic devices
whereby such positions may be accurately
located when out of sight of land.

R. C.A.F,. IN NATO'AIR EXERCISE: Canada's
NAIO'Ai.r Division,is gearing its Sabre-jets
for all-out participation in Exercise "Carte
Blanche", the large-scale ai.r.manoeuvre : to
take place over Western Europe 2).- 28 June,
Air Division officials stated June-20.

All 12 squadrons were to participate in the'
exercise including the three.located at the
newest Canadian airbase, No. 1 Fighter Wing,
Marville, France.

More than .3, 000 planes from 11 NATO nations
were to take part in "Carte Blanche." . According
to officials_of Allied Air Forces Central
Europe, the exercise would be the most real-
istic ever held, with atom bombers making
simulated attacks on key targets.

RCAF fighter wings. were. to fly' with U. S. and
French air elements as part of No. 4 Allied

Air Forces Central Europe. They were to be

augmented.with forces from RAF Bomber Command,

the Creek, Italian and Turkish Air Forces, and

the U.S. 6th Fleet operating in the Mediter-
ranean.



ATOMIC ENERGY AGREEMENTS: Agreements be-
tween Canada and the United States for co-
operation concerning civil uses of atomic
energy.and atomic information for mutual
defence purposes-were tabled in the House of
Commons on June 20 on behalf of the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, Mr. L.B.
Pearson.

The Minister of 'Trade and Commerce, Mir.
C.D. Howe, outlined for the House the main
features of the Agreement con cernin g the civil
uses of atomic energy; the Minister of National
Defence, it was announced, is to make an
explanatory statement later on the Agreement
regarding atomic information for mutual
defence.

Mr. Howe spoke as follows: "
"As the Secretary of State for External

Affairs (Mr. Pearson) said last Wednesday.when
he announced that the Agreement had.been
signed, the Agreement has been made possible
by the revision of the United States Atomic
Energy Act in 1954. "This Agreement has been
prepared in order to takè advantage of the
extension of the areas of co-operation made^
possible by -the new United- States act.

CO-UPg&ATION

"This act now provides for an exchange of

information and other forms of co-operation in
the follôwing fields:

(1) Refining, purification, and subsequent
treatment of source material.

(2) Reactor development.
(3) Production of special nucléar material:
(4) 'flealth and Safety.
'(5) Iridustrial and other applications of

atomic energy for peaceful purposes.

(6) Research and development relating to.
the foregoing.

"•Ihe Agreement which has just been executed
is designed to take advantage of this fâct.
The preamble to the Agreement records briefly
the collaboration. which has taken r. lace between
Canada and the United States since the in-
ception of the atomic energy programme in the
war years, and established a general basis for
future co-operation. The body of the Agreement
specifies.the manner in which co-operation in
the six areas I have just mentioned will•'tâke
place.

"The Agreement, of course, confers advan-
tages on both countries. From Canada's stand-
point it will be of particulâr value that we
will now have access to information on.the
several types of demonstration power reactors
which are being buil-t in the United States.
This information will be most helpfül in com-
paring the perfbtmances of the different types
of demonstration reactors now under design and
construction in the United States, Canada and
the United Kingdom.

(C.W.B.. Jvne 30, 1955)

"Another important benefitto the Agreement
is that it also provides for a more complete
exchange of information in the purely scienti-
fic field, which, of course, is fundamental to
our progress in the development of atomic
energy for peaceful purposes.

"^hile the purpose of the Agreement is to
furth.errJ,.e civil application of atomic energy,
it must be recognized that mtiich of the informa-
tion which will be exchanged also has militéry
significance. Consequently, the Agreement
contains certain provisions relating to the
safeguarding of such information.

"The agreement marks a further stage in
Canada's close collaboration with the United
States in the Development of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes."

JOURNALISTS'FROM FRANCE: The Denartment of

External Affairs ainounced on June 22 that'32

representatives from member newspapers of La

Confédération de la Presse Française had

arrived in Canada from France to hold their

annual meeting for the first time in this
country.

The membership in the.Confederation is made
.un of 43 provincial and.weekly papers publish-
ed in North Africa.as well:as in continental
France. The president is Mr. Pierre Ai•châmbault
Director of La Nouvelle'.Rdpublique de..Centre-
'Quest of Tours.-The group of 32 included.
publishers, directors, editors. and journalists.

During their one day visit to the capital

city, the Confederation members..were.received

by the Prime Minister, Mr. Louis S. St.

Laurent. The Minister of National Health and

.Welfare and Acting Minister of External

Affairs, Mr. Paul Martin, was their host at a
luncheon.

JULY 1 'FETE'IN DORTMUND., A track and field
meet, carniva l with mi dway, band concert,
cowboys and Iftdians and.lumberj.acking will all
.be offered duringDominion :Dây celebrations

for Canadians in West Germany, Army Head-
quarters has announced.

A1l'events will be held in a 40,000-seat

outdoor stadium in Dortmund with more than

5,000 soldiers, 3,000 wives.and children and

many guests attending.

Freight transported through the •ten Can-
adian canals in •April totalled 2,699,072 tons,
an increase of 1,045,260 tons or 63.2^2̂% over
last year's corresponding total of 1,653,812
tons. Increased shipments of wheat, barley,
other grains, bituminous coal and other
freight through the Welland and St. Lawrence
systems were mainly responsible.
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- S11ARP RISE IN FOREIGN COMMODITY TRADE 

• MAY STATISTICS:  Canada' s forei gn commo di ty 
trade showed a much larger than usual , expan-
sion in May, with imports rising sharply over 
the previous month and May last year to •reach 
the highest value on record both for May and 
any month and exports continuing the upward 
trend of the previous four months, according 
to preliminary figures released by DBS. Added 
to increases in each of the earlier months, the 
May gains brought Canada's imports for the 
first five.months close to the record figure 

of 1953 and total commodity exports to a level 
exceeded  only  in 1952. 

Commodity imports  rose  almost 21% in May to 
an estimated $435,000,000 from $359,700,000 a 
year earlier, larger purchases from the United  
States accounting for a major part of the.gain. 
Imports were up slietly from the United  King 
dom and.the rest of the Commonwealth and 
substantially larger from the remaining foreign 
countries. 

'Total exports rose to $372,900,000 from 
$360,000,000, larger shipments going to the 
United States, the United Kingdom and other 
Commonwealth countries but smaller to other 
foreign countries.as  a groupe The  overall net 
result was a purchase balance on the month's 
trade of $62.100,000 in contrast to a sales 
balance of $300,000 a year ago. 

In the five months ending May, estimated 
imports from all countries aggregated $1,808,- 
300,000, up 10.61, from last year's $1,634,000,- 
000 and only - narrowly below the record five-
month total of $1,810,300,000 in 1953. At the 
same time total en3orts jumped 10%, to $1,680,- 
000,000 from $1,524400,000. • 

• 

DR.  MAHNOUD FAWZI" S VISIT:'The Lepart-
ment of External Affairs announced :h.:ne 24 that 
I--:.is Excellency Dr. Mahmoud Fawzi, .the . Minister 
of Foreigrx Affairs of •Egypt, would arrive in 
Ottawa on june 28 for a three-day visit. Dr. 
Fawzi had been attending the commemorative 
meetines in San Francisco of the tenth an-
niversary of the United Nations . 

rfuring his visit the E.gyPtian Foreign 
Affairs banister called upon thePrime banister 
of Canada, Iv:r. St. Laurent; on the banister of 
Trade and Commerce and Defence Production, Mr, 
C.D. Howe; and on the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson. 

ihursday morning he left Ottawa for the 
atomic Eneru of Canada Limited plant at Chalk 
River, 

* o o * 

L.ross capability of Canada's electric power 
producers is expected to reach 16,246,000 
kilowatts by 1958, an increase of more than 
25% over the 1954'capability and almost 805 
more than in 1950. 

The larger.rise in imports than in exports 
.raised the cumulative import balance to  $128,-
300,000  from $109,600,000 in the five months 
of 1954. Imports were higher in value from all 
main areas except the United Kingdom, .while 

. total exports were larger to theUnited States, 
the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth 
countries but smaller to the.remaining 
countries as a whole. 

Commodity imports from the United States in 
May climbed to an estimated $32:1,200,000  front  
$260.000,000 ;  and exports were moderately 
higher at $221,800,000 versus $213,000,000. 
The result was an enlarged  import surplus of 
$98,400,000 versus $47,000,000. In the five 
months ending May, imports from the United 
States rose to $1; 350,700,000 fiom  $1205,$00, -

000, total exports to $995,800,000 from  $932,-
100,000, and the import surplus climbed to 
$354,900,000 from $273,700,000. 

Estimated imports from the United Kingdom 
were slightly larger in May at $37,800,000 
versus $36,000,000 and total exports rose to 
$67,200,000  from $58,900,000. In the five 
month period imports were narrowly lower at 
$157,000,000 versus $159,500,000  and exports 
sharply higher at $321,500,000 versus  $234,-
200,000. For the month the export surplus rose 
to $29,400,000 from $22,900,000 and for the 
five months to $164,530;000 from $74,700,000. 

Imports from the rest of the Commonwealth 
in May advanced to $ 19 ,700,000 from $17,000,- 
000, raising the five-month total to $74, 2)0 , - 
000 from $60,700,000. Exports to these 
countries in May also rose to $21,200,000  from 
$19,800,000 and in the five months to  $94,-
100,000  from $76,400,000. 

* 

SHAKESPEAREAN FESTIVAL:  The Stratford, Ont., 
Shakespearean Festival opened its third season 
on June 27. A distinguished first night 
audience enjoyed' what was deàcribed as an 
"energetic and provocative" performance of 
"Julius Caesar" as the opening night's sub-
mission., 

Before the performance, the Committee of 
the Festival entertained nearly 1,000 persons 
to dinner, among them some of the most dis-
tinguished critics of North America. 

"Oedipus Rex" was to be thenext'production, 
. followed by  "The  Merchant of •Venice." 

* * * * 

PENSIONS FOR THE BLIND:  The  Senate, on june 
27, without debate, passed a Cavernment bill 
lowering from 21 to 18 years the qualifying 
age for blirxd persons' pensions.  The  measure, 
which previously had been approved by the 
House of Commons, also raises the scale of 
maximum permissible income the blind may earn 
and still qualify• for pension. 

* 
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MAY SURPLUS $104.1 M1LLIOV:  The federal 
Government's budgetary revenues for May were 
$382.3 million or $7.8 million less than for 
May last year, while expélditures were $278.2 
million or .$.32.6 million more than a year ago. 
The . budgetary surplus for May was S104.1 
million compared with $144.5 million l'or May 
1954, the Minister of Finance, Mr. Walter 
Harris, announced Jitne 25. 

•For the first two months of the current 
fiscal year budgetary revenues were  $611.3 
million, expenditures were $474.7 million and 
the surplus was $136.6 million. For the first 
two months of 1954-55, revenues .were $635,6 

-million, expenditures were $461.4 million and 
the 'oudgetary surplus was $174.2 million.- . 

Operations of the old age security fu.nd, 
which are not in.cluded in budgetary trans-
actions, resulted in a surplus of $0.6 million 
for May and a cumulative deficit of $8 million 
for the two months to May 31.. 

* Cs * 
ARCTIC SUPPLY:  Prefabricated dwellings, 
cement and other building material form an 
important part of the cargo of three Depart-
ment of Transport vessels which sail from 
Montreal this week-end on their annual assign-
ment to re-supply governmental outposts in the 
Canadian Arctic. 

The three departmental vessels will be 
joined later this sumer by another icebreaker 
and two charter ships in carrying out Opera-
tion Nors II for the re-supply by water of the 
joint Canadian-United States Arctic weather 
stations. 

'The three vessels leaving from Mentreal 
this week-end are: C.G.S. "C.D. awe", C.G.S.: 
"N.B. McLean", and C.G.S. "F.dward Cornwallis". 

The "C.D. Howe" is the Department of Trans-
port's Arctic Supply Vessel and will carry the 
official governmental party of officials from 
the Department of Northern AffairS and National 
Resources who are responsible for the adminis-
tration of the northland; doctors and dentists 
from the Department of National Health and 
Welfare responsible for the health of natives 
and white men alike in these northern out-
posts; surveyors and hydrographers from the 
Department of Mines and Technical Surveys; 
officers of the R.C.M.P.:; and representatives 
of the Post Office Department. 

Altogether, the ship will have on board 
some 40 official passengers and 17 Eskimos 
from Montreal, the latter returning to their 
homes after a sojourn in hospitals. 

* CS CS * 
Foreign vehicles entering Canada on travel-

ler's vehicle permits in May totalled 201,188, 
a new high record fOr • the month .  This wau 
above last year's corresponding total of 194,- 
685. In the January-May period the entries 
rose 4.1% to 496,828 from 477,278 in the like 
1954 period. 

1111  •.1 

(C.W.R. June 30; 1953) 

DOMINION-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE:  The Prime 
iviinister, Mr. St. Laurent, announced in the 
House of Commons on June 23. the proposals for 
the relief of unemployed persons placed before 
the 15omin ion -Provinci al Con ference  of  June 20 
and 21. • 
• He said, in part: 
• "At the conclusion of the meeting held on 

June 20 and 21. it was announced that the pro-
vincial. and federal representatives had dis-
cussed several suggestions for 'sharing the 
costs of providing assistance to the unemploy-
ed persons  in nee.d. These suggestions arose 
out of the consideration.of the general pro- • 
posal put forward by the..federal C-overnment at 
the conference late in April and took into 
account the facts and figures assembled since 
that time. 

"The provincial representatives have de-
cided to consider ,  with their Governments the 
modified proposal made to them that the feder-
al Government accept one-half of the .cost of 
relief for the number of those in need in each 
Province in excess of 0.45 per cent of the 
population of the Province. 

This 0.45 per .cent of the population 
proposed as, the starting point for federal 
sharing is taken as a measure of the basic 
load of those in need becau•se they are unem-
ployable., and would make it unnecessary for 
the feçieral Government to make any distinction 
betweernpayMents to persons who are employable 
and those who are not employable. 

"Special.consideration will be given to the 
problem arising in any province where the load 
of unemployable persons receiving assistance 
has normally been below this level of 0.45 per 
cent. 

"Public investment and other measures that 
would help to maintain employment at a high 
level will bé considered at the October con-, 
ference and preparatory discussions on these 
subjects  as  well as other items on the agenda 
will take place at a meeting of the Preparatory 
Committee of provincial and federal officials 
early in July". . . 

The Prime Minister then went on to outline 
the plan in greater detail and announced that 
the effective date of the commencement of the 
sharing 'arrangement in each province should 
not be earlier than July 1. 

* 

CANADA AT ILO:  Canada's Minister of Labour 
Mr. Milton F. Gregg, told the ILO Conference 
at Geneva last week that labour management in 
Canada were "succeeding in establishing the 
kind of dynamic balance of..power in which the 
twéb sides were able to  feel they have both 
security and Opportunity to progress. I .  am 
sure this is the case in many other countries 
as well. As they suçceed, the old bitterness, 
suspicions, and  class conflicts are disappear- 

' 

	

	ing. In their place we are finding healthy 
confident attitudes on  both sides of the table." 
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WEEK " S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

"MAINTENANCE OF  PEACE":  Declaring the "cen - • 

 tral concept of Canada's dèfence policy today" 
to be"themaintenance of peace - peace assured 
by such overwhelming collective strength that 
no potential aggressor will dare to ,  put the 
issue to the test," the Minister of National 
Eefence, Mr. "R-A. Campney latinchéd débate on 
his Department's estimates, totalling about 
$1,775,000,000, in the House of Commons On 
June 16. 

'On general Policy and outlook, he spoke, in 
part, as followé: 

"All our thinking- about  defence today Must 
be proféundly affected. I am sure all will 
agree, by recent developments in the field of 
atomic and tnermonuclear weaPons as well  as in 
the range and speed of modern jet bombers.... 

"There is today no absolute defence against 
atomic and thermonuclear weaPons in the 
quantities in which they could be aggressively 
brought to bear on this or any other country. 
lhat does not meam that we may . nof blunt mnd. 
minimize such an attack. lhat does not.aean 
that we could not survive such an attack. The 
powers of resistance . snd the ingenüity of 
human beings are very great.indeed,•as we saw 
in the last world war, 

"We may lessen the effectiveness of such an 
attack by such powers and measures as we can 
contrive, but we cannot wholly prevent, damage 
to a country geographicallyaslarge  as:  Canada, 

 In'other words, there is no 100 per cent  

:perfect defence .whiCh will prevent such.an  
attack from meetingwith some degree of success 
.if it' is made. 

"It follows, therefore, that .since Canada, 
by herself, can provide only  a limited though 
substantial amount of defence, and since éther 
free countries are in the same poSition, 
greater assurance aigainst . the risks of war can 
be attained only .by  collective security. lhat 
is, of . course,..the meaning of NATO -- 'of 
fiffeen  nations  working to one end -- a great 
joint defence  effort on the part of all for 
the protection of each. 

"I shPuld like to say that Canadians gen-
erally welcôme the . Cerman  people -as  our full 
and. equal partners in NATO. The accession of 
.the Federal Republic of Cermany is important 
-not.only because it will eventually strengthen 
the  defence forces of the free world, but also 
because time may Well prove dhat déis  en Large-
ment  of NATO is iruitself a significant mile-
'stone along.the. .path to. the ultimate brother-
hood of nations and the abolition of war. 

"Within • this NATO team, Canada has the 
role of providing some measures of defence at 
home and some abroad. It is to this end that 
we are providing sea, land and air forces. it 

 we do not, end we cannot, provide weapons and 
forces of all.types and in the numbers which 
.might be.required for the complete defence of 
all Canada in a global war, if that should 

'cork. It would be quite beyond the resources 

1 
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both physical and financial, of a country
embracing such a vast area as ours does, and
relatively so sparsely populated, to carry out
such a tremendous undertaking by itseLf. ....

"And it is folly in any event for'ûs, or
for a potential enemy,'or for anyone, to talk'
today about 'winning'-a war.'Thè trémendoûs
powers of death, destruction-and contamination
of thermonuclear war£are _today s.imp.ly. beggar
description.

"Our hope under such circuinstances'would
simpd.;' be not to lose the war, rather than-to
expect to win it. And in this case there is a
vast difference between 'not losing' and
'winning'.

"Tha't is why the central concept of Canada's
defence policy today is the maintenance of
peace -- peace assured by such overwhelming
collective strength that no potential aggressor
will date to put the issue to the test.

"We must seek increasingly, by every means
within our power and in conjunction with our
friends, to prevent the outbreak of a major
war, which, if it came, could only bring chaos
and catastrophe for everyone involved.

ALL-OUT RETALIATION

"Together with our allies we must make it
abundantly clear that violent aggression, will
be answered instantaneously by all-out retal-
iari,on throughout the homeland of the aggres-
sor. And we must show as well our determination
and our capacity to survive a sudden attempt
at'a knock-out blow and to. fight our way back
to stability and freedom as quickly as we can.

"That is why we have the 1st Canadian air
division in Europe,with twelve squadrons of
first-class fighter planes.

"That is 'why we.hâve the 1st Canadian
Infantry Brigade there to help défend freedom
in Europe.

"Tha.t, is why we have fighting ships and
planes ready 'to.patrol the North Atlantic sea-
laries against the submarine menace.

"That i's'why we have here in Canada a
mobile striking force of three airborne bat-
talions ready to meet possible local attacks
ins t an tanec,_rs ly.

"Tliat is why, worl-i'ng with the United_
States, we are, .exteniiing a complex 'radar warn-
ing network across the land's vast distances,
and out into rlie -neigtibouring oceans.

"That.is whÿ;-'in -the North American air
spacés, Canâdian and United States interceptor
planes, aided by'râdar and ground observers,
are constantly watching and checking unidénti-
fied aircraft.

"And that is why, since NAID was formed six
years 'ago, Canada has contributed military aid
to our European friends to a value substantial-
ly in excess of one billion dollars, and is
training'year by year approximately 1,000
aircrew for our-allies:

"All of these-vital'eléments of our defence
effort'here and in Europe are to help make the
nations of the north. Atlantic community

(C.'r!-. B. ' fune 24, 1955)

capable of checking an aggressor and of'strik-
ing back so vigorously as to destroy his war

; potential. . . .
."In recent months there appears to have

been •a - le'sser:ing of tension in the cold war --'
certainly in. Europe. We hope théfriendly
gestures from behind the iron curtain are
genuine and sincere. But in the light.of-ex-
perience we must proceed with caution and with
hope until we can more definitely assess the
import of those gestures -- their motivation
and their real objective.

"fhere is also another side of this matter
which was mentioned in this House only a few
days ago by my colleague, the Minister of
.-Defence Production (Mr. Howe). It is briefly
this: while the outbreak of war now seems less
likely,.the imperative need for success in our
policy of deterrence has•increased very great-
1y. 'Ihe order of magnitudé'of this iticrease'
is, I suggest, directly related to•the tre-
mendously greater consequences of war, and is
roughly proportional to the destructive power
of the H-bomb as compared-to the A-bomb.'

PLAN TO PREVENT WAR

"I have sought in my remarks thus far to
emphasize-that the plan of Canada and our
allies is not to'win a third world war but
rather to prevent it, and-- in the alternative
-- to prepare ourselves to survive any-sudden
attack and then to. fight back hard,and at
once. 'These are our, objectives and 'thesé are
the objectives of our allies. . ."

'Touching on the close working relations
existing between Canada and the United States
for continental defence, he mentioned that
Canada's contribution would'be "nearly'one
third of a billion dollars to, the joint
Canada-U.S. warning and control system. "

He concluded:
"In peace, and-.in our common pursuit.of the

abundance that science and'human.ingenuity and
hard work can provide for the great .nasses of
humanity, no, thinking.person wants to see war
delay or turn aside mankind's long and patient
pilgrimage towards a better lifè.

"Whilé our hearts cherish the hope of'â
world without war', in these uneasy years our
defence preparations give'the best substance
to this hope.

"The present climat.e-of international
affairs appears to be moderating, but we cannot
be sure that the better weather of,recent
months will endure. Our objec'tive remains fixed
before us -- to make peace permanerit. With
this in mind, the free nations are willing to
negotiate with the USSR -- at the summit, it
any level -- but we must negotiate from
strength.
.,"Defence is costly and will no doubt con-
tinue so. But standing,resolutely and together'
with the other free peoples, Canadians are
willing to pay dearly to maintain their way 6f
life.

a
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"To do this, we.must go on so far as we can
see, year after year, investing.a substantion-
al part of our national production in defence.

"After all, the reward for our defence
preparedness is immeasurable: for what we do
to guard.against the possibilitÿ of war•is our
best guarantee that our time will be a time of
peace."

a a ^ #

INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS: Canada's trans-
actions in goods and services with other
countries resulted in a deficit of $431 million
last year as compared to a deficit of $443
million in 1953, acco.rding to the Bureau' s
annual report on the balance of international
payments.

The stability of the deficit reflected
opposite môvements in the balances on merchan-
dise and non-merchandise transactions. The
trade balance, as adjusted for purposes of the
balance of payments, swung from a deficit of
$58 million in 1953'to s surplus of $13
million, merchandise exports falling by $223
million and imports still further by $294
million.

Most of this improvement in the trade
balance was offset by larger payments for.in-
visibles, the customary deficit on these
transactions rising by $59 million from $385;
to $444 million. 'The greatèr,part of this
change was due to higher paymen ts and lower
receipts for interest and dividends.'

Travel expenditures'also 'rose, while
receipts were unchanged. These increased
deficits on income and travel account were
only partly offset by higher gold production
available for export and a- reduced deficit on
freight and'shippingaccount.

Following is a summary.of the principal
elements of Canada's current account with all
countries last year, with 1953 figures in
brackets (in millions of dollars); balance on
commodity trade 13 (-58); gold production
available for export, 155 (144); bâlance on
travel, -80 (-53); balance on interest and
dividends, -288 (-239); freight and shipping
balance, -46 (-56); inheritances and migrants'
funds, -5 (--); all other current transactions,
-180 (-171).

^ 4 # G .

1955 CANADA HANDBOOK: Bearing an artist's
representation in colour of the Canada goose
on its cover and with a:number of innovations
in its text and design; 'Csnadâ '1955 - the
popular annual "Official Handbook of Present
Conditions and Recent Progress" - was released

for distribution June 17,by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics: and the Queen's Printer.
Copies are available from the (ueen's. Printer,
Ottawa, at 75 cents a copy.

(C.W.B. June 24, 1955)

EMPLOYNElVT EXPANSION: Employment during May
continued to expand more rapidly than•is usual
for the season. Between mid-April and mid-May,
the number of persons with jobs increased by
some . 201, 000 to an estimated 5, 324, 000,;. an all-
time high for May. Although the labour force
increased by 87.000- during the month, the
increase in -emp1, qment reduced• the estimate of
those without jobs and seeking work by 114,000
to 213,000 which was some 5,000 below the
figure a year earlier. The number of applica-
tions for jobs at NES offices fell steadily
during the month and also dropped below the
corresponding 1954'figure, the Department of
Labour reported.

It was clear that the continued tip-swing in
business activity was now having a marked
effect on employment generally. Current high
levels of activity in the automobile, con-
struction and related industries were making
an important contribution to rising employment.
Job openings at NES offices indicated that
requirements for workers in. cons truc.tion, the
metal trades and a number of trade and service
occupations were.considerably larger than last
year.

Rising levels of employmerit balanced labour
supply and demand in a considerably larger
number of labour markets than a year ago. The
classification of the 109 local labour market
areas at June 1, 1955,.' (last year's figures in
br!kckets) was as follows: in, balance 45 (23);
moderate surplus, 55 (65); substantial surplus,
9 (21)..

^a:za

EEN ELIZABETH''SCHOLARSHIPS: The first
awards of thenewly estab i e Queen Elizabeth
Scholarships at the Nursery Training School of
Boston have been'made to Miss Dbrothy Keith of
Rutland. Saskatchewan, and Miss Madeleine
Brault of Vancouver, British Columbia, it was
announced in Ottawa by the Minister of National
Health and Welfare, June 16.

The scholarships, which were offered'by the

famed Boston school at the time of the Corona-
tion of Her Majesty; Queen Elizabeth II,

.provide for a year's training for a Canadian

student. The scholarship covers a year's

•tuition, room and board for.one candidate. Due

to the high calibre of the applicants, a

second scholarship for tuition only has been

generously offered by the school.'

WHEAT S1nCKS DOWN: Stocks of Canadian wheat
in store at the beginning of June were down 576
from a year earlier, totalling 324,434,000
bushels versus 340,558,000. Prairie marketings
during the week rose to 6,398,000 bushels from
5,561,000 but overseas export clearances fell
to 2,673,000 bushels from.3,7 14,000.

3
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ECÔNONIC COMMISSIÔN:  The Prime Ministee, 
Mr. St. Laurent, announced in the House of 
Commona on June 17 the composition of the 
Royal Commission on Canada's  economic  prospects  
which had been forecast by the Minister of 
Finance, Mr. Harris, in his Budget Speech in 
April. 

The Chairman of the Commission is to be Mr. 
Walter Gordon; accountant and -management 
consultant of Toronto, Ont., and the other 
members .will be Mr. Orner Lussier, of Quebec; 
Mr.., A.E. Grauer, of Vancouver; Dr. Andrew 
Stewart, of Edmonton; and Dr. Raymond Gushue, 
or St. John's Newfoundland. 

"The terms of reference of the Commission 
direct it to examine and report upon  Canadas 

 economic prospects," said Mr. St. Laurent. 
"In particular, it is directed to study 
developments in the supply of basic raw mater-
ials and energy sources, prospects for growth 
and change in domestic and external markets, 
the growth in the population of Canada, trends  
in Productivity and living standards and 
prospective requirements for industrial and 
social capital'. 
• "Mr. D.V. LePan of the Department of 
External Affairs has been appointed Secretary 
of the Commission and Director of Research for 
it. " 

* * * 
SAN FRANCISCO DELEGATION:  The Department of 
External Affairs announced June 17 that the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
L.B. Pearson, had left Ottawa to attend the 
special meeting of the United Nations which 
will be held in San Francisco throughout the 
week ending June 26, to commemorate the .Tenth 
Anniversary  of • the :signing of the United 
Nations Charter. 

The other members of the Canadian Delegation 
are Mr. DavidJohnson, Permanent Representative 
to the Uni.ted Nations in New York, Mr. 
'Christopher C.Ebérts, Consul General of 
Canada in San Francisco., and Mr. J.E. Thibault 
of the Permanent Delegation in New York. 

The commemoration of the Tenth Anniversary 
of the signing of the Charter is also being 
celebrated in Canada: 

* * * * 
• 

Value of cheques cashed in clearing centres 
in April. totalled $12,690,000,000, 4.2% above 
last year's corresponding.total of $12,179,- 
000,000. In the January-April period the gain 
was 5:3% to $50,424,000,000 from $47,887,000,- 
000 a year earlier. 

* * * 

Total exports of Canadian oats, barley', rye 
and flaxseed during the first three quarters of 
the 1954-55crop year have amounted to 78,500,- 
000 bushels as against 143,900,000 in the 
corresponding period of the preceding crop 
year. 

BANNER  AUTO SALES MONTH:  The retail value 
of new motor vehicles soId in Canada so.areçl to 
an all-time peak of $143,713,000 in April, 18% 
above" the .April 1954 total of $121,793,000, 
DIP reports. All told,. 53,910  vehicles were 
sold, 6,631 or 14% more than in April. Iast 
year and the second-highest monthly total on 
record -- in April 19 53 some  56,261  new 
vehicles were sold for $140,674,000. 

Passenger car sales broke, all records this 
April, the number •increasing over 17% to 
46,002  from  39,221 a year earlier and the 
retail value more than .20% to $121,042,000 
from $100,805,000. 

Although 2% fewer commercial vehicles were 
sold this April --  7,908 versus 8,058 last 
year -- retail value rose 8% to $22,671,000 
from $20,988,000.. The number of buses sold 
jumped to 94 from  34m April, last year, 
retail value increasing to $1,979,000 from 
$805,000. 

Sales of European.7 made vehicles also in-
creased this April, but in contrast to the 
trend in sales of C.anadian-made vehicles the 
most pronounced advance was in commercial 
vehicles, which jumped 58% in number to 235 
from 149 and 46% in value to $468,000 from 
$321,000. About 2% more European passenger 
cars were sold -- 2,461 versus 2,4 in  April 
last year -- but retail value showed.only a 
slight gain to $4,529,000 from $4,526,000. 

The total number of new European mo.  tor 
'vehicles sold increased 5% to 2,696 from 2,  569 
and retail value about 3% io $4,997,000 from 
$4.847,000. 

* * * * 

PETROLEUM RISE:  Canadian refineries pro-
duced 13,218,565 barre Is • Of peiroleuni products 
in February as compared with 12,782,666 in 
the corresponding month last year. Production: 
was higher for motor gasoline, -  aviation turbine 
fuel, stove oil, diesel fuel and asphalt, but 
lower for heavy fuel oil and lubricating oil. 

Crude oil received by refineries during the 
month totalled 14, 107,931  barrels, up from 
12,954,6 70, domestic receipts rising to 
7,784,534 barrels from 7.430,762 and imported 
'supplies 'to 6,323,397 barrels from 5,523,908. 
Refinery inventories of refined products at 

.the beginning of March were 22,562,658 barrels 
versus 21.588,159. 

Ce * * 
COASTING TRADE COMMISSION:  The first public 
hearings of the Royal Commission on 'the Coast-
ing Trade will be held in Ottawa from July  11  
to July 15, it was announced June 17 by the 
Honourable Mr. Justice W.F. Spence,' Chairman 
of the Commission. The -Ottawa hearings will 
be followed by ,.sese-ons 'in - i!le Ailantic 
Provinces. • 
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'GROSS NATIONAL • RRODUCT SHOWS FURTHER ADVANCE

v

BUSINESS'BETTERVENT; Canada's gross nation-
al product showed a further advance in the
first quarter of 1955, ' as the -upturn in busi-
ness activity which began in the second half
of last year continued, according to the
L-ureau's quarterly report on the National
Accounts.

Seasonally adjusted at annual rates, the
value of the Nation's total production of
goods and services amounted to $25.0 billion
in the first quarter, an increase of 3^ over
the fourth quarter of 1954'and 41p above the
averagè of $24.0 billion for the year 1954 as
a whole.

The gains over last year include'an allow-
ance fôr an estimated higher crop production
in 19 55'and are thus subject to partial quali-
fication. About l percentage point of.these
increases, or $200 mill.ion, is attributable
to this factor. •

$400,000,000 INCREASE

The report indicates that in the non-farm
sector of the economy the expansion in activity
which began last year brought the level of
non-farm production in the first quarter to a
point about 2% above last year's peak fourth-
quarter level. Seasonally adjusted at annual
rates, the increasé in gross national product,
excluding accruednet income of farm operators,
amounted to about $400 million.

Related indicators suggest'that, after
allowing for seasonal factors, about one-half
of the production gain occurred in manufactur-
ing, with the major increases in transportatiôn
equipment, iron and steel proaucts, and wood
p roduc ts.

The expansion of business.activity from the

fourth to the first quarter was accômpanied by

a build-up of business inventories and.a sharp

rise in merchandise exports, on the seasonally

adjusted basis. Apart from these-two expendi-

ture categories, other major.components of

demand in the first quarter were relatively

stable. Approximately half of the inventory

build-up (seasonally adjusted) appears to have

been in automobiles, production of which was a

major factor in the upturn in manufacturing

activity.

The gains in merchandise exports in the
first quarter were generally widespread and

Cypress Hills in Saskatchewan is a wooc . :-
studded parkland 4,'3D0 feet above sea level.

+xa#^^

affected-most of the major categories in the

export group. In particular,'exports of agri-

cultural products, iron and its products, non-

ferrous metals and chemicals showed major

gains from the fourth to the first quarter,

after allowing for seasonal factors.

- This rise in export demand, as has-been
noted, was accompanied by gains in production
in-durable manufacturing, forestry and mining.

Wages, 'salaries and supplementary-labour
income,•seasonally adjusted, amounted to $12.3
billion in the first quarter of 1955, nearlq
1% higher than in the last quarter of 1954.

Investment income, seasonally adjusted,
rose moderately in the first quarter over the
last quarter of 1954.

INDIRECT TAXES GAIN

.Indi.rect taxes less subsidies, seasonally
adjusted, showed a substantial gain in the
first quarter of 1955 over the.fourth quarter
of last year, as federal excise tac collections
and customs import duties rose sharply.

Personal expenditure on consumer goods and
services showed little change in total from
the. fourth to the first quarter (seasonally
adjusted), but was at an annual rate approx-
imately 2% above the average for the year 1954
as a whole.

The build-up of business inventories was a
major factor in the increase in output from the
fourth, to the first quarter. Seasonally adjust-
ed at annual rates, the accumulaition of
business inventories in the first quarter
amounted,to $0.4 billion. During the second
and third quarters of 1954, a substantiil'part
of final demand was being met through the
drawing down of existing inventory stocks, and
this development tended to have a restraining
effect upon prôduction.'The'turn-around in
business inventories from the third quarter of
1954'to the first quarter of 1955 has amounted
to approximately $0.8 billion (seasonally
adjusted at annual rates), or somewhat more
than 3% of gross national product.

Substantial increases were experienced in
both exports-and imports of goods.snd services
in the first quarter of 1955.'Seasonally ad+
justed at annual rates, exports rose by 8%
over the fourth quarter, while imports showed
a 'gain of 476,,

It is estimated that Quebec's famed Percé

Rock weighs about four million tons.

Canada's 17 scenic national parks span the Elk Island National Park in Alberta is the

North American continent. largest fenced wild animal preserve in Canada,
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HEALTH EDUCATION .FOR ESï4IMOS

"SATURATION SURVEY": When the "C.D. Howe"
sails on June 25 on its annual trip-to the
.Eastern Arctic, it.will have aboard two medical
-survey teams from the Department of National
Health and Welfare.

These two,. and three others setting out at
the same time, each will consist of a medical
officer,• a male nurse or ho'spitall: attendant,
as X-ray technician., and an interpreter.
Iàentists. will travel with two of the parties.
These teams will make 'a bold -attempt to see as
many as possible of the 3,000 Eskimos in the
territory to be covered this year.

Such teams.have gone out beforé, but this
year there is a difference. The "C.D.' Howe"
can touch only at the main points on the
Eastern Arctic coastline, and the medical
parties have, in the past, tried to have
Eskimos assembled at these points. l.âst year
45 per cent of the Eskimo population was
reached for chest X-rays.

Th'is :year only one team is travelling with

the ship, and the others are travelling-by
plane, boat or any-other way-they can, along

the coast. Since most-Eskimos camp along the
coast in these areas they hope to reach most
c.amps and X-ray every Eskimo encountered as

well as get material for registration of the
population.

Each of-the five parties will be supplied
with almos:t :idénticél equipment, stocks and
rations. Fhc!• will have identical instructions
as to medical reporting. It is hoped in th,is
way to get a composite picture of the location,
health and environment of the whole Eskimo
population.

a

SECURITY TRANSACTIONS: Portfolio security
transactions 6etween.Canada and other countries
during the first quarter of 1955 led to a
sales balance or capital inflow of $13,000,000,
following purchase balances in the last two

quarters of 1954, DBS reports.
Proceeds of new Canadian securities sold

totalled $105,000,000. This amount is re-
marka-bly large in view of the prevailing
narrow differentiâl in interest rates. A1-
though -there were several- muaicipal issues of
s'ignificant size placed abroad, the larger
part of the total is attributable to the
acquisition by non-residents of new stocks
offered to shareholders'by'Canadian companies,
and to in stitution ai purchases of new domestic
issues,, principally of.corporations.

Trâding in outstanding Canadian issues led
to an outflow of capital of $20,000,000 after
four successive quarters of inflow. This in-
flow occurred despite the fact that there were
net sales of Canâdian stocks aggregating
nearly $52,000,000. United States residents

I

In the.past X-rays have been developed
after•the party- returned homev which meant a
delay, sometimes of months, in getting sick
Eskimos to hospital. This year the X-rays will
be developed on the spot and Eskimos rieeding
treatment in hospital will be evacuated im-
mediately, travelling.with the party to the
nearest p.oint.from which they can.be flown
south. ,

In addition to recording vital statistics
and environmental data, taking X-rays, giving
immunizations and diagnosing ând'treating
illnéss' bn' tlie spot as well. as arranging for
evacuâtion of Eskimos who neéd hospitalization,
the medical parties will carry out iritérnsive
health éducatioin among the Eskimos, using
various visual aids.'

They will carry with them filmstrips showing
actual'pictûres of an Eskimo throughout his
stày in hospital and posters on the same
subject and they will distribute illustrated
booklets to families. This is to allay fear
and anxiety on the part of both patient and
his family.

'Zhere is.a•lso a film of Eskimo. patients in
a sanatorium, and an effort will be made to
provide photographs of patients now in
hospitals.for distribution-to-their relatives.
Elementary principals of hygiene, nutrition
and preventive medicine will be•strosed, and
reasons for all medical procedures, such as
immunization, will be.given each patient.

It is the aim of the Department of National
Health and.Welfare to contact as many as
possible of the Eskimo population'by this
intensive survey. It-is,hoped to reach 80 per
cent of the.people.

added $36,000,000 to their holdings of stocks,
the United Kingdom $10,000,000, and other
overseas countries $5,000,000.

Repatriation through trading 'of nearly
$74,000,000 of outstandins Canadian bonds and
debentures, mainly held in the United States,
was also at a record level.

^x o ^ o

Commercial failures under the provisions of
the Bankruptcy and Winding Up Acts dropped to
661 in the first quarter this year from 680 in
the same period of 1954 and estimated liabili-
ties fell il%: to $14,858,000 from $16,760,-
000.

o ^ a o

Bôosted by substantial increases in grain,
iron ore, sand and gravel,' lumber and timber;
and automobiles, car loadings on Canadian
railways rose nearly 2096 in May to 353,958
cars from 295,511 in the corresponding -month
last year.

r
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

"DEFENCE  PROGRAMME":  "Can ada ' s de fence 
programme continues to be planned for the im-
mediate defenCe of Canada, for co-operation 
with the United States in the joint defence of 
the Canada-United States region, for co-
operatiOn within the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization looking towards the Provision of 
a collective force capable of  aggres-
sion, and for  carrying out undertakings by 
Canada. as a. member of the United Nations 
Organizationn, says a White - Paper on "Canada's 
Defence Programme" tabled in the House of 
Commons on-June 7. 

"Canada Shares with her NATO allies the. 
firm conviction that we must do everything  in 

 our power to reduce the possibility of a third' 
world War, and this deterMination is the more 
compelling because'àf the appalling destruct-
ive power of thermonùcléar weapons," the White 
Paper proceeds. "We are convinced that the'bést 
way to avoid a war of annihilation is to make_ 
plain tà any potential aggressàr:that collect -
ively we have the  strength to defend'ourselves 
and that we value our.freedome sufficiently to 
fight for them.. 

"In the years since NATO.was formed to 
ensure that.the necessary collective strength 
would exist, it . has become obvious that this 
strength must include not only conventional 
forces, traihed,.equipped, and in the highest. 
possible state of operational readiness, but 

also thermonuclear weapons and the means of'  

their delivery, together with special early 
warning and air defence systems to protect 
strategic bomber bases,  and civil defence 
preparations designed to reduce the disastrous 
effects of enemy air attack. 

' 7A central problem in all current military 
planning is the nature of the balance  to be 
maintained between conventional forces and 
weapons and those for atomic and nuclear war-
fare..  Changes in this balance are likely to be 
required at times during the extended period 
of armed vigilance which now confronts us. In 
addition, appraisals of new weapons, new 
tactical and strategic concepts, and demands 
for increased mobility and flexibility of • 
forces make it evident that  d'anges  in emphasis 
must be made from time to time within the 
defence programmes of the NATO meMber nations. 

:"Canada will continue 't£1 make such adjust-
ments in her defence pro -.gramme. Current 
developments in the build-up . of air defences 
on thir s continent, which are changes of 
emphasis of this order, enable Canada to make 
a.highly important contribution to NATO as a. 
whole. In co-operation with the United States-
we are providing additional warning nptworks 
and increasingly.effective . and co-ordinated 
air defence forces on this continent. By so 
Aping-we are of. course meeting a commén need 
for home defence,• and beyond that, we are also 
assisting in the protection of the industrial 
potential of North America  and the  retaliatory 

1 
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capacity of the U.S. Strategic Air Force, both

of which are of the greatest significance to
all nations in the free world in the deterrence

of aggression.
,

"D.iri.ng th è Fast' ; éar' tr.e :hited States has

made considerable progress in the .production
of atomic and thermonuclear weapons. Zhe USSR,
after carrying out hydrogen bomb tests, has

indicated that production of a stock-pile of
nuclear bombs is undervray. b:ore -recently the
Government of the United Kingdom has announced
its decision to proceed with the development

and production of thermonuclear weapons.
"It is now çlear that a single thermonuclear

bomb can be made iarge enough to destroy a
-iajor city and all its inhabitants by direct
effects of blast and heat. If such abomb is -
exnloded close to the ground, it also produces
a vast column of radio-active fission.products
and particles that travel with the winds and
settle over a fairly extensive area, i.e.,.the
" al1-out' area.

"The area immediately under such an ex-
plosion would be uninhabitable for several
years owing to radio-activity. The-effects of
radio-activity would lessen progressively
down-•,•:in^, Out would be sufficiently serious
to cause disability and even death among
people in the open for a distance of more than
one hundred miles.

EVACUATION

"Adequate preparation for evacuation and

protecti..e cover ^,ould substantially limit the
number of,casualties from 'fa11-out'; con-
setiueritly C'ivil Defence authorities have been

giving particular attention to these aspects

of the problem during the past year.
"For h.brthfAmerica, the possibility appears

for the first time of'an attackthat could
cripple the military and industrial potential
of Canada and the United States. Should we
everbe attacked`with thermonuclear weapons,
it is plain that our immediate problem would
be national,survival. Everyone not directly
involved in an urgent military role would im-
mediately be caught up in the nroblems of
rescue, rehabilitation, and.the maintenance of
essential service.

"In wars of the past, families, towns and
even sizeable commtmities.have been destroyed,
but thermonuclear weapons confront us with the
possibility that major nations.and perhaps the
whole of mankind might be wiped out in con-
sequence'ôf a future war. It becomes all the
more important, therefore, that we spare no
effort progressively to reduce international
tension and eventually to eliminate war. At
thesamé time we must ensure that together
with our allies'we have sufficient military
strength to deter any potential aggressor.

"l^hile the most effective sing1e deterrent
today is the çertainty of thermonuclear
retaliation, we recognize that ultimately
peace mustrest on more enduring foundations.

Meanwhile it is only by combining collective
military strength with diplomatic action`that
we can hope to safeguard our freedoms while
working towardsa lasting solution ôf.inter-
national rroblems.n

:;nder the heading•"Defènce At Home" the
document continues:

"The working partnership between Canada and
the United States for joint defence has for
seme time-been closely concerned with defence
against air attack. The facts of strategy and
geography have required that a large number of
the installations for this purpose must be
located on Canadian soil. By agreement. certain
of these installations are at present"ma.*uied
by li.S..rersonnel.

"Sincethe Canada-tJ.S. region is one of the

principal strategic areas of NATO, all that
has been done in continental defence here

flows quite naturally from commitments made
under the North Atlantic Treaty. ;ioreover, in
any project carried out in either country;
whether by Canada or by the United States,
control resides with the authorities of the

country in which the operations take place.

DEFENCE ECONOMICS

"In the economics of defence, as in many

other fields, Canada and the United States are
each other's own best customers. During the
past several years reciprocal purchases have

amounted to about.-one billion dollars,.with-
the principal items for both countries being
aircraft, electronics and communications
equipment, and-ammunitions and-explosives.
During the fiscal year 1955-54 Canadi'an C*sv-
ernment expenditures on military procurement
in the :'nited States amo^nnted to .$105;810,000,
while similar expenditures by the United States
in Canada totalled $115;840,000. '

"Co-operation,in research and experimental

projects is I also a•feature of Canada's special

relations with^the-United States. For example,
following the successful development by the
U. S. Arm.y of NI.YE, a supersonic ground-to-air
guided missile, a number of Canadian Army
personnel received special training at a L.S.
Army guided missile centre in Texas. In the
opening months of 1955 cold:weather tests of
NII:Ewere carried out near Churchill, Manitoba,
by Canadian and United States personnel."

Under "Air riefence,",the Paper says:
"Nine regular squadrons and ten auxiliary

squadrons of the Royal Canadian Air Force are
maintained in Canada to provide fighter air-
craft for interception dûties. By the end of
1955 al1nine regular squadrons will be com-
pletely equipped with long-range, .ali=Feather
CF-100 jet aircraft. Fighter arid-fighter
bomber auxiliary squadrons have. been equipped

witha number of T-"3Silver Star aircraft for
jet training purooses; and while the training
of auxiliary sa,uadron"aircrew.in aircraft of

the more complex types necessarily takes

longer than the training of aircrew for regular
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squadrons, progress has been made. In addition, 
two auxiliary squadrons are equipped with 
light bombers and operate, as required, with 
the Mobile Striking Force." 

The riper  is in nine parts, devoted to 
"Canada and the International Outlook," 
"Defence at Home", "Defence Abroad," "Manpower 
and 'Training," "Conditions of Service," 
"Defence Research,""euipment,""Construction" 
and, "Defence Appropriations:" 

The paragraph on manpower strength reads: 
"The  maximum strength of the Regular Forces 

has now been set at 120,000, except for a 
small additional percentage to alloW for 
seasonal variations in enrolments  and  releases 
and an allowance of 3,000 for officer cadets 
and apprentices. Within the total figure, the 
maximum for each Service is: Navy 20,000; 
Army 49,000; Air Force 51,000." 

, 

CAPITAL MOVEMENTS:  Gross direct investment 
inflows continued to be large in the first 
quarter of 1955, although below-the record 
level established in the - previous quarter. The 
liquidation of important investMaats, however, 
reduced the net inflow. 

Security transactions led to a relatively 
small inflow because heavy repatriation of 
bonds  and  debentures offset large net sales-of 
stocks. There was a small inflo* from the 
amortisation of loans to overseas governments. 
The net movement from these  transactions in 
long-term assets and liabilities was not 
sufficient to meet Canada's current account 
deficit in the quarter. 

Net inflows  of direct  investment capital in 
the quarter are tentatively estimated at $75 
million. • With the exception of the third 
quarter of 1954, -  this is the lowest quarterly 
leVel of net transfers recorded since early -in 
1952, and represents a decline of More than 
40% from the last quarter of 1954 when inflows 
were at a record level. - Mining and petroleum 
investment continued to be heavy with consid-
erable overseas participation. Flows of 
Canadian capital for direct investment abroad 
apPear to have been smaller -  than usual and are 
tentatively placed at about $5 million. 

* 
1 956 ICNAF IN HALIFAX :  The International 
Commission for theNorthwest Atlantic Fisheries 
in session in Ottawa decided on June 9.to hold 
its sixth annual meeting in Halifax in June, 
1956, in keeping with its constitution which 
requiresthatits meetings be held on the North 
American continent. - 

Recommendations are being made, however, to 
the ten member nations of the Commission to 
change the constitution so that the inter-
national body might meet in other countries 
represented ontheammission. Member countries 
are Canada, Denmark,  France,  Iceland, Italy, 
Norway,  Portugal, Spain,  United Kingdom and 
the United States;  

_row CHAIRMAN,:  Captain Tavares de Almeida 
of Lisbon Portuguese - CommisSioner, at the 
Fifth Annual Meeting in Ottawa of the Inter-
national Commission for the Northwest Atlantic 
Fisheries, was elected Chairman for 1955. He 
sheceeds Dr. Stewart  ates, Ottawa, who re-
linquishes the chairmanship after a two-year 
term. 

Fishermen of ten  North American.and 
European nations operating on the rich banks 
off Canada's Atlantic coast will use larger 
mesh in trawl nets if recommendations made by 
the Commission are ratified by the member 
nations. - 

ST. CROIX RIVER USE:  The Department of 
External Affairs mmnounced on June 11 that the 
Governments of the .United States and Canada 
haVe agreed to ask the International. joint 
Commission to conduct an investigation of the 
St.  Croix River Basin in order to determine 
Whether greater use than is now being made of 
the waters of the basin would be feasible and 
advantagedus, 

Canada's chief interests in this 	 a 
 lie not Only hathepossibility of provd- 

ing additional power from the resources pl 
the river which forms, in part, the boundary 
between the Province of New  Brunswick and the 
state of Maine, but also in rehabilitating  the 

 salmon stocks in the St. Croix River basin 
which at one time was One ofthenmst important 
salmon producing areas on the Atlantic coast. 

* * * * 

VISA FEES WAIVED:  The Department of External 
Affairs announced on june 13 that an Agreement 
between Canada and Japan-for Waiving visa fees 
was sioned by the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, MIL.. L.2. Pearson, and the 
Ambassador of japan, His Excellency  Dr.  Koto 
Matsudaira. 

Under the Agreement, Canadian and Japanese 
citizens, seeking temporary entry not exceed-
ing twelve months to Japan or Canada respect-
ively, can be issued visas, free of charge, 
valid for an unlimited number of entries over 
a twelve-7month period. 

Until this Agreement comes into force on 
July 1, 1955, travellers between the twô 
couneries will be reouired as in the past to 
pay a fee . in  order to obtain vises for tempor-
ary entry% 

* * * * 

RECORD AUTO PRODUCTION:  Canadian factories 
produced a record, 5.,279  motor vehicles in 
May, 4,256 more ,than in April and sharply 
above last year'sMay total of 38,213, accord-
ing to preliminary figures released by DES. 
This  was the third successive monthly rise 
Which more than counterbalanced decreases hn 
both January and February. In the january-May 
period production rose to 224,517 units from 
215,614 a year ago. 



EXPORTS RISE SHARPLY: !-Aajor. increase.s . in
the exports' 64"pJ.an.. s and boare!:^, newsprx:i.t
paper, aiûminur:, copper, nickel, âsbestos' and
petroleum and iésser gants in wood pulp, zinc
and fe.rt..il.zers were ma-n. factors in ^^:shin g
the lall:^ of Canada *s domestic CYtOr.^svilp 15%,
in ?.pril to w336, 100,000 from $?.92,400,000 .in
the corresponding monr.kz last year.

C.:6mul.ati.,!e exporr.s for the Jan.uary^-A^.riJ.
period rose 1.3°b to .$1, 28--,'200 ;000 from $1, i43,-
400,000..11zerise. in overall value in April
was largely due to. a, 13.3% advançe in volume,.
-'rxcF.:s being only siight?.V ^1i^lher.

Ares totals s;how a particularly sharp rise
in exports to the United ?{ingdom, substar.tial
iiacréases to the United. States, Europe and. the
rest of' the Commonwealtia, and reduced. snip-,
ments to Latin.'América and other foreign
côuntries as a grour:

Doiaestic exports to the United Kingdom in
April were steeply hig! e.r in value at $70, 316,-
00-01 versus $ 33-9,1 71.83,000 in the co rrespondin g
month l.ast year, raising the cumulative total
for the January-April period, to $253,118,000
from $173, ,%1,000. Most of the increase both
in April, an4 the four months appeared in the
agricultural and vegetable products, wood and
paper, and' non-ferrous metals and products
groups. .

EXPORTS TO U.S.

Exports to the United States in April

climbed. to $190,539,000 from $176,746,000 a

year eariier, boosting the January-April total

to $757,122,000 from $70 3,280,000. Most of the

increase in both.periods occurred in four main

groups.-- wood and paper products, non-ferrous

metals and products, non-metallic minerals and

chemicals and aJ.lied. products.

Shipments to all other Commonwealth
countrie.s were higher in value' at $2D,505,00.0
in April versus $18,785;000•a year earlier and
$72,540,000 in the four months versus $56,040,-
000. There were larger totals in both periods
for the Union of South Africa, India, and New
.Zealand. Australia's total was down in April
but up in the four months.

Mainly as a result of a sharp c7rop in'shin-
ments to Brazil, the value of exports to
Latin American c,ountries as a whole dropped. in
April to $12,059,000 from $20,091,000 a year
earlier and to $50,450-,000 in the four months
from $58,220,04^. Sales were larger in. both
periods to Colombia and Mexico, and higher in
the month but lower in the cumulative period
to Venezuela.

Expprts in April to European countries as a

group moved up to $26,6 22,000 from $20,370,000

and in the four months to $99,147,000 from

$80,187,000. Among the individual markets there

were gains in both periods to France, Federzl

Republic of Germany, Italy, Netherlands and

Norway.

(C.W.B. June 17, 1955)

WEST CF..RAlANY AND ICNAFs Ifr'est Germany may
team up with a ten-nation organization working
to •obtairi a maximum* sustained yiefd from fish-
in, grounds off Canar..ian, United States and
Green land coasts. This possio.'tJ.ity is seen in
the atten.da.nce of a West German observer at
the fifth annual meeting of the International
Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisher-
ies now taking place in Ottawa.

Dr. J. Lundbeck, Director of the Sea Fish-
eries Research Institute of the West German
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, said that his

Gave.rnment is presently considering the matter
o}.^ becoming a partner in iQji1F as the result
of increased interest being taken in the North-
west Atlantic f_'isheries.

West Germany, he said, has ôu.t limited
agricultural resources and very small coastal
fisheries. High sea fisheries produce about
90 per cent of the 700,000 metric tons J.anded
annually by West German fishermen, but this is
not nearly enough to meet demands.• The low
annual per capita consumption of fish, about
30 pounds (low by Etirop•ean. standards) is
caused by th.e.shortage of such supplies rather
than. by food preference.

SECOND IN WHEAT E1XPORT: Supplies of wheat
remaining on or about May 1 this year in the

four major exporting countiies for export and
for carrvover at the end of their respective

crop years amounted to 1,849,600,000 bushels,

about 1°^ less than the 1,865,000,000 available
a year ago.

This year's May 1-supplies were held as
follows, a year earlier totals being in
bracJeets: United States, ].,02A,900,000 bushels
(945,000,000); Canada, 532,300,000 (650,300,-
000); Argentina, 147,000,000 (128,900,000);
and Australia, 145,400,000 (140,800,000).

Total exports of wheat and flour in terms
of wheat from the four major exporting
countries for the first nine months of the
current Canadian crop year, at 566,100,000
bushels, were some 22% greater than the ship-
ments of 46:3,2J0,000 during the comparable
period of 1953-54. Nine-month shipments from
the United States were 20 4,000,000 bushels
(146,400,000 a year earlier); Canada, 189,400,-
000 (197,000,000); Argentina, 102,600,000
(86,800,000); and Australia,, 70,100,000 (43,-
000,000).

1,â56,000 of the estimated 3,734,000 house-
holds in Canada last September cooked on
electric stoves, while 1,243,000 used wood or
coal cookstoves or ranges, 798,000 used gas
stoves, 196,000 used kerosene or oil stoves,

^ # ^. .

. Stocks of Canadian wheat in store or in
transit in North America on May 25 totalled
32.3, 292,000 bu&hels, about 5% less than last
year's corresponding total of 341,564,000.
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REDUCED DEFICIT IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS 

GOODS AND SERVICES: Canada's transactions 
and  with other countries led 

to a reduced deficit of $157 million in the 
first quarter of 1955:compared with a deficit 
of $176 million in the first quarter of 1954, 
according to the Bureau's quarterly estimates 
of the Canadian balance of international pay-
ments. 

Bothmerchandise exports and imports exceed-
ed the levels of  one  year earlier:The increase 
in exports was considerably Larger than that 
in imports, however, so that the commodity 
trade deficit of $51 million in the fiist 
quarter of 1954'changed to a surplus of $8 
million in the first quarter of 1955. Two-
thirds ofthis improvement in the trade balance 
however, was offset by an increase of $40 
million to $165 million in the deficit on 
invisibles, mainly because of sharply.increas-
ed dividend payments. 

A substantial increase in the currerit 
surplus with the United Kingdom offset the 
effects on the current balance of an enlarged 
deficit with the United States and a decreased 
surplus with other overseas cauntries in the 
first quarter of 1955.compared to the same 
period of 1954. 

Unlike the experience in most of 1954, the 
levels•of both merchandise trade and other 
current transactions in this year's first 
quarter were considerably over the levels of a 
year earlier. During the last half of 1954 the 
recessionary forces in Canada and the Unixed 
States were increasingly offset by expansion- 

WOULD WELCOME CHANCELLOR:  Asked in the 
House of Commons by Mr. George Hees (PC-
Broadview) on June 13, if Chancellor Adenauer 
has been invited to come to Canada on his 
current visit to the continent, the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson, replied: 

1%,  M.  Speaker, he has not. He is coming 
to the United States, I understand, to get a 
degree from Harvard University, and then is 
spending a very short time in Washington and 
New York before returning to Germany. In the 
circumstances he has not been invited to come 
to Canada, although I am sure we would all,be 
very glad to see Chancellor Adenauer here at 
any time." 

* * 

55 out of every 1.00 Canadian households had 
an automobile last September, and 9% of these 
had two or more. 

* * * * 

11, 	

• 

had hot and. cold water installed.
64% of the homes in Canada Lest  September 

ary forces, and marked increases in economic 
activity occured in both countries early in 
1955. 

At the same time, economic activity in the 
United Kingdom and other west European 
countries has continued at high levels. Itle 
Ievéls of current receipts and payments have 
responded strongly to these changes; Export 
and import volume in the fiirst quarter of 1955 
exceeded the levels of one year earlier by 12% 
and 6%, respectively. Current receipts and 
payments were also higher, particularly the 
latter. 

In the first quarter of 1955 the value or 
exports and imports, as adjusted for balance 
of payments purposes, exceeded the first 
quarter of 1954by $96 million and $37 million, 
respectively. Price changes were slight when 
compared to the levels of the first quarter of 
1954, although a further moderate deteriora- 

• tion in the ternis of trade appears to have 
occurred. 

There were some moderate increases in non-
merchandise receipts, especially freight and 
miscellaneous receipts, but these were much 
more than offset by a considerable increase in 
interest and dividend payments to $117 million 
from $89 million. In addition, travel.expendi-
tures and military service expenditures rosa 
well over the levels one year earlier. 

The  increase in net income payments of $29 
million was virtually all due to higher 
dividend payments to parent companies abroad, 
with the other components of this account 
showing little change. 
* * 

ARCTIC'IRANSPORT:  More xhan 100,000 miles 
of hazardous, ice-strewn waters will be nav-
igated this summer to service Arctic and sub.. 
Arctic outposts, the Minister of Transport, 
Mr.'George C. Mailer, has announced. Two 
major expeditions, the Eastern Arctic Patrol 
and the supplying of the joint Canadian-U.S. 
Arctic weather stations, will involve four 
Transport 'Department vessels, a chartered 
freighter, tanker and about 400 men, including 
a special shore transport party of 50 . MOntreal 
stevedores. 

* 

Canadian.shipments of household electric 
re frigerators increassd.to 30,179 in April and 
94,604 in  the first four months from 27,306 and 
90,906 in the corresponding period last year. 

*.* * 

At the end of 1953  'Canada had 37 petroleum 
refineries with a daily capacity of 509,300 
barrels of crude oiI as compared with 34 with 
a capacity of 448.400 barrels per day at the 
end of 1952, 
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CANADA .FOUFTtf IN TF.ADEa For the first time
since World War II Canada'.- exports and imports
were lower in 1954• both in value and volume
than those recorded during the preceding year,
but still remained large in comparison with
other peacetime years, states the Review of
Foreign Trade for 1954 keleased June 10 by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The declin.e
last year was more pronrn.nced for imports than,
exports and produced a smaller passive trade
balance than in L'053.

Tota-_ exports in 1954at $3,946,900,000 were
ç.4^ lower in value than in 1953 as well as
below the record value for L52 and slightly
under the 1951 fi.gure, but 255016 above the 1950
value':'The volume of exports, however, was
exceeded only during 1953 and 1952, the decline
from these two years amounting to 3.3% and
4.60w, respectively, Compared with 1950, the
1954 volume was .L7°'p greater.

Imports last year were va.lued. at $4,093,-
200,000, down. 6.6% from the all-time high
reached in ]953 but above the preceding years
and showing a gain of 28.9% over 1950. In
volume, 1954 imports were 6.6°h less than in
1953 but greater than previous years with L
rise of 29.11b over 19ç4.

EXPORT PRICES

Export prices in L954t were a little less
than 3% below those prevailing during 053,
while import prices remained almost constant.
The movement of prices, though small, was
chiefly responsible for a continued import
balance on trade last year. This amounted to
$146,300,000 as compared to $210,200,000 in
1953.

The net decline in exports last year, the
Review states, can be largely attributed to
lower expo.rts of two commodities, wheat and
motor vehicles.'Ihese commodities are primarily
shipped to overseas markets, and their decline
was partly offset by larger shipments of
industrial materials to increasingly pros-
perous European. and other overseas markets.

Exports to the United State:; were lower
principally due to smaller shipments of coarse
grains'and industrial materials.

Some trends significant for future years
began to show in the 1954 trade statistics.
The first shipments of iron ore from Labrador
and of aluminum from Kitimat left the country
in the latter part of the year, and crude
petroleum began to be expc+rted on the Pacific

coast.
Imports of coal and petroleum products from

the United States continued to decline. Coal

is being increasingly displaced by petroleum
fuels in Canada, and United States crude
petroleumby the production of western Canadian

wells.
One of the world's chief trading nations

in spite of a relatively small population,

(C.W.B. June 17, 1955)

Canada ranked fourth in 1954 in the value of

exports, imports and total trade, the Federal

Republic of Germany regaini.ng Germany's pre-

war position of third place*. Wli.ile complete

.data are not yet available, it éppears that

Canada ranked second. in per-c^.pi.ta trade during

the year, with New Zealand regaining first

place,

CONTINE,I+T=WIDE CD TEST: Civil defence au-
thoritiés across Canada and the -United St<.tes
uegan a continen t-wide co;n,r.unications eaerçise
on. June 15 to test operational, procedures with
provincial control centres and the Federal
Civil Defence Control Centre of the United
States at Battle Creek, -Mich. Dubbed "Operation
Alert II", the exercise is a follow-up of a
similar test held last June on a joint part-
icipation basis,

The federal Civil Defenèe Collége•at
.Arnprior. Ont., is the nerve-centre for Can-
adian operations where Civil Defence author-
ities will be on 30-hour duty observing the
various technica'r aspects of the exercise.
Main noints of interest will be the evaluation
of operational procedures, determining the
accuracy of'resources surveys and training
control centre personnel at all levels.

Unlike •the previous exercise, when specific
centres across Canada knew beforehand that
they were going to be• "hi-t" by a mythical
atomic bomb, June 15 target are-as were not
disclosed by C.D. authorities.

All Canadian provinces, except Quebec and
Prince Edward Island, are participating in this
exercise. While several.centres across the
country were to be subjected to hypo theticai
attack, they were not informed of the actual
time of the strike, the type and size of
weapon or the resulting damage.

DR. S.A.. BEATTY TO'FAOx Dr.- S.A. Beatty,

Director of t e At.antic Fisheries Experimental.

Station at Halifax, N.S., has been given an
appointment with the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations in Brazil.
Dr. Beatty will serve on a technical assistance

mission of the FAO to the Government of
Brazil.

Dr. Beatty's service will consist of
advising and assisting the Brâzilian Central
Government and state governments on a programme
of work for their research laboratories in
which prob%ems of handling, processing,
storage and distribution of fishery products
will be studied.

Last year's commercial pack of apples and
apple products was up sharply from 1953. The
pack of canned apples rose to 31,16,173 'doz:^z
containers from LA7,465 and the net wei.g::t of
contents to 18,316,991 pounds from 11,149,-
623.
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WEEWS EVENTS•IN•BEVIEW 

"GOOD NEIGHBOURHOOD":  Common defence re-
quires the greatest possible co-ordination and 
unity of foreign and economic policies,• which 
means that a boundary line cannot be ignored 
for defence purposes and recognized as a very 
real obstacle everY time more exports wish to 
cross it, said the Secretary of State for 
External Affaire, Mr. L.B. Pearson., before the 
Golden Jubilee Convention of Rotary Interna-
tional, •at Chicago, on June • 1. 

Taking as his subject, "GoodNeighbourhood", 
Mr. Pearson complimented Rotary on its prin-
ciples and policies, discussed the need for 
the extension of the boundaries of good neigh-
bourhood and touched on approaching Four 
Power meetings."at the summit" and said the 
talk's ahead were only a beginning, not an end. 
So that if there were proposals from the other 
side which .seeMed to promise an easing of 
tension he hoped they• would not be rejected 
kit tested, explOred  and made the most of. 

After dealing at 'en.  gth with Canada-United 
States relations, which had included lots of 
trouble in the past, but through good sense 
and generosity had moved from "guns across the 
border" to "hands - and cars , across the 
border," he concluded with a discussion  of 
hemisphere defence and trade, in part, as 
follows:. 

"In•the field•Of hemisphere defence we have 
had - and will  have.- great  and  complicated 
problems to face. We know that this continent 
must be defended as a whole or lost as a whole. 

The implications of this for Canada have been 
particularly weighty. We have primary respons-
ibility for the defence of a vast area. We 
have limited financial and human resources at 
our disposal for that purpose. Many of the 
northern defence projects which now have to be 
undertaken would not be practicable if we had 
to do them on our own; or possibly even 
necessary if we were geographically more re-. 
mote from you, instead of being as we are, a 
northern buffer between the United States and 
the great land mass of Soviet Russia. These 
projects have become essential in the common 
defence. But if they must be undertaken on our 
soil, our rights, as well as our respons-
ibilities must be preserved. 

"All this makes necessary the closest 
possible kind of friendly and careful co-
operation. It requires on the part of the 
vastly more powerful partner an appreciation 
•of the status - and even the sensibilities - 
of the smaller. It requires on Canada's part 
an awareness of the aktole global picture; an 
understanding of the world power and world 
responsibilities of the United States, vklich 
remains our surest shield against aggression 
until the cold war can be transformed into a 
warm and secure peace.• 

"I am very happy to state here that these 
joint continental defence policies are being 
carried out in a way which reflects the very 
best in our good neighbourhood. It is some-
thing in which we can take great pride on both 
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sides of the border. It is a fine example of
partnership, made all the more impressive by
the fact that while.both countries are- taking
on new obligations for continentsl defence -
which •is part of the common défence -.and
sharing the cost, we are also maintaining
forces in the European sector of that common
front. For my country, this invo-lves an army
brigade group,•many warships,- and an air
division of jet fighters. A two-front peace-
time effort of this kind is no inconsiderable
burden for a country of 16 million people and
explains• why a young country, sparsely popula-
:ted, with terrific.problems of development at
home, dévotes between 40 and 45% of our budget
to defence. - , .

TRADE AND COMMERCE

"While we can bé satisfied with our record

of co=operation• in defence, we in Canada are

somewhat less happy about co-operation in

trade and commérce.•The reason is simple. Our

population, less than one tenth of yours, buys
nearly $3 billion worth of American goods

(incidentally, much more than the whole of

South America). But your 165 millions bought

only $2 1/3.billion worth of goods. When we

(C:W.R. Jude 10, 1955)

10-,VATION FISAERIES 'TALKS: A full veek of
concentrated study and•discussion of -the
fishery ••resour,ees.•offNorthAmerican and Green-
land c.oasts ••is "bluéprinted in the agenda
adopted by the- ten-member International Com-•
mission for Northwest Atlantic Fisheries,.
holding its fifth•annual meeting in Ottawa:
•. The Prime Minister, Mr. L. S. St. Laurent,,
addressed the gathering June 6.

Voluminous research and statistical data
amassed duting the...past yea.r•.by scientists and
•other fishery'.specialists of the participating
nations will be corisidered in detail at
committee and panel meetings prior to being
•placed before plenary sessions.

All countries making.up the Commission take
part in an integrated research programme. They

are: Canada,.Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, United Kingdom, and
United States.

Acting as a single team thé scientists of
these countries:carry out detailed investiga-
tions'designed to achieve maximum sustained
yield from the'vast fi$herïes resources of the
northwest Atlantic waters.

.The Convention-Area takes in the prolific
fishing grounds;- excepting territorial waters,
from Rhode Island in the south to the west
coast of Greenland, and east to the 42nd
méri.-dibnl.. .

•Ihe'meeting opened'pm.;,ji4rrèaG• with a plenary
session- -in the Railwây Coipmittee, Room of the
House of Cômmons with the Commission Chairman,
Dr. Stewart -Bates of Canada, presiding.
Delegatew•were-officialTy wélcomed by Prime
Minister Louis St.- -I.:aurenf, "" was introduced
by -the: Hônourab,le James Sinclair, Minister of

•Fisheries. . • . . . , . .
Fol lowing the opening.Flenary session in the

Railwâÿ:' Committée.Rooai: thi session continued
asa c.loséd meeting in thé Convention Hâll ôf
the Chateâu.'Lauriex.. A sp.ecial: welcome• was
extended by - thé -Chairtnan' tô• Dr: G.L. Kestevan,
of the Food and kgri:cul,tiiral Organization of
the Uni-ted.N.ations,.Rome, .I:taly, and Mr. D.Y.
Lxxndbeck•,' Irnstitute of Sea.Fisheries, Hamburg,
West Germany, whô are attending as observers.

. . . . _ .^ . # ^ +^

^IPRIL SURPLUS:-' For Apri.l, the first month
.of the, current fiscal-year, the Government's
budgetary'revenues amountéd to $229 million or
$16.4 mi•1].Ion -9:ess thaci" 1•ast y'éa r, while ex-
penditures weré. $196. 5 million or$19. 3 million
less than :a year ago: Z1ie.budgétâry surplus
for•April was $32.5 million, compared with
$29.6-million for April, 1954, the Minister of
Finance, Mr. Walter Harris, announced on June 4.

Operations'of'tli•e Old Age Security Fund,
whi-ch• are not included in budgetary trans-
actions, resulted in a'deficit of $8.6 million
for April, 1955, which was covered by a
temporary•loan by the M.inister under the terms
of ,the'Old-Age Security Act. For April, 1954,
the deficit was $7.5-million.

'make an effort to redress the balance by in,-.
creasingour exports, especially. of agricixltur-
al and -fisheries and other primary products,
the clamôur•for protection-against any success
that this effort may achieve grows in Washing-
ton and we are in trouble, so trade problems
are increasing betweein us,'as indeed they are
throughout the world. I would be.less than
frank if I did. not add that Canadian worries
and-occasional-irritâtioris on this score-are
also increâsing. ' ': •

"We should.reâlize in all our countries,
and act on the' réâlization, that•common defence
requires. the greatest possible, c6-ordination
and unity of foreign and'economic policies.
This means that. a boundary line cannot be
ignored for defence pu.rposes and recognized as.
a very real obstacle.every time more exports
wish to cross.it, If I may.adopt a well-known-..
quotation, 'If uns are to cross boundaries,
goods should too.

"On this occasion,. hqwever, I prefer to
emphasize not our p.rob•lems,. but the deep and
genuin.e.co-rdialixy and..closeness of this.'
neighbourhood, this U.S.-Canadian partnership.
I devoutly hope that such a relationship can
be extended over a.larger and• larger area; and .
I am encouraged, as you are, by the progress
that has been made in this direction through
such international agencies as the Organiza-
tion of the Americari States,- the Commonwealth
of Nations and NA10.

"Cne day, please God, with the help of our
world organization, the United Nations, we can
move forward to this kind of néighbourl.iness
on a global scale.. Thén,indeed peace, deep'and
genuine, will*,have been assured."

ti
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TRADE PACT WITH ETHIOPIA:  The Minister of 
Trade .  and Commerce, Mr. C.D. Howe, has an-
nounced the conclusion of a commercial modus 
vivendi between Canada and Ethiopia effective 
June 3. The Agreement was concluded in Addis 
Ababa by an Exchange of Na tes.  

This is the first trade agreement between 
Canada and Ethiopia. It will make a significant 
contribution toward strengthening the already 
close and friendly relations between the two 
countries. 

The agreement provides for the exchange of 
most-favoured-nation treatment as regards 
customs duties and other charges and all 
regulations affecting.  trade. As a result, 
Canadian goods entering Ethiopia will not be 
subject- to higher rates of duty or more 
stringent regulations than goods originating 
in other countries. Ethiopian products, 
formerly subject to the general rates of the 
Canadian 'Tariff, will now be accorded  Canadas 

 most-favoured-nation rates of duty. 
With the suspension  of Ethiopian restric-

tions on imports, Canada's trade with Ethiopia 
more than doubled. Canadian exports to Ethiopia 
increased from $55 thousand. in 1953 to $118 
thousand in 1954. Imports into Canada from 
Ethiopia rose from $44 thousand in 1953  to 198 
thousand in 1954. 

Coffee is Canada's principal import from 
Ethiopia. Imports of coffee from Ethiopia will 
now enter Canada at the most-favoured-nation 
rate of 2 cents a pound; formerly it entered 
under-  the  General Tariff at a rate of 5 cents 
a pound.. 

• * 	* 
• 

.TO UN 'SPECIAL . MEETING:  The  Depar tmen t  of  
External Affairs announced on June 7 that the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Lester B. Pearson, and the Canadian Permanent 
Representative to the United Nations in New 
York, Mr. David Johnson, will represent Canada 
at the special meeting of the United Nations 
to be held in San Francisco for the purpose of 
commemorating the signing of the United 
Nations Charter on June 26, 1945. 

To  date, the Foreign Ministers of 35 member 

states, including France, the United Kingdom, 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 
the United States of America have accepted 
invitations sent out by the Secretary-General, 
Mr. Dag Hammarskjord, in accordance with a 
resolution adopted by the General Assembly. 

 last December at its ninth session, which 
called for an appropriate commemoration of the 

"Tenth Pnniversary. 
* * * * 

Canadas  production of leaf tobacco in the 
crop year ending September 30, 1954 amounted 
to 184,763,000 pounds, approximately 45,000,- 
000 larger than the preceding year's 139,190,- 
000 pounds. Growers received $77,738,000 for 

the 1954 crop, $18,171,000 more than in 1953. 

APPRENTICESHIP PLAN:  A federal-provincial 
experiment in the field of apprenticeship 
presently underway may tum out to be a major 
advance in the direction of uniformity of 
provincial apprenticeship training in Canada, 
according to the Minister of Labour, Mr. 
Milton E Gregg. 

Mr. Gregg announced on June 6 that for the 
first time in Canada a six weeks' course in 
training, uniform for teachers of apprentice-
ship trades from different parts of Canada, 
was begun at the College of Education in 
Toronto about the middle of May. - 

The  purpose of the course, which was ort 
ganized by the 'Training Branch of the Federal 
Labour Department in cooperation with provin-
cial governments, is to help' standardize 
apprenticeship teaching methods and assist in 
making the content of provincial apprentice-
ship courses more uniform. 

For years it has been the hope of many 
officials in the field of apprenticeship that 
training standards might be made uniform 
throughout all Canadian provinces. 

Six provinces, Alberta, Manitoba, Sask-
atchewan, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and 
Newfoundland, sent a total of 18 candidates. 
In addition, 15 candidates from the armed 
services are taking the course, five each from 
the Navy, Army and Air Force. 

AITIVIC POWER PLANT:  In the House of Commons 
on June 6, the Minister of Trade and Commerce, 
Mr. C.D. Howe, confirmed earlier report that 
Canada's projected atomic power plant is to be 
built in the vicinity of the Des joachims 
power installation on the Ottawa River. 

Asked by Mr. Howard C. Green (PC-Vancouver 
Çuadra) what amount of money would be ment by 
the Dominion •Government• on the plant, and 
whether any other nuclear power stations were 
under contemplation, IVir. Howe replied: 

Mr. Howe: "I shall answer the last question 
first.  This  is a demonstration power station 
in which all power authorities throughout 
Canada, both public and private, have been 
asked to give their co-operation, and they are 
doing so as to design and structural detail .  
Participation in this project svill be the 
Government's contribution to the power in-
dustry,• as far as the introduction of nuclear 
power is concerned. As I recall the arrange-
ment, the Government is doing the nuclear 
part of the installation only, aided by some 
financial con'tribution from the contractor. I 
believe our contribution lies between $7 
million and $8 million, spread over a period." 

Mr. Green: "About half the total cost?" 
Mr. Howe: "About that," 

* 	* 

The consumer price index moved from 116.1 
to 11.4 between April 1 and May 2. 
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EMPLOYMENT:  Industrial employment showed a 
minor decline at March 1 when the index, at 
105.6 on the 1949 base, was 0.2 points lower 
than a month earlier. The slight easing was 
seasonal, the trend having been downward at 
March 1 in each of the post-war years except 
1952. 

The  latest index was a little below the 
figures for March', 1952-54, but was otherwise 
the highest in the record for that date, The 
falling-off in the 12 months amounted to 0.9%. 

The loss at the beginning of March as 
compared with a month earlier took place among 
men, there being practically no change in the 
reported number of women. In the last 12 
months, employment for men has fallen by 1.2% 
and for women by 0.2%. 

In spite of .the small general reduction in 
employment, the weekly wages and. salaries at 
It,larch 1 were higher by 1. 1% than in the week 
ofFebruary 1, establishing a new peak for the 
time  of year.. 'The per capita earnings, at 
$60.89, were the highest in the record. 

*  a * * 

WAGES AT PEAK:  Average hourry and weekly 
earnings of wage-earners in manufacturing 
reached new peaks of 143.5 cents and $59.12, 
respectively, • in the week ending March 1, 
advance figures show:The length of the average 
work week, at 41.2 hours, was 0.2 hours longer 
than at February 1. • 

Hourly earnings in  • the durable goods 
division of manufacturing rose by 1.2 cents to 
155 cents, làrgely due to the settlement of 
major labour-management disputes in the trans-
portation equipment industries, together with 
increased activity in the same group and in 
agricultural implements, iron and steet and 
some other  industries. . 

* * * 

AID FOR ALLIES: Additional quantities of 
Cana iar-===litary supplies will be shipped to 
four NATO countries in the next two weeks 
under Canada's programme of mutual aid to mem-
bers of theNorth Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

The shipments include artillery equipment 
and ammunition for «Turkey, hand grenades for 
Italy, artillery ammunition for the United 
Kingdom and a quantity of 2-inch mortars for. 
France. 

* * * 

CADETS ro BISLEy:  'Ten selected Royal Can-
adian'Army Cadets will sail from Montreal in 
mid-June bound for the United Kingdom and the 
1955 National Rifle Association annua l  meet at 
Bisley. «They will compete in the famed rifle 
matches wif:h cadet teams from the United King-
dom  and  other parts of the Commonwealth and 
Empire. 

- SECURITY PRICE RISE:  Following the pattern 
established in Aeril, comnion stock-  princes 
continued to forge ahead in May.. Betwee,n—  the 
weeks of April 28 and May 26 the investors' 
index moved from 217.5. to 226.7 for a gain of 
4.2%. Over the same period the group index 

• moved from 217.5 to 226.7 for a gain of 4:2%. 
Over the same period the group index for 78 
industrials moved up 4.3% to 233.1, while 14 
utilities advanced 5.3% to 195,2 and 7 banks 
0,6% to 234.6. All except three sub-groups 
increased. 

Mining stocks also were firmer in May due 
mainly to strength in base metal issues. The 
composite index for 27 issues changed from 
110,6 to 114.8 between April 28 and May 26, 
while five base metals advanced from 119.4 to 
212.0. Golds advanced moderately from 71.8 to 
72.4. 

* * * 
IMPROVED CROP OUTLOOK:  'The general crop 
outlook has improved considerably over most 
aress of the Prairie Provinces recently, 
according to a report released June 1. 

Good progress has been made with viheat 
seeding, operations being practically com-
pleted in Manitoba, western Saskatchewan and 
in Alberta except for foothill sections. 

A considerable advance was made innorthern, 
central and eastern districts of Saskatchewan 
during the past weeks. 

The situation is still serious in flooded 
areas, however, and may cause a reduction in 
total crop area Seeding of coarie grains has 
also advanced rapidly but a consicieraole .  
acreage remains to be sovm. 

* * * * 

PETROLEUM RISE:  Canadian production of crude 
petroleum continued to climb in February,  the 

 month's output rising to 9,108,367 barrels 
from 7,616,939 a year eàrlier. 'This followed a 
gain in January to 9,956,076 barrels from 
8,0 14,161, and the Cumulative output for 
January and February rose to 19,064,443 barrels 
from 15,631,100. 

Natural gas output increased to 14,137,508 
M cubic feet from 11,217,728 a year earlier. 

• * * * 

Canada's index number of farm prices of 
agricultural products moved up in Ap.ril to 
228.6, Seven points above the revised March 
figure of 221.6. 'The index is also at its 
highest level since last September when it 
stood at 228.3. 

* * * 

Railway carloadings in the third week of 
May totalled 85,198 cars, up 16.7% from last 
year's corresponding total of 73,018. 'This 
brought cumulative loadings from the beginning 
of the year to May 21 to 1,436,414 cars, up 
5.4% from 1,334,781 a year earlier. 
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-CANADA PROTESTS U.S. DUTIES ON HARDBOARD
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TEXT OF NOTE: The Minister of Trade and
Commerce, Mr. C.D."Howe, announced in the
House of Commons on June 6 that Canada had
protested to the United States Government the
proposed increase in duties on hardboard.

He said.,
"Mr. Speaker, I wish to inform Hon. Members

that an official note was delivered to the
United States Government on June 1 on the
subject of the United States tariff on a
product of the pulp and paper industry which
is known as hardboard.

"Last week the Canadian Ambassador in
Washington made various official calls to
express the concern felt here about a bill now
before Congress which would increase the
duties on hardboard.

Me text of the Canadian Government's note
is as follows;

"The Government wishes to draw to the
attention of the United States Government the
serious concern which is felt about a proposal
to increase substantially the United Statés
duty on imported hardboard. This proposal is
understood to have been included by the Senate
Finance Committee as a rider in a bill HR 5559,
'to make permanent the existing privilege of
free importation of gifts from.members of the
armed forces on duty abroad.' The United
States hardboard industry has recently'been
investigated by the United States Tariff
Commission and the resulting report is not
such as to support increased tariff protec-
tion. It is hoped, therefore, that strong
efforts will be made, within the United States
Government, to defeat this present measure
which would have damaging effects upon the
trade of other countries, including Canada:
and damaging repercussions upon the attitudes
of other countries in.'their trade relations

with the United StateO.
"It will be recal:led that the Canadian

Government made repressentations to the United
States Government in a note of July 19, 1954,
on the previous occasion when,this measure on
hardboard was before Congress. The Canadian
Government drew attention in that note to the
fact that tariff paragraph 1413, under which
hardboard is imported into the United States,
was negotiated with Canada and is bound by
trade agreement.

"To make brief reference to the events which
have ensùed, on August 9, 195•1, the Senate
Finance Committee directed the United States
Tariff Commission to make an investigation of
the hardboard industry and of the-import clas-
sification of hardboard. In its report the
Tariff Commission dealt only with the technical
question of the classification of hardboard

and it found hardboard to be a distinctive
article of,commerçe of.sufficient importance
to justify specific enumeration thereof in the
tariff schedules. In the majority findings, it
was made clear that the Tariff Commission had
not been asked to investigate the rate of duty
appropriate to hardboard nor did it make any
'recommendations re.gardin.g. the tariff rates
themselves. The minority findings went further
to say that 'no information which they obtain-
ed in the course of the Commission's investi-
gation, indicates a need for revising those
rates at this timé'. In the statement of find-
ings of the commission it was said, 'The
domestic hardboard industry thus for has not
invoked the escape clause prrocedure or other-
wise claimed to be seriously injured or.to be
threatened .w.ith serious. injury as a conse-•.
quence of increased imports of hardboard'.

"In summary, while some support was given
to the idea of a. technical reclassification of
the item of hardboard, there was no support
whatsoever for increased duties, nor does a
careful study of the report show any justifi-
cation for increased duties.

"Representatives of-the Canadian industry
affected went to Washington to appear at the
hearings which were arranged by the Tariff
Commission. The Commission made exhaustive
stûdies and took evidence representing differ•-
ent points of view. When the Tariff Commission
report was published, the Canadian Government
felt this matter to have been disposed of
after a fair and exhaustive study.. -

"Hardboard manufactu'rers have evidently
been- expanding in the United States and doing
well. According to the report of 11 domestic
plants producing hardboard in 1954, two of
them commenced operation in 1954, two in 1953,
one in 1952 and one in 1951. According to the
figures of the Tariff Commission, almost half
of the rated capacity of the industry in 1954
has been constructed since 1947. The Tariff
Commission report indicated in addition that
four or five hardboard mills were being planned
at the time, with one actually-under con-.
stiuction, and another to be started shortly.

"With production and consumption rapidly
increasing in the United States,-and with im-
ports still accounting for a very small per-
centage of domestic production, it is diffi-
cult to se•e any need for increas.ed tariff
protection. If this new rider, which has been
attached to the bill, 'to make permanent the
existing privilege of free importation of
gifts from'members of'the armed forces on duty
abroad', were to become law, it would be quite
contradictory to the spirit and intentions of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

5
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which governs trade relations between Canada 
and the United States. 

"The Canadian Government has on several 
occasions made clear the concern which is feIt 
about the widening scope of escape clause 
procedures in the United. States. Moreover, in 
this case, action is being proposed which is 
entirely outside the procedures which have been 
established." 

* g.  

INPURTRÉAL PRODUCTION UP:  Canada's composite 
index of industrial production for March, 
according to preliminary figures stood-at 
250.6, which is 5.8% above the March 1954 
index of 236.8. 

The manufacturing component of the index 
rose slightly over 3% as compared with last 
March, from 249.9 to 258.0. .T;-.e index of 
mineral production, however, advanced nearly 
19% in this comparison from 171.1 to 203.5. 
The sub-index measuring output of electricity 
and gas stood at 281.4 in March, over 12% 
higher than a year earlier. 

The index of non-durable 'manufactures, at 
220.9, wasnearly 3% above the previous March's 
214.6. Output in the textiles and rubber 
products groups increased by 17% and 13% 
respectively in this comparison. 

In the durable manufactures field, the 
composite index for March stood  at 316.0, 3.6% 
above last March's index of 305.1. 

For the first three months of 1955, the 
index of industrial production averaged 245.5, 
a rise of 4.4% over the corresponding 1954 
figure of 235.1. 

* * * * 

IRON-ORE RISE: Iron ore shipments from Can-
a ian 1"717.r=rumped 50% in April as compared 
with a year earlier, DBS reports. This follow-
ed a smaller rise in March and decreases in 
both January and February. April's total rose 
to 199,478 tons from 132,950 a year ago, 
bringing cumulative shipments for the January-
April period to 485,716 tons versus 549,284. 

555  

Boosted by substantial gains in aviation 
gasoline, motor gasoline, aviation tu-nbine 
fuel, stove oil and furnace fuel oil, the 
value of shipments by Canada's petroleum 
products industry in .1953.climbed to a new 
high record value of $694,988,605 from the 
preceding year's .$660,356,584. 

* 5 5 5 

The total value of all shipmentsofCanacia's 
flour milling industry in 1953 amounted to 
$266,433,548. 

555 5  

Farm value of Canada's commercial fruit 
production in 1954 was $48,700,000,• an in-
crease of $1,500,000 over 1953. •  

."NIKE" TESTS IN . SUR - ARCTIC:  The  six-Month 
period ending in March, 1955, saw trials by 
Canadian Army personnel on the US "NIKE" - a 
guided missile that can locate and destroy 
enemy aircraft by means of an electronic 
"brain" regardless of evasive action, Army 
Headquarters announced in a statement of 
June 8. 

Named for the Winged Goddess of Victory in 
Greek mythology, the Nike underwent rigorous 
tests in Canada's sub-Arctic just a few miles 
from Churchill, Manitoba. 

A 44-man, US-trained- team of Royal Canadian 
Artillery personnel headed by Col. H.E. Brown, 
ns:), OBE, ED, of the Royal Canadian School of 
Artillery, Shilo, Man., conducted the tests 
with the assistance of a five-man team from 
the Royal Canadian Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineers. Canadian and US miliVary and civil-
ian observers were also present:4  

'Tests were aimed at determining  the • per-
formance of the Nike s 'stem  at low temperatures 
and what modification or adaption kits might 
be necessary for its operation under Arctic 
weather conditions, 

The Nike surface to air missile (SAM) had 
previously undergone extensive tests in New 
Mexico's  ' bite Sands ProvingGrounds. Successes 
there had revealed it as an effective weapon 
of its kind, but it remained to be seen how 
the many delicate instruments involved would 
react under cold weather conditions. 

INDOCTRINATION 

November and December of last year were 
devoted to Arctic indoctrination for personnel 
and the setting up  and  elementary testing  of 

 equipment.  The  trials themselves were under-
taken early in the new year. 

Test schedules included the taking into and 
out of action the heavy equipments involved; 
preparation of the launching site and machin-
ery, and tests to determine the time and 
degree of accuracy with which critical' pro-
cedures and adjustments could be carried out 
on radar equipment. 

Roadability of Nike equipment was also 
under observation, and finally, the effective-
ness of the weapon itsel f . 

The "command"' type of guidance employed in 
the-Nike .  utilizes two radar tracking devices 
and a computer. These delicate instruments 
reacted well in extreme cold. Launcher and 
missile could be put into action quickly. 

Valuable lessons were learned, and the 
tests were eminently successful in that they 
provided the answers to many problems concern-
ing effective operation under Arctic condi-
tions. 

* * * * 

o  
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A_PRIL EXPORTS UP 14•5!6: Canada's foreign

commodity trade again moved upward in April,

with exports showing a bigger advance over
last year than imports, according to prelim-
inary figures for the month released by the

Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Both exports

and imports were also above corre.-.,onding 1954

levels in each of the previous three months,
^.::,e gains in exports exceeding those in im-

ports.
Total exports rose 14.6% in April to $341.-

900,000 from $298,200,000 in April last year
to reach the highest level for the month since
1952. Most of the gain in value was in ship-
ments to the United Kingdom and the United
States, exports to other Commonwealth coun-
tries showing a slig%t rise and those to othér
foreign countries a small decline.

Commodity imports in the month increased'

3.Qa. to $382,900,000 from $348,500,000, larger
purc:-iases from the United States accounting
for r,iost of the gain. Imports were down
slight'ly from the United Kingdom and up moder-
ately in totals from other Commonwealth and
other foreign countries. ,

Net result on the lionth's total trade was
an import balance pf $41,000,000 compared to
$30,300,000 for April last year.

In the four months ending ap.ril, exports
totalled $1,308,300,000. up 12.4,^ over 51,164,-
400,000 last year, and imports aggregated
$1, 373,600,000 for a gain of 7. g^^ over $1, 274,-
300,000. The bigger jump in exports than

imports reduced.,the import surplus'for the

period to $65,300,000 from $109,900,000 last
year.

'Total exports were higher in the four months
to the United Kingdom, other Commonwealth
countries and the United States, but lowér to
the remaining foreign countries as a whole,
while imports were up in value from all except
the United Kingciom.

April shipments to the United Kingdom jum-
ped sharply in value to $71,800,000 compared
to $39,400,000 a year earlier, bringing the
four-month total to $255,600,000 egainst $175!-
400,000• Purchases from the United Kingdom in
the month were down slightly to $33,800,000
from $35,300,000•, lowering the January-April
total to $119,200,000 from $123,500,000• For
the month the export surplus rose to $38,000,-
000 •from $4,200,000 last year, and for the
four months climbed to $136,400,000 from $51.-
900,000.

Exports to other Commonwealth countries

advanced in April to $20,500,000 from $18,900.-

000 a year ago, raising the four-iponth aggre-

gate to $73,000,000 compared
Imports from these countries
the mon th to $}.̂ ,300,000 from
in the four months amounted

àgainst $43,700,000

to $56 , 5IXl , 00 C •
moved upward in

$14,800,000 and
to P54,600,000

Commodity shipments to the United States
increased to $194,300,000 from $1p,1,900,000.
while imports from the United States rose more
sharply to $285,500,000 from $255,700,000, the

1
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'month.' s import surplus thus rising to $9 1,- 
200,000 against $74,100,000 last year. In the 
four months ending April, exports to theUnited 
States totalled $773,800,000 against  $7 19,-
000,000  last year, and imports $1,031,200,000 
compared to $945,800,000. makin,: a cumulative 
import surplus at the end of fferil of $257,- 
400,000 compared to $226,800,000 

Exports to all foreign countries »other than 
the United States  • declined in April to  $55.-
300,000  from $58,000,000 a year earlier, the 
four-month aggregate falling slightly more to 
$205,900;000 against $213,500,000. Imports 
from these countries, on the other hand, moved 
up in the month to $4.5,3)0,000 from  $42,700.-
000. and in the four months amounted to $168,- 
600,000 against $161,300,000 

lp -.NATION CONVENTION:  Ottawa will be host 
all next week to the fifth annual meeting of 
the ten-nation International Commission for 
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries, guardian of 
the sea.resources of the international waters 
covered by the convention wl-xich brought it 
into being. 

The Prime Minister, Mr. Louis S. St. Laurent 
will welcome the delegates at the first plen-
ary session june 6.  This  session will also be 
addressed by Fisheries Minister James Sinclair. 

The  International Commission for the North-
west Atlantic Fisheries is one of several 
international fisheries bodies on which Canada 
is represented. Others include the"Interna 7 

 tional North Pacific Fisheries Commission, the 
International Pacifi e Salmon Fisheries Commis-
sion, the International Pacific Halibut Com-
mission, and the International Whaling Commis-
sion. , a 17-nation body which sets catch quotas 
and determines the methods by which whales can 
be killed. 

Canada also participates with the United 
States in the Alaska Fur Seal Agreement, one 
of the oldest international conventions on 
resources of the sea, which preserves and pro-
tects the valuable Pribilof seals in the Ber-
ing Sea. 

The  International Commission for the North-
west  Atlantic.  Fisheries is not a regulatory 
body, but, on the baais of its fisheries re-
search programme, can make recommendations for 
fishery regulations to member Governments. 

Members.of the Commission are Canada, Den-
mark, France, Iceland, Italy, Norway, Portugal, 
Spain, the United Kingdom and the United 
States. 

* * * * 

Canadas  aircraft and parts industry turned 
out $398,744,272  worth of products in 1953 as 
compared with $244,607,320 worth in 1952, an 
increase of 63%, accorciing to the annual in-
dustry report by DBS. The number of plants in 
the industry increased to 43 from 48, employees 
by 14% to 38,048, the payroll by 31% to  $142.-
375,699.  

DIPLOMATIC SERVICE:  The secretary of State 
for External Affairs on June 1 announced the 
retirement, early in July, of Major General, 
the  Honourable L. R. LaFlèche, Canadi. an Ambas-
sador to Argentina and Uruguay, and the fol-
lowing• transfers within the Canadian Diplo.- 
matic Service: 

Dr. R. A. MacKay, Associate thder-Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, will succeed 
Mr. D. M.. Johnson as Canadian Permanent Repre-
sentative to the United Nations, New York, 
'effective August 1. Dr. MacKay will hold the 
rank of Ambassador: Mr. Johnson will be trans-
ferred to another diplomatic post which will 
be announced later. 

Mr. W. D.  Matthews, Canadian Minister to. 
Sweden and Finland, will return to Ottawa to 
become an Assistant Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, He will assume his new 
duties in September. An announcement will be 
made later regarding Mr. Matthews' successor. 

Mr. Benjamin Rogers has been appointed Can-
adian Ambassador to Peru to succeed Mr. Emile 
liaillancourt whose retirement from the Service 
was announced on March 7, 1955. Mr. Rogers is 
expected to take up his post in July. 

Mr.- W. G. Stark has been appointed Consul 
General in New Orleans and is expected to as-
sane his new duties on September 1. He succeeds 
Mr. G. A. Newman whose next assignment is . to  
be announced shortly by the •Department of 

'Trade and Commerce. 
Mr. H. L. E. Priestman has been appointed 

Consul General in Manila and is expected to 
take up his post about September 1. He suc-
ceeds Mr. F.  Jj..  Palmer whose appointment as. 
Consul  General in Chicago was announced on 
February 16. 

* * * * 

DR. ERHARD' S VISIT:  The Federal German•Min-
ister for Economic Affairs, Dr. Ludwig Erhard, 
arrived in Ottawa June 1, for a two-day visit.. 
Earlier in the Week Dr. Erhard officiated at 
the opening of the Canadian International, 

'Trade Fai:r in Toronto. 
Following his stay in Ottawa, Dr. Erhard' 

was to visit Montreal; Arvida, where he will 
tour the plant of the Aluminum Company  of  
Canada; and Olebec City. Ckt June 5, he was to 
leave Montreal for Washington, D.C. 

While in Ottawa Dr. Erhard met with members 
.of the 'Gove rnment and consulted with economic 
experts. 

* * * 

Fewer initial and renewal claims for un-
emplciyment insurance benefits were received in 
local offices across Canada in April, total-
ling 154,260 versus 243,544 in March and 158.- 
411 in the corresponding month last year. 

• * 	* 

Railway car loadings in the second week of 
May totalled 81,495 cars, up 1.6.8% from last 
year's corresponding total of 69,748 cars. 
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HELICOPTER HUNT FOR,ARCTIC OIL, GAS

I

I

•

"OPERATION FRANKLIN": Iie licopter recon-
naissance of the geology of the Quéen Eliz-
abeth islands in Canada's Far North will head
the list of projects undertaken this year by
the Geological Sur.vey of Canada, the Minister
of Mines and.Technical Surveys, Mr. George
Prudham, announced June 1.

"Operation Franklin", largest of its kind
ever attempted, will employ 7.departmental
geologists. 4 seasonal geologists, and 10 geo-
logically trained student assistants in the
reconnaissance mapping of 120,000 square miles
of land on the Queen Elizabeth islands in the
District of Franklin. The party will examine
the main geological zones of the islands and
investigate the geology of the structures for
possibilities of mineral occurrences, partic-
ularly oil and gas.

From the main base at Resolute Northwest
Territories, subsidiary field bases will be
set up from which 2 helicopters will operate
throughout the season, commencing at bases
east of Resolute and moving northward and then
westward as the sea-ice breaks up. The bases
have been carefully selected so that the heli-
copters will not have to operate over open
water. The entire project will be airborne,
with supplies and personnel already moving in
by transport plane to take advantage of the
sea••ice for landing.

Another helicopter project, "Operation

Thelon", will continue the Department's air

reconnaissance policy and'will employ 5 geo-

logists to carryoutmappi.ng over 60,000 square

miles of Northwest Territories in the south-

east part of the District of Mackenzie.

ICAO CONGRATULATED: "I consider it a direct
tribute to the efforts of the _Iwt^rit^t^-o4za1
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) that
international civil aviation has succeeded so
well in meeting the demands upon it and while
expanding at a truly impressive rate, has
steadily become more safe and more regular."
So stated the Minister of Transport, Mr.
George Marler in opening the Ninth Session of
ICAO at its headquarters at International
Aviation Building in Montreal on^.v:ay 31. •

The Minister pointed out that ICAO's suc-
cess "has demonstrated in a striking fashion
what may be done when nations, moved by a
spirit of co-operation, come toôether freely

to settle and regulate matters of common in-
terest. I think that all member States may
legitimately feel a sense of pride and satis-
faction in what ICAO has achieved."

Mount Jacques Cartier, on the Gaspz Penin-
sula of Quebec, rises to a height of 4, 160
feet.

To supplement these operations the Depart-

ment will run an exploratory aeromagnetic
survey of the Queen Elizabeth islands from a

base at Resolute and, from a base at Beaver-

lodge, Saskatchewan, will carry out a system-

atic aeromagnetic survey of approximately

16,000 square miles in tne.southeast area of

the District of Mackenzie.

Although fewer parties will be placed in
the field this year, the increased use of
aircraft will result in the -coverage of an
area greatly exceeding that of any previous
year, and will almost complete the geolo-
gical reconnaissance of the Canadian Shield
in the Nôrthwest Territori'es south of lati-
tude 66°.

Six parties will carry out detailed mapping
and studies of radio-active mineral areas in
Northwest Territories, Saskatchewan and On-
tario; two will examine and map coal areas of
British Columbia, Northwest Territories,
Alberta and Saskatchewan.

Six parties will collect oil well data and
will map and examine structures of possible
oil and gas areas in British Columbia, Alberta
and Ontario; and two will map and study the
`Labrador Trouhi' that comprises the Labrador-
New Qaebec be'lt of iron-bearing rocks.

Twenty-two par.ties will work in metallic
and non-metallic mineral areas of Yukon, Brit-
ish Columbia, Manitoba, Quebec, Nova'Scotia
and Newfoundland, and three will concentrate
on mapping the central mineral belt of New
Brunswick where several base metal deposits
are being developed towards pi•oduction.

LABOUR INC10K$ RISE: Canadian workers earned

an estimated $990,000,000 in February, $6,000,-
000 more than iniJanuary and $40,000,000 more
than in February last year, DBS reports. The
modest gain over the preceding month resulted
from- increases in manufacturing and the finance
and services group, which outweighed decreases
in construction and the primary industries.
Compared. with a year earlier, labour income
was higher in February in all sectors of the

economy.
Advances in total wages and salaries in

transportation equipment, iron ând steel pro•
ducts, and clothing and textile products in
Ontario and Cuebec accounted for a larger
share of the increase in manufacturing labour
income to $328,000,000 from $318,000,000 in
January. This compared with $325,000,000 in
February last year.

Golf first began in Canada on an organized
basis with the founding of the Royal Montreal
Golf Club in 1873.
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CIVIL DEFENCE "STUDIES.:  Çuali fied ph a rm a-
cists and dems of schools of pharmacy from 
coast to coast will meet at the Canadian Civil 
Defence College at Arnprior May 30 to _Tune 3 
to study medical. 'supply problems that would be 
encountered in an H-Bomb attack, it was an-
nounced. May 27 by the Minister of National 
Health and Welfare, Mr. Paul Martin. 

APProximately• 45 candidates will attend the 
course and will  take part in discussions led 
by civil defence medical, pharmaceutical and 
scientific experts, radiation experts from the 
Canadian .  Army,• Red Cross blood  transfusion 
officers, members of • the  pharmacy feaculties of 
Canadian universities and authorities on pack-
aging•and storage of supplies. 

The course, first .of its kind in this coun-
try, will bring out the new problems of medi-
cal cuppLi• and. storage created by the develop-
ment of  the  hydrogen 'bomb.lhe pharmacists will 
study methods by which these problems  can  be 
met and the part that pharmacists can . play in 
solving them. - 

The course is .under the sponsorship of the 
civil defence health services and is being 
cctnducted with the co-operation Of the Canadian. 
Pharmaceuti cal  Manufacturers Association, Can-
adian Pharmaceutical .Association, Canadian 
university schools of pharmacy and the Can-
adian Army. 

SENNELAGER TRAINING:  Operational elements 
of the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade Group 
move into tented *camps at Sennelager 'Training 
Range early next month to prepare for the 
"battle" of the year, June. 18-25. Se.nnelager 
is 35 miles east of Soest. 

Leaving Soest June 5, the troops will 
practice field firing from section to company 
level, tank and infantry co-operation, assault 
river crossings, patrolling, and village fight-
ing. 

After .covering almost every activity of the 
infantry-men's trade, the soldiers will e-xploit 
their sense of competition in a "fight" among 
units for M Skill-at-Arms cups or trophies. 
Competitions range from firing of individual 
weapons to safe and skilled driv,ing. 

Sennelager, the largest training range in 
Europe, has been described as the finest train-
ing ground used by Canadian soldiers. 

* e * 

ARMS FOR ALLIES:  Several army trucks will 
be shinped to Portugal this week under Canada's 
programme of mutual aid to members of the 
North Atlantic 'Treaty Organization. Supplies 
of ammunition also will be shipped to the 
United Kingdom under terms of the agreement. 

* 

Last year Canada imported nearly $24,000,- 
000 worth of books, about $1.60 worth per 
capita. 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR:  In welcoming ex-
hibitors and Uuyers to this year's Canadian 
International 'Trade Fair, the Minister of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. C. D. Howe, made 
special note of United States participation. 
He spoke in part as follows at the inaugural 
luncheon in Toronto on May 30: 

"Today we welcome back many of our friends 
who have exhibited in previous years, and we 
extend a welcome to many who are exhibiting 
for the first time. Among the newcomers are 
the exhibitors in the newly formed welding 
equipment classification and the greatly 
enlarged aircraft components and aircraft sec- . 

 tion. 
"For the first time, the Government of the 

United States is officially participating 
through an exhibit and marketing mission from 
the Department of Commerce. I mention this 
especially because the exhibit is an unusual 
one. It is manned and designed to assist busi-
nessmen from Canada and other countries repre-
sented here to sell their products in the 
United States. 

"I congratulate our good neighbours to the 
South on this constructive effort to promote 
trade. To every exhibitor at this Eighth Can-
adian International 'Trade Fair, I wish a suc-
cessful two weeks of business achieVement." 

o * 
HONOURED BY SOUTH KOREA:  A Canadian Army 
officer serving in Kore'a with the United 
Nations Advisory Group of the Military Armis-
tice Commission has been honoured by the 
Republic of Korea for his work there in the 
past year. • 

He is Maj. W.B. Armstrong, CD, of Ottawa 
and Kingston, an officer of The Black Watch 
(Royal Highland  Regiment) of Canada. 

Major Armstrong was the Canadian repre-
sentative on the Armistice Commission, which 
comprised delegates from the United Nations 
Command, the Korean People's..Republic (North 
Korea) and the Chinese People's Army. 

*  ce  

1954 AUTO SALES:  New motor vehicle sales 
in Canada last year declined.17% in number and 
15% in  retail value from 1953's all-time peaks, 
according to the Bureau's annual report on new 
motor vehicle sales and moto i vehicle finan-
cing. At the same time financing of sales of 
new and used motor vehicles dropped 16% both 
in number and value. 

The total number of new units sold in 1954 
dropped to 382,628 units from 462,526 in 1953 
and the retail value to $989,518,000 from 
$1,162,471,000. The figures reveal a slight 
increase in the average valuation per unit. 

coca  

Canadian corporations had profits before 
taxes of $2,414,000,0001ast year, $156,000,000 
or 6% less than in 1953. O  
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WHY ECONOMIC AID IP:  Canadians, in their re- 
views of the amount of aid that could be made 
available to the materially underdeveloped 

t 	countries, should not only ask themselves how 0 ' 	much Canada should be doing hut how,  and  why, 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 

) Mr. L.B. Pearson, told.the Conference of 
United Nations Associations in Canada, iii".. 
Ottawa, on May v. 

He said on this point: 
"Mhen I was talking at Princeton some weeks 

ago, I said I thought we should be sure of our 
reasons for providing help to  the  Materially 
underçleveloped countries. I expressed the view 
that "if we of the West provide material aid 
only or primarily for cold war motives, we are 
likely to fail in achieving any good and per-
manent results.' Speaking of Asia, I said I 
thought it >important to duard against any 
false idea that we can purchase or s.hould try 
to purchase allies.  The East will not become a 
mercenary in our ranks. It would be deplorable 
if Asians believed that Westerners had insulted 
their dignity, or misread _their integrity, by 
entertaining such notions." 

You  will, I hope, forgive me • for  quoting 
myself but I do think i• t important that our 
motives should not only . be, but appear to be, 
beyond reproach. This is an area of interna-
tional and human relations which is so deli-
cate and so open to misunderstanding that it 
is really not good enough even to hc right for 
the wrong reasons; 

I  

SUBSTANTIAL REASONS 

". . . .The lure of the alleged successes 
of communism and the threat which communist 
states present to the security of other coun-
tries and our own, add, of course, to the. 
urgency of the task. To my mind, however, 
there are other and even more substantial 
reasons for providing assistance to the under-
developed countries and for co-operàting 
effectively with them. 

"The genuine desire of Canadians to help 
others who are less fortunate, the. recognition 
that the more quickly other people's standards 
of living rise the better off we shall all be, 
the conviction that economic and social pro-
gress are essential to a durable peace, the 
judgment that  the resources of most of these 
countries are capable of supporting a fuller 
and richer life, the evident effort which the 
people of these countries are themselves mak-
ing to improve their conditions, and the 
sympathy which we as citizens of a relatively 
young country feel with those who are trying 
to establish their own nations on a' new and 
durable basis - all of these seem to me to be 
more solid and more fundamentally significant 
reasons for providing assistance. . ." 

* 

The average weight of Atlantic salmon 
caught in Canada with Ely is somewhere between 
twelve and fifteen pounds.  

(C.W.E. June 3, 1935) 

ATOMIC POWER STUDY:  The  Adv i so ry Com - 
mi t tee on Atomic Power Developm.ent, which 
consists of senior executive officers of power 
companies.  throughout Canada, is visiting the 
Chalk River project of Atomic Energy of Canada 
Limited June 2 and 3. 

The C.ommittee was formed a year ago as a 
means of keeping various power companies in-
formed on atomic power developments in Canada 
and to provide a group which could assist in 
evaluating the possible economic importance of 
atomic power in the various regions of the 
country. 

The Committee is studying the preliminary 
plans for the experimental atomic power station 
scheduled to go into operation in 1958. This 
plant, to be known as NPD (Nuclear Power 
Demônstration), will produce 20,000 kilowatts 
electric. The detailed design and engineering 
will be carried out by the Canadian General 
Electric Company Limited. The site and con-. 
ventional power equipment (turbo generator, 
transmission gear) will be provided by the 
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, 
which will also operate the station and feed 
the electricity produced into its Ontario 
power network. 

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited will pro-
vide the nuclear data and will be responsible 
for nuclear performance. This Company will 
also supply the natural uranium fuel and the 
heavy water moderator and will handle the 
chemical processing of used fuel elements. 

The United Kingdom atomic power program 
will be .outlined for the visitors by Mr. H. 
Sheard, Liaison Officer for the United Kingdom 

'Atomic Energy Authority at Chalk River. Dr. 
A.J. ;Vander Weyden, 'U.S. Liaison Officer at 
Cnalk River, will speak on the U.S. program. 

c o os  

VACCINE FOR 3...000.000:  In addressing the 
'70th Annual Cbnvention of the Trades and Labour 
C.ongress, at Windsor, Ont.,  on May 30, the 
Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. 
Paul Martin, expressed the hope that before 
April  of  next year Canada would have provided 
sufficient Salk polio vaccine for the inocula-
tion of 3,000,000 Canadian children. 

It was under Canada's National Health Pro-
gramme, he said, that federal and provincial 
governments were able to undertake jointly the 
nation-wide immunization programme that had 
already reached  out to 750,000 Canadisn chil-
dren in the most vulnerable age groups. 

* * 

_ICAO !MERELY:  Brigadier  C. Stephen Booth, 
Assistant Deputy Minister of the Canadian 
Dé.partment of Transport, on June 1 was elected 
President of the Ninth Session of the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization's Assembly, 
which is meeting at ICAO's headquarters in 
Mon  treal.  
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SALK VACCINS SUPPLY: "1'he Canadian Govern-
ment has taken steps to assure a continuing
supply of monkeys required in the production
and testing of the Salk polio vaccine," it was
announced in the House of Commons on June I by
the Pariiamenr.ary Assistant to the Minister of
Health and. Wel.fare, Mr. F. G. Robertson. His
statement was in. reply to a question by Mr.
T.H. Goodie, Liberal, TAlrnaby-Richmond, as to
what steps had been taken to ensure an adequate

supply.
Mir. Robertson's staternent continued
"Arran;ements have now been worked out

under which the Canadian Commercial Corpora-
tion will act as the purchasing agent for the
Government of Canada in obtaining monkeys
under the terms of an export licence granted
by the Government of India.

"Monkeys reouired for the vaccine produc-
tion programmes at the Connaught laboratories
in Toronto and the institute of Microbiology
at Montreal, and for the safety testing of the
vaccine at the federal laboratory of hygiene
in Ottawa, will be boug-it in this way.

"The monkeys wil.l, in turn, be purchased
through the Canadian Commercial Corporation by
the three laboratories concerned, with the
cost per monkey pro-rated according to the
total carst of the shipment.

"This federal Government action has been
taken to ensure a continuing supply and to
meet India's preference for dealing with one
agency only. The Government of India has been
most co-operative in this whole matter. •

"Full precautions have been taken to safe-
guard the health of the animals while in
transit and to ensure their humane treatment

on arrival in Canada. All shipments will be
met by veterinary inspectors. Monkeys pro-
cured under this arrangement will be used for
no other purpose than in the production and
testing of the -Salk vaccine.

"The first shipment of approximately 1,000
monkeys, purchased under the procedure des-
cribed. above, arrived. at Malton airport on
Monday, May 30."

SOLDIER APPREVTICES: The Canadian Army on
June 1 began enrolment of its fourth intake
of soldier aporentices..:. 16-year-olû ;louths
who meet required standards of education,
physical fitness and desire a military career
.. ..at personnel depots across the country.

- The Army plans to enroll 360. of the youths
between now and September 16, when training
will begin'at various corps schools across the
country.

F,LSHF,RIES COMMISSION_ Commissionèrs of the
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commis-
sion who had been meeting in Washington, D.C.,
arrived in Ottawa June 2 to continue meetings
here. The six-man Commission, on which Canada
and the United States are equally represented,
is charged with the protectiôn, preservation,
and extension of the sockeye salmon fishery of
the Fraser River system.

M a ^ .

There is one doctor for every 948 C.anadians,

according to a report released June 3 by the
Minister of National Health and Welfare.

a ^ :x ^ ^
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

à 

.DEW LINE AGREEMENT:  -The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, on May 20 
tabled in the House of Commons text of the. 
Agreement between Canada and the United States 
for the construction and operation of the DEW 
(distant early warning) radar line in the Can-
adian Arctic. 

"Unless otherwise provided by Canada, the 
costs of.construction and operation of the rov 
system shall be the responsibility of the 
United States, with the exception of Canadian 
military personnel costs if Canada should man 
any of the installations," the Agreement states 
under the heading of Financing. 

'The Agreement is in the form of an exchange 
of notes dated May 5, with the U.S. Government - 
advising the Canadian Ambassador, Mr. A.D.P. 
Heeney it "concurs in the conditions" set 
forth by the Canadian Government. 

In a brief statement in the House of  Gom-
mons,  Mr. Pearson, after reminding that Canada 
would construct the mid-Canada line, said in 

"This exchange of notes establishes condi-
tions Nth ch will enable the United States to 
build the distant early warning line as 
rapidly as possible in the interests of the 
defence of the two countries. At the same time 
it preserve s.  the principle enunciated in the 
joint deClaration of February 12, 1947,  on. 
defence co-ope:ration, that all co-operative 
arrangements  will be without.impairment of the 
control of either country over all activities 
in its ov.n territory. 

"In particular the agreement provides for 
the effective participation by Canada in the 
'operation of the distant early warning system, 
the character of such participation to be 
determined on the basis of studies to be car-
ried out during the construction phase. 

"These studies are already under way, but I 
should point.out that they will not be com-
pleted for a considerable time and for the 
present there is nothing to be added to the 
statement made by the Prime Minister on the 
matter in this House on February.  22 last." 

Following provisions as •to sites, liaison 
arrangements, •right of inspection, and pro-
vision of electronic equipment, which, as far 
as practical, is to be manufactured in Canada, 
the Agreement reads, in part: 

"The extent of Canadian participation in 
initial operation and manning of the DEW 
System shall be a matter for later decision by 
Canada after full consultation with the United 
States. It is understood that, in any event, 
Canada reserves the right, on reasonable 
notice, to take over the operation and manning 
of any or all of the installations. Canada 
will ensure the effective operation, in 
association with the Ulited States, of. any in-
stallations it takes over. 

"Subject to the foregOing, the United 
States is authorized to station personnel ,  at 
the sites, and to operate the DEW System, in 
accordance with the principles of command in 
effect from time to time between the military 
authorities of the two countriee. 'The overall 

1 
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manning policy as between the employment of 
military and civilian personnel shall be the 
subject of consultation and agreement between 
the two Governments. 

"Unless ot_herwise Provided by Canada, the 
costs of construction and operation of the DEW 
System shall be the responsibility of the 
United States, with the exception of Canadian 
military personnep costs if Canada should man 
any of the installations. 

"Canada and the United States agree that, 
subject to the availability of funds, the DEW 
System shall be maintained in operation for a 
period of ten years or such shorter period as 
shall be agreed by both countries in the light 
of their mutual defence interestr. . . 

REMOVABLE PROPEP.TY 

"Ownership of all -removable property 
brouelt into Canada or purchased in Canada and 
placed on the sites, including readily demount-
able structures, shall remain in the United 
States. . . . 

lhere follow stipulations regarding tele-
communications, transmission to the Canadian 
Government of any scientific data obtained 
during construction workandlengthy provisions 
for the protection of the welfare of the 

native Eskimos. 
The  conditions annexed to the Canadian note 

number 21 in all, and are declared acceptable 
in the  U. S. note, also dated May 5. 

In his note addressed to the U.S. Secretary 
of State, Mr. Dulles, Mr. Heeney writes, in 
part: 

"I am instructed by my Government to inforrn 
you that its participation during the construc-
tion phase of the project will consist of 
giving assistance to the United States author-. 
ities in organizing and using Canadian resour-
ces, and to helping by making available the 
facilities of the armed forces and other 
agencies of the Canadian Government when 
appropriate. 

"I am also instructed to state that the 
Canadian Government intends to participate 
effectively in the operation and maintenance 
phase of the project, the character of such 
participation to be determined on the basis of 
studies to be carried out during 'the con-
struction phase." 

Railway carloadings in the first week of 
May totalled 78,932 cars, up 16% from 68,061 
in the corresponding week last year 

e - * * *. 

Production in Canada of motor vehicle parts 
and accessories in all industries in 1951 was 
valued at $525,793,000, an increase of almost 
8% from the preceding year's $487,909,000- 

SEEKS WARTIME FRIENDS.'  A middle-aged woman 
in Amsterdam, Holland, looks for Canadian 
soldiers tbere on leave, hoping she will• meet 
some she befriended during the war. eie• be-. 
friended a great many. • 

Prize possession ofMrs. G. Wysrnuller-Meijer 
is a het blue and grey Silk handkerchief 
ahich is shown to  ail  Canadians she meets. It 
reminds her of a group of men who wrote .on - it 
the words: 

"We, held by the Germans, in Aalsmeer, take 
this opportunity to thank you for your wonder-
ful work and courage in helping"us unfortunate 
soldiers...In all gratitude - our name". 
• Inscribed  on the handkerchief are the names 

of more than 30 Canadian soldiers and a simi-
lar number of Allied soldiers; who Were taken 
prisoner .during the fighting in 'Holland; _ Si..—
natures,  were written on it in a prisoner of 
war camp from April 7, 1945, until the end of 
the war. The  gratitude was for gifts_of games, 

'cleaning materials,.clothing and other com-
.forts. . 

In the lasé month of the -  war,).'irs. Wysmul-
ler-Meijer, whose huSband is a banker, was 
approached by Dutch police familiar with her 
activities  as a member of the Dutch under-
ground. They asked for advice in helping pris-
oners-of-war and she became a member of the 
Amsterdam Police to gain  admittance  to"the. 
camp -. 
• Now, Mrs. Wysmuller-Meijer would like to 
meet or hear from some of the Canadians she 
helped. She asked that they write her at 125 
Nssaukade, Amsterdam, Holland. 

* * * 

2,300 ,000- AIR PASSENGER.%  Address in 'g mem-
bers of the Sudbury Chamber of Commerce on the 
eve of the opening of the new terminal build-
ing at the Sudbury airport on May 20, the 
Minister of Transport, Mr. George C. Marler, 
outlined what  the  Department of Transport was 

. doingtoimprove aviation facilities in Canada. 
Mr.  Marier  pointed out that mhile greater 

emphasis had been placed "upon the extension 
of the facilities required for the aircraft 
and for the safety of flying in preference to 
more convenient terminal facilities, we are at 
present planning for new terminal ,  buildings at 
Gander, the Dorval Airport at Montreal, Ottawa, 
Çuebec, and the Malton Airport at 'Toronto and 
we hope to commence actual physical operations 
at an early date on some of these projects." 

In the Minister's opinion, "there is no 
doubt that the public wants better facilities, 
whether they be in the form of extended run-
ways, better radio aids to aviation, better 
air traffic control, or better terminal build-
ings." 

Reviewing the development of aviation over 
the past 20 years, Mr.  Marier  pointed out that 
the number of passengers carried by Canadian 
airlines had increased from less than 100,000 
in 1936 to a record 2,300,000 last year. 
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BAYEUX MEMORIAL CEREblONY: 5e v Pr. T5 r o r l_^, e n t
Canadians will leave or Europe la ter this
month to attend the unveiling of the isayeux
Memorial, June 5, near Caen, France, by His
Royal Highness the Duke of Gloucester.

The memorial'commemorates 1,$37 officers
and men of the Commonwealth Armies who fell in
the Normandy assault and the advance to the
Seine, and who have no known graves.ïhe names
of 270 members of the Canadian Army are in-
scribed on the'memorial. In nearby Bayeux
•Cemetery' If0 Canadian soldiers and 21 airmen
of the RCAF are buri:ed.

t[ on. Hugues Lapointe, Minister of Veterans
Affairs, will place a wreath on the memorial

on behalf of the Canadian Government. Repre-

sentatives of other Commonwealth Governments

wi11'also be present fôr the ceremony.
Other official Canadian •Guests include

Associate Deputy Minister 4f National Defence,
Col. Paul Mathieu, representing Defence Nfir ►-
i ster Ralph Campney; Gen. Y. D. G. Crerar,
former Commander First Canadian Army in Europe;
i.t,-Col. E.A. Baker, Chairman of the National
Council of Veterans Associatiorls in Canada;
The Very Rev. ]-.O. Anderson, 1V ►C, D:, Dominion
President of the Canadian Le'gion; D.S. Mâc-
"Tavish, Vice-president, Canadian Legion; and
T.D. Anderson, General S'écretary of the Can-

adian Legion.
The memorial has been erected by the

Imperial War Graves Commission, and invita-
tions to attend have been extended to all ne,n:t-
of-kin of soldiers commemorated, as well as
rel.ative's of those buTied in the Bayeux
Cemetery. About 12,000 persons are expected to
a ttend..

aY ,. •

Ni'iC E?CfIZ13ITS: i°Mis ycdr for the first time
the National Icesearch wuncil of-Canada will
sponsor an exhibit at the Canadian Interna-
tional Trade Fair, May 30'th to Juné l0th, in

•Torônto.
This exhibit consists entirely of ideas for

products rathet than the •prodi.icts themselves.
The ic:eas wil.l oe illtistrated by modiels of in=
ventions, arising from research,' that Ni2C and

other laboratories norv have available for
licensing to industry throug7h CanaClian Patents

,
and Devei.opment LimiteQ.

This Company was set up by the Canadian
Government primari.ly to handle -,^tatent and

licensing matters i'or the National .nresedrch
Council..Its facilities'were made available to'
other organizations and this :o»pany now hand-
les inventions from nine ûovernment Le.part-

FlientS; t^rl.ree-orGvlncial rP.sear&t organizations,

nine ûniversities, two companies working on

Government contracts and three foreign research
organizations. -

r ^:#

Contrzct drilling for petrcileum or natural
,as in Canada increased.to• 10,765,042 feet in
1953 ïrom 8,454,269 in 1952.

(C-7,& ':`aY 2r. 1555)

TRADE TALKS WITH. POLA": The Department
of External Affairs announced on May 24 that
discussions had taken place in Ottawa recently
between representatives of. the. Ciovernments of
Canada and Poland concerning customs valuation
procedures and general trade matters.'3hese
talks were held at the recjuest of the Govern-
ment of Poland which had expressed its concern
at- the special valuation procedures which Can-
adian customs authoritiés hâve been applying
to certain imports from Polana.

iuring the consultations arrangements were
worked out by agreement between the two Gov-
ernments which it is hbpéd will permit satis-
'factory verificatior, of the values of goods
imported from Pôland, within the regui. rements
of.Canadian customs laws.

Representatives of•both Gdvernments expres-
sed a desire to increase trade between the two
countriés; It was noted that Pôlish import
agencies are free to purchase the large variety
of Canadian goods which are not subject to
restrictions on secùrity grounds. Similarly
there are opportunities for Canadian impôrters
to purchase various goods from Poland. It is-
for the firms and agencies concern-ed in the
two countries to arrange such transactions
whère they find it advantag'eous'to do se.

MUSEUMS AND ART GALLERIES^' The Dominion
Bureau of Statistics released iNay'20•; reference
paper No. 57 entitled "Museums and Art Gal-
leries, 1951-19:'^2." Tt con•tain:: intbrmâtion on
191 institutions, oi which 20 were controlled
by the federal GoyernmQnt, 21 by Provincial
:;ove,rnments and 18 by H^anicioal Gavernments.

'Total attendance in 1951-52 is estimated to
be.ovzr 3,00Q 000, while total ex;..enciitures
amoun•ted. to r,;ore tsan $2,000,000. ' stimated
staff for all institutions was 500 full-time
and 306 part-time employees. Of 113 institu-
tions reporting on admissiori policies, 90 made
no châri;e for admissiôn. Forty-four institu-
tions reported film or slide projection facil-
ities.

A•snarp drop in. the 'catch of herring on the
Pàcific'was the c':zie"x' factor in reducing
Capada's total landings of sea-fis:, in March
to •4h,¢.w2,000 nounds from 96, 48 5, 000 a year
earlie.^r and the value to T1,S82,060 from
$2,636,000.

Cana ci:2'3 P-las'^ er.d' as,s ti:'^roiil.Tct•;S if"Ciu:;try

shipped•â record 472,910,CK10 wortn of products
in 1953, some $14, 130,000 worth or 249b more,
than in tne prececin:; year.

c: . o ::t

Sâtur.day, june' 11, 'wi11. be Air Force Day
across Cariar`a, the ninth time that the event
has been noted since it was first held in 1947.

3
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EXPORTS AT. RECQRD PEACETIME LEVEL

MR. fiOWE'.S TRADE.ANALYSIS: ".I. am convinced
that in most of the principal trading coum-
tzi.es there is today a sirong ;bias in favour
of the kind of trade rules that the Government
of Canada has been advocating," the Minister
of Trade and Commerce, Mr. C. D. Howe, said
nefàre the Canadian Manufacturers' Association
in ivlontreal on May 25 in discussing "the pro-
gress that is being made towards greater free-
dom of trade. "

He proceedec: ". .i.bere is no reason for pes-

simism about world trade prospects. On the
cor.trary, I believe a solid foundation•has

been laid for further progress."
The subject of Mr. 'riowe's address was,

"Canada Trades With The 1n'orld," 'anc:"'he ^ii..
that Canadians looked across the kordex at
the United States to see how the wind was
blowing as far as commercial policy was con-
cernen: for in trade matters it could be said
that, As the United States goes, so goes the
world.

ENCOURAGEMENT

The Fi:inister went on:
"We can all draw encouragement from recent

events. After a prolonged debate, the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of, L955 was approved
in the House and the"Seriate. This does not
mark a significant 'step forward but it is
nevertheless some progress. More important
than the substance of the measures, which are
in co,..+.rsé of being approved, is the assurance'
tha't for the present at least United States
commercial policy appears to have been sta-
bilized.

"1he United States is beginning to make
clear its intentions that international trad-
ing arrangements are to be strengthened by its
actions. This is an exceedingly important
development which none of us shouid under-
estimate and is one strong reason why I have
some confidence in'the future.

"May I offer a brief comment on one of the
amendments introduced by Congress into the
Trade Agreements Extension Act. I refer to the
amendment which,recognizes that imports may
adversely affect the national security of the
United States. It is provided that measures
may be adopted in such cases to reduce.imports
to a level consistent with•the national secu-
rity. The new Act provides the President with
a great deal of u'iscretion. with regard to its
implementation. It is ^appropriate, therefore,
even at this'early stage, to express the hope
that the President will recognize that the
security interestsof the United States are
vitally affected by its trade relations with
other countries and particularly with Canada.

"We, in Canada, are aware that the strength
and unity of the free,world depend, more than
anything else, upon'.a sound foundation of
multilatera2 trâdé ârrângements.'Ihe events of

the past ten years have confronted all coun-
tries with temr-tations to pursue trade pol-
icies wl.-ti.ch would be attractive. enough in the
short run ,^:t which would only lead to trouble.

"Some c:-^i-ntries have dabbled with high
tariff rroteçti_on, others with ^:xchange con-
trols and di.scriminatory restrictions. In all.
cases these misguided efforts have reacted
against the countries. which initiated them.
In some notable instances, these efforts have
been ak+andoned and the artificial barri.ers to
trade have been di;^;;aantled.

"1here are lessons to be learned from all
of this experience. In economic terms, individ-
ual countries cannot afford to wéaken their
productive e.fficiency by policies of high pro-
tection. In' terms of peace and security, the
free world is not strong enough to endure the
international bickering and disunity-which
accompany the growth of barriers to trade,

"For this reason, I hope that, if the United
States does consider imposing restrictions
upon imports to safeguard. its national secu-
rity, it will not overlook the detrimental
effects which such action might have upon
those very same interests,

Analyzing Canada's present trade situation,
he saic,i:

PEACETIME RECORD

"Canadian export trade is today at the
highest peacetime level ever attained, con--
sidéred in terms of physical volume. In the
latest six months for which figures areavail-
able, exports in volume were higher than in
the some six months of any previous peacetime
year. In value terms, exports in the first
three months of 1955 were Alpp million ahead
of the first quarter of 1954.

"in fact, we have experienced six months of
record exports in a world which we all know is
becoming more competitive. Arid exports are
higher not only to the United States, which is
experiencing such a remarkable spurt of pros-
perity, but also to the United Kingdom and to
other Commonwealth countries.

"Imports, too, are up proportionately, which
is a healthy sign. It means that Canadians
have money to spend and are spending it. Vihen
I hear suggestions that Canada is experiencing
a recession, I sometimes wonder how this can
be reconciled with the large current volume of
imported goods.

"I believe it would be a mistake to reason,
from the experience of some.particular indus-
tries, that Canada is becoming a high-cost
economy. Admittedly, our costs have risen.
Basically, this is because we have passed
through a long-sustained period of economic
development. In addition, the international
situation has'given rise to the need for vast
^expenditures on defence, with resulting pres-
sure on resources and upon wage rates.

4
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"In all of this, it must be borne in mind 
that we are highly efficient producers of the 

major export products, from our forests, farms, 
fisheries, mines and factories.. We have our 
low-cost hydro-electric power, with great 
reserves still  i.. hand. In less than a decade, 

our country has gaineci immenselY from proven 
reserves of gas and oil and discoveries of 
metals. 

"The  Covemment has been alert to the pos-
sibilities of atomic energy and we shall not 
lag behind in the development of power from 
atomic materials. The St. Lawrence Seaway 
will mean lower costs for a significant volume 
of our trade. In short, we are endowed with a 

wealth of low-cost natural resources which are 

at once a challenge and an opportunity for 

those with vision." . . . 

* 

UNEMPLOYMENT DROP:  Unemployment dropped 
more sharply than usual during April as favour-
able weatiler in most parts of Canada helped to 
stimulate employment. The number of persons 
without jobs and seeking work declined from a 
postwar high of 40 1,000 at  mid-March to an 
estimated 327,000 at mid-April, a drop of 18 
per cent, compared with an average drop of 
less than five per cent during the Same period 
in the past two years. 

The number of persons with jobs increased 
by an estimated 124,000 durin g .  the month com-
pared with only 36,000 during the'same period 
last year. The  total number Of persons with 
jobs was about 117,000 above that of the same 
time last year. 

Good weather in early April helped con-
struction, farming and other outdoor indus-
tries to begin spring, work  earlier than a year 
ago. There were also fewer seasonal layaffs in 
manufacturing than in April last year. 

• 
 

The  substantial increase in employment dur-
ing the month was sufficient to 'bring the 
classification of local labour market areas 
across the country almost to the sanie position 
as last year. The classification of the 109 
local labour  market  areas surveyed at May 1, 
19 55 (last year's figures in brackets) was as 
follows: in balance, 4(9); moderate surplus, 
60(56); su;astantial surplus, 45(44). . 

The civilian labour force totalled  5,450.-
'0O  in the week ended April. 23, 1.955, compared 
with  5,400,000  in the week ended March ta, 
1955. ihese estimates are obtained from the 
monthly labour force starvey conducted by the 
Dorainion Bureau of Statistics. 

* * * * 

Department store sales increased 8.1% dur-
ing the week ending May 14 as compared with 
the corresponding week last year.  ies  in 
Qiebec were up  2L9,  Ontario Ilea, Atlantic 
Provinces S. 1%, and British Columbia 1,5%, but 
down 4% in Saskatchewan, 2.4% in Alberta and 

1. 27„ in Manitoba. 

LIBERALS WIN IN P.E.I.:i 	mcc Edw a rd 
Island Liberal Gove rnment; .under  Premier  Alex 
Matheson, was returned to,power in the provin-
cial election on May 25. .;, - 

Tite result as announded on the morning of 
May "G:wei.: Liootals . elec .teé:, 27; Progieseive 
Conservatives 3. 

In the 19 51 election the Liberals won '24 
seats against six for the Progressive C.onsera 
vatives. 

Progressive Conservative Leader R. R. Bell 
won a close victory in Queens 2nd in the 
May 25 votrng. 

CI Cs .  * 

aIR IMPROVEMENT:  A modest increase in rev-
enues combined with• continuing efforts to 
reduce operating expenses has resulted - in an 
improvement in the net revenue of the Canadian 
National Railways as reported in the Company's 
income and expnnse statement announced May 26. 

Operating revenues in Apri l  this year viere 
$53,693,000, an increase of $1,731,000  compared 
with the same reonth in 1954. Operating expen-
ses were reduced by $2,614,060 with the result 
that net revenue increased by $4,345,000: 

In the first four months of this year, 
operating revenues increased $1,047,000 to 
$206,118,000, compared with the corresponding 
period of 1954. Operating expenses decreased 
hY  $9,971,000  to  $196,903,000. This resulted 
in an improvement of $11,0 18,000 in net revente  
over last year. • 

a * a a 

MANUFACTURING REVIEW:  The Dominion • Bureau 
of Statistics has released its annual General 
Review of the Manufacturing Industries of 
Canada for' 1952.  This  174-page report contains 
a general analysis of manufacturing develop-
ment with detailed treatment of current  pro-
duction  by individual industries and such 
principal factors as physical volume of pro-
duction, employment, :.alaries and wages, size 
of establishment and power and fuel. The report 
a1so•deals with  the provincial and local dis-
tributinn of manufacturing production and pro-. 
vides an alphabetical list ofproclucts manufac-
tured in Canada. 

* 

COAL PRODUCTION DOWN : Canadian production 
of coal continued to decline in 1954, dropping 
to 14,q13, 579 tons from 15,896,194 ir?. 1953 and 
in value to $96,600,266 from $10 2;68 5,79 3, 
according to the preliMinary annual report. 
Landed imports, including oricjuettes, fell to 
:g.8, 55 1,002 tons from 22,521,787, and exports 
dropped to 219,346 tons from 255,274. 

The yenr's output in Alberta .was cut to 
4,859,049 tons from 5,917,474 in .19 53, and in 
British Columbia and the Yukon to 1, 313, 623 
tons from 1,453,6 17. In Nova Scotia production 
rose to 5,842,896 tons from 5,787,026, Saskat-
chewan  to 2, 116,740 tons from 2,0 21,296, and 
New Brunswick to 781,271 tons from 716,781. 
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MASS EVACUATION EXERCISE: Ap?roximately
50,000 people will be evacuated from the City
of St. John's, Newfoundland, May 30, in'the
first major civil defence withdrawal exercise
to be held in Canada, it was stated May 27 in
a joint announcement by the Minister of
National Health and Welfare, Mr. Paul Martin
the Cabinet Minister .responsibLe for civil
defence, and^the Minister of Provincial Affairs
for the Province of Newfoundland, Mir. ilryles P.
h1urray.

Duririb the evacuation test, it is exrjected
that upwards of 16,000 privately owned passen-
ger automobiles and some 2,500 buses and 'truck's._
will be used to move the population clear of
the city.'Tra£fic'control along the half-dozen
main exits from the city will be maintained by
the St. ;;r,hn's Constabulary and civil defence
voluntary police within the city limits. Out-
side the city all traffic control will be
under supervision of the Royal Canadian Moun-
ted Police.

U.S. AIRCRAFT

l.tiring the exercise, aircraft of the Royal
Canadian Air Force and the United States Air
Force will•simuLate an attack on 'the city.
Civil Defence volunteers will be called into
actiôn to control damage caused by the mock
attack.

Civil defence officials stated that the aim
of the test is to familiarize the population
of the Newfouridland capital with the action
they.should tâke.if their city were attacked.
D.iring this test, hosp'ital patients and school
children are not being removed.

The St. John's test is the first large-
scale tactical•withdrawal to be undertaken in
a Canadian city.•A number of minor exercises
building up to the May 30 test have previously
been •held in St. John's and a test evacuation
was carried out lastsummer at Brockville,
Ontario: A large-scale withdrawal test is
'slated for Calgary late in September.

* 0 * *

HIGHWAY SAFETY: Canacla's first National
Highway Conference; held in Ottawa this week,
urged uniform motor vehicle legislation across
the country and decidéd'to establish a perman-
ent Canadian Highway Safety Conference, with
.Mr.• Brooke Claxton, a former Minister, of
National Defence, as its first President.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT: First reading was
given in the House of Gommons on May 24 to a
bill to amend the Customs Act., In introducing
the measure, the Minister of National Revenue,
Dr.-.),.J. McCann, gave the following prelimin-
ary.explanation:

"The essential purpose of this bill is to
clarify and bring up to date certain sections
of the Customs Act.

IwIhe present law only requires vehicles to
report to customs when conveying dutiable
goods. As the House is aware, my Department is
now charged with the administration of other
regulations such as those involving the health
of animals, insect infestations and diseases
of plants, etc. , and in addition the Depart-
ments of Immigration and Hedlth-are concerned
that everyone crossing'the border should
report.

APPEALS

"An amendment is being prôposed to the

valuation sections vhich clarifies and confirms

our present principles of valtiation. It is

also proposed to limit the period following

the date of entry for appeals against original

appraisal.

'%e Tariff Board will be empowered to hear
appeals. from departmental rulings affecting
export drawback as well as domestic drawback.
At the present time, if goods are diverted from
use for which-free entry or a lesser rate of
duty was accorded, we can only make demand for
the proper duty from the person found in pos-
session. It seems desirable to also hold the
crri^inal importer responsible in cases of this
kind,

"At the present time a lien holder has only
30 days from the-date of seizure.to apply for
a judicial order to declare his interest in
the goods or vehicle seized, and it is pro-
posed to extend this time to 60 days. I shall
be glad to give further details when the bill
is up for second reading or when we get into
committee."

More than half of Cntario, Canada's second-
largest province; is forest.

'Two-thirds of Canada's population live in
urban centres and only one-third on farms.
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WEEK'S'EVENTS IN BEVIEW 

BIG FOUR  MEETING:  The  Canadian Government 
welcomes the fact that high level talks be-
tween the leading western powers and  the. Soviet 
Union will take place, the Acting Secretary of 
State for External Affairs,• Mr. Paul Martin, 
said in the House of Commons on May 16 when 
asked by Mr. J.G. Diefenbaker, Progressive 
Conservative Member for Prince Albert, Sask., 
if he were in a positiôn to say anything re-
garding the "summit" meeting which had been 
arranged for among the Big Four powers,» and 
what stand Canada had taken with reference to 
the matter.. 

Mr. Martin's reply was as follows: 
"As my hon. friend and other members know, 

there have been important developments during 
the past week. The German Federal Republic has 
entered NATO and into the full political and 
defence association with the western nations 
which we have hoped to achieve for so long. A 
state treaty for Austria has been signed and. 
ten years  of  occupation ended. The leading 
western powers have invited the Soviet Union 
to a meeting, both of heads of Governments and 
of Foreign Ministers, and the Soviet Union has 
accepted the invitation. 

"The Soviet Union has tabled a series of 
proposals at the disarmament talks in London 
which contain signifiCant changes of policy 
on some points relating to disarmament and 
which may point to some of the subjects . to  be  

discusaed at a four power meeting. At a con-
ference in Warsaw, the Soviet Union has set up 
a unified command for its forces and the 

• forces of its satellites in Eastern Europe. We 
-learn that Marshal Bulganin and Mr.. Krushchev 
will visit Yugoslavia. 
. "So we may ask, what do all these rapid 

.developments imply so far as • relaxation of 
tension and a tEuropean and even world settle-
ment are concerned? So far«  as the western 
nations are concerned,  the  various steps in 
their policies have been intended to lead 
eventually to peaceful negotiation ofoutstand-
ing differences between East .  and West to 
remove the risk çf world war. 

"The invitation extended to the Soviet 
Union to participate in discussions both 
between heads of Governments and Foreign 
Ministers establishes this intention on the 
part of the western powers. It underlines the 
fervent desire of western nations to find any 
possible way Of arriving.  at a peaceful settle-
ment of outstanding issues basedon recognition 
of the legitimate security interests and 
national freedom of the nations most directly 
concerned. 

-"We may well ask, what are the Soviet 
intentions? The final s•igning of the Austrian 
State Treaty and the apparent concessions on 
disarmament do lead one to hope for a greater• 
willingness to discuss other problems. The 

1 
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extent of Soviet diplomatic activity does 
suggest - that various far-reaching changes may 

"The Canadian Gove rnment naturally welcomes 
the fact that high level talks between the 
leading western powers and the Soviet Union 

will take place. We think that considerable 
progress can be made at these talks and that 
there are compelling reasons of national 
interest on both sides for representatives of 
these nations to examine the fundamental 
differences between them in the immediate 

future. 1  
"We have noted  the expressed desires of some 

Soviet leaders to negotiate wi'th the West in 
spite of the basic ideological differences. We 
have noted the concessions made on specific 
points. We hope that the Soviet Government 

will continue to respond to the deep desire of 
people in all countries for peaceful solutions 
of international problems." 

* * * 

WORLD SCOUT JAMBOREE:  The Canadian Army has 
undertaken the task of virtually building and 
equipping a town on Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont., 
this summer to accommodate an estimated 10,000 
Boy Scouts from all parts of the World at 
their eighth World Scout Jamboree. 

Nearly two years of planning between Army 
and Boy Scout officials have been carried out 
in an effort to ensure a successful 10-day 
outing (August 18-28) for Scouts from Canada, 
the United States, the United Kingdom, and 30 
other countries including Austria, Egypt, 
Greece, Japan and Venezuela. 

More than 100 separate items of equipment 
from Army stores will be loaned to the Scouts 
for their jamboree. 

* * * 
CROP REPORT:  High winds have been bene-
ficial in drying land over wide areas of the 
Prairie Provinces during thepast week, accord-
ing to the Bureauts telegraphic crop report 
issued May 11. 

Seeding is well under way in most southern 
and central-western parts of Manitoba, in 
southwestern and west-central Saskatchewan, 
and in the Peace River District and most 
southern and central regions of Alberta. 

It will be some time, however, before milch 
spring work can be accomplished in those areas 
which are waterlogged and flooded as a result 
of last week's torrential rains. Most seriously 
affected districts are in east-central and 
northeastern Saskatchewan. 

•••• 

Value of cheques cashed in clearing centres 
in March climbed 5.6% to $13,846,872,000 from 
$13,107,284,000 in the corresponding month 
last year and cumulative debits for the first 
three months of the year rose 5.7% to $37,- 
733,6 52,000 from $35,707,345,000. 

NATO  NEIVSPAPERMEN HERE:  The Department of 
External Affairs announced on May 18 details 
of a two-week tour of Canada by a party of 
twenty journalists ifrom -fourteen NATO.  coun-
tries which will begin in Halifax on May 20. 

Eighteen of the correspondents were to 
leave Paris by air early May 19, and arrive 
about midnight at HMCS Shearwater, Halifax. 
Upon  arrivai  in Montreal, after visiting 
Arvida and Qiebec City, they will be joined by 
two correspondents from the United States. The 
party will then visit Ottawa, Edmonton, 
Calgary, Rivers {Manitoba), Winnipeg, Gimli 
(Manitoba), Centralia (Chtario), Niagara Falls 
and Toronto, where the tour concludes on 
June 5. 

The tour is sponsored jointly by the Depart-
ments of National Defence and External Affairs 
and is one of a series arranged by the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization in member 
countries. A similar tour to Canada was 
arranged last year. A number of Canadian 
journalists also visited other NATOcountries 
last year and tours of NATO countries by 
Canadian journalists have been arranged for 
this year. 

When the journalists arrive in Ottawa on 
May 25, they will be met by officials of the 
Departments of National Defence and External 
Affairs and by representatives of NATO 
diplomatic missions in Ottawa. During their 
two-day stay in the capital, they will meet 
the Minister. of Trade and Commerce andMinister 
of Defence Production, Mr. C.D. Howe, the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
L.B. Pearson, the-Minister of National Defence, 
Mr. R.O. Campney, the Minister of Citizenship 
and Immigration, Mr J.W. Pickersgill, and the 
Minister of Northern Affairs and National 
Resources, Mr. Jean Lesage. 

They will visit the Parliament Buildings, 
the House of C,ommons and the Senate Chamber, 

On the last day of the tour, in Toronto on 
June 4, the NATO journalists will visit the 
Canadian International Trade Fair and attend 
the Canadian International Air Show with 
members of the Aviation Writers' Association 
who are holding their annual meeting inToronto 
at the same time. 

* * * 

Department stores sales rose 4.4% in April 
as compared with a year earlier. There were 
increases of 9.4% in British Columbia, 6.3% in 
Qiebec, 5.7% in  Ontario, 1.8% in Manitoba, and 
decreases of 3.3% in Saskatchewan and L4%  in 
the Atlantic Provinces. 

Foreign vehicles entering Canada on travel-

ler's vehicle permits increased in April and 

the first four months this year as compared 

with a year earlier. The month's total was 

118,786 versus 107,022, bringing January-April 

entries to 295,640 versus 282,593. 
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NATO COUNCIL VISIT: The Departments of

External Affairs and Nationallkfence announced

on May 18 that the Permanent Representatives

to the North Atlantic Council while visiting

Montreal on May 22 and 23 will have an op-
portunity of seeing an important part of the

defences of this region of the North Atlantic

area, including Air Defence Command at St.

Hubert, Quebec.
The Permanent Representatives arrived in

the United States May 14 for a tour of the
more important defence commands and installa-
tions in the Canada-U.S. region of the North
Atlantic Treaty area. They have already
visited the various Bixropean commands and this
is the first occasion of a similar visit to
North America.

The party will arrive at Air Defence Com-
mand Headquarters, St. Hubert, QUebec, from
New York Sunday morning, May 22, for a two-day
stay. Their tour of the Air DefenceCommand-
will include a visit to a radar station and a
visit to Canadair. They will leave the Inter-
national Terminal, Dorval, for Paris, Monday,
May 23.-

Members of the NATO Council Party a.re:
H.E. Jonkheer A.W.L. 'Tjarda van Starkenborgh

Stachouwer, Permanent Representative of The
Netherlands.

H.E. André de Staercke, Permanent Representa-
tive of Belgium.

H.E. Fatin R..Zorlu, Permanent Representative
of Turkey.

Mr. Nicolas Hommel, Permanent Representative
of Luxembourg.

H.E. Georges Exintaris, Permanent Representa-
tive of Greece.

H.E. L.D. Wilgress, Permanent Representative
of Canada.

H.E. Sir C.aristopher Steel, K.C.M.G., M.V.O.,
Permanent Representative of the United
K in gdom.

H.E. A. Vestbirk, Permanent Representative ôf
Denmark.

Mr. Hans G. Andersan, Permanent Represen tative•
.of Iceland.

H.E. Adolfo Alessandrini, Permanent Represent-
ative of Italy.

H.E. Alexandre Parodi, Permanent Representa-
tive of France.

H.E. George W. Perkins, Permanent Representa-
tive of the United States of America.

WE. Dr. Hasso Von Etzdorf, Deputy Representa-
tive of the Federal German Republic.

Mr. Arne fyunneng, Acting Permanent Representa-
tive of Norway.

Dr. José Calvet de Magalhaes, Deputy Permanent

Representative of Portugal. '

SAM. POLIO VACCINE: To date, more than half
a million Canadian children have been inocula-
ted with either one or two.doses of Salk polio
vaccine as part of a joint federal;-provincial
nation-wide immunization pro gramme, the
Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr.
Paul Martin, announced in.Ottewa -on May 19
before a federal-provincial health conference.

The vaccine, produced at the Connaught
Medical Research Laboratori.es in Toronto, has
been purchased under the National Health
Programme with the costs divided eqûally by
federal and provincial Goverriments, he said.
Allocations of the vaccine were made to the
provinces on the basis of population for
administration, free of charge, to children in
selected age groups.

"For many years it has been the practice in
Canada for provincial and local departments of
health to purchase, stock and distribute, at
provincial and municipal expense, quantities
of immunization materials against such di•
seases as typhoid, tetanus, whooping cough,
smallpox and diphtheria. This obligation h as
been assumed as a proper and essential public
health responsibility of'provincial and local
health departm-ents.

'7-Iowever, in the case of the polio vaccine,
the need for large initial quantities and the
fact that its use would be on an.experimental
basis at first, led the federal Government to
offer -- under the terms ôf the National
Health Programme -- to share equally with the
Provinces the cost of purchasing supplies of
the vaccine duringthe early stage of the
programme. . . ."

After paying tribute to the generosity of
thé-Utfted States towards Canada in its hand-
liing of the vaccine, Mr. Martin proceeded:

"It was our objective to provide immuniza-
tion for 1,500,000 Canadian children before
the onset of this year's po.lio sèason. How-
ever, certain difficulties have developed in
the supply of vaccine from commercial sources
and it•may bb that we will'not reach the
target I had hopéd for. However, we anticipate
that sufficient supplies will be•available
from Connaught Laboratories to eriable the
Provinces to inoculate at least 1,000,000
children before July 1st. . . .

"The Salk polio vaccine• is the •greâtest
single step forward in years of searching
for a préventive against this crippling and
killing disease. . "

ALBERTA'ELECTIONJUNE 29: Premier Manning
of Albetta on May 17 announced an Alberta
election to, be held June 29.

r:xa^

Chain store sales rose 576 in March to Canada sold ships valued at $6,844,812 to
$165,292,000 from $157;477,000 in the corres- foreign countries last year. Principal buyers

40
ponding month 'last year. March 1 stocks, at

were Liberia, Panama, Costa Rica, Yugoslavia
cost, were valued at $239,811,000, up 7% from
$224,061,000 a year ago. and Italy.
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CANADA AND WORLD'WHEAT:'Supplies of wheat 
remaining on or about April 1 in the four 
major exporting countries for export and for 
carryover at the end of  their respective crop 
years amounted  th  1,898,100,000 bushels,. about 
1% less than the '1,912,600,000 available a 
year ago. 

This year's April 1 supplies were held as 
followà with a year earlier totals inbtackets: 
United 'States, 1,038,900,000 bushels (964,- 
900,000); Canada, 549,000,000 (666,400,000); 
Argentina,  157,400,000  ( 137 , 700 , 000) ; end 
Australia, 152,800,030 (143,600,000). • 

Total exPorts cif wheat and flour in terms 
of wheat from• the four major exPorting coun-
tries for the first eight months of the cur-
rent Canadian ccop year, at 517,500,000 bush-
els,  were  some 25% greater than the shipments 
of 414,800,000 during the comparable period 
of 1953-54. 

'Eight-month shipments from the United 
States were 189,900,000 « bushel's (125,700,000 
a year earlier); Canada, 172,700,000  (170.-
900,000);  Argentina, 92,200,000 (78,000,000); 
and ALI stralia, 62,700,000 (40,200,000). 

• • * * * * 	: 

IRON FROM HARBORA, ONT.  Canada 's indus-
trial and mineral development took another. 
giant forward stride on May 11 when the first 
shipment of iron concentrates was made from 
the Marmora" Mine at Marmora, Ont. 

With Mr:. Donald 'Gordon, Chairman and Presi-
dent, Canadian National Railways, and Mr. A. 
B. Homer, President Bethlehem Steel Company, 
jointly officiating at the opening ceremonies, 
the S.S. Powell Stackhouse, a 9,600 ton ore 
carrier, moved off  from  the Picton dock with 
the first load of pellets bound for the steel 
forges of Lackawanna, N.Y. 

The Marmo-raton Mining Company, a suSsidiary 
of the Bethlehem Steel, operates the mine and 
will be hoisting a million and a quarter tons 
of ore and rock from  the  pit annually when full 
production is reached, This will yield half a 
million tans of high grade concentrates. 

* * 

FISHERIES SCHOLARSHAPS:  The Fisheries Re-
search Board of Canada, for the first time, 
has .awarded scholarships similar to those of 
the National Research Council ,  

The National Research Council co-operated 
with the Fisheries Research Board in awarding 
one fellowship worth $1,.400, seven student-
ships worth $1,100 each, and four bursaries 
worth $800 each, from funds made available by 
the Fisheries Research Board. 

* 	* * 

Over 19,000 soldiers of the Canadian Army 
(Militia) are expected to undergo annual 
summer training from June to September of this 
year in 18 permanent and temporary Army 
centres from Halifax to Esquimalt, B.C. 

CANADA-U.S.. DEFENCE:  Commencing Monday, 
May 16, meetings of the Canada-United States 
Regional Planning Commit tee of the Canada-
United States Regional.Planning Group are 
being held in Kingston, Ont. This Group is 
part of the.North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 
and is charged with planning the defence of 
Canada and the United States within the scope 
of NATO. 

The Regional Planning Committee is respon-
sible to the •Chiefs of Staff Committee of the 
Regional Planning Group, which is composed of 
the Service Chiefs of Staff of Canada and the 
United States. 

• Meetings of. the Canada-United States 
Regional Planning Committee are held  as fre-
quently as business requires. The previous 
meeting was held in the United States at 
Colorado  Springs,  March 2-5 this Year. 

* * * 

NAVAL TRAINING:  At least 25 ships of the 
Royal Canadian Navy, ranging from cruisers to 
patrol craft, will be engaged in this year's 
summer training programme on the Atlantic and 
Pacific oceans and the Great Lakes-. An esti-
mated 7,000 officers and men of the  •regular 
and reserve forces will participate, the Royal 
Canadian Navy has announced. 

The summer training schedule on the East 
Coast gets under way officially this week, 
when the cruiser HMCS Qiebec and the deàtroyer 
escorts Huron and Iroquois sail.  from  Halifax 
on the first of three cruises for cadets of 
University Naval Training Divisions, Ports of 
call will include Philadelphia, May 23-29, and 
San Juan, Puerto 'Rico, June 6-10. 

* * * * 

NEW AUTO SALES DOWN:  Sales of new.motor 
vehicles in the first quarter of this year 
dropped 15.2% from the same 1954 period. There 
were sales declines of 20.7% in March, 12.6% 
in February and 7.610 in January. The overall 
drop in retail value in die quarter was 13.1%, 
with  the  March total down 21%, February off 
8.9% and January down 2.9%. 

First-quarter sales of new passenger. cars 
totalled 70,836 as against 78,774 in the like 
1954 period and the retail value was $1e3,7 
961,000 versus $201,949,000. March sales were 
30,942 versus 36,459 and the respective retail 
values were $78,678,000 and $94,616,000.  

* * * * 	• 

HOME  BUILDING INCREASE:  A coneiderable in-
crease in mortgage lending made possible the 
record level of housebuilding activity in 
Canada during 1954. Institutional lenders 
approved mortgage loans for new residential 
construction in the amount of $632 million in 
1954 compared to $374 million in 1953 accord-
ing to the latest issue  of  "Housing in Canada", 
a quarterly report of Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation. 
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-WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT IN-THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST"
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-PO IYER POLICY: Speaking on, "Water Resouice
Development in the Pacific Northwest," before

the Pacific Northwest'Trade Association at

Vancouver, B.C., on May 9, the Minister of

Northern Affairs and National Resources, Mr.

Jean Lesage, made a statement on power devel-
opments on international wâtérs.

"Within the energy field," he said, -"we
devote particular attention to water power as
one of our most•valuable resources. Wé must
put it to its optimum use in Canada."

Mr. Lesage's statement said, in part:

"The Government of Canada has already made
known the general principles which would serve
to interpret the national interest in this
respect. They require that a project must be
compatible with present and future needs of
the country and with the optimum development
of the site and the whole watershed. If no
effective use of the water resources can be
made in Canada, the improvement executed in
Canada to permit downstream utilization in
another country must provide for benefits com-
mensurate with the water resources thus made
available.

•.STORAGE OF WATER

"Proj ects involving the storage of wâter in
Canada to regulate the downstream flow must
provide for long-term arrangeménts with the
United States or some'authority designated on
its behalf and for a reasonable share of the
downstream power or for a fair return in real
terms. If, in order to launch a project in
Canada, -it-is•necessary to contract for the
sale outside of Canada of a declining-pro-
portion of the Canadian share of downstream
benefi.t' power, then the sale of that power
must be treated.as an export of electricity
and made subject to similar regulations as
those pertaining to the Exportation of Power
and Fluids and Iinportation of Gas Act. I use
the expression 'declining proportion' to indi-
cate that there is no intention to alienate
power permanently. -

"This attitude of the Government of Canada
in respect to downstream benefits and to power
development in general cannot be interpreted
as ' a new trend in our'thinking. It is merely
an application to this particular field of a
well-established policy. The Canadian Govern-
ment has always thought that our natural
resources should be exp loi ted to the best
advantage of our country. This is the position
taken in the United States about United States
resources, and it is the only responsible
position that a government can take.

"We place special emphasis on energy in
view of the fact that it is a strategic factor
of industriad expansion in the framework of
modern technology. Within the energy field we
cevotc partirula : attention to power as

one of our most valuable'resources. We must

Put it to its optimum'use-in Canada: We cannot

be expected to make it available oiitside the

country on terms which couldhinder our own

industrial progress.".....

"The Province of Ontario once thougbt that
its power-potential was much greater than its
needs and that it could make part-of it avail-
able to the State of -New York. Just a few
years later it needed thatpower but could not
recover it. It took ^any years to solve this
difficulty. Today, Southern Ontario has almost
comple:tely developed the full potential'of,its
water resources and its power requirements are
still increasing rapidly, V4here there was once,
a surplus of really cheap power, there will,
in the immediaté future, be an acute shortage.

"Even ai the present time, the power
requirements of certain areas in Southern
British Columbia are doubling every-sevén
years. There is no doubt that if British
Columbia'experiences a normal'rate of growth,
all its cheap sources of power will be re-
quired in the next two or three decades.

"I.f

ECONOMIC FUTURE

Canada do-es, not want to see the
economic Juture of its west cpast ar.ea:

jeopardized, it cannot allow the sale in the
United States of on-site or downstream power
from British Columbia at a price corresponding

to the average cost of power presantly.avail-

able on that market. This power is produced at
very low cost because the main projects were
built during the depression and part of their

cost was assigned to irrigation, flood control
and navigation.

"The real value of power in the United
States Pacific Northwest is represented by the
cost of producing additional power from the
cheapest source now available in the area.
Canada cannot be expected to permit the sale
of its power on the United States market at a
price much lower than this cost'. Is Canada.
reasonably to be expected to use its own
resources 'i•n such ai • way as to encourage new.•
industries to locate on the other side of the
boundary where they will have imnediate access.

to the United States market, where they will
enjoy tariff protection and get cheap power as

well? Our first duty is to use Canadian
resources to foster Canadian development.

"We have always given consideration to the
needs of our United States friends, and we
always will, but we cannot be expected to do
that to our own j eopardy. Since cheap ener&
is so vital a factor in industrial growth,
Canada has fôr years taken the position that
it cannot export power to the United States in
perpetuity or even on a long term basis. If it
did -that, it would sacrifice one of the most'
significant factors in its industrial expan--



sion. Canada might find itself without cheap
power to process its own raw materials and
forced to export those as well. Controlled
water is simply electricity in storage. The
same principle applies there.".....

"There is no easy and simple solution to
the problem of downstream benefits. It is only
through negotiations that.we can hope to find
a satisfactory compromise. Expert knowledge
and a lot of goodwill will be required. Fortu-
nately, there is an agency which is very well
equipped to undertake this difficult task and
to carry it on successfûllyc that is the

-Intérnational Joint Commission.
"I irnderstand. that the members of the

Canadian Section of the Commission have already
proposed to their colleagues of the-United
States that a study should be undertaken now
on the problem of downstream benefits. I hope
that this proposal will be accepted and that.
such a study will be initiated in the near
future. Otherwise, further delays in the
development of the water resources of the
Pacific Northwest will.become inevitable. . ."

. • # ^e ^ ^a

AMBASSADOR OF PORTUGAL: His Excellency Dr.
Luis Esteves Fernandes on May 16 presented to
the Honourable justice Patrick Kerwin, Deputy
Governor General, his -Letter of Credence as
-Ambassador Extraordinary and-Plenipotentiary
of Portugal to Canada.

Dr. Fernandes has been accredited as
Minister to Canada since June 1952, and his
appointment as Ambassador follows the recent
agreement between Canada and Portugal for the
exchange of diplomatic representation at the
level of Emba'ssy.

Dr. Fernandes, who was born in 1897, is a
Doctor of Lawsof the University of Lisbon. He
entered the Portuguese foreign service. in 1920,
and since then has represented his country at
several posts including Paris, London, Madrid
,and Tokyo. In 1946 he became Director General
of Economic Affairs in the Portuguese foreign
ministry. In 1950 he was appointed Ambassador
in Washington, the post which he will still
hold concurrently with thatof Ambassador to

Canada.

o a ^ a

POLIO.DROP: Only 2,381 cases of epidemic
poliomyelitis were reported -in Canada last
year, the smallest number since 1950 and less
than oné-third as many as in 1953, when a
record 8,878 were reported.

Canada's polio rate per 100,000 estimated
population tumbled to 15.7 cases last year
from 60.2 in 1953, the rate being highest in
1954 in 1?rince Edward Island (75.2): and lowest
in Ontario .(5...0). In' 1953 provincial polio
rates ranged:froin 4.7 cases in Novi Scotia to
286.4 in Manitoba.

(C.W.B. May 20, 1955)

"CAUTIOUSLY OPTIRISTYC":'The Secretary of
State for External Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson,
made a brief statement on international affairs
in the House of Commons on May 18 in. reply to
a question by Mr. John G. Diefenbaker, Pro-
gressive Conservative member for Prince Albert,
Sask. .

Question and answer were as follows:
Mr. Diefenbaker: "In welcoming the Secretary

of State for,External Affairs back to the
House, I should like to ask him whether he is
prepared to give a general outline of his
visit to NATO and also whether in his opinion
events of recent days in the U. S. S. R. are
indicative of a more hopeful international
attitude?

Mr. Pearson: "There may be a- suitable
opportunity in the near future -to report on
the NA'InCouncil meeting and other "develop-

men ts of recent weeks, and I would be glad to
take advantage of the opportunity if it should
arise.

"As to. the second part of the tluestiori, all
I would say is that we have ground as the
result of recent developments, for some satis-
faction and, indeed, some optimism, but no
ground for exultation or no ground for believ-
ing that we have yet reached the end of the
period of the cold war. My own view is well
described by the phrase that has been used by
the President and the Secretary of State. of
the United States, namely that we can be
çautiously optimistic as a result of recent
developments."

HOPES FOR TRADE TALKS: The Minister of Trade
and Commerce, Mr. C.D. Howe, in the House of
Commons on May 18, expressed hope for discus-
sion of Canada-U.S. trade problems after the
close of Parliament and Congress.

Asked by Mr. H.R. Argue, C1CF Assiniboia,
"in view of the concern in this country that
United States trade policies may endanger
Canadian ma=kets, will there be another meeting
at an early date of the United States-Canada
Committee of Cabinet Ministiers in order to
discuss trade problems," Mr. Howe replied:

'This session of the Parliament of Canada
is drawing to a close and'the session of the
Congress of the United States is drawing to a
close, so I believe it would be difficult to
arrange a meeting at this time. As soon as
both legislative bodies complete their work I
hope we can arrange a meeting."

Total February retail sales were estimated

at $793,587,000 this year, doxn.1y6 from $801,-

42A,000 last year, but a 4.8% increase in Jan-

uary sales put the total for the first two

months at $1,632,259,000 up 1.9% from $1,601,7
8 25 , 000 in 1954.
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FREE GERMANY IN NATO: Following is the 
text of a statement made by the Secretary of 
State  for  External Affairs, Mr. L. Pearson, 
on the occasion of the NATO Ministerial Meet-
ing in Paris, May 9: 

"The historic significance of this Council 
meeting is apparent to us all. The  German 
Federal Republic, as a result of agreements 
freely concluded, and which have been approved 
by our legislatures, now becomes a member of 
NAM - an organization devoted solelyto inter-
national peace and security and welfare. We 
warmly welcome Chancellor Adenauer as the 
first representative of Gérmanytoour Council, 
and as a man who has already proven his devo 
tion to the ideals we share. 

"We are here also to examine in confidence 
and frankness the international situation, 
particularly in the light of recent develop-
ments. That situation, at least in Europe, has 
improved. This gives us reason for satisfac-
tion, but noné for abandoning those policies 
which have to a large extent been responsible 
for that improvement. 

"This Council meeting marks the successful 
completion of long and patient effort by those 
around this table and by others who are no 
longer with us on the Council to broaden and 
strengthen the basis of our NAID association. 

"It marks also a new phase in the develop- 
ment of both European unity and the Atlantic 
community. France and Germany, not because 
they forget, but because they remember the 

past, have céMetogether in a Western European 
Union which includes Italy, ..BelgiuM, the 
Netherlands, Luxembourg and also Great Britain, 
whose vision across the seas has not prevented 
the acceptance of a new and indispensable 
European role. Europe; however, even é'uniting 
Europe,  is not enough, and NA110, the vigorous 
and hopeful expression of the Atlantic idea, 
is recognition of that fart. ' 

"NATO is growing stronger and free Germany 
adds to that strength. This Strength is; how 
ever, merely a means to an end, international 
peace and security. Therefore-we  must exploit  
every genuine opportunity to seek by negotia-
tion solutions for the problems.which today 
keep alive fears and tensions in the.world. - 

"This remains our Most important NAM task. 
Only strength and steadiness will see it 
through to a successful conclusion. 

"All these thIngs 'have'been said so often 
by so many so much better than I have been 
able to do, that I feel almost apologetic for 
repeating the obvious. I am, howeyer, grateful 
for the opportunity to reaffirm, and on an 
occasion of such momentous importance, the 
loyalty of the Government and people of my 
country to the ideals of peaceful and fruitful 
co-operation whiCh inspire this  great  .Atlantic  
organization, into.which we now welcome our 
German colleagues. The developments Which have 
culminated in this meeting give us greater 
'reason for faith and confidence inthefuture." 
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EXPORT GAINS:  Canada sold other countries 
more of agricultural and vegetable pro.ducts, 
wood and paper products,. non-ferrous metals, 
non-metallic minerals, chemicals and their 
products, and fibres and textiles during Niarch 
and the first three months this year than in 
the corresponding periods of 1954, according 
to detailed export trade figures for March 
released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

Sales were moderately lower for animals and 
animal products and for iron and its products, 
while exports of the miscellaneous commodities 
group were up slightly in the month but down 
in the quarter. 

Shipments were up in value in both periods 
to the United Kingdom, other Commonwealth 
countries, the United States and Europe. To 
Latin America sales were little changed, with 
a decrease in March and a small increase in 
the quarter., while to the remaining foreign 
countries they were lower in both March and 
quarter. 

Total value of exports in March was up 10.5% 
to $354,900,000 compared to $321,100,000 a 
year earlier, and in the three ménths ending 
March rose 11.6% to $966,400,000 compared to 
$266 , 300, COO in the first quarter of 1954. 

Domestic exports amounted to $348,708,000 
in March, an increase of $33,052,000 or 10.5% 
from $315,656,000 the previous year, and in 
the quarter to $951,121,000, a gain of $100,- 
096,000 or 11.8% from $851,025,000 last year. 
Foreign exports, were slightly higher at 
$6 146 , 000 in March and $15,281,000 in the 
quarter. 

With the major gain in wheat, exports of 
agricultural•and vegetable 'products rose to 
$71,443 ; 000 in March from $53,864 ; 000. last 
year and in the three months  to $177,858,000 
from $169,109,000.. Wheat shipments in March 
were valued at $33,773,000 against $20,753,000 
last year and in the.quarter at $80,534,000 
against $72,793,000. There. were increases also 
in the two periods in other grains, seeds and 
tobacco ,  while, wheat .flour continued lower. 

• . 	* 	* * ; 	. 
NEWFOUNDLAND SALKON :  For the first time 
since Confederation an ope'ning date has been 
set for the beginnin'g of 'commercial fishing 
for Atlantic salmon in Newfoundland. kegula-
tions passed by the federal Department of 
Fisheries set the opening date in Newfoundland 
for commercial salmon fishing for May 15„ 
'except in the waters from Cape St. George to 
PasS.Island where thé opening date was set for 
May 5. 

a 'a  a  * 

Canadian Wheat in  store or in transit in 
North America rose' Slightly' to 331,161,000 
bushels in the week ending'April 20  compared 
to  329,802,000 in the  previous week but was 
down from 350,080,000 in  the  corresponding 
week last year: .  

FARM INCOME  DROP:  the year 1954 witnessed 
a sharp decline in farm net income largely as 
a result of poor crops in western Canada. Pre-
liminary estimates by  the  DBSpla.ce the year's 
total at $1,125,600,000, dovn about one-third 
from the preceding year's $1,699,600,000. The 
record high of $2,154,500,000 was reach'ed in 
1951 and the average for the postwar years 
(1946-1953) was $1,511,600,000. 

The reduction in the 1954 net income was 
the result of a drop of about 19% in gross 
farm income far more than offsetting a decline 
of about 27  in farm operating expenses and 
depreciation charges. Gross farm income•in 
1954 at $2,624,700,000 compares with the all-
time high of $3,578,500,000 in 1951 and the 
1953 estimate of $3,226,700,000. The drop from 
195 3 was the result of very substantial 
declines in cash income from the sale of farm 
products and the value of year-end changes in 

. farm-held inventories of grains. Income in 
kind for 1954 was down about 2% fram 1953. 

During 1954, Canadian farmers realized 
$2,377,800,000 from the sale of farm products 
and from participation payments on previous 
years' grain crops. This compares with the 
revised estimate  for  1953 of $2,776,000,000,- 
000 and the record high of $2,849,300,000 in 
19. The decline in cash income during 1954 
is  attributable in large part to lower total 
rettirns from field crops and eggs more than 
counterbalancing increased income from the 
sale of live stock and dairy products. The 
greatest decline in cash returns for any 
single commodity occurred in the case of-wheat. 

aaaa 

PETROLEUhf RISE:  Canadian refineries Pro-
duced 14,283,325 barrels of petroleum proaucts 
In january as compared with 13,559,633 barrels 
in January last year. Less aviation gasoline, 
kerosene, naptha specialties, furnace oil, 
heavy fuel oil, lubricating oil, and wax and 
candles were prodticed, butmore motor gaso-
line, aviation turbine fuel, stove oil, diesel 
fuel, other light fuel oil, liquefied petroleum 
gases, petroleum feed stocks, asphalt, coke 
and grease. 

Crude oil received by refineries during the 
month totalled 14,519,393 barrels, up from 
13,693,704 ayear earlier, receipts of domestic 
crude increasing to 8,684,293 barrels from 
7,347,572 and receipts of imported crude 
decreasing to 5, 835, 100. barrels from 6 , 346 , 132. 

* * * 
Canadians purchased  $304,653  worth of 

printed music from the United States the 
United Kingdom, France and Italy in 1954. 

Of the 517,809 miles of highway open to 
traffic in Canada at the end of 1953,  about  37 
out of every 100 miles were surfaced and 3 out 
of every 50 miles were paved. 
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NORTH ATLANTIC- COUNCIL: . The  Department of 
External.Affairs announced on May 5 that the 
Secretary of State.for External Affairs, Mr. 
L.B. Pearson, mould head the Canadian Delega-
tion to the forthcoming Ministerial meeting of 
the North Atlantic Council which opened in 
Paris on MOnday, May 9. 

Mr. Pearson is accompanied at the meeting 
by Mr. L;D. Wilgress, Permanent Representative 
of Canada to the North Atlantic Council, Mr. 
JA.Holmes, Assistant Uhder-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, and other officials from 
his Department .  

This meeting marks the  entry into  the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization of  the  Federal 
Republic of Germany and provides an opportuni-
ty fora more.comprehensive examination than 
usual by the Foreign Ministers of the 15  member 
countries of international political problems 
of common concern to  the Alliance. 

* * * * 

U.S. DEFENCE CONFERENCE:  Dr. Harold D. 
Smith, of Halifax, a Member of the Defence 
Research Board and President oftheNova Scotia 
Research Foundation,m1Mr. AL Hartley .Zimmer-
man, of Ottawa, Vice Chairman of the  Defence 
Research Board, have been named Canadian rep-
resentatives to attend from May 5 to 13 the 
Joint Civilian Orientation Cbnference sponsor-
ed by the US Department of Defence. 

The conferences acquaint delegates with the 
status and problems oftheUS defence programme 
and seek the views of those attending on a 
variety of military and allied subjects. 

* 	* * 
NAIVY BUTERTS'VISITORS:  Sir Hamish D. Mac-
Laren, KBE, CB, DFC and Ear, Directof of Elec-
trical Engineering, Admiralty, will visit Can-
ada this month for discussions with  the Royal  
Canadian Navy and representatives of Canadian 
shipyards and industry on mutual problems in 
connection with naval electrical engineering. 

Sir Hamish, accompanied by Mr. A. McL. 
Mooney, CBE Deputy Director of Electrical 
Engineering, and Mr. W.E.C. Lampert, Assistant 
Director, isnow viatinê naval estaolishments, 
shipyards and inciustrial plants in the United 
States. 

The party will arrive in Hamilton May 17. 

* * * 
• 

Cross  factory value of the products shipped 
by Canada's machinery industry in 1953 w.aa a 
record $342,344,015,.narrowly above the 1952 
total of $342,302,391, according to the annual 
report on the industry by DES. 

* 

•Canada's index of the physical volume of 
agricultural production fnr 1954, on the 1935-
39 base, is estimated at 114.3, cl-mr sharply 
from the revised.1953 index of 156.2 and the 
all-time high of 166..7 ( set in 1952. 

LIBRARY CIRCULATION RISE:  There were 30, - 

779,828 books borrowed from public libraries 
in Canada in 1953. over 22%  more  than  the  25.- 
186,234 borrowed in 1951 ,  according to prelim-
inary figures compiled by  DES. Over the same 
period the number . of volumes owned by librar-
ies increased by more than 111,to 8,413,r00 
from 7,565,626. - 
•The number of. borrowers increased by more 

dnan one-fifth to 1,672,774 in 1953 from 1,- 
390,607 in 1951 as compared with a population 
increase of 5.6% in the same period. Current 
expenditures of Canada's public libraries in-
creased to $7,811,464 from $6,217,725a jump 
of nearly 2716.. 

* * * * 
RADIO-COLLEGE AWARD:  At its annual meetil 
in Ottawa, the Canadian Association for ildult 
Education honored the popular CBC French-Lan-
guage radio series Radio-College in prese_...ting 
it mith the Henry Marshall —.cry Award for 
1955. The same award was  also  given to the 
Federated Women's Institutes of Canada "for 
an oltstanding contribution to Canadian adult 
education". 

LIVING COSZ RISE:  11- c -consumer ririce index 
for Canada movedepirom 116.0 to 116:1 between 
March 1 and April 1, as amen ihcreases in 
foods and shelter outweighed fractional de-
creases in other groups. Clothing, household 
operation, and other commodities and services 
indexes each declined 0.1% ,  while  the  shelter 
component increased by the same amount and 
foods advanced 0,3%. 

* * *  0.  

PETROLEUM  RECORD:  Canadian production of 
crude petroleum set another new record in 
January when the month's output aggregated 
9,956,076 barrels versus 9,643,861 in the 
preceding month and 8,014,161 in the corre-
sponding month last year. Most of the  inérease 
over a year earlier occurred in the Prairie 
Provinces. 

* * * 

Canada's composite index of industrial pro-
duction  for  February; according to preliminary 
figures, stood at 247.6 ,  which is 3.4% above 
the February 1954 index of , 239.4. The manufact-
uring component  of the  index rti'àc 51iLtly more 
than 1% in this comparison, to 253..8 from 
251.0. The index of mineral production, how-
ever, advanced nearly 12% fnom 181.8 to 203.1 ,  
and the sub.-index measuring  output of electri-
city and gas rose over 13% from 250,6 . to 283.5. 

* 

Canada's fishing industry is planning to 
bring 'the lobster within  the budget of the 
average housewife through  the medium of a new 
product, "lobster cocktail." 
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MANUFACTURERS' SHIPMEIVTS: Canadian manu-
facturers' shipments la•st year had an aggre-
gate value of $17,305,643,000, down 2.6^ from
$17,771,030, 000 in 1953, according to éstimates
released: by the Dominion Bureau of. Statistics.
After declines in each of the other quarters,
fourth-quarter shipments rose in value to $4.-
332,161,006 compared to $4, 3^4,925,000, reduc-
ing the aggregate decline for the year. The
1954 total compares with $16,939, Z75,000 for
1952.

Shipments were lower in value last year

than in 1953 for each of the four groups of
industries by economic use. Consumers' goods
shipments were down to $10,724,108,000 from
$10,832,031,000, a gain in non-durables bein'g,
outweighed by declines in -semi-durables and

durables. '
Shipments of non-durables were valued at

$6,860,226,000 compared to $6,569,800,000;
semi-durables at $2,066,809,000 against $2,-
226,924,000; and durables at $1,797,073,000
against $1,035,307,000.

Shipments of producers' goods declined to
$3,325,717,000 from $3,493,772,000; of capital
goods to $1,838,203,000' from $2,020,471,000;
and of construction goods to $1,417,615,000
from $1,424,756,000. In the fourth quarter,
shipments of capital goods weredown, but those
of the other three groups hi g^ier .

FIVE-FOLD INGREASE:'Gross"value of sales
in Canadat's crude petroleum industry was at an
all-time high of $204,481,012 in 1953, up from
$139,596,851 in 1952 and more than five times
'the 1948.total of $37,388,975, according to
the annual report on the industry by-DBS.

The number of operating wells increased to
7,056 in 1953 from 5,833 in the preceding year
and were nearly two and a half times the 1948
total of. 2,581. The industry,'s employees num-
bered 4,'150 as âgainst 3,702 in 1952 and 1,641
in 1948, and the payroll rose to $16,430-201
from $14,610,821 in the preceding year and
$4,391,929 five years earlier. The cost of
process supplies increased to $3,020,756 from
$2,502,154 in 1952 and compared with $112,952
in 1948.

^ * 4 *

National Housing Act undertâkin gs-to-insure
were issued to approved' lenders'for 7,297 loans
amounting to $81, 132,416 for 8, 577 housing
uqits during the first three months of 1955,
Central Mortgage and Housin g Corporation re-
ported May 2.

In the third week of April 7,191 cars of
freight were loaded on Canadian railways, an
increase of 18.5% over the low 1954 total of
59,245 but less than the 78,862 loaded in the
corresponding week of 1953.

(C.W.B. May 13, 1955)

$I,700,000,000 ON HIG.H17A.YS: Close to $1,-

700,000,000 was spent on highways and bridges

in Canada in the five years ending March 31
'last year, DBS reports. About $1,000,000,000
of this went for new construction andmajor re-

construction work. In the- same period, another
$321,000,000 was spent on road.s, streets and
bridges in urban municipalities, with more
than $180,000,000 going for new construction
and major improvements.

As a'result, the surfaced mileage of Can-
ada's highways rose from 150,493 miles to 190,-
997, while paved and bituminous surfaces were
50% longer at 30,731 miles compared with 20,-
651 at the start of April 1949. Surfaced roads
increased from 27. 1% of all highways open to
traffic in 1948 to 36.9a1o at the end of 1953,
and in the same period pavéd highways rose from
3.71% to5.93°6 of the total. The increase, how-
ever, has failed to keep pace with the growing
number of motor vehicles in Canada. In 1948
there were 13.5 motor vehicles permile of sur-
faced highway in Canada and by 1953 the number
had increased to 18.

Expenditures on roads and highways outside
urban areas during 1953 were $397,068,159,
some 1.8% below the 1952 peak of $404,291, 421.

The ten provincial governments spent $341,-
501,941 in 1953, a decrease of 2.5% from the
1952 figure of $350,248,566. Federal expendi-
tures on highways were up from $25,034,650 to
$26,759,571.

S7URE SALES UP: Sales of department stores

across Canada were 13.6% above last year's
level in the week ending April 23, DBSreports.

Gains were reported in all regions except
Saskatchewan and Alberta, where declines of
8.8% and 6.8% respectively were recorded. The

sharpest boost was an increase of 23.4g, in
British Côlumbia.

Operating revenues of theC.N.R., the C.P.R.
and 15 other railways totalled $82,833,461 in
January, nearly 6% above the $78,283,505-total
for the 16 railways reporting a year earlier,
according to the Bureau's monthly report.
Operating expenses totalled $80,247,547, a
decrease of 21b from $81,877,858 in January
last year. This left a net operating revenue
of $2,585,914 as compared with a net operating
loss of $3,594,353 a year earlier.

With increases in four of the eight major
groups offsetting decreases in theother four-
the general wholesale price index registered
no change between February and March, remain-
ing at 217.4, according to the Bureau's month-
ly report on prices and price indexes. The
index is on the base of average 1935-39 price
equalling 100.
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ECO,VOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Summarizing what he
said he regarded as a probable major trend in
the future economic development of Canada, the
Governor of the Bank of Canada, Mr. J.E.
Coyne, concluded an address before the Dominion
Mortgage and Investment Association, in
Montreal on May 5, as follows:

"I would say that what might be called a
tendency towards 'Canadianization of our econ-
omy, as opposed to Continentalization, will
manifest itself.in a number of ways as our
economy grows more mature and greater pools of
savings surplus to immediate requirements
accumulate in thehands of the Canadian people.

"The decrease in percentage of gross

national product represented by exports and
imports, the growing tonsumption within Canada
of our agricultural and othernatural products,

the greater development of secondary industry
and the more balanced national development

resulting therefrom, the repatriation of at
least some share in foreign-owned Canadian

enterprises, a greater measure of autonomy and

independence on the part of Canadian manage-

ment, the continued development of communica-
tions in Cainada, the knitting together of our

widely separated centres of population by
trade as well as by railroads, highways and
national radio and television networks and

other cultural movements are all features of
this development, and of growing national

strength."

JOBS FOR U. GRADS: Employment opportuni-
ties for t Fis year's university graduates
appear to be about as plen tiful as a year ago-,
stated the Minister of Labour, Mr. Gregg this

week.
The Minister said that more than 17,000

employment openings were recorded by the
National Employment Service.from all sources
up to April 30. Of this number, 4,845 were for
graduates while the remainder were summer jobs
for unde rgradua tes . •

IMMIGRATION: Immigration to Canada during

the first^quarter of 19$5 totalled 17,627, the
Department of Citizenship and Immigration has
announced. This compared with 28,223 in the

same period last year.
' The largest national group among the immi-

grants was that from 7.taly'iiinmteritig 4,,418,,.
and the second largest the group Tram the
}?ri tisii Isl'Qs 'niimbering 4,356..

ONTARIO ELECTION: Premier Frost of Ontario
on May 2 announced June 9 as the date of an
Ontario general election.

During the three months ended March I this
year the population of Canada increased by
72,000, an average of 800 a day.

(C,W.B. May 13., 1955)

ARMY KOREAN RECORD: As Canada's commit-
ments in the Far East dwindle, Canadians can
look back with pride -on the part the Canadian
Army played in the Korean fighting, Army Head-
quarters said in a review of its record in
Korea.

More than 29,000 members of the Canadian
Army, including 48 nursing sisters, served in
the Far East as an integral part of the 1st
Commonwealth Division. Of this number, 309 died
from other causes while serving overseas. More
than 1100 were wounded in action.

On the other side. of the ledger, Canadian
troops won a total of 344 decorations for gal••
lantry or outstanding service in the Far Éast,
including six foreign decorations. One bat--
talion, the 2nd Battalion, Princess Patriciia's'
Canadian Light Infantry was awarded a United
States Presidential Citation for its part in a
bitter two-day battle April 24-25, 1951.

For the Canadian Army, the Korean story
began August 7, 1950, when it was decided to
recruit and train a special infantry brigade
group for service with United Nations forces
in the Far F-

o ^t ^ #

AMBASSADOR OF BRAZIL: The Department of
External Affairs announced on May 10 that His
Excellency Afranio de Mello Franco prèsented
to His Excellency the Governor General his
Letter of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of Brazil to Canada. The
ceremony took place at Government House.

Mr. Mello Franco was -born in 1901. He is a
career diplomat, having joined the Brazilian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1924. He has
served in Montevideo, Berne, London, Paris,
Santiago, Buenos Aires and Washington, and
before his appointment to Canada, was Ambas•-
sador to Costa Rica. He has also represented
his country at a number of international con-
ferences and has heldvarious posts in the
Brazilian Foreign Ministry.

Canadian output of wheat flour during March
amounted to 1,892,556 barrels, up from 1,831,--
583 barrels in March last year and the highest
monthly production since lest October. Produc-
tion for the August-March period of the crop

year was up to 14,27 1,236 barrels compared to
13,969,692 for the same period of the 1953-54

year.

Boosted by a 31% increase in March, the
number of new housing units completed in
Canada jumped almost 2()% in the first quarter
this year to 24,313,from 20,327 in the first
three months of 1954.

Canadian manufacturers shipped $17,305,-
643,000 worth of prodûcts last year, $465,••
387,000 worth or nearly 3% less than in 1953.

5
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REORGAN ZATIO N IN KOREA : The following 
statement regarding Canadian forces in Korea 
was made in the House of Commons by the Min-
ister of National Defence, Mr. Ralph Campney, 
on May 9: 

"As the House is aware, the 2nd Battalion 
Qieens Own Rifles of Canada, which had com-
pleted its •riornial tour of duty with the Com-
monwealth torces in Korea, embarked on April 
6 and has now returned hoine. 

"Discussions concerning the reorganization 
of the Commonwealth forces in Korea are con-
tinuing between the Commonwealth Governments 
concerned-and the United States Government 
which, at the request of the United Nations, 
provided the Unified Command for the United 
Nations forces in Korea. 

!Tending the outcome of these discussi.ons, 
the Canadian.destroyer HMCS "Sioux", and the 
3rd Canadian Field Ambulance, Royal Canadian 
Army Medical Cerps, ,  supporting theCommonwealth 
forces, will remain in Korea. 

"It is not intended to replace the Q.ieens 
Own Rifles in Korea; and the 1st Battalion 
Royal Highland  Regiment of.Canada (Black 
Watch), which would have relieved the (Peens 
Own, will continue its normal training at 

Aldershot, NoVa.  Scotia." 

. 	* ac  

SASKATCHEWAN  FLOODS:  A spring storm swelit 
the Province of Saskatchewan on May 3 causing 
what was desCribed as some of the worst flood-
ing in the Province's history. 

An estimated 2,000,000 to 4,000,000 acres. 
of land have been flooded by spring rains and 
Saskatchewan officials are preparing adetailed 
report for  the federal Government which has 
been asked for assfstance. 

* a  * * 

WHEAT EXPORT UP : Visible supplies of Can-
adian wheat  on  April 27 totalled 328,052,000 
bushels, 6% below lastyear's 348,731,000 bush-
els. Marketings-  of wheat from farms in the 
Prairie Provinces during the week fell to 
3,127,000 bushels - from.  3,432,000 but overseas 
export clearances rose sharply to 4,007,000 
bushels from 1,915,000. 

▪ * * * 

Centennial celebrations on Parliament Hill 

in Ottawa on May 26 wi'll honour Canada's 

oldest military fermation, the Royal Canadian 

Arti Ilery. 

▪ *.* 

A Prince. Edward Island general election 

will be held on May 25.  

"DAMBUSTER SQUADRON":  Five RCAF officers, 
former members of the Second World War  617 

 "Dambuster S'quadron", are leaving for London ., 
Eng., this« week to attend the world premiere 
of the English film, "The Dambusters" depict-
ing the epic attack which took place 12 years 
ago on strategic German dams, it was announced 
by Air Force Headquarters. . 

It will be held in London, May 17, and the 
five Canadian officers, the only members of 
the famous squadron still serving inthe RCAF, 
who •will attend are: Wing Commander Joseph C. 
McCarthy, DSO, DFC, • of Ottawa, W/C D. Revie 
Walker, DFC, of Blairmore, Alta., Squadron 
Leader Kenneth W. Brown, CC,, of Moose jaw, 
Sask. , S/L Donald A. MacLean, DFM., o f .To ron to , 
and Flight Lieutenant PercyE.Pigeon, DFC, of 
Williams Lake, B.C! 

The . film• is based on the historic attack 
which took place on the night of- May 16, 1943, 
when.a force of 13 Lancasters were detailed to 
attack and breach the Moehne, Eder and Serpex 
dams, situated in the heart of the German 
industrial centre along the Ruhr valley. 
Though the target area was heavily defended 
the squadron was successful in breaching the 
dams. Five of the 13 Lancasters and crews did 
not return to base. 

a ce * 

SPANISH MINISTER F1ERE:  The Department of 
External Affairs announced on May 11 that the 
Honourable Rafael Cavestany y de Anduaga, Min-
ister of Agriculture for Spain, accompanied by 
his wife and daughter and Spanish.Govemment 
officials, would arrive in Ottawa that evening 
for a visit of a few days in Canada. 

While in Ottawa, Mr. Cavestany, who is the 
first Spanish Cabinet Minister tovisit Canada, 
will meet various Government officials, par-
ticularly in the Departments  of Agriculture 
and Trade and Commerce. He will pay a courtesy 
call at Government House, hold a press con-
ference and attend a luncheon given in his 
honour by the Minister of 'Agriculeure. 

aaaa 

The Canadian film Blinkty.  Blank, produced 

by Norman MacLaren  of Ottawa, recei- ved top 
prize for short films, the.Palme d'Or, at the 
International Film Festival at Cannes, France, 
it was announced from Cannes, May 11. 

.> 	a a 

•  Initial and renewal claims for unemployment 
insurance benefit received in local offices 

across Canada during March totalled '243,544, 
up from 236,847 inFebruary but below the total. 

of 248,421 in March last year. 
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW

aIST HgM: "The situation with respect to
freedom of movement for refugees from Viet Nam,
which was provided for under article 14(d) of
the armistice agreement, is not satisfactory,
nor does the International Supervisory Commis-
sion regard it as so; certainly the,Canadian
. member on that Commission does not," said the
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr.
L.B. Pearson, in a statement to the House of
Commons on May 3.

Mr. • Pearson had been asked, by Mr. J. G.
Diefenbaker, (P-C Prince Albert) on April 29,
questions regarding the situation in Indo-,
China and had then promised a statement to the
House of Commons.

"The Commission", he proceeded, "announced
early in February last that it had found that'
the procedure to ensure this movement by the
issue of travel permits was cumbrous and com-
plicated, and that fears current among the
population in North Viet Nam had tended to make
them reluctant to apply to the authorities for
such permits.

"Action w,as . taken by the Commission which
it was hoped would facilitate the proper and
more effective implementation of this part of
the agreement. Nowever, reports to the effect
that people in North Viet Nam were still being
prevented from exercising their rights of
freedom of movement have persisted. Therefore
the International Commission recently sent
three further -mobile teams, on each of whii.ch,

of course, there was.a Canadian, to make 'a
special survey of those areas in North Viet
Nam concerning which complaints had ben made.

"On the basis of, the reports of this survey
the Commission is now determining what further
action is nècessary.

"There are, of course, limitations on the
effectiveness of international inspections by
the Commission in this.and in other matters.
Some of these limitations are inherent in the
çease-fire agreement itself. It reflects the
fact.that the Commission'is not a supra-
national body, that it does not have any ex-
ecutive responsibilities.with respect to the
carrying out of the agreement and that its
inspection teams do not in any sense consti-
tute international police detachments.

"The Commission can only operite with the
effective co-operâtion of the parties to the
agreement and'it does not always receive that
cc.-operation, especially in' this. question of
freedom of movement, from the Communist Gov-
ernment in North Viet Nam, and that is the
main reason why in this matter'the results
have been disappointing, .to say the least.

"I would not wish anyone to think that our
representatives on the International Commiss-
ion for Viet Nam are satisfied with the way
freedom of movement provisions of the armistice
agreement are being carried out. They are not
satisfied, and the Government ,fully shares
that dissatisfaction. Ourviews have been
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'stated very clearly in the-International-Com- 
•mission. in Viet Nam, and have ;  I think, had 
some effect on the decisions of• the Commission. 

"If' one of. the parties to the agreerient is 
evading its clear obligations and responsibil-
ities with respect• to the freedom of movement 
for civilians;• it is not going unnoticed by 
our representative on.the Commission or by the 
Ce v e rnm en t • 

"But this is not a situation. I suggest, 
which will be solved merely by letting off 
steam. We are.convinced .  that in order to en-
sure that the provisions of the agreement are 
carried out to the greatest degree possible in 
the circumstances, .we must continue to work 
through our representative on the Commission 
in the same manner as we have done over: the 
last 8 months, pressing  for  • better performance 
in every way possible and exposing violations 
yhén they can be detected. That still seems to 
.us to be the most likely 'method of ensuring 
that the greatest possible number of people 

wish to• do so can leave North Viet Nam for 
the south. 

"There have been suggestions in some quart-
ers that Canada might withdraw from the. Com-
mission as a gesture Of protest about the way 
the Commissionhas been prevented from correct-
ing the situation with respect to freedom of 
movement.. Such a move Ve 11 id, however, prejudice 
also the fulfilment of the main military pro-
visions of the agreement, thus creating new 
tensions and possibly jeopardizing the-main-
tenance of peace, not only in Viet Nam, also in 
the neighbouring coUntries of Laos and Cam-
bo.dia. 

PERSPECTIVE. . 

• 

"Nor would our .withdrawal be of any assist-
ance whatsoever, to those in .Ncrti:‘ Viet Nam who 
want to leave; Indeed, it mïght eliminate any 
remaining hope .that their lot might be allev-
iated. We  must,  therefore, keep our sense of 
perspective in this matter;  but  without con-
doning or forgetting Some of-  the terrible 
things that are being .done.. 

"A question  was asked. also by 'the hon. mem---  
ber for Prince Albert (Mr. . • Diefenbaker) the 
other day as to the possibility that the time 
for Éreedom of movement for refugees might'be 
extended beyond the terminal date, which is 
May 18, I think,' The  Commission  is actively 
concerned with finding 'ways and means of en-
suring that thiÉ provision of the Cease-fire 
agreement.is properly implemented, and it will, 
I  an  sure, conSider the possibility of an ex-
tension,. if necessary; • but  any  extension of 
the period . Woùld require the concurrence of 
both Parties •to the cease-fire .agreement, 
whose full CO. -‘opération  would• be required if 
an extension were to provide a real solution 
to the . problem. • 

"I tabled .today copies of the first interi:m 
reports of the Commission for Viet Nam and the 
second interim report. But I ShOuld like to 
point out now and emphasize that the reports  

of the Commission were in each case prepared 
by the Commission as a whole, including the 
Polish and Indian members as well as the  Call 
adian representative. It may be that these re-
ports, therefore, do not reflect entirely our 
dissatisfaction with the freedom of movement 
position. 

"I understand that the Viet Nam Commission 
has recently completed a third interim report 
which is now being forwarded to the Geneva con-
ference powers, as indeed the first two have 
been. In connection with the submission of 
this report, steps have been taken by the Can-
adian representative to ensure that the unsat-
isfactory situation with respect to the carry-
ing out of the provisions in the agreement for 

. freedom of mevement for the civil population 
will be given special attention." 

* 	* * 
• 

TRADE COMMISSIONER: 'The tylinis. ter of- Trade 
and Commerce, Me. C. D. HOwe, has announced 
that an office in. the Canadian Trade Commiss-
ioner Service has been establiÉhed in Salis-

, bury, capital of the Federation-  of Rhodesia 
and Nyasaland. • 

•Mr. Wiley J. Millyard, of.  Toronto, has been 
appointed Canadian Government•Trade Commission?... 
er in charge of this new office, following 
a three-year period as Commercial Secretary 
for Canada in Bogota, Colombia. 

Prior to the federation of Southern Rho-
desia, Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, which 
took effect in 1953e  these territories in' the 
heart of Africa; were the responsibility of 
the Canadian Government Trade ComMissioner in 
Johannesburg, South Africa. Following a survey 
of trade possibilities, it was decided that 
the interests of Canadian businessmen and ex-
porters could be advanced more effectively by 
an officer resident in Salisbury. 

It has also been announced that British 
.East Africa, consisting of Kenya. Tanganyika 
and Uganda, has been transferred from the jur-
isdiction of Canada's office in Johannesburg 
to that in Salisbury. 

- *  e * * 

mu POSTPONED:  'The Ministei- of Labour 
Mr. Gregg, announced at noon May,3 that unfeére-4 
seen developments in Washingtonhad delayed the 
Visit to Ottawa of Honorable James P. Mitchell, 
United States Secretary of Labor:•.  Th e  Secre-
tary of Labor 'expressed great rocret : that he 
vas  forced to postpone his visit. 

The United States Secretary was to arrive 
in Ottawa  May .3 and remain here until May 5. 
His plans involved.inforrnal discussions with 
Government leaders, on matters of mùtual con-
cern in the labour field. 

• - * * * * 

-$436,529 worth of flower pots;' stoneware 
and •other pottery was made by .the 'domestic 
clay products-industry last year, '$38,538 worth 
or 8% less than in 1953.  
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WAGE. SALARY SCALES:  The federal Department 
of Labour has released in the current issue of 
the Labour Gazette the results of a special 
study of wage rates, available in most in-
stances for the first time, in a variety of 
occupations in manufacturing industries in the 
Montreal area. The study also includes informa-
tion on salaries of office workers comparable 
with that made available in previous years. 
The statistics were obtained by a survey con-
ducted in October, 1954. 

The average wage per hour for occupations 
studied are as follows: 

Carpenter     $ 1.58 
Crane Operator  	1.51 
Electrician 	 1.75 
General Labourer  	1.24 
Janitor  	1. 18 
Machinist  	1.75 
MeChanic  	1.63 
Millwright  	 1.64 
Shipper  	 1.26 
Stationary Engineer (1)  	1.59 
Stationary Firem an  	1.39 
Tool and Die Maker  	1.82 
Truck Driver  	. 	1.40 
Labourers 	 ..  	1.24 

Average salary per week, for some office 
occupations' in the Montreal area at October, 
1954 are as follows: 

	

Bookkeeper, Sr., Male 	 $68.17 

	

. Female 	 56 . 39 
- 	 

	

Bookkeeper, Jr., Female 	 43. 10 
General Office Clerk, Sr., 

	

Male 	 72.79 

	

Female 	 56.91 
General Office Clerk, Jr., • 

	

Ma le    39.47 

	

Female• 	 ..  36.16 

* * 0 

AMBASSADOR OF 'EGYPT:  The Department of 
External Affairs announced May 3 that His 
Excellency El-Husseini El-Khatib presented to 
His Excellency the Governor General his Letter 
of Credence as Ambassador E.xtraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of Egypt .to Canada. The cere-
mony took place at Government House. 

The Secretary of State forExternal Affairs, 
Mr. L. B. Pearson, was in attendance on the 
Governor General on this occasion. The Chief 
of Protocol, Mr. E. D'Arcy McGreer, presented 
the Ambassador to the Œ vernor General. 

Mr. El-Ehatib was born in 1903. After grad-
uating in Cairo with a "licence en droit" he 
entered the . Egyptian Foreign Service. Since 
then, he has held a number of diplomatic and 
consular posts in the Near East, Europe, the 
United  States and India . Be fore his appointment 
to Canada, he was serving as Ambassador in 
Dj eddah 

SEAWAY CARGOES:  The Minister of Transport, 
Mr. George C. Marier,  envisions an increase 
"Uri the number of ships coming to Toronto from 
overseas ports and in the volume of cargo 
brought here directly" as a "natural conse-
quence of thedeepening of that part of the St. 
Lawrence River between Prescott and Montreal." 
Mr.  Marier made this statement at a ceremony 
lin which he officially opened a new Marine 
/Terminal building at Toronto on May 4. 

Pointing out that 20 lines•with some 115 to 
:125 ships were expected toply between European 
ports and the new terminal at Toronto harbour 
this  year as compared with only two lines and 
la total of eight ships in 1949, Mr.  Marier  ex-
pressed the belief that the Seaway would bring 
further increases "both in the nu. mber of ships 
coming to Toronto from overseas ports and in 
the volume of cargo brought here directly." 

* * * 

BUDGET DEBATE:  The C.C.F. wan t-o f-confidenc e 
motion in the budget debate, which would have 
had the House declare the Gove rnment to have 
failed "to provide assistance to the provinc.• 
ial goveminents in order.to  enable them to plan 
their financing in such a manner as to relieve 
the people.of this country from the crushing 
Ioad of heavy municipal taxation," was de-
feated in the House of Commons May 3. The vote 
was 131 to 65. 

. The C.C.F. submission was proposed as an 
addition to a Progressive  Conservative motion 
presented at the outset of the budget debate, 
April 19. 

* * Cà 

WOMEN IN INDUSTRY:  Or every thousand per-
sons employed byCanadian industry at the start 
of February, 229 were women, the largest Feb-
ruary proportion since 1950, according to the 
Bureau's monthly report on employnient and pay-
rolls. 

Industrial employment in Canada was 1.1% 
below the 1954 level at the start of February. 
However, the decline over the 12 months was 
sharper for men than for women, amounting to 
1.3% and 0.4% respectively. 

Compared with a month. earlier the February 
level of industrial employment was down 3%, 
with a sharper decline for women (3.25) than 
for men (2.9%). 

* * * * 

AUTO SHIPMENTS:  Canada' s automotive indus-
try shipped 31,827 motor vehicles in February. 
over 28% fewer than in February last year, 
when the number shipped totalled 44,268. With 
a drop of 27% in January, total shipments in 
the first two months .  this year viere down to 
61,230 from 84,578. 

On the other•hand, shipments of imported 
U.S. vehicles 'increased to 1,905 from 1,876 in 
February and to 4,050 from 3,103 in the first 
two months. The increase was mainly .the result 
of larger shipments of convertible cars and 
most types of trucks. 

3 
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FEBRUARY IMPORTS  GAIN:  Final de ta i led  fig-
ures on Canada 's commodity imports in February 
show that the gain over a year earlier was 
widely spread among commodities, and that the 
major gain among countries was in larger pur-
chases from the United States. 

Total value of imports in the month was 
$307,900,000, up 5.2% from  $292,600,000-a  year 
earlier. Average import prices were slightly 
higher than in February, 1954, the volume of 
imports showing a gain of 4.3%. In the two 
months, January and February, the value of im-
ports was up to $614,500,000 from $572,800,000 
last year. 

Imports frOm the United States increased to 
$232,692,000 from $217,449,000 last year, 
practically the same dollar gain as for total 
imports. In the two months, purchases from the 
United States rose to $460,740,000 from  $420,-
1,000,  also about the same as total imports. 

Purchases from the United Kingdom in Febru-
ary fell off to $25,562,000 from $29,026,000, 
reducing the two-month total to $53,108,000 
compared to $57,329,000. Imports from other 
Commonwealth countries rose slightly in Febru-
ary to $10,787,000 from $10,464,000, the two-
month total rising to $22,119,000 from $19,- 
477,000. 

POPULATION 15,482,000:  The people of Canada 

numbered 1.5,482,000 at the start of March, 
72,000 or one-half of 1% more than at the be-

ginning of December and 399,000 or 2.6% more 
than on March 1 last year, according to the 

quarterly estimate by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. 

The increase in the three months ending 

March 1 this year compares with 78,000 and 

68,000 in the corresponding periods a year and 

two years ago, and works out at an annual rate 

of 1.9% as compared with 2.1% and 1.9%, res-

pectively. The largest quarterly increase 

since the 1951 Census was 118,000 in the three 

months ending September 1 last year. 

The March-May and June-August periods usu-

ally have the largest gains, due mainly to the 

heavier inflow of immigration in spring and 

summer months. 
w 

T T T T 

LIBERATION CEREMONY : A 200 - man contingent 
from the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade and the 
band of the Royal Canadian Artillery will rep-
resent the Canadian Army during 10th anniver-
sary Netherlands liberation ceremonies onMay 5 
at Wageningen. Troops from the United Kingdom, 
United States, France, Belgiirn and Luxembourg, 
as well as Canada, will march in review before 
Qieen.  Juliana. 

* * * * 

Quebec is Canada's largest province, with 
an area equal to the combined areas of France, 
Germany and Spain. 

RECORD SECURI TI ES TRADE  : Canada's trade 
with other countries in outstanding securities 
was at a record high level in February, pur-
chases amounting to $97,200,000 as compared 
with $88,100,000 in January and $40,400,000 in 
February last year, and sales totalling $85,- 
400,000 versus $81,800,000 in the preceding 
month and $53,100,000 a year earlier. 

Purchases exceeded sales by $11,800,000 as 
compared with $6,300,000 in January, and co.n-
trasted to a year earlier when sales outvalued 
purchases by $12,700,000. The purchase balance 
was the largest since June 1953. 

Transactions with the United States result-
ed in a purchase balance for the third month 
in a row, and the $17,200,000 net outflow com-
pared with $11,700,000 in January and a sales 
balance of $6,600,000 in February last year. 

Trade with the United Kingdom left a sales 
balance for the fifth consecutive month, the 
$4,300,000 inflow conparing with $4,800,000 in 
January and $3,200,000 a year earlier. 

TRADE  AGREEMENT:  The Department of External 
Affairs announced on April 20 that Instruments 
of Ratification of the Trade Agreement between 
Canada and Portugal were exchanged by the 
Chârgé d'Affaires of Portugal, Mr. G. Caldeira 
Coelho, and the Secretary of State for Extern-
al Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson, 

This Agreement, which is the first trade 
agreement between these two countries, was 
signed at Lisbon May 28, 1954. It has been 
provisionally in effect since July 1 of last 
year. The Agreement provides for the continued 
exchange of most-favoured-nation treatmentwith 
respect to customs duties and related matters. 

The exchange of the Instruments of Ratifi-
cation bringing into force the Trade Agreement 
reflects the continuing close and friendly 
relations between Canada and Portugal. 

A - TRAINING IN GERMANY :  Atomic warfare 
training using radioactive materials is being 
carried out on a large scale by units of the 
1st Canadian Infantry Brigade in West Germany. 

Aim of the training is to teach soldiers 
to protect themselves in the event of atomic 
attack. Unit teams will be trained to monitor 
radioactive areas. The teams will use special 
instruments to detect and plot locations and 
intensities of radioactivity. 

* * * * 
Mr. B.G. Ballard, 0.B.E., B.Sc., 

Vice-President-(Scientific) of the National 
Research Council of Canada and Director of 
INUIC's Division of Radio and Electrical Engin-
eering,Sas been made a Fellow of the American 
Institùte of Electrical Engineers. The cita-
tion readà: "for his contribution in applying 
electrical engineering teChnology to problems 
of national defence". 
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CORPORATION PROFITS: Profits before taxes
of Canadian corporations were more than 576
above the 1953 level inthe fourth quarter last
year but declines in the first three quarters
put the 1954 total at an estimated $2,414,000,-
000, some $156,000,000 or•s9.ightly more than
6%'less than in the preceding year, according
to the quarterly report by the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics.

Net earnings of Canadian corporations
totalled $3,469,000:000 last year,$101,000,000
or nearly 3% less than in 1953.. Deductions
for depreciation amounted to $1,055,000,000,
an increase of $55,000,000 or 5.5°b, and deduc-
tions for income tax (éstimated at 47% of
profits before taxes in both years) totalled
$1,152,000,000, a decrease of $64,000,000 or
more than 516. 'This left profits after taxes of
$1,262,000,000, some $92,000,000 or nearly 7°b
less than in 1953.

'There was-considerable variation between
industries in changes in corporation profits
last year. Profits before taxes in the mining,
quarrying and oil wells group jumped nearly
16% to $243,000,000 from $210,000,000 in 1953,
with the sharpest-increase (nearly 6716) in the
fourth quarter. The finance, insurance and

real estate total rose nearly. 9% to $.245,000,-
000 from $225,000,000, with gains registered
in all quarters.

In the trade sector profits before taxes
were appreciably lower last year. the whole-
sale trade total dropping over 17% to $161,-
000,000 from $i94,000,000 and the retail trade
total nearly 16% to $127,000,000 from $151,-

000,000.

ti

i

WORKF,RS' CONTRACTSr "While strikes and
ru:nors of strikes make the headlines, the
peaceful negotiation of union contracts is•the
general rule rather than the exception",
stated the Minister of Labour, Mr. Gregg, in
commenting on a study of collective agreements
made by the Economics and Research Branch,of
his Department.

The Minister explained that nearly all the
collective agreements of which the DepartmQnt
of Labour has a record are re-negotiated reg-
ularlq with relatively little disruption to.
production. In 1953, the year for which the
latest study was made, there were 6.510 agree-
ments in effect and on file in the Department..

The number of non-agricultural wage and

salary workers in Canada covered by provisions

of collective agreements in 1953 stood at

1,538,323.

More gold was mined this February in all
producing areas except the Prairie Provinces,-
British Columbia and the Yukon and total

^ Canadian output amounted to 351,096 :fine
ounces as compared with 310,717 in February

last year.

5

BIG DROP.IN WHEAT INCOME: The Dominion
Bureau of Statistics now places the cash in-
come of Canadian farmers from. the sale of farm
products at $2,377,800,000 for 1954, adecrease
of l'4.3% from the revised' 1953 total of $2,-
776,000,000:and 16.5%-bel:ow the all-time high
of $2,849,300,000 in 1952. The latest estimate
is a downward revision of $30,800,000 from the
estimate: publishéd 'by°•the Hjreau on January 13.

Néarly'aIl of the reduc'tion in farm cash
income last year was in the Prairie Provinces
and was largely the result of the substantial
decrease in the marketings of gra'ins, part-
icularly wheat, andlower prices for both wheat
and barley. Declines in these provinces ranged
from about 15% in Manitoba to roughly 36% in
Saskatchewari. -

Farm cash income in Ontario, the only other
province with reduced receipts in 1954, was
down by about 21b. Gains were registered fôr
the remaining provinces and ranged from less
than 1% in British Columbia,to about 5y6 for
Prince Edwa•rd Island.

Income from the sale of wheat fell from
$654,100,000 in 1953 to $322,600,000 in 1954
and this was the largest-drop for any single
commodity.

In contrast to the generally lower income
from the sale of field crops, receipts from
the sale of live stock during 1954 amounted to
$705,100,000, about 7% more than in 1953.

Income from dairy products in 1954 is
estimated at a new record high• level of $426,-
200' , 000, 2.516 above the 1953 peak of $415, 940, -
000.

WHEAT SUPPLY: Canadian wheat in store or
in transit in North America declined to 329,-
802;000 bushels in the week ending April 13
from 330,528,000 in the preceding week and
351,601,000 in the corresponding weék'la.st
year, DBS reports.'

Diiring the week Prairie farmers marketed
2,787,000 bushels of wheat, a substantial re'-
duction from 3,575,000 busliels'in the week
ending April 6 and 3,687,000 moved in the week
ending.April 14 last y.eâr: This put total
marketings in the August 1 April 13 period
of the current crop year at.161,419,000
bushels as against 272,573,000 bushels in the
corresponding period a year earlier. Overseas
exports declined to 1,963,000 bushels in the
latest week from 2,734,000 last year, but the
cumulative total was up to 147,164,000 bûshels
from 141,850, 000.

Six naval vessels were launched at Canadian

shipyards in 1953, twice as many as in 1952.

^F t ^ «

31,474 cwt. of Canadian trout worth $994,-

144 were exported last year,'âlmost all to the

United States.



(C:li'..E..May 6, 1955)

CONTINUED EXPANSION -IN FOREI'GN TRADE

MARCH FIGURES: Canadas foreign commodity
trade in"March continued its recent expansion
with further increases-ôver last.year both in
exports and imports, according-to preliminary
figures for the month by the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics. In contrast with January'and
February, when the gains in expo.rts.exceeded
those in imports, the latter,showed,a greater
rise in March.
.. Fxports.were higher in value in March than
a year.earlier. alike to the United. Kingdom;
otherCflmmonwealth countries, the United States
and the remaining foreign countries.taken.to-
gether, and the aggregate for-the three months
was greater than in•1954•to all except the
latter. Imports from all four groups 'were also
higher in the month, with the. major gain-from
the United States, but were lôwer from the
United Kingdom in the quarter than last year.

Total :exports in March rose 10_996 to .$354,-
800,000800,000 from• $321,200,0.00 a year earlier.,
whil.e commodity imports : climbed 15,2%to
$406,700,000 from $353,000,000, making an im-
portsurplus of $51,900,000 as against one of
$31,800.,000 a year ago. In the three months
ending.March this year exports totalled $966,-
400,000, up 11.6% from $866,300,000 last year,
and imports aggregated $1,021,200,000 for a
rise of 10.3°b•from $925,900,000. The import
balance for the quarter thus decreased to
$54,800,000 compared to $59,600,000.

March exports to the United States rose
moderately to $214,900,000 from $205,200,000
last year, while.imports from the United States
increased•substantially to $316,000,000 from

$270,000,000, raising the.import surplus to
*`$101, 100,000 as against $64,00,000.. In the #

January,-March period exports to the United

States were up to $579;600,000 from $537,200,-
000, and imports to $776,700,000 from $690,-
100,000, the import surplus at the end of
March rising to $197,100,000 compared to
$152,900,000 a year earlier.

- Shipments to the United Kingdom in March

mbved up to $65,600,000 against $52,800,000 a
yeâr'earlier, while imports from the United
Kingdom rose- slightly to an estimated $32;400;-
000 from $30,900,000, producing an increased
export surplus of $33,200,000 versus $21,900,-
000. In"the three months, exports were up
substantially. to $183,800,000 from $135,900,-
000.. but-imports were slightly lower at
$85,500,ü00 against $g8,200,000, the export
.surplus thus rising to $98;300,0Q0 compared to
$47 700,000•

Lacports to other Commonwéalth countries
rose in Ma=ch- to $18,900,000 from' $13,700, 000
1.ast year,. and imports to $13,300,000 from
$9,400,000= In the quarter, exports totalled.
$52,500,000•agains't $37,400,000, and imports
$36,100,000 compared to $2S,900,000;

Shipments to all foreign countries other
than the United States moved up in March to
$55,400,000 from $49,500,000, bixt for the three
months were below last year at $150,500,000
compared-to $155,500,000. Imports from these
countries in the month increased to $45,000,-
000 from $42, 700,000, and in the quarter to
$122,900,000 from $118,700,000.

RFlfABILIT.4T.ION: At the first Conference of
.its kind in Canada, eight recently-appointed
provincial cg-ordinators..o£ rehabilitation met
in Ottawa recently to discuss Canada's develop-
ing federal-provincial program of rehabilita-
tion for the civilian disabled.

The purpose of.the meeting was to provide
an opportunity for the.co-ordinators'to meet
and discuss mutual prqblems with officials of
the three federal Governmen t'•Departments côn-
cerned with the overall rehabilitation program
--the Departmenxs.of.Labour, National Health
and Welfare, and Veterans Affairs.

` •z^•#•x

February sales of Canadian chain-stores
totalled $147,734,000 this year as against
$143, 218,000 iast -y.ear,. an increase of 3.2%,
according to the monthly report' by DBS.

- Sales of department stores across Canada
averaged. 2.'4% higher than last year in the
week ending April 16, DB3 reports

PIPED OIL RECORD: During February 16,074,-

232 barrels of oil flowed through Canadian pipe
lines, an increase of-almost 11% over the 13,-

776,527 barrels transported in the same month
last year, DBS reports. This worked out to a
new record daily movement of 574,080 barrels
and compared with the.previous high of 568,295

barrels a day in the preceding month and last
year's'February average of 492,019,barrels a
day.

Net deliveries in the first two months of
this year amounted to 33,690,271 barrels, an
increase of 15% over the 29, 186, 248 barrels
delivered in January-February last year.

Reduced by strikes in the Porcupine area of
Ontario and in northwestern Quebec in 1953,
gold production declined to 4,0 55,723 fine

ounces worth $139,597,985 from 4,471,725 fine
ounces worth $153,246,016 in 1952. This
brought the total recorded Canadian production

since 1858 to 125,911,808 troy ounces valued •
at $3, 585; 454. 554-
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ElMnERNAL »AFFAIRS: Ending the debate on 
external affairs which started in the House of 
Commons on March 24, the Secretary of State 
for. External Affairs, Mr.  LB. Pearson, on 
April 21, steessed once more the importance of 
Canada's relations with the United States and 
said that"thatzelationahip, vitally important 
as it must be to us and as it has been in the 
past, will be even more so in the future." 

A relationship to be successful on both 
sides, he said, "must be based on mutual 
respect, a freedom to hold and to express our 
own views." And this relationship must also 
be based on recognition of the  fact "that if 
our coalition, which is now headed by the 
United Srates, breaks up, then indeed there 
will be a grave danger.to peace and security." 

Diacussing international developments in 
the Far East, Mr. Pearson said: 

"Discussion of that subject has, to a very 
large extent in dhis debate, revolved around 
our Canadian.relationship with the United 
States, to a point where it has been difficult 
at times to disentangle the two things. I 
think it is a normal and healthy sign that we 
should.be  so preoccupied in this House in a 
debate on external affairs with the most 
important aspect of our foreign relations at 
the present time namely our relationship with 
the United States of America. 

"I'think of that relationéhip, important as 
it is bilaterally to us, interms of collective 
action, in ternis  of collective defence, not  

merely as something between Canada and the 
United  States,butas something between Canada, 
the United States and its.friends in NASD and 
in the United blations. I also try to disting-
uish in this defence relationship with the 
United States,, the problems which may come 
from what wé have begun to call peripheral 
Conflicts from those whiéh will be posed by a 
major all-out war of extermination. 

"So far as these peripheral wars, those 
smaller wars, if you wish to call them that, 
are concerned, Canada, both through its 
relationship to the  United States and through 
its relationship to the United Nations or to 
NATO, might be involved in them. But Canada 
can hardly remain aldof from the latter. We 
arealso concernedwith those smaller conflicts 
because of the danger that they may spread 
into a larger conflict. 

"There is no better example of that danger 
ehan the situation in and around Formosa and 
the  coastal.islands. It is possible of course, 
that even if trouble were at the beginning 
limited to ehat area, it might spread to dhis 
continent. If it did spread to this continent 
it would be very difficult for us to remain 
aloof from its effect. The facts of geography' 
apart from tether things, would indicate that. 
Well, how can it spread? It'might spread not 
by any all=out massive attack from some 
Chinese Communist Government On the North 
American continent, because that would not be 
possible under present conditions. It might 
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spread• by a reaction on the part of the
Chinese Gove mment's allies; a reaction on the
part•of•the-Soviet'Union, which vcoiuld result
in a massive all-out•attack on'this continent,'
the Soviet Union being the only power today on
the other side.which is capable of that kind
of reaction.

"Now,.if that reaction took•place as â
result of a local conflict in China, that would
be an aggression; it would be a violation of
the United Nations charter and we would be
asked to undertake the commitments which we
have accepted as members of the United Nations
or the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. ..

"I feel, and I am sure that hon. members on
all sides of the House must feel, that if it
did spread, if that did happen and there was a
massive aggressive air attack on this contin-
ent,.a struggle in which the very existence of
the people of the,United States and of Canada
would be at stake, all our continental, all
our NA'IO defence arrangements and our whole
system of collective security which'we have
built up over recent years would come into
play. In-that-kind of situation, and I limit
it to that kind of situation, how could we be
neutral? .

- FORE IGN'P0163CY

"Zhis debate has done something else which
has caused a good many of us -- I know that,it
has caused me -- some ânxiéty., In certain
sections of the House it has tmderlined a very
deep uneasiness about United States policÿ.. .

"As long'as Canada is à sovereign state,
the decisions in foreign policy and any other
policies have to be made in this Parliament b£
Canada. That is a very different thing from
saying'that our pblicy,can only^be made in
Ottawa and should not be made or even ih-
fluenced anywhere élse. Foreign policy in this
world of.interdependence rannot.be made in any
one country or any one capital no'matter 6w
powerful that co^mtry or capital may be. •-

"We are working together-today in a peack
coalition, and.the very essence of that coal-
ition is that evéry member of it.acts only
after discussion find consultation with others.
In that sense each member must influence t^ie
other members' policy, and I hope •it^w^.(^j-
rémain tha.t way, because tha.t is the way- it
.should be. That gives our-best chante for
peace, by collective policy and collective,
action. In'this respect I am distinguishing
between decision and thejormulation of policy.

"Suppoae.the United States adopted the
maxim and made its own policy solély-in Wash-
ington, or the United Kingdom- decided to make
its policy solely in London, or the French
Government soleLy.in Paris; it would not bè
long before the Nôrth Atlantic Treaty Organ-
ization would'itself dissolve. If -i:t dissolvedK
we would not be worrying so much about whether
we were making our.own policy; we would be
worrying far more about our protection against
potential enemies even than we dQ:no%v-. ...

(C.W.B. April 29, 1955)

"Another statement was made to..the effect
. that apparently I féel now that I have -to go
along very easily-and readily with.the views
of the..Secrétarg-of.,State of the United. Stetes.
I hope that Mr. Dulles' views will be such that
I can go along with them easiiy'and readily,
-but I can assure you . . . if any assurance
is needed, that I will not hesitate to ^fsagtee
^vith them when I feel that it is undesirable!
and unwise to support them." ... '.. ,

The Minister proceeded to answer'point by.
point criticisms of opposition membérs in the'
House and mentioned in particular comments
inade by Mr. M.J. Coldwell, CCF^Léader, who,.he'
said, talked "not only danger from Qtiang KaiJ
shek but danger from the United States."

"I suggest," he said, "that we are in much
more danger of being dragged into war by
policies that are pursued by the Foreign
Minister in Peking and by the Foreign Minister
in Moscow than we are by thA policies pursued
by the Secr'etgry of State. of the-United
States."

FORMOSA

'He said he thought theré was a good deal to
^e said for a suggestion by Mr. Coldwell'that
Formosa be neutrali'zed-`and placed underL
trusteeship,

"That," he added, "may prove to be the
wisest solution to this extremelK,difficult'
problem. I think however, it is premàture to
be dogmatic on the point or to make.up.o.ur
minds finally on anything like.that at the:
present time. . . ' "

- "So far'as Csnadian responsibility- is con-
cerned over Formosa .-- I'think this- had better
be repeated, and I will try to make it^clear --
we have np other commi.tment'in regard to
Formosa thatithat which arises froip out member-
ship in the United-Nations. That was the : .
position a year ago and tha•t.is the position
today. We feel that the. status of Formosa. haa,
not yot been finally`determinéd'- but we also
feel that: the Coiomûnist.Government in Peking
should not use force to brihg ! about that
determination,"

lle said in clôsing:
"In'qlos mg,..I-would return almost to where

$, began. '7he stibject which has loomed so lârge
thrbiighôut this debate has been our relations
with the United States and our preoccupation
with those relatiôns,"This preoccupation, in-"
deed this anxiety, is understandable-over our
relations economic, our'relations political
and our-relations strategic. I suggest"that
that relatibnshi^, vitally important as it must
be to us and as it has been in the past, will
be even more:so in the futûre.

"A' rel.atiofthip to be successful on 'both
sidès must-be based on mutual res lect, a free-
dom to hôld and' to 'express 'oûr own views. .I
assure my honourable friends who have been
criticizing the Gôvernment because we have not,
,as they'have sâid,''had enough courage to
express those views; that they do not. feel any
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(CAUe. April 29, 1955) 

more strongly about ehat than we do. However, 
we in the Cbvernment happen at this time to 
have some responsÉbility for the conduct of 
international relations. 

"It is not always advisable in the  conduct 
of diplomacy and international affairs, even 
with our best.friànds, toshout from  the  house-
top and throw our weight about, in order to 
impress our own people with the fact ihat we 
are very independent.. 

wrhis.relationship must also be based on 
recognition of the  fact that if our coalition , 

 which is now headed by the United States, 
breaks up, then indeed there will be a grave 
danger to peace and security.Isug,gest, ehere-
fore, that while we must be independent and 
speak up when it is necessary to do.so, we 
must be sure we do nothing avoidable by our 
words and by our deeds to further that wrong 
end of disunity and division. 
• "When we do disagree with  the  United States 
we must be sure ehat that disagreement is not 
only based.on a narrow conception of our 
national interest, but is a disagreement ihich 
goes.to  the  very basis of the coalition policy 
and WhiCh we maintain on the highest principles 
of peace. and international security. 

STRAINS - AND STRESSES 

"It is quite true that ehere are strains 
and stresses on the  coalition at the present 
time. There has never been a coalition, even 
in wartime ,  which was easy to manage. In 
peacetime they are not very often necessary. 
But in a period sudh. as we have at present, 
between peace and war, a coalition is not only 
desperately required, but it is very difficult 
indeed to manage. So there  are stresses and 
strains now pressing against it, but we will 
be able to weather them. 

"It is quite true that the greatest of 
these at the present time is in the Far East. 

have flot  come across a better Short expres-
sion of the nature and importance of dhese Far 
Eastern strains than 1 found in a paragraph in 
the April g edition of the Etonomist. It reads 
as,follows: 

'The  danger of the.next few months is that 
con fronted by the threat of renewed fighting 
off the China coast, many otherwise sensible 
people in Britain will ,  say that they would 
rather have peace ehan the American alliance. 
Nôthing, in fact, could be sillier, for there 
is no such choice. It is still  possible  to 
have both peace and the alliance. It is 

certainly not possible to have peace for long 
without it.' 

"We'.wish to have in this Parliament and in 
this.country both peace and the alliance -- 
not merely the American  alliance but an 
alliance for friendly cooperation with all 
peace-loving free countries of the world." • 

FEDERAL- PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE:  At the con-
clusion of the preliminary meeting of the 
Federal-Provincial-Conference held at Ottawa 
on April 26 and. 27, it  was announced that 
federal and provincial representatives had 
agreed that the main conference would open in 
Ottawa on Mbnday,. October 3. 

It was also agreed that the following items 
would constitute the agenda for the October 
meeting: 
1. Federal-provincial fiscal. relations. 
2. Public investment and natural resources 
development. 
3. The desirability of establishing.a federal-
provincial continuing committee. 
4. Health and welfare services. 
5. The timing and scope of suéh other speéial 
conferences as may . be desired. 

The meeting .diScussed the question of 
federal participation in meeting costs of re-
lief to unemployed persons not in receipt of 
unemployment insurance benefits. 

It was agreed ehat this. matter should'noi 
wait.  for the October meeting, but should be 
referred iimediately toa committee of federal-
provincial officials who would collate the 
essential facts, examine certain technical 
problems and report back to a meeting of 
federal-provincial Ministers as early as 
possible. 

The  conference appointed a committee of 
representatives from each province to meet 
under  the chairmanahip of the federal Deputy 
Minister of Finance (1(.W. Taylor), to tonduct 
the preparation of statistical and technical 
material for the October.meeting. 

* * 	* 
EXPANDED IELECONNUNICATION:  Expanded inter-
national telecommunication 'servicesforCanada, 
set for development with the coming of  the  new 
trans-Atlantic  telephone cable, are disclosed 
in the fifth annual report of the Canadian 
Overseas Telecommunication  Corporation'  which 
was tabled in the.House of Commons April 26, 
by - ehe Minister of Transport, Mr.  Marier.  

In addition  to new facilities to be develop-
ed in the  projected trans-Atlantic cable, many 
improvements . to overseas wireless communica-
tion. with other Commonwealth countries 
operating under the Commonwealth  Telecommunica-
tions Board will be provided by  the  construc-
tion of new transmitting and receiving stations 
in Canada. 

* • * 

From the Northwest Territories some 15  Boy 
Scouts - Many of ehem Eskimos or Indians-will 
attend the gth World Jamboree at Niagara-on-
the-Lake next August, it was announced recent-
ly by C.S. Matkin of Magrath, Alberta, upon 
his return from a 4,000-mile flying trip to 
visit 14 Scouting centres in the N.W.T.  Mr. 
Matkin is Assistant Provincial Scout Commis-
sioner for Alberta. 
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The Canada-Alaska bopndary stretches for 

1,539  miles.  •• 

e. 

NAVALAARNING AIRCRAFT:  Employing one of 
the most  versatile types of carrier-borne 
aircraft. a new operational flight has been 
added to the strength.  of the Royal Canadian 
bfirey's air component. 

'Four Avenger aircraft, modified to permit 
the installation of radar detection-gear more 
powerful than that of most present day shore 
stations, make up the unit. It will be known 
as thé A.E.W. (airborne early .  warning). Flight 
of 881 Squadron, and normally will operate as 
part of that squadron from HMCS Shearwater, 
the RCN air station-at Dartmouth, N.S., or at 
sea from HMCS Magnificent. 

Acting in à capacity similar to that of 
shore warning installations, but with the 
added advantage of height and mobility, the 
A.E.W. aircraft, popularly known.astheeCluppyle 
will.extend considerably the radar cover of a 
fleet.or convoy at sea.. 

%hile its main object is to provide initial 
detectionand. tracking data, the enormous 
power of the radar-set carried by the aircraft 
makes possible a number of-other functions of 
both tactical and strategic importance. 

Having.discovered.the presence Of a hostile 
force near the fleet or convey. it,is protect-
ing, the A.E.W. aircraft_çan revert to thé 
role of strike direction, providing  information.  
necessary to  b ring fighter aircraft into 
position for attack. 

In anti-submarine  operations,  the  aircraft's 
powerful radar and the adVantage of increaied 
height and mobility make it far superior to 
ship-borne radar in the location of enemy 
submarines. 

In general scouting rand tracking, the• 
aircraft, flying at arelatively high altitude, 
cari  blanket an.area as large as the North Sea 
with one sweep of its radar antenna. 

Secondary uses to which the A.E.W. , flight 
maylie put include ship direction, helicopter 
direction; anti-submarine operations,.long-

.range coastal identificatiomby means of radar, 
and weather reconnaissance. 

A.E.W, aircraft heve.been in use in the 
Royal Canadian Navy for some time in training 
pilots, radar controllers and maintenance 
personnel, but the aircraft of the new flight 
are the first in the RCN to be placed on a 
fully operational basis. 

* 	* 

N ESP ATTACHE 70 POLAIVD:  A recent graduate of 
the NATO Defence College in Paris, France, 
Lieutenant-Colonel T.F. Slater, CD, 36, ARoyal 
Canadia.n Ordnance Corps, of Hamilton, Ontario, 
will be promoted to the acting rank of Colonel  
and appointed Military Attaché to Poland, it 
was announced at Army Headquarters recently. 
He  will  leave Canada to take over his new 
duties late in April. 

* * *  

(CAUL April 29, 1955) 

JOBLESS . 11N  LABOUR:  The  ranks of  Canadas 
 unemployed jobhunters were swelled by 22,000 

during the last week of FebtruarY and the first 
three.weeks of March, reaching an estimated 
401,000 at March 19, some 80,000 or nearly 
one-fourth more than on March 20 last year, 
according to the monthly labour force survey 
by the Dominion Bureau .of Statistics. 

. The report . also.provides. National Employ-
ment Service figures of applications for 
employment, which numbered 632,900 on March 
17, an increase of 19,500  Over a month earlier 
and 63,000 over a year earlier. 

. The MarchDBS labour force survey-shows 
4,999,000 men-  and - women as employed during the 
survey week. 13,000 less than in February but 
29,000  more  than. last year. However, the 
number .witn.full-time jobs (35 hours a week. 6r• 
.more) was down in ..both comparisons, the 4,603,- 
000-total being6,0001ess - than a month earlier 
and r4,000 less than in March last year. 

The increase over March last year in the 
number of applications for employment at the 
National Employment Service offices was common 
to all regions.  Ontario  led with an increase 
9f.21.900,«followed by the Prairie Region with , 
e,700 . More, Quebec with an.additional Ls,500,.: 
the -Atlantic Region with"--J,500 more, and the 

TINE LOST IN MARCH:  Time loss, ariaing from 
industrial disputes in Canada during March 

1955, was the.lowest recorded for any month 
since April 1951 ,  according to a preliminary 
summary of strikes and lockouts released on 
APril 20 bY the Honourable Milton F. Gregg, 
Minister-of Labour. 

Preliminary-figures for March showed 11' 
work stoppages:during the month, involving 
1:956'workers, with a time loss of 13,971  man-
working days, as compared with 11.etoppages 
during February, with 2,587'workers-involved 

, and a time loss of 20,055 days. In March 1954, 
there were 18 strikes and lockouts involving 
1,799 . workers and a time loss of 14.625 days. 

* * * * 

GRADUATES ,  SALARIES VP:  During the nine-
year period from 1946 to 1954 there has been a 
'marked upward trend in starting .  salaries of 
university graduates in Canada, it was reported 
by the Mânister of Labour, Mr. Gregg. 
• It was estimated that the rise was greatest 

, for electrical engineers with 81.8 per cent, 
,.and smallest for agricultural graduates with 
54.8 per  cent. For eight of the professions 
listed the increase was estimated at more than 
70 per cent. 

• * 	* 

Canada  imported some $26,263,322 worth of 
unbound magazines and newspapers and $685,533 
'worth of newspaper or comic sections from nine 
foreign counteies last year. 

:Pacific Region with an increase of 400. 

* * * * 
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(C. H'. B. April 29, 1955) 

NAVAL CHIEF OVERSEAÉr 	 E.R. 
Mainguy, Chief of the Naval Staff, left Ottawa 
by air April 16 for the United Kingdom for 
discussions with senior officerS  of. the  Royal 
Navy and directors of Harland.and Wolff, • 
builders of the Canadian Navy's new aircraft 
carrier "Bonaventure." 

A visit to Supreme Headquarters, Allied 
Powers in Europe, In Paris, currently is in-
cluded in Admiral Mainguy's itinerary. 

While in England, Admiral Màinguy will call 
On the First Sea Lord, the Commander-in-Chief 
Eastern Atlantic and the Commander-in-Chief 
Portsmouth. He will meet with officials of 
Harland and Wolff at the company's Shipyard in 
Belfast, where the Bonaventure is building. 

Admiral Mainguy plans also to call on the 
Flag Offi cer Submarines and visit HMS Dolphin, 
where Canadian Navy  Personnel  are being train-
ed for service in submarines. 

The  Chief of the Naval Staff will return to 
Ottawa early in May.  

* * * * 
DELEGATION TO PARIS:  Canada is to be re-
presented by top men in the  field of aviation 
medicine at a conference of medical experts 
under auspices of the International Civil 
Aviation Organization in Paris later this 
month. 

Heading  the  group wi ll  be Dr. W.A. Prowse,' 
chief of the Civil Aviation Medicine Division 
of the Department of National Health and 
Welfare, who will be accompanied by M. 
Baribeiu, Inspector in the Air Regulations 
Division of the federal Department of Trans-
port and by Air Commodore A.A. Corbet of the 
RCAF, Mrector Ceneral of Medical Services for 
Air and Wing Commander H. Hay, R.C.A.F., as 
medical advisers- 

The Paris meeting. will deal with such 
matters as vision, hearing and other medical 
requirements for aviation personnel. 

* * * 
ECONOMIC ST4TISTICS CONFERENCE:  Attended by 
delegates from eight  provinces and by repres-
entatives of the Bank of Canada and the 
federal Departments of Labour, National 
Defence, Public Works and Trade and Commerce, 
as well as the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 
the second Dominion-Provincial conference on 
economic statistics opened last week. 

The conference is dealing with questions 
relating to co-ordination between federal and 
provincial agencies in the collection of 
economic statistics, the avoidance or elimina-
tion of duplication in requests for information 
from  business and industry, and the integra-
tion of policies in statistical collection and 
compilation to achieve uniformity and compara-
bility in economic statisticé. 

ASTRONOMER 'HONOURED:  At the 92nd Annual 
Meeting of  the National Academy of Sciences, 
held in Washington,D.C.; on the  25th of April, 
Dr. Peter M. MitIman,NationalBesearch Council 
of Canada, was awarded the J. Lawrence Smith 
medal in recognition of his distinguished work 
on the problems of the spectra of meteors. 
Since its establishment in 1884,  the  medal has 
been aWarded only  four  times.  This  is the first 
time that it has gone to a scientist outside 
the  United States. 

Dr. Millman's research work for the past 
twenth-five years has been chiefly  in the  field 
of meteoric astronomy. He has specialized in 

. the  analysis of the light of meteors, and, of 
a world total of 150 meteor spectra photo-
graphed to date, over 80 have been secured on 
his observationad programmes. Dr. Millman has 
also worked in the .field of stellar radial 
velocities and  has  organized and directed two 
successful eclipse expeditions, where observa-
tions were carried out from aircraft. 

* * 	* 
NRG SCMKM4R SR IPS  The  National Research 
Cbuncil of Canada has granted 267 scholarships 
for 1955-56,  with a total value of $336,300. 
These scholarships include 62 bursaries worth 
$800 eaCh, 133 studentships worth $1,100 each, 
and 18 fellowships worth $1,400 each. AJ1 of 
ehese are to be held in Canada. 

Special scholarships awarded for study 
abroad include 33 awards worth $1,900 each. 
These special scholarships are to be held in 
the following countries: Il in the United 
States of America, 19 in the United  Kingdom, 
one in France, one in Sweden, and one in 
Denmark. 

TWenty-one overseas postdoctorate fellow-
ships at $2,500 each have been granted for 
work  in the  following countries: fifteen in the 
United  Kingdom, one in Sweden, one in Denmark, 
one in France, two in the Netherlands, and one 
In Belgium. 

* 0 * 
TORM ARHY . CLUB CLOSES:  After three years 
of operation and after entertaining over  80. -
000  United Nations soldier guests, the Can-
adian Army's Maple Leaf Club in down-town 
Tokyo has officially closed its doors. At a 
closing buffet luncheon, Canadian Ambassador, 
Mr, T.C. Davis, spoke highly of the club's 
effect onthemorale of  United  Nations soldiers 
on leave in the Japanese capital. 

The Maple Leaf Club played host to soldiers 
of all nations, including 4,000 Americans. At 
its peak of operation, 23 Japanese were em-
ployed, supervised by army personnel. Canadian 
Red Cross workers provided a feminine touch. 

In addition to Ambassador Davis and his 
staff, guests included Brigadier Cameron B. 
Ware, head of the Canadian Military Mission, 
Far East, and senior Commonwealth and American 
officers of the Tokyo area. 
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'SPECTACULAR SUCCESSES O.F.FISHERIES CODPERATION •

CANADA AND U.S..' Declaring Canada and the
United States to have afforded, "the best
evidence in all the world of a great'and power-
ful nation and a small nation living side by
side in peace and•friendship, neither ruler
nor satéllite,"Gthe Minister of Fisheries, Mr. -
James Sinclair, outlined before the National
Institute of Fisheries at New Orl'eans,
Louisiana, on April 25,1 some of the successes
.of cooperation in the fishing industries of

both.coasts.
"In no field," he said "has this cooperation

been so marked as in fisheries -- cooperation
so successful and so much to the advantage of
both participants as to be a model to other
nations•of the intelligent handling of inter-
national a££airs.

"This,cooperation between Canada and the
United States in fisheries matters has not
been accidental or easy to develop. It'-has
been the result of years of patient effort 5y
far-sighted men in both nations:

CONSERVATION

"Our first success in cooperation was in
the fiaeld of conservation. Both of us have
tried. to do a good job- of conserving the
fisheries within our coastal waters so that
our fishermen may have a perpetual harvest.
Fish,.,however, are no respecters of territor-
ial.boundâries and.so there.was not much point
in one nation carefully conserving its fish-
eries if other nations could come right to its
boundaries and ruth^essiy exploit these stocks
of fish.

"Some nations have tried to sôlve this
problem by arbitrarily pushing their territor-

.ial.boundaries 12. 20, 50'and even 200'miles

out to sea to. try and preserve the fisheries

in this belt for the sole use of their own

nationals,
"Long ago Canada. and the Urjited- States

found:a different arid much^betteri solution to
this problem -- by international conservation
on the high seas. The great stocks of halibut
on the high seas of the North Pacific were
being depleted by over-fishing•. In'1923,'we
agreed on an international treaty-to conserve
this great fishery -1 the first treaty of its
kind in the world,. and today undoûbtedly the
most successful. Last,year our two nations had
an all time record catch -- 71 million pounds
of the. finest halibut caught in less than two
months'fishing. •

"The dwindling catch of salmon on the West
Coast also was causing alarm to both our
nations, ,Despite the'suc.cess of the halibut
treâty in the same area,'there was opposition
for some years to similar control of-the
P&cific salmon. Finally in 1937, we formed an
}nternational..commission to conserve the sock-
éye salmon pf the Fraser River, and once again
the record'speaks for itself. This year our
two countries shared the -greatest catch since
1913. -= this at a time when other salmon
fi.sheries in the world are showing a marked
decline.

"Again out on the Pacific coast.our two
nations have been almbst too successful in
restoring another marine asset-- the fur 'seal.
From•a Low of about 150,000 animals we now
have built up a herd in excess.ôf 2 million
seals and our fishermen now'pzotest.that the.
seals get more fish than they do. We are having
a meeting this fall to study this unusual
problem.

NORTH PACIFIC

j "The success of these three North Pacifiç
agreemen•tS has lead to many other similar
agreements.between other countries-in•other
seas, none of.which to date has been quite
as suctess£ul as these. Both of us belong with
eight other nations to-the International
Commission of the Northwest•Atlantic to con-
serve the fisheries of the Grand Banks, which
despite almost five hundred years'fishing by
many nations is still the greatest fishery in
the world..United States, Canada and Japan
recently formed an International Commission for
the North Pacific Fisheziès, which introduced
a'new principle in international fisheries
conservation -- the principle of abstention,
by which each side agrees to abstain from
fishing in the other.half of the ocean. for
fish which are under scientific conservation,
being fully protected and are being fully
exploited.

w1his-year your ûongress and our Parliament
are being asked to ratify-still another inter-. 2
,national fisheries treaty -- to restore and
conserve the £isheries o£ the Great Lakes which
have been dwindling because of the predationls
of the séa;le.mprey and o.ver-fishing for some
species: t

"This record of successful'conservation
through international cooperation between our
,nations'has proven .to be a better way than the
arbi'trary.Qxtension of territorial waters
practiced by other nations.".'.

1

^ e ^ ^: • .

9AZLWAK:REYEAlUES DO r Canada's 17 largest operating revenues cut,net.oper.ating revenues
railways carried morp passengerr and more- . by more than 26%'to $$,056.;232 from $10,904,-

than a year earlier in December, but a 545, 'The. month°.s operating, incbme was 44y6freight
sharper rise in operating experises than -in lower-at $4;343,639'versus $7,75$;483.
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WEEK'S EVENTS

•

POWER'POR INDUSTRY.: On April ],$, .the Hon.
Jean Lesage, Minister of Northern Affairs and
National Resources, addressed the Chamber of
Commerce of Quebec Province on Canada's
hydraulic resources and industrial development.
He said, in part:

"11•fie industrialization of Canada and of the
Province of (itebec in particular is, at the.
moment, amost topical subject. 'Ibis is readily
understood, when one considers.that Canada is
in the throes of an industrial revolution. It
is quite natural that people should be concern-
ed with the future during major re-adjtistments
which usually'accompany'such a change. . . .

"It was neither through chance, nor as the
result of a mere coincidence that, in the
nineteenth century, England was the first
country in the world to achieve the sweeping
transfo"rmation of its economy which is known
as the " industriàl revolution'. Historians
have long since démonstrated that a great many
factors are responsible for such a phenomenon.
The fact that Great Britain was the victor in
the Napoleonic Wars should doubtless not be
underestimated; for Nelson's. victory at
'Trafalgar had certainly given the British navy
an undisputed superiority. Bat itis universal-
ly.recognized today that the advent of the
steam-engine along with the enormous reserves
of coal available in the British Isles were
responsible for the growth of the industrial
and commercial power of England and even of
the British Empire itself.,

1
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"Man's ingenuity devised a new technique:
the steam-engine; natural resources provided
the raw material needed for the maximum use of
this new invention; and a small country,
comparativel.y poor in other respects, rose to
be one of the foremost powers in the world.
'The thermic energy of coal, converted into
power by a boiier, produced a great quantity
of enèrgy that increased, to an extent un-
known till then, the industrial pôtential of
the country.

"The energy responsible for Great Britain's
might in the .last century is today the basis
for the economic might of every country in
general and of Canada, in particular. ...

"Canada is well provided with the sources
of power required to develop her great natural
resources and to increase her industrial
production to a boundless extent.

"The Maritime Provinces-lack neither coal
nor water-power. WhiLe the. Province of Quebec
has no coal, it nevertheless leads all others
in the production of hydro-electric energy.
Ontario, which is also deprived of coal, comes
in second place in this respect. The Prairie
Provinces compared with CLebec or Ontario,.
have few rivers that may be harnessed, but on
the other hand they possess -very substantial'
reserves of coal and fields of natural gas and
oil which make up for the lack of water power.
In proportion to population, British Columbia
ranks first among the provinces for hydro-
electric development.'The Northwest and Yukon
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in Canada during the next few years. The known 
, water power potential of Canada would allow 
for tilrbine,installations producing something 

• like 66,000:000 1.14.'. As our present installed 
capacity is-now 16,684,131 h.p., We'haVe:so 
far develaped only 25 per cent of pur'nomn 

. potential. 
' - "The American Indians expressed d;e . ‘ord 

'always' by the poetical phrase: 'AS-long as 
rivers flow'. We took a long time tyunderstand 
the realism of that phrase. 

"We can easily realize that hydro-electric 
power is the most permanent of our natural 
resources. Even.our huge reserves of natural. 
gas, oil  and  coal may eventually become 
depleted; since they are not renewable - al-
though I may say that such depletion is by no 
means likely to occur in the neer future - but 
as, long as rivers flow' we shall have hydro-

electric energy. 
"The value  of water power may increase our 

.country's production capacity at a truly 
astronomical rate. Thus, assuming that an 
able-bodied man can produce in eight hours the 
equivalent of  a one horsepower  machine, the 
existing hydro-electric plants  in Canada today 
are doing the work of more than 100 million 
workers. 

Territories possess . ample known reserves of 
oil and coa.l and, i n  addition, they are 
provided with.sreat,hydrauliC resources. I:am 
convinced that' thé'presence of those hydraulic 
resource& in -the Canadian North will speed up 
the development of its rich  minerai  deposits, 
in spite of the severe.climate and the great 
distances which separate them from  the  
markets. . . 

"La less than fifty years. Canada has seen 
her essentially.agricultural economy, which 
produced mostly raw materials for export, 
transformed into a largely industrial economy 
enabling Canadians to enjoy a standard of 
living comparable to that of Americans. 

"During the same fifty-year period, the 
rate of: increase of our water-powerdevelcr-- 
ment has not only been maintained but, in the 

 last few years, .it seems to have shown a 
marked tendency toward. a progressive  increase% 

INCREASED POWER PRODUCTION 

"The average annual increase of 65,000h.p., 
from 1900 to 1905 was greatly intensified 
thereafter, thanks especially to the improve-
ment of transmission lines and the building of 
large power stations. From 1906 to 1922 
inclusively, water-power was harnessed at a 
pretty even rate of 150,000 h.p. a year. 
Because oftheincreased demand for electricity 
during the lush twenties, the expansion was 
greatly accelerated from 1923 on .and reached 
nearly 377,000 h.p. per year throughout.  the 
Period 1923-35. - 

"As the completion .of large-scale projects 
is . time-consuming, new building lags behind 
demand, which quickly reacts to the general 
economic situation. On  the other hand, when 
the.demand for power fell off during the 
thirties, the. projects already undertaken were 
completed, but the effects of the depression 
may be observed in the marked slowing down of 
new developments from 1936 to . 1939. 

"The  need of . electricity for defence 
purpoees aCcounts  for the higher rate of 
increase which 'reached 481,000 h.p. a year 
from 1940 to 1943. Few projects were under-
taken.during the last years of the war or 
immediately thereafter, so that only a small 
quantity of new watèr-power was made available 
from 1944 to -  1947 inclusively. However, the 
results of the building programme- for the 
latter years'of the post -war period are re-
flected in the increase which occurred from 
1948 to 1954,  for  which period . the yearly 
average was about 885,0001.P. 

'New hydro-electric power developmentswhich 
came.into operation during 1954 reached a 
record total of 1,758;450 h.P. and the ex-
tensive building programme presently under way 
will no doubt giveeven more impressive 
results. • 

"In all likelihood the number of hydro-, 
electric developments will continueto increase 

ELECTR/CITY VERSUS COAL 

"The importance of these,facilities may he 
more easily grasped by figuring the amount of 
coal that would be needed if steam were used 
to produce the .same energy. 

"It is estimated that at least the pro-
duction of a kilowatt-hour of electricity 
requires in general the combustion of a little 
over one pound of coal, which equals about 
three.tons and a quarter on.a yearly basis. It 
means therefore that during 1954, - 35,300,000 
tons of coal would have been required to 
produce  the same quantity of electricity as was 
produced from our water-power. . 

"It is undeniable.thatmarked technical 
progress has been achieved in the last few 
years in the field of atomic fission. The 
future of dlis new form of energy depends 
ultimately on its cost of production compared 
to that of other forms Of energy. The operat-
ing costs of an atomic plant are comparatively 
low, Overhead Charges on the initial invest-
ment are.heavy, however. It is estimated that 
this'initial cost must be reduced to one-third 
or even one-fourth . of the present figures. 
before atomic power will be able to compete 
seriously with thermic energy. 

"Radio-activé ore is plentiful in the 
country and can easily be transported to the 
places where it is needed. That is to say the 
physical establishment of atomic plants is 
possible everywhere. The only obstacle is the 
extremely high installation costs. 

2 
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"It is agreed today that the role of
nuclear power will be to set a ceiling on the
cost of energy in general;• this ceiling will
be lowered with scientific and chemical
development. This will possibly prevent the
carrying out of very costly projects intended
to produce the traditional forms of energy,
but as far as we can forecast, it will not
curtail appreciably the importance of those
sources.

"Atomic energy will probably be used firsp
in areas deprived of other sources of energy.
In Canada, small plants may possibly be built
in Some remote sections lacking cheaper sources
of energy. I am thinking now of the use which
can be made of atomic power in remote and in-
hospitable sections of the great Canadian
north, particularly for our advanced defence
posts and others.

"With the development of the international
section of the St. Lawrence, Southern Ontario
is scraping the bottom of the barrel of its
•hydraulic resources.'The neighbour province
will probably be the first to build large
atomic plants of a capacity of more than 100;-
000 kilowatts. However, such projects are not
likely to be achieved before several years,
and even then they will depend on production
costs and the possibility of importing hydro-
electric power.

"In view of the present level of technical

knowledge, it is possible that within fifteen

years or so atomic energy may compete with

coal-generated thermal energy. It is, however,

impossible to foresee when atomic energy will

be in a position to compete with hydraulic

power, but there is every reason for supposing

that it will not be before several decades.

Most likely the propensity of the hydraulic

resources of Quebec to attract industries will

remain unchallenged up to the end of the

present century. Moreover, the z.-ireat would be

lessened with the rapid development of avail-

able hydraulic resources, so that the cost of

harnessing these hydraulic resources could be

partly written off before any serious com-

petition from atomic energy is felt.
"Therefore, even if it is difficult to

predict when atomic energy will displace
hydro-electric power in the foreseeable future,
it is in the interest.of our country to
develop as fast as possible its hydraulic
resources. . . ."

Last year Canada imported 3,035, 191 tons of
iron ore worth $20,415,600 from the United
States, Brazil and Liberia, and exported
6, 126,938 tons worth ?39,718,740 to the United
States, the United Kingdom, West Germany and
Japan, sales exceeding purchases by 3,091,747
tons valued at some $19,303,140.

(C.W.B. April 22, 1955)

ARMY SUPPLY SYSTEM: `To carry out defence,

NATO, training and administrative duties the
Canadian Army is in constant need of supplies
and equipment.

During emergencies such as the Toronto or
Winnipeg floods or for winter exercises
carried out by the Canadian Army in the far
north, the steady stream of supplies sometimes
increases to a"flood" of rush orders.

Royal CanadianOrdnance Corps installations
across Canada are prepared to supply military
items as gradual replacements, within 48 hours
or sooner in emergencies.

One of these installations is 25 Central
Ordnance Depot at Longue Pointe, Que. This
depot handles technical stores - more tha-i
130,000 separate items - including anything
from telephones to tanks, wa•tches:to wireless
sets. Clothing and general stores are located
in Cobourg, Ont., and wheeled vehicles and
spare parts at London, Ont.

More than five miles of fencing encloses
the 258 acres of Montreal's industrial East
End occupied by 25 Central Ordnance Depot.

Here, some 2,000 skilled soldiers and
civilians combine efforts in producing an
operation comparable in size and efficiency to
anything on "civvy" street.

More than 13 miles of railroad track and
-'ive miles of paved highwa•y provide for the
movement of stores and equipment within
Canada's largest depot, whose dvty it is to
procure, store, maintain and issue all
technical stores and their spare parts.

Huge warehouses, some as big as Montreal's
I-lockey. Forum or Toronto's Maple Leaf Gardens,
house the processing facilities.

CANADIANS TO WHO ASSEMBLY: Constitution of
the Canadian delegation to the Eighth Assembly
of the World Health Organization which begins
its conference in Mexico City on May 10, was
announced on April 18 by the Honourable Paul
Martin, federal Health Minister.

Mr. Martin named as head of the delegation
Dr. P.E. Moore, Director of Indian Health
Services of the Department of National Health
and Welfare. Dr. Moore is Canada's designated
Member of the Execiative Board of the World
Health Organization.

The 1•liniater said that Parl•iamentary
Advisers on the dele;ation will be Gustave Roy,
M.D. , Member of Parliament forLabelle, and Dr.
W.G. Blair, Member for Lanark. They will have
as technical adviser Gartis, M. D. , D.P.H.,
:.hief Health Officer for Prince Edward Island,
and will be assisted by M.A.C. Anderson,
Counsellor at the Canadian Embassy, Mexico
City, on behalf of the Department of External
Affairs.

All of Canada's scenic national ^ar.kc are
wildlife sanctuaries. •
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COLONEL' S WIFE ELECTED MAYOR:  Can ad an 
servicemen and their families stationed in 
Germany have elected a woman, Mrs. Greta 
Corbould, mayor of the Canadian community at 
Soest. 

A native of New Westminster, B.C., Mayor 
Corbould is the wife of Lieutenant-Colonel 
Gordon C. Corbould, commanding officer of the 
2nd Battalion, The Royal C.anadian Regiment. 

During her term of.office, Mrs. Corbould 
wi ll  preside .over a community council con-
sisting of one controller,• three aldermen and 
two  council members. 

Five of the seven council members elected 
are members of Lieutenant-Colonel. Corbould's 
battalion. . . . 

The council is the first Army-sponsored 
civic body té be formed outaide of Canada.. All 
service personnel and their dependents over 
the age of 17 were permitted to vote. 

Members of the council will hold office for 
a maximum period of six months. The next 
elections probably will be held this Fall when 
the  2nd Canadian Infantry Brigade replaces the 
1st Brigade in Germany. 

* * 	* 
ARTILLERY CHIEF 70 VISIT:  ' The  British  Army ' s 
Director, Royal Artillery, Major-General R.W. 
Goodbody,  CE,  DSO, will visit Canadian art-
illery installations early in May, it was 
announced, at Army Headquarters recently. • 

He will be. accompanied by Colonel G.M. 
Palmer, MC, a General Staff Officer with the 
British War Office. 

Before coming to. Canada, Major-General 
Goodbody will attend conferences and visit 
artillery units in the Uhited States. He  will 
arrive in Winnipeg, Manitoba, from Minneapolis 
near the end of April, and from there visit 
Camp Shilo, Manitoba, before flying east to 
tour artillery units at Picton, Ontario. 

* 
JANUARY LUMBER PRODUCTION:  Canadian pro-
duction of sawn lumber- was substantially 
higher in January than in the corresponding 
month last year. The  month's output in British 
Columbia climbed to 388,400,000 board feet 
from 227,98 1,000in the rest of Canada to 
214,477,000 board feet from 184,348,000 

East of the Rockies, production was higher 
in all provinces except Saskatchewan and 
Prince Eciward Island. Provincial totals, with 
January 1954 figures bracketed, were: Prince 
Edward Island, 316,000 .board feet (316,000); 

'Nova Scotia: 21,66 2,000 (12,884,000); New 
Brunswick, 22,893,000 (17,325,000); Quebec, 
41,812.000 (40,900,000); Ontario, 26,752,000 
(20,941,000); Manitoba, 2,612,000 (935,000); 
Saskatchewan, 14, 549, 000 ( 15,692, 000); and 
Alberta, 83,881,000 (75,355,000). 

CANADIAN AMMUNITION FOR ITALY:  Considerable 
quantities of Canadian ammunition will be 
shipped to Italy in April under  Canadas  pro-
gramme of mutual aid to the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization. 

The  ammunition is for use by the Italian 
Army. 

With theammunition, Canada also is shipping 
a quantity of spare parts for artillery 
equipment given to Italy earlier under terms 
of the Mutual Aid Programme. 

" 	* 	* 

RUBBER PRODUCTION:  C-mbined consumption of 
rubber — natural, synthetic and reclaim — 
increased in February from a.month earlier. 
Month-end stocks also moved up, but domestic 
production of synthetic and reclaim declined. 

Consumption in February .  amounted to 8,286 
tons versus 7,188 a month earlier, and com-
prised 3,804 tons of natural (3,511 in Jan-
uary), 3,132 tons of synthetic (2,615), .and 
1,350 tons of reclaim (1,062). 

Month-end stocks totalled 10,335 tons 
versus 10,294 in January. Making up the total 
were: 3,898 tons of natural (3,444); 4,887 
tons of synthetic (5,267); and 1,550 tons of 
synthetic (1,583). Domestic production of 
synthetic amounted to 7,646 tons (8,124) and 
reclaim, 419 tons (309). 

* * * * 

GOLD PRODUCTION:  roduction.of gold in Jan-
uary amounted to 366,052 fine ounces, down SI, 
from December's 385,132 fine ounces but up 25% 
from last year's strike-reduced total of 293.-
064  fine ounces. The month's output in Ontario 
amounted to  202,848  fine ounces (160,916 a 
year ego); in Qiebec, 98,947 (63,456); North-
west Territories ,  25,922  (26,625); British 
Columbia, 19,223 (20,504); Prairie Provinces, 
18,192  (20,734); Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, 
860 (797); and Yukon, 60 (32). 

• * * 
Margarine production in the first quarter 

of this year amounted to 32,473.000 pounds, up 
13% from last year's corresponding total of 
28,761,000 pounds. March output rose to 11,- 
259,000 pounds frOm 10,233,000 a year earlier, 
and followed increases in February to 9,900,- 
000 pounds from 8,191,000 in the same month 
last year, and in .January to 11,314,000 pounds 
from 10,337,000. April 1 stocks held by 
manufacturers, wholesalers and other ware-
houses rose to 4,275,000 pounds from 4,151,000 
a month earlier and 3,381,000 a year ago. 

* o * 

In 1954 Canada sold $553,016 worth of sea 
grasses and plants to the United States. the 
United Kingdom and Norway. 
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BEAVER POPULATION TOO LARGE:  Re sour c es 
Minister Jean Lesage announced recently that 
the lakes and streams ofPrince Albert National 
Park were over-crowded with beaver and, this 
Spring, Indians from adjoining .areas are being 
given the opportunity of trapPing 10,000 of 
these much prized .  fur-bearers to bring the 
population into balance with the caerying 
capacity of the park. 

Arrangements have been completed by the 
National« Parks Service of the Federal Resources 
Department and the Indian Affairs Branch of 
the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, 
for a trapping campaign by some 100 Indians. 

, 
 

The big fur  harvest, •which has resulted 
from conservation work :carried on in the park 
over many years, will be a windfall for local 
Indians. Other measures have been taken from 
time to time to control the rapidly . growing 
population. The. principal efforts have been 
live-rtrapping: and  transportation to depleted 
trapping grounds. Last summer 120 'were 'moved 
to north of Fort Rae in the NorthWest Ter-
ritories. The effect has beenhardly noticeable 
and this year  an • aerial 'survey of active 

beaver lodges by biologists of the. Federal 
Resources Department indicated a population of 
approximately 15,000 beaver. This is consider-
ed greatly above the carrying capacity of 
favourable areas in the park. - Ce-operative 

studies of the health of the beaver by Sask-
atchewan biologists• and Federal Department of 

Agriculture veterinarians showed no signs of 

the mysterious disease which depleted trap.. 
lines in northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan 

but it was considered that the population 
should be drastically reduced to maintain a 

healthy condition and the reduction .by . ten 
thousand was decided on as à s'Ound wildlife 

management practice.. . : 

. 	* a * a' • 	. 

CANADIAN CONTRIBUTES TO SALK:  A National 
Health and Welfare Department biochemist, Dr, 
Joseph.  Francis Morgan, ofOttawa. :and VancouVer, 
made an importan t .  contribution to development 
of the now wor. l&famous Salk anti-polio. vac-
cine, i.t was stated recently .  by the  Honourable 
Paul Martin, Minister Of National Health 'and 
.Welfare, who paid tribute to Dr. Morgan's• work 
and that of the Connau.ght Research Labora-
tories. 

Dr. Morgan, working. at the Connaught 
Laboratories,. Univeraity of "Toronto,  helped 
devise a new synthetic medium that would  sup-
port cell growth and survival, enabling Dr. 
Salk and his associates to. carry their studies 
to a successful . conclusion. 

* * 	* 	• 	. 
• 

The world's largest lake.trout, a.63-pounder, 
was caught in Lake , Athapapuskow.pear Flin non, 
Manitoba.  

'CHANGES IN NRC MEMBERSHIP:  Dr, R.S. Jane 
and Dr. H.G. Thode were•recently appointed by 
the Governor General in Council as new members 
of the National Research Council. for three 
years from 1 ril, 1955. Dr. Jane is Executive 
Vice-President of Shawini.gan Chemicals, 
Limited, Montreal, Çue.,  and Dr. Thode is 
Principal of Hamilton  College and Director of 
Research  at McMaster 'University, Hamilton, 
Ontario.-  

• 	 Ftetiring members are: Brigadier F.C. 
Wallace, Executi've Vice-President, Duplate 
Canada Limited, Fiberglas anada• Ltd. ,' and 
Smith and Stone Ltd., Toronto, Ont.;  and Dr. 
_TA-IL:. Johnstone, Head of the Dep.artment of 
Physics  and Dean of the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies, Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S. 
Both have given their services -  to the Council 
continuoudly for Six years. . • - 

Three other members. have been reappointed 
for a further term of three years. They are: 
Dr. C. J. Mackenvi,e, President, Atomic Energy 
Control Board, Ottawa, Ont..; Dr. T. 'Thorvald-
son, Dean of Graduate Studies Emeritus, 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Sask.; 
and Dr W.H .  Watson, Professor and Head of the 
Department of. Physics, University of Toronto, 
Toronto, Ont. • 

* . 	a * 

NEW 'RESIDENTIAL UNITS:  Construction wa s 
started on almost one-third  more  residential 
units in Fei:Druary than in thé corresponding 
month %teat year,•DBS figures show. At the same 
time completions - were up by about one-quarter, 
leaving 17% more in various stages of con-
struction at the end of the month. 

Starts were made on 4,006 units in Feb-
ruary versus 3,057 a year earlier .. Since 
January stoics.. were up to  3,963  units from 
2,983 a .year earlier, the combined total for 
January and february rose to 7,909 units from 
6,040 in the like 1954 period. 

February completions rose to 7,544 units 
from 6,116 a year ago and were up in, January 
to 9,037 units from 8,315. This brought jan-, 
uary-February completions to 16,581 uniç.s 
versus .14,431 a year earlie. r. The.number of 
units  th  various  stages of construction at the 
end of February climbed to 59,814 units from 
51, 127- 
. Starts were lower in number in February 
than a -  year earlier in Newfoundland  and the 
Prairie Provinces  but higher in the rest of 
Canada. The totals for the month were as . 
follows:  Ontario, '2,039 (1,561 a year ago); 
Çuebec, 748 (666)'; British Columbia, 650 (268); 
Prairie Provinces, 454 (520); - Maritime pro-
vinces ;  110 ( . 19); and Newfoundland, 5 (23). 

• Completions increased in all areas except 
Newfoundland and the Maritimes. 'Totals follow: 
Ontario, 3,356 (2,799 a year earlier); Quebec, 
1,962 (1, 172);  Prairie Provinces, 1,300 
(1, 195) ; British-  Columbia, 596 . (525); Maritime 
Provinces,  '311(323); and Newfoundland, '19 
(102). 
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CANADIANS GET U:S.'DECORATIONe: •  The  follow-
ing•announcement was made on April 16 {,y the 
Department of National Defence: 

Fier  Majesty, the .Q.zeen; . 'has been graciously 
pleased to grant ,permission for seven officers 
of thé Royal.Canadian Navy to wear the United 
States  Decoration of the Legion of Merit. 

The decorations were awarded by the Presi-
dent Of thé United States to the Canadian 
officers in recognition of.their services ,hhiIe 
in command of Canadian destroyers during 
boa.  tilities in. the •Korean. theatre. 

The awards are as  follov..es: 
Legion of i.ierit in the Degree. of  Commander (1)  
Commander E.T..  G.  Madgwick, DSC, • CD,  39, 
Ottawa and Halifax. 
Legion of Merit  in the Degree of Officer (4) 
Commodore Jeffry V. Brock, DSO, DSC, CD, 
of Vancouver and Winnipeg.  ' 
C.aptain Robert P.  Welland, 
of Victoria: 	. 
Captain James Plomer, OBE, 
of Winnipeg. ' • 
Captain 'Paul D. Taylor, 
Victoria. 
Legion of Merit 
(2).  
Captain A.B.F. Fraser-Harris, 
38, of Halifax and Ottawa-. 
Captain Dudley G.. King, DSC, CD, 45, of 
Victoria and Vancouver. 

All  the officers .were cited for "meritor-
ious service • to the Government of the 
United States" while commanding officers of 
destroyers "serving in the Korean conflict 
with the United Nations Blockading and Escort 
Force, Naval Forces Far East". .. 

Cdr, .Madgwick, executive officer of HMCS 
Cornwallis, .new entry training establishment 
near Digby, " N. S. , was commanding officer of 
HMCS Huron during her first tour of duty in 
the Far East fromMay to August,  1951. In 1950. 
he was awarded the Legion of Merit in the 
Degree of Officer for his part, as commanding 
officer of the destroyer Haida, in the rescuè 
of 18 crew membera of a U.S. Air Force B-29 
aircraft that crashed into the sea off Bermuda 
in . November of the previous year. 

COmmodore Brock, Naval Iviember of the 
Canadian joint Staff, 'London, commanded HMCS 
Cayuga in theKorean 'theatre from *August, 19 50 , 
to March, .1951. 

Ca•,..):tain Welland, commanding officer of HiCS 
Venture, junior officer training establishment 
on the West Coast, commanded HMCS Athabaskan 
off Korea from August, 1950, to May, 1951. 

Captain Plomer, commanding officer of HMCS 
Cornwallis, commanded the Cayuga from july, 
1951, to February, 1952. 
• 'Captain Taylor, Chief of Staff to the .Flag 

Officer Pacific Coast, commanded HMCS Sioux 
through two tours of duty in the Far East. 

Captain King, now commanding officer of 
HMCS Shearwater, RC1' ..1 Air Station near Dart-
mouth, N. S.,  commanded HMCS 'Athabaskan from 
September,  1951,  to February,  1952.  

Captain Fraser-Harris, Director of Naval 
Aviation at Naval Headquarters in Ottawa, 
commanded HMCS Nootka in the Far East from 
January to July, 1951. 

Two  other C,anadian naval' officers wear U.S. 
decorrations for Korean service. Ccir, J.H.G. 
Bovey, DSC,  D. 38, of Montreal and Ottawa, 
was awarded the Bronze Star for services while 
commanding HMCS C.rusader.  from April,  1952,  to 
_July,  1953, and Lt.-Cdr. Joseph 3. MacBrien, 
30, of Toronto, received the DPO for operations 
in a jet -fighter squadron flying from a USN 
carrier. 

• *  e * 

MOTOR VEHICLE PRODUCTION:  Production of 
motor vehicles in March soared to 50,513 units, 
top month . .since the Spring of 1953, preliminary 
figures issued by the DBS show. This was 11% 
above last year's March output of 45,438, and 
compares with 3 2,8 46 in February (4 5,122 a 
year earlier), and 28,924.in january ( 20 , 2lS) • 
This  year's first-quarter output fell to 
112,28 1 units from 131,16 2 in the same 19 54 
period. 

The month's output of passenger cars 
climbed to 43,825  units from "36,  251 a year 
earlier, and compares with 29;660 in February 
(35,56 4) and  25,520 in January (32, 278). 
Commercial vehicle production fell in Ivlarch to 
6,688 units from 9,187 and Compares with 3, 186 
in February (9, 558), and  3,404  in January 
(7,9 37)• 

* * * * 

IRON ORE SHIPMENTS:  Total shipments of imn 
ore from Ca.nadian mines in February fell below 
a year earlier for the third successive month , 

 dropping to  83,704 tons as compared with 
115,184 in February last year. Two-month total 
was down more sharply at 19 3, 139 against 
352,289 tons in  1954. The decline in the month 
was in ore shipped for export. shipments to 
Canadian consumers rising  to 24.378 tons &an-
pared to  19,191  last year following a sharp 
drop to 11,903 tons (revised) in January from 
116,739 tons. 

Total stocks at the end of February in-
creased to  1,739491 tons from 1,535,802 a 
month earlier and were up from 1,107,893 tons 
a year earlier. Stocks of Ontario ore increased 
in the month to  815,122 tons from 6 23,80 1 at 
the end of January, but were below last year's 
February-end stock of 840,456 tons. . 

* * * * 

Shipments of asbestos from Canadian mines 
increased 11% in February to 63,520 tons from 
last year's corresponding total of  61,629,  DBS 
reports. The month's exports rose 9% to  61,664  
tons from 56,600 a year earlier. 

(4) 
41,  

DSC, CD,' 44; of  f 
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW

Is

CANADA HAILS SALK POLIO VACCIN E - On April
12, the Honourable Paul Martin, Minister of
National Health and Welfare, announced that he
had just learnt the results of the nation-wide
trial of Salk -)c1_io vaccine carried out in the'
United States during the past year by the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
Incorporated. He tiaid, in part:

..."Canada has a vital interest in the re-

sults of this trial for a number of reasons.
First and foremost is the fact that polio is
one- of our major unsolved health problems.

Many-parents know from bitter personal ex-
perience that this threat to life and limb can
strike swiftly and without warning to bring
tra±;ec^y into Canadian homes. Two years ago, we
experienced in Canada the worst epidemic in
our history, with more than $,700 cases re-
ported -- of which nearly 5,000 were afflicted
with some form of paralysis and over Q00 pro-
duced fatal results. Although last year's
epidemic was comparatively light, we are
naturally eager to take full advantage of any
advance in medical science that will provide

an effective means of preventing this crippling

and killing disease.
Secondly, Canada made an important contri-

bution towards the production of the vaccine
used in last year's trial. It was at the
Connaught Medical Research Laboratories in
Toronto that the major portion of the culture
fluids for polio virus used in the manufacture
of the vaccine was produced. Finaliy. Canada'
participated directly in the study with the

1
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vaccine being administered to three groups of
children in the provinces of Nova Scotia,
Manitoba, and Alberta.

The field trial of the Salk vaccine is the

largest and most extensive study of its kind
in medical history. In all, more than two

million adults and children were involved in
one way or another. Approximately 440,000

children received one or more-injections of
the vacçine; wi-,ile about half this number

received injections of a neutral suostance

known as a "placebo". In addition, more than

1,100,000 children, who received no injection
of any kind, were kept under observation as a
control group for purposes of comparison.
Public health officers, physicians, nurses,
teachers, schooi principals and parents co-
operated in the study to proviae an outstand-

ing example of community action in dealing
with a major health prpblem.

The work carried out in assessing the re-
sults of the study assumed tremendous propor-
tions. Individual punch cards were prepored for
each of the approximately 1,830,000 school
children participating in the study. I under-
stand that no less than 144,000,000 separate
facts; gathered from the field studies and the
blood sampling programme, were enterec on these
cards to provide the statistiral data for the
analysis and determination of the vaccine's
effectiveness.

Canada's poliomyelitis season begins early
in the summer, usually rises to a peak in
August, and tends to fall off rapidly in the



late autumn. Immunization must, therefore, be
completed priortojuly lst in order to antici-
pate a potential epidemic. Three injections
are given at intervals of one week and four
weeks, thus requiring at least five weeks for
the administration, in addition to the prior
weeks of local planning and organization to
secure the.consent of parents and to arrange
for the use of local health services.

Because of these considerations and the
fact that the production and testing of the
vaccine is a long and complicated process ex-
tending over several months, the Government
decided last Fall that, although the effect-
iveness of the vaccine had not yet been con-
clusively established, no time should be lost
in making plans for the production of vaccine
so that substantial quantities-mi'ght be avAil-
able in time for this year's pclic season.

Accordingly, arrangements were worked out,
in cooperation with the ten provincial govern-
ments, under which the federal and provincial
governments would share on a 50-50 basis the
cost of under-writing the production of the
vaccine at the Connaught Medical Research
Laboratories. As a result, sufficient supplies
are already available in Canada to immunize
more than >00,000 children in selected. early
school-age groups under the active direction
and supervision of provincial and local. depart-•
ments of health.

For this production programme and for re-

lated research carried out at the Connaught
Laboratories, the Institute of Microbiology

and Hygiene in Montreal, and other inutitu-
tions, the federal Government has provided

grants exceeding ?;Frj0,000•
In the light cf t':-.e results now announced

as to the safety and effectiveness of the

vaccine, Connaught Laboratories and the In-
stitute of ?.;icrobiology are prepared. to step
up their proc'uction programmes. In addition,
at•least two commercial pharmaceutical houses
in Canada.are planningto distribute quantities
of vaccine through their usual channels, as
soon as they have been licensed for its sale.
Thus, substantial additional supplies will be
available to Canadian physicians and health

agencies. . . .
In order to help stirnulate the widespread

use of the vaccine, Iwis^. now to affirm that,
'in addition to the assistance provided last
year towards the purchase of the necessary
supplies for the immunization of 500,000
children; the federal Government is prepared
under the terms of the National Health Pro-
gramme, to share on a 50-50 basis with the
provinces,the cost of purchasing additional
polio vaccine-for distr.ibution during the
present year. This, we hope, will provide the
most effective means of encouraging an increase
in the supply of the vaccine produced and
utilized throughout Canada.

The manner of al.locating and distributing
the vaccine purchased jointly by the federal
and provincial governments is, of course, a

(C.W.B. April 15, 1955)

matter for decision by health- authorities in
each individual province. It is desirable,
however, that there should be province-wide
uniformity in the use of the vaccine, With
this in mind, priority will be given to
children in selected age groups, with those in
the ages immediately above and below serving
as observed controls,

Since very detailed information on the
results of the vaccine trial is being made
public, I need not comment extensively on the
results reported by Dr., Francis. In general,
the study sought to provide the answers to
three main questions.. In assessing the out-
come of the trials, the final measurement of
the vaccine's effectiveness must be based on
the weight of evidence bearing on these three
questions.

The first question has to do with the
safety of the vaccine, that is, whether its
use is completely free from the danger of in-
fecting children with poliomyelitis. It can
now be said that the safety of the vaccine has
been clearly established. Before being issued
for last year's trial, the vaccine was tlior-
ouglsly tested in laboratories, both by aniriial
inoculation and by tissue culture met':ods
Tests on each lot of vaccine were conducted in
three laboratories and every passible pre-
caution was taken to ensure complete safety
before any vaccine was released for use. Th:e
field trials have clearly confirmed this point..
The vaccine in use in Canada is subjected to
the same rigid safety controls.

The second factor of fundamental -importance
is the.ability of.the vaccine-to produce anti-
bodies or protective substances when injected
into children, Tests in monkeys had indicated
that satisfactory levels of•antibodies were
obtained when three injections of the vaccine
were given at suitable intervals. The report
of the evaluation groups at the University of
Michigan has dealt with this aspect of the
study in some detail and is reassuring.

The third and key question in the vaccine
trial and the real determinant as regards its
future use is the extent to which the vaccine
prevents paralysis resulting from polio. To
help ascertain this fact, physical therapists,
working under the direction of physicians,
tested the muscles and graded the degree of
paralysis in every child in the study group
diagnosed as having polio during the 1954

season, I need not el.aborate on this point
since this also forms an essential part of the
Francis report.

It may be of interest to note that, prior
to the initiation of the programme for the
production of the Salk polio vaccine, the
Government of Canada had made more than $1,-
500,000 available•to the provinces under the
National Health Programme for projects of
various kinds directed towards the control of
polio.

In addition to the substantial sums provided
for gamma globulin production and for research

(Continued on p. ()
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BROAD 'GAINS IN FEBRUARY EXPORTS », . 
. 	 . 

TMO MONIMs' JUMP: With major gains in ex-
ports to  the United  Kingdom and the United 
States, Canadas  domeàtic exports to all 
countries in February rose 8% in value over 
the corresponding month last  year  This fol-
lowed a rise of 17 7 in January, making an 
aggregate increase of 12.5% in the two months. 

Apart from the increase in February to the 
United Kingdom and  the United States there were 
larger shipments to the rest of the Common-
wealth and Europe but  smaller shipments to 

Latin American countries and all other foreign 
countries as a group. 

Among the main commodity groups there were 
substantial gains in February in the exports 

of wood and paper products and non-ferrous 
metals, lesser increases in iron and products, 
non-metallic minerals and chemital products, 
and declines in animals and animal products, 

agricultural and vegetable products and mis-
cellaneous commodities. 

Total exports to all.countries in Fèbruary 
were valued at $301,400,000. uP 7.7% from last 

year's $279,800,000. ALI of the gain was in 
domestic exports which rose to $296,700,000 
from $274,700,000.  Re-exports were mOderately 

lower at $4,731,000versus $5,097,000. The  vo l-
urne  of domestic exports:was up7.2% from a year 
earlier, while prices averaged 0.7% higher. 

Ln the January-February period total exporte 
were valued at $611,500,000 versus $545,200.- , 
000 last  year Ilymestic exports totalled 

$1702,400,000 versus $535,400,000 and foreign 
exports amounted to $9,135,000 versus  $9,788,-
000.  

Largest dollar increase in domestic exports 
in February was in shipments to the United  

.,-.- Kingdom which rose to $54,966, 000from$44 
438,000 a year earlier. This followed a rise 
in January.to  $62,691,000 from $37,931,000 in 
January 1954, bringing the two-month total to 
$117,657,000 versus $82,368,000.  The rise in 
value both in February and the two months was 
due in large part to substantial gains in 
agricultural and vegetable products, wood and 
paper, and non-ferrmas metais and products. 

February exports to the United States 
climbed to $177,568,000  from  $168,666,000 a 
year earlier. Added to January's $179,490,000 
($157,067,000 a year earlier), the January-
February value rose to $357,059,000  from 
$325,733,000. Substantial gains in wood and 
paper products, non-ferrous metals, non-
metallic minerals, and chemicals offset de-
clines in the other main groups'in February; 
in the two months anima's and animal products 
and these groups were higher. 

Exports to the rest of the Commonwealth 
climbed in value in February to $16,749,000 
from $11,803,000  in the corresponding month 
last year, bringing the cumulative total for 
the January-February period to $33,224,000 
versus $23,824,000.  There were large gains in 
exports both in February and the two-month 
period to the Union of South Africa, India, 
Australia and New.Zealand, but a decline to 
Pakistan. • 

Exports to Latin American countries as a 

group in February fell in value.to  $12,790,000 
from $13,286,000  in the corresponding month 

last year but,witha gain in January, January-
February shipments were up to $25,322,000  from 

$23,441,000. 

* * 

GRANTS TO DISABLED:  With the signing of 
three further federal-provincial agreements. 
eight provinces have nowjoinedOttawa in plans 
to apply the Disabled Persons Act. 

Agreements have been completed with Çuebec, 
British Columbia and Newfoundland, effective 
in ÇUebec.  Province - from the beginning of the 
year and in B.C. and Newloundland, from April 

1, 1955. 
The Disabled Persons Act provides for 

allowances to totally and permanently disabled 
persons who fulfil certain income and resi-
dence requirements. 

* * 

The consumer price ,  index for Canada de-
creased from 116.3 to 116.0 between February 1 
and. March 1. 112 change was largely attribut-
able to a decline in the food index which 

moved from - 111.5 to 110.7 to stand at the same 
level as a Year aga. 

NEW GANDER TERMINAL:  Construction of the 
new terminal building at Gander, Nfld., is 
being planned to commence this summer, accord-

'ing to an announcement by the Department of 
Transport. 

The Department says it has been 'aware for 
some time that the terminal facilities at 
Gander Airport have been greatly overtaxed by 
the rapid increase in trans-Atlantic airline 
traffic. The presently existing facilities 
were dictated by prevailing economics and pre-
dicted traffic at the time these facilities 
were provided. 

* 	* * 

The federal Minister of Public Works has 
announced that 12 fellowships and three bur-
saries to assist those studying community 
planning and housing would be awarded by 
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation for 
the academic year of 1955-56. 
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COASTING TRADE ROYAL COMMISSION: Does con-
struction of the St. Lawrence Seaway bode ill
for Canadian ship operators and for Canadian
'shipbuilders on the Great Lakes? Would a
tightening of present l'aw and regulations on
the coastal trade offer effective and approp-
riate aid.to these industries? What would be
the effect on other industries and on the
primary producers of such commodities as grain
and coal and pulpwood and iron ore and gypsum?
What would be the effect on our international
trade and our external relations in general?
These are some of the questions likely to be
aired before the Royal Commission on the
Coasting Trade of Canada, which is inviting
written submissions to be made by the end.of
this month. . . .

The Chairman .... is.the Honourable Mr.
Justice W.F. Spence of the Supreme Court of
Ontario. The other Commissioners are W.N.
Wickwire, Q.C., of Halifax, N.S., and Marcel
Bélanger, C.A., of the City of Quebec. The
Secretary of the Commission is G.G. McLeod, an
economist of th.e'i,e-•artment of Transport, and
the Assistant Secretary is Paul Cimon, formerly
Executive Assistant to the Hon. Jean Lesage,
Minister of Northern Affairs and National
Resources. Offices will be located at 490
Sussex Street, Ottawa.

When all submissions have been received,

public.hearings will takeplace in various

centres, the times and places to be announced

later. The hearings will give individuals,

groups, or organizations concerned an opport-

unity to deal with their own or other sub-
missions or to make other oral representations,

in person or by counsel.

PIP.E-LINE OIL DELIVERIES: A record demand.

for oil in January brought deliveries through

Canadian pipe lines to a new high monthly

total of 17,616,000 barrels versus 15,925,138
in the preceding month and 15,366,806 in the

corresponding month last year. The daily
average was 568,259 barrels versus 513,714 in

December and 495,703 in January, 1953.

Provincial deliveries for the month were as
follows: British Columbia, 2,176,000 barrels
(939,868 a year ago); Alberta 1,688,358 (1,-
418,191); Saskatchewan, 1,036,936 (1,221,Z76);
Manitoba, 4, 103,642 (3,911,760); Ontario,
3,316,605 (2,837,'248): and Quebec, 5,294,488
(5,038,013) -

ON UN NARCOTICS COMMISSION: Mr. K.C. Hossick

o f Ottawa, chief o the Narcotic Division of

the federal Department of National Health and

Welfare, has been named Canadian representa-

tive of the United Nations' Narcotic Commis-

sion.

(C.W.B. Apri l 15, 1955)

NAC VISIT:'The Permanent Representatives
of tie I^i^orth Atlantic Council, in company with
Lord Ismay, the Secretary General of NATO and
Vice Chairman of the Council, will visit Air
Defence Command in St. Hubert, Que., near
Montreal, on May 22 and 23.

The Council members have been invited by
Admiral Jerauld Wright, the Supreme Allied
Commander Atlantic, to visit the Headquarters
of the Supreme Allied Command.Atlantic in
Norfolk, Virginia. On.completion-of this-visit
they have been invited to visit Air Defence
Command and,have. an opportunity of seeing an
important part of the defences of this region
of the North Atlantic area.

The Council.has already visited various
European commands and this is the-first oc-
casion of a visit to North American Commands.

r^ a e^ a

ARCTIC SURVIVAL TEST: Air Force Headquarters

as revea e ow nine aircrew officers spent

a sub-zero 10-day period in the Alberta bush,

proving that RCAF emergency rations and equip-
ment will keep a man alive and well.

Food consisted for the most part of emer••
gency rations, a day's meal being repres-
ented by concentrated foodstuffs that hardly
cover the palm of a man's hand,. Some of those
undergoing the test existed with nothing but
their normal flying gear, a parachute, and
emergency items contained in the small seat
pack which forms part of a fighter pilot's
parachute harness.

Temperatures ranged as low as 33 degrees
below.zero, and while the group lost an average
of 11 povnds each, all came through the tests
in perfect physical condition. There were no
accidents and no cases of fsostbite.

IMPORTS FROM U.S. UP: Mainly due to a sub-
stantia boost in purchases from the United

States, Canada's commodity imports in January

rose 9% in value to- $3()6, 600, 000 from $28o, -

200,000 a year earlier, according to final

figures released March 31 by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics. The rise in total value

was the result of increased volume, prices
averaging slightly lower.

Final totals for exports amounted to $310,-

100,000 versus $265,400,000, resulting 'in an

export surplus of $3,500.000 in contrast to an

import surplus of $14,800,000 in January last
year.

Production of natural gas in Canada during
last December amounted to 13,591,559-M. cubic
feet compared to 12,289,518 M. cubic feet in
December 1953, making an uninterrupted series
of monthly gains in 1954over the previous. year.
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CANADIAN DEFENCES VISITED r Twenty-eight

mi litary attachés and advisers from 20'coun-

tries will visit eastern Canada defence in-

stallations April 18-27, it was announced on

April 14 by National Defence Headquarters.

The tour is similar to one carried out last
year, when.more than a score of foreign naval,
military and air attachés and service advisers
inspected Canadian defence establishments in
western Canada, the Northwest Territories and
the Yukon.

Crowded into this year's 10-day schedule
will be visits to Quebe'f City and Camp Val-
cartier, home of the 3r Battalion, Canadian
Guards, on Monday, April 18; the RCAF Stations
at Chatham, 1.B.; and Greenwood. N.S., on.
April 19 ; (yi1i1CS Cornwallis, Halifax, N S., and
HMC$ Shearwater, Dartmouth, N.S., on April 20;
and HMCS Labrador, ]-y1RCS Stadacona and HMCS
Dockyard, at Halifax on April 22.

Saturday, April 23, will be a free day but
the tour will be resumed Sunday morning when
the group leaves Halifax by RCAF aircraft for
Goose Bay, Labrador. The visitors will remain
overnight at Goose Bay and, following a tour
of the big RCAF station Monday, will fly to
Montreal.

In Montreal on Tuesday a tour will be made

of No. 25 Central Ordnance De:•ot, one of the '

largest military supply depots in Canada, and

on the same day the group will visit the RCAF's

Air Transport Command at Lachine, Que. After

spending another night in Montreal, the party

will be flown back to Ottawa by the RCAF during

the mor.ning of April 27.

SUMMER TRAINING FOR UNDERGRADS: More than

2,000 young men from Canadian services colleges

and civilian universities will train with the

Canadian Army at home and overseasthâs summer.

Second lieutenants and officer cadets of

the Canadian Officer Training Corps (C7710'and

the regular Officer Training plan (1'1,07n}, will

undergo basic and advanced training 2t Army

Corps schools, with Regular Army units in

Canada and the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade

in Germany.

'The training period begins April 15 and

end September 15.

•'Three hundred of the candidates are officer
cadets from the Royal Militaiy College,
Kingston,.Ontario, Royal Roads, Esquimalt,
B.C., and College militaire royal de Saint-

Jean, Saint-Jean, P.Q. ihe- ren:âir.der are
studyin g at col.leges and universities from

Newfoundland to British Columbia.
Seventy-three of the candidates will go to

Europe this summer for attachment as officers
with various units of the 1st Canadian Infantry
Brigade in Germany. About the same number of
COTC and HOTp personnel trained wn th the Can-
adian NA1'0 force last year.

SHIPBUILDING IND T t The• value of pro-

uction in Canada's shipyards reached a post-

war peak of $183, 215,310 in 1953. up • 157. from
$159,057, 949 in Lq52. according to the Bureau's
annual industry report on'the• shipbuilding

.industry. Ships delivered'during the year were
worth $53,520,954 as against $34,881,738 in
1952. Value of work done in previous years on
ships delivered during 1953 was $32,427,998
and the value of work done on ships not com-
pleted in 1953 was $74,218,646• This put the
total value of new construction in 1953 at

$95, 311, 602 versus $82, 573, 8•15 in 1952• The
value of ship repairs during the year•was
$62;787,081 as compared with $47,5•78,971 in
the preceding year.

Among the ships delivered during 1953, the
sharpest increase over 1952 was in naval
vessels, which numbered six as against three
,and were worth $14,959,639 as against $4,249,-
Q16. Cargo and cargo-passenger vessels number-
ed six worth $17,608,921 versus six worth
$17,935,109 in 1952. One dredge was delivered
in.each year but the 1953 vessel was worth
$1,587,675 as compared with $731,325 for the
,one delivered in 1952. Deliveries of ferries
dropped sharply to one worth $141,623 from
fourvalued at $329,637. Fishing boats de-
creased to 20 worth $607,404 from 23 valued at
$936,569• No passenger ships were delivered in
1952 but three worth a total of $600,000 were
completed in 1953. Scows and barges numbered
13 worth $567,029 versus 22 valued at $753,793.
One tanker worth' $7, 453, 180 was delivered in
1953 as compared with two valued at $8,674,242
in 1952- Output of tugs fell to 20 w-orth
$326,666 from 27 valued at $66q A90< The number
of small power craft delivered rose to 13
worth $113,405 from two valued at $4.7-56, while
small craft without Fpwer numbered 13 worth
$30,522 as against 26 valued at $6,734. Other
-commercial vessels numbered 35 and were worth
$9,525,490 as compared with 56 valued at
$590,.273 in. 1952•

CLASSROOM TELEVISION- Further experiment

into the classroom use of television has been

recommended by the National Aclvisory Council
on School Broadcasting in a report on a class-

room television experiment-carried out last

November. The 64-i;-'.ge report released by the

CBC is based on findings among more than 500

teachers and 18,000 pupils who took part in
the experiment.

-.- ^: r # •

Last year Canada imported 140 pounds of
dragons blood from the United States.

Ten foreign countries bought $61,OLq worth
of Canadian paiiitings last year.
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CANADA HAILS SALK POLIO VACCINE 

into its value, these.grants were used for the 
purchase of respirators and other therapeutic 
equipment; the establishment of polio clinics 
and suitable hospital accommodation for polio 
victims; the employment of special professional 
staff for trainins ana rehabilitation; and the 
encouragement of research on  polio problems. . 

The development of polio vaccine.by Dr. 
Jonas E. Salk and his colleagues is a dramatic 
chapter in the story of modern medical science. 
It was only possible because, as a result of 
an intensive research effort  conducted mainly 
in the United States and Canada over the past 
five years, a broad case of scientific know-
ledge about polio had been accumulated- . ." 

* * * * 

PUPIL'S eENTe HEALTH SURVEY,:  The emotional 
outlook  and-  attitude toward life of Çuepec 
City's  23,000  school children'will be studied 
by a professional team composed of a social 
worker, a psychologist, and a mental health 
nurse, it was revealed here today by the Hon-
ourable Paul Martin, Federal Health Minister, 
.The'project will be supported by a $25,500 
national health grant. 

The. professional team.and the city's 
teachers will work together in an effort to 
improve the students opportunities to make 
healthy adjustments to their environments, the 
hinister said. 

Children requiring individual treatment 
will be referred to the Medical-Social Centre, 
a child guidance plinic. • 

Mr. Martin noted that the project is of an 
experimental nature. At the end of three years 
it will be carefUlly reviewed to determine 
whethertheservice is successful in preventing 
maladjustments and mental illness. 

The Minister pointed out that this is one 
of a number of mental health services for 
school children being established across 
Canada. 

*  a a a 

NEW METALLURGY FELLOWSHIPS:  Basic research 
in geology and metallurgy . is now going forward 
in five Canadian universims under a.fellow-
ship programme sponSored by the International 
Nickel Company of Canada, Limited, with an 
estimated grant of $80,000. 

Since the Inco Fellowships were instituted 
in 1951, the fellows have been selected by the 
National Council of Canadian Universities 
Fellowship Committee. The fellowships are 
tenable for three years. 

The National Council of Canadian Univer-
sities Scholarship Committee has just announc-
ed three new Inco Fellowships and the renewal 
of five others.  The  new fellowships go to John 
T. Cumberlidge and Andrew B. Whitehead, of 
McGill University, and Walter Morris, of the 
University of Toronto. 

CRC SUPERVISOR WINS AWARD2  Richard S. 
Lambert, CBC Supervisor of School Broadcasts, 
received a special sward recently from the 
Institute for Education by Radio-Télevision at 
its 25th anniverSary dinner in Columbus, Chio. 

The Institute, Which conducts an Exhibition 
of Educational :%rogrammes each year at Ohio 
State University, presented Mr. Lambert with a 
25th Anniversary Award for.outstanding contri-
butions to the development of educational 
broadcasting during the last quarter century, 

Mr. Lambert's association with the In-
stitute goes back to its beginning in 1931, 
when he re Tesented the BBC at the first 
Institute for Education by Radio at Columbus. 
In 199 he came to Canada to Jive and began 
broadcasting commentaries for the CBC. In 1942 
he was  instrumental in arranging . the first 
series of National School Broadcasts in Canada 
with the co-operation of all the provinces, 
and was appointed Supervisor of School Broad-
casts the following year. . . . 

In re, Mr: Lambert was seconded by the 
CBC to the preparatory commission of uNEscn, 
where he served" as Counsellor.ià)r Radio in the 
Mass Communications Section and helped prepare 
the first UNESCO report. 

Last year he supervised the ...first Canadian 
experiment with classroom television, a report 
of which was recently published. Called  Lets  
Take a Look,  this series won a first award at 
the Columbus .exhibition this week. . . . 

* 	* * 

AIRMAN RECEIVES  U. S, DECORATION:  General 
Robert M. Lee, Commanding Cèneral .of the 4th 
Allied Tactical Air Force in Europe, recently 
presented Wing Commander j.D. (Doug) Lindsay, 
of Arnprior, Cntario, with the United States 
Distinguished Flying Cross for his services in 
Korea, it was announced by RCAF Air Division 
Headquarters in Metz, France, on April 7. 

The  présentation  took place in General 
Lee's office at the 4th ATAF Headquarters in 
Trier, Germany. In attendance were Air Viée 
Marshal Hugh  Campbell, Air  Officer Commanding 
the RCAF's Air Division in Europe, and Air 
Commodore W. MacBrien, Chief of Staff at Air 
Division headquarters, Metz, France. 

W/CLindsay, now serving at the RCAF's Air 
Division headquarters in Europe, had a dis-
tinguished record in the Air Force in the 
Second World War. In July 1952, he was sent 
to Korea to serve with the USAF on fighter 
operations until November 1952, when he was 
returned to . Canada. While serving with the 
USAF he was credited with destroying two 
MIG-15's and damaging three others, 

* a a * 

The price index for 30  industrial materials 
at wholesale, on the 1935-39 base, rose 0.4% 
during March to reach 230,0 for the week of 
March 25 as compared with 229.1 for the week 
of February 25. 
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

THE BUDGET:  Personal income tax reductions 
averaging 10 per cent and cuts in corporation 
t ax and the taxes on automobile tires and tubes 
were announced by the Minister of Finance, Mr. 
Walter Harris, in his first Budget Speech in 
the House of Commons on April 5. 

The personal income tax reduction becomes 
effective on July 1 this year, but the Minister 
estimated that over a full 12-month period the 
total taxation relief accorded in the - Budget 
would amount to $207,000,000. 

He asked the United States to "continue to 
give positive direction and leadership in re-
ducing barriers to the free flow of world 
trade" and added, "We in Canada will continue 
to play our part in any further steps that are 
taken to promote these objectives." 

The main points-in the Nlinister's Budget 
announcements were: 

Personal income tax reduced by average 10 
per.. cent effective July 1, with red.uctions 12 
to 13 per cent for 85 per cent of taxpayers. 

Speci•al 15 per cent excise tax on new 
automobiles reduced to 10 per cent, effective 
immediately. . 

Special 10 per cent excise tax on tires and 

tubes repealed immediately. 
Corporation tax on large company incomes 

reduced to 45 per cent from 47, effective 

january 1, 1955; small company (under $20,000 
income) tax unchanged. 

Incentive tax concessions for oil, gas and 

mining industries, now temporary, made perm- 

anent.  

Government forecasts $160,000,000 budget 
deficit in 1955-. 56. 

Budget revenue forecast at $4,202,000,000; 
-expenditure,  $4,362,000,000.  

Government to set up Royal - Commission to 
survey Canada's economic prospects. 

Minor exemptions to gcneral sales tax pro-
vided, totalling about $1,000,000. a year, 
effective immediately. 

Tariff  of  7% per cent imposed for first 
time on 'polyethylene resins, widely used in 
plastic industry, effective immediately. 

Tariff board to inquire into tariffs on 
primary iron and steel and potatoes. 

Canadian civilians, abroad for six  months 
or more, may bring back household and personal 
effects duty-free as "settlers' effects." 
Similar provisions exist for soldiers and 
Government emp loyees . 

Earlier estimated 1954-55 budget deficit of 
$148,251,000 revised to$194,000,000 in closing 
out the deficit on the Old Age Security.fund. 

In his remarks on the international  Situa-
tion, Mr. Harris said, in part: 

• 	"In helping countries to restore stability 
in the post-war years, to expand production 
and to increase their international trade, no 
nation has played a more constructive role 
than the United States. As every member of 
this House is aware,  • the success that has 
already been recorded is due largely to gen-
erous and farsighted American policies. 

"In the past twelve months, however, while 
there was no basic change inAmerican policies, 
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there was a disappointing lack of progress
toward actual reductions in trade barriers and
there were discnncerting sip,ns of a revival of
protectionist feeling in response to the in-
crease in competitive conditions.

"I'should remind the House that the United
States Administration has resisted prop'osal's
which, in our opinion, would not advance the
cause of friendly and mutually advantageous
tradé. This resistance we welcome. On the other
hand, the resistance has not been uniformly
successful. We all have our difficulties and
it is not always possible to achieve ideal
solutions.

"But it must be recognized that actions
taken or even implied by the Government of the
United States may weaken support for liberal
commercial policies and may,impose upon those
of us who are firm supporters of such policies
a greater burdén in defending them in our own
countries.• '

CIVE AND TAKE

'One country cannot attempt to get the max-
imum benefit at the cost of the minimum ad-
justments without•creating a desire in other
countries to achic:ve the same result. There
must be a reasonable give and take in any
durable trade relationships, whether under the
GATT or under any other system.

"It is of the utmost importance for the
future of international economic,cooperation
that the United -States should'continue to give
positive direction and leadership in reducing
barriers to the free flow of world trade.

"We in Canada will continue to play our
part in any further steps that are taken to
promote these objectives. As one of the world.'s
great trading nations, it is clearly in our

interest to encourage overseas countries to
earri dollars in order that they may be able to
buy our exports, which are the source of over

one-£ifth of our income.
".If we are to maintain our standard of

living and use our resourc.es and skilis'to
best advantage, we must be prepared to permit
other nations to do the same. Markets every-
where are becoming more competitive, but as an
important exporting nation we must continue to
look very carefully atall proposals involving
government protection,and aid. The effects of
the higher costs resultin g£rom artificial
assistance in one form or another would have
to bé borne by the Canadian consumer in the
form of higher'taxes and higher prices and,
even more important, by the Canadian producer
for export in the form of lost markets over-
seas and lost employment here.

"We should be particularly careful about
impeding:imports from countries whose trading
position was impaired by the war -- countries
which are now dismantling their discriminatory
restrictions against our exports and which can
be expected to buy still more from us as long
as we do not prevent them from earning the
dollars to do so. . . ."

(C.W.B.. APrl1 8. 1955)

The Minister expected an increase in gross
national production in Canada in 1955 to about
$25% billion, a five or six per cent increase
over 1954, and, of the economic outlook said,
in part:

"The long-term economic outlook for Canada
is extremely bright. It has changed tremend-
ously in the past 25 or 30 years, and it will
continue to change. The world we live in has
changed too, and that process will go on.

"None of us has any doubts as to our great
future, or of our capacity greatly to expand
our population and our standards of living. I
suppose all of us in this House have, from
time to time, made speeches about our great
opportunities and our shining future....

"The Government intends.:. . . to appoint
a Royal Commission with instructions to look
ahead and examine carefully our future economic
prospects. The sort of study we have in mind
would include probable developments both in
our productive capacities and in our external
markets. It w6uld include an examination of
our population growth in both its regional and
age distribution-aspects. It would assemble
information and speculate thoughtfully about
the magnitude and nature of our future re-
quirements for the great variety of physical
amenities which contribute to a steadily
rising level of well-being."

a ^ w x^

EU PLt. ASIA'7C1UR: A party of 34 members of
the directing sta and students of the Nation-
al Defence College, Kingston, Ontario, left
Canada April 2 on' the first leg of a two-
month overseas tour. The tour is one of a
series arranged annually by the college to
provide students with first-hand knowledge of
conditions in other countries.-

The entire party will-visit the United
Kingdom and France, then split up into two
groups. One will visit Western Europe, the
other the Middle East and South Asia. Among
the countries to be visited are West •Germany,
Greece, Turkey, Italy, Pakistan and India.

RC C AIRLIFT: RCAF spring re-supply of
weather bases in the Arctic Islands jointly
operated by Canadian and US Meteorological
Services began April 6.'

Nearly 750,000 pounds of equipment; food
supplies and fuels is being âirlifted into
four US-Canadian sites by C119 "Packets" of
435 Edmonton, and 436 Lachine, transport
squadrons. The USAF operating from Thule air
base on Greenland will also také part by lift-
ing supplies into the two most northern points
at Alert and Eureka on Ellesmere Island.

' An estimated 67,500 full-time students are
enrolled in universities and.colleges across
Canada crmr the current academic year. 3, 300 or
5ab more than in 1953-54.
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(C.111. B. . April  8,  1955) 

GOVERNMENTAL FINANCIAL OPERATIONS , 19 5 4 - 5 5 

DEFICIT $148,000,000:  A eite Paper, tabled 
in the House of Cnmmons on March 4 as a pre-
lude to the presentation of the Budget on 
April 5 set forth . the following as the high-
lights of governmental financial operations 
during 1954-1955. 

nine budgetary revenues of the Cevernment 
for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1955 are 
now estimated at $4,107 million. This is $357 
million or about 8 per cent less than the 
amount of $4,464 million forecast in last 
year's Budget Speech and approximately $289 
million less than the tota l  collected in the 
preceding year. 

"Budgetary expenditures are estimated at 
$4,255 . million which is $205 million or 4% per 
cent less than the budget forecast and about 
$95 million less than the total spent in 1953- 
54.. 

"On the basis of these figures the in-
dicated deficit is about $148 million compared 
with the budget forecast of a nominal surplus 
of $4 million and a surplus of $46 million for 
1953-54. 

REVENUE $1.11E 

MilDn the revenue side of the Government's 
budgetary operations the Most significant 
feature was the decline of $251 million in tax 
revenues. Corporation  income taxes declined by 
$183 million, excise taxes by $53 million, 
customs import duties by $14 million and 
personal income taxes by $12 million, but dhese 
were only slightly offset by increases of $7 
million in taxes on dividends, interest,.rents 
and royalties  going abroad, and $3 million in 
succession duties. 

'On the expenditure side, the most sisnifi-- 
cant feature was the continued importance of 
defence in the Governmert's expenditure pro-
gramme. Although defence expenditure:s at 
$1,697 million were $157 million or about g 
per cent less than those of the previous year, 
they still constituted 40 per cent of the 
Government's total budgetary outlay. In 1953- 
54, defence expenditures . represented 42,6 per 
cent of the total. 

"Although the budgetary deficit was $148 .  
million, the Government made loans, advances 
and other non-budgetary disbursements of about 
$292 million and at the saine  time reduced the 
amount of its unmatured fundedGfebt outstanding 
in the hands of the public by approximately 
$202 million. This was achieved by using the 
$488 million available from insurance, pension 
and annuity accounts receipts, the repayment  

of loans and advances and other non-budgetary 
receipts and credits,  and  by letting cash 
balances run down by 1154 million  

"During 1954-55, the Government's liability 
for unmatured debt decreased by  •$88 million, 
but as other liabilities of the Government 
increased by $109 million, the gross public 
debt increased by $21 million to $17,944 
million at March 31, 1955. During the same 
period thenet active or realizable or revenue-
producing assets decreased by $127 million to 
$6,680 million with the result that the Gov-
ernment's net debt -- that is, the gross debt 
less the active assets -- was $11,264 million 
at March 31, 1955,aTincrease of $148 million. 

"After taking into account the budgetary 
deficit of $148 million and the net balance of 
$196 million available from non-budgetary 
transactions, $48 million was available for 
debt reduction. By using this amount and by 
allowing cash balances to run dosn by $154 
million, unmatured funded debt in the hands of 
the public, after taking into account sinking 
fund purchases and transactions in the sec-
urities investment account, was reduced by 
$202 million." 

Under the heading, "National Income and 
Product," the Government reported: 

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 	• 

"Gross national product for 1954 is esti-
mated at $24.0 billion, a decline of $.4 
billion from  1953. This  indicates a reduction 
of 2 per cent in terms of value; but in terms 
of volume or real Product the decline may have 
been slightly larger. 

"The  decline in production for 1954 is in 
sharp conttast with  the  large gains of the 
four years 1950 to 1953; and came about des-
pite a further increase in the potential of 
the economy, because die effect of some slack-
ening in aggregate demand was combined with a 
large and fortuitous reduction in the western 
grain crop, , 

"Although Production in 1954 was lower for 
the year as a whole than in 1953, there was an 
Upturn in die volume of  production in the last 
quarter of the year.  The  fourth quarter 
estimate of gross national product exclusive 
of agriculture was higher on a seasonally 
adjUsted basis than aniprevious quarter in 
either 1954 or 1953  " 

Undcr "National Expenditure", the Paper 
notes that consumer expenditure rose from 
$15,115 million in 1953  to $15,581 million in 

* * 

For the third year in a row Canadian 
travellers last year apent more in the United 
States than U.S. travellers did in Canada - 
$311,000,000 versus $278,000,000. 

• * * . 

There are 2,616 etudents working for law 
degrees in Canadian universities and colleges 
in the current academic year, 66 more than in 
1953-54 and 459 more than in 1952-53. 
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(C.W'.B..APril 8, 1955)

3,300''NATO AIRCREW TRAINED IN CANADA '

SINCE LATE 1950: The 6 th ânniversary of
TL, which o,.curred on Apri1 4, this week,

found the RCAF handling one of Canada's most
significant NATO contributions, the aircrew
training programme.

More than 3 300 aircrew from nine other
NATO countrieshave won their wings with the
RCAF in Canada since the scheme began in late
1950. So routine has the operation become that
wings parades are no longer news in Canada.
However, wings ceremoniés at prairie flying
stations last week saw ]g NATO airçrew train-
ees from France and the Netherlands win theirs,
and prépare for their journéy home as trained
aircrew. Another 12 aircrew from France and
Turkey are scheduled to receive the.ir wings
this week, tc swell the ever-growing total of
Canadian-trained NATO aircrew.

The RCAF is training student flyers from
the UK; Norway, Denmark, France, the Nether-
lands, Belgium, Portugal, Italy and Turkey.
Aircrew students from Greece are scheduled to
be added, to the list, the Department of
National Defence announces.

Upon ariival in Canada, NATO trainees are
sent to RCAF Station London, Ontario, where
the RC.,AF provides familiarization lectures for
indoctrination into Canadian service life.
This pre-flight orientation course serves to
reduce the shock of intensive aircrew training
under conditions strange to the students from
abroad.

After the initial three-week course NATO
pilot trainees move on to one of the RCAF's
flying training schools, most of which are
located on .the broad expanses of the Canadian
prairies. Future NATO navigators receive their
training and wings at Winnipeg, Man.

* 4C

MINK NOW LEADS FURS: King of Canad'a's fur
arms in pre-war years, the fox today runs a

poor third to mink and chinchilla.Tiie Bureau's
latest report shows only 5,345'foxes on farms
at the start of l.ast year as compared with
299,433 mink, 15,889 chinchillas and 390 other
animals. At the-start of 1939 there were 141.-
000 foxes, 106,283 mink, 60 chinchillas and
23,038 other types.

The 321,057 animals on Canadian fur farms
at the start of 1954 were valued at $10,835"
709, down from $15,412,758 at the.start of
1946, when animals'numbered 310, 220, but up
from $g,92,.), 50ç. at the beginning of 1939, when
the total was 270, 381. The increase in numbers
and the decrease in total value since the war
was the result of a drop in the average value
of animals of all kinds.

In total value terms, mink were by far the
most important animals on fur farms at the
start of - last year, being worth $8, 1q.2, 22^) as
compared with $2,580,961 for chinctaillas and

only $96,833 for foxes.

On completion of their initial. flying
training on piston-engine Harvards, potential

NATO pilots pass on to the advanced flying
training phase. This advanced instruction is
given on either T-33 Silver Star jets or on
twin-engine Mitchells, depending on the type
of operational flying for which the trainees
are destined.

The NATO aircrew training programme is but
one of the Canadian NATO contributions which
are being hand.led by the RCAF. The sixth an-

niversary of NATO finds the RCAF's Air Div-
ision firmly established overseas, as part of

the NATO air forces in Europe.
During 1954 Canada steadily replaced the

Mark 2 Sabres, with which its Air Division was
originally equipped, with the more powerful
Mark 5, powered by the Canadian designed and
built Orenda jet engine.. A still improved
version of the Sabre, the Mark 6, is to go
into NATO service with the Air Division.

Significant too, was the move by. Canada's
No. 1 Fighter Wing, based at North Luffenham
in the United Kingdom since its formation in
1951, to its new continental NATO base at
'Marville, France. With the move completed
Canada's four fighter wings assigned to NATO
now are grouped in France and Germany.

In the operational field, participation in
aerial exercises-occupies a large.portion of
the flying time binding the RCAF close to the
five sister nations forming the Allied Air
Forces Central Europe - AAFCE.

Looking back over the past six years Can-
adians can note the rapid strides with.which
the RCAF has covered.the distance to building
up an Air Division of 12 jet fighter squadrons
in Europe.

^ a

EXPORT CREDITS INSURANCE: Export sales in-
sured by the port Cre its Insur.ance.Corpora-
tion during 1954 totalled $36,304.822, an
increase of 40 per cent over 1953, according
to the Corporation's annual report tabled
March 29 in the House of Commons by the Min-
ister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe.

The bulk of the increase was accounted for
by the insurance of capital goods sold on a
medium term credit basis, where the payment
terms in some cases extended to four years.

Manufacturers' investment in inventory at
the end of January totalled $3,520,300,000,
narrowly below the preceding month's $3,528,-

700,000 but 5% under last year's $3,698,700,-
000.

e .
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dustries earned an average of $58,,88 a week
last year, $1.58 or 31, more than in 1953.

Workers in the major non-agricultural in-
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CAPITAL OUTFLOW:  Trade in outstanding sec-
urities between Canada and other.countries in 
January resulted in a purchase balance or 
capital outflow of $6,300,000.  The outflow to 
the United States amounted to $11,700,000 and 
was offset to some extent by sales balances or 
capital inflows of $4, 800,000 from the United 
Kingdom and $600,000  from other overseas 
countries.. 

On  balance, Canadians repuréhased $20 600,- 
000 of non-resident held Canadian boncis•and 
debentures, but éold to non-residents  $11,-
600,000°f  Canadian stocks and $2,700,000  other 
securities, mainly United States stocks. The 
volume of trading, although down by about 

$12,000,000 as compared to the previous month 
continued to be high and for the. llth con-. 
secutive month has exceeded $100,000,000. 
Trading in Canadian common and preference 
stocks accounted for 551,ofthe total turnover. 

Most of  the trading in Canadian bonds and 
debentures took place with United States 
residents, from whom Canadians repurchased 
$12,200,000 of Government of Canada direct and 
$3,400,000 guaranteed issues. Repurchases of 

$4  600,000 provincial and $400,000  municipal 
debentures accounted for the balance of the 
repatriation..lhere was very heavy trading of 
Cànadian stocks with United States residents. 
Net  sales amounted  to  $6,400,000  eompared with 
an average of $9,400,000 for the previous 
seven months during which sales to United 
States new investment trusts were an important 
influence. 

* * * * 

SCHOLARSHIPS:  Details of university entrance 
awards available to high school students are 
contained in the publication "Undergraduate 
Scholarships and Bursaries Open to Students 
Entering Canadian Universities" released by 
the Dominion Bureau of.Statistics. 

In it are listed 468 groups of awards each 
valued at $100 and over from 29 Canadian 
degree-granting universities end colleges. 
While in many cases the total number of awards 
availsele in each group are not specified, a 
minimum of 1,600  scholarships and bursaries 
are.available. The total value of the awards 
runs to over $1,000,000. 

* * 

WHEAT SUPPLJus:  Visible supplies of Can-
adian wheat on March 16 totalled 336,332,000 
bushels, down Eno from last year's correspond-
ing total of 352,778,000  bushels. Deliveries 
of wheat from farms in the Prairie Provinces 
during  the  week increased to 3,833,000 bushels 
from 2,590,000  and overseas export clearances 
climbed to 4,837,000 bushels from 1,804,000. 

• * * 
Banff National Park in Alberta, established 

in 1885, is Canada's oldest scenic national 
park. 

FIRST ATOMIC POWER PLANT:  The Minister of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. C.b. Howe, announced 
in the House of Commons on March 24 that 
Canada 's  first atomic power plant to produce 
electricity is to be büilt jointly by the 
federal Gevernment and the Ontario Hydro-
electric Power Commission at a cost of between 
$13,000,000 and $15,000,000. 

After outlining the studies leading up to 
the decision, he proceeded, in part: 

"The reactor will be designed to produce 
20.,000 kilowatts electric. Its nuclear speci-
fications will be based, in the main, on the 
heavy water technology which hasbeen developed 
at Chalk River in cennection withthe operation 
of the NRX reactor. %hile the reactor is not 
expected to produce power at costs competitive 
with hYdro plants or large thermal-stations, 
it will provide the kind of operating and cost 
experience Which will make possible a scale-up 
to a large and economic power reactor. . . 

"The arrangement will provide that Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited will assume respons-
ibility for the specifications and the cost of 
the  reactor, and that the Hydro-Electric Power 
Commission of Ontario will assume respons-
ibility for the  specifications and cost of the 
conventional part of the plant, including the 
cost of the building to house the entire plant 
and the  cost of.its site. 

'Ontario Hydro will . operate the plant as a 
part of its power system and for.that purpose 
will purchase.steam from Atomic Energy of 
Canada Limited at a price equivalent to the 
cost  of  steam produced in the emergency plant 
erected at Scarborough, Ontario, soine years 

• ago.". . 
The Minister said the experimental plant 

would be built in Ontario on a site to be 
chosen by Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy of 
Canada, Limited, which operates  the  Chalk 
River, Ontario, atomic project. 

Contract for construction of the reactor 
would be awarded to Canadian General. Electric 
Company and it was expected ehat construction 
would be completed by mid-1958. 

NEW ANTI - COAGULANT:  A new anti - coagulant 
has just been synthesized at the National 
Research Council's Maritime Regional Labora-
tory at Halifax, N.S., the National Research 
Council announced March 30. The product is 
not yet in commercial use. At present the teeJt 
anti -coagulant is probably heparin; but it can 
only be obtained from livers ,  is difficult to 
prepare, and expensive. 

Basic material for the new anti-coagulant 
is cheap and abundart, as it comes frem kelp, 
a type of seaweek; .  the syntlictic compound has 
been shown to be non-poisonous in large doses 
and to act for the required length of time. 

o 
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EDUCATION, TRAINING FOR INDIANS, ESIiIMOS

PREPARE FOR NEW NOR Tfl : The "Ai. n i s t e r of
Northern Affairs, Mr. Jean Lesage, announced
March 28 that the Government has approved an
extensive programme of construction of schools
and hostels to provide bet•ter education for
children in the Northwest Territories.

Mr. Lesage said the steady increase in the
Indian and Eskimo population of the north, as
well as the sharp.drop in fur prices in recent
years, had made it increasingly difficult for
the native population to continue to rely en-
tirely on the wildlife resources of the.
country.

The scattered character of the Indian and
Eskimo population makes it impossible to
prorvide education for most of the children
except at centres where residential facilities
are provided. The hostels will provide such
facilities. They will be built and owned by
the Government. Those intended primarily for
Indian and Eskimo children;will be operated by
the Roman Catholic and Anglican 01urches.

The-programme of construction will be
spread over six years. As the need for educa-
tion is most urgent iri the Mackenzie Valley,
the main emphasis during the six years will be
there.

The programme includes hostels and schools
at Fort McPherson, Fort Smith, Fort Simpson
and Aklavik in the Mackenzie Valley, and at
Frobisher Bay on Baffin Island. A start will
be made in the summer of 1955 on construction
at Fort McPherson, and it will be completed'in

1956.
Mr. Lesage said that the vocational training

schools would be established at Aklavik,

Yellowknife and Frobisher Bay. They will pro-
vide training for children in the Northwest
Territories - Indians, Eskimos, and otl:er.s..-
to enabl.e them to learn skilled or semi-skillec'
occupations.. With such training the children
wil.l, be in a position to take up new employ-
ments and to participate in the increasing
economic development of the north.

The Minister said the schools and hostels
will be financed by the federal Govérnment.
All costs will be paid by itin respect of
Indians and Eskimos, since they are a federal
responsibility.

The programme will involve the enlargement
of existing federal. ciay schools at Fort
McPherson, Fort Smith and Fort Simpson. A new
school will be built at the new site of
Aklavik. All of these. schools will be• attended
Dy the Indian and Eskimo children resident in
the hostels, as well as by all the children,
of whatever race, whose homes are in the
settlement. Mr. Lesage said that both the

federal and the territorial Governments felt
it was most important to avoid any segregation
along racial lines in'the schools of the North-
west Territories.

A special curriculum is being prepared for
Indian, Eskimo and other chi'ldren in the ti^orth-
west Territories who are not likely to go
beyond grade school. It will be designed to
fit such children for the type of employments
that are likely to be available in the Ter-
ritories and which do not require• advanced
training.

I

DEW LINE SURVEYS: The Royal Canadian Navy's
Arctic patrol vessel 1°HvICS Labrador will play
an important role in operat,ions to be carried
out this summer in Canada's eastern Arctic.

The operations involve the transportation

of personnel and equipment for construction on

the eastern portion of' the joint U.S. •- Can-
adian Distant Early Warning -- or Dc.M4 --- line,
a radar system which will.extend eventually
across the Canadian Arctic.

In compa.hy with a group ôf USN and US Coast
Guard icebreakers, the labrador will carry out
survey work off-Baffin Island, after entering
the area from Hudson Strait as early in July
as ice conditions permit.

The Labrador will sûrvey beaches and pos-
sible landirig sites carrying the necessary
hydrogranhic and scientific personnel to com-
plete the work.

Following the survey, the Labrador and U.S.
ice-breakers will retire to Hudson Striit,
where they will meet U.S. transports carryini,
men and equipment, and escort them to the
landing areas. The Labrador will remain in the
area as long as feâsible.

MOST MINERALS UP: Production of 14 of Can-
a a's 16 ea ing mineral products was higher
in the year 1954 than in the preceding year
with major gains in irori ore, copper, lead,
nickel, natural gas and petroleum, the Bureâu's

monthly summary shows; Coal and zinc declined.
The year's output of copper rose to 302,984

tons from 253,252 and gold to 4,366,506 finé
ounces from 4,055,723•

Iron ore.production increased to 7,338,629
tons from 6,509,818, lead to 2 Lq,280 tons from
193,706, natural gas to 120,878,381 M cubic
feet from 100,985,923 M, nickel to 158,520
tons from 143,693. pptroleum to 96,065,294
barrels from 80,8o8,897, and.silver to 30,680,-
4-91 fine ounces fro.m. 2,g, 2gg, 335. production of
coal dropped to 14,908,741 tons from 15,900,-
673•

Highway traffic between Canada and the
United States increased nearly 9% in January
over the same month last year when 728,5(}0
vel2icles-crossed the border versus 669,500,
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

CANADA -U.S.. RELATIONS›  Reaffirming his view 
that Canada could not stand aloof drom a major 
war Which threatened the very existence of the 
people of the United States, the Secretary of 

State for External Affairs, MX. L.B. Pearson, 
added, in the House of Commons on March.24; 

"But I must add in all frankness that I do 
not consider a conflict between two Chinese 
Governments.for possession of these Chinese 
coastal islands, Clbnemoy or the Matsus,.to be 
such a situation, or one requiring any Can-
adian intervention in support of the Chinese 
Nationalist regime. That view has already been 
made known more than once to our friends in 
Washington." 

In an hour-long review of world affairs 
which launched the external affairsdebate ,, 
the Minister touched on increasing Canadian 
international responsibilities, the aspirations 
of the Asian people, the work of the Indo-
China  Armistice Commissions :and the -dis-
armament talks in London but stressed mainly 
Canada's position in respect of  Formosa' and
Canada-Uhited States relations. 

At the conclusion of Mr. Pearson's speech 
the debate was continued by Mr. John G. 
Diefenbaker, for the Progressive Conservative 
Party; Nx. M. J. Caldwell, Leader of the C.C.F.; 
Mr. Solon E. Low, Social Credit Leader, and 
others, and will be continued.indefinitely. 

After outlining the position taken by the 

United States on Formosa and the coastal 
islands, Mr. Pearson proceeded,  in part, on 

that subject: 

"The Canadian position on this matter has 
been stated in the House. We have aècepted no 
commitment to share in the defence of either 
Formosa  or the  coastal islands, or to intervene 
in any struggle between the two Chinese Gov-
ernments for possession of these  off-shoré 
islands..Cur obligations in this Matter arise 
only out of our responsibilities as a member 
of the United Nations, and I have stated in 
this House what those are. 

"Ne also think that a distinction, polit-
ically and strategically, can be made between 
Formosa and the coastal islands; also between 
Formosa and Korea. Nevertheless, the fact 
that we have no.commitments certainly does not 
mean that.we have no concern. We have a deep 
and abiding éoncern because of considerations 
which make isolation fromthese questions well-
nigh impossible. 

"There is first our general concern with 
peace and anything that might .  .threaten it. 
Then there is our special concern with  United  
States policy from the consequences of which 
Canada, a North American country, cannot 
escape. Finally there is our close concern 
with anything dhat weakens--as this question 
may--that coalition the strength and unity of 
which, under the leadership of the United 
States, is at present the strongest/eeterrent 
against communist aggression and war, 

"I have said, only recently, as many others 
have  said before me, that it would be impos-
sible, in my view,fimeither the United States 
or Canada to be neutral if the people of the 
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other country were-engaged in a major war in
which their very existence as a people was at
stake, and that in working out our foreign.and
our defence policies we can never forget that
fact. By 'we' I mean the United States as-well
as Canada.

"I•think-that is self evident. It is one of
the facts of international life which we, and
indeed other countries, have accepted. We in
Canada have already recognized that fact by
our membership in NATO. We have recognized it
also in our North American continental defence
arrangements which.are and must be, to -be
effective, on a joint basis and closely co-
operative.

"Canadians, and I believe Americans also,
understand and accept the inescapable inter-
dependence of Canada and the United States in
the policies required for our.joint•security
and for the preservation of peace. We cannot,
therefore, isolate ourselves from the implica-
tions of that interdependence, if either
country were ever attacked by an aggressor.

"If these..implications at times cause
anxiety on our part, as they do, we certainly
would have far greater cause for anxiety if
there were no recognition across thé border of
any-such mutual security and defence relation-
ship, or no recognition of our right to make
our'views known on matters which may be
primarily the responsibility of Washington.

DEFENSIVE

'"There are two main reasons, I think, why
the people of-Canada do understand and accept
this situation. The first is that any war in
which we were jointly engaged would be a
defensive one. It is inconceivable to Can-
adians; it is inconceivable certainly to me,
that the United States would ever initiate an
aggressive war. It is also inconceivable that
Canada would ever take'part in such a war. .

- "The second reason, as-I see it, is that
the only aggressive force that threatens us

today, or that•could commit a major aggression,
is communist imperialism. Lbes anybody believe
that we could or should keep out of an all-out
struggle precipitated by cômmunist aggressive
power which, if victorious, would end every-
thing that makes for free and decent existence?

"'Ihat, then, Mr. Speaker, is the meaning of
the proposition I have advanced, of the in-

evitability of close, co-operative arrange-
ments with the United States in maintaining

the peace and joint defence against a major
st'tack. This means, as the United Nations and

NATO meant, that our right to be neutral has

been limited by our desire to strengthen the
security of our country and protect the peace.

It does not mean, although I have heard it

mistated in these terms that whenever the
United States•is engaged in any kind of war,
we are at war, . . .

"It certainly does notmean that we must
participate in limited or peripheral wars,
aithough.because of the danger of such wars

(C.W.B..APri1 I, 1955)

spreading it gives us the right and the duty
to express our concern, not only in Washington
but also in London or in the United Nations-or
in NATO, over situations or policies that
might leâd.to confl.i.ct. It also makes it im-
perative on all of us to prevent local con-
flicts, not only because they are war -- war
is war whether local or general -- but also
because they can spread and cover the world„
In that case there would be no future for any
of us, because a war that covered the world
would be a nuclear war.

"This view that we could not be neutral in
a major war when the very existence of the
people of the United States was at stake, far
from representing an abdication of respons-
ibility.for our foreign policy, extends and
deepens that responsibility. It underlines our
right and our obligation to concern oursélves
with and make our views known on the policies
of others, especially of the United States,
when questions of peace and war are involved.
Its possession of the greatest power in the
world g ives us, I think, the right to be
especially preoccupied with the policies of the
United. States. It makes consultation and a
continuous exchange of views imperative. It
emphasizes our obligation to do everything
possible to avoid every kind of war, big or
little.

MR. DULLES IN OTTAWA

"That is one reason why we were so glad to

welcome.to Ottawa in recent days the Secretary

of State of the United States; and to discuss
with him very frankly and very fully United
States policy and our own policy on these
matters. .

"While believing strongly in the view that
the destinies of our two cotmtries are inter-
twined in the way I have already indicated and
as Mr. Palles has indicated, as well as many
others, I want to•reaffirm my vïew.that we
could pot stand aloof from a major war which
threatened the very existence.of the people of
the United States; but I must add in all frank-
ness that I do not consider a conflict between
two Chinese Governments for possession of these
Chinese coastal islands, Quemoy or the Matsus,
to be such a situation, or one requiring any
Canadian intervention in support of the
Chinese Nationalist regime: That view has al-
ready been made known more than once to our
friends in Washington.•

"What I fear most in this matter is that
even limited intervention, defensive in pur-
pose, by the United States might have a chain
reaction with unforéseen consequenc•es which
would cause the conflict to spread far beyond
the locality where.it began, and even across
the.ocean.:If a little war were to spread like
this it could become literally'the little war
before the last.

"That is why, may I repeat, we in Canada
are definitely and deeply.concerned in this
particular-issue, as we would be in any other
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peripheral conflict involvingtheUhited States 
even though we might have no commitments in 
regard to it which would put us under any 
obligation for participation, except that which 
would flow out of our  United Nations member-
ship. 

wIhat is also one of the reasons we have to 
keep in the closest possible touch with Wash-
ington, as well as with London and New Delhi 
and other friendly capitals, on all these 
matters, and more particularly on these 
Formosan matters. 

"I have personally'more than once made 
known our views, our serious doubts and anx-
ieties, to the Secretary of State on this 
matter and have received fromhim a full state-
ment of the United States position and the 
reason it has been adopted. He has confirmed 
the view, which I have alrèady expressed, that 
there is no aggressive purpose of any kind 
behind that  United States position. 

"It seems . to me that the first requirement 
at the moment for the  avoidance of conflict is 
for both Chinese sides to refrain from using 
force, particularly -- this is the immediate 
danger point -- against or from the coastal 
islands, but also against or from Formosa... . 

"If the  Chinese Communists have a case in 
this matter, ehen there are ways and means by 
which civilized countries can attempt peace-
fully to settle these disputes: both inside 
and outside the United Nations . . . . 

FINDING SOLUTION 

"For the moment, however. I ehink there is 
a greater chance of finding a solution by 
direct diplomatic negotiation, whieh is pres-
ently going on,thanby the use of the Security 
Council or even by calling a conference out-
side the United Nations.  The main difficulty 
in the  first case, a meeting of the Security 
Council, arises over the fact ehat the Chinese 
Communist Government is not a member of the 
United  Nations and now refuses to participate 
in a United Nations  meeting at which China is 
represented by  the  Chinese NetionaIist Govern-
ment. The main difficulty in the second case, 
a conference outside  the United Nations, is, I 
think, that it would be premature at this 
juncture, even if it were possible to get the 
two Chinese Governments into the.same room. 

"Although efforts that have been made have 
not yet resulted in any solution, we do not 
need to despair or abandon ehese  efforts, which 
as I have said are.takinÉ  place  through dipEo-
matic channels. What has been accômplished 
has revealed. indications on the communist side 
of at least a desire to avoid all-out war.. 

"In the age of the hydrogen bomb a readi-
ness to negotiate may be inspired not by love 
but by fear. Whatever may be the cause, there 
is some reason to hope that.all the parties 
concerned may at least be looking for a solu-
tion Which ehey could dare to accept. If this 
is.ehe case, then it would be great folly to 
miss any opportunity for negotiation which  

might present itself; even worse folly to 
destroy all such peaCefUl possibility by fall-
ing back again on the use of force. 

"If a settlement could be reached over this 
most acute of all recent disputes, the free 
world might conceivably find itself in a 
position from which it could proceed, even if 
slow4 laboriously and fitfully, to establish 
a framework of peace and political stability 
in the Far East." 

Concluding, Mr. Pearson said: 
"I: think, Mr. Speaker, that in one sense it 

is true that the greatest deterrent against a 
general war, .although not against a limited 
one, is the certainty of nuclear retaliation. 
In present circumstances that may be our best 
safeguard..If that is true it may give us some 
time which can and must be used for continu-
ing the persistent and patient search for the  
solution to international problems and for the 
easing of international tensions. 

"If we do not findsuch agreement and under-
standing then peace, such as it is, will be 
balanced on a hydrogen bomb or ,  to use the 
words which Mr. Nehru used a few weeks ago in 
London: 

'Mankind would be doomed to hover in-
definitely on the brink of catastrophe..". . . 

* * * * 

ATOMIC'TESTS:  Canada end the United Kingdom 
have been invited to send a small group of 
observers to witness atomic tests during the 
present series being conducted by the Atomic 
Energy Commission.at  the Nevada test site. 

In a joint announcement by the U.S. Eepart-
ment of Defence  and the Department of National 
Defence, it was stated that  the invitation 
furthers the close relationship which has 
existed between these countries under the 
Atomic Energy Acts of 1946 and 1954. The U.S. 
_defence officials have also invited . a number 
of observers of allied countries. 

The Supreme Allied  Commander Europe and the 
Supreme All ied Commander Atlantic have each 
been invited to designate  15military observers 
from their commands to witness an atomic ex-
plosion in the test series. These observers 
will be selected from senior officers of the 
NATO  international staffs of both Commands. 

* * * * 

Last year Torontb recorded the, largest in-
crease of any clearing centre in the value of 
cheques cashed, debits climbing almost 19% 
above the 1953  level..Compared with 1938, 
Edmonton had the sharpest rise, 1.954  debits 
being more than 8 times those of 16 years 
earlier. 

* * * 

Canada's jewellery and silverware industry 
used . $2,125,246 worth of diamonds in 1953e 
over twice the $940.253  worth of other precious 
and semi-precious stones used. 
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`CONTINUED•EXPANSION IN FEBRUARY FOREIGN TRADE

EXPORTS RISE= Canada's fo-reign commodity

.trade in February c.ontinued-the expansion

shown in recent months with increases over

1954 both in exports andrin imports., according

to preliminary' figures released by the Ib ►nin-
ion Buréau of Statistics. The rise in the

value of exports was larger than.that for

imports, resulting'in a smaller debit balance

than last year'on the monrh's tradé.

Exports were higher in vàlue'in February
than a year earlier to the United Kingdom and
other Commonwealth countries and the United
St,ates but lnwer,to all.other foreign coun-
tries as â group. Imports from the Unite^
Kingdom were lower in value but higher from
other coun.tries,'particulârly the United
States.

.Total exports in February..were up 7,7°k to

$301,400,000 from $279,800,000 in February
last year, while commodity imports rose-5.2%

to an estimated $308,000,000 from $292,600,000•
The resulting import surplus was $6,600,000 in
contrast to $12,800,000 in February, 1954.

In the two months, January and February,
exports to all countries climbed to $611,500,-
000 from $545,100,000 in the same period last
year and commodity imports rose to $614,600,-
000 from $572,800,000•-The import surplus in
the two-month period was sharply lower at

$3,100,000 in contrâst to $27,700,000 a•year
earlier; -

'F'ebruary exports to the United States moved

.up' to $181, 500,000 from $171,900,000 in the

cor^responding month last year, while imports
climbed to $233,000,000 from $217,400,000. The
larger rise in imports than in•exports resulted
in a rise i.n import balance to $51,500,000
from $45,500,000••In the.January- February
period exports rose to $364,700,000 from
$332,0100,000 and imports to $4r 1,.100, 000 from
$420,100,000p the import surplus moving up to
$96,400,000 from $88,100,000

Exports to the United Kingdom rose in
February to $55.,300•,000 ?rom'$44,900,000 but
imports fell to $25,600,000 from $29,000,000,
resultin.g in, an enlaxged export surplus of

$29,700,000 versus $15,900,000 a year ago. In
the. two months exports climbed to $118,300,000
from $83,100,000: while imports dropped to
$53,100,000 from $57,300,000• The export
balance thus rose to $65,200,000 from $25,-
800:000•

Exports to the rest of the Commonwealth in
Fe.bruary rose in valixe to $16,800,000 from
$11,900,000 and imports to $10,800,000 from
$10,500,000. In the January-February period
the exports were up to $33,400,000 from $24,-
000,000 and. the imports to $22,500,000 from
$19,500,000-

February exports to all other foreign
countries fell to $47,$00,0G0 from $51,100,000
but the imports rose to $38,600,000 from
$^5,700,000.'In the two months the exports

declined to $95;100,000 'from $106,000,000 but
the imports were moderately higher at $77,-
900,000 versus $75,900,000.

• 1

NEW ANTI -^ TANK GUN: A new anti- tank weapon
with superior qua ities of accuracy and pen-

etration has been developed in Canada, it was

announced March 25 at National Defence Head-

quarters.'

The weapon is of special intérest to the
Canadian Army since' it is the first complete
weapon, ammunition and fire control system
thot-has been designed,-developed and manufac-
tured in Canada.

The "Hellèr",.as the new weapon is known,
results from•extensive research, design and
development undertaken by the Defence Research
Board at its Canadian Armament Research and
Development Establishment at Valcartier, Que.
The concept of the weapon and its special
characteristics originated with the Canadian
Army.

A combination recoilless rifle and rocket
launcher, the "Heller" is primarily an in-
fantry weapon which allows the foot-soldier to
engage enemy.armour much more effectively than
!as possible with similar weapons used during
the Second World War.

The "Heller" fires a projectile which burns
through heavy armour and gene•rates such in-
tense heat that a hit almost anywhere on a
tank will ensure its destruction.

The "Heller", easily carried by a soldier,
can be fired from the shoulder while standing,
kneeling or sitting.

Sales of wholesalers in nine trades aver-
aged 3.5% higher in January than in the first
month last year, the Bureau's unadjusted index
registering 303:4 as against 294.1. Compared
with the previous month sales were down about
1596, the December index registering.357.1• The
index is on the base of average .1935-39 sales
equalling 100•

Canadian production of paints and varnishes
topped the hundred-million-dollar mark for the
first time in 1953, the total Of .$102,390,000
comparing with an output value of $95,961,000
in 1952 and $44,350,000 in 1945.
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PROTEST U.S. PROPOSED OIL IMPORT CURBS 

TEXT  OF - NOTE:  The Minister of Trade and 
Commerce, Mr. C. D. Howe, tabled in the  House 
of Commons on March 23 the text of a note 
which the Canadian Ambassador in Washington, 
Mr. Arnold Heeney, delivered tothe United 
States Government on March 16 to protest 
against measures that have been proposed to 
restrict the imports of crude oil into the 
United States. 

The text is as follows: 
"The Canadian GOvernment is greatly con-

cerned about legislation being considered in 
the United States to restrict imports of crude 
oil. Legislation of this kind would have 
unfortunate and damaging effects to which the 
Canadian Government wishes to draw attention. 
The Canadian Government would be equally 
concerned if the objectives of this proposed 
legislation were to be carried out by admin-
istrative action or if the United States oil 
industry were to be red to believe that the 
policy of the administration is to discourage 
imports from Canada. 

REFINERY CAPACITY 

"Resulting from  the  development of the oil 
industry in western Canada in recent years, 
there has been a development of refinery 
capacity and marketing plans in the United 
States to make use of the increasing avail-
ability of Canadian crude petroleum. Two 
refineries have already been constructed in 
the Pacific northwest to operate on deliveries 
from the Trans Mountain pipe line. A refinery 
is now being.built in East St. Paul to make 
use of Saskatchewan medium gravity crudes. 
There is notable concentration of refinery 
capacity in the Detroit-Toledo  area which can 
benefit from access to oil carried eastward by 
the Interprovincial Pipe Line. 

"Reference is made.to  this refinery capa-
city already in existence because of the 
Canadian interest  and, as we think, the in-' 
terest of the United States, in making sure 
that nothing be done to'impair the usefulness 
of these facilities. Bo:di economic and stra-
tegic factors point to the' desirability of 
increasing pipeline and refinery capacity to 
enable Canadian crude to find markets in the 
United States. The Canadian Government wishes 
to emphasize the importance of avoiding 
restrictive.measures- in the United States 
which might frustrate or prevent the continua-
tion of these desirable developments. 

"Attention should be given also to the 
efforts in which the United States Government 
has taken a leading part, along with. the Can-
adian Government, through the çeneral Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade and otherwise, to promote 
the growth of world-wide multilateral trade on 
an economic basis and unhampered by restric-
tions.:For the United States to embark  ion a  

restrictive policy with regard to oil - would be 
directly discouraging to these larger efforts. 

"From the point of view of strategic con-
siderations, it should be borne in mind that 
western Canadian oil fields are internaltothe 
North American continent. Nothing could be. 
more discouraging to exploration for oil and 
development.of this strategic industry in 
western Canada than the adoption by the United 
States of a restrictive import policy. It will 
be remembered that the United States navy on 
strategic grounds gave support to the con-
àtruction of the Trans Mountain pipe line and 
for the construction of additional refining 
capacity in the State of Washington. 

"If the United States GoVernment'should 
conelude, in its.best judgment, that itS 
defence interests requirethat imports of crude 
oil from countries overseas should be limited 
tothe proportion they bore in 1954 to domestic 
production, it might be difficult for anyone 
outside the United States to question such a 
conclusion. This thesis based on •efence in-
terests would certainly not be valid, however, 
if applied to imports from Canada. The Pacific 
northwest is at present served by pipe lines 
from Canada, the existing alternative being to. 
transport crude tothat area by tanker, whether 
from United States sources or from overseas.. 
Tanker ships and ports  are  so much more vul-
nerable in wartime than overland transport 
that the Canadian Government would be unable 
to understand any decision by  the United 
States té restrict imports from Canada for 
reasons of defence. 

ECONOM/C GROUNDS 	 • 

"On  economic grounds the oil industty it-
self has established a pattern of development 
which clearly envisages an increasing use of 
Canadian.crude oil in the north-central and 
western areas of the United 'States. The con-
tinental marketing pattern would seemto permit 
Canadian oil to enter these markets withoût 
impairing the interests of the United States 
petroleum industry, because it has been 
traditionally difficult and costly to move. 
United States oil into.those areas which, can 
be supplied moit efficiently from Canada.- 
Canadian oil is equally unlikely to affect the 
interests of the United States coal industry 
in these areas. « 

"The United States oil «industry should 
regard Canada not merely as a competitor but 
also as a market as is made clear by the 
statistics of trade between Canada and the 
United States in oil and refinery products. In 
1954, Canada imported in excess of$130 million 
worth of crude oil and refinery products from 
the United States and exPorted only about $7 
million worth of crude oil and products to the 
United States. With the great growth of the 
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Canadian oil industry, it is apparent that its 
products.will be increasingly utilized in 
Canada if export markets are to be restricted. 

"As. far as the United States oil industry 
is concerned, therefore, it is very doubtful 
that any increased markets would be gained On 
a net basis by implementation of the proposed 
recommendatims in relation to Canada. A great 
deal.would certainly be lost in terms of con-
tinental efficiency if boeh couhtries were to 
develop their respective oil industries ajong 
purely.,  national lines: 

' "Having referred.briefly to the strategic 
and economic interests of both Canada and the 
United States in this matter, the Canadian 
Government 'wishes to draw attention to a re+ 
lated problem based upon the trade agreements 
of the United States Government. If it should .  
be .decided to impose restrictions upon crude 
oil imported into the United States, it might 
be concluded, as in 1951, that quotas should 

• be allocated to supplying countries. 
"If the  recent and projected growth of the 

Canadian oil industry is taken into account, 
it is obvious dhat any allocation of quotas on 
past trade would be completely inadequate for 
Canada. This latter consideration leads again 
to  the conclusion, on the part of the eanadian 
Government ., that Canada at least should be 
exempted from any restrictive policy which 
might be adopted for reason of defence." 

* * 

FEBRUARY'DEFICIT:  Budgetary revenues for 
February were $305.1'million or $46.1  million 
less than for February, 1954 while expendi-
tures were $325 million or $2.8 million .  less 
.than last.year. Consequently, there was a 
budgetary deficit of $19.9 million for Feb-
ruary, 1955 compared with a surplus last year 
of $23.4 million, the Minister of Finance, Mr. 
Harris, announced in  his  statement for Feb-
ruary. 

It should be noted that February revenues 
last year included the Bank of Canada's 1953 
net profits of$43.9 million Whereas the Banks 
1954 profits of $41:4 million were paid to the 
Ebvernment in January this year. 

For the first eleven months of the current 
fiscal year, budgetary revenues were $3,669 
million, expenditures were $3,565.8million and 
the surplus was $103.2 million. For the first 
eleven months of 1951-54, revenues were $3,876 
million, expenditures'were $3,565.1 million 
and the surplus was.$310.9 million. 

• * * * 

Initial and renewal claims for unemployment 
insurance benefit received in local offices 
across Canada in February totalled 236,847, 
down 73,152 from January's 309,999 but up 

21,915 from last year's corresponding total of 

214,932. 

SR.. SELBA'S VISIT:  During their visit to 
Ottawa, on the invitation of the Canadian 
Government, Sr. Scelba, Prime Minister of 
Italy, and Sr. Martino, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, had frank and friendly conversations 
with Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. Pearson, as well 
as with other Ministers, on the widest range 
of subjects indicative of the warm relations 
between the two countries, 

Officials of the Dtpartment of External 
Affairs also met with members of Sr. Scelba's 
party for an exchange of views on questions of 
mutual concern to Italy and Canada, it was 
stated in a joint communique of March 27. 

The partnership of Italy  and Canada in the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, which re-
mains the cornerstone of the policies of both 
countries, was discussed and both sides 
stressed the continuing heed for the closest 
political co-operation in the defensive al-
liance, The advantages of Western European co-
ordination in many'fields of common interest, 
and its relation éd the North Atlantic cam:. 
munity were reviewed. 

PARIS  AGREEMENTS 

The status of ratification of the Paris 
Agreements in the Parliaments of the various 
countries party to  the.  treaties was reviewed 
and gratification was expressed at the great 
progress achieved towards completion of the 
process of ratification. 

The question of East-West relations, both 
in Europe, where both countries have such deep 
interests and common responsibilities, and in 
the Far East, was examined. The Ministers 
agreed that efforts should be continued to 
achieve a reduction of tension by seeking 
solutions to the problems still outstanding. 
As for the problem of armaments, it was agreed 
that its solution has to be found in the gen-
eral limitation of armaments guaranteed by ah 
effective control accepted by all concerned. 

While there were no unresolved bilateral 
problems requiring consideration by the 
Ministers,  the  opportunity was taken to assess 
the situation in the field of migration where 
both countries have complementary interests; 
the Ministers expressedtheir satisfaction with 
the results achieved to date, and they look 
forward to the continuation of the policies 
which have permitted these.results. They also 
discussed in a general way economic and 
cultural relations between the two countries. 

* * * * 

Nova Scotia has the highest tides in the 
world, with.the extreme range during July and 
August running from 46 to.90 feet. 

* * 

Lake Nipigon in Northwestern Ontario is 
dotted with more than 2,000 islands, 
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GATT CONFERENCE: "I do not believe•that
we are going to run into any insuperable dif-
ficulties in our agricultural trade with the
United States," said the Minister of Trade and
Commerce, Mr. C. D. Howe, before the Canadian
Club of Montreal on March 21 in commenting ork
the e-results of the Geneva conferent:e: on the
General Agreement.On Tarii:fs And Trade.,

The Minister was discussingfhe waiver gran-
ted the United States from its obligations
with respect- to import restrictions on agricul-
tural products and he pointed out to Canadians
that the important thing was not that the Uni-
ted States had been granted a waiver, but "how
the United States acts under the waiver."

Mr. Howe's statement on this phase of-the
GATT deliverations was, in part, as follows:

"I was in Geneva at the tim-e, leading the
Canadian Delegation, and I'was greatly dis-
turbed by this request, wh.ich related to such
a large area of our trade with the United
States. On•my return to Ottawa, my colleagues,
Mr. Pearson and Mr. Harris, and 1, arranged to
visit Washington, our purpose being to urge
the Administration to reconsider its request
for a waiver. Unfortunately, the Administra-
tion felt•unable to changé its position.

"Yhen the matter came to a vote at Geneva,
Canada opposed the granting'o £ the waiver, and
so did most of the otlaer countries which sell
agricultural produce in•substiantial quantities
to the United States. Hbwever, the waiver won

CANADIAN WEEKLY BULLETIN
INFORMATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENT Of EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

the support of the number of countries required
to make it effective.

"'Ihis is a regrettable-incident in the com-
mercial relations between Canada and the Uni-
ted States, but its importance should not be
exagge.rated. The fact that the United States
has been granted a waiver from its obligations
with respect to import restrictions on agri-
cultural products does not mean that the Uni-
ted States'is about to impose new and severe
restrictions on imports. from Canada. Nor does
it mean.that Canada has been-deprived of any
of its rights under the' GATT to take whatever
action would be appropriate if the United
States were to embark on such a course.

"I -do not believe that we are going to run
into any insuperable difficulties in our agri-
cultural trade with the United States. We have
taken a sympathetic attitude towards the prob-
lems which they face. ()n their part, the re-
sponsible members of the United States Admin-
istration are well known to us in the Canadian
Government, and I believe they understand our
problems.,

;Reasonable-solûtions have been reached in
several difficult cases which have arisen in
recent years.: In 1953, for example,•the United
States Government discussed with Canada imposi-
tion of import restrictions on oats, and in
1954, on barley and rye.

"On the Canadian side, we were, of course,
unhappy at the idea bf any restrictions being

1
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imposed. At the same time, we understood the 
necessities of the situation in.Which our Uni-
ted States friends found themselves..  Quotas 
were finally established which safeguarded our 
normal trade with the United States. Further-
more, the quotas are temporary and subject to 
early reconsideration. 

"The important thing is not that the United 
States.has been granted a waiver, although in 
my opinion it would have been better for all 
concerned, and for the (MIT, if the request 
had never been made. The important thing is 
how the United States acts under the waiver. 
It is up to all of us, 1 suggest, to reserve 
judgment and to avoid jumping to hasty . con-

elusions. 
"For  obvious reasons, this United States 

request  fora  waiver dominated the recent ses-
sion of the GATT from the Canadian point.of 
view. In other respects, however .  I believe 
that the essential integrity of the General 
Agreement  was  preserved. Earlier.hopes that 
the trade rules would be very much strength.... 
ened in  the  direction of hastening the elimina-
tion of quantitative restrictions imposed far 
balance of payments reasons had to be aban-
doned, for the most part. Ch the other hand, 
there was no weakening, and I am inclined to 
think that in practice the amendments to the 
trade . rules,.while relatively minor, are in 
the  right direction". . 

* * * 

EMPLOYMENT  REPORT:  In the week ending Feb-
ruary 19, the number of persons with jobs was 
estimated to be 5,012,000,  some 42,000 higher 
than in the corresponding week in 1954. - There 

were an estiMated.5;391,000 persons in the 
labour force, 106,000  more"ehan last year. The 
number of persons without jobs and seeking 
work was estimated to be 379,000, up 64,000 
over  the year, thelDepartment of Labour announ-
ced on March 21. 

hile the  number- working  full  time was about: 
40,000 hiEher. There were an estimated 70,000 
more persons with jobs in the non-farm indus-
tries, but 37,000.fewer.with jobs on farms 
than a year earlier. 

A/though employment usually declines in the 
wlnter,  the average monthly decline this year 
was only 71,000 during the past three months 
as coMpared with 83,000 last year. The most 
significant change in employment from . last 

year has been the much smaller Seasonal de6line 
in non-farm emplcyMent, the monthly average 
decline  for the  last three months being 33,000 
as compared wieh 73,000 last year. 

The rate of increase in those without jobs 
and seeking work has been considerably less 
rapid over.the last three.months than a year 

earlier. This has taken place even though the 
growth of the labour force has been greater 
than last year. 

SMALLER WHEAT . ACREAGE:  On the basis of 
their intentions at March 1, Canadian farmers 
plan a decrease from 1954 of 600,000 acres in 
the area seeded this year to . spring wheat, but 
substantial increases over last year in the 
acreages seeded to oats, barley and flaxseed 
and slight to moderate increases in springzye, 
mixed grains and potatoes, the Bureau reports 
in the second of this year's series of crop 
reports. 

The indicated net increase in these crops 
will be largely'balanced by a prospective de-
crease of 2,400,000  acres in land for summer-
fallow in the Prairie Provinces, with reduced 
acreages seeded to winter wheat and fall rye 
last autumn providing some of the  area for the 
increased acreage planned for feed grains. and 
flaxseed. 

Largest individual shift indicated  in use  
of Canadian crop land ehis year is the reduc-
tion in summerfallow area in the Prairie Prov-
inces from the record level of 25, 200,000 acres 
in 1954..The - sharp increase in summerfallow 
acreage last year, the Bureau's report points 
out, resulted from farmers'.inability to carry 
out eheir original seeding plans due toadverse 
weather conditions, and the indicated decrease 
this year represents in large part a return to 
more normal cultivation practices. The pro- 
spective summerfallow area of 22,800.000 
acres fer 1955 is only slightly above that of 
1953 and about 1,200,000  acres above that 
of 1951. 

• The other major indicated reduction from 
1954is in the area intended to be seeded.to 
spring wheat, which is estimated . at  slightly 
less ehan 23,000,000  acres as against nearly 
23;600,000 acres last year. This decrease of 
2.6% ii due almost entirely to an indiéated 
drop of 840,000 acres in Saskatchewan, which 
considerably more than offsets increases Plan-
,ned.in Manitoba, Alberta,and  British  Columbia. 

'Cbmbined with the area Seeded last fall to 
winter Wheat,eheindicated total4br all wheat 
is 23,600,000 acres, a decrease of 2,8% from 
last year.. If realized, thiswould be the dhird 
consecutive annual decrease, the smallest 
acreage since 1945  and  about_ 10% he.low the 
five-year (1948-1953) average of 26.3 million 
acres.. 

* * * * 

CN STEAMSHIPS REPORT::Operating revenues 
of Canadian National (West Indies) Steamships 
increased by $595,740 in 1954, coMpared with 
the preceding year, acco'rding to the annual 
report tabled in the House of Cmmmons. The 
operating loss was reduced from $822,446 in 
1953 to $319,901 last year. • 

 

" 

 
Total revenues of the line last year were 

-$5,105,082 compared  with $4,509., 342 in 1953. 
Operating expenses increased $93 . 195 from $5,- 
311,788 in 1953 to $5,424,983 last year. 
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CANADIAN TRAVELLERS OUTSPEND VISITORS HERE

I

(

t

i l

D$FICIT $80,000 , 000: Expenditures in Can-
ada y.trave ers from the United States and
other countries in 1954 were maintained'at a
figure close to the peak established in 1953,
but for the fourth straight ye-wi Canadian trav-
ellers spent•more in other countries than for-
eign travellers spent in Canada, the Dominion
Blxreau of Statistics reported March 15.

The Bûreau's first estimates of interna-
tional travel expenditures in 1954 show that
Canadian travellers spent a record ^380,000.-
000 in other countries, 4chabove 1953's $365,-
000,000, while visitors to Canada spen t$300,-
000,000. slightly below the all-time high of
$302,000,000 in 1953. The resulting debit bal-
ance on travel account with all countries of
$80,000,000 compares•with debits of $63,•000.-
000 in 1953. $66000,000 in 1952. $6,000,000
in 1951, and credit balances of $49,000,000 in
1950, $92,000,000 in 1949 and the peak of
$145,00O,OOÛ in 1948.

For the third successive year Canadian trav-
ellers last year spent more in the United
States than American visitors spent in Canada,
the debit balance on travel standing at $33,-
000,000 compared with $25,000,000 in 1953 and
$37,000,000 in 1952. It compares with credit
balances of $12,000,000 in 1951. $67,000.000
in 1950, $102,000,000 in 1949, and $154,000,-
000 in 1948. 1

In 1954 Canadian travellers spent a record

$311,000,000 in the ►Jnited States, slightly
above the preceding year's $307,000,000, while
American visitors spent $278,000,000 in Canada,

^s r

UNIVERSITY ENROLMENT UP: An estimated 67,-
500 full-time students were enrolled in uni-
versities and colleges ar-ross Canada at the

start of lâst December, 3,300 or 5%, more than
a year earlier, according to the annual report
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics on enrol-

-ment in the current academic year. This was

the second successive increase after a steady.

c?ec}ine from the peak 1947-48 enrolment of

about 83,0•`.`0•
Details provided by universities and col-

leges accounting for about 97% of the total
enrolment in 1954-55 show a total of 51,219
,males and 14,146 6males. Students in •r.ecci - t
of DVA allowances decreased 580 in 1953-54 to
352in the current year, and included 287 World
War II veterans and 65 Korean veterans. Post-
graduate students showed a slight increase to
3,074 front 3,057.

By faculty, there were increases in under-
graduate students in agriculture (to 1,215
from 1, 161) , architecture (to 497 from 495).
commerce and business administration, includ-
ing secretarial science ( to 3,690 from 3,384).
dentistry ( to 862 from 822), education (to 2,-
603 from 2,501). law (to 2,616 from 2,550).

down from the record $282,000,000 in 1953.
Canada's traditional debit balance on travel

account with overseas countries last year
climbed to a record $47,000,000 from $38,000.-
000 as expenditures by Canadian travellers
j-umped to $69,000,000 from $58,000,000. while
expenditures in Canada by visitors from over-
seas countries increased to $22,000,000 from
$â1 000 000.

1fie arop in expenditu•res of travellers from
the United States can be traced chiefly to the
automobile traffic. on the basis of prelimin-
ary data there appears to have been a drop of
around $8,000,000 in this type of traffic when
compared with 1953. Aggregate expenditures of
the non-automobile traffic continued to in-
crease during 1954 but at a more moderate rate
than the trend of the previous two years. The
816 rate of increase in 1952 and 1953 declined
to between 3 and 416 to add $5,000,000 to the
expenditures of non-automobile.traffic and
bring the total to around $130,000,000. -Rail,
bus, boat and-plane traffic each show an in-
crease in expenditures.

Most of the increase in expenditures by
residents of Canada returning from the United
States can be traced to automobile traffic.
Canadians returning by automobile spent over
$136,000,000 in the United States last year as
compared with $133,000,000 in 1953.' an in-
crease of 2-k. Compared.with an increase of
3% in the number of automobiles returning this
would indicate slightly lower average ex-
penditures.

Ÿ ^

music (to 256 from 251), nursing .(to 1,183

from 1,085), physio and occupational therapy
(to 437 from 389). and thed logy (to 1, 490 from

1,288). Figures for arts and engineering and
applied science are not strictly comparable
owing mainly to inclusion of the military col-
leges in the current year. Excluding these
there were increases of 11.1%, in engineering
and applied science (from 8,789 in 1953-54)
and of 6,5% in arts and pure science (from 25,-

928).
1here were decreases in undergraduate stud-

ents in forestry (to 490 from 448), household
science (to 1,116 from 1, ],65), journalism (to
66 from 80), library science (to 94 from 124),

medicine (to 4,518 from 4,568), pharmacy (to
1,212 from 1 , 256). physical and health educa-

tion(to 408 from 441), social service '('to '496

from 521), and veterinary science (to 395 from
405). The number enrolled in other faculties
increased to 501 from 310.

^ ^ # #

Montreal, Canada's•300-yeai-old metropolis,
is the second-largest Fre#!ch-speaking city in
the world.
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RECORD LABO R INCOME: Cânadian labour in-
come reac e an all-time peak total of $11;-
910., 000.,000.in the year 1954, up 2% from 1953"s
$11„661,000,000. the Dominion Bureau of Statis-
tics has'reported. The December total was $1,-
025,000,000 versus $1,028,000,000 in November
and $988,000,000 in December, 1953. Increases
in total wages and salaries in'the year ranged
from 4 in the prd;mary group of industries and
3^ in the distributive industries to 9^ in
finance and services.

Within theprimary group, the•totals for
agriculture; fishing and iniping industries
advanced, while that for forestry remained
about thé sarne. A 61o to 7%; rise in total' wages
and salaries in pubfic utilities and trade
combined with•a decline of less than 2% in the
total.for 'transpôrta-tiôn, . storage and communi-
cation resulted in a net increase of 3% for
the distributive group.

Contract construction and manufacturing
were the only two industries'which registered

losses of some 2' to 376. Notwithstànding'the
rather slow start in the fir6t half of 1954

due-to unfavourable weather conditiorts, total
wages and salaries for residential building
were up 9ab. On the other ha-rnd,'with the com-

pletion of the construction stage of several

major resource developments, labour incofi e

from non-residential construction decl ined. some
10%'during 1954. The earnings of Government
employees.engaged in'construction activity.are

included under Government.service'in the fin-

ance-and services group.

The 2% decline in 1954 labour income for
all manufacturing- resulted from sizeable losses
among important component groups, counterbal--
anced in'part by gains in a number of other
smaller components. lion and steel products,
transportation equipment and textile products
showed' Lossés of 9% to. 10%, while clothing and
leather products fell' from 6% to 7%.

-These declines coincided with reductions in
expend,itures for defence, durable and produ-
cers' goods and a switch from accumulation to
liquidation of inventories. Gains ranging be-
tween 4% and 6% took 'place in paper prôducts,
printing, chemicals, pctroleum, coal and'non-•
metallic mineral products.

, ^ ^ r ...

1954 CHEQUES $153'BILLION: Value.of cheques
cas e in Cana ian-c'léaring centres reached
new high record léve'ls in 1954,- accôrding to
the Bureau's annual révie•w.The aggregate value
of payments in -52 centres rose to more than
$ 153,193,000,000. a rise of 8% over the pre-
ceding year's $142,533,000',000-'

Debits in four of the five economic aréas
set new records. Payments in Québec ros'e by
12% over the preceding year. Ontario debits
advanced by 1{)q, and the Atlantic Provinces and
British Columbia showed incréascs of 8% and 1%
in the same comparison. The value of cheques
cashed in the Prairie Provinces declined 3.5%
as compared with 1953.

(C.W.B,.March 25, 1955)

CORPORATION PROFITS DOW : Profits before
taxes of Canadian corporations during the third
quarter of 1954 were estimated at $638,000.-
000 or 4.9% below profits. in the corresponding
period of 1953, according to the first issue
of a new report on corporation profits released
March 11 by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
Cumulative profits before taxes for the first
nine months of 1954 declined an estimated

$185,000,000 to $1,835,000,000 as compared
with $2,020,000,000 in 1953, a decrease of
9.2%.

Both in 1953 and 1954 income taxes for the
first nine months were estimated at 46% of
profits before taxes. Profits after taxes for
the nine months declined from $1,082,000,000
in 1953 to $967,000,000 in 1954, a drop of
10.696. Profits after taxes in the third quar-
ter of 1954'were estimated at $337,000,000
compared with.$355, 000, 000 in 1953, down 5.1%.

A comparison of the first nine months of

1954 with the same period of 1953 indicates
considerable- variation in profits before taxes

by industry. The mining, non-metallic mineral
and finance groups showed increases in profits
before taxes, while all the other groups showed

decreasés,.The largest declines were in the
non-ferrous metal group (21.4%), retail trade

(22,496), iron and steel (22,5%), wholesale
trade (22.7%) and textiles (48.1%).

A comparison of-the third quarter of 1954

with the third quarter of 1953 indicates a
sti;on g.improvement in profits for non-manufac-

turing companies, with increases in mining and

finance balancing decreases in other non-man-
ufacturing groups.

CANADA AND WORLD WfIEAT; Supplies of whe a t
remaining on or about e6ruary I this year in

the four major exporting countries for export
and for çarryover at the end of their respec-

tive crop years amounted to 2,0 22,900,000 bush-

els, almost unchanged from-the 2,022,500,000
available a year ago, according to the Bureau's
February issue of the Wheat Review.

February 1 supplies of wheat in Canada were
down to 586,600,000 bushels from 698,600,000 a
year earlier, but were up in the United States
to 1,076, 200, 000 bushels- from 995, 400,000.
Argentina to 169, 100,000 bush-el s from 154,-
900,000, and Australia.to 171,000,000 bushels
from 153,600;000.

Total e°:-)orts of wheat and flour in terms

of whea.t• from the four major exporting coun-
tries for the first half of the Canadian crop

year, at 373,800,000 bushels, were some 15%
greâter than•the 324,500,000 shipped in the
comparable period of 1953-54.

Exports from the United States in the Aug-
ust-January period rose to 127,000.000 bushels
from 94;800,000 a year earlier, Argentina to
66,400.000 bushels from 60;800,000 and Aus-
tralia to. 45 ;300,000 bushels from 30,200,000•
Exports from Canada were moderately lower at
135,100,000 bushels versus 138,700,000.'
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(c..w.B..march 25, 1955) 

DEW.LINE AIRLIFT:  'A small number of Globe-
master C-124 transport aircraft of the USA? 

 Tactical Air Command, headquarters at Langley 
Air Force Base, Va., are operating out of RCAF 
StatiOn Edmonton during•March, April and May, 
flying equipment to points in the Canadian 
Arctic fortheDistant Early Warning Line being 
built there, it was announced March 21, by 
RCAF Headquarters. 

Airlift requirements for support of the  DEW 
Line construction have been determined by the 
prime contractor, Western Electric. This has 
been done in consultation with the Department 
of National Defence, The Department of Trans-
port,  and the Air Transport Board, Canada, and 
with the USAF. Maximum possible use is being 
made of the capacity of Canadian commercial 
carriers. 

The USA?  Globemasters from the 18th Air 
Force, 63rd Troop Carrier Wing, Ebnaldson'Air 
Force Base, Greenville, S.C., are augmenting 
the airlift . contracted•for with various Can-
adian commercial flying firms and are ferrying 
types of-equipment lo the Arctic which cannot 
be handled by Canadian commercial operators. 
The Edmonton-based USAF transports are flying 
the equipment to certain material assembly 
points, in the  Arctic.- 

OTHER ARCTIC POINTS 

Similar airlifts by USAF transport aircraft 
will'be carried out . to other DEW Line assembly 
points • in the Arctic during the spring and 
summer, from Churchill, Man.; and Mont joli, 

The DEW Line is an early warning line being 
built across the most northerly practicable 
part of  North  America. While ithasbeen.agreed 
that both Canada and. the United States will 
participate in the project, responsibility for. 
the work of construction and installation has 
been vested in the U. S.'  

Overall co-ordination of the  project is.be-
ing effected by a joint project office in New 
York City, Which includes representatives from 
the USA?,  RCAF, Department of Defence Produc-
tion, and the prime . contractor. 

Another early warning line, running rouàhly 
along . the 55th parallel,  the' Mid-Canada Line, 
is being built by Canada. 

A.third line, the jointly operated Pinetree 
network, is in operation, and is generally 
located in the more southerly and populous . part 
of Canada. 

a a a y,  

BUDGET ON APRIL 5:  The Minister of Finance, 
Mr. Walter E. Harria, - announced in the  House 
ofCbmmons on March 22 that he planned to de-
liver the 1955°56 federal Budget on April 5. 

* * * * 

In . five years the gross value of the output 
of Canada's plastic products industry jumped 
frOm $12,716,000 in 1947 to $33,585,111 in 
1952." 

PRIME MINISTER SCELBA' S VISIT:  The Depart-- 
ment of External Affairs announced on March 
22 that His EXcellency Mario Scelba,PrimeMin-
ister of Italy and President Of the Council of 
Ministers, was to arrive in Montreal on March 
24 for a threé-day.visit to Canada. The Prime 
Minister is accompanied by Madame Scelba and 
by the Italian Foreign Minister, His Excel-
lency Gaetano Martino, and Madame Martino and 
a party of senior officials. 

A press Conference is being held on March 
24. Mr. Scelba will later call upon His Em-
inence Cardinal Paul-Emile Léger and•will be 
welcomed at City Hall. His %real', Mayor Jean 
Drapeau will entertain at luncheon for the 
Prime Minister. Later, Mr..Scelba will receive 
an honourary doctorate of laws from the Uni-
versity and, prior to departure for Ottawa, 
will meet the members  of the  Italian community. 

Prior to a press conference•in.Cttawa, Sat-
urday morning, March 26, Mr..Scelba will pay a. 
courtesy call.at Government House. After the 
press . conference, he will call on the Secretary 
of State for External Affairs in the East 
Block. At noon, he will arrive at the resi-
dence of the Prime Minister of Canada for a 
call and will remain for a luncheon in his 
honour. -  

Mr. Scelba will meet with members of the 
NATD Parliamentary Cbmmittee in the afternoon 
and will be the guest of honour at a reception • 
at the Italian Embassy.later in the afternoon. 
His Excellency the Governor General will give 
a dinner at Government House that evening.. 

The Italian.Foreign Minister, Mr. - Martino, 
will give a talk on Saturday afternoon at the 
University Club to members of the Canadian In-
stitute of International Affairs. 

* * * * 

AROUMD AFRICA:  The Canadian cruiser.Çuebeç 
arrived at.Villefranche, near . Nice in. Southern 
France, on March 21 for a six-day visit. 

The Cliebec's previous portofcall was Alex-
andria, where her three-day stay.was the first 
official visit by a Canadian ship to Egypt.. 
The cruiser fired a gun salute on entering the 
harbour  and during the visit official calls 
were exchanged with the Gbvernor of Egypt and 
government and military Officials. 

The Qaebec's next port of call'after leav-
ing Nice will be Barcelona, Spain. The ship 
is due back in Halifax in mid-April, complet-
ing a three month • training  cruise that has 
taken her around the continent of Africa. 

* * * * 

A Toronto insurance executive and former 
divisional commander in the Second World War, 
Maj.-Gen.  A. Bruce  Matthews, CBE, DSO,  D. has 
been appointed Chairman of the Canadian Axmy 
Battle Honours Committee for the Second World .  
War. • 
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(C.W..B..Harch 25, 1955) 

ACADIAN CELEBRATIONS:  The 200th anniver-
sary of an historic tragedy, the expulsion of 
the.Acadians, will be observed in Moncton ; 

 N.B., next August,when an expected 15'to 20 
thousand descendants of the early  French  set-
tlers of Acadie meet.to  celebrate the return 
and survival of their people, expelled from 
their homeland in 1755. 

Although celebrations will be held in many 
Acadian villages of the three Maritime Prov-
inces  throughout the suMmer months, the main 
bicentennial commemorations will officially be 
inaugurated in Moncton on August 10 by the 
ringing - of .all church bells in the city, a 
prayer of thanksgiving, general merry-making 
and a colourful illumination of the city and 
suburbs. 

* 

SEAWAY 'SHIPPING:  European shipping com-
panies have . siarted increased programmes of 
sailinga into the Ckeat Lakes now - that the St. 
Lawrence.  Seaway is assured. 

The new services involving about  .a dezen 
ships from•the Mediterranean into the Lakes 
were announced in Montreal this week, bringing 
the number of neW lines designated for the 
lakes trade within the last month to four. 

The two lineawere'announced as the Niagara 
Line of Rotterdam and a lakes service operated 
by Montship .  Lines-and the Capo  Line, both to 
begin operation with the opening of navigation. 

The Niagara Line,j  it was reported, will 
serve Great  Lekes ports, Montreal and Western 
Mediterranean ports fortnightly, including 
those in North Africa, Italy, France, Spain 
and Portugal. 

* * * * 

"ONTARIO" TO'HAWAII:  The Canadian cruiser 
FIMM Cntario was to reachtheliewaiian Islands 
on March 21 for a six-day visit in the area 
•before heading homeward on the Last leg °flier' 
three-month Australasian training cruise. She 
is due at Esquimalt, B.C., April 2. 	. 

At Suva, in the Fiji Islands, her latest 
port of call, the Ontario relinquished the 
sailing-trophy won by the ship.in  1951 and 
again last year from the Royal Silva Yacht Club. 
This tiMe, the fsland.yachtsmen compiled 311 
points to • the Cntario's 276. 

• • 	 '41 * * * 
• • . 	_ 

For the fourth year in a row Canadian trav-
ellers In 1954 spent more in other countries 
tham.fOreigntravellers spent in Canada - 

$380,000,000 as against $300,000,000. 

* * * 

The value of•cheques cashed in clearing 
centres.  across Canada rose 8% last year to 
$153,193,000,000 from $142,533,000,000 in 

1953. 	• 

DAI RY PRODUCTS CON FERENCE  : The present 
world dairy products position, mOre.partic-
ularly as it applies to cheese, was discussed 
by Mr. William Marshall, - Chairman of the New 
Zealand Dairy Products Marketing Commission; 
with  the  Minister of Trade • and  Commerce,  Mr. 
C. EL Howe, and the Minister of Agriculture, 
Mr. J.  G. Gardiner,  together.with officials of 
their respectivetepartments. 

During recent discussions there.was a full 
exchange of views'and information on the dairy 
products. position in Canada and New Zealand. 

In 1952. when the Canadian cheese industry 
was adversely affected by dollar restrictions 
on exports to the United 'Kingdom, by recently 
imposed restrictions on exports.to  the United 
States, and by effects of the outbreak of focit 
and mouth disease,Sew Zealand agreed,to with-
hold further shipments of cheese to Canada for 
a temporary period.. When  foot and mouth dis-
ease restrictions were removed, and the United 
Kingdom market was reopened, New Zealand re-
sumed shipments to Canada on a limited basis.. 
About 1,000 tons of - cheese have'been shipped 
from New Zealand to Canada since the resump-
tion of this movement. . • 

* * * 

HOME  BUILDING ACTIVE .:  Construction was 
started on one-third more residential units in 
January than in the corresponding month last 
year, DBS figures show. At the same time 9% 
more were.completed than a year earlier, leav-
ing 17% more in various stages of .construction 
at the end of the month. 

Starts were made on 3,963 units in January 
versus 2,983 a year earlier and completions 
stood at 9.037 units versus 8,315.  At the end 
ofthemonth there were.63,525 units under con-
struttion versus 54,248. 

All provinces shared in the rise in number 
of starts in january. 

* * * 

COARSE'GRAINS:  Primary marketings of oats, 
barley, rye and flaxseed by farmers in western 
Canada . from the beginning of the.current crop 
year to February 16,amounted . to 139,400,000 
bushels versus 131,700,000'  in the.  same.period 
of 1953..-54 and an average of 135,900,000 for 
the 10-year period 154344 - 1952-53. Deliver-
ies of each of the four grains to February 16, 
with last year's comparable.figures in brack-
etawere as follows: oats. 46 ;400,000 buShels 
(57,300,000); barley, 77,800,000 (61,500,000); 
rye 7,500,000 (6,500,000); and'flaxseed, 7,- 
700,000 (6,100,000). 

* * * * 

WHEAT'STOCK4:  Visible supplies of Canadian 
wheat on March 2 totalled 343,413,000  buShels, 
9% smaller.than last year's 366,651,000  buSh-
els,TŒS figures show. 'Deliveries from farms 
in the Prairie Provinceaduring the week-end-
ing March 2 . dropp'ed to 1,526,000bushels from 
3.702,000. 
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WEEK'.S EVENTS IN REVIEW

CA =U. ..REE • [S: Declaring that it
would be "unthinkable" for either Canada or
the United States to remain neutral if the
other were engaged in a major war "in which
its very existence were at stake," the Sec-
retary of State for External Affairs, Mr. L
B. Pearson, outlined before the Canadian Club
of Toronto on March 14 what he said was a "tre-
mendous change" in Canadian-American relations
and. interdependency.

Mr. Pearson recalled that four years•ago in

addressing the Club he had given his view that

the days of relatively easy and automatic re-
lations with the United States were over. The
misinterpretations placed upon that particular
statement illustrated,.he supposed, the perils
of trying to put in a few sentences one's view
of relations with another country without
illustrations to show not only what one meant,

"and, perhaps, too, what you don't mean."

"This view, it he proceeded, "was, I think,
true then, and is still true now; not because
our relations are less friendly or close than
they used to be; but, on the contrary, because
they are closer than ever. -. .:.16e should be
more concerned even than before about main-
taining and strengthening this friendliness,
both because in the dangerous world of today
it is more necessary •than ever, and because it
is bound to be subjected to new situations -'
new tests."

After urging upon Canadians the importance
-of recognizing, not only the great burdens

INFORMATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENT -OF EXTERttAL AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

borne by the-United States, but also the fact
that their governmental mechanism for dealing
with them was different from that of Canada,
he proceeded, in part:

"We will need to show sound common sense,
mature judgment and understanding of our long-
term interests to ensure that this new and com-
plex relationship between two North American
powers, one of which is the bulwark of the free
world, and both of which occupy a continent
now vulnerabd.e to devastating attack, will
consolidate and strengthen rather than weaken
our good neighbourhood.:

"This increasing interdependence is not, of
course, peculiar to the United States and Can-
ada.1t is happening ôetween nations and groups
of nations all over the world, and it means a
corresponding enlargement in the responsibility
of those branches and agencies of Government
charged with diplomatic negotiations, and a
coun try's external relations. Canadian-Ameri-
can relations is only one of innumerable ex-
amples•which illustrate this increasing inter-
action, this growing dependence of éach 'on
ail; a dependence greatly increased and speeded
up by the most far-reaching technological
revolution in human history.-. . ."

After touching on the problems of the south-
ern boundary of Canada and the U.S., he went
on:

"But how about our other boundary,, our last
frontier, which is the North? This brings up
the question of continental defence, and here,

1
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I can assure you, there are Cànadian-American 
problems aplenty, and they will increase. In 
this connection it is useful to remind our-
selves how things have changed, and are chang-
ing, in the field of—defence, so far as Càn-
achen-American relations are concerned. 

"Twice in this century Canada has been 
involved in.a major war, a life and death 
struggle, for peric4 O.  two years or more -
before our Amcricaa neigdaourb came in. Duey, 
Lthink that the neutrality of either of us, 
if the other were engaged in a major war in 
which its very existence were at stake, would 
be unthinkable. That is a tremendous change, 
and one Which must affect all our policies and 
relations with the Uhited Statés. 

"Our position in this regard  is something 
that we should never forget when we say, and 
correctly, that.certain  United States.commit-
ments, those, for instance, covering-help to 
Chiang Kei-shek in Formosa and certain Chinese 
coastal islands, have.not been accepted by us. 
But ellQt is not the same thing as saying that 
they may not inv.:jive us. And it is certainly 
not the same as saying that they do not con:- 
cern Us. 

(c.w.B. march 18, 1955) 

CLEARLY AND FRANKLY 

"There is a difference in these matters be-
tween legal commitment and political concern. 
That is Why we and other friendly countries at 
times find it necessary to state our views-
clearly and frankly, confidentially through 
Government channels, publicly through Parlia-
mentary and other channels, on matters which 
in a strict legal sense may not be our con-
cern, but which are most assuredly our concern 
in every other way. In Canada  our co-ordinated 
and inter-related continental defence arrange-
ments with the United States would alone, make 
such concern inevitable and speCial. 

"One of the new factors 	this defence 
field, and one of growing importance, is.dhat 
North America itself, and its main centres of 
population and industry are, for the first 
time, vulnerable to direct and devastatinget-
tack by an enemy,.It is, therefore,.the course 
of-prudence for us CO try .  to deter such an.at-
tack, by building defences - diplomatic and 
military - against it. In each case, these 
defences must be collective and co-operative. 

'Obviously,  continental  defences are matters 
of common effort and concern. Ch the military 
side,.the resources needed for such.things as 
early warning Iines  and air defence installa-
tions to give the greatest practicable safety 
to our two peoples, and to maintain the deter-
rent effectof certain and massive retaliation, 
may. involve Substantial economic effort and 
the stationing of increased.forces in Canada; 
especially air forces. This is a joint United 
States-Canadian problem - indeed it is also a ' 
NATO prOblem - and can best be solved by joint 
and agreed action Of,  the two NAM members from 
this continent. 

"That, therefore.is how we are tackling it. 
But there is nothing easy or automatic about 
it. It is a difficult and complicated .problem. 

'art this does ncié, of course, mean that  Canada 
'woad not  have  still greater problems, indeed 
insoluble problems, in trying to prOvide de-
fences in our half of this continent if we did 
not have the Americans to co-operate with us 

• in the enterprise. 
• "There are also difficult and complex prob-

lems in our economic relations with the Uni-
ted States. What we need to remember here is 
that it is largely because there is more trade 
between us than between any other two coun-
tries, that there are so many problems.  Our  
object should be not to stop that trade by re-
strictions but rather to solve the problems; 

"That is . not easy. With the growth of our 
own economy and with the increasing variety of 
our production the points of contact and of 
competition and friction have multiplied many 
times over during the past few decades. Our 
relations have also become much more complex 
as a result of the growth and the development 
of both countries. This trend is not regret-
table. It is inevitable and desirable. It does 
mean, however,.that economic relations between 
us will require even closer and more contin-
uous attention end understanding if the pro-
gress of both countries is not to be retarded 
and if friendly relations between us generally 
are to be strengthened. 

NO SPECIAL FAVOURS 

"We seek no spee,ial favours from the United 
States  for our trade. Quite, apart from any 
political implications a narrow continental 
approach would not resolve our.problems. It 
would merely ignore most of them  and  would 
aggravate many of them.. 

The faét that we are on the  sanie  continent 
has, of course, a good deal of significance 
for the commercial.policies of both countries. 
Che of its important consequences is, 1 think, 
that it reduces the risk that in an emergency 
essential goods will not be available if their 
development is encouraged by trade in normal 
times. This reinforces the case for the great-
est and freest possible trade between .  us. It 
weakens the strategic and security argument 
for artificially proteeting domestic indus-
tries, since there are known to . be  econnmic i 

 adequate and secure sources for so many goods 
and materials nearby. 

eSio doubt Problems will  arise in our econ-
omic relations in the future and some of them 
may be of quite a serious character. We Shall 
be.best prepared to jaandle such situations 
with good.sense if we and oilr neighbours have 
always in Mind that •e Shall be living to-
gether for a long time. We shall live most 
satisfactorily and with a minimum of friction 
if we are steadily aware of the growing inter-
dependehce between oursélves and within the 

.community of.  the free .  world. . 

• 
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"The fortunes of both our countries- are in-
terdependent. Bit the dependence of Canada on
the United States is far..-greate^rA.llr.an• the
reverse.-That is a fact which we must accept
even if, at times, it makes us feel uncomfort-
able.

"Canada fi,â stomay be good policy as well
as a good slogan, but there is nothing now to
be said for 'Canada only' or `Canada - apart from
its friends and allies: Above all, let us
give no countenance to the idea, so sedu-
lously cultivated by the enemies of freedom
and the slaves and dupes of-Communism, that
Canada can live and grow apart from and with-
out the friendliest relations with its great
neighbour, which is also the strongest bulwark
of .ônr_common defence against those aggressive
ûespotisms which are today the greatest threat
to peace.

"In our differences with the United States;
we Canadians have to remember two things.

ROne, that in any major war we must be on
the some side.

"Two, that in'any major economic conflict,
we.would suffer more than they would by a
policy of retaliation.

"The moral of this is not that we should be
less Canadian; but that we should do every-
thing we possibly can to ensure that Canada's
influence and Canada's policy, especially in
its relations with the United States, will be
directed toward the avoidance-of conflict -
political and economic. The same, of course,
applies to the United States of America.

"Looking back, then, after four years, I am
confirmed in my viewthat the days of relative-
ly easy and automatic réIations between our
two countries are over.'

"But.I am also more firmly of the view than
ever that these relations are bound to become
closer and more important to bôth countries
than ever before.

"To do what it can to ensure that this de-
velopment will take place in friendship, and
in mutual respect and understanding, is the
most important problem of Canadian foreign
policy today."

MR.. HOWE TO AUSTRALIA, j^ ►.,Z..• The tvfinister
of Trade and Commerce and Minister of Defence
Production, Mr. C.• D. Howe, has accepted in-
vitations from the Gôvernmen.ts of Australia.
and New Zealand to visit their respective coun-
tries next d;- ri 1. Mr.- Howe will leave Canada
on April 8, travelling by Canadian Pacific
Airlines from Vancouver to Honolulu, Fiji and
Sydney, New South Wales..

Mr. Howe, through whom The Canadian Wheat
Board reports to Parliament, will discuss wheat
marketing arrangements with the appropriate
authorities in Australia, and trade in general
with the Australian and New Zealand Ministers
concerned. Besides wheat, he,will see some-

thing of the sugar, dried fruit, wool, cattle,
coal and steel industries, hydro-electric in-
stallations and secondary industries in the
Commonwealth.-He also hopes to meet a number
of leading businessmen in both countries.

Mr.-Howe will arrive in Christchurch, New
Zealand, on-April 26, where he will visit woolr-
len mills and railway shops. After a visit to
Wellington, where he will be tendered a state
luncheon by the New Zealand Government, and a
reception by the Associated Chambersrôf Com-
merce of New Zealand, Mr. Howe will visit the
thermal regions and a new pulp and paper mill.
Two days will be spent in Auckland before his
departure on May 3 by Canadian Pacific Ai'rlines
for Fiji.and H4nolulu, en route home to Van-
couver.

Mr. Howe will be accoinpaniéd by Mr.,Wm.-
Frederick Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and
Commerce, who was Canadian Government Trade
Commissioner in New Zealand from 1936-1941,
and has subsequently visited both Australia
and New Zealand in his present capacity.

MR.. DULLES' 'VISIT: The Secretary of State
of the United States of America, the Honour-
able John Foster-Dulles, is spending two days
in Ottawa, March 17 to March 19, on an official
visit.-Mr. Dulles, who arrived in Ottawa at
Uplands Airport on March 17, is.staying at
Government House as the guest of the Governor-
General of Canada, Mr. Massey.

Dliring his visit Mr. Dulles is to call on
the Prime Minister of Canacia and the Secretary
of State for Extemal Affairs, attend a joint
private meeting in the.Parliament Building
undér the auspices of the Standing Committee
on External Affairs, and meet with members of
the Cabinet.

Manufacturers' investment in inventory at
the end of 1954 totalled 43,504.100,000,'a
decline of 5% from the preceding year's $3,-
698,700,000. This followed a 60, increase in
1953over 1952 and is the largest drop recorded
since 1947.

Soles of Canada's retail stores topped the
$2 billion mark for the first time in 1953,

the .42,048,-228,000 total being over• 6% above
1952' s $1, 924, 873, 000.

a^r^^ka

The Province of Saskatchewan has-a salt-
watez inland lake, Little -Manitou, which is
denser than even the Dead Sea,
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MAJOR GAINS IN JANUARY EXI3ORTS 

TQ U.S... AND 	Besides major gains in 
shipments to the United Kingdom and. United 
States, Canada's domestic exports were higher 
in January than a year earlier to other Com-
monwealth countries as a group, and to  Latin 
America and Europe, and lower only to the re-
maining foreign countries as a grom, accord-
ing to the summary of the month' s trade by 
countries  and main cominodity items released 
March 14. 

Commodity-wise, there were large gains in 
wood and paper products, non-ferrous metals and 
chermi:ce products, and lesser gains in non-
metallic minerals, agricultural and vegetable 
products and fibres and textiles that heavily 
outweighed declines in the iron products, ani-
mals and animal,  products and miscellaneous 
commodities groups. 

Total exports in January were valued at 
$310,108,000, up sharply from•$265, 374,000 in 
January last year. All of the increase was in 
domestic exports, which climbed to $305,704,- 
000 compared to $260,683,000, foreign exports 
being slightly lower at $4,404,000 against $4,- 
691,000. The volume of domestic exports in 
January was higher than in any other postwar 
January. 

Biggest dollar increase in domestic exports 
was in shipments to the United Kingdom, which 
rose in value in January to $62,691,000 from 
the low value of $37,931,000 a year earlier. 
Exports to the United Kingdom were larger in 
value for all commodity groups except the iron  

and miscellaneous commodities groups, the major 
gains being in agricultural and vegetable prod-
ucts, wood and paper and non-ferrous metals 
groups. 

Ibmestic exports to other Commonwealth coun-
tries rose in total to $16,475,000 compared to 
$12, OM, 000 in Janu'ary, 1954 as the result of 
substantial gains to the Africa and Oceania 
groups and only small decreases to the West 
Indies and Asia groups. Marked gains were re-
corded for shipments to Australia, New Zealand 
and the Union of South Africa, and small  gains 
to India, Ceylon and Jamaica. 

Shipments to .the United States  were valued 
at $179;490,000, up from $157,0t7,000 last 
year. The month's gain was spread through all 
main commodity groups except agricultural and 
vegetable products and iron and products, with 
the major increases in wood  and paper products, 
non-ferrous metals and chemicals and allied 
products. 

Domestic exportsto European countries moved 
up to $25,000,000 compared to $22,573,000, 
with increases among• the major markets to Bel-
gium and Luxembourg, France, Ireland, Italy, 
the Netherlands and Switzerland, hut decreases 
to the Federal Republic of Germany and Norway. • 
Sales to Latin America showed a nearly equal 
dollar increase to $12,535,000 from  $10.156,-
000,  the major increases being to Brazil, 
Colombia, Cuba and Mexico, while sales to Ven-
ezuela were down. 

*  e. 

TEXTILE DISCOVERY:  Researchers of the De-
partment of National Defence have perfected a 
new method of processing yam which increases 
the strength and•durability of textiles five 
to ten times that of ordinary material. 

The new process, regarded as a major devel-
opment in the manufacture of textiles, is 
based on a methodof twisting fibres into yam. 
The yarn is nOw being produced commercially 

•  for military use. 
atrability of clothing and the necessity of 

replacement has always been a major probletn 
for the Department of National Defence. 

Colonel H. A. •Delcellier . of Ottawa, Direc-
tor of Inter-Service Development, began ex-
ploration of the problems of strengthening 
fabrics several years ago. Dr. J.  V.  • Weinber-
ger of Ottawa, well-known textile consultant. 
and head of 1')ID's special projects section, 
was assigned to direct this particular project. 

Patent applications covering the new yarn 
process have been filed in Canada, the United 
States and Europe in the names of Col. Delcel-
lier and Dr. Weinberger by the Department of 
National Defence. Numerous licensing applica-
tions already have been received from private 
industry.  

* 

Cloth produced by the new method is not 
confined to mly specific raw material.  All  tex-
tile fibres such as cotton, wool and various 
synthetics can be used. The manufactured fab-
rics benefit to the same degree in strength 
and durability regardless of the raw material 
used. In addition, to these qualities the tex-
ture of the fabrics is soft and pleasing. 

Important to the textile manufacturer the 
army announcement said, is the fact that ex-
isting equipment can be adapted easily to 
handle the new process. 

The finished fabrics will cost no more 
than those products of the present standard 
method. 

* * * 

Canadian production of both pig iron and 
steel ingots moved up substantially in Febru-
ary, reaching the highest monthly totals in 
more  than a year. February's outputof pig iron 
amounted to 215,082 tons versus 199,464 in the 
preceding month and 182,050a year earlier, and 
production of steel ingots totalled 314,814 
tons versus 310,853  in January and 258,765 in 

, February. 1954. 
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ALTERNATIVE-OF ONE WORLD OR NONE

^ DR.. 5OLAIVDT'S ADDRESS: "It is now obvious
that we must seek some orm of world organiza-
tion that will make war impossible," concluded
Dr. O.M. Solandt, Chairman, Defence Research
Board, in an address to the Canadian Club of
Toronto on March 7.

Dr. Solandt traced from its beginnings what
he termed the Age of Nuclear Energy, ^outl:ined
the horrors of possible nuclear warfare with
offensive weapons adequate to destroy our whole
civilization, and then dealt with the peaceful
application of nuclear energy in the replace-
ment of fossil fuels.

Even if nuclear energy should in the future
be entirely dependent on uranium as a fuel, he
said, "there is already enough uranium known
to be available in the world to supply many
times the energy that has been derived from
fossil fuels."

He then proceeded•.

I

NUCLEAR ENERGY

"In attempting to imagine how the present

world scene will look in historical perspec-

tive there is a temptation to suggest that
divine Providence found it necessary to allow
man to discover the secrets of nuclear energy

at this time in order to ensure the continued

development of our material civilization.
"fortunately this discovery necessarily

carries with it the possibility of the destruc-
tion of our civilization.-Man is therefore
£aced with a dilemma of a magnitude which he
never faced before. The whole history of
civilization is a history of wars. Man has
never solved the problem of living without
fighting. -

"In the past these wars have wiped out in-
dividuals, families, tribes, and even small
nations, but the destructive power of the weap-
ons available was never sufficient to destroy
the race. We have now reached a stage in his-
tory where we can foresee the possibility of
having weapons available in the world in num-
bers capable of destroying our civilization
and of rendering large parts or even the whole
of the world uninhabitable by man. This means
that our attitude toward war must be funda-

s

0

TRADE T.4L,KS: Representatives o,f the Can-

adian Government and the Government of the Do-
minican Republic held meetings in Ottawa on
?y2arch 7 and 8 on the trade relations between

the two countries. The meetings were very cor-

dial and provided an opportunity for a full

and frank discussion of various aspects of the

trade which takes place between Canada and the
I

Dominican Republic, the Department of Trade
and-Commerce said in.a press statement.

The Dominican Republic was.represented by
Dr.-Manuel Resumil Aregunde, Secretary of State

mentally changed if we are to ensure sur-
vival.

"At p resent-we in the free world are work-
ing on the assumption that the Russians wish
to dominate the world and that they will seek
to dominate it by force should an opportunity
offer. We have built up and are naintaining
our armed strength, not with the idea of
attacking Russia, or even to ensure victory
shoud.d war be forced upon us but because of
our firm conviction that the best way to avoid
the disaster of another world war is to be so
strong as to deter any aggressor from starting
a war.

"It is a pity that we have to devote such a
large part of our energies to defence but itis
obvious that this is a state vastly to be pre-
ferred to war. It is of vital importance that
the ordinary citizen.should not feel that by
cheerfully paying his taxes and allowing a
large part of them to be spent on defence he
is doing everything that he cun to-ensure world
peace. All that defence expenditure can do is
to prevent the disaster of war while other
forces in the world work towwrd'a more lasting
solution of the problems of living together.

WORLD ORGANIZATION

"It is now obvious that we must seek some
form of world organization that will make war
impossible. This is not an easy tas^c and will
not be accomplished quickly. However, there is
no reason to give up hope. History shows that
man is gradually solving the problems of liv-
ing together in larger and larger groups. NATO
has been•more successful than any previous
asscaciation of nations in solving the problems
of joint defence,

"But although there are grounds for hope
there are no grounds for complacencÿ. Even
while we are beginning to see the first fruits
of nuclear'power for peaceful uses stocks of
thermonuclear armaments are building up and
world tensions are not diminishing. We must
hasten to solve our ancient problems of living
together if we are to survive. We are now at
last faced with the desperate alternative of
one world or none. °

for Trade and Commerte; and Senor Salvador
Ortiz, a senior member of the Administration,

His Excellency the Amôassador of the Dominican
ReFubl.ic, Rafael Paino Pic:lardo was present at
these meetings. The Canadian representatives
were led by Mr. 4Ym. Frederick FL+ll, Deputy
Minister of Trade and Commerce.

iiepreser.tatives on both sides indicated the

intention of their respective Governments to

do everything possible to encourage and pro--

mote the further devel.opmcnt of mutually advan-
tageous trâde.

5
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RECORD'SECURITIES TRADE WITH OTHER COUNTRIES • OVER $1.500  MILLION:  Security trading be-
tween Canada and  other countries reached record 
volume last year, the turnover exceeding  $1.-
500  million, more than $353 million above the 
previous record established in 1951, according 
to the Bureau's review of the year's trade in 
monthly report for last December. Sales to 
other countries aggregated $800 million and 
purchases $736 million, the balance of trade 
reflecting an import to Canada of $64 million 
of capital. 

LaSt year the United States contributed 
only $6 million to the net movement, the Uni-
ted Kingdom accounted for $23 Million, and 
other overseas countries for a record $35 mil-
lion. This sales balance in 19 54 followed pur-
chase balances or capital exports both in 1952 
and 1953. As in each year since 1950 . Canada 
repurchased Government bonds last year, but 
sold securities of corporations. • 

GOVERNMENT BONDS 

The repatriation of Government bonds was 
considerably higher than in 1953 at $85 mil-
lion, but there was •a marked grovith in Fa les 
to non-residents of securities of Canadian 
corporations. These included $121 million of 
common and préference stocks, and it was mainly 
this development which led to the capital 
import. • 

The net movement of capital to Canada from 
all portfolio security transactions in 1954 
was much-larger than the balance on account of 
trade in outstanding securities, amounting to 

e s  

eARM MIMI:  Annual wages of male farm help 
as at mid-January this year averaged lower than 
in 1954,  according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. With board provided, averaged wages 
worked out at $1,010 versus $1,075 in 1154 and 
without board at $1,380 versus $1,465. 

•With board provided the average for eastern 
C anada WBS $980 versus $990 mul without board 
at $1,385 versus $1,405. The western Canada 
average with board was•$1,065 versus $1,185 
and without board at $1,405 versus $1,520. 

.* * * 

Operating revenues of Canadian air carriers  
in November totalled $7,313,650, a  new  high 
for the month and $121,991 above the November 
1953 total of $7,192,659.  At the same time 
operating expenses fell slightly to $8, 323, 329 
from  $8,335,791 and .the seasonal operating 
loss was reduced to $1,009,679 fret $1,143,132. 

* 	* * 

Visible supplies of Canadian wheat on Feb-
ruary 23 totalled 348.267,000 bushels, a 
decrease of about 5% from last year's corres-
ponding total of 367,048000 bushels.  

$160 million. New issues and retirements of 
Canadian securities led to a net capital in-
flow of $126 million, new issues amounting to 
$318 million and retirements to $192 million. •' 

Similar transactions in foreign securities 
led to an outflow of $30 million, new issues 
standing at $32 million and retirements at $2 
million. More than nine-tenths of the new is-
sues of Canadian securities sold abroad were 
purchased by United States residents, and bonds 
and debentures of provinces and municipalities 
each accounted for about four-tenths .  

Trade in outstanding securities between 
Canada and the United States reached a record 
volume • of $1,200 million last year, nearly 50% 
over 1953 and some 10%  above the previous 
record in 1951. As already noted, it resulted 
in a net  sales balance o,f only $6 mi ll ion, as 
compared to a capital export of '62 million in 
1953. 

U. S. INVESTORS 

An outstanding 'development in last year's 
trading was a marked revival  of  interest of 
United States  Investors in the equity secu-
rities of Canadian corporations. This led to 
net sales of $85 million of common and.prefer-
red stodks compared to $6 million the previous 
year. 

For  the  second successive year since 1937 
Canada had a sales balance from security trad-
ing with  the United Kingdom, although the cap-
ital import of $23 million was below the total 
of $29 million in 1953. 

CMSO•CAL/SEWAV:  Cape Breton Island will 
officially cease to become an island and will 
be joined to the mainland of Nova Scotia on 
August 13next,  This  is the date when the Canso 
Causeway wil l be officially opened, linking 
the island with the mainland with a narrow 
strip of man-made land which will carry rail-
way lines, a broad highway, and a 'pedestrian 
walk. 

* 	* 

$ 12. 4 Bra ZOIY_ CRE01.7Efi:  Value of cheques 
ca'shed in January totalled $12,453,000,000, 10% 
higher than in the corresponding month of 1954. ' 
Three of the 5 economic regions recorded 
advances. Debits in. Q.iebec rose over 22%. Brit-
ish  Columbia 11$  and Ontario 8%. Cheques cashed 
in the Prairie Provinces were fractionally 
lower. 

* * 

Canadas  general wholesale price index rose 
0.2% in January to 215.7 from 215.3 in the 
preceding month but declined 1,9% from last 
year's corresponding figure of 219.8. 

• 
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW

.4T061S FOR PEACE: The Department of Exter-
na Affairs announced on March g that the Can-
adian Government has accepted the invitation
of the Secretary-General of the United Nations
to participate in the forthcoming International
Scientific Conférence on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic F`nergy.

The Gonference, which will meet in Geneva
from August 8 to August 20, 1955, has been
called as a result of a resolution unanimously
adopted at the last session of the General As-
sembly of the United Nations.

The resolution states that the purpose of
the Conference will be, "to explore means of
developing peaceful uses of atomic energy
through international co-operation, and in
particular, to study the development of atomic
power and to consider other technical areas -.
such as biology, me4icine,•radiation protec-
tion; and fundamental science - in which in-
ternational co-operation might most effectively
be accomplished".

Canada was a co-sponsor of the resolution
and in the debate on it in the General Assem-
bly, the Minister of National Health and Wel-
fare and Acting Chairman of the Canadian Dzle-
gation, Mr. Paul Martin, expressed the view
that the Conference would provide, "the first
occasion to focus world-wide attention on the
efforts of countries with the experience in

atomic energy to speed the development of
peaceful applications by making freely avail-
able the knowledge thus far acquired".

As Mr. Martin revealed at that time, the
Canadian contribution to the Cônference will
consist of a number of scientific papers deal-
ing with Canada's special experience in the
peaceful application of atomic energy, partic--
ularly in the fields of uranium production and'
power reactor technology.

Dr. W. B. Lewis, Vice-President, Research
and Development, Atomic Pinergy of Canada Lim-.
ited, will be responsible for co-ordinating
the Canadian contribution to the Conference
and has already assisted with the preliminary
arrangements for the Conference as Canadian
member of a committee set up to advise the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. He
will be attending the Conference accompanied
by a delegation of scientists from both Gov-
ernment and private agencies.

^ a o a

AIR.. MENZIES .IN CANADA: The Right Honour-
able Robert Gordon Menzies, C.H., Q.C., M.P.,
Prime Minister of Australia, arrived in Canada
on March 9, for a 5-day visit. Mr. Menzies is
spending the first two days of his visit at
Government House as a guest of the Governor•
General of Canada, Mr. Massey.

1
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TRADE DELEGATION : The Minister of Trade 
and Commerce, Mr.  C. D..Howe, announced on 
March 4 that the Dominican Republic was send-
ing to Canada a trade . d.elegation to discuss 
commercial relations of mutual concern.  The 
delegation, comprising Dr. Samuel Resumil Ara-
gunde, Secretary of State for Trade and Com-
merce, and Senor Salvador Ortiz, a senior mem-
ber of the administration, is due to arrive 
March 6. •His Excellency Rafael Paino Pichardo, 
Ambassador of the Dominican Republic to Can-
ada, will participate in the discussions. 

Mr. -Howe indicated that he welcomed the 
decision of the Dominican Republic to send a 
trade delegation to Canada, as it will afford 
him and Government officials an opportunity to 
continue.conversations on trade matters that 

•he enjoyed with General Hector B. Trujillo 
Molina, President of. the Dominican Republic, 
during his visit to Ciudad Trujillo in Feb- 

ruary.  1953. 
As an important pattern of trade has been 

developed between Canada and the Dminican 
Republic, amounting in 1954 to a total of $6 
million, it is hOPed that the commercial rela- . 

 tions between the two countries can be further 
expanded through an exchange of information 
and a discussion of trade possibilities in the 
future. 

aaaa 

1954 STORE SALES UP:  riepartment «stores in 
all areas except Manitoba and Saskatchewan had 
bigger dollar sales last year than in 1953 and 
the national total passed the billion-dollar 
mark for the second year in a row. •Preliminary 
figures published March .2 by the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics place 1954 sales at  $1g-
065;408,000.  some 4% above the revised rr: 
total oT  $1,024,746,000.  Led by a 41% boost in 
radio and music  departments which inélude 
television sets - 23 of  the 29  leading depart-
ments registered dollar gains over the pre-
ceding year. 

The 1954 total was strengthened by an in-
crease of ne.arly 8% in December .sales to an 
estimated $152,322,000  from  $141,556,000  in 
the last month of 1953... 

• 

Wieat flour production in the first half of 
the current crop year amounted to 10,789,407 
barrels, 3.5% above the preceding year° s first-
half total of 10,423,7.52  barrels. • Substantial 
increases in August .and September combined 
with smaller increases in October and November 
more than offset decreases in December and 
January. bheat flour ex-ports in the half year 
totalled 4,544,426 barrels, down from 5,]07.-
773 a year earlier. 

• 

Natural gas production in November rose to 

11, r5,000 ei cubic feet from 10,254,000 M aW.t 
the 11-month total advanced to 107, 3)3;000 M 
cubic feet from 88,696,000 M.: 

AMBASSADOR TO  PORTUGAL:  The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs.  , Mr. L. B. Pearson, 
on March 7, announced that the Hon. • W. F.  A. 
Turgeon, P.C. Q.C., Canadian Ambassador to 
Ireland and Minister to Portugal, will be 
transferred to Lisbon with the rank of Ambas-
sador. It was announced on February 9 that the 
Portuguese Government and the Government of 
Canada had decided to raise to the status of 
Embassies their Legations in Ottawa and Lisbon. • 

The  Secretary of State for External Affairs 
also announced the retirement of Mr.- Emile 
Vaillancourt, Canadian Ambassador to Peru. 
Appointments of successors to Mr. Turgeon as 
Ambassador to Ireland and to Mr. Vaillancourt 
will be announced at a later date.- 

Mr. •Turgeon was born at Petit Rocher, N.B.; 
and is a graduate of the Universities of Laval 
and New Brunswick. He served as Attorney Gen-
eral for Saskatchewan from 1907 to 1921 when 
he was appointed to the Court of Appeal of 
Saskatchewan.. In 1938 he became Chief Justice. 

Mr. Turgeon has held various diplomàtic 
posts during the last fifteen years.•He was 
successively Minister to Argentina and Chile, 
Ambassador to Mexico, and .Ambassador to Belgium 
and Minister to  Luxembourg. He  was appointed 
High Commissioner to Ireland  in 1946 and later 
Ambassador. In 19 52 he assumed the additional 
function of Canadian Minister to Portugal. 

Mr. • Turgeon has been Chairman of several 
Royal Commissions of Enquiry in Canada and has 
attended numerous international conferences. • 

, 	 T T 

ATOM PLANT TOUR:  An insight into the role 
of chemical engineering in atomic power devel-
opment was give.n 75 chemical engineers from 
private industries and from universities and 
other research centres when they visited the 
Chalk River project March 9. 

An invitation to tour the project was ex-
tended by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited to 
all delegates to the annual conference of the 
Chemiéal Engineering Division of the Chemical 
Institute of Canada, held in Ottawa March 7 
and 8. 

*  a a 

STORE SALES  TREND:  Despite a new monthly 
record in December, sales of Canadian retail.. 
,ers last year dipped 1.4%  below the 1953 level, 
totalling an estimated $11,959,153,000 versus 
$12,125,802,000 in the preceding year, DBS 
reports.•December sales- amounted to $1,  p7,-
533,000.  a 3% increase over the Lecerinper 53 
value of $1,172,190,000.  November sales were a 
slight 0. 3% .over the year earlier level, but 
October sales were down 7.2% and sales in 
the January-Septémber period averaged 1.4% 
lower. 

a  ass 

• Canada's index number of farm prices of 
agricultural products for January stood at 
221.2, up 1.3 points from December's 219.9. 

• 
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REDUCED IMPORT . BALANCE IN 1954 

FINAL TRADE FIGURES.  Final figures on com-
modity imports  and total  foreign trade in 1954, 
released on March 3 show a drop of  $9,600.-
000  from 1953 in the value of imports as 
against a decline of $225,700,000 in total ex-
ports (domestic and foreign), resuliing in a 
reè.uced import balance of $146,330,000 as com-
pared to $210,2)0,000 in 1953. 

Commodity imports were down 6.6% in value 
last year to $4,093,200,000  from the record 
value of $4, 382,800,000 in 1953.  but  were still 
above the total values for 1952 and 1951 .  
Domestic exports declined 5.7% in value to 
$3,881,300,000 from  $4,117,400,000 in 1953, 
while foreign exports.moved upward to  $55, -
600,000  from $55,200,000. -  

Average prices of imports were slightly 
higher _in 1954 than in 1953. according to the 
Bureau's preliminary price index of imports 
for the. year.• The decline in the volume of 
imports was thus slightly greater •than the 
decline in value. 

Commodity purchases in 1954 were lower from 
the United States, United Kingdom and Latin 
America, but higher from °tiler Commonwealth 
countries as a group, Europe and the remaining 
foreign countries taken together .  Commodity-
wise, the decline was general, affecting most 

RCAF OVERSEAS.  M.etz,  France:  • --In am Un-
precedented mass move, carried out mostly by 
air, the Royal Canadian Air Force is moving 
Number 1 Fighter Wing from its old base at 
North Luffenham, England, to its new opera-
tional station at Marville, France. •When the 
move is completed, sometime in April, the Can-
adian Air Division will be completely instal-
led in Continental Europe. 

Although the new base at Marville is not 
quite complete, the administrative staff has 
already moved in and is preparing it for those 
who will soon f011ow. had  while the old . base 
is being closed, two of its three squadrons of 
Sabre jets are operating from other Canadian 
bases. 

In November last year, 410 Squadron, the 
first Canadian squadron to come overseas under 
NAX), was first to move again and settled into 
4 Fighter Wing  • t Baden-Soellingen, Germany, 
to await the completion of its new station. 
Most of the equipment and the famines were 
moved over by North Star aircraft from the 
RCAF's 426 Transport Squadron. 

Next to dig up roots was 441 Fighter Squad-
ron which is currently the guest of 3 Fighter 
Wing, Zweibrucken, Germany, 

At present, only one squadron, 439, remains 
at North Luffenham, and it will move directly 
into Marville when the base is completed.  

of the important commodities Canada normally 
purchases, lower figures being recorded for 
all except two of the main commodity grOups. 

Purchases from  the United States last year 
dropped "8.1% to $3, 221,- $2, 96 1,  380,000  from 
214,000 the previous year, reducing the United 
States proportion of total imports more than 
F.  to 72. 3°..'The decline was centered mainly 
in commodities o£ the iren, non-metallic min-.  
erals, and misce ll aneous commodities groups, 
imports of agricultural and vegetable pro:ducts 
showing an increase and Other groups being , 

 little changed.. 
Imports from the United Kingdom fe/1 $60,- 

919,000 to .$392,472,000 from $453,391,000, with 
decreases in purchases of textiles, iron and 
steel products, non-ferrous and non-metallic 
mineral products, partly offset by increases 
for agricultural and vegetable, chemical and 
miscellaneous commodities: 

In contrast, commodity imports from other 
Commonwealth countries taken together rose  to  
$181,759,000 from $170,571,000. ' • . 

Purciseses :c rom  Eurore . rose to n79,715,030 fire 
$173,755,000, the Fedéral Republic of Germany 
again leading in size of increase. Imports 
from Latin America decreased moderately to 
$234,406,000 from $289,967,000- 

PIPED OIL RISE°  Boosted by a record monthly 
movement in December, deliveries  of  oil throkh 
Canadian pipe lines in the full. year 1954 
soared to 17-2,495,935  .barrels from the pre-
ceeding year's 147,3)3,771 barrels. December 
deliveries amounted to .15,9 25,138 barrels, 
10.5%  above last year's  14,399,552.'  

Provincial totals for the year were as fol-
lows, 19 53 data being in brackets: British 
Colombia, • 14, 566 , 334 barrels '( 1, 540, 011) ; 
Alberta, 16,452,608 (16,984,749); Saskatchewan, 
14, 191,69 1  (14,189,654);  Manitoba, /1 1, 519, 892 

.68 2, 6 39) ; Ontario, 32, 441,988 ( 24,868, 257); 
and Q., ebec, 53, 323,422 (53,038, 46 1) . 

* * * * 

PETROLEUM INCREASe  Canadian production 
of crude petroleum rose 9% in November and 
nearly 19% in the January-November period as 
compared with a'year earlier. The month's out-
put amounted to 8,292,000  barrels versus 7,,-
596,000,  bringing the January-November total 
to 86,426,000 barrels versus 72,821,000.'.  

* * * * 
Canadian production of both primary lead 

and silver moved up in the year 1954  from the 
preceding year but zinc output dedined, The 
year's output of lead amounted.to  210,280 tons 
versus 19 3, 706. silver totalled 30,674,952 
fine ounces versus 28,424,795,.  and zinc amoun-
ted to 373,448 tons versus 401,762, 

* * * * 
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$12 BILLION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

IH R E FROM U.S.: The book value of all
foreign Iong-term investments in Canada-rose
to $11,422,000,000 in 1953 from $10,382,000,-
000 in 1952, according to figures presented in
the quarterly report on the Canadian balance
of international payments, and is estimated• to
be currently of the order of $12,000,000;000•
These figures compare with $7,092,000,000 in
1945.-

New figures show that.British investments
in Canada by. the. end 'of 1953 •reached $2,005,-

000,000. up from $1,884,000,000 a year earlier
and an increase of nearly $400,000,000 from
1946• 'This increase records not only capital
movements to Canada,. but also earnings retained
in Canada and accruing to the non-resident
shareholders.-British investment in Canada, of
course, is.stiil well below the prewar total.,

Investment of other overseas countries
.showed a sharp•rise -in 1953 to reach a record
value of $579,000,000, more than double the
total at the beginning of Wor1d War II. An even
larger rate of growth is shown by Uni'ted States
investments in Canada, •which are. placed at
$8,838,000;000 at the end of 1953, up from
$4,990,000,000 in 1945 and $4,151,000,000 in
1939.

Investments inCanadian enterprises control-
led by.non-residen^ shareholders accounted for
$5,977,000,000 of total 1953 investments. Uni-
ted States direct investment; $5,180,000,000
of the total, represents more than 85y6 of all
United-States investment in Canada.

Direct investments of the United Kingdom

and of other overseas countries are a much
smaller part of their total investments in Can-
ada, accounting for less than one-third.

Besides these direct investments,, n.on-resi-
dents of all countries owned $2,085,000,000
Canadian Government and municipal bonds, $2,-
894;000,000 other portfolio investments, and
$466,000,000 miscellaneous investments.

Canadian long-term investments_abroad

reached a total of $4, 127,000,000• in 1953, or
more than double the total of $2,048,000,000
at the end of 1945. Direct_investments in the
United States totalled.$1, 147,000,000 and port-
folio investments $ ,537 000,0p0• •

Investments in the ^k ►ited Kingdom amounted
to $1,425,000,000, including $1,292,000,000 of
war and•postwar loans by the Canadian Govern-
ment. In other overseas countries there were
direct investments..of $2%;000,000, . portfolio
investments of.$276,000,000, and Government
loans of $486,000,000.

Canada's net balancé of international in-
debtedness, which also takes account of of-
ficial holdings of gold and foreign exchange
as well as other international assets and lia-
bilities not covered above, had fallen by 1948
to $3,700,000,000. but is estimated to be cur-
rently. approaching. again the level of $6,500,-
000, 000 recorded 25 years- ,-

Viewed in the perspective of the great
developments which have occurred in recent
years, this bal'ance of indebtedness obviously
represents a relatively much.ii^.ghter burden
than -in the earlier period.

e ¢ ^ a

CADETS' EUROPEAN CRUISE.- Approximately 100
naval cadets from the Canadian Services Col-
leges and HMCS Venture, the Royal Canadian
Navy's junior officer training establishment
at Esquimalt, B.C., will leave Canada late in
April on board the cruiser Ontario for a four-
month training cruise to European waters.

The cruiser, now on n-a three-month- training
cruise to Australia and New Zealand with,79
Venture cadets embarked, is scheduled-to leave
Esquimalt on April 25. She will proceed to
Halifax by way of the Panama Canal, arriving
on May 16, and sail from Halifax four days
later for United Kingdom waters. Later, she
will visit ports in northern Europe, before
returning to Canada.

o .^ .

RHINE VALLEY SCHOOL: With "O Canada" ring-
ing over the pines of the Black Forest the
first of the Department of National :^:e°£ence
dependents' schools was officially opened on
March 4 when the Rhine Valley Park school at
the RCAF's 4 Fighter Wing, Baden-Soellin gen,
Germany, was declared finished and ready for
operations.

4

INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT: Industrial employ-
ment in the week of January 1 showed the pro-
nounced curtailment usual at the time of year,
and .the Bureau's advance index fell 2_79{, to
309, 1 from 112, 1 a month earlier. The shrink-
age was slightly below the average for the be-
ginning of January in the postwar-period and
was also smaller than at January 1, 1954• 'Ihe
index then was fractionally higher at 109:9.

Payrolls distributed by'the larger indus-
trial establishments for the holiday week end-
ing on or about January 1 fell 4:4q, from Dec-
ember, bringing the payroll ,index to 149.3.'
This decline was less than at January 1 last
year and the latest payroll'index was 2.8q,
higher, establishing a new maximum for the time
of year. The general figure of per capita
weekly wages and-salaries in the three major
industrial groups stood at $58.55 versus $59.-
59 at December 1 and $56. 56 at January 1, 1954.

a Ÿ ^ +e

Weekly wages and-salaries in mining in 1953
averaged $6$,70, nearly 78% more than the 1945
average of $-38..61 and almost 2% times the 1939
average of $28,69.
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1954 INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS DEFICIT 

SURPLUS WITH U.K. :  Canadas  international 
transactions in goods and services last year 
led to a deficit of $427 million as compared to 
a deficit of $439 million in 1953, according to 
preliminary estimates for 1954 contained in the 
Bureau's quarterly  report on the Canadian bal-
ance of international payments.: . 

During 19 54 the commodity trade balance 
improved by $66 million, changing from a deficit 
of $57 million to a surplus of $9 mIllion.  But 
most of this improvement  was  offset by an in-
crease of $54 million, from  $382  to $436 mil-
lion, in the deficit on other current-trans-. 
actions.. -Illis increase was due primarily to 
larger net payments of interest and dividends 
in. the final quarter. -  Both in 1953 and 1954 
the deficits were 8% of total ,-current re-
ceipts,. 

• 

CURRENT ACCOUNT 

• %bile the current account deficits .were not 
greatly different in the two years, the level 
o.f transactions was lower in  1954.  Current 
receipts and payments were each reduced by 5%, 
the former declining to $5,225 from $5,512 mil-
lion and total  current payments to  $5.652  from 
$5,951 million. A greater decline in the volume 
of commodity imports than exports offset the 

effects on the trade balance of a deterioration 
of some 3% in the terms of trade. 

In the first two quarters of 1954 the cur-
rent account deficits  were  $174  million and 
$187 million as compared to  •deficits of $184 
and $191  million 'respectively in 1953. Both 
the balance of trade and of invisibles showed 
little change in the first half of the year. 
In the third quarter a small surplus of $30 
million appeared, mainly because of an improved 
commodity trade balance from the period a year 
earlier, %%hen there was an overall deficit of 

$13 million. This improvement in the commodity 
trade balance continued into the fourth quar-
ter, but was more than offset by a sharp rise 
in net payments of interest and dividends. The 
result was a deficit of $96 million, which was 

$45 million greater than in the same. 19 53  quar-

ter.  

* 

WHEAT STOCKS:  Visible supplies of Canadian 
wheat on February 16 totalled  3511 93D,000  bush-
els, down about 4% from last year's correspond-
ing total of 368, 229,000. Deliveries from 
farms in the Prairie Provinces . during the week 
dropped to 1,80 4,0 00 bushels from 3,7 89,000 
and overseas export clearances fell to 3,10 5,— 
000 bushels from 3,155,000. 

* * * 

There were about 24 telephones for every 
100 persons in Canada at the end of 1953, twice 
as many as in 1939. 

Except for a small surplus in 1952.  Canada 
has had current account deficits „since .1950;.. 
the report points out:Their emergence and con-
tinuation has been closely related to the 'rapid 
increase in consumption, investment, and 
defence expenditureS since 1949' 

Toward the end of 1953e  and for part of 
1954, some components of these demands levelled 
Out or decreased. •Particularly notable was the 
cessation of the-previous rapid •growth in 
business inventories. As a result of' these 
changes, a wide variety of imports decreased 
in 1954, although the volume of imports re-
mained high in comparison with the years. . be.; 
fore the peak in r53. 

GRAINS AND FLOUR 

Exports were subject to more divergent in-
fluences, with varied  trends-in  economic activ-
ity in different parts of the world, but the • 
recent decline was concentratedin a relatively 
few products. In this connection, the decline. 
in exports of grains and flour exceeded the 
decline in total commodity exports. 

Estimated travel expenditures by Canadians 
in other countries increased last year to $380 
million from $5 million in  1953,  while travel 
expenditures of visitors to Canada from other 
countries were down slightly to $300 from $320 
million, raising the deficit on travel acconnt 
to $80 from $63 million. Interest and dividend 
payments increased to 5443'f:iota $410 mi ll ion, 
while receipts declineo to Mc;  from $14 'mil-
lion, the deficit on this 'account moving up  to  
$307 from $246 million. The deficit on freight 
and shipping, on the other h and, declined to 
$35 from $45 million, with both lower payments 
and receipts .  

The bilateral imbalance .of the current 
account was somewhat reduCed in 1954. The def-
icit with the United States declined  by $106 
million to $8 18 million, while the surplus 
with overseas cultries fell by $94 million . to 

91  million. On the other hand, the current 
surplus with the United Kingdom (included• in 
the overseas countries totals) rose from $142 
to e.;230  million. 

• * * 

Canadian cows gave an estimated 16,884.- 
000,000 pounds of milk last year, an increase 
of nearly 3%over the revised 1953 output total 
of 16,449,000,000  pounds.:Preliminary figures 
place January production at 945,000,000  pounds, 
28,000,000 or 3% more than in January last 
year. 

c a ca  

'Ihe value of field crops in Saskatchewan in 
1953 is estimated at some  $642,900,000  or about 
36% of the all-Canada production value of $1,- 
77 1,000,000.. 
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GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT TURNS UPWARD

SINCE MID-1954: Canada's gross national
product moved upward in the last half of 1954
and was at a seasonally•adjusted annual rate
of $24;4 billion in the fourth quarter. At the
year end production in the non-farm sector was
estimated to be runnnng above the previous
peak level of the third quarter of 1953, after
allowing for seasonal factors.

The, figures indicate that, for the year as
a whole., the gross national product declined
by about 2q„ to $24.0 billion from $24.4 bil-
lion in 1953 and that this decline.was largely
attributable to the poor grain crop of last
fall.

The contraction in industrial activity,
which began in the third quarter of 1953, was
reversed in mid-19-54. as gross national pro-
duct moved upward in both the third and fourth
quarters. The clown-turn in non-farm production
from mid-1953 to mid- 19 54 was of comparatively
small. magnitude, amounting in total to about
.2%. The upward movement from mid-1954 to the
end of the year appears to have amounte-d to
about 3%

The decline in industrial output between
mid-1953 and mid- 1954 was concentrated in the
metal-using manufacturing industries, and in
the clothing and textile industries. Output in
all of the primary industries (except agricul-
ture) was substantially above, the previous
year, as,gains occurred in mining, quarrying
and oil wells, forestry, fishing.and public
u tilities. In the. service industries, prodttc-
tion continued the upward trend of preceding
years.

SHIPS FROM KOREA:-The destroyer escorts
Huron and Iroquois are due to arrive in Halifax
March 19 from tours of duty in the Far East.

The ships, part of Canada's contribution to
the United Nations fleet operating off Korea,
h ad served there several months.when it was
decided to withdraw them under terms of the
reduction by two-thirds of ,the Commonwealth
armed forces following the Korean cease-fire.

The remaining destroyer in the Far East is
HMCS Sioux.

a a ^ #

WORLD HOCKEY CflARPIONSIlIP: The House of

mmons on March 7 joine with its presiding

officer, the Speaker, tfir..L. René Beaudoin, in
extending congratulations to the Pen•tiet4n V'14
for regaining the world amateur hockey c`,am-
pionship for Canada. Mr. Beaudoin said also:

"From what I could see on the television
screen, all teams who'participated in those
games are to be congratulated on the true
sportsmanship that they have shown."'

WILDLIFE'CONFERENCES: This week and next
ontrea , e., becomes the wildlife manage-

ment capital of North America. The first of
the series of game conservation meetings to
which the city will play host is the 19th Fed-
eral-Provincial Wildlife Conference, March 10-
11.

This annual meeting, sponsored-by the Can-•
adian Wildlife Service of the Department of
Northern Affairs and National Resources, brings
together Game Commissioners and leading wild-
life and conservation officials from every
province.

. it precedes the North American Wildlife
Conference, which meets in Montreal, March 14,
to permit game officials of the federal and
provincial Governments to take part in meet-
ings which include the North Americàn Wildlife
Conference and sessions of the Canadian Con-
servation Association and the IVational'Wild-
life Federation.

1These gains approximately offset the pro-
duction declines in the other industries, and
total non-farm output for the year 1954 as a
whole was not greatly different from the 1953
level.

However, in the farm secto-r, a major decline
in production occurred in 1954, associated
with rust and weather conditions in the West-
ern provinces, which sharply reduced the yield
and quality of the grain crop. This develop-
ment, together with the offsetting changes in
non-farm output noted above, brought Canada's.
gross national product for the full year
1954-to a level almost 26,r below the preceding
year.

Turning to the gross national expenditure,

the two most important sustaining forces on
the demand side in 1954 were consumer outlays
for goods and services and- expenditures for
new housing construttion, which showed gains

of 3% and, 9%„ respectively. With the exception

of•Goveinment expenditure on goods and services

which remained level, all-other major ex-
penditure categories declined in 1954 relative
to the preceding year; the decline in machinery

and equipment amounted to 17%„ and in exports

to 5%.

During the period of the down-turn in
production from mid-1953 to. mid-1954, the
declines in the seasonally adjusted expenditure
components were particularly shârp, but from
mid-1954 to the end of the year all of the
expenditure items were rising again, with the
exception of.outlays for new machinery and
equipment.

-6
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WEER`S EVENTS IN REVIEW

1955 INVESTAlENT RISE: Projected private
an pu ic investment outlays for new con-
struction, machinery and equipment in Canada
will be approximately 6 per cent greater in
1955 than the expenditure in 1954, according
to a report tabled in the House of Commons
February 24 by the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, Mr. C.D. Howe. '

The report, entitled "Private and Public
Investment in Canada - Outlook 1955" states
that capital expenditures anticipated for 1955
will amount to $5,8 billion, compared with
$5.5 billion spent in 1954.:1'hese estimates
are based on a survey of some 16,000 business
establishments across Canada and upon surveys
of proposed expenditures by Governments, in-
stitutions and private house builders.•

The additional strength in the 1955 capital
expenditure programme is expected to arise
from increased activity across a wide range of
industries. The mining industry, with emphasis
on further development in the petroleum field,
is.expected to show the most rapid increase,
with outlays planned at a rate 24 per cent
above those of 1954. •

A. substanti_al increase of 19 per cent in
institution ai building is also anticip ated.-It
is'estimated that expenditures for new hous-
ing, which reached record h eights in 1954,
will increase by another 10 per cent in the
present year. The large carry-over of uncom-
pleted houses will be an important factor in
sustaining activity in this latter field.

INFORMATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

Spending by the trade, finance and commer-

cial service groups and by Government Depart-

ments is expected to be moderately higher in

1955, while that by utiliti,es and agriculture
will likely approximate 1954.levels.-

Investment plans of the manufacturing in-
dustries provide one of the most encouraging
features of the 1955 programme., Although the
increase in spending planned by this grôup of
industries is very moderate, it reverses a
declining trend in evidence since 1952•'

Such industries as non-ferrous metal pro-
cessing and chemicals, which helped spark the
post-Korean rise in manufacturing investment,
are, along with the pulp and paper industry,
expected to provide the most important contri-
butions to the current increases.- ,

Expenditures for new construction are ex-
pected to comprise a larger proportion of the
programme in 1955. -Total construction spending
now planned amounts to $4,064 million, which
represents a 10 per cent increase from the $3,-
694 million spent in 1954. •

All major categories of construction -will
'likely share in this increase. The value of
housing construction has been estimated at
$1,283 million, compared with the $1,169 mil-
lion spent for thispurpose in 1954. ' Similarly,
expenditures for non-residential building and
for engineering construction are.both expected
to be 10 per cent greater in 1955.

(.b the other hand, a decline in p.urchases
of machinery and equipment is indicated. •01xt-

1
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lays for this purPosp .  are estaked at $1,- 
744 million, a decline of 3 per cent from the 
$1,804 million spent in 1954. 

The fact that capital outlays in 1955 are 
planned at a rate above those of 1954 suggests 
that the shortfall in last year's investment 
intentions was the result of special, shortrun 
circumstances. During  1954.  unfavourable 
weather conditions, poor. grain crops and an 
increased •lo' ss of construction time through 
strikes hindereci accomMishment of ceital 
expenditure plans. 

The increased' expenditures expected in the 
present year indicate that strong exnansionary 
influences continue to underly the Canadian 
economy. These are presently reinforced by the 
recent firming of production trends in the 
United States economy and by other favourable 
.foreign market. influences. . 

• * 

RADIO CONTROLLED DRONES:  The Royal Can-
adian Navy will begin . operations with radio-
ccintrolled drones  for  anti-aircraft training 
with the formation on March 1 of No. I Drone 
Target Unit.at HMCS Shearwater, the Naval Air 
Station at  Dartmouth,  N.S. 

The mobile unit will p• rovide targets for 
surface-to-air anti-aircraft practice for units 
of the East Coast fleet, operating under the 
direction of the Flag Officer Atlantic Coast. 
The targets will be maintained at FMCS Shear-
water and launChed, controlled and recovered 
fro'm a site 'ai Osborne Head, east of the 
approaches at Halifax Harbour. . 

The drone targets; 'Type  KD6G2, have a wing 
span of 12 .feeé, and are.powered by an 80 H.P.: 
Piston engine. • Radio-controlled, tl-gey can fly 
at a speed of approximately 230 knots, with an 
endurance of one and one-half hours. 

Each drone i .s equipped With a parachute, 
when  •releAsed, automatically stops the 

engine, -allowing the drone to descend. The 
parachute may be released at any time during 
flight, and the drone may be recovered and any 
damaged parts repaired. -  

11- BOMB PROBLEMS;  The development of thermo-
nuclear weapons, with all their uniniaginable 
potential for destruction, serves only to 
accentuate the importance of the physician and 
of health workers generally in civil defence 
planning, it was emphasized on February 28 by 
the Minister of National -i-ealth and We/fare, 
Mr. Paul Martin, in' a welcoming address to 50 
top-ranking industrial physicians attending 
the first physicians indoctrination course' at 
the Canadian Civil Defence CI") lege at Arnpri or, 
Ont. • 

• * * * * 
• . 	• 

There are 'more than 1,700 separate islets 
in the 50-mile stretch of the St.. Lawrence 
River lcnown as the Thousand Islands. 

TRADE CONTINUES UP!  Canada's f'oreign com-
modity trade in January continued the advance 
over a year earlier shown in the last two 
months of 1954, with increases both in exports 
and imports over January last year and a small 
export balance as against an import balance, 
according to preliminary figures released by 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. • Most of the 
exports gain was in trade with the United 
Kingdom and the United States, and most of the 
imports rise in purchases from the United 
States. • 

Total exports in the month were up $45,- 
000,000 or nearly 17% in value to $310,400,000 
from  $165,400,000  in January last year, while 
commodity imports rose $26,600;000 or 9.5% to 

. an estimated $306,800,000 from $280,200,000. 
The  greater rise in exports than imports 
resulted in an export balance of $3,600,000 as 
against an import balance of $14,800,000 last 
year.• 

SHiPMENTS TO U. S. 

ShipmentS to the United States moved up to 
$183,100,000 as compared to $160,100,000  to 
bring the month's value close below the high 
levels of the three years 1951 to 1953. • Pur-
chases from the United States, however, in-
creased slightly more to $228,400,000  against 
$ 2)2,700,000, bringing an increase in the 
import surplus with the United States to  $45,-
300,000  from $42,600,000. 

Exports to the United Kingdom climbed sharp-
ly, as in the two 'previous months, to $63, - 

000,000 from last year's low January figure 
of $38,100.,000, but imports from the United 
Kingdom were s1ightly 1c;gwer at $27,500,000 
against $28,300,000. The result, was, a sharp 
rise in -the: export surplus to $35,500,000 com-
pared to $9,800,000. 

Sales to other Commonwealth c'ountries, gen-
erally lower last year, also increased.to  
$16,700,000 from $12,100,000, while purchases 
continued the 1954 trend •with an increase to 
$11,400,000 from  $9,000,000. • Exports to the 
reinaining countries, in contrast with the other 
gains, fell off in January to $47,600,000 from 
$55,100,000, and imports from these countries 
- up moderately through 1954, . declined slightly 
to $39,500,000 from $39,500,000 from $40,200,- 
000. -  

* * 

In both 1953 and 1952 Canadian vessels car-
ried over 90% 6f the freight un16aded in the 
coastwise trade. In addition, 40.2% of the car-
go loaded and unloaded in'international sea-
borne or foreign shipping• in 1953 was carried 
in Canadian •bottoms as compared with 40.1% of 
the total in 1952. 

Canadian manufacturers sold a record 623, - 
856 television.sets for $216,451,362 last year 
as against 366,498 for $148,753,479 in 1953.' 

8 
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26 PER CENT NOW EMPLOYED IN INDUSTRY 

MINISTER' S ANALYSIS:  Whereas Canada was 
formerly looked on as a producer of foodstuffs 
and raw material, our is now a manufacturing 
economy, the ivlinister of Trade and Commerce, 
Mr. C. D. Howe, said in addressing the Dal-
housie Alumni Assèciation in Halifax, N.S. , on 
February 28. 

The Minister reviiewed• the transition of the 
Canadian economy, in part, as follows: 

"Perhaps you will be interested in having a 
brief record of Canadian resources expansion, 
In volume terms, beginning with 193?, up to the 
end of 1953; agricultural output increased by 
40% reaching a total value of $3.1 billion, 
output of our fisheries rose by 43%, reaching 
a value of $130 million. Output of our mines 
increased.by 58%,• reaching $1.5 billion, and 
our output of primary forest products increased 
by 2570 to $775 million. 

LARGE EXPORTER  

"As you know, Canada is a country with a 
population of about 154 million people, com-
prising about two-thirds of one percent of the 
world's population. Still, we produce more 
newsprint, nickel, asbestos, and platinum than - 
any other  nation. • Canada is second  in the 
world's output of hydro-electric power, wood 
pulp, altiminum, gold, zinc, uranium, magnesium 
and titanium, and third in the production of 
silver, cadmium, cobalt and sawn lumber. In 
1953v Canada was the third most important 
exporting country in the world, being ex-
ceeded only by the United  States. and Great 
Britain. , . . 

"The value of our exports has been growing 
steadily, although 19 54 experienced a small 
set-back.•However, prospects for 1955 are again 
promising and I feel sure that the experience 
of 1954 does not indicate any real set-back in 
our ability to find markets for that part of 
Canadian production which is surplus to our 
own reciuirements. . . 

"Some of our postwar developments are spec-
tacular indeed.. In British Columbia, private 
enterprise has just built a power development 
which involved a huge dam built to create a 
lake on the top of a mountain range, the.build-
ing of a ten-mile tunnel through rock from the 
lake down to the seashore, and installation of 
a hydro-electric power plant in a cavern exca-
vated inside the mountain. This is the largest 
high head hydro-electric power development 
undertaken in any part of the world, From  tire 

power plant, a transmission line has• been 
brought over another gountain range to the new 
seaport of Kitimat, where a new city is being 
built to produce aluminum, • This project ranks 
as •one  of the great engineering feats of recent 
years.: 

"In Northern Quebec, high-grade iron ore 
was discovered on the boundary of Labrador and 
some 370 miles from the shores of the St. Law-
rence River. • To develop this.ore, a large har-
bour development has been built and a new tom 
created at Seven Islands From that town a 
hie standard railroad has" been extenàed in-
land to the mine, the whole project involving 
an expenditure of 250 million dollars. It is 
expected that 10 million tons of high grade 
iron ore will be shipped from the new port of 
Seven Islands each year, with the prospect 
that•eventually, twice this volume of iron ore 
will be shipped. 

"Another spectacular industrial development 
is the Government's own synthetic rubber plant 
at Sarnia, Ontario, built during the Second 
World War when the supply of natural rubber 
from the Far East was cut off. This is the 
only synthetic rubber producer in Canada. It 
supplies about one-half of all the rubber used 

• in Canada, and, in addition, exports more than 
half its production to customers abroad. 

"CHEMICAL VALLEY " 

"Since one of the raw materials for this 
plant is the light ends by-product of oil re-
fineries, and because Polymer provides a market 
for this and other by-products, the plant has 
become the centre of the so-called "Chemical 
Valley" of Ontario. Besides the largest refi-
nery of Imperial Oil, three other large refi-
neries and two other large chemical plants have 
been built on adjacent properties. "Chemical 
Valley" today represents an investment of some 
500 million dollars, largely created since the 
Second World War. • . . . 

"The result  of  all this has been that, 
whereas Canada was formerly lookedupon as a 
producer of foodstuffs and raw materials, ours 
is today a manufacturing economy. Manufactur-
ing industries are now Canada's most important 
source of employment.. In 1939,  only 17% of 
persons working• in Canada were employed in in-
dustry. The proportion has now risen to 26%. ' 
About one-third of Canadas  annual income is 
now earned in our manufacturing industries, or 
more than twice as much as in agriculture. It 
may come as a surprise to some of you that , 
these proportions are similar to those prevail-
ing in the United States, the world's most 
highly industrialized country. - 

"Canada's manufacturing industries 	as 
distinct from primary industries - now provide 
jobs for 1.3 million people, and their out-
put in 195 3 was close to $18  billion. Em-
ployment In our manufacturing industries has 
about doubled over the last fifteen years 
and output has risen about 2;12  times in volume 
terms". . . . 
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AVOID SEAWAY DUPLICATION  Arrangements to 
eliminate uneconomical duplication of navi-
gation facilities on the St. Lawrence Seaway 
have been agreed upon between Canada and the 
United States. 

Details have been set forth in a letter 
from the Ambassador of the United States, Mr. 
R. Douglas Stuart, to the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson. 

The letter, together with text of Mr. Pear-
son's reply of confirmation, was tabled in the 
House of Commons on February 28. •Mr. Stuart's 
1etter read; . 

"I refer to conversations which were held 
recently between yourself, Mr. liewe and Ambas-
sador Heeney.  and, on our side, Mr. Wilson, 
Mr.  Anderson and  myself, on our respective 
plans for•St;•Lawrence Seaway construction. 

iiIscussIoNs, • 
"In the light of these conversations, and 

of the. exchange of notes of August 1954, we 
understand that the Canadian Government under 
present conditions will not construct navi-
gation facilities which by-pass the power dams 
in the Cornwall-Barnhart Tsland areas. It is 
further understood that while the Canadian 
Government intends to acquire land now in that 
vicinity to provide such facilities at some 
future date, such construction will not be 
initiated until after discussions between the 
two• Governments. 

"The United States Government has, as you 
know, a statutory obligation under Public Law 
358, 83d Congress, to construct facilities 
for 27-foot navigation in the vicinity of 
Point Rockway, New York, opposite Iroquois, 
Ontario.:However, since the Canadian Govern-
ment has awarded a contract for construction 
of facilities for 27-foot navigation at. Iro-
quois ,  we will seek Congressional action at an 
appropri.ate time to be relieved of this sta-
tutory obligation for such construction and, 
thereafter, will not initiate such construction 
until after discussions between the two Gov-
ernments. • 

"Under these arrangements the Canadian 
canal and lock at Iroquois will be the exclu-
sive means for navigation to by-pass the power 

.project control dam at that point. • Similarly, 
the Long Sault Canal, with two locks near 

`Massena, .New York, to be constructed by the 
United States, will 'oe the exclusive means i-or 
navigation to by-pass the dams in the G5rnwa.1.1j-
Barnhart Island area. 

"These arrangements eliminate uneconomical 
duplication of nayigation facilities for 27- 
foot or lesser draft on opposite sides of the 
St. • Lawrence River to by-pass the power and 
control dams in the International Rapids sec-
tion, and retain the development on a joint 
basis of this common undertaking of our two 

1 
:4(C.W.B.. March 4, 1955) 
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countries, consistent vtith the principles of 
St. Lawrence Seaway legi.slation of both coun-
tries. 1 

"I would appreciate] your confirming that 
this letter represents  the  views expressed in 
our meetings." i 

a * => a 
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JANUARY SURPLUS:  For "January, the federal 
Government's budgetairy revenues totalled 
$390.6 million or $34.5imillion more than for 
January  1954.  while exrienditures were $313.1 
million or $4.1 million greater than Last year. 
The surplus for Januar)!, 195 5 was $77,5 mil-
lion compared with  $47.1 million for January 
last year, the Minister.iof Finance, Mr. Walter 
Harris, announced in dis January financial 
report. 

It was to be noted
'  l
t  however, the report 

said, that budgetary revinu es for January,  1955 
included $41.4 million Irepresenting the pay-. 

.ment to the Government lof the net profits of 
the Bank of Canada for 1954. • Last year, the 
Bank `s 1953 net profitslwere paid to the Gov- 

t eminent in F'ebruary. 	i 
For the first ten nionths of the  current 

fiscal year, budgetary revenues were $3,363.8 
mil lion, expenditures lvere  $3,240.7  million 
and the budgetary surpIiiis was $123.1 million. 
For the corresponding pieriod last year, rev-
enues amounted to $3,524.7 million, exp;endi-
tures to $3,237.2 million and the surplus to 
$237.5 million.- • 1 

Operations of the old age security fund, 
which are not incluçied lin budgetary transac-
tions, resulted in a deicit of $2.9 million 
for january and a cumulitive deficit of $50.9 
million for the period .,9pril 1, 1954, to•Jan-
uary 31,  1955.. 3 

] 
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PRODUCTION INDEX UP:  i Can ad a ' s  composite 
index ot industrial  production  for December 
stood at 240.0, up abolat 2% from 235.5 for 
December, 1953, accordirW to preliminary cal-
culations, making the thïrd successive rise in 
the index over a year ea;rlier. Over the twelve 
months of 1954, the indec. averaged 244.8, down 
1.4% from the average fo !r 1953.' 

Compared with a year!earlier, the manufac-
turing component  of thel index dropped nearly 
2% in December to 243.1 .The index of  minerai 

 output, on the other hind, advanced by over 
17% and the index of el ctricity.and gas pro-
duction rcse nearly 14% 0 282.2 

'The index of non-dur ble manufactures for 
December stood at 212.1„ slightly above the 
year  earlier figure of 210.8. Among the indus-
tries of this group, tgxtile production was 
17% above December, 1953i 

i 
a a at a 
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At last count Canacl. had 176 warehousing 

firms with 78,482436 rkibic feet of storage 
space at their disposal. 
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SPECIAL AMBASSADOR: The Department of Ex-
terna l Affairs announced on February 28 the
appointment of Major General the Honourable
Léo Richer LaFléche, Canadian Ambassador to
Argentina arkd Uruguay, as Special Ambassador
of Canada to Uruguay for the purpose of repre-
senting Canada at ceremonies held in Montevideo
on March I in honour of the Transmission of
Powers to the new National Council of Uruguay,
headed by His Excellency Don Luis Batlle Ber-
res.

Major General LaFléche was accompanied by
Mr. Fulgence Charpentier, Chargë;d'Affaires at
Montevideo. :

The Ambassador transmitted to President
Eatlle Berres a message from the Prime Minis-

ter of Canada extending congratulations and
best wishes to the Government and people of
Uruguay.

NATIONAL LIBRARY BUILDING. Further steps
toward the erection o a National Library
Building in Ottawa were announced February 24.'

The proposed new building is to have a
frontage of 300 feet on the north side of Wel-
lington Street, opposite Bay Street. It will
extend toward the Ottawa River to a depth.of
210 L'eet.

As presently proposed by the Department of

Public Works, the multi-story building will be

designed on classical proportions featuring

modern treatment of exteriors.-It will be of
fireproof construction throughout, with con-
crete structural frame and floors and granite

faced exterior walls.•A special feature of the
ground floor plan will be a large; central,

through. hall which will permit an unobstructed

view at the north end over the Ottawa River

and the Gatineau Hills, .

A7nb1IC. DEFENCE: Announcement was made T,,'arch

I by the Department of.National Defence,

Ottawa, and the U.S.'Department of Defence in
Washington, of Canadian military participation
in the current series of atomic tests la-lown as

"Operation Teapot" being conducted at the
Atomic Fnergy Commission, Nevada Test Site.

A small Canadian Army radiological defence
group with Royal Canadian Navy and Royal Can-
ac:i=an Air Force components will attend a,zc}•co.-r-
uuct an exercise in a radioactive area ior thc:
purpose of training Canadian personnel.

Serving and ex-members of The Royal Can-
adian Regiment at home and abroad last weekend
celebrated the Battle of Paardeberg, the first
overseas battle ever fought by the Canadian
Army.

The narrowest street in North America is ]:ue

Sous-le-Cap (Under the Cape) in QUebec City.

(C. W. $. . March 4, 1955)

FORMOSA: 111e Secretary of State for Ex-
tema ffairs, Mr. 1. - B. Pearson,, in the House

ot' Commons, on February ^^, stàted the view•-

point ci the Government with regard to Formosa

in reply to a question by Mr. Al.istair Stewart,

C.C. F. -member for Winnipeg, North. Quéstion and

answer were as follows:

Mr..Stewart: "9ulr. -Speaker, I should like to

ask a question of the Secretary of State for

External Affairs, •lµhat commitments does Canada

have toward Formosa arising out of membership

in the United Nations?"

Mr. Pearson: "Mr. Speaker, the hon.•member
was good enough.to give me notice of his ques-
tion, which is an important one and somewhat
more complicated than it otherwise would be
because of the difference of views over the
legal status of Formosa. But I am glad to put
the viewpoint of the Government on 'record in
regard to this matter, as follows:

"As the Unit,ed Nations has 'taken no action

regarding Formosa we have no commitments to

take any action either. Any general obliga-

tions arising out of membership in 'the United

Nations would arise only when the United Na-

tions took some action in accordance with the.

provisions oâ the charter and called upon mem-

bers to give assistance or to co-operate.

HOSTILITIES

"1be question of hostilities in the area

of certain islands off the coast of the main-
land of China ison the agenda of the Security
Council. Because of the refusal of the Peking
Government to send a representative to ,the
Security Council to discuss this question the
Council has deferred discussion pending.further
examination of the problem throuc^h diplomatic
channels.

"However, if the Security Council should
decide to take someaction under Chapter VI
relating to the pacific:;ettl.'ement'oi c:isr4utes,
and if it should request any United :ations
=::ey^ber Government to give assistance by way of
good offices or something of that kind, then
there would be a moral obligation for us to
give that request sympathetic consideration.

"There has been no suggestion that the
Security Council should take any action under
Q-iapter 4II relating to action with respect to

the threats to the peace, breaches of the

peace and acts of aggression, and I would hope
that before any suggestion of this kind is
made every avenue for peaceful settlement of
the disturbed situation in the Formosa strait
will ce fully explored."

'Ihe cadets of Royal Military College, King-
ston, Gnt.; will travel to West Point, N.Y.,
for the 24th annual hockey game against the
`►nited States Military Academy on March S.



(C. W. B. . Alarch 4. 19 55)

$1,138,000,000 FT.ELD-C.ROpS: Revised data

on.average prices received farmers indicate

that the gross value of production of Canada's

principal field crops in

almost $1,800,O00,000: sor,,e LL10^,000,000 above.
the 1953 preliminary estimate. ' This total is
below the record-breaking levels of $2,300--
000,000 in 1952 and. $2,100,000,050 in 1951 Lu t
-compares favourâôlv with total. values rri_or to
those two years.

Preliminary estimates, based on average
prices received by farmers during the August,
1954 - January, E^5K Period and includ.ing in-
itial payments only on Western wheat, oats and
barley, place the prôss value of principal
£ield..cFop.s produced on Canadian' farms in 1954
at $1, 138,000,000, indicating that the 1954
total will be well belowthat of 1953.'However,
additional payments on the 1954 western wheat,
oats and barley crops will increase the value
over. the current estimaté.:

RECORD NUMBER OF BIRTHS; Several Canadian
.vital statistics recor s were established in
1953.'Ihe yeaT saw the highest number of births
ever recorded in Canadian history at 416,825,
and the birth. rate of 28.2 was the secoil,d
highest in the last 30 years and 7th highest
among the major coùntriés of the world. On-
tario for the fi'rst time had more births than
the traditionally.highest Province of Quebec.

Lespite-.an ageing population the 1953 death
rate of 8.6 was the lowest récorded, only the
Netherlands (7.7) and Norway (8.3) among major
wprld countries.having a lower rate. Record
low infant, neo-natal and maternâl mortality
rates were also recorded in 1953.'

High fertility and low mortality during
1953 gave Canada the=6th highest rate of nat-
ural'increase (excess o•f births over deaths)
in the world,

POPULATION 15 , 439 , 000.* Canada started the
year L955 with a popu l ation of 15,439,000 up
29,000 from December 1•last year, accb rding to
an estimate by the Bureau of Statistics, to
provide a first-of-the year figure in addition
to the quarterly estimates from the June 1
census date.-

This total compares with an estimated 15,-
035, 0000 ' at January 1 last year, making a gain
of. 404.,000 or. at the rate

,
0f 2.7% for the

twelve months of 1954.:Numerically, this was.a
targe^ gain t^an in the two-previous calendar
. years, the increase for 1953 being'estimated
at 396,000 or 2.6% and for ].952 at 388,000 or
2 . 7%. -Calendar yeatestimatés are not avail-
able for earlier years.:

The half-year estimates: for last year in-
dicate closely equal increases.in the two
periods, the January-June gain being put at
2D1,000 and that for July-December at 203,00G.'

SASKATCHEWAN BUDGE : The Largest budget
in the h istory of the Province of-Saskatchewan
was placed before the Legislature- on 'March c. -
It called. for estimated expenditures of.$79,-
97 i. 810 and revenues' o f.$79, 992, 920•:

w ^ ^ o

Cross value of all sawn and other products
of the Chtario lumbe•r industry in 1953 was
$79,573, 2D8, down 4.3% from $83, 1 58,216 the
previous-year.:

a # u #

Output of Canada's fruit and 'vegetable pre-
parations industry in 1953 was valued at $205,-
119,000,' a small decrease from the all-time
peak of $211,788,000 in 1952.:

-Sales of Canada's 8,153 retail storé's aver-
-aged $-261.420 in 1953 as compared with the
1952 average of $247,859 for 8,047 stores.

L
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

AIRCRAFT WARNING SYSTEMS:  "With respect 
to the invasion of Canadian :sovereignty, 
nothing has been done ti.ar does•not flow ,quite 
naturally and apprdpriately from the commit-
ments we have made under the North Atlantic 
Treaty for the  Common defence of the area 
envisaged in that Treaty." said the Prime Min-
ister, Mr. St. Laurent, in the House of 05m-
mons on February 22, in a statement on the 
joint enterprise of Canada and the United 
States in the construction of radar protective 
screens in the north. 

He was answering, in the first instance, 
a question by Mr..- John G. Diefenbaker, Progres-
sive Conservative Member for Prince Albert, 
Sask., but proceeded also to answer a question 
by the Leader of the Social Credit group, Mr. 
Solon E. Low. and also to agree to the print-
ing in the Hansard record of the two joint Can-
ada-United States announcements of •September 
17 and November 19..• 

The Prime Minister said: 
May I refer to the question asked on Mon-

day, February 14, by the hon. member for Prince 
Albert (Mr. Diefenbaker) .  regarding the contri-
bution by Canada to the distant early warning 
screen. As I have made clear the provision 
of this distant early warning system is a 
jointly conceived Canada-United States project. 
The joint plan calls for two early warning 
lines, one north of the settled areas of Can-
ada and known generally asthe mid-Canada line, 
and a second line across the most  northerly  

practicable part of North America, known gen-
erally as the distant early warning line. 

"These two lines will supplement the pres-
ently operating control and warning line known 
as the Pinetree line.. 

*Canada has undertaken to finance, con-
struct and operate the mid-Canada line, and 
the United  States  lias  undertaken responsibility 
for the construction of the distant early 
warning line. 

"In addition to undertaking the mid-Canada 
line, Canada will, in respect of the distant 
early•warning line, contribute such resources 
of  the R. C. A. F. : and the R . C.N. as can be made 
available, and will assist the United States 
in organizing and using other Canadian resour-
ces. 

"The participation of Canada in the opera-
tion of that line' is still under consideration, 
and we will not be in a position to make any 
decision about that until more is known about 
the numbers and the  technical skills required 
in connection with that distant line. . . . 

Mr. -Diefenbaker: "May rask die Priiire Min-
ister a couple of questions arising out of 
his statement? %hat ■vould be the total cost of 
the three radar protective screens? eat pro-
portion of that total cost will•Canada bear in 
relation to the United States contribution? In 
order to remove the idea that some people have, 
that the joint venture of the United States 
and Canada may in some way be an invasion of 
or an impingement on Canada's sovereignty, 

1 
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w2at are t' c tcrrrs af the agreement with t'ÎG
United States to assure that there shall not
bv any invasion of that sovereignty?"

Mr. St. Lourent: "With respect to the first
question, it is not possible at this time to
state wliat proportion Canada will be bearing
in the joint enterprise that consists of the
three warning lines. I can sa;- that, with re-
spect to the Pi.netr.ee line, it is approxi-
mately one-tzirci, The mid-Canada l ine is being
taken care of in its entirety, both as to cost
of construction and the commitment of opera-
tion by Canada.

"ï-!e other line is one about which no esti-
mates that one could hope would be anything
more than a guess could be made, bon,
gentleman knows what the conditions are in the.
northernmost points at which the line can be
éstablished. It is.a matter, with respect to
costs about which nothing accurate can be
determined at the present ti,::e. Moreover, it
has been discussed between the Chiefs of Staff
of United States and our Chiefs of Staff on
the basis that for security reasons it would
not be desirabie to disclose any figures at
-tliis time.

LOCATION

"Of course, the location of some of there
posts will become known because there are some
who travel in th0.se remote parts and. there will
be.physical evidence of what is being done.
Wt it was agreed that there would be no state-
'ments made either in Washington or here with-
out prior notice to each other_.•

"With respect to the invasion of Canadian
sovereignty, nothing has been done that does
not flow quite natu'rally and appropriately
froin'the commitments we have made under the
North Atlantic Treaty for the common defence
of'the area envisaged in that treaty.t;-:.ese
three lines have been regarded as something
essential as part of the build-up of the joint
defence, and the allocation of responsibility
for'certain services has been made under the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and every
other member of the organization is pledged to
assist whatévér member of the organization is
charged with certain responsibilities.

"With respect to the Pinetree line, for ex-
ample, we did not have, and we have not yet,
sufficient qualified personnel to operate the
whole of it; butEit has been stipulated that
progressively, as we do find it possible to
replace the United States personnel in those
radar stations, it will be our priviiegE to Co
so.

"'Ihat is the'general policy that underl:ines,
according to a declaration that was, made quite
a long time ago, that anything clone on the
territory of the other country by Canada or
the United States would remain under the con-
trol of the authorities of the country where
the operation was being carried out.

"It is no longer possible to be isolated
from each other. This is something which is

(C, W. B.. February 25, 1955)

revari;ed as necessary for the protection of
the North American continent and requires to
be done as far from vulnerable points as pos-
sible, and on the North American continent,
from the north, the farthest points are Can-
adian territory."

Mr, Solon Low asked, TMwhether serious stud-
ies have uaen made to determine how effective
the trc warning lines would be against guided
missiles travelling at speeds of greater than
1,000 miles per hour."

Mr. St. Laurent: "I would not venture an
opinion of my own,- The Chiefs of Staff of our
two countries have.recommended that these
warning lines would be worth what they would
cost for the security of this continent and
incidentally for the building up of the joint
strength of NA?C` forces. That is a matter about
which I would not be in position to express
any -ersonal opinion. G+hen the hon. gentleman
refers to missiles travelling at more than
1,000 miles an hour, that is a lot faster than
I can think. ^

LAr°WYK.CIVT REPORT: Farm employment through-
out Canada auri.ng the six-week p.eriod ending
January 22, 1955, fell a little more than sea-
sonally,•Non-farm employment during the same
period declined by about the usual amount for
this time of the year. The total number of
persons with jobs.at J anuary 22 was estimated.
at 4,983,000 which is about the same as the'
figure a year eaiiicr. Unemployment increased
over the perioG by about the same percentage
as last yeâr and continued above year-ago
leve, s.

;snployment during january remained higher
this year than last in logging, pulp and paper,
chemicals, petroleum, mining,.trade and
vices. It declined seasonally in construction
and some manufacturing industries, and some-
what more than seasonally in agriculture and
in transportation industries.

Pinplôyment remained Lai•rly stable in the

textile, clothing and steel industries and
improved in the vehicles and parts industries
as the Ford plants got back into p roduction. •

At February 1, 1955. 64 local labour market
areas were in the substantial labour surplus
category compared with 5d a year before, 44
were in the moderate surplus category compared
with 51, and one was in balance compared with
four a year earlier.'

The civilian labour force totalled 5,345,-
.i-oc in W-±e week ended J anuary 22, 19 55, com-
pared with 5,414,000 in the week ended Decem-
ber 11, ]9 54.

' These estimates are obtained from the
monthly labour force survey conducted by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics.•

Prince Edward Island is called the 'Kentucky
of Canada for the excellence of its harness
racing,
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MR.. SPAAK'S VISIT: The Minister for Foreign
Affairs of ïelgium, Mr. Paul Henri Sp-aak,
arrived in Canada February 24 for an official
visit.•Luring his visit to Ottawa he is the
guest of His Excellency the Govemor General,
Mr. Massey, at ûovernment House.

Mr. •Spaak was welcomed on arrival at ;_:rrr•val
Airport February 24 by His Excellency Fernand
Mfu01s, the Belgian Ambassador to Canada, and
by Mr. • E. D'Arcy McGreer, the C4iefof Proto-
co l.

Mr. Spaak addressed a Canadian Club luncheon
on February 24. and held a press conference.
Afterwards there was a joint reception by the
Speaker of the Senate and the Speaker of the
1-:ouse of Commons followed by dinner that even-
ing at Gcvemment I-iouse.

On February 25 1V..r. Spaak was to call on the

Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr.
Pearson, and on the prime Minister of Canada,
Mr. St.-Laurent. Later he was to address the

IdA'IÜ Parliamentary Committee in the Railway
Committee Room of the Parliament Building,
That evening there was to be a dinner at the

Belgian rmbassy.

Mr. Spaak will spend Saturday at Chalk
River.-In the evening there will be a recep-
tion at the Belgian Embassy.

On February 2$, Mr. - Spaak wi11. be in Mon-
treal and on February 29 he will visit the
University of !,,ontreal and McGill University.
ihe Internationa' Civil Aviation Organization
will entertain in his honour and he will be
the guest of the Canadian Institute of Inter-
national Affairs at dinner at the University
Club that evening.

WRENS IN RCN: Approval' has been given for
the establishment of Wrens as part of the reg-
ular force of the Royal Canadian iTavy. ^kLthough
Wrens were re-introduced in 1951, their ser-
vice to date has been Limited to the Royal
Canadiaz Navy (Reserve).

This is the first time in the history of
Her Majesty's navies that Wrens have been to-
tally integrated in t'_e regular force. -Other
Commonwealth navies have L4rens as an auxiliary
service or as a reserve.

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES: Three work stoppages
arising from in ustrial disputes in Canada

during January accounted for almost 95 per cent
of the total time loss, according to a pre-

liminary summary of strikes and lockouts

released by the Minister of Labour.
'Il:ese three work stoppages were responsible

ior a combined time loss of 2)6,9550 man-work-
ing days and involveda total of 6 ,-_Sg_e.orkers.
They were: motor vehicle factory and parts
:lepot workers at Windsor, Oakville and Etobi-
coke, Ontario; linoleum factory workers at
Montreal and Farnham, Quebec; and plumbing and
heating equipment factory workers at Toronto.

SENIOR ARii!Y CHANGES: Five senior Canadian
Army officers will figure in changes of ap-
pointments between now and early May, it was
announced February 25.

Brigadier H. W. Love, off, (,I. now Com-
mander, Northwest Highway Sy.etem, will be
appointed Commander, Saskatchewan Area with
headquarters in Regina.

Colonel H. L. Meuser, OBg, (D,^now Chief of
Staff-and Assistant Military Attaché, Canadian
Army Staff, ti;ashington, , will be promoted
to the rank of brigadier and succeed.Brigadier
Love as Commander, Northwest Highway System,

Colonel E. C. Mayhew, Œ. now Director of
Armament Develppment, Quartermaster General's
:;ranch, at will take overAHQ. Col. Meuser's
duties in Washington.

Colonel r?. A. ï",. ; Waldock, CD, Commanding the
Canadian Armament Design and Experimental
Establishment at Valcartier, Que., will be
appointed Director of Armament Development.

Colonel C. - R. Boehm, MBE, • CD, Deputy Army
Member, Canadian Joint Staff, London, tngland,
will assume command of the Canadian Armament

Design and Experimental Lstablishment at Val-
cartier.

POWER OUTPUT RECORD: Production of elec-
t"ric energy by centra electric stations in
the f., ul.l year 19S4 reached an all-time high of
69, 136, 5R4,000 kilowatt hours,. 5.6% above the
preceding year's 65,489,253;000 kilowatthours.
At the same time consumption rose 5,•2q6 to 66,-
535,911,000 kilowatt hours from 63, 244,022,-
0001

All. provinces shared in the increased pro-
duction in the year 1954. Quebec accounting
for almost one-half' of the national total at
34,73Z 279, ()()o kilowatt hours versus 33,950.-
224,000. Ontario's output climbed to 2D,963,-
613,000 kilowatt hours from 19,025, 149,000 and
British Columbia's to 5, 371, 338,000' kilowatt
hours from 5, 225, 527,000•

Y^Y•x

TV RI SE: 'Producers' sales of TV receivers
soared to a new high annual total of 623,856
units in 1954 as compared with 366,498 in the
preceding year but sales of radio receiving
sets dropped to 487,237 units from 620,860.

The value of TV sets sold was $216,45I, 362
versus S].4^, 753, 479, and the radio sales were
valued at $35,816, 274 versus $52, 119, 381•

Y o ^• a

WBEAT SUPPLIES: 'visible supplies of Can-
adian K,ieat on February 9 totalled 355, 241,000
bushels, 45 below last year's 3f9,83} 000 bush-
e1s. Deliveries from farms in the prairie Prov-
inces during the week ending February 9 fell
to 3,090,000 bushels from 4, 686,000'and over-
seas export clearances dropped to 1,g80,000
bushels from 2,134,000.
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SPECIAL AMBASSADOR:  The Department of  Ex-
ternat  Affairs announced  on  February 22 the 
appointment of Mr., Harry Albert Scott, Canadian 
Ambassador to  Cuba,  às Special Ambassador for 
the inauguration of the President of Cuba, His 
Excellency General Fulgencio Batista: The 
ceremonies are taking place in Havana begin-
ning February 24. 

In addition to Mr.. Scott, the Canadian 
Special Mission comprises Messrs. G. - A. - Browne 

•and C. S. Gadd with the ranks of Counsellor 
and First Secretary respectively. Both these 

. officers are Members  of the Canadian Embassy 
in Havana.• 

The Ambassador will transmit to President 
Batista a message from Prime Minister St. 
Laurent extending his congratulations and best 

idler: to the Government and people of Cuba. 

▪ * 
• 

IRON ORE EXPORT RISE:  Shipments of iron 
ore from Canadian mines in 1954 totalled 7,- 
338,629 tons; an  increase of 12.7% from  6,509e-
818 tons in 1953, according to the Bureau's 
monthly report on iron ore. 

'The gain in • 1954 was in ore shipped for 
export, uhich rose over 30% to 6,462,032 tons 
from 4,899,893  tons in 1953. Ore shipped to 
Canadian consumers.was down more than 45% at 

876,597  tons compared to 1,609,925 tons. On-
tario shipments were lower in the year, ac-
counting for 2, 425, 933. tons as against  2.-
832,090  tons in 1953, while shipments from 
other provinces climbed to 4,192,696 from 3,- 
677,728 tons. 

O * *0  

WHEAT SUPPLIES:  Stock s  of  Canadi an whea t 
in store or in transit in North America on 
February 2 totalled 356, 258,000 bushels, 4% 
below last year's corresponding total of 369, - 
642,000 bushels. Deliveries from farms in the 
Prairie Provinces during the week ending Feb-
ruary 2 rose to 3,816;000 bushels from  1,446.-
000 but overseas export clearances fell to 2,- 
931,000 bushels from 3,3)5,000• 

* * 

• Mr. George R. • Clark, Deputy Minister of 
Fisheries of Canada, has been appointed by the 
Government a Canadian Commissioner on the In-
ternational North Pacific Fisheries Commission, 
to replacd Mr. Stewart Bates, his predecessor 
as Deputy Minister, who recently became presi-
dent of Central Mortgage and Housing Corpora-

. tion. 

• *  e * • 

Canadian manufacturers produced more jewel-
lery and silverware in 1953 than  in the  pre-
ceding year, according to the Bureau's annual 
report on the jewellery and silverware indus-
try. .Shipments of jewellery from all  industrie à 
were worth $2:), 580,000 in 1953 as against  $18.-
522,000  in 1952. 

COLOMBO PLAN AID:  On January 20. the High 
Commissioners for Canada in New Delhi and in 
Karachi formally concluded agreements with the 
Governments of India. and Pakistan respectively 
for the establishment in both countries of 
Biological Control Centres as part of Canada's 
contribution under  the • Colombo Plan. 

This  project originated at the Commonwealth 
Agricultural Bureaux Conference of 1950 at 
which the Indian and Pakistani delegates re-
quested that consideration be given to the 
establishment in their countrres of biological 
research stations to develop natura l  methods 
of controlling insect pests- and weeds. At the 
request of the Governments of India and Paki-
stan, Canada arranged for a study of this pro-
posal by Mr. - Wendell F, _Sellers, Assistant 
Director of the Commonweeith Institute: of Bio-
logical Control who visited Pakistan and India 
in the early part of 1952. • 

Subsequently Canada agreed to contribute 
funds necessary  for the  erection and equipment, 
and the maintenance during a five-year period, 
of stations at Bangalore, India, and at Rawal-
pindi, Pakistan, to cost $38,340 and $46,140 
respectively, The Governments of the two coun-
tries in which the centres will be established 
are providing the sites and the neceisary 
local services. 

The Commonwealth Institute of Biological 
Control is making available the services of 
Mr. Sellers for a period of eighteen months 
these two stations are established and Canada 
is helping under the Technical Assistance Pro-
gramme to meet some of the costs in this con-
nection. It is expected that at the end of the 
eighteen month period Pakistani and Indian of-
ficials will be employed as officers. in charge 
of these tuo stations. 

The Commonwealth Institute of Biological 
•Control has at present laboratories in Central 
Europe, the West Indies and California. The 
headquarters of the Institute are in Ottawa 
and it has world-wide connections in the field 
of entomological research. • It; is antiCipated 
that the two new stations in Pakistan and India 
will form valuable links in. the existing chain 
of laboratories administered through the C. I. B. 
and contribute to world control of insect 
pests and weeds in addition to making a direct 
contribution to the biological control prob-
lems of India and Pakistan. 

* * * 
Value of sales of wholesalers in nine lines 

of trade averaged about 5% higher in December 
than in the corresponding month last year, 
while the dollar value of inventories at the 
end of December was virtually unchanged, 
according to the Bureau's monthly report. 

* * * * 
Canadian production of organic chemicals 

was valued at $61,539,000 in 1953, an increase 
of $9,643,000 or nearly 19% over 1952. ' 
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AMBASSADOR OF ARGENTINA,:  Hi s Ex ce Len cy 
Dr. Enrique Jose Guillermo Plate on February 
17 presented to His Excellency the Governor 
General his Letter of Credence as Ambassador 
Extraordinary• and Plenipotentiary of Argentina 
to Canada. 

Mr. -  Plate was born in 1909. He has held 
several important posts in his country's pub-
lic service, including those of Director of 
Legal Affairs of the Department of Agricul-
ture; Director-C,omptroller of Immigration; 

Member of the International Commission of Neu-
trality; Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests; 
Government Minister of the Province of Jujuy; 
Director of Economic and Social Affairs of the 
National Agrarian C.ouncil; Judge of Labour in 
the Province of Buenos Aires. 

In the educational field, Mr. Plate has been 
Professor of History and Geography and of Com-
mercial and Administrative Law. He joined the 
Argentine Foreign Service in 1953 and was 
appointed Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary to Sweden, a post which he 
still held on being appointed to Canada. 

5 5 * 0 
• 

HOSPITAL CAPACITY PEAK:  The combined capac-
ity of hospitals of all types in Canada, in-
cluding mental hospitals and sanatoria, amount-
ed et the end of 1953 to 151,000 beds, enough 
to accomodate slightly more than 1% of the 
Canadian population at that time, according to 
the Bureau's annual report on hospital statis-
tics for 1953, released February .  J. 

Milne the continuing addition of new beds 
brought total bed capacity to the highest fir-
ure of any year on record, the increase in 
1953 failed to keep pace with  Canadas  rapid 
growth in population and the ratio of beds to 
population declined for the second successive 
year. 

There has been steady and continuous growth 
in Canadian hospital bed capacity in the 21 
years from 19 32 to 1953 for which the report 
presents comparative figures. In this period 
general hospitals added about 28,000 beds, 
rising 83% to 6 2,10 2; mental hospitals added 
over 17,000 for an increase of 54% to 49,290; 
and tuberculosis sanatoria more than doubled 
in capacity from 7,150 to 15,150 beds. 

* 	* * 

NEW HERRING TECHNIQUE:  Encouraging her-
ring catches have been reported on preliminary 
field trials in waters off thecoast of British 
Columbia of a -mid-water trawl being developed 
by the Fisheries Research Board of Canada. 

Numerous successful night-sets have been 
made on schools of herring in the lower Strait 
of Georgia. Purchase-seining near the surface 
is the usual method of catching herring. The 
Pacific Biological Station at Nanaimo, B.C., 
reported to the Board's Ottawa headquarters 
that catches of.herring ranging from 10 to 30 
tons per drag were made in mid-water at depths 
of from 15 Ito XI fathoms. 

WORKMEN' S COMPENSATION LAIVS:  The Minister 
of Labour announced on February  18 publication 
of the 1954 edition of "Workmen's Compensation 
in Canada" which includes recent amendments to 
Workmen's Compensation Acis  in  six  provinces.• 

The bulletin, which was prepared by the 
Legislation Branch of the Federal Labour De-
partment, gives a concise description of the 
collective liability system of workmen's com-
pensation in . effect in all 10 Canadian provin-
ces. In addition, the booklet contains a brief 
review of the two federal compensation laws, 
the Government Employees' Compensation Act and 
the Merchant Seamen Compensation Act as well 
as the Workmen's Compensation Ordinances of 
the Yukon and Northwest Territories. 

The six provinces which amended their Wbrk-
men's Compensation Acts in 1954 were: Çtiebec, 
British Columbia, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, 
Cntario and Sask a tchewan , :  

HIGHER BENEFITS 

The Çuebec Workmen's Compensation Act was 
amended during the  1954-55  session of the 
Legislature to raise from $3,000 to $4,000 the 
maximum•yearly earnings taken into account for 
compensation purposes and to provide for higher 
benefits for widows and children. The monthly 
benefit to a widow was increased to $55 from 
$45. Children's allowances, which are payable 
to the age of 18, were raised to $20 a month 
from $10, or, where the children are orphans, 
to $30 monthly from $15. 

In British Columbia, the rate of compensa-
tion for disability was raised to 75 from 70 
percent and the maximum annual earnings on 
which compensation is computed were increased 
to $4,000 from $3,600. 

In Ontario, the Workmen's Compensation Board 
was given authority to spend $200,000 annually, 
in place of the former $100,000, on rehabili-
tation.work. 

Amendments to the Workmen's Compensation 
Act in Nova Scotia brought a number of new 
industries.under the Act, including hotels, 
restaurants and stores, 

* 	* 

NEW ESCORT SQUADRON:  The Royal Canadian 
•Navy will form a new escort squadron in its 
Atlantic Command in mid-Apri.I. The group, to 
be designated the First Coastal Escorc Squad-
ron, will consist of die Algerine-class coastal 
"escorts Portage and Wallaceburg and the Bangor-
class coastal escort Minas, now in reserve at 
Sydney, N.S. • 

* * * * 

Operating  revenues  of railways which oper-
ated in Canada during 1953 amounted to-U... 
205,935,000, up 2.9% from $1,172,159,000  un 
the preceding year. Operating expenses irr. 
creased 4.1% to $1,100,39 4,000 from  $1,057,- 
186,000. The result was a lower net operar...ing 
revenue of $105,542,000 as compared  with 5114,-
972,000. 
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BELIEVES UN WILL FIND FORMULA FOR PEACE 

NR. MARTIN' S ADDRESS:  The Minister of  Na-
tional  Health and Welfare, Mr. • Paul Martin, 
expressed his belief before the Toronto Empire 
Club on February 24 that, "given intelligence, 
understanding and forbearanc e .  on the part of 
men of good faith, the United Nations will yet 
find the formula for lasting peace." 

Mr. \ifartin, who was vice-chairman of the 
Canadian Delegation to the Ninth Session of 
the General Assembly of the United Nations, 
referred to the impending opening of five-
nation disarmament tans in London and added: 

"There can be no doubt about the urgency of 
the need for solvinÉ the problems that harass 
the world. • Unless they can be solved, the 
world now divided by argument could be torn 
tà pieces by armed  conflit. -The choice before 
us is ciestruction or the davaling of a better 
day." 

He mentioned the apparent degree of progress 
made at the United Nations last . fall on the 
separate but related problems of disarmament 
and the peaceful use of atomic energy, and 
saic:: 

"Unfortunately, on the past record there is 
Little evidence to suggest that we can look 
for any basic alteration in the ultimate mas-
ter plan of the Kremlin, whoever its tenant 
may be. At the same time, whatever developments 
may occur elsewhere, there is no change in the 
basic policy of the Western nations, namely, 
to work through strength for peace. 

"But evert as we pursue the objectives of 
achieving  a world climate in which a redue- 

* * 

tion in armaments is possible, in the face of 
the continuing cleavage between the Soviet 
world and the free nations, we cannot afford 
to slacken our efforts to build a system of 
collective security that is strong enough to 
discourage any thought of easy conquest through 
ill-advised aggression. We will negotiate for 
peace. But this. we will do from a position of 
strength such as the Western nations have 
created in the friendly alliance of the North  
Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

"We hope that, through NATO, we will be• 
strong enough to prevent aggression and wise 
enough to use that strength only for peace. 

"If we want peace in the world, we will 
have to work for it .  Md intelligent, patient 
and painstaking work it must be. Never was 
there a-time when the challenge to human in-
itiative was greater than at present, and never 
a time when the consequence of failure more 
terrifying. And so, through the United Nations 
and other instruments for international co-
operation, we must keep up a steady attack on 
all the tiny roots and sources, the aggrava-
tions and misunderstandings  that  can lead to 
conflict. . .• 

"With all its shortcomings, the United 
Nations still carries the hoped of huManity 
for a better life. We must not forget that the 
United Nations did not create the acute divi-
sion that now exists between East and West. 
The division would most certainly exist, and 
in all likelihood in a more explosive form, if 
there were no world organization.". . 

* 

AMBASSADOR OF ITALY:  The Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs announced on February 24 that 
His Excellency Sergio eenoaltea had presented 
to His Excellency the Governor General. his 
Letter of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of Italy to Canada. The 
ceremony took place at Gavernment House. • 

.Mr. Fenoaltea, who was born in Rome in 1908. 
received the degree of Enctor of Laws from the 

* 

University of Rome in 1929. In 1944 he was 
appointed Under-Secretary of the Presidency of 
the C.ouncil of Ministers of Italy. In the fol-
lowing year, he became a Member of the National 
Consultative Assembly. He served as Ambassador 
to China from 1946 to 1950.  • Before being 
appointed to Canada, he was Assistant Sec-
retary-General of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. 

* 
Half of the Canadian population resides in 

the relatively small area between Lake Huron's 
e•astem point and the city of Montreal. 

* 	* 

Arctic grayling, found in Canada's northern 
waters, like red bait and may be caught at 
certain times with a cranberry on a hook. 

Yoho National Park in British Columbia gets 
its name from the Indien  word meaning "It is 
wonderful". 

CC CC  

Cedar Island, largest of the Thousand Is-
lands in the St. Lawrence River, has an area 
of about 23 acres. 

* 	* * 
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PRIME BIIVISTERS' •CONFERENCE: "While the
superiority of -t -Re Western world in nuclear
weapons is now probably our most important
single deterrent against war, nevertheless, we
recognize that this is a wasting asset and
that peace must ultimately rest ona better
and more lasting foundation," said the Prime
Minister, Mr. L.S.:St.-Laurent, in a statement
in the House of Commons on February 14 on the
Conference of British Commonwealth Prime Min-
isters in London, from which he and the Sec-
retary of State for External Affairs, Mr.-L.B.
Pearson, had just returned.

After stating that. the meeting "was not
called to make decisions on any question," but
was intended to be "an opportunity for a full
and frank exchange of views about the many
events of great importance in the iriternational
-field.-. ..and.of course any other matters ôf
common concern which might be raised," Mr. St.
Laurent proceeded:
_"Though this was not an economic conference,
we did have a useful and encouraging exchange

of information and views about the development

of Commonwealth trade and of woild trade. - Ii-iis

is summed up in a paragraph of the communique:

We all reaffirmed our adherence to a principle

- which is the very foundation of Canadian

economic policy - that is to say: 'the pro-

gressive approach to the widest practicable
system of trade and payments,' as the best way
of serving our individual and the general
interest. We also had very serious discussions

of the problems of nuclear energy, and listened

INFORMATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

to a most impressiv^, indeed an unforgettable,
statèment of Sir Winston Churchill as he
painted for us, in majestic and memorable
words, the significance of man's discoveries
in this field which could mean his total des-
truction or the unfolding of a future for him
beyond.our p resent,dreams.

"While the ssiperiority of the western world
in nuclear weapons is now probably'.our most
important singl6 deterrent, against war, never-
theless, we recognize that this is •a wasting
asset and that peace must ultimately rest on a
better and more lasti.ng foundation. But one
thing is sure and we had impressive evidence
before us to prove it: a nuclear war would
mean gltrbal ruin.

"Aggilinst this grim conclusion, we contem-
plated the happier-possibility of hope for
peace arising out of the very destructive power
of the weapons now available.•;Ihis may, as Sir
Winston put it, result in the destruction ôf^
war, rather than the destruction of humanity.
It is then for us.all, as the-communique puts
it, 'a choice and a'challenge.'

"Defence questions generally were discussed
in pler.ary•sessions, during which the various
Prime Ministers•spoke of their own cou;itries'
problems in this field and how they were being
met.•There were also limited meetings on area
defence problems, attended by those members of
the Conference whiéh had accepted sp;ecial
peacetime commi'tments in those areas. Interna-
tional tensions, however, and the search for
peace and security, dominated our discussions.

1
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"It was accidental, but I think useful, 
that we met while developments were taking 
place in the Far East, which caused general 
anxiety. As these developments . occurred, we. 
exchanged views, about them in a .way which I am 
sure was very heltlful in relation to our indi-
vidual policies.' 

"We did not try .  to draw up .a blueprint•fdi 
collective action which would be made public, 
but we all have our individual  obligations in 
these matters, and we all have a common con-
cern to avoid conflict; and also, may I add, 
to avoid disunity and division amon.g the na-
tions that are earnestly seeking peace; and I 
am convinced we are all doing our utmost to-
ward those ends.. 

"At the close of our meetings, it was my 
privilege to express the thanks of all the 
Prime Ministers to 'our•host, Sir Winston 
Churchill. He  replied with a few moving words 
about what he called-our 'fraternal associa-
tion', in.which he pointed out that this 
association meant• to him, amohg other things, 
that each of our...Governments should always 
think of the others ,every. time we•had to say 
or do anything which would affect the others. • 

FORMOSA_ 

"I do not propose" to disregard. that wise 
advice, but as the principal  communique  indi-
cates that thé developments in the area of 
Formosa were necessarily of special concern to 
all the Prime Ministers present, I welt tb say 
a special word about our own position on this 
Formosan question. -  This position .cannot, of 
course, be either final or inflexible, because 
the situation itself is changing and the chan-
ges that take place are bound to affect •our 
judgment of how our.policy shoed develop.• 

"But the principle's upon Which our policy 
is  based and our approach to this problem have 
already been made known t''o • the  House by the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mr. 
Pearson) and I want to emphasize.that again, 
in spite of .songe reports to the contrary, those 
were not altered during the meeting in London. 

"The first objective, on which•we are  all 
agreed, is that everything possible shouId . he 
done to preyent fighting.  and stop it if it 
occurs, and ihen to seek à political settle-
ment by negotiation. But no one thinks this is 
going to be easy. It will require time and 
patience and the chances for success .  are  not 
likely to be improved by hastyor ill-cOnsider-
ed declarations, Or' by conferences for which 
there has . been nO proper diplomatic prepara-
tion. 

"NO one in the free world wants war, with 
all its unimaginable horrors, to develop:.oVer 
this Formosan situation. I am confident that 
those who are directing 'policy in Washington 
and London and other . Commonwea.lth capitals  are 
just  as  anxious that such a war should be 
avoided as we are.' 

"I think we  cari  all take encouragement" from 
the fact that the Presid.ent of the United 
States has recognized that the situation is one 

•.which requires great, 'care, great patience,:and 
.end..that these are thé, qualir  

ties which are governing..his.policy - in 
matter. 

"I should also like once more to e. mp' hasiz,e .  
this: Canada has no • commitments regardjkg"I•cd1-i/ 
lective security in the Far East, and indeed 
no commitments of any kind in respect . cf  the 

 Formosa area except those.which arise out of 
our membership in the United-Nations. . 

Mr. John G. • Diefenbaker, Progressive Con-
servative member for Prince Albert, asked the 
following question.: 

"Among the questions referred to by the 
press was that there was to be a discussion as 
to a.more eqùitable distribution in defence 
efforts. 'The Prime Minister stated th'at Can-
ada's emphasis was going to be on . continental 
defence. Would the Prime Minister say some-
thing with regard to that, because there woilld 
appear•to be a complete change of attitude 
from, that indicated in the House of Common.s?" 

NO CHANGE 

--•To which Mr.• St. -Laurent replied: 
. "I expressed no change of attitude. This 

Conference was held in camera and there was a 
lot of speculation by newspapermen about what 
went on. I was rather•surprised• to read some 
of the reports. 

"The only statement I made was that Canada 
was taking a substantial part under the  North 
Atlantic  Treaty in building up the land and 
air defence forces in.Europe and that develop-
ments in thermonuclear weapons and in the 
method of delivery had brOught home to us the 
need of providing a warning system on the 
American continent which for geographical rea-
sons' would haYe to.. be larger), on Canadian 
territory. • 

"We felt that it was necessary to have that 
early warning system as one of. the components 
of the deterrent effect of these weapons so 
that any potential enemy "would realize that 
even a surprise attack would not make retalia-
tion  impossible. 

"I added that our part in the establishment 
of such a system would place a heavy load on 
the Canadian people; that a large part of the 
financial burden wo' uld be borne by thé United 
States but that Canada must play her part. It 
was most important that 'these things done on 
Canadian soil be a joint  otmration .  and be dealt 
with as such; and that thiere be nothing ,  that 
wotild indicate that it was not• something of 
intere'st to Canada as well as to the rest of 
the continent. 

"1 did say that I felt that both the Can-
adian and the American people would wish to 
feel, regarding this essential part of the 
shield and deterrent againàt war, that a proper 
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balance was being maintained between what we
were doing in Europe and what was being done
on our own continent.- As the industrial and
productive potential of North America was of
.such importance in the b•uild-up of the forces
of the free world, it was felt that proper at-
tention should be given to everything that was
necessa,ry-to keep the whole defence setup in
its deterrent effect in proper balance.

"I saw some report about my having made a
comparison betwe`n Canada's defence expendi-
ture and that of New Zealand. But nothing I
said.anywhere.could be a foundation for that'
kind of report. That was not the atmosphere in
v+hich these matters.were discussed. No invid-
ious comparisons were made in any quarter.

"With reference.to•the assertion made that-
Canada was a wealthy country, I pointed out
there were limits beyond which we could-not
go, and •I felt our.people would support any
Government in carrying what was considered its
proper share in building up these joint defen-
ces. But I also pointed out that care had to
be taken to maintain a proper balance in the
manner in which expenditure-was made,-and that
I•did.not think we were in a position where we
could take on additional commitments in regard
to these defences.

COUN Iï'MEN TS

Mr.•Diefenbaker: "I would like to ask one

other question.-To what dégree is Canada inak-
ing a contribution to the building of-the
northern screen to which the Prime Minister
(Mr.-St. Laurent) made reference? I ask that
because of the fact that the suggestion has
been made that Canada should contribute to a.
stragetic reserve of air-borne troops, and
that Australia.and New Zealand agreed to give
one division to that end for services.outside
their respective countries.-Did the Prime Min-
ister take a stand against that on behalf of
Canada?"

Mr. St. • Laurent: ."I would préfer to reacl

the exact words used by my hon. friend because

I do not remember anything that would justify

the stAtement that we took a stand against
what was being done by others. I believe we

have wider commitments outside our own country,

and more air and land-forces stationed outsi4t

this.country, in proportion to population,

than.any other of the Commonwealth countries

except perhaps the United Kingdom itself."

Ÿ Y 1• Y ,

Total value of retail sales in Canada, un-
adjusted for price change, dropped from $2,-

735,740,000 in 030 to $1,772,937,000 in 1933
and then increased six-fold to $10.693,097,000
by 1951, according to revised retail sales data
covering the period from 1930 to 1g^1, pre-
-pared by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
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5500••000 TO UNKRA: The Permanent Repre-
sentative of Canada to the United Nations an-
nounced on February 15 in New York that, sub-

ject to parliamentary approvâl, the Canadian
Government would•make an addition al•contribu-
tion of $330,000 to the United Nations Korean
Réconstruction•Agency (LN(jZA).

The announcement was made at a meeting of

the United Nations Negotiating Cômmittee for
Extra--Budgetary Funds which is entrusted by
t':•ie General• J^se:!:bly Witi: the tasl: of collect-
ing funds for United Nations relief and as-
sistance agencies for which no provision is
inade in the regular bu4get of the United Nâ-
tions and its Specialized Agencies.

The Canadian Government h.as• already contri-
buted $7, 250',000 to UNK12A. - The Agenpy•'was
established by the General Assembly in 1950
in order.to assist in the restoration and re-
habilitation of the Korean economy•which.was
shatteréd by the war.•The prolongation of
hôstilities, however, prevented the Agency
from undertaking large-scale operations until
the latter part of 1952.

The Agency's programme is concerned with
long-range reconstruction, particularly in

-the fields of-agriculture, education, indus-
_..iry_ and fisheries.

This programme is an addition to the Emer-
gency Relief Programme which was inaugurated
by the United Nations Cômmand shortly after
the outbreak of hostilities and which provides
immediate relief to the Korean people in the
form of food, clothing, medicine and other
necessities.

The Canadian Government has contributed
Çanadian salted cod valued at $7.9(),000 to the
'$ne.rgency Programme. Canada's total contribu-
tion to Korean relief, if Parliament approves
the•proposed new allocation, will be $8, 50ü,-
000•

CONSUL GEN.ERAL •AT'CHICA[30: The De Fartment
o External Atfairs and e partment of T.rade
and Commerce announced on February 16 the
transfer of Mr. Frederick H.' Palmer, hI.C.,
Consul. General in Manila, to Chicago as Consul
Gen eral. Mr. Palmer is ex pected to take up his
new duties about the end of March.-

Mr. Palmer was born in Belfast, Ireland, on

June 3, 189" and was. educated in l;.alifax,
Nova Scotia. He graduated from the Nova Scotia

• Technical College with the degree of 1.-'•. Sc. • in
Civil Fngineering. '1•le served with the Canadian
Army Overseas during World War I and was award-
ed the Military Cross in September, 191p, ;.;r.
Palmer has been.a merr,ber of the Foreign 'irade
Service of the-Department of' Trade and Com-
merce since 1921•and has served in Néw York,
Rotterdam, Milan, Osl.o, Bristol, Melbourne,
Stockholm and Manila. In Stockholm Mr. Palmer
served as Charge d'Affaires and Commercial
Counsellor•for more than two years.,He has been
Consul General in Manila since I949.



CANADA AND WORLD WHEATa-Supplies of wheat
remaining on or about anuar.y 1 this year in
the four major exporting countries for export
and for carryover at the end of their respec-
tive crop years a.+r.ounted•to 2,056,800,000 bush-
els, l.ess, than 1% above the 2,038,900,000
available a year ago, according to the Bureau's
January issue of the Wheat Reviéw,•

J'anuary 1 supplies of wheat in Canada were
down to 616,000,000 bushel.s from 727,700,000 a
year earlier, but were up in the thited States
to 1,092,200,000 bushels from l,'007,100,000,
Argentina to 180, 200, 000 bushels from 146, 600, -
000, and. Ai.istr.alia to 168, *)0,000 bushels from
157,500,000.'

Total exports of wheat and flour in terms
of wheat from the four major exporting coun-
tries for the first five months of the current
Canadian crop year, at 309,400,000 bushels,
were some 91, larger than the 284, 2J0,000 'bush-
els shipped in the comparable period of 1953-
54..

F,XPORTS

Exports from the United States in the Aug-
ust-December period rose to '101,600,000 bush-
els from 82,800,000 a year earlier and Aus-
tralia to 37,400,000 bushels from 26,500.000.
Exports from. Canada fell to 117,200,000 buhh-
els from 121, 100,000. and Argentina to 53, 210, -
000 bushels from 53,800,000.

Total world import requirements for wheat
in 1954-55 are expected to be somewhat above
the previous season, largely because of the
poor quality of the crop in Western Europe,
the world's major importing area. Asia, the
second most important outlet-for the world's
wheat exports, reports another large crop.
Turkey was an important exporter in 1953-54
but will be on an import bat'sis in 1954-55.
France again has a surplus available for export
but the supply includes a considerable quan-
tity of low-quality•gr.ain.

Present indications point to an increase of
at least 5% in the.total exports of wheat in
1954-55, thus-arresting the downward trend in
world exports since•the record 1,066,000,000-
bushel exportin 1951-52. United States exports
may reach about 250,000,000 bushels compared
with 216,000,000 in 1953-54 and Canadian ex-
ports willprobably remain near last season's
level of 288,000,000 bushels.

Canada'.s manufacturers shipped $18,432,144
worth of toys and games in 1952, a sharp in-
crease over the 1951 output value of $16, 2$6,-
202, The value of-imports increased to $7,-
663,852 from $6,3D3,779, vjhile exports fell in
value to $231,376 from $367,760.

Hay fever, is unknown in'Newfoundland, and
no snakes or other. reptiles are found on the
i sland.-

(C.1{'. B. . February 18, 1955)

Fl-BOMB PROBLEMS: Top-ranking federal civil
e ence aut orities and civii.defence chiefs

from the provinces met February...1,5 at the Can^
adian Civil Defence College in A.rrmprior, Cnt.
to discuss,•amongotner items, methods of coun-
tering the latest and. most potent wartime
threat, the hydrogen bomb.

The group was addressed by the Minister of
National. Health and Welfare, Mr. • Paul Martin,
fed.eral. Cabinet Minister responsible for civil
defence.•Mr. Martin said, "from this time for-
ward, the greatest single controlling factor
in civil defence is the hydrogen bomb. "

The Minister pointed out that in spite of
the tremendous destructive potential of this
fearsome weapon, the problems of civil defènce
were not insuperable. Mr. Martin said that in
future,'gre•ater emphasis must be placed on the
planned evacuation of large cities, traffic
control and plans for the reception, feeding
and housing of evacuees in reception areas.

The group is discussing the implications of
thermonuclear weapons and methods of counter-
ing them.•In addition to lectures by federal
civil defence experts, the effects of the bomb
will be discussed by scientists of the Defence
Research Board.and by meteorological experts
from the Departmentox:ï:ransport meteorological
service.

I

NTERTAINER 710 KO&FJ: A concert party of
ive Canadian artists will fly to the Far East
ear17 next month to entertain Canadian'and
other Commonwealth troops serving in Korea and
Japan.

The troupe of stage, radio and TV pérsonal-
ities from -Toronto and Moritreal, is known as
"The Joe Murphy Show" and will tour the Far
East theatre for a period of- three weeks. -3hey
will arrive in Tokyo on March 4. •

CRUDE OIL RISE: Crude oil received. by Can-

a ian re inertes was up 19°9jo in November, 195477

to 14, 188, 331 barrels from 11,914, 348 barrels
in November 1953. Receipts from domestic sour-
ces açcounted fér the greater part of the in-
crease with a jump of 30% to 7,995,716 barrels

from 6,147,513 a year earlier. Receipts from
other countries advanced over 711k to 6t]_92,615

from 5,766,835 barrels.' -

a e ^ ^

Shipments of Canada's clocks, watches and
watch cases ind.ûstry• increased 'ixi value-t6
$11,035,592 in 1952 from $10,591,405 in 1951
mainly as a result of a sharp increase in ship-
ments of wrist watches to 315, 244 worth $6, -
008,107 from 271,848 valued at $4,660,853•'

Tfie-Canadian National Railways is the lar-
gest transcontinental railway system in-North
America.
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NOVEMBER IMPORTS:  Value Of Canada's com-
modity imports rose .about 6%•in November over 
the corresponding month of 1953 but the ear-

, her declines left the cumulative total for 
the January-November period 7% 'below  1953, 
according to final .figures on the month's 
imports by  the • Bureau. Total value for Novem-
ber was $372,100,000 versus $351,400;000 a year 
earlier, bringing the 11-month aggregate to 
$3,756,500,000  versus $4,044,400,000. 

The  volume of imports rose 6.6% in November 
but prices were down narroWly. In the 11-month 
period volume averaged-  7.1% below a year ear-
lier but prices were virtually unchanged. 

Imports were higher in value from the Uni-
ted States in November but lower in the cumula-
tive period and purchases from theUnited King-
dom were lower in both periods. Imports were 
doun in value in the month and 11 months from 
the Latin America group but up from the rest 
of the .Commonwealth, European countries and 
the remaining group .of foreign countries. 

In November there were increased•values for 
all main commodity groups except iron and prod-
ucts and non-metallic minerals, the largest 
dollar gain occurring in agricultural and veg-
etable products. In the • 11-month period only 

• two groups were hidier in value - agricultural 
and vegetable products and wood and paper. 
Largest decreases occurred in fibres and tex-
tiles, iron and pro.ducts, and non-metallic 
minerals.• 

UNITED STATES 

November imports from the United States 
rose to $273,459,000 from $244,519,000 in the 
corresponding month of 1953, gains being re-
corded in all groups except iron and products 
and non-metallic minerals. In the 11 months 
the cumulative•value dropped to $2,718,317,900 
from $2,974,468,000. decreases being common. to 
ail  groups except agricultural and vegetable 
products and moo-d and paper. . 

General declines among the main group's 
reduced the value of imports from the United 
Kingdom in November to $26,475,1)00 from $38, - 

857,000 a year earlier. In the 11-month period 
. increaseS in the agricultural and vegetable 

and wood and paper groups were more than coun-
terbalanced by declines in the remaining groups 
resulting in a cut in total imports to $358,- 

638,000 from_$415,045,000 a year ago. 
t 	

• 
Imports rom the rest of  te  Commonwealth 

rose in November to $20,256,000 from $16,818.- 
000 and in the 11 months to $172,823,000 from 
$161,165,000..lhere were larger purchases both 
in November and the llmonths from the America, 
Africa and Oceania groups but smaller imports 
from the Asia group. 

Imports from Latin American countries as a 
group were down in November to $22,178,000 

from $24,793,000and in the 11 months to $258, -  
398,000 from $267,485,000. 

November imports from.European countries 
increased to $19,756,000 from $19,038,000 a 
year earlier and in the 11 months to $165,609,- 
from $160,998,000. 

. 	 . 

CIVIL DEFTNCE STUDIES:  -.Preliminary plans 
tor the first large scale "tactical withdrawalff 
studies in Canadian' 'Cities are now underway, 
it was announced February 11 in a simultaneous 
statement released by federal authorities and 
by provincial  and municipal Governments  in  
Alberta and British Columbia. Cities selected 
for. the studies are Calgary and Greater Van-
çouver ,  

The  studies %hick' will be co-operative pro-
jects of provincial, federal and municipal 
authorities,. are designed to ascertain some of 
the problems that would be faced by cities such 
as Calgary and Greater. Vancouver when evacua-
ting larger groups of people from a threatened 
area prior to an enemy attack. Planning for 
the massive projects is not expected to be 
completed for several months. 

Of the four basic plans required to cope 
with a thermonuclear attack on a city, only 
two will be studied at this time.- The fiist of 
these plans inVolves the evacuation of priori-
ty clesses such as hospital patients when an 
emergency situation first arises.  The  second 
involves the evacuation of the total popula-
tion from• a target• area w'nen an actual attack 
appears imminent. Both plans will be studied 
in cietail by Provincial Civil Defence co-ordi-
nators at a meeting at the Canadian Civil 
Defence College, Arnprior, 

PL ANN ING  GROUP 

Federal civil defence authorities are now 
emploYed on a study of the. Eeneral principles 
of the two plans. Later a fecteral•planning 
group will leave  for  Western Canada' where it 
will work in closè collaboration with prov-
incial and municipal civil defenCe officers On 
the intricate plans required for the Studies'. 

Among  the  details that must be wOriced out 
before a plan can . be completed are trie niamber 
and•suitability of exit routes from the area 
to be evacuated, vehicles available, police 
manpower required. to direct traffic and to 
maintain law and order, problems arising from 
weae:er conditions, end the 4.:.eeding  and recep-
tion of the populations to be evacuated. 

Civil Defence officials noted that a number 
of "planned..withdrawalsql are being organiied 
in United States cities in the near future and 
Çanadian officials have been invited-to  observe  
these exercises and profit by the experience 
of the American authorities. • • 

:0 	* * 

MR. DULLES TO VISIT OTTAWA:  The Depart-
ment of External Afi-airs announced on February 
14 that the Secretary of State of the United 
States, the Honourable John Foster Dulles, 
will visit Ottawa March 17 to March 19.  This  
will be Mr. Dulles' first official visit 
to the Canadian Capital. Mr. • Dulles •will 
be the guest of the Governor General and 
will  stay at Government 'douse. Further' de-
tails of his visit will be announced in due 
course. 



WAGES AT NEW PEAK: Average weekly wages
in Canadian manui:acturing industries at the
beginning of December-climbed to an all-time
high figure of $5g,17 from $58,03 a month ear-
lier and $57.02 a year ago, according to
advance figures. Average hourly earnings rose
to 141. 2 cents from 140, 5 cents. at the begin-
ning of November and 138-4 cents at the same
time last year.. The -wnrk-week averaged 41.2
bours, sl.ightly shorter than the 41. 3 o f a
month earlier but unchanged from 1953.

Longer hours in aircraft plants and the re-
lease of the lower-paid wo rkérs in shipyards
and sawmills helped to raise the levels of
earnings in the durable manufactured goods
category 4iich'continued to be a£fected by in-
dustrial disputes.

CHAIN STORE SALES-UP: Grocery and combina-
tion chain stores had a substantial sales gain
of 12afi in the füll year 1954 as compared with

1953. Variety chain salis rose 2,90maid women's
clothing stores 2.2^, but hardware chain sales
fell 3,7%, shoe stores 1,7aw and drug •'stdres

0.6%.
Sales of,grocery and combination stores in

the year aggregated

220,000 in 1953.,
$865,947,000 versus 4773.°

HARBbUR TONNAGE DOW7V : Total cargo tonnage

received at and s a.ppe from the,eight harbours

administered by the National Harbours Board

decreased by 4 per cent in L954, as compared

with the previous year, according to.figures

released by the Transport Minister. The fig-

ures were 4D,890,000 tons for 1954., as against

42,500,000 tons in 1953. The chief factor in

the decrease was a lower volume of grain traf-

fic.

0 0 ^e W

FOOD COSTS RECEDE: The Consumer Price ln-
ex rece ed 0.2 per cent from 116.6 to 116.4

between December .1 and January 3. - The decrease
was due entirely to a drop in foods as the in-
dex for this series changed from r12;6 to
112. 1• Shelter, the only other group to change,
advanced from 129,2 to 128,4 reflecting in-
creases in both rent and home-ownership.:

Industries in the leather nroc'ucts groun
shipped $222,410,000 worth of products in 1953,
a rise of 1.4%, from the 1952 value of $219,-
201,000.:

Lake Superior, 31,820 square miles in area,
is the largestbody of fresh water in the
world.

(C.W,B.. February 18, 1955)

CONSUL GENERA1. IN NEW ORLEANS: The -Depart-

ment ot External airs. anthe' Department of

Trade and Commerce announced on February 17

.that- the Cons ulate in New Orleans has been

raiï'sed to a Consulate General and.-that the

present Consul and Trade Commissioner, Mr.

Gerald A. Newman, has been appointed Consul
!General.

M. Newman was born in Leamington,'Ontario,
{on Novembe^ 2, 1905, and is a graduate of the
University of Manitoba..' He has been a-member
of the Foreign Trade Service of the Depart-•
tnent of Trade and:Commerce since •1929 and has
served in Liverpool; London, New York, Port-
of-Spain and Ottawa. He.has been Consul and
Trade Commissioner inNew,Orleans -since Jan-
uary, • 1952. .

6 * a G

" EEN ELIZABETH SCHOLARSHIP": Cânadians
interested in the field of nursery education
will soon have an opportunity to compete for a
new s'choiarship at one of America"s pioneer
nursery education schools, it wds announced
on Fébruary 16, by the Minister of National
Health and Welfare.

Mr. Martin said that the scholarship, enti-
tled the "Queen Elizabeth Scholarship",was
offered by the Nursery Training School of
Boston, which is affiliated with Tufts m llege.
The offer was made at the time of the Corona-
tion and Her Majesty has graciously accepted
on behalf of.her Canadian sitbjects, The schol-
arship provides for-a yéar's training for one
candidate each year at the school.•

CARIBBEAN CRUISE: Five minesweepers of the
Roj+al Canadian Navy's Atlantic Command will
sail from Halifax next month for a seven-week
training cruise in the Caribbean area.

They are 1-MC Ships,Gaspe, Ungava, Trinity
and Resolute, comprising the First Canadian
Minesweeping Squadron, and IMCS QLainte, train-
ing tender to the Halifax Naval division, HMCS
Scotian.

It will be the first long-range cruise for
any of the new minesweepers.

The ships will sail from Halifax, March 11
and return May 1.

I

A

A study of non-farm family incomes. shows
that 1,R?ti were over $ll?,000 in 1951, 3.4.21,
were over $5,000, 23, 8%, were over $4,000, 42.4%
were over $3,000,66.3ok•were over $2,000, 84.116
over $1,000, and 15. 90k under $1,000..

The Hartland Bridge in New Brunswick is the
largest covered bridge in the world,'•nearly
1, 300 feet long. :

a
►
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

WHEAT LEADS EXPORT DROP:  Canada ' s *domes tic 
exports in 1954 had a total value of $3,876.- 
134,000,  don  nearly 6To from the 1953 total of 
$4,117,406,000, according to final figures for 
the year released by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. About two-fifths of the deCrease 
was due to lower prices,• which averaged about 
2.4% below the previous year, the Volume of 
exports being about 3.910 lower. 

Twelve-month sales were generally lower 
than in 1953 to Canada's leading markets and 
to all main areas, but the decline was some-
what less to the United Kingdom and the United 
States and exports to these two principal mar-
kets formed a slightly larger-proportion of 
the total. 

Among.principal commodities, declines were 
largely" confine d  to wheat and other grains, 
motor vehicles ,  primary iron anCI steel, air-
craft and electrical apparatus, with the drop 
in wheat and other grains alone exceeding the 
total trade decrease. Shipments of forest prod-
ucts continued to expand, lumber and wood pulp 
showing large gains, while newsprint paper 
reached the greatest value ever recorded for a 
single commodity at $635,670,000. Exports of 
most base metals were larger, fishery products 
showed a substantial increase, and sales of 
agricultural. implements reversed their 1952-53 
decline with a moderate rise. .' 

Domestic exports to the United States laSt 
year amounted to $2,312,803,000, down  4.4% 
from the record total of $2,418,915,000 in 1953 
bit  above the value of $2,306,955,000 for 1952 
and also exceeding the totals for all previous 
years. They accOunted for 59.75 of the yea_i''s 
total-domestic exports as against just under 
59% the previous. There were increases in ship-
ments to the United States of wood, wood prod-
ucts and paper, animais and animal . products, 
but exports in other commodity groups were 
lower, with the chief decreases in agricultural 
and vegetable products, non-ferrous metals and 
iron and products. 

Shipments to the United Kingdom declined 
less than 210 to $652,694,000 from $665,232,000 
in 1953, the decline being narrowed by a sharp 
rise in December, and accounted for nearly 17% 
of all domestic ekports against 16$ in 1953. 
Exports of agricultural and vegetable products 
- the leading commodity group in trade with 
the United Kingdom - were down sharply to 
$227,241,000 from $305,302,000, bit those of 
all other groups except miscellaneous cc:oily/1°d-
ities showed gains, marked increases being 
recorded for the 'wood and paper and • non-fer-
rous metals groupà. 

Domestic exports toother Commonwealth coun-
tries as a whole fell .  to $195,054,000 from 
$232,353,000. This decline was due mainly to 
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sharp decreases in sales to India, Pakistan 
and the Union of South Alrica. Shipments in-
creased substantially to Australia and New 
Zealand, and were slightly higher to the West  
Indies group. 

Continuing the downward trend of 1953 from 
the 1952 peak, domestic exports to Latin 
America declined to $186,661,000 from $198.- 
255,000. Shipments were off sharply in value 
to Peru and Venezuela and up substantially to 
Brazil, while other gains and losses were of 
moderate size. 

Domestic exports to Europe showed a similar 
decline to $350,082,000 from $383,492,000 in 
1953, largest decreases being in shipments to 
Belgium and Luxembourg, Denmark, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland. Partly off-
setting these were increases ,  among the lead-
ing markets, to France, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, and Norway. 

Sales to the remaining foreign countries 
totalled $166,199,000 as compared to $204,- 
461,000theprevious year. The largest decrease 
was to Japan, down to $96,474,000 from $118,- 
568,000, but still Canada's third largest mar-
ket. Other larger decreases were to Egypt and 
Korea, while increases were recorded for the 
Philippines and Israel. 

GAINS IN 1954 

Four of the nine main commodity groups 
showed gains in value in 1954 over 1953. The 
wood and paper group increased to $1,377,841,- 
000 from $1,295,396,000. Newsprint paper was 
up to $635,670,000 from $619,033,000, planks 
and boards climbed to $324,724,000 from  $282.-
103,000, and wood pulp to $270,905,000 from 
$248,675,000. 

The non-ferrous.metals group rose to  $709,-
017.000  from $682,183,000, aluminum, copper, 
lead, zinc and their products, and nickel and 
precious metals (except gold) showing moderate 
to large gains. 

The chemical and allied products group was 
next in size of gain at $161,293,000 compared 
to $137,885,000 with increases in a varied 
range of chemical items. 

Thé animals and animal products group also 
moved up to $269,861,000 from $250,919,000. 

The agricultural and vegetable prod...lets 
group had the largest decrease among the.com-
modity groups, dropping to $803,481,000 from 
$1,096,763,000. Exports of wheat  were  down to 
$375,339,000 from $567,907,000 in 1953, other 
grains to $136,599,000  from $224,687,000, and 
wheat flour to  $88,029,000 from $102,160,000 
for an aggregate decrease exceeding  the  group 
decline. 

The iron and products group fell to $290,- 
068,000 from $358,438,000, theimain decreases 
being in motor vehicles, ferrd-alloys, pigs, 
ingots, blooms and billets, and rolling-mill 
products, while increases were'registered for 
irOn ore, engines,and boilers, andfarm machin-
ery. 

INTERNATIONAL RIVERS BILL:  On February 4 
the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. C.D. 
Howe, introduced in the House of Commons a 
bill respecting the construction, operation and 
maintenance of international river improve-
ments. He explained the measure, in part, as 
follows: 

"The purpose of this bill is to enable 
the Canadian Government to ensure that the 
construction, operation and maintenance of 
international river improvements are carried 
Out in an orderly manner and in the national 
interest. 

"By international river improvements I mean 
4ny  works which alter the natural flow of 
waters going from Canada to the United States, 
and which also affect the actual or potentia l  
use of such water outside Canada. 

COLUMBIA RI VER 

"The provisions of this bill dnerefore 
relate to such international rivers as the 
Columbia and the Milk River, which cross the 
international boundary. They are not intended 
to apply to such boundary waters as the Great  
Lakes or the St. Lawrence River, or to rivers 
crossing provincial boundaries as, for example, 
the Ottawa or the Saskatchewan... 

"It is the prime purpose of"  this interne - 
tional rivers bill to ensure that the long 
term national interest is safeguarded and is 
not prejudiced by development planned to serve 
immediate local purposes that may be incon-
sistent with the longer view. This legislation 
when enacted will enable the Government to 
control, by licensing, the construction, 
operation and maintenance of works in Canada 
that affect international rivers. 

"The purpose will be to ensure the most 
advantageous development of a water system, 
takinginto account alternative development 
opportunities that may exist now, or that may 
open up in the future. Control will also be 
exercised over projects within Canada which 
have as a prime objective the creation of 
energy or other benefits outside of Canada..." 

* ceo 

LISBON, OTTAWA EMBASSIES:  The Department 
of External Affairs announced on February 9 
that the Portuguese Cevernment and the Cevern-
ment of Canada, considering the importance of 
their reciprocal interests and the close rela-
tions existing between the two countries, have 
decided to raise to the status of Embassies 
their Legations in Lisbon and in Ottawa. 

The appointment of Ambassadors will be 
announced at a later date. 

* coo 

Canada's Pacific coast line is 7,180 miles 
long. 

* * * * 

Montrealis the world's largest inland port. 
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LABOUR INCOME UP:  Canadian workers earned 
$1,028,000,000 in November, $8,000,000 less 
than in the  preceding month but $32,000,000 or 
over 310 more than in Nbvember 1953, according 
to the Bureau's monthly estimate of labour 
income. This put total labour income for the 
first 11 months of 1954 at $10,885,000,000, a 
2% increase over the 1953 January-November 
total of $10,673,000,000. 

Cempared with a year earlier f.Zovember -%ay-
rolls were higher in all industrial groups 
except manufacturing, but compared with  the  
preceding month the finance and services group 
showed the only increase. Wages and salaries 
in agriculture, forestry, fishing, trapping 
and mining-totalled $83,000,000 in November as 
against $86,000,000 in October and $77,000,000 
in November 1953. In .manufacturing the Novem-
ber total was $321,000,000 which compared with 

$323,000,000 in October and $328,000,000 in 
November 1953. 

The construction payroll amounted to $77,- 

000,000 in November as against- $82,000,000 in 
the preceding month and $76,000,000 a year 

earlier. 
Eleven-month totals show earnings below the 

1953 level only in manufacturing and construc-
tion. 

* * * 

AUTO PRODUCTION DROP:  Production of motor 
vehicles in January this year totalled 28,993 
units, according to preliminary figures re-
leased by the Dominion  Bureau of Statistics. 
This was a drop of 28% from last year's cor-
responding total of 40,215 units. The month's 
output of passenger cars was cut to 25,602 
units from 32,278 and commercial vehicles to 
3,391 units from 7,937. 

Devised figures published in the Bureau's 
December report on motor vehicle shipments 
place last year's production of motor vehicles 
at 350,152 vehicles as compared with 484,594 
in 1953. Output included 282,038 passenger 
•cars as against 364,039 in the preceding year, 
and 6F,114 commercial vehicles as against 
120,555. 

* * * * 
Chemicals made in Canada for sale were 

valued at $255,582,000 in 1953 as against 
$230,050,000 in 19 52, the Dominion Pureau of 
Statistics reports. Output of the acids, al-
kalies and salts industry was worth  $127,299.-
437, en increase of 11.5% over the 1952 pro-
duction value of $114,187,526. 

* s * * 

Wholesale prices registered an intermittent 
decline over the year 1.954, and the Bureau's 
general index was up 0.21 in December to 215.3 
from Nevember's 214.8 but down 1.7% from 219.0 
in December 1953. Increases in 5 of the 8 

major groups were responsible for the rise 
over November. 

CHAPELS IN GERM4NY:  The first of four new 
Protestant chapels for the 1st Canadian Infan-
try  Brigade  was officially dedicated at Fort 
Chambly, Germany, on February & by  Col.  J.W. 
Forth, MBE, CD, Director of Protestant 
Chaplain Services for the Canadian .Army. 

Highlight of the ceremonY was the presenta7 
tion of a silver collection tray for the 
chapel by Dr. Wilm, leader of dhree million 
').roteztents in Westrhalia. Pr. Viilm spoke 
of the goodwill between Canadian and German 
Christians. ' 

The lesson was read by Maj.-Gen. J.M. 
Rockingham, General Officer commanding :the 
1st Canadian Infantry Division, 

Eventually all chapels will be returned to 
the West German Government. 

wows 

CHAMPIOV TR4IN BUSTER:  Commander John H; 
G. Bovey, DSC, C.D, RCN, 38, of Montreal and 
Ottawa, has been awarded the United States 
Decoration of the Bronze Star Medal,.with 
Combat  Distinguishing Device. 

The  award was made in recognition of Cmdr. 
Bovey's services while in command of HMCS 
Crusader (destroyer) in the Korean war theatre 
during the time the ship became known as the 
"champion trainlauster of the United Nations 
Fleet". Her record, four mi two half-trains, 
was unsurpassed throughout hostilities in that 
battle zone. 

Cmdr.-Bovey previously was awarded  the  
Distinguished Service Cross for his Korean 
exploits. 

* * * * 
TROOP nAINING:  More than 10,000 soldiers 
from all parts of Canada will concentrate fer 

six weeks of intensive training this summer at 
Camp Gagetown, N.B., it .was announced February 
9 at Army Headquarters. 

The troops, most of them from units of the 
1st Canadian Infantry Division, will begin 
arriving at the 427-square-mile training site 
about mid-june. All units will be encamped by 
the first week of July when manoeuvres are 
scheduled to start. 

* *  a ** 

CIVIL DEFENCE:  Agreement has been reached 
between the federal Government and the Prov-
ince of Ontario on aco-operative civil defence 
nrogramme for 1955, it was announced. February 
f;'. Under  the formula now agreed upon, federal. 
and Drovincial financial aid in civil defence 
will be made available to municipal civil 
defence organizations, 

• * * * 

Maj.-Gen. John M. Rockingham renewed 
acquaintances over last weekend with troops he 
led through the early days of the Korean  cam-
pai  gn when he visited elements of the 'St  Can-
adian infantry Brigade in Germany. 
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TN.. ROtV E SPEECH DEBATE' ENDS : The ,iou s e of
Comnor.s, on February 4^, cxe eateci by a vote -of
99 to 69 the Progressive Conservative amend-
ment moved at the beginning of the debate on
the Address in Reply to the Speech from the
Th=one. The main motion fôr the adoption of
.the Address was •then carried on division.

The CC,. F. and Social -Credi t groups, with
one independent member, voted with the Progres-
sive Conservatives for the six-ooint amendment
which would have-had the House declare that.
the Government had. failed to retain and ex-
pand Canada's overseas mar?tets, solve unemploy-
ment, relieve.taxpayers from excessive taxa-
tion, eliminate waste and extravagance in the
Government, encourage the processin^ of natural
resources and co•-operate with the provinces in
developing a national health insurance plan.•

In earlier debate Social Credit and C.C.E'.
amendments critical of the Gove mment had been
defeated. .

* k: x:x

TO.STUDY BBC WORKINGS: Mr. John Dunn, As-
sistant to the Director of Network Co-ordina-
tion for the.C;E?C, has 'been awarded the Imperial
Relations Trust IL,rsary for 1955, the CFfC an-

nounced February 4.•.
The bursary will enable Mr. Dunn to study

the operations and see the establishments of

the BBC in England, Scotland. and Northern Ire-

land.-He will also visit-various broadcasting

organizations on the Continent.:He sails for

the United Kingdom February 8.

The bursary is awarded yearly to a person
in the CBC active in 'broad.casting, and stems-
from an ànony.mous gift in 1937 to Lord Baldwin
of Bewdley tô èndow any object best calculated
to strengthen the ties t1-iat bind together the
countries of the Commonwealth.

^^r.^..

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS: The Department of

External Affairs has announced that prime Min-

isters Robert Menzies of Australia.and Mario

Scelba of Italy will visit Ottawa in March and

that General Paul Eugene Magloire, President

of Hâiti, and Mrs.•Magloire will'visit Ottawa,

Montreal and Quebec this month, as well as Mr.

Paul Henri Spaak, Belgian Foreign Minister.

Can. and Mrs. Magloire will be here February
9-14. Mr. Spaak February 24 to March 2, Mr.
Menzies March 9-14, ' and Mr. Scelba March 26° V.:

The fresh-water surface of Canada con-
stitutes over six per cent of the country's
total area,. . .

The.péopl.e of Newfoundland live in 1,300
communities, scattered along the island's pic-
turesque 6,000-mile coastline.-

(C. vé'. B. . Februeiry .11. 1955)

SEAWAY OUTLOOK: Canadian ship operators on
the Great La:es "will. find greater opportu-
nities" when the St. Lawrence Seaway is com-
pleted with an increase in the bulk trade more
than offsetting any loss in other business to
foreign competitors.'Likewise, Canadian ship-
yards on the Lakes wili-find that'"the Seaway
will bring more business in repairs and main-
tenance than it takes away in vessel construc-
tion. "

These views were expressed by Mr. G. G.
McLeod, Department of Transport economist, in
dur.essi.ng members of the Marine Club of Tor-

on.to at their annual. meeting. He emphasized
that these were his on personal opinions.

With respect to £oreign competition on the
Great Lakes, îv'•r, McLeod expressed the view that
"specialized lake carriers have an advantage
of their own in that they can. carry twice or

perhaps three times the load of an ocean ves-
sel of the same draft," This advantage would,

he thought, more than offset the cheaper con-
structing and operating costs of foreign ships.

He thought that "foreign vessels may get a
good bit though not all of the package freight
and general cargo trade, but only a small por-
tion of the bulk trade."

SEA HARVEST UP 10 P.C.: Canadian sea-fish-
érmen an e 10^6 more ish in 1954 than in the
preceding year and the value of the catch rose
8q,. The year's landings weighed 1,900,512,000
pounds valued at $82,76 2.000 as compared with
1;733,743,000 pounds valued at $76,347;000 in
1953. December landings amounted to 119,050,-
000 pounds worth $4, 321,000. up 1°,5 in volume
and 6% in value over the same month of '1953.

West-coast landings in 19•54 rose. to 592.-
640,000 pounds from 542,521,000 and the value
to $33, 598,000 from $30,'952,000.

Atlantic-coast landings in ]954 rose to L-

307,872,000 pounds from 1,191,222,000 and the

value to $49,164,000 from $45,3)5:.000•:

NEW HOUSING RECORDS: Residential construc-

tion in Canada re ac ed record levels in the

year 1954 with new top figures set for the

number of units completed, the number started
and the number in.various stages of-construc-

tion at year's end, according to advance fig-
ures released by theIbminion Bureau of Statis-

tics.
The number of new dwelling units completed

in 1954 rose 5.3% to 101,965 from 96,839 in
1953, while the number started climbed 10.9%
to 113,527 units from 102,409, and the nurnber
still under construction at the end of the
year 14.5% to 68,641 units from 59,923 at the
end of 1953•-

Cthtario is particularly inviting to visitors
who like to roam and fish.through unspoiled
forest lands.
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(C.W.B. February 11, 1955)

BILL OF RIGHTS PROPOSAL DEBATED

f
0

0

I

r 00
I

HINI'S7',EP' S ..4YALY5XS. A motion by Mr. John
G. Diefenbaker, Progressive Conservative mem-
ber for Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, launched
a one-daydebate in the House of Commons on
February 7 on a Bill of Rights for Canada.

After the Minister of Justice, Mr. Stuart
S. Garson, had opposed the nroposal as unneces-
sary in a federal state, the main feature of
which is the soveréignty of its legislative
bodies, the Leader of the CCF group, Mr.
M.J. Coldwell, moved an amendment proposing a
Bill of Rights, along much the same lines as
Mr. Diefenbaker, through an amendment to the
British North America Act.

Mr. Diefenbaker's proposal was set forth
in the following motion:

"That, in the opinion of this House, imme-
diate consideration should be given to the
advisability of introducing a Bill or.Declara-
tion of Rights to assure amongst other rights:

1. Freedom of religion, fieedom of speech,
freedom of the press and radio;

or

2. That Habeas Corpus shallnot be a.bro.gated
suspended except by Parliament;
3. That no one shall be deprived of liberty

spiritual values in the concept of freedom.

that it cannot be purchased at bargain coun-

or property without due process of law, and in
no case by Order-in.-Council;

4. That no tribunal or commission shall
have the power to conpel the giving of evidence
by any one who is denied counsel or other con-
stitutional safeguards. ^

SUPREME COURT

"And that as a preliminary step the Govern-•
ment should consider the advisability of sub-
mitting for the opinion of the Supreme Court
of Canada the question as to the degree to
which fundamental freedoms of religion, speech
and the press and the preservation of the con-
stitutional rights of the individual are mat-
ters of federal or provincial'jurisdiction.rt

Following are the remarks with which Mr..
Diefenbaker concluded his speech:

"I believe, Sir, a Bill of Rights is neces-
sary in our country today to provide a frame-
work for our thinking and to crystalize the

The situation before 19,14 - since when there
have been two world wars and a cola war - has
been proven inadequate today. Our fundamental
freedoms were not written into the British
North America At because it was believed at
that time by philosophers that never again
would those fundamental principles be in
danger of being undermined.

"We have learned today, with the experience
of the years of war and a cold war, that free-
dom has to be paid for in every ôeneration;

ters; it cannot be purchased on credit with
payment to be made in the future. It can only
be purchased by action. I ask that the Govern-

ment give consideration, not to the introduc-
tion of a Bill of Rights at this- time but to
ascertaining first.the constitutionality of a
Bill of Rio-its and then, having so determined,
that they ensure the preservation of fundamen-
tal freedom in our country, u.nder law and
unâer the constitution."

Some excerpts from Mr. Garson's speech in
reply follow:

"The introduction of this deceptively simple
problem but rather emotional one into such a
complex field creates a problem which, as the
Hon. Member for Prince Albert said, and I
agree with him, is an extremely difficult one.
It is the problem of superimposing a Bill of
Rights, after the United-States fashion, upon
the•federal constitution of-Canada, whose main
feature., inherited from the constitution of
Great Britain, is the sovereignty of its
legislative bodies. The feat of super-imposing
such a Bill of Rights upon such a constitution
is. at least on its technical side, a very
difficult feat indeed. . . .

"Our present constitution .is not perfect;

but there are few if any that are any better.
And if we are going to improve it we must have

a thorough and accurate understanding of both
its virtues and its defects. In_order to make
sure that the Bill of Rights'proposed would
correct those defects without at the same time

adversely affecting its virtues, we must be

sure that it is technically possible for us to
do what no one has yet clone in the world.
namely superimpose a Bill of Rights upon -the

constitution of a federal state, the main

feature of which is the sovereignty of its
legislative bodies. . . .

UNITED KINGDOM

"My submission is that a Bill .of Rights

which is advocated in any of these forms which

have been suggested is not the most effective

form in which the recognition of,those rights
can take. I suggest to the Hon. Member for
Prince Albert (Mr_ Diefenbaker),that there
is no country in the world whose constitution
includes a Bill of Rights which recognizes and

protects those rights as effectively as they
are recognized in the United Kingdom and in
this country of Canada. The United Kingdom has
no Bill of Rights in the sense in which the

Hon. Member for Prince Albert and the Hon.
Member for Rosetown Biggar (Mr. Coldwell) use

that term as referring to something which they

would like to add to our Canadian constitu-
tion. . . "

Referring to Mr. Diefenbaker's submissions
of what he held. to be instances of need, Mr.
Garson said:

"What have-those to do with-our constitu-
tion or a Bill of Rights? As my Hon. friend
himself told us this afternoon, all that is
required in any of those cases is to introduce

5
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amendments to our existing law. Amendments 
have already. been introduced in connection 
with the latter two of those three cases. They 
were introdiked by the Government, supported 
by my hon ,  friend and passed by this Parlia-
ment. •There is rio necessity in matters of this 
kind  fora  Bill of Rights. All that is needed 
is an amendment to' the law." 

No decision was reached on the issue and 
the debate was adjourned. • 

* * * * 
• 

AUSSIES GREET "ONTARIOff:  On Board FMCS On-
tario, February 9. This Canadian cruiser 
arrived in Brisbane on 1..1onday and received a 
typically hearty Australian welcome. 

Airing a two-hour visiting period more than 
2:500 persons came on board the ship and an-
oàler 2 ; 000 were still , lined up on the jetty 
when the visiting period ended. - A second "open 
house" will be hel d  before théOntario sails 
on Friday.:Earlier in thé day, 50 Brisbane sea 
cadets toured  the • training cruiser. 

Brisbane is the third port of call thus far 

for the Ontario, which left Esquimalt: early in 

January on a three-month training cruise  to  
the South Pacific, -Australia and New Zealand, •  

1954 AUTO SALES DOWN:  New motor vehiéle 
sales in Canada last year declined 17% in num.  - 
ber and 15% in retail value from 1953's all-
time peaks, according to the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics. At the same time financing of 
sales  dropped 19% in number and 15% in value. 
Combined shipments in Canada of Canadian,  U. S.  
inakes and European-made motor vehicles during 

1-ie year .were down 25%.• 
' The. drop in sales of new motor vehicles was 

• Canada-wide in scope last year, the national 
total dropping .  to 38 1,88 2 units from 462,526 
in  1953 and the retail value to $987,439,000 
from  $1,162,471,000.  Passenger car sales fe ll  

..t.o;339,837 units  from  359,172 and the value to 
$796,039,000 from $899,7 26 ,000, and conmercial 

• vehicles to 72,045 in number from 103,354 and 
in value to $191,4)0,000 from $26 2,745,000.• 

.* 	* 
• • 	 • 

!MEAT SUPPLIES:  Visible supplies of Can-
adian wheat on January 26 totalled .357,151;000 
bushels, Moderately below last year's 373,435,- 
000 bushels, according to the Bureau's weekly 
release.. Deliveries pf wheat from farms in the 
Prairie Provinces during the week:ending Jan-
uary 26 jumped tO 4,252,000 bushels from  1,-
019,000  but overseas, export:clearances dropped 

. 3, 590,000 bushels from 4,190,000.- •. 
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX:  The constimer price 
index receded 0.2%, from 116.6 to 116.4 between 
December 1 and January* 3,  The  decrease was due 
entirely to a drop in foOds as the index for  
this series changed from « 112.6 to 112. 1..Shel-
ter, the only other group to change, advanced 
from 128.2 to 128;4, reflecting increases in 
both ren t .  and home-ownership. 

* * * * 

TV RISE: Canadian •manufacturers sold 94, - 
4757M—evision sets for $33,327,745 in Novem-
ber as compared with 55,549 sets sold for $22.- 
324,109 in the same month in 1953, the Domin-
ion Bureau of Statistics reports. November 

•sales of radios, on the other hand, declined 
to  59,245  worth $4, 58 1,8 22 from 69,7 13.worth 
$5,258,004 a year earlier, 

* * 

Canadian output of pig iràn last December 
was down to  185,634  tons from 220, 526 tons a 
year earlier, and in the full year 1954 total-
led 2, 213,433' tons as against 3,012, 269 in 

1953. according to the Bureau's monthly report 

on production of pig iron and steel. 

• * 
• Per capita consumption of coal in Canada 

fell to  2;580  tons in 1953, the lowest level 

since .  1938 . The  postwar peak was 3,678 tons in 

* * 	* 

4NTARIO LEGISLATURE OPENS:  The Ontario Leg-
islature opened in Toronto, February 8. The 
Speech from The Throne forecast the largest 
public investment in the history of the Prov-
ince, based on public works, highways, St. 
Lawrence Seaway and tither projects. 

* * * * 

CIVIL DEFENCE:  Chiefs of many of Canada's 
large industrial medical services are to at-
tend a series of special courses to study dis-
aster preparedness•and  action,  it was announced 
February4 by the Department of National Health 
and Welfare. 

Canadian production of both copper and 
nickel increased in November and the first 11 
months of 1954 as compared with a year earlier. 
The month's output of primary copper amounted 
to 26,167 tons versus 17,256, bringing the 
cumulative total to 275,456 tons versus  235,-
486.  •November production of nickel totalled 
13,234 tons versus 12,764 and in the 11 months 
aggregated 144,167 tons versus 131,57 1. 

* * * 
The process cheese industry shippeda record 

$27,271,289 worth of products in 1953. $1,- 
788,723 worth or 7% more than in 1952. 

'1  
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WEEK"S EVENTS 'IN REVIEW

a

NOR7If ,9AlERICAN DEFENCE: In reviewing before
the House of Commons, on January 28, Canada's
defence planning and contributions to NATO,
the•Minister of National Defence, Mr. R.Q.
Campney, devoted a portion of his address to
the defence of' North America.

He said, in part:
"The defence of Canada--indeed of North

America--has suddenly become almost as im-
portant to the other NATC1 •nations as it has
always been to ourselves. This fact arises, of
course, from the emergence of an improved
Russian nuclear weapon delivery capability
against North America.

"Under such circumstances it•becomes es-
sential that greater efforts be put forth im-
mediately to strengthen the defences of this
continent because North America is the only
great base from which operations for the
defence of Europe can be supported, and also
because of the necessity of protecting the
thermonuclear retaliatory capacity of the
United States, something which provides at the
present time probably the greatest single
deterrent to'war.

"And so what we have come to term 'con-
tinental defence', that great joint effort of
Canada and the United States to protect and to
•defend both countries against aggressive
attack, is at the same time a very real and
vital contribution to NATD's effort as well.
Thus every dollar we spend on 'continental
defence' has a double value. It has value first

INFORMATION DIVISION

DEFARTMFNT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANAOA

and primarily, of course, for our own defence
and, second, for the preservationof the
defence capacity.of NATO as a whole.-

,"Continental defence' is an expensive

business. The so-called 'Pinetree' radar chain

now in operation, supported by the fighter
squadrons of air defence command, along with
the mid-Canada line which Canada is proceeding
to construct and the distant warning line to
be constructed in the far north, together form
a comprehensive air defence system and will
cost many hundreds of millions of dollars. A
large portion of the cost of this system is
still to be paid. This cost will entail a very
considerable drain on Canada's resources dur-•
ing the next few years.

"In passing I should like to express to our
friends to the south our appreciation of the
very fine spirit of co-operation and under-
standing shown in the development of this
great defensive system, on the construction of
which we are jointly engaged.•

"Our relations with our neighbour demon-
strate how easy it is for peoples with like
ideals and with common incentives to work
closely and effectively together in peace and
harmony to their mutual benefit....•

"In c mcluding these few brief remarks I
should like to emphasize the fact that Canada's
military effort is motivated solely by consid-
erations of self-protection. ;lMe have no ag-
gressive designs against any other nation. We
covet no nation's territory. We have never in-

1
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itiated a war against anyone. We are, in fact, 
not a warlike people, dhough we can fight if 
we have to. Our present effort is a defence 
effort only. It is an effort Which we are mak-
ing in the hope that it will contribute to the 
joint strength of the NATO nations whose only 
aim is peace." 

The Minister mentioned that on his trip to 
Germany last fall he had been impressed by the 
close and friendly relations existing between 
Canadian troops and their families and the 
German people, and proceeded: 

"It seems to me that all of us might derive 
a lesson from that example. If we cou/d only 
establish with the Russian people as individ-
uals such personal contact and understanding 
as our soldiers and their families in Germany 
have established with.the German people, per-
haps the prospect of war might rapidly fade. 
Probably history will record as the greatest 
of all  the crimes which the Russian dictator-
ship has perpetrated against humanity the 
forced isolation of its people from contact 
with the ..rest-of the-world. Perhaps one day 
this.monstrous imprisonment of a whole people 
can be overcome. If it.is  ever possible to 
overcoMe that impriaonment, I believe that the 
fear of war might rapidly'abate. 

"In the meantime, the maintenance of peace 
is dependent on the continuing build-up of 
effective military strength of the free nat-
ions..We must become so strong collectively 
that no one will attack us. Ihat'is thé goal 
of.NATO,:What the 24 nations which comprise 
NATO - and we hope the admission of Western 
Germany will soon make it 15 - could nôt hope 
to do individually, we can, I believe, accom-
pliah by determined collective effort.".... 

* * 	* 
3,696,000 FAIUMES:"There was a bigger rise . 
in the  number of Amines than in the  number 
of households in Canada in the 12'months to 
June 1 last year, but in the two years from 
June 1,  1952 the  number of households showed a 
larger increase, according to the annual_ est-
imates by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
The average size of households was smaller 
last yearthan in  the  two previous years, while 
the average size of families was the same as 
in 2952 and 1951 after a rise in 1953: 

Canadian families were.estimated at 3,595,- 
000 atJuhe 1 last year, an increase of 118,000 
or 3.4% since the start of June 1953 and 182.- 
000 or 5.3% sinte the same date in 2952. The . 
aVerage.family size was 3.7 persons as com-
pared with 3.8 persons in 1953 and 3.7 persona 
in both 1932 and 1951.: 

* * 

Alberta ranked second to Ontario in value 
ofmineral production for the first time in 
1954. In the two-pTevious years it placed 
third after Quebec, and in 1951 it was in 
fourth place behind British Columbia. 

(C, 	. February 4, 1955) 

DECEMBER DEFICIT:  Budgetary revenues for 
December were $363.5 million or $15.5 million 
less.than for December, 1953 while budgetary 
expenditures tota lled $409.6 million or $4.2 
million less than last year. Cbnsequently, the 

-budgetary deficit of $46 million was $11:3 
million greater than that for December, 1953, 
the Minister of Finance, Mr. - %lter.  Harris, 
announced on January 29 in his monthly state-
ment. 
. For the first nine months of the current 
fiscal year, budgetary revenues•were $2,973.3 
million, expenditures were $2,927.6 million 
and the budgetary surplus was $45.7 million. 
For the same period in 1953, budgetary revenues 
were  $3,168.6 million,  budgetary expenditures 
were $2,928.2  million and the surplus was 
$240.4 million.. 

Operations of the old'age security fund, 
which are not included in budgetary trans-
actions, resulted in a deficit of $7.6 million 
for-December and a cumulative deficit of $48 
million for the first nine months of the cur-
rent fiscal year. 

* * * * 

EMPLOYMENT' DOW:  'Employment in the major 
non- agricultural industries showed a further' 
decline at December 1 when the Bureau's ad-
vance index stood at 112.6 versus 113.0 a  
month earlier and 114.1 a year ago. Expendi-
.tures in weekly payrolls fell 0.6% in the 
month but were 0.9% aboVe 1953. The advahce 
figure of per capita weekly wages and salaries, 
at $59.62, though slightly below the all-time 
maximum of $59.78 of November 1, was the high-
est in the record for December 1. 

C2 	* 

UNEMPLOYMENT . CLAIMS UP: - Ordinary or regular 
benefit claimants on the live unemployment 
register numbered  400,830 on  December 31 against 
274,462 a month earlier and 372,363 on .  the 
same date in 1953, according to the Bureau's 
monthly report on the operation of the Unem-
ployment Insurance Act. In addition, supple-
mentary benefit'claimants numbered 30,940 at 
the end of last December as against 18,670 a 
year.earlier, • 

* * 	* • 

WHEAT SUPPLIES:  'Visible supplies of Can-
adian wheat on January 12 totalled  358,465r-
000  bushels, down 5.6%'from last year's cor-
responding total of 379,644,000. Prairie.farm* 
ers increased their deliveries of wheat during 
the week to 8,656,000  bushels from 5,739,000 a 
year earlier, while overseas weport clearances 
rose to 3,842,000 bushels from 3,194,000.' 

▪ a a 

There were an estimated 3,785,000  non-in-
stitutional households in Canada at the start 
of June last year, 1110,000 or 3% more than on 
the same date in 1953. 

Ili 4 
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DECEMBER EXPORTS JUMP TO 18-MONTH EIGH — - 

IMPORTS DECWIME?  Canadas total exports 
jumped.to  an  18-month high value in December . 

 While commodity imports shomulasmall decline, 
to produce the . largest export . surplus in 3 
years, according to preliminary figures re-
leased by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
The Dtcember.rise in exports followed a moder-
ate increase in November but declines in ear-
lier months of the year resulted in an overall 
decrease of 5.9> in dee year's value. Imports 
declined 6.6$ in 1954, declines being common 
to all months except June and NOvember.. 

Total.exports in December were valued at 
$395,300,000 ,  an increase-of 9.5% over the 
preceding year's $360,900,000 and the highest 
Since June and July 1953 when shipments of 
Wheat were exceptionally high. Total value for 
the calendar year was $3,945,700,000 versus 

$4,172,600,000 in 1953..Cbmmodity. imports were 
slightly lower.in  value in Decemberbeimesti-
mated at $337,000.,000  versus $338,400,000, 
bringing the year's total to $4,094,600,000 
versus $4,382,900,000 in 1953. 

Thé substantial rise in exports coupled 
with the sma ll  decline in imports.produced an 
eatimated export surplus in Etcember of $58.-
300,000.  This compares with an export surplus 
of $22,500,000inDecember, 1953-  The estimated 
import balance for the.full year 1954 amounted 
to $148,900,000,  substantially reduced from 
I953's $210,200,000.. 

EXports to the United States in December 
dropped to $219,500,000 . from $223,500,000 a 
year earlier and the imports from that country  

fell to $244,200,000 from  $246,800,000. The  
import surplus was little éhanged at $24,700,- 
000 versus $23,300,000.  In the full year 1954 
exports to the United States  dropped to $2,- 
363,100,000 from $2,463,000,000  and imports  to 
$2,964,100,000 from $3,221,200,000. The year's 
import surplus fell to  - $601,000,000  from 
$758,200,000 in 1953. 	• 

Tbtal sales to the United Kingdom rose 
sharply in December to $81,500,000 from $47,- 
600,000 a year earlier-but the imports dropped 
to $33,800,000.  from  $38,300,000, and the ex-
port surplus rose sharply to $47,700,000 from 
$9,300,000...1n the full  year 1954 exports  were 

 slightly lower at $661,600,000 versus $668,- 
900,000, and imports were down to.  $392,400,000 
from  $453,400,000. 'The  result was an enlarged 
export surplus of $269,200,000 versus $215, - 

 500,000 in 1953. 
Etcember's exports to allotherCiammonwealth 

countries rose to $16,500,000  from  $13,100,- 
000 but imports fell - to $8,900,000  from $9,- 
400,000. The full year's exports to the group 
declined to $196,500,000  from  $234,500,000  but 
the imports rose to $182,900,000 from  $170. -
500,000.  

Commodity exports to all other foreign 
countries in December were slightly higher at 
$77,800,000 versus  $76,700,000 and the imports 
climbed to $50,100,000 from $43,900,000. In 
the year 1954 the exports to the group fell to 
$724,500,000 from $806,2010,000 but imports 
rose to $555,200,000 from $537,700,000. 

NON - FARM INCOMES:  A DBS publication re-
leased on January 26 presents sàme interesting 
new data on the distribution of family and in-
dividual incomes in Canada. Total cash income 
of non-farm families for the year r351 is shown 
as $11:5 billion. This was. distributed among 
3.6 million non-farm family untts, with the 
average income for each family unit being 
nearly $3,200. This figure includes unattaChed 
individuals. 

In 1951 approximately one-half of all fam-
ilies received between $1,500 and $4,000, 
about one- quarter fell below this income group, 
while the remaining quarter had incomes in 
excess of $4,000. Families in the lower income 
groups consisted largely ,  of single persons 
living apart  from relatives and of two-person 
faMilies. Many of these were young and only 
recently employed, while'others were elderly 
people (over 65), many living in retirement or 
semi-retirement. 

* * * * 
- 
Cross value of products of Canada's tobacco 

and tobacco products industry in 1953 totalled 

$378,851,000, dom from the all-time 1952 peak 

of $389,773,000.  

"QUEBEC" TO SOUTH AFRICA  HMCS Quebec has 
resumed her training cruise to South Africa 
following an unscheduled stop at  Bermuda  to 
land a seaman for hospitalization .  Thé ship 
sailed January 22, after being further delayed 
by heavy weather in the Bermuda area, 

The call:at Bermuda during the first leg of 
her three-month-  training cruise around the 
continent of Mrica will resultinEmme changes 
in the Qiiebec's future programme. 

The training cruiser is now scheduled to 
call at Freetown, Sierre Leone, on January 29, 
departing the same day for Cape Town, South 
Africa, arriving February7. She will remain in 
Cape Town until February 11 and then visit 
Port Elizabeth frOm February . 12 to 15 and Dur-
ban, Natal, from February 16 to 24. Her visit 
to Mombasa, Kenya, will be made as originally 
scheduled, from March . 1 to 4. 

Later in March she will 'sail through the 
Suez Canal and visit ports in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and Southern Europe before re-
turning to Halifax April 15, 

e sse  

The Royal Canadian Artillery Band will sail 
for Europe early in February aboard the Saxonia. 
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PRIME MINIST.ERS' CONFERENCE:- 'On the eve
of his departure to attend the meeting of Com-
monwealth Prime Ministers in London, the Prime
Minister, Mr. St. Laurent, made a statement in
the I-louse of Commons touching*on some of the
matters to be discussed.

He said:
"1-l6n. Members will know that I am Aroposing

to leave tomorrow for London to attend the
meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers.'As I

have said previously in the House, this meeting

will give an opportunity for an exchange of

views on some very important questions, and it

underlines the value of the Commonwealth as-

sociation as a medium for such exchanges. In

turn these exchanges will make possible, I

hope, more effective policies and actions for

the attainment in our respective countries of

the objectives of peace and greater human wel-

fare which are basic for all the peoples o'f

the Commonwealth.
"At this particular meeting questions of

foreign affairs, and more particularly those
concerned with Far Eastern matters, will occupy
a great deal of attention.-Recent developments
in the Far East have underlined the serious-

ness of these issues. Because of that, and
after certain messages to and from London, I
have decided to ask•my colleague the*Secretary
of State for External Affairs (Mr. Pearson) to

accompany me to this Conference. Of course it
will be possible for him to return to Ottawa
before the end of the Conference if the situa-
tion here should appear to make that desirable.

ADVISERS

"As is customary I will also be attended at

these medtings by the'. High Cômmissioner for
Canada in London. The Under-Secretary of State
for aternal Affairs, Mr. Leger, will -De one
of our advisers.:I:had hoped to include,Mr.-R.
B. Bryce, the Secretary to the Cabinet, in
that capacity, but because of his regrettable
illness his place will.be taken by Mr.-Ross
Martin, Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet.

"On economic matters we will be in closé
touch with our top economic advisers who are
now attending the GATT meetings in Geneva, and
it will not be difficult to have'at least one
of them join us in London when we reach the
stage in the London meetings where we are deal--
ing with that aspect of the agenda. .

"In` answer to a question from the Actiiig
Leader of the Opposition, Mr. W. Earl Rowe, as
to whether he expected trade matters to be
discussed and suggesting that he might include
the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr.-Ii.owe,
in his party, Mr. St. Laurent replied:

"I'should like to include all my colleagues
in the House, but it so happens that that is
not possible. In view•of recent developments I
would expect that'much of our time will be

(C. W. B. . February 4, 1955)

taken up with a discussion of the international
situation which we all look upon as being
quite grave at this time.-All of us appreciate
the opportunity of taking counsel together as
to whât might best serve' the interests of
peace in the world.

"The Conference was not intended originally
to bperate as a continuation of the economic
conference of two or three years ago, but Z
expect that that aspect of the world situation
will also be under review. After the agenda
has been settled at the first•meeting we will
know what time will-be available for the con-
sideration of that aspect of our affairs."

1955' STRATFoRD FESTIVAL: Two Shakespearean
.plays, "Julius -Ceasarl" And "Tfie Merchant of
Venice", are the choice of the Stratford
Shakespearean Festival at Stratford, Ontario,
for next summer's programme. In addition, the
Festival plans a limited number of r epeat per-
formances of last season's '1Detlipus Rex". ' The
Stratford Music Festival will be introduced,
to run in conjunction with the theatrical
presentations.

A star actor from abroad, Fi7ederick Valk,
will play Shylock, with Frances Hyland as
Portia. Lorne Greene, noted Canadian radio,
television and theatre personality, will play
the role of Brutus.

The music FéStival will be under the direc-
tion of Louis Applebaum, a Canadian composer
well known for his music for Hollywood film
productions.

DR.. ER BERG' ONOURED: 'Dr. Gerhard Herz-
berg, Director of the Division of Physics of
the National Research Council of Canada, has
been elected an Honourary Fellow of the Indian
Academy of Sciences "in recognition of his
scientific eminence and of his outstanding
contributions to knowledge". -

Since the time it was founded in 1934, the
Indian Academy of Sciences has bestowed this
signal honour upon only a-bout 40 leading
savants from all over the world. Dr.'Herzberg
is the first Canadian to receive this honour.

JNA •-GEN• RpCKINGAAH TO EUROPE: The Com-
mander o the st a ian n antry Division,
Maj.-Gen. J. M. Rockingham, left Canada for
Europe on January ZI on a tour of Canadian and
British units in Germany and the United King-
dom. He will also visit United Kingdom forma-
tions, both in Germany and in Britain.

The value of Canada's 1954 mineral produc-
tion is estimated at an all-time high of $1,-
454,000,000 or $95.69 per capita, a jump of
$118,000,000 or nearly 9% over the 1953 value
which worked out at $90.39.per Canadian.-
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TO INTERNATIONAL PEACE IN FAR EAST 

PEARSON'S BROADMIST:  If an armistice 
can be secured in the Formosa Straits the main 
immediate threats to international peace in 
the Far East will have been dealt with, said 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Mr.  L. B. Pearson, in a nation-wide radio 
broadcast from Ottawa on january 28. 

After reviewing the debate in Canadian Par-
liament which preceded approval of the Paris 
Agreements hy an overwhelming majority, he re-
iterated his view that admittance of the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany to the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization under the prescribed con-
trols was the best course towaieds the desired 
world peace, and went on to deal with the 
situation off the coast of China and in For-
mosa.- • 

en this subjectle said: 
"Canadians watch with anxiety developments 

in Washington and in Peking, off the coast of 
China and on the island of FOrmosa. 

"The  policies now being worked out in Wash-
ington to deal with dhese matters are American, 
and Canada is not committed by them. Any 
obligation which we might have in regard to 
Formosa could arise only from our responsibil-
ities as a member of the United Nations, 

CONSEQUENCES 	 - 
"However, though we may not be coemitted by 

American policies, we certainly cannot escape 
the consequences of what may be decided in 
Washington - or in Peking. And therefore it is 
surely the duty of the Canadian Government to 
do what it.can to ensure that dhese consequen-
ces are good. 

"It seems to me that in considering this 
matter, a distinction should be made between 
the position of Formosa - whose relation to 
China is still undecided legally and polit-
ically and that of those islands just off the 
coast, indisputably part of China and now the 
scene of bitter conflict between the National-
ist Chinese who clingto them and the Communist 
Chinese on the mainland who are trying to 
seize them. 

"It would be tragic indeed if global War 
were risked by an intervention in this partic- . 

 ular phase of what after all remains, espe-
cially.to . those countries who have not recog-
nized the Communist Chinese Government, a 
Chinese civil war: even though one party to 
that war is a CommuniSt regime which has 
already committed aggression in Korea and 
caused widespread distrust and fear. 

"It seems to me that what . is  required now 
(and this is much easier .  to say than to do) is 
to try to bring about a ceasefire on terms 

* * 

which will not dictate or prejudice any later 
political settlement, and which will make pos-
sible the peaceful redeployment of Nationalist 
Chinese forces from  the  coastal islands which 
they now occupy, in the words of President 
Eisenhower, 'as a result of historical rather 
than military reasons directly ,  related to 
defending Formosa'.  The  machinery of the United 
Nations will, I hope, prove useful for this 
purpose.  The  Chinese Communists would certainly 
have to ne invited to any United Nations dis-
cussions to this end - for there could be no 
ceasefire without their agreement. 

"The cessation of fighting, and the peaceful 
and agreed withdrawal of Chinese Nationalist 
forces from the small coastal islands to For-
mosa and the Pescadores should make possible 
the de facto establishment of a situation with 
which all sides could live..lhe calmer atmos-
phere which could thus develop should event-
ually make possible a final political disposi-
tion of Formosa in accordance with the wishes 
of its people. 

NEUTRALIZATION 

"Pending any oVerall pOlitical settlement, 
consideration could be given to the neutral-
isation of Formosa, which woUld be protected 
against assault from Communist forces on the 
mainland and prevented from being used as a 
base for attack on that mainland. • , 

"During recent years there haveleen three 
areas, on the periphery of China, where local 
fighting has gravely threatened the peace of 
the world, Armistice  agreements have  been sign-
ed in two of.these areas - Korea and Indo-
China. - lhe third, Formosa, remains to be dealt 
with.. If an armistice can be secured in the 
Formosa Straits the main.immediate threats.to 
international.peace in the Far East will have 
been dealt with. It may then, be possible 
eventually.to negotiate a settlement.of some 
of the differences in that area which stand in 
the way of peace,. 

"Meanwhile the•first job, as.always, is to 
stop the fighting. 

nine second, as I see it, is to avoid pro-
vocation on the one hand and weakness and dis-
unity on the other. But, I repeat it would be 
unutterable folly to allow these Chinese 
islands which are a hundred miles from Formosa 
to become the scene  or the  occasion of a major 
conflict. I am confident that this is the view 
of those who are directing policy in Washington 
under the leadership of a President who is 
patient, peace-loving and wise. I wish that I 
had as much knowledge of and confidence in the 
views of those who rule in Peking"...• 

* 

The  Canadian National Railways has con-
firmed that it will fully dieselize its trans- 

continental passenger train services concurrent 

I with the next timetable change on April 24.. 
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$153,192 , 527 000'IN'CHE UES:"Cheques cashed
a.n 52 c earing centres across Canada had a
total value of $153,192,527,000 last year,a
7. 514 increase over the 1953 value of q 142, 533, -
068,000, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics
reports.-December cashings were worth over 10%
more than a year earlier at $14,242,143,000
against $12,903,321,000•

The value of cheques cashed in December was
higher than in 1953 in all economic régions
except the Atlantic Provinces, where the total
was.down about 3% to $374,980,000 from $387,-
271,000..

The only economic region to show a decrease
in the value of cheques cashed in the 12 months
was the Prairie Provinces, where the aggregate
fell 3.5% to $24, 155, 325, 000 from the 1953
value of $25,019, 2^31,000• '

KOUSING JUMP: Preliminary figures for 1954
in icate that National _Housing Act lending
activity during the year exceeded activity in

1953 by about 67% in dollar volume and 39% in
total number of housing units, Cen:tral Nkirtgage

and Housing Corporation-reported February 1.
Total NHA commitmerits' for the 12 months of

1954 amounted to $485457.,915 for 41,945 loans
and 53,515 housing units an. increase of $195,--
141, 813 over 1953 when 26 , 509 loans were made.
for -38, 548 housing units.

The 1954 activity also exceeded the previous
annual record of $284,487,000 for 33,934 loans
and 421280 housing units, set in 1950.

CRUDE PETROLEU ': Crude petroleum produc-

tion in Canada during last October amounted to

8,7 20,919 barrels, down from 8,864,074 in
September but up sharply from 7,237,219 barrels
in October 1953 . ' Output in the ten months end-

ing October aggregated 7,8, 134, 0,4. 9 barrel s,

nearly 20% above the total of 65, 224,729 bar-
rels in the like 1953 per•iod. Natural gasoline
output (not included in the foregoing figures)

rose to 64,649 barrels in October compared to
52376 a year earlier, and in the ten months
totalled 539,412 against 483,128 barrels.

NA2"URAL GAS RISE: Canadian production of
natural gas rose s arply last October to Z0,°
224,422 M cubic feet as compared to 8,153,476
M cubic feetin Qctober 1953, bringing the-out-
put for the first ten months of 1954 to 95,-
908,0621d cubic feet as against 78,442,388 M
cubic feet in the corresponding 1953 period. -
Alberta accounted for 85,276,385 M cubic feet
of last year's ten-month total (69,674,379 in
1953).

Department store sales increased 7.3?f, dur-
ing the week ending January 15 as compared with
the corresponding week last year.

(C. W. B. . Februery 4, 1955)

HONG *KONG MEAIORIAL: The names of 228 Can-
adian so iers w o have no known graves have

been recorded on a memorial to be unveiled at
Saiwan Bay Cemetery in Hong Kong on February
20, it was announced Jan. 31 at Army Headquart-
ers.

The memorial will bear the names of more
than 2,000 Commonwealth servicemen who diéd
during the siege of Hong Kong just over 13
years ago. Their graves have never been locat-
ed.

Aft

AMENDMENT DF•FEATED: By a vote of 204 to
23, e.i-iouse oCommons, on February 2, de-
feated the CCF proposed amendment to the
Address in Reply to the Speech from the Throne.
Liberals, Progressive Conservatives and Social
Credit members voted solidly against the
motion, which would have criticized the Gov-
ernment for returning to the "policy of uncon-
trolled and unplanned private enterprise which
resulted in the depression and unemployment of
the pre-war years". . . .

WHEAT UPPLI ': Visible supplies of Can-
a ian wheat in store or in transit in North
America totalled 358,709,000 bushels on January
19,a slight increase over the preceding week's
total of 355,755,000, but appreciably below
the 378,780,000 bushels reported a year ear-
lier, Overseas export clearances during the
week amounted to 3,207,000 bushels as against
2,792,000 in the week ending January 20 last
year, and in the August 1-^ January•19 period
of the current crop year totalled 106,644,000
bushels as against 105,705,000 a year earlier.

A.tring the week ending January 19, Prairie
farmers marketed 5,346,000 bushels of wheat,
considerably less than the 8,656,000 marketed
in the preceding week but substantially'more
than the 3,836,000 marketed in the correspond-
ing week last year.

INDU'S9"RIAL-PRODUCTIO)V P: 'Canada's -com-
posite index number of industrial production
for November stood at 254, 9, up 1.7% from 250 , 6
a year earlier, according to preliminary cal-
culatio.ns. This wâsthe second successive
month in which the corresponding 1953 index

was exceeded. For the first 11 months of 1954
the index averaged 245.2. slightly less than
2% below the same period of 1953.

Deliveries of oil through Canadian pipe
lines, in November amounted to 14, 512, 246 bar-
rels, down from October's 14,824,697 barrels,
but up 12% from 1953's November total of 12-,-
918,411 barrels. This brought cumulative deli'v-
eries for the January-November period• to 1-%,-
140,795 barrels, up 17% from 132: 904, 219 a
year earlier.:
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APPROVE PARIS AGREEMENTS: The House of
Commons on January 26 voted 213 to 12 for
ratification of the Paris agreements for
admittance of a rearmed West Germany into the
North Atlantic Alliance.

All 12 opposed were C.C.F. members, whose
leader, Mr. M.J. Cflldwell, had supported the
Gôvernment's resolution. Liberal, Progressive
Conservative and Social Credit groups voted
solidly for ratification.

The 24-man C.C.F. group split three ways.
Twelve voted against, five ab$tained and five
vote4 in favour. Two were absent.

The debate had lasted five days and was
concluded, prior to the vote, by an appeal
from the Secretary'of State for External
Affairs, Mr. Pearson, for unanimous approval.
1 Reaffirming his confidence "that we are no`iv
on the right path, and that the agreements we
drew up in London and Paris will make•an
important contribution to security and peace,fi
the Secretary of State for External Affairs,
Mr. Lester B. Pearson, moved in the House of
Commons on January 20 for the approval of the
protocol to the North Atlantic Treaty on the
accession of the Federal Republic of Germany.

"From the foundations of d efepce strength
and constructive unity which they will provide
the West," he said in the closing paragraph of
his address on that occasion, "I sincerely
trust that it will now be possible to convince

the Soviet leaders of-our firm intention, and
indeed determined resolution, to defend our-
selves without in any way menacing them, or
without rejecting any opportunity to ease a
state of international tension which is both
sterile and dangerQus."

He said at the ou tset that, incomparably;
the most important political-problem facing
Canadians today was the danger of the cold war
becoming a-blszing thermo-nuclear one which
would threaten the existence of the whole
human race.

Speaking of the proposed participation of
the Federal German Re public in NATO, he said:

"I think hon. members would delude them-
selves if they conceived of the people of the
German Federal Republic today as a nation of
militarists straining at the leash for freedom
to rearm, to tax themselves for weapons, and
to conscript themselves for military service.

, "3be fact is that in Germany, as elsewhere,
there is revulsion against war and militarism
from which Germans as well as the rest of us
have-suffered so much and so recently.

"In the Federal Republic of Germany today
-as elsewhere in free countries, rearmament,
when it is supported - and there is a strong
body of opinion in Germany which does not sup-
port it, some from good motives and some from
bad motives - but where rearmament is supported
in Germany today, as it is supported by•the

1
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freely elected Government of that country, it 
is generally regarded at best, as indeed it is 
here, as a tragic necessity. . . . 

"It• is  also a gross distortion to represent 
the London and Paris agreements as an aggres- 

•sive• move which "threatens the people  of Russia. 
It is too late in the day to be surprised by 
the falsity and hypocrisy of Soviet propaganda 
in this matter, but I am still sometimes 
astonished by the continuing gullibility of 
some who are taken in by it. 

"So let us not forget, and let us keep on 
emphasizing, that the defence policies of the 
west in EDC or in NAM or in these Paris agree-
ments are not the cause but the result of the 
aggressive policies of Russian imperialism, 
and of the huge columnist armies backing those 
policies; of aggressions in Berlin, Czecho-
slovakia and Korea. It was all this, with the 
fear that followed it, that forced the world 
reluctantly to regather some of the strength 
it had thrown away in 1945,whi le Russia re-
mained under arms on land, on sea and in the 
air. 

"It is also worth recalling in particular 
that the Russians began the rearmament of Ger-
mans in the eastern zone, as long ago as 1948, 

when there was not a soldier in the Federal 
German Republic". . . 

EAST GERMANY 
• 

After an appraisal of military strength. in 
East Germany, he proceeded: 

"For many years thé Russians have also been 
org,anizing military forces in other European 
nations, including those who were our fascist 
enemies in the last world war and are supposed 
now to be disarmed by treaty. 

"There are, for example, about a quarter of 
a •million  Bulgarian troops, over 225,000 Hurl-
garian troops and some 350,000 in the Roumanian 
forces. There are in all, 75.satellite divi-
sions, some of them armoured, and over 2,500 
planes. All are *under complete Russian control, 
and in Poland that control has been carried to 
the point where the Dafence Minister in that 
country is a Soviet marshal. 

"But  far more  important even than these are 
sOme 500,000 Soviet troo. ps in occupied Europe 
west of the Soviet frontiers, no less than 

400,000 of whom are stationed in Eastern Ger-
many, where they are the European spearhead of 
the 175 divisions of the Soviet army. 

"So much, then, for the absurd contention 
that the present western defence programme is 
a hostile, aggressive move which threatens the 
Russians and their peace-loving friends, who 
have never had any policy or any plan, so we 
are told, except peaceful co-existence in a 
world without arms. . . . • 

"There are those today who are saying, some 
with sincerity but others, the communists, 
with• calculated deceit. °Why do -  we not have  

one more conference with the Soviet. on.  Cerdan 
unification and on apeace treaty before taking 
the final step to ratify these .  agreements?? 
Mr. Speaker, I would remind those persons that 
from October,' 1950, until the present time 
there have•been at least 16 occasions On which 
France, the United Kingdom and the United 
States, the occupying powers of Western Ger-
.many i  have in notes to the Soviet Govérnment, 
or the Government of the German - Federal Re-
public, in notes to the authorities of East 
Germany, proposed, as a basic condition of 
agreement on German unification, the holding 

lof free elections under a form of international 
supervision which would ensure that those 
elections were honestly carried out. . . . 

"During those months which saw the end of 
the European Defence Community, and indeed in 
recent weeks also, there has been talk of a 
European and Atlantic security system func-
tioning without France. In my view this is 
careless talk, or worse, as it ignores the 
great importance of Fiance politically, stra-
tegically and industrially. I do not think•any 
Atlantic or European system of security really 
:could be satisfactory or effective to which 
France did not will in g-1-y- contribute . " 

CONTROLS 

In a detailed review of the Western  European 
union agreements, he stressed the point that 
there would "be no separate German national 
army apart from NATO, "nor would Germany have 
the right to deploy her own forces. Further-
more, German forces are to be dependent upon 
NAM rather than upon national logistic sup-
port ,  kid., among further limitations, "Germany 
agrees unconditionally not to manufacture 
atomic, biological or chemical weapons and 
also not to manufacture long-range aircraft 
and guided missiles, mines, warships. . . ." 

Admitting Canadians to have every right to• 
be concerned with German good faith in this 
series of agreements, he added: "It is my con-
sidered view that support of these agreements 
with the safeguards I have described is both 
wise and far-sighted, and of all the courses 
that are open to us this is the best course to 
follow in our effort to shape a better future." 

"clite apart from the pressing fact of the 
Soviet threat to western Europe it would, I 
subnit, be wrong and foolish to deal with Ger-
many now as a rejected, unequal people in 
international society. If we do so they will 
soon conclude that their choice lies only be-
tween isolation and a brooding introspection, 
or seeking domination and aggressive strength 
on their oun. 

"Surely the sensible course, even if the 
threat of communist aggression were removed, 
would still be to bring the Germans into the 
west European community, which includes the 
United Kingdom, and into the North Atlantic 
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Organization where ehey -would only be one of 
15 members, including the United Statesand 
Which they could not hope to dominate". . . . 

Any alternative he could think of, he went 
on, would mean the end of the Atlantic alli-
ance, and end the move toward European uni fi

-cation. 
• • Later, he said: 

"Now, finally, I wish to cone back just for 
a moment to the argument, the most impressive 
one to my mind advanced against this pelity., 
that these agreements will not make for peace 
but will make for division and cmntroversy and 
renewed trouble in Europe.that ehey will pro-
voke the Soviets into violent reaction, and 
will drive that country into intransigent 
Stalinism again at a time  When its Government, 
under new leaders, seems to be getting some-
what more co-operative and less hostile: 

"As to the first. I do not think there is 
cause for undue alarm over Soviet threats to 
retaliate - and we have heard ehese threats in 
strong language - by forming a heavily armed 
eastern European alliance. While we should 
never dismiss pronouncements from Moscow as 
unworthy of serious examination, I do not think 
we should become undu4 worried by Sioviét. 
'kicks' any more than we should become unduly 
elated by Soviet 'carrots'. Both are often 

offered for the same pufpose, to weaken our 
resolve'and confuse our purpose. 

EASTERN ALLIANCE 

"There is certainly no reality behind  the 
threat of an eastern NATO, because ehey have 
now a military alliance system, asI have tried 
to show, which is alreadY more heavily armed 
than  NATO, and under Complete Soviet Control. 
There are certainly no limitations or controls 
over armaments or men or anything else in . that 
line. They could hardly go any further. As to 
the second point, there is no possible valid-
ity to the contention that these agreements 
justify or . make inevitable an intensification 
by the Soviet Union of the  cold war,  at a tihe 

when it seemed to be lessening. 
"I point this out because in the harsh and 

unreasonable thingi Which.the Soviet Govern-
ment has been saying recently about western 
policies, there is the constant accusation that  
western nations respond to offers of peace and 
friendship from the Soviet Union by the war- . 
like action of arming Germans for an eventual. 
attack on the Soviet Union. It is hard to 
believe that Soviet leaders can make dhese 

• claims seriously. 
"The Soviet Government  bas  never shown any 

inclination to discuss ehese agreements on a 
rational basis, or to take any reasonable 
attitude toward Germany or Austria. It has 
avoided constructive discussion and made no 
attempt to find out about or to seek reassur-
ance on any point about western policy toward' 
the German Federal Republic which it regarded' 
as menacing to the Soviet Union. 

.1Slo one of course would deny to  the  Soviet 
Union, Which -suffered so cruelly from German 
arms,  the right to issue . warnings about German 
militarism. But we cannot regard Soviet judg-
ments on this subject as superior to those of 
other nations, Which also suffered from the 
same source". . . 

"So we would be unwise and shortsieted.if 
we yielded to Soviet threats about what will 
happen if these agreements are ratified; Nor 
in my view will - that ratificatimnprovakecware 
like retaliation, unlesstle Soviet Government, 
for other reasons, désires to pursue such a 
belligerent policy. 

. 	think myself, Mr. Speaker, that the 
Chance that such retaliatidn will happen and 
war might follow are less now than they were 
last summer after EDC was rejected. On our 
part we have made it abundantly clear that 
NATO policies in Europe are defensive and .  
pacific. . . 

"We knawthattle political and moral values 
which we cherish and the political system on 
Which we rely do not thrive in conditions of 
war or continued tension. Our preparations are 
made for defence only, and war is for us not a 
means of combatting ideologies which we do not 
like. Therefore any genuine Soviet move to 
lessen tension, even if it affects only a 
limited area.of international relations, should 
be welcomed by us, and we should be willing 
.to go half way at any time to meet it, 

"There is, of course, the constant danger. 
of conflict from a misunderstanding on both 
aides of each others motives. In the West'we 
remain with good reason alarmed by the threat-
ening and aggressive policies of the USSR:in 
recent years. In turn I think it is not in-
conceivable, given the atmosphere of totalit-
arian isolation and ignorance in Moscow, that 
the Soviet people, and even certain Soviet 
leaders, may at times consider - sincerely 
consider - that they are threatened by the 

'West. One of the great tasks in the next few 
years in diplomacy is to try somèhow to bridge 
this gap in misunderstanding, to build what 
His Holiness the Pope recently so aptly 
described as 'a bridge of truth' between east 
and west. . ." 

* * 

"CITIZENSIIIP DAY:  The Minister of Citizen , 
 ship and Immigration, Mr. J. W. Pickersgill; 

announced recently that the Government-has 
decided that Catizenship Day in 1955 would be 
observed on Friday, May 20,which is  the  school 
day immediately preceding Victoria Day. 

* 	* 
The 80 firms in Canada 's agr.frugitianal imple-

'ments industry shipped $171,269,525 worth of 
products in 1953, a drop of 16.8% from . the 
_1952 output.value of $205,775.487, according 
to the annual report by the Dominion ffireau of 
Statistics. 
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CPA. TO EUROPE -VIA- NORTH 'POLE:  The•Minister 
of Transport, Mr. George C. Mailer, annornced 
on January 21 that the Government had approved 
the• request of Canadian Pacific Airlines to 
be designated to operate an air service over 
à northern great circle route -  from Vancouver 
to Amsterdam in the Netherlands. 
•  The existing bilateral air agreement be-
tween Canada and the Netherlands had provided 
that the Canadian Government could designate a 
Canadian airline to operate from a point in 
Canada to Amsterdam; and Canadian Pacific Air-
lines had submitted an application requesting 
governmental designation  in  this connection. 

Mr.  Marier  explained that following govern-
mental approval of the CPA request for desig-
nation, it would be necessary for the Company 

. to submit an application to the Air Transport 
*Board for the issuance of a license in accord-

ance with the terms of the Aeronautics Act. It 
would also be necessary for the Government to 
submit  a formal notification of designation to 
the Government of the Netherlands. 

It was expected that both these steps would 
be taken in the immediate future and that the 
necessary documents should be issued to the 
airline in time to allow - it to commence ser-
vice by the spring of the present year, if it 
so desired. 

The Minister also stated that CPA  in its 
application had indicated that Vancouver was 
the only point in Canada which it proposed to 
serve; and that the governmental authorization 
would contain a condition to this effect. 

* * * 

SUB - ARCT1C TREK:  North from Edmonton by 
rail to the end of the steel, up the rugged 
Mackenzie Trail and across the snowswept 
reaches of Great Slave Lake to Yellowknife is 
the route to be taken by a small group of 
Canadian Army Signalmen early next month. 

The group will travel by tracked vehicles, 
packing with them more than 15 tons of equip- - 
ment to be used in conjuncticin with Exercise • 
"Bulldog Three" in the Yellowknife area late 

-in February. 
This will be just one of many sub-Arckic 

treks most of the group have made. They exp' ect 
to complete the 600-mile trip in about foiir 
days. 

* * 	* 

Foreign vehicles entering Canada on travel-
ler's vehicle permits declined 2flo in the year 
1954 as compared with 1953. Total entries, 
exclusive of repeat trips by summer resident s .  
and commuters, amounted to 2,450,844 versus 
2,506,114 the year before. New Brunswick, 
Manitoba and Alberta were the only provinces 
to record increases. 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE  FAIR:  ProTessor Dr. 
Ludwig Erhard, Minister of Economic Affairs 
for the Federal Republic of Germany, has 
accepted an invitation to open the Eighth Ca-
nadian. International Trade Fair, inToronto, on 
May 30, it was• announced on January 21, by the 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. C.D. Howe. 

Dr. Erhard, who has been actively engaged 
in the promotion of international trade, was 
Bavarian State Minister of Economics from.1945 
- 46; Professor Economics at the University of 
Munich in 1947; Chairman of the Special Agency 
entrusted with the task of preparing plans for 
currency reform in 1947; Director of the 
Department of Economice in the United Economic 
Territory, Frankfurt-Hochst, from March 1948 
to September 1949; and was appointed Minister 
of Economic Affairs for the Federal Republic 
of Germany in September 1949, 

The Federal Republic of Germany  is now -one  
of Canada's most important trading partners, 
ranking fourth among this 'country's customers 
and fourth also among the countries from which 
Canada obtains her imports. 

* * * * 	• 
TV  SALES RECORD:  Producers sales of tele-
vision receivers continue to roll up  new  high 
records. October's «  sales climbed to a new 
monthly peak of 91,701 sets, up sharply from 
the preceding year's 59,-277. This brought 
january.-October sales to 438,760 units versus 
259,721 aryear ' earlier . . 

The sharp rise in TV-set sales was accom-
panied by. a drop in radio receiver sales. 
Octobers producer sales fell «to 47,277 units 
from 56,036 in the same month of 1953, bring-
ing cumulative sales .for the January-October 
period to 368,354 units versus 480,618. 

* * * * 

WHEAT STOCKS:  Visible supplies of. Canadian 
wheat on January 5 totalled 355,755,000 bush-
els, up slightly from December 29 stocks of 
355,114,000 bushels but down 670 from last 
year's 379,543,000 bushels. Deliveries of 
wheat from farms in the Prairie Provinces 
during the week ending January 5 moved up 
to 5,673,000 bushels from  4.991,000-and  
the overseas export clearances to 3,558,000 
bushels from 2,489,000. 

* * * ' 

MANUFACTURERS° SHIPMENTS:  Canadian menu ,- 
facturers' shipments in the first 9 months of 
1954 were valued at $12,894,173,000, moder-
ately below the preceding.year's correspond-
ing total of $13,431,949,000, according to 
estimates released by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. Third-quarter shipments fell in 
vane to $4,286,437,000 from $4,457,792,000. 
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TRADE IN'SECURITIES: Trade in outstand-
ing securities between Canada and other coun-
tries in November resulted in a sales balance
or capital import of $3,900,000. This balance
compared with $7,700.000 in October with pur-
chase balances or capital exports in the two
previous months. The volume of trading in No-
vember was slightly below the ve"-ry hiS^ levels
recorded in October.

In the first 11 months of 1954 the net
capital inflow on account of trade in out-
standing securities amounted to $63,000,000 in
contrast to outflows of $12.000,000 in 1953
and $78,000,000 in 1952.

Transactions with the United States in
November led to a small sales balance of
$1,000,000 and the pattern of trading was such
the same as in October. United States resi-
dents added $9,500,000 of Canadian stocks to
their portfolios but there were net repurchases
by Canadians of other Canafian securities,
mainly Government bonds amounting to $12,100,-
000. Trading in foreign securities led to a
capital inflow of $3,500,000 from the United
States, as Canadians disposed of holdings
abroad, mainly United States stocks.

Trading with the United Kingdom resulted in
a sales balance in November of $4,900,000,
mainly as a resuit of exceptionally heavy sales
of Canadian stocks. There was a repurchase
balance from other overseas countries of
$2,000,000, repatriation of Govqmment bonds
having been more than sufficient to offset
sales of Canadian stocks,

An outstanding development in 1954 has been

the increased sale to non•residents of out-
standing issues of Canadian stocks, amounting

on balance to more than $100,000,000 in the
first 11 months, compared with $21,000,000 for
the whole of 1953. The very substantial inflow

covers. about $70,000,000 from theUnited States
and over $30,000,000 from overseas countries.

Contributing to the net movement from the
United States have been sales to diversified

management investment companies which have

raised about $140,000,'000 of capital in 1954.

The th ird $r a f t o f Roy a l Canadian Navy

personnel selected to take submarine training

in the United Kingdom left Montreal by TCA
charter flight on January 24. The group of 42

volunteers, drawn from ships and establish-

ments across the country, are joining the two

previous drafts at HMS Dolphin, the Royal

Navy's submarine training base near Portsmouth.

Production of electric energy by central
electric stations rose 10% in November from a
year earlier and the cumulative output for the
January--November period advanced nearly 5%.
November's output amounted to 6,206,137,000
kilowatt hours,

ERPLOYBBNT: Labour-management disputes,
notably in the automotive and iron and steel
groups of manufacturing and in construction,
contributed materially to a drop in the level
of industrial employment at the beginning of
November. The Bureau's index number of indus•
trial employment declined 0.8% from October
and 2.9% from a year earlier. At the same time
qveekly payrolls rose 0. 1% from October,. con•-
tinuin g the slightly upward trend followed
since early spring. Per 'capita weekly earnings
]rose to a new high.

The November•1 index of industrial employ-
ment stood at 112.5 versus 113.4 a month ear--
lier and 115.9 a year ear-lier, and that for
payrolls at 157;2 versus 157.1 in October and
157.4 in 1953.• Per capita weekly earnings
averaged $59.80 versus $59.25 a mon th earlier
and $58.14.at• the beginning of November, 1953.

►IOYE BUILDING RISE: Boosted by further in-
creases in November, residential construction
set new records in the first 11 months of 1954,
completions rising 6% and starts by 9% over
the previous peaks in the corresponding 1953
period. In the.11 months•starts also exceeded
the full year 1953 by 5.6%. Starts rose 17% in
November over the same month of 1953 and com-
pletions were up 676, At the end of November
the number of units undér construction was
8.4"J, larger than in 1953.

November completions totalled 11,246 versus
10,608 a year earlier. This brought the cumu-
lative total for the January-November period
to 90,573 units versus 85,124 in the like 1953
period and 96,839 in the full year 1953.

ARCTIC AIR TOUR: Twenty-eight high r.arrk:<

in g officers of the Navy, Army, Air Force and

civil Departments of Government last week flew

across the icy stretches of Baffin Island and
Hudson Bay, on a 20--day tour of No-rth American

defence and industrial installations. The
group comprised members of the 1954-55 course
at the National Defence College, Kingston,,
Ont.

Canadian retail'sales in November were down
a moderate 0.7% from a year earlier. With
decreases in all months of 1954 except March,
cumulative sales for the January-November
period fell 2%. The total value of sales in
November was $994,283,000 versus $1001;683,-
000 ayear earlier; bringing the 11--month total
to $10,700,719,000 versus $10,921,897;000.

Operating revenues.of 17 railways in Octo--

ber amounted to $91,798,098, down 9.6% from

$101,470,737 reported by 16 systems in the
corresponding month of 1953.
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MR. PEARSON'S STATEMENT ON FORMOSA

IN HOUSE OF COMMONS: "Xt remains the view
of the Government that the final disposition
of Formosa should be dea-lt with by interna-
tional negotiation, at a conference,.if you
like, on Far Eastern Affairs, if one could be
held," said the Secretary of State for External
Affairs, Mr.'Lester B. Pearson, in the House
of Commons on January 25, in a statement on
Formosa.

He was answering, specifically a question
by the Le a de.r of the CCF Party, Mr. .•M. J.
Coldwell, and replying at the same time to a
question aiked the day previous by Mr. John
Diefenbaker, Progressive Conservative Member
for Prince Albert, Sask.

Mr. Pearson, after referring to the message
sent to Congress by the President of the
United States dealing with the situation in
the Formosa straits, proceeded, in parta

DEEPLY CONCERNED

"Although we are not involved in United
States commitments in this area, we are of
course deeply concerned over the dangerous
situation existing there and we,.with other
free Governments, are anxious that steps should
be taken to bring to an end the fighting which
has now beentaking place-for some time along
the China coast.

"In this message the President of the
United States referred to the possibility of
action by the United Nations to bring about a
ceasefire. The United Nations has, in Indo-
nesia, Palestine and in other parts of the
world, been successful in bringing to an end
fighting which might have had dangerous conse--
quences, and if it could achieve similar
results in this-case it would be a cause, I am
sure, of great satisfaction to us all....

"}Nhile it is not proper for me to comment
on United States policy in this matter which
is now being considered by Congress, I think
I can say that any move or proposal within the
United Nations or through diplomatic channels
which could serve to achieve the purpose as
stated in the President's message `to improve
the prospects of peace in the area' will be
warmly welcomed by the Parliament and by the
people of this country.

"Before the Korean armistice I expressed on
more than one occasion in this House the view
of the Canadian Government that Formosa should
be neutralized as far as possible while hos-
tilities continued in Korea.

"We thought then, and we think now, that
the final disposition of Formosa should be a
subject to be discussed at' a conference on Far
Eastern problems which at that time we thought

might be held after the cessation of fighting
in Korea. That was-the view adopted by the
political committee-of the United Nations
C^eneral Assembly on January 13, 1951.

"Despite'developments since then, itremains
he view of the Government that the final

^isposition of Formosa should be dealt with by
L,nternational negotiation, at a conference,
if you like, on Far Eastern problems, if one
could be held. Certainly, in any decision
-regarding the futui^e of Formosa the wishes of
the people there, %hich are often forgotten in
discussions of this matter, should be a primary
consideration. Pending such a decision I think
that a strong case can be made for the neutral-
ization qf Formosa both in order to prevent
any assault upon it'by Communist forces and
also so that it will not be used as a base for
invasion of the mainland.

"In this area of tension and danger a
distinction can validly be made between the
position of Formosa and the Pescadores and the
islands off the China coast now-in Nationalist

-1^inds. The latter-are inclisputably part of the
territory of China; the former, Formosa and
the Pescadores, which were Japanese colonies
for fifty years prior to-1945 and had had a
checkered history before that, are not.

COASTAL ISLANDS

"I suggest therefore that d^itcoaa.3aleTa.tions
which recommend the neutralization of Formosa
and the Pescadores do not necessarily apply to
the coa sta 1 islands so close to the main land
and a hundred miles or so away from Formosa.

"Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I welcome-that

part of the President's message which looks to

the redeployment of the Nationalist forces

which are now in these islands.

"'Some of these forces', the President's
message states, °are scattered th-roughout
smaller off-shore islands as a result of his-
torical rather than military reasons directly
related to defending Formosa.'

"My understanding of the basis of a truce
or ceasefire is that neither the Nationalists,
the Government of China which we recognize,
nor the Communists need be asked to give up
their claims on the territory now held by the
other side. What they would be-asked to give
up of course is the use of military means to
achieve their aspirations. In other words,
negotiations for a ceasefire need not involve
any question of the final disposition of the
territory in dispute; for in our view this is
a suitable matter for international negotia-

tion at a later date through the United Nations

or otherwise.,.."
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NOVERBER'EXPORTS'OP:'Canada's  domestic ex-
ports in the first 11 months of 1954 wereval-

.ued at $3,490,800,000, 7.2% rower than the 
preceding year's corresponding total-of  $3,-
761.600,000,  according to the Bureau's monthly 
summary.-/he total value declined 7.7% in the 
first half of the year as compared withia year 
earlier and 6.6% in the july-Nbvember.period. 
November's exports were valued at $362,600,- 
000, the highest monthly total since july 1953 
and 3.4% above the November 1953  value of  
4350,700,000.: 

Over the 11-month period -the volume  of  eX-
ports averaged 4.6% lower than  in  1953' and 
prices averaged 2.7% lower. In  the  first'half 
Cf 1954 volume averaged 5..3% lower than a year 
earlier and 3.7%lowerW the next five months, 
while prices.averaged 2.5% lower in the first 
half and 3% lower in the january-November 
period. The rise in overall value of exports 
in Nbvember was the resultof.a 5:8%.increase 
in volume Which more than offset.a 2.3% drop 
in prices.. 

Cbmmodity-wise there.were increases in the 
January-Nbvember period  in the  animal products, 
wood and paper, non-ferrolis metals groups, but 
decreases.in  the other groups, more partic-
ularly in agricultural and vegetable products 
and iron products..In . November there were in-
creases in the wood and paper group„aniMala 
and animal products, and chemicals, but  de- 

Creases in agricultural and.vegetable products, 
irori and:products and miscellaneous commod7. 
ities.' 

Geographically, 11-month domestic exports 
Were lOwer in value to all main areas, In No-
vember .  there.were larger shipments to. the 
United  Kingdom, the  United States. and  European 
countries, but smaller exports to the rest of 
the Commonwealth as a Whole,.Latin Ameriça.and 
other foreign countries.. 

Domestic exports to the United States.in 
the. llemonth pei.iod declined  to $2,097;705,000 
itom - $2,199,713,000, decreases in agricultural 
and..vegetable.products, iron and products, 
non-ferrous - metals, non-metallic minerals and 
miScellaneous Commoditieaoutstripping in- 
Creases  in animals and animal products and 
wood  and  paper products.qn November there was 
amoderate . rise to $207,144,000 from  $2)0,671,- 
000. a large increase in wood and paper, coup- 
led with lesser gains in animals and animal 

ron and products, non-ferrous 
Metals,  and  chemiCals, outweighing a sharp 
decline in agricultural  and  vegetable products.- 

.Eaports to the United;KÂngdom in the Jan-
uary-4Nbvember.period were down - to $575,583,000 
from $617,908,000,'mainly'due to decreases-in 
agricultural and vegetable and iron products; 
which more than offset increases in the wood 
and paper and non-ferrous metals.groups..Large 
increaSes in the agricultural and vegetable 
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products and wood and paper groups more. than
offset a sharp decrease in non-ferrous metals
to raise November exports to $70,434,000 from
$55,629,000e:

Eleven-month •exports- to all ùdier Common-
wealth countries declined to $178,702,000 from
219,402,000 and in November.to $17,515,000

^rom $18, 172,000. Shipments were lower in value
both in the month and cumulative period to the
Union of South Africa.and Pakistan but higher
to New Zealand.'Exports to Ihdia werelower in
the 11 months but higher in November, and high-
er to Australia in the 11 months but lower in
November.

'Exports to:Latin American-countries in the
11 months -dropped to $168.009,000 from $1•83,-
242,000 and in November to $14,878,000 from
$20,311,000..

Exports. to European'. coun•tries in. the Jan-;
•uary-November.period fell to •$306-,982;000'-from
$349,058,000 in.the corresponding 1953'tperiod
but in November.climbed to $38;484,000 from
-$34,977,000.:11zere.weré.smaller exports in:the
11 months but larger shipments in November to
Belgium and.Luxembourg, Italy, Netiierl.ands and
Switzerland.. Exports to •the Federal Republic
of Germany and Norway increased in the 11
months but declined in November.

(C. W. B. . January 21, 1955)

DEFENCE RESEARCH MEMBERj WASHINGTON: Dr.
J. Green, o Ottawa, ritis - orn aero-
.nautical engineer and Chief of -the Defence
Research 'Bâard Division concerned with arma-
ments and aeronautics, will assume the post of
.Defen ce Research Member, Canadian Joint Staff,
-Washington, on the retirement this summer.of
Brig. Harold E: Taber.

As DRB's senior liaison officer in the
United States, one of his chief.duties:will.be
to promote and maintain b6tween Canada-and the
U.S., an increasing.flôw.of scien-tific'in-
foxmation about defence projects, particularly
in the expanding fields of aircraft and guided
weapons.
:. Fellôwship . in the Institute of the Aero-

.nautical Sciences andother-U.S.:organizations,
in addition to his past-and current activities
relative to aircraft.and guided missile devel-
opment in Canada, provided-Dr. Green with an
unusually wide-,knowledge of U.•S.'techniques in
these fields and a valûable:acquain tànceship
with the scientists and engineers concerned.-

FARM INCOME DROP: A•preliminary estimate
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics places
the cash income of Canadian farms 1àst year
from the sale of farm products-and from par-
tiç'ipation.payments on.previous years' Prairie
grain crops at $2,'408:600,000.'This is about
12% below•the estimated cash income-of $2.-
741,300,000-in 1953 and approximately 15% under
.the all-time high cash income.of $2,826,600,-
000, in 1952.

Supplementary payments made under. the p.ro-
visions of the Prairie Farm.Assi'stance Act
amounted to- $2 427.000-, up .from $1,572,000 in
1953' and dôvn. from $5,131, 000 in 1953.

:Last year's drop in farm•income is due in
.large'part to the substantial reductions in
returns from•the:sale.of wheat..There•were
also fairly substantial reductions in grain
participation payments and in receipts from
.the'sale of coarse grains and•eggs.:These de-
•clines were offt,ét.to some,extent by higher
income from.the sale of live.stock, poultry
meat'and dairy products.

Provincially, the reduction from 1953•in
farm income was confined'to the three Prairie
Provinces, the B:iieau's preliminary'estimates
showing marked decreases for.each with the
largest decline fer Saskatchewan. All other
provinces had gains over the-previous year.
Compared with 1953, cash income was lower in
1954 in all provinces except Nova.Scotia and
Ontario,

,

LUMBER OUTPUT:'Production of sawn lumber

in 1954-'s' anuary-Octo.ber period was. 5.3%
higher in British Columbia than a year earlier

and Saskatchewan's output rose 22.9%- :Ihpre
were declines in the other provincés ranging

frbm 2.5°foin.Nôvâ Scotia"to 35:7y6 in New Brunsd

w3.ck. •In Octobé; there were' increases 'of 26qb

in British -Columbia, 57,5°b in Nova Scotia. and

3.3% in New Brunswick, but dec'linés in'the

other provinces ranging from 5%' in.Québéc • to

42°f, in Prince Edward Island and Manitobâ.: •

a^^xa

WAGES UP: HQurly and weekly averages of

earnings- n m•anufacturing, were higher in the.
week ending November 1, according to-advance
figures released by the Dominion.Bureau of

Statistics. 'The .Canada average of.weekly wages

was $57.84 versus $57.70 a month earlier.and

hourly. earnings. averaged 140:4t.versus 139.7¢.'
The work-week.:averaged 41.2 hours versus 41.3•

• a^a^e^ •

PIPED OIL INCREASE-'Net deliveries'of oil
through Car►a ian pipe linesin Octobér amounted
to 14,824,697 barrels, up ' 15% from 'the preced-
ing year's corresponding total of 12,925, 109
barrels.•This brought cumulative deliveries
for the January-October period,to •141,628,549
barrels, up 18% from .119,985,808.a year ear-
1. ier-

. # ¢ a a

There were 60 federal Cflve•rnmen•t librariea
at lâst count- and they had 1,738;838 volumes
on their shelves. - . •

New Brun•swick' h-as en•tered into an agree-
ment with the federal Government fôr the im-
plémentation of the féderal-provincial.plan
for providing allowances for disabled persons
in accordance with the provisions of.the Dis-
abled Persons Act, it was announced on Jan-
uary 17.
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'LABOUR- INCOME' SETS 'RECORD: .  'Labour income 
received by Canadian wage.and salary earners 
in October:reached a.new high monthly. total.of 
$1,036;000,000, LP $6,000,000: from September'.s 
$1,030,000000, and $14,000,000 or 2.4% larger 
than the preceding year's corresponding total 
of 1,012,000,000 -.. Mir the January-October 
period the total rose 1.9% to $9,857,000,000 
from $9,677;000,000.. 

There were increases both in the month and 
cumulative period in labour income in agricul-

.ture, forestry, fishing, trapping and mining; 
utilities, transportation, communication, stor-
age and trade; finance and services; and-sup-
plementary. labour income,. Declines were posted 
for manufacturing and construction.: 

October's totals follOw by groups, in.mil-
/iàns; agriculture, forestry, . fishing, trap-
ping, mining, $86' ($78 a year earlier); .manu-
facturing, $323"($333); construction, $82 
($83); utilities, .transportation,cominunication, 

.storage, ,  trade, $265 ($257); finance, services, 
$244 ($226); and supplementary labour income 
$% )$35). 

* * 

NORTHLAND 'GOVERNRENt:  The job of govern-
ing Canada's northland is being shared. to an 
increasing degree by the people who live there... 

Vthile the nine-man Council of the North-
west Tèrritories meets in Ottawa • on  Monday : . 
January 17th, elected representatives comprise 
almost half its numerical strength. 

This is the first time that Council has met 
since elections were held in the Mackenzie 
District last September.• Then, some 6,000 
voters including, of course, •Indians• and Eski-
mos chose four members to represent-them on 
the governing body of the North. -  A new and 
broader geographical distribution increased 
the original three.electoral ridings, created 
in 1951, to four. 

The enlarged Council reflects.the trend of 
northern development.:A growing population has 
created the need for wider opportunities in 
education and vocational training, more•social 
and health• services, new approaches• to com-
munity planning, as  fresh areas open up and 
settlement extends farther north..: 

* ' *  s * 
Field Marshal Vi scount Al an brook e , KG, GM, 

OM,' GCVO,..DSO, Master Gunner, St. James 
Park, and wartime Chief.of the Imperial General 
Staff, 'is to arrive in Montreal March 22 to 
begin his two-week visit to Canada. He is•com-

.ing at the invitation of the. Royal  Canadian 
Artillery Militia• units .of Montreal. 

* * * 

Grocery and combination chain store.sales 
increased nearly • 13% in November as compared 
with a year earlier, variety stores by 4.2%. 
women's clothing  stores 3% and shoe stores 
0.3%. 'Hardware and drug store chain sales:de-
creased 2.8%.  

'WARSHIPS' ' VISITS:  'Canadian warships  lilL 
visit India and Pakistan for the •first time 
next.month.when.the destroyers Huron and Iro- 

•quois..pay formal . calls.at Bombay and Karachi 
on their.way home. from the -Far East. 

The two ships, which have just « complèted 
.abbreviated tours of •duty with Lhited Nations 
naval forces in Kcirea, leave Hong Kong,. Jan-
uary 15:'fôr ..Halifax. 

The destroyers:will.make informal calls at 
Singapore, .from January .19. to 25; at Colombo, 
Ceylon, January 29.to Fébruary 3„ and at the 
Indian naval .training base at Cochin on Féb-
ruary 4 befére making their formal.visits to 
Bémbay, February 7:to 13, -and Karachi, Feb-
ruary 15. to 20. • • 

• * * * 
“PROVINCIAL-1,ABODR . STANDARDS"c'Publication  

.of.the 1954.edition of "Provincial Labour 
Standards", 'prepared.: by. the Legislation Branch 
of the federal Department of Labour, was an-
nOunced• on January 14, by Mr. • Milton F."Gregg, 
.Minister of Labour. - 

This edition-of the bulletin sets out the 
standards in effect in the Provinces•of Canada 
with:respect to child labour, holidays, hours 
f :work., minimum wages, weekly.. rest-day . and 

workmen's compensation and, for the first time., 
the requirements•of equal pay. and fair, employ-
ment practices.làws which since 1951 have been 
enacted.in  some Provinces. • 

* * 
POPULATION. 	: 410 -: 000  • Canada's popula- 
tion increased by  97,000 in the three months 
from September 1.1ast yèar to bring it to  l5-
410,000  at December 1. :according to the Bu-
reau's quarterly estimate.. 

This total  compares.  with an estimated  l5-
005,000  at December 1, 1953, making a gain of 
405,000 or -2.7%  in the twelve:months. Esti-
mated• increase for the previous twelve months 
was 381,000 or 2.6% and for. the corresponding 
period ending Dècember 1, 1952, was 396,000 or 
2.8%. • 

-The  estimated gain in the months of Septem-
ber to November last year compares with 112,- 
000 in the corresponding period of 1953,  and 

 was at an annual.rate 2.6% as against-3%. The 
smaller gain last year was due to fewer  immi-
grant  arrivals. In‘contrast, the• increase.in 
the preceding three months of 1954 was at a 
record level of 1)2,000. 

• * * * 

WHEAT • SUPPLIES: ' V isible  supplies of Can-
adian wheat on December 29 totalled 355,114,- 
000 'bushels, moderately larger. than the 35Ø,-
144,000  bushels of a week  earlier, but 6%,'.smal-
ler than last .  year's 378,897,000 bushels. 
Deliveries of wheat from farms in the Prairie 
Provinces during the•week were cut to 8,444,- 
000 bushels from 12;331,000•a year •ago and 
overseas export clearances dropped to 2,081,- 
000 bushels from 2,932,000.« 
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'EXERCI SE' "BULL DOG"
III-: Membe-r s of . the

Army and RCAF Mobile 5tri ing Force will1move
into the Canadi:an. sub-Arctic in February. for
the second major joint training exercise•of
the winter,.Dëfence Minister Ralph Campney an-
nounced.January 18.'

Exereise "Bû11'Dog III,". will:be'conducted
in the Yellowknife,•area of•northwestern.Canada
between, Fébruary 23 and March 8. ' The manoeuvres
call.£or',an airborne-assault 6y-troops and
plânes against• the• airfield: and installations
at Yellowknife, 610,air.miles.north'of Edmon-
ton.

"Bull-1)6g III"'has been plann-ed on the
theory• that. an enemy f6rce has lénded in the
sub-Arctic:and has taken over the'airfield.! at
Yellowknife.'•A similar.problem.was set in. the
C%urchill,'Map.; area!inthe recent,Exercise
"Bfiill Dog II'". •

Cb1ESpU.& CkS1^INC')S R1 SE. • C4^e'ques cashed - in
Cana ianTing centres in November totalled
$14, 045,000.,000 ., nearly 5% above the preceding
year'is $13;425,000,000, 'Thts Put the total-for
the first 11.months Of. 1954 at $138.93D,000.-
0000 7% larger.than 1953's Januâry-November
total of $129,630,000,000•

I4dréases were.shown both in the month and
cumulative périod in the-Atlantic Prôvinces,
Quebec and Ontario. -Prairie Province totals

.:were.down from.a year.earlier, while in Brit^
-ish Columbia.there:was a decrease in the month
but a small.increase in.the'cumulative period.-

INVESTRENT IN INVENTORY: Manufacturers'
.inves.tment.in inventory in November totalléd
$3;418,400;000..dovn from October''s $3;424;-
000,000 and Lq53ys corresponding•total•of $3,-
595,•300,000. according. to preliminary figures

Showing the first increase in 1954 the
value of shipments in November rose 1% over
both. the preceding- month • and November, 1953•

DRB-NENBER,; Mr. Reginald'M: Brophy, of Tor-
onto, prominent industrialist and- former Dep-

^ uty Minister of the Department of Defence
ProNuGtion, has accepted an appointment as a
•Member of.the Defence Research Board, it was
announced January 14.:Mr.•Brophy succeeds Mr.
A..-'Hartley Zimmerman, former DDP.`represent-
ative on.the Board, named.recently:as DRB Vice
Chairman,

I

GOLD PRO'Dr1G°7'3'ON 't7P,: Can adi an .p roduc t ion
of go d:e imbed: to 379, 521 fine ounces in-Octo=
ber. f'rom 373,889 • in the. preceding month and
284,868 in October, 1953, according to the
Bureau's monthly statement.-This brought the
cumulative, total. for the January-October period
to 3 , g9.5;951' finie ounces. versus 3, 52?, 591'a
year earlier,

' (C.W, B. : January 21 P 1955)

EMPLOYAIENT' RXsPQRT: The usual decrease in
emp o,yment• too p ece during December, but at
a muck slower.rate:than a yeâr.earlier.•In:the
week.ending December 11, 1954,•a total of 5,-
167,000 people. held.jobs,- 36,000 fewer:than in
November, 'but 51,000 more: than. a year. earlier.
The civilian labour.force albo'showed.an in-
crease,of 107;000 during the-•year so that un-
employment continued above the comparable ]953
°lbvels, the Department of Labour announced on
January 19. '

Emplopment during Décember.remained.high-in
the logging,.mining, trade and service indus-
tries.•Seasonal.declines occurred in agricul-
.ture, construction, transportation and some
manufacturing industries. Aotivity•in some of
the durable goods-manufacturing industriés has
recentiy•stren gthened-and this.trend continued
in December,-

lfie strike- of about 8•.000 •workers in Ford
plants at Windsor, bakville:and Tôronto, how-
ever, caused some new1 laywoffs:in• Décembér.and
prolônged others in related industries in
Ontario. Labour surplùses in most local mar-
kets increased during the month.:

At January 1, 1955, ' 34 %areas . were . in . the
substantial'labour surplûs.catego ry compared
with 36 a-year ago; 67 were in-the'moderate
'surplus category compared with 54; and eight
were.in balance compared with 19 a.yéar ear-
lier., : •

Tlie:civilian labour force totalled 5;414,-
000 in the week ended December 11, 1954, com-
pared.with-5.417,000 in the-week ended Novem=
ber 20, 1954.

WHpLESALE, SALES'RISE 'Sale's ofwholésaie•rs
in•nine lines o.tra e- in November.averaged
6.9% above the -corresponding month in 1953` and
the value of month-end inventories.was.up.a
moderate 0.2%. -The general index of salés, on
the 1935^39 base, stood•at 385:3 versus 361.7.

TO RETIRE 'AS :T.'. 5,.. ORCHESTRA CONDiTC71DR:
-Sir Ernest MacMillan, con Wctor•o the Toronto
Symphony orchestra for 25'years, will'resign
at the end of next season.provided a satisfac-
'tory successor-has been.found, he announced in
Toronto this week.

In'a single generation tuberculosis.has
dwindled dramatically'.as a causes of.death - among
Canadians. Although- 1,800 died of TB in 1953,
anadditional •10.,000' would have. died if the
death-rate'of 25.years ago had still.p re.vailed.

Domestic disappearance of cheese (including
process cheese) in Canada.in 1953'worked•out
at six pounds per capita, almo'st as high'•as
that of Aûstralia and- higher.than•that of-New
Zealand.-
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• TAXATION'PLAN:  The Prime Minister Mr.:St. 
Laurent. made •a statement in the Hou se  Of Corn-

.mons on January 17-about the develàpments re-
:suiting from the imposition of,a provincial 
income tax in the Province of Quebec and an-
nounced the federal Government's plan for new 
federal-provincial income tax arrangements 
pending the results of a new federaI.provin-
cial conference.: 

After referring to •his meeting with.the 
Premier of Q.zebec in Montreal on October 5, 
Mr. • StA.,aurent outlined• some of the problems 
concerned with-.the subject, . and said: 

"I have, accordingly, advised. the Premiers 
°Lail the.Prnvinces that we.propose, pending 
the results.of a new federal-provincial  con-
ference, to. ask Parliament to amend the • federal 
income tax..law in order:tounake a reduction of 
10 per cent for. all. taxpayers.of. any province 
%here. a provincial income.tax is levied on in-
come for the years 1955:and 1956. At the saine 
time we will ask Parliament to release. from 
its present- tax rental agreement any province 

•Which would prefer:the new arrangement.. 

• DEDUCTION • 

"We also intend to propose that inCome, tax 
payers who have actually:paid.a provincial.in-
come. tax on their- 1954 -  income be allowed a 
deduction up to 10 per cent of  their federal 
. tax. In practice, . of . course, this • higher- deduc-
tion for 1954.will be applicable.only- to tax-
payers.who have paid the Qiebec income. tax.be-
cause no other province had a provincial in-
come. tax in operation in 1954, 

"In:any case the figures already available 
'make it clear that the rentals. for -  the •personal 
- and corporation income tax fields in every 
province.for 1954 .will be greater than.the 
amount the provincial Governments could have 
raised from a 7 per cent tax on corporation 
incomes and a personal income. tax equal. to 10 
per cent of the federal:tax.. 

"These proposed amendments are intended only 
-as a stop-gap arrangement pending the con-
clusion of any long term.arrangements for the 
period following the expiry of the present tax 
rental agreements. 

"As . hon. • members •know it had always been 
understood• that it .would.be necessary to hold 
. a. federal-provincial conference before. the end 

1955.to discuss fiscal arrangements for the 
years:which will follow.: 

"In the  light of the recent developments, 
it may.be  the desire of the provincial govern-
ments tollave this.conference held at an ear-
-lier date. -  I have addressed letters to the 
Premiers of all the Provinces outlining the 
p. •roposel I have just mentioned and inviting 
the nine Provinces.which have tax rental agree-
ments to indicate.whether they would prefer•to 
take advantage of the proposed new arrange-
ment. In: these.letters I have indicated that 
shortly:after my . return from the Commonwealth 
Prime.Ministers' meeting in London I shall 
communicate with them further with.the view• to  

working out arrengéments. for? a conference at a 
time•which will be satisfactory to all. govern-
ments concerned. 

"I' shoulddike now to table: the letters I 
.have exchanged with the Premier of Qiebec and 
the let-ter  I addressed to the Premiers of the 
other•nine Provinces." 

* * 

PAKISTM'S PRIME' KINISTER . HERE:  'The Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced on Jan-
uary• 19 that Prime Minister  Mohammed  Ali of 
Pakistan will arrive. in Ottawa on January 24 
for-a visit as a guest-of the -Canadian Govern-
ment. The Prime Mini_ster of Pakistan will be 
.the guest of His Excellency, • the •Rt. Hon. 
Vincent Massey, C.H., Governor General of C.en-
ada at Government House until January 26. 'when 
he will move to the residence of the High Corn-
missioner of Pakistan-and Mrs. O.A.• Baig.•He 
will leave January 27, for New York. • 

The Prime Minister of Pakistan will .  arrive 
on January 24 from New York by train. He will 
be welcomed at the Union Station by -.the Rt. • 
Hon. Louis St. •Laurent, Prime Minister of Can-
ada, Mr. •Lionel Massey, representing the Gov-
ernor General, His Excellency Mr. Baig, mem-
bers of the Canadian Government, diplomats and 
other dieitaries.•Prior to departure from the 
station• for GOvernment House, he will review 
an RCAF guard of honour. 

PRESS CONFERENCE 

That afternoon the Prime Minister of Paki-
stan will hold a press conference in the main 
Conference Room of the East •Blbek. . 

Ch the morning of January 25, Prime.Minis-
ter Mohammed Ali will call on Mr. St. Laurent 
and will be the guest of honour at a luncheon 

-at the Prime Minister's residence. - That even-
ing His Excellency the Governor General will 
entertain at dinner at Government House in his 
honour. 
• The High Commissioner of Pakistan. will 
accompany Prime Minister-Mohammed Ali, January 
26 ;  for a call on the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs - 

In the evening the Prime 'Minister of Paki-
stan will entertain His Excellency the Gov-
ernor General at the residence of the High 
Commissioner. :Later a reception will be held 
by the Prime.Minister of Pakistan at the Rideau 
Club. 

Prime Minister Mohammed Ali will leave 
January. 27, for New York •enroute to -London 
where he will attend the Commonwealth Prime 
Ministers' Conference. 

* * * 

Gross factory value of shipments  of 226 
establishments comprising the-miscellaneous 
leather products industry in 1953 climbed to 
$26, 258,000.from the preceding year's  $25,692.-
000.  The number of employees rose to 4,674 
from 4,535and their salaries and wages to $9,-- 
594,000 from  $8,970,000. 
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1964 INDUSTRIAL 'DISPUTES: Al most. 70  per  
cent of the total time loss arising froin in-
dustrial  disputes in Canada during 1954 occur-
red in the last four months of the year, 
according to a preliminary•sununary of. strikes 
and lockouts for 1954 released Jan. 19 by  the 

 Minister of•Labour. 
Total_ time loss from industrial.disputes in 

19 54 was 0.15 per cent of the estimated work-
ing time of non-agricultural wage and salary 
workers in Canada, as compared with 0.13  per  
cent during 1953.; 

Preliminary figures • for  1954'showed 168 
'strikes and lockouts involving 61,477;workers 
with a time loss of 1,47 2,160 man-working days, 
as ponipared•with  55, 988  workers •involved in 

174 work stoppages.with 'a time loss of 1,324,- 
715 days in 1953 . 1he peak year was 1946 when 
there:were 228 strikes and.lockouts'involving 
139,474 workers and a timelosi of 4,516,393 
man-working days.: 

* * * * 

Value of . products shipped by .Canada's 
process cheese industry in 19 53 reached . an 
all-time high figure of $27,271.000- 1:1P 7% 
from the preceding year's $25,48 3,000.Mater-- 
ial costs climbed to •$21,7 34,000 from $20,- 
347,000. employees. to 1,070, from.1,050 and the 
salary• and wage bill to $3,064,000 from $2,- 
8 17,030. 

Department store sales in December rose 
7.9% over the corresponding month of 1953, 
according to the Bureau's monthly preliminary 
release. All.provinces shared in the advance 
except Saskatchewan where there was a decrease 
of 2.5% 

CANADIAN PAINTINGS DISPLAY:  Sponsored by 
Chtario Goverrunent, one of the biggest ex-

hibitions of Canadian paintings ever seen in 
Britain, including canvases owned by the Queen 

.and Prime•Minister Churchill, is being opened 
in . London  this ,  week by.-  Field Mars.hal Earl .Alex-
ender. It is being shown until February 4. • The  
&splay comprises 142 paintings. 

* * 	* 

RCAF- CONFERENCE: Top ranking Air Force of-
:.(i=ryi Europe, Washington, D.C., and 
across Canada, gathered in Ottawa, January 18, 
for.the annual Air Officer's Commanding Con-
ference. • 

Under the chairmanship of the Chief of the 
Air Staff, 'Air'MarshaI  C. Roy Slemon, the 
group reviewed RCAF plans for the coming year 
and discussed major problems associated with 
these plans. 

• * e * * 

A Map showing the oil and gas fields of 
Saskatchewan and the Province's potential oil 
and gas areas has been published by the Geo-

.logical Survey of Canada, the Minister of Mines. 
has. announced. Drawn on.a scale of 20 miles to • 
the inch,  the new map also shows the oil fields 
of southwestern Manitoba where drilling during 
the past year.has proved so successful. 

* * 

Cross  value of production of Canada's rub-
ber products industry rose in 1953 to $290,- 
735,000•from $286,655,000 in the preceding year 
but declined 6.7% from.all-time high $311,- 
678,000 in 1951, according  to  the Bureau's 
annual industry report. • 

* * * * 
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW
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I

OPENING OF PARLIAMENTr Measures to pro-
vide more jobs for workers and to improve
unemployment benefits were forecast in the
Speech from the Throne with which the Governor
General, Mr. Massey, opened the Second-Session
of the 22nd Parliament on January 7.

The traditional ceremonies, held in the
Senate Chamber, were telévised for the first
time in Canadian Parliament history and would
be viewed ultimately by an estimated 5,000,000
Canadians.

The Speech from the Throne customarily
reviews important events of the year past and
touches on the Government's intended legis-
lative programme, although it does not neces-
sarily announce all of it. The programme of
legislation at this session is expected to be
the heaviest of recent years.

Commencing with mention of the visits of
Her Majesty, QzeenElizabeth, the Queen Mother,
and the Duke of Edinburgh, the Speech touched
on the menace of war, the London and Paris
Conferences and the participation of the Cana-
dian delegation in the United Nations General
Assembly deliberations in the following para-
graphs:

"While there is hopeful evidence that the
increasing strength of the free world has
lessened the likelihood of aggression, the
terrible destruction that war would bring to
North America and indeed to all mankind has

INFORMATION DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

OTTAWA - CANADA

been magnified by the increase in the number
and effectiveness of atomic and thermonuclear
weapons and the means of delivering them.

"My Ministers are convinced that, while the
resources of diplomacy must never be neglected
in the search for peace, the efforts of the
free nations in building their deterrent
forces must be maintained. To this end, Canada
was represented at the London and Paris Con-
ferences which formulated an alternative to
the European Defence Community and provided for
the entry of the Federal Republic of Germany
into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
You will be asked to approve the agreements
reached at those meetings.

"Our country continues to give full support
to the United Nations. The Canadian Delegation
took an important part in the deliberations of
the recent meeting of the General Assembly in
New York. It is earnestly hoped that the adop-
tion of the resolution on disarmament intro-•
duced in the political committee by the Cana-
dian Delegation may lead to-agreement on an
effective system of international safeguards."

It proceeded with references to the les-
sening of the threat of renewed aggression in
Korea and Canada's acceptance of the heavy
responsibility of serving on the Armi.stice
Commissions formed to supervise the restora-
tion of peace in the Associated States of Indo-
Cliina.
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Of the national economy and impending leg-
islation, it said: 

"Although the national economy is in a gen-
erally healthy condition, the relatively poor 
wheat cràp is being reflected by a small 
decline in the total national income. Some 
unemployment of a reg,ional and seasonal nature 
is being experienced. To help meet this situa-
tion work on public construction projects 
already approved is being accelerated and you 
will be asked to make financial provision for 
construction in the programmes of various 
departments and agencies on a scale that will 
make possible a substantial increase in the 
total expenditures for this purpose. 

"The Gove.mment proposes to introduce leg-
islation immediately for the amendment of the 
Unemployment Insurance Act to provide for an 
increase in the duration and scale of supple-
mentary winter benefits. It is also proposing 
to introduce, during the session, broader 
amendments designed to make Unemployment 
Insurance a more effective instrument in 
providing financial support to unemployed 
workers. . . ." 

OTHER LEGISLATION 

The Speech also announced Government plans 
that included provisions for home improvement 
loans, Government-backed loans to fishermen, 
improved pensions to the blind and allowances 
to war veterans, changes in federal grants to 
some municipalities, aid to marginal gold 
mines, amendments to the Electricity and Fluid 
Exportation Act; and said, "a measure to con-
trol works whicitaffect the normal flow of 
rivers which cross the, international  boumdary 
will be proposed for the purpose of ensuring 
that natural resources are developed in the 
beat interests of the Canadian public." 

Details of these items of intended legis-
lation, as well as others listed, will be 
given later in Parliament. 

In the debate on the Address in reply to 
the Speech from the Throne, taken up by the 
Acting Leader of the Opposition, Mr. W. Earl 
RoWe, in • the  House on Monday, January 10, the 
Progressive Conservative and C.C.F. Parties 
submitted motions of non-confidence in the 
Government. 

The Progressive Conservative motion, with 
which Mr. Rowe concluded, proposed the addi-
tion of the following to the Address: 

"We regret that Your Excellency's advisers 
have failed to take or to reéommend the nec-
essary •measures: 

(a) to retain and expand Canada's markets 
abroad for our production, particularly of 
wheat and othér products; 

(b) to solve the urgent problem of unem-
ployment; 

(c) .  to relieve Canadian taxpayers from the 
burden of excessive taxationarid.kke-rebr .  
enable Canadian producers to lower their cost 
of production and to meet increasing competi-
tion; 

(d) to eliminate waste and extravagance in 
Government and improve its•efficiency; 

(e) to facilitate and encourage the pro-
cessing of our natural resources in Canada, 
and thereby increase opportunities and employ-
ment for Canadians; 

(f) in co-operation with the Provinces to 
develop an effective contributory plan which 
will assure that every Canadian will have 
adequate hospital and medical services." 

Mr. M.J. Coldwell, Leader of the C.C.F. 
Party, after a brief speech, proposed t.àn.' 
amendment to the amendment to have the House• 
declare that the Government has "deliberately! 
returned to the policy of uncontrolled and 
unplanned private enterprise which resulted in 
the depression and unemployment of the prewar 
years, and that Your EXcellency's advisers 
have failed to undertake the economic planning 
necessary to cope with the serious problems 
now facing the Canadian people." 

THE PRIME MINISTER 

The Prime Minister, Mr. St. Laurent who 
followed Mr. Rowe, made a brief reference 
to Canadian trade policy in discussing the 
clauses of Mr. Rowe's amendment. Ch that topic 
he said in part: 

"Here we all feel thii expanding trade is 
desirable. We feel that it is almost necessary 
to the prosperity of the Canadian people, but 
we donot feel that it would be by high tariffs 
that expanding trade could be achieved in this 
country. 

"It is perhaps unfortunate that the produc-
tion costs of some of our commodities happen 
to be greater than those of other commodities 
from abroad that could be imported into this 
country. But it is nevertheless quite true 
that foreign trade must flow in both direc-
tions, and that you cannot have high exports 
unless you have at the same time high imports 
or extend credit or aid in the form of Cana-
dian currency to enable our d.omestic producers 
to receive payment for their exports. 

"The hon. gentleman has said that Canada 
has lost the United Kingdom market for the 
second time in his own period of political ex-
perience. There has been no loss of the United 
Kingdom market. "there is no less desire in the 
United Kingdom to take goods from Canada than 
there .was at any time, tut it has so happened 
that, although the situation of the United 
Kingdom is improving and has been improving 
constantly and steadily; there is still a 
shortage of dollars that limits the quantities 
of Canadian goods they can import and for uhich 
they couldprovide the currency required. . . . 

"Our Government, and I am !sure the same 
would be true of any Government made up from 
the hon. gentleman's party, does not attempt 
to dictate to the Canadian people the sources 
from which they will talce their. supplies and 
does not attempt to dictate to them where they 
will, if they çan, sell those products that 
they have for export. 
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"We do our best to facilitate external

trade, but we do not attempt to handle exter-

nal trade through any Government organization,

with the exception of the Wheat Board, set up

at the request of the wheat producers them-

selves and managed for their benefit and to a

large degree under their direction.

"The world situation is one over which no
strong fiscal policy., as I understood the hon.
gentleman to envisage the one he had in mind,
to prevent the entering of goods from areas in
which they are produced at less cost than they
can be produced here, would have very much
beneficial effect. . "

AIR-AGREEMENT WITH TAPAN: The Department
of External Affairs announced on January 12
that an Air Transport Services Agreement be-
tween Canada and Japan was formally signed on
that day in Ottawa. His Excellency, Dr. Koto
Matsudaira, the Ambassador of Japan, signed
the Agreement on behalf of his Government,
while Mr. L.B. Pearson, the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, and Mr. GeorgeC. Marler,
the Minister of Transport, signed on behalf
of Canada. The Agreement, which was negotiated
in Tokyo and initialled there on November 24,
1954, will come into force when it has been
approved by both Canada and Japan in accord-
ance with their respective constitutional
procedures.

The Agreement will enable a Canadian air-
line to operate an international air service
between Vancouver, Tokyo, and Hong Kong via
the great circle northern Pacific Route. A
Japanese airline will in return be allowed to
operate an international air service on a
similar route between Tokyo and Vancouver and
other points to the south. Full traffic rights
at Tokyo and Vancouver will be exchan ged
reciprocally under the Agreement.

At present Canadian Pacific Airlines oper•-

ates a Vancouver-Tokyo-Hong Kong service on a
temporary basis, and it will be the Canadian
•airline designated under the Agreement. A
Japanese airline will be designated by the

Government of Japan in due course, when it is

ready to operate the northern Pacific route

set out in the Agreement. Japan Air Lines now
-operates a trans-Pacific air service between

Tokyo and San Francisco.

The Air Agreement is the second important
bilateral agreement concluded between Canada
and Japan since the San Francisco Peace Treaty.
The first was the Agreement on Commerce which
was signed in March 1954.These two Agreements,
one promoting trade and the other improving

communications, should serve to bring about

closer relations and thereby strengthen the

bonds of friendship existing between Canada

and Japan.

PROVINCIAI, FINANCES; Net general revenues
and expenditures.of Provincial G9vernments of
Canada reached new.peaks in the year ended
March 31, 1953, according to the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics. Net general revenues
totalled $1,258,000,000, an increase of $181,-
000,000 over the preceding year, and net gen-
eral expenditures amounted to $1,207,000,000,
an increase of $133,000,000.

Taxes accounted for about 39% of total
revenues, federal tax rental agreement for 24%,
and liquor profits for 10%. The greater part
of total Provincial Government expenditures
went for transportation and communication
(30%), education ( 180k), and health (16%).

The 1947 Tax Rental Agreements expired on

March 31, 1952. Similar agreements covering

the next five years were made with the Provin

ces which had signed the 1947 agreements. The

Government of the Province of Ontario signed a
1952 agreement leasing personal and corpora•-

tion income taxes and special taxes while
retaining the right to levy succession duties„

During the year the Provinces received the

final payment under the 1947 agreement as well

a,s the first four quarterly payments under the

1952 agreement.

OLD AGE ASSISTANCE

On January 1, 1952, the Government of Can-
ada assumed full responsibility for.pension
payments to all persons aged 70 years and over
and agreed to contribute, 50°J6 of not more than
$40 per month towards Provincial Government
pensions to needy persons aged 65-69 years and
75% of not more than $40 per month towards
Provincial Government pensions to the blind.
This shift in responsibility for old age
pensions resulted in a decrease in 1952-53 of
nearly $70,000,000 in provincial gross ordi••
nary expenditure on aid to aged persons.

Revenues from taxes decreased to $487,000,-
000 from $566,000,000 in the preceding year.
Fede=altax rental agreement revenues increased
to $303,000,000 from $%,000,000. 'The decrease
in taxes as well as the increase in revenues
under the federal tax agreement are largely
due to the en try.of Ontario into the -group of
agreeing Provinces under the rental agreements
Privileges, licenses and permits accounted for
$281,000,000 ($228,000,000 in 1951), and liquor
profits for $126,000,000 ($115,000,000).

Net general expenditures on transportation
and communication increased to $367,000,000
from $299,000,000 the year before, on educa-
tion to $221,000,000 from $196,000,000 and on
health to $192,000,000 from $174,000,000.

According to the latest estimates Canada
possesses 397,313,000,000 cubic feet of mer-,
chantable timber, of which about two--fifths
are considered accessible to commercial opera--
tions at the present time.
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AID,  FOR'INDPA.  The Department of External 
Affairs announced on.jénuary 11 that repre-
sentatives of the Governments of India and 
Canada.had completed.an exchange of notes in 
New Delhi providing for.the allocation of $3.3 
million of Canadian Colombo Plan aid to a pro-
posed hydro7electric scheme on the Umtru River 
in Assam.. 

The project is designed to hasten economic 
progress in the Indian State of Assam. The new 
power to be generated will in part be used for 
irrigation.mla drainage thus allowing new land 
to - be .brought under -cultivation. Some • of the 
new power wi ll aIso be used in existing small 
industries, While - it is hoped that the growth 

. 6f new  industries,  which will-supplement the 
low income of the local people, will be stim-
ulated. 

Part of the contribution of the Canadian 
Government will.take the fôrm.of engineering 
services . and hydraulic, electric  and  other 
equipment costing approximately . $1.2 million. 
The Government of Canada will'also help to 
meet the local  costs of labour and materials 
to the exteht of $2..1 million in counterpart 
funds derived from the sale'by the Indian 
authorities of industrial raw materials pro-
vided by Canada under the Colombo Plan. The 
project  will  be carried out  by.  the  appropriate 
authorities of the State of Assam in tonsulta-
tion with Canadian engineers appointed by the 
Government of Canada. 

About $100  millibn has been made available 
by Canada  for  economic development assistance 
to South and South-East Asia Ln the  first four 
years of the Colombo Plan. Agreement on the 
Umtru project bringsthetôtal so far allocated 
to Inclia.to about $49 million. 

* * * * 

CONS(JMER. CREDIT:  Retail cash, charge and 
instalment sales in the third quarter of 1954 
'showed seasonal declines from the preceding 
three-month.period, according to the Bureau - s 
quarterly report on.xetail consumer credit.. 
Comparisons.mith 1953's third-quarter Lndicate 
an increase of 4,3% in instalment sales, a 
decrease of 1.6% in cash sales and a drop of 
4.5% in charge.salès. • 

Third-quarter cash .sales totalled $2,072.;- 
2)D,000 versus  $2,126,330;000 in.the preceding 
quarter and $2,105;900,000.  in the 1953 - third 
quarter,-Ihstalment sales'inthe third quarter 

of 1954 were $329,600,000 versus $37 200, 000 
in the April-june period and $316, 100,000 . a  . 
year earlier. Charge sales in the 1954*.thir4. ' 
quarter.  totalléd $543,000,000versus .$584,200,- 
000 in the -second quarter and $568,300,000 in 
the july-September period of 1953.• 

'* * * * 

Asestimated  55,  of the households in Canada 
have automobiles, according to a sampIe'survey 
taken.làst September.by  DBS. Of these, 178,000 
or 9% have two or more cars - about 5% of all 
the homes Ln the country.. 

ARCTIC OCEAN RESEARCH:  Canadian and United 
States scientists penetrated far inside.dhe 
Arctic Circle in 1954 in ..a joint effôrt to 
learn more of the secrets - lôcked in the great 
water areas north  of the  Canadian mainland. 

According to  the  annual report.of.the Can-
adian joint Cbmmittee on Cteanography, present-
ed at the-annual meeting of the Fisheries 
Research Board of-Canada in Ottawa last.week 
oceanographic.surveys were.made.fer:the first 
time of the lônely ice-strewn waters around 
the northern Shores of islààds comprising the 
District of Franklin. 

The infôrmation obtained on'water tempera-
tures, salinities, currents and other physical 
features of the sea-scapes, when analysed.and 
added to previously-obtained data.in  other 
areas, will make an important contribution to 
the rapid growing fund of'knowledge being 
accumulated on .Canada's far'north, 

The Royal Canadian Navy's modern.icebreaker 
and research Ship "Labrador" and tv.m United 
States vessels "Bùrton laland".and "Northwind" 
were used. The "Labradoe-ventured ifito.Baffin 
Bay as far north as Smith Sound, 800 miles 
from the North Pole, VD obtain oceanographic 
data and then made the-historic northwest pas-
age , to return to her base via BeringStrait,, 
the Pacific Ctean and the Panama Canal. 

• * * 

'STORE SALES'RISe'Canadian department stores 
sold.an  estimated $119,231,000 worth of mer-
chandise in Nbvember,5.7%more than the  $112g-
794.000  worth sold in the . same month in 1953, 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reports.- 

Store sales were higher Ln.November  1953' in 
 all'but two regions. In - British Columbia sales 

.rose 10.8% to $18,466,000 .frôm $16,666,000.. in 
Cl.lebec 10:6% -to $21,431,000 from $19,377,000, 
in the Atlantic Provinces 9.9% to $9821,000 
from $8,936,000, in Cntario 7.2% to $41,844, - 
000 from $39,04,000, and in Manitoba 0.7% to 
$11.011,000 frOm  $10,935,000 Sales in Saskat-
chewan fell 15% to $5,866,000 from $6,901,000, 
and. sales in Alberta 1.4% to $10,792,000 from 
$10,945,000. 

• * * 

AUTO PRODUCTION DROPS:  production of motor 
vehicles in the year 1954 totalled 350,068 
'units,.according to advance figures.released 
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. This.was 
a drop of 28% fremi the 1953 output  of.484594 
units December production dropped 27% to 26,- 
065 units from 35.483 in the same month of 
1953. 

* * 	* 
An - estimated 820,000 Canadian homes had 

TV sets-  last September, or about 22% of the 
country's households..There were . some in every 
province, but the bulk were in Ontario.(478,- 
000) and Cpebec (266,000).- 
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OCTOBER IMPORTS DOWN: Value of Canada's
commodity imports declined 7% in October and
slightly over 8% in the first 10 months of
1954 as compared with a year earlier, accord-
ing to-final figures on the month's imports by
.the.Bureau. Total value.for October was $333,-
100,000 versus $358:300,000 a year ago, bring-
ing the January-October total to Q3,384,400,-
000 versus $3,693,000,000.

A 5.5% drop in volûme was the main factor

in reducing the total value of imports in

October, prices being down 1.4%. In' the Jan-

uary-October period, volume averaged 8.5q;lower

than in ]953 but prices were slightly higher,•

Imports were lower in val^ie both in Octo-
ber and the 10-month period from the United
States, the United Kingdom and Latin American
countries as a group, but higher from-other
Commonwealth countries as a whole, European
countries and the remaining group of foreign
countries.

Among the main commodity groups there were
increased values for•agricultural and vegetable
products, non-ferrous metals and products, and
chemicals and allied products. Among the
larger decreases were iron and products and
non-metallic.minerals'and products. In'the 10-
month period, two-groups - agricultural and
vegetable products and wood and paper - rose
in value, largest decreases occurring in fibres
and textiles, iron and products, non-ferrous
metals and non-metallic minerals.

FROM UNITED STATES

October imports from the United States fell
to $234,864,000' £rom'$258, 252,000 and in the
10-month period to $2,444,859,000 from $2,-
7 29,948,000. Over the 10-month period all group
values were. lower. except those for agricultural
and vegetable products and wood and paper,
the largest decreases being in fibres and tex-
tiles, iron and products, and non-metallic
minerals.

Purchases from the-United Kingdom dropped
in October to $31,52(};000,.from $36,782,000 a
year earlier and in the 10 months to $332,-
163,000 from $376,188,000. A large part of the
decrease in the 10 months occurred in fibres,
textiles and products and iron and products.

October imports from all.other Commonwealth
countries.rose to $18,955;000 from $18,418,-
000 in the corresponding month in 1953 and in
the 10-month period to $152,567,000 from $1q4;-

347,000.
Purchases from Latin Affierican countries

were lower in value-both in October and the
10-month.period. The month's value was $21;-

894,000 versus $22,169,000, bringing the 10-
month total to $236,218,000 versus $242,693,-
000. Imports from Venezuela - largest source
of supply - were.slightly lower in October but
higher in the 10-months.

(C.W.B..JanuBry 14, 1955)

Imports from European countries climbed in

October to $17,576,000'from $16.179,000 and in
the 10 months to $145,•850,000 from $141,961,-
000. There were increased purchases•in the
month and cumulative period from the Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy and the Netherlands,
but reduced imports from Belgium and Luxem-
bourg and Switzerland,

From the remaining group of foreign coun-
tries imports were valued.in October at $7,-
198,000, -up from $5;859,000. 'raising the
cumulative.total to $60,455,000'from $50,720,-
000. Japan.and the Netherlands Antilles ac-
counted for most of the increase.-Purchases
from-Lebanon declined,

SALMON WEALTN:'After half a century of
intensive fishing the salmon•of British
Columbia continues to provide enormous yields
which account for some $40,000,000 a year
to the-fishing industry.

Dr. A:W,H.:Needler,director of the Pacific
Biological Station, Nanaimo, B,e.; reported,
however, to the Fisheries Research Board of
Canada's annual meeting in Ottawa that more
.precise knowledge was necessary to keep sal-
mon stocks at their maximum production.

To acquire a better understanding of what
is necessary to keep the British Columbia
salmon fishery at its peak, Dr. Needler said'
that the number of young salmon produced by
known numbers of spawners have been and are
being studied in several British Columbia
streams and lakes with varying cônditions.
Emphasis is being placed on sockeye salmon,
with the pink and chum species next in re-
search importance.-In 1954, 9,500,000 sockeye
were caught by British Columbia fishermen.

GFATLEit'PA.RACNUTE: 'Paratroopers of the Can-
adian Army will "hit a new kind of silk" when
they make their next continuation training
jumps this month..

The new 'chute almost completely eliminates
the opening "jerk" and oscillation while in
the air. The rate of descent is considerably
slower with the result that landings are much
more gentle. It'was developed in the United
States and is now manuftLctured in Canada.

There were 179 academic libraries :in Canada
at last count and they had 7,387;887 books on
their shelves, about 79 volumes per student.,

Among the nine butter producing countries
of the world Canada ranked fourth in domestic
disappearance in 1953 with a per capita figure
of 21 pounds.
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ATOMIC POWER PLANTS:  The co-operation of 
private industry is being invited by the Gov-
ernment in the development of atomic power 
plants, the Minister of Trade and Commerce, 
Mr, C.D. Howe, announced in the House of Corn  • 
mons in answer to a question on January 10. 

Question and answer were as follows: 
Mr. George H. Hees (Broadview): "Will the 

Minister advise the House whether the Govern-
ment has  any  plans for Canadian industry 
similar to. thoSe announced by the United 
States GovernMent in Washington yesterday in 
order to help private industry develop and 
operate experimental atomic power plants?" 

Mr. Howe: "Mr. Speaker. Atomic Energy .of 
Canada Limited has been carrying out a plan 
similar to that announced in the United States. 
At the moment some six or eight private in-
dustries in Canada have been invited to submit 
proposals for a joint project of the type 
mentioned in the article, and it is expected 
that those proposals will have been submitted 
by early February. When they are received it 
is hoped t.hat a joint operation can be carried 
out between the Chalk River establishment and 

the selected priyate firm." 

* * * * 

IRON ORE RISE •  Shipments of iron ore from 
Canadian mines increased again in November, 
rising 26% to 733,182 tons from 582,314 a year 
earlier.  This  was the fourth successive monthly 
rise over 1953, boosting January-November 
shipments to 6,543,877 tons from 6,196,163. 
Stocks at the end of November were 1,285.089 
tons, more  than double the preceding year's 
546,289 tons. 

* * * * 
, FEWER IMMIGRANTS:  The Department of Cit-
izenship and Immigration has reported that 
the number of immigrants  entering  Canada  during 
the first 11 months of 1954 was 146,773, àown 
10 865 from the 157,638 immigrants who entered 
in the similar period last year. 

(C.W.B. january 14, 1955) 

FISHERIES RESEARCH:  The little known fish-
ery resources in the offshore waters of Can-
ada's coastline are receiving increasing 
attention by fishery scientists .  

In recent years Canada has entered into two 
multilateral agreements with other countries 
with the aim of developing and conserving the 
fisheries off the Pacific and Atlantic coasts. 
Being closer than any other nation  to  some 
of the most prolific international fishing 
grounds, and having•the second longest coast-
line in the world .  Canada has a keen interest 
in making best possible use of the potential 
supply of food in the sea. 

Dr, A.W.H. Needier, Director of the Pacific 
Bielogical Station of the Fisheries Research 
Board of Canada, Nanaimo, B.C., told the 
annual meeting of the Board in Ottawa that the 
possible importance of offshore fishing to the 
long-term future of British Columbia's fishing 
industry emphasized the need for more explora-
tory fishing and reconnaissance in the North 
Pacific. 

* * 

CANADA,  U. S . TRAVEL:  Volume of highway 
J.traffic between Canada and the United States 
declined less than 1% in November to 873 200 
from 879,700 in the corresponding month of 
19 53 There was a decrease of nearly 3% . in the 
number of foreign vehicles entering Canada 
to 487,514 and an increase of nearly 2% to 
385,689 in the number of Canadian vehicles 
retu rn ing. 

In the January-October period  8.058,047  
foreign vehicles entered Canada from the 
United States, down from. the preceding year's 
8,146,124. At the same time the number of 
Canadian vehicles returning rose to 4,934,109 
from 4,827,871. 

* * * * 
Canada's 1,906 regular theatres could seat 

978,162 persons in 1953, 2.4% more than in 
1952. Potential capacity (seats multiplied by 
the number of performances during the year) 
was 818, 2b5,591. 

* * * 	* 
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WEEK'S EVENTS IN REVIEW 

FRANCE' S DECISION:  "The approval by the 
French National Assembly of the agreements 
worked out in a spirit of co-operation and 
comprehension last autumn at London and Paris 
is a cause for deep satisfaction," said the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
L.B. Pearson, in a statement on December 30, 
concerning the action taken by the French 
National Assembly in Paris on the London and 
Paris Agreements. 

"I realize that there were doubts and 
hesitations and much.soul-searching in Paris 
before the necessary decisions were taken. The 
Assembly, however, with what I believe to be a 
wise and realistic understanding of the situa-
tion, have chosen to follow the course which 
is not only best in the interests of France, 
but which was also required if the Atlantic 
coalition, whose strength and unity is essen-
tial for peace, was to be maintained. 

"It would indeed have been a sad day if 

some other course had been followed, through 
fear of the consequences of a restoration of 
German sovereignty, which included the right 

and obligation - of Germany to share in her 

own defence. 
"We must now prove that the rearmament of 

Germany, not unlimited nor uncontrelled, but  

within the context of NATO and Western Euro-
pean Union, is not only no menace to .Erance, 
or to any other country, but, on the contrary 
will help to associate Gez-many with the free 
Western world in such a way that peace and 
security will be strengthened. 

"Without the close and friendly co-opera-
tion and understanding between France and 
Germany, such a strengthening of peace would 
be difficult, if not impossible. That is an-
other reason why the decisions taken in Paris 
will be welcomed by the majority of the Cana-
dian people." 

* * * * 

GATT DISCUSSIONS:  The Department of Ex-
te rnal Affairs announced on January 4, that 
the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. C.D. 
Howe, the Minister of Finance. Mr. Walter Har-
ris, and the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson, would visit Wash-
ington Thursday, January 6, for discussions 
with the appropriate U.S. Cabinet Members on 
several problems arising out of the current 
Review Session of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade. The discussions were ex-
pected to take place during 'Thursday afte rnoon, 
January 7. 

1 
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E.MPLOYMENT PICTURE: "It is now over a year
since an easing began to occur in the excep•
tionally tight labour market situation that
prevailed in the early summer of 1953. The
economy has since proceeded through a period
of adjustment, although beginning in the sum-•
mer of this year indications have pointed to
stability and in recent months, some imp.rove-'
ment in the level of economic activity and
employment while unemployment continued on a
higher level in 1954 than in 1953. On balance,
we can say that 1954 has been a fairly good
year," said the Minister of Labour, Mr Milton
F. Gregg, in a year-end review.

"The most encouraging development in the
Canadian manpower picture this past summer and
fall has been the firming in employment in
several industries which last year and par-
ticularly last winter were cutting down pro••
duction," he proceeded. "Since the beginning
of the year, employment trends in various
parts of the economy have been quite mixed.
While employment in the services, trade,
finance, and public utilities industries has
moved steadily upward, employment in manufac-•
turing has declined. This reduced activity in
manufacturing, however, has been moderate and
it has not radiated out and prevented growth
in other parts of the economy.

MIXED TRENDS

"Since early summer, employment in the non•-

agricultural industries, which had dropped

below the level of the previous year during
the winter months, stabilized and- in agricul-
ture rose abov.e last year's high level. In

manufacturing, some encouraging signs developed

during the summer. Although employment in the
durable goods industries, • which undérwent'tiie
most serious adjustments during the year, . did

not entirely achieve stability, some return
of strength is indicated in the soft goods

industries.
"Some gains in employment have been made in

textiles, clothingand leather goods industries_,
while employment in the paper products, non.,
metallic minerals, chemicals and petroleum
industries has continued to expand. Apart from
coal, the mining industry has shown consider••
able buoyancy in recent months. Forestry em.
ployment exceeded last year's level in October
and November, and construction has been active
this fall particularly in the residential
field....

"With the relative improvement in the em-
ployment picture, and despite a continued and
fairly rapid growth of the labour force, the
demand for labour has been sufficiently strong
in recent months to reduce the year to year
gâp in the unemployment level...."

• M * r ^

Tnere was a 58% jump in the number of car-
penters in Canada in the 10 years between 1941
and 1951, from 81,773 to 130,000-

(C.W.B. January 7, 1955)

ARCTIC SURVEYS BY AIRCRAFT : The Army, to -
gether wi the eo etic Survey of Canada, has
tested a new method of surveying which it is
hoped will greatly facilitate the mapping of
the Canadian Arctic,

The new method developed by C.H. Ney of
the Geodetic Survey of Canada, employs an
electric light on a high-flying aircraft as a
survey marker.

The theory behind the method is that if a
plane equipped with a powerful light circles
over a triangulation point on the ground.,
observations can be made on the plane from
points up to 100 miles away. Shots of this
length require a target 5000 feet above sea
level and are only practicable if the target
is mounted on a plane.

The fact that the target is moving and
never really directly over the triangulation
station is compensated for by théodolite
observations taken on the plane by men at the
station below.

Modern Swiss survey instruments with camera-
recorded dials were used.

PARIS SECRETARIAT: The Cr•own•-operated Ex-
port Credits Insurance Corporation of Ottawa,
has announced the establishment of a Secre-
tariat in Paris of the Berne Union, with
Mr. G.M. Godley as Secretary-General.

The Berne Union was founded in 1934 to
study the technique and practice of credit
insurance, and as a medium for the exchange of
views and information between member countries
in assessing risks in foreign•markets. The

ort Credits Insurance Corporation joined
the Union shortly after its incorporation as a
Crown company in 1944. Members of the Berne
Union include eleven countries of Western
Europe

C.N,R..UP IN NQVEMBER: A slight improve-
ment in the net revenues of'the Canadian
National Railways during the month of November
was reported December 31 in the Company's in-

come and expense statement. Operating revenues

amounted to $54,520,000 compared with $52,-
906,000 for the corresponding month of 1953,

and operating expenses decreased $1,012,000
for the same period with the result that net

revenue increased by $2,626,000.

CAYAL FREIGHT RISE Volume of freight trans-

ported through Canadian canals in November

amounted to 3,514, 136 tons, an increase of

6,6% over the preceding year's November total

of 3.296,648. Increased shipments of barley,

oats, petroleum products, sand and other

freight through the Welland Ship Canal and

barley, oats and soft coal through the St.
Lawrence canals resulted in the advance over
the preceding November.
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(C.W.B. January 7, 1955) 

CONSTRUCTIVE CO-OPERATION ULTIMATE GOAL 

NR . PEARSON' S STATEMENT  The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs. Mr. L.B. Pearson 
on December 31 issued a New Year's  message  in 
which he reviewed the events of importance in 
the international field in 1954 and went on to 
discuss the present situation, as follows: 

". . . .This time last year we were still 
wondering to what extent the new masters of 
the Soviet Union proposed to follow in the 
footsteps of the old. During the year we 
learned that there were to be some interesting 
and important variations in tactics, although 
in  strate' and in the basic aims of policy 
Mr. Malenkov and his associates do not appear 
thus far at least to have abandoned the dan-
gerous paths of Marshal Stalin. 

"Until recently we have had to face heavy-
handed Soviet policy of intimidation and 
threats. This has often had the useful result 
of consolidating the western world in resisting 
crude Soviet demands. It seems that now the 
men in the Kremlin are becoming more astute, 
and may be seeking to undermine democratic 
unity and to sap our strength by gestures 
for what they call 'peaceful co-existence.' . .. 

NOT TO HE INTIMIDATED 

"Perhaps this adventure of Moscow into more 
begt.iiling tactics is an acknowledgment on 
their part that the West was not to be in-• 
timidated. It is to be hoped that it will soon 
be realized also that we are not to be cajoled 
by words alone. 

"What we must still hope and work for, is a 
realization on the part of the Soviet leaders 
that words divorced from deeds will not do; 
that while we are neither to be frietened nor 
lulled into an abandonment of policy or prin-

ciple, we are always prepared to consider at 
the conference table or through the normal 
diplomatic channels any legitimate and,sincere 
proposal- from them which might strengthen 
peace and security in the world. 

"It would be dangerous for the West not to 
be prepared for deceit, but it would be stupid 
not'to take advantage of every reasonable 
opportunity for sincere negotiation. wecannot, 
even if we wanted to, wipe out our memories of 
Soviet obstruction to the humanitarian work of 
economic assistance since the end of the war; 
nor of the U.S.S.R..% more open and, forceful 
activity in the Berlin blockade; nor of its 

* 

Ganada's general index number of wholesale 
prices rose 0.210 in November to 214.8 from 
214.3 in the preceding month but declined 1.8cle 
from last year's 218.7 .  Three of the eight 
main commodity group indexes moved up from 
October, four receded and one remained unchan- 

ged.  

expansion and overthrow of liberty all over 
Eastern Europe. But though we have learned to 
be cautious, we must never forget that the 
ultimate goal that we must continue to seek 
must involve not only co- existence.  .but the 
constructive co-operation, of all men. 

"Throughout the year, as previously, the 
United Nations has remained the basis of Can-
ada's policy for seeking with other states 
solutions to international problems, just as 
NATO.has been the foundation of our policy for 
collective defence. 

"Apart from these larger associations, we 
have had occasion more than once during the 
year in Canada to appreciate the value of our 
membership in the Commonwealth of Nations, an 
important part of which is its.role in facili-
tating close and friendly relations with new 
democracies in Asia.. 

GOOD NEIGHBOURHOOD 

"We have also had cause doring the year to 
be• thankful for the good neightourhood between 
the United States and Canada, and for the 
continuing closeness and friendliness of our 
relations with France and the other free 
countries of Western Europe. 

"The year now ending has seen final solu.• 
tions to very few of the problems that we 
face. But in several of them it has taken us 
forward, and kept open the road to further 
advances toward genuine peace. It has seen at 
least the partial realization of some of the 
plans and hopes of earlier years. 'These very 
achievements have,  of course,  brought with them 
new problems on which we must now set to work 
in the hope that a few years hence we may look 
back without reproaching ourselves for lost 
opportunities or lack of foresight. In world 
affairs it is rarely possible to say that an 
issue is settled and the books closed. Diplo-
macy is a continuing process; with the end of 
one problem often becoming the beginning of 
another. Our purpose should.be  to ensure that 
the process at least moves in the right  direc-
tion!  I think that in 1..954 we have on the 
whole been doing that. 

"May  1955 bring to all  .'of  us._•reaL hap-
piness, and may we make during the next 
twelve months genuine and steady progress 
towards an assured peace on earth to all men 
of goodwill." 

* * * 
Gross output value of Canada's iron and 

steel product group of industries climbed to 
an all-time peak total of $2,135,032,000 in 
1952, an increase of 1210 over the preceding 
year's $1,904,650,000, according to the annual 
review of the group by the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. 
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NEW SCALLOP I'3EALTH;. Thousands of do'Elars -

money that otherwise would not have been
realized - have.been deposited in the pockets

of commercial fishermen as a result of dis-

coveries of new scallop grounds by federal

fisheries scientists.
At the annual meeting of the Fisheries

Research Board of Canada in Ottawa this week

it was reported that the scallop bed on the

northern part of St. Pierre Bank in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence; discovered in 1953, yielded

$50,000- worth of this sea delicacy in the I
first six months of 1954. During May and June

the boats were landing 1,500 pounds of scallop
meats per fishing day.

Encouraged by this find, explorations
for new scallop beds were continued in 1954
extending^tothe Magdalen Islandsand New-
foundland. A promising 'area for a limited
commercial fishery was found on the southeast
part of Browns Bank; Good catches were made
in experimental drags but the bivalves were
small and meat yields were low.

Prior to these, explorations_ it was gen-

erally assumed by the fishermen that the only

commercial fishery for scallops was in the Bay

of Fundy around Digby.

LARGEST WHALE CATCH: Canada has the only
whaling station now in operation off the west
coast of North America.

The station is situated at Coal Harbour
^ near the north-western tip of Vancouver Island_.

B.C. In 1954, the station's six catcher-boats
accounted for 630 whales during a six-month
season which ran from March to September.
These were the largest catch, the longest
season and the largest whale catching fleet in

the history of the station's seven successive
years of operation.

FISHERIES RESEARCH; Ten thousand codfish
are swimming around the North Atlantic without

knowing that they are working for the Fisher-
ies Research Board of Canada, They were tagged

between April and October of 1954 by members

of the Board's staff on the research vessel

ttMarinus", The main reasons for tagging the
fish are to find out where they go, what
conditions they prefer and to determine their
rate of growth.

Volume of Canada's forest production in

1952 was slightly below the all-time peak set
in 1951 but the value climbed to the highest
point on `record: according to the Dominion
Bureau of Statisttcs.- Final estimates show a

cut of 3,565,609,000cûbic feetof merchantable
timber valued at $815,651,000 versus 3,602;-

957.000 cubic feet valued at $782,525,000 in
the preceding year.

(C.,tiV.B. ^ January 7, 1955)

COMMON STOCKS RISEô Prices of common stocks

as measured by the investors' index of 101
stocks:_ continued to move to new highs during'
the first four weeks of December. For-the week
ending December 23 the total index reached

208.5 as compared with 202.9 for the week

ending December 25. Strength was shared by
each of the three major groups of industrials,

utilities and banks, with utilities register-
ing the firmest tone

Of the eleven sub-groups, all but two were

higher, with pulp and paper and building

materials showing -sharpest advances. Mining

stocks. also advanced over the period, the
series of 27 stocks moving to 101.9 for the

week ending December 23 from 98,6 for the wéek

ending November 25, Base metals were somewhat
stronger than golds, advancing to 178.7 from
172.9, while golds moved to 68.3 from 66.2.

F.r{/PLOYAfENT DOiVN: Industrial employment was
at a lower level at the beginning of November,

the Bureau's advance index dropping 0:80b from
October and 2o9p from November last year. The
payroll index, on the other hand, showed a

minor rise from October 1 but was insignif-
icantly lower than at November 1, 1953. Per
capita weekly earnings rose to a new high.

The November 1 index of industrial employ-
ment stood at 112.5 as compared with 113,4-a
month earlier and 115,9 a year ago, and that

for payrolls at 157.3 as compared with 157.2
at the, beginning of October and 157.4 last

year. Per capita weekly earnings averaged
$59.82 as compared with $59.26 a month earlier
and $58..14 a year ago.

PRICE INDEX DOWN: The consumer price index
declined from 116.8 to 116.6 between November
1 and December 1. The change was largely
attributable to lower food prices which moved
the food index from 113.4 to 112,6•

Other group indexes showed little or no
change The shelter index advanced from 127.9
to 128,2, following a further gain of 0.2% in
the rent index and an advance of 0.3% in the
home-ownership component.

In the half-century since 1901 the propor-

tion of Canada's male labour force in agricul-
tural occupations dropped from almost 460k to
less than 200h, while the proportion in manu-
facturing and mechanical occupations'rose
moderately from about 15'^ to slightly more
than 190b.

There were 3,521 new motion picture films

released in Canada in 1953, of which 2,894

were English, 542 in French and 85 in other

languages.

•
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(C.W.B..January 7, 1955)

MINERAL PRODUCTION A RECORD $1,4542'000,000
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1964 SURVEY: Boosted by new peak values
for-.the four main groups - metals, non-metal-
lics, fuels and structural materials - the
overall value of Canada's mineral production
in 1954 climbed to an all-time high total of
$1,454,000,000, according to the Bureau's.
annual estimate. This was $118,000,000 or 8.8'!o
higher than the 1953 value of $1,336,000,000
and followed a rise of 3.9$ or $50,961,150 in
1953 over 1952. All Provinces shared in the
increased value in 1954.

Metals p-roduced in 1954 were valued at
$763,000,000, anincrease of 7.6% over the 1953
value of $709,000,000. Gold production rose to
4,280,000 fine ounces from 4,056,000 and the
value to $145,814,000 from $139,598,000. Cop-
per production was encouraged by demand, ris-
ing to 599,851,000 pounds from 506,504,000 and
the value to $174,139,000 from $150,954,000.
Nickel production advanced to 319,983,000
pounds from 287,386,000 and the value to
$180,196,000 from $160,430,000.

NEW IRON MINES

Production of lead increased to 442,543,000
pounds from 387,412,000 and the value to $58,-
991,000 from $50,077,000, but zinc production
fell to 747,718,000 pounds from 803,523,000
and the value to $89,278,000 from $96,101,000.
Iron ore shipments climbed to a new peak total
of 7,280-,000 pounds from 6,510,000 and the
value to $46,758,000 from $44,103,000. Iron
ore shipments from the new iron mines in New
Quebec and Labrador counterbalanced the les-
sened exports to steel plants in the Great
Lakes area. The year's output of silver rose
to 31,542,000 fine ounces from 28,299,000 and
the value to $26,262,000 from $23,774,000.

Mineral fuels were valued at $354,700,000
in 1954, an increase of nearly 13% over the
$314,200,000 in 1953. Crude petroleum continued
to lead all other minerals in value of produc-

,^

UNEMPLOYIIENT CLAIMS: Initial and renewal
claims for unemployment insurance benefit re-
ceived in local offices across Canada numbered
'187,744 in November. While this is an increase
of some 60,000 over the 127,609 claims record-
ed in October, it is a slight decline from the
figure of 188.881 for November, 1953.

Canada's composite average index for 30

industrial material prices at wholesale moved

within narrow limits in December as the total

index changed from 223.4 to 223.5 between the

weeks of November 26 and December 24. The

December 1954 preliminary average index of

223.2 compares with a 1954 low of 221.7 in

September and 225.8 in December 1953.

tion. The year•'s output-amounted to 95,480,000.
barrels valued at $245,196,000 versus 80,899,-
000 barrels valued at $200,582,000. Natural
gas production increased to 122,854,500 M
,cubic feet valued at $12,683,000 from 100,•-
986,000 M cubic feet valued at $10,877,000,
but coal production fell to 14,825,000 tons
valued at $96,078,000 versus 15,901,000 tons
valued at $102,722,000.

The value of other non-metallics rose in
1954 to $136,600,000 from $126,039,000 in
1953. The greater portion of this totalwas
derived from the production of 966,900 tons of
asbestos valued at $93,080,000 versus 911,000
tons valued at $86,053,000 the year before.
The year's output of gypsum amounted to 3,957,-
000 tons valued at $7,054,000 versus 3,841,000
tons valued at $7,400,000, and the production
of salt amounted to 962,000 tons valued at
$8,507,000 versus 955,000 tons valued at
$6,975,000.

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

Production of structural materials amounted
.in value to $199,386,000 versus $187;202,000
the year before. Clay products - brick, tile,
etc. - were produced to the value of $31,520,-
000 versus $29,778,000. The year's output of
cement totalled 22,553,000 barrels valued at
$59,405,000 as compared with 22,238,000 bar-
rels worth $58,842.000• Lime production was
slightly lower at 1,217,000 tons valued at
$14,333,OOQ versus 1,229,000 tons valued at
$14,484,000. Sand and gravel rose to 105,431,-
000.'tons from 101,034,000 =and-.:..the. v-alue to
$56,885,000 from $53,485,000.

Ontario led the Provinces in the value of

mineral produced in 1954 at $484,993,000

($465,877,000 in 1953), followed by Alberta at

$281,462,000 ($248,863,000), Quebec $275,141,-

000 ($251,882,000), and British Columbia
$161,309,000 ($158,488,000).

#^=a

TRANS-CANADA PROGRESS: Construction in many
areas during 1954 continued to show good pro•-

gress in spite of problems posed by unusually
bad weather and other physical obstacles in
several parts of the country, federal Works
Minister Winters stated December 31 in his

year-end report on the Trans-Canada Highway
programme.

Total mileage paved now stands at 1,050 and
another 400 miles are graded and ready for
paving. While bad weather caused serious
delays in work schedules, as much as six weeks
during the mid-year construction season, a
total of 223 miles of paving were added to
previous completed contracts and 191 miles of
new grading were also completed. In addition,
109 of 134 underpasses, bridges and overpasses
designed for the Highway were finished by the
end of November 1954.
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MINISTER OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA.  The Department 
of External Affairs announced on January 5 

.that His Exce llency Bedrich Hruska had pre 
sented to His Excellency the Cevernor Ceneral 
his letter of credence as Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary of Czechoslovakia 
to Canada. The ceremony took place at Govern-
ment House. 
• Mr. Hruska was born in 1910. After grad-
uating from the Faculty of Philosophy of Char 
les University in Prague. he taught in various 
schools and industrial Colleges, and later 
became Principal of an industrial college and 
subsequently Head of the Regional Department 
of Education and Culture. In 1953 he entered 
the Czechoslovak Foreign Ministry and was 
appointed Chief of the Anglo-Saxon Section 
of .the Cemmittee for Cultural Relations for 
Foreign Ceuntries, a post which he still held 
upon his appointment to Canada. 

o * * 

DEEPEST LAKE FISHERY -  For years to come 
Great Slave Lake in Canada's Northwest Ter-
ritories will continue to yield an enormous 
annual catch of some 9,000.000 pounds of fresh 
water fish .  This is the-opinion of fishery 
scientists reporting"this week to the Fisher-
ies Research Board annual meeting in Ottawa. 

Great Slave Lake, which covers an area of 
11,070.square miles, is the fifth largest and 
the deepest lake on the North American conti 
nent. It is also the continent's largest pro 
durer of Lake  trout and whitefish combined, 

* * * * 

WHEAT SUPPLIES:  Visible supplies of Can-
adian wheat on December 22 totalled  350,144,.-
000  bushels, slightly larger than the 344;- 
539,000-bushel total of a week earlier, but 6% 
smaller than last year's 371,064,000 bushels. 
Deliveries from farms in the Prairie Provinces 
during the week were sharply lower at 10 690. 
000 bushels versus 25,522,000 a year ago. At 
the sane tiSme àverseas export clearances rose 
to 3,080,000 bushels from 1,546,000, 

* * * * 

Volume III of the'foreign trade of Canada 
for  the  calendar year  1953 was released January 
5 by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. It 
contains final detailed statistics.on imports 
by articles and countries of origin for the 
years 1951..1952 . and 1953.  

(C.W.B..January 7, 1955) 

AMBASSADOR OF. HAITI : The -Debar:we-Le el  Ex-
ternal Affairs announced on January 3 that His 
Excellency Jacques Leger on that day presented 
to His Excellency the Governor General his 
letter of credence as Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Haiti 
to Canada. The ceremony took place at Govern-
ment House. 

Mr. Jacques Leger was boi..n at Port-au-
Prince, Haiti. in 1914. After graduating in 
law. he was called to the bar of Port-au-
Prince. He entered the Haitian Foreign Service 
in 1934. Since then he has represented his 
country. in various capacities, in the  fol-
lowing countries: Venezuela, Cuba, Argentina 
and Brazil. He has also attended a number of 
international conferences,  and  has held several 
posts in the Foreign Ministry, including that 
of Secretary of State for External Relations. 
In 1952, he was appointed Ambassador at Wash-
ington, a post which he will still hold con-
currently with that of Ambassador to Canada. 

*0 0  

CHRISTMAS SALES JUMP:  Canadians went on a 
' shopping spree this Christmas that boosted 
Jdepartment store sales 32.2% above the 1953 
Christmas week level. Preliminary estimates 
released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
reveal that in the week ending December 24 

sales were higher than a year earlier in all 
parts of the country. 

The biggest boost over the corresponding 
week of 1953 was a46.4% sales jump for depart-
ment stores in the four Atlantic Provinces. 
On the other side of the country, British 
Columbia department stores rang up a 40.3% 
sales gain. Ontario sales were up 34.4%, 
Alberta sales 27.4%. Cliebec sales 25.6%, Sas-
katchewan sales 25.4%, and Manitoba sales 
206%  

* * * * 

TEXTILE OUTPUT DOWN IN 195;  Canadian pro-
duction of all textiles except clothing was 
valued at $744,141,645 in 1952, a drop of 
$102,335,658 or 12%  from the output of the 
preceding year, according to the Bureau's 
annual general review of this group of indus-
tries The group comprises the cotton textile 
industry, the wool textiles industry, the 
synthetic textiles and silk industry,  the  dye-
ing and finishing of textile goods industry, 
and miscellaneous textile products industries. 

* a * * 
1 * * 

The Defence Research Board has announced 
the appointment of Dr, „John C. Arnell, of 

Ottawa. Senior Scientific Staff Cfficer (Spec-
ial Weapons); as DireCtor of Scientific Intel-

ligence. 

The rate of natural increase (the excess of 
births over deaths) per thousand population 
ranged from 15.9 in British Columbia to 26.3 
in Newfoundland in 1953, averaged 19.6 for 
Canada as a whole. 
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